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-

.

Thur~day, 26~h F~b'rua:ry 193~.
THE Council meranshe Council.Chamber
clock. Mr. President in the Chair.

'.1;

I· · ·

at.~

P.M.

of the

i:

t~
!

OATHOF OFFICE.

\;

The following members were sworn in:i.
. Mr._R.P. Hadow (Chief Engineei, Public Works Detartmeiit, Irriga-,
tion), '
,
·
Mr. S. K. Kirpalani (R~vEl!lue Secretary to Goven$ent) .. ·
Khan Sahib Shaikh Fa~al. Ilahi (Director, Iriformation Bureau).
(No:p:-of1:foial,
· "" ; Lala Labh Chand Mehra.
nominated).
Mian Mushtaq Ahmad (Non-offleiel, nominated). \

I·

0

,

,

·::-.,,:·:

..' .

;:.··.,

.

~.··~

I.

'

!:·:;

STARRED QUESTIONS AND ANSWER~.
AcT1v1T1Ea·o; 1:im PUBLIC

HEALTl11DEPABT~NT.

fo~

. · *1019. ~. E. Maya . Das : Will the Honourabl~ . _,Miniate~:
Education be pleased tomake a statetnent as to the activities of the Public
Health Department and the iesults achieved ·by .the D.~pa~ment?

The Ho~ou.rable Malik Firoz Khan Noon.:. The Honourable. member is referred to the last annual repQrl
of the Punjab.
· ·.-

on the Public Healih Administration
1

-'

i·
UNIVEBSI~Y

Ei.ui1NA.TIONS:~IRroiGUL~:ltIT~ES.

· *1020. Khan Bah~ur Shaikh ))in Mwia111mad : -11.: Will· the Hon·
curable Ministe:t' for Education please iitate,-,- . ·
· t· ·
·.
(a) whether any irr~gularities in tlie conduct of urJye~ity examine· tiom1 ha-ve beenbrought to his notice in the ctjtrent ye~ ;
(b) if so, whether any acti6n has been' taken agaiiµlt those official$
·
who
are responsible for such irregularities
? i!'
'
.
' .
The ,llonourable Malik Firoz Khan Noon: (a) ]f the honourable
member .refe~s to ,the recent leakage 0f Intermediate· exaitnination papers,
the' reply is in the effirmativs.
·
·
l
(b) Attention is invited to the reply to part (b) of \Council question
No: 967.1
,

i'

B

-··'--&.,

'

•

2
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[25TH F:!i1BY, 1982.

Soaoor, BUILDING, HosmARPUR.

*102t Khan Bahadur Shaikh Din Muhammad·: Will the Honour-

able Minister for Education please state-

·

·

, (a) whether he has received any protest from the residents of Hoshiarpur agaihst the location of the Girls High School building
outside the town in fJ:'ont of the focal Government College ; ·

(b) if so, what action has been taken thereon?

The Honearable Malik Firozlthan Noon: (a) Yes.
·~

(b} A high purda wall has been put up separatingthe school entirelyfrom
the college playing fields.
··

PRESIDENT, PIND I>ADAN KHAN. :MUNICIPALITY•

. *1022. Khan Bahadur Sh~

Din M~anima.. :. Will

tha .. Hon-

ourable Minister for Local Self-Government please stata--:(a) whether he has received any recommendation from the Deputy
: Commissioner, Jhelum, suggesting 1ihe substitution of the
Sub-Divisional Offi.ce:r as an ex-ojficio President of Pind
Dadan Khan Municipality in place , of the present nonofficial President ;
·

(b) if so, whataetion has been taken on t,h~t reeommendation

j'

The Honourable Dr. Gokul Chand Narang: The affairs of the
municipal committee of Pind Dadan Khan have been far from satisfactory
for some time past and certain recommendations have been received from
Iooq.l officers suggesting methods of improving ~he municipal.administration.
(b) 'r}ie recommendations are under the consideration of Government.

LEATHER TANNI~G EXPERT.

*1023. Khan Bahadur Shaikh Din Mubarnrnad : Will the Honourable Minister for Local Self-Government please state-

'

(a) whether the District Board, Jhelum, and District Community
·
Council, Jhelum, have passed any resolutions appreciating the serviees of the Leather 'I'anning Expert and requesting the
Department of Indust:tjes to perI,TJ.it him to stay there for at
least 4 months in each tahsil ;
·

(b) what is the decision of Government on the subject?

The Hol)ourable Dr. Gokul Chand Narang: (a) Government has
no knowledge of such resolutions beyond the fact that in two petitions received by Government a reference is made to them.
(b) Government is prepared to extend the period of the Demonstration
:Tanning Party's st11,y in the Jhelum district.
.
.
_·

.._

__;;,

--

--

.

,-j

J,

!'

STARRED

.8

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS:•
!

ESTABLISHMENT UNDER THE SuPERiNTENDING ENGINEER, PUBLIC
.
:
HEALTH CIRCLE.

Will the • 1lo~-

*1024. · Khan Bahadur, Sh~ikh Din Muhamma4 -:

-ourable Minister for Agriculture please state·
!
(a) the number of executive engineers, s'ub-<livisionaJ officers, senior
·
overseers, overseers; · senior . surveyors and surveyors · commniiitywise 'employed under : the ~upetjntending Engineer,
Public Health Circle, Public ·Works Toepap;mei;tt;
.
(b) the .nnmber of sub-divisional clerks, · SElnipf clerks _and junior
clerks communitywise employed in the sai:pe department ;
(c) whether any_ sub-division~} ~fficer, h~ad .11erk,. sub-divisional
·
. clerk, semor clerk and Jun10r clerk 1s dii~ctly related to the
. Superintending Engineer, Rai Bahadnr Al:nar Na.th Nanda ?
The Honoutable Sardar· Sir Jogendra · Singh : 1.('!) and (b) .'.A state'JIJBnt is laid on the table.
· · · ·
· .:
··· ·
I

§
'O·
e6

z0.

Name of appointment.

a
a

::s~

,-;

IJ:1

8.

~

a

3
4
5

3

22

13

5

9

5
5

·4

18

14 ;,

.

\'

0

00 ..

Sub-Divisicmal Officers
Senior Overseers
Overseers ..
Senior Surveyors
Surveyors ..
<(b) Sub-Divisional Clerks ..
Senior Clerks
Junior Clerks

(c) No.

C!>

...c:i
-+"

.

{a) Executive Engineers ..

Nil.
Nil.
6

""

--~.....

...c:i

.....A

-+"
0

,;,

1:6

'O

1
1

4

4

1
1

l
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CASE OF BRIBERY
AGAINSTAN OFFICIAL OF PUNJAtfUNIVlilRSITY.
.
I

*1025. Khan Behadur Sh~kh Din Muhammad : Will the Hon-onrable Minister for Education please state,! .:
(a) whether a gazetted officer of the Punjab poliJ~ was lately deputed
to enquire into the allegations of bribery against any official
of the Punjab University; if so, what wa~ the report made by
him;
~
r:
(b) whether .that report ha.s been submitted to! the Vice-_Chancellor
· as well as the Chancellor of ~he Punjab University;
(c) whether any action has been taken on that\ report; if not; why
not?
·
The HonourableMalik Firoz Khan Noon: {n), (b) and (c) The
'honoureble memberis referred to the anciwer to question'No, 942.1
1vo1. XX,
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".MUSLIMSIN THE JUDICIAL BRANOF. P.ulo!,IAB CIVIL SERVIOE:
111

1026. Mr. Mohammad Din M_alak: (1,) Will theJ:Jhief Secretary·

kindly state-

·

· · · · .·

,.

(a) if it is a fact that the :Muslims in the judicial branch of the.
Punjab Civil Service have been· in .a mmority during the·
last three. years as compared with the Hindus · and Sikhs
so far asthe population percentages ofthe three communities:
in: th_~ Punjab are concerned ;
1

(b) if it is ~lso a fact that a sufficient number of Mµslimswith requisite qualifications for . the posts in that branch are forth<

COIIDJ?S

?. .

• '

(w). If the replies to (a) and (b} above are in .the a:ffinnative, will the·
Chief Secretary be pleased to.state-_
(a) the reasons for keeping the· Muslims· in a minority in the·
judicial branch ;
·
.
{b) the steps Government proposes to take to increase the recruit
ment of Muslims in the service ?
· ··

Mr. C. C. Garbett: · The present practice in respect of the judicial'
branch of the Punjab Civil Service as in other services is to· arrange recruitment so that as far es possible the various communities· and classes are fairly
represented and no particular class or community obtains undue preponderance.
COMMUNALREPRijSENTATION IN TIIE PROVINOIAL ENGINEERING SE;R\'JCE,
·
PuBtIC. WoRKS DEPARTMENT.
·

1027. Mr. Muhammad Din Malak:

Will the Honourable Minister
for Agriculture please state(a) if it is sf: fact that the representation of Muslims, Hindus and
Sikhs in the Provincial Engineering .Service of the Public·
Works Department as it stood on 1st Janua:cy 1981., was.
15·6, 62•4 and 9·2 per eent., respectively'}:
·
111

(b) if it is ·aI~o a fact that the representation of these eommunities in·
the Upper Subordinate Service of the same department on
that date was 14·6, '!0;7 .and ~~·7 respectively;
(c)if Govermnep.'tis aware that Muslims with requisite qualifi.ca-tions are available for these serviees ;
c

.

(a) if repliea'to (a)_ to· (c).above a!e in ~be a~ative--('t) the reasons for keeping the Muslim- representation at ab~~t
or less than one fourth of their. · population percentage
during the last three years ;
(ii) what 'steps Government proposes to take to increase the.recmitment of Muslims in the service ?

fl
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The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh: (a) The representaJiion of Muslims, Hindus and Sikhs in the Punjab Service of Engineers of the
Public Works Department, Buildings and Roads Branch, on 1st January
1931 was 9.5 per cent., 80.9 per cent. and O per oent., respectively.
(b) The representaticn of these communities in the. Upper Subordinate
Service of the same branch was 37 .5 per cent., 37.5 per cent. and 25 per eent.,
.respeetively.
(e) Probably not when these appointments were made.
(d) (i) Recruitment to the Punjab Service of Engineers referred to by
the honourable member ceased in 1980 when the new Punjab Service of
Engineers was formed. Recruitment to the new service has not yet begun
due to financial stringency. Recruitment to the Punjab Service of Engineers
prior to 1930 was made by the strict selection and only the best men were
::recruited to the service.
·
Recruitment to the Upper Subordinate Service ceased in 1920.
(ii) When recruitment begins the claims of Muslim candidates will
he considered along with the claims of candidates of other communities.
RECRUITMENT

OF ZILLADARS FROM THE CANAL DEPARTMENT.

*1028. Sardar Jawahar Singh Dhillon : Will the Honourable
:Member for Revenue be pleased to state( a) how many revenue clerks (munshis) from Canal Department
(Irrigation Branch) have been recruited for the post of zilladar
for thelast three years, i.e., in 1929, 1930 and 1931 ;
(b) how many of the total number of these appointments mentioned
in (a) above have gone to Hindus, Muhammadans and Sikhs; _
(c) how many are statutory agriculturists out of the Sikhs taken
for the post ofthe zilladar ;
·
·
(d) whether it is a fact that revenue clerks (munshis) mentioned
in (a) above, of the age exceeding forty years will not be
eligible for the post of zilladar ;
(e) if the number of Sikh agriculturists is inadequate '!hat steps the
Government propose to take to redress tlie grievances of this
community ?
·
The· Hono111'l!'ableCaptaip Sardar Sikandet' Hyat Khan :
(a) 1929
1930
1931
{b) 1929 Hindus
Muhammadans
Sikhs
1931 Hindus
Muhammadans
Sikhs

1

...

21
1

...

...

...

5
11

0

6
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.
(o) All the Sikhs appointed: as silladars are agriculturists .. ·' .
(d) The honourable member is referred to article 1.8 of the Irrigation·
· 'Manual of Orders (2nd Edition).
(e) Does not arise.
Sura

BEPR~SENTATION IN FINANCIAL CoMMISSIONER~· ossrca.

*1029. Sardar Jawehar Singh Dhillon : · Will the Honourable·
Member for Revenue be pleased to state··
(a) the total number of (i) .superintendenta, . (ii) assistants, (iii)
,
senior clerks, and (iv) stenographers in Financial dommis~
- sioners' office, Punjab, Lahore ;
(b) how many of 'them are Hindus, Muhammadans, Sikhs and
Christians ;
·
(o) if the number of Sikhs in (i"), (ii), (iii) and (iv) in (a) above is..
inadequate, whether the Government propose to take any'
steps to redress this grievance of the Sikh community ?
,
·
The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan: .(n) and
(P) The honourable member is referred to the consolidated statement
showing the proportionate representation· of the various communities in the,
different departments of Government wliete he will find the information he
asks for.
(oj The statement will show that no action is called for.
.

..

.

I

IN F!NANOIAL
COMMISSIONERS' OFFI<lE.
.
. .
*1030. . Sardar · Jawahar ·. Singh Dhillon : Will the .HcnourableSENIOR OLERKS
·~

_.

.

Member fcir Revenue be pleased to state-·
.
. (a) whether. it)s a fact that the number of Sikh senior clerks: as
shown in the Census of Government servants corrected up tolst January 1981, is. two ;
• ·
(b) if the ail.swerto (a) above be in the _affi;rmative, the names of:
· those two Sikh senior clerks ; .
- ·
(o) if the answer to (a) above is in the negative, the reasons f~r this
mis-statement ?
Tlie Honoorable Captain Sardai Sikander Hyat Khan : (a) Yes. '
(b, and (o) I trust the honourable member will not press me~ to givedetailswhich cannot possibly be of any public interest.
QAZI FAZ.AL

lr,Am,

TAHSILDAR,AND THE PANIPAT :8IOT CASE.-·

*1031. Lala Jyoti Prasad.: Will the Honourable Finance Member:
please state·
r(a) whether it is .. a fact that some adverse .remarks were passed
by Mr. F. A. Connor against Qazi fazal Ilahi, then tahsildar;
Gohana (Rohtak district) in the Panipat riot ease in 'the year"
192S or 1924;
··
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(b) if so; what action, if any, has been taken by Government against
the said officer?

The Honourable Sir Henry Craik:(a) Mr. Connor did not accept the
evidence of the tahsildar on a certain point.
.
(b) None.
QAZI

F.AZAL JL.A1II,

TAHSILDAR,

*1032. Lala Jyoti P:rasad : Will the Honourable. the Revenue
Member please state-;
(a) whether it is a fact that Mr. King, the then Deputy Commissioner,
Kamal, in appointing a zaildar in place of Mahmud Ali,
zaildar, found serious fault with the report of Qazi Fazal Ilahi,
tahsildar, holding it to be absolutely incorrect;
{b) if so, what action, if any, was taken against the said tahsildar?
The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan: (a) No.
(b) Does not arise.
SlIRIMATI MORINI DEVI, A MIDWIFERY STUDENT.

*1033. Lala Jyoti Prasad : Will the Honourable Minister . for
Education please state-;
(a) whether it is a fact· that Shrimati Mohini Devi was undergoing
a course of midwifery in the Lady Hailey Civil Hospital,
Bhiwani (Hissar district) ;
{b) whether it is a fact that the local sub-inspector of police sent a.
report against her about participating in Congress activities
as a result of which she has been turned out of the hospital ;
(e) whether it is a fact that no enquiry was held as to whether' the
report of the sub-inspector was false or not, and she was not
even given an opportunity to explain,
(d) whether it is a fact that the lady doctor in charge was completely
satisfied with the conduct and behaviour of Shrimati Mohini
Devi;
(e) what steps Government propose to take to redress the grave,
injustice that has been done to her?
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan Noon:

(a) Yes.
(b) Yes, but the report mentioned not only her Congress activities but
other reasons also. These other reasons were the real cause of her having
to leave the hospital.
(o) No enquiry was considered necessary but the lady doctor talked tt>
her and advised her to discontinue her attendance.
(d) No, it is not a fact.
(e) The question does not arise, as there was no injustice.
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COMMUNALREPRESENTATION, PUBLIC, WORKS DEPARTMENT
SECRETARIAT, ~GATION
BRA.NCH.

*1034.. · Sardar Jawah~ ~i.ngh Dhilfon : Will the Honourable
'Bevenue Member be pleased to state(a) the total number of clerks in the Secretariat office of the Public
Works Department (Irrigation Branehj ;
(b) the number of Hindus, Muhammadans and Sikhs out of the
·
total.number ;
(e) the number of statut~ry agriculturists out of Sikh clerks ;
(d) if the number of agriculturist Sikh clerks is inadequate, what
steps the Government proposes to take to redress this grievance of the _ community ?
The- Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat·Kh~:

(a) 106.

{This number includes all.grades ofthe Irrigation -Braneh Secretariat clerical
establishment.)
3'9
(b) Muhammadans
Hindus, ..
86
8
Sikhs

..

(c) 3.

__

(d) Efforts would. be made to keep the interests of agriculturist Sikhs
in view and to remove the disparity when appointment of Sikhs is made in
future.
AQUEDUOTS ON THE JARANWALA-LYALLPUR RAI'.riW'AY LINE.

*1035. Sardar J,wahar Singh Dhillo~ : Will the Honourable
:Revenue Member be pleased to state(a) whether it is a fact that Jaranwala~Lyallpur railway line passes
on the western side of Chak No.119~G. B. at a height of about
five feet from the ground level and rain-water of this - chak
flows in the direction of east to west ; · ·
,
(b) whether it is a fact that on recommendation of_district authorities, Lyallpur, railway officials surveyed and marked a place
for constructing the requisite passage for flow of rain water ;
(c) whether the railway authorities have constructed the aqueduct
in question;
(d) if the answer to (e) above be in the negative, 'what steps the Government - have taken so far for preventing. the rain-water from
accumulating and thus preventing the loss to person and
property of the residents of Chak No.119-G. B.?
The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat _ Khan : Govern:ment have been advised by the Agent, North-Western Railway as follows:(a) Yes;
(b) Yes.
(c) No.
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(d) Since the line was constructed in 1927, careful observations have
been made every year and no water has been found to accumulate at this site except in the year 1928, when exceptionally
heavy rain fell in this section, 10 inches of rain being reported
to have fallen at Jaranwala. As such conditions are quite
abnormal, and in view of the results of subsequent observations, it has not been considered necessary to construct any
additional water way a_t this place.
·
ToURs oF DISTRIOT JUDGE, HosmARPUR.

*1036. Chaudhri Allah Dad Khan·: Will the Honourable Finance
Member please state the result of the investigation that' he held in reply
to part (d') of my starred question No. 2541 asked on 7th March 1981?
·
The Honourable Sir Henry Crail< : Under the e:zjsting orders, sessions cases must be tried at the headquarters of a district; and both in the·
interests of the accused and on grounds of expenses it is ordinarily desirable
to hold the trial in the district from which the ease was committed. Consequently it does not appear possible to impose a definite limit on the number
·Of journeys to Dharamsala which the Districtand Sessions Judge, Hoshiarpur, may perform. He has, however, been directed not to perform any
journey to Dharamsala except for the trial of sessions cases of the Kangra
district without the express sanction of the High Court.
, Chaudhri Allah Dad' Khan : Will the Honourable Member please
give the reason why the District Judge went to Kulu which is not the head·
quarters of the district ?
The Heneurable Sir Henry Craik: I have no knowledge of such
.a visit.

•
RETIREMENT OF GAZETTED OFFIOERS.

*1037. Lala Chetan Anand : Will the Honourable) Minister for
..Agriculture please state( a) whether Government is considering a proposal to retire gazetted
officers who have already put in a service 'of twenty-five to
thirty years ;
(b) if so, what are the names of officers to be affected in-the
Veterinary, Agric,ultUI'f> and Co-operative Departments ;
{c) whether it is a fact that the head of Veterinari, Agriculture and
Co-operative Departments
contemplates · retaining some
officers co:t;!_trary to the spirit of this rule thereby retaining
officers froJ3125 to SO years' service with: higher pay and
ousting new officers with smaller pay ?
The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh: (a) Yes.
(b) None yet.
(c) Does not arise.
1Vol.

XVID, page 393 and page XXI of Appendix thereto.
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DISTILLATION.

Puri:

..._

Will the Hono~able Minister for,
·

(a) give the particulars

of the eases of illicit distillation detected:
by the Excise Department, Lahore, during 1930 which led.
to the rejection of the enforcement of the Local Option Act:
at Lahore; .
.
(b) state whether. the culprits in those ·cases belonged to 'Lahore r
(c) state the number 9f cases of illicit distillation during'1929, 1928,
1927?
.

. The Honourable Sardar Sir JogendtaSingh':. (a) No cases of illicit
distillation were detected in Lahore city during 1980.
.
{b) Does not arise.
(e) Number of cases of illicit distillation detected were:-·
1929
•.
0

...

1928
1927

LooAL

1
.. 8
OPTION

*1039. Mr. Mukand Lal Puri:

AoT.

Will the Honourable

Minister for
Agriculture kindly state what action has been taken or the Government
proposes to take on the re-submission in July 1981, by the Lahore Mlinic.ipaf:
Committee of a resolution in connection with the Local Option Act ?
·

Q,

The HonourableSardar Sir Jogendra Singh:' The Deputy Com, missioner, Lahore, held himself not so bound by the resolution under the proviso to section 6 of the Local Option Act. Government is not concerned
at this stage.
DAl>ABHOY LIQUOR SHOP, LAHORE,

*1040. Mr. Mukand Lal Puri : In connection with my· question
No. 2431 (starred) asked on 7th March 1931.., relating to B. Dadabhoyliquor
shop on McLeod Road, Lahore, will the Honourable Minister for .kgriculturebe pleased to state if he has been able to arrange to shift the shop to a less.
prominent place, and ifnot, why not ?
. The HonourableSardar Sir J~gendra Singh : Government has left
the matter to the Financial Commissioner who is the statutory authority.
SALE OF dOUNTRY LIQUOR AFTER LIOENSED HOURS,

*1041. Mr. Mukand

~li

Lal Puri : Will the Honourable Minister for

.Agriculture.kindly state·
(a) whether the Govem~ent' is aware that oountry. Iiquor i; being
sold at country liquor shops in Lahore after the prescribed.
hours;
~.
· ·
1Vol XVIII, page

386i

'\
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(b) whether the Punjab 'I'empranee Society, Lahore; brought this
fact to the notice of the authorities;
(c) whether any enquiries were made on this complaint and what
steps have been taken to prevent this illicit sale;
,
(d) whether any further steps have been taken to ensure greater
' vigilance by the excise officials on this point ?

The Honourable Sarder Sir Jogendra Singh: · (a) Complaints appeared in the newspapers and were received in 1981.
(b) Yes.
(c) Yes. The excise inspector and sub-inspectors patrol the oity at
night.
.
.

·

(d) No further steps appear necessary.
~ COUNTRY OR ENGLISH LIQUOR SHOP, LAHORE.

*1042. Mr. Mukand Lal Puri: Will the Honourable Minister for
Agriculture be pleased to state( a) whether he is aware that for the last ten years there has been
no country or English liquor shop (with the exception of a •
beer shop in Hira Mandi) within the city of Lahore ;
(b) whether it is ca fact that the authorities propose to transfer a
shop from outside the city walls to inside the city and whetherthe Governmentis aware that this proposed action is causing:
~eat resentment amongst the public ;
(c) whether he intends taking steps to-prevent this ?
The Honourable SardarSir Jogendra Singh: (a) Yes.
(b) A shop has been transferred from the Chaubara to the Hira Mandi.
The Ministry is not aware that any resentment has been caused. The municipal committee was consulted on November 6, and the reply was not
received till January 4, when the shop had been auctioned.
(c) Does not arise.
-./
COMMUNAL REPRESENTATION IN THE VETERINARY DEPARTMENT.

*1043. Lala Gopal Das : Will the Honourable Minister for Agriculture please state(a) the total number of posts in the grade of Rs. 200 to Rs. 750 in theVeterinary Department ;
(b) how many out of these are permanent and how many temporary;
(c) the number of Hindus, Sikhs and Muslims holding these posts;
(d) whether it is a fact that Hindus are very poorly represented
in these posts; if so, what measures Government is taking toadjust this inequality ?
The Honourable SardarSir Jogendra Singh: (a) 21 posts (excluding one vacant appointment).
(b) All are permanent.
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.
- (e) Hindus 3, Sikhs 4 and Muslims 14. .
(d). The number of Hindus i11 less than their proportion in the population'; this appears to be due to the small number qualifying for promotion
:irom the subordinate grade. Government will keep in view the Hindu
.and Sikh claims in making future appointments.
APPOINTMENT~

IN THE)

VETERINARY

DEPARTMENT.

*1044. Lala Gopal Das : ·Will the Honourable Minister for Agricul··
ture please sta. te·
'
{a) whether it is a fact that appointments are made in the Veterinary
Department in order of the number of marks obtained by
candidates in the final year examination of the Punjab Veteri.,.
nary College;
.
(b) if the answer to (a) be in tho affirmative, whether there has been
any departure from the above rule at ihe . time of making
appointments of men who passed out il'.! the year .1930; if
so, why?
_
The HonourableSardar~ir JogendraSingh: (a) Yes.
(b) A departure was made in the case of a stipendiary of the Mianwali
District Board who was appointed over two other applicants because of his
.bsing the first agriculturist of the district to havs secured. the Diploma
-of Licentiate Veterinary Practitioner as well as his being a stipendiary of
that board.

'

AGRICULTURAL FARM, AMBALA CITY--.-ACQUISITION OF LA.ND.

*1045. Kanwar Mamrai Singh Chohan : Will the Honourable
Bevenue Member be pleased to state( a) whether it is a fact that some land was acquired by the Govern·
meut for starting an agricultural farm at Ambala_city in 1928
- and that some land was acquired in exchange in Chak No. 97
and 89/9-L., sub-tahsil Shatabgarh, district Multan, Nili Bar ;
if so, will he kindly lay a statement on the table showing(1) the names of proprietors whose land was acquired;
(2) amount paid by each proprietor who received land in exI
change (that is, the amount which they were to receive as
the price of their lands and, which they did not receive
. in lieu of the land) ;
(3) land given in exchange to each;.. .
.
. (b) what conditions were announced to these persons to whom land
was given in exchange in the Nili Bar colony and what steps
were taken to ensure that each proprietorunderstood the terms
of the grant and consented to the same ;
.
,{c) whether it is a fact that_ the Government has begun to charge
mali"kana from these compensatory grantees although it wa.s
not announced that any malikana will be charged;
{d) whether the Government is aware that a representation has
been- submitted to the Government by these proprietors
through the Colonization Officer, Pakpattan;
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(e) what action has been taken on this representation and what

the Government intends to do in the matter ?

The Honourable Captain SardarSikanderHyat K~an: (a) Yes,
A statementis.laid on the table showing(1) thti names of the proprietors whose land was acquired,
(2) amount to be paid to each, etc.
(8) land given in exchange to each.
(b) The conditions were notified in Punjab Government notification.
No. 299-D, dated January 21st, 1926, as amended by notification.
No. 1188-D (S)., dated September 16th, 1927. The conditions were based
on the ordinary conditions for peasant grants with the addition of special
conditions about the acquisition of proprietary rights. : Each granteereceived possession on a written order· of allotment made by the Collector
under section 10 of the Colonization Act in accordance with these conditions,
By accepting the land thegrantees accepted the conditions.

(c) The payment of malikana was a notified condition of these grants:
(condition 17).
......
(a) Yes.
(e) None. These grantees have been very generously treated.
STATEJl,lENTSHOWING PARTTCULARSIN RESPECT OF CERTAIN PERSONS
WHOSE LAND WAS ACQUIRED FOR THE. AGRICULTURAL· FA.RM, AMBALA
CITY.
.-

Amount of compensation that
Names of expropriated owners would have been
who agreed to take land
payable in each
in exchange in the Nili
case in lieu of
Bar.
laud in the Nili
Bar.

I

Land given in
exchange to each
in the Nili Bar.

.

·•

Lachhman Dass .•
Kidar Nath
..
Benarsi Dass . .
RikhiRam
..
Sohan Singh
Pardhan Singh . .
J ogindar Singh ..
8. Tajindar Singh •.
9. Abdul Karim

1.
2.'
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

..

..

Total

..

Rs. A.
2,857 1
l,955 12
1,955 12
6,242 5
2,594 9
1,625 14
973 13
1,088 15
1,238 l

..

20,032 5 3

..
.

..
..

..
..
..
..

..

P.

Rectangles.
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Chak No. 97
1-L/9-Lsubtahsil
Shatabgarh.

Chak No. 89/9-
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Ul!UVERSITY,

*1046. Kanwar Mamraj . Singh Choban : Will the Honourable
Minister f9r Education be pleased to state- .
,
.
(a) whether it is a. fact that candidates for matriculation. of the
Punjab University are asked to pay. this year o:µe rupee over
and above the prescribed fee of Rs. 15;
,
(b) if so, whether this pa;yment'is compulsory;
(c) if the answer to (b) be in the affirmative, under whatlaw or rules
having .the force of law is this sum charged;
(d} if the answer to (b) be in the negative, wha.t instructions have
been issued so that poor candidates may not be compelled to
pay it;
·
·
·
(e) what is this sum collected for and by whose order?
The Honourable M:alik Firoz Khan Noon : · (a) No. Only it
.has b_een _su~gestedto th~ candidates appearing :i11 _the. various University
-examinations to be held m 1932-"""-the year of the . Jubilee-that they may
.give a donation of rupee one. Candidates who give the donation shall in
return be awarded a souvenir at the time of the'jnbiieeoelebretions.
(b) The payment is not compulsory. As a matter of fact hardly
about one-third of the candidates · for the matriculation have given the
donation.
(e) Does not arise. ·
(a; Such heads of schools and colleges as made enquirieswere informed
that the contribution was notmandatory. The decision of the Syndicate
in the matter was communicated to various papers.
. ·
(e) The sum is collected in connection with the jubilee celebration
,of the Univarsity under a decision of the Syndicate approved by the Senate.
I

,
ADMISSION TO BOYS PREPARATORY SCHOOL OF QUEEN 1\1,:ARY'SCOLLEGE.

*1047. Mian 'Nurullah: Will the Honourable .Minister for Eduoaiion be pleased to state--( a) whether it is a fact that there are certain restrictions as to the
admission of boys. to the boys' preparatory school attached
· to the Queen Mary's -College ;
(b) if so, what they are;
(e) why they are imposed;
(d) whether amongst other restrictions the admission is restricted
to the boys of the families of the chiefs of the Punjab ;
(e) the total revenue contributed by the so-called chiefs and the total
revenue- contributed . by the rest .in thi.s province ;
- ·
(j) whether the Government intends ehanging.the rules of admission
in the near future ? ·
·
·
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan Noon: (a) Yes.
(b) The same as exist at the A.itchisonChiefs College,Lahore.
(e) For the reason that this school is a branch of the Chiefs College.
(d) Yes.
.
(e) I am afraid it will be very difficult and expensive for the Land
Revenue Department to collect this information and I do not think that
-this expenditure of public funds for such a purpose in these days of financial
:atrigency is commensurate with the result that may· be achieved. The
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honourable member may for the sake of argument assume that tho Chiefs
do not pay as much as others do.
(j) Government have n~t the power to do so. The Chiefs College ie
governed by a. council of which His Excellency the Governor is the president
and the education at the Chiefs Collegeis a reserved subject.
PUB LIO SCHOOL EJJUCATION.

*1048. Mian Narullah : Will the Honourable Minister for· Eduea
iiion be pleased to state-,.
.·
(a) whether there is a growing need amongst intelligent and well-todo people for public schools sort of education for their children ;
(b) whether the Government is considering to take some steps fo:r
improving the quality of education rather than quantity
that is in vogue at present ?
.
'
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan Noon: (a) There is a marked
-demand,
(b) The problem is

·

'

receiving the attention of Government at the

moment.
PUNJAB SERVICES COMMISSION BILL.

The Honourable' Sir Henry Craik (Finance Meml;>er):

Sir, I beg
-to present the report of the select committee on· the Punjab Services Commission Bill.
'
PUNJAB NURSES REGISTRATION BILL.

The Honourable M,-likFiroz Khan Noon [Minister for Education]:
Sir, I beg to present the report of the select committee on the Punjab Nurses
.Begistration Bill.
··
.

PUNJAB MUNICIPAL (AMENDMENT) BILL.
[Minister for Local
:Self-Government]: Sir, I move-·
·

The Honourable Dr. Gokul Chand Narang

That the Punjab Municipal (Amendment) Bill be referred to a.: select committee con,
Bisting of the following members i--;
.
Rai Bahadur Lala. Mohan Lal,
Rao Bahadue Ohaudhri Chhotu Ram,
Mr. La.bh Singh,
·
Khan Bahadur Shaikh Din Muhammad,
Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq,
Lala. Nihal Chand Aggarwal,
Sardsr Jawaha.r Singh Dhillon,
Dr. (Mrs.) M. C. Shave,
Mr. S. L. Sale,
Mr. P. Marsden,
The Honourable President's nominee, and
The mover.

In making this motion, it is not necessary for me to make any long
speech. The Bill has been before the public now for several months and I
.am sure that the honourable members who are at all interested in the municipal affairs of their province must have taken the trouble of going through
it and by this' time they must be in a position to pronounce an opinion on
its merits and demerits. It is not necessary lw me to go into th.e various
provisions of this Bill at this stage as the motion is simply for the reference
-0f the Bill to a select committee consisting of 12 members of this House.
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[:S:on. Dr. Gokul Chand Narang.]
It will be for them to· go through the Bill clause by clause, examine it.
thoroughly, criticise it wherever any criticism is necessary and to suggest.
improvements and amendments that may occur to them and I can assure
them that those amendments and suggestions for improvement will receivemy very best consideration.
It is not at all my. object to try to thrust
upon this House a measure some of the clauses of which may not be palatable·
to them or might really be such as may not appeal to their good judgment,
It is open to them to modify the Bill. in whatever way they like. It is
for this purpose that select committees. are appointed and it is with that
object that this motion is being made. I have nothing more to say, at this.
stage.
.
·
Mr. President : The motion is :
That the Punjab Municipal (Amendment) Bill be referred to a select comniittee consisting of the following members :·
·
Rai Bahadnr Lala Mohan Lal,
Rao Bahadur Chaudhri Chhotu Bam,:
Mr; Labh Singh,
,
Khan Bahadue Shaikh Din Muhammad,
Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq,
Lala Nihal Chand Aggarwe.I,
Sa.rdn;r Jawabar Singh Dhillon,
Dr. (Mrs.) M. C. Shave,
Mr. S. L. Sale,
Mr. P. Marsden,
The Honourable President's nominee, and
The mover.
OT

The following 9 new names were proposed and added to the names pro1'()setl.
the select committee :- . Mr, Owen Roberts.·
Khan Bahadur Sardar Habib Ullah.
Mr; Muhammad Din Malak.
Lala Jyoti Prasad.
Lala Labh Chand.
Lala Chetan Anand.
Chandhri Allah Dad Illian.
Thakur Paneham Chand ; and
Bardar Sampuran Singh.
Mr. President: The question is-

..

That the Punjab Municipal (Amendment) Bill be referred to a select committee consisting of the following :-, ·
·
·•
Bai Bahadnr Lala Mohan Le.I,
No.miilee o(the Honourable President,1
Rao Babadur Chaudhri Chhotu Ram,
Mr. Owen Rooo,rls, '
Mr. Labh Singh,
Khan Bahadur Sardar Habib Ullah,
Khan Bahadur Shaikh Din Muhammad,
Mr. Muhammad Din Malak,
Shaikh Mul:ie.mmad Sadiq,
Lala J)oti Prasad,
Lala Nihal Chand Aggarwal,
Lala Labh Chand, .
Sardar Je.wahar Singh Dhillon,
Lala Chetan ,Ai:umd,
Dr. (Mrs.) M. C. Shave.
Chaudhri Allah Dad Khan,
Mr. S. L. Sale,
,
Thakur Pancham Chand,
Mr. P. Marsden,
..
Sardar Se.mpuran Singh, and
The mover.
·

The motion was carried.
,

The Council then adjourned till 2

P. M,

on Monday, 29th February,.

1982.
lThe Honourable President's nominee is Sarde.r Bute. Singh •
. . 316 PLC-660-4,3,32-SGPP Lahore.
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THE Councilmet- at the Council Chamber
clock, Mr. President in the chair.
STARRED
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SETTLEMENT IN tHE

*1049. Miu.
pleased to state-

COUNCIL.

N'urullah :

·

LOWER

CUNAB

CAN~.

Will the Honourable Revenue
·

:Member b~
,

(a) when.the Ia.st settlement took place in Rakh, Gogere. and Jheng
branches of the Lower Chenab Canal ;
(b)"what were the yields assumed for settlement purposes for wheat"
auger, ootton, toria, gram, sugarcane on each pf these esnala ;
(a) what were.the rates prevailing for each of the ah6ve crops in eaeh
(l'ase during the last ten yeairs preceding the settlement;
{d) how many yea.rs' average rate -is taken generally-for finding out.
. .. the net assets :
. ..
.
(e) what was the actual rate taken 'during each of these settlement._
for each of these crops, on which net assets were eeleulated ?

. The H011ourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat •Khan:

(a), (b}

1
and (e) Statements are laid on the table.
·
· ,
·
(e) The information is not available.
.
{d) ~or the principles adopted in arriving at the prices assumed at settle·ment the honourable member is referred to- Douie'a -Settlement Manual..,_

paragraphs

sso to 887.

·

·-:·:·;,:•!,•)

I.

-·-·-·,_-_.

..

Jhang Branch Circles,
Gugera Branch Circles,

Khq,rif 1921. -

KfiliriJ 1922.
Rafn 1928.

I and, II

Cii'olee~ m

Gugera Branch

Nahra.-Nupewala.
sions . .

and Killia.nwal&

Exten·

•

.,_

<N

Da.ngali Extensions

Rakh Branch . Circle

'1924.

Khq,rif 1926.

Rakha. Mana. Cha.ks
B'ahlak E~ensions . and proprietary

BaJ;i

villages

Kharif 1924.
·.-Jthim,/ 1926.

Bt.tU 1918.

-------·

I

'\
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IL

. '.•" ,. . -- Jhakg
Branch

CJ:r!>Iw·

Gugera.
Branoh;

Ext.en- , -

Circles, - . - - I e.nd

siODS,

villages.

II. -

• ..• ;_i.)

..

- S'llpl' (gur) maunda pe1; acre

,;

:

25

-

·-

<lotto:n.. maunda
"·

per 801\'·,

peraore.

.-~. ·! .s

Wheat, maunds per, acre . · ,.·,
Toria, maunds per aore

..
..
'

..

,

6.

6

13

15

,I;_

15

8l

7i

7.

llf

10

Gram, ~unds ~ acre

31

RaJth
Branch,
1912.

.

·28 ,,, · ,, il.s.100

281

·~.

Proprie ..
, t&ry

, -; 18

6

4

12

13

_6j,

;.•

-·Hi

7i

10

9

m.

:=ct

Gugera.
and
Branch,
. Gugeri. !]role II,
Branch, I.

&ten-;

Proprie-

&ions,,

, ta.ry

~.

Baka-

Branab,
1912.

. '

Gur, ir.DnaB per maund

100

100

88

Cotto.:n. &nn&S

per maund

150

146

146

Wheat,~

per maund

60

58

Toria, arm&11 per maund

90

Gtani, · arill&ll

52'

1)81' maund

76
.

;

144

137

58

5(f

49_

88

88

86

'14:

50

48·

46"

· .. ,··.,

..

---

;;35

...
• ·: :-:ff-_:,_~:-;·_.n~_: .~
•\

· Uslll o.- OilUJ,. WATER FOB DBINxnm:PtZBPOSES •.

*1050/ 'Mum Nurun.ia : Will the Honouta;'b1eiMem:heifor Re~enue
be pleas~il to stllte-:-::- . , ,
",
,, ·: .
(a) whether ihere; are any prohibition~ Pl, Wei;t(irn Jumna CanaI.
. again~t ~an~. wate~ oein~ .supplied' 'tof'cl.rinki.ng. purposes to
_qran1,_villa.ges;
__ ,P,,,;,•/_
:;·
'. .: -. ·,_((;';_c.•,'.

it

(b)_ .w~e~µ~~- is ii;' faot that iii some villages well·w'a'te'i-'i} brskish and
..'
b_itter;
··
..
,; · ) ,t;.i!f ; ;[·:fi .
(•)' 'wliethe-r-there·hil.~·be:en'an:y,applications'forttlth .supply of cimaI·
-~· ';'·- · ;·.·.wa~er .fot ·~drinking , purposes, that : :were
refq.se.d;
-~ :; . H),:·n.·-,;;rJ'::.: . q:-:.>:i_:~:It_
(d) ~W:·~,my applications were received ,f.r,~µ,i .!,d~p~
• - ·

r:

-

- ·,

."

• •.

·-·

:.,:.·:_1:·

(e) what was the fate of those applicatio~?

-. i'

;fi:·:.rt:1.·-~,.it

¥Andi ;

t:;:·-~-F':iJ_
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The Honourable Captain .Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan; (a) Yes,
eanal water is not supplied outside canal irrigation boundaries except that
in exceptional cases the Canal Department supplies water to barani villages
for domestic purposes on the application of the civil revenue .authorities
provided that the latter undertake responsibility for obtaining the agree·
ment · of all villagers within the irrigation boundary to give: this" water through
their water-course and in their turns.
.
'
·

(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

Yes.
Yes.
One.
It was rejected.

I

~i ' ..

REVEN'Ol! CHARGED ON TOBI.A AND . MAKK1,
.
!

*1051. Mian Nurullah : Will 'the Honourable M~mber for Revenue
be pleased to st.ate,
(s) whether the Government is aware that some zamindars in the
province sow toria and makki together .and use it all a1
chara;

!

(b) whether it is aware that very often the area is watered only once ;
(c) whether it is a fact that Goveminent charges iievenue on both the
crops on the one as zaid rabi and on .the ether as khariJ, and
does not t~eat these crops as fodder.? .
•

The Honourable Captain Sardar Sik1U1der Hyat Khan: {a) Torie

and makki are sown together but very rarely.
·
(b) In such cases the makki . and · toria are sown together usually at the .
end of August with one kharif watering and further wa~erings in the.rabi.
(c) Yes, Government charges revenue on both crops=-on makki in kharif
and on toria in rabi-a.s neither is a fodder crop in terms of Irrigation Branch
Notifi.oa.tions No. 204-R.I./dated the 24th January 1980 .and No. 087-R.I.,
dated the 19th May 1980.
·
W<44RABANDl'll'OB JHELUM AND LOWER

CHENAllCANALS,
.,

,.,

*1052. Mian Nurullah : Will the Honourable ~ember for Revenue
be pleased to state·
·
· ·
'"
(a) whetherthe Govel'D.11;lentis awa:e.that the J~e~um Canal and the
Lower Chena.b .Canal have a Joint~ .. warab.an'ili
,.· ; . .
. (b) whethei: it i~ a. f!lct that inspite of that Jholum CJa~al gets con·
tinnous supply of water up to.
middle i'.<if December ;
(e) whether it is a. f~<lt thatbraaohes of theLower Ohenab Canal are
closed by turns ?''
··
1. · · ·

t~e

'

The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Kh.-n :' (a) N9. _
(b) Does not arise.

.(e) .Yes. . . ·-· · .·.,,...
~.

...• · ·-···· ··- _..

·

. . -·· · -· .-.--· . .

. ·:: -,

., '' ' ·

.

_

·~

"

:a2

..I
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KH.AR.ABJ...~

· - · •1053. Mid Nurr.dlbh ': Will the
please e~pla.in- ·

Honourable Member for Bevenue

(a) while giving kh11rabi what meaning is given to a. 4-armas'crop;
(b) whether it concerns weights only?
The Hon~urable Captain Sardar Sikander :dyat Kham·:· (a) Thi
honourable member is referred to the reply given in November 1981 to
pan (a)·of his Council question No. 7991 (starred).
(b) Yes, genere.lly.
STATE PBISONEBB.

*1054. Lala Chetail Anand: Will. the' Honourable Member forFina.nce be pleased to sta.te(a) how many Sta.ta prisoners there a.re in the Punjab Jails;
(b) whether the portions of jails in which these prisoners are kept
are a part of the jail or not
(e) whether non-official visitors of jails are entitled to visit this pa.rt
of .jails ; if not, why not?
'

t

. The Honourable Sir Henry Craik:

(a) 10.

(b) A part of the ja.il.
(G) No. The rules contemplate the appointment of special non-official
vuitors to visit State prisoners,

'

}:1:iLK' SUPPLY FOB J.ilLS,

*1055. Lala Chetan Anand : Will

the Honourable Member for. ··
'(a) if it is 'a ·,fact. th~~· some ciroulars. or oiders have been issued to
the jails that the milk for jails be purchased from milita,iy
dairies of the station ;
(b) howmany jails 'have been getting their supply. of milk from theabove mentioned dairies in this year ;
(•) what wli.s the rate per seer charged by these dairies for such Rupply

lin:anbe be pleased.to stat~

~~;

-

(ti) Whether it is a fact that in some ·oases the 'milk
butter-ex tracte(n

S~

.

Btipplied

WY.

.

(•) whether it is not a fa.cit that the rate paid to tMse dairies was muoh.
more than the riia.rket

rate?

The

Honourable Sir Henry Crailr: (o) Yea ..
(b) Six.
}
Cc) Annas four per seer.
(d) No.

t
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-

(e) The rate, which is a fixed one, is annas four per :seer while the pre-.
vailing market rate, which of course is a fluctuating one, ~ between two
and a ha.If annaa and three annes a seer. The question o.f the continuance

<>f these purchases from the military dairy farms will be considered.
[Rl!lll'USAL OF GUN LIOENOE TO LALA.GIBDHARI

LAL .•

*1056. Lala Chet&Ul AnlUld : · Will the Honourable Member for
:Revenue be pleased to state- ·
(a) whether it is a fact that Lala Girdhari Lal,. Bar-at-Law, ~d
Municipal Commissioner, Multan, applied for grant of licence
of gun to the · Additional District Magistrate, Multan, tbia

~u;

.

(b) whether it is a fact that his application was rejected;
(o) whether the Government has made some rules with regard to the
grant of licence for guns ; if so, whether· the Honourable
Revenue Member will be pleased to lay thoee rules on the
table ;
·
·
(d) the reasons for refusal of grant of licence in case of Lala Girdha,ri
L~?
;
The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan: (a) He
applied in the month of July 1981.
(b) Yes.
(e) The honourable member is refen-ed to the Indian .{\rms Rules, 1924,
and the Local Rules and Orders reprinted on pages 801-811 of the Indian
Arms Act Manual compiled by Bai Bahadur G. K. Roy {~th edition).
•
(d) Under section 48 of the Indian Arms Rules, 1924/a district magis1irate has full discretion to refuse to grant a licence, and Government do I).Ot
propose. to interfere with that discretion.
DACOITIES IN THE PUNJAB.

*1057. Lala Chetan Anand : Will the Honourable
Fina.nee

be

pleased

to

state-«

Member

for

·

daooities were committed in the Pllpjab during tb:ii
year;
i
how many persons were murdered in these da~ities;
what was the total loss suffered ;
the number of daeoities in which the shopkeepers were the victims
and their total loss :
.
whether there has not been an increase in the number of dacoities
of li.te:
what stepa the Government has taken to protect the shopkeepers
of the villages ?
.
i
-

(a) how many

(b)
(o)
(d)
(e)
(/)

I

The Honourable:Sir Henry Craik: (a) In the year 1981, 216 daeoi-

iiea were committed.
(b) Eleven.

PUNJAB
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C Hon. Sir '. Henry Craik. J
{a) Figures are :riot available.
{d) 61. The total loss is not known. It is appoximately a lakh ot
rupees.
(e) No. There were only 10 dacoities more in 1981 thanin 1980.
(!) The same protection afforded· to the general public is afforded. to the
shopkeepers. . Special measures are, however, taken in large outbreaks of:
dacoity. These measures are now in force in the central and eastern districts.
])uLDUL

PROOEBBIONAT SHUJABAD.

•to58. Lala Chetan Anand : Will the Honourable Member for
Pina.nee be pleased to sta.te(a) whether it is a. fa.ct tha.t licence for duldul procession was granted
this yea.r for the first time at Shujabad, district Multan ;
{b) whether it is a fa.ct that the licence· permitted the processionists
to take duldul through the citY, of Bhujabad ;
(o) whether it is .a fa.ct that Hindus of Shujabad objected to the
passing of the procession through the city contrary to previous
usage and practice ;
·
(d) whether it is a fact that there was an apprehension' of breach of
peace over this procession ;
·
(•) whether. it is a fact that the Hindus of Shujabad waited on· the
'then Superintendent of Police, Multan, and urged upon him
not to renew the licence for duldul In future ;
(!) whether it is a fact that the deputationists also requested theSuperintendent of Police to transfer the Sub-Inspector,
Shujabad and stated that there was an apprehension of com·
mnnal riot if the Sub-Inspector was allowedto remain at Bhnjabad thana ;
·
·
(g) whether it is a fact that after this on Brd July 1981, a. communal
riot took place in open day at Sikandarabad in the jurisdiction of this Sub-Inspector;
(h) whether the Deputy Commissioner, Multan, paid a visit to theplace· of oecurrenee ;
(•) whether it is a fa.ct that Hindus made representations to the
Government, the Commissioner, the Deputy Commissioner
and the Superintendent of Police, Multan, that the investiga- tion was not being .made satisfactorily and no adequate steps
were being taken for the recovery of stolen property ;
(j) whether it is a fact that Hindus prayed that some European
officers be placed in charge of investigation and that BubInspector, Shujabad, be ·removed. from ~he investigation ;
(k) whether it is a fact that on the representation of Punjab Pro·
vincial Hindu Sabha the Government, Punjab, sent an orderthat Mr. Warburton, Deputy Superintendent of Police, Multan,.
be put in charge of the investigation;

STABBED
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(l) whether it is a. fa.ct tha.t Mr. Wa.rburton in spite ,of the orders of
Government was never given charge of this investigation ;
1..mJ now many accused were ehallaned in this 'Case and out of. thoae
ehallaned how many have been discharged;
·
(n) what was the total loss of Hindti.s in this dac,oity, how many
shops and houses were burnt and how many Hindus received:
injuries;
,
(o) 'whether the Government intend to compensate the poor sufferer ...
in this da.coity ?
'

"

The Honourable Sir Henry Craik: (a) Yes.
(b) Yes.

(c) They sent a telegram to the Deputy Commissioner fifteen minutes
before ·the procession was due to start.
·
(d) No.
(e) and (J) Thllre is no rec~rd of any suohdeputetion
request;
('J), (h), (i), (j) and (k) Yes.
(l) Yes, owingto illness.
,
.
. (m) 101 accused were ohallaned, of these 84 were di~oharged by the
trying magistr0,te. On a revision application being filed th~ Sessions Judge
has ordered further enquiry against 78 Muhammadans, ~nd accepted the
appeal of two Hindus.
;
.
.:
(n) The total loss is approximately Rs. 28,656. Thirty-two shops a.nd
houses were burnt and thirty-four Hindus· were injured.
;.
·(o) A fund has been opened for their relief, to which His Excellency the
Governor has contributed a. sum of Rs. 500.
·

pr

1-L.-DISTRIBUTABY, WESTERN BAR.
*1059. Lala Chetan Anand t · Will the 'Honourable the Revenue
Member be pleased to state-i
(a) whether it is a fa.ct that 1-L-Distributa.ry whiph emerges from
11-L-Western Bar used to irrigate mauzas Ladha, Gulzarpur,
Jamala and others ,.Of tahsil Lodhran and some ma•tZQ,8 of
tahsil Mailsi of Multan district ;
·
(b) whether it~ a fact thaj; there is a proposal of cl()sing down I-L.
·
Distriha.ta.ry and the· areas which were being irrigated by this
distributa.ry are to be attached to other non-perennial canals;
(c) the reasons for closing this distributa.ry;
(it) whether it is a fact that this distributa.ry is being '3loti.ed on acoouilt
. of insufficiency of water ;
· ·
(e) if so, whether the question of water was considered at .the time of
excavation of this canal, and whose advice was taken on this
p~;
'
{!) how much expense was incurred py Government on the excavation,
construction of bridges and ~ogas of this distributa.ry ?

PID,iJAJI
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(<.J) Yes.

(b) For the present.
(a) The minor commands 8,692 a.ores ofCrown waste and 889 acres of
proprietary land. During the present agricultural depression, it-is considered ¥~ry unlikely that . it will be possible to ool~nise the former area for
some time to · come ; and ui order to save the expense e>f maintenance it has
been decided to close this channel for the present. The proprietary area is
being. transferred to the Mailsi Canal after consultation and by agreement
with the Oolonisation Officer.
·

(d) No.
(e) Does not arise.
(!) Rs. 18,619.
MusLncs
*1060.
kindly state-

IN MINIBTBBIAL STAl'l1' · OF THE

'4t. MQbB1D1Dad Din Malak ;
·

CIVIL

SEORETARIAT.

Will the Chief Secretary

....

(a) (t) if it is a fact that during the Iast three years the numerical
strength of the :Muslims in the various ranks of the ministerial staff of the Civil Secretariat has been far less and the.•
of the Hindus far more than the population percentage of
each of the two communities in the province ; ·
(ii)

if

it is also a fact. that :Muslims with the requisite qu!l<lifioa"
tions · for these posts. &re forthcoming
;.
. ..
'
:

,

(b) if the replies to (a) (1,) and (ii) are in the ll<ffinne.tive-+

(i) the reasons for allowing the Hindus to get considerably· more
than they can fairly claim on population basis, and
(ii) what steps Govemment proposea to take to adjust these
'glaring inequalities according to the population percentage
of each community in the province ?

•

Mr. C. C. Garbett:

(a) (i) The following are the figures~

Percentage of
population
according~
~usof
1931.

Hindus

Muslims

..
...

Percent.ag~ of
clerks OD
let January
1930.

Percentage of
clerks on
l~January
1931.'

Percentage of
clerks on
bt .Ye.nuar;,
1932•

26,9

.43.5 ·

4.2.6

41.2

56.2

38.0

39.0

39.,

(it) A.t the moment, yes.

(b) (i) Many of the personnel were appointed a long time ago when more
attention was paid to educational qualifications accompanied by service connections than to communal considerations.
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(il) Government does not admit that there. are. glaring inequalities, but
it will be observed that the percentage of Muslims recruited shows a gradual
increase.
COMMUNALREPRESENTATION IN MINISTERIAL-ST.AJ'J' OF THE CIVIL
SEOBE',['ARIAT.

*1061. Mr. Muhammad Din Malak : Will the Chief Secretary
kindly lay on the table a statement showing the ministerial appointm.enta
in the Civil Secretariat as held by members of various communities during
the last three years ?
Mr. C. C. Garbett : The information is available in: the Consolidated
Statement showing the proportionate representation of the various communities serving in the different departments of the Punjab Government
copies of which are distributed to honourable members annually during
ihe budget session.
MUSLIM REPRESENTATION IN FOREST DEPAR'tMENT.

*1062. Mr. Muhammad Din Malak : Will the .Honourable the
:Revenue Member be pleased to state-«
(a) - (i) if it is a fact that during the last five years the numerical
strength of Muslims in the ranks of assistant conservators,
extra assistant
conservators,
forest , rangers,
deputy
rangers, foresters and forest guards has been far less and
that of non-Muslims far more than the population percentage
of each community in the province ;
.
(ii) if it is also a fact that Muslims with requisite qualifications
for these posts are forthcoming ;
(b) if the replies to (a) (i) and (ii) are in the affirmative-«
(i) the reasons for allowing non-Muslims to get considerably
more than they can fairly claim on , population basis,
and
·
(ii) what steps Government proposes to take _ to adjust these
glaring inequalities according to the population percentage
of each community in the province ? ·
The Honourable
Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat
Khan: (a) (i)
.
.

,~

.

(it) Yes.
(b) (i) Inequality has perhaps resulted from recruitment at a time when
qualified Muslims were not available.
(ii) Government will endeavour to redress the inequality when vaoaneies occur in future, and if suitable. Muslim candidates are · available.
TOWERS IN THE MANDI HYDRO-ELEOTRIO

SoHEME.

*1063. Mr. Muhammad Din Malak: Will the Honourable Minister
for Local Self-Government please state the total number of towers built in
connection with the Hydro-Electric Schema and the number of those which
have been checked and examined, also whether it is proposed to check and
examine the rest as wall ?

r
l
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The Honourable Dr. Gokul Chand Narang: The building of th&
towers is in progress and the number built consequently is periodically Increasing. Up to 28th January 1982, 2,228 towers had been built and 16s.·
towers were still to . be erected.
·
The testing of the towers includes tests of the ma.terials as well as theirinspecton-t:n situ. . The nature of the former tests will be understood from a.
study of the contract conditions a copy of which is laid on the tablet. The
inspection in situ is performed by departmental officers who exercis&
general supervision of the whole work throughout the period of construction.
No question arises of inspecting a particular number of towers only.
· ToWEBB

IN THE

MANDI

HYDBO·ELEOTBIO

SoHEME.

*1064. Mr. Muhammad Din Malak: Will the Honourable Minis·
ter for Local Self-Government please(a) lay·on the table the report of the officer or officers who areallegad
to have checked and examined the towers built in eonneetion :with the Hydro-Eleotrio Scheme;
(b) state if expert opinion has been obtained to ascertain .es to
whether the alleged defect in the foundations of towers was a
- serious defect and if so, what steps Government propose totake
to remove the same ?
The Honourable Dr. Gokul Chand Narang: (a) It is not in thepublic interest that reports of particular officers should be laid on theta.hie.
·
(b} Government is advised that the defects in the concrete which havebeen found to exist do not introduce any element of instability in the towers.
Suitable action has been taken with regard to the contractors.
REORUITMENT OF OONSTABLES, RoHT.AK>-DISTBIOT,

*1065. Rao Bahadur Chaudhri Chhotu Ram : Will the HonourableMember for Finance kindly state(a) .whether the Superintendent of Police, Rohtak, opened in 1928 or
1929 a register in which were entered tlle names of approved
candidates with good vernacular or anglo-vernaeular eduea- .
tion for enlistment as constables;
·
(b) whether this register has now been abolished, and if so, sine&
when;
(c) whether, when this register was abolished, the names of all the
candidates entered in it were struck off ;
(d) what was the ,object of maintaining this register;
(e) how many of the candidates on this register were Hindu Ja.ts at.
the tune when it was decided to. abolish or ignore this register
for the purposes of recrui~ment ;
·
10opy kept in b1>ra.ry.

j:JT.A.RRED

QUESTIONS
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.A.ND ANSWERS,
j1

(f) how many candidates from this register were enlistedthe
a.s constables·
while this J,'egister wa.s in foroe and how many of
candidates.
1

so enlisted were Hindu -Jats_;

·
:

(g) how many constables have been recruited sinoe ~he time when
this register ceased to be in force or reoog:ilis~, how many
of them a.re Muslims and Hindus, ·and. how mw;i.y of them ar&
Hindu Jats ;
;'. ·

(h) whether . any instructions

have been issued by the inspector·
Genera.I or the Deputy:- Inspector-General of Poliee th~t Hindu
Ja.ts should not be · recruited a.a constables !:in the Rohta.k
district;

(i) if the answer to (h) is in the negative, whether th~re is any looa.l ·
convention in aooordanoe with which the recruitment of Hinau
Ja.ts as oonsta.bles is forbidden or diseouraged ; .

(j) when was the last Hindu Jat recruited as a oonsta.ile;
I

Q,) what is the proportion of Hindus, Muslims and Hindu Jats in the
population Qi the Rohtak district_ and what ate their respeetive proportions in the cadre of constables in this district ?

1Jte Honourable Sir IJenry. Craik : (a) No.

!

(

(b) to (g) Do not arise •.
(h) No.

(,) No.
(J) In June J9S1.
(k) A statement is laid on the table.

,

I.

t

'1·-

STATEMENT.

.ir
Ji

F:msT p .A.RT.

"
i

•

According to the census figures of 1921, the percentages of the va.riou1·
tommunities in the population of Rohtak district, are a.s follpws :.:..._

Muslims

••

16·1

88·4

Hindu Ja.ts
Hindus excluding ~Tats

I

:

•• 48•07

1·

,;,

S:mooND

PART.

r,

of

The percentages
the various communities in the r~ of foot eonsteble
in the Rohtak district are as follows :· . -,

Muslims

.•

Hindu "Jats
Hindus excluding Jats

••
••

11•1

89·2
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l'OUOB BEBTIOE.

•10&&. Rao Babadur Chaudbri et.ho~ Ram : . Will the Honourable
Member for Finance kindly stat~
(a) whether the representation of statutory Hindq Q;gr,ioqlturist~~
among inspectors, sub-inspectors, assist&nt sub-inspectors,
prosecuting inspectors and prciseQuting : .sub-inspeetora is
adequate;
(b) if the answer to {a) ill, in the. negative, whe.t are the. reasons for
this inad·equatf! · repr011enta,tion, and. whether h~ proposes to
take any · steps to rqtprov~ the quantum <>f this representation ?
·
The Hcmourable S~ Henry Cruk :

larger.

·

· .

·

·

.(a) I would . like to see it
·

·

·

·

(b) The paucity of ·Hindu'. agriculturists iii all rarik.s of the. police is due
to the fact that few candidates from this class present themselves for
enlistment.
:
RlilN'»·FBEE QUAB'JIERSTO IMflllRIAl,, AND PBOVINOIAL B])BVIOE OFi'IdEBS.

*1067. R&o Bahad~ Chaudbri Chhotu Ram: Will the Honour·
able Minister for Agriculture kindly .state(a) the number of imperial service officers in the province who a.re
acturuty provided with residential houses free of I'ent ;
(b) the number of provincial service officers.in the province who are
· actually provided with residential houses free of rent·;
{o) how many officers, if any, referred to in (a) and (b), respectively,
are actually sharing their residential quarters by private
arrangement with friends or other brother officers as paying
guests or otherwise ;
(il) what would be the amount of annual rent, if charged on ordinary
rates, from the officers referred to in (a) and (b) respectively ?
The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh: I regret the in·
forma.tion asked for will not be available · till I hoar from the Ioeal
authonties who have been requested to supply it. ·
·
RESIDENCES ll'OB GOVlilRNMEN'r OFFICERS.

*1068. Rao Bahadur Cbaudhri Chhotu Ram : Will the Honour=
able Minister ~or Agricul~ure kindly ~ate(a) the amount of money spent on various houses throughout the
province for the accommodation of imp~l
service officers,
provincial service officers and subordinate officials, respectively;
(b) the present valueof the sites on which thehouses referred to in
(a) have been erected, or the value of these sites as Qalculatecl
at the time of the erection of these houses or the price paid for
.,. the purchase of these sites ;
(o) the .amount of the rents received in respect of the houses referred
to in (a) ?

l
STARRED QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS,

The· Houourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh : I rMtet that it is
not possible to give the information required, as neither the accounts of the
dep"i'tttumt nor the register of buildings a.re maintained separately for. th&
various elassea of officers. Nor. is it possible to do so since e. house built for &.
deputy eommissioner, superintendent of police, civil surgeon 'or a.n executiv&
engineer, may be occupied either by • an imperial or pr~vincia.l servieeoflicer.
,
·
HotrSES

O:N GOLF

RoAD

GOVERNMENT ~S'fAT!i.

*1069. Rao Bahadur Chaudhri Cbhotu Ram: Will the Honoura.blaliinieter for Agriculture kindly stat~

.
I

(a) the total value of the Golf Road Government E~tate at Lahore·
(including the value of the site and houses erected thereon);
· (b) the total amount of money spent on the houses er~ted on the·
Golf Boad Government Estate (including all ~xpenditure on
:fittings, furniture, etc.);
·
.
. ,,
"
(e) the amount spent· on the maintenance and repairs of the house 11,
referred to in (a) in 1929-80;
·
·
;
(d). the total amount of rents recovered in 1929-80 it( respect of the
houses referred to in (a)?
Th.e Horiourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh: ·(a); Rs. · H,77,992i
inclusive of the value of residential sites not yet built upon. !
(b) Rs. 8,48,020.
:
(e) Rs. 11,029~
. (d) Rs. 80,282.
INDIAN OLEBKS' QUARTERS,LAHORE.

*1070. Rao Bahadur Chaudhri Chhotu Ram : Will the Honourable
Minister for Agriculture kindly stat~

.

·

.

'

(a) the price paid by Govei:bment for ·_the site of Indian clerks' qnartars at Lahore;
'
!
(b) the amount spent on the eonstruetion, :fittings; etc~, of; the que.r··
tars referred to in (a)·;
!
(e) the amount spent on the maintenance and repairs ;of the quarters.
· referred to in (a) during 1929-SO and 1980-91; r
('1) the total amount of rents recovered. in 1929-SQ ~d 1980-81 in,
respect .of. the quarters referred to m (a) ? .·
•·
,'.
.

The Honourable
Sar&ir
Sit Jo,endra
Siiirh :
.
.
.
. .
(b) Rs. 16,19,808.
(it) Rs. 1;885 and Rs. s_172 respectively.

(d) (') Rs. n;tl m.1~9-SO.
(ii) :811. 18,805, ~· 1980-,81.

(a)

iis. 2;65,423.
I

·; .
:
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•1071. Rao Bahadur Chaud.hri Cbhotu Ram : Will the Hon~ura.ble
Minister for Agriculture kindly state.,; ·
(a) the value of the site and the expenditure.incurred on the erection,
· · · fitting, ete., of the residential quarters of European and .Anglo
Indian clerks, superintendents,
etc., at Simla and Lahore,
respectively ;
.
(b) th~ amount spent on the maintenance and repairs of the quarten
referred to in (a) during 1929-80 and 1,980-81;
. . (c). the total amount of rents recovered in 1929~80 .and 1980:81 in
respect of the quarters referred toin (a)?
· The H~ourable Sardar Sir Jc:agendra Singh_: (a) Value of site
under the quarters for European and Angfo ..Indian clerks, superintendents
,etc. 1 is--- -,
' .
G:
Rs.
84,000
5,095

Lahore

Simla
Cost of buildings and :fittings etc. is-.

Lahore
Simla

··:as.
2,85,028
2,14,558

....

(b) and (c) Cost of maintenance
pectively are :-

and amount of rent recovered res·

· Mainteatnce.

..

1929-80

(Lahore
~

, LSiml,a

~

(Lahore
~
...

.. LSimla'
,,_,_··

RENT~FREE

: ,

---

.

•!

,-,

Rent
recovered.

Rs.
6,856

Rs.
12,818

4,864
7,118

5,045
ll,516

-~.465

0,220

:,·'

Q:QAB'.rER.S.TO GOVERNMENT SERVAN.TS.

*1072. · ·Rao Bahadur Chaudbri Chhotu Ram,: Will the Honourable
Member for. Finance kindly state the reasons· why' rent-free accommodation
is P!o~tle~ !or; whole-time servru.:itsof th_e Cr~wn whatever the ~ture of t~e
-duties assigned to them from time to time in the course of their career m
public service ?
•.
The Honourable Sir Henry · :cr,dk : . T:\).e .reason .for· the,· concession
<differs in individual oases. In some, the prqyitli<>_n by. Go"Venµn~nt of.· rentiree qua.nan is one of the terms of the offioets. cpntrii.~t.. In o.ther$, the con-eession is a.llowed on the ground that the du.ties'of tlie'post held by the officer

STABBED

QUESTIONS

AN_D ANSWERS.

'· :necessitate his living on the spot a.t the particular place of duty. In a large
proportion of oases (e.g., the lower ranks of the police and jail services) the
'8:x:istence of the concession has been taken into account .in the _ _fixation;: of

J>&y.

.

The tendency

of recent years has been to restrict. the;gr~t

of this o~n-

-eession, and its seope is now under review with particular reference to the
.recommendation of the Retrenchment
*1078.

Committee.

.

:

i'

· · · .;

Oarn:elleil.
EXAMINATION :iro:s. su»·JUDGE ·cANDJ:DATEs.

'!fun :

Will

- *1074. Rao Bahadur Chaudhri Chhotu
the Honour~ble
_-:Finance Member kindly state· ·
. .: ' _ .
:·
l:
(G) the number of candidates declared successful at the la.st exa.tni·
nation of sub-judge candidates ;
·
· · .
'
. (b) the number of Hindus, Muslims and Sikhs among the succes~ful
candidates and the number and tribe of statutory agricult1ll19tS
under each of the three groups ? ·
1,

Mr. C. C. Garbett

(Chief Seoreta.ry): (a) Eleven. r
(b) 4 Hindus, 4 Muslims, 2 Sikhs. Two-.Muslims and.one Sikh bel6ng
io notified agricultural tribes. One Mualim is a Pa.th~n and the othir a.
.Qureshi. The Sikh is a. Ja.t.
·
· · · · '
"
.

SmA'l'V'l'OBY . AGRICULTURISTS

AMONG

.

ilmnu

BUB~JUDGEB.

i

*1075. Rao Bahadur Chaudbri Chhotu Ram: Will the Chief ~eo-

ietary kindly state-

·.
.
:;
(a) the· proportion of statutory agriculturists a~opg Hindu $lb·
judges on the Ist, January 1927 ;_
•
:· · - .
i:
(b) the proportion of statutory agriculturists among Hindus holding
the post of a-sub-judge on the 1st January 1982 together with
the Hindu candidates declared successful at the.last exiinrl·:nation;
.: , - . - -', -" ' '·'· . .,·,
·.<· ,l: ,·:f . .
!'

W~Y, ~

(,) how
any_, of'.~e ~pd~· cruidid~t~~ ~~o . ~~po~ the .~pt
exa~tion
passed theu. . LL.B, .. exa:rnrnat1on· m. the '. s~bnd
division, and how many of them (second .clj.;vision men) ,*1ere
statutory agriculturist~ ;
· ·
.
' i:
(d) whether a;ny Hindu candidate who passed his LL.:J}. examin~tion
in. Phe second diVliliQn µnds a. place among successful c~dip.a.tes; · -···:,,
_ .- ,·. - .:
·
·
'
...

(e) whether there.,are
.

a,ny ,~tat:utory . agricult.u:rist~ ~mong .m~ce~sful
Muslim and Sikhniruidida.tes who pa,,~13d their LL.B. exa.inination in th.e second di.vision,,?
.
'
. i,

.: c, c, c~1,e1it'· M· 2·lper cent.: . '. . .: . :·: ->'
;,,,i·'(b)

'{ii o•Sfpet cent.

an~ (i-t) 4•8:pel 'cent.'i·

.:,i;

•·

: .J!

J

',

.: :i~,.

!;
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C. C. Garbet.t. ]

(•) (t}S5.
(it) 4 : nine others were ssmindara as defined in paragraph 2 · of
Punjab Government Resolution No. 4572-S., dated the
Srd October 1919.
·
(d) Yes, 2.
(e) The information 'is being obtained and will be communicated when
received.

·· ·
SAB»AB MoHINDAB SINGH THIN».

*1076. Rao Bahadur Chaudhri Chhotu Ram : Will the Honourable
)(ember for Finance kindly state·
(a) whether Sardar Mohindar Singh Thind, Secretary of the Punjab
Zamindar League, was arrested under section 108 of the Criminal · Procedure Code ;
(b) what was the amount of bail asked of him;
(c) whether any person, and if so, how many persons offered bail for
him at various times ;
·
(d) whether the bails offered for him· were aeeeptsd; and if not, why
not;
, (•). whether it is fact that before the' proceedings under section 108,
· · Crimfu.a.I Procedure Code, came· to an end he was prosecuted
under- section 124~A of the Indian ·PeriaJ:·Code;
·
(!) whether he was convicted and sentenced to thlee' months' Imprisonment in 1980 and treated as a prisoner of A class and
-, is now treated as a prisoner of 9 class; if so, what are the
reasons for assigning him a lower class now ?
·

a

The Honourable Sir Henry Ctaik:
(b). Re. 5,000.

.

(a) Yee.

(c) Yes; two.

(d) No. The bail was not accepted because one of the two persons was
unable to satisfy the magistrate of..his ability to furnish Re. -5~0QQ .and the
other. could produce no proof at all of his status. :
·
(e) Yes.
·
(!) In 1980 he was convicted and sentenced to 8 months' rigorous Imprisonm13nt.
was recommended class '.B ' by the convicting magistrate,
but w~s placed in Qlass •'A ' by the local Govermnent. He has now been
place~ in class ~ B '
not ' 0 ' as alleged. , All he incited to v olenoe
he is ineligible for• A I class.
·
·

an4

and

REMISSION

*1077.

OF LA.ND 'BEVENU·Jil AND WATER BAirES. . ·

Rao Bahadur Chauclhri Chhotii Raht:

Will'the Honourable
:Revenue Member kindly state by districts the amount of re~sion in (a} land
revenue and: {b)·water re.tell granted-in respect of kht.wij 1981-82 as announced
in the 101nmtiniqtl~ of tlietoth D~ethbet .~981.'? ...•.. , . · .
The Honourable Captain
SIUuid• By-t Klum : (a) A
statement is laid on the table. · ·
•·
- .. ·
,.
· .
(b) Information re~dipg water t"atea will . be .oommUJlioated when

Satau

ready.

STARRED QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

St.atement showing the approximate cost of remissions of; Zand reven,u
sanctioned for kharif 1981.
Name of district.
Amount.
Rs.
24,115
88,240
1,41,994
18,144
68,660

1. Hissar
2. Rohtak
8. Gurgaon
4. Kamal
5. Ambala
6. Simla

Nil.

Total Ambala division

..

7. Kangra
8~ Hoshiarpur
9. Jullundur
10. Ludhiana ••
11. Ferozepote

8,81,158
25,581
61,914
10,700
2,986
10,205,

Total Jullundur division

12. Lahore

1,11,886
71,789
15,128
59,744
26,026
89,161
1,24,888

18. Amritsar ..
14. Gurdaspur ·
15. Sialkot
16. Gujranwala
17. Sheikhupura
Total Lahore division
18.
19.
20 •.
21.
22.
28.

---

Gujrat
Shahpur
Jhelum
Rawalpindi
Attock
Mianwali ..

8,86,181
49,986
: 1,15,095
25,086
4,450
25,908
18,015·

Total Rawalpindi division
24. Montgomery
25. Lyallpur ..
26. Nili Bar Colony
27. Jhang
28. Multan
29. Muza:ffargarh.
80. Dera Ghazi Khan

.2,88,585
98,145.
4,98,291
68,949
1,27,248 .
-2,20,696
85,261
59,915

TotalMultan division
GRAND TOTAL

]11,08,505
21,15,660
0
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APPOINTMENT O~ GIBDAWAR QANUNGOB.

*1078. Rao Bahador Chaudhri Chhotu Ram : With reference to the
answers given to my questions 9221 and 9292 asked on the lat December, 1981
will the Honourable Member for Revenue kindly state the reasons which led
the Deputy Commissioner of Rohtak to select for appointment to all the
three vacancies in the cadre of girdawar qanungos only Muslims in a district
where the proportion of Hindus and Muslims in the population is five to one
and where nine out of seventeen girdawar qanungos were already Muslims ?
The Honourable · Captain Sardar Sikan'!J,er Hyat Khau : Previous
io the selection of these candidates there were onthe lists maintained by the
Director of Land Records, Punjab, and the Deputy Commissioner combined
1 Muslim to 11 Hindus. The appointements were made in view of this
.uscrepancy and of the qualifications of all the applicants.
Zn..LADAR APPOINTMENTS.

*1079. Rao Bahadur Chaudhri Cbhotu Ram : Will the Honour"
r.ble Member for Revenue kindly state(a) whether there are any departmental instructions to superintending engineers that in making their recommendations for
appointment to the post of zilladar they should, as far as possible, conform to certain communal proportions (fifty per
cent. Muslims and fifty per cent. non-Muslims) ;
(b) if any proportion like the ones indicated in (a) are laid down, how
they are expected to be worked up to in the north-western
and south-western districts which are overwhelmingly Muslim
and in south-eastern districts which are overwhelmingly Hindu
.. in the composition of their populations ?
The Honourable Captau;i Sardar Sikander

Hyat Khan:

(a)

No.

".rhe only instructions to superintending engineers are those contained in
.Article 1 ·8 of the Jrrigation Manual of Orders.
·
(b) Does ot arise.
JUNGLE ALLOWANQE,

*1080. Rao Bahadur Chaudbri Chhotu Ram : Will the Honour·
able Member for Revenue kindly state(a) whether a jungle allowance is admissible to an officer of any
department other than the Irrigation Department ;
(b) whether this allowance bas now been entirely abolished or. only
the number of stations for which it was sanctioned or its scale
bas . been reduced ;
(c) what was the total number of divisional and sub-divisional head. quarters in the province for which this allowance was permissible in 1980 and what is that number now;
1 Volume XX, page 243.
· • Volume XX, pages 246-47,

r

STARRED

QUESTIONS

85

AND ANSWERS.

(a) what was the total amount spent on this allowance; in 1928, 1929,
1980, respectively?

The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hya~ Khan:

(a)

.Jungle allowance is admissible only to the officers specified in Rule 14·7
-of the Subsidiary Rules.
(b) This allowance has not been entirely abolished, but proposal for
.abolishing it for new entrants is under consideration meanwhile. The list of
excepted places in Rule 14·8. of the Subsidiary Rules has been recently in-ereased.
(e) The number of headquarters stations under Rule 14·8:was :On 1st January, 1980
15,7
On 1st January, 1982
118
Further considerable reduction in this number is about to be made·
'The figures include divisions and sub-divisions of the Bikaner and 1st, 2nd
and Brd Bahawalpur Circles.
·

(cl)
DEBITABLE

Yeai:.

Total amount.
Provincial
Revenues.

1928-29
1929-30
1930-31

I

TO

..

..
..

Bahawalpur

State,

Ra.
aL 63,903
61,997
60,563

Rs.
17,279
16,223
14,773

46,397
45,606
45,615

Bikaner

State.
Rs.
227
168
175

REMISSION OF LAND REVENUE AND A.BI.A.NA, ROHTAK DISTBIO'll,

*1081. Rao Bahadur Chaudhri Chhotu R~ : Will the Honour.able Member for Revenue kindly state by tahsils the amount of land revenue
and abiana, respectively, remitted in the Rohtak district under the scheme
-detailed in the communiq-ue of the 15th December, 1981 ?
The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat! Khan : The
.required remission figures are :Name of tahsil.
Land Revenue.
Abiana.
Rs.
Rs.
1. Rohtak
10,878
19,798
2. Jhajjar
85,727
1,766
8. Gohana
8,295
28,877
4. Sonepat
28,882
9,558
.

Total

/

83,282

54,994

REMISSION AND SUSPENSIONS OF REVENUE, ,

*1082. Rao Bahadur Chaudhri Chhotu Ram : Will the Honour-able Member for Revenue kindly state by districts the amount of remissions
.and suspensions (a) recommended by local officers and (b) sanctioned by
Government under the ordinary rules in respect of kharif 1981 ~82 ?
o2

,
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. The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan: (a) The
ordinary remission and 'suspension statements have not all been received.
When they are complete-the information will be conveyed to the honourablemember.
(b) It is only in very rare cases that Government remits revenue underthe ordinary rules. Under those rules remissions are normally given by-other sta,tutory authorities.
-....

wATEll, RATE . OF

GRAM.
*1083. Rao Bahadur Chaudhri Chhotu Ram : (a) Will the Honourable Member for Revenue kindly state whether any instructions, with orwithout Government sanction, have been issued by the superintending engineer or the executive engineers 01;1 the Western Jumna Canal that gram.
sown on lands vacated by irrigated chari or "bajra crops should be charged
full water-rates whether the gram sown received or did not receive thebene:fit of a palewar or kor watering ;
(b) and if any such instructions have been issued whether they do not,
contravene the orders relating to the remission of wailh waUar?
The Hop.ourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan : (a) No .. _
(b) Does not arise.
CLERKS IN DEPUTY COMMISSIONERS' OFFIOEB.

*1084. Rao Bahadur Cbaudhri Chhotu Ram : Will the HonourableMember for Revenue· kindly state· the number of · clerks of all grades and.
classes employed in the Deputy Commissioners' offices at Rohtak, Hissar;
Kamal and Gurgaon and the number _ among them of Jats (Hindu and
Muslim),· Rajputs (Hindu and Muslim), Ahirs, Malis and .Gaur Brahmans;
respectively.? ·
·· '
·
The Honourable · ~aptain. Sardar Sikander ijyat Khan : A s~te:
ment giving the information desired is laid on the table :NUMBER OF CLERKS OF ALl! GRADES AND CLASSESEMPLOYED IN THE DEPUTYCOMMISSIONERS' OFFICES AT ROHTAK, HISSAR, KARNAL AND GURGAON.

'S~

--

.. t

~;::I

Name of District.

-

A Om
J.l "S

Total

..
......

..

52
78
80

NUAJBUOF

RAJPUTS.

§
f

.s

..

gj
....1.

~ <6

E-1

Rohtak

•.

]]]
0 <>

-

IDssa.r
Ka.ma!
Gurgaon

:NUM:OE~ OF
JA.TS.

ri,

j
~

i

s

..

.. 3

:::.1

80

5
2
2
6

290

15

.;

..

..
..

..

J:I

'tl

j,

p:i

J

~
~

<

~
4
1

.. 2

3

6

9

1

..
....

I
I

'

·.~e

e

. .2
..

2

12
1
6
7

4
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CLERKS.;r;N THE OFFIOES o.F DISTRIO'.ll AND SESSIONS ~UDGEB.

*1085. Rao Bahad.ur Chaudhri Chhotu Ram : Will the Honour-;able Member for Finance kindly state the number of clerks of all types in the
~ffices of the District and Sessions Judges of Kamal and :f[issar~ and the
'number of Hindu Jats among them?
!
The Honourable Sir H\910' Craik .: A statement j'is Ia.id on the
:table::
!
STATEMENT.

· Total number
of clerks.
Office of
Judge,
Office of
Judge,

the District and Sessions
Karna]
the District atl'd Sessions
Hissar

Number of
Hindu Jab.

14
· 14

None.
I

STATUTORY AGRIOULTURISTS AMONG READERS IN THE !A.MBALA
DIV:CSION.

*1086. Rao Bahadur Chaudhri Chhotu Ram : Will ithe Honourable
:Member for Revenue kindly state the number of readers in all courts in the
.Ambalerdivision and. the number of statutory agriculturists among them ?
The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan : Out of
40 readers in all courts, except civil courts, 19 belong to notn,.ed agricultural
tribes.
:
STENO-TYPISTS IN AMABALA.DIVISION AND STATUTORY AGRtOULTUBlSTS. ;

*1087•. Rao Bahadur Chaudhri . Chhotu Ram : ~ill the Honour ..
.able Member for Revenue kindly state the number of steno-~ypists attached
'to various courts in the Ambala division and the number of statutory agri, -oulturists among them ?
1he Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khai). : Eight in aU
-eourts, excluding civil courts, 2 of whom belong, to notified agricultural
:txjbes.
·
1

Iscoxa

•

AND EXPENDITURE, N1LI BAR FARMS FOR CONVICTS.

*1088. Rao Bahadur Chaud.hri Chhotu Ram : Will the Honour.able "Member for Finance kindly state the total amount of ~xpenditure on·
.and income from the two Nili Bar Farms for convicts in 1929-80 and 1980-31,
. .and what are the net profits, if any, per acre?
The H~nourable Sir Henry Crail&: : Expenditure

:-+
1

f Rs.

1929-80
1980-81
Income:1929-80
1980-81

1,44,,714

ll,11,770
45,014
o0,623
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RETRENOHMENT COMMITTEE'S REOOMMENDATIONS.

*1089. Rao Bahadur Chaudhri Chhotu Ram : Will the Honourable Member for Finance kindly state the recommendations of the Retrenchment Committee which have been accepted in toto, those·which havebeen accepted in part, those which have been definitely rejected and those
which are still under consideration ?
The Honourable Sir He~ Craik: It is h~dly possible to give theinformation asked for in the honourable member's question within the compass of a reply of reasonable length. But it is probable that Government will
shortly issue a resolution detailing its decisions on the various recommendations of the Retrenchment Committee.
RECOMMENDATIONS os

THE PUNJAB SouROES oF REVENUE CoMMITTEE. "'

*1090. Rao Bahadur Chaudhri Chhotu Ram : Will the Honourable Member for Finance kindly state whether the recommendations of thePunjab Sources of Revenue Committee have so tar been examined?
The Honourable Sir Henry Craik : The report is being examined in
the administrative departments which have been asked to submit their·
consider-adcomments on each recommendation or proposal with which they
are concerned.
SAVINGS UNDER SPEOIAL PAY AND ALLOWANOES.

*1091. Rao Bahadur Chaudhri Chhotu Ram : Will the Honourable Member for Finance kindly state the special pay and allowances which
have been(a) entirely abolished, and
(b) reduced in pursuance of a policy of retrenchment and the amount
expected- to be saved annually in consequence of such abolition or reduction ?
·
L

The Honourable Sir Henry Craik : It is hardly possible to give the
information asked for in the honourable member's question within the compass of a reply of reasonable length. But it is probable that Government
wi]J shortly issue a resolution detailing its "decisions on the various recommendations of the Retrenchment Committee.

.

EXPENDITURE ON CANALS.
.

.

*1092. Rao Bahadur Chaudhri Chhotu Ram : Will the Honour..
able Member for Revenue kindly state~ (a) the total capital expenditure hitherto incurred on canals- in the,
province;
(b) the portion of the expenditure referred to in (a)(i) met from ordinary revenues,
(ii) met from extraordinary receipts, and
(iii) met from loans raised for the purpose;

•
,STARRED QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS,

(c) whether in maintaining a proJ01md account intJrest is calculat: 1
on (i) and (ii) in (b) ;
1
1

(d) what was the amount of interest on capital iderived from ;),
(ii) and (iii), respeetively, referred to in (b)i- in 1929-80 ap.4
1980-81 ?
'
i .
l

The 'Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan :

·•

Rs.

(a) Direct
Indirect

. . 82,51,27,582
. • •. · 86,41,667
1:

Total up to the end of the year 1980-81

•• , 88,87,69,249

(b) Direct(i) & (ii) Rs. 8,24,28,887.
(#i) Rs. 24,26,98,745.
:
Figures under (i) and (ii) cannot be given sepa.rat~lywithout in,-o ving an amount .of labour which will not be commensurate
. th
1·
the result achieved.
Indirect:By the very nature of these charges, the questioti · of their distri ution between (i), (ii) and (iii) does not, arise. !
(c) Yes, on direct expenditure.
No interest is ce.Idulated on ind.it' ot
expenditure.
·
· ·
Rs.
i
(d) 1929-80-(i) and (ii)
88,12,182 '
(iii)
88,0l,77B
1930-81 :(i) & (ii)
42,46,114-J; .
(iii)
.;
88,01,77S ,

.l
I

4
I

'.

!

W ORKINCl EXPENSES OJ' OANA.LB, j
;
"'1093. Rao Bahadur Chaudhri Chhotu Ram : i Will the Hon • tu·
able Member. for Revenue kindly state what items of expenditure :I G
included in the expression " working expenses " of canals ?
·

The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyitt Khan: Wor ;. g
expenses include the expenditure falling under the minor heads :Extensions and Improvements.
'
Maintenance and Repairs.
j .
Establishment.
Tools and Plant.
Suspense.
,
Deduct.-Recoveries
on Revenue account.
1.
"'

'

NET PROFiTS FROM CANALS,

j, ·.~

.

·l:

lrm
:

. = *1094. Rao Bahadur Chaudhri Chhotu Ram : j Will the Hon urable Member for Revenue kindly state the total amount, of net profits
eanals in the province in 1925-26, 1929-80 and' l 980-81 ¥ter meeting
of
gros~ receipts, ho.th direct and indirect, all char?es of inte~est, mainte ·'. ee,
repairs and salaries of officers and other establishment ?
;
I

.

'.

'.

•

:;,
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The Honourable Captain Sardar. Sikander. Hyat Khan·: The net
pro:6.ts are :-

....

1925-26
1929-80
1980-81

PBOVINOllL

Rs.
8,74,82,670
8,0~,09,701
2;78,75,781
EXPENDITURE, NON-VOTED.

*1095. Rae, Bahadur Chaudhri Chhotu Ram .:. :· Will the Honourable Member for Finance kindly state' (a) the total amount of provincial expenditure in 1919-20;
(b) the total amount of provincial expenditure in 1925-26, 1928-29,
1980~81;
·
.
.
.
(c) the amount
red to in
(if) the amount
· referred

of non-voted expenditure out of the expenditure refer·

{b) ; ·

.

. .

.

of each of the main items of. non-voted· expenditure
to in (c)? .
, -,

The Honourable Sir Henry Craill:: (a), (b) & (c) A statement
is laid on the table:-

showing the required iiifortna.tion

. (In tbot1,sa.nds of rupees.)
-»

Years;

1919-20
1925-26
1928-29

1980-81

Total provincial
expenditure.

Non-voted expenditure
out of the total
. expenditute for the
yeai;s 1925-26,
1928-29 and 1980-81.

*6,17,67
12,82,99
13,84,20
18,86/49

•Represents .share of provincial expenditure before the reforms,

8,00,44

1,94,41
2,59,48
.

(d) Attention of the honourable member is invited to the details of the
aetua.l expenditure appearing in the detailed budget estimates.
Soli:OLARSHIPS 'FROM PBOVINOIAL FUNDS.

*1096. Rao Bahadur Chaudhri Chhotu Ram : Will the Honourable Minister for Education kindly state the "amount _of _money spent in
1926-26, 1929-80 and 1980-81 from provincial funds' on acholarships=(a) in Arts colleges, ·
(b) in professional colleges,
(e) in secondary schools,
(d) in industrial schools,
(e) in Govermnent Intermediate. College and High· School at Ghora :
.
Gali;
.

41

STABBED QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

(J) the number of scholars reading in the institutions referred to in
(a), (b), (c), (if) and (e), respectively?
:

The Honourable Malik Firoz· Khan Noon: The: information
being collected and will be supplied
·ready.

to the honourable j member
;

is

when

80HOLARSBIPS IN INDUSTRIAL SCHOOLS,

*1097. Rao Bahadur Chaudhri Chhotu Ram : Will 'the Honour·
able Minister for Local Self-Government kindly state w hethEif it is a fa.ot that
in all industrial schools or in all industrial .sehoola of a particular cla.sa
all the students on the rolls of those schools are in receipt of scholarships ?
The Honourable · D.ll'. Gokul Chand Narang : There js no industrial
school or institution where all the students on the rolls i are in receipt of
scholarships.. In the case of the Government Demonstration Weaving
·Factory, Shahdara, which is not classed as an institu~ition or school,
'provision is made tor the admission of 5 apprentices in th~ " A. " class, 12
in the " B " class and 30 in the " 0 " class. All these ~pprenticies are in
-receipt of scholarships oi Rs. 30 per mensem in the " A 'i' and Rs. 20 per
'mensem in the " B " snd " 0 " classes.
i.

i

EXPENDITURiil ON ES'rABLtSHMEN'.11 AND WORKS IN

PuA~O

P.tRTMENT.

DP.•

WoRKS

,: _

*1098. Rao Bahadur . Chaudhri Chhotu Ram : Will the Honourable
Minister for Agriculture kindly state the expenditure on establishment in the
Public Works Department, Buildings and Roads Branch, in 1919-20~ 1924-25,
1926-27, 1927-28, 1929-30 and 1931-32 and, the expenditure on original
works and repairs, respectively. in the same years ?
·
The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogend:ra Singh : A. s~atement furnish.
ing the required information is placed on the tsble.
;STATEMENT SHOWING EXPENDITURE INCURRED IN TllE Pl\mLIC WORK8 DE·
PARTMENT, BUILDINGS AND ROADS BRANCH, ON (i) ORIGINAL WORKS,
(ii) REPAIRS, AND (iii) ESTABLISHMENT DURING 1919~20, 1924-25, 1926-27,
1927028, 1929.-30 AND 1931-32.
!
(In

thousands.of.rupees.)

.
Yea.r.

,.
Total WorJni

Original Works.

Repairs.

e.nd
Repairs.

:

Establishment.

i
'

1
1919-20"
1924-25
:1926-27
:1927-28
1929-30"
·1931.32

2

....

..

..

....

3

4

:

5

,

59,41
29,49
1,22,08
l,66,82
92,03
30,37

0

27,05
38,16
IS0,03
55,:?2
65,53
55,43

86,47
.67,65
1,72,11
2,22,14
1,57,56
85,80

i

i

11,34:
15,94
18,44
20,79
22,40
17,44
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TEMPORARY ESTABLISHMENT IN (IERTA.IN· DF1PARTMENT8.

·wm the Honourable Memberfor Finance kindly state the expenditure in respect of the salaries,
allowances, eto., of temporary establishment in the Public Works Department, Buildings and Roads Branch, in the departments of Industries, Agriculture and Government Printing Presses in 1925-26, 1929-80, 1980-81 and
1981-82,respectively?
The Honourab~ Sir Henry Craik : A statement is laid on the table.
"'1099. Rao Bahadur Chaudhri Chhotu Ram:

STATEMENT SHOWING THE EXPENDITURE ON SALARIES, ALLOWA,.~OES, ETC.
OF TEMPORARY ESTABLISHMENT
IN CERTAIN DEPARTMENTS.
,Public
Works Departtnent
'Buildings
and Roads
Branch.

Year.

1

2

..

..

1929-30

..

1930-31

...

..
..

Department
of
Industries.

Sala.ries.

3

..

..

,

I

Overtime
and other
allownacea.

5

Rs.

Rs.

Rs.

*1,30,809

15,015

29,665

90,801

4,79,690

33,555

1,35,023
£660

1,09,762

5,059,

3,98,980

36,398

1,16,214£761

93,762

4,32S

78,050

2,160

.•

1931-32

Department
o:f
Agriculture.

4

Rs.
1925-26

.Go~MENT Plmrrill'o
PRESSES •

1,88,770

43,750

- 47,941

6

-

Rs.

5,955

I

£126

•As expenditure on both permanent and temporary, eetablishment in the Public ·workiJ
Department; Buildings and Roads . Branch, is booked together under the respective primary
units of appropriation the figures for actual expenditure on salaries, eto., of temporary establishment cannot be supplied.
The figures given have been taken from the budget estimates.
EXPENDITURE ON THE LAHORE CONSPIRACY CASE.

*1100. Rao BahadurChaudhri Chhotu Ram : Will the Honourable Member for Finance. kindly state(a) the dates on which the hearing of the Lahore Conspiracy Case
commenced;
,
(b) the total number of prosecution witnesses in the case ;
. (c) · the number of witnesses who had been examined up to the Slst:
January, 1982 ;
(d) the average monthly cost of the case up to the 31st January, 1982;
(e) the amount of legal fees paid by Government to (i) the defencecounsel and (ii) prosecution counsel?
The Honourable Sir Henry Crmk : (a) 2nd January 19Hl.
(b) 714.
'<,
(c) 265.
' (d) Rs. 16,896-2-2por mensem.
(e) (1,) Rs. 86,614.
(u) Rs. 49,788-5-4.

, STARRED

QUESTIONS

EXEMPTION

FROM

AND ANSWERS,

CHAUKID.ARA

TA;X.

*1101. Sardar Jawahar Singh Dhillon : Will the HonourableMember for Finance kindly state whether the lambardars of ohak No. 29,.
Jhang Branch, district Lyallpur, are exonerated from the payment of the
chaukiil,,ra tax, and if so, the reasons for the same ? ;
The Honourable Sir Henry Craik : Yes. All lambardars in the
district are exempt from the payment of the chaukidara tax under orders
issued by the Deputy Commissioner in 1905.
MEMORIAL REGARDING PAY OF CHAUKIDAR OF CHAK

*1102.

Sardar

Jawahar

29;,JHAN<l~

Singh . Dhillon :

Will the Honourable·
Member for Finance kindly state.
(a) whether all the residents with a few exceptions of chak 29, Jhang
Branch, district Lyallpur, submitted a memorial in summer last,
praying that in view of the fall in prices the pay of the ehaukidar of that village be reduced from Rs. 8 .to Rs. 6 per mens~;
.
(b) whether a person well reported on by the Police Department applied for the post on the reduced pay ;
(c) whether the tahsildar recommended him fo:ii the appointment ;
(d) what 'orders, if any,.were passed by the Deputy Commissioner on.
that memorial and the reasons theretor r
(e) the time taken in disposing of the memorial and the reasons therefor?
·
J

The Honourable Sir Henry Craik : (a) Twelve residents of Ohak
29, Jhang Branch, submitted a memorial praying tijat the pay of th•
ehaukidar of that village be reduced from Rs. 8 to Rs. :5 per mensem.
(b) Yes.
(e) No.
(d) The pay of the chaukidars was reduced throughout the district, in
· .,. view of the fall in prices'.
·
(e) About six weeks. The sanction of the Commissioner had to beobtained.
·
RELIEF FOR DAMAGE BY RA~

WATER IN LA~ORE DISTRICT.

*1103. Sardar Jawahar Singh •Dhillon : Will the Honourable,
Member for Revenue be pleased to state:
(a) whether he is aware that certain villages in .thJ Lahore district
such as Kalsian, Dal, Daliri, Wan, Baserke, Hundal, Chak
Baham, Rajoke, Chathianwala, Lil, W ehgal, Theh Pannu,
Katluhi Kalan and Khurd, Oreen Kot, Hlllaka Singhwala,.
Ibrahimabad, Amrik Singhwala, Sirhali Kalan and Khurd;
Luliani, Daftuh, Rara, Bhoja, Kalian, Saroe, Bhaddarpur,
Rai Kalan and Khurd, Bedian, Makhi Khurd and Kalan, and
Bhagwanpura, in the tahsil of Kasur,' and Jahman, Kirka;
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Saraich, Khanoharni, Assa!, Baddoke, Pandoke, La.dheke
Bhullar, Gulwehra, Mia.nwa1.a., Melara.mwa.la,Pa.ra.sra.mwa.la,
Ohannan Dinwala, Kit, Kallu, Jhamb, Shahzada, Lakhoke,
Budhwar,. Bole,· Kahna. Kohna.' in the Lahore te.hsil a.re surrounded by rain water ;
(b) whether as a. consequence of this their kharif crops have been
totally ruined ;
(c) whether 'most of the lands of these villages are under sailaba and
thus could not be prepared for rabi crops ;
(a) whether the houses of these villages have collapsed and the
·
zamindars and kamins have no funds to rebuild them ;
(e) whether epidemics like malarial fever have set in in these villages
and cattle diseases have also begun resulting in numerous
deaths;
(f) if answers-to (a) to (e) above be in the affirmative, what steps Government proposes to take or has already taken to afford
relief to zamindars and others in the affected area '}
The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan : (a) Ceriiain villages in the Lahore district between Lahore and Kasur were flooded
:as the result of the heavy rains at the end of Au.gust1981.
(b) In a few villages the kharif crops ~ere almost totally destroyed ;
in others the damage was not so large.
(e) ·The lands of a few villages which are affected by water-logging
~ould not be prepared for rabi sowing.
(a). In a few villages; yes.
(e) Yes.
(f) Government has given relief as follows :(1) Taq_avi loans to the extent of Rs. 10,000have been distributed;
(2) Land Revenue to the extent of Rs.'9,189 has been recommended
for remission, and Rs. 25,515 suspended;
(8) Twt drains were constructed' by Government. at considerable
.· expense to remove the flood water ;
·
(4) Medical aid was specially arranged. Quinine was distributed
free, and in cases in which the patients could not afford to
purchase, even milk was distributed free ;
(5) The Revenue Assistantchas been in constant touch with· these
particular villages.; the Deputy Oommisaionerand the Com·
missioner also inspected some of them personally.

wATER

RATES ON FODDER OROPS.

. . *1104. S•dar Jawahar Singh Dhillon : Will the Honourable
Bevenue Member be pleased to state(a) whether it is a fact that jawi, mungi and bajra, though mainly
used as fodder in the central districts of the province, are
charged with water rates at the rate prescribed for cereals ;

..__

- _ _L

STARRED

QUESTIONS A.ND ANSWERS.

(b) if so, why they arenot charged for as adna-jins and fodder crops?'
The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander-Hyat Khan: (a) These
crops are not mainly used as fodder crops-only occasionally ; they are.
charged for at cereal rates.
(b) There is a wide choice of fodder crops as given in the schedules of
occupiers' rates applicable to · the different canals and: Government sees no
reason to add to the list .1
:
MALARIA

RELIEF

MEASURES.
I

*1105. Sards.r Jawahar Shigh Dhillon: Will the Honourable
Minister for Education be pleased to state(a) whether malarial fever is severely prevailing in the villages of theLahore district and whether the Health Department of thedistrict has paid due attention to this matte» by distributing
medicines in sufficientquantities to afford relief to the sufferers ;
(b) what action Government propose to take in the matter of affording
due relief to the rural population of the district?
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan Noon: : (a) There is no epidemic of malaria at present, but there was a severe epidemic during September and October 1981 in parts of the Labore district due to very heavy
rainfall and accumulation of water in Kasur and Lahore tahsils. Extensive
arrangements were made for .. combating the epidemic ;and special staff was
deputed to the affected area for organizing medical relief and distributing:
quinine. About 200 lbs. of quinine was distributed and the Punjab branch
of the Red Cross Society gave Rs. 250 for the supply of food to sick and
needy persons.
·
(b) The question of preventing the flooding of the villages in question.
is being considered by the authorities concerned.
RELIEF TO FAl\IILY

OF NAND

LAL,

DEO:ElASED.

*1106. Chaudhri Allah Dad Khan : Will the Honourable FinanceMember please state~
.
(a) whether one Nand Lal, a shepherd of Mohi-ud-Dinpur village in
the Kamal district, was posted under the orders of the Punjab
police to guard the railway line near . Shahabad Markanda
at the time of the passage of His. Excellency the Viceroy's,
special on the 22nd August, 1981 ;
(b) whether he was accidentally struck by the special and died a few
hours later as a result of it ;
(c) whether the driver noticed it and stopped the train; if not, why;.
(d) under what rule he was made to guard the line ;
(e) whether he is aware that the deoeased's young widow, his daughter
and his aged father are among his dependants for their subsistence;
(f) what compensation has been made by Government to his dependants ; if not why ?
·
•
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The Honourable Sir Henry Craik: (a) Yes.
(b) Nand L;l was "run over by 1 Up Punjab Mail and not by the
"special train.
(c) I have no information.
.
(d) Nand Lal was not made to guard the railway line. His services were
engaged · for temporary employment on payment.
·

_r't

(e) Yes.
(f) Rs; 500 were given to the dependants of the deceased.
LEASE OF HARCHARANPURAESTATE AND
.
.
ASSISTANT.

MR.

RAM LAL,

REVENUE

*1107. Chaudhri Allah Dad Khan : Will the Honourable Revenue
- )lamber please state-«
.' .
(a) whether he is aware that Mehr Jalal-ud-Din of Bhogiwal village
got the lease of lands of Hareharanpura estate of village Harbanspura in the Lahore tahsil from the Manager of the Court of
Wards of the said estate on 27th May 1981, and brought his
tenants to the village and carried on agrieultural operations ;
(b) whether he is aware that Mr. Ram Lal, Revenue Assistant, Lahore,
got the patwari on 23rd October, 1981, to make entries in the
khasra_ giril,o,wari showing these tenants as under one Laehhman Das;
(c) whether it is a fact that the Revenue Assistant named above has
- been exercising his officialinfluence to press the tenants either
to run away or to · get themselves entered as being under the
said Laehhman Das ;
(d) whether it is a fact that the tenants of Mehr Jalal-ud-Din have
made representations to the Inspector-General of Police and the
Senior Superineendent of Police, Lahore, making allegations
against. the Sub-Inspector of Police, Moghulpura ;
(e) for how long has the Revenue Assistant referred to above been in
·
the Lahore district ;
·
(f) if the answers to (b), (c) and (d) are in the affirmative; what
action the Government intends to take in the matter 'l '
,'
The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan : Inquiries
,ii.re being made and the information will be communicated to the honourable member when ready.
JAILS AND MENTAL HOSPITAL.

*1108. Rao Babadur Chaudhri Cbhotu Ram : Will the Honour.able Miimber for Finance kindly state the total· cost per head per annum
in (a) Jails and (b) the Mental Hospital at Lahore and how it compares with
similar cost in the United Provinces, Bombay and Bihar P
The Honourable Sir - Henry Craik : The total coat per head per annum
' -9f convicted and under-trial-criminal prisoners in the Punjab is Bs, 158-8-6,
.and that of an inmate in the Mental Hospital at Lahore a little over Rs. 250.
I regret I am unable to compare these figures with those of other provinces
~s the necessary statistics are not available.

•
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RESOLUTIONS.
VIRK JATB OF SHEIKHUPURA DISTRICT,

Sardar Buta Singh [Multan division and Sheikhupura, Sikh, Rural] :
Sir, I beg to move=" This Counoil recommends to the Government that the notification of the Punjab Government declaring .certain Virk J ats of J atri, Lagar and 'Bahar villages of the
Sheikhupura district to be members of the criminal tribes under the Criminal
Tribes Act, 1924, may be cancelled and notification to that effect issued in the
local official gazette."
:

My object in moving this resolution is a very laudable one. I wish to
state at the outset that my object. is to gain good will ~nd co-operation
between the ruler and the ruled and at the same time I wish to draw the
.attention of this honourable House to the miserable plight of certain individuals belonging to the Virk zamindars in the Sheikhupura district.
Some four years ago 845 persons were restricted as members of criminal
tribes under the Criminal Tribes Act. Representations were made to the
Government on behalf of the unfortunate persons and the result was that
-only 61 were ultimately restricted. A big diwan was held in the premises
of Sacha Sauda at Chuharkana in the Sheikhupura district and invitation
was issued to Sardar Bahadur Sardar Hari Singh, Deputy Commissioner of
Criminal Tribes. The invitation was accepted by him and there at that
place a deputation consisting of the mover of this resolution as well as of
other prominent members of the tribe waited upon him and tried to explain
to him that the - punishment meted out to these unfortunate persons was
out of all proportion to their alleged misbehaviour or misdemeanour, It
was pointed out to him that the. Act was limited in its scope to such class,
.gangs or tribes who have been systematically addicted to the commission
-of non-bailable offence. He was told by the deputationists that there was
neither such systematic commission ofcrime nor was any joffence committed
by them suoh as to be classified under the category of non-bailable offence.
Anyhow, the Sardar Sahib was to a certain extent impressed by the
arguments of the deputation and promised that he will look into the
matter and try to remove this restriction within a reasonably short time,
provided the people were willing to give an assurance to reform themselves
in the near future.
·
I affirm that that promise given by me, as one of the members of the
deputation, has been very scrupulously observed, and I claim that not a
single non-bailable offence has been committed by any member of that tribe
-or any person who has been restricted under the Act.
Not only that. The matter under consideration was discussed to a.
certain extent on the floor of this House on the 18th of March 1980, and at
that time too it was pointed out that these people were living a peaceful
life and not a single non-bailable offence was ascribed to them, and that the
time had come when this sword of Demooles should be removed from over
their heads. But my earnest appeal at that time proved to be only a cry
in the wilderness. However, I was able to gain one point at .that time and
I regard it to be a very valuable one. Two of the very distinguished
members of this House, the then Home Secretary and the then Honourable
Revenue Member (Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain) promised to remove this restriction very shortly, because they admitted at that time tha~ the reports coming
from the Deputy Commissioner were very favourable. ·
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With your indulgence I may be permitted to quote some words of the
Home Secretary. He was pleased to make this remark :" Ont of those 61, 20 were very shortly exempted and 15 more were put on six months'
probation after which the Deputy Commissioner was able to report that he had.
no other complaint agamst them, when they also were exempted. Now,
there only remain 25 Virks in the Sheikhnpnra district who are subject to the
restrictions of the Act and it is hoped that
due course, possibly very shortly>
they also may be exempted. I have gathered from the Deputy Commissioner>
Sheikhnpnra, that complaints against them are getting muoh less."

m

Again, Sir Fazl-i-Husain was.pleased to remark :.. I told them that I was really sorry that a respectable tribe like the Vi!'k Jo.ts was
declared a criminal tribe and that it was up to the leading Sikhs to bring about
such reforms as would enable the department to cancel the restriction on Virk
Jo.ts at a very early date."

Further he went on and .remarked :" But, however, if a~y case is brought to my notice where injustice has been done, I
would be only too glad to look into the matter. In fact it cannot be said of any
tribe or community that it consists· of only good people or bad people. Sir~
after all, the character of a person can only be determined by his actions. It is
his actions alone that raise a person from the depths of degradation to 'the pinnacle of glory or irice V(!TBa."

.»

The mover of this resolution is fully entitled to take a stand upon this.
golden formula laid down by Sir Fazl-i-Husain and I repeat without fear of
contradiction that even ·refter the lapse of two years not a single non-bailableoffence, I repeat it' for the benefit of Government, that not a single nonbailable offence, as contemplated by this Act, has been committed by these
persons and they have scrupulously kept the promise, which was madeby
those people to the mover of this resolution a well as to the Deputy Commissioner of the Criminal Tribes. Leaving aside the respectability and undisputed historical and political importance of this clan, I take my stand
upon the words of ·Mian Sir Fazl-i-Husain.. These persons have committed
.no such offencesas are contemplated by the Criminal Tribes Act and hencetheir words and actions entitle them to be freed from this thraldom.
. There are other considerations as well, which make my case still stronger
and they are these. The Virks are not a nomad tribe. Unlike other criminal tribes or gangs or classes they have permanent and fixed abodes. More
than a hundred villages in the Sheikhupura district are inhabited by 'these
people. The neighbouring district of Gujranwala is equally well populated
by these people. I may point out that there is not a single Sikh district
throughout the length and breadth of the Punjab where you do not come
across tliese brave, dauntless people (hear, hear). Not only that. During
the Great War some thirty distinctions were won by the Sikh zamindars of
the Sheikhupura district and out of these twenty-five fell to the lot of the
Virk zamindars, On the civil side we can boast of hundreds of Iambardars,
many scores of jagirdars, inamdars, suiedposhesand zaildars amongst them.
On the military side we can claim innumerable jamadars, subedars, resaldars, captains and lieutenants, not to speak of the rank and file which has
distinguished itself in many afield of battle undee-the British banner. Where
is the person who does not feel proud of such a community, a community
which has produced such a distinguished personage like yourself, the
Honourable President of this House (hear, hear), a community which has
produced such an intelligent and wideawake poli~e officer like Berdar
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Bahadur Sardar Sant Singh, Superintendent, C. I. D., (..4.n honourable mem»
ber: A Deputy President of this House also), a community which has pro- ""
duced hordes of other eminent persons. A community with such a distinguished record at its back does not deserve to be slighted and treated shabily
by the Government. In the face of the social position held by the Virk
zamindars at the present time, I do not think it would be of any use to the,
members of the this House to lead them through the previous history of this
clan. Suffice it to say that they furnished the finest soldiery to the army
during the Sikh regime and previous to that, one of the: Sikh missles was
led and composed of their brave and undaunted. clansmenI..
Now, leaving aside these generalisations- I beg to draw the attention
of this House to the social position of the restricted persons as well as the large extent of property owned by them. I have got a statement here,
but I do not want to take up the time of the Council by reading it, but I can
affirm without fear of contradiction that out of the 25 persons about whom.a
promise was made two years back, namely, that their names will be removed
from th~se restrictions, there are persons who own something like ten squares
of land and each and every one of them has got very beautiful houses. Some
of them are at this time in possession of 80, 40 or even 50 heads of eattle ;
and they are rich enough to provide suffieient means for themselves and for
their dependents. It might be said that law is no respector of persons and
it will apply equally to all irrespective of their profession or their respectability, but again, I may remind the House that my sole claim is based at
this time upon· their deeds.
:
One thing I want to point out is this that this Act was never intended
to apply to the cases of persons contemplated in this resolution, I may
read for the benefit of the House section 11, sub-section (2). I think it
bears me out fully. well :
"Befor~ making any such declaration, the Local Government shall consider thll following matters, namely ::
(i) the nature and the oiroum.sta.nces of the offences in which the members of the
criminal tribe or pa.rt or the individual member, as the case may be, are or is
believed to have been concerned ; o
•
{ii) whether the criminal tribe, pa.rt or member follows any.Iawful occupation, and
whether such occupation is a real oceupatien or merely a pretence for the
purpose of facilitating the committ,ing of crimes ;
( iii) the suitability of the restriction area, or of the place o~ residence, as the case
may be, which it is proposed to specify in the notification ;
(iv) the manner in which it is proposed that the persons to be restricted or ~ettled,
shall earn their living within the restriction area or in the place of residence,
and the adequacy of the arrangements which are proposed therefor."

This conclusively proves that this Act was originally intended to meet
the cases of wandering nomads such as Sansis, Pakhiwaras, Kikans and others
of their kind. Moreover, I want to draw the special attention of the House
to another salient fact and that is this, that the Virks have never been
thieves, robbers, marauders or dacoits by profession. Before the advent of
the British, when the hold of law was not strong enough to crub the turbulent element of the population, there was tribal rivalry for supremacy
which often led to open fighting and sometimes. forcible carrying away of '
property of their opponents and rivals. With the growth of respect for
law and order the spirit of bravery and force degenerated into sneaking ·
thefts and lurking house trespass. But the fact remains that these people
D
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.
never committed. cihnes~\viththe .objeet of a~y gain or profits whatsoever,
but with the sole object of Wieaking their vengeance upon their enemies
who had already on some previous occasion stolen or deprived them of their
·cattle or other property; There is no denying the fact that the Virks. are
uncommonly fine people. · They are brave, hardy, loyal and steadfast in
friendship. . Why disgrace them ? Why dishonour them ,? Why humiliate
them? Why make them lose their self-respect? There is no fun in depriving these persons of the privilege of marrying. their sons and. especially their
daughters in respectable families. Not only that. During these four years
they have lost their property through theft; their old enemies are keeping
up their nefarious trade and are stealing away theli cattle, but the queer
law enjoins upon· them not to leave their villages even in pursuit of their
stolen property. The tale of their misery arid woe can much better be
imagined than described. I can· give you instances and quote the names
of persons who have lost their property on account of this law and who !_lave
not been able to follow the culprits nor even join the track parties .. Taking
all these things into eonslderation, I draw again the attention of the Rouse
to the fact that the promise 'made. bythese persons in the sacred precincts
of the Gurdawara Sacha Sanda has been scrupulously maintained by these
·. persons. I am fully confident that the Rouse will support me and that the
Government will kindly. see ita way to accede to my request contained in
this resolution. It was admitted on behalf of Government during the year
1980 that the Act was never intended to punish, anybody and that, its object
was in no way penal and that its object was reformation and prevention.
When that object in the present case has been achieved, I think justice and
fair play demand that freedom and liberty which is their birthright should be
restored to them. I therefore appeal once more in the name of justice and fair
play, in the name of peace and good will, in the name of truth .and righteousness, in the name of humanity itself, that this obnoxious ban might be
. removed from, over the heads of these people. I sincerely wish that no
· a~tempts will be ~ade by Goyernment t~ offe; justi:ficatJonfor this ·res\_riction, The resolution has. not been moved m this House with any other object
than to draw its attention to the injustice which has been done to ·these
people. Let magnanimity and large-heartedness prevail over false prestige.
Let the only reply from the Government benches be in some such words as,
'' the Government is graciously pleased to. accept the recommendations
contained in this resolution." (Hear, hear).

Mr. President :- ·
" 'l'his Council recommends to the Government that the notification of the Punjab
Government declaring certain Virk Jats of Jatri, Lagar and Bahar villages of the
Sheikhupum district to bemembers of the criminal tribes under the Criminal
Tribes Act, 1924, ~ay be cancelled and notification to that effect issued in the
local official gazette...
'
.

Chaudhri Allah Dad Khan [smbala division, North-East, Muham• znadan, Rural] : Sir, I rise to support this resolution. The drastic manner in
· -whieh the Criminal Tribes Act has been worked in the Punjab is well known
· perhaps to almost all the members of the House. Every district in the Punjab
iseems to be suffering under the provisions of this Act. . The provisions.of the
'Act have been construed and extended in a very strange way~
./.
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The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan : On a.
~point of order. Is the honourable member in order in, referring to the
· Criminal Tribes Act as a whole ?
The resolution is confined only to three
villages?
Chaudhri Allah Dad Khan: This is only introductory. I will give
· facts to ·support it. I am not condemning the Act. I have already stated
· that the Act has been extended and construed in a· very strange manner.
I have not stated that the Act itself is such. I say that the Act has been mis. construed and has been applied in a manner in which it was not intended
to be applied. That is my point. I am very sorry for this interruption
without any purpose. Even such respectable tribes as Jats, etc.,. have been
brought under the Act. Section 8 of the Act clearly lays down that any tribe
or class of persons who in the opinion of the Government is addicted to the
systematic commission of non-bailable offences can be declared members
of a criminal tribe.
Now, on the strength of the, facts . which my
· honourable friend has just brought to the notice of the House, can any member of Government say that these Virk Jats are members! of a tribe which is
• addicted to the systematic commission of non-bailable: offences ? I dare
say that if they .could prove this fact, they would have brought the cases of
· these people before the criminal courts. There is no difference between the
operation of this Act and an order of the court restricting them as far as
these Virk Jats of Sheikhupura district are concemed.: They have been
confined in the very village in: which they live: They have not been taken to
any settlement.
They have been restricted in the very village in which they
live and a criminal court can be moved under section i:10 of the Criminal
Procedure Code for restricting the movements of any man in a similar way.
But there is this difference. The criminal court should have clear evidence
· for confining them, whereas under the Criminal Tribes Act there need be no
. evidence wo~th the name a~d the Govern~e?t ca1l by its sweet ~ decla_re
that these Virk Jats of Sheikhupura are addicted to the systematiccommission of non-bailable offences. That is the way in which the Act has been
. abused. The honourable member has just said that the 'Government gave
. a "promise in 1980 that it will consider the cases of these. men and that if
these men continued to behave well, they would be made free. Two· years
have now elapsed but not a single step has been taken in that direction.

Th-, Honourable .Captain .Sardat Sikander Hyat Khan:

How do

.you know?

Chaudhri Allah Dad Khan : The honourable move~ has just mentioned
the fact and you have not contradicted it. The _fact remains. that these
men are still under restriction.
Some of them were released, but most of
them are still under restriction.
If the Government thqught fit to restrict
them under the Act, why did it not proceed against them before the ordinary
-courts and get them restricted by a. magistrate? The' drastic manner in
which this Act has been worked in many districts may also be brought to the
notice of the Council as !!11 illustration.
I know a certain village Ratour· in
the _Ambala district where the people, the Rajputs, helped the Government
during the War by furnishing a large number of recruits] and by giving war
Joans, and the reward that these men got was that after the War they were
.taken away to a settlement and when they asked the Government to furnish
D2
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them with the offences for which they were declared members of the eriminal' tribe, no answer was forthcoming.
·

. The Honourable Captain SardarSikander Hyat Khan : When

was that?

.

'chaudhri Allah Dad Khan : Will the Honourable MemberforRevenueplease stop interrupting ? . I am not here to answer these questions.
Mr. President:When an honourable member wishes to ask a question of another honourable member, he should ask it through the Chair.
Chaudhri Allah Dad Khan : These interruptions in fact break.
the thread of the argument.. Apart from the fact'that a regular procedurebefore a eourtwould be more liked by the people and would inspire .more eonfidenee1in
the justice of Government, this sort of hasty procedure on · the part
Governm:ent
of the
by declaring a certein tribe as members of a criminal;
tribe, inflicts great humiliation on the members of that tribe. Whenever these·
people meet their relations.or friends, they would be told," you are members.
of a criminal tribe." Buch high castes as VirkJats are never intended to bebrought under this Act. These people have been following·a, noble profession
from time immemorial; Now their professsion has been destroyed. I know·
how this happens. fa the case of the people I have just mentioned, there has,
not been a single case against them. It is mere suspicion of the police. The:,
police when they cannot trace a case, when they cannot bring a case successfully before a court, declare·it as untraced. At the same time they put
down that their suspicion is on a certain village and they put down the nameof the village against which they have some displeasure.· If·they put down
about-half a dozen of such cases, here is a matter for the local Government
to/act upon and declare the members of those villages as members of cnm.in:al
tribes.
The.very term "criminal tribe " is too repelling to be applied to members ·
ofa distinguished community like these Jats and Rajputs. They are the·
backbone of the Government in time of war and other troubles. I think when
the Act was passed the idea was to 'control those tribes which had no fixed.
calling, no fixed abode and no fixed profession. Section 11 of the. Act clearly
lays down that the local Government, before declaring any tribe as a criminal
tribe, should take the followingfacts into consideratioii. Firstly, tM nature
and circumstances of the offence'which is attributed to the tribe. Secondly;
the occupation of those tribes, whether those tribes haveafixed occupation
or only a pretendedoccupation. No one cansay that the occupation of these
J:ats is a pretended occupation. They live on agriculture : they <>-wn rectangles
and squares and · as my· honourable friend has stated, many of them are-distinguished members of their community. Such a triQJl, I think, canno.t
be declared as a criminal tribe and it is an outrage.on the provisions of theAct to call these respectable people as members of the criminal tribe. Uthe Government' still considers that they are of criminal habits, they should.
bring the cases of these people before the courts. '
·
Sardar Jawahar Singh Dhillon (Lahore, Sikh, Ruxal): Sir, many
arguments have been advanced by my honourable friend the mover, our·
Deputy President, in support of his resolution. I will deal with the question from the point of view of legislation. The Act was passed and the Gov--
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; emment was given power to declare, by notification certain tribes to be
.members of criminal tribes. We have to see whether the tribes so declared
-by the Government have really committed the deeds attributed to them.
·The honourable mover of the resolution has given· us various instances
:to prove that the tribes declared as criminal tribes have never committed
any offence of the nature of a non-bailable offence. The J\_ct says that if
.a series of non-bailable offences are committed, then the members committing them may be notified as criminal tribes. My submission before the
House is that these Virk Jats are one of the most important communities.
in the Sheikhupura district and in the neighbouring districts of Gujranwala
and Sialkot. They have stood the test of Government 'and · they have.
proved that they have not committed any offence of a non-bailable nature.
There might have been some justification for such a notification at the time
when they were declared members of the criminal tribes. But now that they
have stood the test and have not committed any offence in recent years, the
.notification should be withdrawn.
The second point which I would like to mention is that there is the ordin·ary law under which the Government can punish the offenders for certain
non-bailable offences. . There is for instance section 110 ; of the Criminal
Procedure Code. I therefore see no reason why these Vir~ Jats should be
notified as members of criminal tribes. Further, section ll (3) of the Act
says that the man who is declared a member of a criminal tribe should be one
whose profession is to . commit offences. My submission before the House
is that in the case of the Virk Jats, their ordinary pursuit of life is agricul.ture which is the staple. industry of our country for all people, lawyers,
traders and so on. That industry is now going down. We have th~refore
-to see that the persons whose main industry is agriculture are not harassed.
If any person of the community commits any offence, let him be dealt with
'by the ordinary law. This Act, as has been rightly pointed out by the
honourable mover, was originally intended for the wandering tribes. But
·unfortunately it has been applied to· certain agricultural communities, such ·
as the Virk Jats. That is one of the reasons why the commission of offences
in the villages is riot checked by the police. · When any offence is committed,
and the police is not able to trace it or does not like to trace it for certain
'reasons best known to the police officers,it will say that the offence is com::mitted · by members of a certain tribe and unless that tribe -is' brought under
'the Act and declared as a criminal tribe the offences will not decrease.
With these words, I give my whole-hearted support to the resolution
:moved by my honourable friend.
SardarSampuran Singh (Lyallpur, Sikh, Rural) : I get up to support
the resolution and in that connection :I would like to
3
l'.M.
make a few observations. I have not ' the honour · to
'belong to a criminal tribe myself and consequently; perhaps, cannot say much
from my personal experience, but so far as these villages are concerned, I
have had the opportunity to· go to these people and sit with them some:times for a whole day in certain meetings which they have held in connection
with zamindara questions, and this much I can say from my personal ex·
:perience, that they are very fine clan of people. Sometimes I think that
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some of the really good qualities of mind are considered asbad points by some
of the local officials, The idea of sell-respect, the idea of beingstraightforward
and sometimes even walking with one's head erect on God's earth is considered a sin by some of · the . petty officials. I quite agree and admit that
Virks · are very manly and. virile people and naturally such people create
several enemies about them; . It is no wonder that they have been for some
time in the bad books of some of the local officials, but I would submit that
it is a great blot on that great clan of the Jats which have achieved great,
things in the past and from whom we always expect very good things in the
future. Sections 110, 109; and 108 and rules about the registration-of eriminal characters under register No. 10 of the police and the application
of . the Criminal Tribes Act, all these things are provided only - for
cases where there is no definite proof against the ', people suspected.
In such circumstances it is absolutely necessary -that things should .be
judged from the general circumstances, because . the very fact that thereis no definite evidence against any individual or against any class
of people is enough to make · one more careful, and make it incumbent that
the application of such law .should not be made so common. With ·these
few remarks I would request the whole House that we.should give full sup-port to this resolution moved by our honourable friend from Sheikhik
pura.
.
Kanw~ Mamraj Singh Chohan [Ambal11,-cum-Sim.la,non-Muham ..- madan, Rural] (Urdu): Sir, in support of this resolution· I too wish .to
make a few observations,
It is a pity that a tribe which consists of a
very large number · of persons and has never conupit.ted crimes should be
placed Gmder severe restrictions and be declared a member of the criminal=
tribes. . The honourable mover of this resolution in his strong and impres- ·
sive speech made it abundantly clear that the people of the villages mentioned in the· resolution have done nothing to merit an imposition of hard
restrictions on them.
Perhaps, these Government members fail to realisethe troubles and hardships to which one is subjected when One is declared· a.
member of a criminal tribe.
Again, the. honourable 'mover pointed out
that some of the imminent members ofthis honourable Rouse belong to that
verJ' tribe.
In the face of these facts, is it not . funny that the
Vitk Jats of Jatri, Lagar and Bahar villages of the Sheikhupura. •
district should be declared members of criminal tribes -?
The people:
of these villages rendered meritorious services to the Crown during-the Great
War and it is deeply regretted that' the Government instead of rewarding,
their loyalty has declared .them members of criminal tribes.
This attitude
of the Government has caused so much worry to the honourable mover
that he has to bring up this m:atter before this House.
l trust that Government will give a very careful consideration to the' matter and take-immediate
steps to remove the restrictions ·which have been imposed upon the Virk
·Jats of these three or four villages.
·

The. Hon~urable CaP,tainSudar Sikander Hyat Khan. (Reyenue •
Member) : Sir, before. I actually touch this particular resolution I should
like .to point out to the House that there seems to be a growingtendem:y
the part of members to enter into minute details of administration .
through interpellations and by m~ans of resolutions. tam sure all sections,
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of this House will agree with me that it is not the function :of the legislature
to enter into or interfere in minor details of administration.
This should
be left tq the administrative officers. By saying this f do not mean to
convey that the honourable mover should not have brought this particular
resolution before the House as an identical resolution was moved in · this
Irons~ some years ago and, according to the honourable mover, an assurari.Ct3
was given by Government that ,the matter would be reconsidered; butI hope that honourable members of this House, on the eve bf further devolution ·of power would curb this growing tendency to. go into details of administration not only for the good name of the House but for the sake of
good government and administration.
It should not, however, be understood from this that I do not sympathise with the sentiments of the honourable mover opposite.
But in dealing with this resolution I should -like to
present the other side of the picture also which would show why it has
been necessary to apply the provisions of the Act.tp the Vi:i,ks of these three
villages in the Sheikhupura district.
I.t was in the year l'i920-~1 that these
people came into prominence, as a resul't of the unenviable notoriety which
they had gained in the ilaqa, The honourable mover has rightly pointed
out that Virks, as a tribe, are not criminals. Indeed there. could be no two
opinions about it, because we see eminent personages belonging to that tribe
in this very House occupying high positions, which· is in itself sufficient to
refute any · such uncharitab~ and uncalled for assertiqn. He has also
referred to the splendid military services of these Virk :Jats, and I must
confess, that there he has touched a sympathetic chord inlmy heart.
But
I should like to satisfy him and also other members of this House that by
the imposition of these restrictions on the Virks of fhesethree villages no
stigma or blot of any kind was meant to be attached to this great tribe as a.
whole. It was, as I have said, in the year 1920-21 that these Virks of Jatri,
Lagar and Bahar villages came into prominence on account of their unfortnnate criminal activities.
They grew so troublesome anil became such a
terror to the countryside that, eventually, on the recommendation of the
local officials, Government had no option left except to impose or locate a.
punitive police post in these three villages.
The honourable mover will
remember that this post remained there for a number of '.years, but .unfortunately did not have any effect whatever in" curbing the ~1'.iminal tendencies
and activities of the Virks of these three villages.
It ~as on account of
the inefficacy of these ordinary methods that Government pad eventually to
resort to the provisions of the Criminal Tribes Act with: a view not on:ly
to curb their criminal activities and propensities, · but also to stop thecontagion from spreading to other people in these villages, and to give the
Virks themselves an opportunity . to reform themselves. . I would, with
your permission, quote a few figures which will clearly indicate why theimposition of these 'restrictions under the Criminal Tribes .Alct was considered
necessary by Government.
Before the issue of the notification under
section 3 of the Criminal Tribes Act, according to the statistics which have
been furnished to me, the V:irks of these three villages had no less than 45
convictions and 232 recorded suspicions of crimes relating to offences against·'
property and other serious offences. It cannot but be admitted that these
are formidable figures for three small villages. It was due
these abnormal
figures of eritnethat the Government was eventually forced, in 1928 to notify.
the V.irks of these villages under section 3 of _the Act , and to restrict 61 of , //
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them under section 11. Since tlien 'there has been rapid and satisfactory
improvement as a result of the action taken by Govemment. 'We find
· that as a result of this restriction the crime has considerably decreased and
the people of that ilaga who were the victims of these criminal raids are
now practically immune from the depredations of these marauding Virks.
The honourable mover was ·right when he said that the Government had
promised to remove the restriction under section 11 in the case of those
people against whom there was no further complaint or suspicion and who
were genuinely anxious to give. up a life of crime and settle down as peaceful
citizens.
That the Government has. not gone back on its promise will be
clear from the figures which I will read out to the House. The number of
persons restricted under section 1l was 61 in 1928, 89 in 1929, which was
reduced to 26 in 1980, and further reduced to 24 in 1981 and at the moment
there are only 28 people under restriction, out of the 61 originally restricted
in 1928.
The honourable member for Sheikhupura will, I hope, concede
that there was ample justification for this notification and that the action
taken by Government has had a. very salutory etlect not only on those who
were restricted under-section ll but also in checking the tendencies of others
who were. undoubtedly drifting into a life of crime. Medicine sometimes
is bitter but it is for the good of the patient and . my honourable friend
opposite will . admit that in this particular c'Be it .has proved efficacious.
What I am afraid of is .that if all restrictions are immediately removed
there might be a relapse.
We must make sure that there is no danger of
relapse because a relapse is always more dangerous than the original attack·
of a disease.
But I am prepared to have the matter examined again and
to give the honourable mover an assurance on . behalf of the Government
that the Deputy Commissioner for Criminal Tribes will be asked to make.
enquiries and to see whether it is advisable to reduce further the number
restricted under section 11, and also to explore the possibility of. cancelling
the notification under section 8 altogether, if it ~n be justified by facts
and figures, or to confine it to those sections and groups in these villages
which ma.y be still in need of a correction.
I think in view of what I
have said it would not be necess~ry for the honourable member to · press his
motion or for the House to waste further time. on it.
I?
Sardar Buta Singh: Sir, the reply from the Honourable the Revenue
Member is not very encouraging, at least not as much as I expected it, to be.
Although he has tried to give me some hopes, I expected him to go further.
I never contended that the application of the Act was not wise at that t.ime.
My contention is that at this time as the tribe has fully reformed itself the
Act should not be applied to it. If there is any doubt in any one's mind,
I am confident, if only I may be allowed to let the House know the worth
of. the suspicions on which the restrictions had been based, of· proving that
they are absolutely unfounded, Ev~n at the time when the restrictions were
imposed there was no good case for taking· the drastic measure against those
individuals.
At the present time, as I ha!e already remarked, I have not
come in a fighting spirit; but l. wish that my grievances should be redressed and I have very just grievances. I have placed them before the
House. It has been admitted on behalf of Government that crime has de·
eidedly decreased and that was the very reason upon which I base my ~rgu·
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-ment. · The Honourable Revenue Member stated that medicine if administered
oat the proper time is very useful. I should reply to him that large doses
of medicine bring about the earlier end of a patient. . The dose in this
case is undoubtedly a very large one. It was so even four years back. Two
years ago, I was told that there were only 25 persons restricted under the Act
.and that many were given the benefit of their names being removed from
the list. That was in Sir Fasl-i-Husain'a time. And what has been the
-record during these two· years ? The number has come down from 25 to 28.
(The Honourable Revenue Member : From 89 to 23). I shall quote for the
'benefit of the Honourable Member the words of the Home .Seeretary-«
" Oat of those 61, 20 were very shortly exempted and 15 more were put on six month's
probation, after which the Deputy Commissioner was able to report that he
had no other complaint against them, when they also were exempted. Now
there only remain 25. It is hoped that in dne course, :possibly very shortly,
they also may be excepted.
.

Within these few years, according to the Honourable Revenue Member,

-only two persons' names have been removed from the list. • About those two,
Lmay inform the House that one person was falsely challaned and was
-diseharged. _ I believe a recommendation will be coming very shortly that
his name should be again brought on the list, although . nothing tangible
has been found against him. So, the reply of Government is not sufficiently
-eneouraging. I may assure the Honourable Member that I do not mean to
embarrass the Government ; and the homily which he. was pleased ·to give
to the House and to myself that such matters should not be brought before
.. the House for discussion calls only for this reply from me.: I have tried to
·approach the authorities.
We waited on deputation on Sir Fazl-i-Husain
when he was there and we showed him that there was absolutely no . case
i'or such an action. He was kind enough .to reply that when he had the timeunfortunately then he could not devote sufficient time to 'the problem-he
·would try his best to remove the grievances complained of by the Virk zamindars. Then I have gone at least twenty times to the Deputy Commissioner,
-Criminal Tribes. There was thus nothing left for me but to bring the matter
.up here. When the Honourable Revenue Member had been to Sheikhupura,
-we pressed the matter before him. I have thus tried all .possible means of
getting redress and was ultimately forced to come before this House. I
.assnre you that it is-not in any threatening spirit that I put the case forward .
.I concede the claim of the Honourable Revenue Member that these people
have reformed themselves on account of this very notification. But I as·
sure him most sincerely that we for our part have also a hand in the affair,
we have been trying to mend the ways of the people. If, now, the Honour. able Revenue Member, after consulting the Deputy Commissioner of the district who, I should say, is very kindly disposed to this tribe, could give us an
.assuranee that this notification would be cancelled, I amprepared to with·
draw the resolution. · If these people, as was apprehended by "the Honourable Revenue Member, relapse into their old ways, he can again set in motion
cthe provisions of th~ -Act. That course is always open to him. For the
present, however, if the assurance is given 'to me, I am prepared to withdraw
he resolution.
The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan : I have
already given a sufficient and clear assurance. It is, however, possible that
rthe honourable member may not have understood me. What I meant to
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- convey. was that it is not possible to remove the restrictions imposed under .
section 11 until we are satisfied that they are free of disease. (Sardar Buta
Singh What is the criterion ?) At least four of these people are even now
being tried under section 457. · (Sardar Buta Singh : Tyrn have aliea,dy been
discharged). That may be so, but . J could not possibly give the honourable
mover an assurance that we will withdraw restrictions under section 11
in all cases because we cannot do so under th~ rules. · It· must be proved to
our satisfaction that there is no further necessity to continue this restriction.
So far as the notification of the Virks of these villages is concerned, I have
told the honourable member that I am going to direct tije Deputy Commissioner, Criminal Tribes, to go to these villages and satisfy himself whether
the notification under section 8 can be safely withdrawn, or restricted to
particular sections or groups, and the number o'f · persons restricted under
section 11 can be further reduced. Beyond this I cannot go ; and I trust
the honourable member will realise that I have already conceded a great
deal-perhaps' more than he expected. ~
.
.
· sardar Buta Singh; In view of tlfe assurance givenrI withdraw m1·
resolution: '
..
·

The resolution was by_ leave withdrawn .
. ANGLO·VERNAOULAR SOHOOL EXAMI1UTION.
,·.

'

Mr. E. Maya Das_

.

I

1-

-•

(Nominated, non-official) : Sir; I beg to move-

" This Oouneil recommends to the Government that Circular Memo. No. 19462-X., dated:
.the lst December, 1931; issued by the Under-Secretary to Government, Punjab,
re the revival of the middle school examination as a compulsory test for all students of the 8th class be wi~hdrawn."
·
·

Mr. R. Sanderson (Director of Public Instruction): Sir; the. wording
of the resolution is inaceurate.iand it might help the honourable member.

to

if I point outthe.Jact at this stage. The position is that up
28 years ago
the . University examined the middle school boys, and that compulsory
examination was abolished. The honourable -member is referring in this
resolution to our departmental vernacular final examination. ·There is now
no question of reviving it but of extending it to a certain number of boys .. ·
, . Mr. President; It would be better I think if the honourable member
moves the resolution standing in the name of Guru Jaswent Singh;
Mr. E. Maya Das: If that be in order, I shall move it.· I beg to
: move--.
·
·

'

"This Council reoommends to the Government that the orders contained .in the
CiroolarMemo, No. 19462-X.,' datedthe.lst December, 1931, directing the re.~
institution
anglo-vemaculer schools of an examination
equivalent to the.
previous middle-scbool examination, suc?ess in, which is prescribed as obligatory
for promotion to the 9th class, be rescinded. '
..

for

. Sir, in this circul~r we are told. that there are three 'objects.· 'I'hefust is, that the ; system· of secondary education needs. improvement.
r:i:he second is, th.at students joining the high department must have.
attained a certain standard.
The third is, that the students should have a,
reasonable chance of success in the matriculation examination.
Now, it is
proposed that these objeots' may be achieved by introducing this' examina-.
t'fon. At present the 'examination equivalent to the proposed en.ininatiorL
is held by headmasters,' and they promote boys from the 8th class to 'the
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9th class. This circular is silent about one matter which one would haveexpected to have been made clear, and that is this : What was the reason
that led to the abandonment of this anglo-vernacular final .oxamination
28 years ago ? If those reasons still exist, how is it that this examination
is now proposed to be 're-introduced ? This examination was abandoned
in 1904, and the reasons given for the abandonment of this examination· are
to. be found in the quinquennial review of the progress of education in India
for the years 1902-07 and the reasons given are as follows :-;" The evils introduced by the middle school examination and th~ reasons for abolishing
itwerethatitkeptthe
mind of the teachers and pupils to be constantly fixed
upon preparing for examination instead of upon study, And also that it.
interfered greatly with the development of varieties. between one· school and.
another either in arrangement of !he curriculum or in the method of teaching."

'I'his will be found on page 78 of the Report.
.

· Then that Report goes
I

t
ooo~:

:

" That although in some cases the headmasters are allowed to promote the boys, in
some cases ,Pressure will be brought on the headmasters from the parents of the
children, even then opinion of. the Punjab Government' is in favour of the·
abolition of the. examination,"
'

Now, I beg to ask, are you certain that those circumstances under which
this examination was abolished do not exist now, and ifthey do exist, then
will not those evils again come in, and· not only those evils, but great many
other evils will follow, about which I will speak further 011-?
One point I would like to have made clear is whether the boys, who do
not attend any school, but are educated at home, and wlio do not have the-facilities of attending or appearing for a middle examination, but yet are
able to get ready to attend the matriculation examination, will they also
be declared unfit for sitting for the matriculation examination ? I do not
know what the attitude of the authorities is on that point. The circularmakes no mention of that.
1

The circular, as it stands, amounts to a condemnation of certain things •.
The first thing the circular tells us is that the experience ~f the past 28 years.
shows that the system of secondary education needs improvement.
With this, I think, every one in this Chamber is in full agreement: Thesecond finding is that the students do not attain to al certain standard;
About this finding, I think there would be difference ~f opinion. · Many
would be inclined to agree that the level attained is not sufficiently. high.
But judging from the pass percentages in matriculation examination, onewould be inclined to think otherwise.
The Sid finding in this circular is.
that the students do not have ~a reasonable chance of success in the matriculation· examination.
I think it. would be very difficult to support thii
finding. Let us examine this matter, whether the students do or do not have a
reasonable chance oisuccess in the matriculation examination. If we look at
theaverages of the past seven years and examine the figureso! students that
have appeared and of those that have been successful, we find that in tliecase of the matriculation examination, the pass percentage is something above
55, it is perhaps nearer 60. · In the intermediate examination, the pass.
percentage is something like 48. In the B.A. examination, it . is something
like 46 •. .From these figures I find it difficult to bring myselfto agree tha~.
the chancesof success in the matriculation examination are not good.·. If we-
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entertain this complaint as regards the matriculation examination, then the
complaint becomes stronger for the intermediate examination and stro~er
-atill for the B.A. examination. But there are no complaints that the number
-0f passes in the intermediate or the B.A. are -insufficient. If that percentage
is considered good enough for the intermediate and the B.A. examinations,
then the higher percentage of 55 or 60 should be considered sufficientfor.the
matriculation examination, and further consideration should be given to
the higher examinations, because their results are worse.
Now, let us examine this question from another point of view. In case
the students do not· attain to a higher standard tba:g.. they do at present,
who is to blame for it and what is the-remedy? lhave no hesitation in saying
that it is the teacher who is to blame. Introduction of another examination
does not appeal to me as being the proper remedy. First of all it is the
school-master who is to be. blamed. Then there is the headmaster to
blame, then there is the district inspector and the inspectingstaff to be
blamed. What are these officials doing? Why is it that these boys
are not doing better ? What we really need is to devise means ·by which
-our schoolmasters, headmaster and the inspecting staff would be made more
Jl,le:rt, more hardworking and produce better results. That I think would
be a better remedy than the introduction of an examination. As it is we
hear not only in this country but in other countries also that the number of
examinations should be decreased, and there has been a proposal before
,the public, and possibly before our Education Department also, that the
intermediate examination should be abolished, .and after the matriculation
the next examination should be the B.A. examination, because there ar.e
-too many exa.minations at present. But here we are proposing. to increase
-the number of examinations. If my information is correct, in no other.
province in this country have they felt the need of such an examination.
· •
Then, let us examine the sources from which students are drawn, who
.appear for the matriculation examination. Some are ·private students,
· some come from the ·district board and municipal schools, some from Gov-emment schools and a great many from private schools, both aided · and
unaided. Now, it makes very interesting reading to find out how the results
compare in these. different sources. The pass percentages of the private· stu•
· dents is about the lowest. The percentages .in the district board and mnni. eipal schools also are vety low and lower than the University average. In
. Government schools also the pass percentages are lower than the University
average. It is the private schools that produce results-which are higher
.than the University average. It is not strange that private schools pro·
duce better results, because the teachers thete know that they have to work
.hsrd, otherwise they will be shown the door. On the other hand, in the
-Government schools the teachers know that they have _got certain grades
-to which they will be promoted in the ordinary course, that they have security
'9f service, and that so long as things do not go very bad, they will continue
to draw their salaries. I am not quite certain, but I have heard that a few
:year!! back the Education Department made a certain enquiry and found
· that the Government schools by comparison were not doing a!! well as the
private· schools, and that the educational authorities came down upon the.
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Government schools and their headmasters and told them that they had
better salaries, better buildings and better appliances and yet their results
were not as good as those of private schools, I speak subject to correction.
During the past five years the number of scholarships, I mean Government
seholarships, was 150 of which as many as 100 were carried away by students
of private schools. Does this not reflect great credit on them ?
Now, I will make mention of a few results that we will be compelled
to face if this examination is introduced. We have alreadyheard it stated,
and we know it for a fact, that examiners even for the higher examinations
are not unapproachable (hear, hear),. Great efforts are made to keep theexamination papers secret ; nobody knows where they are printed ; theanswer papers are not sent direct from- any centre to the examiner, but
through the University office, so that nobody knows to whom a certain answer
paper has been sent for valuation. Even under these circumstances theexamination papers leak out. · When this is the case with examiners who
come from a higher class, are. we not increasing very much the chances of
bribery and corruption by instituting this examination, the examiners for
which will generally be from the lower ranks, such as t£kchers of middleschools ? Very little effort will be needed to win over the teachers who will
be conducting these examinations. Considering the very large number of
examiners and examinees it will be impossible to maintain the proper degreeof secrecy.
Then, let us look at the cost. The examination fee is Rs. 7. That isnot all. At a very tender age the boy will have to leave his home and cometo the centre of examination several miles off, and he will have to spend
money while he is at the centre during the examination, and he will haveto spend money for his return journey. ~hose boys who are in the ve?l
centre itself will be better off, but those who are at a distance will be put to·
additional expenditure ; and most of this burden will fall naturally upon.
those boys who come from rural areas.
Another very strong objection is the tender age of the students. I
ask : Is it a proper tfiing that students at the very tender age at which they
will have to appear for this examination should be made to undergo that
nervous and physical strain which these examinations involve ? I think
there must be a great many of us here who did appear for the middle achoo}
examination before it was abolished. I remember the time myself. I
can assure you that as soon as I entered the examination lhall I forgot half:
of what I had learnt. When you appear for an equivalent school examination before a teacher whom you meet every day, that is a different thing ;
that fear and nervousness do not exist. When boys come Up to the entranceor matriculation examination the position is quite different, because in two
years the boy is able to get over a great-deal of that fright. There can beno doubt that that differencein age makes a tremendous difference>
Again, when the number of candidates who have to app~ar for this
examination will be something like forty-five to fifty thousand, will therenot be some amongst them who will get ill ? Because of that illness they
will not be able to appear for the examination, and consequently they will
have to lose one year. Again, there are always some boys who are exeeptionally bright and who can cover much more ground within a shorter time,

.
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"These are the bright boys on whom much of our future depends; .At the
·-tender age to compel that boy to wait until be gets through the middle school
-examination, will be a very great hardship to him and a very great loss to the
-eountry, Then, there ate a, great inany parents who are so eireumstanced
·that it is not possible for them to send their children to a school. These
parents bring their children. up to the matriculation standard and just be.fore the examination for a few months' they send the children to some school;
. (Interruption). I 'am told that this is not allowed under the regulations;
'Then, I do not know how this thing watJ' permitted in tlie several cases Y, i th
which Lam acquainted .. This will become an impossibility. I think our aim
should be that the children should be allowed to grow up in the home round
·their mothers' knee, and there they ought. to receive their education not only
'UP to the middle standard but even up to the entrance standard, and there
·should be nothing to prevent them from appearing for the entrance oxami·nation either privately or after studying for a year or so in some school.
Further, if this examination is to be permitted, what .are the boys at the
tender age at which they will be. appearing to do after the examination is
-over '} Awaiting the result to be published '} . It is really undesirable for
children of impressionable age to be waiting for one ~r two. months for the
publication of the results. · It will be wasting their valuable time, and it will
be a very great loss to the children and a great loss to the country also.. It is
. also desirable that the schoolmaster _who has had to teach the boys should
.. have some say in the matter of his promotion by an examination equivalent
to the anglo-vernacular examination. If this examination is' meant for'
weeding out useless boys, then, we ate already doing that in the matriculation
- stage. It is impossible to expect all the boys to pass. There are certain
· institutions that admit only those boys that have passed in the first division ;
-even in such schools the results are not cent. per cent. I think perhaps a
,·solitary exception in the matter of cent. per cent. passes is the Kinnaird
-College, Lahore, where in the intermediate examination they had cent. per
cent. passes. But such a. result cannot be expected ; and in view of the
figures that we have got; before us in the matter of the results of the. RA.
and intermediate examinations, in view of the fact that the pass percentages
in these examinations are very much lower than in the case of the matri. culation, in view of the dangers that I have already mentioned ,that ate inherent in the introduction o.f the middle school examination.. I submit that
.this circular should be withdrawn and this examination should not be.held,
· With these words I commend my resolution.
Mt. President : ·

" This Council ;ecommends

to the Government that the orders contained· in the Circula1
Memo. No. 19462-X.; dated tbe let December, 1931, directing the. re-institution
for a.nglo-vernaoalar schools of an exa.mina.tion equivaJent to the previous middle
school examination, success in which is prescribed as obliga.tory for promotion to
the 9th class, be rescinded."
.
· .
..

Mr. Mukand Lal Puri (Punjab Industries) : It is undisputed that for
·the last 28 years this anglo-vemacular middle examination, as it used to
-exist before 1904, has ceased to be part of the secondary education in the
.
whole of India, and in this province also the angle4 l'.M.
vernacular middle examination was abolished,
\·.although as I believe on account of the backward state of education in this
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province, it was considered desirable to retain the vernacular test. There
was a time when the vernacular middle test afforded passport to certain
lower grades in the Government service, and it was considered desirable
that as matriculates were not available in sufficient numbers in the Punjab,
these middle examinations might be retained so thitt · some ikind of certificate
might be available for those who wanted to .avail themselves of the lower
grades of Government service. But with the advance of education, with
the number of matriculates· that we have in this province, there is hardly
any Government service where the vernacular final test 'would be considered
_as a passport to that service. Therefore it is time tha] the department
abolished that examination altogether. The· existence of one wrong cannot
be considered a justification for committing another wrong. My opinion
is that this vernacular final examination which is considered to be a justification for extending it to the anglo-vernacular schools benefits no one
except the department itself. What is the good of a certificate given to a _
vernacular middle student who cannbt use it as a passport to, any service, ·
either private or Government ? And if ever such a certificate is considered
necessary, I submit a certificate from the headmaster would be sufficient.
The only good that it does now is that all the poor people are taxed to the
extent of' Rs. 6 a year. And how is that Rs. 6 spent ? It does not come
to the coffers of the State, but it is distributed by the department among
the teachers for doing a work which in the anglo-vernaoular schools is done
honorarily. Of course, like a good department, this department also saves
a certain amo~t for ~tself. I d.o not
en?orse the ~riticism which has
1e~tfrely
bee~ levelled m certain res:ro1;1s1ble qyarters against t~e circular of the Education Department that this is a repJJy of the Education Department to the
proposals of the Retrenchment Committee and to the orders which the
Governor-in-Council has passed on the recommendations of that Committee.
The salaries have been cut and what. the Education Department says is,
"we hold an examination. The total number of students expected is 40,000."
Thirty-two thousand is their estimate, a conservative estimate, but in a couple
of years it will be well nigh 40,000. " The Punjab Education Department
proposes that the poor students of the 'Punjab should pay Rs. 7 each"that is the proposal ; it used to be Rs. 6-but the new proposal is to increase
it to Rs. 7 "and this brings about Rs. 2,80,000." Now, if the Punjab Education Department wanted to make a gift of it to the Honourable Finance
Member, he would have said, " well, here is somebody who has come to my
assistance." But nothing of the kind. They say· " w.e · will distribute. it
.among ourselves." For what ?- For marking the papers' of our boys, for
a work which is now being done honorarily by them as a part of their official
duty. Now the teachers correct the papers of their own students, and they
do not get anything for it. Instead of .marking the papers of their own students, they will be asked to mark the papers of students of the neighbouring school, and . they will. distribute Rs. 2,80,000 among themselves. This
is the reply to the Retrenchment Committee and to supplement the incomes
reduced by a general cut. I do not say that it originated; with the head of
the. department at all.. But there was an idea in. the minds of the persons
.who introduced the circular that in this way "we will also be able to make
something for the department. After all, we shall not spend all the
Rs. 2,80,000 amongst ourselves; we will pass on Rs. 20,009 or Rs. 80,000 to
the department, to the Honourable the Pinance.Member." · I do not say that
1
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that was necessarily the determining factor, but the financial aspect was not
entirely absent. I honestly believe that the middle school examination;
vernacular or a,nglo-vernacular, does good to nobody, and I believe it does
not exist in other provinces. It does not exist in the United Provinces ;
it does not exist in Madras ; it does not exist in Bengal ; it does not exist in
any other provinces. It has. been definitely abandoned by the Government
of India. That being the case, why should th.e Punjab Government alone
be the one Government which thinks of introducing . an examination which
had been condemned very strongly, and on more ~ha,n one occasion, by the
Indian Government. I submit that in these hard times, when we talk of the
burdens of the poor agriculturist and of the poor man living in the towns,
it is hardly fair that their sons should be burdened with a payment of Rs. 7
per year for a doubtful advantage, if any. It is an unnecessary expense, and
it is after all for a work which is now being. done honorarily, and I believe,
efficiently. Is there any justification for burdening this province with
what is really a taxation to the extent of Rs. 2,80,000 ? It is a taxation
nonetheless, even though it is charged in the form of a fee. It comes out
of the pockets of the poor parents who can ill-afford to send their children
to the school. And of all times, should this be the time for launching this
proposal ? I say there is, considerable force in the criticism that this is
nothing but a reply of the department to the proposals o~ the Retrenchment Committee which have been looming large in their eyes and which
they have not so far carried out. Their view appears to have been " in addition to helping ourselves with the proceeds of the examination fees, we will
be making some contribution; howsoever little, to the Government and the
Government will. also, theref(;)l'e, not oppose it."
·
Let us, however, look at -the history of this question. My honourablefriend, Mr. Maya. Das, read an extract from the quinquennial report on
education for the period 1902-07which gives the reasons of the Government
of India for abolishing the anglo-vernacular examination. At that timealso, all that is said on the present resolution or all thatwill be said now on
the floor of this House was stated. Vested interests did not leave the question without any criticism. But the- Punjab Government was of the view
,- that these criticisms did not in any "ay meet the . case . made out by theGovernment of India for the abolition of the examination. May I just,
in support of what Mr. Maya Das said, read from page 11 of the Indian
Educational Policy, being a · resolution by the Governor-General-in-Council,
dated the 11th of March 1904 ?
""
The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat· Khan .:
reform days.
•
·

Pre-

Mr. Mukand Lal Puri: I am thankful to !UY friend for that interruption. Because in those days efficiencywas the only consideration. 'In thosedays votes were not asked· for on communal grounds. With regard toeducation,. what was good for India was good for the Punjab. What was:
good for the whole world was considered by experts to be good for India,
But now attempts are made to influence people on party considerations,
and people think that they can throw overboard recognised educational
ideas and ideals provided they can have a few persons to carry out the policy-
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·which cannot stand the test of experts. (The Honourable Malik Firo~ "J{.kan
Question). · This is the resolution of the Government of India •
. It says:-

.Noon :

"Examinations, a.snow understood, are believed to have been unknown asan instrument of general education in ancient India, nor do they figure prominently
in the Despatch of 1854. In recent years they have grown to extravagant dimensions, and their influence has been allowed to dominate the whole system of
education in India, with the result that instruction is confined within the rigid
frame-work of prescribed courses, that all forms of training which do not admit
of being tested by written examinations are liable to be neglected, and that both
teachers and pupils are tempted to concentrate their energies not ao much upon
genuine study as upon the questions likely to be set by the examiners. These
demoralising tendencies ha. ve been encouraged by the practice of assessing grants
to aided schools upon the results shown by examination,

...

...

*-..

...

...

....

...

The Educational Codes of the various provinces are being revised so as to embody these
important reforms, and to relieve the schools and scholars from the heavy burden
of recurring mechanical tests, In future there will be only two examinations
preceding the University course. The first of these, the primary examination,
will mark the completion of the lowest stage of instruction, and will test the
degree of proficiency attained in his highest classes of priljlary schools. But it
will no longer be a. public examination held at centres to which a. number of
schools are summoned; it will be conducted by the Inspecting officer in the
school itself. The second examination will take place at the close of the
secondary, usually an anglo-eernacular course, and will record the educational
attainments of all boys who have completed this course."
\

It was pointed out at that time that it is quite possible that this exami-

-nation might lead to easier promotions ; but a duty was laid upon the Edu-cation Department to see that their inspectors did the duty, and this is what
.the Government of India say on page 18 :" In giving effect to this change of system, it will be necessary to guard against the
danger that the subordinate inspecting agency may misuse the increased discretion entrusted to them. The principles upon which the grant to an aided
school is to be assessed must therefore be laid down by each local Government
in terms sufficiently clear to guide the inspecting officerin his recommendauions ;
precautions must be ta.ken against the abuse of authority, or the perfunctory
performance of the duties of inspection ; and in those provipces where the applications of sta.ndards of efficiency other than those afforded .by written examinations ia a. novelty, it will be incumbent upon the Education Department,
by conferences of inspecting officersand by other m-ans, to secure a reasonable
degree of uniformity in the standards imposed. The Governor-General-in-Council
does not doubt that the discipline and ability of the educational services will
prove equal to ma.inta.ining,under the altered conditions, ·a. system of independent and efficient inspections."

This circular is nothing but a sorry confession on the part of the Depart: ment of their hopeless inefficiency to carry out the instructions which were
. given to them by the Government of India. The department having failed
to do their duty propose to revert to a system which has been con-demned by the Government of India and the Governments of other pro. vinces. The sameipoint was emphasised in 1918. On page 22 of the
Indian Educationa Policy, 1918, being a resolution of the Government of
.India the baneful effects of a public examination have been pointed out :" The external examina.tion sets before the teacher a definite aim, and it maintains a.
standard, but the definite aim often unduly overshadowa instruction, and the
standard is necessarily narrow, and in view of the large numbers that have to be
examined must confine itself to mere exarninatdon achievement, without regard
to mental development or general growth of- character. On the other hand,
the drawbacks of external examinations are becoming more generally apparent, and attention was prominently drawn to them in the .Report of the ConE

.
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imlw.tive Oommittee on Examinations in Secondary Schools in England. They
iail, especially in India, in that they eliminate the inspecting and teaching staff
as factors in the system, that they impose all responsibility upon a body acquainted .but little (if at all) with the schools examined, that they rely upon
written papers, which afford no searching test of intellect, no test at all of character or general ability, and that they encourage cram.·. A combination of external and internal examinations is required,"
·

. These were the views which influenced the Government of India to guidethe provincial Governments in dealing with the middle school examination.
Ag!J,in in the E,eport relating to Progress of Education in India from 19171922 by Mr.. J. Ritchey, C.LE.·, on page 85, the same views are emphasised
and I particularly draw the attention of members to these observations:" The essential difference between English and the Indian institutions appears to be
that the life of a. Public Schoel is not dominated by the formal couracs of study,
much less darkened by the shadow of a coming examination.
It is the dread
of this examination test that cloudathe horizon of.(Indian) boys during their ·
· whole school career. What should be the happiest period in life (and is so in
other countries where more fortunate conditions prevail) becomes a time of
drudgery and of· overstram,"

This is what ;Mr. Ritchey stated, and. I am glad to say that these observa-'
tions. were based upon the report of:Mr. (now Sir George) Anderson, M.A;,.
I.E.S., who was lately the Director of Public Instruction fa the Punjab.
Xhis is the view not only of the Indian. experts on education, but is the view
also of English experts, and it would be clear from a report which I have got
here in my hands relating to the Education .of the Adolescent by a committee
consisting of about 20 persons, allexperts in their ownline, whowere appointed to consider .and report upon the organization, objective and curriculum of courses of study suitable for children who will remain in full tinieattendance. at their schools rip to the age of 15 and incidently to advise as
to -the arrangements which should be made- at the end of their course for
~esting their ability, and on· pageJ5_0,Chapter IX, they·say~
'' The majority of our witnesses w'¢re opposed to the establishmeat, of any special'
.
_ leaving .examination for pupils in. pest-primary schools, chiefly on the ground
that the institution of any public test would adversely affect the present free
. development of such schools by stereotyping the curriculum and teaohing.,
They considered that such an examination would probably cramp the .individt1ality of -particular schools, narrow the educational outlook, and bring a bout a
general loss of the freshness. and elasticity which a.t · present characterised
many cf them. It would probably also· have the further result that pupils,.
teachers and the general public would tend to estimate the value of the·work
done in any particular school by the· number of successes in the examlna.tion.
In general, pupils under tha.age of 16 were so immature that examinations of
this character could not be ·a fair test of the work of a school." .

We are compelled to have a public examination like the matriculation
at the age of 16-, Is it fair that our youngsters should be burdened with
another· public examination 11,t .the age of 12 or 18 ? If we must have publice':iternal examinations at. such an early age let us have as few .of them· as we·
can and only as many as are-absolutely necessary
·the ·efficiency of our
boys,
Now, this is the view of the educational experts, mostly officials. Let mepoint out how the introduction of this ~xamioation has been received in this .
province by non-official opinion: After all the Punjab 'Education Departip.~nt, 1 take it, does not claim to possess all the educational talent that is.
available in this province. There are educetionists, retired -inspectors of
schools and othes people who have-spent their lives in the cause of education.

for
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in this province regardless of caste, creed or community whose opinion is
entitled to weight, and I submit that this circular has , aroused greater
indignation in this province than an~ other circular of a:Qy other department issued in recent years. For that, I wish to draw your attention to
the various resolutions which have been passed by the various associations. First I draw your attention to the Punjab Mu~lim Educational
Institutions Conference held on the · 30th of December 1981 at the Habibia
Hall, Islamia College, Lahore, under the auspices of the · Anjuman-iHimait-i-Islam, Lahore. Resolution No. 8 of this body reads :" Resolved that in the opinion of this Conference the revival ,of the middle schools
examination is a retrograde step, subversive of the best Interests of educational
progress. entailing needless hardship on the students and unnecessary financial
burden· on their parents.".
:

This resolution in a few lines sums up the whole case against the circular.
Now, the next resolution is a resolution of non-Government Schools Federation of Teachers and Managers, passed. at the 6th annual meeting held on
the 30th of November 1981,under the presidentship of Sarda,rBahadur Sardar
Bishen Singh, B.A., I.E.S., retired Inspector of Schools and Principal,
Khalsa College, Amritsar. The resolution reads as follows.:" This Conference is of opinion that the proposal of the Department to make the vernaoular final examination compulsory for anglo-vemaeular schools is a 'distinctly retrograde step,. is opposed to sound educational principles, is bound
to affect adversely the physique of students, and will be an undue burden on t.he
already slender means of parents. The Conference, therefore, is strongly of
opinion that it should not be revived."
,.

There were about eight _speakers on this resolution who were all headmasters of first class schools at Lahore and in the mufassil, of institutions
of which the department is itself proud and whose bond fides are beyond
question. Who was the gentleman who presided at this .meeting ?
A gentleman who has been an inspector of schools for eleven years and who
has only recently retired, and who ·. is even now engaged '.in the education
of boys in this country as Principal of the Khalsa College, Amritsar, which
is one of the leading colleges in the province. And this non-Government
Schools Federation is no mushroom growth: it has been in existence for 6
years, it has been presided over by Sir Muhammad Shafi, by Mahatma Hans
Raj, by Sir Abdul Qadir, by Sardar Ujjal Singh and about a hundred schools
are affiliated to it. You must also consider that non-Government schools
contribute more to the education of this province than Govemment schools,
and I think I am correct in saying that between 68 and 64 'per cent. of the
boys in the province are educated in these institutions, and' "it was a unanimous resolution of that body; Now, another body that dealt with the·
matter is the Punjab Teachers' Association which held its sittings at Ludhiana and which was presided over by Mr. Seshadri, Principal of the Sanatan
Dharm College, Cawnpore, a gentleman who has now been appointed Principal of the, Government College, Ajmer, and who is a distinguished edueationist. The chairman of the reception committee of this: conference was
Mr, Harvey, Principal of the Government Intermediate College, Ludhiana,
'J,1his Conference of. teachers was not merely a conference: of the teachers.
.qf the non-Government schools, hut included . teachers from Government
scho61,s as well as municipal and board schools, and this Conferencealso in no·
unmistakeable terms condemned this circular as being highly retrograde,
Wherever there are five or six schools at a place and wherever educationaII.
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-opinion has bad 'occasion to organise itself, there the headmasters and
-others have in a body protested against 'the circular and pointed· out that the
department is n~t giving the right lead in this matter,' and in support of
iihis, I have got the original resolutions of all these people in my possession.
Mr. Ghulam Mohi-ud-Din, Headmaster, Muslim High School, Ambala, sent
to me a resolution of the headmasters and senior teachers of the private
~chools ·of Ambala. The resolution is as follows :~
"That the re-institution of the vernacular fine,' examination would hit hard the
parents and boys and would kill the ingenuity and initia,.tiv~ already very little
in our schools."
·
·

Then the Headmasters' Association of Lyallpur passed the following
1t'esolutionunanimously :·
'' Resolved una.nimously that this Association is of a. very s~rong opinion that the
, . introduction of anglo-vemscular flna.I · examination is a real hardship, and
feels that the boys at such a tender age should not have been subjected to a.
public examination."

Then the most important resolution on this point was passed by another
.aducational centre not far from Lahore, I mean, Amritsar, under the presidentship of Mr. S. Mercad~, H~admaster, Muslim-Anglo Oriental High School,
Amritsar. The resolution 1s as follows :.
·
"Resolved that in view of(a) Secondary education being already too expensive for an average man;
( h) the strain of financial stringency that. would be keenly felt by the public, specially
in these days of economic depression, in the matter of examination fees and.
other expenses to be incurred by oandida tes to attend the centre;
{r.) the tender age of eandidateaaf which they she.ll be subjected to a. public examine,.
tion which for· cogent reasons was abolished 27 yea.rs .back ;
'(d) encroachment upon the rights and privileges of high schools lllready responsible
to tend the centre ;
.
·
.
(e) the te;der age of oa.ndidates is sure to result from the oonduot.ofthis huge affair
with an approximate number of 50,000 candidates which the University,
though a specialized exa mining body, finds it extremely difficult to cope with
even 20,000 candidates ;
·
{f) waste of time ranging between at least 2 and 3 months which will lower the effi.
cienoy of IX class students is far beyond estimation;.
ti.ii) loss offee income to the schools already crippled by the Department by the
refusal of grant-in-aid in most cases and heavy reductions in others, and
'(h.) the likelihood of students falling under undeeirsble influences, especially in these
disturbed times during this long period of their being unoccupied,
-this meeting,of .the non-Government schools, Amritsar district, records its · emphatio
protest a.go.instthe retrograde step of the Education Department in int-roducing
· the middle . school examina.tion, in face of the opposition and agitation of the
eduoa.tiona.l institutions and educationists of the province, and requests the
Director of Public Instruction and the Honourable Minister for Education
to cancel this circular."
··

"Fifteen days for preparatory leave, fifteen days for examination, an·other six weeks at least for the results to be announced, and a. further eight
-or ten days for a student to attach himself to any school. Is it desirable
that young boys at the age of 12 should not be attached to any institution
·at that age and waste their months when at present they do not waste any
time at all? (The HorwurobleMalik !ir~z Khan Noon : In five weeks the
--result was outlast year.) I only said SIX weeks. · If you hold the examination for 82,000 boys instead ?f 22,000, it will be conce~ed. that my estfuiate
<Of six weeks is by no means wide. Look at the loss of time of the students,
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the likelihood of students falling under undesirable· infiuenees,especially in
. these disturbed times through which we are passing, This meeting of nonGovernment schools of Amritsar records its emphatic protest against the
retrograde step of the Education Department in the extension of the middle
school examination. And it is an opposition, an agitation of educational
institutdon», of educationists of the province who request the Director of
Public Instruction, in which request he will permit me to join, to cancel the,
circular. Honestly speaking, I consider it very laudable of these teachers
to make this emphatic protest in the-faceof the declared opinion of the head
of the department. We -members of the Council, people who. are in public
life, know very well how the opinions of these subordinates are influenced.
unconsciously and sometimes consciously also, because the head of the department is reputed to be of a certain view ; and when you find that that.
view, if carried out is going to fill the pockets of those very persons who a:r.e
opposing it, you will realise the value that is to be attached to the honest
expression of opinion of which I am proud our headmasters and educationists.
have shown themselves capable. What does it mean? These headmasters.
would be the head paper setters in the middle school examination in theprovince bringing to them an income at least to the tune of Rs. 1,000 a year ..
Most of these schoolmastersand others who have joined this protest would beexaminers. And then, who is the headmaster, whether he is of a privai...
school or of a Government school, who would not be influenced by the opinion
· of the Director of Public Instruction? Who is the headmaster, I say,
who would have the courage, excepting very few, to tell the Director of
Public Instruction: "Your opinion is wrong and I am right." If of late
you have noticed a certain slackening of agitation amongst teachers, if this:
agitation against this circular isnow less vociferous than before, it is because
of the fact that the Director of Public Instruction and the ;Assistant Directorare known to have started taking more than unusual interest in it, and the·
Education Department is reported to have set its heart upon it. I say in thosecircumstances, all honour to those people who, in the face of various allurements, not uncoupled with fear, in the face of that official opinion, are still
speaking what they consider to be the right thing for the education -of our~oys. The main justification alleged by the department is that they are not
making a revolutionary change. The fact that a vemacularsexamination
exists is no justification for extending it to anglo-vernacular schools; I
~nggest that one evil does not justify another. The right.thing is to abolish
it altogether. What the department says is that the percentage of passes·
in the matriculation examination is far less than what.it was when the middleschool examination was in existence. I say that that is: wrong and I shall.
give facts and :figures, if you will permit me. (Mr. R. Sanderson: May T
know where the honourable member got his facts from ?) From the educational reports of the Director of Public Instruction. I will quote chapter·
and vers~ and give the page, so that the Director may verify, if necessary.
I say that the pass percentage in the matriculation examination for the years1901 to 1908, when the middle examination used to be held, is about the
same as that for 1924to 1980. And I further wish to bring to the noticeof the House, that the evil effects which the Education Department has
imagined have come into existence by the abolition of the middle examination here have not made their appearance in other provinces. We have,
not heard a similar outcry in other parts of India.
I
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Another point which I wa.nt to emphasise is· this. It is stated 'by the
departme~t that the headmasters ate promoting the students· rather liberally
.and tberefore at the matriculation stage we find a. larger number of students
failing than would be the case if there was a. middle school examination
and the department points _out that the headmasters of private schools
find great difficulty in resisting the temptation. I say that this is . wrong.
Headmasters of private schools all look forward to 'the matriculation examination and their one endeavour is to keep back undeserving students either
fa the 8th or in the 9th class so that they can show better percentage of results in the matriculation examination. If the allegation of the department
were true, one would expect that .the results of private. schools. would be
worse than the results ·of Government schools where ·this influence does not
prevail or accordµi~ to the department, ought not to prevaiL But iWhat do
. we find? We find that the results of the private schools at the matriculation
· stage are far better than the results of Government schools. I ask the Director ·
of Public Instruction: to look at the figures for the year· 1980. The pass
percentage of the district board and Government schools in the Jullundnr
division in that year was 57. l and that of the private schools in. the same
division, 57. 5. (Mr. R. Sanderson : I challenge the accuracy of the figures:
It .is 57. 4 and not 57.1.) F<>r the 'Ambala division, the percentage of passes
in Government and district board schools was 54 and of private schools,
-65.6. (Mr. R. Sanderson·: No, it was 68.5. I have the figure here.) .
Does it mean that the Director of Public Instruction has actually revised the
figures which have appeared in his education reports? . All my figures are
taken from the Government reports.·. (Mr.Banders()'fl,: No,Jhave checked
them.) Then, Multan shows. a percentage of 54. 5 for district" board and
Government schools and a percentage of 62. 2 for private schools. In · the
:Rawalpindi division the pass percentage 'in Government and district board
schools was slightly higher than that. in the private schools. · If the criticism
of the department were correct that. the headmasters of private schools are
prone to promote people on. account of influences, one should expect that
their results would be disastrous. The Director of Public Instruction also
admits that in three out of four divisions the private schools were leading,
while in the fourth, these results were 'not bad. It was further stated 'that
in Great Britain -there were two public external examinations. I looked
up some books giving information on these matters and I found a book
which dealt with the public examinations in Scotland: There are certainly
two examinations, but tKe first is an internal examination 'conducted by the
teachers and 'riot a public external examination. If the Director wants the
.reference I will give him. I will not quote from that book for want of time.
My friend sitting next to me reminds me that after all we are not concerned
with what is happening in other- countries. We know what is happening
in the United Provinces, in Bombay, in Central Provinces and in other parts
of India. Has our province and· our education department got the monopoly
pf wisdom in these. matters ? We hear of strange things happening in this
province and in this Council. For the sake of the reputation of this Council
I say that everything that comes from the head of a department which has
been endorsed, by the Minister is not to be supported on that account. After
311, Sir Faal-i-Huaain who was the Education Minister in this provinee'wss
:no mean eduoationist. Look at bis experience in the University, look at
I
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1:iis educational career, and look at his vast talents. He was not persuaded
-to impose this additional burden on our y.-0ung students, although the
prohibition in this matter had been removed by the Government of India
in 1917 and provinces were free to do what they liked. No person in the
. department · could suggest a thing of that type during his time. Again,
Mr. Manohar Lal who had charge of this portfolio is ess~ntially a teacher
and an . edueationist :first and everything else afterwards.' Such proposals
-could not be put up during his time. When a stupendous change of that
· kind is going to be introduced, non-official opinion must be given a· hearing.
Some five or six inspectors in service, some of whom I know were dissentients, others might have kept.quiet, leaving the entire .responsibility on
the departmental head, is not the kind of consideration which was
required in this case. I understand the matter was disposed of in a very
.short time. No resolution was recorded by the Education ~uh-Committee in
which some important members were absent and others like Shaikh Faiz
Muhammad, and Mr. Pancham Chand expressed their discontent which;
l am told, was not recorded. Was it a matter fit to be disposed of in five
minutes? Was it not proper that some of us should. have been consulted
before sanctioning and enforcing a revolutionaty change qf this character ?
We ought not to be treated like children. I submit' that if you find defect.s
·in our educational system, the remedy is to have better teachers, better
.equipment, · better syllabuses, and not the imposition of a burdensome
examination of this character. The extension of this examination to the
anglo-vernaeular schoolsis no remedy of the evils of our educational system.
It is entirely irrelevant while it is bound, to retard the educational progress
, of this province. ·
Mr. R. Sanderson (Director of Public Instruction}: • I fulfil in a sense
a double capacity in this House. I am the Honourable Minister's education.al adviser. Moreover this honourable House has from time to time taken
my advice· on educational matters and therefore I may regard myself
in some slight measure · as its general educational adviser. I may
in fact say that I hold a. triple position since I hold another moat
important position, the position of a watch dog for honourable members
-of this House. It. is my business in that capacity to see most carefully in
the administration of my department that the money which this House
.so generously votes for education is expended wisely and economically.
That, I think, is incontrovertible as my first premise.
I now go on further to clear my position in this matter in which the
.debate has almost developed· at times into a personal attack on myself.
·(Mr. Mukand Lal 'Puri: I hope I have not made any • personal attack.
If that has been the impression created, I am very sorry.)': A lot was said
about the Director of Publio Instruction. (Mr. Mukariil, Lal Puri: I
hope I will not be misrepresented.) I bear the honourable member no
:ill-will. (Mr. Mukand Lal Puri: My attack on the combined wisdom
-of the Education Department has nothing personal about it.) .
For some ten years· I have been pressing strongly to tighten up the
.system of promotion in our high schools and in our anglo-ternacular middle
schools. I see no one in this House who has ever been in conflict with me
-on that matter, but all the headmasters of Lahore and members o.f several
.educational associations will realise that over and over again I have debated
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this subject with· them. One, under the pressure of the great headmastersof our great Lahore schools I gave way; in 1922 or 1928 I withdrew mycontrol of the promotion examination and the promotions made in our·
big local high schools, in fact throughout the whole of the Lahore division•.
I stood by that. I said to the heads of these schools : .. ".! will give you
a term of years so that you-may see the result in the division of this relaxation." My successor was compelled, by what he observed going on in those·
great schools, to restore his control. The mover and the honourable member
who · spoke seconding the resolution cast aspersions on the department,..
on its efficiency,on its control over schools, over promotions in those schoolsand over the teaching in them. Year by year it is becoming more andmoredifficult for my staff to control our schools. Let me remind. this House.that
it has called upon us again and again to make bricks without straw. Twenty,.
years ago when I first came to the Lahore·division as an assistant inspector;
Mr. Crosse, one of the most distinguished inspectors we have had, was in
charge of that division. The Reverend W. T. Wright was in those days the·
:inspectorof European schools ; he spent three months in the winter inspecting:'
the schoolsin the Lahore division to assist Mr. Crossein the enormous burden.
of work which fell on his shoulders. "Tn summer he spent six weeks relieving
the inspector of a part of the intolerable burden of hot weather visits. In,
addition on the Lahore staff was a fellow called Sanderson brought down
for the full length his three months' vacation and sometimes for anothermonth to ass'tst the divisional staffin the inspection of schools. There were·
three· other senior Provincial Educational Service officers on the · divisional
staff of the Lahore division.
l

In those days the Lahore division had thirty-three high schools and

twenty-five anglo-vemaeular middle schools. To-day the Lahore_ division,
bas eighty-four high schools and as a consequence of my distinguished.
predecessor's wise policy a number of those high schools have been opened,
in. remote places where much time is spent in reaching them, where a surprise visit is a matter of difficulty and where the control must be less efficient,. I frankly admit, because of the lack of time. Moreover the anglo-vernacular
· middle schools now number fifty-nine. Yet to-day we have in the Lahore"
division one Provincial Educational Service officer; as divisional inspector
· and two more Provincial-Educational Service officersas his-sole st11ff. He·
and bis staff have to scrutinize and scrutinize most carefully the work that
is going on in our vernacular schools. In the good old days we did not gointo the work of the vernacular schools ; we left that to the .distriet inspecting:
staff. This is a subject which I most probably shall touch upon in the·
general debate on the budget ; so, I shall move away from the question of"
increasing our staff on the vernacular inspecting side to other things.·
In those days rural welfare was never heard of nor were the thousand"
and one other things in. which the inspector is expected to interest himself"
and which he should try to control or keep within his perview, Yet it has:
been the boast of our department that we have cut down the expenditure·
on the inspectorate and have attempted to maintain efficiencywith a toolimited staff. Very few of you can realize what the work has been for
the members of my department through these ten - years. I once said

',
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to my distinguished predecessor, "You will break us. all. We are like
juggler's spinning plates-and we have too many plates spinning-soon weshall drop some and break them. Then there will bea row." Fortunately,
he got away without anybody dropping his plate. I only hope that I too
may get away as safely.. That is the situation. We have an enormous
increase in the establishments to be looked after by 0'\11' inspecting staff.
We have an enormous increase in the activities they have to take up. But
we have no corresponding increase in the higher grades of the inspecting
staff. As I have said before, I continually press for a greater control overpromotions by one means or another. It is no news to; very many of you
in this House, since you are so familiar with educational problems, to be told
that one year's laxity in promotion in a good school will wreck that school
for some years to come. I can point to the instances of high schools wherea weak headmaster in one year has allowed the evil and the school could not
make up the fall in the level of its education' in two, three or even four
years. When I quote instances like that I speak as one having authority
and I am certain of my facts. Again, the honourable member, Mr. Puri,
gave me magnificent example. He chose to quote, as .an example of the
alleged inferiority of Government high schools, a division where we had an
inspector who was mistaken in his ideas of the duty of an I inspector. When
I said to him, "Why on earth have you promoted all these boys regardless
of their fitness for promotion ? " His retort to -me was " Sir, these are the·
days of expansion in education." True, he had almost quadrupled, no I
will not say that, he perhaps .tripled the number of boys: enrolled in the 9th
and 10th classes since he took over that division. But he had diminished
the percentage of passes by about . three quarters.
The other divisions! will _not touch on in regard to the percentage of passes for I am merely
,. at the moment pointing out as your expern.adviser the essential nature of
this control over promotion.
Now let me show to you the deciding factor in my bringing forward.
this question for consideration by the ministry. If you will turn to
my Annual ·Report of' 1929-80, page 57, you will find a table·
showing seven years of progress in matriculation candidates and theresults.
That is deplorable reading. I am afraid
that many
members of this House will 'be depressed by it/and rightly depressed. Here we have in the year 1924, 9,209 boys going up as candidates, out of whom 1,202 obtained the first division, 8,908 the·
second division and 979 the· third. The remainder failed. In 1930,
we had 14,571 candidates of whom 861 passed in thefirst division, 4,159
in the second, 8,012 the third and the remainder failed. During those-·
seven years we increased the number of candidates for the matriculation
examination to 14,571, but we have increased the number of failures to
6,589. The cost of educating these boys who have failed is, roughly speaking;
Rs. 2,60,000. What is the reason for so many failures ? · Our vast expansion
and our failure to 'expand the inspecting staff proportionately or to devise
some other method of controlling the promotions. ,That is, I think,
a matter for grave consideration by this Council.
'
I have been told here to-day and many times before that we did not
consult the generalpublic in this matter.
We did. I think that I am
not giving away any officialsecret when I state that the Honourable Minister
looked at me rather severely when I brought forward this proposal. He-
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said that the proposal might meet with grave opposition.· ·. We have in this
'honourable Rouse the system of committees. We have our Standing Education Committee of the Council, which is formed partly to advise us on the
-spirit in which the House is likely to view such· proposals. I discussed
it with the members. They said, " Yes, you should introduce the 'examingtion in April 1988." And I have introduced the examination with effect
from April 1988. (Mr. Mukand Lal Puri: Will you please give us the
names of the members of the Education Standing Committee and the "names
of those who were present at that time. ?) Those who were present were
Sardar . Bishan · Singh, Shaikh Faiz Muhammad, 'I'hakur Pancham Chand,
·Sardar Mohan Singh, Chaudhri Muhammad Yasin Khan and Pir Akbar Ali. ,
One of the measures I have taken to try to tighten up the reins· ~f our
control over institutions was to urge the importance of' what passes out at
·the top of the educational system as compared with the n.UID.ber thrust in
at the bottom of it.' With this in view I established an inspection committee
of our senior officers within the department connected with the colleges
to advise me in the matter of intermediate colleges. This is a passage
from the report of one of their meetings :,, The Committee is of opinion tha.t the present system of promotions to the ninth class
is entirely unsa,tisfactory, and that some sort of intelligence .test is absolutely
necessary if the present waste of public money which goes on through the promotion of entirely unsuita ble ma terial for the tenth class is to be prevented."

Now this is very important.

They very strongly recommend-

" That the angle-vernacular middle sohool examination

should be re-introduced."

'That is the recommendation of ·a body of experts whose. knowledge ·of both
·
schools and university is reasonably high. (Mr.
5
P.M.
Mukand .Lal Puri: Were the individual' opinions
recorded and . were there any dissentients ?) No. Unanimously they
.agreed in making this reeonimendation. Agdin, in mote \han one conference with my inspectors I have had this matter urged strongly upon me.
Therefore l claim that I have expert opinion behind me, and that I have
consulted the opinions of private members of this Rouse through the Education Committee.
The honourable members who have moved and seconded this motion
.referred to the. question of there being no such examinations in other parts
-of India. I find from the records of the other provinces that Madras alone
is 'without a vernacular or - anglo-vemaeular examination for middle
schools. In any case I am not entirely. prepared to worry about what is
.done in other provinces.
Let me tum to a more universal aspect of this question. At this point
I may· explain a technicality which may be. strange to some .of you. In
dealing with the question of transfer from the primary, or rather the ele·mentary system of education to the secondary we talk of the promotion
break, a real break, in the chain of education and of the age at which this is
to take place, as a certain year plus. For example, we may say the age of ·
transfer from· the .elementary to the. secondary system is 12 plus. This
-means that at the first possible moment after a boy or a girl bas reached the-
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c.age of 12, he· or she- shall move across to the secondary system if it is so
-desired. Now in England I find that the examination. practice varies
-eonsiderably. The age there for moving from one system to another, a
transfer really, correspondingto our promotion from the 8th to the 9th class,
is 11 plus. In England again· each child is tested but in different ways ; local
bodies in some pla-es impose their own examinations, these are scrutinised
by the inspecting staff ; in other places the institution into which the child
is to be admitted imposes an examination, a stri~t one.justas though we had
.a principal of an intermediate college examining the output of the local
anglo-vernacular middle school with a view to filling his own 9th class
.and making it a very strong one. I may .tm'll to Scotland.
At the age
of 12 in Scotland there is a qualifying examination which decides whether
- a child is to be considered fit to move to the secondary system, and this is a
-controlled examination .of the department. Again in England and almost
-throughout the. British Empire overseas for many years we have had the
Junior Cambridge and the Senior Cambridge taken at ages not very much
-older than the . present age for our children. Our children cannot enter
-school till they are five. It takes eight years at the very least to get to
the 8th class. So that the minimum at which they sit for an examination
:is 18. It is argued that I have without justification imposed the intoler,.11ble burden of an examination upon the young children of the province.
.At the moment there are some 85,000 children in the 8th class of the
·schools of this province. Of those, some 22,000 have jµst completed the
vernacular final examination. Never a moan nor a complaint from any
part of the country whatsoever about these 22,000, 7,000 bf whom are from
.anglo-vemacular schools! - That brings me to another 'point. The
honourable mover raised the question of the financial burden caused by
· these examinations. · Well, the financial · burden is being borne by. the
- parents -of the 22,000 children at present, most of them _yillage children in
·:respect to whom we insist that they shall pass this examination before
being admitted to high schools. Are we going to inflict thereby what
one party calls an intolerable burden and what I am inclined to call a very
wise measure of control, upon the villager alone, on his boys and not on otB:er
.boys as well ?
Tile honourable member who spoke seconding the. motion laid much
· stress on the lack of value of the vernacular final examination. I dispute
that whole-heartedly. We have caused to be traced out the university
-oareers of boys coming from our high schools to the matriculation examina-tion and through what I may call the bottle neck of the vernacular final
-examination,
I find that vernacular final passed boys have done better
on the whole than the boys fr9m the anglo-vernaeulan schools. Is it
unfair, is it infructuous to insist tbat a boy at the end ofihis course of eight
_years shall have a sound knowledge of his vernacular and mathematics,
: and general knowledge or English which are alternatives '? And mark you,
· in deference to .the wishes of this House in the vernacular final examination,
"Hindi, Urdu and Gurmukhi are the vernaculars even for the compulsory
.subjeota,

Lest it be said that I have emphasised too much on examination
~esults in. these matters, let me turn to a .report on unemployment in the
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Punjab, dated 1927. Reference was made to my distinguished predecessor
in this connection. I take the liberty therefore to refer to what he..aa.ys.
himself:
•• Sir George Anderson observes in hill note that it is difliouit to resist the oonclnsien,
tha.t the rush to join a.nglo-vema.oule.r classes with a. view to preparation for the
ma.tricnla.tion examination is most inadvisable, a.t a,ny rate from the point o£
view of unemployment, and he therefore suggests that unpromising and needy
boys should not ~ tem~
· into phis dsngeeous :pa~h by. easy . examina,tion,.
standards and by exceBS1vely. cheap education. Simila.r euggesf;1ons are made
by severa.lof our witnesses. 'In India.there is compe.rativelyless of elementary
education which everybody ought to have a.nd there is more of higher education,
which .should be restricted and brought to a. level where the number of th'e graduates produced every year ma,y be !!,lmost equal to the number which ean be a.bsorbed in the country in Government service and other engagements.' . 'It is ob-nous tha,t the obte.ining of the usual degrees in India. is ridiculously easy and that
the standard is ridiculously low.· If only the competent could obtain degrees.
projeeeions would not be so hopelessly overcrowded as a present.'
' The <inlT
remedy would seem to be dmwing a clear divicling line between elementary and:
higher education and only permitting the really hopeful boys to proceed to thelatter.' 'The facilities for higher educa.tion in the l>unja.b are a,lrea.dy such that
it is fa.tally easy for a boy with no particular ability and no financial backing:
to become a ma.tricula.te or even graduate, Thus, while in England it is still
to a great extent,the ease that a boy cannot go beyond the prime.rysta.ge unless.
he has marked ability or reasonably wealthy parents, in the Punjab the economiclimitations are relatively less strong, and the market is :flooded with unwanted
young men who have.neither the ability to make a. way for themselves nor the
means to enable them to wait.' .... The point of view illustrated by the quotations given above is developed at considerable length by the Principal of one
of the new intermediate colleges. ' What other country in the world,' pertinently asks this witness, ' gives a high school and college education, ma.inly at
the public expense, to thousands of boys annually of third rate ability, sons pf
petty farmers and shop-keepers or even of humbler folk, who opntpbute in theway of fees only an infinitesimal portion of the cost ? Can rich western countries,
afford this ? If not, how can India. ?'"

If I may be even more personal I will quote Sir George Anderson's.
penultimate paragraph in his note appended to the Unemployment Com. mittee's Report :" I agree, therefore, in the main, with Mr. Sanderson who has expressed his opinion as,.
follows:' Until the child of the people is not expected to complete th~ full course of literaryeducation, but to pass through the eight standards of a vernacnla.r school and
then to look about inlmediately for employment even as a shop boy on a fewrupees a month, unemployment must increase .in the province. The eaainess
of University examinations tempts to further profitless study boys who·
should be hunting for employment and settling down to learn a trade.' "

Again, but for want of time I might refer to the report of the
Travancore Committee on Unemployment. It is worthy of 'study. I will
now come back to the question. of examination in various parts of·
the world. I have dealt with England and Beotland, Let me proceed to
Australia. At the age of 12 students are examined to test their fitness.
for secondary education, and a late professor of an Australian university
tells me that this is a public examination. In France the primary certificate is given after a deparlmental examination at 12. In Germany we have,
a leaving eertifieate at the age of 15. It is awarded on the -results of a de-partmental examination which takes place somewhat at the age of our vernacular final test. In Italy entry into the secondary;system is at 11 by an
external examination. In the United States, the. examination practicevaries very considerably. I am unable to draw conclusions from wnat .I
read about it. In Sweden there is a competitive entrance examination to,
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the secondary system, and a departmental examination at that, at ten plus
or 11 plus, in some areas 12 plus and 18 plus. In passing, I may mention
that the honourable member, the seconder of the resolution, is an important
member of the University which has. committed something of a crime against
childhood in having abolished the age limit for m,articnlation. Does my
proposal stand comparison with the iniquity of such a step? I shall leave
that, however, to the end. I shall now turn to Egypt. For transfer from the
primary to the secondary system the Ministry of Education imposes an
examination at 11 plus. .On the other hand, I :find documentary evidence
to prove that at least one country follows the suggestion or the implication
.at any rate of the mover of the motion, and that is Russia. In Russia
the. promotion from the elementary system to the secondary depends upon
the opinion of the teachers? upon the pupils and upon; the pupil's social
status and political privileges. I assure the Honse, that· to follow the suggestion of the honourable mover will mean that we are tending towards
that state.
There is I admit a :financial point involved. I am surprised at the
argument that the collection of this money, of what is called the loot, at the
expense of the pupils, is chiefly made for distribution to the teachers who
make a little profit on this examination ; that is, I think, a hardly justifiable statement.
Let me now turn to the psychological aspect of this question. Here
I am on a more familiar ground for I speak as an educationist. I think
that no one can dispute that if a boy begins to work in: a second language
and then in a third language from the fifth or sixth class upwards, he never
gets a chance to learn them clearly and accurately. Psychologically speaking, thought and language are indissolubly bound up. : I am proposing . to
put as many as possible of the boys of this province through an eight-year
course in which they will learn reasoned and well-worked out subjects in
their mother tongue. And that will give them an increasing intelligence.
The statement, which I have made before, that we have followed the careers
of boys from the vernacular middle schools through the university has .shown
that their heads are very often distinctly clearer than that of the average
boy from tb'.e anglo-vemaoular schools. There is another consideration
to be laid before the House, and that is the dignity of the vernaculars. In
the anglo-vemacular schools the vernaculars are seldom properly grasped.
Twelve-and-a-half or thirteen hours' a week go to English; the boy wastes
his time over a smattering of English ; he never learns his mother tongue ;
be never learns in the language which is familar to him. His brain is thus
often undeveloped.
I then come to a matter which the honourable mover touched upon
with a view, I think, to appeal to our hearts rather than to our intelligence, the question of the unendurable strain which is put upon boys at the .
age of 18, 14 or 15 by an examination. There are at present 22,000 boys
who are taking this examination in the province.. There has been no complaint. (An honourable member: A great deal oJ complaint.) About this
examination? (An honourable member: Yes.) All the European boys
and girls in this province have to pass the European middle school examineation before they are promoted into the 8th class since they take their middle
at the end of the 7th. No complaint is made about the strain inflicted.
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have never heard it said-and I. have been wandering about this province;
largely in rural. parts, for 20.)ears-that the vemaoular final examination
.puts an undue strain on young children.
· ..
.
I turn to another point. The honourable mover drew our attentxon
to the tremendous outcry against the touch of 'efficiency that I propose to-.
give to the education of our children. I knowthe-body that was responsiblefor stirring up this agitation. I know the individual within that body who
:first stirred it up: I have seen the replies 'to letters written by him to urge
schoolmasters. to join: the agitation. . He 'is a very able man; a very astuteman arid .first class orga1?,Iser. Meantime, let me put the question, why do
headmasters, one or· two of . whoni are head ,~xaminers for the vernacular
final examination, protest so loudly ? . Why do assistant masters, a few of
· whoni are our examiners and draw money, protestso largely? Well; thereare various reasons. Promotion.throughout this province, more, I think,' in,
aided and private schools than in Government schools, gives
amazing
wealth of patronage to those who promote, and too certain evils are apt to·
followthat patronage as we all know.
·
The seconder of. the resolution pointed to the fact that Government:
schools did less well in matriculation than private .sehools. That is incorrect.
But still.he used it as an agrument to show that sohoolmasters In private·
schools.were very apt to, and perhaps did, insist on the detention of undeserving boys in· the 8th and· 9th · classes. We are strict in· Government
schools it). this matter. I visit in the course of a da.y a· larger number of·
· sohools than many members-perhaps visit in a year. I find that the blocking·
promotion is at the end of the 9th class. What is the reason? · Fees are·
greater in the 9th class'. It is again obvious to m.-~_that headmasters and
managing bodies are opposed to strict promotions because that means that
the boys who attend their schools go - away to other schools. · The mover of
the resolution brought up another point. · He asksd, what was to happen to a
boy who lives in the beautiful seclusion, which he painted in such glowing
colours, of ·his own home and fainily circle,' but wishes to appear in private
for this· examination? He may appear, .under the rules of the University,
as a private candidate for metriculation.
As an answer to his: magnificent appeal to sentiment and answer to· the-·
'; charge of iniquity in imposing thes.e tender boys of 18, 14 and 15 to the strain
of examination let me read to the House the resolutions sent to me by the
Secretary of the non-Government Schools Federation, the first of which hasbeen quoted already in this House as justifying the motion now" under·
discussion.
This 'runs : ·

an

"Tlilii Conference is of the opinion·that the proposal cf th; department to ID!liffll the
vernacular final· examine. tdcn compulsory for a nglo-vemaeular students is a
distinclyretrogra.de step, is opposed to sound educational principles, is bound to
.affect adversely .t~e_ physique of:. the students."
-·
, ··

. Some of us have read a book named Mother India. . The writer· of that
book praises. the Punjab for its treatment of women and points to the mili~ary. character . of the people, their magnificent physique and · hardiness . and
1!,ttributes these viztnes to that-·treatment. La.st summer wlien · I was.
thinking about th.e subject •matter of this resolution, I made enquizieasnd,
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I found that a girl could and often did take the middle school examination
in the year after she took the primary examination, that is, about the age of
12 years, which in the case of a girl is a most vital period when for the sake
of her health and for the children that may be born of her i~ is essential that
she should be placed under no restraint mentally or physically. I thereforelaid down that a girl must wait three years between her primary school examination and her middle school examination.
We have heard much
to-day of this physical and nervous strain for boys of t~e tender years of
thirteen and upwards. If I thought that was genuine in its source I would
listen, and I would be inclined to be influenced by it. It is genuine when it
comes from members of this Council, But what of the body that has chiefly
coached these members in their parts ?
·
· Let me read the resolution which conies next but one;on the list to the
resolution underlying the motion before us" The Conference strongly opposes the departmental orders preventing a. girl from
taking her middle school examination before she has spent three years after passing the 5th class examina.tion."

What a titb,it for Catherine Mayo!
member will withdraw his resolution. .

the honourable
:I
Chaudhri Muhammad Abdul Rahman Khan (Jullundur, Muhammadan, Rural) (Urdu) : Sir, I rise to lend my support to th~ resolution moved
by my honour~ble frie~d Mr .. ~aya Das. · It is really a ~ity t~at whe_reas
world at large is busy m devising means to lower expenditure in all directions the circular memo. of the Director 0£ Public- Instruction aims at encumbering us with fresh liabilities. The poor zamindars ai'e already in such
a sad plight that it is well' nigh impossible for them to meet the expenses of
their meagre necessities like common salt and mustard oil. How'. on earth,
I ask, would they M able to bear the extra burden of expenditure which is
going to fall on. their shoulders by the reinstitution of the anglo-verneular
examination ? I,. for one, would be only too grateful if the Government
arranges to get even the vernacular middle examination abolished. But asill-luck would have it, the authorities are adamant enough; to wrest from us
that poor concession which was bestowed upon us in some very lucky hour.
This state of affairs reminds me of a very relevant Punjabi proverb :
i.:J'j

~,...,,.:s,

._!;

'-Yf~ . ..v)

I hope now -that

1:.;,j

i.!),...,,f ~

'-J~

('-f

If 'this examination is re-instituted the examinees will have to spend about
Rs. 50 each to reach their respective centres of examine'tion, andperhaps
their guardians will have to part with a greater amount than that .
. · Rai Bahadur Lala Sewak Ram : Candidates will have to buy new
inlrpots; new pens and get new clothes prepared.
!
.
.
.
I
. Chaudhri Muhammad Abdul Rahman Khan :. If ;rou want to makeeducation more popular among the masses you will have fo make it less expensive at the same time. (Punjabi). We shall be very ;glad if we could
dispense with the costly· buildings of schools and holdour classes in theopen air and under the green trees. (Hear, hear). But ,expenditure must
be curtailed to save the already insolvent zamindars from.further monetary
troubles. . I want to convey through you to the Government that if they
desire to let the zamindars remain uneducated they may' carry the sugges-
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,
-tion contained in the circular memo. of the Director of Public Instruction
:into practice. But if, on the other hand, they are desirous of seeing the
zamindars educated. and enlightened they should not oppose this resolution. With these words I lend my whole-hearted support to this resolu-tion.
·
.

.

Chaudhri Allah Dad Khan (Ambala division, North-East, Muhammadan, Rural) : I rise to give my humble support to the resolution
.moved by my honourable friend from Ferozepore. The subject matter of
the resolution is a most important one, the question of putting a certain weight
-on the growing youngsters' minds. If you put a little weight on a growing
-or budding flower,it will fade. If you put a little weight on a growing plant
it will be stunted. If you put a little wtiigh~ on the feet of a growing person,
they will always remain stunted as females' feet in China. There is no question that the examination throws a. great deal of weight on the youngsters.
.A grown-up man can bear some weight, but not a small boy. What I am
.-concernedwith is that this ·will affect the boys of the villagers more seriously
than those' of the towns people. It will produce a condition -in which it will
be impossible for the villagers to send their children to ·high· schools. I
-will explain how. At present there is .a vernacular final examination for the
-sons of the poor men in the village. They have to spend three years in
cramming the books. At the same time the Education Department has been
· 'kind enough to introduce a little English along with it in some of the middle
-sohools of the province. So the boys get a smattering knowledge of English
and after spending a few months or a year· they .get to the high school, the
'9th class.. Now what will be the effect of the examination? They will
-spend three years for passing that vernacular final examination ; they will
-spend 2 years in a town for learning English, so that the boy of the poor
.samindar will take 5 years instead of the present 8 or Si years. As regards
the question of expense, my honourable friend, the member for industries,
.has very ably.shown that the examination will be a burden on the poor Punjab·
t.o the extent of Rs. 2,80,000. I say this is an under-estimate. The actual
<expense will be much more than this. He has forgotten the expenditure on
-olothing which the boy will require before going for the examination and
journey expenses and on things which he will take with him. What will be
the expense of. learning English for two years in a town ? I think on a most
.modest estimate, the expenditure on a boy as a result of introducing this
.anglo-vemacular final examination will be Rs. 100. So, let the members
-who come from villages make a. very careful note of . this. They will be
l>urdening these men whom they represent with an expense of Rs. 100 per
'boy if they oppose this resolution. I am very much constrained to say that'
· .the resolution has been moved in a very laudable spirit. If these consider.ations are present to the honourable members who oppose this resolution,
.they will not oppose it but give their . whole-hearted support to it. They
.lhave also to consider the time the boys .have to spend. Two years is a. most ·
·valuable time in the period of a boy, and it will be a further .loss if the boy
!fails in the examination, and I am sure 70 per cent. of the boys will fail owing
.to the strictness of . the examination. As my honourable friend from Jul:J.undur has stated, if it is intended to deprive the sons of the zamindars of
lrigher education, then by all means oppose this reaolution and introduce.that
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syste:EQ which you have so carefully elaborated. But if there is any idea. 9C
improving the educational backwardness of our villages,'.then this ~ircul~r
should be rescinded without any hesitation. I ask, with what good giac~ ~
the Government members now oppose the resolution? ht 1904 the Punja}>;
Government said, " the weight of opinion is unquestionably in favour of the·
abolition- ofthe examination, and the criticism reported appears to deserve·
little consideration." . Why should there be this change now from the position taken in -1904 ? , It is for the learned Director of Public Instruction to·
show it. Iain very sorry he is not here now. It is for him :to show or for the·
Minister to show that the conditions have materially changed now, that the·
education of the boys has materially deteriorated and that • the intervention
otthe Education Department is.necessary for introducing this examination·
to the tender boys of 8 or 9 vears. It is an open secret that examinationblunts the intellect and it makes all initiative disappear! If you put. the..Jeight of books on the minds of these youngsters, all their understanding and·
intelligence will disappear. It is very difficult to rise from the shock which,
.they receive because of these examinations.
This is an outrage we are in. flicting upon tender youngsters of 10 or 11 years,.and we must have pity on,
· them. We must sypmathise with them. Inspite of all the learned discoursewhich I have heard from the learned Director of Public Instruction, he has
not been able to show that the percentage of passes in the matriculation has.
considerably declined since the middle school .examination was abolished.
I will quote the example of a boy.who was not very clever in'his middle elasses.
buthe made np in the higher cfo,sses. A man makes; up for the lost
chances. If a man fails- in an examination he. loses 11,l.L chances .. -He
g~ts disappointed and discontinues his studies, or if he is hardy enough ..
he will put in another year which will be lost. These headmasters who have
now the examining of the- boys in .their hands know the value of a year. Theargument that the promotions made by the .headmaeters are not sound is a
confession of weakness an the par.t of the Education Department (hear, hear).
Why can't you improve these headmasters and teachers who promote theseboys. There are so many inspectors who go and inspect these· boys; and if
they find these boys inefficient why cannot they remedy that at once. This,
simply means that these inspectors pass their times in ease and comfort and
do nothing. In the event of the introduction of this examination they will
say, why take the trouble, there is the examination ? But now when they.
know that there is no examination and that headmasters can promote boys
~· they will assume some responsibility. After all some responsibility for poorresults now attaches to them. They give a warning to the headmasters.
or the teachers concerned, and the system is working well. Lwonder why the
Director of Public Instruction who knows the conditions iti these schools in
villages-I have seen these schools for some 20 years when I had to examine·
these boys in the course of my service-does not realise that the loss of examination isno loss at all, and it has been a step in the right direction. In 1904
the Punjab Government found that the evil of the middle school examination
was that it kept the mind of the teacher and the pupil always fixed on the exa. mination.
How have these conditions changed now ? Has the system.
changed ? With .the weakness of the Education Department that principle
has not changed. The Punjab Government was quite right when it abolished
-· the examination on the report of the Education Department,
which was
quoted by my learned friend just now. What new factors have the Educa,

·-
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·~vermnent ? What special reasons have .they g?t ~o .~o ~gamst thl,s estit·
l,lisbe4- opinion of .the Punjab. Government ? During this, trm,~ :no~ only ?11:S.
the condition of-ed11cationimproved,but the number of b9y.s has also merease~:
· Now about the waste that :wilJ. result from the· examination, If th~
liumber of boys conring,1,ip for examination is 40,000, more.than 26,QOO will
fail in the examination.·. Out of these if we were to suppose that 5,000 would
· 1ea.ve thei:r studies on account of· poverty o:r on account of thinking that another year will be wasted) what will be the result ?· In my· opinion if you stop
one student ftom pursuing bis studies,bis loss of studies is much more than
the benefit that other students will derive. There is already an examination f.or the student when he is fit for it, that is, the matriculation examination. One should be quite sufficient to test 4 boy'iditness for higher edueation. The matricula.tion standard is.meant only tQ test ·whether he is.·f;.t to
pursue higher education. But wlia.t is the good of lower examination ?
As t have just now said, theee examinations blunt the intellect. There ate
so m;i,ny examples of this. Sayad Muhammad Latif. was not edneated in
any school at all and yet he has produced books in English equal to which
I
none of the younger generation has produced. His ~History of the Sikhs '
and 'History of Agra' are read by Europeans and Indians alijre. What about
these men who are the products of these examinations ? Our friend, I mean
no reflection upon him, Sit Jogendra Singh is not a product of,itny school
{laughter); He was educated privately. He never appeared in any examination, but see· how he is carrying on his onerous duties. Is he · carrying on
his WQ!k any the less ably than those who are M.A.'s, and possess higher
,d~ees. I do not mean to inake·oomparisons,they are odious, but. I want to
state that examinations blunt the intellect, arid.the less a man has had to pass
the examinations the abler he is. I can quote the example of another gentle:oian.. He is the late Si:r Muhammad Shafi. He failed in·the · intermediate
examination, but what a prominent place he held in, the public life of tlie
t0'1tltry. I hope none of the honourable members will oppose this resolution
.a.i.Iring_for the withdrawal of the circular burdening the youngsters with ex·
aminations. As for the'examinetions, look at our brilliant Hardial. · He was
the best man in examinations he stood first at each examinatdon; but what
a sorry figure he eut in the public life. He is no good (laughter). He went on·
-the wrong line. That was··the result of the examinations. ·Examinations
do not bring in any Improvement of intellect. · On the youngsters they do not o
oonfer the least blessing at all. I do not know why this question is pushed 'llp
that these examinations should be re-introduced. I am constrained to believ-e
-that it is only for taking a good deal of money from the pockets of the parent
mid wasting it on teachers. There · arEl other considerations. At present
thete is a hue and cry among the students that Muhammadan en.miners fail
Hindu students and ~ versa. WhY do you add to these complaints by
b~ging in this esaminatlon, at this stage at which only incompetent teachers
will be employed as examiners. You will not get Mr. Manohar Lal to set the
- t>itpe:rs or the Education Minister. Examiners will be'only out-0f the teachers
:Who_ha-y,e been educated only up to the middle standard or who have passed
the senior-vemcaular examination. These people are not above corruption
:B'nd bribery, and every.body knows that these middle school examinations

.
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were attended with recommendation, oortup~ion, interven~ion arid intereession. You will again bring in that sort of state of affai$. You may in~roduce more examinations ~ th~ higher stages gf e!luca.titjn
like, :you
introduce a doctorate examma.t1on ot another . M,A ... eu~~)1011, but do
not do so at .this lower stage; You .should .it.void eXll~~~ns . at. tbhi lo)Yer
stage, if you have the best interests of. the p~ovin~e and .t~e ui~rest~ of. th0
zamindars at heart.. On tµe contrary, if your idea llJ to .red,·,ce eduoetion a.mt
to reduce the percentage of pessea thenyo11·are welcome td do such a thing!
With these wdrds I hope that all honourable members will have pity on: these
youngsters who will be subjected to these examinatio~s, ~nd 1 support the
resolution.
. ·
'! '·
· .
Mr. President:An amendment signed by Mr. N~k Chand J?andit~
and Ohaudhri Muhammad . Abdul Rahman Khan has been ,handed over.
to me. It runs as follows ::._

Y. Y?U

r

"That the following words be a.ddeda.t the end :l .
~ .And further that the verna.oala.r .middle aoho9l exa.itiliiati~n
forthwith,"~
'
.
'i' I

t

be

abolished

'

'

·

'

Does it not go beyond the scope of the resolation ?
Mr. Nanak. Chand Pandit: My submission is that)!the 'reason given
by the learned Director .of Public Instruction for imposing the ~xamination
1thatthis
on the boys reading in the englo-vemaeulae.schoola
examination.
existed for the vernacular students'. ·we are entirely op:Ilosed even to the
vernacular examination.
I therefore submi_t that. so far
the reaSOJ'.!.S are
concerned they are just tlll!l same in both these. cases, and a~1 such the ainerid ~
ment will not go beyond-the scope of the resolution, because the main object
· is to bringboys of .the same age under a system of exa.¢tina.tion,.'and. we
say that boys of the same age should be exempted from th~se examinations,
There is no dispute with regard totµe principle of the examination.
\_\
- ..
f'
'
...
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan Noon : As fat. as I can see the
amendment is not within the. scope of the resolution, beeeuse the·tesolu··
tion as it stands only applies t~ a certain class of student~ who are already
not undergoing that examination.
The amendment ~a now . proposed
wishes to entirely abolish 'the vernacular examination a.s well. · .The reasons- for one kind of examination and the other . are entirely: different.
The
amendment now proposed has such serious consequences ibehind it that I
· think it will be extremely difficult for the department ·witlout getting .hold
of facts and figures to place before the House the· trot) state . .of· affairs, and
consequently I think it will be yery dangerous for the Hous~ to try to attack
a system by a resolution of so much· importance . withoµt due notice to.
everybody.
I personally think that the amendment cett~inly goes beyond
the scope of the original. resolution.
· If honourable membera do wish to
abolish the vernacular examination and thus to crush the whole· of the· veenaoular education system, as lam sorry to see is takiJig pl~ce in other provinces in India on' account of presstire of .non-experts' on watters like this.,.
.. they are certainly welcome to do so, but. there will be plent;f of tqne to eommit this more or less educational suicide as far as vernacular ~ducationi~
eoneemed when the next iegislative council, OODleB into being;
-. .
. . , '.

was

as

· Mr. President : The only point under consideratioi
amendment goes beyond the 1:1oope of the resolution.
·

is whether· the

: -1
1

•
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The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan Noon : I think so. .
.· · Mr. Nanak. Chand Pandit : The Honourable Minister

.
who has:
just resumed his seat has merely dilated upon.the difficulties of tbe Education
. Department. ·
has not really replied· to the principle underlying the .
proposition which is now in dispute: between the seconder and - opposer of
this resolution.
The fact that the Education Department is not prepared ·
with facts and figures is not arguing. the principle.

He

:' The U:onourableMalik Firo~ Khan Noon : My point is that the
iernacular school examination is the ending of a particular system of edneati9n.
Education does not proceed beyond that, whereas in the case of·
anglb- vernacular schools,' the middle school examination is only a stepping
stone for higher education. Therefore - these two are entirely differentsystems.
- · .
Mr. Nanak Chand Pandit: I know that as a matter of fact boys
who pass the vernacular school examination do go up f'?r higher studies.
There are some of us who prefeF that education up to certain period should
be _ conducted through vernaculars and then English education should be
given.
I·- am myself a supporter of that system. But. that is not· the.
point at· issue. The question is whether at . a tender -.age boys should bear'
of a public examinati<>n. That is the principle m:id.erlying thiit
resolution and the 'amendm_ent; and the Honourable Minister has not 'tip'
this tinie answered. that point.
.
. .
.
. .

a

~he. burden

to

.

.

. The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan : May I.
point out to you th_at the resolution as put down here in the order paper·
"

seeks to rescind a certain portion of thfs circular. The amendment therefore
certainly goes beyond the scope of this resolution.
. Mr. President :, P,rima faoie it does. But as Mr. Nanak Chand
Pandit has poin~ed_,out;- the principle underlying. the resolution and the
amendment is that tho-middle school. examination should not be forced·
on boys. of tender age, · While'.the resolution says_ that the anglo-vernaeular,
middle .sehool examination should be abolished, the amendment says··that
:the vernacular middle school examination should also lie abolished. The
reasons oi t.ender age and cost apply equallyto both the examinations.
The . Honourable · Malik Firoz. Khan Noon : May I · draw your
.attention to article 119 which reads es follows :.. "If notice of such amendment has not been given two clear days before the day on,
:. ·
. which the resolution .ls moved, any member may objeot to the moving of the.
·
amendment,"
.·
_
.
.

Mr. President: Yes, but,.if the Honourable Minister proceeds further.
lhe will find that- ·
·· ·
·
'' Such objection shallprevafl, unless the President in the exercise of his power to suspend the article allows the amendment to be moved."
.

Mr. Mukand Lal Puri: Mayl point out that while the resolution
wants to attack .the circular partially _the amendment 'only seeks to attack·
:the whole circular. The circular deals with both the examinations:
, . Khan Bahadm Shaikh D.in. Muhammad : My submission is. that this
.amendment goes beyond the scope of. the reso~utfon.. · The original .resolu·
:tion says that the anglo-vemacn]ar school examination be· not re-institutedj

ANGLO•VEBNAOUL.A.B BOKOOL EXAllINATION.

·-We are th,erefore here concerned only with the e.nglo-v~oula,r schools
-aad not with the vernacular schools.
You were pleased 'to hold that the
.resolution of Mr. Maya Das was not in order, and you a.llowed him to move
the resolution standing in the name of Guru Jaswant Singh which relates
to the re-institution of anglo-verna.cular examination only.)
Mr. President: Mt. Maya. Das' Resolution also
against the re·
'institution of the examination.
!
Khan Bahadur Shaikh Din Muhammad : :My submission is that the
· amendment seeks to abolish the examination which is aliea~y in force in the
vemaeular middle schools, and therefore goes beyond the sctjpe of the resolntion.
.

is

- , Mr. Nanak Chand P~dit : i would like to draw jour attention to
· the circular itself.
It says that the vernacular final examination with
.English as one of the subjeebs will be instituted as the promotion examination
for all boys of the 8th class . reading in anglo-vemaeular schools in the
province in place of the promotion examination held by headmasters.
According to this circular no boy of vernacular or anglo-vernacular school
shall be eligible for promotion to the ninth class unless he pas'ses this examination.
Therefore the circular refers to both the vemaeular and anglo- ·
vernacular examinations.
;
' > The H~nourable Captain Sardar :Sikander Hyat ~an : But· not
the resolution.
·
.
·
:
Mr. Nanak Chand Pandit~ The resolution does r~fer to both the
- examinations inasmuch as it refers to the circular.
'
Mr. Pre.sident: It the honourable member's eontention is sound,
·where is the necessity for the amendment.?
Mr. Nanak Chan~ Pandit: I want the resolution! to be absolutely ·
. clear.
·
·
\

.

Mr. President: Can those who pass the vernacular middle school
- examination join the 9th class ?
!
Mr. Nanak Chand Pandit : Yes; after_ passing· a special test.
Mr~ Labh Singh : I agree with Mr. Nanak Chand's yiews. eontend
·that the principle underlying the resolution under discussion is that the
: middle school examination should not be applied to boys of a certain age.
·,The circular says that the principle should be extended. ; If the original
· circular says that the principle should be extended and the resolution says
· that it should be rescinded, then I think it is within the scope of the amend·
• ment to say that this restriction should be further restricted.
I hope, I
am clear.
The question is whether this principle should be extended ot
· not.
That is the subject matter of the resolution.
If that is the subjeot
-matter of. the resolution, then the amendment that it should be further
.:restricted is perfectly in order.
The Council then adjourned till 2 P, M. on Tuesday, 1st; March 1982.
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4TH
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Tuesday, ls{Marck 1932.
THE Council met at the Co~cil Chamber at12.P.M.
clock. Mr. President in the chair.
.

,,-

of the

STARRED QUESTIONS AND ANSWER~.
COMPENSATION

FOR LAND OCCUPIED
DEPARTMENT,

r

BY TOWERS OF THE HYDRO-ELECTRIC
filNGRA.

.

*1109. Thakur Pancham Chand : Will the Honourable Minister. for
Local Self-Govemmentbe pleased to state·
.
(a) whether the Gov-ernmentis aware that towers have been erected
on private lands of the people in the Kangra distriot by the
Hydro-Electric 'Department;
(b) whether it is aware that the average holding in the Kangra
district is less than an acre ;
(c) if the answers to (a) and (b) are in the affirmative whether it is a
fact that no compensation has been paid to t~e zamindars for
the land occupied by the towers ;
,
(d) if no compensation is paid what steps the Government intends to
take to award compensation to the zamindara 'l
The Hon(!urable Dr. Gokul Chand Narang: (a) );es.
_ (b) No. The average holding of a zarnindar in Kangrai district is about
11 acres.
(c) and (d) The question of compensation arises only iri respect of
damage sustained _by the persons interested and not by reason of appliances
and apparatus for the transmission of energy having been placed on the land.
Consequently compensation for land does not arise, but H the persons interested are deprived of the beneficial use of their land the: Government intends to acquire such land.
1

CUTTING

OF TREES

IN FORESTS,

KANGRA AND HosHIARP~R

DISTRIOTS.

*1110. Th..akur. Paneham Chand : Will the Honourable Member for
.Revenue be pleased to state·
(a) the number of trees sold to traders from forests id the Kangra and
Hoshiarpur districts separately during the las] ten years ;
(b) the number of trees planted by artificial regeneration in both
these districts ;
'.
(c) whether it is a fact that the number of trees sold and cut is excessive ; if so, whether the matter was examined from the point
of conservancy of forests ;
·
(d) whether the Government has taken suitable action against officers
who have been responsible for this .polioyof excessive cuttings
during the last 10 years ?
)
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The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan : (a) and
(b) Information is not readily available and the time and labour involved in
collecting it will be out of all proportion. to the results obtained.
(c) No. Regeneration fellings according to working plans are in
arrears by .1,278,000 cubic feet in the Kangta Forest division and by 1,636,000cubic feet in the Hoshiarpur Forest division.
(d) Does not arise.

OF' ZAILDARS IN THE KA.NORA DISTRJ;OT.
*1111. Thakur Pancham Chand : Will the Honourable Member for
P4.Y

Revenue- be pleased to state(a) whether it is a,fact that. the pay of zaildars in the Kangra district
is less than that of zaildars iP the other distr.icts of the Punjab ;
.· {b) whether it: is a fact that the zaildars of. the Kangra district haveto perform duties similar to those performed-by zaildara of theother districts ;
(e) if th~ answers to (a) and. (b) are in the affirmative whether Govermnentjs prepared to equalize the pay o~ zaildars of theKangra .distriet with the pay of zaildars in the Punjab ?
-

.

'

1.

:

.

. .

The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan:
(b) ·Yes.
(c} Does not arise. ,
'

\

(a) No.

-

HIGH SCHOOL FOR .GIRLS, KAN-GRA DISTRICT~

*1112. Thakur Pancham Chand : . Will the Honourable Minister for. Education. be -pleased to· state.
(a) whether there.is any girls high sehoolin t.he Kangra district;
(b) the number of high schools there for boys run hr-"(i) the Govermnent, and
(ii) private bodies ;
(c) if the answer to {d) is in-the negative whether the Govermnent
intends to open a high school for girls there in the near future 't
· The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan Noon-: (q;) No.
(b) (i)_ Three.
1 (ii) Five.
(e) Not at present.
RETmEMENT

OF

GAZ;ETTED OFFIOEI\S, VETERINARY,
AND Co-OPERATIVE DEPARTMENTS.

AGRIOUL.TUBE

*1113. Thakur Pancham Chand: Will the Honourable Minister forAgriculture .please state.
.
. (a) whether Government is considering a proposal to retire gazetted.
officers who have already put in a service of 25 to 80 years ;

STARRED

as

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

(b) if so, what are the names of officers to be affected in.the Veterinary,
Agriculture and Co-operative Departments ; , <
(e) whether it is a fact that the head of the Veterin,ary, Agricultureand Co-operative Departments contemplate$ re~aining some
officers contrary to the spirit of . this rule ~hereby retaining
officers from 25 to 80 years service :with.highei; pay and ousting
new officers with smaller pay ? · ·
_ . .
·
1
The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra
Singh: (a)!.I Yes.
.
.
(b) None yet ;
(c) Does not arise .
•

.

.

.

I

.,

GRIEVANOES OF NON-MUSLIMS .IN PUBJ,IO
(IRRIGATION).

WORKS

PEPARTMENT:.
!

*1114 •. Lala Jyoti Pra~ad: (a) Will the Honourable\ Revenue Member please state whether it is a fact that the Secretary toGov~mment, Punjab,
Public Works Department (Irrigation) issued instructions between July
·~ 1929 and January 1981 to all superintending engineers and executive e!J.7'
gineers regarding· ·
.
·
i
·
(i) fresh reciruitment in the following classes of establishment;
namely, patwaris, -munshis, artificers, 'signallers and clerks;
(ii} fresh recruitment of temporary . subordinatesj
.
(iii) discharging subordinates ~f temporary establishment on account
. of financial· stringency or closing. down of vaiious temporary
divisions or sub-divisions ;
i.
(iv) making recommendations for appointment to p~nnanent establishment specially those of temporary clerks, temporarydraftsmen: and temporary tracers ?
(b) If the answer to (a) be in.the affir:mative, will the Rohourable Revenue Member please (i) lay on the table a copy of these instructions issued.
from time to time ;
·
:
(ii) state the total number of Hindus, Sikhs and others together with.
their names and the length of service put in by each. who h~ve been superseded or otherwise affected as a result . of these instructions under heads.
(ii), .(iii) and (iv) respectively mentioned in (a) above;
:
.
(iii) state the names of non-Muslim subordinates who have snbmitted ::
/~epresentations to Government against their supersession? . -: ~
'../

~-

:

(c) Is it a fact- ·
(i) that at the time of fresh recruitment Muslims ar~ given preference over non-Muslims simply on the basis of'. fifty per cent,
proportion of Muslims and no regard whatsoever is paid to educational qualifications;

(ii) that the claims of senior and deserving Hindus ~re ignored in
favour of junior Muslims at the time of oonflrmation ;

.
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(iii) that at the tU110 of reduction in temporary ~stablishment due to
closing of various divisions and retrenchment,. non-Muslims
are being discharged· without any regard of qualifications and
length of se:mce so that the proportion of Muslim.a may exceed
.
the proportion of fifty per cent ?
· ' . ·. · l
··
(iI) What steps, if any, does Government propose: to take to remove the
pieva.nces of non-Mulsims referred to in (c) above ?
·· · · ·

The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander HyaJ Klaan:. (a) (i)
No.

The orders were issued in May 1929.

(t;nYea. · . •
(b) .': (i) Copies of the instructions referred to a:re'Iaid

on

the table.
(ii) .There. is no list .of se:r;rlotity and consequently no question of
supereeseion in the case of such temporary employees.
No records are
mafu:tained of,· temporary · employees adversely . ~:ffected by . these orders,
and it would obviously not always be possible to decide. which individuals
had been adversely affected.
.
.
(iii) This information is not available, and, as there is no question
<>f,supersession, it is not proposed to make an attemp» to collect-it.
·
: (c) (i) Minimum educational qualifications are prescribed for all
appointments and no candidate whether Muslim or non-Muslim is eligible
fot appointment unless he possesses :the necessary qualification. ·
(ii) Once a Government · servant has been appointed on probation
his confirmation is not affected by consideration of proportions communitywise.
(iii) Temporary employees are being discharged: in accordance
with the instructions referred to in part (a) (iii}of this question. ,
(a) It is considered that the, proportions prescribed safeguard the
interests of non-Muslims in the same way as they safeguard the interests of
the Muslims.
Letter No. 4931/53-E.I.,dated the 2nd May 1929, from Secretary to Government,Punjab,
· Public Works Department, Irrigation Branch, to all Superintending Bngineecs, Irrigation
_ Branch, Pu_njab, and Executive Engineers, Independent Divisions.

I AM directed to say that fresh recruitment in: the following classes of
establishment should be on the basis of-at least 50 per cep.t. Muslims :(a) Patwari.
(b) Munshi.
(c) Artificer.
(d) Signaller.
(e) Clerk.
.
,
2_. 'Ilhe recruitment of (a) patwaris and (b) munshis should furtlier
be on. the basis of at least 60 per cent. agriculturists, (Muslims and nonMus}4ns combined) on the whole establishment,
.
3. The . educational qualifications already laid down for patwaris;
munshis, signallers and clerks will still remain the same.

'.
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Lette.c No. 02598/2620-E.I., dated the 27th July 1929, from Secretary to Government, Punjab,
Public Works Department, Irrigation Branch, to all Superintending Engineers, Irrigation
Branch, Punjab, and Exeontive_ Engineers, Independent Divisions.

IN continuation of this office letter No. 4931/58:.E.:1,, dated the 2nd
May 1929, I am directed to say that fresh recruitment of temporary subordinates should be made on the basis of 50 per cent. Muslima and 50 per cent.
non-Muslims.
·
2. The technical qualifications already laid down for temporary
subordinates will still remain the same.
0

I

Letter No. 10057/78-E.I., dated thE3 27th November 1930, from Seoretaey to Government,
Punjab, Public Works Department, Irrlgarion Branch, to all ._Superintending Engineers,
Irrigation Branch, Punjab, and Executive Engineers, Independent Divisions.
·

Temporary Establishment.
I AM directed to refer to this office letter No. 02598/02620-E.I., dated
the 27~h July 1929, and to invite attention to the fact that temporary
establishments under your control have generally a proportion of Muslims
considerably below that laicl down.
2. At the present time, due to the closing down of various temporary
divisions and sub-divisions, and due to retrenchment on account of financial
stringency, reductions are being made in temporary establishments. Until
such time as the proportions of Muslims in any class of temporary establishment exceeds the proportion of 50 per cent. laid down, I am directed to
instruct that in making reductions only non-Muslims should be discharged,
provided that the Muslims retained are duly qualified and have satisfactory
records of service.
··
S. These instructions will not apply to Muslim temporary subordinates
dischargedunder the orders contained in this office letter No. 03022/04039-E.I.,.
dated the 7th October 1930, on account of their not. having the necessary
technical qualifications.

Letter No. 10720/U-E.I., dated 10th December 1930, from Secretary to Government, Punjab,
Public WorkR Department, Irrigation Branch, to au Superinten~
Engineers, Irrigation
Branch, Punjab, and Executive Engineers, Independent Divisions.

Temporary Establiihnient.
I AM directed to refer to this office letter No. 10057/78-E. I., dated
the 27th November 1980, and to say that for the purposes of the instructions
contained in that letter " Temporary Establishment " ; should be taken
to mean establishment who have no substantive appointment. For thepurposes of the instructions contained in that letter o:fficiat.ing clerks should
be classed along with temporary elerks.. officiating overseers should be
classed along with temporary .subordinates, etc'.
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Letter No. 479/99-E.I., dated 13th Janua.ry 1931, from· Secr.eta.ryto. Government, Punjab,
Public Works Department, Irrigation Branch, to all Superintending Engineers, Irriga.tion
Branch, Punjab, and Exe<Jutive Engi:Qeers, Independent Divisions.
·

IN continuation of-this office letter No. 10036/56-E. I., dated the 27th
November 1930, I am directed to say that in submitting rolls oftemporary
clerks, temporary draftsmen and temporary tracers who are recommended
for appointment to permanent establishment, the men .recommended must,
wherever feasible, be in the proportion of 50 per cent. Muslims and 50 per
cent. non-Muslims.
In case you find that it is not feasible to do this, you
must, in submitting your rolls, state t~e reasons why it is not feasible.

.

COMPENSATION TO ZAMINDARS Olj' KANGRA DISTRIOT.

*1115. Thakur Pancham Chand: Arising out of question No. 921
put on 2nd March 1931 will the Honourable the Revenue Member be pleased
to state(a) whether the railway authorities have settled the claims of
zamindars for compensation ; and
(b) if not, what steps Government intends to take in the matter?
The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan : Sanetiop to. the payment of compensation has already been conveyed by the
Chief Engineer, Surveys and Constructions, North-Western Railway, to
the Deputy Commissioner, Kangra.
It is understood the amount has been
drawn by the - Deputy Commissioner and sent to the various tahsildars for
disbursement to the parties concerned.
BOY4,LTY TO ZAMINDARS OF KANGRA;

*1116. ThakurPancham Chand : Arising out of question No. 98•
put on 2nd March 1981, will the Honourable Member for Revenue be pleased
to state'
·
. .
-.
(a) what steps the Deputy Commissioner, Kangra, has taken in. deal.
.: ing with the matter of royalty payable to the zamindars ; ·
(b) if no steps have been taken to get the claims settled, what steps
Government propose to take in the matter now ?
.
·
The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan : I regret·
that the answer to . this question is not yet ready.
Information is being
collected and a reply will be communicated to the honourable member when .,,,.
ready.
DAM

AOROSS

DEHRI

STREAM AT K<>TLA.

*1117. Thakur .Panchq.m Cb.and: Arising out of question No. 2383
put on 7th March 1981, will the,Honourable Member for Revenue be pleased
to state(a) what action has been taken by the authorities concerned as to the
· execution of,~ dam at Kotla to safeguard the town against the
formidable. :flood of. Dehri E tream ;
(b) if not; what action the Government now intends to take for con. siructing a ·dam at Kotla ? .
·
~-.

,

..

, ....

,

.

vaxvnr, p, 211.
'.Vol. ·XVllI, p, 211.
Vol, XVIII, p, 385.
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The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan : (a) The
'.lll'te was visited by the Deputy Commissioner in company of the District
:Engineer.
Both of them were of the opinion that the d$,nger was a very
.remote possibility.
No damage to property was expected from the ordinary
monsoon floods. The danger was only in case of a really heavy flood from
which the property could only be protected if· a big dam costing about 20
or 80 thousand rupees was constructed.
In the beginning the residents
-of Kotla were prepared to contribute one thousand rupees towards the cost
-of a small bund but f\nding the danger. to be very remote .they refused
"'to contribute anything.
The District .Boerd cannot incur such a heavy
-expendituro to save the property from a remote danger.
(b) The Government does notintend to take any action, for constructing
.a dam at Kotla.
·
.
· .
·
j
'
1•

PROMOTIONS TO RAJPUT SUB-INSPECTORS AND INSPECTQRS

OF

POLICE.

•

*1118. Thakur Pancham Chand:: Arising out of qpestion No. 7291,
·put on 11th May 1981, will the Honourable Member for Finance be pleased
-to state what steps the Government intend to take in promoting the Ra.jput
-sub-inspeetors and inspectors of police to the posts of inspectors and deputy
.superintendents respectively if any opportunity arises ?
!· ·
·
The Honourable Sir Henry Craik : Government intends to take no
-speeial steps in· the matter.
Promosions in the force are made purely
'with regard to the merits of the officers concerned and never on communal
.grounds,
·
·
'
CASUAL_ LEAVE.

!

_;

*1119. Thakur Pancham Chand : Will the Honourable Member for
:Finance please state-

-

·

·

(a) whether it is a fact that in the Punjab Civil Secretariat and Finan. eial Commissioners' offices only 10 days' causal leave is sanetioned during a year ;
·'
·
(b) whether it is a also a fact that in the Punjab Public Works De:part:p1.ent and Irrigation Secretariat and in
other offices
· under the same· Government, 20 days' casual ]eave is. allowed
, during a year ;
·
·

au

(e) if the answers to the above are in the affirmative, why in contravention of general rules ,20 days' casual leav~ is 'reduced to
10 days in the offices-cited in (a);
··
(d) what action the Government 'intends to take to m~te 9u'.t a uniform
treatment to the Government servants in the Punjab Civil
. Secretariat and the Financial Commissioners' ~ffices ?
·. Mr. C. C. Garbett (Chief Secretary) : (a) and] (b) No. The
grant of casual leave is left to the· discretion of sanctioning 91uthorities under
-the rules contained in chapter 6 of the Subsidiary Rules, copy of which ia
in the Council library. . .
·
. (e) Does not arise.
;
•.,

1Vol. XIX,

p. 321.

.
'
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('a) A revised set of rules for regulating the gr_!tnt 9f casual leave is under
consideration.
·
·
STAFF ON DUTY ON GAZETTED HOLIDAYS.

0

*1120. Thakur Pecham Chand: Will the Honourable Member forFinance please state.
(a) whether it is a fact that no staff is put on duty on gazetted holidays
· in the Punjab Public Works Department and Irrigation Secretariat and Deputy Commissioners' and Commissioners."
offices ; ·
(b) whether it is also a fact that' the Civil Secretariat and the Financial
Commissioners' offices put staff on duty on gazetted holidays z
(o) if the replies to (a) and (b) above be in the affirmative, why uniform treatment is not meted out to all the offices under theGovernment ;
(il) · .what action the Government proposes to take regarding the.. ·
system of putting staff on duty on gazetted holidays in the,
above-mentioned offices '}
The Honourable Sir Henry Craik : (a) It is assumed· that the
reference is to the offices of the I).eputy Commissioner and Oommissioner,
Lahore. ~ Some staff is retained on holidays in all the offices referred to,
except the Buildings and Roads Branch of the Public Works Department.
(b)Yes.
(o) The circumstances of -offiees differ and some offices can never beentirely closed.
.
·
(d) The matter is one in which Government is content to trust the.head of department · concerned. ·
COMMUNAL REPRESENTATION AMONG OFJrIOERS OF THE
DEPARTMENT, JULLUNDUlt DIVISION.

EDUCATION

*1121. Sardar· Arjan Singh : Will the Honourable Minister for. Education kindly state communitywise in the Jullundnr division both at.
the time Mr. Man Mohan took over charge of the division and on .1st Feb_rua.ry 1982, the number of. ("'1 deputy inspectors of schools ;
(ii) headmasters, Government high schools ;
(ii"') district inspectors of schools ;
(ii,)· assistant
district , inspectors of schools..
.

The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan Noon : A statement

.

giving the:i:equisite information is laid on the table.
It will interest the honourable,
member to know the present position inth~ J ullundur division :Per cent.
Sikh district inspectors
,20 ·
Sikh a.sJ1istant district inspectors
,
1)8 roughly.
Sikh h~dniaste111. .
-~····-·
. _ ••. o.v.er.16- c.. • . • "" .•.•
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TRAVELLING AL}',OWANCEOF lNSPE()TOB AND DEPUTY INSPECTORS OF
SCHOOLS, JULLUNDUR DIVISION. i

*1122. Sardar Arian Singh : Will the Honourable Mihister for Education kindly state the amount of travelling allowance drawn by the Inspeetor of Schools, Jullundur division, and the Deputy Inspectors of Schools,
Jullundur division, from April to October 1981, in· connection with their
visits ·to and halts at Dharamsala, and other places in th~ Kangra district?
Bono~rable Malik Fitoz . Kha.n . Noon : Information is being
collected and will be supplied to the honourable member: when it is ready.
t,

·n,

.

'

i.

DISTRICT AND SESSIONS JUDGES AND PEPUTY <l9MMISSIONERS,

*1123. Sardar Arian Singh : Will the Honourable the Fin,anceMem..
ber kindly state eommunitywise (stating in each case the number of members
belonging to the·statutory agriculturists) the number in the Punjab offa) district and sessions judges, and
(b} deputy· commissioners?

\
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!Wr'·. C. C.. ·.~bett (Olrief Secretary): A stat!3ment sho~
'required information rs placed on the table,
·
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INTERVIEWS WITH THE EXECUTIVE ENGINEER; LOWER QUGERA DIVI·
..

SION.

*1124~· Maulvi lmam•ud·Din : . With reference · to the answer to
·unstarred .question No. 1891, clause (e), will the .Hoaourable Revenue Member kindly state the result of the consideration by Goyernm:ent?
.
The Honourable Captain Sardar SikanderHyat Khan :
-the instructions issued is placed on the table,
·

i

copy.of

Letter No. 11.584/11603-E.I., dated 8th December 1931, from Secreta.ry to Government,
Punjab, Public Works Depsrument, Irrigation Branch, Lahore, ,to all Superintending" Engineers, Irrigation Brauch, Punjab, Executive .Engineers, Independent
Dlvisi.ins, S lp3rintMimt, CJ'.l!;ra.i Workshops Division, and s~fontifio R3838>roh Offi()er,
Irrigation Research L<!>b~ratory.
·

N~cessity <!f

an· ojJi,cer being accessible to all classes.

lAM directed by the Govemor-in-Oounoil to invite attention to paragraph
Jl di the memorandum on too su,bject of social and officialintercourse between
European . officers in the Punjab and Indians ( copies of which, were forwarded
with this office letter No .. 812~380-E. I., dated 10th January 1928), in which
all officers are enjoined to be freely accessible to all who desire to see them
and to say that attention of all officers. serving under you should be. drawn
to these instructions. They should also be informed that where itis necessary in the interests of Government work to have some fixed periods for
'receiving visitors, a certain hour (or shorter period as, may be necessary)
should be set apart during .which visitors should be' received on any working
,day whi~ <>.fficers are at headq,.w,rlers.
0

--··-·-

~~----------------------------------,--------,."'""":'----------Vol. XX, _p~·I66.
'
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FOREST GUARDS· AND FORESTERS.
...

.

I

*1125. Maulvi lmam•ud•Din : Will the Honourable Revenue Mem1ber kindly -state~'
i
(a) whether it is a fact that 15 forest guards and 2 foresters, some
two years ago, were discharged from the Ka.tar Dhar of the
Hoshiarpur · d.istrict ; ·
(b) the reasons for their dismissal;
. (c) whether it is a fact that some new forest guards are to be re- ·
cruited in the near future in' the Hoshiarpur district ;
(d) . whether it is. a fact that these discharged forest guards submitted
their representations to the Deputy Commissioner, Hoshiarpur ; if so, with what result ;
. !
.
(e) whether the Government is prepared to consider the re-appointment of these discharged guards ?
· i.

The HonourableCaptain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan : It is
'regretted that the reply to this question is. not ready. Enquiries are being
made and the information will be communicated to the honourable member
'when ready.
·
'

----

REMISSION FOR CROPS SOWN FOR GREEN MANURING.
0

*1126. Maulvi Imam-ud-Din : (a) Will the Honourable Revenue
"Member kindly state whether it is a fa.ct that the Executiv~ Engineer, Lower
-Gugera. division, has not given, any remission for the crop which was sown
solely for the purpose of green manuring in Chaks Nos. 1201:124, 125, 29 and
40 on 'the Lower Gugera division ?
(b) If
so, what are .the reasons
for . it ?
.
.
.
.
·.
I
,

. The Honourable. Captain ~ardar_Sikande~ ~y•t lqian: _Presumably the honourable member is referring to IrrigationBranch Notifiea'tioil No. 906-R. I.~ dated 2nd May 1929, under which certain crops ploughed
:in as green manure before 15th September are not assessed to water rates •
.Ifso, the reply·to his question is as follows :~ .
;,.
' .
.
.
.
./ i>
(a) These crops were assessed· to water rates in Cha.ks Nos. 120, 124
and 125 but were not so assessed in Chaks Nos. 29 and 40.
(b) The assessment in the first three Ohaks was due to late or nonsubmission of applications from .cultivators.
Instructions
have, however! been recently issued to the superintending
engineer concerned to the effect that these crops should
he correctly assessed whether any applications are received
from the cultivators or not.·
·
··
REMISSION FOR OOTTON CROP,

*1127.

LowER

GuGEBA. DIVISION.

Maulvi lm~-ud•Din :- (a) Will the Ho.riourable Revenue
0

-i:lember kindly state whether it is a fact that the Executive: Engineer, Lower
-Gugera division, has given remission only for the cotton: crop which was
-destroyed up to the 15th November 1931, and has not gi~en any remission
ior the cotton crop which has been destroyed after the \above-mentioned
..date ?
'
(b) H so, what are the reasons for doing so ?

O
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The Honourable Captain -Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan :

No.

(a)

(b) Do_es not arise.

, .

• PERMISSIBLE DISOHARGE, J3uTEWALA DISTRIBUTARY,

*1128. Maulvi .~-ud-Din

~er kindly state-

·

:

Will the ':aonourable Revenue Mem·

(a) the permissible discharge of all the outlets on the Butewala dis-

., tributary ;
(b) the actual discharge of outlets on the said distributary ?

The Hon~urable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat

Khan:

(a}

20 ·St eusees,
(b) 19·67 ouseos.
Fnu1T

GAnn:EiNs

os

T:e:E

BuTEWALA

D1sTruBuTARY.

, *1129. Maulvi lmam•ud•Din:
Will the Honourable.Member for
Revenue kindly state(a) how many fruit gardens there are in Chaks Nos. 120, 121, 122,
128 and 119 on the Butewala distribntary of th~ Lower Gugera;
(b) how many of these fruit gardens have been sanctioned .ektra..
water;
(c) the number of gardens which are not sanctioned extra. water ';.
(a'J the reasons for not sanctioning. the extra ·water to these ;
(e) whether it is a fact that there is no distinction of water :,;ate bet-ween: the fruit gardens which ar9 sanctioned extra waterand those which have not been sanctioned extra water;
.
(f) if not, what .aetion Govern.rii~ntproposes to. take ..in.the matter ?
The Honl>urable Captain Sardar Sikander· Hyat Khan : . _(a) _ 18~
(b) 10.
(c) 8.

(d) · Since 1929, extra water has not been given to gardens, unless theyhad already received it under formal sanction prior to that date or in· the· case of public gardens belonging to the Government, district boards or-municipalities.
(e) Yes.
(f} Does not arise.
'PANOHAYAT OFFIOERS,

. . *1130 .. Maulvi hn~-ud-Din : Will the Honourable .Minister. for-'.Looal. Seit-Government kindly state.
(a) whether it is a fact that the Government has dispensed with thee,
services of all the pari.chaye.t~fficers in the .province ; ,
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(b) whether it is a fact that the Government is again considering- the re-appointment of panchayat officerson a ;lower pay than
_
before;
•.
·
~

.

l

(c) if so, whether it is not advisable to appoint honqracy panchayat
officersin _their place thus saving Government, in the time of
financial stringency, from a heavy expense;
(d} whether it is a fact that-in the Lyallpur district ~ome competent

hands are prepared - to work honorarily as panchayat officers;
(e) if so, whether the Government is prepared to appoint an honorary
panchayat officerin that district '}
·
The Honourable.Dr. Gokul Chand Narang: (a) Y~s.
(b) and (c) The question of the staff required for carryµig on the work
of supervision of panchayats is under consideration and the matters referred to in parts- (b) an~ (c) of the question are already being con~idered.
(d) Government have no information.
· (e) The answer is the same as that to (b) and (e).
MUHAMMADANSUB-ASSISTANT
.
- - SURGEONS IN LYALLPURI - AND.OTHER
DISTRICTS.
.

*1131. Maulvi lmam•ud•Din : Will the -Honourable /Minister. for
:Education kindly state·
(a) whether it is a fact that the number of. Muhammfl,dan sub-assistant surgeons in the districts of Lyallpur, Montgomery, Jhang
and Gujrat is very low ;
:
(b) if so, the action Government proposes to take ~o_ make up the
deficiency'}
·
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan Noon : If ! the honourable
.member refers to sub-assistant surgeons in Government service then the
:answeris as follows :·
(a) The percentage of Muslim sub-assistant surgeons for the four
·
districts is 19 ·5, or not much below the percentage for the
province, which is 28.
•
·
.
~
I
.
(b) To make up this deficiency efforts are made a~ the time of recruitment of sub-assistant· ·surgeons, but it has necessarily
been a slow process owing to scanty recruitment, the number
for the last year being 50 only.
·

.

AucTIO.N OF TREES ON BuR.A.LA CANAL IN TANDr.IANWALA•
.

*1132. Maul.vi Imam-ud·Din : Will the Honourable Member for
'Revenue kindly state(a) whether any trees on th_e Burala 'canal in Tandlianwala subdivision have been auctioned;
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(b) if so, whether notice was given to the people of. the adjoining
il qa.to attepd the auction ;
·
•
(c) if the reply to (b) is in affirmative, will the Honourable Member
·
kindly lay' on the table a copy of the notic~ along with thesignatures ;
·
·
(d) on what price .were the trees auctioned. and ;what is the total
number of the trees sold ;
(e) whether it is correct that a very low price, oie., Re.. j per tree
· _ in average W!J.S obtained ; · ·
· ·· ·
-: · ·
(f) whether it is also. correct that the person who purchased thesetrees sold them at' the spot for about Rs. S to Rs. 7 each ; ..
(g) whether the Government suffered a loss ID' this respect and, if ,SO,;
through whose negligence;
(h) whether the Government intends to· institut~ an enquirf through
the Deputy Commissioner, .Lyallpur '}
.
;
The Honourable Captain Sardar SikanderHyat Khan : (a) Yes. ·
(b) Yes.
(c) Copies of the notices issued and oi lists of signatures and thumb,
impressions obtained in token of intimation are available and the Secretary
will be pleased to show them to the honourable member, if be so desires.
· (d) The total 'sum received at the auction was Rs; 2,04f and the total
number of trees sold was s,o4e.
.
r
.
.
. (e) The price realized was not low considering the existing market
conditions and the classes of trees sold.
·
·
.
(f) No; the subsequent sale brought in prices' both above and below
. the average auction price.

~~ } Do not arise.

--~
· RESERVE

LAN:0

IN

TANDLIANW ALA

SUB-DIVISION,

*1133. MalJ}vi hnam-ud-Din : Will the Honourable Member for:Revenue kindly state(a) the purpose of the· Reserve (Zakhira Ohakkoo) extending to 15.
squares in the Tandlianwala sub-division ;
(b) the annual income and expenditure separately in this respect ;
(c) whether it is a fact tha.tit is serving as!!' gra~g ground for cattle,
and, if so, whether the Government is chargmg any tax on thesecattle;.
.
(d) in case the expenditure thisreserve exceedsthe income whether
the Government is prepared to lease out the land on temporary
cultivation ;
,,.
·
(e) if not, why ?

of

·"
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The Bonourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat ;,Khu:
11,rea of 390 acres has been reserved for plantation.
.

·.

:

(a) An,
-·~.

.

(b) The average expenditure has been Rs. 399 per annum for the last
~O years. There has been no expenditure since April 19Si: Total incomeup to date is Rs. 7,551. The plantation has just come.to maturity and.
income should grow.
'
(c) No.

•
(d) So far the expenditure has been slightly in excess;,of the income;
put it willIncrease as stated in (b) above. It is not proposed, to lease
put the area on temporary cultivation, owing to the ehortage of water
supply and fear of damage to young plants standing thereon. ·
I

.

-

.

· (e) As stated in paragraph (d) above.
HEADMASTER, GOVERNMENT HIGH SCHOOL, JARA'.NWALA.

,.

.

*1134. .. Maulvi Imam-ud-Din : Will the· Honourable Minister for

Education be pleased to state-

·

(a) if he is aware that the result of the Government" High School,
Jaranwala, is going from bad to. worse evety year since theappointment of the present Headmaster ;
·
(b) if so, what action. has Government· taken or proposes to takeagainst .the head of this institution ?
·

The Honourable .Malik Firoz Khan. Noon: (a) The school passed
89 · 2 per cent. in 1929 and 49 per cent. in 1930, and 45 per cent. in 1931.
.
(b) Since results depend upon a number of varying faQtors Government:
is not convinced that the Headmaster is responsible ; but· the Divisional
Inspector is looking into the matter.

MUSLIM STUDENTS IN GOVERNMENT HIGH

•

Scaoor.,

JAR.A.NW.A.LA
.

*1135. Maulvi hnam•ud-Din : Will the Honourable Minister for·

Education kindly state-

·

·

··

(a) the total strength of the Government High School, Jaranwala,.

when a Muslim headmaster was there, and what was the.
proportion of the Muslim students to the total strength ;
(b) the total strength at present and in what proportiors do the Muslim students exist ;
,
(c) in case the total strength has increased whethet the proportion.

corresponding to the number of Muslims has als? increased ;
(d) if not, why 'l

,

The Honourable Malik Firo£. Khan Noon:

being collected and will be supplied when ready.

i

The information is.
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*1136. Maulvi lmam·ud-Din : Will the Honourable Minister for
Education kindly state-> -.
(a) whether it is a faet that two Muslim agriculturists, namely Bhahamat Ali and Shahadat Khan who failed in the Matriculation,
examination last year from, the Government High School,
Jaranwala, were not re-admitted by the Headmaster on their
applicetions r
..
(b) if so, what were the reasons for it?
0

The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan Noon: 'l1he information

is.

being collected and will be supplied when ready.
ALI

MuHAMMAD, STUDENT, JARANWALA HIGH

Sonoot,

, *1137. Maulvi lmam•ud-Din : Will the Honourable Minister for
Education kindly state( a) whether it ~ a fact that a student named Ali Mohammad, who
- was a scholarship holder in the Government High School, .
' Jaranwala, has been debarred this year from appearing in the
:Matriculation examination ;
·
(b) whether it is a fact. that he was not short of attendances and fulfilled all the other necessary conditions required fo,r a candidate
to appear in the examination?
(c) If the reply to part (b) is in the negative will the Honourable Minister kindly lay on the table the school register showing the total
number of attendances of this student ?
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan Noon : The information is
being collected and will be supplied when ready.
B.

JAW.ALA Brsoa's ooMPULSORY RETIREMENT AND PENSION.

*1138. Sardar

Sahib Sardar Ujjal Singh: (i) (a) Will the
Honourable Member for Revenue please state whether it is a fact that the
compulsory retirement of B .. · Jawala Singh, Head Colony Clerk, Deputy
Oommissioner's office, Montgomery, who had rendered 25 years' service,",
was made under the Fundamental Rule 86 but pension due to him under
article 465 (a) 2 of the Civil Service Regulations was refused ;
(b) whether it is a fact that. compulsory retirement of Mr. Bannerjee,
Superintendent, M. Shamas-ud-Din, Reader, Deputy Commissioner's office,
Montgomery and Bhawani Dass: N!!>zir, Nili Bar Colony, Pakpattan, who
rendered a little less than 25 years' service and several other officials on
Deputy Commissioner, Montgomery's establishment was similarly made but
pension was given to all of them ?
(ii) If the answers to the above questions be in the affirmative, will
the Honourable Member please state. the reasons for treating the case of
B. Jawala Singh quite differently from others which were of the same
nature.
The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan:. It isr,
regretted. that the answer to this 'question is not yet ready.
It will be
-eommunieated to the honourable member when ready.

/
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Mr. President : The Council will now resume . diseussion on the resolution re Anglo-vernacular middle school examination. :The amendment-'
of which notice was given by Mr. Nanak Chand Pandit and Chaudhzi
Muhamma.d Abdul Rahman Elum, goes beyond the seopd of the principal
resolution. . It is therefore out of order . and cannot be moved.
Khmf Bahadur Shaikh Din Muhammad [East and West Central
Towns, Muhammadan, Urban J: Sir, I beg to oppose thµ! resolution. In
spite of the able support given by the honourable member for Industries:
(Mr. Mukand Lal Purl) and the strong support he was able to secure from
some of the honourable members of the Unionist party also,' I feel convinced
that no cogent arguments have been advanced which would justify the rescinding of the circular thai..,was so vehem~ntly attacked yesterday. We all
know that the proportion of lazy drones that swarm our institutions is appalling. The Honourable Dr. Gokul Chand Narang, while presiding in a private
capacity over the Arorbana Conferencea. few days ago, advised his community
to. impart higher education to geniuses alone. Every sensible man realises
that this is a luxury which should not be made so universal. We should not
waste the time, energy and money, not only of the administration but of
the public too, on turning out useless· persons, persons who cannot serve
the purpose either of the community or of the administration in any yray.
The arguments advanced yesterday were based either on' wrong materials
or on wrong assumptions. Much stress was laid upon the !fact that in 1904
the Government of India passed a resolution abolishing ~he middle school
examination and urging strong reasons in favour of their 'decision. It was
strenuously contended that the Punjab Government should not have gone
against th~ considered opinion of the Government of India. It is true that
the Government of India expressed that opinion in 1904, b*t the honourable
member for Industries who relied upon that resolution was: not· aware of the
fact that in 1917 the same Government itself reviewed the whole situation
and addressed a general communication ·to all local ·Gove'r.mµents to advise
them once more as to ~he desirability· of re-instituting th;e middle school
examination, and in 1918 they definitely came to the conclusion that they
were prepared to rescind the resolution of 1904 and gave all focal Governments
authority to re-institute a public examination at that stage, lf they so desired,
subject to certain conditions and reservations. Now, to maintain that the
Government of India up to the present moment entertained; the same opinion about the middle school examination which they entertained in 1904 and that
the Punjab Government was not in any way justified in going behind that
decision is abaolutely untenable.
'.
:
·
, ;
Then, much stress was laid upon the fact that almost ~II the non-officia.t
institutions· have condemned this middle school· test without any exception, ·
That too is· absolutely wrong. Most of those teachers and !headmasters that:
'assembled in the federation of non-official headmasters ; of schools hav&
changed their opinion. They have been convinced that tl;wi 88iluta.ry check
DlUSt be revived and they are now prepared to uphold the ~duca.tion Depa.rt.:
ment in the circular they have ·recently· issued.
;
·
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If we scan the arguments that were advanced yesterday we will see, as

J; have already submitted before the House, that most of them werebased on
~ither wrong assumptions or incorrect materials. Unfortunately most of the
honourable members-who supported the resolution did not even know that
this examination was already in force throughout the rural area arid that from
a population which ~ about 95 per cent. of the population of the whole pro"Vince, no voicehad been raised during the last SO.years. (Hear, hear) •. If the
obejctions were real, if the criticism was sound, may I ask these honourable
members whether they Were sleeping BO far over the discomfort which this
vast populationmust have been feeling for the last 80 years and that they
have awakened to their responsibility only when this present circular was
issued, which affected the urban area only ?
·
Tho_ honourable mover remarked that not only Rs. 7 would be required
as admission fee for the examination, but students would further be put to a .
lot of inconvenience . while. 'undertaking journeys for the examination t0
their different centres.
This evidently showed that he too was ignorant of
the fact that the rural area was already subjected to this sort of test and that
without any protest on their behalf for the last 30 years. More than 20,000
students have already been undergoing the test of vernacular final examination with English as an optional subject. It is felt by the department ~hat
whatever is good in the case of the rural area must be good in the case of the
urban area too and what had proved.sucoessful there must be introduced here
also. The department. holds the view -that there should be no invidious
distinction between the two areas especially when it stands convinced that
the vernacular final examination has led to efficiency and better results. . The
honourable mover referred the House to certain pass percentages in the
.matrioulation examination and observed that as these percentages were
:eatisfactory and no complaint had been made about the results, it was not
necessary to re-institute the middle school examination in anglo-vemacular
.sehools.
He also compared the pass percentages of the intermediate and
B. A. examinations with those of the matriculation and showed that those
percentages were very low; thus demonstrating his point that there was ab-solutely no necessity for instituting any further check on the middle school
.students. .For his enlighte:rrtnent let me inform him that it is. only owing to
-the inclusion of those students that pass the vernacular final test that the
pass percentages in the matriculation . examination has been satisfactory

{hear, hear).
.

,

.

.

.

. But as these students do not go beyond the matrie examination and it is
-only those that have not gone through the middle school test that go to the
colleges, that is why the pass "percentages in. the intermediate and R A. ex:aminations remain very low, Such boys pass the matrie examination in 'the
-seeond or third division and then swarm the colleges with the result that they
.add to the number of lazy drones of soci11ty and prove a drag not. orily on the
public but on the adminiatration.as welt
An argument was sdvaaced that this was the most inopportune time to
burden the poor public with Rs. 7 a year and that in the case o{ 40,000
11tudents the burden would amount to at least Rs. 2,80,000, and that it would
be an unpardonable sin on the patj; of the-administration to impose this burden
-on the ~oor public. No doubt, if we have the immediate advantage in

..__

..._
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· view this argument may appeal to us. But if the honourable members
just imagine the amount· of unneeessary waste this salutary check will save,
they would rather have this burden of Rs. 7 imposed on them than be burden.ed with ten times seven rupees in s-nding their sons to the 9th class and the
10th class without any ehances of their pulling through. It is only to save·
the poor public .from that unnecessary expense that this ; ealutary check is
being provided for at this stage.
·

•

It was emphatically urged that examinations cause a sort of over strain
'Or drudgery which should not at all be permitted at the impressionable
age of 18 or 14. I fail to understand how this argument can be advanced at
all. Everybodv knows that there is some sort of test or oxamination even
.now. From the first lower primary up to the matrieulatioa there can be no
promotion unless a student passes through some sort of examination.
Not
only that. In every year house tests are always held. In some schools
there are four tests in a year called quarterly examinations.
If these oxami.nations have to continue even without the circular, the honourable mover's
purpose will not be served if the circular is rescinded. The students will have
to pass a test for promotion whether that test be an ordinary test arranged
by the teachers of institutions or whether it be a public test. Now, what does
the department intend to do 'l It simply wants to eonvert.the _existing mock
test in. schools into a real serious test. The department is convinced that
jobbery and corruption prevail in schools, that false promotions are given an6.
th~t by 'more favouritism students are granted promotion to higher elsssee
wmon they do not otherwise deserve. The department has not been able to
devise any method by which these false promotions can be cheeked and
eventually it has. been compelled to re-institute an external examination
:in the shape of this middle school test so that there may be a salutary check
- on the vagaries of the teachers who are at present in' charge of those
tests. The honourable mover was pleased to remark that if the teachers are
warned and if the inspecting staff is more wide-awake this: corruption can be
controlled. But, if you remove such tests, how will it be possible for any
authority or administration to find out as to whether the teachers have
done their duty or not or whether the inspecting staff has been alert or not 'l
If you leave the students alone, if you leave the teachers alone, for eight or
ten years, what criterion will you fix to judge whether the children have been
doing their duty or whether the teachers have been attending to their duty 'l
You compare the educational system of India with the English educational
system, There is absolutely no comparison between the two. You cannot
.at all introduce into India the system that prevails in England. You have
.not got similar staff either-to impart or to supervise. the education or those
boys to receive the education. First produce that material and then remove
ihis test. So long as that material is wanting, you cannot at all expect that
we should bodily introduce into India all such institutions, whether they fit
:in here or not, as belong to other· countries. It is · perfectly true that. if
·we reduce the number of examinations, you might· make conditions bett~r
ior those lazy students who do not seriously mean to take education in public
schools. But if we are really serious about giving proper. education_ .to 01;11'
boys, if we are really serious in converting our. boys into good citizens who will
be ~a?le to bear the burden Qf advanced responsibilities which India is ~x_pectmg every moment, tny respectful submission would be, do not be earned
'
'
d2
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a.way by the sentiments that have been expressed yesterday. Sift all th&
material that has been placed before you, judge whether the criticism that.
has been advanced is sound, see whether the objections are real and then.
come to a definite finding as to whether you should support this resolution.
or oppose it.
It was remarked that this examination would tend to make the intelleet
blunt. Fortunately, all those gentlemen who used this argument were thosewho had actually passed through this ordeal of public school examination,
My honourable friend, the member for Industries, my honourable friend
Pandit Nanak Chand. and Chaudhri Allah Dad Khan, I believe, have all
passed through this test.
.
Mr. Mukand Lal Puri: I was not furtunate enough. I have never. attempted it.
·
·

Chaudhri Allah Dad Khan : I said that those who did not pass this,
examination

were more intelligent.

Khan Bahadur Shaikh Din Muhammad : Again it was remarked that
certain honourable members of this House had not passed this test and still
they have been · carrying on their duties in a normal manner. It is not,
courteous to refer to those personalities sitting in front of :u,s. · 'There may begeniuses who do not stand in need of any test.· The· Honourable Ministerfor Agriculture and the Honourable Revenue Member riiay be exceptions
to the general rule. i We m.jght take pride in their enlightenment, in their
erudition, in their talents. But jt does.not mean that what holds good in
their case will hold good in the case of everyb(\dy else.
We all know that 11,fter the first three years, there is a bar of the primary
test and when that test is over, the student enters a different domain. the·
domain of secondary education and then he goes to the high school. In
order to determine whether a student is fit to go from the ·secondary depart- ment to the high department, what. would be the test ? . There is at present.
the house examination. But the house test has been found to be unsatlsfactory. We should have a public test in order. to determi,ne whether a
student is really fit to travel into the higher spheres of education, and higherspheres of life.
'
.
.
There are three aspects only in which this . question can be considered,
educationa.l, economic and. political, I liave already· submitted before.
this House that if we judge this circular froD.1, the educa~ional point ?f
view, we are constrained to admit that it would lea,d to better effioiency ru;iil
better results, Similarly from the economic
ofviE;JW, tli9it i~ the only
conclusion which we can arrive at. I have.expla;~~~ ~~t
_1: ~h_8!t wo~«i
be spe~t for the pr?posed test would actually t~nd, t?:~a~e 9:11 (;)1r"t1ve saving
of l O tones seven rn the cp,se of all those J.a.zy, ~t~Uigen~ qro~es :who ar~
not sble to pass tw-ough higher sph~i~ oi ~d'llca,~o;q1 . From )he point of'
view otpqlitjc(l,). exig~l).ci~ .too~ my ~~b:n;rl$si9p, .iEI tliat it i~. ab#6lut~ly ~aces:..
sary tha,t we. s4ould ~y to 4eer~ase the u~h~~; o, QTJ.r ~~-. ,(ir<>~~ a~ ~o-;
a perc~tige ~s p<>1;1~1,'ble•.. C?nBldiµ'_.tli~. ~~.~?9P., o( @e~plQy#teilt wl;rich Jfi·
~ecoimng more ~4 Xl'.I.OJ:'4f ~~<?'ilS ~v~ }·~Y, ~up.pl;r ;~~~~~ -yve. ~~P. on
~·out ~o ~~ Ila~
~¥, ¥~~l1~te l?er,~ops; , ~~
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menial job. Our present attitude increases the number 9flunemployed that
loiter in the streets and prove a menace to the country, From every point.
,of view, therefore political, educational or economic, it is a most welcome
step that the department has taken. It will check the growth of the unemployed. It will save a lot of wastage and it will help in imparting real education to. those young people who want to be educated. • With these few
remarks, I lend my humble support to the circular and oppose the resolution
with all the emphasis at my command.
·

.
Diwan Bahadur Raja Narendra Nath (Punjab .Landholders,
·General) : The resolution which was tabled in my name is: substantially the
-same as the one moved by my honourable friend, Mr. ¥111'.fa Das, andT am·
glad that an opportunity has been afforded to me of expressing my views on
the subject. I have listened very carefully to the honourable member who
has just spoken and I think my best course would be to deal with his arguments first and then to deal with the substantial resolution, He opposed the
resolution on three grounds, educational, political and economic, I oppose
the circular of the Education Department on exactly the same grounds and
for exactly the same reasons. I oppose it on educational: grounds as I will
explain and I oppose it also on political grounds as I will presently explain.
As to the economic grounds, my honourable friend has already 'referred to
them. It is said that the fee imposed on the student for sitting at the examination is very small and that the additional expenditure imposed on the
public is negligible. He himself undervalues and under-estimates. the economic grounds and therefore I do not deal with them at any length. With
regard to the attitude taken by the Government of India
1904, to which
reference has been made by my friend, he says that the Government of India
were inclined to change their view in 1918. But the change was not allowed.
Instead of arguing that the circumstances had not been changed during the
last 28 years, my argument would be that circumstances have not changed
during the last 14 years. If in 1918 it was not desirable :to reinstitute the
examination, why is it considered desirable now ? My honourable friend
should have dealt more exhaustively with the arguments .that we advance
against the circular and in support of the resolution. That duty to a certain
extent falls on me. In 1904, the argument advanced for abolishing the examination was that there were too many public examinations in India and the
objective of the student as well as of the teacher was to prepare for the examination. The objective should be to acquire knowledge. I do not see how
that objective will be changed by the changes now sought: to be introduced.
Rave the Government of India or the . Punjab Government changed their
view as to the futility of cramming and as to the question of giving facilities
to the student to acquire knowledge ? That argument stands unrebutted
and I do not see how when the Government of India came to certain decisions
and the Punjab Government agreed with ~hem, the latter now seeks to change
its views. Instances have been put forward justifying ~he change. The
tendency of the modem age is to delay the time of weaning from schools and
from examinations. In England-I do not say that the English conditions
ought to be introduced at once in India=-but in England, tliie age for eompulsory education has been raised to 16. Since the middle school examination
was abolished in 1904, much water has flown in the rivers and if anything,
we have made some progress, some advancement, and there is now no reason

iin
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· to take a retrograde step, a step which was condemned ·before. There is no
reason for going backwards. There is one aspect of the effect of the examination on· the student which was perhaps not. dilated upon and not dealt with
in the Government of. India orders · or the Government of India circular in
1904. That is the deleterious effect on health of having to cram 'in order to·
pass the examination at a. tender age. . Some years ago the Punjab University
abolished the minimum age fixed for the entrance examination. I think· it
was a very unwise step. I know the result of it from personal observation.
I have found that boys of tender age of 18 and 14 aimed at passing the ex·
amination-and their parents encouraged this-with the result that it spoiled
the whole of their educational career and undermined their physique.
A boy of 12 or 18 passed the entrance examination with the result that in the
whole of his educational career at the . University he passed only in the third
division. If he had stayed on, if he had been allowed to arrive at a mature
age before passing the entrance examination, he would have widened his scopeof knowledge and would _have fared better in the University examinations.
That is one thing. The effect on his physique is bad. He is a book-worm.
In fact, to be a book-worm is the curse of our students in India. To institutepublic examinations for studentsof a tender age isto aggravate these evila
in a very bad form.
My friend has supported the Education Department in the view that thestandard of ability which is shown now by the student is much poorer than
it used to be before because there was the weeding out process before
student was allowed to go up to the entrance examination. I will deal with
this matter in all its aspects. First of all, there is no deterioration in thestandard, if you look at it in the proper light. We judge and we form our
opinion about the ~bility of a matriculate from his ability to write and s~.eak
English. Possibly the matriculates of earlier times, .the matriculates of 50
years ago, showed a better knowledge. of English. But they were poor in ·
general knowledge. The scope of study of the matriculate student now is
much wider than it used to be. His knowledge in English may be poorernow, but his general kn.owledge is better. That is one aspect of the case.
The other aspect is, look at the results, look at the proportion which comes
· out successfully in the University examinations.· I have got certain figuresculled by a friend of mine from quinquennial reports and I find that in thequinquennial period beginning from 1899-1900to 1908-04,the highest percentage of success in the entranceexamination was 62•4; the lowest was 50 ·9.
This was when the middle school examination was in vogue. That.
percentage has considerably arisen since the middle school examination was
abolished. I give the figures from 1924 up to 1980. The percentage ol
matriculates passed· in

any

19~4 was 67 ·04 ;
i.

l!J25
1926

. , 65·7;
.. 57·28;

1927

•. 58·2;

1928
1929

.. 58·78;
•• 62 ·18;
•• 56·12;

1980

i
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How can it be alleged with these figures that the standard of boys, that the
success which they have· achieved at the entranee examination, is so poor
that the weeding out process ought to be introduced at an earlier stage ?'
The .peroentage of sueeess has improved and not deteriorated.
·
My friend referred. to the political ground. He stated that it is politioally unwise to increase the number of unemployed. I say that the number
of unemployed will be increased: still further. The boy who passes the
middle school examination will think himself entitled! to some employ·
ment and if he is not given some job he will say" why, I'passed the middleschool examination?"
I think heought to be asked to wait· till he.attains.
a higher standard of ability and till 9-e is able to pass a l,ugber examination
before he aspires to an appointment.
I say that the change on political
grounds will have a very bad effect. Yon will have an increase in the numberof unemployed. I lay a great stress on the fact that we aheuld try to improveour standard of education, and let our young folks understand that knowledge, wider knowledge, better knowledge is the end to ;be looked for and,
to be aspired for and not the mere passing of examination. Reference bas.
been made to a certain vernacular middle school examination which is already-taking place. But there are two reasons against it. First · of all that,
middle school examination is not. obligatory. Those who wish to appear in. the examination may do so. It is not necessary that in order to get pro··
motion into the 9th class a man must get through the: middle school examination. Then most of the students that go up for tlµs examination arevernacular students or are after scholarships. . They· want scholarship to.
begin from the 9th class or a portion of it in the 10th class. But to impose-it as a sine quo n<m, that every student going up to entrance must first pass.
the middle school examination is unreasonable. I therefore support theresolution and oppose the circular of the Education Minis~er.
.

The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan Noon : He has· not spoken as,
yet.

·

Diwan Bahadur Raja Narendra Nath : I am tallµng of the circular ..
I am sorry that I have ~o differ from him but I must do ft in public interest
and I hope I have been able to convince that the reinstitution of the oxamination is a retrograde step for the country. ·
.j
,
.

~

1'
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Khan Sahib Risaldar Bahadur Nur Khan [Bawalpindi, Muhammadan] Rural) (Urdu): Sir:; several speeches have been: delivered- both in
favour of and against. the resoluton under consideration. I rise to opposeit on three grounds. First, the. rural classes are alreadj very baekward in
education and are economically very hard pressed nowadays and if themiddle school examination is abolished the students of rural schools who·
already do not afford to continue their studies after passing their middle,
school· examination, would stand to lose the ohanoes tha~ are already avail·
able to them, for under the present eircumstaaoes they can get patwarship or teaehership after passing the middle school examination which is considered to be the requisite qualification for obtaining these appointments.
Secondly, !would say a few words about the military classes of this province,
They have during the Great War and in fact always in :times of need, rendered conspicuous services to the Govemmsnt., In recognition of their
services the Government have granted certain number j of scholarships for:

\
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their children provided they pass the vernacular final examination. If
this examination is abolished they will be deprived of these scholarships •.
' Thirdly, the weak and unintelligent students who are promoted to -high
elassea through the favour of. the headmasters, cannot pass the entrance ex.amination for years together and thus waste the hard-earned money of their
parents. If there is middle school examination in existence this waste of
money will be avoided and their parents will come to know in time that their
boys are not fit for higher education and that they should be put on to the
plough. I am thankful to the honourable mover for the sympathy he has
shown for the zamindars •. In the 'end I would request the Honourable>
Minister for Education to eeduee the proposed amount of admission fee for
the examination.
- Mr. Manohar Lal (Punjab University): We are confronted to-day
with an issue of the gravest importance touching the very basis of secondary
education in this province. It concerns us all very nearly. Thirty years
ago the educational policy of this country came wider a careful and exact
:review. It was felt and authoritatively Iaid down, that examinations had
grown to extravagant dimensions and dominated the whole system of
education. The mischief required airing. The policy was carefully denned,
and in the course of· this exhaustive survey it was laid down among other
things, that the middle school examination. should be abolished. This was
done on a careful review. of large mass of expert opinion both official and
non-official. Now, that was nearly thirty years ago. Thereafter, as has been
pointed out, in the year 1917, the Governmentof India had again occasion
= ·to consider the matter afresh, and in March 1917, a letter was addressed
·by the Government to all the local. Govemments asking for their opinion,
if any case had arisen for the reinstitution of the middle school examination
:in any form. An effort has been made by a speaker to rely on what the
Government of India did as a result of the enquiry then-instituted and the
-opinions at that time obtained from local Governments. May I, therefore,
with your permission, place before the Rouse the opinions of some of the
-Governments that are of the utmost importance on this question. The
ilovernment of Madras then .said that the present time, that is 1917, was
... inopportune" for the establishment of this examination. The Govern:ment of Bombay said that •, they generally agreed that nothing should be
~onr in the direction of increasing the number of examinations without very
,cogent reasons. Examinations are burdensome to teachers and pupils alike."
They did not see that an examination like . this I could be " a means of
preventing immature promotions," and affirmed that "the expert educational
opinion was against it." They suggested better inspections and recasting of
the system· of grants-in-aid as instruments for securing against improper promotions. It Was emphatically pointed out that this examinationes a method
.of checking immature promotions· is not an effective ·instrument. The
Government of the United Provinces · was even stronger. The administration of Sir James Baston whose high claims to speak for education
are unquestioned said " he was strongly opposed to the suggestion.
The examination was abolished after full consideration in view of
the many serious disadvantages attaching to it.
The arguments against ,
.it have lost none of their force and to revive it now would in His
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Honour's opinion be a retrograde step which cannot .be too strongly
deprecated." These are the words of His Honour the ~ieutenant-Gover·
nor of the United Provinces in a formal document. Then reference was made
to the great disadvantages: the average tender age of th~ boy who . is to
appear in this examination; interference with steady and continuous study;
the likelihood of cramming arising at a stage when it ought to be com·
pletely banned. It was further · pointed out that no useful public purpose
would be served by the step because the middle school furnished no avenue
of entrance into Government service. The Government I of Delhi which
was at that time in the charge of a Governor whom we know so well and
whose opinion we are accustomed rightly to value in this province, Sir Malcolm
Hailey, observed as follows:"For my o~ part, I venture to hope, in the interests of educational policy, that the
Government of India will maintain the definite attitude which it took up
in Hl()4 against any increase in the number of examinations ",

The Government of Behar and Orissa emphasized that the middle school
certificate was of no public importance and, as there was no change in the
situation since its abolition in 1904, and as there were many 'erious objections,
were opposed to the re-institution · of the examination. ; I am aware that
Bengal did not wish to express an opinion because at that, time it was considering the state of curricula in the province and the Punjab did not express
a definite opinion also because the question of the school leaving certificate
was also being considered by the Punjab University and the [ Government together. I myself had the privilege of being on the committee that then
considered the question. I am also aware that in the particula» circumstances
of Burma some very special fonn of examination within the j secondary classes
was maintained. Nor need I refer to the smaller administrations like Coorg.
On the basis of the opinions expressed in some of the
3
P. M.
major provinces in this emphatic manner, what did
the Government of India decide ? The Government of India did not decide
to let the local Governments re-institute the examinations) That would be
an -entirely erroneous interpretation of the Government of! India's decision.
What they decided was this : they withdrew the existing prohibition but
prescribed certain· definite conditions for the examination. This is the
most important point to bear in mind. What is the kind of examination
which the Government of India contemplated might possibly be instituted
jf a local Government felt strongly on the matter? Firstly, it was to be an
examination, partly by written papers and partly by an oraltest. That is one
factor but the second condition is of the utmost importance. The Government of India said that the examination should be ii,,Jormal and that
" it should as far as possible be carried out in si,tu," that it should be held
in the school where the students are reading, and it must be conducted ''by
the inspecting officerwith the aid of the headmaster andj . teachers of the
school." That is the examination which the Government of India contemplated. It is not an examination of a public and compulsory character,
uniform throughout the province, alike for every school, jwhether you are
working in your vernacular system or whether your ambitions lie alongside
those of a full secondary anglo-vemaeular system. That is not what jhe
Government of India contemplate.
1
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Khan Bahadur Shaikh_ Din Muhammad : Was the word '' publie "
used in regard to the examination?) The word may be there but we sre
concerned with the real nature of the examination that was permitted, and
that is defined in . e.bsolut.ely precise and certain language. Inasmuch
as use was made of what the Government of India had done in 1918, I thought
it was only right that J4e . House should be fully aware of the · decision
of theGovernment of India 14 years after they had first examined the question in 1904. We are awe.re that very soon therafter, education passed into
the hands - of provincial Governments as a transferred subject.
.
What has happened since the year 1917 to justify any change?
As
a grave step is in view, I listened with great regard .and very deep,
e.ttf,ntion to what was said. by the Director of Public lnstruction.
I felt, as ·r think all the House felt, that when Mr. Sanderson was speaking
on the subject he was speaking as one who had felt strongly on the' matter,
who had sincerely come to the conclusion that this examination was a necessity in order to avoid certain evils. But while I am prepared to pay this
tribute to him, it was my misfortune may be, I remained unconvinced ;
and as I listened to his passionate and, if I may say so, vehement appeal in
t,sripport of .his argument I was reminded of a line of Pope : " In heavenly
bosoms dwells such mighty rage." When I examined the basi'll on which he
thought that the examination must be instituted to-day, what did it amount
to? We listened to a most interesting and fascinating history of. how the
inspectorate in the Lahore division developed .or fell during the course of 20
years and how Mr. Sanderson played an intimate part in this inspecting
machinery. That was most interesting. In the course of this historical review
we were told that the inspectorate had been sadly .depleted in its strength,
that the number used to be large but that it is not so any longer. I am not
aware that the numbers have fallen during the ten years or thereabout of
which I know something more intimately. But be that as it may, suppose
it were a fact that the inspectorate has been depleted, and that.
not only in the division of Lali'ore but in all other divisions-a most doubtful proposition-that the inspectorate in, the good old days when Mr. Cross
was in it and other great people were also present on the scene was three
times as strong and the number of schools was small, suppose that is so,
can it be urged, and on educational grounds, that because the inspectorate is not sufficiently large, an institution like the . middle · school
examination proposed is to be invoked to take its place ? That is a proposition that will take a great deal to establish, that you want a system of examinations because you cannot furnish the machinery for keeping the schools
otherwise in a fit and proper condition. That would be to · any unsophisticated mind a very helpless way of_ approaching a very deep and profound
problem. It would be at best, may I say, an improper remedy. · Suppose
the inspectorate bas been depleted, their strength is not as great as it was,
why· and bow bas a. compulsory public examination become necessary and _
how is it for that reason justified ? Yesterday in another connection, while
considering the relevancy of an amendment to the . resolution under consideration the terms of this circular were read out. You will notice that,
this circular is cast in very stringent language. Its provisions are of a most
obligatory character. It is said therein that no one unless be has passed
this vernacular final examination with a certain amount of English shall
~-
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proceed to the ninth class of a recognised high school-one single examination for the whole of the province, of a compulsory character, acting as a
bar, a neoessarj, bar, in the way of any one who wishes to enter the higher
stages of the secondary course. And support was sought to be derived forthis by a reference to the existing vernacular final examination. It wi bewithin your recollection that when an amendment was sought to be moved
on the plea, that while we are about it, let us do away with the thing that
is there already. The Honourable Minister very rightly was pleased to·
point out : no, we shall not touch the vernacular final examination ; that
has its own functions. It provides an end, a proper end to a particular
system; because if this vernacular final examination did not exist, then a
large: number of our vernacular middle schools which train up boys to a
particular standard would be left absolutely, you might say, without comin.g
to any proper kind of culmination. I can understand that. But where ISthe justification for the examination itself for the anglo-vernacular boy?'
· We are all aware of the general state of the vernacular schools, how they
are staffed, how they are looked after. The headmaster is usually a middleschool vernacular, a person with either J. V. or S. V. ; sometimes he has
slightly higher qualifications ; for these schools one can understand the,
position ; but why harass the anglo-vemaeular boy in the middle of his.
secondary course-he is surrounded by headmasters and teachers with
superior educational qualifications and he is not finishing at the middleschool stage.
!

Then I watched with great care the review, if I may say so, from China.
to Peru, which the learned Director of Public Instruction was pleased to give
to us; he said that wherever you might go on this globe,'you find a publicexamination at this stage. · He told us of a certain technical matter, how
in one place it is at plus 11, and at another, at plus 12 and at a third, at
plus 13. One might venture with all confidence, having regard to the review which the Director of Public Instruction placed before us himself, that
nowhere in the world, I (lo not mean to say that there ar~ conditions parti-,
cularly comparable anywhere in the world, is there a compulsory examination of this kind introduced within the secondary system; The House will
remember that in the course of this review, reference was frequently made
to the fact you have to pass from the primary to the secondary stage. If
you are passing from the primary to the secondary stage, one can understand in schools when run entirely by a department, tMt a bar is placed
before passing on to the secondary stage, but where is. the justification ,
that before you are allowed to complete your secondary course, before you
are allowed to proceed with your secondary course, at some point intermediate, a serious formal bar shall arise preventing you from going any further
without crossing it. · That is a propceition which is not established, and
which I have not found it possible, on a fairly careful examination of circumstances as they exist in various parts of the world, to accept. And that is;
after all, the real issue. Why should a student have his studies interrupted
and have to face an examination which would almost certainly cause a 'complete diversion from the rest of his continuous course of study ; and . also
this is ve::y serious matter, a stoppage of something like two months at least,
in the course of his school career ? I cannot imagine : a parent quietly
submitting to a position in which his son at the tender age of 13 or there-
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abouts, finds the. school studies of his boy suspended for a period of two
months. That is not so as regards the vernacular final examination. Take
a boy who is. reading in the · ordinary vernacular middle school. He has
come to a term and at the end of this term he is submitted to an examination.
He has suffered no loss of time and he has suffered no injury in any othe:r
matter whatsoever. -But -this is a matter of very serious importance to the
student who is in the middle of his course, proceeding to· the angle-vernacular
secondary course. It is now laid down in the circular, I do not know whether
those that are responsible for the circular have suffici~tly followed the implioations thereof, that this examination is going to constitute the
sole avenue by which you are going to complete your education in. the
secondary grade. It has been said that another reason-in fact, one
may say that that is the sole reason, sole possible academic reasoil1.c,r a thing like .this is that it. is necessary in the interests of
proper promotion. This is e:iractly a matter which had been considered
by the Government of India and the local Qovernments before. But we
shall not rest merely OJ,). their authoritative opinion. Have we made up our
minds quite clearly that there is this evil of undue promotions ? I do not
wish to go over the figures. You know there are two types of schools in
this province. First, there are private schools ; and great is the glory of this
province in the way it has built up private secondary schools, I think yve
stand second to· none in comparison with any province in India and let there
\ be nothing done to discourage our work in this direction. Then there are
the Government schools. I shall not quarrel about or split the percentages
of passes by any comparison. We are aware that private schools maintain,
and a large number of them have more than maintained, their own in the
martioulation results. And I am also aware, I could hardly be ignorant
-0f it, that results in Government schools have now been going upward during
recent years. But on the basis of those figures it cannot be argued that
promotion .has been lax. It.is suggested that the one test that is furnished
· of promotions being lax is this that there is a deterioration in the matrieulation standard. There is in fact the charge levelled in strong terms against
our young men of to-day that they are a set of " lazy drones," and other
expressions equally strongly worded have been used against our lads. I
have no hesitation in saying that I am not one who thin~ that there is any
deterioration in the - matriculation standard. The numbers now are large
and there is always a class of average students. In the good old days when
I appeared, two or three hundred boys used to pass the matriculation examination and we had to look about to find a matriculate at all. .But now
they go about in thousands. You are bound to come across hundreds, you
are bound to come across thousands, may . I say, who appear to us,
maturer minds, as not possessing . exactly the qualifications that we
• should like them to possess. ·.· But take the average, take the better class
: · of students, those who take the first or the second class. I ani not
prepared to concede for any reason that that student is any the worse than
the first class student of thirty or forty years ago that some of us were.
I am not prepared to endorse any charge against our young men as having
deteriorated in this tliing or that. On the other hand we see better class of
students come forward and do the kind of work which would be a matter of
pride to any of the best success of the past. - Let us not hug the time-wort!
delusion that the golden age lay in the past in this or any other sphere, and
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the age of the intellectually efficient is over. Character and intellect are noi.
thus changed, and not in short periods under our review.· I, therefore,
do not concede the premise that a serious deterioration has set in, and I am
not prepared to concede that the vernacular middle school examination
cast and built for a particular emergency, formed and constituted for a particular class of people, would be suitable for our anglo-vernacular high school
boys and would remove the evil. In this connection you will. remember that
- my friend the member for Industry read out a passage' from Mr. Richie,
who was a very high authority on matters educational, and Mr. Richie bad
fortified himself by the opinion of one, whom he knew so well in this. province, Sir George Anderson-Mr. Anderson, as he then was-on the evils.
of examination at that stage. When our learned Direetorof Public Instruction yesterday referred to it, be did not refer to. what :Mr. Richie or what
Mr. Anderson had said, but he held up before us a document, with which
we all are familiar, called the Unemployment Committee's Report, and the
opinion of certain gentlemen there. We are all consciousthat there is a great
deal of unemployment in this province, but what is the way to remedy that
evil, an undoubted evil ? Does that· way lie through this examination 't
There are two or three ways of judging it. One is this ; the. vernacular middleschool examination has actually been in existence for a series of. years. As.
far back as 1926 or thereabouts, there already was a respectable number of
6 or 7 thousand students appearing in the examination, The number is now
in the neighbourhood of 21,000. It bas gone on steadily.: Has the numberof unemployed fallen ? But there is another cogent ·way of looking at it.
It is said that this examination is introduced in order that a certain number
of the inefficient, the lazy and the useless might be left by the wayside and the
better might progress forward. I am not prepared to admit that. Supposea certain number of unfit are left in the wayside, they are not allowed to
proceed to fail in. the matriculation examination. What will happen then?
Suppose that three thousand, four thousand or five thousand, if the amount
of the failure is heavy at this examination which is sought to be instituted,.
are not allowed to go for the matriculation examination, they are dropped of
at the eighth class, but then on the other side we are promised a more satisfactory matriculation results by the Director of Public Instruction ; morewould. pass through the matriculation examination. In, this balancing or
the weeding out at the, middle· stage and the greater passes at the matrioulation, the total number of your matriculates is not likely to be materially
affected by the number that will actually go up. We may go further.
Suppose that the number of the matriculates were· also to be cut down by •
four or five thousand, and be reduced to 11 or 12 thousand, can anyone
imagine for a second, if be would only apply his mind to the matter that therewill be less unemployment ? There cannot be either Government employment or private employment for all the 8,000 or 10,000matriculates and many
intermediates and graduates and so on of this steady stream. The question
of unemployment is not very easily solved. It is a disease that lies very
deep in the very constitution of the society and its remedies are of a different
order. I do not wish to examine that subject. It could be done only in
the course of a heavy debate. It bas been done on economic basis by very
learned and competent people in other countries. It is a problem, as we all
know, universal in its scope and character. Bl!_t we have had our Unemploy-
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. ment Committee's Report.. Has anyone seriously derived much wisdom
.-fro~ it, except the recognition of the fact that there is unemployment ?
.
'
Small suggestions for relief to · certain classes . of people-a· .little less
,memployment for the medical man or the lawyer-are undoubtedly there,
but no cure, no real attack on the evil. To pass the matriculation examination is not the way to any service. It 'is not the way to.win a service a.nywhere. There are other professions and trades ..• No country in the world,
certainly not the Punjab, .mneh less for the matriculate, even if partially
for the graduate, could find employment for everyone. All this "is so far as
the question of unemployment is concerned. I for one have regarded it aa
·a perfectly irrelevant consideration so far as this question is concerned.
I am quite clear in my mind, and I think the honourable members will also
·be clear in their minds, that the problem of unemployment is not going
·to be solved either by the institution of this examination or. by the non-institution of that examination or the abolition of a series Qf examinations.
"This is a problem ·sui generis. That has nothing to do with the present
-question and we cannot treat it in this summary fashion.
.
Then, one method which you will remember, the Bombay Government
referred to in particular, about the way in which school promotions could
be certainly improved, iii by attaching importance 'to examination results,
in the.assessing of grants. The department that wishes to show, and it is
very proper for it to show, such' solicitude for better matriculation results,
.so much so that they wish to introduce this novel measure, have not attached
.any particular importance to good matriculation results in. assessing grants.
I think if greater importance was actually attached to the matriculation·
.results in the matter of this assessment of grants,jf _tb,e schools were really
.shown some appreciation forthe good work which they did, it would be in my
opinion, my humble judgment, a very effective way of securing this very
.desirable object.
One word more and I have done. Why are some of us opposing this
;measure ? Why is the feeling·aga~st the circular. so high? To-day we are
.really all on common ground, and the ground, if I may say so, is mainly,
-easentially educational ground. It is on that ground that the matter was
-examined by the Government of India and the: local. Governments in the
past. It is on that ground that a change is, sought by the department of
.instruotion and the Ministry is advised by the department. They say that
it will be a help in proper promotion. . It would weed out the useless. It
·will see that the unfit do not seek somethingfor which they are not fit .. A
.further argument is sought, as the Director of Public .Instruction observed,
.the psychological argument. In developing . the . psychological argument
it was pointed out that this examination would be· conducted entirely in the
·vernacular and that is all a gain. But, a test exists at-present and is con-ducted by some. v:ery able men, who rank in the class of headmasters, and
this test is conducted in the vernacular. I II!,8,y also mention for the information of the department, they cannot be really unaware of it that ev:en the
· matriculation examination of the University is now conducted very largely
::51,l .tlie vemaeulars, Bubjecta like History arid Geography :can be now. attempted by students in, the verµa9ular. If r this .examination were being
.i ntrodueed for the first time in the sense that something that is now being
,.
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done in a foreign language is going to be done for the first time in our vernaculars, and which otherwise could not be done, I would certainly lend it my
whole-hearted support. I am a whole-hogger in the matter of encouragement of our vernaculars. .I have fought continuously in the University
during the last .10 or 12 years on the side of the vernaculars and I am glad to
feel that some success in the furtherance of vernacular in the highest examinations, in the University, has been achieved. Therefore far be it from me,
and far be it from those who are opposing the introduction of this particular
circular, to detract in any the least measure from the importance of the study
of our vernaculars in this country. We are conscious of the fact that we
cannot attain full intellectual strength without resting our education on
the sure foundation of our own languages. If we wish to rise to the full
· structure of our nationhood, it can be only through our vernaculars. I am
fully conscious of it and I can assure you that all those who are in support
of this resolution are conscious of this fact.
A reference was made to certain public bodies of the greatest importance,
that have passed a resolution in connection with this circular. The learned
Director of Public Instruction promised to deal with this matter, but he
did not do so. Probably it is left to other government spokesmen to do
later. But he did refer to some of the agitation being based on the activities
possibly of a very restricted set of men. It is difficult for me to believe
that even resolutions passed by conferences so solemnly and so largely
attended could be a matter of individual or private or restricted efforts.
But you have the very important resolution, passed by the Muslim Educational Conference" at Lahore .not so very. long ago. The words of, the
.resolution were read by my friend Mr. Puri, but they would bear repetition" Resolved that in the opinion of this Conference a revival of middle school examination is a retrograde step, subversive to the best Interest to the educational
progress entailing needless hardship on the students and unnecessary financial
burden on their parents."

I have seen nothingwonderful-i-this is a matter of 30th December 1931,
nothing that has happened since. (The Honourable Malik F'iroz Khan Noon:
Yes). Well, we shall listen-between the 30th December 1931 and the 1st
"March 1932, nothing wonderful has happened to make what was undesirable
-two months ago to be necessary to-day, two months after, in the matter of
sueh vital and abiding importance.
·
There is no real malady to cure and the remedy that is suggested now is
worse than the. disease. The objections that were raised: in. the past were
based on principles, on essentials. To these objections there is really no
answer, If this examination exists to-day with its limited scope it should
not be extended into ·a system for which it was not originally framed. As I
say, this is a matter on which we can all take a cool and dispassionate common view, because the destinies ofthe children of.all of us, of those that have
been near and dear to us, are concerned. If a circular· like this were intro-dueed in any other country, there would· have been a vehement agitation.
It would have been an issue on a par with some of the biggest issues that
have agitated the country, I make bold to say that, inasmuch· as it touches
the · very foundations of our educational · activity and . tends . to subvert the
inethod on which instruction-should proceed· unfettered bya formal examina,tion: We ought to make a common stand against the contemplated measure.
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Of course in 'a sense µfe is.full of examinatdons and we undergo them every
day. It is true that in schools and colleges there are frequent examinations,
but that is a different proposition from ~ying, that we ought to have oneuniform compulsory public test, for every boy who wishes to proceed to
the ninth class of th~ school. There is no manner of justification for it;.
and there is no kind.of authority or parallel for a course of this kind.
I shall just refer to one ortwo examinations which the Director of Public
Instruction mentioned. He said· that· in England there are series of examinations. There is the Junior Cambridge to which boys of 12 and 18. proceed.
Undoubtedly.
But whom is the Junior Cambridge- for? You can proceed
to the University of Cambridge-I want my colleagues of this Council to
realise this, because some of them may not have realised it-you may proceed to the University of Cambridge without passing either the Junior
Cambridge or the Senior Cambndge. In fact, if I may say so, it will be an
exception rather than the rule for anyone to have passed this examination
before he proceeds to those universities. These are· examinations which a
person takes for himself if he wants to get a certificate that may be of some
special value. It is recognised only too well that the middle school certificate is of no special value. That. idea was given up long ago, and I think
it will be absolutely too late-I was going to say even in the Punja~for
anyone to suggest thJl,t the matriculation will no longer be necessary and
that a boy has merely to take the middle school certificate to claim preference for employment. In whatever aspect you may look at· it, whether
.from the historical aspect; or the way in which the thing was handled in th&
past, "or the necessities of the case at present or the essential character of
the school course, you will :find no parallel for it anywhere else in the world.
Our own country has not adopted it. At this time 9£ the day when th&·
Government of India so recently as in1918 was not willing to give it a blessing,
at this time of tlie day when the subject of education has passed into popular
hands, to introduce an unpopular measure of this kind certainly passes my
, understanding.
(Cheers).
Sardar Jawahar Singh Dhillon [Lahore, 'Sikh, Rural] (U,,.du) : . Sir,
I rise to give niy support to this resolution, and earnestly appeal to all the
zamindar members of this House to give their whole-hearted support to it.
It is hardly necessary for me to tell you that an acute economic depression is
prevailing all overthe cotl.lltry. Of all people the .zamindaris hit the hardest.
·Every_ now and then we. bring· forward resolutions in this House to request
the· Government to remit . land revenne., And the Gove:r:nment frequently
takes pity on the said plight of th~, .zamindars and does very kindly make
on&-fourth or one-third remission .in the land, revenue, But 1 regret to say
that the Ministry of Edugation. is about to take. a step whieh will stpke
another blow at the. akoody dep1essed and miserable .zamindar. If, umo:rtanately, the resolution -which is n.<>w nnaer disou.ssion is :Qot passed then
in J 988, a. new exrun,inatiop will be .instituted and the poor .zamindar will have
to bear an: extra burden; lt has. been stated that the admission fee of the
anglo-verilacuJar exawina.tion will be only seven rupe~. l beg to submit
that· it will :not be set~ rupees· but seventy rupees. Tpere wUl be ~y
expenses which the- poo:r zimundar will ha:ve to. b01;1,r In addition to the a.dnJ,ission foe. It is ( .indeed very painful to not, ~at BQDle. honoura.bl~ .members
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t)le villa$~S 'Ye find that t.l:let;e 18 .l;l, very gr.~t ,ijtl~ap,y b.et;ween the tW.?·
l'herefore, if we have' the interQst and 'welfare of our childre:pat heart, we
our Ut~<?9t
:~at t~~B ~essoll\tiQP, ~tS.~~~· .
~WV0 o#.r
ehild~~p ~om the nightig~~e Hf. e~awllla~tlW;lS ~J,lcj l1t'SI>'ir!l the;i;o w,i~h a ,r~l
!ove ~or st,~dy. Abo:o,t ;rnn,t3~ee:n: t~o~$\D,de~~en ~r,e; a~~~y appea~g
1p _tAe v~rnac~r jip.al e~piµ;i,~~~~ a~d ,~~ sµ.l;>J~~ei;l t? vf!ey Dlan;r.ha(~~
ships and t.~oubles. We ~re a:w,c,ion~ t)l~t.ev~ t:):w,t sb,ould be abolish,Etil~
13?,t if ,the -q._eVf e~1!"11at\on ~ tp~itut~1; it w11
)till our cbild~~p.
ap~ c!us)l their spirits, Th,e :011,ec~o:r ~ll.s .conc~,ed ,one thiJ;ig.
.

'/!

S~?~,~ , :~o

tm!1 .,,ui

to

pr~c,~~µ~

Mr. P!esid.enf: Th,? ~o~o~b_,~ 1'~1?er ,s~ouldwi~Jidra~t~e .r~a~~ ·
that the Director of Public Insttuct1on ·1ma concealed som~thing ~om ~li8'
House.
· ·
·· '·

not

Sardal'

and

Jawahar Sin&h Dhlll~ : I did
mean that
r, therefo~~. ·
withdraw {t; The ])iredtor o:f Pu))lic lnstl'.tletiori iold'-qs that in
six·
thousand students app~are,,lin the ;vernao\lffl,r'mtlllexaniliiation, an:.d m 1980,
nineteen thousand- studJntil. appooreif ·~· tbe same .. examinl:ltion: He hu
t~~d -~o show}hat in f?ui- Y~#)~e
'.o} 'st~~im,ts
'iµorea~e~ ~1
thirteen thollSand. 'l'lie real fact 18 that· ;the same students who appear m ·
the · vernacular ntj,da~e · exaririnatioit ·
'.th'.~· angto~:vfrnacul~
examination taking double chimce1. 'in };tawl!Jpincli and ~ultan centres.
they.fail m one' exa~inatioii, t,hey a»near' ih thtt , i>ther. ~e '.D4'ectQr Hf
llublio · Tostruoti9n. has ·ha!Dl . Ieased''t'(i.emi{rJr"'that' '~eteen- thousati!l.
Btudents are: '.alt$MI . ·a ppearin~' iii 'the 11xaminaticj ... and if ''eiJt or . sevttn
iliou~d,' mored afpoor,)t''
jnake<:no"1«litf~~ce'.''i ani ooijstmiriftfJ
:fJO 13Qy,:f;h!\1; that is-ftot a Strong Q?gplll(lllt,1 . Ail 'a~~t hatfbeenfidv~ea
.
.~at::in 'tllis
the.
ol urmin· sltl.owts ;•,iiU '.be' m#oh ·1ar {!r
,t,ban ,th~'iunnber ofniral iltiid~rit's
'.and:,' tn~~oit), .tfiij ~da~
1!houfd'
1fo'
auppoit: ~his resolutjon. I 'bijg
'subiw~ :th,at. the .~cijl-; c9~cli{icm'· of
J!O~.~~e.
~ities .. f.s h. e sa
. ·. ~e . as.·~e
t~~t.·}>,f···;·p~.
, ~le.:. , , m.·dtJU,:
.: . t fi,e...·.· ·. <.ge..s.1•. '~.'. 1~P. ·.·.I~
Jivmg in,c1ties have no.mo.~1·
\~ess .18
Agi\Ul ~·,,d~Pl'i:tments
are ~owded and. there is harcJ,ly l\DY, V'a~y.
it has .~en
'argued
1•
,that '.:tJie C:lXAm~mL~ion 'W1' in<t?OO~l} '~e._Cjlp~ility
_st,u4e~ts,: ~. beg ~~
submit that t~ 1s :not trqe. ,Of course the ~llJ'.riJuafa911 ;will give )!o~
teachers an- opportunity ,to prepare' noteS:@d' help-bo.oke which ~tuclelit!
willicram and µlu:i:t out in their &;newer bo9ka. Aheadith~re ·~ a geµe:ml
oo~plaint among the people that pur systexn of ~uoatiouis so ba~ ~
rot~Jhat students ~cquire·:qo~a.al 191~:wl~d!J~· Tlie;ys.implt, ~~~ ~p t}l~w
text ,books and notes . ~nd xnan~ge to :,get tprougli, tli~ !:)Xaxnmat1on.
· The;r
.
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:[SardM,Jawahar.$ingh:Ohµloh~J
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.«
·.· do not know what
~oing on in other countriea ~nd how pe<>ple of different
· Jaµds are progressing b;flea.ps and bomide. . ~ey only lm.<>w to cram. their
'. ~wn text books '11d pa.es .tl'te, examination. . Ther~f9f~, I subi;nit, that
will
. be· utterly useless tp. inst.itu,t~ a;nother e~mination. . . One of: t~e. ~ona,ure.h_~e·
wh?~~o~e a.~ea~y. poµited. out.t~a.t the ~~9er.of.,e~ma.t19~
lfl'
other eountnes is muiJh larger tha.n m India, . This lS not tme. ~
England'.
. there is no public exaioinati9n except th,e. 1natric and degree exatn4ia.tions •
. Il, .however, anybody w~te to go)IJ. for the: junior 9r senior gambridge
exl).mination he ca~- do so, .but.. there js no compulsion about ~t. These a;~
.
owy'opticmal examinations which p~ple take up. for the purpo, of soo~g
. some post. Vfe t~e me1nb~rs of this House haye come fr9m different parts
. :of the Punjab. We are t~erepresentatives of .the people, ,It is our duty
. at this time to pro'1e.that we are the real represei:ttatfyesof our constituents •
. tr'hey one and all °"ant. that this examination sliould ~ot be instituted~. )'f
· to-day we fail to perf<>rm our duty and do nQt e~ress their views on th~
· · floor of this House, then I am 'sure that we will not be. sble to secure a single
·,yote at. the next 'electfon. . ,We should· not. be mfi~1:meed by any party
siderations. We . should express our . independent opinion and do what. ·
is just and right. In giving eountenanee to this resolution we- shall only bs,
doing our duty; I., therefore, once age.in ~ppeal to the ~da.r
:rn~rnbers
ofth:is Houseto gi:ve a oomp1ete and whole-hearted support to this·reeolution
and get it passed.
·
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.:·Shaikh Muhammad ~adiq
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Cit;r, :~uha~~an;, 'Q'rban]:
, J WU!h there were
no primary _e~miJw.~ion! no matriculation eX1UDi:r>ati~n. no !'f-.,A. exv.~- ·
..tion, no LL,13•. examination, . We should all be ~.Be., M.A a-and all sotts-of . things . without • any ex~inations. .. But unfortunately: this wreteh~
.system of fhe U:niv:ersity, of .whieh my fri011de over. ~her.a, the rne:rnber ifor
.Indnstries, and others a.re great.Iuminaries, 'instjtute1i.many exa:rninations.
· Yol!, find first there is the F.A. e:icaniina#o!! after studying: for 2. yeanl, then
'13.A. after another t,wo years,jhen F .L. then- LL.B;. Thus thers are .6 examinations including the earliei: .ones -. · . Similar is the
the medlealteaneh.
First the student h~e'.to:passJii1;1 F..Sc., then the nret,year medical examination, then the Brd y®r, then the 5th:year and so on. All this isdons by the
University of whic~ my frie:i;id, the ,e3:-Minieter, is a. member. He has not
'.taken any steps so far to cheQk this tende:ncy on the pa,rt of the University.
I know that exami;hation is a eurse, If my honourabl~ friends think that
these ·examinations are really s~ b~d,. what have they been doing all these
years ? . They have not up to. this time suggested that all these examinations
should be abolished. Look at England. The average life of an Englishman
~s much longer tha:(dhat :<>f an Indian. Then why impose these examinations
on the Indian whose life is much shorter '} Further, whereas an.Englishman
. - .ean pass his· B.A. -~ two years,. 4. yeai;s has been fixed for an· Indian whose
- life is much shorter,
After'. passing the London Univ:ersity examination,
an .Englishman can .become an LL.B. in 8 years. But here an. Indian with a
niuch shorter life has to spe~d 6 years. Why have. not . our ·friends· adopted
the _ English syste'.$ '} It 1~ because they o;nly want to use the arguments
which su:it them. They have dealt only with tliEi examinations of the second·ary department and they ha Ye forgotten about the high 'school department.

.Sir, most of us are dead age.inst all•sorts of exa~tlons.

case. m

ANGLO•VERNAOULAR

SOHOOL EXAMINATION.

'\
1 really sincerely think that this is not a question which should be considered
-on communal or party basis. It is much above all these things. ' There.
cannot 'be communalism in · this, question for the simple reason that. it ·
.affects the children of Muhammadans, Sikhs and Hindus. , It should not be·
made a party question. It is a question which touches the present genera·
tion and also the future generations. Now what is the ,present system·?
Many yea.rs ago, with the advent of the British Government in this country
there was a great gap in the educational system. Our old institutions had
gone away. There was no encouragement for that kind of edueation, The
result was that our great educationists like Swami Dayanand Saraswati
among the Hindus and Sir Sayad Ahmad among the Muhammadans fought
for starting education on sound lines. They had to fill the gap in the edueational system. · At that time we rushed for education. But now the system
has changed, the position has changed. ··What.do we find 2 Wa find thous·
.ands and thousands of young men turned out as F.As. and RA.s. without
lu!,ving anything to do afterwards. 'Now, if we take a student and push
.him on without any examination to the matric, then he finds that he cannot.
pass the matrie, It is because his achoolmasters had been very lenient to
.him, and· the schoolmasters are generally lenient. They want to get more
money. Why should they make the student fail ? His father conies and
-requests the schoolmaster to make his boy pass. There· :ire so many ways
by which the schoolmaster may be influenced. The result is that we find
.hnndreds and thousands of these young men coming up tg the matric, and
fhere comes the University examination.
There the Nepnsis comes, He .
•has been passing all along probablywith a margin of one ~a,rk and his'father_
ihas been pushing him with the intention of making hwi. a sub-assistant,
surgeon, or a police sub-inspector or a head clerk in some office. But now
finds that his education is useless. He cannot pay even Rs.SO or Rs. 2.5
which the University charges for the honour of examining the student. The
-father finds that he has spent everything to · bring his boy up.· The boy
cannot take up any appointment.
He is too much of a. bci,bu to take lip the
plough, as my friend suggests. He cannot enter a blacksmith's shop.
.He cannot be a carpenter or a cobbler •. The boy is thrown on the .merkeb.
But what
he do '} You will find him wandering in the streets living on
any money;left by his parents, a pest both to · the· sooi~ty and· . to his
· parents.
'
\
·
Again, my friends say that examination St"\lllts the growth of boys. I
'think my honourable friend, the Raja Sahib, passed his examination at the
·age of 14•. He is not very much stunted. Personally ~ do .not think he
is· stunted in any way by passing his B.A. or . M.A. My friends seem to
.argue that there should be no examination at any stag~. If they are to
.adopt the German system, where there are no examinations at all but only
the headmasters or the professors give marks on the daily progress of the
students, then that
a different thing altogether.
.
' .
Mr. Mukand Lal 'Puri: We wish that system_ to, be Introduced
here.
.
.
.
_ .· · . ·.: .
. .
Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq: If that is so from tqp,top_ott~w,. then ourschoolmasters should rise high to follow that system. ~~ij'_i~Mlmasters
in Germany ar~ very efficient. · Already you say there i!{c6rlµ~ti1i:f in the
.Polioe Department, this department and that department. :' This· depart·
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ISAA~ M_\lh~qJ.W;$d Sadiq.]
..
. ·, ·
.:.
,
~-~; ~}SQ .m~y ·not' be µnm~e fr~,W ,CQ,nv.ptiQn. \Ciµie ,ip.ay. COffl~• s~y~ We;
2P o;r; 8.0 ;r.el:'113. when. eve:ry:hody w1µ ];)e :Jio~est... B~t no:w. te have to fa.1',,

·,

t~f ~t~~nt ~~tu~tioi;t~ 4fter till, th,e :Pnblig,!~,c_11,inµiatio~ .1';illnot be any
ne;w tbjµg. T~e. sc;h~ols are ho\~g e~~miµ~tiom~ e:v;eµ,:;qo;w fa soJnefomi ..
lji,fVB p,eel), JlU3~~er of. t~e w~~g4.lg c.o~ttee, of .on.e .of the b~mt~Bl
~t1:t~U.oi:>.!! m Atw,its~r.. . I. kpow. ,eyeg yeai: .~lle stq~,eq,s ,J:11~,,r,e·to.go to t:b~.
e~Jiii911,_t~<;>;ns 4,1 tp,(;l same WltY as to. t~e Nniv~sity, ~leaJnui~tion. · · Tl\ey: ·
e.,rtY t];ieit c_opy books, tp.ey haye t}.l,ei,: printed questio~, they_ sit in the·
, s~i:qe .9~d~r as J;n tpe Uniyer~ity e;ainination. '.('h~r~ .is abJ;!Olut~ly: no d~fl'ete~c,e. ·. Ldo ;no,t.pAd,ersta;nd how the M.#ti9n oftb,e "\Y,oi:d . /public.' pi\lk~•
it ;rnox:e irop<:>rt\\:Q.t. , . ~9 to .. any flch..o,Ql and yon ,v.W ,fin4 th~t the.same syste~.
o~ · e;~YllP.11,tio;o. .· t~~es pl11,~.(;l, in. the si~tll p.riI,n~, .s.e:ve.1,1,th, flightb and so -on,
P~9p,~bly the ;Jitaja . S.a~~b h.f!>fl n,e:ver visited a11y sc1!9ol during_· ~xruninatiqn.;
lf h1:1 does he will ;find ex~ctly .the S!tllW syfitein .i,J. ll.ll tl,w· schoola, N<>~ ..
wb~Ps it )hat ~s S01'g~t for ? . Insteaµ of th~>-:~ -beiµg an e:X,ta!lW).ation by :t~~
sepool depa.tt;ni,e,it. there. ;will be an ~x;amµl,8,tiQn }?y ;th,e P11ihlic. auth9:1:jti~What is t);ie differeJ),ce :b.et"1~ t~~
You do .i;tot :Bay tl;iat ther~ should·
b_e pp· e:x-;a~a_tions at ~11 at ,~.ny stage, (:1-Il9- .th!l,t the s_cb,.a.sters .show~ .l;ie:
. ep.trns,t,e.d with me;i:eiy .mar~g the J?i;-ogress r~pprt~ , T4e. opJ,y thing t}:i~ft,b.~
c.n.;c'1.lar .doei, is ~9 make t~e ejis,ting ,e~ax.nw.a}~911s m.oi:e ;BYij.te:giatic ·and Dl!I,~~
tliexn ' ;pub}ic.' · Petsonally I ?O :o:9t w.,e tb11,t there ~h9w~he an wmmma:tiQJ+
e,ije1 ~);le. e}gl,lth ola~a~ lthm)t tJw,t .t~{lJ'e .~h9_uld qe .a :cJii.eck at the s~th
p.pmary ita.~U. Th~ t),-e par,ept _',lan d.~iqe '1Vh,e1iher.he,:<mµ send. his boyup .o, Iio,t. And .~t tile ~ge ·p!.11 t~e pro:tin.t ~~put hi,a,s~ ~.sa.,blacksrni.~b,,
Oft .~i,lyers:rpit~ <>f ~p.th,,e ~i9,11g~. 9.t~e~·.if :h,:~ ;l1~.W ~~cj,qe at. tl\e age;
ol M w·}6, then,1t willbe t9G>l%~ lfe :will..l>,e_di~fg.w~Jm~4J9,r.l!,lly Go:v:~Jl;l.·ll'.).~nt 10~. ~l'.).d .h,e is too ,D'.1,'10:I?: .~d.,9~t~. ~9r t13,~g _tipJ1,1.1y, m~uaJ ~or;\ !i.UCllt .
a~. the ;P.~9,sh,. a;n,d .t~
.~. ~a~.-~?~'. Ylli.e ,resylti,s ,t~ tl),9~qds a~
tp.,Q;!,t~s o~y~w.ig iJ:Ile~. a.re-th.ro~.Q~*e; ~t.~stp,f.tet,:~J>i~dii)g.lOQt- l~
y;~ra ,c;>f.Jhelf lije. It l!l, *~refoi;-e, high ~~e,,~~ we c.~ck illi~ syst~~
wi(\et ~hicp. Sll.~P a st1tte
.e~is. ~l,\~~:,h!S ::9~.01;1~ qµ,eer a..r~-lllc&m; mac;J,e by my fzje,~~s. ';):bey say t\}~t .this :-~~t1oi;,.
~s not Il()CQSll!"fY· If t;ti~fis &Q'.' :~~~ ~!t~r,e)s ;119. ;11e«;~tN: ,,~ ~y cpn,.pe~t,iv~ exe.~'.". , ,
t~~,i. b.e.<Ja.ui,,e. co¥1l'~tifaon, ;1s ~ot, '.,~e Qply ..~~~~op. · lJ,'1t, i.IDY ~e~ds hay9_a.fways been insisting OJ}. Competitive examinations. If Competjtjon "j,s
~ood for ~etting a.Jo_b, I ,do .no, .seE;) ,hy Jt is _bad f~r ,gc.>~g.t9 ~·:~11,er.standal'd..
m edp.cat1o;n .~om .a Io-rer s.ta~diµ:9.
·
.
:
l;p~9J1ally B.P-P,eal ~o t~e M~~~.~q1oi tg -~ :Jl~. 71Ls. ;tl;w,e~~t~p
fee. So!ll_e, schpobJ;aas~ei;s ;ClOJ;D.pla?D,Qd ,~o ~e }~t.t~ t~t)'f'B J~een p;l~Q·
d~ced. ~y t]:ie ."?-sp()Cf;mg. 'rP,E3Pple. in ol'~e~. Hu~t . tb..,~y. ':"~~t,p"t s9w.e ~ore·
m<lliey ~to their· ,(>O*e~s; .1,ask
,f#e~~' ;~~e l,\1:U4.st~j ~9r EdllCa.tiQ~~' to cop.sider iny reqliest ;o,ot to p~t e; p.eavy t!l,~. ()p. tpe .v.091: people. ~h~
fee should not be more than :Rs. 2 or :Rs. ~· - · ,.
. ·
·

J

a

t~o ' .

or,ff.#.13

my

'L
'J11~~· Ho~urd. abd''· ~ · fi,r.~~ ~ f!l~o:· I a.JU :willing to ~ave-tnat poont CODS! ere .
S~
M,~h~~~ ~a~q :. My id~is
-Mwi~~t.s\iqw~ ~ held
ip. sue,hf.way ~ha~ ~h~,pf,\r~ts sl1.ot1ld · kn?~ :w~et}l~4 P••M.
•
they ~e ~. or c~- tLffqr~ to ~d .theµ- ~bildre~·
for l,i.~gher education or wpether they .ca11JJ,ot u.se,fully e.~plQY .them .JD f.lQJI\&-
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-trade or p1ofession. Thi~ check sho\lld come sometime between the primary
ieTa'sses: . My 1personal dpm.ion is ~~ it should eome at· the sixth dla!IE\· . I
~ouffi halve voted' agairist"tlie· <ln'<iular if th'e test Of the rE;Jsolutioil hail. been
.~he,t~er there shotild be' a chook at the sixth or the· eighth cla;ss. · If . they
)bad-iiccepted the· prtn<,it)I~ df s,' ehook, I would have suppqrted this resolu-'
li~n.. It is mipbssitile for Gov~rmtierit tp allow a sfa)dent to go, on. for .10 years
'and'noti:o'ptttach~k:iri.'hiswa).
Jn'the University there ls a check alm()st
1

~very . other year~ ... 'fliet'3'is ll() ttse sending. thirty. th<YQ.San4 students.~<> the
'l'faughter·house' of an exanilimtio* hall of which o#ly 50 per cent. will pass.
What about the rest? It jg better thit:t so:rne of them are; cheeked even in
~e earlier stages because the fee in the matticulation clasl:le's iii :rriore 'than
that in the ·middle classes: If you pui!h boy to the · matrfoubition sta.nd·a:rd' it will mean that the ·paor parent of iihe boy will have to pa:y Rs. 2 a
'Jllonth extra for-two years·before he can kn.ow whether ;his [bby is'fit foffurtb~r s!udy'. ~lrere·js .one more ~r~J
used ~Y mr. fr{end Rsl~a. Sahib.
lie said that 1f a middle· school exaln1nat1on. was mtrotluced the boy would
,expect a job. aftet pa·ssing that e:x:amin:ation. . . I cannot . understand· tlla.t
16rt of argument. Is therB' any con:tract between the boy and the exam.in.mg
authorities'}
ls the·boy tea;lly so silly as to expect a job' on his passing the
·examination?
The'only t~t'should be whethet this sort
examinati'oh
lltllpful to the eountey or not. It is· a question' of life and death, and; I will
1Wt be influenced b~ the Director or the Minister. I ohly wan~ tl\a.t we
'Should give sound education' to. our youngmen and that ~hey show.d not
waste.their time.arid their pafents' money._ Let richpeopl~ who can·afford
,go on failing and. go on paying 'the fees, but when the motiey is 'to be paid
by _poor people they should· know whether'the money. has not been ill-spent;
1':ou send a boy to the,matrieulation, and it is only then that you come to 'Jmow
that he is unfit for higher education, Is it not better to know two years
earlier that the boy is· unfit for higher education '} You have to pay Rs. 30
as the admission fees for .the University examination and this money a poor
eultivator will get op.ly by sowing 1 O or 20 bighas of land. , T think that it
is better that the boy i$ told even in his sixth class whether he is fit for further
:titudy or not. .It is cheaMng the parent to take his son to the.matrienla~ion stage and then to tell him that he is unfit for higher study. · I~ therefore,
-etrongly oppose this resolution in the interests of the community and the
tountry which demand that the cheek should be imposed somewhere in the
sehool.
·
· ·

a

of

is

Lala Bhagat ,Raul [Julhilidur-cum-Ludbiana, non-Muhammadan~
Rural] (Urdu) : Sir, this' resolution is being discussed since yesterday an'3-iµany members hav~ had' their say.both' fot and against it. . My honouraole
.friends who supported.' this resolution have vety ably pr~sented their case
'before the House, and·t- needhardly
·a very lengthy speech at this
1 will, however, briefly say' 1i.'few words with regard to the objections raised
)y the . honourable' members
opposed this.• resolution, :
.
.·. ' .

ma.ke

stage:

who

· One of the honourable members remarked that students who pass· tlie
·vernacular middle examination show: good results . in: the matriculation
~'x~i;nination. But he- has' convenient~y .ignored: the fact tb:at stud0J?-t~ who
:i~lte. their ro.atrie · ex~ation.; after. .·having gone through· the .· vermtowitt
:middle ex~minatio:n have ·to spEIIid two . years.: in junior and senior cl.asset
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. before 'joining the ninth elass. '.Then they spend two years in fourth aruD.

fifth high 'classes. !' Whereas an. average high seh09l stu~erit passes the matri_cule.tion examination in 10·yea.rs,. an average :v~me.culai middle pass studenttakeE! not less tha):112yea,rs to pass that exammati(lD.. It is not ve:rydiffi,e~t;.
to see, tlierefore,:that it)s 2 years' extra Jabour which ac<;ountsior the good
results in 'the m~triculation examination. Moreoyer,it is essential that a
student should show better: results. after studying for four years ; one year in.
. each of th~ jwno,t, senior, 'ninth an~ tenth classes; Itis· no use comparing;
.the result of l~bo~ of 12 ye~~ with that of 8 years.
· . .
· .
. · Some honourable friw~s argued that since the rvemacular -middleexamination was.there it w1:1,s no harm ii the anglo-vernaoulai:··e:x:aminat,ion
be allowed also. I It means that they are ada:µiai!t enough· to· put thosestudents to trouble also who have hitherto , fortunately been immune· from
it. : I think therE(is nothing-to be proud of in this suggestion. · Some honourable members have tried to drag in considerations like those of zari:µndars.
and · non-samindars, rural and urban, and. so on, and have observed that.
since the circula:r: memo. was meant for .the students:in .urban areastheanxiety of,za.mindar .membera about it was meeningless ; but they, pe:tha.ps,
do not know that so in.any high schools have been establishe.d in rural areasnow-a-days. .· Nearly every; small village has got . a high ·school established
at a distance of ~bout four miles from .it. Sons of zaiajndars come to studyin cities in large numbers. It is the samindar students who a,re , mainly
residing in the hostels of :variims colleges of Lahore. Under these circnm. stances. it is qw.te futile to. contend that: zamindara µave, got nothing to do,
with the r~institutioz;t of the· angle-vernacular examination. ' ,
.Another honourable member pointed · out that it is quite· useless: forstudents who fail to be successful in the eighth class to waste their time·
in the tenth clas.s, but I want to ask him a very. simple 'question. 'A.re all'
those students ~ho 1>ass the 'matriculation examination and take ]';A. and:
B.A. examinations sueeessml in the latter examinations'P" Is it not a fact
that many weak studentemaaagetoget through the University examinations,
by cramming some noteaof text-books, while many students who work
diligently for a whole year fail to achieve success because. they do not cram
any notes?·
· .
,
.
· •.· .
·
..
.
Some honourable friends seem to object to the eighth class examinationbeing conducted by the headmasters of schools on the ground that the· latter:
are .aeceasibleto '.the guardians . of. students. . But tbE:i. bead.:rnastersof schools
who hold four house examinations in the year ~n forrii a true opinion 'about
the ability .. of the students. and if on some occasion. the pupijwsses to take·
the annual examinationon account of illness ,or some other cause, the head-"
maste:i; can rea,,sqnably promote him to the higher. class after consulting the'tesults shown. by him in the previous four quarterly examina~io:ns. More..
civer~ the terror of the examination -hallis such that the exan.tjneesof higherexaminations get confused so often. · It is expedient,therefore, to get. the ·
children of very.tender ages exempted from an examiriation.in the confound- ,
ing environment~ of an examination haJl > . : , '
· -;. . , · , . · .· . '. ·
, , Some memqers estll!l&te.·the expenses of·.·thls 'examination at Rs._ 7;..
But .it is a. very ~onservative estimate.· The students will ha.ve to' pay -the,
~xpenses of. t~eiljjo1ll'Jleyto the centres and bear the cost of board e.nd Iodg•
·.{
·i•
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ing for the halting period at the place. They, ahnost invariably, _prepare- new clothes at the time of the examination, and tha~ involves more expendit?1:e on their poor parents. Moreover, if the ·village· students come to the
c~t1es.to· attend their examinations there is. every likelihood of their wasting
tune m roaming about seeing things quite new to their rustic·eyes. I know
t~e case of certain students who.came to Hoshiarpur to take their examination, but wasted their time in witnessing a new building being erected and
forgot all about their examination.
:
· .
My able friend over there thought that passing· bf angle-vernacular
examination was helpful to secure service in Military D~partment; I have
not been able to follow his logic. What is necessary for military service
according to my idea is a strong physique. But the boys who are enenmbered with such restrictions as these examinations, very · soon Jose their
health. They have to use glasses at a very early age <>f their lif-e and their constitution is shattered. So, after passing their exantination at such an
early age they cannot pick up military rifles because that work demands
-much bodily strength and vitality. Our school boys are already so weak
and frail that we should strive our level best to save them from any further
trouble.
.
It has been argued that if the anglo-vernacular examination is conducted, ..
through the inspectorate one great advantage will accrue fromit, and that
would be.this, the guardians of the students will come to know of the latters"
state of educational progress before they. go to the mattjculation class. But
the headmasters of schools are also very much solieitona about acquainting
the parents with their children's educational progress.by issuing progress
reports after every quarterly examination. And many of the teachers of
· local schools personally go to the guardians of theirlpnpils and speak to
them about the weakness of their wards in various subjects.
I take this opportunity to invite the attention of this honourable House
to th(;) general physical debility of our younger gensration, They are in great
trouble on account of rush of examinations throughout the year. This
has told- upon their health. We should take effective steps to remove all
the troubles which have a ruinous effect on our children's .health. Health
is more valuable than wealth. Students who'possessa weak physique can get
no service in any department. Even if they pass the matriculation examination their services·are not accepted anywhere on account of their weak
body.· I am really at a loss to understand why the honourable members
who seemed to be in favour of this resolution yesterday are opposing it to.·.
day. I know that everybody is tfie master of his own opinion and has a.
right to change it any time, yet I would appeal to those honourable.members
to have pity on their younger generation and sympathi~e with the . students.
of the anglo-vernaeular middle classeswho will really be put to a lot of trouble
if this examination is arranged to be condu,cted thro-q.gh ·the department •.
The circular memo. has created great excitement among the public. You.
should examine the sitii'ation carefully and urge, upon, the 11dministration
the necessity of getting the circular memo, rescinded. ·•·
· ·: '.
There is one fact more to which I want to draw the attention of Jhis:;:,
House. The.people have come to realise tlia.t n,aw-.a-days it- is very diflicuJ.t
for the educated people .to findj<>b1'l.: Eve~ :Q~A's.. ancl.~.A's. have toJi,un.t,
for jobs, but ~o jf?b ~ to be found. J.leople in rural ~ea.,13 have beguq t~--~&;
•
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Jl:A. ·.a~ ' i31,·il ., .• : le .• :&Gf14ht,. giiffli for ~otfildg; Sh pilopl~ ~h'.d their ·
children to ~hool' with :tlre:objoot of giving thent suflioient c~ohing ~<>!
k~ing trade accounts, or : doing oorrespoll'd~ work: Th~y never thin1t ·
foz a ntoment ttiat their cbildten_are gorog to,booonte ~ig~y ed'U1mted::

There are some ,who

send · their

,lf>oys'. to ·S'ehool

om;: · ~Ero.au~··tbey. 03mi'

. l:iep them busy;'with e:n:y•othet work so:'we• must1 JJ·iwe ,a,U sutn eaL-res m
'Jiew while advocating the cause. of the ·1·e~imititution' of the.:yerriaC'ttbtr
exainination.
..
.
· · ·. '
'.' · •t·· To those who-opp()Se:tlie ;fesolntiQn~on>thll grouird·it:ha'.ta,clrook sliould
be put on th()lffl,.atudents· being: piotno!M to·the ninth. and ten.th' elasses wl'i'.O .
being .very weak will· have:to waste ~·JD.'lUl}" yem in; ttiose ela"sses, my an:.swer
is•.this :. the number·of ~h 'Sfiudents iB:·'tery limited/fer H~ven's sake dO'
not :put so many innoeeni soWs to ,.so m'.ttch troirble •for the fault of a '1'iiry
limited number .of sl'etib.ful droites~ ·
. '
· ·
., Jn the end, I \tott:Id.. ~e inore poinfl, out tru{t the suggestion: contained
jn• the circular memo. of the !Dirootor of Mlie Ins'trncti()n will entail' much
e~~diture.
The only a-dvantage ,whioh: will accrtre'irom tire re-instiittiiwn
of.this examination would· be thjs .. Some people will make much money by
writing: notes of the· courses prescn"bed for the' exrunina:tion; The eq'µtmers
~ set one question from oneset of..notas .this year and:,two ·qtiesti'orui-frimi
another the next year, and ihe poor ;students will have. to' go: on buying,
fn!sh. notes every: year~ In tfils. ~anner a; very great amqunt of public money
~ill be wasted every -y:00,r. With these words, T lend· my wh'.ole-lrearted
supp9l'fi. to. this. tesol~tion~
.
'

. ' Pir Akbar ,AJi .f.Fetozepole~ Mn'.hamma,da.n, Rural} (UTdu): Sir, I had
~!)'intention to part~ipMe ~the ~bate at this stage,, · but sinoe I find that
.the purport of the lvnjabi proverb:..;_,
- .
,., .
~
v1J&> ~,JU 'u~
uJ only too flagr~tly being displa;y-ed with regard to the point. under discus·

sfon:, I feel constrained to make a few observations on t'his· point.
: While opposing a measure wbio~ wllf affect only urh'~n areas, the argum'ents are· ~d'ianoed t& the 'effect .that rura;l pbpula.ticfo: will 'not be able. to
be1tt the expenses W'hic'h 'ltl'ti to 'f!ill o~ their Rftonlders in ease the. a,ngfo:.
vernacular examination is r6-i'.ns€itute4,:. But as a matter of fact as many
· a's' 22,000 students of-the rural areas li~~e already to appear .in this exami·
rla'.tion.. Their parents . are. alteadj bearing all the experis.es. . They annually
ha;ve to come to eities. to 8Pl>~infhe; vernachlttr final examination. So
t1:ie. question of their Being: p'lit ·to' 3,ny amount of iaconvenienee does 'not
mt!e at· alt l am at a .1'6sf4· to· understand why the honourable · members of
thE\· rin'al areas should be so very soficiiotts ~bout the rescission of . the. eir(iql&T memo; in question. ·Parti~*&l'ly,
theit case there is 110 question:
of tlie examination ·being te-irisufulfed'. It is .11Iteady tl).ere. Thi' . circular
meirio. only ;provides 'ror th'e'·te-msf!itution of the. eia:niiliatioli for abo~t
,:;.S&'Ven thou.sand stu:d~nt~ of the t'trtian M'eaB, . . &; ihe argnment ·about th~
amindars being not abl~ to' bear the exp'emies of this e:X:am.iria.tfon it highly

m:

Jiiilleading.
'
· ¥e11terduy •notiM··of ·•· s;mencbntiht was given. But it was -ruled oat
C ,Oidet. Had· the 11tnendirleiit 'been aJ.lowed', I- :would: .J11We been ohlf
-/glad to !lmeuit thit question, ,as: :a, wnole; It is nt>t proper. 'to t'ltekllo ·th~
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::p:t;~blem pp,rt by part, because. no conclnsioa.ean be resohed in, this manner.
-l{oreover, if this question is taken a's a whole,. I. am afr~id the. honourable
members who are demand~g the reseission of th~ circular · to-day will not
: 1ind it convenient for: them to agree with us.
•
1
Puri
Mukand · Lal·
·: Entirely wrong •. ·
Pir Akbar Alt: If ·this examirm'tlfo:tr is r~llj' 'injli~otrs, why did
. you not, I ask, raise yourvoice against it b~f6re and' wh:Y did you suffer it
. to continue for the la:st ·thirty years ?
·
· ·· · · ·
·

Mr.•

I want to sa:y a few words a;bout the e~~nses of ·the· examination.
If
• the examination is oondncted by ·hea'dmaStt>.iS of scboois they cannot be
· in any way free of charge. The stiidents ha.ve t6 spenff not less than two
. ~l?ees pei:. head on new turbans, new ~Jq>ots, and v-ens, etc. Moreover,
· it 1s not difficult- for the parents who ,b~r the expenses for ;fnll one year to
, pa'y something •at the time .of the 1ninua.l examination.
:
If the zatnindar students receive educeifon, it
not stand them in
. good stead, because they can get no job;s. Neither th~ Government nor
the Honourable Minister. comes to their aid. Whenever they apply for a.ny
service, it is enquired of them if they have any relatives employed in that
department. This is a question which they hav~ ·to· answer in the negative
. and so they are shown the door. It is really a pity that· noijody ever comes
forward to safeguard the interests of the zaminders. It is they 'YhO fill the .
.. coffers of the Government by paying revenue and· dbiana. ; It is they who
suffer for the benefit of everybody.
·

does

.Lala Gopal Das:

And they have even to pay the pentlilty for the.
·· .
·
Pir Akbar Ali: Yes, they have, almost invariably, to boor the ex·
penses which the administration has- to incur on account of the subversive
movements of others.
It is the urban population which. indulges in all
sorts of outrages and anti-Government .movements.
But when addi-

· delinquencies of others.

tional P?lic. e 1.'s_t.o. be .f,ruit.ed t.o ma.inta~. la,w and order it is.: the sa.me urban
population which usu ps so many-posts m the department.
•
·
Lala Gopal Da : Question.
·
.
Pir Akbar Ali: . The rural population has never put ~he Government
to any kind of incQdvenience.
But when the time of obtaining employments arrives the tactful citisens approach the Minister or some other high •
· officer concerned and achieve their end. . . Though the Honourable Minister
-eomes from rural area, these tactful g~ntleme11 prevail upon him and get
whatever they require.
. Lala Gopal Das.~· These. are the ways of the vakils. : .
Pir Akbar Ali: It will amount to casting reflections on personalitiea,
. j,f I dwell on that point.
But the honourable. member shouJ~ not interrupt
me since he. aleo represents the. rural population. · I -think he knows ·i~.
p~ectly well that the urban population did no't allow him even to contend
fo't a seat in any of their constituen~ies. Iii was tlie· rural population
j)ilch stbod him in good sUiad. He approaclied us alid we helped him in
~g . . . ai. seat iri the Council.
..
·· ·
·
. .
'

Mr. President:

Order, order.
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, · , Pir· Akbar Ali : I want to draw your attention to a very importantf
fact. . When 'the examinatione'are held in various 'schools_by the headmaetet~there is no uniformity in the educational standards· of different institutions~
Some headmasters prescribe one book ·in -their schooJs and the others tea.oh
books of·a different author,
There are sehoo,l,s .)Vhe].'.9 : _sq_c;\iti9U..s: :litera~ure
is ·taught and fostered. · But if tlie e~~tio~
COJJ1'3, ~nd.~(9A~et,~tiye .
control, a uniformity in_sta.ndard ofe4tWation.~ b~,~;~t(!;m~~lf' · ·. ·
But,. I. am ·afraid. there might be one drawbaok ifi, the . depattmental.
eontrol also, and I. want to. draw the attention of th~· Honourable Minister
. of Education to it. · It is quite possible that :Go:ve~ent
servanta_ ,likeinspectors and ,assistant inspeetors will manage. to ·get ·:their own books:
prescribed as eeurses of study, thereby deriving immense advantage. hi. ',
this way the monopoly of_providing eourses.dor study willfall to the lot.
of one privileged class. ,_;, And the quality ,of the.J>ooks will be adversly
affected by such an aµangement. . . We do ;iot w:a:ot th\l,t things like those
in the Panjab Text Book.,Co~ttee
should ~alie place .here. . I want to
urge with all the emphasis, at- my command that an . eff~~tivecheek should,
be put oa the prescription of the eeurses of study l)~a'Q.se it is -the courses.
of study which have a very import~t influence ~ff the :r,nifa4's of the young.,
readers. At··the present time there isno suc.h.chec)rjn·_~xistenie.,: If the
suggestion contained in the circular memo. of: the learµedJ)4'ector 9£ Public.
Instruction· is carried into practice, such a. cheek. may ,l;ie . ea.sµy -. put on..
bnnglings, the example of which I have jus.t cited, ·
· .
.
. An objection has been raised by many speakers that p119lic·e~anµnatio,µ
of the boys at the age of 12 or 13 years is not de,sirable,but 'this objection,
also does not appear to carry much weight. I admit that e~atfons,.
are bad, and every one .would like to he saved from examinationa; .But
if matriculation, intermediate and B. A. or M.· A. examinations are eonaidered necessary to test the abilities of the students, why should not .theproposed examination be eonsidered-eas such 'l In fact this examinationis. already being held, and, as honourable members .are aware, there. are; examinations for all classes from the· first lower class. to- the· higliest class. By
the circular memorandum of the Education. Department, only the form.of. the
~~amination is proposed to be ~haµged and :n?t?~g else. , ,
circular
will, I am sure, save the headmaster froill the criticism of ~be·public, foron,
the re-institution of the' proposed public examination noone will be able
· to say that the headmastel' of such. and such ,1{ school is. unnecessarily ha;rd~
or lenient in comparison with other headmasters.
It is a pity that the:
resolution as worded is not. complete in itself, and that it ·raises only one
side of this important question and for this reason it is riot posstble fo:i; me
to see eye to eye with my friends· on the opposite benclie_s, · :. ' ·.;} · · "<>~
Mr.. M~d
LaI•Puri: Wilfyou vote \vith us;:whenatiso1peother
time a resolution is moved asking for the· abolition· of public examination·
with regard to ali middle schools whether vernacular or anglo-vernacular? . . .
Pir Aki>~ Ali.: . Certainl:v; r shalt .r: ·am . ::iiot· one· 'of . thos~
who say.one thing arid do 'another., I It. is
SµiC0fe desire tp see tile dawn;
of that day when we all sink our differences and come· to aJ1 ~ agr~m~l.
on ~ vital issues. I ain .sorry that I cannot· persuade myself ·to· support'.
the resolution in its present form.
• . .·
·> .' · ::i:.1.c·, >
·:\i
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Thakur Pancham Chand [Kangra,

non-Muham:.inadan, Rural]:
Sir~ very interesting speeches have been delivered in su.ppott' of tltj.s re~olu.tion and there is nothing leij for·tne to add, But I want.to b}smriiny poeitiog.
is I was· present in the sta.ndirig education committee at 't3imla .when. thffl
matter was taken Ul). I may say that I was not a parf;y to ~his recommen:d,a·
ti~n; and if my presence there in the committee and my silence i¥1plied &!).y
assent, in any case I am not going 'to defend this circular. ( I, &Ifl convinced
that this revival of the anglo-vemacu.lar middle examirt~tio~·. is . a great
hardship on the students, on the boys and girls of tender! age
also on
their parents, . In 'fact an examination is' a most dr~a·<Uul thing to the
student community.· . Besides, this ·e~:m.ina.tion is not a test of ·ability at
all. The students who' appear' in· the· exaniina.tfons • cram :books like bookworms for examination .purposes, and when the examination is over they
forget everything~ ~thei' they try to forget everyt}iing that they had crammed.
In the neer mture---;.a.ccording' to 'the resolution, wliich ~8,S P!iSSed in the
la.st session by this v~ry House about the refo:rms in the University, if
we are going to have any refo:n:na...:...1 will advise the cpmmittee, which
would sit fo enquire into the matter of University refo~s, to take jolly
good care to decrease the number of examinations as faf as possible.
I
may say that Indian student is nothing but an embodimenf of examinations.
From my· own personal experience I may say that when t joined the fh,·st
year class there were. some students, who were reading in. the B-. A: class.
and: unfortunately they failed, and I passed my B. A._ examination .. Not
only did they fail once but they failed in
year in . one. r su9ject and
a.no~her year in another subject,' and so on. So. this examination is to be eondemned from everyaspect: One thing more. This exan$ation is a great
dra:wback on: the expansion of education .• We see that iafter 150 years?
effort in this country the proportion of the educatedpeople
in India
is only 6 per cent.
Is it creditable?
No .. The achievement is nothing
as compared :with other western and eastern countries,

and

one

m

One more thing I would like to say.: The aim of e.d*cation is not to
hold examinations alone, or' to give. diplomas . to the· studeµ.ts so that · they
might go and find some Government service.
No. Gov~ent· can give
service to, everybody who completes his educational' career, whether it is
British Government or ewaraj Government. It is impossible for any
Government to provide · employment for every student who passes bis B. A.
or F. A•. examination.
This is not the aim of educati~n. . The aim of
education is to develop and culture the minds and to produce good and true
oitizens in the world.
With these: few wprds. I resume iny seat.
•
.
.
l.,
KhanBahadur Nawab Chaudbri Fazl Ali[Gujrat Eaijt, Mtihamma,dan,
Urban] (lJrdu) : Sir, I wonder whether I will be able ;to· add anything
new to the debate which has continued· from yesterday on this resolution. ·
However, I think that a satisfactory reply has not so far been given· to some
of the points which. have been raised during the diaeussion · of the matt~r
before the House, and I feel called upon to make up that deficiency. Particular stress was laid on the point. that the proposed public 'examination
with regard to the a.nglo~vernp.cular schools was condemn~d and ?,baildoned
a.bout SO years ago and thaf no neccessity has arisen aow to justify th'&
revival of that examination after that"long period.-· But-it can be said.with
equal force that 80 years' experlenoe · ~s convinced the: department. that, the.
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B. Naf~l~naudhri F~l Ali.]' -.
.·
·. . . . . . ; ·
.- .· . .
·_ . .
. ~b,ndonm~i°:Qfthis systerii of public· examination was a'mis~ke; arid t~t
it·-is 'b'eneficiid ~both to the public' arid the st-ndent
'fo
the
proposed aalutary ch'~k on the ve.ga1iei of. the teachers, . That the
. donm.ent of· this system waa a· mistake will become applU'~~ if you CQmpaf<,
.- ~fucient;of the present day,· who may have.passed bis mi.ddle o~ IIlatri~qlet- · · tion or eveh B. A. exs.:minat~on, with one wJ:i<> . passed these. e,c:amu:iat.i9m
thirty :years ago;
You will . find. a world .
differ13nce between the tw~
~· fat as their power of. ~tiation and ability !"~ .conce].ined.
lam sw-e ._
that no one can deny th~t the students . . of 'the :present ~i~e are . much
inferior in evefy respect, to. those who received education tl;rl:rty years ago,
and as such I 'am compelled to. come to this" conclusion that the Edu~tjQn
D~partment has- rect~ed
mistake ill issuing :the oitcul11,r :!1?-emor1tndnm
in question. This will certainly enable the parent's t.Q judge rightly wllt1ther
their sons are fit to receive higher education and whether it will pay the:rp.
or not to send their sons . to high schools. and colleges. . I . have puq>osely
used the word rightly because I know that 'under tfof pteseP:t a:i;rang.ements,
when teachers possess vast discretionary powers, many of the students
are promoted to higher classes not on merit but for other c<Jnsiderations.
J: will nof say that jobbery and favouritism play an important part in.such
promotions, but I hope that this_ will be readily- conceded that.many te11,chers,
in then! anxiety to show better results on which theh: promotions depend,
·. ptow.ote a large number. of students to· higher ,Jilasses althoug~ they do . not
. , deserve to· be so promoted.,
The parente, · therefore, cannot . rightly judge
.without any public examination whether .it is useful.or IlOt .to .allow ~heir
· .sons to continue their studies, and in many cases they are compelled, Qf
,,...,course in ignorance, to waste their money and two years of precious lives
-0f their sons in studying up .to the matriculation examinatio:q, . Th.e 'proposed public examination is, therefore, necei:isa.ry. __ In this connection,
one point should alsobe borne in mind, namely, that the students begin to
learn the English language, which is a foreign one, after pi:im:ary classes,
and this "language alone· is adopted as the medium' of instruction neatly
for all subjects in higher classes.
It is necessary tfott ~t the end. o( the
fourth year a public test should be held to find' out how many of the students
will be able· 'to follow that language and -throug}:i it ,llllderstand other
subjects. While on this point I may as well'point out thfl,t the inspecting
:etaff is not able to judge the ability of eve1t s'tudent individually during
their short inspection . tours.
Their business is mostly to see whether· the
teachers have been performing th~ir. duties henestly and effi.ci.ently and we,
therefore, cannot depend. upon these inspectors to help us .as much . as a
public examinetion will do.
..
.
..
· · In ·attacking. the cireulae memorandum a:ppeal . has· been· made to the
. House and -particularly to the zamindae members th~t
~he revi:valof the
proposed public examination the students fu the ·rql'al areas and thek
parents will ·suffer~ groo.t'.pecnniary loss .. T·hey will have to spendla~ge
sums of money to. send their sons to the. exanuhation centres Jjesides the
. · ~dmission fe0' of Its. 7 ·per· student, . But may I. ask tliose' who ba'v'.e n'i.1l.dtt
.l this appool \Vhether this loss of monef will
gre&;ter, than 'tlla~· whi,ch :the
. p~teJ?,~. ~ve ~ow tQJJllfrer ui pElnajtting theµ: son>a,tt>' coii~ue their
. tip to the' matritiulition examination and paying ·every fulintlt for two yeiitt:-
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a fee of Rs. 4i in addition to other expen~es w.itl;i fail~re into the b~:i:-gajn ?"
It will be seen that by the revival of the public examination - the public .
wi~l gail,l rather than lose. By spending Rs. 7 and something more many_.
parents, who will come to know that their sons are not intelligent enough,
t<> prosecute their studies further, will be saved from spending 'a good deal
01 their money and the time· and labour of their sons. With this eonsideration in view I warn the zamindar members not to be carried away by the
false appeal made to tb,eir sentiments.
It is not that we do not desire
our boys to receive higher education.
We are, on the other hand, as solicitous of the education· of our boys as any other community can be. _But_ we·
certainly want that only such students should remain in- high schools as
are really fit to receive higher education.
It is,) think, the foremost duty
of t)le :Education Department to make such arrangements as will enable-the parents to know in time whether their sons should go up for higher
education or not and if the department has'now thought of doing its duty,
we should congratulate it rather than censure it.
There is yet another
point which should be taken into consideration in this connection.
As I
have pointed. out already many undeserving students are promoted to the
'ninth class and when the time comes for sending them up for the matriculation
examination, the headmasters try to detain them and consequently much
unpleasantness is created.
I know of such a c11se in my O'Yfl constituency.
It happened that the headmaster of a school in my ilaqa advised the parem;sof some of the students that they should not press him to send _ up their
sons for the matrieuletdon examination because, in bis opinion, their-sons were :too weak .to pass the e;iw.;o;i,in,,atibn. As .is .n,atmal'this advice w:a1
tll,ken .as detrime,ntal to ~eir intei:.ests a.s well' ~s Qf their sons and eonse,ci.uently much hue aAd cry was rai~ed against the h..eadma.st~r. Representat10,J}!3 "\V,e:r;e made _agaipst hiw ~t only to the inspector, 1b.ut also to thel)~e.etor and the :S:9n0Ul'~l;,le lUwster a,s .they w,iJ.l bear' me ou,t.
Thia:
,created .mueh unneeessa:ty unplet1:!!antnesi;aJt:b.ough .the h!38:dmaster ~a,s l\Qt
t_o ;b,~_ll.l,e.
He did the ;right, ,tl@,g, but the . parentl! wet~ also just_ified toi!Q:r;n.e ~te.nt,
They w-ere .ce$w!Y surpri@d ,tQ - }qi.ow ihtl,t theii _ sons wh9>,
Aa~ been .cops,idered ifi.t for. proµ;iot,ion to the DUl!th and te.nth classes w:ei:e··
~o'Y .tho-ngh;t so w~k that they could n,o,t be pe~ted
e.ve.n to sit for ·the-·
.xnl.\itric-ula;tiQ:i:i e:ic~ation.
To ay.ojd su~h unplea.aimtµe_as it is a.gain
Ae(\es~~Y tha.t the propo~ed J?Ui~lic, ·.exaxnin~tio;n shQ'11,d b.~ held. Then -,if
YW~ ~~Qo~ at ,the pe.i:qent~e .of t.b:e sucQ~s£"\1l.f\i;l;ulentsm aillexaminationJ:~~~d ,~.'1l~g U1elast ten or AAe.en Y,ears, yo1u :w.ilLag~iJ;l,come ~o tl.ds,concluswn
tAat the sab,itaty ~eek proposed ,to be pJa,oe.d on the .te~chers is very necesr
~ry.
W;e should not be ®P?d away ;by sentirn~ts. We s4oul~ caln)ly 09,n~
sider whether so far as the mte:i:ests of the students and of then- parents ar,-·
eoneemed, the .re-ins~itution of the p;revio:us.system of l'Did,dle school i:i:ic~min!i'-'
ti,op would, prov;e beriefic_ial otheiwise. I do not understap.d why a student
who is not int~lligent en9u.gh to pass the entrance examip.ation should ,beallowed
waste two years of his life and the hard earned money of his
;par~~~1l. When .r lo()k to the mise11tble plight of. the zamindars I c?nsi~er
it all the more ~;portant that the system of midd}e schools exa;r.nma~19n
s\ould· be reintroduced so that the par.ents should know in time whether t~~µ:c,bildr,en a;re fit for higher education or not. As a matte_r of ;fact the maj9rity-
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of • the studen~s . ~fter pa~sfu.s. the matriculation .· e:ii;~tio,~: ~nnot ·. eveu
write a letter fil. Urdu. Their knowledge; of langa.age is: v_ery lin:rited._ They
pa.ss. the~ examination by. cr~t:runin$. up t~e,~Ul'$~~-.: ~ihey~ve go( n~
original 1dOOJ1. . Under tli~se ~cu;rpstap,ces. 1t Iftl ~lie .foremost duty of th~
Education Department to tes~_the iJ.bility of the 8-tudentsJrom time to time,
so. that their parents sho~d be able to know ;wl:lether. their childr~Aare.ftt to
receive higher education, - Jt bas been said }hat the rural ·p~ple · need not
receive higher education; Itis enough if theypaas middle e:,µtn:rinatio,n and
· become patwaries or teachers. . It p~ins me much :wl:ien I. hear such things.
To a responsible member.who madeJhat rema.rk Lwould put t;he question, .
when urban people are very a.nzjous. to receive higher eclucati~nso tMt they .
may become ministers and other high officials of the St~te, -why should the
rural people be content with Prixri¥Yor at the mqst ~dd.Ie ,schooleducation.
which might help them only. to obtain the a.ppointinents. of. patwaries an~
~eachers 'J Both classes of, people, sll.o-qld, be ·tr011,ted alike_. _. But. for God's
sake do not try to keep the pai;eiits. in utter darkness as to wl;tetlle:r their
children are intelligent enoµgh to r~eiye highe;reducation. . When the .zalpll;l~
dar students' fail to pass the _.entrance exainin.ation,,their p~r011-ts ar~ quite
in a fix as to What they should do, because their boys a:t:e then found neither
1i:t' for higher education nor for their professionalwork._·.·. They are, as Mau,lana
Hali said :.:_ - ·
· '
·
·
· · · · · · .. ·
~
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abaolutely ruined and prove an unnecessary burden on their parents. · Well,
s~ ·

will it not be-better if the Education Department told the·parents two yea.rs
e.arlierthat.they·should stop·the education of their children and put . them
on to the plough. Suppose there -are SCi students in the tenth class, 40 of·
whom are intelligent enough to pass the entrance examination and the re·
ma.ining·40 students are quite dull and cannot pass that examination. If
they a~e plucked 'In t:J:ie middle examination· they would not have wasted
further two or three years of their life an4 the parents 'would have been saved
the extra expenditure wllich they had to incur .. Besides Government also
' · _. would in those cases have to give grant-in-aid.only fQr' 40 students arid n:ot for
-80 students; I wonder with what show of reason it is contended that there
should be no-middle examination when, in fact it is already in existence.·. Tdo
notknow about other divisions but so far as :the Rawalpindi division is concemed, _middle school examination is in existence. Pa.pets are duly !let and
the exaJmllation is regularly. held,· the difference being ofily :that i'.t is not recognised by the Education Department. If it were of no use, why is it being
· held ~ Besides, so far as. I can 'gather the wishes of the rural people, they
desire \hat -~gl9·vemacular schools should be established. in rural areas.
Of course in some schools optional elasses have been started. It he.El been
said that Sllch and such e~min1ttions have .been abolished. .in England. I
say, do abo~sh .~ecessar, ~xaminations h1~f~.niy.ppinion the middle
school examination ia most-indispensable because 1t 1~ better for us to know .a~
early as possible whether. our, children are fit for- higher education "or not •.
WhY should _ the unintelligent students be allowed tp waste their life in
schools -'J I feel ashamed to state - that when a certain student was not
promoted and his parent;-was asked not to press for the. promotion of the
atudent the result was that the relations of the students committed theffln
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the -sohooland uprooted the plants which were growing in. the school com" pound. )Vhy did this. happen ? Only because the parents ~ere anxious for
the promotion and wanted the headmaster to promote him though he was no~
fit. If there is a check no such things will occur. I would ask , the
honourable members of the House to take particularly into '.their consideration the.case of the· zamindar students.
Do not compel' such z.aminda.r
students as are. quite dull and unintelligent to rot in • schools. Supposing a school senda up 100 students for examination an·l ii only i
. small n rmber 0f them pass the examination, the parents of the pluck,
ed students blame the teachers, or. the . municipal . or · di<.itrict board
administration for their failure. They do not believe th'tt their children are
dull and unintelligent. I have already .said that we should compare. the
results of the matriculation examination in the days when the middle school
examination was in existence w;th those of the same examination 'in later·
days when no middle school examination has been in existence. If you do so,
. I am sure you will find that the results. of the entrance examination in those
days when the middle school examination was in existence · were .far. better
than the results of .the same examination in 1ater days when. no middle examination has been in existence. Wha.tis the reason? Only this that pre: viously the ability of the students was tested after , .s years· and the parents
were able to know whether their children should continue their studies;
I say it is the duty of the Education Department to test the ability of the
. students from 'time to time. Why should the life of an unintelligent student
be wasted ? Why should we not be told as early as possible lhat our children
are unfit for higher education ? I say ther~ is no need for useless education.
Some honourable members ha-ye said something about examinations in
England. There the conditions .are different from those obtaining' in this
eonntry ... There the parents look to the natural tendencies of their children.
I remember a professor used to say that he would prepare hi~ son, for medical
profession. I. asked. him how he though~ that. his son :was··. better fitted. for
·that profession. He replied that whenever a bird was wounded or killed
his son used to find out how that bird was wounded or· killed. That was his
natural tendency. But here the case is quite different. We do not try to
find the natural tendencies of our children. · We do not send our boys· to
.sohools ·except in places where the system of compulsory education is introduced. · When we send our children to schools our duty is finished .. We do
not care to know whether our children are doing well. The. result is that
after 10 ·years waste of time and money our children are found fit for nothing.
·With these words I strongly oppose the resolution and thank the
Director of Public· Instruction for his circular under reference. ·
~·
Sardar Arjan Singh [Hoshiarpur and Kangrii: Sikh, Rural] : I rise
to extend my support to' the resolution before the House; . l was wondering
· when the honourable member froni Ferozepore was speaking. He tried to
make out why when 22,000 boys have been taking the same; examination no
voice has been raised against it for the last 80 years. I am. sure he has a.
great solicitude for those boys. I know he has a.
6
P. M.
warm corner for those boys because those boys are
hailing from rural areas. Now I put this question to him with your premission, He has been a member of this House for the last 6 or 7 years. Why
did he not do his duty properly and why should he ,twit those members who
· oppose this circular and who say that the revival ofthis examination will be
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-detr:iniental•to the boys of'. tender age? When· th&y·raise their voice, whysJiould .they be .twitteq .for doing their duty? We, _the· members who· ~rehailing· from the ruraldlasses, sho.ul« have been the foremostto ask for .the-·
a,,bolition of this exa.mfuatfon. ·IfI understand rightly, 'there was tin amendment yester~ay and ·eten. that am-endment did riot· eome, · as it should havecome, from these benches. .on the other hand, tbatalso emanated from thos& .
. benches, · Therefore, 1ids inconsistent for us, when we ourselves admit
·that'. the ex;amination which the 22,000 boys have already been taking ·bas.
tol1i"on their health has produced physical wrecks, that we should object to
thi..s :resolut.fon. The quest ion is whether this examination °shoula be unpos~
on some more boys. Why should we not oppose. such
attempt? The·
honourable member who preceded me said that .a boy coming fr-ohi. t~e rill&t
'elasses is not very .bright~ whereas a boy. hailing· ffo:tn the urban class~,·
is very effioient so mµch so that he in due course ·Qe<Jomes a minister. · Tlje·
differenoe lies in our mentality.
AU the reasons, all the:a.rguments, that· bay&
been given for and against this resolutfon, I am not going to repeat. . I
only content myself with. asking thosegentlemen who, are contjng ~om _th&
~l areas whet.her they are not shutting the doors of education to,th~ir: o-,m.:.
·boysa~d whether t.hey are.conscious ~fit .. · T~~ 'ttitude of theirs-to-day will
,~e detrun:ental to the eommg generations, to thell' own young boys,

an
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I h~ye,oiie re~ues~
make .to the '.Cr~~s?1'Y .Aench,~s.. 1h~j~e11,,3sc·
ab.r:oad--'-1t is a terrlble 1dea:-th~t Govemment is p1,1tt~gJill sorts ,of nµ}?ed)-·ments in the spread of education.
(An h,o,µo,ur.ab'le
It i$ fa~} ..
i: wish it w~re _false.: w_a· S¥~uld do what ~e t~(~glit and :we.$lloul~
to convince. o~h~rs th':':t .:w~at w;e. are .d~~g-18 :9g~t. -~~t.IS. ,~lsQ
~11t;r. of tlle Governm~t. Thar shop.I!'l <,any ~C>ll:V~Ct1Qn m .:wl,l~teyer ~li.ey::_
;do ,to ,th,e PE;O_ple for :wh~~ tlleir .a.ct10~s. Jl',re ~t~nded; With these
re~rki, I gite my s11ppo~ to ~hp ,resolution.
·
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1Ji~,t~~d.tp t~ ,clebll,iie\Wil~ .m.oi:.e.,t~ on~aq,.~t,m:ist . ~ i,t ~s. ~

,~i.i· .~e, Hous_e ~y
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:fil'st· ~~rise ,tl,lat ~· Jl,O.tf)~ w~.;~t

tp·~~y;for.the.Jirst.tin:w w.;.f',find.t~t.,a.J~ge, q~l>~ ,oto.u;r l:ri~~s ~o ~:l~:vi~·
J~~;n 'q~denaj~g .the. sys~i.n of e~m\lllJ,tJ9J1,S .~:,:~ i,~s,:i,:~t s,PP..9.xfie18. T#PMt·
,:9~fP!~B o.r ~~~p:res~tati,;ea;of u,iqs!i' .clas~ $p h~Via ~e.~jl, d~~yte~
AA

1

:~Jh~,O~lUJ:C~rtliat t!le}es.t,of,9iw,s

fi.~~S,lS

nqt;~e,{lXJl.~t;um hntijopt~-

.~~.,.g .t:n~~e, are ,W~~y ·tµ:el.lql~ . the.idea _of ,P~hlic tex~IQW,~~IQ~.lil

P<S a t~,i-t:~f
<(ffie'S·!Jt~illty. On1~e,9th~ sijfo, I,lin,d,that ~e~?!n"B o~_:%-S1ije .w:tio ,g~,-:ially make <>,hse;rv:~~ons ·~~ i;~g~µ~o e~a,m,1~t1,<>.µs ;?,ewg ,th!3 !~·es~ ,MJJt .qt
one's efficiency, stp;te,that exa:µi1nation alone lS,I).Ot. the.best, t~t of effieJency.._

it~:C;a:~~:~ ;;rn~~~;~t

~:~~~S~OS~!io:e~:;!~;r:e~ri~i';;: .
·The clrild IS always dominated by fear. This ,h,as ,Q-~en expressed m Jj,tt~·
words. than mine .by those ecl~~ational experts whose. opiclon was r~d
'"t.
oleng#i' by. the honourable memb'er who held' ,tlie portfolio of education just
before the present Minister and by 'Mr:Mukand Lal· Puri. You could .not
]ijl,me single person.who h~ld a gre,!lter place and a. more honourable .Plao,eqlqngst the
of. edttpatfona} experts . than . those :g~tlemen w.hose Oji·
tq.on was r~ad out.to you. ~hat was one great ~11s.e to me, that th~~
ge:µtleµien :who cla:unJhat th~y do not l'.egard exa~tions
0,s the ,s<>le t~st.
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-0£ one's ability; should to-day give up those ideas and come forward at the
behest of a Minister t6 cast their votes against their favourite maxim.
Another great surprise wa; that three ~omm1llritjes are solidly opposed
to the revival of this examination, the Christians, the Sikh's and the Hindus.;
the Miihammadans are divided on it. (The. H.<:>nourable !v.[alik Firoz: Khan
Noon:. No)... The Honourable Minister says no.. I know that canvassing
has been going on and one headmaster, we are informed, has sent an order for
a large number of books to be printed and published before this examination
takes place so that his books will have a large sale, as hei has been promised
.al!- examinership or he is already an examiner for middle vernacular examination... Lknow how votes are won and I know how people.change their views
inthe course o_f a night.or in the course of a few hours. +here has been another surprise. here. Outside the Council Chamber, in the lobbies, various
methods of canvassing have been employed sometimes, appeals to friendship,
'sometimes appeals to party patriotism· or communal interests; I submit
here is a question of the most supreme .national importance not being looked
.at purely from the educational point of view, not even from communal point
of view, but from individual, personal point of view, and I therefore say that
those who are going to -set aside the opinions of experts· so eloquently expressed on more than one occasion would be false to their community and,
to their electors if they oppose the resolution. What is the question at issue? ·
The question is simply this that a, system which was coiidemned by the highest
.edueational authorities in the land thirty years ago is sought to be revived;
.and for what purpose ? , The Director of Public Instruction said that they
were acting as watch dogs. He chose that expression. We take it
that he is performing the duties of a watch dog very effio,iently. But what
is the duty of a watch dog? It does not allow any stranger to enter into the
house. Re barks when any stranger comes in, and this is what the Education
Department is doing. It will not· Iook at any new idea, · It will " bark "
it out. Let the Education Department point out to • me if it ever ap_pointed a committee to go into foreign countries and study their educational
systems, the Montessori system, the Dalton system and other systems of
education and apply them to the Punjab, Not at all. During the last thirty
_years, let me say this, during the last. ten years particularly, there are
two great factors which mark the public life of the Punjab, the awakening
·Of the rural classes to the needs of education and the awakening-of women to
the needs of education; and by imposing this examination you are going to
cut at the very root of this awakening which is taking place. One member
observed and I do not know whence he derived this information, that angle- vernacular schools do not exist in rural areas. . He is unfortunate if he does
ric:it know that there are · angle-vernacular schools in rural • areas. I represent
.a rural constituency wherein in every large village there is an anglo-vernaoular
school. People have contributed, not through the help of the Education
Department, but out of their own purses, out of their own hard earned money,
largely to the growth of these rural. educational institutions. Let me point
out to him, what the result would be if you impose this examination upon the
rural people. My friend pooh-poohed the idea that it .would be costly for -:
.the villagers. A child of 10, 11, 12 or 18 'coming froma village to a .town,
where this examination is, to be held will not have to spend merely- Rs. 7
.as examination fee but a lot more. The boy must have a guardian to go
I
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with him, and if you take the expenses of these twp for 8 or10 days, as long. as the examination lasts, you.will realize that it will not be 3 lakhs but some- where over 10 lakhs.. You. arareally putting the rural classes under this- great burden, That is one part of the problem. What about the women?
Are you going to exclude thetq: from this examination 'l Are they to go.out
of ·t.heir homes in villages and smantowns to the centres of examination?'
· What are they going to d<i? The Director of Public Instruetion would perhaps reply to this. What is the departmsnt going todo with regardto this
awakening of education so far as' women are concepied.? Th~n there is
another problem. I askthe Honourable Minister to reply tnthis. A fevi
days ago Sardar Buta Singh stated. in this .House that lie,wa·s horrified' to,
contemplate that in summer ~xaminations are held in. the months of J une. :and July, and •examinations/so far a_s' Law and Medical Colleges are 'eonearned; are held InJune.or July. -Thers is not sufficient accommodation in
Lahore. Sufficient accommodation itfs difficult to find forour public exa-minations of to-day. And this'difficulty is experienced everywhere.'
The Ho~ourable Malik .firoz . J{ha~ Noon:.: Verna~ula~ ej(amina-.
tions are already finished.
·. ·.
.
.. ·
·
·
.
Mr. Nanak Chand Pandit: I am not talking of the vernacular examinations. lam talking of larger problem-of those new examiners-of peoplewho will be about 25,000 in number; There are 311 high schools and 235.
anglo-vernacular middle schools in the. province, whom the circular will:
touch. All these boys willhave to come in and if you give 40 boys to each
school and. add to .them private. students you will find that the number wilt
be over 25,000; Either they must have their examination in the months of
December and January or they must have their examinations in June and.
July or in the rainy months. These are matters for the honourable 'membera
of the Councilto ponder over. Do not be carried away by the passing appeal
to your private .friendship for the time being. Listen to what the l\foh9im-madan headmasters, Sikh headmasters and Hindu headmasters and Christian
headmasters, private men, men of great influence and educational experience·
have said when they met in a conference and gave their decision on this.
question. I want to warn the honourable members on this side. So faras.
·~.
Mr. Din Muhammad and some other friends of mine are concerned they will
always say that we speak on behalf of the urban population only, but mind·
you, after ten years or ao, it will be you will curse this system and perhaps, -..
then blame the urban people saying thatit is the urban people who imposed
this examination on the rurals and have thus retarded the growth of the
Muhammadan or rural education. · This is exactly what has happened in
several other cases, when the honourable members sitting on this side of the.
Rouse have tried to show the way and the representatives of the rural
classes have refused to see. Take the case of the hydro-electric scheme as.
,
an instance. I, therefore, warn you. If the examination of the kind contemplated by the department is imposed, the greatest harm will accrue to the
rural community because. so · far as the urban community is concerned they
are, not so afraid, they can face the examiners and so on, but the rural boys
will not be able to do so. · There is another very important aspect of the
question to which attention has.been drawn. It has been said by the Direc~tor of Public Instruction that an examinationof this kind exists in England~
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1challenge him'. Such a public examination does n9t ex_ist there, nor even
lri any other civilized country. Option is . given to you to appear. in any
. University 'entrance examination. There is a variety of examinations,
You may .take any examination and proceed .to study in the University,
.and Mr. Ritchey's words will show you that no 'such :. examination exists,
in the public schools of England. You have heard the opinions of the various ,
-Govemments in India who have opposed the idea of anjexamination of this
.kind and especially the words of Sir Malcolm Hailey read out to you a short
-time ago. He was one ofthe ablest Governors in-this province and now administers the destinies of a neighbouring province. He I warned you against
, .an examination of this kind. Remember this that a child; is ·a living organism,
-sensitive in every way, responsive to sysmpatby and love and by enacting
an examination of this kind you are laying an axe at the rdot of the educational·
-eareer of your children. Before you cast your vote I appeal to you not to be
led by personal considerations. The educational interests of your country
.and community should be supreme· in your mind. Bemember the words of
warning addressed to you by Hindus, Christians, Bikhs.arrd Muhammadans
.alike and by people who are neither Hindus, nor Sikhs, 'nor Muhammadans,
but Europeans, men of great educational experience, men who have the
-experieneeof many years at their back. , Be led by thei;n and do not oppose
the resolution under discussion.
··
The Honovable Malik Firoz Khan Noon (}.fini~ter for Education) :
·Sir, this resolution has excited a great deal of interest .not only inside the
House but also outside it. But unfortunately most of the excitement is
based either on reasons which have not been so far disclosed or reasons which
are perhaps not quite understood. Before I begin to answer the arguments
that have been advanced in the course of .the debate in the past two days
I only wish to say that, fortunately, I am in the happy position of being a
Jayman as far as this question is concerned, and Lhava had my mind open
. -on the question till about a few days ago. (lrohical eheers). I am quite
prepared to say to the gentlemen opposite.that I shall always keep my mind
-open and. I can assure them that at any moment they can come forward to
·convinceme and if I am convinced, I shall be brave enough to own our
mistake and rescind what we have done. I have only one complaint to
.make against the benches opposite. I know all of them ; they are all my
personal friends, If they had found that this circular was not in. accordance
with their wishes I feel that it was th.air primary duty po have come to me
fust and said : Here is an action taken by the Ministry and we do not
like it. They should have tried to. convince me or I should have tried to
convince them. . But unfortunately. by the agitation t4at has been carried
-on in the Press by interested persons, persons interested in private schools
who have taken up this short-sighted policy, they have: jumped into a coniroversy which I feel couldhave easily been avoided by private conversa- ·
tion and mutual understanding; But that time is past and I feel it my duty
to lay before the House my views on the various points that have been
brought forth by those who have spoken in favour 1>f. the' resolution. ·
. Before I deal with them in detail.I only wish- to dwell on one importans
point .and that is the history of this case which ~y honourable friend, the
member for the Uhiversity, right.ly took up. In his speech he pointed out
that it was in 1904 that the Government of India stopped the middle school
E2
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examination throughout the whole of India. and that that order ·rem,ained
in force till aibout the year 1917. If I remember rightly;I am' '.speaking
subject to correction, he said that in the year 1917, the Goternment of India'
circulated a, letter and enquired from provincial governments if .that middle
school examination might be reiritrod'Qoed, that the. advice of the.provinci.lJ,l
Governments was ag'9Ilst its introduction and that consequently the Gov·
emment of India. did not introduce it. Have I understood the honourable
. member correctly?' (Mr. Manokar Lal :_ No.) . I .am glad to hear]haf the
honourable member did not take up. tha~. position.
..
' ' .'
~. ManoL.r Lal: I cannot.answer fully a eomplicated question
that now. I can only give a short answer by either a yea or no. No,
was the shortesf answer. ·

like

The Honourable Malik Firoi Khan N~on :· The shortest andthe
. easiest. I shall point· out that .there can be no other snswee to this but '' no".
· ''The arguments. that 'have been 'placed before the House were absolutely
misleading and I will show the House what the Government of .India did at
the time and what the provinces did. I remember my honourable friend•
Shaikh Din Muhammad pointed out when the honourable member for the
University was speaking, that the Government of India .in 1917 permitted
a public examination and my honourable friend for the University said :
No. That was not right.
Mr. Manohar,Lal: Sir, if you will permit me, as my words are being
quoted, I should say that I gave the exact words of the Government of India
that " the prohibition was removed."
,
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan Noon.: I shall go a little further
.and then I shall place that letter before the House. (Mr. Manohat. Lal: · It
js a very short letter). It is, and Lwish the honourable member bad quoted
it in full. ']here would then have been. no.:&iimnder~anding. .Lwish to
point out that it is correct to say that the Government of:India after consult·
ing the local Governments in 191'Z, 1918 as to what their views were, actually
reintroduced the public school examination at the middle school stage,._
Some of the local Governments expressed then' views in favour of the re·
. introduction of such an examination.
Others were against it," On this,
the Government of. India issued the followng letter :•· ·
1··

-

'

''Iil view of the diversity of opinions expressed by local Governments regarding thedemrability of such an examination, the Government of Jndla, after careful
consideration, have decided that• the orders contained.in pa.mgraph 12 of theirresolution of the 11th of March }904, prohibiting the middle school examination
may be considered to be so far ':"ithdrawn that aJooal Government, may, sh9uld
it feel so disposed, Institute ii. public exaniin:ation at the end' of the :middleschool course subject fo the following conditions : ,
(a) that the examination should not be conducted solely throui.h question pa.pars.
but that so far as possible an oral test should also be coupled with that ;
I
(b) that the examination should, be of an informal nature carried out so far as
possible inside by ~he inspecting officer with the aid of the headmaster and
teachers <>f the school."

.All that l wish

to say is this that' the action

of the Government

of India

·in 1917 was to .the effect that they reintroducedor created the possibility
of the reintroduction of an examination·which had been, stopped in 1904 •.
That is all that I want to make out:

L..

__;_

Therefo~~ I ·i·wishJ~

-'--
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. honourable members that the action of the Government of :India which was
quoted in support of the resolution was really, to allow iocal Governments to·
reintroduce the middle school examination if they: so desired and was consequently against the resolution and please remember that .the examination
contemplated by the Government .<>f India was a public examination. Theseare the safeguards that have been put forward. I am also willing .to have
sufficient safeguards in order to make the examination similai to that in other
places.
·
· ·
I wish to show that-the principle of ha Ying an examination at the eighth
class is good and that it was accepted by the Govemment of India at
that time. Let me go further. The honourable memberi for the University was pleased to say, and here he was supported by the honourable member
for Industries, that this examination did not exist anywhere in India.
My first argument in reply is that if you believe that this examination is desirable it is your duty to carry it out whether others are having it or nct..
That should be the guiding principle in all our actions. But I go further and
say that the statements of the supporters of this resolution are not correct.
I shall read out the names of the provinces which are havip.g this' examination, not only the vernacular middle, but also the angle-vernacular middle·
school public examination. It is a compulsory public examination. I leave
alone the vernacular because all lhe provinces have the vernacular examination. I shall read out the names of those provinces whiohrhave the anglovernacular middle school examination. Firstly there is Bengal. In Bengal'
41,000 students appeared in this examination according to the report inmy hand. Then' there are_,Assam, Bihar and Orissa, Bombay, Burma and'
North-West Frontier Province. In all these provinces an anglo-vemaeularmiddle school public examination exists. I will go still furtlier and point out
·that the Bengal Government have gone so far as to introduce a final examination for theprimary schools also. If the House wishes, l shall read from
the Bengal Education Code the ·sections which lay down how the primaryschool final examination is tobe conducted how a centre is oo be created at
each place where there are 100 students who wish to appear at the examination, and possibly they are having a centre for every 50 students.

Rai Bahadur Mr. P. Mukerji: May I ask whether it is obligatoryfor a student, if he is a private student, and if he wishes to get admissioninto the ninth class that be must. go through the formality of .an examination.
in the eighth class?
·
·
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan Noon : I am pot going. into,
those details at all. · I am not making. out as to whether there should be
exceptions or not. I do not want
shut out. the possibility of such safe-·
guards being provided. All that. I wish to establish now ;is this, that the
principle of a public examination at the end of the eighth class is a good one ·
and that it does exist in other provinces of India. That was being denied
on the~floor of the House. That denial' was incorrect.• I do. not want to go
into details. Therefore;-ihe Punjab Government is.not the ~olita1-y instancewhere we are trying to bring into existence that which does not exist any~.
where else in India. I hope with these remarks I have comtinced the House_
'that .the honourable member for the University was wrong when he said that'
the decision _of the Government of India. was against this :principle as also.,

to

_,, ..

---

_,,,
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in his remarks. that other provinces 'did not have this ·examjn_ation. As I
.have said, the Government of India permitted the· rei.ritroduction 6f this
examination and other provinces arshaving' it.
I shall now divert the attention of the House. to . : another point. Th~e
-0:i:tJ.y, question that you have to make up your minds upon is wheth~r ..a.
public examination at the end oUhe eighth class is good or not. When yon
are trying to make up your mind on the problem I would request you.to bear
no other factor in ming except .the interest of the students. Tha,t should be
the foremost consideration in deciding this question. And I can assure you
that in my mind there is nothing else that will influence me in this respect.
If to-morrow I am convinced that it is in the interest of. the students not to
have this examination, I assure you publicly that I shall be the first person
to own my mistake and do away.with it. Let us ~ee whether an examination in principle is a good thing or not. The argument _has been advanced
·that itjs bad for the physique of the students ... My only answer to ·that is
this, that if it is .the sincere opinion of the opposition thatthe physique of the
student is affected by this examination, it is their duty to have brought
forward a resolution which would have done away with not only. the anglpvernacular middle school examination but also the vernacular middle school
-examination, If it is in the interest of the .boys reading in. the anglo-vernacular schools not to have this middle school examination I feel that it is
.in the interest of the sons of, my agriculturist friends in the villages not fo
sit for the vernacular. examination either. Therefore if thti House calf convince me that a public examination at the end of the eighth class if! ,a 'bad
thing, it follows that it is bad for all and the examination should be abolished
throughout the province, .And here T only wish to point out that
honour. able friend represent~g the Univer$ity:,who was my.·predeoossqr in office
.and who during his tenure of office never 'tried to abolish .this examination ·
which exists ill the Punjab now and who is -beiag regarded, and correctly
so, as one.of the greatest authorities on the subject;' has himself said that as
far as the vernacular middle school examination is concerned, it must exist.
for these poor zamindar children but that the anglo-vemsoular examination
-is a bad thing for -the children in, the city. I,o~ly wish to point out a few
figures to honourable members which will interest them .. In 1931, the total
number of candidates appearing in the vernacular :final middle school a'X:·
amination was 21,000. The tots.I·number that appeared from ari.glo~ver·
nacular schools, whether m.iddle or high it does not matter, was 6,898, and
those that appeared. from the vernacplar middle schools was 14,234. The
·total number of.student!:'!in the.middle classes throughout the province in
-that year. was 28,935. And if you allow for certain, droppings. which take
place at 'the erid of. the year, about f per eent., the total number of E1tu~en£s
in all the middle schools who should.have appeared in the examinatio~ and
did not appear was about . 6,205. . ·. The . result is that out of all the 1hiJd~en
in . this province there, are . 21 ;ooo· in the middle. schools who . are ta.king this
-examination already ... Thos~ that are not taking this exllmin1,1,tion are orily
·6,000.. Therefore Lask y~u if this examinatio~ i.~- a bad thing .for theJJ,000 . children, is it nqt so. for the 21,000 children a,s well ? The chil~en that, tt,re
.now taking tilt~'examination.are the children in tlie rural pa,rts•. The childr,ei:i
':that will be affected by this circular, if it is applied to all schools, will be

my
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partly those who are in some of the communal schoois in th~ towns. I consider that children in the village schools as well as those in towns are thechildren of Government alike and it is the interest of all children that wehave at heart and if we felt that a middle school examination was good
for the children in villages we felt also that it was equally good for those
in towns. Therefore to say that this examination will be an oppression on the
children of zamindars is absolutely false and misleading because they are·
already 'taking this examination. One honourable member tried. to put
forward the argument that the examination fee is Rs. 7 for each student and.
that therefore there will be a taxation of Rs, 2,50,000 for the poor children
of the zamindars, May I draw his attention to the fact that the poor children
of the zamindar are already paying this fee· and those that are not payingthe fee at present are the sons of the wealthy in the towns. Therefore theargument that this would adversely affect the children of thezamindar is not
correct.' If the honourable member was a sincere well-wisher of the children
of the zamindar he should have suggested that the fees for: the vernacular
school boys should also be done away with. The question qf fees, the question of centres and similar questions are not to be the deciding factors in this
case. They are matters of detail which I am prepared to leave in the hands.
of members of this House or have these considered at our Education Stand··
ing Committee. I am prepared to be guided by their advice. But on the
principle of a middle school examination, there can be no two opinions.
I will only take a few more minutes in trying to show the waste of public·
and private funds that is going on. Now, there are some facts to which I
wish particularly to draw the attention of iny rural.friends, especially the
Muslim· members · of this honourable House. In the-year 1930, there were·
14,571 candidates who appeared in the matriculation examination. but of
these about 8,000 passed and there were 6,539 who failed. Now, the number·
of these failures amounts to 44 p~r cent. of the total that appeared in that
examination. I am not taking into consideration the third, division passes.
who are not much better than most of those who f~il. Supposing each one qf·
these students who failed in the examination costs his parents at the rate of
Rs. 15 a month, it will come to Rs. 180 per annum per head. Let us take out
the vacation period, even then, the cost will be at least Rs. 150. per annum per-student. The total amount spent on account--6fthese failures is Rs. 9,80,000.
Now, you will see that the loss of parents has been Rs. 9,80,000 in one year.
The loss to Government, if you consider the cost in our schools at Rs. 40 per
head per annum, is Rs. 2,70,000 per annum. So, it is advisable for thepoor Muslims, poor zamindars, to have a test for their children at the eighth
class before they are promoted to the ninth class, in order know whetherthey are fit to be benefited by higher education. · Why should those children
court failure in the matriculation· examination and waste the .money of their
parents ? I feel "it is my personal d:uty to draw the attention of my poor
community that we cannot waste our money, and that we can ill-afford,
to waste our funds at this time in the matter . of education. (Diwan
Bahadur Raja Nasendra Nath: What will these middle passes do?) What
the matriculation passes are doing?
·

to

Now it is argued that a student should be promoted without any examination. Examinations are a curse. May- I ask these honourable gentlemen.,
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. why they get · up and say: that admissions to some institutions should be
made by competitive examinations?
':[s not'that examination, tiompetitive
-examination, .a curse. . Why should •the. a,drnissi01i
the M,aclagah Engi- .
neering College be by competition? .·. Is not that• a. curse, 'Why do theae
.honourable gentlemen' cofutdorwatd and say that admissions to tl;i,~ R.asul
.Engineering College should be made by competition?, . Is· it not a curse ? ·
Will not there ·be a strain on the .delic'ate health of 'their cnildi'en bythese·
-eompetitive sxaminations j" : , They' only'. wish to abolish an examination
which is not convenient for them .. ··
· ·. ·
· ·
·· · ·

t'o

Tdo not wish to dwell furthet on' this economic.loss-to the poor 'parents
-specially • to the poor ·zamiildars- of this province .. : Wiiy spend -inoriey
'those who are>riot worth examining?
now wish 'to iippeal to my own-co-religionists:
I ·aln--{lor:ry my 'honourable friend from Gurgaon, Ohaudhri
.Muhammad Yasin, isnot h'e1;e.to-day.
If he had been'here he would have
.borne 'me out that in Brayne MeoHigb School, Nuh~'they'had no middle
.sehool examination until the yeart929.
They introdu¢ed · the 'vernaeular
::lina.I examination in theyear1'929; The boys, who appeared in the matriouIation examination in 1981, after passing this vernacular fi~I examination
in 1929 met with great success.
The pass percentage rose by 50 per cent .
. I am informed.
·

on

I

Now, I only wish to answer one or two other allegations that have been
:made on the floor of this· House.
One of the allegations was that the eduea-tional authorities of the Anjuman-i:·Himayat-i-Islam had passed a resolution that this examination was bad.
I wish to· point out
the House
one or two matters in this' connection." · Let me make it quite clear that so
.far as this examination is concerned, a certain amount' of propaganda has
been carried on in the Press and o~ the platform.
This weapon, I am sorry
to say, is not at the disposal of the Education Department.
Consequently,
a great amount of poison has been spread by some interested persons against
this examination.
I can quote many instances when the honourable memhers of this House were approached to sign~(lnterruptiorJ,S.) You will
find that several honourable members of this House were· also persuaded
to put their signature to t~at resolution,
When these honourable members
heard the other side of the. case, they absolutely changed their views. Similarly, I will just let you know what-happened in. the Anjuman-i-Himayat-i,
Islam.
The . educational authorities of the Anjuman were rushed into
passing the resolution, which they have now regretted for having passed in a
hurry and without knowing the other side of the oase, (Interruptions.)
If the honourable members will have a· minute's patience, I will draw their
.attention to a letter that .I have received from the Beoretary of that association, which is. alleged to have passed that resolution.
This letter is dated
Lahore, the 27th February, 1982. I will request the honourable members
to listen to this letter very carefully because it throws a little light on the
method adopted in: persuading the Muslims · to take such · a step against
this examination.
I, will place . the letter· on the table of the House.t I
-will only read the last paragraph of- it; It is signed by one/Shaikh Akbar·,.
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THE Council met at the Council Chamber ~t 2
-eloek. Mr. President in the chair.
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STARRED QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
.

I

I

FRONTIER CRIMES REGULATION.

*1139. Shaikh Faiz Muhammad : Will the Honourable Finanoo
Jtfember kindly state;
(a) if the Government have received the report of the Frontier Begulations Committee appointed by the Government cf India ;
(b) if the answer t!) (a) is in the affirmative, wh~,ther · Government
have noted t~t the s~d Committee .h~ve. reoomnien~ed
amendments m the working of the Frontier ,Cnmes Regulation
which applies to two districts in the Punja'tj also;
(a) what steps Government propose to give e:ffec~ to the reeom. mendation referred to in (b) above ?
'
The Honourable Sir Henry Craw : (a) Yes. : .,
(b) Yes.
,
(c) Steps have been ta.ken to consult official and non~officia.l opinion tin
-eertain points in· the districts affected.
'
CRIMINAL OASES IN DEBA GHAZI KHAN DISTJ;tIOT.

*1140. Shaikh Faiz Muhammad: Will the Honourable Member for
'Finance be pleased to lay on the table a statement showing t~e following
in regard to Dera Ghazi Khan district ;( a)' total number of criminal cases cha.llaned by the police during the
._
year ending with 31st of January 1982;
(b) 'total number of· such cases referred to the Chiefs' jirga £01· the
same period ;
j
,(c) total number of such cases referred to other ;J°irgas during the
same period ;
·(d) number of cases referred to in (b) and (c) in :which magisterial
enquiry preceded the order of reference to jirga ;
·
(e) number of such cases in which the accused objected to the reference of their cases to either jirga ;
..
t
,
(j) number of cases in which the accused objected to particular
members being nominated to the jirgas coneemed ;
·(g) number of such cases in which objectio~ rEifetred to in (e) and
(!) were allowed ?
·
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CRIMIN\4.LOASESIN DERA GHAZI KHAN.

*1143. Shaikh Fau Muhammad: Will the Honourable Member for
Finance kindly state( a) the. number of prisoners in the Dera Ghazi Khan and Rajanpur
jails awaiting trial by sessions court .on a charge of culpable
homicide or murder on 1st ~f February 1982:;
(b) the number· of criminal appeals filed against the judgments of
magistrates, 1st class, both stipendiary and honorary, during
the months of November and December 1981 and January
and February 1932;
.
,·
(c) the number of criminal cases decided by such magtstiates during
the above period ?
The Honourable Sir Henry Craik.: (a) 10
(b) 171 between the 1st of November 1981 and the 20th of February
1982.
.
•
.
'(c.) 629 between the 1st of November 1981 and the 31st of January 1982._
The figures for February 1982 are not yet available.
SESSIONS COURTFOR DERA GHAZI K:HAN.

-

*1144. Shaikh Faiz Muhammad: Will the Honourable Finance
Member kindly state when it is proposed to re-establish the court of sessions:
at Dera Ghazi Khan ?
·
'
.: The Hon~ur.~ble Sir Henry Craik : it is antiJipated that work
will increase sufficiently to justify the revival of the Dera Gha~ Khan sessions division after tho close of the current financial year,
'

i

HINDU REPRESENTATION AMONG·DEPUTY lNSPECTORS OF EDUCATION.

*1145. Rai Bahadur Lala Sewak Ram : Will· the HonourableMimster for Education kindly state·
(a) the total number of deputy inspectors' posts in the Edueation:
Department ;
·(b) the number of Hindus holding these posts;
.
(e) if there is none, the reasons for ignoring the interests of· theHindus?
The Honourable Malik Firoz
Noon: (a) Se-ven. -.
..
(b) Nil. .
..
(c) The names of the seven deputies are as follows.s-«
(1) Sardar Deva Singh.
(.4) Bawa Bar.kat Singh.
(2) .Mr. Pran Nath.
(5) Mr. Bhanot .
. (8) Mr. Sharif.
··
(6) Mr. Inder Bhanr.
(7) Sh. .Allah . Rakha.
Mr. Sharif is only under -training. There are really six posts; . out of
these there is only one Muslim.
.
·.
Mr. Fran Nath, Mr. Bhanot are Christians and Mr. Indar Bhan: "?'ho cuts:
his •hair in ,the Hindu fashion records himself a Sikh; The interests of theHindus are not ignored and are perfectly safe in :the hands ofthese gentlemen;
B2

Khan

I

0

•
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*1146. Chaudhri Allah Dad Khan : Will the Honourable the
.Bevenue Member please stste->
'
(a) how ma.ny Boorkee College passed upper subordinates are in"-~
the Irrigation Department .eommunitywiso ;
(b) with the introduction of the Reforms how many of the Roorkee
College passedupper subordinates on, time-scale were appointed
assistant. engineers and sub-engineers respectively· commnnitywise ;
·
{c) ho"' many posts are held in the subordinate

-

engineering service,
permanent cadre, by Hindus and Muslim13 respectively ;
{d) how many of the posts referred to in (c) are held by Roorkee
College passed men, communitywise; and
(e) bow m'any of· them a.r~ notifi.~d agriculturists '}
.

The Honoarahlc. Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan : . {a) ~

· let February 1982 ~l:J,e total number of Roorkee passed upper subordinates
·~ . (residue}, was 26. /
Musli.ms- , ..

Hindus

...

Sikhs

..

2

.

19 _
5

'·

(b) (1) The total number of upper subordinates (residue) from Roorkee
appointed as as~istant engineers up to 1st February 1982 in the Punjab
Service of Engineers since that Service was instituted in 1920, is 57 :.
Musl.i.ms

••

,•

Hindus

5
89

Sikhs
••
..,. •
6
Christians • •
,•
1 ,
(2) The total number of upper subordinates _(residue) appointed to
-snb-engineer grade during the same period is 8 :·
Muslim
1
Hindus
7

116

t(-0) ¥uslimg ..

.

Hindus •. ·
Sikhs
(iI) Muslim.Er ••
Hindus

268
95

ts
••

Sikhs

·98

26

(e) SS.

Snm BBPREBBNTa:noN nr

BERVICE AND RETRENCHMENT
TJO'N BRANCK.

·m ImuoA.·

*1147. Guru Jaswant Singh : W~ill the Honourable ~&vmme Memb~r
please state.
.
· (~) whether 'it is a f,a:ot tha;t· oortron ~ntag.e
m tp.e 1.Govetmnent
:serviee wiliE fi~rl. by lthe Pwljaib Goveltt!IIllell.t Jor the .iSikh
·oommunity during 1:92Q ;
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(b) whether the above instructions are being strictly followed by all',

the departments under the Punjab Government or those
instructions have been caneelled by any subsequent orders;
(e) if the instructions .issued during 1925 are stili in force, .whether
the Government is aware that when bringing under reduction the temporary establishment, specially: the clerks, in the,
Ferozepore Canals Circle of the Irrigation Department, the
Sikh percentage is brought to zero ;
(d) if the instructions issued during 1926 were cancelled so far as the'.
Sikh community is concerned the facts which led to the can·
cellation of those instructions ; ·
··
( e) whether the Government intends to issue the instructions again
to all the heads of the departments, to pay due regard and.
maintain the proper ratio of the Sikhs in all the services,
as well as to make good the loss which the :8ikhs have suffer·
ed?

The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyaf Khan : It is presnmed that the honourable member .refers to the instructions issued by theIrrigation Department :- .
::
(a) In 1925 superintending engineers were instructed to make efforts.
so to recruit non-substantive clerks as to obtain proportions
in the clerical establishment of 40 per cent. Muslims, 20 percent. Sikhs and 40 per cent. others (including Hindus).
(b) These instructions were superceded in 1929 by instructions that
appointments should be regulated to give .proportions of 50,
per cent. Muslims .and 50 per cent. non-Muslims,
, (a) Does not· arise.
(d) The instructions issued in 1929 were issued as a: result of consideration of the census figures of Punjab Government,servants forlst January 1928.
(e) Instructions have already been issued that in making fresh re,-.·
cruitment due regard should be paid to the claims of Sikhs.
GARDEN AND TEA PARTIES To GovERNMENT OFFIOIA~s AT

KAsu.a. · • ·

. *1148. Lala Nihal ·Chand Aggarwal: Will th~ Honourable the.
Finance Member be pleased to state(a) the number of garden parties and tea parties given to the Gov·
ernment officials visiting the Kasur sub-division at Kasnz
during the last two years; ~
,,

(b) the names and the designations of .the officialsto whom the aboveparties were given ;
(c) (1) whether these parties were given and arranged by non-official.
individuals or (2) whether the Sub-Divisional Officerand the·
tahsildar both arranged for them, and collected money for the, ·
parties from amongst the lambardars, zaildars and others ;
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(d) if the reply to (e) (2) be in the a:ffu:mative,the amount thus colleeted, and spent on each of these occasions;
,
(e) whether any previous permission of the Government for such
parties is necessary, and, if so, whether it was obtained in each
case?
.

Mr.

C. C. Garbett (Chief Secretary): The information asked ·for by
· the honourable me!llber is being collected and will be commnnieeted when
. available.
MISAPPROPRIATION, MUNICIPAL COMMITTEE, KHEMKARAN.

*1149. Lala Nihal Chand Aggarwal.:
Will the Honourable
. Minister for Local Self-Government be 'pleased to state(a) whether it is a fact that a sum of about Rs. 3,000 belonging to
the Municipal Committee, Khemkaran, was recently found to
have been misappropriated ;
(JJ) whether any steps have been . taken · in 'this respect and, if so,·
against whom· and, with what result ?
·
The Honourable Dr. Gokul Chand Narang : (a) Yes, ·but the exact
amount misappropriated is not yet known.
·
(JJ) The matter was enquired into by local officers and the police, but
the whereabouts of the late Secretary who bad· decamped with the money
-: were not known. He has been arrested in Iraq, and will be prosecuted as .
soon as he is extradited. Necessary steps are being taken for his extradition.
CONSTRUCTION OF

A

ROAD

(TAKIA illAM S:e:AH)

BY. KAsuR MUNICI-

PALITY.

*1150. Lala Nihal Cb~d Aggarwal : Will the Honourable Minister for Local Self-Governmentbe pleased to state(a) whether it is a fact that the Municipal Committee· of Kasur has _
constructed a road '(Takia Imam Shah) at a cost of Rs. 7,000;
(b) whether any administrative sanction of the Government fol' a
contract of this value was necessary and whether the same
was obtained by the committee before giving effect· to thisresolution;

/

(c) in case the previous sanction by the Government was necessary
and it was not obtained and the Committee proceeded to construct the. said road at the time when the committee had no
funds (after taking into consideration its liabilities) what
action, if any, the Government is going to take. · against the "
Committ_ee for violation of the rules ?
The Honourable Dr. Gokul Chand Narl,lllg : The information asked
for by the honourable member is.being collected and will .be communicated
to him when available.

.)

"'
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KAsu:a MUNICIPALITY.
*1151. Lala Nihal Chand Aggarwal : Will the Honourable Minis· ~
REMOVAL AND BALE OF FILTH,

ier for Local Self-Governmentbe pleased to state-

(a) whether it is a fact that the Municipal Committee, Kasur, replaced
the old system of selling the filth of town by contract by a
new system of removing the same by itse~ and depositing it
in trenches and then selling it ;
'
(b) i£ so, whether it is also a fact that a Dodge Truck costing about
8 to 9 thousand rupees was purchased for the removal of the
filth;
(c) whether it is a fact that this new system proved a failure and the
committee suffered a heavy loss amounting to something about
Rs. 80,000;
(d) i£ so, whether the Government has taken any steps against the
members who are responsible for the heavy loss or whether it
is going to ~11ke any ?
The Honourable Dr. Gokul Chand Narang: The information asked
::for by the honnorable member is being collected and will be communicated
.to him when available.
PUNITIVE POLIOE, ATTOOK DISTRIOT,

*1152. Chaudhri Allah Dad Khan : Will the Honourable Finance
"Member be pleased to state(a) the charges in detail that have led to the imposition of a. punitive
,
police post at Hazro and seven other villages in the Attock
district;
(b) the amount of the punitive tax to be collected from the inhabitants of the villages referred to in (a) for the expenses of the
punitive policepost ?
The Honourable Sir Henry Craik: (a) Additional police -are not
'Iocated as a result of detailed charges. They are located on -aceount of the
dangerous or disturbed state of an area. Hazro and other villages were in
such a state during and after the visit of Abdul Ghaffar Khan, the leader of a
body since declared unlawful, to the Chhach on the 17th November 1981.
The people of the ar"ea showed defiance and disobedience of the law and at·tacked the police.
(b) The original estimate was Rs. 80,051-6-8but, as the strength of the
police was subsequently reduced on the recommendation of local officers,
the estimate now stands at Rs. 21,078-15-4. This sum will be further re-dueed, if the villagers conduct themselves properly and i£ it is possible to
remove the police post before the expiry of the period originally fixed,
DISMANTLING OF, BRIDGE NEAR fuzRO,

*1153. Chaudhri Allah,Dad Khan: .Will the Honourable Finance
:Member please state(a) whether it is a fact that t_he Deputy Commissioner of Attock
aj;tempted r~ently to dismantle the bridge near Hazro town
in the Attock district, i£ 'so, with what object ; ·

'
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' (b) if it a fact that for the purpose of dismantling th-~ bridge, theDeputy Commissioner took out with him a number of sweepe~ac
1
of the Hazro Municipality;
·
(c) if the answer to (a) i.s in the_ affirmative what action the Govern.
ment intends to take in the. matter ?

ill

The Honourable Sir Henry Craik : (a) No.
(b) A - temporary excavation was made -on the 18th November 1991,.

, to prevent the passage of wheeled traffic over a culvert. - This was don~ in.
pursuance of a. resolution of the Municipal Committee of Ha.zro and the work
out through the a.genc,y of the employees of the_ Committee.
(o) Does not arise.

was earried

COMMUNAL REPRESE;NTATION, DISTROIT STAFF,

LYALLPUR.

*1154. Maulvi lmun•ud·Din.: Will the Honourable-Revenue Mem ...
her kindly state·
·
(a) whether it is-a fact that there are nine posts in the grade ot
Rs. 75-5-125 in the district staff, Lyallpur;
(b) whether it is a fact that there is no Muslim filling any of theseposts;
.
(c) whether it is a fact that a couple of months before, two. of these,
posts were held by Muslims ;
·
' (a) - whether it is a fact that on.jheir retirement two Hindns ha.vebeen put in to fill even these two posts :;
(e) what are the reasons for ignoring the Muslims~
The Honourabloc1 Captain Sardar Sikander Hy,at Khan : (a) No, .

. eight.

.

(b) Yes~
(c) No, three.

(d) Yes.
(e) Under Government orders vacancies in the grad~ of Rs~ 75_:5-121>
are given according to se.niority to men in the grade of Bs, 40--~90.

t,eni<):r
grade being Hindus were therefore appointed to fill up the,
:vace.ncies in the former .grade,

men in the latter

DEVI DASS, DIBTBIOT "REVENUE

.A.oooUNTANT, µy ALLPUB.

*1155. Maulvi Imam-ucl;.Din_: - ('b) Will the Honourable 'Revenue
• :Member kindly state-

·
(a) whether it· is a fact that one Devi Dass has been given a post ot
District Revenue Accountant in the grade of Rs. 75-5-125
in the Lyallpur distriot ;

(b) - whether
·

it ·

is a _ fact tha.t he was not eligible for this post accord·
ing to Financial Commissioner's Standing Order No.19, psra-'
graph No. 32 ;_
.

"(

i

i

!

•

.

~
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(o) if so, whether the Government is prepared to r6:~lace him ;
(d) whether any other candidates exist. in the district who are fully
qualified and have been 'recommended by t~~ Revenue .Assist~t. and the Sub-Divisional Officer, T_oba Tek Singh ;
· . (ii) Will the Honourable Revenue Member kindly layi on the table ·theoriginal file of Deputy Commissioner's office containing 'be recommendations in favour of Devi Dass, if any, and also in fav<>ur of otl\~ candidates ?·
Khan·: . (i) (a,Y The Honourable C~~tain Sardar Sikander
. . Hyat
.
es.
I.:
.
(b) No ; he was eligible.
I,.
(c) Does not arise,
i,
(d) Yes.
i
'
(ii) No.
. <;
1

DitAJ;NAGE SoilEME, DASUHA ~ARSIL•

. . . *1156. Maulvi. .lnwn•ud-Din: Will the ·Honoura.~le Minister for
Education kindly state· - .
·
· t
(a)-whether it is. a fact that the drainage scheme started in the. Dasuha tahsil of Hoshiarpur district has been 1a.bandoned ;
(b) if so, whether the Government intends to reriew
The Honourable.· Malik Firoz Khan Noon : (a) yles. The schemewas abandoned on the recommendation of the Rural Sanit!' and Improvement Board at their meeting on the 20th,February 1980, o · g to the objections of the people themselves to the eomplejion of the so , eme by the construction of the Ghurral and Manjowal drains. -·
j
•
'(b) Owing to financial stringency and opposition of the people themselves it is not at present the intention of Government! to proceed with;
scheme.
i.
.

.

..

.·I·

..

ii?

.

.

.

.

. ..

-Ii
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1·

.
_

.
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PUNITIVE POLIOE POST, 0HAURPUB VII,l:,AG~~

*1~57. Chaudhri Allah Dad
Member please state-

Khan :

, ~

Will the Honourable Finance--

J

. (a) the amount of the charge to be levied on the Qhautpur village- '

.

in the Kamal district, for the expenses Q1 t~e puntive policepost quartered then, during the last yeai; (
•
·
(b) whether it has been brought to his notice th~t the aamindars,
of the village are unable to pay the puni~ive police post,
_ charges;
.
:
I, _.
(c) if the answer to (b} is in the affirmative, what action the Government intends to take in- the matter ?.
II •·
0-._Th~
Honourable Sir HeJUy Craik: (a) Rs. 811, I
. (b) No.
!
'

.1.

(e} Does not arise.

I'
II
I.

!

I·
I
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rajbah.,

*1158. Chaudhri Riasat Ali : Will the Honourable Revenue Member

.~ be pleased

to stat~

' .

'

'

'

1

''

(a) whet;her it is a fact.that the supply of water in the Kassoki.a.nd
Jaurian rajbah; (Hafizabad tahsil). of Lower 't}henab Canal has.
been discontinued for a period of three months (June, July and,
August) every year since 1928;
.
(b) if so, why?
-.

The Honourable Captain Sard.ar Sikahder Hyat Khan:. (a) No .•
:Since 1929 these two distributaries have been subjected toextensive closures
. according to a pre-arranged programme, but subject . to rainfall not being in
-defeet.
(b) The closures effected have been introduced-In order to cope with the
· the danger of waterlogging.
HYnRo.:ELEOTRIO SUB-DIVISION OFFIOEI, SHEIKHUPURA,

*1159. Sardar Buta Singh : Will the
;:-Self-Government be pleased

to state-

Honourable Minister for Loea

(a) whether he .is aware that the 15th of January 1982 was a .publie
. arid gazetted holiday on account of the .birthday anniversary
of Sri Guru· Gobind Singh ;
..

-·

;

(b) whether it is a fact that a petition for keeping the office closed was;
. made to the Sub-Divisional O_J'licer in -. charge. of the Hydro-,
Electric at She:iJrb.upura. on.aeeount of the holiday mentioned,
above;
l

.

.

(o} whether it is a fact that in spite of the above petition the Sub·
Divisional Officer in charge ordered the office to remain open ;' ·
(ci) w~ether .it is a fact that a unanimous resolution was· passed by a.
big diwan Of 8~ held in honour of - tlie above e.nJ:UV0l'Sa!Y
condemning the action of that Sub-Divisional Officer. and requesting the Honourable Minister for Loeel S'elf-Go:vernment
to take such action as he pleased ;
·
· · ·
(e) if the answers to the above be in the affirmative, what 'action,
if any, has so far been taken ?
·

The Honourable.Dr. Gokul Chand Narang : (a): Yes .
. (b) No.
(o) Does not arise -.
(d) Yes.
(e) Instructions are being issued to superintending engineers pointing
-out the necessity for seeing that subordinate officers take stE)ps to ~nsure
that persons to whom a pam;ioular holiday is sacred because of their,religion
.:are not required to attend office.
,

____

...;._
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..
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'MEMBERS oF THE EDuoATION
JULLUNDUR DIVISION.

DEPARTMENT,

*1160. Sardar Buta Singh : Will the HonourableiMinister for Ednea--tion be pleased to state-:-

·

- (a) the number of Sikh; assistant district inspectors of schools who·
have been reverted to the teaching line in the time of the
present Inspector of Schools, Jullundur; •
{b) the number of Sikh teachers who have been deprived of superintendentship of hostels ; s
•
(c) the number of Sikh district inspectors who have been transferred
from the J ullundnr division in the time .of the present Inspector of Schools ;
·
(d) whether it is a fact th~t Jullundur division ts predominantly a.
· Sikh division ?
'

The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan Noon: (a)

Two.

{b) None. in hostels attached to Govemmentsehools.I
(c) Two.
0

(d) According to the census of 1981 Sikhs are only 24.4 per cent. of the
-total population in the Jnllundur division.
·
:
•

GRANT•IN·AID TO SOHOOLS, JULLUNDUR

D~VISION.

*1161~ Sardar Buta Singh : Will the Honourabie Minister for Ednca-tion be pleased to give a statement showing the grant-in-aid earned by each
school in the Jullundur division in the time of Sardar Bahadur Bardar' Bishan
Singh and in the time of the present Inspector of Schools ?
.
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan Noori. : The hpnourable member
-is referred to the statement of grants. sanctioned for aided Indian schools
during 1925-26to 1929-30. The figures for 1927-28relate to Sardar Bahadur
'Sardar Bishan Singh's time and those for 1929-30to Mr. Man Mohan's.
TEAOIDNG OF HINDI.

*1162. Rai Bahadur Lala Sewak Ram: (a) Will the Honourable
"Minister for Education be pleased to state the number ~f schools in each
-division where no arrangements exist for teaching Hindi in the 5th or 6th
lower middle classes ;
(b) what steps
those schools ?

he proposes to take to remove this disability in

· The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan Noon : The 'required inform;;ation is being collected and will be supplied to the honourable member when
::ready.

·

-

-

·

:

· -

,.

I
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COMMUNAL REPRESENTATION IN STAFF OF CO-OPERATIVE
OBEDIT BANKS.

*1163. Rai Bahadur Lala Sewak Ram : . Will ·the· Honourable
Minister for Agriculture please state the number of Hindus, Muslims, Sikhs
and Christians employed as managers and accountants in the co-operative·
oredit banks ? ·
·
·

The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh : · Co-operative credit
banks are private institutions,
the sta:fi of these institutions.

and Government· has no information a.bout

·

MURDERS AN;DPREVENTIVE MEASURES.

*1164. . Rai Bahadur Lala Sewak Ram : Referring to the answer tomy starred question No. 910,1 dated 1st December 1981, has the atten~ion of
, the Honourable the Finance Member been drawn to the list of murders.
which have been published in the Daily Herald, dated 22nd January, pages
4 and 8, and, if so, what does he propose to take as special measures to
stop such occurrences in future ?
The Honourable Sir Henry Craik: Yes .. The· prevention of themurder of money-lenders has been receiving and will continue to receive·
the close attention of Government. On the various occasions during the
last 18 months additional police have been posted to areas where the feeling
against money-lenders appeared to be particularly high.
I

STAY OF A REVENUE OFFIOER IN A DISTBIOT.

*1165. Chaudhri Muhammad

Abdul Rahman Khan : WilL thee

Honourable Finance Member kindly state-

•

(a) whether there are-(ariy rules prescribing the period of stay of a
revenue officer in one particular district ;
· (b) if so, what is this period ?
Mr. C. C. Garbett (Chief S_ecretary) : (a) No.
(b) Does not arise.
RETIREMENT OF EXTRA ASSISTANT COMMISSIONERS,TAHSILDARS
AND NAIB·TA.HSILDARS.
.

*1166.

Cb11udhri Muhammad

Abdul Rahman Khan : Will the-

Honourable Revenue Member kindly state(a) the number of extra assistant commissioners retired on pensions
before the completion of their period of service ; ·

(b) the number of extra assistant commissioners proposed.to be retired in the near future ;
·

(o) whether there is any formula or principle according to which these
officers are being sent on pension ;
·
1Vol

XX. page 232,

"
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;

{d) whether the same formula. or principle has been applied in the
case of tahsildars and naib-tahsildars :
(e) if so, how many tahsildars and naib-tahsildars a.te proposed to be
retired on pension ;
'.
(f) if, the above formula or principle does not apply in the case of
tahsildars and naib-tahsildars, what are. the reasons for the
same, and when the Government proposes, td apply' this principle in the case of the above mentioned officers •r ·
The HonourableCaptain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan: (a), (1.t
~nd' (c) The honourable member is referred to the reply given to question
No. 997 (starred)! asked by Mian Nurullah in November last.
(d) No.
(e) Does not arise.
(f) The matter is under consideration.
Tura-aOALE

os

PAY Fon. SUBORDINATE EDUOATIONAL
·SERVIOE.

*1167. Rai Bahadur Lala Sewak Ram : Will i the Honourable ·
· Mii?isterfor Education please state if the Director of Public Instruction has
.reeeived a memorandum from the Punjab Subordinate Educational Service
Association as regards introdnetion of time-scale in subordinate eduea-tional service. If so, what steps does he propose to take in the matter?
•

.

I

The Hont!_urable
Malik Firoz Khan Noon: (l)Yes.
(2) The subordinate educational service is organised on a time-scale
· basis, but has not a continuous time-scale. However in recent years a. fairly
. large number of posts have been created in the higher grades to ensure a
· continuous flow of promotion.
'
CoM111t1NAL
REPRESENTATION AMo1'io 'Vlil'l'ERINA'RYDEPUTY
. SUPERINTENDENTS.

*1168: Rai Bahadur Lala Sewak Ram : Will the Honourable
: Minister for Agriculture please state(a) the total strength of veterinary deputy superidlendents ;
(b) how many are Muslims, Hindus and Sikhs;
(c) if the proportion of Hindu~ are less; what steps: he proposes to
·
take to make up the deficiency ?
The Honourable S~dar Sir Jogendra Singh: (a) 14 (excluding
, one vaoa:rit appointment),
·.
• (b) Muslims 10, Hindus 2 and Sikhs 2.
(c) The number.of Hind~s is less than ,their proportion in the population ;
·this appears to be due to the small number qualifying fcjr promotion from
the subordinate grade. Go1Tern:m:ent will keep in view the Hindu cla.uns in
making future appointments.
!

I
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270. Gancel'led.
271.

.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWEB,S.

·

RAJA RAM, M:.A:RTIALLAW ~!BONER,

272. Mr. Mukand'Lal Puri: wm

the Hono~abl~ the
-

. Member be pleased to stat~
;.

Finance-

, : (a) whether "the Government passed an order and informed the
. ·. _
Chief Commissionerv.. Andamans Island, reducing the term.
of imprisonment of Mr. Raja Ram, . B.A., a martial
laiw
regilme prisoner, from life imprisonment to one of _10 years,
four or :6.V'e years after his incarceration and that th~ t.erm
he had undergone was to be deducted out of these ten years ;

(b) whether in January 1928, the term was extended by two years;
(e). whether the· Government .extended it further on expiry of these. two years;

·.·

. :(d)'whether Mr. Raja Ram was transferred
and kept in Lahore _Central Jail.;

·:.

to Punjab- iast Ma.y-

(e) how much remission has been earned by Mr. Raja Ra~ ;

(f) ·what is the limit of life imprisonment of martial
· :fixed ·by the Government ;
'.::.: '. .• •1 •.

· ..

·

.:

.

,,

law prisoners

.;

(g)
when th~ release of Mr; Raja Ram ie.n.o~ due ;
. . ,: .,... .
.

•

.

-

-. {h)why has

bis term been extended;

··,;·.

(1,) why has he not been placed in ' B ' class in spite of the fact that, he is a .graduate
: class?
·

and. his mode of living justified· a

better

.

.

The Honourable Sir
Henry ~raik : (a) No.
t;.. ,_ . ._.....~... '·· ':
..
(b) No.
(o) :No. ·

•

,(a;J.Jes.
'·(;) Five months· and twenty-four days.

: · · : :_ 'U)"iind {g). A life·

sente~~e-·is ·an indeterminate v sentenee ; ~hfoh . 08llbe limited only by the executive authorities, 'Government has fixed no
limit for life sentences of prisoners of any class or of Raja Ram in parti.. ,.
;C ula..i.,1'
I

.

•

".'

: ,' ·.· ,{h) Does not arise in view of the reply to part (a) above;

·'·-·

._

....

,_.·

-;

· ..

.

____ ..(i} He is_not . eligible}or_'

:B' cla.s~_ under
.. :

.

,·

..

t.!i~.:raj_~~~-_:.
.:

.
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:AND ANSWERS.
IN

GURGAON

11ISTRIOT;

273. Rao Bahadur Captain Rao Balhir Simgh : Will the HonourableRevenue Member be pleased to state what action Government have taken
,regarding the application made by Cap tain J. Ingram on ,2nd April 1981,
on behalf of zamindars of the Gurga on district, in connection with the·
reduction of water rates on· the Agra Canal in Gurgaonl district, Punjab,
increased in kharif 1980 ?
The Honourable Captain Sardai· Sikander Hy~t Khan : Gov-·
ernment considered the application and came to the conclusion tbat no
action was necessary in connection with the request for reduction in water·
'rates on the Agra Canal 'in Gurgaon district. Captain Ingram was informed
accordingly through Deputy Commissioner, Gurgaon.
WATER

RATES ON THE

AGRA

CAN.AL, GURG.AON.

274. Rao Behadur Captain Rao Ba lbu Singh : Will the Honourable·
Revenue Member state what action has b een taken by the Government, if
any, with a view to having the old water rates in force in 1929 reinstated
on the Agra Canal in the Gurgaon district ?
·

•

The Honcurable Captain· Sardar Sikandu• H)'2.t I<h2n : 'Ihe
action taken by the United Provinces Government is stated; in a communique,
dated 25th November 1981, issued by that Government.i A copy of .tbis
corwmunique is placed on the table ·
,GOVERNMENT

OF THE UNITED PROVINCES~
(B) DEPARTMENT.
Dated Lucknow, November 25, 193l.
COMMUNIQUE.
REyENlJE

IN o. communique, dated February 9, 1931; Government stated their'attitude on the ques-.
tion of, a reduction in: irrigation rates.
It was explained that payment ~or irrigation is in no
sense ai form of taxation but is purely a payment for value received, and the cultivator has to
incur t;ius cost whether the irrigation is from canals or from wells. Canal rates must accord-.
ingly b,e fixed so as to aim at ensuring that amount of profit which is necessary for the conduct
of any: commercial undertaking. In the. last five years the average surplus over working
experis~s and interest: charges has represented a. figure of less than eight! annas per !Ulre on.
the totial area1irrigated in the provinces .. This meant that any reduotdon in the canal rates
:w~uld }a !e re~ulted in the ordina7 tax payer being called upon to bear a par!=· of the cost of ·
migatip.~ the :fields of those cult1!atore who take ~nal water.
Su.ch cultivators represent
only a l!out one-tenth of all the cultivators of the Pl;Ovmces, and any relief would thus have gone
to tho~ cultiv~tors w:ho are the best off. ·
;
' :
·

' 2.: In th~ Slime ~muni,rd it was stated th~t if it should become: apparent that prices
a.re likdly to r~main low for some considerable time and if it should become possible to reduce
!!t!'!:>stail.ti!i,Uy the c9s1i. of .maintenanee of the canal systems, then. Government- would consider
a reduction in the rates.
Moreover the Rent and Revenue Committee in their recent report
resolved that the proposals made by lhem as r.egarcls an adjustment of rents would not be complete by themselves until the irrigation re.tes,_which were raised ip. the period of boom prices~.
were again adjusted so as to 'bring them into conformity with the present range of prices, and
they
expected
that~ . .Government
would
take-immediate
steps' to. effect this ·object.
·
~ '•
' . . : I ..• : .
:
t
.. .
• .
._
I

:

'

I

I

.

•

3. Government have now decided to make oertadn adjustments in -yiew .of the slump fu
prices and also m view of economies that have been enforced in the administrat-ion of the Irri-gation Department. . The sea.le of irrigation'oharges varies according to tbe'speeie.I circumstances
of the area irrigated as well.as according to the nature of the· crap .. , In .m~kingthe.adjustments.
therefore it is proposed to reduce the rates where the reduction. will brin' m9st.effective relief,'
lll•theOirCUrfuit-0.JlCelJOftihe•prese:Otyea.r,
.
.
• ,
. ·'
. I ,,
•
·,
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:{ Hon. Gapt; Sardar Sika.nder Hyat Khan.]
· 4. It is announced accordingly that in the areas irrigated by the Upper Ganges, the Lower
·Ganges, the Eastern Jumna, the ,Agra, the Betwa and the Dun canals, the rates for linseed and
for wheat and barley and the crops sown mixed with them will he reduced to the rates prevailing
.subsequent to 1905 .. · . As in the ease of rents, these adjustments are temporary and will remain
.in force for one year, that is for the rabi /asl 1339 Fael£ and the position :~ill then be reconsidered,
'lhe reductions· sanctione~ are given in the accom}Jll,nying statement,
.

G. M.. HAIWER,
Seerlltarg to Gmiemmer.1.
RATES IN FORCE IN

YEA_R..

RATES SAlHJ·
PBESEliT
BATJIIS

,

1904-05...

Name of crop.

Name of Canal.

~ONECtTEM'·
PORA.RILY
l'OB

. (SINOB
1923-24) •.

1931-32.
-v

Ii0
ff:

"-

~o· •
ff:
,_

~

Rs.A. Rs.1.

'Uf!6r Ganges Canal, r Wheat and barley and
crops
mixed
with
wer Ganges Cana.I, I
Ea.sternJumna
them.
nil.I, Agra Canal.
Linseed

Rs.A.

-~

t!
----

.~

~

Rs.A. Rs.A. Rs,

A.

4

0

2

0

5 0

2

8

4

0

2

0

·2

0

I

0

4

2 0

2

0

I

0

-

5 0

2

8

2

4

2

4*

5 0

2

8

2

4

2 4

4 0

2

o

3

0

1 8

I

0

2 0

I

2 10

4 0

2 0

os. ,{

l

. r
~

Dun Canals

..

Wheat and barley and
with
crops mixed
the~.
;

l
Wheat
f
••<

Linseed

Betwa Cana.I

·

-

.....

I

_

In

Delhi and Gurgaon
clistr:lots.

..

crops
them .

..

2

4

and barley and
with
mixed

3

0

I

..

2

0

I .0

2

2

5 4

..

Linseed

(

Wheat and barley and
orops mixed. with
them.

l

..

..

..

l

J

2 4

0

-

0

0

0

,..

on

2

0

I.

0

4 '4

'k'IMsriJ

2

0

l

0

3 l2c . . l 14

Linseed (except
k"4iif channels).
Linseed (on
channels),

4 0

8

2 2

0

l

0

2 0

l

0

2

•All irrigation in flow.
E:xEMPTION
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.FROM THE OPERATION

oll' A.JU,tS Ao~.

Will

275. Mian Nuruilah :
the Honourable Revenue Member be
,Pleased to sta~e·
,
(a) whether sword is exempt from the restrictions under the AJ:nls
· . Act in many districts including Lyallp:ar ;
.
.
(b) whethar it is a fact that keeping !lo sword is
offence in these
districts.;-

no

\ __

;
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(c) whether it is a faot tha.t keeping·~ siock'of ~drds and theit
'i:na.ntifacturewithout a 'licencein these dl.strietsis an offence;
. <d) whether any businessmeu. or mi8tries <lf Lyallpur distriot hay~
. ·. applied forlicence,to keep·astock·of or. manufacture swords ;
·(e) if BO, with what"result;
'
j
(]) what . are the .reasons which make stockin~ or. manufacturing
of swords an offence;
i
. .>
(g) whe~hedt is a factjth~t :110.public~tyhas, ~een wv~ to t~e.~formation that keeping ·.a· sword sn certain: «mtncts requires no
licence?·
·
. · ··
•
.·

The Hono~abfa Captain SardarSikander- Hya. Khan : (a) Yes.
(b) Yes.
,
. (c) Yes.
i'
(d) One mistri applied for a -lieenee;
, (e) Licence .has: been granted,'
i · .
., (j) The honourable member is referred to sections and:5 of the Indian

Arms Act, 1878,

.

:· .

.

J

.

r;

,

•

•

•
. (g)
· ~ ·-·, The
--_:·,- -:infonnation
.
.
'··: . .~as
./ <' published.
.~_
. . . in
- the ·Official Gb.iette
t= ..

-·-

.

'

.

.

',{,

FINANCIAL DEFICIT; .
.

. •

·.

. .

·1.

:

·'

276. Mian Nurullah : Will the Honourable ]finance Member be-

pleased to state·
·
i ·
'_
.• .
·1
.
(a) what has been the,totl'tl deficit in income of [the Government, 110
far in this · financial year, as · distributed under the various·
heads of income ;
i
(b) w:llat retrenchment and economy have so farj been effected under
· . the various he-ads ofeipeiiditure in this fipancial year;
.
(c) by how much the Government are still shorli; (d) how J8lUCh more deficit is expected up to thej end of the financial
year;
.
.
·
i
.
(e) how much more the Government are likely ~o get· from di:fferen.t
·
· sources of income ?
i
The Honourable _Sir Henry ~raik :; !he informf tion required by the
honourable member will be found m detail in part A of the memorandum
on the.budget :o.r the yea.r 1~82~. 8.8, an~ tM ~eneralab~tractprinted in th~
volume of detailed budget estimates which will be presented to the Council
on the 3rd March 1982.
·
·. · iI
·
~

277. Oancelled.

1
I

j·

--

'

MIDDLE AND H~GH SCHOOL EDUCATION, ~SA.ULI.

278. Kanwar Mam.raj Singh Chohan : Will the Honourable
Ministel' for Education be pleased to state-«
!..
.
,
(a) whether it is. a fact· that the present middJe school of Kasauli
has been reduced ~o the .standard.of a p:,µmary school by the
·
District Board, Ambala, with effect from 1st April 1982;
'

.

.

!

0

·I

!
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Mamraj Singh .. Ohoh11,n.]
'(b) wheth~r ~her~'~;a.niCll~er ~ddfo o(bigh sehoo] to/Indian boys
: . at Ka.sal,lli ; ,
·.
_
.. '; .:
. . .
1

..

(e) what are the, arra.ngemen~ for providing;,the\middle a~cl high
school education for the Indian, boys r~siWJ!lg at \Kapal,lli ?

The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan Noon·: (a)No..
/

. (p)

'

:NQ~· '

(c) ·'Pie present a;a.ngem~nt~:Qontfuue•.

>

'WATER~Lt>GGiNG, RUPAR ~IL,

279. Kanwar Mamraf Singh Chohan : Will the Honoutabl~

Member for Revenue be pleased to state-«

· '·

(a) howpi.u~h area of land is watei~logged fu. Rupar 1tithsi} of. A.inbala
~trict;
..
· ·
·.,
... , .:'
(o) whether this area bas been increasing for the last :five y~:;,

.

'(o) whetber the attention of .the Govermn~nt has been ciraJn to the
helpless plight .of the poor agriculturists and other-inhabitants
of the village in question ;
··

(cl) w~t th~ Government intends to do iri the.JXiattm-? ,:.:
The Honourable Captain Sardar [Sikander ·Hyatd(han: ,;(a) 428
'

.

~·

acres.

·

·

.. _(b) No.
(o) G<>vermnent is not .a.ware
'Tillages affected· by water-logging.

·

·

·

~f a11y gen~iaL distress

·

'in the five

(cl) Government hits given land in the.new colony to tb:e'lpoopleadv9rsely
affected by water-logging and the CanalDepartmenthas.-0ons~ruotedadrain
at Machhiwara which takes away watef to the Suil~jriver.
· · .· ·
RE?9'EWAL OF DAMS IN ORANNEL OF
.

.·

0

11/91

MINO~,

Nn.x

BAB •.

'·

280. Kanwu Mam.raj .· Singh Chohan : Will
Member for Revenue be pleased to st~te-

the .Hqnot1rable.
· · ·

(a) whether the Government 'is aware that there is a constant.
scarcity of water at the tail of lL/91 Leohanwala division, Nill
Bar, Multan district, tahsil Mailsi, specially at the tail of Chak
9711/9L;
.
.
.

(b) how much la~d has been allotted .at the. tail of i1/9L.·n:i·· Qhak

:

{

97, Lechanwala division, Nill Bar ; ·
· ·
(c) wh~t percentage of irrigation .is sanctioned by the Can~l Depart. ment in Nill Baa.: in kharif and rabi respectively ; ·

-;

! .

I.
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,

(d) what percentage of the allotted area was. Jn1tiv,.te~. :li'j ~h~ ~ ·
. of Cha.k 97 in khqrif and rabi 1981 ? _ ,. \, , ; : ', . .· -.. .
·'

in

of tw-~ dam~ the c1*um&l~f 1~{9~~~r
. . - was 'considered 'at tlie ·mooting ofthe cand a<fvisory coIDPlittee
of that division;
I _
.
:

(e) whether the. renewal

. ., . . . . . -

..

.

.

.

.

·I

.

. .

(f) what action the Government has been pleas~ to.take
proposal ?
· · ·
I· ·

· •

•·.

·

.. ·

. ·

·

·

.·

.

iO

upon that

:

•·.

The JlonourableCaptail:i Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan.:- (4) ;There
is no scaieity.
· .·· .· ·:
.
·
.. · · :.:
·. · '· ''< > '
· Discharge'at taH.JL/9L is 4•4 cuseos against 4.J·'permisiribli~d dis-eharge at tail outlef of Cl{a.k 97 is 1 ·0 eusee against O ·~9 pe~sipfo":
.

·...

~-

.

;

.

•••

.

·.

'

: .

c

c

. . .

!--- .. -.

.

. .

-.

:

'

(b) 379 acres have been, allotted. in ·Chak 97 at· t~il of 1L/9L (Gauhar

]d'lllor).

· ·

I

· ·

. (e) Intensity,of irrigation is 51 per ce~t. of whichl2/otb. tq be'.Jttigated
-during kharif and 3/5th during rabi, i.e., 20 ·4 per :cent~ of the allotte,d area
:during kharif and 30·6·per cent. during rabi. ·
· f'i
·
(d) During ra'bi 1980-81

During kharif .1981 ..

,·,

'."'· . ·.

::
i
!

l

81 ·14. -~r cent.

10·.o pel'-cent.

.

(e) The records of minutes of .these meetings dtj. not: show any such
-diseusaion to lie.ye ta.ken place,
/
le·
, . • .·
.
I

(}) In view of reply

to (e) this

.

.

1

does not arise,':

1,;

---

(,

CJo,oPEµTIV~ . BOOIE'm.§S,'
.

~1.

J(allw~

,- .

!t.

,

_l\'lt'T:r~j Sina:!t:

Choh~.t

Jdiniste,: for Agriculture J.ie,pleased t() state-> ·

I~

·

.. .

W]ill ~e

t

,_

;Ei:oA~_urable

(a) the number of A; B, 0-and D class societi~s in each district of
·

the province in a tabular form on 31st ~uly' 1981 or at any
· other convenient date in 1931;
· I
·

. (b) the number of liquidated societies in each ~tricf
. years, (2) beyond 'five yea.rs ;
· ·
1
,'.

,-

.

.

.

.·

(1) within five
:

•.

1 . .•

(o) .whether the number of A class societies of 1~81 shows a consider·
abl? ~pro'9'ement as compared- with thfnumber Qf 'A . class
societies of 1980 ?..
.
. · · .· i
;

The ~onourable
<statement

1s attached. .

Sardar Sir Jogendra Smghj :
.

·

.

,

(a) The required

· - \

(b) A statement showing the provincial figures Qf liquidated societies
for the last 10 yea.rs is enclosed." · The information by ldistricts is not avail.able,
(c) No.

r--_

.:i, . . ' -· . - .
k
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j
I

GBANTS•IN·AID TO PRIVATE SCHOOLS AND B04'BDING HOUSES,
DISTRICT,
., ,

AUALA

'

282. Kanwar Mamraj Singh Chohan: Willi the Honourable
::Minister for Eduoation be pleased to state in a tabular £01171 :(a) the grant-in-aid recommended for each private [school-or boarding

house of .t~e. Ambale. district by the Ins:pector of Sol1.ools,
Ambala division ;
.
:
I

(b) the grant-in-aid· sanctioned for eaeh private ~chool or boarding
house of A:rnbala district by the Director of;Pul.>lio Instruction
or Assistant Director of Public Instructioni ;
.

i
(c) whether such school or boarding house is a [Hindu, Muslim. or

'

Sikh;

(d) whether one and the same uniform principlJ has been applied
in reducing the grants recommended by; the Inspector of
Schools or whether it is different in each ease or several
cases;
{e) whether a reading of the above shows that: non-Muslim com.
mnnities have been greater sufferers ; if i so, how this has
h~p~d;
i
I

!:·

I

(f ) whether the Government intends to redress [the wrong, if there

is any, o~ t~ remove the mis~de~tan~
the sanctioning of these grants-in-eid ?

if any, as regards
;·

The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan Noon : (aj The recommenda-tions of the inspectors are confidential and it is not in .the public interest
·that they should be disclosed, but for the information] of the honourable
member it ml!,y be mentioned that in 15 cases outof 16 ithe grant is praeti-eally the same as recommended by the inspector. This 16th oas~ is of a
school which has actually even now received the 2nd highest grant in the
district, there being only a 10 per cent. difference betweep the sum reeora.. mended and the sum sanctioned. The school receiving the highest grant
is also a Hindu school. The Department is not bound to accept all reeom.mendations of the inspectors with regard to grant-in-aid;
0

'

!

(b) and (c) A statement giving the required information is laid.on the
·table.
·
·
I
·
·
~

.

.

:

(d) Yes. A uniform· principle has been applied in reducing the grants
.reeommended by the Inspector of Schools.
I
I
I

(e) No; It will inter~st the honourable member i to know that the
-total grant given to Musliminstitutions is Rs. 11,240 as! against Rs. 48,822
.given to non-Muslim institutions.
•
'
\

(f) Does not· arise;
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UNSTARRED QUESTIONS AND ANSWER$,

16-7

RECOGNITION OF lIARGOLAL GIBLS' B':IGH 8dHOOL, .AM:13.A:LA CANTONMENT.

· 283. Kanwar Mamraj Singh Chohan : Will the Honourable
Minister for Education be pleased to stateI
(a) how long the matter of recognition of Hargo]~l Girls' High School,
Ambala Cantonment, has been pending Qefore the Education
Department ;
·
(b) the reasons for the delay;
.
(e) what steps towards the disposal of the matter have been taken
since the reply given to the Council . question No. 1018
(starred)! in December last;
.
. i
.
.· ,
·
( il) what action if any is yet to be taken for the disposal of the matter?
The llonourable Malik Firoz Khan Noon: i-(a) The school has
since been provisionally recognised.
'
(b), (c) OJld (il) Do not arise.
- :
GRANTS TO EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS IN DEBA GHA.Zr KHAN DISTBIOT.

284. Shaikh Faiz Muhammad : Will the Hondurable Minister for
Education kindly state· _,
'
(a) the total amount spent' by each of the municipal committees
in Dera Ghazi Khan district during eaci~ of the last three
... •'·.
years;
.
(b) the total amount paid by each committee to various private educational institutions by way of grant-imaid during each of:
these years ;
:
·
(c) the total amount received by each of these ocmmittees from the
Government on account. of -education. during each of these
years?
·
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan Noon : The information is
being collected and will be supplied to the honourable member when it is
ready.
:
HINDU INSPECTORS OF SCHOOLS.

285. Rai Bahadur Lala Sewak Ram : Will the Uonourable Minister
· for Education kindly stata:. (a) whether it fa a fact that there were two Hindu· divisional inspectors of schools in the Punjab ;
·
(b) whether there is only one now ;
(c) if so, the reasons for reducing that number 'l:
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan Noon : (a) I am unable to
answer the question as it is not clear from the question: as to which period
the honourable member is refe~
to.
:
(b) Yes.
·.
i
(c) Does not arise. The position at present is that out of the 5 divisionaT
inspectors :,;_
2 are Muslims.
1 is a Bikh.
1 is a; Hindu.
1 is a Europ~an.
I

1 VoL XX,
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.APPOINTMENTS TO INSJfllfCTORATE
·, OF SCl{OOLS,

286~ Rai Bahadur Lala-Sew'ak Ram :. Will the Honourable Minister

ior Education kindly state-

.

·

.

·

.(a) the numbereof posts of district inspectors of schools that fell
vacant after 1st January 1981 ;
~
(b) the number of posts given to Hind us and 'Muslims separately 'l

The Honourable Malik ,Firoz Khan Noon : (a)' Six;
(b) Hindus nil, Muslims 5 and Sikhs 1.
It may, however, be pointed out that out of the six, three vacancies
were caused by the shifting of Muslini . officers and. the position at present
is that out of the 29°district. inspectors in the Punjab, 15 are Muslinis and 14
non-Muslims, out of the latter 9 are Hindus and 5 Sikhs:
HINDU REPRESENTATION AMONG ABSISTA'NTINSPECTORS OF SCHOOLS•.

287.. · Rai Bahadur L• SewakRam : Will the Honourable Minister

for .Education kindly state-

.

·.· ··.

-

. . . . . . .

.,

(a) the total number of pos{s of assistant di~trict ,i11spectol·s of
schools;
. . .
.
. ·. · .
·
(b) the number of posts held by Hindus and Muslims (separ.ateiy) ;
( e) if the number of Hind us is far less than that of the other community
what are the reasons fo~ it ?
. .,,.
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan Noon : (a) 148.
(b) Hindus SS, Muslims 84.
(c) Rural sympathies and not religion are the chief factors considered
in making appointments to the district inspectorate.
INSPECTORS' CO.NFERENCE AND HINDI. TEACIDNG.

288. Rai Bahadur Lala Sewak Ram : · Will the Honourable Minister
:for Education kindly state(a) whether the question of teaching Hindi from the oth or 7th class
was discussed in the' Inspectors' Conference ;
(b) the number of Hindus and Muslims (separately) who attended
the Conference ;
(c) whether any decision has been arrived atin the matter and. jf so,
what?
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan Noon : · (a) Yes.
(b) Hindus 2, Muslims 5.
.
(c) Th"e. matter is under consideration.
.

.

SUPERINTENDENT OF MUNICIPAL BOARD. SCHOOLS, LAHORE•.

289. Rai Bahadur Lala Sewak Ram : Will the Honourable Minister
for Education please state-«
·
(i) the year from which the post of the superintendent of municipal
board schools, Lahore, was created ;
(i·i) whether a Hindu has ever been appointed. to. this post since
then?
·

UNSTABBED

1(>9

QU.lllSTIONS A.ND .A.NSWEBS.

The Honoura~le Malik Firoz Khan Noon:

("') 'f'here is no such

J.)ost in the Education· Department ;
(ii)·. Does· not 8!rise.
'

I:

--.--

i·.I'

lliSTBl:OT AND .A.SSlSTANTDISTRICT INSPEOTOBS, LA.HOB~ DI!}TRIOT;"

290. Rai Bahadur Lala Sewak Ram : Will the Honourable Minister
for Education kindy state the community or communities to which the
_pxesent district inspector, personal . ast!istarit to the q.istrict inspector
and. ~he assistant district inspectors in the. Lahore distri~t belong ?
.

,·

.

I

The Honourable Mallie Firoz Khan Noon : The honourable member
'is refe,r.~ed to the- consolidat0J1 ·statement which is laid on; the table of
.House,
.
1.
·
'
,•t
..

~h~

i

,

I

EntroATION OF BOYS IN DEBA GHAZI KHAN DIStBlOT;

291.. Shaikh Faiz Muhammad : (e). Will the Honoi$,ble Minister for
:.Education kindly state if he.is aware that the Small Towh Committ€es. of
Vehoa, Taumer and Kot Chutta in Dera Ghazi Khan distriot have declared
-their inability to provide facilities for the education of boy$ residing in areas
.under their respective control ; ,
.
,
.·.
j
· (b) if the answer to (aps in the affirmative, what s~~ps Gove~ntnent
l)ropose to take in the , matter ?
. .
.
I,
The Honourable Malilc Firoz ·Khan. Noon: (a)lThehono~able
:member apparently refers to the .E\mall Town Committ.ees ol Vehoar TallIUl:ft,
.a~d Kot Ohutta.. The reply is in the affirmativ:e.
·
)
·
(b) The matter is under eonsideration..
1

-

.J..·

·--Sums .

.

..

IN EnuoATION

i· ·

DEPARTMENT.'

292. Sardar Buta' Singh : Will the Honourable Minister for Eduea- -,

:tion be pleased to give a statement showing the number] of Sikh dist.iict
inspectors, Sikh assistant district .inspectors, Sikh head misters,. and hostel
superintendents in the time of Sardar Bahadur Bardar Bishan Singh and at
·the present time ?
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan . Noon : · A statement giv'ingthe requisite information is laid on the table.
·
1

District ·
J:nspec-

Assistant
District
tors, , . Inspectors.

Head
Masters,

, Hostel
Snperintendents.

I·

Dis,trict .. Assis,tant
InspeeJ?istrict
tors.
Inspectors.

r

..

v ,

. .! He.ad

¥asten,;.

Hostel
. Superin~
tendents.

i

4.

10

4.

--8
1Copy

1

kept in t,h.e library.
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. PRESENTATION OF THE BUDGET.-

The Honourable Sir Henry Craik (Finance Member) : 'in the obaervations that follow I will attempt to present to the House in broad out-line only the position of provincial finances -during the current and the next
years. I have in the interests ef lucidity_ deliberately abstained
from.
inserting into. my observations a. number ~f intricate figures· under -the different detailed heads.
It is usual for a Finance Member in ~he course of' his budget speech
to pay :a tribute to the officers of his department, whose duty it is to compile
the budget- and the explanatory_ memorandum .whieh have to-d~y ·been
placed in the hands of honourable members. On the present. oeeasion this
tribute is by no means a merely conventional one. The year now <t:i;awing
to a close has been one of exceptional financial strain, and . the burden of anxiety and 'responaibility _ thrown on the officers _of the -Finance Department has been correspondingly heavy. In Mr. Puekle's case this burden
has been increased by the additional duty of presiding for several months
over the deliberations of the Retrenchment Conun.i,ttee,,..:....a committee whose
diligence and 'devotion.Ldesire once again to acknowledge and-whose report·
has been of the greatest assistance to Government (hear, hear). Mr. Pueklehas discharged' these exceptionally heavy duties with his usual unruffled
~<>urtesy and sound judgment, and I am confident that all sections _of the
House will join with me in acknowledging the gr_eat value of his services
during this critical year (hear, hear). Mr. Grindal has continued as second
in command of the Finance Department to_ give the advice and assistance
for which his long experience fits him, The Finance Department is indeed
fortunate in having him as a permanent member of its _staff (hear, hear). I.
wish also to refer to the Joint Secretary in the Finance Department, Mr." Staig, ..
whose special charge is the financial side of the three branches of the Public
'Works Department.
Mr. Staig is a most vigilant guardian of our finances
with singular gifts of industry and grasp of detail. It has been suggested
in certain quarters-not I think by the Retrenchment Committee-that
in the interests of economy the post of Financial Adviser should be dispensed
with. I am convinced that there could be no greater mistake, and · that,
since he joined the Punjab Government, Mr. Staig has saved the province,
an infinitely greater sum than his appointment has cost.
I now propose to deal.with th~ finances of the year that is drawing. to a close and first of all with the' revenue position of this year. Honour-able members will not be surprised that the picture I have to present is a
depressing one. . To begin with, when we received t~ final accounts of the previous year, i.e., 1980-81, we ·found that the final :figures for· revenue re- '
ceipts were $5 lakhs below the budget estimate, and instead of the current
year opening with a small credit balance of 82 lakhs on all accounts, it
actually opened with a defici.t balance of 10 Iakhs, On tl).e revenue account
alone the deficit balance of 60· lakhs, which we · expected e;t this time la.st
year, turned out to be actually one of 88 lakhs. I need not refer pirther·
to the figures for 1980-81, which are discussed at some length in paragraph 7 of theexplanatory memorandum.
The point I wish to make is that
we had to start the present year 'Vth a considerable deficit instead of with..
the small surplus which we had anticipated.
·

i
i
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Our estimate for revenue receipts for the CU1Teniryeaf ati the time when
the budget was presented was 11,18 lakhs. As I explained; in presenting
the budget last year, this estimate was based on our usual ~ractice of counting'
on .a normal agricultural year. This practice was found~d on many years'
experience and is indeed the only practicable one, as no 1*an canforetell the
vagaries qf the seasons. Actually the current year has q~en:: free from such
disasters as floods and drought, and the rabi harvest wa;~ on the whole up
to the average. Unfortunately the price of wheat andl! other rabi staples
continued to, be very low, necessitating remissions of landi rev;enueand canal
dues on an unprecedentedly large scale. These remissions-a*1ounted aJtagether'
to no less than 1,14 lakhs. By the time the kharif haprest hadjripened,
prices had shown some signs of recovery, but unfo~tuna~~ly 'though certain
crops, e.g., sugarcane, rice and toria, had. done well, the botton crop was in
many districts considerably below the average. Govern~ent:felt that owing
to the prolongation of the phase of low prices and the consequent deterioration
in the resources and reserves and the exhaustion of the cr~dit! of the agricultural population, special remissions had · again to be gHren for the kharif
harvest. These totalled about Rs. 45 lakhs both in !land revenue and
abiana. As I shall show later, had it not been for thes~ knarif remisaions,
which came towards the end of the year, we should ha1e been enabled, as.
the result of drastic measures of economy, to make our rJve~ue expenditure
almost exactly balance our revenue receipts plus our extraordinary receipts ..
!

•

.

I

.,..

,i

::

As the result mainly of these enormous remissions:i of i land revenue.
and obiana, aggregating for both harvests about 1,59 lakhs, and, also of a
falling off in receipts under other heads, notably Excise, i~he .aetual revenue
of the current year is now expected to be no less than 1,~~ lakhs, or roughly
one and-a-half ororea,' less than the budget estimate.. According to the latter·
we expected, as I have said, to receive 11,18 Iakhs and d pr expeqtation has
now fallen to 9,71 lakhs.
:
1;
1

/

'

The problem with which Government was faced wa~1 to make a corresponding reduction in expenditure debitable to re-venue, !iit being obviously
impossible to bridge the gap by fresh measures of provincial taxation, in view
of the prevailing economic depression and the heavy up.creases of central
taxation. The task with which we were faced was one of ialm,ost insuperabledifficulty, especiallyin view of the fact that we had, before the commencement
of the current year, i.e., before the end of March, 1981;! already effected
economies amounting. to nearly Rs. 60 lakhs. I cannot <!Iaim that we have
found a complete solution, though I did hope at one tim~ that the solution
was in sight. In October last year we had reason to hop~ that if the kharif
harvest was a really good one, as it then seemed likely to ha, arid if there
was a substantial recovery of prices, we should just be i~bl~ to make ends
meet. The second. of these two hopes was realised, bu~i unfortunately the
first was not, as in many districts the cotton crop was a v~ry !lhort one. The
result was that in Decemher after the most careful · and i detailed consideration, Government had to announce remissions of land re~~nufland abiana on
cotton amounting, as I have already stated, to 45 Iakh~! of, rupees. This
is very nearly equivalent to the amount by which our Ofd~ary and extraordinary receipts will, .SO far as L can at present foreser, fall short of thecurrent year's expenditure.
[I.
'
II,

i
I,,i
11

I
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11
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. . It might be possible to criticise these remissions . as being, unneces
·sarily generous· in view of the position of provincial :financ~s, and the advnaeein prices which .has taken place since the remissions were announced.
Speaking purely from the point of view of provincial flnanees, I do not think
that such criticism is justified. It is true that ourJiberality,hasJeft us with
noalternative but to finish theyear with an uncovered deficit,but even at
mome:r;it_s ~f severe :fin~cial stringency ther? are, cerl,ain types of expenditure which m ·the long run are well worth while. So fli,:i: as I can leam.theee
'remissions came at a particularly opportune moment as a proof of Government',s repognition of the exhaustion . of agricultural credit and • its sympa thy · with the · conditions . in. which the greater. part of the. population was
-placed. Coiningas they did at a moment when conditions seemed to be growing a little brighter, they were generally well received and have contributed
to a more hopeful outlook on the future. Depression and despair have been
-.mitigated,and that in itself is an ample return on our espenditure., I may
,say that the revenue for kharif harvest is being collected· withouf difficulty.
As I have said, the problem before us was to bridge the gap between
-the reduced revenue of Rs. 9,71 lakhs, or counting extraordinary receipts
-exaetly 10 erores, and an expenditure estimated at the time the budget was
framed of 10,~8 Iakhs of rupees. By further measures of fetrenchment
and economy we have effected a saving of Rs. 85 lakhs net or Rs. 62! lakhs ·
gross, but this does not. represent the whole of the further savings effected.
'To give a correct picture of these we· should add to the· Rs. 62! lakhs the 'sum
of nearly Rs. 46 Iakhs saved under "Irrigation Wo:rkingExpenses." Thus
we .ean claim .that·the to(al· reduction of expenditure in thacurrent year
effected by economies has been Rs. · 1,osf lakhs gross· or Rs. 81 · lakhs net.
"For further details! would refer honourablemembersto paragraph.Flbt the
-explanatory memorandum. I would: like here to acknowledge the very:
substantial economies effected by the Irrigation Department in their working
-expenses and to pay a special· tribute in this connection to Mr. Smith, the
very able Chief Engineer, who has been for• sotrie y~ars ti respected member
-of this House and who is now on the point of retirement.· Taking the other·
-departments in. turn, the "biggest saving has been effected under '·' Civil
Work,s "of nearly Rs. 18 lakhs. Education, Public Health, Agriculture,
Jails, General .Administration, Medical have all contributed and all deserve
-eredit for cordial and prompt co-operation.
·
·
·
Government, has now completed, or practically completed, the
1engthy task of. reviewing in detail the recommendations of the Retrenchment .- Committee. It would not be possible within the .eompass !)f .this
.speech to give an account of the decisions arrived a~, but I hopeto be in a
position shortly to lay on the table or to publish detailed statement on
the subject. Some of the recommendations of ~e committee had . been
.anticipated by the time their report reached the hands of Government : a
few were found on detailed examination to be i:mpract.ieable. But 1 think
I am right in saying that the greater proportion ofJhe economies proposed
by the committee have been accepted either in _-whole or in part, where ae-ceptance has not involved a radical change of policy, though of course in
the case of many of them the :full result of the orders passed will not be
-obtained immediately. The House will perhaps be interested to know the

a
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saving effected under certain heads of expenditure in the b.: udg. et for next
year as compared with that for 1980-81. Under the headl/ "~ay of Officers ,,.
there has been a reduction of 18 per cent.; under the hefd "Pay of Establishment" of 2 per cent. ; under the head " Travelling[jAllr.· wance" of 29'
per cent. ; under the head " Other Allowances and Hohoraria " of 28 per
cent. ; and under the heads "Supplies and Services" anl .":Contingencies,,..
of 28 per cent. Under all these six heads combined the iota.I saving effected
is one of 991 lakhs, which I claim is a very substantial achievement. It is
by no means the total sum of our economies.
I now turn to capital expenditure during the. current year. 'In.
· the budget the expenditure under this head· was est~ted at 2,15 Iakhs,
but we now expect to reduce this figure to 1,92 lakhs, :· The whole of this
will have to be met from borrowings, except for a suin of! Rs; 14 Iakhs representing the excess of recoveries over outgoings in the profincial loan account.
Owing to the very heavy fall in revenue receipts, it' h&!s not been possibleto devote the small sum of Rs. 29 Iakhs represented by e*raordinary receipts
to capital expenditure next year. The whole of this sum :of Rs. 29 lakhs
must be treated at this stage as a reserve available to balance the revenue
account, if so required.
The House will perhaps be interested to learn the progress made
during the year on our two great capital projects. o:~ t~e Sutlej Valley
scheme the only large individual work in progress has been the construction
of the Panjnad headworks. In December last, the djversion of the five
rivers of the Punjab over the weir was successfully completed, This opera. tion involved, apart from the construction of the weir! its~.lf, the building
of an embankment; about a mile in length and over 86 teet• high, across the
old bed of the Chenab. The completion of these hel),dwprkswill enablethe Panjnad · Canal to be opened for irrigation by next ~hatif. Apart from
the. provincial share in. the capital cost of this weir,:/ expenditure on theSutlej Valley project from the revenues of the Punjal] during the current
year has been mainly confined to the excavation of disttiiibu~aries and watercourses and the construction of quarters for revenue staff. During the coming
year expenditure will be on the same objects:
0

··

•

11

Up to. the end of March, 1981, our total e~penditure Q~ the British po~-tion,
of the project had been Rs. 8,92 lakhs. During the ourren t year expenditur e
from provincial revenues has been onlyBs, 84 lakhs, a,1 for next year the
budget estimate is only Rs. 16 lakhs, so that by the endiof March, 1988, our
total capital expenditure will be Rs. 9,4~ lakhs. ThJ sanctioned project
estimate is Rs. 9,87 lakhs. It is thus apparent that after the end of the next
financial year there will be but little more capital expenditure to incur on.
this project.
On the revenue side our budget estimate of direct! receipts was Rs. 44
lakhs, The revised estimate has fallen to Rs. 81! la~~. a! reflection of the
prevailing economic depression, but I am informed thati:theirevised methods
of water distribution introduced from the current robi ~~rv~st have resulted
in a gratifying increase in the area irrigated in the Nil Bar, Every effort
has been made to reduce working expenses wherever pr~~tkable by a careful
examination of all costs, including rates of work and th~I pay and strength of:
establishment.
'
·
.;
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On the Mandi Hydro-Electric scheme, expenditure '1P to the Slst
March, 1981, amounted to q.:pproxiµiately Rs. 2,581a]¢s. _During the current
year it is estimated that about Rs, 1,29 lakhs will be spent. ,.The boring of
the tunnel has made good progress; and to-da,y's papers S!J,Y that the ends
of the main headings have met. "I'he erection of t)l,e :main. transmission line
from Jogindernagar to Lahore and of the branch transmission lines from
Amritsar to Kartarpnr and from Lahore to FerozepQre a;n,d Lyallpur is 11,lmost complete. For the year 1932-38 expenditureis estimated at Rs. 1,18
Iakhs. The tunnel is expected to be ready for the. admission of water by the
beginning of next cold weather, and if the Chief Engineer's hopes materialize,
portions of the transmission system will be alive in December, and t}le supply
of energy to the public will begin in the early months ofJ938. ':The main
works contemplatedby the budget figure in the produc,tiqn a.r011i are the eom-.
pletion of the tunnellining, and of the power-house andt:rinsformer station
buildings and the installation of. theirequipfoent. The .bnlk olthe·expenditure on the transmission system relates to the installation of plant and
.machinery · in the sub-stations. The budget also includes · a provision ·of
Rs. 8 lakbs for expenditure on local distribution, which Government has
decided itself to undertake in certaintowns, and forthe work in connection
with ~bich contracts are now being placed.
.
··
I next have to deal with the prospects of .the year that begins
the 1st of April next, and I will take:firflt expenditure which can be estimated
with greater cei'tainty than revenue. The budget . bas, of course, been
framed on the assumption that economies already brought into effect, including the out in salaries a~4 those recommendations of the :Retrenchment
Committee that have been accepted by .Government,~ will continue, . and
further we have strictly enforced the principle .that every single avoidable
jten1 of expenditure must be omitted, Naturally this meani;;, a policy of rigid
self-denial on the part of thEl departments and tb~.tefusal of funds. for objects
which, however · desirable in. themsleves, cannot be regarded as absolutely
necessary. I do not. think I nee_d elaborate. the arguments inJavour of this
policy, as ! think they are self-evident afte1; forii;' SU:(lcessite years in which ,
-ordinary income has failed to cover ordinary' expenditure. · Acting on these principles, we have reduced our estimate Iorfhe total expenditure charge.able to revenue to 9,82 lakhs. This is a lower :figure than in any 'year since
1924-25, which was practically the same. With the exception of that year
.and 192$-24, our estimated expenditure will be lower' than in any year since
the introduction of the Reforms.
The schedule ~f new expenditure has been reduced considerably below
the modest figure of .lasf year. from 40 to 24! Iakhs, of. which only 5 lakhs
is really new expenditure, the remainder being merely for establishment,
which. is nominally temporary, but which requires fresh· sanction every year~
and the usual provision, but on a very much reduced scale, for minor works,
·tools and plant in both branches of the Public Works·Department.
As regards revenue, this is much more difficult to estimate. As
,has been pointed out in paragraph 18 of the printed memorandum, past
experience is valuable as providing a fairly reliable guide for estimating the
maximum which revenue is not likely to exceed, but the current year bas
.shown that it affords no sure basis for estimating how low receipts may fall.
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'Two essential factors must be home m mind, first tha~ returns of revenue
depend almost entirely on the· seasons, and in· regard t~I this all we can do,
as I have pointed out already, is to follow our usual p:r!p,ctice of estimating
for an average year, The second factor .is that prices ~re still much b~loj
normal, though there has lately- been a distinct upward t~ndency. Weighing
these considerations to the best of our ability, we corq~
the conclusion
that we should be justified in taking as the estimate fdr our total revenue
from all sources for next year a figure mid-way between what may be expected according to past experience in a .normal year a~d 'that the current
year. has shown to be the figure to which our revenues m~y drop in the worst
possible conditions hitherto experienced. The gap ~etween these two
:ngures is slightly over a crore and -a-half of rupees, and the car~fully considered
estimates of individual departments come ·to. a figure fdf- . revenue under . all
ordinary heads in the coming year of 10,88 lakhs, a :flgure about i crore
higher than what we now expect will be the actual rev~p.ue: for the currel;lt
year.
·
·•·
. · ·
It must be admitted that there is a considerable ele:rp.ent<>f uncertainty
about these calculations, but the Finance Department af~er careful .examination has not been able to devise. any more satisfactory method. . The chief
. uncertain factor is obviously the course of prices and ij. regard to this, as
I have said, there has been recently some upward tendency, The lowering
-0f freights on wheat to Karachi has at any rate had the efect of stimulating
to some extent export from the. Punjab to th~t port, and, there. are grounds
for thinking that at present there is only a small .carry-ovier if1 the province
from last year's crop. The Imperial Economic Commi~~ee,i moreover, has
recently estimated that world production during the c*1'rent year is considerably smaller.and on the whole is likely to be insufficient to cover the requirements of consumption. If this estimate is correct, it sh~uld mean that
there will be a tendency for prices to improve, and conse,~ently our income
for next year should approximate more nearly than this ytar's to the normal
standard.
·
The figure of income which I have just mentioned, ~0,86 lakhs, should,
if realised, leave a surplus over expenditure on the revenue account of 56
lakhs, to which should be added 27 lakhs for extraordinary receipts. These
have been taken at a modest figure; 2 lakhs lower than the revised estimate
for the current year.
·•
I will not detain the House by attempting any det~iled1 explanation of
revenue receipts under t!ie various heads. . For this, I woid r~fer honourable
members to the budget itself and to paragraph 14 of the explll,natory memo.randum.

tq

1:

::

c,

I

As regards . the capital account, we estimate our .expenditure at
1,59 Iakhs as against 1,92 lakhs for the current year. 1he ;biggest item in
this is, of course, the hydro-electric scheme with 1,18 laa1hs, lbut this will be
the last year in which it should be necessary to provide fqr any large capital
expenditure on this· project. For the Sutlej Valley project! only 27 lakhs
is provided, leaving for other heads of expenditure the $,od~st figure of 14
lakhs. This expenditure must as usual be financed by porfowing, save to
the extent of 14 lakhs by which the recoveries of provincial loans are expected
to exceed fresh loans to be given.
·

ti
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. The main feature of the budget is the- rigid reduction of expenditure-to a point at which it should be covered, in the absence of any unforeseen
calamity, by ordinary and extraordinary receipts combined, if not by ordinary·
receipts alone. But this reduction has only been . effected by curtailing
expenditure on essential services such as the maintenance and. repairs of'
eanals, buildings arid communications, eto., on which the ultimate prospsrity,
of the province very largely _·depends, ·to_ the barest min@w:p. compatible-with safety and I do not think it would be si!,fe to maintain expenditure on
such objects atthe present low level much beyond the eurrent year. If the·
great engineering works, so vital to the prosperity e>f the Punjab, and other·
essential parts of the administrative machine are to be retained at thei:,r·
present pitch of efficiency,and if the beneficent departmen.ts are to continue
their activities on something approaching the scale to which t.he people have-become accustomed in the last few years, it is essential that we should
obtain fresh sources of. revenue. The report of the committee of this House·
appointed to explore such sources is now under examination in the various
departments. But no really considerable addition to our revenue can be·
expected within the present limited field for provincial taxation, even if the
time were opportune' for the imposition of fresh provincial taxation. If .
we are to continue the process of expansion and development which the
province has enjoyed during recent years of comparative prosperity, and if
we are to give the new constitution a chance of starting under favourable
conditions, we must press our claim to a larger share of the taxation already
being collected in this province, but now credited to central revenues (hear~
hear). A tentative forecast of revenue and expenditure prepared by the.
Finance Department for the 5 years, 1933-84to 1987-88, seems to show that,.
even without allowing for any further expansion in our· " nation-building ''"
activities, it will take us five years of slow recovery to wipe out the aeeumulated revenue deficit of 1,52 lakhs. The budget of 1982~88 is a tO'Ur deforce which can hardly be repeated. It is legitimate to hope thit the·
labours of the Federal Finance Committee now sitting will 'result in opening
up to this and other provinces new financial resources. The views of the·
Punjab Government will be represented before that Committee by Mr. Penny,.
who has a knowledge of Punjab finances second to that of no officer now
serving. Our duties in this Chamber will unfortunately prevent Mr. Puekle
and myself appearing before the committee on the dates appointed, but in
Mr. Penny the Punjab will have an able and experienced champion, who,
I am confident, will lay before the committee {I, convincing case on behalf
of the province.
I present to the House the budget for 1982-88. (Olzeers).
The Council then adjourned till 2-80 P.M. on Friday, 4th March, 1982.
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Friday, 4th March 1932.
The Council met at the Council Chamber al~ 2-80 i>.M. of the
-eloek, Mr. President in the chair,
· ;
.
PUNJAB PROTECTION AGAINST MOLESTA~ION BILL.
Shaikh Faiz M.ibamm.1d (Dara Ghazi Khan, M~ha.n;imadan, Rural):
·:Sir, I beg to introduce the PunjabProtection against Molestation Bill.
'-· · :: · Diw~· Bahadur Raia Narea.dra Nath: I want to oppose the introdne-

~~-

.

Shaikh
Faiz Muhammad. : I beg~to move.
. .

That the Punjeb Protection age.inst Molestation Bill be taken
once.
·
·
·

iiito
·

.

'

consideration · at
···

· Sir, the aims and objects of this Bill are briefly staited in the statement
-of objects and reasons attached to it. Before amplifying '. that statement,
I wish to tender an explanation with a view to remove soine of the doubts that ·
have been entertained and expressed in some quarters as to the origin of the

Bfil

.

I

I

i

I

I

. .

Diwan Bahadur Raia Narendra Nath : I want to oppose the in-

i;r~4uction.

I did get_ up at the very first moment.
Mc. President: As the Bill was published in the! Ga;Zette by order of of,·
the Governor, a motion for leave to introduce it was iume,cessary and was,
therefore, not made.
Diwan Bahadur Raja Narendra Nath : I oppose the introduction.
Mc. P.resident : The mere introduction of a Bill cannot be opposed,
while a m otion for leave to-introduce ir, can be opposed. ·
Diwan Bahadur Raja Narendra Nath : I did :warit to oppose that
motion of introducing the Bill.
·
Shaikh Faiz Muhammad : But such a motion was never made.
1

:

I

Diwan Bahadur Rajtt Narendra Nath : Is it n:pt ~ motion ?

.

Mr. President : No. The Bill has been onlyintroduced or presented

to the Council,

·

·,

Diwan B&hadur Raja Narendra Nath : Can that not be objected to
-or opposed ?

Mr.

cloor?

I want your ruling.
President : Will the honourable member please make his point
:

Diwan Bah.a~ur Raja Narendra Nath : I waipt to. oppoae the in:troduct10n of the Bill. I want to know whether I canl:do so.
.•

. ·1.

.

I•.
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Mr. President: The honourable member cannot oppose the introduction of the Bill, asthe right to introduce or present· a Bill to the Council
accrues to an ,b..onourable member either when hemoves a motion for leave to
introduce the Bill and his motion is carried, orwhen a Bill is ordered by theGoveriicirto be 'published1 in the Gazette in which case a motion to introducethe Bill becomes unnecessary (Rule 18, paragraph 75, of Business Manual).
The honourable members will observe that the right to introduce a Bill is
given either by the decision of the House or by the order· of publication by·
the Gov-emor. Therefore, whiie a motion for leave to. introduce a Bill can-be
· opposed, 'its mere introduction cannot be opposed.
ShaikhF~ Muh~mad : When the Raja Sahib considered it proper·
to interrupt ~e, I was saying that some doubts have been entertained in some
quartersas'tothe origin of the Billand with yourpermission I wish to tender
.an explam.aition with a viewto remove those doubts. The idea of bringing·
forward this Bill occurred to me in summer last wheri pieketing' of a particu)ar kind wp.ich has been given a communal turn by the Press of this provincewas at its height and a breach of peace was apprehended. It was then that
I applied for the sanction of the Governor-General required under the Government of India Act. 'l'he sanction was late in coming and I must confess
that I had begun to suspect that probably the Government of India had some.
hesitation in according _sanction to a _private member to bring forward legisIation.on asubjeof which has always beenregarded as 'the close preserve of·
· the 'Treasury Benches. About.the middle of December, however, I was informed that His Excellency the Governor-General had been pleased to accord
sanction and in January I gave notice of the Bill. From this it must be elearthat the responsibility of placing this Bill before the House is entirely mine.
It was at my express request that His Excellency the Governor was pleased
to order the publication ·of the Hillin a Gazette Extmordinary. · I hope that
' . this explanation will set at rest the doubts that have been entertained as to- ·
. the origin @f this Bill.
·

::...

I am consciousthat by placing this Bill before the· House I am exposingmyself to a good deal of unpleasant criticism. All sorts of things may
he -said about me ,by all sorts of persons. Even motives might be attributed
to me. In fact I am told that a .very highly placed gentleman who seems to
be in the habit of thinking in terms of profit andIoss only expressed his
curiosity to know what I was after. Standing here on the floor of this House:
I assure you and through you to the honourable members of this Housethat
I have no axe to grind and I have no iron in the fire. I have ventured to
place this fogislation before the House not in the interests of .individuals.,
of course including myself, but in the interests of the province as a whole•.
· It is my furn conviction_.thait if a Legislative Council, hesitates, for fear of ·
becoming unpopular with a certain vociferous section of population, to legis- .
late for emergencies as they arise, it forwits the privilege of being called by
that high sounding name. It will be readily conceded that we are living-in
unusual and critical times and that unu-sual and critical times require unusual measures. May I ask, what has this Council so far done to-bring under
control the extremely delicate situation created by intermittent picketing,
sometimes of business concerns and sometimes of educational and otherinstitutions '} It may be contended that since this picketing is carried on in
a perfectly peaceful and non-violent manner, we should take no notice of it._

i,!
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It is here that I beg to differ from my friends. N~: intentional annoyance
offered by one i1:1divid1_1al to ~nother ca°: remain· pea~e:fttl for long and when
such annoyance is earned on ID an organised way, th~ chances are ten to onethat it will end in disaster not only to the picketers or :~hose who are picketed
but also to ot~ers; T~e past history of. this moveme4t cl?arly indicates this •
. Apart from this, assummg for the sake of argument th,~t picketers are pledged
to non-violence, what about those who are picketed/ If in exercise of the
right of private defence of property or person they ~~sort to· violence to get
rid of these picketers, or for the matter of that, ~ the police who in the
· discharge of their duty to protect the property and mghts of individuals are
compelled to use force which, it must .be borne in m1'd, cannot be measured
by inches, who will be responsibile for the violence 11used ? Will it be said
'then that picketing is non-violent ? His all very weQ for: us to object to the
promulgation of the ordinances by the Viceroy.
assure you that I am
second to none in my dislike of being governed by otdinances. In fact, I go
a step further and make bold to say that Governmei;l.t by ordinances is no
Government at all and that the present state of affair~ represents an interregnum with its worst implications. But who is to blame for it ? __ We cannot
conscientiously blame His Excellency the Viceroy because by our inactivity
in the matter of placing suitable legislation on the statut,e book we have furnished him a very good excuse to use special powers which law gives him
in the interests of law and order. If we are anxious to get rid of these ordinances; we must do something more than merely passing resolutions and
cabling the same to His Majesty's Government. We must try as best as
we can to deprive His Excellency the ·Viceroy of that i~xcuse. Then, and not
until then, it will be open to us to curse these ordinanees, In the course of
the debate on Sir Harl Singh . Gour' s motion in the Legislative All.semibly,
ina.ny members are reported to have said that if instea:Q. of promulgating these
ordinances Government had brought forward suitable legislation, they
would have co-operated with it. Well, this argumentjagainst the ordinances,
if it is an argument at all, appears t_o me to be based o* the erroneous assumption, that it is the duty of the Government alone to bring forward legislation
if it is required to meet a particular .situation,
I dQ not subscribe to that
view. I think it is as much the duty of the Govern;nent as that of the nonofficial members to bring forward necessary legislation and the only condition
is that you should make out .a case for new legislation!. It.'ia in this spirit that
I have ventured to place this Bill before the House. i[ Of: course it is open to
the House to agree with me and see this Bill through or .to disagree with me
and throw it out. I do not stand to gain or lose !~ither way, but in all
humility I wish to submit that our hesitation boldly ~o face the situation and·
devise means to meet it is bound to be misunderstood by the outside world,
and, in fact. I shall not be surprised if some unseeupulous and interested
persons exploited this hesitation to the greatest disadfvantage of the country.
Further, I may also be permitted to state that thi&: hesitation has another
disadvantage also. It is bound to strengthen the bands: of the bureaucracy
against w~ich we very.~fte~ h9?'r sue.h in.dignation ei)ressed not only on the
floor of this House but outside ID the Press and platf rm;
.
The Bill has been criticised at length by the
'. ess' of the · province,
. The Tri~une of Laho7e which is by no means an un}mpbrtant paper and for
all practical purposes IS a Congress organ, devoted as!1 much as three columns
to the criticism of this Bill. With your permission ~I wish briefly to examine

i
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some of the arguments that have been advanced. against it. The very first
objection raised to the Bill is as to itt1 name, on the ground that picketing of
every kind does not amount to molestation. It is immaterial how you des-oribe a Bill as long as that description gives you an idea of what that
Bill is about. As · regards this particular Bill I have used the word
molestation in its ordinary dictionary meaning which, as I have already·
indicated, means intentional annoyance o~ered by one man to another.
Now it is for thih- House to see whether the way in which' picketing
is carried on amounts to such an annoyance or not. Personally
I have no manner of doubt that picketing even when it is carried on with
, folded hands and. bended knees is after all not such an innocent and .harmlesa
· .affair as it is represented to be (h:ear, hear). I have known cases of particular shops being picketed, picketers sitting dhama in front 'of these shops or
,performing siapa in front of these particular shops, not so much because of .
the objectionable nature of the commodities-stored therein or sold therefrom
but because of the fact that the proprietor of that shop belonged to a
particular community or because the proprietor of that shop professed views
diff~rent from the Congressor other organization which sets up these pickets.
. I. have alsorknown.o~ particular educational and other ~sti~utions. .being
p1cket'edfor some similar reasons. Can anyone say that picketing earned on
in this way and with this spirit serves any useful national purpose ? Is it not
. a fact that picketing carried on in this way and with this object accentuates
communal and class hatred ? If it .so does, then, is it not the duty of this
.House to place suitable legislation on the statute book to get rid of this evil ?
The Bill has also been objected to on account of the addition of certain
:words in the definition of ' molestation ' on the ground that these words
· -did not appear in the original definition as given in the ordinance on which
it is based. These words are :1

Compehj_h.iJ:n. by force or by other means to pa.rt with any property which snoh person
no't bound by a.ny law or as mercantile or trade usage having· the force of law

"pa.rt.

.

is

to

. . . Now it is true that these words did not occur. in the original ordinance
.and I have deliberately put these words in this definition. The Tribunec is
.a paper which, as I have already said, represents the views of' the Congress
whose creed is supposed to . be non-violence in thought and deed, and
therefore its objection' to these. words appearing in the definition appears
to me to be rather significant.. It at once makes one suspect as to the real
. .nature of these. so-called peaceful pickets and incidentally it also gives us an
.indication as to the best possible way of getting rid of picketing, it being
-underatood that even these picketers are susceptible to the. influence of lucre•
. Proceeding further; the Tribune bas taken exception .to the Bill on two some• what queer grounds. Firstly,· if the Congress is a dying organization,
;,as it is represented to be by the Government, then, it is asked, why legislate
.against its activities? Secondly, because we are on the. threshold of a new
era of constitutional development, therefore· we should refuse to tackle
with this difficult problem. So far as the first contention is concerned, those
. who put it forward conveniently overlook the fact that thanks primarily
.to the Congress propaganda, other organizations have come into existence
do -not
even
profess
non-violence,
Apart ... from that, it is the strangest
~.whieh
...
.
' .. .
.
.
.

, '
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argument that I have heard advanced against a criminj~leµaotment. . It is an
.nu_'ttedfa·
ct.. t.hat.
a~. cpmm
. ·.. · . agamst
_al Ia_ .·ws the
a.r. e·.· enacte.
d with.
e; s..;ol·e object~.
?£. proIf..
· ad·
tectmg
peaceful
majorities
tyranny
of t. i
bul~nt
minorities.
I were to say to-day that the section of the Indian en~l Code which deals
with extortion should be scrapped off the· statute boo . because after all the
number of those who commit that offence is comparat,lvely-very small, I will
b~ surely laughed at and yet this is exactly the ar~enf that is advanced,
es it is being 1said.that since the number of Congressp~pl~ in this province is
ve~ sma.ll we shoul.di~ore.th~ir·activi~ies.. As reg~di(th~ second c.on.tention,
I will content myself with ~ymg. that it will be bighl)- selfish on us if we refused to deal with or tackle a very difficult and unpopttlar problem for no
better reason than. this, that our term of memberslip ;is about to expire
. Further on, the Tribune quotes with approval, Ubrdiirwin's: conception
of an individual's right in the matter ofpieketing, I ~,read the quotation
which the Tribune admires so much. It is publishe4 in )he Tribune. of the
25th Jannary,1982. It rea«;ls, . :.
The most common object -with which picketing and otiJ.. ki:d.ds of molestatdon and

1•

· intimidation are being employed is fol' the ~
of preventing the sale of
foreign cloth· an.d.· liquor. It is, no pa.rt.
of theet.
d. ty qf my.Governmen. t, an. d
certainly it is not their desire to ta.ke steps a · .' t. ~y .Iegit4nate movement
directed to this end. They are anxious to see ; he promotion of Indigenous
Indian industry and it is perfectly legitimate tha# no man in the advocacy of
this object to urge the use of any goods to .. the utm~t e*6nt of which the Indian
industry is capable. But what i!J not legitimate ~ t.hat those who pursue this
end do so by means amounting in effect to intimi~ation of individuals and to,
. endeavour to force their views on others not by rutgumiint, but by the coerciveeffect of fear.
.
ir
i

~

-

rr+·

Now I wonder if this quotation really means wh~t the' learned editor of
the Tribune would like it to mean. When Lord
sfated-::- .
. ..
'

It is no pa.rt of the duty of my Government, oertainly1i~ isl not their desire to. ta.keo
steps age.inst any legitimate movement directed to tpis e~d.

He did not mean to legalize constructive intimidation./ In fact the nobleLord with his characteristic clearness.and precision ~!Kpliinedhimself in the,
· very next sentence when he saidI;
i
.
.

'.

,

I

What. is not legitimate ·is that those who pursue this en;~ do: so by means amounting:
. in effect to intimidation of individuals and_ to e~!J.eavbur to force their views
on others not by argument but bythe coercive effi:ot fear.

ot

.
My contention is that the way in which this pickiting is carried on is not,
the right way of persuading people by arguments.· iJ Of course you cannot
expect a man to go to the bazar and stand in front
shop and ask people to.
resist from ent~ring
s~op and making purchase~ and ask the seller not
to sell those things. Behind these folded hands ahd pended knees there
is that coercive effect always present and if {I, man c1oses his shop, it is not
because he feels convinced of the arguments advanqed put because he fears
that some worse evil might happen.
:1 1•
A word about the participation of ladies-in pickeiing,,and I have finished.
I assure. you that I have the greatest possible re~ect for women. As I
had the opportunity of submitting once before in this p:ou~e,woman is divine.
I 'see a mother even. in· the smallest. female babe still)~. its swaddling clothes
and respect-her aecordingly., It is this .respect w ch compels me to say
on the floor of this House that Mahatama Gandhi 'as done the women of .

~fa.
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. .. .
. ..
.
·
India the.greatest harm, the greatest inj,U:sticeby calling-upon them to picket
liquor shops and there enter into argument with persons about whom the
least that can be said is ~hat they are not expected to be sober.
Something ,
better, something nobler, something worthy of the great eastern culture of
which we are so pmud is for l,J.S men to be good sons -. of women,' .. with these,
words; I submit. my Bill to the deliberation of the. Council and hope that
dispassionate view of the whole situation will be. taken in considering this Bill.
Before I sit down I want to say one thing' about the a.ttitride· of my party
towards: this Bill, Yesterday this question was taken. U:p. for discussion and
some members expressed a view against this Bill and I very willingly agreed
to its not being made a party question. It is an open question altogether
because I did not want toJetter the discretion of even the members 6t my
own party in a matter of this kind (hear, hear).

a.

Mr. President:

Motion made-

.. That the Punjab Protection against Molesta.tion' Bill be ta.ken into consideration: at
once."

I

Diwan Bahadur Raja Narendra Nath {Punjab

Land-holders,
Genel'.al): Sir, I do not.thin& that a lengtbyspeech is needed for opposing
the motion before the House. I oppose the motion and. I do not think
,
that any reference to the select committee or
3
ui.
any changes in. the phraseology of the Bill' will
improve it or will help us to promote the oause of good government and justice. I object to the principle ab initio. The Rill is said to be an exact
copy or praotically a copy of the Intimidation Ordinance, of 1980. That
ordinance has not. been accessible to me but I find that it has· a great deal
in common with Ordinance No. 5 of 1982, which has been in force only for a
couple of months and which has not run its course for the period of six months
which ordinances generally do. It is well known that in the Punjab the
picketing campaign is not carried on with the force and vigour with which
it is carried .t)n in, other provinces. Punjab perhaps feels the least necessity of
putting the substance of the ordinance on the statute book even though it may
remain in force only for --two years. What is the attitude of Government
about i€? Do Government feel the nooessity of bringing this Bill before the
Council ? Are they going to support it ? . If so, why did they not themselves
move the Bill ? Why did they not take the responsibility for moving it ?
· I do not see why the duty should have been undertaken by a private member
and the Bill moved as a private Dill. The procedure reminds me of a Hindustani saying :___.
...,,.._~ ti),f

t shall

J ,, ~·- ...

"-!l!,l/t

translate it for the benefit of those who do not know Persian.
means, plaintiff indifferent and apathetic and witness enthusiastic. Gov.ernment . is primarily concerned with the . maintenance
of peace and
tranquillity.
If Government thinks that the force behind iHs not sufficient
.for the n:mintenance of peace and tranquillity I fail to see why it should
be .the duty . of a pri:vate mem her to bring this Bm and why Gove:mment
.should show itselfindiffetent.
If they are really indifferent, they should
.abstain from voting for it. If they are· keen that a Bill of this sort ~honld..
be introduced they should have done it themselves. .
.
>
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As to the effect of the ordinance of which this Bill is~ ctipy, I invite the
-attention of tlie House to a letter of the Honorary Secre~ary1 Punjab :Mei·
-c~nts' Association. I will not read the whole of that lett;~r bpt I would read
-only paragraph 8.
,
i
'·
.

The Association regrets to point out that this intention on th~ pa.r1) of the Gov~rnment;
is entirely frustrated and merchants and businessmen 0£1!Lah11i:e are experiencing
a tremendous setback to their daily outturn of sale e.n,I} s~erlng gre11;t. loss on
account of the strong measures adopted by the police ~nd the authorities con~
cerned for protecting the rights of the business people. !/
',

. Attempts t~ prevent molestation ha~e caused gr.~eiterf mol.esta.tion to.
those who are directly concerned. My friend wants to promote eommunal
harmony and to prevent communal riots. I think unde# the circumstances
. in. which the province is placed we know that the eommural f~ling can easily.
be roused and attempts to prevent it will end in creatitjg iti or aggravating
cit. They will only promote further excitement.
!
I need not go into the details of the Bill. It is a cl~ast~u measure. It
places vast powers in the hands ofthe executive and t:tie police. I do not.
think that a Bill of this kind should be taken. into consideration at all before
;the period fixed for-the existing molestation ordinance ha!s expired. I there_fore oppose the motion for its co~siderati~n.
. ![ !
·
Mr. Nanak Chand Pandit (Hoshiarpur; non-Muhammadan, Rural) :
Sir, I was rather surprised when I received notice witlli regard to this Bill
. some time ago ; and when I read the news I . thought it] was a Government
measure. But my surprise knew ho bounds when I founq thijt an honourable
member, not an official of the Government, had tried ito sponsor the Bill·
.bef?re the House. ~?n·o~cial members of this CouncP, wjho have ~o ex_penence of the administration of law and order are th~, last persons Ill the
world who could bring a measure of this kind. One wou!Jd Hke to ask, what
are the qualifications of an ordinary member to move ai!Bi~, of t}:lis unport-.
.ance ? · So far as its mover is concerned, we are not en4ght~ned as to what
his special qualifications are in this respect. We were ~014 that years ago ,
.the honourable member was a candidate for public prosecutorship, but
-that by itself cannot constitute a qualification. Had the hotipurable member
.said that be bad experience as a public prosecutor for ~ome time he would
. have some sort of claim for moving this measure. Bqt th.at qualification
the honourable member doe's not possess. Then, ar~! w~ to understand
that the honourable member bad some kind of experien~e a.s an officer
.administering law and order ? Even that qualificatioijf .w~ fail to :find so.
far as the honourable member is concerned. The honou;):ab~member could
,perhaps have said, though this Bill relates to law and ~rd~ it is a subject
which has been transferred to people's hands and the~efoiie he had some"
sort of claim to move it. But so far as we know it ii,· a reserved subject
.and on that ground also the honourable member couldl not have made out
·· a claim to move it.
.r : ·
.: What then ? The honourable member bas himse~ l~~ the cat out of
-the bag. He _says that it is not even a party measure,! If it were a varty
measure, then one could have understood bis claims to move it. He has
,,definitely told us that a good number of the membejs of his party were
-opposed to this. The honourable member agreed, hdwever, that his· Bill
will not be a party measure. What service then has the :honourablemem,ber come to· perform here ? · Is it an .individual meI4berrs · object to · bind
!
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. ·.
the whole Council arid indeed the whole province by enacting into lall.:,a:-i
ordinance which has been condemned· by non-official opinion, both Hind, ,
and Muhammadan, all over the province? (The'- Hcmourab'le Revenue·
Member : No). When the honourable member's
comes he will placefa.cts and figures which we will duly examine, But so far as· our information.
goes, all· responsible public bodies · and politicians, whether of the liberal"
views or of extremist views, have condemned the ordinances. which have been.
issued from time to time from the Viceregal office. They have condemned. ·
them in no uncertain terms and a strong proof of such condemnation is the
fact that the Government of India have not dared to bring these ordinances'
before the Legislative Assembly and enact them into law as my honour~ble;
friend here seeks to enact one of them. If the Government of India had th~.
support of honourable members who. now decorate the Legislative Assembly~'
Government would have been the first to place these ordinances on · the·
statute book with the approval of the legislature. The honourable members.
who now adorn the central legislatures could not be called extremists:\<>fseditionists by any stretch of language. They are people -Who have- com~
into the. Counciland the Assembly in spite of the Congressmandate and the:r~--.
fore they. are the best and most .loyal supporters of the Government. If.
t)ie Government could not expect any support for measures of this . kind
from them and had to resort' to ordinances, I am justified in saying that all,
public and political feeling in the country is against these measures, and no. amount of condemnation of honourable members of.the Legislative Assembly
and the Council of State would convince me that these measures have thesupport of politically awakened · India, whether moderate or extremist ..
Therefore the only logical, the only legitimate, inference from the fact that.
the Government of India have not taken courage in both its hands and sought.
the support of those loyal co-operators for its ordinances of this kind is that
the Government have got a very weak case which cannot stand the foreeof public criticism. I .. therefore shudder when I see . that an individual
member in spite of bis party being divided on this question, in the face of
the Government itself not daring to place these ordinances before the Legisla.tiva· Assembly or the Council of State, has the hardihood and the boldness.
to come to this. House and ask us to pass it into law. What is the reason
behind it all 'l , The reason is that this Council has 'always been divided on,
communal lines. The honourable member has. let us into another. secretThat is disoiosed in the statement of objects and reas~ns. For, you read
ther~
·
.
.

tum

Pioketing . in its va.rious forms for which peaceful oharaoter ia cla.uned by its pro-moters has acoentuated communal feeling in the province generally,
·

· Kindly understand the motive at the back of my honou~able friend's..
mind. · There fs nothing but communal feeling. Then it goes on· ......
At some places it has led to clashes between the two communities which might welt.
ha.ve developed into communal riots.
.
·
·

The h~nourable mover thinks of two communities and he states that
picketing has developed into communal riots. we are not given any tacts.
or figures. Had the honourable member given any, we would have peen.
able to examine .his statement. He could have made an enquiry, gone to:the Ho~ourable Sir Henry Craik for help and placed facts and figures before,
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us. Then we could have found whether communal] riots had really taken.
place all over the province as a result of picketing, fhat has not been done,"
The outlook which the honourable member bringslj to ibear on a measure-which is not mere]y to affect the Hindus, the Muhammadans or the Sikhs
alone but every subject in this province is conu,unal and nothing hut
communal.. Therefore if these apprehended oommunal riots have not taken
place or if they have taken place, have not been on !isuch a large scale as to
attract public attention, the honourable mover no-w> seeks this occasion 'to,
promote such strife and riot. That is the object·.iti view. For otherwise·
what other object has animated a private member t~ seek to enact an ordinance in the form of a law ? Later on, he saysi
H nothing
.

is done to prevent the molestation of persoj11! who are engaged in lawful,
pursuits and hold views different from those of Congress and other extremist
organisations serious consequences will follow. '
1

And the duty of preventing these serious conseque1weswhich are likely
to arise, the duty of doing so, falls upon the shoulders of the honourable·
mover, not upon .those of the official members, nqt upon the officials in
the whole of India, but upon the honourable mem~(1r Shaikh Faiz Muhammad from an outlandish district on the frontier where clashes have taken
place between the Hindus and Muhammadans op. grounds other than
picketing. Wherefrom and bow and in what way h~s fear entered the soul.
of my honourable friend that he would be molested or pre-ventedfrom carrying
on his business, or his objects? How, the honourable. member has not
explained. I think whenever the honourable member I went to purchase
a badeshi tie or socks and so on, he was never molested pr prevented from buying them, Has anybody prevented him ? He has no personal experienceHe has not given any instance of his personal experience either. There-fore, one naturally looks with suspicion upon a Bill iof this kind, One
naturally asks the question why has a measure of this kind been taken up
by the honourable member, who has proposed this B!ill?. I ask my honourable friend, why he has chosen Punjab only out of the fourteen provinces of
India for enacting a Bill of this kind. Does he mean:to say that the PunjabCouncil alone should be pointed out as a reactionary province ? This Council
should not pass such a measure. This Council will] be depicted before the
world: " Here is a Council, a reactionary Council.jwhich can pass a law
of this kind. Here is a reactionary Council, the /Pu!).jab Council." We.
must be ashamed of this.
Let the honourable members consider that the Government of India
thinks that an ordinance of this kind should not go beyond six months •.
Many other provinces think likewise. But here JUY .honourable friend,_
Shaikh Faiz Muhammad, gets up and says that such thing whether good or
bad, should go for more than six months, at least tw!o years. The honourable member perhaps thinks that if this Bill is passsd by the official votes9r with some votes of his party-not the whole party-probably the people
outside this House or outside the province will thin]; tHat it is the Punjab
Legislative Council, the whole Punjab Legislative Cohncil, which has passed
~ch a measure. If such a measure is passed and p~rha'ps with the vote of
some members of his party, not all, it will never be passed by the majority
of elected members. Suppose this Bill is passed, wh~~ would be our position;
who are against a measure of this kind? To th_e outrd~world it would ap-
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pear that thf whole of the Punjab Legislative Council was a party to a
nefarious measure of this kind, which we are ashamed to pass or even think
of at the pr~~ent moment.
· · ·
I oppose the Bill on another ground also. If a measure .of this kind is
needed anyw~ere, it is not the province of the Punjab where it is ·needed _at
.all. The civil, disobediencemovement here in our province is not so active as
it is in dthe~ provinces. This movement is really confined here . to a few
people only. ; It bas been condemned more than once. So far as we. are
aware, all responsible public bodies and politicians,}wth liberals and extre- _
mists, Hindus, Muslims and Sikhs, have condemned the ordinance on which
this Bill is baJ~ed. It has been condemned more than once by a large section
-of the people.of all communities and of all shades of opinion in this-province.
'The Punjab is at peace so far as this movement is concerned. Is this the
reward which the honourable member wishes to give . to the people o~ this
province and: to the representatives of public opinion ? - Is this the -reward
.which the honourable member seeks to give for the loyal support 'arid co-operation wi~h' the Govesnment in· its most difficult time by -the people of
,this province.? l ask the honourable. member, 'the mover of this Bill, to
.give a reply to this question. fa it not a fact that so far as the movement
cof civil disobedience is - concerned, the· Punjab is not taking a lead in'
the matter ? .' There· are very few people, a very limited number · or. people,
who are taking part in this movement in this province. Hindus, Sikhs
.snd Muslims from every part of the province have condemned this movement;
· Is this the reward, which my . honourable friend Shaikh Faiz Muhammad'
.wishes to give to the people ofthis province for theidoyal co-operation with
-the Government in its most difficult time? Will the honourable member
reply to this iquestion ?
Let us 16ok at the Bill itself. A lawyer should be ashamed to frame a.Bill like this, a measure which may be made an engine of oppression in the
hands of the, police, or those who ·are to administer.jhis Bill. Kindly read
how the word " molestation " is defined in the Bill. With you·r permission
Twould like draw the attentionof the honourable membersof this House.
to the definition of the word '' molestation''. I would ask the honourable
members of this House to ponder calmly. and consider,· with all seriotisnes;
,that they cai command, whether tliey can get up· and support a Bill of this
nature. Lodk at the definition. How is the word " molestation "· defined ?
.It runs.
. .

to

For the" purpose of this A~t a personis said to molest another person: who with 11, view
to cause such other person to abstain from doing oli .to do a.ny act ·which such
other-personhas a right to do or abstain from doing obstructs, uses violence
,to
or intimidates .sueh · other . person or anyone in whom such other person . is
int.erested.
·
··
. ·.
·
' •··
1

Now, kindly look into the ~~xt words; one can underssend that you
would like tp prevent the obstruction or molestation' to yourself; but if
tries to obstruct a person; in whom, you say that you are interested, well,
jf is quite sµ.fficient to convict· him under this Act. · A word that you are
interested i# such' and such a. person is quite sufficierit to send him to jail,
Jiow are yo\l. going to interptet these words :
-

he

Anyo4e in .Whom 8U()1: other person ~ in~,

-

\

1.
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Who is that "anyone" 'l Is he your relation, you ar? thinking of 'l Is
.he your friend you are think of? Is he your acquainteifoe or a passer-by?
(An Honourab"le Member: Everybody);
Then every~ody and anybody
-ean come within the ambit of this
Is this a deflnitioh?.

law.

Agall!, one can understand intimidation.
use of force, but the next words are :

'I

•

One cttn understand· the
.

:1

Ii 1
Or loiters. a.t or near a houae where sueh other person or a.:iiyo~e in' whom such person
is Interested resides.
i
·

mt

If I find the Honourable Revenue Member near
house or passing
-0y my house, according to this Act, on a slight hint froµi me to the police
that he is loitering near my house, he can be arrested _at qnce. The persons
who are authorised to administer this law can catch holJ of any one under
· this Bill provided he is found loitering or passing near tpe house of Shaikh
Faiz Muhammad or any person, in whom my honourable : frie,nd. may be in·terested. If you are passing near a house, the o'wnerof tpe house comes out
and-says : '' why are you loitering near my house " ? Tha# will be a hint quite
sufficientfor the police to arrest that person. Suppose, ft suddenly a friend
of yours stops you to talk near the house of another ; on tile slightest pretence
you will be arrested by the police. (Cries o.f" No, no.") 1rhat is what is hap- ~·,
pening in various places in the Punjab. (An honourable : merr1ber: Qnestion)
I can quote many instances. Take Ludhiana where th~se things are hap_pening to-day. Kindly see what my honourable frienq, Shaikh Fara Mu.hsmmad, means when. he says that a person can be ariiestE:td by the police
1

if hir-

:,

.

:r

.

ont

' Loiters a.t or near a house where suoh oth~r person or any
in whom such person is
interested resides or works or carries on business. or hapj!>ens to be,

Well, according .to this the police can arrest anyb~dy: and ' everybody
safely and can put him in the lock-up. Again, see the tjext sentence:
'

'

II

I

Or parsistently follows him from pla.ce to place with the above: said object.

i:y. reality cannot
-be said to be an interference with his work, but still tley can be arrested
under the provisionsof this Act.
·
Then again:

"I'he following of any person, two, three or four or mor~,

•I

Or interferes with _any property owned or used by him or deprives him of or hinders
him in the use thereof or compels hiin by force or by pthe~ means to part with
any property which such person is not bound by any 'law or as mercantile or
usage having the force of law to paltt.
,

trade

. Here is another case of. hardship-trespass. or foreible possession. If
-a person enters into lawful possession, forcible possession 'or trespassing,
under this Act can be urged by the opposite party. An enemy can say:
... Look here, such and such a person is taking posses~ton .of my property
·Qr is contemplating to take such a property from me." i Well, he can be
.arrested under this law.
:
·
.

'

'

I am really surprised that a man of the intelligence and culture of the
honourable friend, Shaikh Faw Muha.mmad, who h~s moved this Bili,
.shonld have come to this Council.und asked she.honoureble' members of th~s
~..House,in !ill seriousness,to support a measure of thjs ,n~ture. He appeals
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to us to support this·m~sure in the
.of law and. order. We askhifu
first of all whether he has considered"'the resiµts that will follow if this lawless.
law is placed on the.statute book. .
.
.
R ead the next ola-0:Se.
.
.

name

0

Whoever dir&tly or indirectly molest.a or abet.a the m~tion

liil

ot any person.

There are various indirect methods of molestation, mentioned in the,
definition. And the Bill does not stop here ; but indirectly the molestation
is most direct in certain cases. . But the words used are " directly or Indirectly '' that is to say, direct molestation is already there but there might..
be an indirect molestation as well. If you are sitting on your<house~top
and shouting, " Purchase Bwadeshi goods ", and the people hear you say
so, that is indirect molestation. Therefore, you can .ba, punished undor this.
Act. If you whisper, some person inight take it as an indirect mclestation.
Well,· whispering is also a kind of molestation. H you· whisper in somecourts of law, you will be asked to Irave the court room at once. There
are many people· whose nerves · are very weak and sensitive that th6y
feel molested. even by a. mere whisper· or by :i. drop of a- ·pencil or a book
from the- table. If a man of thlit type comes and swears that he has been.
molested, what is tho· culprit· to do ? He will be made over to the policeon charge of molestation. As I:. said molestation is difficult to define;
:Molestation moreover· is . temperamental. Some people are not molested.
by loud noises. · How are you therefore going to define this word · ' molestation ' ? Thie; is the kind of Bill which the honourable members of this.
Honse are asked to place on the statute book.. As I say and· as the Raja
Sahib has said, the Punjab Government is not bold enough- to bring this.
measure before this House. WJ?.y then· adopt this indirect means ? Why
should not the Gove;rnmentdo things directly itself?, (Hear, hear) .. Let
the Government, if it has got courage and boldness, bring in .a measure of
this kind itself and face public opinion. Let not Shaikh Faiz Muhammad.
or apy other member be made a cat's paw of and be condemned.by the public;
This is purely the. concern of the Government and it is the Government
that should bring in a measure of this kind and face public criticism. If
the Government had 'brought forward this measure then we would have been.
in a -position to ask of it, " Is this the reward for loyal co-operation given.
6y the honourable members· of this Council?" We would. be able to put
the Government to shame. Now, suppose we put the author of this Bill •
to shame, what do we gain? Nothing. We can p'!lt a strong Government
to shame in the eye of the public as also in the eyes of the world at large,
Now, it may be said .that there is force in the civil· disobedience movement
and inasmuch as. force can be met otily by force, the Viceroyhas promulgated
the ordinanoes.: But we condemn both the civil disobedience movement
.and the' ordinaii.ces.· We do condemn the rule by ordinances with the greatest
possible emphasis at our command. But the Govemment might be justified
in saying, " there is force on one side and force on a large scale and therefore we also are using force in another form ". But people like 1l:8 who
represent public opinion, who represent the people who are .. not .mcleated
-in any way, people who are not at all affeeted by this civil disobed\enoe
move ent are entitled to ask-us, "Why did you gi,ve your vote to tµe ,pal!!Jing
of this Bill into law ? " What should our reply then be 'l !l!berefore I
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.submit that on these various grounds it is the duty of 'he ;Government to
face th? public and face this legislature if .it want?d a mfasllfe of this kind;
I take it that the Government does not want a Bill of t~s kind. The mere
.fa.ct that the Government has not come up with a Bill o£Lthi$ kind is enough
-evidenoe that it does not feel the- - need for it.
The overnment knows
.that the civil disobedience. movement in the Punjab is {ot strong and th. at
.the power at its command is quite sufficient to deal . "7th. 1the movement.·
"I'his House has voted supply after supply f. or the maintef.·an_
t ce_:_ of police and
.for the increase of the police. (Shaik~ Faiz Muha miµ}, : At whose
-eost ?) Certainly not at the cost of Shaikh Faiz Muh. mmad, but at the
-eost of the Punj~b exchequer, at the cos_t of th_ e_ tax_ -p~jyer~ It is really a
.matter for surprise that the honourable member has th~ boldness to come
up with a Bill of this kind which it is the business pf the Qfficial members
.to have brought before the Council if they felt a necess~~Y· ! (Inrerruption) •
.He may become an official member at some future day. i But he is not an
-offieial member now ; and this is my main' reason.
Haµ h~ adorned these benches, I would have had no grievance against him. ] would rather have
-eoramended his action and said, .. You -are doing your] duty and you are
paid for it.. You have to do your work
maintain law arid order.
You
.feel need for this measure and therefore you have brr:·ug~t it before - the
House," But it is neither here nor there:
Therefore ' a~k the House to
,opp:,se this measure with all the power: at_ its command in th~ name of
loyalty to good government, in the name _of loyalty to ~he ~rovince and in.
:.the name of loyalty to the people whom ydu represent. :1 If :you are serious
.about not having communal trouble, in ~he name of tl:l;at 1communal harmony you should not support this Bill. The honourable mover should not
.have lent himself to be made a cat's paw! by the Government. Undoubt-edly the powt>r proposed to be given under this Bi\! will be misused
by people when the civil disobedience movement has t9talJI, disappeared.
, It would be used to stir up strife between the Hin.du~ and Muham.madans and Sikhs.
With these words J oppose the : motion made by
.- Muhamma d .
-;·
!I
I
haiikh E aiz
,
:

f

to

a

.s

Sardar Jawahar Singh Dhillo.n : [Lahore, Si]rn !Rural] : Many
.speeehea have been made .on this so-called important Billr- I rise also to
-oppose the Bill fqr various reasons.
M'.y first reason _is that clause 2 of this
, Bill which defines 'molestation' is already 'contained in/ the Criminal
Procedure Code and the Indian Penal Gode, If you tihn ~o sections 107
.and 108 of the Criminal Procedure Code, you 'will find th~t p~rt of the defini,tio:o. given in clause 2 of this Bill is already given there. i A part of ·the
definition is contained in sections 839 and' 508 of the ~dian Penal Code.
'Therefore this Bill will be only duplicating the already etistip.g remedies. My
second point is that this Bill bas been brought forward by a:tj. elected member
of this Council whereas it is the business of the Government to have come
forward before this House for the powers:' sought for in :~hi~. Bill, if it· felt a
necessity for the same.
The Government member ~ ch~rge 'of law and
.order has not felt a need for these -powers. Besides, i/he 1knows that t¥is
is only a duplicate machinery and that is' why he has n,bt brought this Bill.
Thirdly, we the legislators, representatives of the publia shonld look to our
.duty in this House.
We should not rush through a Bfo of this kind. We
.should at least send it to a select committee to see wlkther this Bill is :fit

.
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to be considered bythis-House or whether it will be a mere waste of time to,
take it up for eonsideration. In these days of financial stringency when we,
are effecting cuts everywhere, when we are reducing posts; we should not;
wast,e public money in considering a Bill which should be thrown out Ioek,
stock and barrel. We should "see that we spend our .time here usefully,
· If the official member in charge of law and order had felt a need for this.
Bill, he would certainly have brought it forward. · When we, see him .silent
it is quite clear that he considers this 'Bill either unnecessary or useless.
In the statement of objects and reasons it is stated~ .
Picketi.llg in its various forms for 'which peaceful character is claimed by its promoters
1 has accentuated communal feeling in the province genere.Ily..

I entirely dissent from this view; , In my view this Bill will only widen thegulf between the various communities in this province and will not in any
way serve the purpose of bringing all the communities together. With
these words I oppose the motion before the House.
·

•

Chaudhri Shah Muhammad. ($heikhupura, ·'.Muhammadan,· Rural)
(Urdu) :. Sir, I need not dilate at length upon the Bill under considetation;
for its defeets ar~ quite patent. ,The chief defect is the insertion of the word.
" indirect " in the Bill which will give ·the police very wide powers. They
will arrest any person whom they consider to be undesirable at any moment
. and in any place. Does the House think that this will not entail a gravedanger of injustice being done to those who are interested in the civil dis .
obedience movement and who, when arrested, refuse. to offer any defence ?;
There is another word " direct " inserted in the Bill. This will also prove
very troublesome.
.
The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat ·Khan : · Only
those can claimknowledge of the situation who deal with it or who have got.
experience about it.
Chaudhri Shah Muhammad : If an aged person sitting in his shopexpresses in a very mild tone and in a perfectly lawful manner his sympathy
with the swadeshi movement, he would be liable to arrest at once· under
the provisions of this Bill. Besides, · there is another serious drawback in.
the Bill, that is; the offence of molestation under it is made cognizable
and non-bailable and is triable only by a magistrate of the first class; I
wonder why this offence is not triahle by a magistrate of second class when
it is punishable with imprisonment of either description which may extend
to six months or with fine or with both. If this Bill in its present form is. .
passed into law, I am sure, it would considerably increase the work of the ·
first .elass magistrates and the offenders will rot in jail,.s for months togetherbefore their case is decided. I think the offence should be made triableby second class magistrates.
The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan : Why
not by honorary magistrates as well ?
\ Chaudhri Shah ·Muhammad: Yes, by honorary magistrates ,as well...
Besides, the Congress has lost its hold on our province. The civil disobedience movement is practically dead. (The Honourable Revenue Member :
Question). The Punjab should be proud of it. . Here only educated
women and children now come out for picketing. · It means that this Bill,.
e
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if passed into law, will apply to these helpless. wo~en and chil~ren. . I
wonder, when the honourable mover, as he has himself remarked, is playing
second fiddle to none, what made him introduce th~,iBill?
s
He is residing:
in Dera Ghazi Khan, an outlandish district, predo' ina•ntly inhabited by
Muhammadans. There is no civil disobedience in I is . ilaqa. I do not

know why he is so anxious about the central districts? ~ cannot understand
how this Bill can be justified when there is already !1a picketing ordinance
and the Indian Penal Code in force and especially!i when both the public
and the Press do not support it. You should symtatl:jise with the public
who are now faced with a very serious situation. ~ut !f you are so averse
to the swadeshi movement, why do you not abolish :1the; Industries Department ? The Government is going to ask a gran~j, foi this Department ..
.You should reject it if you do not want to encourage sjwadeshi things. With
these words I strongly oppose this Bill.
'
,

.

,

I

,:

I

,

Chaudbri Allah Dad Khan [Ambala division] North-East, Muhammadan, Rural] : Sir, I rise. to oppose the motion under consideration..
Diwan Bahadur Raja Narendra Nath for whose ripe;: s~olarship and sanity
of judgment I have great respect, has used one e:x!pre$sion which is very
good. He said :-, ·
.,

qn

,,

'

_The honourable members of the Government who are the Treasury Benches:
know that if in a case the witness is sharper than tbej' plaintiff, the plaintiff's
case fails. My honourable friend has given ample material for the failure
-of his case. He has made a statement which, I ihink, the Government
members should not have allowed to go unchallenged. : Re said that Gov.ernment b_y ordinances is no Government at all. I am surprised that not a
sin~le protes~ ":as raised by any member _of Gov~rm:p.ent . against it. .r
have been thinking that all Government ordinances :1are1all right up to this
time. His Excellency the Viceroy is doing what i:s proper. During the
war one does not stop to think. He has to safegtiard: the people of his
country. Exigencies of times require stringent measures. One of the
reasons put forward for- bringing in a Bill of this klnd iis that none of the
Government members have ventured to put up a Bill: of this .sort, I de,
not think that the Government .of India or the Punjab Government has
'ever considered it necessary that a Bill of this sort should ever be placed on
the statute book. If it were so they would have pa$sed it in the Assembly
where the Government is in -'a majority and where : many reactionary
measures have been passed, Even in this Council th~ Gdvernment can have
a large majority and if they think that a measure ofi this kind is necessary
the:f could have easily brought it forward. Instead ?f d?ing ~hat they h3:ve
supinely allowed the statement to be made on the fl~or 9f this House which
rep:esents t.he most loyal elements in this country~ t~at Government by
ordinances rs no Government. Therefore, may I )i>resµme that there has
been no Government either ~. the PTI?jab or in t~e United Provinces br
throughout the whole of ;Bptish India and there !I ha~. been Government
only in the Indian States ? . Because that is the only Iogical and natural
conclusion of the statement that my honourable frien~ has made.
i
I
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The second consideration which I "will put forward is this.
:read from the Tribu/n,e of"28th February. At page 5 it says-

1982.
I will

Hia (the Secretary of State's) attitude gives the impression that he would gladly
seize the opportunity of cancelling the more repressive ordinances if it could
only be made to appear that civil I'sobedienee had been _reducedto a. nullity.
It will not have escaped notice that in answering one of the questions from·the
front opposition bench on Monday, he reiterated· the desire of the Government
of India -and i:>f His Ma.jesty'fl Government, •'that.these special powees taken
to combat the civil disobedience movement should be withdrawn as soon as
circumstances justify their withdrawal.'
-

Now, no one can deny that the prototype of this Bill is the ordinance
-of 1980. It is a special measure;. an extraordinary measure, "enacted to
meet special circumstances.:
As soon as those circumstances disappear,
-the measure will be withdrawn. But my friend wants to · go one step
furtherf He says "No, even if the circumstances improve, even if the
Government of India and His Majesty's Government in England think
that there is no necessity for any repressive measures or for any legislation
in connection with picketing, we should have this law in the Punjab." For
he has clearly said ·that the law should be in force for two years; How
-does he think that the same set of circumstances will continue for two years '}
I am not so pessimistic as he is. If the present state of things continues
for two years, either the Congress will be extinct or the Government will be
extinct. It will not last for two years. No movement has gone on for two
years. I do not think the position, is now worse than in 1919, when
:'lmycottmovement was at its highest. Then it lasted only for a few months.
'The movement is not now worse. Already there are signs that the position
is improving and that these ordinances and emergency measures will go
and will be heard of no more except perhaps the legislation which my_
"honourable friend is bringing forward. We -should disregard all these
-extraordinary circumstanees and consider the Bill on its merits. If I say'
that you should purchase the cloth made in our own country, that you
should use a knife made in our country, that you should wear a neck-tie
made in 9ur country, why should I be punished? This has been made an
-offenee on political grounds. If those political grounds disappear, the
anti-picketing ordinance will go. . Even _on the merits, from the quotation
which my honourable friend, Pandit Nanak Chand bas read it will. be
"obaerved that it has been 'laid down by the Viceroy that picketing in its
peaceful form i's no offence. But as I said, ev_en a peaceful thing or an
innocent thing may be a crime sometimes. When there is war every .thing
'must be done to combat the forces of the evil-doers. But it cannot go on
for ever. If to-day conciliation takes plaoe,"you will see that these ordinances will be withdrawn and preaching of swadeshi things made in our own
-eountry will not be an offence.
.
I think one thing bas been forgotten which I want to bring to the notice
-of the honourable members. ·· Section 8 lays down- ·
Whoever directly or indirectly molests or abets the molestation of any person· shall
be punished with-.
'

By the use of the word " abets ", I think all fathers of boys that take any
part in this picketing can be arrested. They keep their sons at home,
·
they give them food and shelter. My honourable
4 l'.M.
friend bas just · said that the honourable mover
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'was a candidate for public prosecutorship and the re!sort. why his claims
'were passed over was his poverty of the knowledge of!! law (laughter). Mr.
Nanak Chand criticised the Bill so far as the meaning \6f the various terms
:are ~on~e:tned. It is not necessary . for me to traver~e the same ground.
But it is a yity that my friend Mr. Sale has put his ~ ignature, to this Bill
'whose English even is not correct as will be seen from ,~ reading of the last
esentence of section 2. It readsI
··
1

Coml!'lls him by force or by other means to ~rt with any p~ope~ which such person
lS not bound by any law or as mercantile or trade llS~ge h~ving the force of law
~~
;
'
.
i

!•

Now 'what does " part" .: mean. I cannot ui~de~stand what it
'means.
The word " part '' is never used alone ;:in· j'this sense. It it
:always used along with the word " with." . In the Uri'.ited 'Provinces they
say that the people of the Punjab do not k~ow : English.
The
honourable member stated that these words were the onlv words
which he had himself added to the words of the: ordinance ·· he had
copied from. Perhaps this is the reason why they are ;:wrqngly' used. At
first I thought that this was a misprint but the honourable mover when he
.read it, even then he did not correct it. Again the h~no*rable mover had
the hardihood to say that we do not deserve to be meµi.bers of this Council
if we do not support this Bill. He means to say th&t ~e. should bringin
coercive and repressive legislation of this kind whether it !is wanted by the
Government of India and the Punjab Government
not, and tfiat then
only we shall be doing our duty. This is' i1 v~ry funny: sort of argument to
be advanced and a very queer sort of duty to be expected from the members
-of this Council that they should go on increasing this sdrt df repressive legislation whioh it i!'l the function of the Government members to bring in.
However, .upon that point I need not dilate, for much has already .been
.said, · The honourable member had no business to bring in: this Bill. In his
whole speech he bas not given a single instance in which picketing led to
riot, in whioh picketing was responsible for bloodshed qr loss of a single life
-or even injury of any one's finger. H<'! has not given any' instance. What
is then the justification ? He says that picketing may lead to violence.
But it has not led to violence during so many years. Air-far as I understand,
this sort of picketing in one form or another has contiaued from the beginning of tho century, hut I do not think there have been IqM.y riots over it
or many injuries have been caused to-the people beoaase of it. This is an
.innocent movemefit and as I have said it would not ev.jm have been banned
but for the advantage which the political agitators t~ke ()f it. Otherwise
-this is a peaceful movement and is so recognized •. l\fr honourable friend
Raja Sahib has given us (!. proverb!
·
~ ,

or

.~ .... ~ uJ,! J ,1

i::.,..-- ~~

That is the only meaning of bringing in the Bill;i that in future this
movement might not develop into violent movement) If 'there was· any
necessity for it, I think the Bombay Government or th~ Government of the _
United Provinces should have been the first to bring in!1s-q.ch a measure. It
was in the United Provinces that this trouble started] Ip the Punjab we
.heard of it several days afterwards. We realized the irj,ltensity of the move~
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blent several days afterwards, but in the United Provinces no such measurehas been J:>rought forward and· the ordinance is> serving its purpose and so fa.
the case in the Punjab. Bringing forward this measure is overdoing a thing,
and over-doing a thing· at a time when there is need for great .restraint and
spirit of conciliation on th_e, part:of the Gover~!;lnt .. I ho.p!c) that: none or
the honourable membrs will fail to realize that, the Bill is ,quite inopportune;
unnecessary, uncalled for and reactionary and in any case it is a Bill which
is most impracticable. With these 'wordsI oppose the. motion under consideration.
'·
··
·
·

Khan Bahadur Shaikh Din Muhammad (East·. and· West Centraf
Towns, .Muhammdan, Urban) : Sir, it was.really very painful for me to hear
from the lips' of the honourable geIJ:tlemanwho bas Just resumed his seat
some personal remarks against the honourable mover of this Bill (Hear, hear)h
Our. honour and the dignity· of this House is in your charge and we wereunder the impression that-it was perfectly .safe in :your hands, but if a memberof this House is permitted tomake remarkswhich cannot at all be termed.
'decent, my humble submission is that this would be a sort of non-violent
terrorism which . would require another, legislative measure to check.
(Ironical cheers.) (An honourable member: You bring it next time.)
I am really surprised to hear this from the. honourable member for In-dustries, He holds me also to ridicule. If honourable members of theHouse are so negligent and so careless about the privileges that they enjoy
in this House then I am helpless in the matter. It is-extremely objection-able to · say that an honourable member of this House was running after a.
certain job and it was on that account that he brought this measure before"
the House •
. Mr. Mukand Lal Puri: 1\fay I point out, Sir, that the point of ordershould have been raised at the time the remark was made. It is hardly fair
to raise this objection now. When any personal reflection is made it is
open to the members of the House to raise a point of order and bring that.
fact to the notice of the Chair and if the Chair does not take action then it
can be made a point of grievance. But as far as I remember throughout
the speech of Mr. Allah Dad Khan no. member objected to it at all, In.
fact, it was being appreciated. It does not now lie in the mouth of. the honourable member, having enjoyed the speech, to tum round· and saythat the speech was objectionable and the Chair. was tQ,. blame for not ..
taking objection to it when everybody relished it. ,_
Khan Bahadur Sbaikh Din Muhammad : It . was also remarkedthat it was on account of the poverty of knowledge that the honourabl~ . ·
mover possessed that he had recourse to this manamvre. It is really very painful to hear such remarks-from the honourable members of this House.
· .Again, the necessity for the honourable mover from- Dera Ghazi Khan .
to haye set the.1 ball rolling in this manner was very seriously questioned..
In this connection, I am compelled to remark that consistency is a virtuewhich cannot be found among the Indian politicians. (Mr. M'Ukand La1,.
Puri : Hear, hear). When the honourable Sir Hari Singh Gour had moved.
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his resolution in.the Assembly some time ago every In4ia:t1: · politician of the,
type represented by these honourable gentlemen who hsve opposed the Bill'.
~eriously pre~sedupon the ~vernment to bring a ~egisla,ion:before the Ho~stt
in order to give an opportunity to the representative.s ofl the country to voicetheir feelings on the measure. But when one p.ono~jl,ble member of this
House gives this province an opportunity to voice its f~elings on the extraordinary measures which are in force, he is being twitted'. and taunted fot
doing that. Is this consistenoy ? Ordinances do not live long. They have
their own spell of time, and then pass away. We ha~e been given an opportunity to consider whether these ordinances should further continue and
the honourable members of this House should have considered it, a privilege
rather than a rebuke. They should rather have thaqked the honourable
mover for giving them such an opportunity and nc.tl have rebuked him
for that. We are responsible people__ ~and we must behave, in a responsible
manner. The country really wants- our lead. The country expects res-·
ponsible opinion from us. We cannot at all discharge; our responsibility if
we take every matter in a contemptibly light maaner, Such a grave issue
'is being discussed and every member is laughing, smiling and joking. Is this
the manner in which you want to discuss such seriqus issues before the
House, issues, on which tho future peace and security depends ? Is this
the way in which to approach this measure ? This is lone: of the .gravest
issues. ever mooted in this House and you should have given it your
most considerate attention and come to a finding whether to support
it or oppose it.
It was very seriously urged by the honourable member from Hoshiarpur that the Congress was weak, that the Congresswas defunct and that it
was for this reason that the Governinent itself had not qlioved in the matter.
The honourable member further contended that on tha~ account no private. measure was necessary. I respectfully submit that he Ip.as not realised the
situation properly. What was it that made the Gol).gress unsuecessful P'
What was it that checked its lawless activities ? Why ~d it not flourish ?
The answer is plain. It was because Government on th1S ooeasion was wiseenough to nip the evil in the bud. It was on account pf the promulgation,
of the ordinances that the Congress could not flourish] Government gave
the Congressmen a loose rope last year and the th~g developed. Like
wise people this time, Government tapped them at the; very beginning and
its growth was checked. The Congressmen expect long terms of imprisonment now, they fear that it · would not be the sam~ child's play this
time that it was last year, and the result is that most a~ these light-hearted
people who disturbed the peace of India with impunity ilast year have gone
into their holes, have dissooiated themselves, rather kept themselves aloof
from illegal action. The honourable member's argument that the Congress
has become defunct strengthens me further in my submission that it ~kes
the promulgation of a measure like this
the more n~essary. We should
not in any way think of this situation lightly.
': ·
It was argued that peaceful picketing was a harmless thing, an innocent
matter and it was asked, why should we curb in any way the desire in theminds of the people to achieve liberty? However noble the object may be, D
the method. at present employed cannot but be condemned. Even in the
sacred domain of religion, is there any one from among u~ who would .tolerate,
:,.
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'. ·
interference? .'I, as a Mussalman, cannot tolerate even from another Mussalmarr -a lesson to be 'always dinned into .my e_ars whenever I may go out
to the mosque for prayers_. Will any one tolerate a forcible conversio.n·?
.History has condeninedit in all ages, in all times, alt~ough the object may:
be considered to-be very neble. If I argue: "I drive people to my God,
a.·:rnost noble' object", you would naturally reply f ""~o. ·it is eondemn-:
able ; you have ~o right to interfere with our liberties." Can you compel'
people to fight in the name of the king? Will not every 'one of you $ay that
cons.criptionis condemnable ? Jf then a thing is condemnable in the name·
of God, if it'- thing is not permitted in the name of the king, how can-you·
permit it in the name of the country ? Such lame excuses are heard every·
day. . History records the direst deeds committed in . the name of · the·
. brightest ideals. You are teaching.a Yoery dangerous· lesson to your- people
when you permit them to loiter ii bout just to interfere with nix liberty.
Who are you to tell me that I should not dress like this ? Who are you to
tell me that I should not. eat like that ? Who are you to ask me to put- .
chase this or boycott that-? Who are you to force .me to take toa certain
form of wearing apparel ? (An honourable member: Your· well-wisher.)
I do not care a hang for such well-wishers. You cannot achieve liberty for
the country by enthralling the soul of the country. You say.that· yon are·
my well-wisher.. - To me, you are· an intruder, an_ intermeddler -and you:
should not be tolerated any more. I must wear whatever I like; T must.
eat whatever t'Iike ; I must purcha~e whatever I like.
·
·
It is said thatpicketing is harmless; We know; colleges have been
picketed; examinations have been picketed ; -oourts _have been picketed;
lawyers have been picketed, and shops have been picketed and Heaven
knows to what further length your picketing will go. 'I'o-morrow Hindus
might picket the mosques and the next d_ay, the Mussalma.ns might picket ·
the temples arid on the--:third' aay; the Christians might picket both. · Will
_you permit that to be done ? If you earnestly' and seriously want to inculcate
good things, if like well-wishersyou want to impart.goed lessons to others,
go to their houses and teach them; spend as muchtime as you like with'
them to bring them round to your point of view, but if you fail to convince: _
them you should not interfere _with them in.this manner. (An hon<YUrabk
member : :Would that not· be molestation ?) _ Absolutely not. The honourable member betrays complete ignorance .of the measure brought forward:ROw. The word 'picketing' is not at all employed in 'the Bill. The only:
proyision that is sought to be enacted runs as follows:;:____ ,,
-

to

A person is said to molest another who with a view
cause such other ~on
to
abstain from doing or to do any act ,which such other person has a right to do
or abstain from doing or to do any act wfilch such other fl0l'SOn has a right to do,
or· abstain from doing. obstructs, uses violence or intimidat.es such other person
or a.ny one in whom such other person is interest.ad. or loit.ers a.tor near a. house
where such other person or any one in wh~m iuch person is interested resides or'
works or carries on business
happens to ~
>
:

or

There is ncthing harmful here. The word ' picketing ' is not employed
· .at all. You cannot at all say that peaceful picketing has been condemned.
Let us see whether it is not possible for us to lend our support to this
measure. It was contended by the honourable member from Sheikhupnra
±ba.t it 'would be most cruel on our part to interfere' with 'the innocent ladies·
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~nd the innocen! children '!ho are employed in th~~.e
tp:~ll'rry. on ,picke~..
mg. . I am reminded at. this moment of a vbry witty. s_ii;Ylfig of tha_t great
humourist Insha Alla who
remarked-c- ·
- ' . ,1-1 ..i
.

" Larki wuh jo larkiyon men khe1,e
j!
Nak ki ·launaon men jake danf,ar pele.''
(A girl is one _ that plays with the girls, not the. j~ne that tries her
1

strength with the boys.")
We have every respect for the womanhood of Indla ; .we .have every
regapi for children. But let the girls and the women M India behave Iike
respectable girls and women. I may here read ·froml! your own paperI refer to my honourable friends on that side--the " Daily Herald ", - dated .
the 9th February 1932. It has some sound advice to igive and some nice
remarks to make on picketing. It says-«
1

-

(

I

The net result of our misdirected effort has been the steady :i deterioration of Hindu
· social and political life.
1:'

·•

These remarks are v~ry importantto advocates of t~e present methods
of. picketing.- It goes on to say-:;I · '

t'.

Our boys have been weaned from their peace-ful avocation
sQhools and c_olleges
_ and made fit only for mere volunteering. Our women · ve !)11,St off the essential
restraints of propriety and discipline. _ .A poor comfo : to 'us that they can· be
safely housed as His Majesty's unwelcome guests.
resQrt to these childish.
and puerile devices-·_
j
•

w+,

This is how the " Daily Herald " calls these methoq.s---,·
Childish and puerile devices, simply because we are blissfulli .Jgnorant of our true position in the Punjab. Our future is not in the arid ,al!ls, of non-co-operation
which has simply helped an alliance between the Go'vermnent and the Mua, · salmans, but in tht;i cementing of divisions and in thd:1.st~g
of helpful activity.
'
' .
·

-

.

i1

It was remarked and most seriously· so by the bonourable member from
Hoshiarpur that if such measures were passed, they would only lead to
communal strife. .J could not understand the logic of tqis statement. It is ·
only to cheek such strife, to remove the occasions for it th!l,t this measure
is brought. Honourable members are aware that only the other day at
Cawnpore a Mussalman's shop was picketed, the ,Hin~u Oongressmen did
not agree to his keeping the shop open, did not apprJ:ve of the selling of
foreign goods, and the result was that such a serious ~omp:iunalriot took
place that it shook the peace of.the whole of India. A:i few: days ago IDQst,
of the Musselman traders had issued· a joint appeal tojthe: Government to
" take. some measures against these picketers as they w~re ~fraid that they'
would interfere with their trade. If a volunteer bolongiag fO one denomination visits a shopkeeper of another denomination, naturally a communal.
colour would be put on his action and it would surel]l lead to communal
riots and communal tension. I fail to understand how tµe honourable member from :f!;os.hiarpurcould argue that a "'me~s~r~ likeli thi:s ~ould f?ment
communal strife. If you curb the lawless activities of ~he 'Ioiterers, 1f you
do not let them interfere with the individual liberty qf people, if you let.
ethers live and live yourselves, then where is. the danger of one community
coming into clash with another ? When would the oco~sionarise and why
should it lead to communal strife ?
!i
'
1
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It was next urged that by enacting this :rriea.su.re the ultimate object

l

.

,of. the Government "fas to discourage swadesbi. Persona.lly I do not see
where tha.t discouragement is concealed in this measure. If I want to
patronise swadesbi, this measure would not stand in - my way. But if you
think tha.t swadeshi should - be - whipped into the - heads of other people, I -woald be the first person to discard it You cannot whip even God into other
people's heads. How can you whip political creeds into UJ1.-willing heads. '
Force in any shape or form and in any phase of life is most condemnable,
~s most reprehensible. - _ You might do anything you like in a. peaceful man,n_er
m your own house, but how can you foroe me, under any ·circumstances; to
adopt your creed? That is the last thing which a Mussalman can tolerate.
Accordingto the tenet!'! of Islam we are given perfect freedom even in matters
of religion. There is no compulsion in religion and when we cannot tolerate
.,... compulsion in religious matters, how can we tolerate itin worldly matters
and at your hands ? That is our religious teaching and we· ate going to
abide by it. We were the people who taught to the _ world what liberty
and equality meant. How can we jeopardise our liberty in this manner by
giving you permission to interfere with our liberty in any manner you like.
If you adopt the old, old trick of arranging herds of cows in front of your
armies and making the enemy desist from firing at them. that will not serve
your purpose, that will not deter us from asserting our rights, You bring
'innocent women and innocent children to the front simply on that account
but that will not stand in any way as a, eheok on us, - that· will not deter ru;
from the right path. We have every right tolive. When· tbe honourable
member for Hoshiarpur was speaking in such a loud and authoritative
strain I was wondering whose views he was ventilating. He is not a member
of the Congress, If he is asked whether he is, he answers ' No.' If
is
asked whether he is anti-Congress, he answers with the same ' No '. - Then
who~.e views is the honourable member representing ? The country at this
juncture can be divided into two main divisions only, the law-abiding and the
law-breaking, the· peaee-deetroying and the peace-loving. 'There is absolutely no room for the vacillating_ who would sit on the· fence and watch the
march of events in a disinterested.manner to see who claims the victory and
to shake hands withhim. If you have any respect forIaw, you have to
support this measure. (4.n hbnourable member : It is my profession).
Yes, that is why perhaps you seek to go against law. You are a disloyal
lawyer. It is only such ·a. la.wyer that would oppose measures like this,
intended to stop breaches of the law, intended to maintain the peace of the
land. Law and law alone; is-responsible for the tranquillity of society. If
you want to displace law from its high pedestal, if you disregard it, Hyon
show scant respect to it, where then is the guarantee for society ? I would
therefore most earn~stly appeal.to honourable members : Give this matter
your most, serious consideration." Do not ridicule it. It is really a very
grave issue. Give it your best thought. The only way to guarantee peace
and security is by supporting a measure like this, Those who want to avoid
, -surgical instruments do not develop serious ail.ment~ ; those who want to
avoid the rod do not go astray. If you really want that such extraordinary
measures should not be introduced, if you really want that the country
:ffhould not be governed by ordinances, then why come into clash with the
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eQovernment for no rhyme o~ reason? What is your obJ!eotive no:w ? Eve!1
:y~ster~ay _I asked ~ responsible ~ongressman: · Why alj0 you domg_ all this
pioketing ? What ia your objective ? What does Mah\),tmaGandhi ~ant,?
And I tell you honestly that he was not able to give m~ any definite reply.
He said : Even Mahatma Gandhi does not know that] himself. Mahatma
·Qan~hJ while he was in England was prepared to supjort the demand for
-dominion _status. So long as he had not left the shores.ot England he was
'wedded to it and to the recommendations made in tM Round Table C-0n~
'ference generally. No, he had gone further. He hadijprdmised in a very
·solemn manner to the Premier and to the Secretary of ~tate for India that
he would co-operate with the constitutional committees: that would be
·formed in India; No sooner had he set his foot oil this soil, than he took
a somersault. But why? What had happened in t:tie ljlleantime? · The
.dominion status was still there ; the promise of the Government was still
:there ; the constitutional committees were coming ; :hid ~he Government
'had not gone back on its word. Where then was the n~pes~.ity for restarting
the civil disobedience campaign? You want to threaten the Government.
Yon want to threaten the minority communities. Th~ minorities are not
to be frightened in this manner. Government is not to lfoititimidated in this
:manner. Picketing or no picketing, we are not to ~e cowed down like
.that.
·
.
.·

·.

i . ;

.

With these words I lend my whole hearted suppor~ to . t~is measure.
I·

.

.

•

Mr. S. L. Sale (Legal Remembrancer): Bir, my qbject in, intervening
in the debate at this stage is not to speak on the merits or the demerits of
this measure, nor to speak on detailed points cit dral:fting nor. to discuss
misprints, but to reply to certain honourable members of this ;House, who have
described this measure as a lawless law, as oppressive, !i drastic, reactionary
.and a special measure. These are the criticisms which I ij.ear<l levelled against
-this Bill. I want, with your permission, to lay some ~rguhl:ents before the
House to show that there is nothing in this Bill, which {s ~anyway, repugnant to the ordinary law, as interpreted in England. 1t
be within too
.memory of honourable members of this House that in
when Or~nce V
of 1980 the parent of the present measure was promulgated, the question that
agitated the legal profr ssion of this province and many ,joth~r provinces, was
whether peaceful picketing was an offence or not, and tj:tany people doubted
whether Ordinance V of 1980, was enacted to penalize peaceful picketing.
Their arguments were strengthened by · a certain judg4i.ent of the Bombay
High Court. We considered it desirable, if possible, t~ have an authoritative ruling on this point from our own High Court; a*d, a suitable oppor-tunity occurring we were able to test the question, !Wh~ther under Ordinance V of 1980 peaceful picketing was an offence. Th~ judgment to which
1: wish to refer is a Division Bench judgment of our oin High iCourt, cited
-as No. 1285 ·of 1980, and the judgment by the Hon9urable Mr. Justice
Addison is a 'lucid exposition of the law relating to ~icketing in England.
·There are two measures in England which are relevant tJ> the Bill now before
-the House. One is the Act of 1875, which is an enactJDetit for amending
-the law relating to conspiracy and to the protection oj property. Some of
-the provisions of Ordinance V of 1980 _and of the Bill ~~w before theHouse
.are taken almost word for word from that Act. I fill not trouble the
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House with the whole of the sections of that Act, but will read the relevant-portions, whioh concern· the question now before us. · That is as fol-

lows:-

'

. .

.

Every person who,. with a view to compel any other person to abstain from doing·
or to do any act which such ott,J.er person has a leg$! right to do or abstain from
doing, wrongfully and without Iegal authority ..•••.•••••.• , ..• .4-watohes:
or ~te: the house .01' other place where such other person resides, or works, or-carries. on businesa, or happens to be, or the appwaoh to such house or place ••
·, •..•.•.• " .....• ,$ball on conviction thereof .••••••• be liable either to pay a.
• penalty not exceeding twenty pounds; or to be imprisoned for a term not exceeding ,three n:ionths, with or without hard labour. · ·

. Comparing this provision. with ·the present Bill;' we find the· '\\-Ords:
~· watching or besettlng " lire replaced by the word "loitering'' in the new'
Bill, now before the House. There is, it is true; one exception in the EnglishJa,w which does not appear in this Bill, and that is that if the object 'of the'.·' watching or besetting'" is merely to obtain or communicate information;
withinthe meaning of this section, it is not an offence. That was the state"
1;>f law in England up to 1906 when by the Trade Union and Trade Disputes
Act of 21st December 1906, peaceful picketing was for certain purposes made·
legal.· An 1tct which hitherto had· been illegal.was made legal if the peaceful!
picketers .were acting on behalf of. trade unions or individual employer for·
the furtherance of trade· disputes. Other forms of picketing still remain
unlawful in England. On this material their Lordships of the Division
Belich in case No. 1285. of 1930, observed that ·" Picketing ·is an offencein · E:µgla11d . .except·· for Phe purposes peJ1lllitted by the ezj>la,nation of soo~io1;1 "! of the 1875 Act, tha.t is, if the picketing is merely to obtain or com~unicate · ii?-~rrnation, · and except where the picketing is in furtherance of a
trade ,dispµte " ; . and they held that the Ordinance V of 1930 did not go
beyond the aecepted principles -of. English law · except · in regard· to' certain.
details. · Tlwre are some important qbaervations quoted by tb.eir Lordships
in this judgmen~, whiph I. think the House will be interested to hear. · Th~yhave.quoted in it certa.iµ words used by Lord Lindley, a very learned EnglishJudge: He says : . · ·
·
It is all very well· to -talk about peaceable persuasion : what may begin es peaceabJ&.
··

· persuasion 'm11,y easily became, .snd · in trades_ union disputes . generally does.
'become, perempt;Ory ordering,
·

Again, he observed:
But there are many ways short of violence or the threat of it of compelling persons. · to act in ii, way which they do not like. There 11,re annoyances of :e.ll sorts a.nd.
degrees. Picketing is a distinct annoyance,· and if damage results, is an objee-,
tionable nuisance at common law.
·
.

. . I think I have said enough to show that there. is nothing in this Bijl'.
which is revolutionary or contrary to accepted 'pijnc_iples. Tliere is oneQtli~r point, I should like to take this opportll!}ity··<?f 11p.~wetjng, certaiu
b,o~oural>.le members who have suggested that thI-s:· l3Uf. ~-- unp.ecl:)Ssary,
b~atise: it is -eoveeed aµ:~dy-by jhe 01:dinary la-w; the._ll;tdian .Pe11al Cocle,
(J)iwan',Bahadur.Raj(l,:lfarendra'f!,ath.: Or~anoe Vof l9~2).: .!.11rµe, butit.isa..
t!:)nipo~ry legislation. Th~ quespion·that·arises is, what should-be 4,on& when,
that Ordinaace expire11? Ce-rt0i~honourable members have .strggested t~t
the Indian :Penal Oode_;~s ~cie¢
to deal -with piclwtjµg •. !The seotionl\J,\
·quQted, w~r~. I · thirµt ·,339 · .and 506 :which as l,l~ed -.in 50J · d~
w~
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criminal intimidation. I think an examination of ho these sections will
show that neither of .them actually covers the case /of loitering •. In the·
case of section 889 it is necessary to prove that f perso.n is physically
obstructed which does not necessarily occur in pidket~g. Section 508,
Indian Penal Code (criminal intimidation) is most nearlt alli.ed to the present
Bill, but, the difficulty is that 'this section requires pfoot of the fact that
there is a threat of injury to person, reputation or property. The gist of·
the offence is the fact of communication of a person;~! threat. It is clear
that the threat must be actually made or communicated in some way. Merely
to advise a· man not to deal with another person, or t~ badger him into not
dealing with some shop does not amount to a threat , and is therefore not
actionable under this particular section. What the mc;iver of this Bill wants
is _to prevent not threatening, but actual interference, 1lby loitering, with the·
ordinary business of a shopkeeper. For that purpose! it is clear that these
sections o~ the Indian Penal Code, w~ile t~ey may ap~ly in certa~ circumstances, will not apply to all cases of picketing, Itfoll?ws:from this that the
present Bill cannot be said to be a special measure or flpecial legislation.
It is true that the Bill goes beyond the provisions of t]!te :fi;idian Penal Code,
but it does not go beyond the ordinary principles of law fa England where·
it is used not to deal with any such subversive movement ~s a civil disobedience movement, but to provide protection to the ordi4ary trader, · or workman to carry on his ordinary business. It will a1ipe11r therefore that
some such provision is equally necessary in this courltry. whether there is
the civil disobedience movement or not, in order to pro~ect the trader in
the pursuit of his peaceful avocations (ch~ers).
i
i:
Shaikh Abdul .Ghani (West Punjab Towns, Mtlhammadan, Urban):
Sir, really it is a matter of gratification that the Unionist Party did not make.
this a party issue and yesterday when the party l;l).et '. to consider .this Bill
opinion was sharply divided. Most of the members : we1e of opinion that
no such measure as was proposed was at all necesssry under the present
circumstances. Anyhow I find to-day on the floor of this:House that many.
of the erstwhile opposers of this Bill have come round directly to the op-. "'
posite view during the night, and the position so far aj~ I have been able to,
gauge appears to be that the leader of the party intends/ bringing forward
a motion for reference of the Bill to a select committee. Anyhow, so far as
the Unionist Party is concerned, these tactics and these changes need create.
no surprise.
,
To come to the question before the House, it i·as
' been said by the
· gentleman sitting next to me that this measure is ·• tended to safeguard
the inter~sts of the citizell;8, ~f _every individual again~ wrongs. wh.ich might
be committed by another individual. He wants to sh , w or rather he wants
to indicate that so long as this worthv measure did i not come before the
House the rights of the citizens throughout the wo1:ld w~re in serious jeopardy
(hear, hear), that the jurisprudence of nearly every eon1ttry never grasped
the real matter ~t issue and the result w.as
·
th.at hef~r~. in.· y fo.arned .!~iend
from Dera Ghazi Khan thought of safeguarding th~ mterests of citizens
~he whole criminal jurisprudence, so to say, was a dead letter so far as the
rights .of a particular individual as against another indiividnalwas concerned.
~Inter~ption) I hofe I will not be interrupted.. ~o advan?e such arguments,
1f I nnght be-nermitted to sav so, is merely childish. ]le 1s a lawver of great:
1
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Ghani. ]
standing and is very learned and I have got the greatest resp.act for him.
To a casual observer these arguments might appear plausible, but if you see
through them you will find them futile. I do not think we need enter at all
.into the discussion of picketing or non-picketing, violence or non-violenee,
That is not the matter before the House. The gentleman on my left has
dragged us all just to enlist the sympathy of certain members of the House
and perhaps he thought at the moment that the issue before the House was
whether. there should be legislation restricting picketing
not. That is
not the point at issue. The question before the Honse is whether the Honse
is prepared to adopt a measure ill-considered, · ill-advised, unncesssary,
unessential and in every detail quite unworthy of being placed on the
statute book (hear, hear). I deem it a very great disservice on the part
of the gentleman who has brought forward this measure for discussion
-before the House, a disseryiee 'to the administration which he is
so anxious to serve. It will not take long to explain my meaning.' Sir
Samuel Hoare, the Seeretary of State for India, the other· day in the House.
of Commons,with a great sense of pride said, " I should wish to refer to the
iact that so far not a single legislature in the country had condemned the
policy which we are pursuing, the policy of .ordinances in India." · We
learn from to-day's papers that the Central Provinces Government as a matter
-of fact brought a sort of vote of censure on the Government with respect
to certain excesses committed by the police in a district of theirs. -. But
anyhow, in a province like the Punjab where the Council'bas been sitting
for a number of davs and where there has been absolutelv no reference so
iar to picketing and violence and no condemnation of the police or things
,of that sort, the honourable gentleman by bringing this measure before the
Rouse has constrained us to launch into things which we scrupulously avoided.
What service has he done to the administration? He was the first to say
:that Government by ordinance is no Government at all. I appeal to the
"Rouse to bear me ·out on the point whether during this .sessionany sentiment
.approaching that expressed by the honourable member was ever uttered by
.any other member. Where, then, was the necessity for introducing a measure.
-of this kind when every thing was going on, calmly and smoothly and when
there was absolutely no indication on the part ofthe members of this House
,to criticise the policy of the Government ?

or

The question that naturally one asks while considering this Bill and
its provisions is, does the Government want it or not? If the Govomment
-does not want it, why should the member from across the Indus thrust
additional power on the Government ? . Not being in full possession of facts
.and figures, not being cognisant of the situation in the province, it is not
possible for any single individual to say whether a particular measure dealing
with co-operation or non-co-operation, picketing or non-picketing or things
of that sort is necessary or n?t. I.c~ndemn}hi.B.ill on that sc?re. If the
-Oovernmentdoes not want this additional powee,it is not the business of any
member of this Council to thrust this por,er on the Government.' If the
power is required by the Government, if the Government stands in need
·-of a measure like this, then· it would be in the interests of both the ruler
.and the ruled that the administration should come forward with 1:1, clean
.slate and tell us, these are the figures, these are the circumstances and these
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.are the impediments to our administration and so~e ~ant this measure.
If the Government can make out a good case for the l illthen I shall be the
·first to support it. If it is at all e.ssential or necess ry :_ t.o resort to extra«ordinary measures, why not rest content with or ': ancea that are being
promulgated by His Excellency_ the Viceroy ? The Viceroy is in possession
-0£ facts and figures and he knows whether he should:ita~e upon himself the
.responsibility of enacting extraordinary measures ~o meet . extraordinary
-emergency. If he finds that a case has been made oti;t by the local Government, if he is satisfied that the ordinary law is not sjiffi<lient to control the
.situation, then the Vieeroj' promulgates the ordinance. ! Then there is this
additional advantage, that irl. the case of the work5 P.M. _
. ing of the ordinances, ther~i is that supreme head
.in India, the representative of the King, who sees and supervises that the
-ordinances are working fairly. Periodical reports :ihust be called for by
.His Excellency the Viceroy from the heads of the lpcal Go'tfernments and
unless they are in a position to keep him convinced t~at there is a dire and
.urgent necessity for keeping a particular ordinance iri. force, His Excellency
-the Viceroy would not be prepared to promulgate •pr :i:e-promulgate that
ordinance. That is the additional advantaze in the case 6£ these ordinances.
We have got the check. There is the responsibility 9r the authority of the
~head of the country, _the Viceroy." To suggest thalit vte should do away
with the ordinances and that we should disgrace tlie statute book of our
_province with a reactionary law of this nature, is, I Vhink; too much to encroaeh upon the honour and respect and the decorum of this House. In
the case of the ordinances, whenever there is no nece$sityt for them they can
be done away with. But here you ask this measure to ~e passed into law,
You want our sanction for keeping it in force for ;i two years. Suppose
to-morrow the conditions change. You have all alo4g bsen telling us that
the movement in this province is very tame. If, th~refdre, things continue
Jike this and if in three or four months or a year we fi.nd:!that there is absolutely
:no necessity for any extraordinary measure of this kind, what are you going
1io do then? You are strengthening the hands of G~ve1iiment,
The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Jly~t Khan : Repeal

.it.

·

!r

;

Shaikh Abdul Ghani: What is the guarantee th~t you will do it?
. The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander R'yat Khan : You can

~~

'

1
,1·

'

Shaikh AbdulGhani: But how.long does it ~ake'?

The honourable
m~m~er ~as just told u~ that !twas in Simla in.July ]~st :th.at he thought of
bringing ma measure like this. Then he applied forj! sanction and the sane. ~ion was dela~ed. So will tak? at least ~ months b~ the·: tim~ we repeal and
. lf then there is a session I can mtroduce it Othe:1, e Jt will take some
more time and within these 6 months if I snatch i away the honourable
: member's pencil so that he IJ1.ay not be in a position : o t~ke down notes of
: my speech and give a reply, he can complain to a ma,strate and there will be
. handcuffs on my hands. God knows what might nqt happen in these six
I
.months.

!t

JI

· ;a

.~e Honourable Captain Sar.dar Sikander

pnvileged person.

.
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. $haikh Abd.ul Ghani : I doubt very much whether: a.ny privilegewill be ex.tended to a member of this House for an offence of that nature.
I fear you will have to consult your legal adviser. I need not detain the·
House any longer. . I do not mind goingon if I am not interrupted, though
I do not care for the interruptions.
··
.
· .
.
· Mr. Nanak Chand Pandit: Sir, the Leader of the House might
be requested not to interrupt the honourable-member.
•.
The. Honourable Captain Sardar Silr~der Hyat Kh.... : The·
honourable member said that he did not mind relevant interruptions;
Mr. Nanak Chand Pandit : The honourable member has just said
that he would go. on if he is not interrupted .. I would, therefore, request,
'the Leader of the Bouse not to interrupt the honour~ble member, It is :a
very interesting speech.
·
··
· · .· · · · ·
Mr. Pte.sident: A member should not be. interrupted when.
speaking.
·
. .
Shaikh Abdul Ghani: . Especially by such an: influential member asthe Leader of the House. .-It is a privilege for an ordinary member like·
myself to. draw the attention of the House by interruptions. ·
I think the arguments that have been advanced in favour of the IHIL
are not at all convincing. · I need not scan those arguments and I neednottry to meet them individually. l think it . would sufflee for me to say tha~
an extraordinary measure of this nature which is SQ drastic, which has so. far-.
reaching effects, making any. trivial incidence an offence;' should . not . be
placed on the statute book of this. province without very · grave consider·
ation, I, therefore, strongly oppose the Bill.
Rao Bahadur Chaudhri Clihotu Ram [South~East Rohtak, nonMuhammadau, Rural] (Urdu) ~ Sir, from the time .Lreeoived a copy of this
Bill I have been highly perplexed as to tjle attitude I should adopt as regards
this measure .. The reason is that' this -Bill has been brought forward not· only
by a non-officialmember but a member.of myown party. So I find myself
called upon to respect friendship on the one hand and fulfil my duty towards
the public at large on the ·oth~r -. 'I'hs voice of conscience dictates that I
should disregard considerations of friendship in .this matter.
.
.
It is very gratifying to note that only very iew speeches were delivered
to-day in support of the Bill. In £ant it has met with opposition from eve1·y
quarter of this honourable House. Perhaps the Government were under the
impression that this measure will safely get through and only a slight hint.
on their part will be needed to easily win so many supporters for the Bill.
. It was quite natural that' the Govemment should cherish such . an idea
· because generally speaking, it has been the attitude of the bulk of the memhers of this House to have excessive regard for the good-will~f the Govern:.·
ment members.' Hindus and Mussalmans have both been carried away by
their keenness to keep the high officialsin good humour. · Even the Khalsa Bahadurs have not given a better account of their independence. Under these
circumstances it seeins well nigh impossible for me to be able to reconcile
the conflicting claims which regard for friendship, interests of the people 011
the one band and the expectations of the officialsbased uponpast experience·
on the othergive rise t~. So it is not a lllatt~r fo:r surprise !f I.was greatly·
perplexed about the attitude I should adopt with regard to this Bill.
·

•
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One thing which deserves special notice in this respect is· the complete
I
sil enee wb'ICh prevails among the Government me~herf.
(An ho1Jourable
member- : J.tf ~ d-Ar )~ A.> .)iJJ
u..Z,.o.:s.) Fro~i their silence one may
infer that the Government have not the least interest i~ ttjis measure. But I
fe:l sure that the Government will be only too glad if this: BiH is passed even
without their being called npou to vote for it. It will be a matter of great
pleasure for them if communal or questions of. that so[rt spring up and make
the passage of this Bill easy. There is no doubt thaf they want to see this
measure carriedin this House without their being putjto the Ieastamount of
inconvenience as goes the veruaeular proverb
·

L"'-

Ji ltf*

Ji;

lJ

y~f<ft cU
J~,r<t
I look at this Bill from two points of view. First, that everybody should
be permitted to carry. on his vocation and pursuit peac~fully and without any
outside hindrance so that no one should be allowed to meddle with another's
.affairs as long as the doer of a deed has the legal right for the performance of
that act. So far as this consideration goes, I have no eause to take exception
to the present Bil1. Secondly, it is for us to see whet~:er circumstances have
actually taken sucA a turn that there is absolutely no other way out of our
difficulties but to enhance the powers', of the police. .I am positively of the
opinion that nobody should be prohibited from buying pr selling foreign goods
without being convinced of thefact that dealing in foreign stuff is wrong and·
unpatriotic. So, if an individual is not convinced of the ~esirability of using
indigenous .goods exclusively, no one has a right to c~mpel him in any way_
to do so. The second aspect of the question is of ~e utmost importance.
We should ascertain, first of all, if circumstances have actually arisen under
which we can reasonably proceed to confer more power upon the police. The
mo~e I look into this aspect of the problem tho more I Ieel.convineed that the
.affairs have certainly not taken such a turn, I, thetefore, feel constrained
to remark that what is aimed at bv means of this Bill is to restrict personal
- :freedom, though, what is given out i1:1 that the proteetion of the privilege of
the free~om of actio°: is sought thereby. ~~ce th~ ~o_nou~ an~ fi:eedom of
-the publio at large will be at the mercy of tbe polios if this Bill is passed,
I feel it my duty to oppose it. I want to urge upon the House with all the
-emphaaisat my command 'that if you suffer this Bill to assume the form -of
.an Act you will he inviting upon yourselves a calamity:from which there will
be no escape and for which there will be no remedy. · It is an admitted fact
that the police of our country is not such that any additional powers should
be safely conferred upon it. Power in its hands is a danger. So, I do not
tpink it advisable to agree with the idea of conferring mors power on the police.
When daily experience clearly shows. that the police .misus« the power
-that is already granted to it, it will certainly be the height of unwisdom to
recommend more power for them.
. .
.
. Moreover, none of the honourable supporters of _:the 'Bill has as yet explained in clear terms the amount or nature of molestation which has been
experienced by any class of people in any quarter, th~ onlyground ori which
the present Bill has been considered essential. In thi~:respect it is deplorable
to note that it has become a sort of habit with the Giovenunent to summon
J)olice to its aid at every step as if there ia no other ijod, in this country on
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whose assistance the Government can safely rely. I want to convey to theGovernment through you that the people of this land do not consider their
honour and prestige safe in the hands of the police. So, any body who has.
any sense of self-respect and honour cannot-be expected to vote for this Bill;
Then, it is hardly necessary for me to. add that this Bill, if passed, will
drive the fast nail into the coffin of individual freedom. The pQlicie will bearmed with vast powers and ·no one will feel safe from its. ll.ighhandedness.
If the members of this House love their own freedom and of the public and
if they are anxious to preserve it, they must join hands against· th~ passage
of this Bill. The proposed legislation, in its present form,· is sure to provean engine of repression in the hands. of the police. The Bill holds a serious:
menace to popular rights. It' is, therefore, necessary that this Bill should
be rejected. ·
There is yet another reason why, I think, this Bill should .be thrown out.
The Government have come to feel that any measure of wh~tever nature
that may be proposed and introduced in the Punjab Council is sure to get
through. This impression has gained ground for various reasons. In thefi.rst place the Government feel certain, and not without reason, that the
zamindar members of the Council dare not oppose ~y measure having theapproval of tlie Government on account of the circumstances in which they
are placed. These zamindars depend so much for their peace; happiness
and prosperity on the whims of Government officials, particularly the
deputy commissioner and the superintendent of police, that they cannot
afford to displease any one of them and consequently the Government. They
are s!? circumstanced, and to be frank, so devoid of sense and feelings of selfrespect that they have to bear with a show of cheerfulness any amount of
insult offered to them. They may, be disgraced publicly and they may even
be given shoe-beating, but they cannot raise even their little finger in protest.
The Government have, therefore, nothing to fear by way of opposition from
that quarter. After them remain ,my Hindu brethren occupying those benches and my friends Khalsa Bahadurs to deal with. , The Hindus have been
won over, as we have been seeing, by one device or another, The Khalsa,
Bahadurs, if not all of them, at least half of them can be persuaded by the
Minister to vote for the Government. The Government, under the circumstances, have never feared opposition worth the name from this Council
against any of its measures. I am pleased to see, as I judge from the speeches.
of the members to-day, that the Government are going to be disillusioned at ,
least for once and that the Council is going to show that it is not prepared.
to seal any and every measure with its approval. While on this point I may
as well answer the charge laid against me by my honourable friend on my
left. He has complained that I have changed my views in regard to· this.
measure without consulting him and my party. This charge is irrelevant as
it is unfounded. It was decided by the National Unionist Party that the
question before the House was not to be made a party question, and that
each member should have full liberty to oppose or support it' or express any·
other views be might have about this Bill. He has exercised bis rjght and T
tfi.inkI am within my right, without in any way infringing tha.ruJe~ of the
party, to move an amendment which I propose to do with the permission ot
the Ohair at the end of my speech.
•
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Shaikh Abdul Gbani : Even when the amendjent! was not brought.

i.

before the party and discussed ?

Rao Bahadur Chaudhri Chhotu Ram : At th time of emergency I.
can move any amendme.nt. I can move.any.motion.~hf atiI can if I have notime to consult the party.
~ :
. Shaikh Abdul Ghani : Even an amendment of uc~ far-reaching character?
I'I
:•.
Rao Bahadur Chaudhri Cbhotu Ram: It is ~-'terial whether thea~endm.
is .of a f~r-~~ching charac.ter. or n.ot. If ! . fil,ld tha.t. I have no·
time to consult any individual member of my party Ii n! move any amendment I like (hear, hear).
.
Ii
Tq revert to the subject under discussion I must sb once again that this:
is. a reactionary. measure and the public out.s.ide :wiUh, 've.. f.· ..e·aso.n· to. complain
that the Government.with the approval of the Counei wanted to bury deep
in a grave the freedom of the public. I am remind ed i ,here of" what the·
Emperor Aurangzeb said when on one occasion in hisj!rei~ a mock funeral
proces.sion of music "'.as .being taken out and. broug~~ t<r his noti.ce by. t.h.e·
uproar of the proeessionists, The Emperor, as we ~µ know, was a pious. "'
and religious-I?IDded1n:an and he was a s~rict puritanila~4. hence he was n?t
fond of any kind of mirth or merry-making and he uos1~1vely hated music- ,
• The musicians and their supporters once thought of~ plan to create somesympathetic interest about music in the mind of the Emperor and took out
a funeral procession arranging to pass near the palact=Lso it.hat the Emperor·
may be attracted and .taking pity, order its encouragej.uerit. But the organisers of the procession were sorely .disappointed whem cotjtrary to their expectations, the Emperor ordered that it should be buried ~o deep that .it may
not be able to come out again. It appears that the sutporters of this Bill are·
likewise anxious to bury individual freedom so deep thtt it may never emerge·
to the surface again (he.ar, hear). It is, therefore, obv~01i~, that we will only.
d? the right t~g if.we reject this Bill. There is one ptrt qi the Bill the prin. oiple underlying which appears to be sound and acceptable/ Surely we.should
not hesitate taking any step by which freedom of ~!rad~rs and businessmen can be secured from the oppression of the picketeils. : But the other part
of the Bill is so abnoxious that it cannot be acceptabl~ tol any ;right-thinking·
man. In these eireumstancesit would be much bett~r iflthe Bill is referred
to a select committee which should make necessary imJ1~ovements in it. That
course will not commit us to the acceptance of the Billiif t}).e select committee
fails to make necessary improvements. There is ye~! another advantage in,
adopting this course and that is that the eireumstanbes ~ay change in the·
meantime and it. may become· altogether unneeessaryjto bring forward tJ:iis;
Bill at all. I, therefore, with youz.permission, Sir, ~o~e.

z
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That the Bill be referred to a. select committee
by 7th May 1932.

·I

1·

with m+,tio~ to submit its report.
(
:'
.
·

If this motion is accepted by the honourable move} ofithe Bill, a way out.
of the difficulty will be found and as the vernacular rlroverb goes the snake·
will be killed and the stick will also be saved.
! i·
Mr. Presidellt: The original motien moved as+
1

Tha.t the Punjab froteotion e.ga.inst Molesta.tion Bill be taken
once.
I

i
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i
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Into consideration
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has been moved by way o~·amendment-

That the Bill. be referred to a select committee with direction to subtilitit,•,/report
.
' by 7th May 1932.
,
.
,
,

The Council will n'lvv discuss both these motions.
Sadjq (Amrits&r City, .-J\fohammadan, Urban)
{UrcZ.u): Sir, I may be allowed to say that the measure proposed is not f!>
Bi}l, but. a billa (tom oat) (laughter) which is .intended to be placed on the
statute book to devour the young sparrpws .of freedom. I ~hall go ~ step further and say that the Bfil is a sort of calamity which, if .permitted to pass,
·will bring untold miseries 'to the public. I am really surprised to .find. the
representative of Dera Ghazi Khan introducing such a measure .. I wonder.
lio.w it occurred' to him to sponsor such a Bill when our · all:.powetlul 'Government did not so much as indicate by any ·sign that such a Bill was necessary. He)ives·in,afar-o:ff district of.that provin~ewhere the shining·swords
of the TU;mandars are sufficient to inspire awe and to check
activities
hostile to''the Government.
I· ask whether it is not a matter of greater surprise that a member representing a part of the province in whi~h picketing
· has perhaps never been resorted to should take into his head to propose such
.a measure. .It surpasses my comprehension when I see my: honourable
· friend Shaikh Faiz Muhammad coming up "before the Council, with this Bill.
He would have done well if he had asked our support for a measure intended
to improve the conditions of his district where, l should say, there are no
, .Iaws and no courts and where a man may i:be doomed if it pleases the 'l'uman-'
dars.
I am much more surprised to find my honourable friend Mr. Din:
Muhammad, a veteran soldier in the field of politics, to give his strong sup- port· to such a Bill. Has he forgotten that ~ot very long· ago in 1920 he was
arrested, handcuffed and made to ride a dirty and odorous lorry in order to
be brought here to Lahore to stand his trial for sedition ? Has • he forgotten
the very bad-treatment accorded to him for the same-offence which is being
made punishable by this Bill and was made. to walk in the streets of Gujranwala with a handcuff?
But thank God. that man's memory is short •. He
is apt to forget conveniently many things which ni~y be used against him on
some · occasion.
Khan Bahadur Shaikh Din Muhammad : Is it rJlevant to · the
question before 'the House ?
"
· ·
···
·
·

·.Shaikh Muh~ad

an

.

.

qy an example what is
going to happen under this Bill to innocent men and also to leading lawyers
and citizens .. They could be .hauled up and sent to jail according to the
· whim of. the police officers. It will interest you to learn that Sir Henry
Craik once told us at Simla that :at one time when he was in. England he saw
a policeman mercilessly beating another Englishman in one of.the streets of
London and moved by pity, he dissuaded that policeman from his act of
highhandedness on which Sir Henry Craik, as he told me, was given a slap on
his face. _I was further 'told that since that day he had never dared to approaeh or come near a policeman (laughter). Hmenof his position and ofhis
intelligence are so much afraid of the police, how shall we fare, we men of
ordinary intelligence, ifthe Punjab'poliee, which is notorious for its very bad
treatment, is armed with the proposed vast powers ? My honourable friend,
Mr. Sale, has considered this Bill very necessary and has· given his support
: to it. And why should he not do so ? His colour is white and not black as
Shaikh Muhan:unad Sadiq: I wanted to prove

,i
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If he had ~een 0;11e of us and ha~ been living some stree~ of a city
and had some enmity with the chaudhri of that pla~e for opposing that
chaudhri's favourite in an election, he would have gove pad over such a Bill,
(laughter). He would have considered a hundred ti41es 'before giving his
suppor~ to this B~. But _he is now safe _because o{his \icolqur and he c~nnot
appreciate our point of view. For a· minute please lobk a.t the wording of
the Bill. In defining molestation it is said that " :whqeve;r persistently follows him, etc." These words clearly show that men like. ]inyself or my honour~bl~ .fri?nd Sardar Jawahar Singh could ea~ily _he han~~ufi'.?~ and confined
in Jail if we ask a person _to buy swadeshi goods or a~k hrm to vote for us.
So you see that even canvassing for votes can be a c:tjttrinal offence under
this Bill. My honourable friend may be inclined to go ;;to jail, but I am not
inclined.
·
!·
,
0

:i

'

The Bill is fr~ught with serious consequences. Supposing a father comes
to know that hisson has gone to a liquor shop for a drink and he goes there to
dissuade 'him from doing that. The son or the shopke~pet would say that.
it is bis right to use or sell liquor and if his fa.ther interferes 'with the exercise
of his son's right, the son or shopkeeper would call the p~lic~ to his aid under
the provisions of this Bill which has been Introduced byi\Sh~ikh Faiz Muhammad and supported by Mr. Din Muhammad. There iJii ev!ery possibility of
the innocent persons being involved in false cases un~er :the provisions of
this Bill. I would say that if this Bill is passed into law the people would
say that it was enacted with a view to. putting the good and pious people
to trouble and helping the bad characters in their nefarious activities. The
parents would beafraid of the provisions of this Bill when. they have to compel
their children to go to schools or to abstain from bad cotinpaµy. One can say:
that such and such persons molested him while he was !bitting in his shop or
his house and can have a person sent to jail till the deeisjon of the case which
may be for many months. On a person's report they w$ be arrested a,t once
and will not be bailed oat, for, the offence under the] Bi' is non-bailable.
IR it not most unreasonable that for an ordinary offen,be df this nature thtt
alleged offenders will not have the opportunity of beinglbailed out? Would
not the police get terrible powers under this Bill ? Tlie country is already
seething with disaffection. There is a regular fight ~~ing on between the
Government and one section of the people. . I do not b~il,me the Government
for that. It is tha duty of every government to maintain law and order and
to bring to book the persons who break the law.: But [\the: question is, why
should loitering be made punishable? There is no offence if a person with
the national flag in bis hand walks on a road as even admitted by Sir Samuel
Hoare. I am at a loss to understand what made myii hqnourable friend,
S~aikh Faiz Muhammad, to introduce this Bill. He perhaps wants to provehimself to be an ultra loyalist. It is funny that the id:~a never struck even
. the Government members like the Honourable Finance fen:iber, the Honourable Revenue Member, the Honourable Ministers or th~ Legal . Remembrancer, who are all responsible for the peaceful governpent of this province.
I can say without fear .: of contradiction that there is a~rol~tely nojustifieat!on for this Bi~. The Secretary.. of. State. for lp.dia 01,s t.he other day delivered a speech in the House of Commons m w~eb he
ple~sed to remark
that there was peace all over the country with the as
xeeption of Bengal
and Bombay. When that is the state of affairs how ca-& this-Bill be justified
1\
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in the Punjab ? Wouldit not provoke the feelingsof the peaceful inhabitants.
of this province if this Bill is misused as it is bound to be. In my opinion
this Bill is absolutely uncalled for. The Legal Remembrancer was pleased t.o
remark tha.t sections 508 and 848, Indian Penal Code, cover the whole of this.·
Bill except so far as it' relates to loitering. For serious oases not covered
by these sections Government always resort to section 108, Criminal
Procedure Code, and other sections. The provisions Qf this Bill relating to
interference, compulsion are redundant and. the power of police for loitering,
eto., w.ll be too terrible a thing as explained by me. In: fa.ct this Bill is not
needed at all under the present circumstances. I strongly oppose the Bill
before the House.
Diwan Bahadur Raja Narendra Nath : I wish to speak on the motion,
for referring the Bill to select committee.
Mr. President: Th(! honourable member has no right to speak to that
motion. The principal motion was that the Bill be taken into consideration
at once•. Another substantive motion by way of- amendment has been
moved that the Bill be referred to a select committee. When I stated that
motion from the ch.air I declared tliat both the motions will be under · discussion. As both c,f them are now under discussion and as the honourablemember has alr~a.dy spoken to one of them, I am unable to allow him" to
speak again. .
Mr. Mukand Lal Puri. (Punjab Industries) : Sir, in rising to oppose
the immediate considerationof this Bill, I.beg to point out that although our
rules provide that a member may move that the Bill be taken into consideralion, the usual practice is that a member asks for leave for the introduction·
of a Bill first. I may be permitted to point out that according to · parliamentary practice, a motion. for immediate consideration can only be mado
under two circumstances. One, when the Bill is of a non-controversial
character and, secondly, whenit is of such an urgent character that it can
brook no delay. Now, this Bill is a Bill of highly controversial character and.
it is certainly not a Bill of an emergent nature. The parliamentary practice,
which you have always been pleased to follow has, in this instance, been observed in the breach. · I submit, therefore, that whatever your ruling may
have been in this case, you would help in establishing a convention that
such an exceptional procedure should not be adopted unless those two circumstances co-exist. · I submit that these two circumstances do not exist
in this case.
The second point which I would .bring, to the notice of this House is
that the honourable mover of this Bill stated that it is the duty of the
non-official members to introduce a Bill of this kind to arm the
Government of the day with necessary powers to carry on · their
duties. (Satikh Faiz Muhammad : I did not say that). Certainly that
was the necessary implication on which both the honourable member
and his supporter Mr. Din Muha:tnma.d proceeded. My contention . is.
that that is not the procedure. That is not considered to be the recognized
practiee in any country in which government is carried on by parli:amentary institutions. It is the duty of Government when it feels
that. the existing law is not sufficient to enable it to carry on its duties,
1

I
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to eome ~o the legislature with a request for addit{onal powers, and to
make 0'1,t a strong case for tho same. Therefore, I .strong,y protest against the
a.ssumpt.ion of the honourable the mover of this Bill the.\it i'··s the duty of the
non-official members to come forward and arm the fovernment with the
powers which the Government could itself have asked !~rom the legislature.
Under no recognized rule or convention of any parli~~entary institutions
,a non-officialmember is expected to perform the dutjf, which the honour·
able member has taken upon himself. . I have my own ~pinion about picketing and.I am not very·muoh enamoured of it. I do notiwish to assert that
;picketi:qg, whether peaceful or violent, is justified. liMr. Din Muhammad
entered 'into lengthy arguments on the legality and mdra.lity of picketing,
but that is entirely beside the point. The most important point which the
Council should consider is : Is this Bill at all necessary '? The mover of this
Bill has himself recognized that such a legislation is ani exceptional piece of
legislation and he would only propose it for a particular time and for particular localities. I draw your attention to sub-clause (2) of clause l of the Bill
in which he says that the Bill should only apply for 2 years and then only in
the selected localities. He has recognized, therefore, that it is an emergency
legislation, necessary only to meet the emergent condition in .eertain parts
-of the province. I ask, is there any necessity fqr it ? ~e ordinance is still
in force and will remain in force for several months an~; it i1:1 . quite possible
that after a few months on account of. snv understanding that might come
to between the Government and the Co:r{gress, or on acqount of the changed
circumstances, it might not at all be ne1ie~sary to co11,ti11µe even the ordinance. Then why burden our statute book and wa;ste .the time of this
Council with a legislation which cannot be recommended for all times and for
all areas, and which may not at all be necessary. I ~ould be' prepared to
support the case; which the honourable the mover of th~ Bill advanced in the
beginning of his speech that it was the danger of eommunal conflicts which
induced him to think of this legislation. In some areas, picketing may lead
to communal conflicts. The danger is not entirely imaginary. But the
object of the mover is not primarily to avert such a danger, but his main object
is to bring on the statute book a legislation which, as ho states in his objects
and reasons, is directed against the form of picketing, which is carried out
at present by the Congress. Well, I submit that this takea.away. the entire
force of the arguments which he and his supporters have advanced in favour
·Of this measure.
Again it is W{)ll known that the situation which seems to have given such
snxioua thoughts to my honourable friend, Shaikh Faiz Muhammad, more
than to the Government itself, is a trouble of. an all-India c~a.racter,.and certainly if any legislation is required, it should be legislation for the. whole
country. I have been informed, and I have every reason to believe .that this
information is correct, that the Government of India is seriously contemplating to bring forward a measure before the Legislative A~sembly dealing ,with
such matters for the whole of India. Further. it is curious that the Punjab
-should be the first province where any need for such le~slation should have
been felt. It is absolutely unnecessary for .this pro~ce and particularly
at this time and I am consequently opposed <to the i:mn:1:i:idi~te consideration
of thiR B_ill and even to its reference to a select co~ittee.
It should be
dropped · altogether.
j:
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Mr. Nanak Chand Pandit : I mov~
" That the questionbe n~w put."

The motion was rur, ied.

Shaikh Faiz Muha:mmad

(Dara. Ghazi Khan, Muhammadan, Rural)

.(Urdu) : Sir, the speeches that have been made on this Bill were very in-

teresting. Not only the· speeches were very interesting but the way
in which the honourable members behaved while -making' those speeches
was not without interest. The speeches ~hat the opponents of the Bill made
can be divided into three groups. The first group is that of those speechesin
which personal attacks were made on me and the indictment thlj,t I brought
in this Bill with some ulterior motive was emphasized. I do not mind all
that was said against me. I also overlook the aspersions that were cast
upon my motives. The honourable members responsible for all this are in
the. habit of making undesirable remarks. It is ingrained in their very
nature· to always suspect the bona fides of an honourable member when he
happens to oppose their wishes or interests. They really could ...not help it.
There is a Persian couplet :'~P
~·,

,:i '-~ jl &.i Y1A.C ..._J,+.i
... .J)

~

. ~,.. .. b

~-··

jl,a:i:ji;..-

c.

.
This couplet is most applicable to them and describes their perversity
very lucidly. In uttering invectives against me they have only satisfied
their degenerate habit of impugning and sparing none.
·
The next 'group is that of those speeches in which the principle under. . lying this Bill was discussed. Exception was taken on the ground that a
., non-officialmember was, moving it. The honourable members opposing the
Bill have openly-attributed it to a desire on ~y part to pleaae the Government. The conduct of the Government benches has clearly shown that
there is not even a light shadow of truth in all that the honourable members
have inveighed. If I moved this Bill it was in view of the difficulty of approaching HisExcellency the Viceroy and asking him to promulgate an ordinance every time an emergency arose. In order that the Government may be
saved from this difficulty and' may have a measure ready at hand to. meet·
an emerge11-cy it was thought fit to bring in this Bill. Moreover, it is possible
that the foreign countries might think that the Indians are not able to put
their own house in order without the help of the Government and every time
a critical situation arises they look U:p to it to save them from the anarchy,
lawlessness and disruption which might .follow in its wake. I wanted to
arm the Government against snob possibilities beforehand and I didit on my
own initiative. The reserve and the taciturnity that the Government is ·
observing in the present case. is not without significance. Two different constructions can be put upon their silence. First, it can be interpreted as
amounting to consent. Secondly, it can be said that they do not look upon
this measure with favour and so their silence is tantamount to sullenness.
However, later on, we shall know which of these two interpretations is the
right one, ¥:r, Sale informed the House that in England such a lawis in
force but in India they are not willing to introdnee any such· measure and
whenever necessity arises they prefer to have recourse to temporary measures

I
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like the ordinances promulgated by His Excellenfy the Viceroy. Notwithstanding this if you persist in saying that this B I was brought in with
some ulterior motive, it is open to you to 'do so.
.I
Then, my honourable friend Shaikh Abdul Gha.ni who is generally
referred to as the honourable member representing S~rgodha made a very
sentimental speech. He strongly criticised. and denounced the . constitution, character and conduct of this party. It is b(11~w the dignity of a.n
honourable member to decry and denounce his own party-the party to
which he himself belongs. I would just like to give:! out a secret and it is
that only two or three days back many out of the present opponents of the
Bill were in its favour. I hope you would excuse nie the frankness with
which I am m!1king these remarks. _I know I am speaking it. naively but
I cannot help it. I have no alternative left. I am (orced to it.
Mr. President: Order, order. The honourable member need not
speak on these points.
·
Shaikh Faiz Muhammad : All·sorts of things were said against me,
all sorts of motives were attributed to me and there were insinuations against
me. Now- when I rise to reply to those insinuationa I am called to order.
I was only telling why some members changed their opinion overnight and
others a. few days ago.
President: If the honourable member h&~ a written authority
in support of the statement he proposes to make he is.welcome to make it.
Shaikh F aiz Muhammad : It is the authority of my ears and of
my eyes.
Mr, President: But what the honourable member may assert
another honourable member may gainsay it and this inay lead to an unpleasant controversy.
·
Shaikh Abdul Ghani. : I rise to a point of order, I deny'theallegation that has been made by the honourable member. : From the very beginning I held up a consistent position throughout. The honourable member
has. evidently misunderstood me.
~t.
President: There is no point of order.
Shaikh F&iz Muhammad: Sir, if you want me;to desist from making
such statements, I obey. It is usual with some of myjoolleagues sitting over
there. to make a. digression from the subject under discussion in order to
discuss and weigh the character and personality of the member responsible
for bringing it in. As I seldom mix with the honourable members sitting
on my left I am not able to say anything about them but most of the members
on this side of the House were in favour of .this Bill.: I do not know what
happened or what new circumstances arose that made' it obligatory for these
honourable members to change their opinion. Perhaps it was also due to a.
campaign of picketing started against them by a psetioular section of. the
House which is opposed to this Bill. If, in the opuf.on of the honourable
members, picketing is.a device good and beneficial in j~s results let them say
'so. Many speeches have been made but in none of tti~m · had any member
the courage to assert that picketing was good and ent~iled no harm. On the
one hand they never support picketing as beneficial ih any way and on the
other when we bring in a measure to stop the molest~rion caused by it they
PUNJ.A.B PBOTEOTION AGAINST MOLESTA , ON BILL,
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at once begin to describe it as a retrograde step, They say this :ri:u:msur~ is.
tantamount to Interferenee with. the personal liberty of 'the people but when
we say that the picketers interfere with our 'personal liberty and individual
freedom they turn a deaf ear to it, .I request them to be fair.
I ani . at one · with the. leader of :rriy party when he says that by this
measure vasf powers will be granted to the police and further complaints wilt
be brought r~ding its excesses. It is a sad reality that when discretionary. powers are granted to the police it misuses them and indulges in excesses.
· This does not apply to the Lahore police only but also to the police of mofus· sil towns. This undesirable conduct of the police. to some extent stands in
the way of the passage of this. Bill. No doubt it is ad8 P.llf.
visable to refer it to a select committee. It is possible ..
. that it may emerge from the select· committee in a form by which on the
one hand the police ma.y not be able.to indulge in excesses and on the otherha?d our purP,OS~ may be served and our personal liberty may be main·
tamed.
·
.
.
Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq: I would suggest that the first motion,. .
. namely, that the Bill be taken into consideration be first put to the vote,
If that motion is rejected then it would give us .an opportunity to consider. whether the Bill should be referred to ·a select committee .
. The Honourmble Captain· Sardar Sikander Hyat · Khan : I would
submit that the suggestion made by the honourable member from Amritsaris not acceptable, for the-very simple reason that the procedure suggested
by him is not in accordance with the rules on the subject .. I should like to
draw your attention to article 82 which says that when a motion is made by
the member in charge of a Bill that· the Bill be taken into consideration or that,·
• it be passed, then no motion that the Bill be referred to a select committee orbe circulated or re-circulated for the purpose of eliciting public opinion·
thereon can be made by any member other than the member in charge except.
by way of ait amendment.
The motion made by the member in charge is.
the main motion and the one moved by the honourable member for Rohtak
is therefore an amendment. According to the rules the amendment must.
be put to the Council first and then the main motion. .
Mr. President: Assuming that ·this is an amendment, it purports
to take .the place of .the principal motion, and in certain cases an amendment can be put before the original question.
The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan : If the
original motion is put first and carried, it would. deprive the honourable
member for Rohtak of the right of having his amendment being put to thevote.
Mr. President: The original motion is that the Bill be taken into.
consideration at once. If the House rejects that motion, it may next decide
to refer the Bill to.a select committee.
· The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan : I do not
· think that to be the right procedure. What will happen if the Council
adopts the original motion ?
- '
Mr. President: Then, the motion of the honourable member from
Rohtak will not be put. and the House will proceed to take the Bill into
consideration.
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Mr. Nanak Chand Pandit : May I point out th t the motion of the
honourable member :from Rohtak is not an amendmett but a ·substantive
motion?
i'
:
Mr. President: Yes.
Shaikh Faiz Muhammad : As was pointed out I by the Honourable
Revenue Member the motion that the Bill be referred
a select committee
can be made by a member other than the member ]in charge only as an
amendment and not as a substantive motion.
·
Mr. President : An amendment which is intendsd to. take the place
of the original motion in its entirety is to all intents a~d purposes a substantive motion.
·
·
Shaikh Faiz Muhammad : That is the case with all amendments ?
Mr. President : The question is whether in every case the Chair is
bound to put the amendment first and the original motion afterwards.
Shaikh Faiz Muhammad: That is a fairly well-established parliamentary convention.
Mr. President : Will the honourable member please read article 121
clause (2)? In the case of resolutions it is expressly : provided for that it
shall be in the discretion of the' President to put first to the vote either the
original motion or any amendment which may have been brought forward.
The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan : I merely
wanted to point out that the motion made by the honourable member for
Rohtak could not have been moved except by way of amendment.
Mr. President: But the question is whether In certain cases an
amendment can be voted upon after the original motitn·
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan Noon : If :;you•take the original
motion first and if it is 'carried by the House, then yob would be depriving
the House of the opportunity of considering the amenrment .. Ther~fore ~he
best course would be to take up the amendment first~ that IS, the motion
that the Bill be referred to a select committee.
Mr. President : There are amendments and amendments. When an
amendment is intended to take the place of the origjlal motion in its entirety, both the alternative propositions are debated upon simultaneously;
while when an ordinary amendment is moved and proposed from the Chair,
the amendment alone is discussed.
'
.
The Hononrable Sir Henry Craik : I wish
know whether the
honourable member in charge of the Bill has signified hi~ willingness to accept
the amendmrnt?
:
Mr. President: An individual member cannot. accept or reject an
amendment.
After an .amendment is moved and proposed from the Chair,
it is for the whole House to vote upon it and decide whether it is acceptable
to it or not. Its acceptance by an individual member ;is meaningless.
The Honourable Sir Henry Craik: My point isjnot that. By accepting the amendment of the honourable member for Bohtak the honourable
mover ofthe Bill may have signified that he doesnot wi:sh to press his original motion.
·
Mr. President: Then, .he may withdraw his mo1ion.
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Shaikh Faiz Muhammad:- Snpposin~ t,he House by it1' vote records
tba.; tbe Bill be not ta.ken into eonsiderstion, w.iL you alterward, put the
amendment to vote ?
'
Mr. President: Certainly~
Chaudbri Nazir Husain : I want to br.ng one point to your consideration. The amendment that has been moved by the leader oi my party .
is a. standard amendment. This is not a. case in 'which anv choice is or
should be exercised one way or the other arbitrarily. Ii you give your rnI1ng
to-day that the original motion will be taken up first, no occasion is likely
to arise again when you can put the amendment first, because this will
become a precedent and a uniform practice by which the original motion
· will be put first and the standard amendment only next.
Mr. President : Not invariably. It is left to the the discretion of the
Chair.
,
Chautlhri Nazir Husain : The question of discretion will not arise.
Because this is a standard motion and in all such cases the same practice will
have to be followed.
Mr. President : It is left to the Chair to exercise its discretion on
each occasion.
Chaudhri •Nazir Husain. : No occasion will arise for the use of discretion because this is a standard amendment .
. Mr. President: Strictly speaking, it is not an amendment. It is
. a. substantive motion.
Chaudhri Nazir Husain : An amendment is a. motion when it is
moved.
·
Mr. President: But it is not a substantive motion.
The Honourable Sir Henry Craik : If you give a ruling that in the "
case of an amendment moved to the original motion-amendment for circulation or for reference to a select committee-the amendment is to be put
later and the original motion is to be put firstMr. President : If the House adopts the original motion, the other
motion will not be voted upon.
The Honourable Sir Henry Craik: That is my difficulty. '.t'hen
the honourable member from Rohtak will not have an opportunity for his
amendment being put.
Mr. President : 'If the House decides to refer the Bill to a select
committee, that will mean that the other motion is turned down. But
if the motion for reference to a. select committee is negatived-sThe- Honourable Sir Henry Craik : In that case will you put the
second motion ?
Mr. President:- Yes.
The question isThat the Punjab Proreotion against :Molestation Bill be taken into oonsider&tion.
at once.

The motion was lost.

~
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Mr. President: The question isThat the Punjab Protection agn.inst Molestation Bill be referre~ to a seleot committee
with direction to submit Its report by the 7th of
next.

Ms!r

(After the division was called).

Mr. Nanak Chand Pandit: Supposing this m~tio:h is carried, then,

what would happen'}

'

Mr. President: The House will proceed to anpoint the select com·

mittse.

'·

Mr. Nanak Chand Pandit: Then that will be cohsidera.tion of the
Bill. The select committee would be a select eommittee of this House
and it would sit to consider this Bill. But when the :mo~ion is carried that
Bill be not considered; how can the select committee consider it ? I can
go to a law court and ask for an injunction against] the select committee
considering the Bill.
· '
Mr. President: We all know the difference between the consideration
of a Bill by the House and the consideration of a Bill ~y a select committee.
The motion which has been negatived is that the Bill b(il taken into consideration by the House at once.
· :
·
Mr. Nanak Ch.and Pandit: Very respectfully r submit that we
would be landing ourselves in a difficulty if we pass tµis motion. It would
be contrary to the motion already passed, because if this[ present motion is
passed we will start selecting the names of members td. sit on the select
committee in order to consider the Bill. That means :!we will be authorising
them on our behalf to consider the Bill in the select committee, to make
amendments and so on.
l therefore submit that :ih,aving negatived the
:first motion without a division, the House cannot how stultify itself by
passing a contrary motion.
Mr. President: What the House has decided is that the Bill be not
taken into consideration at once by the whole House.l The House has not
decided that it should not be considered by a seleetl committee consisting
of a few _members of the Honse.
Mr. Nanak Chand Pandit: There is nothingjin the motion stating
• that the '' whole Council " should take it into eoneidetation.
Mr. President: These words need notbe there.
Mr. Nanak Chand Pandit ; Then there need ;:not be that interpretation also..
Mr. President: The honourable member is teferred to article 81.
There it is clearly stated that after introduction the " following motions " can be made by the member in charge of ~he Bill. The motion
for consideration by the whole House was made by the member in charge.
I see no point in the objection of the honourable member. :
The question is-

~r
.

;I

That the Punjab Protection against Mole.'4ta.tion Bill be rJre~d to a. select committ.ee
with direction to submit ita report by the 7th of
n~xt.
.

The Council divided:

Ayes 42, Noes 21.

/
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AYES.
LieutenantJColonel C. A. Gill.
Mr. Miles Irving.
,
Mr. H. Calvert.
Lala Labh Chand Mebra.
Mr: E. Maya Das.
Dr. (Mrs.) M. C. Shave.
Mian Mushtaq Ab.in.ad.
Sardar Bahadur Captain Sardar Janmeja Singh.
'The Honourable Dr. Gokul Chand
Narang.
.
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan
Noon.
The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra
· Singh.
Mr. P. Marsden.
Mr. R. Sanderson.
Mr. F. H. Puckle.
Mr. R. P. Hadow.
Mr. S. K. Kirpalani.
.
The Honourable Sir Henry Craik.
'The Honourable
Captain Barder
Sikander Hyat.Khan.
Mr. J. W. Heam.
Mr. C. C. Garbett,
Khan Sahib Shaikh Fa.zal Ilahi.

l:lr. S. L. Sale.

Khan Bahadnr Mian Ahmad Ya1
Khan Daultana,
·
Shaikh Faiz Muhammad.
Khan Bahadur Mian Muha.mm.ad
Hayat Qureshi.
Maulvi Sir Rahim Bakhsh,
Khan Bahadur Malik Muhammad
Amin Khan.
·
Mr. Owen Roberts.
Khan Sahib Captain Malik Muza.ffal'
Khan.
·
Khan Sahib "Makhdum Shaikh Mn·
hammad Hasan.
Chaudhri Nazir Husain.
Sayad Mubarak Ali Shah.
Khawaja Muhammad Eusoof.
Ohaudhri Faqir Husain Khan.
Chaudhri Riasat Ali.
Makhdumzada Saya.d Muhammad
Raza. Shah Gilani.
Maulvi Imam-ud-Din.
Khan Bahadur Shaikh Din Muhammad.
Bao Bahadue Chaudbri Chhotn Ra.m.
· Pir Akbar Ali.
Mr. M. A. Ghani.
Sardar Bahadur Sardar Sheo Narain
Singh.

· NOES.
Diwan Bahadur Raja . Nareiidra
Nath.
Mr. Mukand Lal Puri.
Yr. NanakChand Pandit.·
Mr. Manohar Lal.
Lala Nihal Chand Aggarwal.
Thakur Paneham Chand.
Kanwar Mamraj Singh Ohohan,
Chaudhri Shah Muhammad.
Lala Chetan Anand. ·
Lala Gopal Das.
Bai Sahib Chaudhri Kes~ Singh.

Lala Bhagat Ram.
Chandhri Allah Dad Khan.
Shaikh Abdul Ghani.
Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq.
Ohaudhri Ram Sarup.
Chandhri MuhSJ,mma.d Abdul Rab·
man Khan.
Sardar Buta Singh.
Sardar Bahadur Sardar Mohan Singh.
Bardar Sampuran Singh.
Sarc!,ar Bishan Singh.

Rao Bahadur Chaudhri Chhota Ram : J beg to move-··,
That· .the seleot committ.ee consist of the following mem~
(1) Shaikh Faiz Muhammad.
(2) Khan Ba.hadur Shaikh Din Muhammad,
(3) Chaudhri jazir Husain.

:-

.PBOTEOT_ION

(4) Sard&1' A.rjan ~
> . . . . ·. •
(6) A D<>JJlmee_-0(.the l{<>D<>lirable
(6)Mr. s. I,. Sale, . .
.

.. ·

Presfclent.:. 5

. (7)

. .

:rrrr. N&Dak Chand Pan\lifi.. .· . . . : " , :

(8). The Hono~bht Sir H~
~
. <D> Ohaudhri
I)ad'Jih~nVC

{10) _.Mover,C>f

. . ,r ~~,1!1, . ;·
. · .·: M688t,.
~.:

'

m

,tbll ~

·

'· h:i,,:,

<' / ·

j;C; ....

~St~f·:: :e:,,,:
~1'

Qlg,,,rJJ1, J'>arul1t 'rl,'fl# JJ/u.kti.nd
.

-~ . '

;--,~.

~

~

Diwan . llahaclqr Raja Narendta Nath a . Has at, ,.r sjan Singlts

consentbeen:<1b~ed ?" - . ·

.

I f - ,;

···

~~·~~.~e of•.~4

r~~,;:=

· Rao. QabadlJi''Chautlhri>Chho~-:a.,n.,~>~Ji:

11

,,:i;;i ·;"~...

(3) Ohav.dhri Nazir H~
·.. .
(4) A n~inei,
the Hon.ourabl$ ~-~ :;;

of

. ;}:" ·,.:1ifu_~n;;:
.:.Mr. fresident a- The question is--,;·:·
. T.bat th&~
.

oo$mi~ on~ Puni~b ·~~.
members ~
.. . · ·_
.
(1) Sha.kih-_ F!Wl Muha.rorna'\ --~
_
(2) Khan Bahadur Slia,µm.Din ltubam:riwf.

of the followhlg
. . '

:, 1- _: :·

·.
. : -; ,

e:.~ · :

_ ·.-:·- ,~ {3)'0baudhri
•

· ' -, {4)

l

. _,._ ·-_·

.

·.

,·--...

Nazir H~

;-._-_-.:·

· , ..

A. nonunee of the Hozi.oUJ:able

· :.

~fl;

. - ·- ~--?:·~{ :~~>Sir_Hflnq-Orafk. .
. C7)·Cbaudhri i11ab ~-Klia11.
.. (81Mover oft,luJ~-

.

~(:::~ :~::::r,·anii :~:':_·:;:

.

·~·~pm~

J
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· MoruJa-11, 7~ !?arch 19~2: ,

... --THE Oounci! met ~t the· Co_u..n__ cil,C. hamberJl~tI2,i.>t. of the
clock.. Mr. .President m -the ch~ir.. _
·, , !i· i:!

STARRED ~UEsTioNs A~D ~NS+,. . .
--

"

:I

'

I•

.
KuLWANT l;t~~ qVER~JilER,!Ji:aioiT16111fn~c1i.. ·
; .
*1169. Rai. Balladur. Lala Mc,han Lill:
ljhe.Honourabl~,

.

Bevenue Membe-r be pleased to state,...,..·
.
(a) if it is a fact tha~ o~e Kulwant
._
· Headwor~s, Irrigation· Branch,
·
_ duty and was recommended by
for medical leave ;
·

'till

· ;i
' ·
·
r
Rai, ~Je ~ve~e~r, Pal!jnad
met .w1t~ axr.acc1dent ;while on
the Civ' I Slfl'geon, Ludhiana;
'
,1

t

·

t • ••

(b) whether it is a .fact that Lala Ku.lwant Rahe·ll'l·· ained in tbe ho. s.pital for 18. months during which periof h~freceived no 1eav~
salary;
·. ·
··
· ii;(
·:
..

.

•·

. ,

.

. .

f: '·

wit~-

.:

:

Jravij

(e). the grounds on which not only. were the
allowances
.
held but Lala. Kul.:want Ba1'il servi<les_il eve,•n•· h,f!,ve. been dispensed with;
. ,
·
·'!
l .· '· ·
.. .
.
. . ..
. .
.
'I
I'· .
(cl) how GovE:imnent prOJ>OSes to settle his clfim [aeeording · to rul~~
of service?
·
·
1·
•

.

The H~ourabL, Captain Sardar Sikander *ya~;· Khan : (a) Yes,

but he was a temgorary subordinate and not an ove1r,ee :
(h) Iuformation as to period spent in hospital is I ot ~vailable.

·

(i::) Leave allowances were not withheld. The t mgorary subordinate, ,
wh<? had not the prescribed educational quali~cations/ W9i$ discharged in the
OI'dmaTY c:ourse.,
,
·
[I · · H
1

1

((1) .Does not arise.

· . ---·

GovERNMENT Soaoor, oF ENGINEEHING

. . •1110.

Ch=~.\T;;

. .

RASUL,

.

l

I\

:

JoM:fl{UNAI.REPRE-

Shaikh ~bd~I
the Ht o /~able Mmister for
Agriculture be pleased to state·
I
(a) whether there is a. rule in force in the ' oJernment School of
Engineering, Rasul, by which a 40 pet 4ntJ representation is
a:w9:rded to Mu,lims in ad~ission to !~e 01erEeer class and a.similar proportion of. appointments lS I allr.._wed to successful
eandidetea ;
. I··
.

I,
j

1

1.

I

•

B
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.
.
(b) whether there is a similar protection to Muslim students on
admissions to the draftsman class and in appointments to the
cadre of head clraftsmen ;
''
{o) how many Muslim successful students have been appointed
head draftsmen (permanent posts) during the last fifteen
years as against the total number of non-Muslims so appointed;
·

j

·t

-{d) whether it is a fact that candidates who obtain 66 per cent.
marks in the examination are ultimately taken in as qualified
·, for the post of head draftsmen ?

The Bonou.r•ble .Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh: (a) The 'answer to
the first pa.rt ofthe question is in the affirmative.
The rule for recruitm~t . to the subordinate engineering service in the
Buildings a,.nd Boeds Branch is 60 per cent. agriculturists and 40 per cent.
non-agriculturists : no proportion for. communities is laid down: In the ·
Irrigation Branch it is 50 per cent. Muslims and 50 per cent: non-Muslims, of
· wbicJr60 per cent. are· to: be. agriculturists.
· (b) The answer to .the first part of the question is in the affirmative.
·rn regard to recruitment, no rules have been laid down.
(c) .T4e l,1~~ 4:r:aftsn;ten classes at Basul were started in 1925, and since
tbe:ri .the, BuiJd,in.gs 11,µd R~ads lls:ano;h has recruited 4 head draftsmen direct
from Rasul School, of whom two were Muslims. In ~he,Irrigation Branch 21
.head draftsmen have been recruited direct from Rasul School in the same
perioa, of whom one was a'Musl4n.
·
.
(d) Students who obtained 66 per cent. of the total marks and not less
than 50 per cent. in each subject are passed" with credit."
'l'hose who obtain
75 per cent. of the total marks and not less than 66 per cent. in each subject
are passed "with Honours." From among the draftsmen students who
qua,lify with" Honours "or" Credit" at the end of the second year selection
is made to the number .required .. to fill vacancies of head draftsmen; T.he Be·
·tected students then undergo a Brd year's training in more lcfvanced work and
on the satisfactory completion of which they are appointed head draftsmen.
0

Poracs

IN RoHTAK DISTRICT.

"'1171. Chaudbri Ram Sarup: Will the Honourable :Member for
Finance kindly state- .
.
·
(a) the number and names of the head constables who belong to
. Rohtak distzjct and are serving in that.district;
_
(b) the period for which the head constables .referred to in (a) have ·
. served in the district ; ·
,
•
• (o) whether there is a convention that a sub-inspector or a head
constable should not be allowed to.serve in the ._sa,me.1district
for. more than five yea.rs ;
,(cl} ·the number and names of the head constables who have been
transferred from the Rohta.k disk,ict duriil.g -the last twelve
months?··

·"!''

'

'

-~

11

i

, »:STARRED QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS!

!

I

The Honourable Sir HetiryCraik; (a) and (b A !~tt\teID:en,t)s laid
-on the table. I am not prepared to give the names of. di..ridua.I'siibofdina~
officers, as to do so would be against the interests of dis, ipluie in the force ; . ·

(c) No.

"

- -- ·

1

(d) Two.

·

1

sened. in the district.

j1

I

I

.-

Da.te of posting to
Rohtak district.

No.

1
2
34
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

:"'~~~:":~::3J!'Wf~..:iswial
I,

2

-·

'

i

statsme.,:;: :!:":!i:;
Serial

·

23rd Ma.rch 19()5.
4th April 1923.
6th June 1928.
1st August 1924.
1st Ma.y 1923.
17th December 1912,
18th August 1913,
26th June 1923.
23rd July 1913.
21st August 1925.
16th June 1914.
8th October 190~.
1st May 1912.
21st July 1919.
20th April 1928.
1st April1924.
.2nd February 1924.
1st M&roh 1916.
17th April 1902.'

•

:i

,,2

:,

i'

Serial
No.

D

-

-

22nd Ja.n~
19~5.
10th September 1912.
23rd l\la,y 1918. i .
1st July 192 , · i

20.
21
22
23
24
25
26
. 27
28
29 30
31
32
33
/34
35
36
37

14th
19. . 4.r 1922.
i .. :.
10th July
Septem
6th Decembe .19~8.
16th Ma.rch l 8. i •
29th Septem. r 1!)08.

t::t i:o~:::::·

2nd December 19J4.
4th October 1912)
24th Novemller 1919.
1st Febl'1111,ryjl 191~,
14th June 19~9. _
15th November 1923 •
1st April 190~. . (

i'

I

I

I,

,

:1

I:

r:
----

I
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POLICE IN ROHTAK, COMMUNALREPRESE~TA~ION.

. *1172. Chaud~i RamSarup; Will the Hon.ow.jtLble :~e~ber for
.Fma..nce kindly state.
·
:I · 1
·
•
(a) the total number of (i) head constables and (ii): constables in the
Rohtak district ·
,
.1!
(b) the number of Muslims, among the police :su°QQrdin:ates referred
1

1 _•

c

)

! ':

.

__...,

(o) the t~u~bi~ ~f Mus~ Rajputs, M~lim .Ja~s~ tath~

-

and other
.Muslims, respectively, among those mett1oted m (b)?
The Honourable Su Henry Craik ; A statemept
laid on the table.
I
STATEMENT
i
lj
~
,':,

if

.

Total
No.

Head Constables

..

..

Constables

-

Muslims.

Muslim

&jputs.

I

M=t
·Ja;

I

I

i

!I

!

Other

Path~ns.

,¥uslims.

12

27

I

69
389

49
195

9
51

1-ll ·
1

1:
1

·

I
i:

I
I
I
I
I

46

97
·,

B2
-

1,;

·,

11

:,:

.,;.'1,'.·:f":::1.,,

Jhe .11Umber~ coimnumtywise. of q.eputy >supetintendents·.a.ncl · //·

··.-·(a)

•

·t,:L,,';'·.in$J?cfut~ . . ~Of

,\t,.\

-~lice':'te~ted

· i,;·/!i ·'·: ·. . ~.: 1·.·,t",\t9~J{it:A\·' · :-;: :i}tt:·1··;·.·
r ·

. t· '- - ·7~-, Jc.r:tlie~ii~ije:n,f
·'!I~:

'·•;}:i~t~M:'~

·· -·:·.,

1! .'

{4){~~

, .. ·

~,,'.c\·:.

.:1~t'fi'.aiilit :··. '\

~~'. > ·;:\

:stil;tlitpty.':~du agrim:d~ti 8!110lig the ()~~
.
in,(~)·.¥,td:Jb)(resp~tiv~11;:;)
. ·)·\ :! :-_; :.:f.,G,::· .)

of

tli&•

~·f'wllll t~~t··R)~·".~ ;~~\, .

-•111..;:.~~ahri,,~- Safip-~.}:W:ilf;:iH, · H~,iouraJ>Ie Melriber ·tor , .

I! .

• l;~~~?f~~i~~·-i~~~;~;:i

_n~~mtha of 1980 and_· 1982, r~p-~t1yel1\.~.-~e Rolita.k dIS:·
-.
:_Jtnot;. ,:., ._,; _;.~,
L~1:
:~_, -·~.1.~ __ :
~-1_,._.
..: .
· (b,) th~. nJUl).b_er of.· Uischarges or acquittals , (ex~e~ · on the. ·ground
. ::, ·;. . .'''of ~P?Iogy1)_u!r.th~ po~tioolr~es sent. llih· to. ' .~oµrts s~ce- .'..
·. y ~L '1st:•Jmuary'"::H)80,r,np,.Jo:15tw.F~ru~,~982f
m: ._the :a,olite,k..
.L, :,;giatriot:'!,:,:/·.:',
:r}· -:~<·. ·-:2, c:~.; ::Y :;:.-'. ,·., ::,,:(·:~~"~ -::·
.1.c}.J!tJ~n~_p~f of ~(!g_~tti~. o~ ~peal to the jiessions c?urt in .res•
'.
,
peet of .fh~})asea ,;~f~ed to mwi-:-:--1-". . . .. '·a;., .. ~,_.:·~-.

.!!

.: :

J!·

.L
i!

Jf ·
~

1

>i.:·.!-"f

• ..

_: __

-~;~hra~.;!sr,:·1&~-.f~•lk tj.:Cd(i180). ·.

. · ·~
... 198.• • 2~-< .Th.irty
. .. -..three.·
, . . · . ,.c.e

Jr

: ..

.,

·.. . , ,

(l,~ ;l)isc~arg~;· •.

; 1Acq.tutteq..

· ~- -~--:·-~.(c~il.

:~~t\t

Srs. r·

.,' · •.•.
I,

..

,

'-None'. : .

, ••• • '·:.-',. .. -.
!.,' ..

-, .

, . · . · , , .. · .

1•
, ·.·

·

-~'.'""""---~~~.~~~-- -:··~'_."_.~; . .,.;_'.~·"···--"'·····,'-··
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,I·
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•
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1!

f 1··

Ji

,Jn:: Jl~h '.

, i ·,~.

I-

?

· :iith·;•,;.··:::::Ff t't

·•

tbe,. n,tjmber .. ot~!1_4u~]~~·~A,~4 ¥~·~es~~~vely,_~om..~': .~-·
. · the ·Ambaht cli'f1S1on e.JDOng fhe offi(le.t'S ref~
~:lilJq),,1

:,';~:- .~.,:; --~;~)

· j . • · ·. .; .

filt~tly, :l)etwe'eJ;l~:
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.

.

.

-·

. .

·r
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;a ;

· ,.
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*1175. . Chaudhri Ram Sarup : Will the Ho ur~ble· ~ember for

]!1inance · kindly state the . total number of a.;rrests in I the; proyinee in the
:Arst two months of 1980 and 1982, respectively, in con;pec~jon with political
.
.agi •tat•ion,o . ..
o
.
:i,·i:
':
11

''

Th~;Honourable Sir B;enry'Craik: · In 1980,

'4~ {

In~!)8,2" ·u~ ~~ flth'~'ebniary,'566

i .

,!

·.

<,

.

I·

7

T

Cha=t:=::: o;:~~.•;:i:ll
1
e
.;
I~_,

•ii~
ance_ kin.·dly sta._ .te· in._ 'res peot.
. J~:l~~ry,
Jha~g, De~a ~h~i
::Fin_._-_·
•

'. _

·

J--~-un-_ ·d·_ ar,_.
M,afiargar~f\f
f~t~~ ~el~_ngra.,

of Ro. h_.·_.t-.a.-_ k_·,·. K_ama
_
Kb~:-

_Ka._
·.

(at_the s~ale of ~.~l&fY allowed to thtpublic,,p ·?s+~6i";_.
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to,
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{b) the· ~umber· of cas~s e~clusiv~ly . triable b, , ' tll,e,'.sessions court
. . •').
tned by the sessions Judg~ m 1981 ; . if . f;., " '1'} : _;·:
(o) the number.

_"

{0:,
, .

.

ot cases tried

by' section 80

m1J:trli.tes
_ in 1981 ;

the nu~ber of cases ~ent ll;P to court~ .. )lerf se~tion 802 and
section ~.04,.resp~ct1vely, _m l~~J ? • I: . f. ,<; . _

·"'· , ..". T~e-Honourable Sir- Henry Craik :. · (a) A ,stat~tne-qt 'isi la.id on the
- . - .. -· · !l
I
being qoIJ~ted and !will;be

~a,:b1~; , '. _
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·_r(li)i ~e) &_ (dYinformationis
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*117'/. Cbaudhri .::::..:·:"·
for
.:Finance kindly state-(a) the ~xun.um capacity. for aecommodabio in j ihe Rohta.k Dis- •
,.
. . tnct Jail ; · , ., -, .
. ..
. 'i
. . , .- ;
(b) · the number of: civil pri~oners, sent th~Jto -: ta&" Jail hi 1980 and

to

,·
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(c) the number of political prisoners, . corivi, t~: 11.Jli llndet~ti'W,
-··. ·
respectively, in the Rohtak Jail.on the: 1 ~h eh~,
19!~ ~;:
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'The Honourable

LEGISLATIVE OOUNOIL:
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MARCH 1982 ..

Sir Henry Craik :
. 282

(a)' M:ale' ••

••

Female

19

251

Total

, (b) 1980
1981

•• 168

•. 222

(c) Convicts
Under-trials

'

••

..

/

·-.

--,-·.·

Male.
21
e
26

Eemal»,
1

••

DIET FOR PRISO:NE:RS:

*f178.

thaudhri.Ram Sarup: Will 'the Honour~ble Member. foi-·· ·
Finance kindly state(a) the
diet in 1980 and 1981, respectively, in respect ot
'
(1,) ordinary prisoners and (ii) political prisoners;
'
(b) the average cost per head per day in respect of (1.) ordinary·
prisoners and (ii) political .prisoners?
·
s
The O:onourable Sir Henry Craik: (a).& (b) No distinction is.
made bet,veeh ordinary and so-called political prisoners, The average cost
per head of the diet of all prisoners in 19.80 was Rs. 41-10-9: It is regretted"
that the :figure for 1981 is not yet available.

cost of

INTERVIEW

OF PRISONERS;

*1179. Lala Chetan hand:
(a) Will the Honourable Memberfor Finance please state if any list has been supplied by the Government to,
·the superinten,dents of several jails in the province, called the ''. Black List ''"
in which the names of such prisoners are given as are not allowed to interview
·their relations and friends J
·
. · .
.·
(b) If so, will the Honourable M~mber please lay it on the table stating, separately the .namea of convicts and .under-trial ptjsoners with other details.
of . o:ffenc.es for which they are confined· in. jails, whose interviews are · dis.
allowed?
·
(e) What are the reesons for sto:pping their interviews to. which·. theyare entitled under the general rules governing the prisoners ?

The Hono•able Sir Henry Craik: (a) No.
(b), BG (c) Do not arise.
'

.

INTERVIEW WITH PRISONFJRS~

*1180. Lala Chetan Anand: (a) Will the Honourable M~mber·
for Finance please state if any list called the " Black List " has been supplied.

to the superintendents of jails ill the province of such, pers~ns as- are not
allow~d t,o i,lterview
political prisoner ;
·
, '
· ·. ': (b} jf so, will the Honourable Member piease lay iton the table an&
.state the reasons for suoh action ?
·

any
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STARRED QUESTIONS AND ANsWllJJs.
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I

I

'

•
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.

·,

The Honourable Sir ~nry . Cr~: ·(a) &
~~e~e i~ -~ list of
·persons who are not allowed to interview pnsoners or tt enter any Jrul,,exoeit
with the express permission of Government. The lis~ is·iconfiden.tia.l and'·I
am not prepared to lay a copy on the table. .
'
'
i
·

I'

I

INTERVIEW WI'rll AN UNDER·TBIAL PR!\SONER
•
. h
I

--

*1181. Lala Cbetan Anand : . (a) Will the !: HOJ'.!ourable Member, ·.

for. Finance please state if it is a . tact that Sardar Sar~hl Singh of Btudents"
Union, .Lahore, was not-allowed to have interview with his wife, an undertrial .Prisoner, confined in Lahore Female Jail, for hef a~eged·offence under
the Ordinance in the month of Ja.n~ary 1932;
it [
,
{b) if so, what are the reasons for the refusal <>f it~ew
Th~ Honourable Sir Henry Craik: (a) & (~) '.the superintendent
referred the matterfor the orders
Government, who jl.llo~ed the interview.

?
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CABE REGARDING T1KAYA RAM, sos OF MALI KAullA LAL, oF Mui.TAN
· C1TY vs. MR. .WARBURTON, DEPUTY
SuPERINTEiDEJS'T
os Poraoa,
.
1,
:
MULTAN.
;
I
.

. *1182. Lala Chetan Anand: Will the Ho~outa.ble Member for
Finance please stat~
·
!
(a) if bis attention has.been drawn to the judJne~t delivered by. the. Senior· Sub:Judge, Mµlt1,1,n, in the ca~e i~.I ~ding Tika. ya Ram
son of Mali Kaura Lal of Multan C1tyiftier1us Mr. Warburton,
Depn~y Superintendent·of Police, Mul~rn,\.on 19th January
.
19s2,
.
.
.
.
1
· (b) if it is a fact that the police did not enter•[ in .i; the 102:noimcha or
other station diaries the · incidents. aqd oeeurrenees in the
j1

ga.

r

. ·t·
Sm

•f

. .

1

.

:I

.

',

(o) if so, ~hat were the reasons for not maWng[ ~uch entries, and
whether any action was. ta.ken agains.~. the officers at fault
in this respect ; if no action was taken, wty ; i,
(d) in case the entries were ma.de in the rqznamcha . and . other
diaries, why they were not produced in :court for bringing the
tl'9:e state of ~ffa~ to light ?
.
:~ : ;
·

Henry

The.Honourable. Sir
Craik : The infor¥1atfon is being collected and will be communicated to .the honourable membet when complete.
.

.

''

'

·-·-.,-·
.:

·.

:1

:

LALA RIKI KESB, DEPUTY SuPERlNTENDENf o~ PoLIOE.

*1183. Lala Cbetan Anaud : (a) Will the !i Hdnoura.ble Member
for Finance please state with reference to the occ~ence of 24th Ma.y~,
1980, referred to in the suit mentioned in question] No; 1182 (above) if
L,a.la Riki K~sh, Dep~ty_ Snperinte~d.ent of Police, Joined the police that
followed the Jatka of volunteers to disperse them ; if i.
.
(b) if so, does his name appear in the police
or diary. for:
the day narrating the said occurrence ?
.
The Honourable Sir Henry Craik : The infontj;a.tiqn is being collected
and will be communicated to the honourable memberJlwh~n complete.
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Lala·~::GB:t::D;JL:~: p;o:1 =1t·
STARRED

AND ANSWER :

1: ·
I.

i;

. : •1186~

Yemb~ ~

· Finance please state-. ~·, r
·
·•
· (a) if it is a fact tha.t the A and B class prison
~nfin~ in Special
Jail, Gujrat, in the year 1980, were
o~ed
use' their
..
own beddings and clothings; .· .. -.
,I·
I
.
(b) if t~e same practice is. being observed now fqt siph prisoners, and

to·

,t;~ ,:'

The Hon:;;~~~JJ,Hem-y

o~.

"?!ere allowed _to use t. b··. eir.
.
. (b) The same practice

. .·

.

.

is.

clothings .andJ1eddin~1t i . Ii.·.
observed now,
: I ·. '~tl-

" . . . .·

I

,.,,;,oRA

. ··

ANT>

. *1187. . Lala Cbetan . Ait~d i
!Finance please st~tEr-

.

dn1y\:~ !1:~ss p~s~n~rs

(a) No;·

·.

· . t Ii! .

r

B "\lSO+~f

'. ·. :.

..

c~A'ss

wft( .tbJ-lI~n,~iwJ!eriibef

,. , ,, .. ·. . ~ _.

.]k;. }~1

·.

;..

_

for
.

(a) if it is a fact that the A. and B class prisoni'con:fined in Special
:
~o.il, Guj;rat., were J),llowed the use of co oni,·r.azais in winter
m 1980 j ·
.• - 'I
·

I
,n-''_· v,_.1r
•

I

(b) if the razais are being supplied to such p son~rs now, if not,
.

.

·

. why;?··· ·

....

,question

.t;-,·.,-·:,

'"-'"'.'

_ .·

.•

Uenry C:i~il, : Th~: reply.t~l'·b::{t'ff
6, tho:· ' parts o.f the
is in the affitmath

. . The . Honourable Sit

1~.
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.·

• ,·

.·.·

·:·

-·-·~

.·

· r

.

n

RULES GOVERNIN<~ ( .AND·
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PRt~~lRs·.:

*1188. '-Lala Chetan Anand: (a) Will·'the Ho~o~ble ;Member for
.Fina.nee please statejfthe rules governing the A and I c~ss prisoners are
. -the same as in the year -1~80, or if· any a;mendments . li vej been made since

1.:

·
.
.. . ·
..
li j: . . : ·.
.
.
(b) Will the Honourable Member please lay 'the·ctPY\()fs~ch mlea now
·m Jorce on the table ?
· ...,
· -:
.
Ji :1. ·
·
then?

h_

Hon.

. T~eb.Ie:Sir
iihoso
m force ~-1nura_
1980.

Henry·
· . · .
'

-

C.. raik:
•

(b) t\ copy is laid cm the tahle'.1

.:
GRIEVANOEs

.

(a) The:_· ,

•

11•1 -·e's·r·~1·,•. ·.re

•

.

. _

-. -.-· :
oF A ANn B oLAss
FEMAr.E

0

...
I

j

j:

1!'.

I~

·t_'! :he

o~ble

same tte

:

' ·'II·' i:· ;,
P1~sotERs.:

·

.

*1189. Lala Chetan Anand : , (a) WilLthe Ho
Member for
Fina.nee please state. if his a.ttentiott bas b.~P,,. dia.~ to. be ~e\itances of the
A and B class female prisoners confined in 'the Female ·~1;1,;l; Lapore, _in the
month of J~uary and February, 1982, in the matter of. fooli amt clothing::;
(b) .if so, what actio~ has be~n taken to remove t eir l~evances?
1Kept

in the library.

1

[:·

i
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I

v

·
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The · Honourab~ Sir· 11enry· Craik : (a)·· Government have .reeeived
no representation from any of these prisoners;' On .th.~• ~qnti:ary they. have·
stated to a non-official visit.or that they have no grievances end · ar~ qµite ,
. ®ntent with. their treatment,
'
·
(b) Doe~ not -~se.~-'

01vr)n.1.soBEDIENCE MoVJJMENT, ·

\
... ·,··'
"'1190. . Lala Chetan Anand : ·win the Hono~ble'Mem.ber tor Fina.ne&pleise:-. stat~ · . .
..
..
.
'·
•"' · . . -,;~/;~:· .~~··:.,· ,
·,.
(a) the number ·of' 'convict. prisoners. as . well as. 'urid,el'.;trial . p~oners.
· · · confined on ~ccount ol offences allege'd'to have been· eommit-.
tad
by them
in eonneetion
with the revival of :civil
disobedi ...
\
.
.
. .
' .
. ,·

1

a

.

enoe movelll~nt ;
.
· .
·
·.. (b) how IIllmY ~f ;them fu.l,v:~
classified: .~s A and _B '. ole.sfl.:
; .
. p~Oite~; ', ,
,
· · ··.. - · . . . : .:: . . -. ·
. \. ,
· (c) how iilany.of the prisoners referred 'to in pa.rt (a) have been tnuis·
.' <.. , . farted to·New Centijl Ja.il,.:Miiltan;, . · ·
'.
.
,, (d) how nufuyotth.e ·prisone~ refEl~ed to 'in pMt (a)ari3 females ·anch -:
how many of such females have been classed as·.A: 'and how many,
as B class ; :•
(e) how
of such prisoners have been': convicted under the
'~rdiuanoes IUld how _many under the .ordin~Ja-ws
? ·. .
.The Hono~ble Sir Henry Craik : Oii tho 22nd F~hruary 1932 th&-c

been

many

figures were as followsi-> . ·
(a) Convicted
••

·

-.•
Under-trial
•.
.. .
. (b) A class convicted pl'.isoners
· B class convicted prisoners.
Better class under·trialprisonen

·

·

'

. . 581
, . 160
· 10

,

88 · ·

2l

00

00

r
(d). Con ricted female prisonera
Un~er-trie.l female prisoners
.
A clas~ convicted female prisonel:'S
.•..
B class convicted female prisoners
..
Better class under-trial female prisoners- . ; ·
(e) · Convicted under. the ordinances
Convicted under tha ordiuary]a.ws .

..

.

-•1191. ·

Lala

.···'
•.
••..

50
6

a

17 .. ··
4

• 425·.'
•. 156 ·

,]HAPKA MEAT.AND SIKH J:'BISONE~S;

Che~'

Ffuanc~· please state---.

Anand :

' .· .· . . .

c~ if thejailsSikh
priso~ers
; ' . ....

'..

· (b) if not, why ?

Will the lIQnotiI'abie· Meinbet fe>r-

. '

·. · .: ·

i

:· '

<.

are allowed the use of fhatka

. .

'. . ' .

' '

meat

in th&

.,

ji

I

11

!1

,;

I
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STABBED QU:E:STIONSAND ANSWEtS.

The Honourable Sir Henry Craik : (a) & 1l(b) , Those entitled to
meat as an articl(3 of diet are allowed jhatka, · excei:it. ~here · there are no.
local facilities for its supply.
!I
i
·~·
i
I
CoNSPIBACY CASE PBISONE;RB. i

.

*1192. Lala Chetan Anand: (a) Will thei Hbnourable Membe~

{b)
(c)

for Finance please state how many of th~ 1'.914-15 conspiracy
case prisoners have notbeen released so far~
Will the Honourable Member please lay o1ti the table the list ot
such prisoner1:1 ?
'
Are. there any special reasons for not r~lea~ing them ; If so..
what?
,:
,

.

-

I:

The Honourable Sir Henry Craik : (a} 15.

i

I

:i

(b) A list is laid on the table.
i
(c) Tam not at present in a position to make Jny !!tatement on thia:
subject.
.
:1
•
0

1

.

Liat of 19U-16 C01111piracy ease pri8CJ'Mf'a who have net been reU!aaedi so Jar :(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

Kesa.r Singh, son of Bh. up Singh.
Parmanand, son of GUI, Parshad,
Madl!.n Singb,.son.of M!!.l Singh.
J11,g11,t Ram, son of Ditti!. Ram.
Nand Singh, son of Ram Singh.
Chuhar Singh, sonof Buta Singh.
Jawale.13ingh, son of Ke.nhaye. Singh.
Balwant Singh, son of Hamir Singh.

(9) Kirp11, Singhl SODi.'of J11,w!!.h11,r. Singh,
(10) K11,rta.r Sin~~· son of Snndar Singh.
(11) Kehr Singh,ison ;of Bhan Singh.
(12) Bhagel Sina, !!on of Bal Singh.
. (13) Harnam Sin h, son of Snndar Singh.
(14) Karam Sing , son of Sundar Singh.
(15). Wasawa
I h, son of :M:ihan Singh.
·
·

s·

I,.

I

lNTEBVIEW WITH POLITICAL PBISON'.flBSi

*1193. Lala Chetan Anand :

Will the Hoztourable

Finance please state-

:I

Member for

I

(a) if it .i.~ a fact that towards the end of the1jly.e~.r.· · 1.· 9.Sl L9:la.• Bod&.
RaJ, M.A., LL.B., Pleader, Multan, appJed for mterview, as a
legal adviser, with some political B . elites .,risoners confined.
in the New.Central Jail, Mult~; .:
(b) if it is a fact that he was not allowed such 1iinterview ; if so,wha.t.
are t be reasons ?
'
. The Honourable, Sir Henry Craik : (a) The ~ail records show that
-en the 10th of October.1981, Lala Bodh Raj, with two;oth~r lawyers, applied
for permission to interview a certain "B" class prisoner.'
(b) Lala Bodh Raj was refused an interview beca!se ~he other two lawyers were allowed on.e and the jail rules limit the
ofiinterviews to only
two persons at one tune.
·
:
1:

:

!

•

'~

!1

1

grarii
1

•

:

.,

DISTRICT INSPECTORS OF . SOHOOLl

*1194. Rei Bahad~r Lala Sewak Ram:

fmi.
!

the HonourableMu,iister for Education kindly state·.
!I
j
.
{a) wh~ther out of thirty posts (including tha~ of: Delhi) of dis~rict
inspectors of schools seventeen are..1tt prtse~t; held by Muslims.
four by Sikhs and only nine by Hindus ;
i
·
• •

I
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.

(b): if so,:w.hether the number of- Hindus holding these postJiis aeeord_inf;. to their proportionate represen.tl!,tion; . i' ,._, ,
· ··

if the reply to

(b) be in the negative, what steps he. propose!fto.
take in the matter ?
··
· · · :' ·,, ·
· ·
.

(c)

. '.

The. H~nourabL,,. ~alik-: Firoz 'Khiu;a' . N~j'

Jq)

11entationis 16 Muslims,
.· .· . ,·_9 Hindus
·-.•
. and ·• 5
:' : Sikhs
'
. •.,~- .-.· .· ~-· · · ' . ''<'

'No\ the -~epre... ~ ..
- ,,;r,

-·

. . · ~~ -Ye.srso far p,s the Punjab is"conceI11ed;'" -DelhiisJmd~ a1#Jerent.
· .administration.
. '·
:
·; .
,_, : .
.
(c) Does-not a.rise;

-:

---·-

.

.

·INsii~·OTORS OFSOHoots'. '''.', ..

(a)
r

,

i(tO'.

.

Ram
,-; 'will . ''the ' ':EI6nourable
·
·

. *1195. Rai Bahadur Lala . Sewak.

:Minister for Education kindly state-'.

'

I

< ' .:,,

whether out pf the seven posts 9£_ inspect<P,:1:1 (five 'clivisio~_a.f-i~~
spectors, inspector of vernacular ~ducation and , ;i~spector of
training institutions) four- are at pr~sen:theld by Muslim.s;. one
'bv.~Sik4, one by aHindu and one.~y·a.,C~~p,}.- · •-•· '
,

.{b). "'hether the number,of Hindus occupying-~~~~~ l>§~t~jt~ccord·
: : • 'ing to their proportionate representation;,> ::,,ff'' ::. -» · -.

(c) if reply to (b) is in the nega.tiv~.iwha.t stJps. he p;ri~~~a'icrtake
in the matter ? ·
I

r.

-,

-- . :. . ·· ··~·-d

'!;:'

The_ Honour-.ble Malik Fir~~ Khan l\ICN>n. : . .: (a) t :rllere are only
-three permanent' officers; out of these, one is a Muslini; one Ilindti. an<i the:
-third a Christian, _ The rest are only o~ciating ; among the o~ciatirig there
are 8 Muslims and one Sikh.. It will also'.inter~st the bonoµraole member ·
-to know that in addition to the inspector 'of .veril'e.cnlared&¢ation and the,
inspector of training insti~ions there are 'two, other important officers at ·. ,
headquarters. · One is in cha:,;ge of exa:mitia'tionsand.'.the· other is reporter - -on books and both are Hindus;
· ·· · ':·,;,, .: ·'
·
·,
(o) More than their proportionate share of, the· Pt:rmaiteritappointments.
, , _ '. (b) Does not arise. . .
, ·:;
- . ·:_, •. '· ;< ;'.;; ' ,
-·.
.

:a

1

RETBENOBMENT IN Pu»LiQ -HEAtTB Qmcr,,E.

Mr.

*U9S.
M:i1iauun~d Din Malak; Wilfthe Horioutabl~ l\iinijt~t
:'; .for Agriculture please state·
'
· ;. · · · · · ·
~·
'
(a) ·the criterion on whic~ retr~nqhment in the Punjab Public Health
Circle is proposed to be given effectto ; .
_.
(b) wheth?'r the -present Superinten~ing E~~nee~
is-:short_ly}P
retire or his successor who· w1U be responsible fol' carrying on
the future administration of the circle is entrusted with the ·
duty of formulating proposals for retreMh*1ent ·;
...,_

'

.

~ho

'

·j

i
.

I
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.
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I

(o) whether in view: of .the impending 'retrenc , e4t such of t~e _em

·

ployees . as . were transferred from the
Secretariat will· be reverted to their sub
t·o. ~ake·. ro. 07:11 for. thos.e. who were dire
. PunJab' Public Health Circle ; · . _ .' ' ·.
, .' (d) whether a large p~oportion of th(3' (}l~J,ical
.' ,
Punjarb ~u~lic H~lth Circle consists. o
. . ·
so, why it 1s so ? · ,

. o~~s and Buildings

tantive posts in order
tlyl

1

1.

. ·;'

j

1.

appointed in the-

.

est~blislrment in the#i._n-matrics, and it
!

s~i : . l(d) Ret~enchm~nt.
will be given effect to according to. the· mstruct1ons.,la14. down
Punjab.
. -The ~HonourableSardm: Sir Joge~dra

in

Gove.rnment let.ter No. 5~82 (Hom~GenJ.); dated t.he. St'!·February 1. 982.. _
. @) Th~ propo~als will be su?rmtted by the officer!whf holds the post of
supermten,.ding engineer at that time.
._ . _
- , , · J'1 • ,
·
· {o) The matter 'will be considered at the tiine t~~ pioposals are under·
review.
·
.
.
. . ··. · ·.
·
-- , .
f·· ·
•

~=f1i:1Mii:~~~:° Eri~t· t~mi~
1

1

to the reasons.

·

•

.

1

· :

1

•

l
.

NuLLA SAuJ.

!1

t

;

'

I,

·

/

*1.197. Maulvi hnam-ud-Din (will· the Hotl'ou~.\able Memb~r for
Revenue kindly state- ·
· .
.·
. .
1:
. ·
(a) whether it is a fa.ct that the Nulle. Sauj tis~ld t,: fl.ow at some distance fro!,U village Murid, tahsil Chakwalf dis~rict Jhelnm ;
·
(b) whether its width has increased so much tijat · fiow it has reached.
the village·premises thus threatening to fun !~own the village';
'co) if"the reply to the above be in the affumttiv~, wliat action the·
Government has taken or proposes to take to prevent the-village from destruction ?
. l

r

~ - The Honourable Captain . Sardar:· Sikander![ Biat' Khan : It is
_ regretted that, t~e informat!on required by the hon~pra~le member is not.
yet ready. It will be .supplied. t°\him when read!'. i . I
·
'
'.

·-.---

I

/i

N'ULLA SAUJ.

*
!I

,l

.

i'

'

*1198. Maulvi lmam-ud•Din : Will the Ifo~our~ble Member for·
Revenue .kindly stateI
(a) whether it is a fact that an enquiry was m~ e-1hto thedestruction
·
caused by Nulla Bauj-to the village M id
Chakwal tahsil,.
.
district Jhelum ;
.
;
f.
:
.
{b) if B?, wh~t were the results of ~hat enq~
i
(o) what action
has
the Government taken
on 1 . . ? _·•j ! : .
.
.
. .
.

in

If .

_

The . Honcurab~e Captain

Sardar

Sikander Hy~t Khan :

regretted that .the_.information required by the . hon
Jet ready: · It will· be supplied to him when ready.

It -isable member is .not.
( · ·.
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Mr. President : The Council will now proceed to discuss the budget

_generally.

·

·

Chaudhri Allah Dad Khan: Sir, in rising to discuss the budget
presented to us this year I am conscious of the departure that I am making
from .the usual practice of .offering encomiums and congratulations to theHonourable Fina.nee Member and his assistants for preparing a. lucid and
clear budget. A lucid and clear budget, no · doubt it is, But ' I
think the · result has been achieved by the combined labours of the
-offieers of various departments of Government and 1. do not think
that on my part any special thanks are necessary to the Finance
Department.' . (Hear, hear and cheers). However, if any thanks are
-due, they· are ·due to those toiling, over-worked and under-paid Indian .
-elerks who have burnt midnight lamps and pondered over. huge figures
which they have extracted from a confused mass of files of the various departments. In presenting the budget the Honourable the Finance Member has paid tribute to his assistant, the Finaoce Secretary and at the same .
-time to the Joint Secretary, Finance Department, and he has · remarked
that although it has been suggested in _certain quarters, though not by
the Retrenchment Committee; that the post of the Joint Secretary to the
Finance Department should be brought under reduction, he has differed
from that view and bas said that the saving which this gentleman bas effected
to the Punjab Government"is infuiitely greater than his post costs to the
Government. I do. not think that is a cogent reason for. retaining a.n
officer in the service of Government. There are already two -very heavily
-paid officers in the Finance· Department and an elaborate staff and in the
preceding years these gentlemen and their assistants and clerical establishment have been doing the work very successfully, That at . this time oJ
cStringencytlie services of. Mr. Staig should be retained, I think, is inadvisable and the suggestion is good that the post of this gentleman should be
brought under. reduction.

'1' · Last year· when the budget was presented to us, the Honourable
:Finance Member showed · a little surplus and every one of us knew that
the estimated receipts would not be realised and that the budget would end
in a deficit. My honourable friend Sarfar Habibullah justly pointed out

-that the income which had been anticipated from land revenue and from
connected sources would not be forthcoming and that the deficit would be
large. His foreboding or foretelling, may I say, was absolutely correct
and what do we see now? The budget of last year has ended with a deficit
-0f Rs. 1,47 lakhs. (The Honourable Captain Sqrdar Sikaniler Hyat Khan:
On account of the remissions.) I am coming to that. The Honourable
the Finance Member says in his speech that this deficit was. due· to remis.sions, but eve u without remissions, there would have been a deficit. Side
by side with them allowance must be made for the reductions in pay and the
.retrenehments effected. . If there had been no 'reduction in expenditure
.and even if you had not given any remission, the budget would have ended
in a deficit. Even a layman like my honourable friend, _S,rdar Habibullah,
was able to foresee and that was a remarkable f0.ct which .the Fina.nee DeJ>artment lost sight of in ma~g the~ esfi~~:~~s~ ' :They .~O%d ~a.sily :b~~e

-~
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foreseen the necessity for large remissions to be made in the course of the ·
year, a fact which was pointed out by my honourable fri~nd who intelligently foresaw the miserable condition to which our finances would eome
before the year ended. ·
·
·

•

This year's budget has again been presented to us witi a small surplus
of Rs. 80 lakhs and I now make. bold to say that the figures of income are
bound to fall short of Government's expectations. I doubt very much
whether so much as .Bs. 7 crores, the estimated receipt from land revenue
and irrigation; would be realised from the zamindars during the year. The
present crop oil barani lands has altogether withered and the kharifoutturn
is as unfavourable as could be expected on account of long drought. The
zamindars are leading a miserable"life. During the last kharif Government
gave them a remission of Rs: 45 lakhs-though I gathe;rthat in the communiq'ld
which was issued it w:as stated that, the figure was -Rs. :46! lakhs. The ·
Honourable the Finance Member has stated the correct figure to be Rs. 45
lakhs, but· added that the remissions were liberal. I very :regretfully differ ·
. from him. None of the zamindara have expressed any gr~titude or appre_ ciation for this remission. To. fact, the remissions allowed were very insignificant-I would have applied a stronger· word. I strongly feel that
the wishes of this Council should have been more genuinely [respected by the
Government. The Council passed a resolution for remissien of half of the
land revenue and abiana and had correctly studied, correctly gauged, the
situation of the zamindars and had correctly stated that the reasons which
were politically and economicallyresponsible had to be kept lin view in giving.
remissions. My honourable friend . Khan Bahadur Din. Muhammad, who
always speaks for Government,· on that occasion was, bold !enough and said
that if the hungry zamindars were not placated by remissiona, the Punjab
Government would feel a serious difficulty. But no heed was paid to it
and remissions were given to such a low extent that the; zamindars have
taken them in ii, very disappointing manner. (Tlie H<»UYUrabl.e Captain Sardar
Sikandt;r Hyat Khom : Question).. None of the organisations, none of the
associations of zamindars have expressed !l,ny thanks for 1t. None of the
newspapers have given any appreciative comments abouf it. The remission itself was in many cases about an anna in the rupee or two annas and
in very rare cases above that limit. I think· the Punjab. Government have
- been misled by the curves of Mr. Dobson which he gave for giving remissions
and which he claimed would be sufficientduring any time !of stress like the
present. His curve was very much curved from the right, Without eriti- .
oising its curvature. and its" effects, I satisfy myself with judging a tree by it~
fruits. The zamlndars who hadbeen given this remissionin fact said that
they had been insulted by it. A remission of _two annas ir;l the rupee is no
remission at all, When the price of the crop fell so much what. relief would
it be to allow an anna for a rupee ~ .Axid this revenue has been the last
straw which has broken the camel's back. The samindaes have been hit so.
hard that they could n9t hope to. recover e1;1.sily. Honourable members,
especially elected members .of the -House, must realise . thlit the zamindars
have been vety, very hard hit by. the demand
land revenue in these
difficult eiroumstances. They-have,sold their lands,, sold tµeir bullocks and
implements, and parted with the .omements of the household. They ar!3.
:,starving now and not a few of them have run a.way leaving their houses•..

for

I

•
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But the Punjab Government do not seem to have t,ak~:u a c~tnpassio'nate· ·
view of the situation,.
The samindars have been the ma~nstay of the Plinjab
Government ever since the advent of the British ; they have been supporting
them in times of war and peace and they have gone to the rescue of Government in .times of difficulty. But when they are themselves in' distress, no
generous response is made by Government. Very meagre help was extended
to them: They are not like children to be plsasedwith.e little sweet. They
must have.some substantial sweets andmy honourable friend; Khan :BahadurShaikb Din Muhammad, was quite right when he said that if there wasany
danger it would .not be trom any other quarter, riot from the Congress, not
from the political agitators; 'but from the h~gry: zemindars. ·; Those were
his words. The Government 'would be well advised to ·take my remarks:
to heart and this. time without our passing any resolution should com:~ to
the. rescue of. the zamindars; Government, ought to· curtail· their own
penses and I do not want to dilate upon.this at present. 'So 'ff.llr, however,
as the zamindars are. concemed.. Government should' allow half· remiesion
on the total land revenue.demand' and obiano. for this rabi harvest thtoughou't
the, Punjab and the rest of the land revenue should-be: suspended." _N&t .a.
single. pie sh9uld_ be charged. from zamindars in•- tbe' bar0;ni traets. (A~
,honou-rable member : How will yon run the .govemment ?) · When the
zamindara will .no longer be existing how will you run the government 'l'
It rs.time that the Punjab Government should take stock ofthe condition 'of
.the zamindars. They are leaving their homes; leaving their landsfallow, and
.selling their bullocks, implements and ornaments; When the next harvest
comes, there will be again, the same difficulty; the same severity; . Thesame unlawful methodswhich I condemned Iasttimsin the House are-being- .
exercised' by the. officers entrusted· with the task of :r~'Ve:riu.e 'collection. · . :;

ex-
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The· Honourable Fjnanpe Member has given a ObrM . account of, how
the recommendations of the Retrenchment Conimitte_e have been accepted,.~,
_He says that they have been adopted to the extent compatible witp. · the
'policy of Government . .I am very sorry to see _that the results. have been.
far from satisfactory .. Those departments which are. top=-heavy; which
are not absolutely naeessary, have been _left untouched. and the departments
which have been most touched are those relating to the provincial service
men. These have come _in first for the notice of Government; but I think
~they should have come last. It is well known to all honourable members
here that nine-tenths of the administration of the districts is run by provincial civil service men. There is a very - little sprinkling. 9f. the Indian
civil service men in the districts. Nevertheless the provincial civil .serviee
men who carrv on the district administration have been treated in· such a
manner as to ;pread great discontent among them. I.doubt if members of
'the Indian civil service have been treated in the same way. The .discontent among these officers is bound .~o continue. . What is worse, new entrants
have -been given very small pay beginning with Rs, 210. · . X am afraid no
able -man will be attracted to the provincial civil service hereafter. And
the Retienclment Committee have laid down that the best men are not
· required for the service. It is indeed a very strange expression . of view
when we see on the other side the argument made that for the Indian civil.
(
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,service a pa.y commensurate 'with the standard demanded anq. l),ttra.otiv~
}'to the best men in England should be offered. 'I'he. Retrenchment Co:mutitt~a,
.however, would only require mediocrities, for the provincial Qivil service,
These men have to compete with the Indian civil servants ixrevery walk o.f
.Iife, ~n the past, loan say .from my experience, these prQvitioial serviee
men have been second tu none in the .Indian civil service and many Qfthe,m
~ave been more .brilliiwt too. Of · course, Jor one thing l
,itot blalrie
. the Indian civilians for that, for their great disadvantage lies ip, thp fact that
they could never get into touch with .the people and the opportunities .open
· to the members of the provincial civil service in this respect. give them a
;.greater insight into the eonditions around them and a greater:.ahili.ty to <1eal
with them successfully. European civil service man wherever he is, cannot
. get on without the help of the provincial service man and the Punjab Gov.ernment have, nevertheiess, made this class of servants a discontented lot.
Thi.sis a serious matter and in order to appease the prevailing discontent
.I think a. review of the conditions is .highly necessary. As· I said, the re. commendations of the Retrenchment Committee. have" only been partially
carried 011t by the Government, It would be, I: think, the business of· the
.. elected members of this Council to suggest, and move for substantial· r.1tts
. in thA. budget and to answer my honourable friend .who put me the ques· -non : I' .How will the GoT:emment get the money necessary for a.dmu:its·
tration '? " A luge' saving is possible b'om. salanes and from cuts in the
· expenditure on top-heavy departments and honourable members should
make an endeavour, a last endeavour, I suppose, to suggest)o Qovernm~I.lt
.how substantial savings could -be effected and how the top-heavy depart·
· ·ments left untouched could yield a substantial sum.
··
·
I hope if still greater retrenehmenta are affected by the Punjab Govern:JIIB~t then they need not fe!ll' if lalld revenue of the za.min~ar ii, recovered
-only to the exJeilt. of half and in this wa.y they will be able to give the sub·
·!cltaritial relief to the aamindars which I have said is most D:0Ces&µy.

do

,

Diwan Bahadur Raia Narendra Nath (Punjab Landholders, Gene1ral): Sir, we are grateful to the Honourahle Pinanee Member for the
ilneid statement on provincial finances which he has presented to us: We
::axe ~lso grateful to him that he does not advise resort· to further taxation.
He knows and realises that the province is not able to bear further t_axation,
but the picture presented .by him is by no means bright pr oheerful. In
· paragraph 4 of his. speech he dreads the criticism which may be· urged against
-the remissions of 45 lakhs granted out of ~harif revenues. If he is trying to
justify his position before those inclined to ha somewhat oritioa.l I believe
. he is :fighting against imaginary antagonists. As far as l know, there is criticism 'on .the other"side that the relief granted is inadequate as bad been
:• related by my honourable friend who has just resumed his. seat.
'.fhe remission in kharif consisted of two parts. A part of the · abiana
-on eoston was remitted and some rebate was given out of land revenue in the
tracts in which land revenue was considered to be too high. Well, the first
· re}i~f was hardly a, relief to meet the situation whioh had arisen owing· to the
fall in prices of agricultural produce. It is a, relief which has been neeessi..ta..ted by calamities of the season, heavy rainfall which interfered with the
· .;growth of eotton plant in bearing fruit. The small remission granted oui
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. .
of abiana was very inadequate.
Last year I'drew the attention·of the'C-ouncill
to the nec~ssity of making an enquiry for revising the rates of- abitrma now;in forceT ': Well; I' must· repeat my request. , I do ·not go' into tlie-question
of land revenue; because that entails a thorough enquiry'in the 'land' revenuepaying ea;pacitt of· the whole' pr-oviriee district. by district; l:lut the ease ·of
-abiana is ·different, You can make an enquiry only·· into the -main issue_,whethet the -rise which was recofumended ·a few ·years ago is justified under:the circumstances existing at present.
· ·
wi~h to <l1taw the attentfon pf the Rouse to certain figures which. I am
; al!te to pick up from th~ budget :rires~ttetl
us.
,
·
· · ,,
1·

· ~' i:.wf
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At . page 8 .•· df, the budget;, the· net. income . . from. Irrigation- Receipt fa.
.sh.own to be Rs~ 4,29,5.5,000. This fa after,.deducting the .working expenses.
;,Then. further ;OU· at. page 5, - where the expenditure under the· Irrigation Re.ve-nne Account~ is shown, there is.. a figure. of .l,85,86,000 against Interest on
,,,i[}ebt and ¥iscellaneous Irrigation expenditure is shown as 8,42,000, making:
.:a.: fotal of· l,44,28,0f)O. Well, deduct this snm from 4,29,55,000 and 'there· is..
{a"large-surplus.
·
.. __ _.
,1'J:here' is, therefore~ample scope for considering the condition of zamindai, on acootlnt-of the rise of water ·rate a f-e.w years' ago whe,n the:p#ces'were
')iigh,. , The em1ilition bf t~e zamindars was not such as it is at present; 1
'.SJ?eeiallyin'ti'ittfthe attent10n·of:the· Bouseto the-high water-rates ferrice·an-d'-sugareane.-·:f>;, '
.
.
'
·. "
(:> _ · .. .;. ·. --:/" , .. ,-,--,:~ · 1 ;,_", . .j :_:;..
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· · · ., '!n the· case of sug~rcanEl t_he te,;isting, water rate is very high and is too,
much, fo:i: I!> 9.lllaµ ~.alllllldar having only about 25 a~res of land. It is. the only.. Qfop wlµch' is·:~*1.foc~ed
fet9h a_ good pric~_and_incolllefor . the zaniin~ar,
-011t' oti' aCC!)Ullt' qr,~~~, ~xpend'it_i#e.'involved1. and Oil acco~~ .of _t~e'hig~:rate-,
.,of ;aliiq-na~itis very qiffieult fo(flie,zttirlilldilf ~O)Jtow sugarcane:. ~o,doubt
. sugarcan'e 'is one '6f'tho~e ci<>ps' whfoh require a large supply of water.·' That
-large f!upply;:necesait1;1,tes 'trigl,J,g·*te ,Pf r~l1~a~; :W:hich it is difficult; . for every·
e>zanrindar, · ,to ','pay.::.;:The supply; i.IJ. H water · .· conrses runs alternaitely ,: , : It
must .co:me .aidhe ti.pie whendtjs most needed
Certain fields mayibe. at .
. so.me.,distance; frori:t·,.the wi:ttEir.cpurs~.. or from the maindistributary~. They·
, do not get enough watl3Ji',' \As,.~ matt.er.-of..faot, both ia-respeet ofsugarcene,: and· rice it,can be said. that a eopious ·SJIJ;i:ply of witter. must be.guaranteed, .
.-;otherwise the ~tturri, will :bef\iety poor •. ,Le.a:n say from rri.y oWJ;). ·p;~sonal
, . :e~perience, -thait canal irriga~ion .doea .not ,giv..e. ·~uffl~ient.supply of. water to
. these two crops a.nd,unlessd1hese crops.are alsosupplemented by-rainfall, the.
product is not good, tha:/pi:..o'du.ct is :µot sufficient to.ma,ke.1;he- zamindar pay for the crop and pay for :the high rate of abiana :whichjs. imposed.
.- . ·iJ•
Then with- regard to,wheat<and: gram, the same iemiii'rks·11pply·mutatis,
.m-utandis, with . some , n~,ces8-a.ry 1J,~te1;~tj~1ps.<, ~he:i:\ll -w,as_ a refe,i:e~~ · in the ·
. Honourable, · Finance. M.~mper's cspeechJto,'t:!;1.e rraa in .prices.. .. J?.p,s~ibly
· there was a rise. in pricf)S, when t4~ . speech was cqnceiyed, hµt when {t;~as,
· actU:~ny_· delivered: 'by ,J:riy .Honourable friend the prices began to .£all-_.-,;At.
, present I ean say :fro:m my frwn personalknowledge .that whea~
yfil.a.~s, .
. in ·. outlying villages, :i~.hew,g. ~qld.: at tpe . ra,t~ • of R_s. J~ 1.~:0. per-ina und. ;, :then
.: there is the cost of 'tra11spprt. p() a; :111'.1r~et, ,l}fl~ then the ·P!Ofit o.f -~~e. IJ.li9,,dle" men.· Any ·rise that nia~ take place in the market and the towns does riot,
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fully benefit the zamindar. The rise which bas taken place or the ~e
is anticipated by. the Hononrable Finance Member will n~t be a nse to the
Ievelthat wai; reached when, the land revenue assessmeµts were made_a:9~
when water rates· were fixed, '.J1i~r~fo~,, ther~ is a veey gp~d !)8,Se ,for . ~~oonsid~r!ition of the whole. ,.policy iJ;t, . regQ,~d to the ,~~~r ,tate. ar;i4 l~s
reduction. (Hear,· hear)~ .
~·. · , . .
.
; . ·
· : ,
· I observe · that the land >revenue has been collected with facility• AB far
as I know there has been nod.ifficnlty.· · · No difficultyhas bOOJl' reported by t:11.e
Press or has come to my notice -in reference to land revenue. I do not know
te what extent what are teohnioally called the coercive processes were issued
by the revenue authorities. The revenue attthorj.ties have !reported no.large
·resort to coercive processes... ·Anyhow: the fotal,amount of limd. revenu~.
demanded and the water rate 'demanded have come in, but this does not:show
in what predicament the poor: zamin4ar has· ·been place:d. In ·the· first
place he must have-gone.to the,itrioneylender to borrow Jinoney to pay the
. Governlilent·dues.
, '· ·
'
· .\
:' ., . ·
·,>: · ·
Now, I will invite the attention of thi Ho'use- to li.n:o~her feature; thn,'t
is t~e sale of gold on ~ unprecedented scale whieh, has, been ta.king place.
T~t is a v_efy bad in~fo~t~oii',of th1Ha~t. ih:8,t t~e za~dars felt· some ~culty, m. paymg Govep:.une~t dema.n~. · (An HorwurabW, M~b~ , Questron}.
But I do riot kriowjha;t' 'the large ~ale of gold,wbfoU ha~ ·ti,i.keh place -is due
.pnly to 81;\les ~! tra,d:ers;~'l_·~~:~osif'df',~he.1gol~iis:_cornu.i~ ~()~ the za~,ilars, .. Tu .the tune pf the1r'So/P.lusmeome they w:ete able to !Jave some money
and cdnverl'ft' irito'gold b~nariifuit~,'but bow ci1der; the \present. eireum. stances they are compelled to part with those ornaments, is far · as I know
in the households, both9£ Hindus .and ::M~mmdans.., oma!ments are Ji. sort
~f · smkw · · ~~: aha·~~i .:-.aite<1\'ijt1l11W~;~··Jftfu:l:\\Eieelslty:·1if\tttvlimii;td~r
is n~t ·s~~g aw~y 'gold)ofth~J~~e'.!Jf ~ipti..t':t~~t.\vill''a,'~rue't&,l:iittt;'· :It'i.8
.!t. sott. o!,,sinkiii . fund ; he'.\will', ~~: witn'.''t'."ohl .'ili dire ntie~ssity.. T\i&
wo~t is.
'to.the
ca~r}n
bnsme~s J.ll gp,W.i Jtthe;r,~ is p.11r;;pr9ijt\~(1H<r~n_ot,1~o ,~?- t.h~rza~d~~- · .[._.
.:
Well,T-s.~ the Q.ifficajties in rWhi~P.·,the. ·gr9.,nt. of ~tMr relj.~~ wJl •:PP.:P·
~_he .Gpve~ment. · I ~qw1 Gpxenu;n~p.J;iNts; ,R\3eµ,.,-s~p~tµ~H~·&.:t;i;1 ~s A9f~
its' best. My honourable friend the member from Rohtalt has wntten, .~~.· henstive notes on retrenchment. We need not accept allhiJsnggestions; But.
I sa.y- that the only. way in·which .the situation created; byi;the fu.:>.a;n~l depression. can be met is saving 'of expenditure. There is. n:o: us(r of -. £urth~rtaxatin : no use ·of the extraordiilatyincome-frorn the .sale o} Iand being, .~
. for administrative reqti.iremeh(s; . .These, sorta of dev:ise~ sb.ou.1:d·· no~. -~~
resorted to· year after yea:ri. · .You: :tnay;·sell land, ;b:ut,t(i n~~ the. .meome ;m
current account ds a. device which· cannot, he repeated. Xo:u cannot go on
selling land from year. to yea:r in order t'O m.eet,.yol;U; requ:ite~ents. Theo,nly thing'is to introduce, some aott of savmg~in' e:;:pense.f!.J .
. Another matter to 'which I would amvithe attention ofi,the House is the.
jlerising qf nteans fot increasing-the productive capnoity of the peopfo. Tha,t.
_'cin:b0' done in two·ways,fust, by'aids to.industries, by helping the indU:s~rial
development of the· piovince, and.· secondly,; by encouragjng' occupations.
subsidiary to a~icultur.e,. that ~. eµconraging_the voca.tiona.Jt:qi,iningiI;tstead
of merely literary educatioIJ.{hear, hear). which sunply creates a large n~ber-
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~( ~sR~nts

!or. <Joveriimeiit s~rvice, · !dem,nd · ~~!ch is ~J.><>ssible for: the
~PY~~~t
to meet (hear,. hear). With r~gard to encouragmg occupations
~t~~~'t<>.'~~eul~ure,]
,;~uld: me~!ion a fe~.. _ One is::tioultry far~ing
which can be done without taking avlay the people fromthell''proper agr1cul-

t~

pursuits.

(Bai Bahadur LaTa Sewak Ram:

tt never

pays).· Yes, it

. ~e~~r pa.ys absen~ee .Iandlor~.. But it· p~ys P.e<>ple on the spot. Th~re is
a~i,p ilb.eep farmmg. Tile sp.nee oJ .cer~ls has gone down,, but. the pnee of
·Ilieat and fowl has -not gone doWl}.to. tlie same e:dent •.. There is also. t})e ·b.e~
fa:~ing.
These are oc.c~patio:p.s subservient· to· a,gciculture for :which eyeey
encouragement should begiven. lknow that in the,ca.se o.f both .sheep
~~g
and poultry farming there will be 8, necessity fo;i: v;eterwary aid, anq.
I ~hink more money will lul.ve.. to be provided for veterina;:ry h9spital11:.
T~at·will be an investment in.good cµteetion (h~r. hear}. , Roorii:ig.of: silk~
worm and bee farming can only
possible in . aub-montane and xnon,taine
districts. (An Bonourahle Member : What about horse .breeding ?) That
~. po_s~l;>l~. 9nl_y ~or l,,ig Ian«iµo.;d~.
. ·
.

be

. . . I fiAcl, ~~at.~der We ~.e,~ ol'f,gi~ti~n~ 1,s~;laldi!J ~aY'~.b-~
b~.d¥~te~
.Qn t~:i;~pt si(i(3 an4 ~ ~~ ~~e-~~ ~an<! :r:er~:iiue ~.• ~ l~kb(! hav~ be,e;n_ ·1?u4gete.~ . t~~h.. th~-F~!l:~ Me~?~f ~g ~~~( re.vei:rt~~oft'i.~el:S an.<J. W,i~it}~1!1

~;:;;b
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Wen:
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·llb.9W4 bt, w;ive;n to the 1;1~ess1ty of·. s_ellµ),$
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the

extr~ expe*~ture are' h;i8hly

praise~

~ut the estin::mtesof. the next year's income a.re too optimistic. Whereas
this y~r·s receipts ,mounted.to Rs, 9,71,00,000, the next.year'sincome
esti,tiiated a.t Rs. 1o;ss,oo,OOO, i.e., about 67 la.khs more than that of the- e:orrent
Tf.ie reason for this increase in my opinion .is that the Government
thln'ks tliat they. will not have to· give rehrissions in the coming year beeanae
i\ _ii hoped ~~t it is g.oing to be a prosperous year with regard to the
financial condition of the people. · But if we 01:1,st a searching look ;i,t the
present rates of agricultural produce we shall be soon disillusioned ab.Qnt: th'
pr~gfina.ncia.l
con<Uti@ o~~he ~Btu.itqq~r~ T,hem~~ erop in, !~i~a.rvest

is

year: .

·

~:i~:~ tblt :~~i
::1t~~~:~~ol~~w~:: :~ii~~i:~:~i.~=

,~j·,

when th.~ ne'! b~ivesfcpµi~l! uP:. tf!e ta,tes w.ill b~ stil},· l~wer.ed. ·
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Khan Bahadur Mian Muhammad llayat· Qutiihi : hriake a .hriet

allowanoe fm; the expenditure which is boine in oohveying the coiic1w9dit:t
to .the market. In villages wheat is ·selliitg
at the:filte .of . Bit.·1~8-0
per maund .. A cultivator gets 8 ma~d1r of wheat from one a.ere ippro'timately which he sells for Rs.12 only. And after paying the land :te-veiitie and
abiana charges very little is left for him. . ·
. ..
. ; . .. . .
·
Lala Gopal Das : :Very little '1 Why~ ~othing is I~f~
Khan Bahadur Mian Muhammad Haya~ Qureshi : Under these
conditions it is not vecy difficult. know that whereas remissions amount-.
ing to Rs.1,08,00;000 were granted this year, almost an eq~al or mote atrlom:it
will have to be granted next year also in order to sa~e th:e zamindats ffum
theealamitieaof.penury, So Lam positively of the opinion that·theestimate of the next year's ~come is not correct.
"' Lala Gopal Das : It is almost a fanciful estimate. i
Khan.Bahadur Mian Muhammad Hayat Qureshi~ Now., we have:
to see how the money is to be got to de:fr11.y the charges whi~h are to be bomein connection with the various items of inevitable expe:nditure. Are weto impose fresh taxes ? Certainly not in these days ; that will not be a safe.- and expedient way to solve the financial diffieulty. The best tliing whieh
can be done in this respect is an all-round curtailment in . expenditure.
In
this respect I want to make some suggestions. I am gla~. to note th9!~ theGovernment have been able to decrease the expenditure froi:µRs. l0,4,8,00,0()_0.
to Rs. 9,81,00;000, thereby making a considerable ssving.. iju~ this saving is.of
a temporary .nature because it is partially made through effecting a 10 .:per
cent. cut in the salaries of the Government employees and'partially through
suspending the carrying out of some important sehemea; So, this saving
cannot be deemed to be a result · of ptitting some very sound· proposal into
practice. It is very necessary that a permanent curtailment of expenditure,
should be effected by overhauling the whole of the. administrative machinery.
The Retrenchment Committee made so many good prop~ls In this respect,:
but perhaps the Government did not .think it worth :them while to bring
those proposals into practice.
.1·
The Honourablt;,CapW: Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan : Many o t
the proposals of the netrenchm.ent Committee were not ILflCep:ta,b_le. even to,
this 'House:.
. - , ·
·•
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Khan Bahadur Mian Muhammad Bayat. Qiiteslai : But thehf arEf
so many others acceptable to the Houge, but the $-o:vernment haf-e
n ot thought it worth their while to translate them into · pmistfoe. Fot
ex ample, the House was at one with the committee's proposal of reducing
the number of commissioners. The work of these commissioners can be
safely distributed to others. There are so many cases which can be directly
referred to the local Gove~ent
by the depnty .eo:tnmissioners. In this
way much ofthe appellate W6tk done by the comm.issioneta can
reduced.
Nowadays disputes regarding the appointments of . lambardars are fus-t
· decided by the deputy commissioners and the appeals a.gilJinst the orders .of
the. deputy commissioner ate preferted to the , courts . of tlte commissioners.
Now, such . cases cmil first· be decided· by ·• the :retienue · · a~sist1mt &lid the
&ppelil against lilii otde:t esn be pteferred to the comt of i the deputy com ..
missioner. The appointment of laimba'tdam is ttiade in 'accordance with the
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liered1tiµ-y i,gl>.ts and so the.deeision of the case .does not, involve iµiy. com·
plieations .. Therefore; this work can be ~fely entrusted to the revenue assistant. Sµnila.rly, minor, ~Mars ~~Q~ w1. appeals ~~h regard to the disttjJ.JtJ.tionof small pieees of ij.nd and q.ec?,Sio~:abont .t~e.Illutatiori, of . small.
tracts of land can be _attended to by .the officers µnder the co:miajssioners.
If. such small changes are effected in ~he distribution of wpr:lt; the number of
commissioners ~ be easily reduced' ftom' fiv·e to· two or<it · thl'l · most
three.
· ·
• >-.
·.i
".", · .. ·.::,-' .
... ·,
... : Furthermore, the ·House, 'recommended 'to the Govermrient that the
number .<>f superintending e~gineers in. the ~biio
otks' I)ep~rtmen~ should
J?e reduced to . one-half. -: T~is suggestion
be easily translated into practice if their work is lessened by trfuisferring it to "the' subordinate' 'officers .'
Some of the officers who are authorised to approve ~stimates ~ounting to
Rs. 1,000 can be given more-powerswith regard to the-approvafofestimates,
in. which case they:. will .h~v~, tp do: itpproxb:µa.t~ly_ the same, 'Work .Jvbich is
done by the superintending. engineers. Duties of great. importance may be
entrusted to the Chief Engineer. Thus there.is much aeope for reduction
in the Public. Works Department. But all.these suggestions can be fruitful
only if the Government make a sincere and. serious e;ffort to see them carried
into practice.
·
In the administration of justice also a good' deal of saving can be effected. As at preienfarranged a civil case is first decided b.y ,a- sub-judge, then
it goes in appeal to a seri~or sub-judge, then to a sessions judge and finally it
~ decided by' the High Court, If · instead of this lengthy· procedure only
first and second appeals: a.re 'allowed, the Government tis well as ,the, samindara can· avoid considerable-amount of expenditure. · · Further ,: we -can· S!:1,Ve
Iotof money of the Governtnen:t aswell of"the zamindars· in: regard to·
&.ses relating'to lan~s._.No'!, if a zamindarhas to suehisneighbour for breaking his bomn« (the boundary line) of the field he has' first of · all
make · an
application to a tahsildar: ' Then he ·has to go. in appeal to a revenue .officer
and finally 'to· the collector/ And even · here his troubles do riot end.
If the case is decided in bis favour he has wrther to' seek •the· aid df a civil
for takmg l>QSS~S~fop..;pf _t-be;Jand Wl;9Dgly ipoflSesseilJ>-y, ,llis neighbour.
All this, in ·my o:pinion, ¥'• unnecessary and can. be avoided by making necessary amendment in the procedure governing .sueh cases. The long and short
of this is that ~ 1h.e qp;ve~eq\ wer1:1, t<> try sin~:i:e_ly . t?.J>rip~ i,s ~a.noes
on a sound I should say, permiµtently sound -foot1I1,g, 1t caµ save a lot of
~ts expenditure.'
·
··
··
·
' · ·

can

w

a
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,think,

,
The Jails Department,
should
.can b~ made quite -S~li-.supporting if things are handled properly. . It is strange .tli.at a. prisoner, who belongs
to an agricultural class, ds made to grind com while .he can be .otherwiae
more usefully employed. - . Because; such· a Jabour i~ not according to his
taste and he eennot be expected. to put his heart into. that- .kind of work and
if· he does -it under compulsion or ,for fear of canes, the GQvernment: cannot
gain mneh from his labour, Of eourse. if- such a prisoner.Js .empleyed on .
some work relating to agriculture,. he Qail. bring much profit. to .the Govem~
· ment · and if he is- taught. improved methods of. agric~ture while in jails he
ean also prove a. better, citizen outside.the.jail onthe expiry ofJrls term Of
:imprisonment.> Similarly~ 'i.f. a. ·carp~ter -or .a shoe-mskee Ql'. 'Yeaver. i8

se

-eonfined for an offence in a jail; he should be given the wp~k 1or which h13 i~J
b.E!t.ter,sp.ited. and by which be. can eam,.,µi.o~e for,,tli,e., ,Go:v~rnm~t, as .a.;

1>psoI1er.· · If tins ·at1ggestion. . i~ adopted I.a:rp. SUJ:~ that the Jails.·:O~partn;ren~j
·-can be made a self-supp,orj;µlgd.epartm~t ~,.nota,n earning Qne. . . . . . . .
: . Mr. Nanak ChandJ~andi~But JVhl!>t w:ork should beJgiven to those·
who are . thie:ve~J>yprofession ? . · . . . ." . , · . . •
. · ·.
:
. , r : _. ·• ,.
The Hc,nc,urableCaptain Sardar Sikan,d~rHyat Khan :. An.d 1f ~:,
l?,wyer is punished with. imprisonment; what work should be allotted to ·h.im,:
(laughter) J · ·
· ·
· ·
·

.l(han,Bahadur Mian. Muhammad Hayat Qureshi : The~e ar~ D!&nY
•9the;r Government departIIlent~. ill which there.is.much,Bco;pe,fol'.' retreneh-;
·:m0I1t; .T;be .departments like that .9f Fisheries ca,µ. be, safely s~f&ped. · I.,
w~:µder,why the Fisheries.Department is being retained, althpugh-on ,every'
occasion the .Gove~ent has bee;n reminded tliat it is a ~l~ss departme~~f
~d it-is a bnrdenon the ;fin;ances of the.provinee,
.' -: · ;,
.
.<,
. . · Before I sit down I want to make it .olear that the zamindars are no,
tlqngar: ahfo.1o. bear the .heayy· burden .o( abw..~a .a~d 1~114 ,tpv~nue.:· .They'.;
-deserve some .special. co:ricess.ions to. relieve them oCthe present distress..
As has been said by Raja Narendra Nath, they have already sold what they,:
.had g<>t. to meet ~he!i)iabilities. ThEly have sold their :<>~i#ent&, ~4 _even
'their cattle and there'fanothing.left 'with them. to· enable thetn W p'tty · o~.
land. revenue and, abiana according' to
presmit rates .. ' . tt is,. totally :wmng 'to say that these zamindars liave beeri selling their ornaments.to make profits'
br.. the _pse ~ the priee of ·~old-. · The.fw~<>~hle members sp,.9old.know, !f,.,
they do not already know it, that they areyery loth to J;>l'trt with th~~:
:oma~enti;i ahd, if t~ey haye,sol1 the~,'they h~ve been ~(?piPe~ed to do so;
'D.Y eireumstaneea .. The ch,arge is also unfounded that the za;rmn<J,ars:have,
-of late <lOntnictedthis bad.habit of asking'for concessions'evel'Y:tiine,although:
they do not actuall;t sta~<l in ileW of ~ucli . concessions.. I Olin say withou(
any !ear of' oont,radiction'that t.here is no: o~her ,comm:tlllity: which is . mo(~~
forbearing. and . which can: 'pati~ntly bear' all troubles: than. Jhe. ia.IOlllda,rs:·
ltris the one Coll'.lIIimiity Whifh niailageR. fo ineel .iti 'luibilities\mtil its 're~
aourees arti exhausted .. ·. The. :za~in<mr~,. are _th~ l~ast: pr,epa~~d tq give any,.
~ro~1bl.e to the Government t~ they, can helpit. . ~ut t~ey_ are, .a.s I h~v!:',
. ' ' ., . explain.ail. helpless. To help these r,aliµndahl.it is the d~ty:
a. P.IL
;.' .
·of· ·t.h• ~·, -'G
Ov0rrim0n.t
· as, •well."
a~ of • 'th0;.J €0.n.,ncil to; .o
at:
.
...
., '.
·. ·.·· .
', '
, . , ..
· .·
down' the sxpenditure .as' much as. ~ssible and. I.
-appea~ to both that' they should make every.effort to prcipo~~ 'litid accept'.
all reasonable.cuts in the budget. We should not pass the bndg_etas it bas:
'been presented to us lest 'it'should be said
some other' oc~iori,
con~
:cessionIs demanded for the za,niindars, that the Coun6il. ·pa~ijed 't~e h'1dget·.
·without"opposition when it was presented 1,>efor~'it ''lD,d ~~tit has:coine ~pwi.
t.o ·ask: for concessions· for the. zaininda:r~ (hear,. hear), . With these · word,s.
l resume mv seat.
· · · ' .· ·
· .· · ·
· · ·,
:' ·
· ·--!,
· Lala· Chetan :Anand: .(Wl3st Punjab Towns,.· non~M.hliamn'ladan,
·urban) : · Sir. I congratulate the Honourable Finance·M~inbeii<o~. 'the lucid;
budget which he has presented to uq and mainly beoo11:se he has n~t propos.ef
"1.lly new t!l,xatib-n. · · Any new taxes wo1tld have· ·been intolera.ble ifr tho p:re- i
sent cirellliistan.ees·and aili this-time of depression; There is no doubt tha.t a; 1
,good deal otbur-d~n of ·this; top·~eaiYY,'.ad:ministmtion ~uld ~e red:ueeq, ·'.I(
i=
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[Lala
Anand:] . . . . . . .
. .
. ..
.. .
; ... . . .
'. :
is a matter of common knowledge that the incofue of zamind~ts and members
of the trlilling community has gone down very low in oomparisori with ptevi-:
ous years. But the Government servants ha1>e not been (#ea.tty 11,ffected 'by
this depression. Tlrere bas been ptopos~ a cut of
·pei' ~t in their·
pay .. T}ley are not veey much losers owing to that cp.t because ·they are·
gsiners in that they pay · a low rate for the commodities which they use.
Besides,' a cut of 10 per cent. on all grades of pay does not look fair. 'There·
should hil.ve been a graded cut from 25 per cent. to 10 per cent.
' · ·
. It is significant that of the 9,81 lakhs ~f expeildittli'e, ·(62
have·
been budgeted for the beneficent departments; while last year 2,84 lakhs..
were eat.1:Iia.r,ked f6t these departments out of 10,48 lak)is o( total expenditureThese figures cl~a.rly show that the axe has been more largely applied to the·
b.en~ce.ftt departments than to the other . civil . departments· and e~en,
among the beneficent departments, it is E<jucation and Public Hea~th Depattments which have been greatly affected. There has been a · decreaseof 14 lakhs •of rupees in the Education Department and S!. laikhs ih the Public"
Health I>epartment, · and these ate the departments which concern the public1

JO

la~

~~-

!

~

(Fe~zepote, Muhammadan, Rui-al). (Urdu):.Sii'., r
tpinlr that lllY honourable friend Chaudhri Allah Dad. Khan was undulybatsh when he .said . that the Finance Department. did nobdeserve ourthanks a:rid
coilgratulatio~s for placing before us the _estimates of iueome~d ex:p~nditure for the next financial year. He will, I a~ sure, concede·
that on account of serious financial difficulties it was no easy .job to prepare·
· the b~d&et ~or this year ", From what I personally know as ~ member of .the. $tapdmg Fmance Committee, I can safely say that the Fm~nce Secretary-must have Worked hard.and put his whole heart into the "fOlk in order to·
make th~ budget as much acceptable to usas possible. You will be interest-,

. , Pir. Akbar '.Ali

our

.io...

ed. ·
l~.• ~.. .t.hat .after . the Retren·.ch~.ent . C·o. . nuajt·t. ee m.1:1e. t.n,igs. in. ;wbi.~h. • a lot.·'
o(work. 1w~ done IJ1ilw"ys used to find tlie Secretary agam buried m the'pile of 'files on his table. He is, to say th~ least, . very hard working and
sympa.thetfo tco !ind I am riot prepared to believe that under. the c~um~. staj:lces a. better b~dget could have been placed before us by another Finane&
f:?.~~i:'etary witlout the co-operation of "the other dep~rtments.
In this connection I :i;nay as well say that it is not only the Finance Department that
is wholly responsible for preparing a satisfactoryor a balanced budget. The-,
' other ci~partments are equally responsible arid unless these are prepared to,
bring down their expenditure even aft~r the pressure. brought to bear on,
th~In by the Finance Department, the latter cannot help producing theresults ~hicli have been placed before us. The stricture th~t ~has beep or
may be passed on the :Finance Department is, tl:ierefoi:e, not a1togetherjustified. Rather it deserves deserve eongratulationa.
·
_
. Proceeding. _on the assumption that the Finance Depart~ent is, not.
much to "blame, tlie question that now arises is .as to how t.he bµjlget could bebale.ncedi Is .it possible to do so· by increasing the -ineeme or by redueiag:
the expenditure ? It is as clear as daylight that it is wellrtigh impossible
tQ _incroo,se th!3·income~
We must,. therefore,, t»m:our attentmn-to the
expenditµre side and see where ·it· can be reduced for achieving t~e object wehave ,in yiew •. Of this I am certain that there is a considerable scope for

·
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retrenchment in the expenses the.t are proposed to be in, urred on the various:
?epart,:i;n~nts only if the members. seriously tafk!e the problem and are not.
mliuenced by extraneoas -consideeations, If it 11;1 the id~ty of the Govern.ni.e~t . to place the financial position of the province ~n a secure and sound
footing, it is no less the duty ofthe members 0f this Council to help and cooperate with the. G.ove~nt
in t.his matter. And Ii am sure that if ~h&
hq.µoumble. members had -~ot adQpted the very irrespohsible attitude which.
they eshibited laat 'time wheµ, fhe Retrenchment. ,Ubipmittee1s. repotj;. W!l,S.
under consideration ~nd. if they had all supported the report then; ne~rly all,
if not aQ, of its. reco~endationa.'would have been. adqpted b;y th? Govern~ent •. ,We. could then. ha~e a~ked for a. further ret!e~chm~~t which, I ~
say with confid,ence,. JS ·. possible and our financial , position would not
ha~e appeared as depressing as it appears to-day. Before rproceed further;
I should like to remind the members that. while di~cussing . the budget;
tp.ey
do well not to criticise adversely t~e depart}A~nts such as, the Irrigation Department for surrendering large amounts of tnoney. Such a step
will discourage oth~ departments from showing the 'desired results. We
,rill do well if, instead of saying that such departments .used to be over-fed
and used to get morethanthey actually required,.we appfeciat.e their action
and admire . the attitude displayed by them, It is needl~s.s to say that we,
a.re. in the grip offinancial difficulties-and we want a good. deal of saying to,
relieve the poor zamindars of their present distrese. Hence W'3. shall have
tp be careful in our criticism ofsuoh departments lest the other departments
should hesitate to send up reduced budgets in future. ' ·
· · :.
.

wm

.

/

This. reminds me ofthe miserable condition of Ule' iamindars. it .fa:
true that the crops this year both in the barani and canal areas were quite·
satisfactory in the beginning, but on account of ~he scatity funrlalls the crops:
iti the 'barani areas do not 'promise yield much. It is! not the bumper crops .
alone oii which the prosperity of the zamiridars depen'd's: In fact, the chief'
factor that makes or mars their fortune is high- or low prices. . It has been
said that the mininuim average · yield of wheat p~r-:acre~is 8 maunds for
which the zamindar ·gets at least Rsd2, the rate of wheat per maund in thernarket being Rs; l-'8-0;·and that be should be able to pay-0ut of this income·
land revenue and abiatia.' It is quite so; but I may point out t4at in arrivingat this result th~ fact has boon lost'sight of that half Ofthe . share on new canals.
and nearly two-thirds of the share of produee 'on the ol~ ean.als :goe's to cultivators or tenants, There is yet another factor which shpuld ltave been. taken
into consideration in this calculation. As we all kno't, an·average zamind.ar is. not a rich man and as such when the time com~. fot paying Governiµent, dues, he 'has perforce to sell tlte produce of bjs lands a.t whatever price,
it ~ay !etc!>, at that l~e and he cannot afford .to wait. f-0r .1!,. favoumqle opppi'tunity.. It i'.s.~I.~ well~kno~. that if the. price of +,gn~ult~l prodti~e is:
Rs. 1-8-0 m the w~rket, the 'zammdar -gets only Rs. l-4riO for vanous obvious.
reasons.. Even if it is taken for granted . tha,t . his inctjri:te per aere is Rs. 6:
after deducting the share of his tenant. it will lie adnijtted. that that is too.
pll
him tE<PitY land r~miue and al)_ian4 'according to the'. :prese~t, ratfjs
after meeting the: expenses oii produgtion and the '. bare hooessities .
is rt matter of .common knowledge that abioin~ :"Was excessively e~·

to

for
lite. tt

ot

lio;ii~~. tii 1924 Oil. the ~~ ot .pricij~ P!evaUitlg in • 1 ~20-.21. . This iai~(ir. Ye!ttWas exceptiorudly favomhle to the tammdais ·and th& priees of a,gnoitltarall
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~hicli
say

produce . had ;ith~l\. reached'. ·tbe: highest pitch bevond
they could . not"
.go/.·. Since tMt year the~ has 'been a steady fall mtheee;prices and now·
they
Ctn:he: nown .to. the' lowest level if I: m~.y
so. 'It is, therefore,· .
. in the fitness bf things that the' rates of land· revenue and t.ib.i,ana .shonld he
brought down; to 'the. present. level: of prices, as . they were 'increased some
jea.rs ago in ~ew of high prieu." It is a sound policy' tbo.i the rates of i~d
revenue and dbi,ana should vrtry with' varying prices and if. the prices have.
gone down· by 100 per cent. Qbial,ia and "land revenue should also he reduced.
by the same p~ cent. I ~ealisa that in order to act as I haye. suggested
:in order to do full jtibti~e to the zamindars, drastic cuts in.:every item of
experiditure will have to be made, but I feel at the. same fii:'ni; that such 'cuts.
can. be effected without injmitiee to any one. I take; for e:mmple,.th~ item.
o~· expenditure relating to ihe salaries of our Honourable Ministers. I hope
}·wµI ha excused if I f!ll,y tba~ .these Ministers are busy" '\\ith 'doing nothing.'· Nearly 1fhe whole .of the' work is done by-the I. C; S. 'officers who are
employed under them as their secretaries. As I said on another occasion,
if the reports pf the secretaries on the files disposed of by_ these Honourable'
Ministers are .~ken a way from' the .files and the Ministers_ ar~ asked . to write
orders,' I am ~ha.id they will not be able to do · so. · They are mere signing
machines andi they . are known. to be · doing this work within'. half an hour
because some 'of them come to the office at 12 and go back at 12·80. They·
are not returnjng us even Rs: 1~000 out of Rs. 5,0QO 'that we pay them
in the .form of the work done by them .. If they themselves are delinquent
how can they i;l,sk othersto work for at .least .7hours a «lay'! ,I admit.that
some of them :have, by-their ability, managed to create unduly ·:great
:µiterest in th~ inin~s o(tl,ie public with regard to .· certain' apparently very
unimportant dl;)partments included in. their portfolios:· They have p:rovid~
the public with soxn,ethirig to 'keep then( busy fightfu:g and° quarreling: ~y
~rooting this µi~er~..
· ..... ' ,
,
. ;:
.·. .
. · ·.
Muk@d,Lal.Puri::The
bonourable.member.is spookingaga.im!t
the }(linister:a ~nd Lfind that the Ministers treat, this Council with contempt,
by remaining p,bsent .. .It Isno use our discussing the budget in the House
..if the Govern~entis going to treat us with this contempt, that the Honourable Ministers consider it proper to be delibamtely abs0lltt:that the honourable member js dm:wing attention of the. House to· their department11,
The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan : Sir, the
senior Ministef is in his seat.
· 1
•
•·

have

and

.

Mr.

. Mr. P~~ident: The p6int raised by the honolJ?al>fo member for iil~:
dnstriss deserees the attention .of the Lilader of the House. The members
of the Councill~e-like the shareholders of a big company, which.the Mmis~
ters are directors. Therefore" when the shareholders assemble to criticise
the actions ofihe directors, it is only fair that the latter .should be present. .
Pir A.kb.The,1tfinisters have proved the accuracy ofmy statement by their absence, Why shonld they remain in their .seata, .here in th,e
Council Chamhe:r when there is :µ<>thing to intel'est thent . lllt what we. say ?
'1bey ?a:ve nc:t~ear .~Hosing their Rs. 5,~.
They know that there aia tmee
.different 'Ya.ye. to WJn pver _the tbr.ee sections of the H9~e (hear, hea,r). • ~.
~cconnt
stringeney they have not
little work.,
. . . : . ·-:of ~the:.financial
.
.·.
. .now gqt evoo,.
..
. ·"that
.. ~
:i

of
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-which .they used to make a show-.of -doing, ,When theta.is 110 nioqe:y' for
-de'\Teiop;ment why. should there. be Ministers ? In the .pa.st• the work ,of .some:
-of themhad been .to ereateposts for, m@; and not find man for posts •. .But
--0wing ta stringency of fµnds even the creation o;f such posts as fodder
-expert, fruit specialist and a. dozen other expertsand providing employment·
,for- their men.has ceased. ·. The second '.Minister should also have. done someithmg, at least something ,of the nature ·of. the--E~oouti\l'e Offieer Bill. , He
-eould have introduced and got enacted a University Act an:d something to,
-eheek .the objectionable activities ofthe. Text~Book Committee. It is very
·much .rottea and there is so much corruption in that , com!mittee that one
-shudders.jo think 9f it; ·
Lala :Gopal
= ~at kind of corruption prevails,' :fu. that comrmittee ? · . ,
·
·

Das

'PirAkbar·Ali : '·The books that are prescribed are al~ays · by inferior -,
:.authors and the matters that they oontain are not worthy
being taught to
· the: ;S'f;udents. I think there is more corruption in this committee than in the
:PO-lice -or ..-any other department in India.
,
It is true that drastic retrenchments have been effeetedin all the various
41G!Wernment departments, except the police. 80 far as the latter is eonoemed,"
,a Iarge:sure of money has been provided 'for the ruaintenaneeof the additional,
"}JOlice. · · Ithfuk the Government iii not wholly responsible. for that. So 'Iong,
-as the politfoal movement is in t1xistenee- and we 'do ;not •diseourage it and try·
rto '. ·create .a better· atmospherl3-, ' Government is . perfectly · justified
,incurring such heavy upenditur" with a view to maint~in1p.~ law and order-'
an the country. No doubt the Congress activities are now slaok: but to say
-;that the,Congress movement is now dead is wholly untrue. It has · so far shown
mo signs'of weakness, But on the other hand the Congress has acquired·
"sufficient · strength through the lukewarm policy of Government.
I
~know its- prestige is in•dange:r. ' I have myself heard people saying many
ibad things about Gov:ernment in the presence of its officers who never took'
"llOtice of them as if these were sitnis to which women resort· on· the occasion
-ot it marriage procession. I do not hold brief on behalf of the British Government, hut I say that it is the duty of· every'govermnent worth the name
to keep up its prestige.' Our Government can rely upon t4e,za:rp.indars who,
ili.ave :always helped it m times of. need: These· people have absolutely no
;aympathy ·with the Congress a:ctivitieii; But the plight of the zamindar.
is most pitiable.· .. H~ is a very useful: ally -of the Government who should
·[ea'\Te ·no stone unturned 'to ameliorate· his condition. He is now· faced 'with
.a very serious. 'situation; He is suffering from many. hardships. He has
ito pay land revenue. Re has to repay his loans. But-if-he-pays the former,
.and cannot pay the latter, certain ,magistrates send
to jail on false-eases -under section 107, Criminal Procedure Code. The zamindars · who
,eonsider the Government to be their mai bap are "9'ery· sintple -people, , (.A.ni
Jlonour.abZe MemibM" : Consider what ?) They consider Government what
you do not consider it to be. I wi~h they :know you fully well. - My.
ihonourable friend from Ambala has been pleased to rexµatk .that out of
dihe two annas reduction in land revenue one anna has go:t\e to, ,lambardars.,
1: could have.understood him if he had ~id th.at one anna was pocketed.by. .
the tah.sildar_or his staff.
•
·
;_ . Chaudlui Allah Dad·.Khen:
one·.'~nna,is onJt~e~t
ma?b~.t.
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But ·no

.Pit Ak'bar Ali: . That ma.y hate happetied in his il<iq<i.
suoh
thing has happened in my ilmja. . . So mi: iis I know the zamindats of iny. t!,ti;qti,
are grateful to . Govern:rnent for the reduction recently .mad.$ · in .tht:Y l&nd,
revenue. Some time back when I told some zarinndats that Go'9'erruttoot
also needs money, they were surprised and rem.aiked, why should Govern. ·· ment need money when it has not to incur any marriage expense$ or to buy ·
aliy ox ? These people are so simple that they _think matriage · or'
purchase of animals to be the only two main itellls of expenditure; . Anyhow
l explained to theni that Government needs money to rim its -departments.
These people badly require yow' help in all directions. I 'Would ask ·thes
Honourable Minister for Education to introduce optional F....nglish classEJS in all
ve:rnacular. middle . schools be<;aus~ the st~dents ;wpo, ffiilll'. p11ssin? the ;ver- naeular middle schools examination, desire to join high schools, have tostudy_ English for two years. If optional classes are. introduced, tpis ex.tralabour and expenditure for two years will be avoided.
· ·.
·
I would now draw the attention of the Government to certain otb~r ..
matters. Although the suggestions which I am going to make may ·appear
inconsistent with my desire that fresh avenues o! incomeni~y bl3 ~xplQred,
I. am sure that if they are adopted, Government would sta.n4 to . gaiµ
in the long run. The litigant public now refrain from <>htaining e..opiea of
j'!ldgtnents on account of the exorbitant rates charged £.or Qht.1ti.ning, ElilO'h
copies. I would, therefore, request the Government to .reduce .these . rates ..
Besides, the court fees. were enhanced. under conditiona . which . were q\iite·
different from those obtaining now-a-days in the country •. The peop\e'do·
not . institute suits. They do no.t prefer appeals and second a,ptx,als. · ·']he
court tees are prohibitive. l am saying all these things on iny personal.
experience. Decrees cannot be executed, It ia only the· Co-operative _D.e·
partment which maooge{to have its decrees. suec_essfully executed. This.
department was originally created with a view to ,relieving_ -the ~am.indars
of their indebtedness. It worked for some years; (01: their benefit. Bu.t
now it is doing more hann than good to them .. The reason. for,this ie :tl1at
the department is now being ran mostly, by officers "ho . have got
synxpathy
for agriculturists.
(Diwan.Bahadur Raja N.are:n.dra ¥,ath; , Question.) Ydu
may question my statement, but the .fact is that. tbe m11,jori,ty .of inspectors:.
and sub-inspectors are non-agrieultnrista, I am sure th1tt this department·
can extirpate the zamindar eommunity within a.week. _ Well,:I was.lf!.lWtlg
of court fees. They are excessive. Another point for eorui.id;eJ."8,tion is that.
according to the law-on the point and the rulings of t~eHigli-Cou.rt, the p~of
cedure for the plaintiff who brings money suits Olli bonds is quite simple. . Re·
engages a vakil on Rs. 10 or Rs. 15. But when the suit is, decreed, the cost
of plaintiff's counsel is calculated on the value of the .suit, It. is .:verylia.~
for the judgment-debtors to pay such heavy eosts. I tberefore .req~e.st
the Government to .fix reasonable costs of counsel. in · such. suits. :Tlie•
counsels should also be 'made to file a. certificate of the fettS.: seccred bv them
and the counsels' costs should be-calculated, accordingly .. :
•
.
I would now draw the-attention of the Government to·a·serious~e-riW.e&·
of the lanilfardats. When they go to the tahsil headquattets in otdm: tt> • de•
posit the land revenue collected by theni in the tahsiltreas~, they ha\i'i) tc,:.
give one rullee to siahna~, one t.o wasil6aqinawis an~ ~to.the t~as1irer.
U they fail to 'do so, the payment is delayed till 4 l";M~ that day or till th~ next
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--day which causes great inconvenience to Iambardars fo~ · they are amti4
91 th~ xq9.n~y b.~jpg lost qr stolen ~~Y, in which case thet are also liable to
ctjw.w.~J. pri:>:secuti,on'. 'fh;ey. are al~a.,ys . very 11,nxious to :g~ back fo tl>.~ir
.vi,Vas~s as soon as Jhe· mon~;y i~ p~iq ... ' Pr~vicm,S~Y,' the, pad .to 'pay owy
one rupee- but now they have to p~y three. ft!.pee~~ I J:equestt be <love~~~t
tomake its servau,ts to be contellt \vith one rupee owy. .'
•. ' ' .
. ,·
.
..:;,
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'·
,
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.·
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~~s. on&-:6.R.h ·. is. deposited ' in ' the ' Imperial Bank. ' 'Wqen tlµ.s. deposit. is
~~. be withdrawn the blink aiq9iotj~y r~f\lsE( to nia~e P~)'Ille#t
th~ wjtij-0rawer p:rodttces. two person~ whom the .bank· authorityt knows. arid who
·¥a;ve tthei,t-'accem,its with the· 9ank; . This' is· a great hardship for the· "1ith·di'awe:r Wb4 US'1afly'·bii,S t9.g6 to a,' p'etition~writer'who ha~ account with the
·ba~ and gi~e p.hn ten'. qr' twelve rupees. · • Th43y have ~ery often to st9,y
in cities: for two ;or tht~e <l,a.ys whicbinyolves 'extl1!> expeµditnre. _I would
:r~nest t~e'Gove:mment to remove the difficulties of these !IOOPle.
·_ . 'A:o. ~~~o.ui-ab)e. lp~J?~er~ p~_rbaps, Qur~S~li S~ib, has objectedto t~~
~t,~~t':nt th_at )nchan C!~ service men are c~ns1df!red t~ 'he better publi~
11eryl\n,t.~ th~n prQvincial QivH service men .. I have sympathy for provit\cit)l
'a,~rvj,e~. pie,g. 'b11t it ,ca.nnqt -: b~ denied ~9,f the. views of the former. ~8
\>roitger~ · · TJl?~ are}JO~ narrow-Iriii;idef ~ebpl~; · Pro~?i~I
'.~~'W,, ~e~ce men !J,ltllough }?eµig p11~hc servant~ are stillj.Hindus, }!-asllins
.'~ii4~ik~s~. ',Jlµs ab0,ws tllat fhe ~qlt],ies with us•a11~.,notwith the E)tiglish
~t>le~ ·
s-iµ-e.~e can . never be fit for self·govemm~*1t
long
t)l~
~:i;n~l
batre~ ~nd nmtuel d.ist,wst fin~ ::tavout ~$ tJS I de not ~~
io say that only Indians are to blame. , There are some En~en
who~
their sh.o~sightedness, are doing ~eat harm to their o"1µ 'cause in India.
(An Irf~rable Member : ' 'For instance ?) I am not 'goin~ to give iristanoes.
Y'Ou bow'that they are not II few.
· _
.. \1
. AgiicJiltu,:oe bein~ - the main occupation ·of the zn.miliqar c9mmunity,
1 iectuest the Hono~ble ~ter
for Agriculture to. take 'some prac~ical
~steps ·~· relieve the za:aiindars of tfieir present indebt$ess/ .· We ·admjt
-tliu.t the theori~ l)i'9poundE)(l by the Honourable Miiii$ter are laudable.
But we want some practical work. for the high salary the Minister is drawing.
·· .. With··regard' to the Jails:-Department; I would. poinfi.·out tlla,t the old.
,&mi,or· provincial ciw service riien transferred to that :~epartw:ent h~te
-signally fiilled. to fulfil the object . for which they wexe sen~ there. . It :wg.s a
blunder to send senior' old men. Yo\lllg officials with snit\ller sala,ry sho~d
nave been sent. By the appointment of these men you have moreai.sed
the expenditure of the department without effooting in· the least the m_uoh
:required reform in. this department. My honourable friehd from Mianwali _
has tok). me that the· young Superintendeni <if the-Mia.nwa,li Jail has done
lot of w-0rk. Be bas reduced the expenditure per head
.Rs; 2. or Re; !ij.
I would, therefore, urge that young
should- be employed· in this depart•
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PlliY of tile chaukidars has be~n enhanc~q. . The~e cliaultjdars
~~e~ tl.w·tl,iwnb ofthe police and not the se;ryants of the ~ininda:i;s.'. · l'bey
~~e. SQ to ~y. the informers of the police. ·Their
sbouJa be reduced.
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I invite the attention of the Government to another importanCni'a;ttei.
:~ome '·officers of Goveninient. are in league with . Congi:ess: Tµ~y talk 'siKli'tion in private; Such: officers, are to some extent responsible fi}r · the state·of affairs now 'prevailingin the cou'rltry.
.
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. .
Another point .worth notice is that the high officers who should be going-<iut . for checking the work' 'of their subordinates devote their time in office,
'routine, which
t~lly·not .$0 useful from. administrative point of view· as.
'his going out and soofug the work of his siibordinates:
--~-. . . . . . .
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l£ the. sub-inspectoi:
be in fear that thE3, superintenden(will,p,o~/to
visit the police station of which he is in charge, he wi1:]. be more careful.
J)Uperintendents have been ~urned. illto clerks an(lit_ is due to this fact ~t,
:the control over the subordinate officers of the police has slti..ckened •.. ,_;t\{OJ,'S:-over, as the supe.rintendent_JeIQaiµs busy _over his files he, rE3qujreii the assistance of the deputy superintendent of police 'and inspectors to visit police

:!~a:~t
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5
t~~cr::::c~~o~~=~~e~!i:~~u;!~~1l~~-r:t!~u:!Zx~:nt:f~
~otfi~rwise they are not needed. . As these. <>~ce;rs ar.e not able and ~xperienc·
'ed, th'e eonfrol becomes ile'fective; In, reality supervision is the 'work of the'sup~rintendeilt: , ~OIIle time• back 11 police superintendent. told me that'. Op.t}e
_he wanted to p.~ ve a. book rebound. For this 2 an,nas '\\'et~ required. _ He Md
'to writ~ to · the Dep~ty .Inspeotor-General again ~:o:d again before· h&
. ':coul~ get the sanctioriof 'th~ officers for this small expendit~e! . It, i~. !?~
;~co~t ,<f.s9-c4 )iffau,;s ,that' the Government 'is_ ~cknaii;ne4 ~if ka{Jh~i''.~d
aaft;ri ha,1<,umi:it.
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My next submissioI1-i.S that only thos~ people a.re appc;n.nt~,,hono~fY
magistrates and judges who are not fit and qualified for,t~.e dp.ti!:)s_. Gove~~~~t; bestows tp.f)Se honours only on those :Wh9; are flatt~r~j;!, ap.<]. .:whoseJ 9nly business is,,to:-pleitse the focal officers.
To ·or,d~r~.J.Q ~ke th~,.po~itiqn
of ihe. Government ·strong it is necessary tnat eapeble.men, w~o hav'.e ggt
_ ~:nonce in. the ilaqa and who are :we.n-to-do ~d. fr~a _from
:b,a,rrassrqent should be appointed honoi;azy ju,dgei,and, riia~trates'.7 :<
!; ·. · Then, ·the,iinterest!i of -the zamindars,,are.:exp}oited< ULdi£fu:fon't;:ways~
-One ofth"ese ways is that of benami transactions~ If'you-winild0care -td.en-quire you,would findmany benami:transactioµs in the 7iu:a- tahsit No. one1cares ()Ven to look at the amendments to the Land. Alienation Act which
hvere made in order .to protect the interests of the zamindars •. -There i&,a.
·way. to stop these transactions and it is that the, mutation entries· may also:
ibe maderby registered deeds, The sum ·the zamindars: now give to the .·
: patwaris '. for .mntation entries, they will spend· upon -; stamps . to, get .the:ro.
.i:egisterea. It' .wiJI•not make·aiiy difference- to· 'them.:;·,This. ·suggestion is:
worlli eonsideringr . r·
;; ·, " '
. -,Again, 1:1; strange conventionof judging tho merit of the officers bas··been
!establliihed> It ·istba.t 1those police 'officers in *hosi{areU:s ·more ci'inies are\ committed are, tegarded mote efficient and those '_ officers who are very s~rict
who do fiot' allow the . criminals a· free' band are regarded as. unfit and
· inefflcient, Thti trenrendoua increase in crime is to some exten.t"'due to this; ·
-, An officer . whose control is slack is really-an enemy of the Government arid
not a friend. Another cause of the increase of crime is that in order to get
.:
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credit the higher officers of police desire to be pr-esent while the rendezvous
of the criminals is to be attacked. When somebody informs the sub-inspector
that at such and such a place such and such dacdits are. present he
sends word to his officer so that he may also come an;d have share in the
credit of arresting dacoits. . By the time the higher officers arrive the daeoits
make good their escape. The officers are always pleased with such subinspectors who in this way give them chances of earning credit. The subinspectors who are prompt in the discharge of their duty and. at once hasten
to the place where the criminals are known to be present are discouraged
and disfavoured.
The next point which I want to submit is that if itlstead of the zamindars subordinate canal officers are made responsible for breaches in the canal
it. would prove very much beneficial inasmuch as the number of breaches
will decrease. This· was done by· the Executive Engineer, Sirhind Canal,
Ferdzepore. Since the time he has made zaildars responsihfofor the breaches,
the number of breaches this year as compared with the:nuinber of breaches
that · occurred during last· year. has decreased. ·similarly. the zaildars are
made by the Executiye Engineer, Si'rhind Canal, Ferozepore, responsible
for keeping water-courses clear, and thia practice reduces
abzai
( ~ . . ; . ~1 ) cases. If this suggestion is put into . practice throughout the.
province_ you will soon find the condition of t~e zammdara improving.
My next submission is that the Governments' only iduty is not to check
politidal · crimes · and to adopt measures to suppress Congress activities. Timewill stop them. The Government should apply themselves ·to constructivework like imparting education, encouragement of industries and improvement of. economic condition of the country. The Government devotes its
a.ttentiou to· and wastes its time, energy and capital on such works as hydroelectric scheme. The hydro-electric scheme was started some year bac~
but it has not been completed up to this time. Every :year ·Go~ernmeht
bas to get grants to continue its work. . Every new year sets in with a revision of its estimates and 'procrastination of itfi completion. In order to
show that they are busy they have fixed supports for the electric wires all
through the length
the country. These supports which arEdroii. works
. have bases under them of brick work and for these. bases the contractors
instead of using cement use mueh sand mixed with a little cement. These
.bases will -soon.disrrrentle." When complaints 'are brought against· such sad
and· deplorable state of affairs the Government refuse to hold themselves
responsible .· for them; If Government are riot responsible for controlling
. and supervising a department, then whose .duty is it to do so ? If' theworks of the contractors are supervised. efficiently such occasions for complaint will never arise. Much public money hasbeen wasted.on the Man.di
hydro-electric scheme. Would it not be beneficial for the Government as
well as for the people if the work of this scheme is stopped? It · would
save the province a good deal. of expenditure.
At least enquiries should
· be madeinto the works that are being constructed in connection with· this
scheme. The Honourable Minister in charge of this -soheme should make
. these enquiries and try to bring under his control the mismanagement that
is going on there. If this is not possible then it would, be better if this
'scheme
is stopped .
. ·:.
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Rai Bahadur Lala Sewak Ram (Multan division, non-Mnbammad.an, Rural) ! Sir, T join in the chorous of congratulations to· the Honourable
Finance Member arid his very able Secretary. But wheir I look at the
.aeeounts showing the financial position of the Punjab Govemmeilt .for the
·past 12 years, I find that - si:ri~ tho introduction -of the Montford .1;efonns,
12 years had· passed and 12 budgets have been presented to the Council
constituted -under those reforms. Of these 12 years, there have been 7 years
-0f deficit- and .:5 • yeats of surplus. The last 8 years have been regular years
-of deficit. What · will ha ppen if this unsati•sfaot6ry financia;I _ situation
is allowed to continue? It is beyond oue's conception, , This situation
roust continue _ if .1;~e ; Government does not devise, meaps to cut _- down
-expenditure. People throw the blame on the Government . ancL say that
_ - Governm~nt wants - to' show - _that these ' rsforms
4, P. M.
a.re ~. abjiolU:te tailui·e , by not. - trying to 'reduce
-the ex~ncliture. of , the . P,rovince · but by going . on. incre,a,sing it _ every
.Year•. Those po,wers, whoever they are, are quite safe on the Goveni1.11ent
.Benches.. If, as in tpe British · Parliament, there has been a chance _of
members sitting on those benches coming, thisside and members sitting on
these benches - ta.king their places, they would have been careful. Now
th.at they are safe. they c_an do as t?ey_ like. B.ut_:certainly .I feanno_t com·phme~t them for presenting a .deficit :buclset for so man;y yea~s. ~ow ,~he
-question of retrenchment has been pressed on the Government. A Retrench:roent Committee considered the question for some time, T.hey have made
'their proposals. The Honourable Finance Mem_beI" - · says in the budget
-speeeh that they have tried to reduce a good deal of expenditure. ~nt
l fmd that not much reduction has been effected. There has been no. re·
I
-duetien in the salary or in the number of men at the top
are gettillS
~ugh salaries. The. dismissal of a few poor clerks o_r some chapr~sis, m.'. ·1;1,
few temperary engineers and people of that so~ who . are getting
]Clw salary will. not do, I understand that in the Agricultural l)f;rpartnien~.
i ..som~hing like 50 tempora.~ ~gri.cult~ral assistants have beep. discl:U\rged
]eavmg them to eko out their livelihood by some other meiµis_.. - :l bave · y~t
·to learn that there has been reduction or di::1cha.rge, ~xµc;,ng the officers at fille
- :.top. There are seve,r0;l instances. The Hon~urable Fin,an~eM~mberthink.a
tb~ t one of his most vigilant guardians of finance is. absolutely neces!!afY. l;.\µt
the Honourable Fina.nee _Member is th!' . best . guardia.n of . the. ftna,n_o~~·
"He ~~ g9_t a very capable Secretary and his Deputy SeQretary. 1 fail ¥>understand why he still wants an extra guardien to guai-d the finanees, I ,
-do not ~y that_ the officermust be discharged. He is I\ permanent Gove?Il· ·
ment servant and his salary is probably not voted. He can be made ~
-0£ in some other department instead of his guarding the finan.ces of this
· -deficit province. ~here are again other departments wl:uoh h_1,1,ve _ not, .at all
been touched, For instance, in the Roads and . Buildings Branch there i$c a
-speoial depa.rtJllent of the Government Architect and ·nothing has been: d@e
to_ retrench that department. It can easily_ be retrenched. In the Pubµc
. ·works Department, Irrigation Branch, there are three ChiefEngineers. When
-the S'1;tlej Va.Hey project was taken up, it was argued tµa.t an ext~a Chief
E:ngipe4:!r for that project was necessary. Now that that project is nearing
it.s_ end, I faij to understand why all the three Chief131ngineers should cor1tinu,~;
In order to give higher appointments, additions are being made to the oa~e
~f superintending engineers. I am an old settler in the Lower Chenab Canal.
1
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Tu th« old days when the. work was heavy, one superintending engineer used
-to do the whole work, but now they want two and in spite of the retrench·
ment, they still continue to keep them on. The same is the case on other
canals. The number of superintending engineers is so la!!ge that they can be
easily reduced. There is also a proposal that the Buildings and Roads Branch
should be cut down. It can easily be done, In the olddays there used to
be one Public Works Department which was run as one branch. With the
:increase of the irrigation system, the Irrigation Branch: was separated. If
-the buildings can be supervised by the executive engineers who are in charge
-of the canals, there is no necessity for special engineers iii the Buildings and
Roads Branch. As regards roads, there is a Communication Board which
-ean Iook after the roads with the help of an officerof the rank of a superintending engineer as secretary. Even as it is, the ordinary executive engi' .neers will not be required if a little more addition of efficers is made to
.the Communication_ Board.
_
As regards general administration, I may say in brief that it is a top·
.heavy administration. I have said so before. Some reduction can easily
·take place here. In the Retrenchment Committee's .report as also several
-times in this Council, it, has been suggested that so many commissioners are
.not wanted. If you look - at the pay of the commissioners under the head
General Administration" and that of the staff, you; will see how much
money is spent on them. If you do not want to abolish all the commissioners, at least a reduction cf one or two, in their. strength may be made as
.an experiment, dividing the districts of the Punjab among three oommis.sioners. If the experiment does not succeed, then later
you can add one
more. But some attempt should be made towards retrenchmQnt. When
·Government is being constantly warned that so. many commissioners are
.not needed, Government should reduce their number.

.-4•

on

When we were very rich in this province, some 5 y~ars ago we thougbt
'we could do a lot of development. So it was decided ~hat there should be
-two financial commissioners. In olden days there used to be one settlement
-commissioner for the whole of the province who looked ~fter all the settle·
ments and new colonies. 'It was a very · satisfactory arrangement, and
it went on for a number of years. Later on his work was merged into one
'financial commissioner.
,

The Honourable ·Sir Henry Craik : There was also an excise com-

missioner. That was a third post.

;

Rai Bahadur Lala Sewak Ram : If the revenue commissioner's place
-can be taken by a settlement.commissioner,. he can look after the settlements
and the post of one of the finanoial.oommissioners will thus come under
reduction. This can easily be done and done with success.
-

I

As regards the Hydro-Electric Department, the greatest critic of that
department now holds charge of that department. In spite of his being
requested to come,_he has seen his wisdom to be away. I submit that when
he was an ordinary member, there was only one chief engineer
.to look after the department. Now when he is a Minister he has got also
D
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a Secretary of the Hydro-Electric Branch drawing Rs. 8,000 a month. He,
is in charge of the department and he cannot do any work unless he has got a
secretary getting the same pay as the chief engineer.
As regards other recommendations in the Retrenchment Committee's
report, no attempt has been made to give eff~ctto them. For instance; the
.. Lee concessions were .given il). "times· when everything was ·very expensive
and when the cost of living had gone high. But now everything has gone,
down. I am sure-and I say wit;h great respect~ that the Government departments will see their way to cut down by at least half, if not in full, the·
eoncesaions which they had got. When prosperity comes again, they can
easily get them back. As.regards travelling allowance; I find from the budget
that a great deal of reduction.has been made. But I still submit that-a good
deal of further reduction -ean be made in that · direction.· Special allowances to officers are given. An assistant commissioner getting a ·salary
of Rs. 600 or Rs. 700 a month is put as officiating deputy commissioner·
and he suddenlygets an additional allowance of Rs. 600.or Rs. 700 a. month ..
These offic-iating allowatieee to officers are so great that they sometimes
exceed their regular pay if 'one looks at the civil list. Why should an.
, assistant commissioner' get an additional allowance of Rs. 600 a month
or so when he officiates as deputy commissioner ? Take awa,y these addi. tional allowances or reduce them by half..
·
Then· there is one thing which Government' always stands up for and
. that is the Simla exodus. . Ever since the introduction of the Montford
reforms, have been one of those members who have been · requestingGovernnient to reduce the expenditure on Simla exodus. If you look at
the budget- you will find a, large. sum allotted for officers and also their- .
staff on this. account. It may be argued that if the Finance Member and
Revenue Member are there, they want all their staff at Simla as alsothe Ministers. ';rhis .staff is in .my opinion" .-unnecessary. The' expendi-·
ture under this head can easily be reduced. All themembers of Government need not go to Simla for . the whole season.' They can spend a.
couple of months· here in turns. If Judges of the High Court can work,)i.,p to,
· 15th of July in Lahore, I fa,H to understand why these Ministers.and Members.
of Government cannot work in Lahore up to the 15th of July. If a
deputy eommissioneror a superintendent of police can work in the. i1,aqa
throughout the whole of the hot weather, why should he go to Sinila whenhe
comes to the secretariat? If the Honourable Finan~e Member goes 'to
Simla, the Finance Secretary can stay at Lahore, ,or ~ome such division can,
be made by which such a tremendous exodus ean be reduced.
Aga,in. leave rules require a good -deal ofW:odifi:cation. As regards thevacation pf the High Court and other holidays,' they have not taken any action
at all up te this time. The High Court vacation should be reduced and all
religious holidays must also be reduced. .
·
I now co~e to the Education Departmsnt. This department has increased very much since the introduction of the Montford 'scheme. There-is
no doubt it is a very happy sign. that with our prosperity this department has.
also been improved, education has been introduced and people are getting
more educated. But I want to give a little idea of the-difference between how
mueh Government is spending and how much';private educational institutions.
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are spending in the upkeep of their institutions. I submit that private a~ded
-schools cost about half as much as the Government schools do. More aided,
. schools can be worked with the money that is being spent on the Government Schools,or if Government does not wish to give aid to these schools,
equal number of schools can be carried on with half the expenditure.. ~t
will take a lot of time if I were to go into details but from the budget it is
clear that whatever money is spent on Government schools, with that
grant-in-aid nearly double the number of schools can be worked.

(.,., .

'

The Honourable Malik Fir~~ Khm Noon: What schools?
Rai Bahadur Lala Sewak Ram : Private aided schools.

As regards the Director and the inspecting staff, it is also increasing. I
would not say that they should be discharged-or reduced, but rriore work can
be taken out of them. There is one inspector for only·5 normal schools in
the Punjab. There is either no necessity for having him or more work should
be given to him. I am afraid, we cannot touch the salaries of the all-India
services. · Whatever has been done in this connection has been . done
by the Secretary of State and ten per cent. of salary has been reduced.
There are some departments in the provincial services. where reduction can
take place. In the Medical Department, pay has been increased abnormally
-as one could see from the civil list-because the salaries of other de,
partments have been increased. When they are allowed private practice,
why should assistant surgeons be started on such a high salary ? In these
days M.B., B.Ss. are quite ready, to accept rural dispensaries starting on
Rs. 80_ per mensem. Why then are th~y started on such high salaries when
they are taken as assistant surgeons ? · They get high salaries on the one
hand and they are also allowed private practice with the result that there is a
good deal of heart-burning in this profession. A good deal of expenditure
can be saved in this department and I am sure that medical men will not
be losers. An attempt has been made to reduce the Public Health Department, but I am very much in favour M keeping this department as, having
spent a great deal of my life in villages, I have come to the conclusion that
the Public Health Department has done a great deal. There is no doubt
that much retrenchment has not been done. I submit that more reduction
can be done in the salaries but the number should not be reduced, because
these health officersare badly needed in villages and rural places. Another
thing that Government can do, if they want to go back to old rules is, they
can save a little money . hy abolishing the time-scale of increment. In olden
days, when I look at the old civil lists, I find that it was only V6ry able men
that got the first three grades. For instance out of all the extra assistant
commissioners, and sub-judges who were then called extra judicial assistant
commissioners, only threo or four got Rs. 800. Under the present system
the pay automactially goes on and on and we find a large number of men
getting Rs. 800 or Rs:700 per mensem, If my honourable friand, the Finance· Secretary, makes up a list of what he spends now on this time-scale method
he will come to know how mueh more salaryis being given to officersnow than
it used to be given in olden days. This time-scale system must go and after
Rs. 500, only those people shoul1 get increments w:t:o are very capable.
These are a few items which I have put down as my suggestions to the
Government and Lthink that after reading the report of the Retrenchment
D~
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. Committee they will join their heads together and without dismissing.
· people but by reducing their salaries they will find that money can easily be
saved. An honourable friend of mine just now said that they cannot have
affioieut men on 1¥f pay. .They can get for all provincial services men on
fower salaries end if the recommendations of the Retrenchment Committee as
regards pay of provincial services are carried out, I am sure a good deal of
monev can be saved. When one sees how' the local Government derives
its income, he will find that tl,l.ey only get it out of land revenue, excise-.)
and stamps. There is no.other source of income: which brings.money to
local Government to run the whole province. Whatever paying departments
there are, like the. Income Tax Department, the Posts and -Telegraphs
Dspartments, the Railways and so on, they are all under. the Government of
India. Sometime ago in addition to that the Government of India also· took
-contributions from the provinces. So when we have lost all the big sources
<>f income we have only to depend on these three departments of land revenue,
excise and stamps. Income from excise is bound to go down with the present
tendency of the people. I think there -is a reduction. in the budget of this
year and if you see the figures of the last ten years, you will find that reduction
has gone on in the income from excise and next year there will be still more
reduction. As regards stamps, I have stated of and on that Government
does not see their way to reducing the rates of registration.
They are still
charged in urban areas at S per cent. Many devices have been worked out to
get out of this rate of 8 per cent. Every one wants to have registration done
because they are not satisfied with, the ordinary receipt, and if'yoi.1 come down
-to the old rates you will make. more income. Many people, I know, do not
get -their deeds registered. For the 90n:v:enience of the people who buy property, we should reduce the rate .. My fnend from Ferozepore said, that after
paving fee for registration a whole cumbersome process of mutation has to
be. undergone and a large amount of money has to be spent 'in the Revenue
Department.
The Registration Department may be instructedto refer the
matter after registration to the Revenue Department that such· and such a.
deed has been registered for such and such a land or house and that mutation
may be carried out. At present this procedure has to be started by the man
who buys the property and the result is that he has· to spend a lot· of money
in various places. Great stress has been laid by my friend over there that
'there should be no more extra. tax. I am very glad that the Honourable
Finance Member has told us that there will be no more taxes: But the way
he is spending money, I am afriad, will lead soon to some sort of taxes in
some shape or 'other. In olden days. when I. started work in Lyallpur
district, land revenue was only annss S per acre but it has now gone up to
Rs. 6 per aere in large areas, because it was said that the value of the land
bad gone up. What justification was there for the Government to increase·
the land revenue from annas 8 per acre, which I paid. myself, to "Rs. 6 per
.aore when water rate had also . been reduced ? Reduce, the water rate or
reduce the land revenue by half and vie will be quite content. If land
.revenue is reduced by 50 pereent. in colony districts then you will be justified
in charging this water rate, I will now finish my speech by reading one
oounlet. As regards taxation you must believe in the saying:r
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The subjects are like the roots and the king is like tHe · tree. My son,
the tree gets strength from the roots. Therefore do not ~o on taxing the.
people so much.
·
i
.
If you continue taxing people when they are incapable of paying these
heavy taxes and the urban people also are incapable of pa~ng, you will get
nothing. Instead of coming to that crucial point as so:me:. people in. the
Bombay Presidency or in. the United Provinces h3:~e c~m~~ it is better to
reduce the tax to such a pitch that people can pay it easily:• I find that my
tenants and even the land owners are absolutely incapable'. of · paying theheavy revenue and water rates. 1 submit that reduction must .be made. ·
. Khan Bahadur Sardar Habib Ullah (Lahore; Muh~madan, Rural) :
Sir, I would be lacking in my . duty if I did not express my appreciation and
sympathy for the Honourable Finance Member and his very,, able lieutenant,
Mr.· Puekle, the .Finance Secretary, because .n the very <ii4cult times they
have piloted. the ship of the provincial finances in a skilful manner and
:for t~e fraink and straightforward way in whichthey hav'~ presented this
budget to the Council'. Before I go any further, Twish to fohi in the appre-,
ciation shown for the services of Mr. Staig by the Finance :\\!ember,because
as a result of my experience in connection with the Hydro-Bleetrie Enquiry
Committee and irrigation schemes I can definitely ~y that had it
not been for the keen watch of this officer there 'would haveibeen waste and
unnecessary expense in this department (hear, hear). Th~re is no doubt
non-officialas well.as officialmembers fully realize the weakness of the finances
. of the province as they stand to-day. The Finance Department. will not be
less keen than anybody on . this side of the House to; improve them
because it is mainly responsible to keep the finances of the provinc0 sound in
order to carry on the administration to. the best of its a~ility and in the
best interests of the country. I will point out that at thi~ stage it will be
better to make some constructive suggestions and practical proposals than
to make mere destructive criticism. To say that this h,as ndt been done and
that has not been done and that the zamindars are losing, ~ill not do ; nor
even the mere expressionof oue desire that something should'be done for the
samindars because they are poor and they are unable to pay ·their taxes
any more. Who does not know these things ? These are the. things that are
absolutely patent on this side of the House as well as on the Gqvemmenb's side.
I will urge that it would be . more · beneflcial for the Finance Department
as well as for the country if constructive proposals were made at this stage.
Before I go further, I should like to say a word in connection with the,
remarks made by my honourable friend Chaudhri Allah Dad :Khan, who very
kindly pointed out to my speech of last year, where I said that the Finance
Department was not right in their estimates of revenue ~d expenditure,
It was not then v13ry difficult but quite simple, as it is even on this occasion,
to find out that the expenditure and revenue sides of the budget were not aeourately estimated. It may be that the world conditions being what they are,
one may not be able to forecast the year's income rightly. i All the same I
shall again point out to the Finance Secretary that · the est$ates now presented are rather optimistic. Without going into details I will refer to graph
No. 2 where the Finance Department has shown the proceeds from irrigation
as Rs. 480 lakhs and those from land revenue, Rs. 264 lakhs] I submit very
humbly that these :figures are very optimistic. Because, fo~ the last 4 or 5
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,
years, such high figures have never been reached and I fail to understand how
the department expects to get this huge amount in this' yea:r: of depression.
These t"\"o are the main items. of our income. The Finance ~ecretary himself has admitted in his very able memorandum at pages 12 and 18 that
the estimates .IIlay be considered liberal. He says:It fa possible to level the general oha.rge of excessive optimism agaillllt the estimate
of receipts unaer the important heads of land revenue and wat.er rates,

Again, in paragraph 18 at page 13The position of the Punj~b flnances as pictured in the budget for 1932-33. has ad~:
· mittedly Its weak points.
It also has got one strong point.
Expenditure
has been reduced.
· · ·
· ·
·
··

and so on. We are told that the Government hav~ done their very best to
· reduce the expenditure ; but the _details will be known later.
As we are situated to-day, all of us should seriously realise that we are
called upon 'to solve the problem of the finances ofthe province. , I venture
to submit that, there is only one way of doing it and that is, to increase our
receipts and to decrease our expenditure, · As regards the decrease in
expenditure, I shall reserve my remarks till I get the statement promised
by the Honourable Finance 'Member as to . what action . has · been .
taken by Government on 'th~ recommendations of the · Retrenchment · Coin- mittee and till we come to the discussion of the different grants. · As regards ·
. the increase in our revenue, the simple principle to be . observed is to improve the lot of the people. Unless that is done, more receipts will not be · forthcoming. If the people are happy and prosperous, you can put a
few more taxes without difficulty as people will be able to pay. At
present they are not prosperous as has been expressed time and again in
this House. "Seventy or 80 per cent. ·of the population depend· mainly on
agriculture and they have been taxed to the utmost; They have no more ·
capacity to pay. Unless you improve their condition, you cannot expect
additional income. The first suggestion that I will make in this direction is
to urge, the necessity for drastic legislation ·to relieve their indebtedness.
I. am sorry that I cannot · command the strength of language to commend, .
this suggestion with the emphasis that I would· attach to it. , But that is.
the. crux of the situation. If you are able to remove the indebtedness of the
agricultural -elasaes, the whole problem of the provincial finances is solved;
Any delay exhibited in this respect is simply wasteful, injurious and fata,l.
Another point-I am sorry that the Honourable Revenue Member is not
here just now, as it was the Honourable Revenue Member who a few.yeara
ago expressed the opinion which Lexpeoted him to carry into effect _ when he
came into power as he would then have better means of doing so. His pro- ~
posal was .to create a sinking fund-of a considerable amount of money, either
by borrowing or by saving al'.I.Il.ua;lly- from our ordinary and "extraordinary
receipts, to serve us in tim~s of need." When there is any relief to be given,
the relief should come· from the sinking fund so that the ordinary income·
should not be affected. . It was a very good suggestion and I wouldlike to
know how- far it has been given a practical shape-. ·.
The second point which I feel strongly about and by which I am sure
the finances of the province . will improve is to increase the earningpower of.
iille population which will naturally improve its spending power. That can .
only be done if Government could start a sort of programme for the uplift of
?'
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-:the rural classea.: .The rural reconstruction scheme shoufd be started at once.
I do not say that the results could be achieved in a yjear or two. Any. how some start should be made, some programme should be evolved. The
waste that is going on in the rural parts of the provineej.theignorance that
prevails and the poverty that one finds must be 'removed] and it. can be re. moved only by Government. It is not for the people lalone to do and you
cannot expect much from theignorant lot. · Government have to give them
.a lead and I would suggest at this stage that a special officer, a man of Mr.
Brayne's ability, should be appointed for the task. , I think Mr. Brayne
would be a very useful officer if he could .be put on special duty to visit the
villages and evolve some scheme of rural reconstruction; This work ought
to be taken in hand at once. ·
i
·
I should now point out, particularly to the Govemment, the dangerous
-eondition of our forests and low hills. From the budget.it will be seen that
we have not had the same amount of receipts as we had expected from irri• .gation. Why is it so? The main reason appears to ·.me to be this.
We have not had enough water in our canals and in our rjvers. That is due
to the condition of our forests and low hills which is appallingly bad. Those
. who are well acquainted with such ilagas of the province ;will bear me out in
this statement. I have had the good fortune of going : about and seeing
myself some of the forests and low hills in connection with the Denudation
of Low Hills Committee, and I may tell the House that c6nditions are going
from bad to worse. Unless somethigg is done at· once it will result in our
getting less and less water and more and more of chos areaa and floods. Perhaps to-day the condition could be set right with a Iew.Iakhs of rupees.
If we neglect to undertake the task now, it may involve us in erores and
crores in years to come, If you want to improve the receipts from irrigation, you. must look to the sources of evil.
.
There is one other point. Without going into details for which there,
may be an occasion later, I should like to draw the attention of the Honourable Minister for Education to the lack of provision fo~ any physical and
military training in our schools and colleges. This is a very important factor.·
.If we are going to have provincial autonomy which everybody expects will be
coming very soon, we must get ourselves prepared for t).iat. You should
introduce physical and military training in our schools and'colleges. In every
country in the world, except ours, training in this direction is provided for.
And I do not see why this. province, with its martial antecedents should lag
behind the rest of the 'world in this particular respect. It was rather a sad
commentary on the condition of our schools when going th.rough a pamphlet
I found that when the Skeen Committee went round to see· the condition of
·our schools they did not find even 20 students in the'whole of India of whom
·it could be said that they were really fit for military service. It is indeed
a very sad commentary on the system of education we ~re pursuing and I
press it for the attention of · the Honourable Education; :Ministerand hope
that he will take it up as early as possible.
•
These are the few proposals that I want to bring to tlie attention of the
House. But some people would Say _that these are the things that cannot be
taken in hand at once. I will again urge the necessity ofigiving these things
.a beginning at once. It does not matter how our finances :stand to-day, but
·these things have got to be done. The earlier you start the better it is
· ·:for all concerned.
'
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Dr. (Mrs.) M. C. Shave (Non-Official, Nominated), 1 In face of thefinancial stringency prevailing at present, to make a.
recommendation for further expenditure seems a curious position to take, but I have to draw the attention of the Council to a
matter which is of considerable importance to me representing as I do the
domiciled European and Anglo-Indian community in this Council. Wehave had placed before us the report of the committee of enquiry into
municipal affairs in Lahore and honourable members will see in the·
paragraphs dealing with the control of infectious diseases some extraordinary observations. At the risk of being considered a monomaniac by·
certain members, I-feel that I must return to . a subject which has long·
been my special concern, i. e., the Infectious. Diseases Hospital. Money-spent in the effective isolation and treatment of infectious disease is,
money. saved and .the increased expenditure I recommerid is thereforejustiiied. It will be, seen that Mr. Dobson's report in paragraph 89 says I
5 l',M,

I

J

•

Infect,ed patients, whose relatives agree to treatment by the municipal authorities,.
are removed to one or other of the Infectious Diseases Hospitals.

A section of the community I represent in this Council has no choice in the·
matter.
Railway people, when they contract infectious disease have to
be removed to hospital whether they wish it or not. They are not allowed to·
stay in their own homes. It is therefore of importance that the place to- which these patients are taken should lie in proper surrounding and properlyconstrncted. In dealing with the Iniectiomi Diseaaes Hospital Mr. Dobson
seems to have relaxed the care and attention that he has devoted to othermunicipal matters in· the pages of this report and I am obliged to criticisehis remarks very strongly. .Talking of the new hospital be says :
Ereot,ed some three years back, it was originally designed to accommodate European·
and Indian patients of all classes. The site lies low, in open country near the. Ravi, liable to inundation in rainy weather, ,iot perhaps a happy selection,
but as it was approved by Government and h$ now been.completed at a cost·
of several 1akhs of rupees criticism of the site is superfluous.

The site lies in open country four or five feet below the level of the circular·
road and when we have rain the place is flooded with water. When the
:Malaria Commission visited Lahore they were taken to the Taxali Gate·
Hospital and the Commissioners among whom were Americans snd other
nationals sniffed when they saw the arrangements outside the Taxali GateThey were told that a new hospital had been built and .they said they would
like to see it. Then it had to be confessed that the area was under water
and thttt there was no approach to it. Mr. Dobson proceeds :
But the institution' has primarijy to serve the needs of the city 1JOfJ'lllation, not theoutlying suburbs : it had obviously to be located within easy reach of the ..
denser centres.

Then Mr. Dobson criticises the approach road and tells us that it is "malodorous and ill-conditioned ". Referring to the buildings, he says:
Th~ buildings themselves are criticised for bad construction! They kave not~well e11en in- tAei, Blurt life up to tke :present time~ and there is an inspection
note by the

Public

Works Department which establishes the charge beyond

dispute.

These buildings began to crack and crumble before they were ever oeeupied.,
before they were even completed. Three and a half lakhs of rupees I under·
stand was the grant made for this eonstruetion. And in this report wher&r
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you find cases of embezzlement of small sums of money: dealt with the-greatest severity, the fact that this sum of Rs. 81 lakhs was obviously not
spent on the building has escaped close onquiry. Says :Mr. Dobson:
I have not been able to_ investiga.t,ethis particular a.cousa.tion, as it would haveentru1ed. more. time and labour than I had at my disposal, and· the. Engineer
in charge of construction, Mr. ·Chawla, is now dead.

But there are people living who were connected with this seandalous bnsi ...
ness and the matter could have been sifted to the bottom, and .tlie responsibility laid on othor shoulders besides those of Mr. Chawla. Why Mr._
Dobson treated this matter in this way passes my understandiug. Mr...
Dobson proceeds:
·.
Moreover,a proper investigatii;>ncould not be c~ied out except through the agency-of professional experts. The Municipal Committee are i.urare of the defects...
and have commissionedthe Government Architect to recommend improvements.

It would be more correct t,) sav "have been made aware"; and it is hardly-

u.p

worth while to ask the Goverii.ment· Architect to bolster
a rotten case.
A.pa.rt from the question of whether a municipal committee which has so-distinguished itself in the use of public funds should be allowed to manipulate more money for the same purpose is the'faet that thb Lahore Municipal Committee has proved itself unable to deal adequately with matters of
public health and I am firmly convinced that the only r$mdey is to take
such matters right out of their hands. In the case of a ~apifal city like-this with scandals growing and multiplying every day; it is absurd toentrust any matter connected with public-health to a, body which has
signally failed to eope..with evils and has indeed created some of them.,
Then Mr. Dobson goes on to say :
.
The equipment and layout undoubtedly leave much to be desired.

The buildings are unsuitable for the purpose for which they are supposed
to have been erected. Not only is their construction disgraceful but they
have not been planned on proper lines. The wards are very uncomfort-able. Long narrow single bed wards leaving very little space between·
the foot of the beds and the wall with verandahs on both sides-they will'
be ovens in the _hot weather!
The poorest beggar -is ehtitled. to a littlecomfort when he is ill and middle class Indians and Anglo-In:dianswith serious,
illness are to be housed like this ! At the ends of the wards there are twotiny rooms, sterilising rooms. They are just boxes, for really they cannot
be dignified by the name of rooms. To penalise infectious disease by
inflicting. special torture could hardly have been the intention of those·
responsible for these arrangements, but it is undoubtedly what they will'
bring to pass. To continue.And I do not minimise the uncompromisingcensure bestowed upon the place and"
its surroundings by the Indian Medical Association. ' Nevertheless, at the
time of my inspection it seemed, with all its "faults,something of an achierement ...
and provided the Committee press on the necessary improvements, of which·
they are only too well aware, it may yet survive the '{J'Te}udke which has attended.·
its inception. The real blot on the. horizon is the mu_tton slaughter house-near by, which the Committee solemnly promised to remove before a singlepatient was admitted to the hospital, The presence of this forbidding structure,...
with its reeking slabs, and its ever-present hordes of carrion crows, hungry-pariah dogs and swarming flies, is one of the most unsavoury · spectacles it
has been my lot to witness.
To my thinking the gravem aou11t in the indictment-.
.of the new Infectious 0Diseases Hospital is the Committee's failure to remove this · horrible eyesore.
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.
The italics hi-Oh are mitie, speak for themselves;
Tall stacks· of buildings
of oity type with the same sanitary defects· that characterise the city are
being erected in the neighbourhood and this .hospital will presently' be the
bottom-o! a pit with the slaughter hous~ for ~~mpfiny. ,, At present although
the area isopen, a. tainted breeze ~rom'the fntli dumps not far away adds
to the amenities of the situation and there is .Mr. Dobson's " malodorous.
a'Qq ill-conditioned " road ty way of approach. Mr. Dobson tells us that
th(:) Committee undertook to remove. th~ mutton slaughter house before a
single patient was admitted .. The :!list people
be moved to this hospital
were tubercular patients in the las~ stages of the disease: whose relatives
were tired of them or who had been brought ~per{) by missionaries; · · ']'hey·
were put mt:o open warqa,without)vire .gauzeiprotectior.i. of any kind and
were to be seen at all times covered with swarms of flies. Small-pox patients
were the next to .be moved.in and the slaughter house still stands where it
did! .
.

w

to

Now I come to the 'paragrapha which concern IllJ. co_Il).IIluni'ty es.pecially.
Referring to the Jail Road Hospital, in the. next paragi:aph, Mr. DoJ;>son
:Bays: .
. .
.

For Europeans and better class Indian gentry a building has been. hired on Jail.
Road at a cost of Rs. tOO for the .la.<it five years and it is the reported i:r,,t.eµtion
of the Municipal Committee to close this establishment and transfer prqspectjve ·
patients to ·the new Infections 'Diseases Hospital; whicli has excited opposition in inftuenti.aJ, quart.era. The fa~ may be brie.fiy told.

I -may remark in passing that. to my knowledge Indians of the-higher classes
have so .far not in one instance applied fot admission to the. Infe'ctious
Diseases Hospital.
The facts are these. (in· contrast .'Vith those detailed
by ~r -. Dobson). · The hospital on Jail Boad was opened years ago ~whei:i .a,.
-steward of the Punjab Club ·(who,·. I take it, did· not' belong to )he highe:r·
-classes) cut his 'throat in the'.l;axali Gate Hospital..
He )Vas b,oused in a
matting hut with a severe attac.k of small-pox ap:d crazed.iith fever he rose
and looked· at his face in a mirror.
c.onflue~t smaJ}po.x is a .terrible ,sight;
Then the poor devil took a raZ(!J; and out.his throaf a,nq was founcllyw.gd:E)!J,d
·in a pool of blood.
There was naturally an uproar.and, :as .a result, a sp~?ia~
hospital was opened and . moved frolll one place- to another several .ti'nies
until · it finally found
pernianent; · home. on ·Jail R_oacJ..;.: ... '.rhis. l;iospitar
has. been used for the accommodation of Ewo.Peitns and' · Anglo-Iridiati!J ',
of whatever. ~iass and so fa11 nobody else has'been ad:rniJted:. there. ;t:iitt1e
children from the·railway who get diptheria so. often.lfave always been Me'ate{
in this hospital on Jail Road: Mr. Dobson then quotes Colonel Gill's
criticism of this hospitalbut I do . not need to read this for the purpose of'my
argument.
I pass to the next' paragraph : . · ·
·

a

.
·'
·.·.·.
.
. :
.. ·
·.
Now there, is hardly a single resident of the Civil Station, kou;ever diatinguiaketl in·
his eoeial sphere; who might not be· compelled J:iy force· of circumstances. to .use
, ·this hospital. . ·
·
·
·
·
· · · ·· ·
·'

.

But Mr. ])~·bson c~ntimies :~

in

Th~re ean be no talk
ciroumstaneea like these of banishing Jt:ur6peans and lndmM
of the higher daese« to the p'ltrlieue of Skiak. P,foJwl.
It ia a crui,e for root and
· · branch reform ; the Jail Road Hospital should be overhauled at once and even
then only. survive. es a makeshift unt.il0a modern institutioh can be provided in
· suitable surroundings. .
·
·
·
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Biit that modem institution is to be for- Europeans and Indians of the
.higher classeswhile Anglo-Indians and-middle class Indians are to be banished
fo

these purlieus.
,

To construct new wards in a-Iocality not happily , chosen even'for its primary purpose'
would be the merest frilly.
'·

But ·Mr. Dobson is moved to this one strong statement ~in a portion of his
report remarkable, for glossing over and excusing, which stands out in
sharp contrast with the rest) only when the interests of the higher classes
are affected. . In the course of an interview I had with him Mr. Dobson
put me a question. Although the interview was confidential, I take it that
this remark was not. He said to me : t.:I suppose your reason for not want. ing to go to the Shish Mahal Hospital is that there
be poor people
· there ".
God knows the marooned remnant that constitutes the AngloIndian community is poor enough and these . people of 'mine are going to
be poorer still. But circumstances have made it possible for me to escape
the risk of removal to this hospital if I should develop infectious disease
.and if my. luck continues (as I hope it will) I shall be able to avoid such a
removal to the end. I am not and have not lJeen :fightingfor myself. Mr.
Dobson put rile another question at the end. But the interview had been
a trying one and I am a nervous woman. So I faltered when he said :
Now that Government has spent lakhs on this hospital, do you recommend
that it should be· condemned ? Courage and clear thought failed me but
I wish to make atonement here and now. I ask Government to frankly
acknowledge a mistake and I recommend to this Council that these buildings and this site in the Shish Mahal area should be abandoned. Another
. site should be chosen and a new hospital should be built where accommodation can be provided for people of every .elass. Patients of the higher
· classes will be housed in buildings separated from the rest. But medical
attention and nursing must be the ,same for all and. these must be the best
· of their kind for infectious disease is more often tharunot, serious, nay
dangerous, disease. It is a revolutionary measure. ! It means a great
deal of expenditure. But I think in the face of facts there ought to be no
hesitation about it. (Cheers).
Khan Sahib Captain Malik MuzaHar 'Khan (Mianwali, Muhammadan, Rural) (Urdu) : Sir, I also join in the chorus; of praise that has
been showered on the Finance Member and his staff for doing this exceedingly difficult work of preparing the budget. I find that some of the honourable members have in one breath praised and congratulated the Finance Member
and in the same breath they have severely critised the budget from ene
-end to the other. I do not know whether it should be called a praise or a
condemnation of the Finance Department.
As for iµy part I· realise
that the department· was faced with serious difficulties to' tide over which
it was impossible for it. I am sure that it has done its best in the preparation of this budget and I, therefore, offer my sincere and not customary
congratulations to this department.
.
As I happen to b~a zamindar I cannot but say and maka an appeal
both to the Government and the House that relief should be afforded tothe zamindars even more than they deserve. My honourable friend Pir
Akbar Ali and others have made it abundantly clear that the zamindars
surely stand in need of help. He has given 'facts and figures to show that
it will be a suicidal policy to leave them in the lurch. I need not go over tha

will
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. same ground because in doing so I, ~ho am a soldier, may commit somemistakes and then I will be wasting th~ time of the Council. It has been
eontended that two or three posts of commissioners ban be reduced. I
beg to differ. I am sure that if these posts had · not been neees- .
sary,< they would have been abolished long ago. It requires 'not mueh.
intelligence to understand that if instead of five eommissioners, two are
allowed to remain, the control will become lax and· I should think that theexpenses which are expected to come down by the reduction of some of theseposts, will rather increase. When a commissioner with his headquartersat Ambala will have to come all the.,way to Mianwali-:-,-a distance of about,
500 miles-with his servants and other staff, surely a large amount of money·
will be required to meet his travelling and other expenses. Even if it be
admitted that some saving will be effected by the proposed reduction ot
some of these posts, that will be immaterial and of little advantage as compared with the disadvantage that will result from the laxity of control;
Such and other similar proposals.do not savour of good statesmenship.,
I know that in these days ev@ry one claims to be a statesman and a politioian, but their-politics end at ctjticis,ing like irresponsible people this thing
or that thing without producing any good results. To be very frank the best
· thing, in my opinion, to save a lot of unnecessary expenditure is to get rid
of these Councils (hear, hear). They and the Congressmovement combined
together have · ruined the country; On account of these Councils many
of us have ceased to be good brothers to participate in the happiness and,
sorrows of our nearest neighbours. Most of us have to spend as much as
25 and ~O thousands rupees to seek election and to be. called · a member of
a Council and· it is my personal experience that in the statements comparatively much smaller figures are shown. Once an officer, who was a great
. friend of mine, enquired of me as to how much I had spent for seeking
election to the Council.and I had to tell him that I had spent 28 thousand
rupees, and this time fortunat_elyI was naturally unopposed.
Sardar Buta Singh : Ho" . mueh did you show in the statement.
submitted to the Government'?
Khan Sahib Captain Malik Muzaffar Khan : .I can give this in·
fonnation to my honourable friend at some other time if he is so anxious
to have it.
..
.
Mr. Nanak Ch~d Pandit: The elephant has a different set of
tusks to exhibit from !hat with whichit eats;
.
• Khan Sahib Captain Malik Muzaffar Khan : And this is more
• true in the ease of lawyers (1ni1tghfm). · This class of people is virtually a.
nnisaneeto the public. These vakils do not sit .still until they have taken
. every penny out ·of the man who once crosses the threshold of their houses
to seek their advice in some civil or criminal case. They will persuadethe unfortunate man to prefer an appeal and then a second appeal until
that man: is totally ruined.
I would suggest that rates of fee chargeable
by the different grades of lawyers _should be fixedgo that they may not
make .a fool of many persons and cheat the public by taking Rs. 800 where
they deserve only Rs. 100.
Hindu-Muslim unity, in .my view, is an impossibility. Communal
riots are now the order of the day. These are the natural outcome of theCongress activities. Before the Congress started its work, the relations.
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-of different communities were friendly. We are here ~o serve our own
interests. . I would say that our teachers, I mean the Ipnglish, are honest
and capable people and that is the reason why I. C. S. me,n are better public
.servants than the provincial civil service men, though tp.ey are good too.
·That is by the way. Now I come to the real point. Th~ zamindars of ·my
district are very hard pressed by poverty. They are · of course very
.grateful to the Government for the reduction recently inade in the land
revenue. But .they require further help from· Government. I assure the
.Govemment that whatever relief is provided to the zamitj.dafS,it would not
.go in vain. In my district the land revenue for the last kha:rij was remitted
but this concessionwas not granted to temporary enltivators, · The military
pensioners and other zamindars who have been granted lands on. conditions
of temporary cultivation came to me and complained about this. I pro·
mised them to bring this matter to the notice of tpe Financial Com.missioner and the Honourable Revenue Member. I .hope the Govern·
.ment will see their way to extend this concessionto tem:t!,ora.ry cultivators.
With these words I re~ume my seat.
,,
: . ·.
'
Kanwar Mamraj Singh Chohan (Am.bala-cum-Shnla,non-Muham·madan, Rural) (Ur.du): Sir, I should not grudge giving my praise to the
Finance Department for the preparation of this budget ;which has become
more or less customary. Since the time I became member of this House,
-one thing has particularly struck me and that is that the condition
,of the Hindu zamindara is· most pitiable. We are· absolutelj' helpless.
Khan Bahadur Mian Ahmad Yar Khan Daultjana: We are at
your service.
·
·
,
Kanwar Mamraj Singh Chohan: Look her~~ A well-known
member of the Unionist Partysays that his party is at om service. I know
th.at the representative ofthe Hindu zamindars is the lejtder of that partyBut even that has not helped our cause. I do not see any use of becoming
-member of that party, although we do not betray .any !party to which we
-may happen to . belong (hear, hear). I say without ap.y fear of con·
iradiotion that in no department whatsoever the Hindu samindars are·
-adequately represented. The reason may be that we: are· grouped with
people who are better educated and by far more capable than we are. That
~ay be the reason why our claims. are ignored. But is :it not an irony of
fate that we are being meted out the same treatment eveh in a district predominantly inhabited by Rin4ii zamindars ? I asked :a question in this
Rouse as to how many constables and head constables in the Ambala district
police were the inhabitants of the same district and how ~any were outsiders
amongst them ? I was sorry to learn that about 80 per 1~nt. of them were
'recruited. from other districts. Fortunately in that '3istrict the Hindu
.and Muslim Rajputs are the descendants of the. same progenitor,
There
,is no Hindu-Muslim question iii that district. I therefore do not raise
-the communal question, for I consider it to be below my dignity. But
it is most regrettable that Shahpur or Jhelum people should be recruited
in this district as police constables and orderlies of tije deputy eommis:Siori.er and other officers.
. I would mention one thing more and that is that the samindars have
.now fallen on bad days and that they can bear no fu.tj;her taxation.
I
wonder why on page 28 of the Budget Estimates an 84try of one lakh of
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rupees as patwaris' records inspection fee is made. · I think this is another burden which will fall on the zamindars who are already faced with
a very serious situation. I am of opinion that in these dayso! economic
depression no new taxation is called for. I would .now say a few words.
with regard to the-criticism made by my honourable.friend, Sardar Habib
Ullah, against the people of the Kangra and Hoshiarpur districts. He
was pleased. to remark tha~ people residing over hills were- making use Qf
water most extravagantly: with the result that the people in plains werehaving little water in winter. · That is wrong. His criticism at this time is
uncalled for because the Erosion Committee of which he himself is .a member·
is considering this question. · The supply of water to the people in· plains
mostly depends on rainfall in August and September. If there is no rainfall in these months the supply of water· is always scaree in winter. ; Of
coursethsrs is-a general complaint of the scarcity of water. Anyhow the·cause of the shortage of water may be something else, but the people of
the Kangra and Hoshiarpur districts are not at all at fault. •.
Twould also like to say a few words about the Excise Department.
·There has been a considerable increase in the illicit distillation ofIiquor,
We do not say that no steps .should be taken to stop it. But our grievance
is that most of .the officialsof this department do not :perform their duties
.honestly. T):iey often bring up fame cases against their enemies, Thezam.mdars are losing their confidence in this depart'ihent because of thedishonesty of the- excise staff. The reasons for the increase of illicit distillation of liquor are twofold. First the price of the liquor is Vf}ry big~
and much superior quality to this liquor is prepared at much lower prioe.,
Secondly the excise staff is not recruited from the same clas~ of people to.
which most of the offenders belong. The police · entirely depends on themercy of the secret informers (
The next submission 'that I want to. make is that the country-made·
. wine is always adulterated before .it is filled in the bottles. It is the duty
of the excise officersto see that the wine is. filled in. the bottles in their pre--·
sence. But the officersnever care t() get the bottles filled in their presence.
If in ten different distilleries the wine is filled in the bottles at the same time,
not even a single one of them is unadulterated. The Government can verify·
my statement.
Once to, an officer of the Excise Department it was com-plained that the wine filled-fa the bottles in a certain distillery was adultera-ted. When this complaint was investigated it was found that all the wine
was actually adulterated. To be brief, the administration of. this depart,..
ment is notoriously defective.
II
The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan . (Revenue
Member) (Urdu): Sir; I will not detain the House long as ethermembers.
of Government also intend to -speak, and in order to afford them an oppor-tunity of expressing their views I think it would be preferable for me to.
speak to-day. As I have already said, I will not take long. I have only a
few observations to make mainly withregard to two important matters.
To begin with, I desire to voice my protest regarding the uncalled forand wholly untenable statement made at the very outset of his speech
by the honourable member for Kamal. He said that the remissions.
granted during the last few .harvests were inadequate and did not secure-
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relief to the zamindar, and then. went on to make the preposterous assertion
that these remissions had not been appreciated and had not relieved the
distress among the zamindars. This statement is' not' only incorrect,.
but to my mind libellous and cannot but be resented by the zamindars,
It is hardly necessary for me to refute it as two honourable members from
those very benches have already contradicted him. (Ohaudhri Allah Dad·
Khan: I was speaking for zamindars of my own district). Even if thehonourable member had restricted his remarks to his own district, I would
still have challenged his statement as I cannot conceive th~t the zamindars
of his district or any other district could be so unreasonable or so devoid
Qf sense· as to be incapable of appreciating the enormous sacrifice Govern,.·
ment has made by granting them these remissions. How can he possibly
expect me or any other zamindar to believe such statements in face of the
tangible proof of Government's sympathy to the zamindars in the. shape·
. of remissions to the extent of nearly Rs. 2 crores granted. during the last
three . harvests ? I am glad that my honourable friends representing
Ferozepore and Shahpur districts have contradicted this statement in .rm-equivocal terms. The zamindars throughout the province have received
these remissions with sincere .gratitude and I have not been slow in voicing
their appreciation for these generous remissions. The honourable member's
allegation which is tantamount to a libel will, I am sure, be resented by other·
zamindars, as ingratitude, fortunately, is not one of the shortcomings of this
class to which T'have also the honour to belong. (An Honourable Member:
People from all over the province have sent telegrams, have. you not received them ?)c Lhave not received any since the kharifremissions were
announced but that might perhaps be due to forced inactivity on the part.
of my honourable friend on my right (laughter). I _fully',agree with the·
honourable member representing Shahpur when he says that the zamindar
'is the last person to try to avoid his obligation so long as :i,e has anything
on which he can raise money to pay the Government dues. This is a fact
which· is borne out by our own experience. The zamjndar, howsoever·
financially depressed, has never so .· far shown reluctance to pay the ·
Government dues.
· :,
·
One of the honourable members in his speech emphasised the fact
that all the gold possessed by the zamindars had been sold .and expo~d to
foreign countries during the last two harvests. · It is difficult to subscribe
to a general statement like this : but I am. prepared to concede that a portion of this gold has certainly changed hands during the, last kharif and
rabi harvests, and I was told that the zamindars had in many cases sold
their gold ornaments and jewellery at very cheap rates-:ui some cases at
the very low price of Rs. 14 or Rs. 15 per tola when its price in the cities
was ranging between Rs. 21 and Rs. 23 per tola. There ia no doubt what-ever that' the zamindar's resources have been depleted and reserves almost
exhausted as a result of this severe economic depression tlirough which we. '
are passing ; and it was for this reason that Government decided to grant
liberal remissions during the last kharif in spite of the fact phat the price of'
cotton kept at a fairly high level and the yield was much larger than origin-·
ally anticipated.
Government, however, in pursuance: of their usual
generous policy towar~s t~e zamindar, ~ecide? to gran~ remissions to the
extent of Rs. 46 lakhs m spite of the considerations mentioned by me. The,
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· .
.zamindar on his part has, as usual, played the game • with the result that
.Iand revenue throughout the province . has on the whole · been collected
without much difficulty. This not only indicates an improvement in the
.aeonofirie conditions but also shows that the relief granted has been of real
.assistance to. the zamindars and has been appreciated by them.· It. is this sense of fair play and reasonableness which has earned for the zamindar the
.apt description of being themainstay of the Government andthe province;
.and I am con:fi.dent that he will continue to act up -to this reputation despite
-efforts to the contrary from certain interested quarters.' (An Honourable
.Member: But some of the land revenue has yet to 'be realized). 'Possibly
.from your district; otherwise it has come in at the proper time from the "
::rest of the province.
.
.
. 1.
The other matter regarding which I wish to make a few observations
.is that of abiana. My honourable · friend representing general land.holders and some other honourable members opposite have stressed the
:.necessity of adjusting water rates. I wish it were possible to accede to their
.request, .but unfortunately, none of them has made any concrete or con-stmetive suggestions in this · connection· without which it. is impossible to
.give them a suitable reply: A mere assertion that the water rates need
reduction cannot be . of much help. I will be prepared to consider any
.reasonable proposal for re-adjustment which, after paying working expenses,
interest and other charges, would leave a reasonable margin for profit. As
I have often repeated in this House and outside, our irrigation system is a
-eommereial concern and should be treated as such. It is an asset of t~e _
whole province and consequently any proposal which seeks to exploit. the
.provincial exchequer for the sake of those who are fortunate to have the
.benefit of canal irrigation cannot reasonably be expected to beaeeeptable
· to Government as custodians of the rights and resources. of the people of
.the province as a -whole..
·
·
Diwan Bahadur Raja Narenclra Nath : When the prices of other
-commodities have gone down, why is the price of water stationary ?
The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander·:flyat ~
: Our present
rates of obiana were revised in 1924 or 19i5 and in revising these rates
·two important considerations were kept in view, namely, the quantity of
water required by particular crops and theirmonetary value. An examina·tion of our· Council debates will clearly show that those crops which com. paratively need more water and fetch higher prices pay a higher rate. Then
-come the crops which comparatively take a less amount of water and fetch
-a lower price than those underthe first category; and finally 'the fodder crops
· which pay a very low rate of abiana although they need more or less the same
. amount of irrigation as the crops under the second category. ' These were
.assessed low for the reason that every zamindarmust have a certain amount
·under fodder for bis cattle. Would the honourable members like to have-a
flat rate for all crops which would mean increasing· the rate on.fodder crops ? .
I should like to remind the House that when the rates were revised in1924~25
_the honourable m~mbers were not. ~n favour of a flat rate and pressed for a'
lower rate for fodder crops and a higher rate for money crops. It has been.
-mentioned that some of our canals pay a fairly large return which should be
:taken into account for the purpose of reducing obiana. I should like to
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point out that the profit and loss account of our irrigation works is and must
be prepared on the working of the whole system and not separately for i11,
dividual canals as the profit on the paying canals must be set off agaillst the
loss on those which are' being. run at a loss. No commercial concern can ·
carry on if it gives away its profits 011 011e branch whilesustaining loss on
its other branches.
·
Pir Akbar Ali: May I, Sir, through you enquire from the Honourable
Revenue Member whether jowar and· bajra are mostly fodder crops and whe. /' tber they pay higher rates th~n those on f~dder ? ·
<" The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan : I have
already stated in answer to a Council question that these crops are not sown
as foddet crops in irrigated areas; they are staple crops and are sown and
harvested as cereals and as such pay the rate for cereals. A~I have already
said, not one of the honourable members has made any concrete suggestions.
I will be glad to consider any reasonable proposal for re-adjustment of
abiana provided it does not affect the revenue-earning capacity of the de·
partment and secures to the shareholders-people of this province-ea
reasonable amount of profit which they. are now getting from· this source.
(.4n Honourable Member: A '.cut ' is going to be mov.ed and during the
course of its discussion suggestions to this effect will be made}. Very
well, let us wait for the' cut'; and if during the course of discussion for the
demand relating to "Irrigation" any reasonable proposals are put forward,
I shall be glad to give them careful consideration, . . ·
·. .
As regards working expenses, I need not say anything at this stage as.the
Honourable Finance Member has already informed this Honsein bis budget
speech that the Irrigation Department has reduced the working expenses by
nearly half a crore of rupees. This figure in itself is sufficient to vindicate
the position of the department so far as retrenchment is . concerned ; and it
is hardly necessary for me to add anything more.
.
·
Sir, my.honourable friend, the Raja. Sahib, criticised the rates of aUana
on sugarcane and rice. · He stated that these rates were pressing heavily
and were no longer in proportion· to the. value of these crops. ; If this .contention was correct, the area under these crops ought to show decrease or· ~t
least a gradual decrease during the last S vears, i.e., since. the eeononuo
depression set iu, I need not 11ay anythfug beyond. giving the House the
figures for areas under sugarcane and rice during the last . 8 years. Thes(I
figures speak for themselves and no further refutation is necessary :-

a

...

In 1929-80 the ares under sugarcane was
In 1980-31 the actuals were
and during this kharif, i.e., 1981-82, the final

Acres.
: 860,600
425,724

forecast shows that the area. bas still further
increased to
.
·
478,000
An increase of over 100,000 acres as compared with 1929-30 figures. Similarly, the area· under rice has risen from 974,000 acres to 976,000 acres •. It
is therefore clear that the zamindar still finds it profitable to grow these com·
modities and on even a, larger scale than before.
Khan Bahadur Mian Muhammad Hayat Qureshi : The soil in: some
areas is hard and the zamindars cannot but grow this crop.
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·

Tl.ie.

21anundar is ne>t such ~ s~mpl~ton · as the honourable membsr' Jm; · Shahpu:i:
would make us believe. Re would never have· sown, this c'rop if it was

not pro.:6.ta~e.

h~ve a.one~

Pir AU,.ar"Ali:'What
afford

else could he
.to leave the lanclJaJ:low. · .
. . .

Th~ H~o~~:~

:'Ere

could not '

. .... ·

B,at'.~ t T!rey @ajd.

Sardlll'~dell

w.:a~~ .

not leave the land fallow but ~hey could grow. something
:My .pouit is
that ha:d this c:rop been. le~ pto:f!ta'bl~ th~ 2ianiin~ 'YP:'1:14 ~'bandon it for
somethjng l'.Ilore paying or 'V'Ould hav~ at le-a.st restricted tp<3- w.-ea.

Khan Bahllldur Sa,t,dar Habib Ullah ha:.s· agllm'drawn

theia:tt~nti9Jl ~ the

Hou.se,to a. proposal of mine whioh I made many yoors;a,go when I was a.
.uon-o:fficii,J.metil.ber.· While it m.ay'be difilcult to giv.e. offect
this proposal
now in view, of our :fina.ri.ciaJ: diffieultias; I am glad the: honourable- member
ha.ii· referred to· it which shows that there are some membE1rswho· give tune ·
and thought .to<·devising ·oonstructive proposals instead of mere destructive
criticism which ··eannot lead us im,ywhere. Tam sure 'the Honse will a:ppre~
eiate his eonttibution to the debate. I 'for one welcome his well-reasoned;
views on th8Se ~attars. He- also' pointed out:'tl'> the House the 'serious and,
di~astrous effects: of . denttdatfon.· gt>:ing on in :th& ·SiwriJ.ib and the Jdwei:ranges ()f the Bimalayas, with the consequent d~pletion of suppli~ in.Oltt
rivers, I regret . to find that ·~his warning. was ·not reeeived. iri the, spirit mt
which it was· given;
'the honhttta.ble member' for·1.&hbi1la. ·eriti:cnsed. his
speech' and tried.to,-00$ter it by·:ai'gum~ftts whi~h l.o8J1!10t·h~Ip:conftssing
appeared to me ttf bida.llacious. ' The honoura.ble m~rhber·for · Ambala. · said
tha~ the shorta:ge <>f _su~pli~ lJl the
·was not due 'to ~;wholeRal~ denu...
dat1on oil the· Siwaliks but was due to· lack•of· ·suflioienti ,r'aiin in Augt.1st' anti
September .. I would merely cite the a.ctna.l ·conditions fO'l'' on~·yooiwhich
would cle~ly·show thif.fallacio~iless'of'his
pleec You·will•reme:rn.be:i:;.that.
we had apnormal rainfall 'during 'August )a,rid September in· 19.29c followed by
nnpfocedentf)d and devast~ting ·. floods in'. ptacliMlly· :a.Ir our: rivers· and yet
we find that the' supply inthe Sutlej was below the normal' avera,ge. during tbewinter following. l need not sav 'more.
The h~ho1rrable: m~diber:fo{Miitnwali · gtated thit
reWssiori. o1 land
revenue had 'been given ~ . t~ilip6ra.rv: · c'nltjvafors' in hiir 'diiitrieth ... I sliorild
like to infor¢ him. tliat tb'.e ten(porrixy eiiltitatoi!s'. there pay merely a small!.
rent which "includes land revenue and no separate charge is made for land.
revenue in ,addition to this rent. These ;renti:r 1J,re e~tr~~lyl<>-'Y-: and in most
eeses were fixed with due regard to the present economic condition,

to
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The honourable ~~rµ~erJor ~a.li0,r~ aJ.s~ ·re!~:ri:e.d ,!>

tpf ,Jl.E;Stioo

of in-

debtedness of the zamindars. ,']hose.qf tlle}1pu1>p.rable.memlfors -who have
had time, to study the reports of the Royal ·co:imnissi~n · on ':t\:griculture,
the Royal Commission on.Labour
the Banki~E~quicy ~oilimittee are
·uo. doubt awa.~ that. ail the three-Commissions have! !Mde: cel'tain reeomme~futt~ons reg~~g
thi~ :q~est~o~. 'Th~i(P!OPOS~ ·ar~•reooim~ caref~l
consideration from Govermhent a.nd. I ftnst that· we · may be· able· m,
course of time to find a solu.tio~ of this vexed· and difficult problem.
The Council thon iuijhurned till 2'P.M. on Tuesday, 'StJh March 1982.
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Tuesday, 8th March 1932.

t·

The Council met at the Council Chamber· at 21
clock. Mr. President in the chair.

'

of the

P.M.

I

STARRED QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS(·
C<>MMUNAL REPRESENTATION IN OERTAIN ESTABLISHMENTS ~N THE LOWER
JnELUM Cmcr.E.
···'

*1199. Shaikh Abdul Ghani : Will the Honourable REjvenue Member
be pleased to lay oil the table a statement showing the strength of different
communities in the following establishment employed in the Lower Jhelum
Circle :·
· ·
" · Ji
(1) ·Sub-Divisional Officers.
(4) Clerks.
['
(2) Subordinates.
(5) Signallers. [.:
(8) Zilladars.
(6) Patwaris ?
Will the Honourable Revenue Member be pleased to state whether it
is a -fact that the Muslim proportion in the above-mentioned establishment is less than 50 per cent. ; if so; what steps have been taken to make up
the ratio?
·
t

The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan : l st part-

'

l

[:

Muslims.

1) Sub-Divisional Officers

Permanent

..
.. {Permanent
Temporary ..

(?) Snbordinat.es

Total
• . {Permanent

3) Zilladars

Temporary
Totl\l
,;

(4) Clerks

(6) Patwaris

..
..

..

..

6

..

11

19

4

9

5

4

24

8

6

3

..

4

2

9

10

5

14

25

,1

4

1

9

..

..

Sikhs.

1

20

•• {Permanent .••
.

,(5) SignaJlers

..

Hindus.

..

Others.

;

2

Perma.nent

..

14

26

4

i

101

101

29

!:

..

34.
18

52
18
6

..

24

..
..

29

Permanent

..

..

19

..

10

..

Total

5

3

..
..

..
..

Temporary

.

Total.

I

40

10 .

••.

60

..
..

44
231

:e
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2nd part.-The
establishment referred to are; with the exception of
signallers and patwaria; ow provincial ,c11,qres and it/ is •. · not proposed to
attempt to _distribute them.exa~ly in. any_.fixed proportions 99~lµlitywise in each circl~ ; but in · all of \the esta;bli!.lhments'referred to: recruitment.
is so being made as to give s,utable proportions of-Muslims and non-Muslims.
f'R,\UDOASE

re REM!Ssto:i:.'61i' A~E~JC,\N.tOT~o¥:'·

\

*1200. Shaikh Abdul · Ghani .·~ Will the .H~nourable · Member forRevenue be pleased to state.
.
':
, (a) .whether it is,a,fact that afraud case regarding remission of.A:meriean-eotton took place during lcharif 1930 in Rasul. division ;
{b) the ,ground~ on. which:;the :Munshi (Rahtrutt-Ullah, zaildar) has:
··
been dismissed; , and . Ohaudhri Muna~d
. Yakuh Illian,.
. Zilla9,a.r, of .that. section has been given
oomperuiatory :jrd
pension;
'·
·

:a

(a) whether it ifJ a fact that the Deputy ColleotorIn charge has been:
let
,wit~; only a stoppage of one year's· increment' ; if so,

off

why such a. light punishment was inflicted upon the Deputy
Colleetorcwhile the subordinates were awarded drastic punishments?
·
- ·
·

The H011ourable Captah,. Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan'·:

The case was in khari..f 1929.

·

-

(a) Yes,
· '·

· ·

(b) Rabmat Ullah, Munshi;' was .dismissed for deliberately co#iving
at a serious fraud:
·
- ·
#
Khawj~ Muhammad Yakub . Khan, Zilladar, was compulsorilyretired
under Article 358 of the Civil Service Regulations on ucoount of inefficiency
not only in connection .with this case.
(c).Yes. The ptinishm~nts awarded were awarded with due consideration to the responsibility of the individuals concerned.
.

/

DISMISSAL

OF CHAVDRRI

MVHAMMAD

AYUB

KHAN,

ZILL.ADAR.

*1201.. Shaikh Abdul Ghani : Will the Honourable Member for
Revenue be pleased to stat&-'-..
(a)· whether it is a fact t]lat Chaudhri Muhammad Aynb Khan, Zilla~
dar of · Kirana division, Lower · Jhelum Circle, has been discharged. froin ·service.;
.
{b) if so, what charges "!ere framed against him and what was his
·
statement ;
(c) if no charges were;...fraxned against him, why?

The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan ; . (a) Yes.
T,he zilladar was on probation and was discharged because he was found
unsuitable for confirmation in.his appointment.
(b) "and ( c) Do . not arise.

STARRED

QUESTIONS

COMMUNAL REPRESEN'l'ATION AMONG SUB·DIV;SIONAL'
.
. . . JHELUM CIB?LE;

.

*1282. Shaikh Abdul Gbani : . (i)

Revenue be pleased to state-

. , '. ,
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otEBks IN
.

.J :. ' ' . . LOWER
'
THE

Will .tha Honourable Member for
,.
..
.

.

l·
i

. '

·

(a) whether it is a. fact, that there are JO sub-divifiions in the Lower
Jhelum Circle ;
·
·

T .·

(b) whether it is a fact that Rs .. 15 as sub-divistbnal. a.llowa.hce is
paid to sub-divisional clerks ;
·
' !·
(o) whether it is a.fact .that. thereare only 8 Mu~)im sub-divisional
.
clerks in the Lower Jhelnm Cir9le ?
.
(ii}~ the replies to' (a) to
be inthe ~ffi.nnatjve,.)vhat
d9e11:
the Honourable. Bevenue ¥ember propose to take to iii<irease the nuinber ·
of Muslim sub-diviaional clerks ?
· 1· ·
· .
..

i

(o)

TheHonourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat

.

·

steps.

I{han:

(a) Yes.

(b) No, except to those. clerks w'ho have' been dra~. the special pay
since before 21st January l9S2. ·
··
·( · , :
(c) Yes.
1.
( a) There is no separate grade of sub-divisioual ~Ietks. • Steps have
already been taken for the purpose of effecting as. far a.a possible suitable
proportions of Muslims and non-Muslims in the provinciatl.clerical establishment of the Irrigation Branch.
/
·, ·
· l<i
.'

·-

rJ

ANNUAL EXAMINATION FOR. TRAOERB AND DRAfTBMEN.
•

*1203. Shaikh Abdul

.

Ghani : ("') Will the

I

'

Honourable Bevenue
Member please state if the Irrigation Depart~m~nt has ~ed ,any annual
.examination for tracers: and draftsmen in every circle a.n4.}hdse qualified
in one year have to re-appear in ·the same test the next ,ye#-?
(ii) Will the-Honourable Member be pleased furt_~er
·state~
(a) whether it is a. fa<lt that such exa:mfuations are !being held in theLower Jhelum Circle, since the
the pre~ent superintend. .
ing engineer is holding char~e ; '_ .
(b) whether it is. a,'-fa.ct that due to the above exanpn~tion 'in Lowe;
Jhelum Circle, one Ghulam Ahmad, Tracer.d: with l8 years
approved service, has been discharged for fai.wlg in the examination only onee;
:
(c) whether it is a fact that he passed the same ex~mination in the.
previous years· creditably ;
,
'
.
.
.
i.
{d) if the reply to (c) above be in the affirmative, the tuJ.es under which
he was discharged and in case there are· no! rules -and his
cl
. dismissal is unwarranted,
whether the. said\' trac.er will be
reinstated ;
·
·
·
·
. (e) whether it is a fact that the riay of Fa.zal H~q. Tracer' was
reduced by Rs. 6 for failing in the same examµiation ;
\'
B2

\to

time

I'

1

.
I

i

.

\

, ·
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. · •.
..
·
(f) whether it is a fact that his :increment was stopped for 8 years
in spite of recommendations of his immediate officers ;
(g) whether. it is a fact that on abolition. -of Drainege division his
pay was again reduced by. Rs. 8 ;
· . ·
· ·
• (h) if. the ·replies. to (~). (f) ~n4 (~) Min the a~ative
under what
rules the man was dealt with 'l

~- .•Honourabl~ . Captpi Sardar. · ijik~der Jlyat Kb~ :. ·The
required information is being collected,

LALA ·LABH ·CHAND,·

· .;

•

·:, · ·., ·

ZI:t.ii:oAR.

Will :

*1204. Shaikh Abdul .Glumi : .
the Ho~o~~ble' Membe1 for
):levenuehe pleased to state- · .
.
_· ', ~· : .
· .· . · . ·
,.. (a) whetherit iss. fact that a
was st~rted'. aga~t ..
Labli
·
Chand, zilladar, for giving najaiz .kharaba when in charge of
Mangwana section· ·of Bargodha: division, Lower Jhelnm
.Canal, in 1928.;
. ·
(b) whether it is a fact that an enquiry into the same case was made
·
by the then Deputy Collector, what was the result of the
enquiry and whether a report has been made to the Executive Engineer ;
(c) if so, what action was taken against tlle zilledar ?

case.

Lhla.

The Honourable~aptainSardar S~anderHyat Khan: (a) No;

(b) and (c) Do not arise.

BHAI · KrsHEN

Sman,

Z1LLADAR.

*1205. Shaikh Abdul Ghani : Will the Honourable Member for
:Revenue be pleased to state-'
.
.
.
, (a)• wh~ther it is a >fact that a. case of najaiz kharaba was started
· · against Bh. Kishen Singh, zilladar, in ·1aJ>.i 1927-28, while 'in
ehatge of Ghausewala section ; •
·
·
·
~ whether it is '3o fact that the report forAhe same was sent to the
, . Superintending Enginem:-;
-. . .
. .
"'
(c) if the reply to. (a)' and <11) above . be in. the a-ffinna,tive, what action
has been ta~en agamst the zilladar ? .
The HonourableCaptain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan : (a) and
·{b) Yes.
·

(o) · The increment of the silladar was '.'rithhe~d for general bad work ;
the

n.ajaiz kharaba ease referred to is an example of this;
. TimTH, DA:s~ GLE~K.
*1Z06. Shaikh Abdul Ghani ·= Will the Honourable Revenue Member
1

••

\e pleased to. state(a) whether it is a fact that Tira.th Daa, clerk, when . sub-divisional
clerk,· Khadir sub-division, Kirana division, Lower Jhelum0
Circle, did not send the pay of one .Ata- Muhammad, patwari~
on leave, but a.· note of having sent the same by money order
was made in the cash book'>

____________

.:..__

_
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(b) whether it is a fact that Ata :M'itha.:iiftnad, pat'wJU'i, on re¥' from
leave, brought this fact to sub-divisional 'officer's notice and
sub-divisional clerk's guilt . :wa~ proved.. ; . it
(c) if the replies of above be in· the ·a:ffin:nativ'~ ;·
(i) whether the patwari has been paid his ~ues;
(ii) what action has been taken against the s ~id clerk~
(d) whether it is a fact that the said sub-divisioµal cleri was de.
clared unfit and sent out of the sub-division ;
(e) whether it is a fact .that the record of this cl~rk was previvusly
bad~
r
.
(f) whether it is a faot that in spite of the above wa~ made perma·
nent ; if so, why ? .
:
1

he

The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyati Kh~:

(a) No.

(b) No.
(c) Does not arise.
,
.
(d) He was transferred frqm the sub-division on account of his not
. having sufficient experience in accounts work.
(e) No.

(f} Yes, because his record
,,. onthe whole was good.
Hrana

R.iM,

DRAFTSMAN,

*1207. Shaikh Abdul Ghani : Will the Honourable Revenue Mem;.
ber be pleased to state·
·
(a) whether it is a -fact that Mr. D. D. Jaini is
charge of Kirana.
division, Lower Jhelum Canal ; ·
(b) whether it is a fact that he made a report afJS,inst Hirda Bam,
. .,
draftsman, for reversion as a tracer due to his. bad work ;
(e) whether it is a fact· that this was known tc{ the above draftsman;
(d) whether it is a fact that Mr. D. C. Puri, .Assistant Executive.
Engineer, then Sub-Divisional Officer,Budhinalla sub-division,
Drainage division, Lower Jhelum Canal, ~ote a demi-official
to Mr. Jaini at the request of the draftsman against him;
(e) whether it is a fact that this demi-officialwasiJost by the draftsman and did not reach the addressee and t.he· same was found
by some one else ; .
.
(f) whether it is a fact that the photos· of the de:rni-official were sent.
to superintending engineer and chief enguieer ;
(.!J) if
was any breach of officialetiquette committed by any of the
officers concerned; what notice, if any,' was taken of this
delinquency; if not, why ?
'·

.hi

so,

The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyatif{han: (a) Yes.
(b) He recommended that increment in draftsman's grade should not be ·
given.
i
@

•... PU:NJ:z\B

LEGD3L.+-TIVE

[ 8TB

OOUNOIL.·
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s

[Hon. Cltpt{ Sarci~ Sika.nder Hya~ I{han. l
. . · (c}, {d).im<l{e) Infoi.11111.tipn is not 11,vailable
..
l'
.

(J) The superinteriding 'engineer states that he . re~lloots having re·
oeived a photograph of such a. letterj but that he does not recollect the
contents.
(g) ~ is not possible to, say.OQ. the :information available,
~
i '

DRAINAGE PUMPING SdlIEME, '.KitA»IR BRANOR, LOWER JIIELUM CANAL:

Abdul:

*1208:· Shaikh
Ghani: Will the Honourable Member for
Revenue be pleased to· state'
(a) whether it is a fuct that a very big pumping. scheme has been
-installed at 67,000, Iijiadir Braneh.Lower Jhelum Canal, for
pumping out the drainage water and an enormous sum has to
be spent thereon ;
(b) whether it is a fact that this work can be done by digging a nal1,ah
and putting· it in the Budhinalla which will involve only a
small expenditure ;
.
.
(c) wbether any expert bas been consulted regarding these two
·
alternative schemes?
r,

The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan : (a) Yes.
(b) No. Thi~ was considered but ·the scheme as now sanctioned for
pumping into-the. canal was. adopted because it was considered necessary·
to. a.void the discharge of thedrainage system into the Budhinalla where.
it tends to waterlog the adjacent land and ultimately return to the subsoil
by absorption. ' ' :
.
'
(e) Yes.
RASUL

HEADW.OR,KS.·...

*1209. Shaikh Abdul Ghani : Will the Honourable Member. for
Revenue be pleased to state-:- '
(a) whether 1t is a fact that seveia.llakhs have been spent on repairs
to R&;sul Headwotks ; ·
·
(1>) ifso, whether itis not possible to abolish the Rasul .Headworks
·
tot'ally and take the water from Upper Jhelum Canal· Headworks;
.•
.
.
(c) whether this possibility has been evet contemplated by the department and any:expetts consulted and whether th~ matter was
placed beiore. ~h~ Retrenchment Committee ?

The Honourable CaptamSardar SikanderHyat Khan: (a) Yes.
(b) Yes.
.
'
. · (c) "¥es, - The possibility, was contemplated but it was rejected because
ot the heavy Qost and long 9elay which would result from having to enlarge
tlie Upper Jhelum Canal.
·
·
'

.

.

.

. •

~ .• '

•

.

•.

.

J

, •

.

·I

1

1·
I

.

1,.

II·

.:.\';;\!i'

· .:iic:·'

p·_s,; :

S'J,'ARRED QUllS'J.'IONS\A~D'ANSWERS.
.LOWER JmiLu~

TRANSFER OF OFFICERS IN

- '. '*Ulf~'\: ·s~ldi' Abdfil~~ -Ch~

bapleased to state.:-

ltev.~ue
.i:

:_~

i .,

.

.

:

#tl(

·.·

pI\

0ANAL Cbdtil),L)'.

the 'Jton~urabte. ,Member- ·tor
-: :·
J' ~ · -:

.

·-

-,

'i

.

; !it': ;

(a) whet:4··.e.r ·it i.s 6 .. fact tha
. t certain·
. . ·· ·· O.ffi,~.)n·.·.·.·~h. -.~. t)_j~.
..OWe?···
-.:·.J
Jhelum
Onole have been there ·for more
_three y~s ;

,·

,' r (b) ifso,

imm _

1

' .;

•

desi~e.~o~ ;,: '. l;aj': '.~ < ·

t~_eir names, )Vith ~~ offi~

;:

: (c) : w4eth~ }here .&l'e prflers ·for.: the 8!3,~etted;: Qfllc~ , to · l)e: trans- ·
. (,.. . ,, Jer;,eiJ,, ·after .three i~ as,Js ~;done ·in thf othet departments;
- ··
Ji .· '\
.'
.
. .. · ·
. i . ·;.
- (ii} if:the !eply to:(c) be=m:the:ttflinnative/the
~iat~~soi:u(under
·
whioh . these offic0l'S have , been retained ? · .: ·. i:l" .
•,.t,
0 .',_'

.

;.

. .

1: c·

-:

•

. '·'.

\

The Honourable Captain Sardar SikBJ1der Hyat Kh+ia :i)(a}' Yes.
(b) (1) -. Pandit· Khushi Ram Sharml3i~ Assistant· Engiiiee:r, [~iib-Divisiotial
.;O!'fi~?~._,~j~a.l~k s~~:4iyis~1n,_ fr?m Sr4;:~~r~h 19,,\'. , ·..•. _ ., ;ii.:

?,.. · . ·:. .

· .(~) Pandit Nµ~a.:nth.,Shori, .A.ssistanl Engineer~Jiuh~Dij~if>¥J:O,.~er,
Sha.hJ1wan,a :sµb,diy1st,0I1, b.,"e% flr.d: Janµary l929., : ,, . · ·.
:f;,: ·"· \ft
.,
(S)· La.Ia.: chetan/Lal ·)aili~--·Assista'tit''E:tigiiie~f. "Su.b-Di~isio:rial Officer,
.Kira.na. sub-division; from· 18th Februa.ly 1928l' ,,, ) : ,,,,,nJt ,. ,-11
.

/

·-(c)·'~o. · '/,.·,\:·.

:,t· ..:s};jj . i.
'~,)~\-/}:'.<
.· -".
:!it·jh) .

. .. .

,.,nf'
- .

:{.

. .i

,, ;-.

;'

,,:. : .

.. , . . .. . MuaL;Dt -OLEBgB. IN L(,>~B J:e:EtUM CrscLE., l-. ,., : :. ..! .-,- _ - _ . _:... ·
' . · ·_: _- r-;i~ ·, :.:/. -<P ;-~- ·. -\~-_i _ -_ ~ :. :- ~.: -_"•r_r · i.:~- , __ :-_, ~ · ... : .. _ , - · · ". .; _ ,- .-· • '. _ -~~i-:-- ~~;_.,. ·r
. •1211. 'Shaikh Abdul Ghani : Will the :S:onourablfl~~vetiu~Member
i'; ~

.

1

-

·.\ ':'

be pleased to atate..:; · .
· . . ,
· · · · ~j:;./: · :.:.-_:
=: :. ;'·. ·~J~-~-: ~.·.'"}f'.?.: ~/·;
\
(a).if the following .statement of .t0h~e1st,blisbment
the different
offices' .. ~~f- the
Lower
~Jhelrup..
no e 1S c9rrect' .; . . ./, :f_,:f~$'
. 1, ,
.
- .
. . . ; '.. . '
.
. . ·-- . . . ' .. - ' ·- . . '
.. . • - . ,• '
.
. .·

I.·

.

.

I·

2: __ -

";

• :'.·

i

h;.

.

-

are

,.

'._

~

.

· ...

·.

.

1-

_-:

·.

!Y

·,

(b) if so. what steps
being taken. to improve thtf. deficiency of
Muslim clerks in the offices ?
· F · :;
~
r .)
Muslim. Nor,,-MWJZi)n;
Oircle Ojfice.
1 It - :' 1
Cirole Head Clerk

rot.al.

- .A.ccoU11ts Olerk.

,

.

Establishment Clerk .

R~~d.;keepeni'
!s~stant01erks

l:

.r

Stenographer. (i.e., O. 0.)

..

...

.;

l

'.1

,.t,,

k

-l

·1

'T'

·;i,

.l1· . ·

.,

l
l

,i·

i;..;i
II'°'
I

i,'

2
8

J

·,:

.

!;{

>

,_ ~

-

t~
:: ·:_,.

'

•

.;--..;:";'/-

~~--

:.1

-

:{ ,- •. .
tl(J(

'-•

..

-~>~.:.•: _ ]_-i~?~.;,'
a

-:

·:,·,.d·,/-;,

•

.

-.;;,~:'.,t'·
, .•..

!.-.· ,.,.-- -

-.\'.ii·''~;-

.

•.

;"•

J-'·.:,:.~i(·~_-\ ·.:

z.;;r'.;-->=:·
-'";c.~,..-~.

c:': :_.:_·:"}~);-/'
-;'

.

-~· .. ,.'"·"·

.

"'"•e,- - ·-:, . ..
;;<·: . . , .- .. ~-_{L.-~::=.-_._?_-_.:.~_>._
:~~_/ __,:_--.. , .. __ .-_
.;c>,x ,. ~-. . . ,- ..

- .. __··.:_-_·.
·--_-

~:-_"a'.\."'•

"rt"
,· ,,,.~-- '':';:1,'

:.. .,~1:_.:_:c:'.::.. -

:-:-~' :~ -: :· -~~:· :_·~.

-·:.:·;.,>;!_":(."<.

Hoitoiu-i1>1';,-C.taibSatdat~Sil:uclerH1.t'lti.': ,.·.

s. ;J,~:,

a)

Ye~ .-_.;_ ·-• - -.

·:~5t~~=:~L1.~~:· -~-":-

-~1

1 ·:

',

~nJ~ri).n0hiiheirigt1i~eQna:b11,Sis<,f-OOperoent.Muslims.· _ >,

- - :

'.i~~:~t: ~~~~~~-~:~~;~~~:·~o~')d\[·'·.~ .

·,:

'/

~~

~.

1 Gum· Will-~-~~

~~

· •

,· i:'.:: . ,.-:<·.;;.
, . . . ' ·.•· .. , . . (it) that he was 'an agrionlttnist .- ' •

. ' . ;· ,;_ ,J ...

- ' •.e . ·'."

- ,. ·:

-

'~t;J~~tr.;~~t,!it'.;:·
·". !t:<>··.,'.L.

i{l,) w~~):l~: co~?

,,._.

·Y: ~Tlie'.IL.•rible Caftiiil
-,:it,r:;,:fb,pi(t}Y~. ,1/· -,_;.:

. . . . : - · . e~ y -

.:

.

',,.,;_-:. -.:,::,

'sant~-Silt~J'·Hyal
L:,17 ?;, ')t":r, .

;

. , • .-; ,

~ \~f:i; ~' .

. :- \~r~::~~;".- :

.. , ',

;;f ,i

-

.... :· ' ,,

'ba~: ~ {a).; Yes::

<';·)-.;

·;·;-_:;..

?:.,_;·; . "

;~: {/ ; ,,~ -

:;r -.

'.

-

.

. .

'

,.··~.

--- .

OFFiOEB.S ·AN]) OONTBAOTOBS IN LOWER J~~u~ ·6:mOLE~ - .

·, ,_ >:t, - 1•121:t. $b~h . Abdul- Ghani : Will ~he, .Hono~bie ,Member fotJJ · ;aevt:Que be pleaS;OOJo .st.ate-_ _ . .
_ ,·. /.J
>
r,~ - ;i,i"_r ,' '.~ - {a) th~!~-=~,:~ i-egistere~contraot~~- ~~'rf;Jpelmq Circl~ .,~::'¥~,> ,, ( . . .

•i .;;>:

. . .

.

.

., . .

·

.

.

(1,) the names of tUI officers in eharge of eaqh stt~jj'ijsjon in the sam• .
,1.-f?".

. circle? : . :

-

- - ·_. - ,. "-·f

::

·

.·· ·

-

,--------------------------

rr

'

1·

;·.'

I .

i

1,-.

1;
ST4RRIUD _ QUlilSTIONS AN~ - -

A~SWEJ;.
- -

I
t:

The Honourable CaptainSardat Sikander Bfat Khan i
(a) Muslims
Hindus

••

.• • -

Sikhs • ...
(b) (1) _ Head works sub-division

.: ., -·
..

.•

..
R. - F.

82
26

I•
•

•

•

1,

1-'

t.

_

• ~

I

- • .• :Mr.
Farrant, 1
Assistant-!ll1ngineer.
· (2) Budhinalla sub-division
.• Mr. R. T. Gdi'diner, Assistant
f Executive _
Engineer. r
(8) . Mona Dreinage sub-divi~i~n La.,a. Niranj~ · Das,
· -· .... ,~ ~
Gtµhati, - I·: Assistant

I

(4) Mith~lak sub-divisio~·.J

•.• Pa!::ut1~~gjn~=~
(2), Assi,tant®ngi-

near. · Ii

(5) Sliahjiwa.na. sub-division

l

22

.

,

I .
On

· 20th

'(8) 'Rujjan_~_ufdivision

Pandit Nilk~nth Shori,
EebmAssistant 1Engineer. r-- ary
•• La.la 9h~t~- La!' J-a-in, •- 1982Assista.nt !E11i:,<>"llleer. • . - M; Abdul !"Aziz,. As_ ·; sistant E4zine~r. ·. ·, _,,.
;-._ La;~t!:;~J::~;.As-

(9). Sha.hpur aub-divisicn · •

•• Mr. K. L.

(6)· Kita~ klib_-di;ision
(7) >Khadil· aub-division

.

1ft·

Wadley,
Assista-nt i Executive
En,gin~er.i( _ ·-•
_
, • Lala ' lshat _
':ilssis- _

pas,

- (10} Ara 1Ju~:4i:vision _

tt~t E~i~:?·::

J

--. : {tt11,ZA.i,t-B:ysiu~~RAH, ;U_BOB.~~f;E ~)tA.NGfr{~A-SUJ3'-DIVlSION.
*1214. - Shaikh Abdal - Ghani- : .: .

Revenue - be - pleased to state-:.

-

wm-· ~l;le: _ Ho~ourable

_ -_ ·

.

_,_·

·

'

·

'

h · ··
;,;\

Member _ for
·
·
.

\

· {a) whether it is a fact .that. the Mangw!i,Il.a :sub~ilivision bas been
·ab9lished;
• · - \ _- - _ · ·
I< '·
·
(b) if the reply tg (a) is in the affirm:ative, what establishment of
·
that sub-division 'has been brought undijr reduction ;

<' -

'~-.r,.,

w_he_th_-_er ~he~ewas-one_ o_-_u1za_r H.ll~S~ ~h_a;\_ sub_o_r
t_'e_ .m t~at
sub-division · who · ·wal:f - qualified , fro :· · Rasul Engmeermg
-; ·
· College .and had four years' service
in.. th, 1- · department
;
-·
.
.
(d) if so, why he was brought under reduct~61falthpugh nc:m-Muslim
'
. stibordin9:tes of .Iesasereioe and with ~o qualliioa.tions have
been retained ? _
1
.
.
. !
(o)_

dina-_
• __ -_

_

·-.

The

HonoittaJ;leCaptainSarclar Sik~der B~at Khan:: (a) The·
Y-imgwana sub-division was amalgamated with the Mithalak sub-division.
(b) One sub-divisional officer.

J

One assistant elerk.

I
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. ·-J·: : "'
:[Hon. Ca.pt. Sardar Sikandar Hyat Khan. ]
One engineering subordinate.
One munshi.
One peon.
One da.ffadar.
Four barkandazes. ·
Three khalassia,
(c) Yes.
.
_ _ .
. (il) "Because of consideration of his record, and of the fact that the pro·portion of Muslims in this clas_s of eatablishment was up to that prescribed, - -:
.snd because the remaining temp<>ra~ subordinates were qualified,
"-RETIREMENT

·

or

GOVERNMENT SERVANTS.

*1215. Lala Jyoti Prasad : Will the . Honourable ~~\'.10 Member

()lease state :-_ _ ; • _ _ -· - - - · _ - ·. _
(a) whether it is a fact that Government is·09ni,idering the .. proposal
of retiring its officers of provincia:l service and other officials
· who have already put in from 25 to 80 years' service, as a measure
of econoxµy ; _ ._
_
·(b) if the answer to (a) be in the affirmative,, what action has been
taken. py the Government in this connection so far ;
..
(c)'wheth~r th~ above proposal will have effect in all its depart;ments ;
· (d) i if not, what are those departments in. which exception to the abo~e
. rule will be observed or bas _been observed. ;
(e) ,whether· it is a fact that in some departments though the above
rule bas been observed, an exception has been madefn the··
case of individual gazetted officers.;
. .
.
._
(J) _ if so, the names of these officers, terms o~ their sel'.vi~e, departments · to which they belong and the reasons for their retention ? _
The Honourable'Sir Heney Craik : {a) No.- · ,_
- . (b) to (f) Do not arise._
,:, ·_,· ·_-:.
CATTLE FARM; HIS SAR, COMMITTEE
9F ENQUIRY.
.
.
.
,,

.

*1216. Lal.a Jyoti Prasad : With referen.ce to my starred . question
"No. 1007,1 dated 8rd :qec~mber 1981, will the Honourable Minist~r for Agri.eultare please stat~

. . _ _
_
_ . _
·
(a) whether the ma_ttel:has received- bis oonsicleration ;,
_
(b) - if so, what is the personnel of the committee and, what are the
terms of reference ;
·
(c) when the committee is expected to eommenee Jts work ?

The Hono~able Sardar Sir Jogend.raSingh:

(a) Y~s.

(b) (i) Colonel G. F. Mellor, Director of Farms, Anny Headquarters,
(ii) Mr. B. M. Staig, tC.S., Financial Adviser, J,'u'blic Works Dep~rt-

.:!l'.)ent.
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,(iVb) Khan Ba.hadur ·Sardal' I(a.bil>ullah, M.L.C .. · ·
·.{i'D) Bao Ba.hfid'IU Chaudbri·.· I1aJ·C}Jand,
.

The

.
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terms -of reference have not yet been finally app:r,qved by me/

':": ;,(~) 1t~~on ~s tA~meniberi/c~--~et:c.;

·. ' .

' .-· :·

.:;
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(b) the actual acreage and the actuaL percentage 1of areas , which
~~e irtjg_ate~ jn~:~h~se ;villa~~s ~! t~~.sa~d ta;, ~/abi 1981:82.
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AND ANBWE~B.'.

ST.A.TEMENT.-ooscr,.u»ED

•.

,

J>arl (B).
NUMBEB OJ!' OASES DECIDED BY EAOH
IST OLASSi ~GIS'l'BATE DUB.ING
NUMBER OF
THE Qllil!.TEB. ENIJING 31ST.
OASES PENDING
:J:}ECElllllEB. 1931.
IN THE OOIJXTS
I'
OF ll'IBST CLASS
M.lGISTBATES
ON lST
October ~ovember
December
JANUARY 1932.
11)31.
1931.
1931~
Part (A).

I

!

._

i

~

/

ROHTAK,
Treasury Officer
Gt)nera.I Assistant,_ I
General .Assistant, II
Sub-Divisional

..
..
..

..
..
..
..

Officer, Sonepat

';

II

176

r .:

.

28

11

16

17

19

72

35

64

22

7

23

16

28,

2

7..

.Additional Magistrate

..

..

15
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..

..

1

I

i
;

H!sSAR.

.. .
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General .Assistant, I
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m
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..
..
..
..

..

..
..

..
..
.

r
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11
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..
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I .
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..
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ll
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.
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On leave •.
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.
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RURAL AND URBAN SANITARY BOA.RDS~

*1227: Lala Jyoti Prasad : Will the Honourable Mpster for Education please lay a statement on the table showing(a) total amount spent in the province by the Rural a:nd Urban Sanitary Boards separately during the financial yea:rsfrom 1926 to
1981,. giving the. works together with the arqount spent on
each;
(b) total amount proposed to be spent in the next financial year, with
different works and the amount to be spent onieaoh.?

The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan· Noon : The Wormation asked
:for is being collected and will be furnished to the honourable member when
it is available.
·
I

I

MUNICIPAL ExECUTIVE
•

0FFICElts'

AcT;

.

..

i

*1228. Mr. Muhammad Din Malak : Will the Honourable Minister

:for Local Self-Government please state·
(a) the name of municipalities to which the application of the Municipal Executive Officers' Act has been extended ;
(b) the names of the municipalities to which the application of the
Act had been extended and which have been able to appoint
their executive officers;
(o) the names of the municipalities to which the application of the
Act has been extended but which have not been able to appoint
their ·executive officers?
·

,:The Honourable Dr. Gokul Chand Narang : (a) B~wani, Ambala,
:Rupar, Ludhiana, Lahore, Khem Katan, Amritsar, Sialkot, Jhang-Maghiana
and Multan. ·
'
(b) So far only the Bhiwani Committee has informed ih~ Government
of its having. appointed an executive officer by the statutorily requisite
majority.
(c) Three committees, those of Rupar, Sialkot and Jhang, 'have not
yet submitted any intimation· regarding the appointments.
The committees Of Ambala, Ludhiana, Khem Karan, Amrit.sar and Multan have
intimated their failure to appoint an execut'ive offiber ~y the statutory
majority. The action taken by the Lahore Committee ha~ just been communicated to Government, and it transpires that no candidate has secured
the requisite statutory majority.
:
r:

BUDGET-GENERAL

DISCUSSION.

M:r. Owen Roberts (Non-official,nominated): Sir, if I venture to add
my congratulations to the many that have already been showered upon the
Honourable Finance Member, it is not because I can lay a:r:iy claim to be an
expert in provincial finance. My. appreciations are such ~s might be expected from the man in the street, and I claim no greater .value for ' them.
0
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,
It does not require, for example, that one should be a financial .::expert to
appreciate the admission of the principle that mitigation of depression and.
despail' are worthy objects of sacrifice on the part of Government. Again,.
it does not require that one should be a financial expert to. appreciate in our
present circumstances a budget speech which is absolutely devoid of grandioseschemes of expenditure whether they be in connection · with the beneficent
departments, or, as I would prefer to call them, the development departments or in any other direction and these are points . on which I need not.
touch further.
·
. There are two matters raised in the speech, however, on which it may
be possible for me to afford . some information of interest to the Council;
At page 101 the Honourable Finance Member in dealing with the question,
of prices has remarked :The chief uncertain factor is obviously the course of prices and in regard to this, as I have·
said, there has been recently some 1!PWard tendency.
·

It is on this point that Imay be able to" give the Council some information of interest. · I will, first of all, give the House briefly three groups ot
figures. These figures are authoritative in so far that they are taken from
unquestionable sources. But in discussing a subject such as this I would.
ask that it be understood. that they are to be regarded rather in the light of
index figures from which inferences may be drawn but to which no greater
importance should be attached. The price in London of Noe- 2 Manitoba.
wheat of what is known as " early parcels " on the l6th of September last,
that is just before Great Britain went off the gold standard, was 20s. SdL
per quarter. On the 10th February this year it was 80s. 4!d. per quarter,
a rise of 1 Os. 1 !d. or 50 per cent. On the 16th September early parcels ot
Australian wheat were quoted at 2ls. 6d. per quarter and on the 10th February the same wheat was quoted at 26s. 9d. a quarter, th,e rise in value beiJig-_
5s. ftd. or 24 per cent.
.
The Honourable Sir Henry Crail: : · I ·hope the honourable memberwill excuse me· for interrupting. Will he please say whether Australia is.
off the gold standard ?
Mr. Owen Reberts s I do not know. But I hope to show later that.
the point is not vital to my illustration. The average price of Punjab wheat,
· "taken over a series of fairly large transactions, for the week ending Septem- ·
ber l7th, that is approximately tbe same period as prices have already been.
quoted for, was Rs. 1-9-8 per maund. The price of the same wheat for the
week ending 8rd March was Rs. 2-1-2 per maund, a rise of 7 annas 11 pies.
per maund or 81 ·85 per cent. Now, it might appear from the figures that
Jndian wheat at the value it fetches in our mandis to-day has appreciated con-.
siderably more than the Australian wheat has appreciated in the same time,.
the figures for Australian wheat being 24·4 per cent. and . Indian-Br ·85 per·
eent., but that the appreciation has not been as great as in the case of Manitoba wheat. The difference-is largely explained by the· course of dollar
exchange. On the 19th September the dollar stood ·at 4·86 dollars to thepound ; on the 5th March, that is the latest quotation I could get, the dollar
stood at 8·52 dollars to the pound, and if we convert the prices quoted at
the exchange' prevailing on 19th September and on 5th March respectively,
208. Sd. per quarter at 4,86 dollars to the pound gjves a dollar value Of_
lPage 175 ante.
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4·92075 dollars and the appreciated value of 80s. 4ld. 'at 8·52 d6ll~rs 'per
pound gives .a dollar value of 5·846 dollars, the difference in value between
the two dates being ·42525. In other words, when you allow/for· the e:ff~t.
·of the exchange value of the dollar, the appreciation of Manitoba wheat.
falls to 8 64 instead of 50 per cent. So that, however we may look at it,
whether we compare our appreciation with what has taken place in the case.
of Manitoba wheat or whether we compare it with what has taken place in
Australia, there is no doubt that the Indian wheat has .more than held its
own ; and it is certainly not surprising that it should be so, because it is not
every country, whatever may be its position as a producer, that has got.
over 850 millions of customers at its own doors, In cil.se it may be thought.
that the course of the Indian exchange has unduly influenced Indian prices;
I would like to point out that the three months bill rate, which is the medium
through which exports arennaneed, stood on the 15th September atI ·6i2'nd
and on the 5th March was 1 ·6i giving a differenceof something under'
2 per cent., so that exhange cannot be held to account for the advantage.
Now, just one word. on this niatter of exchange, ·: I know there arestrong views expressed on the subject of · gold exports. I would
suggest to the "members of this House particularly to the members on:._
this side, to read very carefully the remarks made by the Finance·
Member of the Government of India in introducing his budget. . I donot know whether members quite realise what weight of gold is in
this country, The financial writer in Truth, who is • generally reliable
puts the figure as high as £400 million. (Interruption).· I am referring.
to the reserves in gold. I took the trouble to check that figure over with the
figures that I obtained from the." Statistical Abstract " which is presented
to Parliament and on going through the figures of the past twenty years,
the imports of gold exceeded the exports by a figure as close to £400 million
as not to matter. That can be taken as a very reasonable figure. If we
parted with every pound of that :figure we should still have all the gold wehad within the country twenty-one years ago. . And I have no doubt at all
in my own mind that if it had not been for the export of gold our prices
for produce would have suffered very· considerably, because although wehave not exported wheat during this period because we can get better prices.
for it in this country yet there is not the slightest doubt that the background of all prices for produce is the international value ; and if that wereto reduce appreciably, there would be, I do not say a corresponding reduc- '
tion in India, but there . would certainly be a very definite and appreciablereduction, that being the ultimate standard value to· which all prices arereferred.
Reverting to the question of our produce prices I · would venture to
commend very strongly the Government's- policy of non-interference ·in
detail. There were two serious warning posts for guidance ; there is the
complete failure on the one hand of the Canadian Wheat Pool which has had
to be dissolved and farmers permitted to do their own marketingQand there.
is the failure of the American Farm Board. It is. not realised how great
this last failure has been and what the experiment has really cost the
4,merican people. Those who study these matters care£ully feel that all the
gold storage of the world will be of no avail to foot the bill. o.f these attempts
. , to dictate the price of the produce to the world.
02
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Some of the recent transactions of. the American Fann. Board are worth
looking at. On Septemben 16 seven million bushels of 'this American wheat
were sold to German~ on long credit and I think we all know what tp.at means.
Fifteen million bushels went to. China· who obviously cannot pay for it.
Twenty-five millions went to Brazil on barter terms, and during that period
SO million 'bushels only were marketed through the. ordinary trading, re. sources of the country. Later. reports show that 57! million bushels further
have been sold and I think that· the reduction now must be so considerable
. aa to remove the greater
of the threat that has hung over the produce
trade for the last two years. That certainly promises more confidence in
dealing with produce.
·
When I speak of the Government's policy of non-interference in details
I do not mean to suggest for one moment that Government has been in·
senaible to the needs .of the agriculturists.
For the past twelve months or
more Government has exerted every possible effort to obtain concessions
: and admissions from the central· Government which it, felt the condition
of this province justified it in demanding. Among these concessions· may be
enumerated the Wheat Bill and the temporary reductions in p-eight~
Amongst the admissions · is the very important. one · referred by His·
· :)ilxcellency in his speech. in this Council when he. told, us that it was
admitted in principle that the reduction · of freights on produce must. be the first consideration when conditions permitted of it.
But this is a.
matter which-I hope to have an opportunity to deal with in a. cut at a later
:Stage.
The Honourable Finance Mem,ber has also dealt lightly with . the question of the carry-over of the crop. I am afraid I am not able to follow his
eonelusions that the carry-over of the crop will be light. There are a few
facts which are of interest in dealing with the possible effect of the quantities
-0f produce likely to be available during the coming year ; .and one important
fact is that the first wheat forecast is 7 per cent. in excess of what it was last
year. Out of that 7 per cent. 1·905 per eent., I calculate, is covered by increases in acreage in northern India, that is, the Punjab, North~West Frontier
. 'Province and the United Provinces. When these acreages are expressed in
-terms of outturn, I. think this excess will more than disappear, _because the
harani crop must have been very considerably damaged ; the outturn on
ibis land depends on rain and that is very short and the resulting damage
will tend to reduce the figures. Coming to carry-over, the figures of.exports
from the province, so far as are ascertainable, from the 1st May to 14th February of lasf year, were 841,158 tons and from the 1st May to 14th February
.: of this year, 881,256 tons. Now, we certainly had a record crop last year and
· on the assumption that the natural requirements of the province are roughly
·2! million tons, I should say that. the _carry-over this year is very considerable.
·
·
. It may interest the Rouse to know that 841 thousand tons were railed
. into Kara~!;ii between 1st May to 14th February .in 1980-81. and 881_ thou. sands during the corresponding period this season. 0£ these· quantities,
-241 thousand tons were exported from Karachi during the same period last
year and 99 thousand tons this year. Of these exports 92,826 tons and ·
16,773 tons went 'to foreign destinations during each of the respective
_periods.
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I now ask your leave to proceed to another subj~t which, although
it strikes me as one of very:great importance, is not one in which I can offer
yon figures or speak with any authority greater than that of an ordinary
observer.. I have already said that it is unexceptionabl~ that Government
should recognize that the sacrifice of revenue is a small matter compared .
with the relief of depression among the people.» I have 1!],lso said th~t i~ is
unexceptionable that our expenditure should be approacaed from the pomt
of view of the strictest economy. But there i11 orie o~er matter which I
discovered in the b_udge.t speech and which I feel bound 'to touch upon and
that is what appears to me to be the incidental exposute of the la.cl,{ of ad·
ministrative control over our expenditure. On page 81: of the speech, the
Honourable Einanee ¥ember has used these words :We· have strictly enforced the principle that every single a.vdida.bki it.em of expendi~
ture must. be omitted. Na.tora.Ily 'this mea.ns a, polioy Of ~gid self-denili.l on thQ.
pa,rt of the depa,rtments.

I submit that with proper administrative control of eipenditure it should'
be impossible tl!at the question of self-denial on the parf of departments of
Government should even arise. Two remarkable tributes were paid yester•
day from these benches to the Indian oivil service and t~ough I am not here
to present bunches of flowers, I am bound to say this, that after an oppm:•
tunity which was by no means a restricted one of lookiµg into the workin~
of our administration from many points of view, I have oometo the oonelusion, and I feel bound to express it, that the administrative control of every
department of Government should be transferrd to the ~ivil· service. This
is only in consonance with modern practice and in JXl.aking this . state•
ment, I do not wish in any way to cast a slur upon any df the departments.
I am prepared to admit their ability to serve; I am pr~pared to grant thepurity of their motives and I am prepared to agree as to ;the, integrity of the
execution of their work. But even the sum of these things does not of itself
give trained . administrative knowledge or outlook to d~partmental heads.
,I will refer to an illustration which is ready. made for
in the budget.
Before I deal with it, I will ask the officersconnected mth this department .
and particularly their representative iii the Council to understand that I am
not selecting it for any ot~er reason than that certain :tjgures are presente_d
to me ready made and I will save myself and the Council the trouble of pre·
senting them · with an entirely different set of figures whieh I should have
to prove and I must also add that I could have prepared equa.lly convincing
figures from any one of half a dozen other departments. ; •. Also before I des]
with the figures, I venture to endorse.for 'what it may be:'worth coming from
a man like myself, every word of the tribute paid to ,th~ Chief Engineer of
Irrigation Department (hear, hear). With these esplanationa I must get
back to my illustration.: The words in the Honourable Finance Member's:
speech to which I must refer, are·

me

1

To give a, oorreot ·
nea.rly Rs. 46

f!~saved
of these we_ should add · to the ~. 62!_· la.khs the sum of
under" Irriga,tion Working E:q,enses."

On the next page hi dealing with expenditure ~d~r the Sutlej Va.lley
Project, these words IJCCU!' :'
!I.

'

,

Every effort has been made to reduce working expenses wherever practicable by a
oareful examina.tion of all costs, includingre.res of ""ork
the pa,y and strength.
of esta.blishment.

a.nd

t Page 174

ante.

"-.

·.J
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And I am hoping that in arriving at this saving of .Bs, 46 lakhs all the~e
:factors have been talten into account and that it is not merely the postpone· ment of some work or something of that character which would not be in the
· nature of a permanent saving to the province. .l1his Rs. 46 lakhs represents
· roughly 4 per cent. of an -income of 11 crores, and it is inconceivable
to. me· that had there. been, proper administrative control ,of this-department
it would have been.at all possible to effect a saving of 46 lakhs in it. I think
that we have got to realise that we have amongst us oµly one. trained administrative service, a service which from beginning to end teaches men
administration apart from everything else and which their previous. education very properly qualifies them for and if we allow ourselves more espeei~y in the fu{µ.re . to depart f,:rom the course - 9f recognising this and using
these men for the purpose 'for: which we employ them, I feel certain that we
must me~tably drift towards sure disaster. It may-be that in the result
we shall be called a .oivil 'service ridden province. Very well, if I have the
alternative before me of being called a civil service ridden province or a departmental ridden province, I have no doubt at all as to my choice; I will accept
the civil service ridden province and .Ithink that when dealing with. depart.
ments, we would do well to bear in mind, the very obvious. fact that the
slogan " eat more fruit " was not invented by the Royal Society of Butchers,
Lala Bhagat· Ram (Jullundur-cum-Ludhiana, non-Muhammadan,
Rural) (Urdu): Sir, I beg to differ from the view which the Finance Depart ..
ment hastaken of the future conditions,' upon. which it has based its estimates.l,The Honourable Finance Member has drawn a rosy picture in the
budget. H0' says that things are not as bad as they appear. For it is his
job to be optimistic. I do not and cannot persuade myself to see things
in the same light in· which the Honourable Finance Member appears to
see them. I do not happen to be as optimistic as he seems ~o be. :. ·
In the budget the receipts are estimated higher than the estimate of the
. current year.· The crops are very poor, and the prices have not· gone up.
The land revenue is the same. Again the question will arise how to mak e
up the deficit. . Unless the revenue for the next rabi is substantially reduced
or a rise in the price of produce takes place, I am afraid Government will· not
be able to realise the next rabfrevenue. The difficulty with which the aamindais have already paid the land revenue hardly needs a word of comment.
On the expenditure side the Government has shown very little reduction.
'There are many. unnecessary departments which. can be reduced and a lot
,of saving can be effected. In this respect the. budget is not very clear and
lucid. Take for instance the JaH Department .. The ~~perintendent of a
jail is all in all, and he does whatever he likes. There is a. great deal of corruption prevalent in Jail which require~ ~ediate
improv.eme1~.t. · Now-adays very respectable ladies are sent to Jails. Perhaps they have no respect
'in the eyes of Go\l'ernmel!,t, but the country holds them in-high esteem. For
.example, a respectable lady 'like Mrs. Gopi Chand is given B. class in the
_jail. If such respectable ladies are given B class then for whom the A class
is meant, lam at a loss to uriderstand.
. I want to draw the attention of *e Government to a~other important
J>oint. There is no special jail for females. Lady· prisoners a:i:e sent from
here ·to Mtiltrur where they ~ave to ·re~
among rogues and badmashes·

-4•
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If a relation of hers goes to see, the female prisoner has to pass through those
'rogues in order to reach the gate of the jail. It is just possible that. cm her
-way some rogue may make an attack on her honour. The rogue may be
,punished for his act, but the lady willlose her honour and will not be able
·to.regain. it. Therefore, I submit that whether _ it be in the Andamans or
In Attock or· even in hell, a special jail should be made. for females where
_ they may be able to preserve their honour. In prisoners' vans they have to
iace a very great difficulty when they have to answer call,;i of nature.
On
-every side th~e aremelepoliee guards.
In the n~w Multan jail patients suffering from consumption are kept.
There is constant danger of others also catching ·that disease." I request,
-therefore, that a new jail should be allotted for . prisoners suffering •. from
consumption where they may receive necessary treatment. and may not
-affeet the health of other prisoners.
In the budget no reduction has · been shown under the police head. On
·the other hand it has been shown t.hat about two lakhs of rupees more will
ihave to be spent on the maintenarioe of additional police for . six months,
Now that the political situation in the Punjab is in no way extraordinary
-snd there is hardly any danger of riot and. the volunteers i:.re arrested with-out any stir or excitement on the part of the public, I think the Government
will be well advised if it does not incur the expenses of the additional police
-and carries on the work with ordinary police. I hope Govemment will give
-serious consideration to my submissions. · •
The riots are not due to political agitation but to the religious factions.
'There . were already many , communities . but now we are hearing thr3
name of Ad Dharmies also. Government has created a, further division
,by decla,ring certain people as agriculturists
and others as non-agri-eulturists, There· are people who are agriouturists by birth. and · by pro·fession but because their names have not been included in the list of
,-statutory agriculturists, they are not regarded as agriculturists.
There
.are others who have lived for years in cities and· are doctors or
lawyers, and their parents have never seen a field or a plough; still they
.are looked upon ss agriculturists, and certain favours are bestowed upon
'them whereas the real agriculturists and zamindars are ignored and their
· ·.rights are disregarded <. · I appeal to the Government to take pity on the real
~aminda.rs and help them in every possible way because they are the main:stay of the .Government. They are notthe. main-stay of·. the G;overnm.ent
-only but .of the whole mankind, and the joy and the happiness of the people
.depend upon. the agriculturiste,
Fir Akbar Ali in his speech remarked-that
-the sahukrurs are trying to. keep their money-lending business going on and
flourishing. If so, the co-operative banks may fail. Tb.speak the truth,
the. co-operative societies have done no. good to the country. The .condition
-of the· zamindars is much· worse than it was formerly. The salvukars lend
.meney with great ease and facility. At the most the co-operative banks
1ia.ve lent out one, crore of rupees to the zamindars, but the borrowers a,ra
put to an inordinate amount of trouble at the time of the recovery ·of the "
money. The sahukars belong to the same place to which the. bor;rowers
belong· and they have a very great. sympathy with the zamindars · to·. whom
:they lend their money and saoriflee their everything. for their sake~ I admit
-that some of the sahukars may be bad. ·
·

"
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~gain in the budget it has been shown that a great income will be madefrom ·the sale of liquor. Liquor also has been regarded as a eommerieal
commodity and it has been shown that an income of one erore will be madeout of it. The use of liquor is forbidden by every religion. I _think it would
be mr better if we completely stop its sale and consumption.
.
The Honourable Bevenue Member stated in his speech that the whole of
the revenue has been realised. All of us know that the revenue has been
realised this _time with the utmost, difficulty and the tahsildara have plucked.
out the beards of the samindars to extort land revenue.
·
Th~ Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan : I think .
the honourable member should withdraw those words, making general allegations age.instresponsible officerslike that. If. he has any special inatenoe1 shell be glad to hear of it.
.
.
.
Lala Bhagat Ram : The Honourable Bevenue Member . should tell us:
how many warrants of attachment of property have been issued so far. Theprices of agricultural produce have not gone' high. Only a remission of two- ~
or three· annes · was given in the land revenue which in no way satisfied thezaminders and they paid .off the land revenue for fear of torture and dishonour.
The cultivation of sugarcane 'also does not yield much profit. The·
zamindars spend a lot of money on. its cultivation . but instead of makingany profit out of it 'he suffers a great loss. Most of the sugarcane is wasted .
·by way of fodder-to his cattle. ·we have not yet begun exporting sugar
and the import of foreign sugar is still going on.
There is a lot of corruption in .the Judicial Department. It is not an:
ea,sy job to recover one's loan from a.nybqdy now-a-days. If one has to.
recover ten ruv~, as goes the Punjabi proverb1

JJJ.l_. 1"' 6.fJ -~y.
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one has to spend Rs. 40 to recover Rs.10. Justice has become very deaf.
Some honourable members began to condemn the Congress the· otherda.y.' I am not a. Congres_site myself but we cannot deny the debt we owe to-.

the Congress. It is undoubtedly due to their sacrifices. that we have got.
the present reforms and are enjoying the privilege of membership of this.
House. There is no. doubt about it· that although the Congress :was against..
our going to Councils,we came here in defiance of the wishes of the Congress.
This Council is out and out a. body of loyalists. We, however~ . should.
not disparage and doory those who suffer and bear hardships so that we-may be in col!lfort.
·
· · .
.. ·
In conousion, I again;appea.I· to the Government to consider _s~riously·
the suggestions which have been put forward from different q_llt\l'ters of this.
House
eurtail the· expenditure so that we may not have, to undergo e.nytrouble in the neat future. ·
·
·
·
. Th,. H;~o,~ab~ Saf~ar Sif Jogendra Si:ngh~ Clfi:nis~ for Agriculture) :/!1r, ev.~ry membe7:: :w~o h~ take1;1 part in the discussion has :dwelt,
on the world~de d~pr,s1on in pnoes which ~as ~eoted not only India. ~ut
·a.11 the other oountnes of the world. Our Finance .Department by a. stnofi.
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economy has managed to reduce expenditure ; but, I, as l\:finister for Agriculture, am more concerned with the budget of thousands of agriculturists who
are not in a position to balance their budgets. · It is a problem which deserves
consideration of all the members of this House as well as those who ean take.interest in the economicdevelopment of the province outstde. · I am sure you
~ee that the mere statement that the. depression.i~ ~orld"?de does not
. provide a cure; We have to find out the causes of this depression and then
make every effort to remove them._ The depression is worldwide and it ca.n
only be removed if every country in the world tries to fuid out the causes of'
depression and then tries to remove them. It is again a. question of co-operation : every country helping the other, so that not only the depression maybe removed in one's 'own country but the depressionf:in~ybe removed in
all the countries of the world. If we take into account our own province, wemay in the first place inquire whetherit is shortage incommodities which is
responsible for the depression, or whether it is the disturbed price level
brought about by trade with other countries that are !over~producing orwhether it is due to a shortage of money. You will poss~bly remember that.
in the early part 'of last year I gave an interview, in which): described that-the
worldwide depression was due to famine in money. 1 a:rh now in a position
to say that, that famine in money to a certain extent ha~ been relieved by a,.
change from gold standard to the sterling. You have already seen, as described ~y Mr. Owen Roberts, that the prices have gone UB in all the countries
of the· world since that change was made. Now as to th~ price level, we all
know that the prices of all commodities are influenced tjot only by internal
prices, out by prices which obtain in all the parts of the ~or}d .. Here again, a.
new remedy has been applied, that is the protection w~ch has been given..
The- duty which the Government of India kindly imposed on wheat and sugar
and on long staple cotton has had its effect, and you can ;depend on the fact. ·
that the prices we are obtaining today could not have be~n obtained, unless.
this protection had been afforded. As I am on the point, I think the:
House may wish to acknowledge the debt it owes to ourlkind Governor, for
the great pains he had taken toobtain proper protectioli for wheat. It is.
due to his efforts that the duty on wheat has been imposed. Then again,
now that we have this duty imposed, the question remains whether we aredoing anything to develop our home markets. Home m,~kets can only be
improved if you have a facility in the way of transport fr~m one pa.rt of India.
to the other. In that matter again, the Punjab Government took a strong·
line andtried to get reduction in freights to Calcutta.and :Kara.chi. We haveso. far secured the reduction of freight to Karachi, but] the experiment of'
getting reduction in freights to Calcutta had to be givenjup. It was bound
up with other conditions such as the quantity of wheat which could be exported from the United Provineea. It was not.
3
P.M.
possible fo:n the Punjab Gove:qiment to give this·
guarantee and the · proposal had to be dropped. The question of securingfa,voura.ble freights for wheat and other commodities de~erves very serious.
a.ttenti.on.
·
· ··
;
.
Sa.rdar Habibullah drew pointed attention to the: question of rural.
'reconstruction. It is on rural reeonstruetion that the prosberity of the agrieulturists depends. The honourable member, Raja Naren~a. Na.th, who used
to be an earnest advocate of education, seems to be frightened on account of'
the increase in the number of the unemployed and suggests that there should
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· be some restriction: on.edueation.. But .in my view, education bas to be
'regarded as an equipment for production. '.At the present stage when· tlie
· bulk of our population is uneducated, when the prevailing feelingis -that it
'is below the dignity of. an educated person to' put his hand to the plough,
-our difficulties in the way of rural reconstruction · are -enormona, , If is
-wrong to say that there is no work. The fact is that for t4e educated,
-employment is available. in Government offices or eomnierciai o:Bices.
The mote people are educated the less reluctance there will be on their part
·to refuse to put their hand to any work that is available, and when this
'happens, their equipment will enable them to reap richer harvests:from
'land, better profits from trade and commerce and industry. - It would,
'therefore, be a great mistake if there is any slackening in our educational

no
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Then there is the question, as I said, of the development of our home
.markets. They can be developed, so far as our foodstuffs are concerned, by
intredueing wheat in rice-growing districts. So far as oth~r products are
-eoncerned, such as cotton and oilseeds, the raw produce can be converted
into manufactured goods.. We ought, to. be able to turn a good deal of our
raw cotton into cloth, our oilseeds into refined oils arid to export them.
At the present moment we depend entirely on: outside markets for the con.sumption of our raw materials and we give ~he benefit of our production to
-other countries that are able to manufacture them. · We .are aware that in
the course ofa year, electricity will be knocking at our doors for employment.
"It will afford us a new means of developingthe manufacturing'side of industry
.and thus providing new avenues of employment. Our surplus population in
.the villages in olden times was fully. employed in handieradta, With the
-eoming of the machine age that employment is gone. If we want the villages
.to prosper we have got to equip our handicraftsmen .with the modern imple:ments of production. This new power which will be. knocking at our door in
.a year's time will give us the opportunity. The honourable member, Pir
Akbar Ali, even at this stage, recommended that weshould close downthe
:Mandi Hydro-Electric Scheiiie. I hope in a year or two, he himself will ~ge
that the. second stage of the scheme should be pu:t in hand, so that electridity
:may be had cheaper and may be available in every village. and town of the
province. (Pir Akbar Ali: The villagers will then be here in the. Council
'Chamber praying that they be given work.) I take it that the honourable
, .member means that the employment of electricity will throw a large number
-0f people out of employment, He has in the first place to prove -that tbey
.are finding a paying employment now and that they are not. importing
.articles to. meet their need :from outside. If. they begin to manufacture
.sueh articles as they import at present, they will surely find much more
scope for paying employment than ~hey do t~da.y._
.
I will take 'together the points raised PY the honourable members, Raja,
Narendra Nath, Pir Akbar Ali, Khan Bahadur Muhammad Hayat Qi;ireahi,
:Sardar Habib Ullah and Lala, Bowak Ram. I .ean inform: the honourable
;Raja Narendra Nath that~in the Agricultur~l Department
have taken
·up all the three subsidiary industries that -he reeommended, 'poultry farmmg, sheep farming and· bee farming. The results of our experim,entsin the .
fl)Oultry farm at Gurdaspur has been that the country mwrgi by. careful

we
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breeding is able to la.y twice the number of eggs which the ordinary murgi
does. But on .account of retrenchment .we have had to out down . tha]
.aotivity. His second reoommendatioii ·wa.s about sheep µreeding. ..At the
llissa.r .fa.rm the Blkanee breed of sheep is being. ca.refully developed and
-we. are · e:kpecting very · pron:iising results. We ha.ve_ also distributed Merino
Ta.ms in Ka.ngra. and .Kuln va.lley. · Thus so ·fa.r es our re~ouroes -permitt~d,
.sheep breeding ha.s also been- developed. . But, a.s the hqnou.ra.ble member
himself knows, there are no' large gfa.zing grounds . a.va.ilil.ple in the Punjab
-where sheep 'fa.rming could be profitably carried out. · In the matter of bee
-:farming; a _friend of Mr. Stokes about a year ago imported ~ swarm of Italian
bees. I have toeonfess tha.t bee farming has not yielded· a.ny' results so
:far .. The swarm did not prosper and we have not been able to ta.me a.ny
bees available in the va.lleys of Ka.ngra. and Kul.11 whioji. . could give a.ny
pa.ying results.
.·
r·
The honourable member, Khan Bahadur Muhammad. Hayat Qureshi;
:xeqommended . that the Fisheries . Department should bE1 . abolished. His
· .reeommendation was very carefully considered.
TJ;ie: department · at
present brings in a certain amount of revenue, and the. atjtion now taken is
to reduce the expenditure just below the income, and to i amalgamate the
,.depart:rp.ent ~th the Department of Agriculture. . The Fisheries Department
will no more be a losing concern. The research work carried on by that
Department is going to be continued and it is expected to increase the
.fish supply of the province without placing any burden .on the revenues
-of the province. ·
The honourab.l.9 member, Pir Akbar Ali, with his usual eloquence covered
..a. very wide range of subjects. He questioned whether Ministers who were
responsible to this House had any work/whether they wEjre fit to draw any
:.Salary, whether they were there merely to fill the place and do nothing. If
the Ministers who are . responsible to this House are unfit, if the Ministers
who are going to exercise sovereign powers are not to have the dignity
which those 'sovereign powers.imply, if the programme which the· Ministers·
have so far chalked out has not been in consonance with lthe wishes of the
~House, if their policy has not yielded good results in the Education, Public
Health and Agriculture Departments, . my honourable Mend is entirely
justified in questioning our existence. He 'laid a. great d~al of stress _that
particularly I waif more enamoured of theories than re~ties. Whatever
ma.y be the impression of the honourable member, the departments tha.t I
have the pleasure to administer give actual, visible results. i It is not a ques·tion of looking into figures, consulting any account books · or reports of departments. You go to any field or fa.rm in any village iii a.ny district and
_you can see the work of the Agrjoultural Depa.rtinent with your own eyes.
Let us take the cotton produced by the department.
]las it not, in this
_year, given the agriculturist at least a premium of Re. l maund over the
Desi cotton ? If that is so, and the honourable member cannot deny it,
. it is due to the work of the experts of the department.
! (Pi'f Akbar Ali:
It is the work of the agriculturists and not of the depa.rt'tjlent.) If the.tis
-the honourable member's contention it reflects the knowledge that he has of
zealities, Then, take sugarcane. The indigenous suga.roaµe which used to
"_yield about 20 maunds of gur to the aere, has been replaced by the new
Coimbatore ioa.n~ giving in every field and farm at least twi~e the yield which
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we got before.. Here again the honourable mem):,er cannot . say that the
department has been sleeping. I wisli to revert to. cotton again. If th&
honourable memb~r woul? take the _trouble of lst~dying ~he figures of imports
of cotton .1~to India, he will find that we are still unportmglong sta.ple cotton.
to the extent of abotit -60,000 tons a yea!'. and we a.re h;opiilg that the Agri-·
cultural Department may produce a new type Qf cotton whioh may replace·
imported eotton, · The ex:Mrts of the Agricultural J)~parti:nent have produced a type of cotton which has captured the market foi: the provinoe, .and, .
they are now engaged in producing a new type which m,a.y .replace the long ,·
staple whl:ch isnow impoliJe~ .. -. T:tie honourable ·:memb_er ·ca~t f9,rget 8-A
wheat which has found Wide acceptance all over. the province, 1would
invite the 'honourable member to go to any farmer and enquire what he ii!
growing, and in nine cases out of ten, he will find that new types ar&.
grown and if he will ask the samindar whether he would like to grow the seeds:
<, which his forefathers
used· twenty yea.rs ago 'or whether· he would grow
the seed of the· Agricultural· Department, the answer will be in favour of the.
department.
That is the result of the work of the Agricultural Department ..
As I am on the point, I wish to lay stress on the fact that the· Department,
must have an anny of research workers to continue the good work and another-army of the field staff to make their results available in the villages. The. more research officers you employ the bigger the harvests you will reap;
If you read Mr. Maloolm Darling's book-I forget the exact figures at themoment-you will find that while countries like England are spending on
agricultural research something like Rs. 1,000 per 1,000 _of the population,
we spend only Rs. 70. The- result is that they are reaping their rewJrd.
inincreased income while we are looking upward for some. magic spell. This
magic spell has not been revealed either to the Agricultura,1 Department or
to the Ministers. If my honourable friend Pir Akbar Ali, who. speaks with.
such confidence on these subjects will communicate to us that magic, we will
riot be slow. in applying it in increasing production· and. in multiplying the
beneficent activities of the Department.
We need research on one side
and field staff .on the other and if the honourable member will reoel., ·
' . even in thi1f year of Grace we have had to reduee.our field staff. There are
two kinds of expenditure, one that pays and another that does not. Expenditure on development is in the nature of capital expenditure: which
gives you a definite rstnrn and if you want the province to develops you
will have to .spend on schemes of development, provided that you are
satisfied that the investment of a lakh o.f rupees gives you an adequate return.
The honourable member also dwelt on the collection of debts owed to
co-operative credit societies. As I ani on the point, I should like to admit
that we are all aware· of the difficulties which the reduction in prices has
brought to the agriculturists. The agricultural debt. which stood at about
Rs. 140 erores has, with the reduction in prices, multiplied three. times, and it
is not easy for the farmer tomeet this debt, The Banking Enquiry Committee
has made recommendations which deserve very careful consideration of the
Government and of the members of this Council, Those recommendations
We are Very carefully exa.xi:i.uring at present, but the fact remains that W&
have reached a stage when .extraordinary measures are nec~ssary. to adjust.
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our agricultural debt to the present assets and incomes of the agriculturists:
I hope the House will continue to pay increasing attention to this very
.difficultproblem.
One or two members, and particularly the member from Jullundur,
,complained that co-operative banks instead of helping agriculture have
brought about the present condition. I do not know how they make this
out. The central banks receive deposits which are lent out to the agricnl-tura! credit societies. We are at present employing a new capital of Rs. 12
erores without disturbing the old money-lender and this facility of credit
is greatly appreciated. Therefore, to say that co-operative banks are doing
.harm is rather extraordinary. \Ve have in this House, Mr. Calvert who has
done more than any one else in promoting co-operation ; and we have the
advantage of his expert knowledge, and the work that he started is still con-tinning under his own guidance.
·
·
1
It is not only on the credit side that his work is to be commended. I
.am more interested in the consolidation of holdings which is taking place•
. But again, this year we have to cut down our expenditure on th.is work.
But if any honourable member wishes to know what kind of work has been
·done in this direction I would invite him to go to any consolidated village
and see -for himself, how the fragments have been consolidated, how a man
'whose holdings were scattered in twenty or thirty places which he could not
manage, has now got one consolidated block, where he can sink a well and
irrigate his crop and make profits. It is a matter for regret that we have to
eurtail this work next year;
Again; if you consider the subject of co-operation iethioallj', you will
find that self-government in this · country cannot be had without mutual
co-operation. Co-operation is needed not only for small ends, but also for
larger ends. Pir Akbar Ali in the course of his remarks touched an important
point when he said that what we need is to give up communal idea in government, and cultivate a perfectly balanced understanding' and confidence in
.aach other. 'You cannot acquire that without co-operation. You know that
the Co-operative Department is preaching the gospel of co-operation in every
village and town of the province.
· ·
; ·
Another matter to which I wish to refer is the roads.. I would call the special
attention of Pir Akbar Ali to the fact, that within the last. :five or six years,
in his district of Ferozepore, a number of new roads have been built, and
opened for traffic. They are made of solid concrete and tarred and yield a net
profit to the agriculturists. Take a village which cannot take its produce to
.a neighbouring town for sale; its produce naturally gets a.lower price.
Pir Akbar Ali : May I ask for a piece of information of the Honour.able :Minister? Will he please state how many times the Fazilka-Abohar
road has been repaired in the past four years ?
The Honourable Sardai' Sir Jogendra Singh : I shall be very glad to
enquire into the question, but lean tell the honourable member that I have
travelled over the Fazilka-Abohar road many times and found it in excellent
condition. It is possiblethat it might have required petty repairs'. If Pir Akbar
Ali remembers the· condition of the road some years ago, he will admit that
. jt was so sandy that even camels could not walk along the road. Now that
this road has been metalled one can have· a pleasant motor ride over it. I
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wish it were possible .to open more ro~ds and afford greater . facilities to thepeople, but again retrenchment stares us in the face and. we have to cut
down this good work.
\
Bai Bahadur Sewak Ram in his remarks slightly -suggested that thE!I
whole of our road system could be . made over to .the Secretary, Communications Board. ·I wish he had read the report of the Dobson Coinmittee with gre~er care. The report reveals that the roads in Lahore undee
the management of the engineers ef the municipal committee in a way cost;
more thanthe.roads maintained by the Public Works Department and yet;
the Public Works Department roads are ma~tained with greater efficiency. ·,

Rai Bahad~~ . Lala Sewak Rahi : Communications Board is a plll't
of the Public Works Department and is not. a municipality.
·
The Honourable Sardar Sir Jog~dra Singh: Having invested
orores of rupees on these roads it is not desirable to leave them without.
,pr~per control or supervision.
·
·
Rai Bahadur Lale Sewak Ram : I am sorry the Honourable Ministerhas misunderstood me. ·, I did not suggest that the roads should be handed.
over to local bodies. I suggested that they should be· .handed .over to the
Communications Board which is a part of the Public Works Department.
The Honourable Sardar.Sir Jogencira Singh : · J am glad to h~r
that explanation.
I shall' say one last word. As you rightly observed in a,.
stray remark, this House and the Ministers are one. They both . make. the;
Government so far as the transferred side is • concerned. It is therefore for
thisHouse and Ministers to lay out a new programme and carry it out. It.
is for the Ministers to consult the House and follow.its wishes. It. is for themembers of this Hous~o think out new schemes and programmes and ask
the Ministers to carry them out. My complaint has been, that we have not.
received such suggesstions from the House. It should be the function of every
Minister, every year, when the budget is presented; to place Jris policy and
programme before the House and seek its approval; thus initiate a definiteand consistent policy which the Ministers and the members 9£ the House,
· could join together tq carry out. That is the only way in which we can
make progress. (Oheers).
·
Mr. E. Maya Das (Non-official, nominated)(Urdu) : Sir, first of all, I.
wish-to offer my tribute of praise to the Honourable Finance Member and
his able Secretary for the budget they have prepared and presented, to us.
to-day, inspite of the unfavourable conditions that are prevalent in these,
days.
·
,
Some years ago we used to hear an oft-repeated criticism that at the,
time of the preparation of the budget, receipts ate under-estimated, but in.
my humble opinion such critics lost sight of the principle of the necessity of
always allowing a suitable margin of safety. The difficulty of estimating a,
suitable margin of safety in a province like ours is not a· small one, but the,
present difficulty is due to abnormal causes. The present is a very suitable
opportunity to consider the advisability of further curtailing expenditureand exploring fresh avenues of income. I, therefore, beg to offer some,
suggestions which, if accepted, are likely to bring us more income.
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It is common knowledge that in certain parts of our province certain.
kinds of fruits grow in abundance, but in years of plenty the produce is soheavy that a large proportion of it goes to waste. For example, in certain'.
districts mangoes grow in abundance. In Kulu in certain years, the harvest.,of apples is so heavy that the earth is covered with the fruits which fall from
the trees, and even the animals are not able to finish them.: Now, if arrange-ments could be made to preserve this fruit it-would become the source of a
fairly large amount tjf income. I am glad that the department is doing-something in this direction and I hope that while carrying out their ideas
about retrenchment they will manage it in such a way that these investiga•·
tions are not affected..
Fortunately .our country is rich and probably immenselyrich in medicines.
and medicinal herbs by the proper handling of which the income of the
country can be very much increased. If steps were taken to advertise.
this fact that here in this country very useful medicinal herbs grow in abundance, then it is likely that large sums of money are sure to fl.ow into this.
country from abroad. We hear that for the medicine known as Amritdhara.
alone many thousands, perhaps lakhs of rupees, are coming into this province every year from foreign countries.. This is, therefore, a very likely-source of income which has not so-far been examined thoroughly.
I have yet another suggestion to make by the adoption of which, I think,
the wealth of the province can be increased. A large portion of the popu...
la.tion of the province lives in villages and depends on cultivation of lands.,
We know that the margin of profit from ordinary cultivation has now decreased considerably. Therefore, the taking up of side branches is advisable.
I think we shall do well if we persuade some of our cultivators to turn their·
attention to fruit culture; I was very glad to find on my recent visit to
Lyallpur, where I had the chance of going after a period of seven years, that
by the efforts of the Agricultural Department a good deal of progresshas been
made in the growing. of fruit trees. In this connection I wish to make onerequest to the Government and that is, that it should make this and similar-matters known to the public by issuing leaflets to the 'Council members.
and through news agencies. This kind of propaganda would help both theGovernment and the public. r I found at Lyallpur that among other fruit
trees as many as 88 different kinds of bananas and 100 different kinds of·
grapes are being grown. ·
I note with pleasure that a long-felt want has been made up and genuine-varieties of fruit trees are now available at Lyallpur. It is further grati-fying to find that during the last three years about 15,000 fruit trees were
sold from the Government nursery at Lyallpur, indicating thereby that
the public is interested in plants from this nursery. We should be very·
grateful that climatic conditions of our coq.ntry are favourable to the growth
of almost every kind of fruit tree, that is, those which grow in cold climatesas well as in hot climates. Honourable members are perhaps aware that
we people have of late grown very fond of consuming fruits and consequentlyIndia promises to be a big market for the consumption of fruits. This fa.ct
has been realised by the American people and a company from that country·
has already begun constructing a cold storage at Calcutta at a cost of some·
lakhs of rupees where fruits imported from America will be preserved and.
distributed all over India. If Americans expect to make profits by thiB'fl.
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investment even after spending large sums on the import . of fruits besides
other expenses, why should we not take to fruit culture, and thus enrich-our
country ? Speoial mention might be made of date oultivO:tion. · The number
of female da~e p~lm trees in the districts of M~affargarh, D~i'a Ghazi Khan
and Multan is said to, be about .20 lakhs, At present the fruit of these .trees
fetches about one rupee per maund. Whereas the fruit of the imported
Basra dates s~lls at ~b?u.t Rs. 20 per ma1;1lld. Then t?ere is the possibiliti,:
of manufacturing fruit juices and replacing the foreign . syrup§ and . tlie
:ayntheti<! essences used in the ~anufacture of esrated waters the demand. for
which has gone up to about 4 erores of bottles in a year;
·

I Mr. E.

I will make a few remarks about the Agricultural Depart:rnent a,nd in
view of the short time allowed, I shall be very brief in my remarks, The
Honourable Minister for Agriculture has already given some account . of
the useful work done by his department.
I wish to .add .that the improved
seed of wheat introduced by the department has helped ~o bring more money:
to the agriculturists and increased the wealth of the province. About
'2,500,000 acres of land were sown with improved wheat seed and roughly
if the yield per acre was taken at two maunds more than the ordinary wheat, ·
then it has brought 100 lakhs of rupees moreto the province, at the rate of
Rs. 2 per maund. Similarly, the superior kind of cotton which was grown
in about 8 lakhs of acres of land and which roughly speaking must have·
brought one maund per acre more than the desi cotton, has made the country
richer by 48 lakhs of rupees the price being taken at the rate of Rs. 6 per
mannd.
•
. The· Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan: . No,
the American cotton is selling !l,t the rate of Rs. 8 per maund,
Mr. E. Maya Das: Then I have under-estimated the increase in the
income from this· kind of cotton.
Then the improved type of sugarcane has brought about 24 lakhs of rupees
more to the province. The credit for all this goes to the Agricultural Department and in the face of these facts· it does not lie in the mouth of any one
of us to say 'that the department is useless or that it has. done no good to the
province.
·
··
While on this subject I wish to remark that the Veterinary Department too is an important department, but perhaps the. consideration
shown to it was a little more than necessary and it was largely at the expense
of the Agricultural Department.
The idea about supplying a good pair of ·
bullocks to every cultivator is certainly good, but it is of great.er importance
that the cultivator's stomach should first be.filled, and this can be done even
with an ordinary pair of bullocks but with. the use 0£ seeds of improved
types. Last year 1 drew the attention of Government to the fact that much
more income could be raised if a little more attention were paid to the holding
of cattle fairs. I take. this opportunity to say once again that a large proportion of the revenue from this source is finding its way to the Native States,
which rightfully should come to the coffers of Government. To quote one
instance, the income from cattle fairs from the Jullundur division area is
about Rs. 70,000, while from amnch smaller area in the neighbouring State8·
the income from such fairs is about 4 lakhs of rupees. I hope the Govern.
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:ment will examine this question and ensure that any possibility of profit
from this source is not lost sight of. There are many municipalities that'
.hold cattle fairs, but the money so received is not spent for the welfare of"
'the cattle. May I request that the advisability of reminding the municipalities .about this duty may kindly be taken into consideration ? It
would be possible for municipalities to maintain veterinary dispensaries
-or contribute towards their upkeep and so on.
·
·
I wish to make one observation with regard to rural dispensaries. These
-dispensariesare at .present under the civil surgeons of the various districts
.and the health officershave no power or control over them. Consequently
'wheneverplague, cholera or some other contagious disease breaks out_ in a
:rural area, the health officershave to seek the co-operation of these dispensaries but on account of red-tapism it takes a long .time before this
-ean be brought about, Willi~ not be better to so readjust our machinery
.as - to see that this co-operation might be brought about quicker 'l I
hope the Government will consider this suggestion and adopt it if possible.
Here is a statement in my hands which has been supplied to us by · the
·Government. It gives communitywise the number of Government servants
as on 1st January 1982. · It has 5 columns, one for Hindus, one for Muslims,
the third for Sikhs, the fourth for Europeans and the filth for "others."
If you were to look at these columns you will find that in the case of many
departments of Government the filth column is blank. In some cases
the number of Government servants belonging to other communities runs
into hundreds, yet the column under " Others " is nil or nea.tly so. I represent
-that community which is styled as ' Others ' and I consider it my duty to
humbly invite the attention of Government to the paucity of the members of
that community in Government services. I beg that the Government may
kindly see that the claims of " Others " are taken into consideration.
'Before it should be said that the number of such persons in this community
'who are really capable to fill these services is small, 1 beg that we be
given an opportunity and a trial.
I have one more thing to say about a matter which concerns the
-·welfare of the province. While we all are very glad that the Sukkur Barrage
.Seheme has been successfullycompleted, we should not lose sight of the fact
that it is intended to irrigate an area larger than that which is under culsi·vation in the whole of Egypt. At present a large quantity of our surplus
grain is exported in that direction, but as our cultivation expands our
-oxports must contract, and it would be a very interesting study to ascertain
how our province is going to be affected by this scheme, and I commend this
.suggestion to the Government for favour of consideration.

Sardar.Sampuran Singh (Lyallpur, Sikh, Rural): This is an occasion
for stock taking and before I say anything about the workof the Government
or the budget in general, I would like-to take this opportunity of congratulating the Honourable Finance Member for presenting the budget which
.anyhow is balanced. So far as the accountancy side of this budget is con.eerned, it is perfect, but when I come to the actual development of the province
and the work done, I am sorry to say that I cannot very well congratulate the
·Government on this budget. We always expect a lead from the Government
;
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on such eeoaslonsand we always· expect them to lay before the House a welt
tbO"ught-out plan, i.e., a programme for the coming yeg. We have gonethrough the budget but I am sorry to. say that wefind very few new ideas.
on which 'Ye can lay our hopes for thl:l coming financial year, · ·
The Honourable Minister for Agriculture has dwelt upon. the general:
financial depression of the world. All the world has been thinking over this.
matter not only for months but, I am afraid; for some years now. I havelg.tely travelled in Europe, and I have yet to meet the man who .ean give, 1
any definite solution or even any definite diagnosis of this. great calamity
of the world.' . We know that our agricultural commodities have gone down;
Vl!:l know that we suffer by exchange, we know that our Government-tried;
their best to keep the standard of gold. up, but at the same time we know that
they did riot. diagnose 'the trouble. .Eventually they thought of giving up,
the efforts of keeping the gold standard. To me the idea of keeping the gold,
standard was. nothing less than doctoring a. dead man. Whan the · peoplehad already become so poor and their resources had already so much dwindled, ,;
they still tried to keep the gold standard. . To me anyhow it looked futile,
However the Government gave that up and the result is that we find lately
a, little liveliness in the rates, though I do not think it quite to oursatisfaction ; they are going up steadily though not speedily enough.
While passing I would like to say a .word abo~t the export of gold·
Lately we havebeen reading in the papers thatevery day very large consignments of gold. are going abroad, and at the same time we have to-da.yheard that it 'is perhaps by sellirig all this gold that we have seen a littlebriskness in the prices of agricultural commodities.. But I am of the opinion
that this exodus of gold from this country has. really· denuded the country
of its v.ery blood. I have been hearing for several years that India is very
rich in gold, but I know that I have lived in this country ever since I was
born•. but I have not seen much of it in the country. If it is there, it must beeither in the coffers of the Government or perhaps with some great prince.
But so far as the actual populace of this country is concerned, I do not think,
when we compare it with other parts of the world, we really have any largeamount of gold. Before now we got perhaps Rs. 22, Rs. 20 or Rs. 28 per tola
and we are now getting Rs. 80 a tola which is only in paper money and the. country so far as the wealth of the country is concerned-after all we have
to admit that gold is a standard by which we judge the wealth of a country
-we are losing and losing it by every consignment which goes out of the-country.
.
I would like to say a few things about the Co-operative Department
in which I am interested. It really astonished me to hear that people could.
say that this movement, which I consider to be the great future hope of the
world, was really doing any harm to the' agriculturists of this province. .I will.
certainly admit that the co-operative movement has not yet done so much
as it should have done and that there is a great scope for its activities, and I
would even say that there is a great future before it, but it astonished .me to.
hear that it is actually doing any harm to the agriculturists, · It is.sdmitted ,
on all sides that we want credit for agriculture and to make anything profitable·
. we must have very cheap credit. I am yet to know that there is any agency,
any bank or individual or any institution in this province which would give,
_j
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an agriculturist cheaper credit than the co-operative societies (hear, hear).
The agriculturists have to pay the money which they borrow; back to the·
co-operative societies, though in very easy instalments; sometimes -thesocieties have to take recourse to law to get their money 'back according to,
the conditions stipulated. This should not bring us to the conclusion that
this movement, because it wants its money back is in any way doing harm,
to the zamindars.
1
'

Mr. Mukand Lal Puri : Why does it demand the money baek?
(Laughter).

·

Sardar.SampuranSingh : I am looking forward !to the time when
the agricultural products of this country will be sold by ; the agriculturists
through co-operative agencies direct in the markets of · the world. As I
envisage it that would be the happy time when zamindars will be getting:
every penny which they earn by .their hard labour out of ~heir lands-. Lately
when I was in England. I tried to make· inquiries about the possibilities of:
doing that, and I have studied that question carefully and I think as soon as
things revive we may be able to materialise. this scheme ; and I believe
there is a great possibility of;developing the income from agricultural land.
in that way.
· ·

\

After this I would like to say a few words about retrenchment. I am a..
great supporter of retrenchment,- but only . t.hat much of 'retrenchment
which does not take away the efficiency· of the work; which does not
curtail the work of the departments ; retrenchment whioh does not keep
idle the heads of departments; retrenchment which does not make so many
officersless efficient by keeping them free for several hours in the day. I
want that kind of retrenchment. The present retrenchment practically
means lopping . off the branches of the tree which were gathering:
food from all sides., The trunk is getting bigger and bigger but the branches.
which were to be fed by that trunk are cut off and the food that they get
from the air will not reach the trunk whioh will dwindle off eventually. So'
the best course for the Government in retrenchment 'would be not to cut off
so many services and keep their officers but by introducing a general cut
in the salaries, and by that saving they should have balanced, the budget.
· In that way they would not have lessened their activities so faras the actual
work is concerned in the province. I take only one instance. About 50·
agricultural assistants from the Agricultural Department have been discharged.
The Minister has to get the same pay, the Director and the Assistant Directorget the same pay and most probably the same number of Deputy Directors,
remain. The question is when about one-third of the eadte which was doing
the work actually in the field has been lopped off, the. work should also
have been reduced at the headquarters. If the. work remains the sameand you require all these officials, I would respectfully submit that you are
making the work of your department less economic. When the expenditureon the top service remains untouched you are cutting the staff who wereto do the field work by one-third. That machinery which was to
supervise and was to take work from them remains the same. Therefore
personally I am of the opinion that by cutting off so many posts you are reducing the work you were going to do during the year whereas the overhead
expenses are· allowed to remain the same.
1
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A good deal ofwork has to be done for village uplift. I endorse
the idea. of the honourable member for Lahore, tha.t there should be some
special officer in the Punjab to see to village uplift work whose chief
objeet would be to co-ordinate the activities of various departments-J' mean
the Health, Medical, Phblio Works and. Agrioultura.1 Departments
whioh are to deal with the pea.sa.nt directly. By: co-ordinating their
aotivities in . such a way that their work may be more effective in each
village, and with his. imagination; idealiatie views and enthasiasm · as is
expected from suoh an officer,all this work whioh is now being done by these
departments may be done in a. more effective and useful manner.
As this is a general debate I should like to point out. that as the Govern•
ment is getting more and more l>usy with political
questions the general control over the administra·.
tion is becoming more, and more loose. The result is that in the districts·
the work is getting less efficient and if I may say so, corruption is becoming
more common. I. would, therefore, submit very strongly tha.t the control
over the adminietration in the districts should be made· more efficient and
corruption and l>iibery should be stopped e:ffeotively.
.
. . I should not resume my seat without saying a word about land revenue~
We know· the needs and requirements of Government. They are really
-very great, But the principle which should govern us in deciding this question is not wru.t Government require but wha.t fhe zamindar is able to pay.
We ha.ve approached the highest authorities on the question of land revenue
and abiana, and we ha.ve been again and again told : Government are in
trouble themselves, if land revenue is not· paid in full; where are they to get
the money from ? That is not the question. The question is whether the
men are able to pay. There must be some sort of proportion between the
living of the people, for whom Government exists;,:, and the living of the,
officersof Government.,At present we find that officersof Government and tbe
urban classes generally are going· ahead of the agriculturists and the masses.
Ninety-nine per cent. of the population a.re thinking anxiously from where.
their evening. meal is to come from, and in view. of these conditions to run
the Government smoothly and to ma.ke the country prosperous, it is absolutely necessary that we should keep alive the hen which laid the golden egg. In view of the low prices .of agricultural commodities, unless the land revenue,
and abioma are reduced we will not-be able to continue this industry of agriculture in 'the province. The other day the Honourable Revenue Member
told us that the area under cultivation has not decreased and that if agrieul~ure did not pay that wouldnot be the case.. I would say as long as the
agriculturist and his bullocks. ~e alive, he will continue his agricultural
profession and would rather go to jail for non-payment of rent on account of
bis inability to pay than Ieave off the land. Because he has nothing else
to do, he will go on oultiva.ting. For goodness sake, do not be misled by the
:fact· that he is cultivating and do not infer from it that he is making a profit.
If he is getting anything a~ all it is hardly a. margin for · him · to keep
himself alive. Therefore you will have to change the policy of this high
taxation on land. The earlier you do it the better, for things ma.y yet be
set right. ~ you do not, the whole machinery may simply sink down.
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Thakur Pancham Chand (Kangra, non-Muhammadan, Rural). (Urduf'i
Sir, the present economicdepressionis a world-wideproblern. Every country
is faced with a very serious situation. Our province is lnot sn exception.
Although our budget is not very bright still it is not at the same time disap- •
pointing. I congratulate the Honourable the Finance MJmber for the pains
he has taken in preparing this budget. One thing passes my eomprehension, namely, why in years when· we had surplus budgets our Government
was not wise enough to keep something against the rainy-day. Instead of
doing . that the Government embarked on new expensive schemes. Thefinancial condition of this province is very preeariousl The administration of this province is top-heavy though our annual income per .head does
not exceed 80 rupees. When Stich is the state of affair~ I wonder how weoan afford to give our M!Distersand· other high officialsselazies amounting
to five or three thousand rupees a month. We are not ~titting our coat according . to our cloth. We need to make drastic reductions in the salaries .of
government servants in order to deprive the public se~ce of_its present
charms. If you do so, I am sure that communal riot~ and all other quarrels would at once stop. The recent remission of two annas in a rupee of
land revenue was granted only to a few districts in the province and therealso only to a few villages. In a previous session of this Council we unanimously passed a resolution asking the Government · to 1remit 50 per cent.
of .land revenue. It seems that our request fell on deaf ears. This showsthat this Council is nothing but· a farce. In the times pf Hindus, .Mughals
and even of the Sikhs the land revenue was received in ]qnd but not in cash,
The Government should also try to realiseland revenue iq kind. The zamin- ·
dars now cannot pay land revenue in. cash. They would be· quite prepared
to pay it in. kind. Their plight · is most miserable. A: poet has said of
.them-«
·

J-1' ~' ~,.) J
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He. is quite correct. Litigation is the main reason
their present indebtedness. If litigation is stopped, and. panchayats ! are .established .in
villages, I am· sure, the zamindars will be soon relieved of their misery. Thepresent system of courts as introduced by Lord Hastin.gtj,is most expensive.
In going to the High Court the . zamindar litigants become bankrupt. I
suggest that panchayats should be established throughout the country. But
there must be some sanction behind the pa.nchayats. i
.
I would now say a few words with regard to education. The zaroitidars are very backward in education. That is .the sole ,~eason why they areoften made fools of by patwaria and forest officials. · !know for certain
that for a copyof record which can be obtained enpayment of annas 4 or
8, the patwaris exact from them Rs. 50 or 60. Lawyers in most cases do
' not earn so much. Besides we should be imparted technical education.
Qur education should not be such as may only make us bW>oo.!. Truly speaking our lawyers, doctors and our ministers cannot adda single pie to the
general wealth of this country. We are dependent on ~oreigncountries for
even the bare necessities of life. I would suggest that glass factories, sugar
factories and paper factories should be established in th~ eountry.. ·
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.
Now I tum to.the Forest Department, which is conspicuous for its mismanagement. Its. mismanagement was never so glaring even in Hindu,
. Muhammdan and. Sikh times; No doubt the Government has been doing
some work for the last 4 or li years hut that is not very important. These
forests are the property of the people. But Government has made this
department a business concem.. It considers it to be a source of income.
'Tree~ have been cut down. ;The Government says that the scarcity of rainfall is due to the mischief done in the forests by goats and sheep. I am sure
that the number of goats and sheep in Sikh times was even much larger
but in those days no damage was done to the forests. Sheep is a harm- ·
less animal. Its wool is very useful. Thete is a tax levied on goats and sheep
in the .Kangra district alone for which there is q,bsolutelyno justification.
l do not propose to go into details for the Erosion Committee is considering
this question. The Committee it seems has· not so far done much work.
Some honourable members have remarked that communal riots and
other quarrels are due to the Congressactivities. · About the Congre~smove- ·
ment I would only . say that it is the only active · · political organisation.
About Mr. Gandhi I would better.quote the words of the Prime Minister that
there is none to deliver goods except Mr. Gandhi. It is only the English
education and English Government that has ineuleatedin us the spirit of freedom. It is this education thatmade us realise the true value of freedom.
It means that if we ask for freedom the, fault lies with those who have imparted us this education, and why should. they now crush our spirit for freedom'} Besides, the Government do not .say that they would not grant us self;.
government. They would surely grant us self-gevemment. The difference
.between ourselves and Government is with regard to· the time when the
Government of this country should, be handed over to us. Mahatma Gandhi
also desires to achieve his end by lawful and peaceful means. I am sure
that so long as the I~dians. ~JJio iorrµ. one~fifth of the t()~l population of the
world are not grant~d,freecfom,the!{:)Oa:nheno peaee 4i tb:e world.
An honourable '.memberli~ reniarked that it vety objectionable that
.:the lady· volunteers should take physical exercise with young male volunteers. It was not becoming of him to have said' so. Perhaps he has lost
sight of the fact that these lady volunteers have respondedjo the clarion
call of the country. You ought to remember that during tpe Great War the
women of France and England rendered conspicuous service to their countries.
Here it would riot be out of place to request the Governriient· . that the
lady prisoners should not' be confined with ordinary prisoners punished· '
.foi; offences involving . moral turpitude. They should · be confined .iri
separate jails.· I hope the British Government will accede to my request,
:for the British people are well-known·for their respect to the womenfolk.
With these words I resume my seat. . '
Cbaudhri Allah Dad Khan: Sir, I want your ruling .on one point.
You have ,already once ruled that the Ministers should be present in the
Council when criticisms are levelled against their departments .. Just now;
not only is the Honourable Minister for Local Self-Government a.way from
the Chamber, but I understand that he has taken away some of the members
with him to hold a meeting of the select committee. I should like. to know
whether it is in order to hold the meetings of select committees when' the
Council is sitting.
·
·
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In Parliament select committees work even while the

.Parliament is sitting. ·-

-

-

·

·

·

Mr. Mukand Lal Puri: Now that the time at our disposal is very
.short I would suggest to you to fix a time limit for speeches.
Mr. President: If that is the sense of the House I :have no objection
to aot up to it. (After consulting' the House) I hope that the honourable
.members will not take more than five minutes each. I do not propose to
enforce this time limit strictly as it may involve some hardship.
Khan Bahadur Mian Ahmad Yar Khan Daultalla (Muhammadan
. Land-holders) : Sir, I have only to make one or two remarks but before I
-do so I should like to thank the Honourable the Finance Member and his
able Secretary on the elaborate budget speech and the memorandum which
: has provided a layman like myself with several oases in a desert of figures.
Not only that. As far as I know I am sure that our Finance Department
. has been controlling the expenditure of all other departments very efficiently,
.and before various items find their places in the budget they are soruti~
.nized with Argus eyes. The Finance Department is responsible to a great
-extent for the reduced expenditure that we see in the budg~t •.
It is needless to say the figures on the receipt side are prepared with
.impractieal
optimism. One can safely say that very soon we will be
- faced with a big deficit. Before I express my views on the question of re·trenchment I feel it my duty to blame the members of this House, myself
.and my colleagues for blowing both hot and cold in the same breath or to
.have a policy of heads I win and tails you lose. This Council, as is wellknown, appointed a very efficient Retrenchment Committee, but while dis-eussing its recommendations we let fall many an indiscreet remark. We
_ have practically turned down every recommendation of tha_t committee.
One honourable member said that commissioners were necessary, and another
-explained the utility of superintending engineers, while other still eulogized
the Department of Public Health, and so on, and so forth, with the net result.
that every cut suggested by the Retenchment Committee was opposed from
.some quarter or the other of this House. That I submit , is not practical politics. If we want to run the Government of this province smoothly and
-effieiently.imy submission would be that 11,t least the recommendations of the
Retrenchment Committee should be adopted in toto. Whether a certain
"department suffers by the proposed retrenchment or not Qr whether oy the
proposed retrenchment, Hindus, Muslims or Sikhs are affected, it should not
.influenee our decision, I quite realize that the Government departments
-: .have done as much as they could - to reduce their expenditure and I give
-the Public Works Department, Irrigation Branch, the greatest credit for that.
I am afraid I cannot sea eye to eye with the remarks: of a.n honourable
.member of this House· forwhom I have very great respect/that the: depart·.ment which. has succeeded in reducing its expenditure the most had scope
.for more retrenchment than the other departments which have not reduced
their expenditure to that extent. If that is our policy we will be discouraging those officers who help the cause of retrenchment.
The reason why I:
stood up to speak to-day was to endorse whole-heartedly on my behalf and
-on behalf of my friends sitting on this side of the House the remarks of my
- .honourable friend, Kanwar Ma.mra.j Singh Chohan, about the grievances of
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.
Hindu zamindars regarding the question of appointments.
We are all one,
and their welfare is dearer to us than that of our own. No member will be-more delighted than myself and my friends on this side, to see that_ our friends
there _get their due share. If all my freinds on my left were also u;i. the same
boat· as · their. samindar co-religionists, . I would have · said the same thing·
about them.
·
. ·
Before
sit down, I would like to say: one or two words.
our Ministers.· We know that provincial autonomy is coming sooner orlater: and that the official bloc will be no more. We all know that the official
bloc in the last few years has been a glorious veil to the disadvantage of
beautiful and to the greatest advantage of ugly · mfuisteriaLfaces.
It.
is high time that our Ministers realized the necessity of joint responsibility.
I for one do not think so, but there is an impression outside this Housethat if the official bloc is removed, the whole show will come toan end within 24 · hours.
I do not think it is correct, .. but that is the-impression outside the House and in order to remove that impression I would
like the :Ministers to get one or two of. their measures passed by this Housewithout the help of the official bloc, asking the latter to remain· neutral. · r
think.' that will not be difficult. : · It may be that our Ministers are subjected,
to severer criticism than they deserve. But unfortunately my own impression is. that they are more or less glorified post-offices,-just mere sorters to,
send papers up and to send papers down. It may be said that .the arrangement of parties in this House is such that the Ministers cannot do what they
are expected to do .. But we all know, that fortunately in this very House-we had a competent set of Ministers who were very independent, very efficient and popular with the major portion of the House,
Mr. Nanak Chand Pandit : They always carried the House with thehelp of the official bloc,
Khan Bahadur Mian Ahmad Y
Khan Daultana : There are-eases when they were prepared to do things. without the help of theofficial bloc;
Mr. N~ak Chand Pandit: Never, not once.
Khan Bahadur Mian Ahmad Yar Khan Daultana : We all know·that we have had Ministers' in. this Council who were second to none in the- ·
whole.of this country. We had Sir Fazl-i-Hnsain, our leader, Rao Bahadur
Chaudhri Chhotu Ram, Lala Harkishan Lal, and'the rear was brought up by-the honorable member for the University~
_
Just. one word about the samindars. One of the Government members.
said that the ·zamindar was once very prosperous, and ought to have saved.
a lot of money which he should use for payiJJg the land revenue now,
That criticism is absolutely correct. But I would say that the Punjab
Government had very great surpluses during last few years. Why did they-not save any money t9-en in order to meet the present deficit 2 Why-had . they been feeding white elephants like the Hydro-Electric Scheme and'.
thus getting rid of their .surplus 2 Personally I am not one who would.
appeal to Government~ I know they must realize that as long as thezamindar isr here they are there. No sooner we perish then the Government .
sueeumbs. : .I think it is their duty to do things correctly and if they do not ·
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~o so, they will repeJ~ for it. As far-as their present attit*de is eonoemed,
I cannot express it tlietter than in the words of a famous goat who says~
1 [ ,,. ~I ,1
\il"~ /
J"' j} l.!Jlj!f A~sJ ~ ' \V°l? r~.c.) l
Translated intoi English it means : . " His (Goverm:pent's)love for me(zamindars) is like the love of the wave for the shore. ]µashed by a storm
the wave rushes to my bosom; but immediately recedes as soon as there is
calm."
·I
;,
Sardar Mohm,~ar.Singh (Ludhiana, Sikh, Rura!l) (Urdu) : Sir, I
will be very brief ili
observations. I had no intention to make a speech
but seeingthat this J;>Udget has be-en preparedunder greatfdifficulties I could
not help congratulating the Honourable the Finance Meu;iber. It is usually
a formality, Sir, thit the Finance Memberis congratulated for. the pains betakes in preparing a budget, butto J>repare this year's . hp.dget was . extraordinarily a difficult; job and the Honourable the Finance Me:rnber deserves
our sincere congrattillationsfor it and) associate myself with others in
congratulating him for preparing such a lucid .budget.> ·
Now, I will mak,~ a few remarks regarding some twcr:or three important
matters. · Everybody knows that there is a slump in the :rqa,rket and the priceof cereals has gone down. There is no demand for the grain which lies stored
up with the za:tninda,!rs in their houses., For the purpose o. helping the zamindars . a Communications Board was established :which unfortunately has
not been serious in tµe discharge of its duty. It does not help the.zamindars .
in removing their grains to distant markets by connecting villages to cities
by new roads. It i&jthe duty of the Board to provide all i;orts.of facilities to·
the zamindara for se,nding their com to places which are'. · not . connected by
railways. Similar ie the case of the Sanitary Board. This Board has alsonot achieved . any substantial results. ~ The . expenditure that is incurred.
on its account is mere wastage and can be better utilized! on other beneficial
works.
:
.
,
'1
. '·
.
.
Next I take t~e Public Health Depart ent. Altl;i.ough this department is very riecessii,ry, in its present state it is also a ;us.eless burden on.
the revenues of th9 province, The officers of this department care very
little to help the. pQ<>ple
living in the country.· places. I:
,,
As. regards the ·Education Department there is a ' general complaint:
against it, that it dfes not tum out capable young men. The education,
that is imparted to: the students in the schools and colleges is academic
and is often followed by undesirable results. The studeiits turn out to bemore 01'. less useless members of society so that they cannot attend to their
own personal . and !private work. After completing their edneation our• young men loiter afout without work. We require technical education so,
that our men may:i!nd employment.
·
;.
Mr. Mukand'.t:ai Puri (Punjab Industries) : It is :too late in the day·
for. me .to waste th~ ·time of the House in showering i encomiums on the
Finance Departmetj~. . But I think that sincere thanks! of this House and.
of the population o:f![this province are due to the Honourable Fina.neeMemberand his advisers
not burdening. this province with ~dditional taxation
in spite of the re:~ommenda.tions of the Revenue Besourees Committee-
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who, we all know, recommended all kinds of fancy taxes like taxes on ice,
-etc, Without any further introduction, therefore, I would just say a. few
words about gentlemen whom the honourable member from Multan, Mr.
Ahmed Ya.r Khan Daultaria, has just now described· as "glorified post-offices." It is my earnest wish and prayer that every Minister should feel
that he is a Minister for the 'benefit of the entire population: of the province.
A Sikh Minister is not a Minister whose duty it is tosp,fegua.rd the Sikh
.interests only, nor should the Muhammadan, whether he is a Minister or
.a Member of Government, think _that he. is in the Government to help his
" poor oo-religionista only ", and I say the same thing with respect to the
Hindu Minister whose duty it should be to safeguard _the interests of all
communities alika (hear, hear). · If the· system- of communal representation
·of Ministers is to continue, I submit that a Minister should measure his
aucceas by the amount of confidence he inspires in the membersof' other
-communities and the amount of interest he evinces in the welfare of communities other than his own. It is believed by some honourable members
that the main function ofthe four Members of Govemment.is to see that the
three communities are kept in water-tight compartments and to prevent
.at all costs a united action on their part either in the, Cdnncff or outside.
Whether there is any design behind it, I do not know, but it is my experience
- .and it must be the experience of other members of the Council, that this
.arrangement succeeds beautifully and-any attempt at united action on how-ever unimportant and trifling a matter is prevented by communal appeals
to members of one party or another. Therefore, I make an earnest appeal
to these gentlemen to dispel this impression whichunfortunately is prevalent
not only amongst the members of this Council but a,lso outside. It is on
. account of this communal grouping that the Go~ermnent of, the day always
treats with contempt ·any opinion which may be universally. held by ali the
members of the Council, because they know that at any crisis they can
prevent any united action through the help of these Ministers at the proper
time. Now the honourable member from Multan has pointed out that the
proposals of the Retrenchment . Committee were . criticised from so many
aspects by different honourable members _· that it was impossible for the
Government to find out as to what is really the opinion of the Council. Tmi.t
.is not so. It was our duty to put before the Council the 'different points
-of view taken by different members. But there were certain essential
matters, and I say with a. certain amount of confidence on that point, on
which non-official opinion of this House expressed itself with unanimity.
I regret to ·find that on these matters also· the Government has not taken
.any action at all. If there was any matter on which non-official · opinion
was unanimous, and this matter was also referred to -yesterday by a
number of other members from various parts of the House, it was
that our administration is top-heavy and that retrenchment should
'be made at the top instead of retrenchment in numbers by cutting
-down the field workers at , the bottom. Take department · by de·
partment and I ask the Government if they have given eff~ct
to the reeommendations of the Retrenchment · Committee- as en-dorsed by the opinion expressed in the Colincil.
Take the Bevenus ·
.Department of which the Honourable Revenue Member is in charge. The
.Retrenchment Committee recommended that of -the two Financial Com.mis\
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-sionera one should go. It was a unanimous recommendation. Has the
Government given effect to it? Would the Government of the Punjab
-co!11~ to an. end, I ask, if instead of the work done by two Financial Comrruss10ne~s! 1.t was done by one ? Take the Irrigation Department. A number
-0f sub-divisional officers have been reduced. The unanimous recommendation of the Committee was that the number of chief engineers is too many.
At' lea~t one should have been asked to go. It would have only meant the
reversion of the gentleman to the post of superintending engineer with
perhaps less allowances. The Government has not looked at it because
-it knows that when it comes to the Council, communal appeal would prevent
the Council from taking effective action. Similarly take other departments, Take, for instance, the Public Works Department. It has been pointed ?Ut th~t the Public Works Department has now little work to do.
The obvious thing would be that instead of the Chief Engineer, put it under
the control of a superintending engineer, and thus effect a retrenchment
-equivalent to that obtained by retrenching a number of sub-divisional
-offieers, which necessarily means decreased service to the community.
But the Government did nothing of the kind. This communal grouping
in the Council and the way in which Government handles the communal
feeling and grouping through its Ministers and officers prevents the Council
from taking united action in every matter on which it may be in the right
and it may be otherwise united. l want to ask the Government whether
it is fair on their part, when provincial autonomy is every day said to be so
near, that they should act in this manner. A second matter on which
opinion was fairly unanimous in this Council was that it .would have been
more equitable for the Government to propose a higher cut in the higher
·salaries apd not a. uniform cut as has been proposed, which in practice means
.a lower cut in higher salaries and a· higher cut in lower salaries. Incometax whether graded or not is for everybody. That was again a matter on
which the opinion of non-official members was unanimous as expressed in
the Council through the ordinary means provided for its expression. · Has
the Government paid any attention to .this matter? Again, one would
have expected in this matter that our Executive Councillors and Ministers
would have set an example. After all, they are the highest paid officers
and it is not unknown to them that this is a matter on which very strong •
views are held by honourable members in all sections of the House. If
they were going to cut the pay of a chaprasi, of a sub-judge, of an inspector
of police why should Iiot.j;hey have voluntarily reduced their salaries and
brought them into line with what is paid in other provinces? Is there any
doubt, I say with all humility, is there any doubt as to the opinion of this
House as to the salaries which the Ministers and Indian Executive Councillors
are enjoying? Are there two opinions on this point ? Government,
however, can always effectively stop any action by members of the Council
by appealing to communal feeling and by other methods; too • well· known,
but about which, the less said, the better. I, therefore, consider that this
is the real point which ought to be brought _ to the notice ._ of the Council.
(Interruption). The Honourable Revenue Member says that the opinion
of the House was not unanimous. on this point. I do not want to take the
opinion of the House on the matter. I shall be cc:mtent. with his opinion.
Does he really value the services which he and his colleaguesrender to the
1

,
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Sta.ta in these hard times and a.t. the present market value a.t the figurewhieh was sanctioned in good old times ?
The HonourableCaptahi Sardar Sikander Byal' Khan: It is;.
necessary on account of these unfortuna.te happenings.
Mr. M~d Lal Puri: Leaving that, I come to a. ma.tter whioh woul~ ·
appeal to and please the honourable members of Government, the defects.
in theirsubordinates, which has unfortunately become our praotioe to bring:
to their notice. I begin by pointing out . to · the Honourable· Minister for
Local Self-Government and I take it that this will be appreciated much
more than what I have said so far . beoause it has a communal tinge. · 1
wish to bring to the notice of the Honourable Minister the hardships caused'.
by the manner and method of the assessment of haisiyat tax.
It is a,.
crying grievance of the- assessees of the haisiyat tax and I would respectfully ask the Honourable Minister to pay attention to this matter. · The
grievance is genuine and l hope, he will do something. I wish also tobring to his attention the paucity of . representation of the non-agriculturists, especially. the Hindus, in the district boards of the province,
Another point to which I invite the attention of the Honourable Mini'ster
for Agriculture is the manner in· which retrenchment of agricultural assistants is being proposed and carried out. Tlie department has not adopted
a policy of retrenchment on merits. I find that in some cases agricultural
assistants who have served for 7 or 8 years and whose names had been recommended for confirmation have been retrenched. This is no justice.
Again the department unfortunately has been recently subjected to a great.
deal of embeszlement. We know very well that there has been an
embezzlement in the Lawrence Garden and in Gurdaspur poultry farm.
and that there have been · other embezzlements in this department far too
many to mention. In these circumstances, I ask the Government whether it
is not its duty to find out as to how these defalcations occur in this department and whether in the interests of efficiency and, I say again, in the
interests of economy also, it is not necessary to place this department under
the charge of an effici$nt and competent administrative Head, preferably
• a member of the Indian civil service. The Co-operativeDepartment is being:
run by a member of the Indian civil service. Technical knowledge wi).t
,,_ certainly be required ; but where embezzlements of Government funds are.
concerned they cannot be passed over lightly. _And it is time that laxity
of control in this matter were effectively brought home to the officers'conoemed. ·
·
·

The HonourableMalik Firoz Khan Noon (~star for Education) :Within 'the short ·time at my disposal -the most important thingthat I can:
dois to congratulate ·the House on the high tone of the debate during the,
proceedings· of yesterday and to-day.. We. are aware of our shortcomings:
and we highly appreciate the moderation of their tone when criticising the.
departments in our charge and I can assure the honourable members that th&
criticisms that they have levelled against the various departments during
the course of yesterday and to-day will be of the greatest help and guidance
when we are carrying· out our 'duties in the administration of these depart-.
ments. Va.nous. members have touched on various subjects in the course,
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It is not possible for me to a.nswj:lr aJl criticisms
I only wish to take up two points. One
.honourable member from Lahore district was pleased to remark that nothing
·was being done with regard. to physical training in our sctjools and that the
Bkeen Committee had remarked in one of the1r psrsgrephs that throughout
_ India there were not.twelve students in any school that w~re fit. for military
:Service. But I can say that either the Committee never visited this province or if they did so they walked· through the province with their eyes
· .shut.
If there is any province whioh has /l. large number of very ablebodied young men, it is this province. I can claim for the Education Department that during the last few yea.rs it has done excellent work, At
,the present· moment we have physical training supervisors," 42 in number,
in our· schools. These physical training supervisors' · are I mostly graduates
who have been trained at Lahore in the Central Training College.
In
.addition to these, we have drill instmetors employed in .Govemment high
.sohools and colleges to the extent of 87_ throughout the province, In addition.
.to these, there are supervisors and drill and physical instruqto:rs employed in
-distriet board, mnnieipal and private schools of whom t~e exaot number,
-1 am sorry to say, is not available. All this physioa.l training is done under
·the direot supervision of Mr. Hogg -who had been on the1 physical gaining
·.staff in England and who during the War remained a pb.ysioal instructor,
and he has reo~ntly gone over to Scotland and England: to go through a
.referesher course, with the result that so far as physical tra,ining is eonoerned
.ell that ean be done is being done. In )l,ddition to this S. A. Vs., S. Vs •
.and J.· Vs. a.re trained to teaeh: drill and games and neatly three thousand
.or more have been trained eseh year since the year! 1920. You ean
.therefore realize the extent to whioh there is physical training supervision
;going on in our schools. On that soore I can assure the Houge that
everything that is possible is being done.
·
·
,of their speeches.

in the short time at my disposal.

There is one criticism, a very cogent and strong criticism, that was
·made by Pir -Akbar Ali, that in our vernacular. middle . schools the boys
-are at a disadvantage in that, when they finish their education in the middle
schools they have to spend two years in learning English alone, before they
-oan join the 9th class. That is a very strong criticism ikd I feel that this
is a place where reform is needed.
We personally welcome the day when
,every school in this province is turned into · an anglo-vemaoalar school
(hear, hear). It is a question of money. The Director of Public Instruction
informs me that if we w~re to turn every vernacular mi1dle school into an
-anglo-vemeoular school, it would cost us extra 12 lakhs of rupees per annum,
If the· Council gives me that money I shall be only too pleased to carry out
their wishes, There is only one possibility of doing this and that is also under
.the consideration of the department, that instead of teaolring English from
the 5th class in future it should be taught as a foreign language starting from
.the 7th class, with the result that the teachers thus released ma.y be utilized
.in the vernacular middle schools. That is a reform which, personally
.speaking, I am willing to oarfy out.
It involves, however, one change,
tha.t is in the medium of examination at the matri5 UL
oulation stage. That is a matter whioh rests with
the University.
I know it for a fact that there are a. large number of stu.dents who appear in th~ Ma.trioula.tion, who may know the ~ubjeot thoroughly
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but who,· because . the answers have to be given in English.,cannot express.
themselves. That is an unnatural way of imparting education and I hopethat· the University will take ~arly steps to· bring about that reform in· regard to answering questions at the matriculation stage. As soon as this.
reform is effected, I assure h onourable members that" we shall try and do,
everything in our power to meet the wishes of the House if funds permit in
the future.
I cannot answer the other . eritisms which have been made as the time
at my disposal is a.lr~adyover. ·
·
·
·· ·
'

Mr. Nanak Chand Pandit (Hoshiarpur, n9:n~Muhail'.l.ma.da.n,·Bure.I):·
I should· congratulate the Honourable Minister who has just sat down for
striking a new note in our educational policy.' We-aU feel, at least I havebeen feeling, for the last ten years, that the system of giving education
through the medium of English has created a large number of parrots whodo not receive real education. - This was a reform to which the HonourableMin:ister ought to have directed his attention immediately he assumed.
charge of his office. Instead of doing that he has sought to revive an ancient system of examination which had been condemned by all educational experts. I assure the Honourable Minister that in the· University
l shall be prepared to whole-heartedly support a. scheme of this nature.
On the other hand I want the Honourable Minister, if he has got the interests
pf the children .at heart, .that he should call all educational experts to gothrough the middle school, matriculation and intermediate examinations.
once more, The Honourable Minister will find that while there has been,
a, revolution in the ideas of other countries in this respect we are still ploughing a lonely furrow and producing. a set of parrots -eaoh year. In my
opinionthere should be only two examinations, the matriculation exemination and the degree examination. All .others that we have now should.
disappear. In Universities like Oxford and Cambridge a degree is easily-obtainable-a pass degree,
I P1ean,. every 4. months an examination is,
held for a pass degree. If one wishes to get honours one has to work hard.
Similarly there should be examinations here held every four months for thesake of those who wish. to take merely a pass degree. ;Far P,<>m takingthis line; the Honourable Minister has imposed an examination which .will
place the failed boys at the disposal of the teachers for a year more. I
tell him, in the spirit in which he has offered this very new idea, new-in the
sense that it has not. been acted upon up to this time, that he should form a.
committee of University men and membersof this Counciland other eduoational experts to overhaul the whole educational system of the province.
.
r
J
I was greatly pleased to hear two speeches yesterday, one from my
honourable friend Khan Bahadur Muhammad Haya.t Qureshi, and the other·
from Pir Akbar Ali. They are really confessions-confessions of our own
failure in not effecting retrenchment or reform. We cannot go on blaming
the Government that they have not done this; they have not done that;
that the officials have not done this or that. "Every year the budget i1;1plaeed before us, but has the House ever united in effecting a single cut 'l·
In the first Council certain cuts were made. In the second Council, in the.first year certain cuts were made. But.later on we have moved on a down-
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W8,I'd scale. Our communal differencesin the Council, our religious troubles,
have converted every question of national and provincial importance into a
mere communal wrangle, That has been °the case. Mother honourablemember said " there must be an overhauling of the Government departments. '' Yes, quit~ so ; but there must be an overhauling of our policy
of dividing ourselves into communal groups. Here one post is in theHindu hands and there another and the whole Council loses its head over itIn 1924 and 1925 we had the most prosperous budget. It was then that
certain members felt that additional taxation in the shape of court fees and
stamps and increase in ahiana must go and we succeeded to a small extent. But then came an honourable member who now adorns the Government
Benches and pointed out : "We are having a remission of provincial contributions ;we need some 7 or 8 extra assistant commissioners, Why not have·
them now P " That :was then done. But what has hapl)ened now in this
year of financial stress? Those extra assistant commissionershave been
retrenched. The Punjab Government goes on in the same way as before·
but the benefit of the remission in the provincial contributions is gone.
And the chances of doing away with the additional taxation have also
vanished.
·,
If I have got anJ grievance against this budget it is this, that it takes
an optimistic view of the future income, a rather too optimistic view. If
I have the time I could point out actual figures. But so far as the income
is concerned the Fin~nce Secretary has ignored one fact, atj.d that is, that theworld prices which are the governing factor in the prices of this country
are not going to rise very high in the course of the year and .a permanent
relief will have to be given to the agriculturist if agriculture is to be saved
from ruin. No amount of remission now and then.will help the agriculturist ..
It should be a permanent and appreciable remission for all time.
That
is what the agriculturist needs. We know it for a fact that in countries
like Russia, Brazil and Canada grain and corn are produced in such large
quantities that we ii,re likely to have no market for our produce outside
India left for us. When the next Council comes into being the' first thing
that it will have to take up is the question of land revenue. The Council
under the Montford reforms also began with a deficit and in a similar way
the new Councilwill start its career under the new constitution with a deficit.
And the best thing will be for us to take note of the members who will
fill our Council and who will lay their hands first on land revenue and press
for a cut. My Honourable friend, the Leader of the House, shakes his head.
I hope he will not lead the agriculturist party then for if he does, he will
have to go to the urban population if he shakes his head thus. If the
zamindars are to !iv~ and prosper the only way to do it is by making a cut
in land revenue. That is the problem which the budget has not faced.
In the present situation there is only one method which has been very
rightly pointed out by the Finance Secretary of meeting the stringencynot additional taxation but economy. Economy we can have in two,
ways. One is by utilising the productive forces at our disposal for production in fields where there is no production at present, that is in industry.
The other is by e:ffecting retrenchment in the expenses of Government
• departments.
The~e are the two big problems which we shall have to,
face. '
·

•
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There is, as I have said, no.use blaming the Ministers of the Government.
The whole outlook ,of the Council has been, is and has remained throughout
communal and if you want the Honourable Ministers to take note of your
desires and wishes, it is 'up to you to present in the next six or ten days
when the Demands come up before us, a united front and oarry outs wherever
neoessery. If we cannot do that, there is no use blaming Government.
Chaudhri Ram Sarup (North-West Rohtak, . non-Muhammadan,
'Burel) (Urdu) : Sir, I also thank the Honourable Finanoe Member and his
able Secret~ who have presented a very lucid budget before us in spite
of the present disturbed condition of the finances of the province.
I feel, however, that the. Government has not been able to effect that
measure oj economy in its expenditure which . was expected of them. under
the present circumstances. But unfortunately the Government and the
Council have not been able to agree among themselves on the important
issue of effecting an all round curtailment in expenditure. The suggestion
-of this House was that the posts of the eommissioners should .be reduced
and similarly a reduction should be made in all other high posts. But
the Government seems to be •adamant enough to adopt just the opposite
course. If the posts of the Honourable Membeis of Revenue and Finance be
reduced, we shall be able to save so much money that as many as 100 persons
would be easily employed on quite good salaries. Moreover, Lfind that the
Government has decided to recruit more additional police. This is1 a very
unsound proposal. Although it was definitely stated on the floor of this
House at the time of the discussionof the Retrenchment Committee's Report
that the House views with disgust all the efforts of the Government in the
direction of spending more money on the Police Department, no notiee
has been taken of the opinion of the honourable members of this House.
"Perhaps .the Government are under the impression that the maintenance
·of law and order in this land depends wholly and sofoly on the services of
the police. I would like to tell the Government that they are extremely
mistaken in cherishing such a notion. On the other hand, this very police
which is considered so indispensable for the existence of the Government
at this time is likely to prove harmful to the State when there is no money
to be spent on them.
Mr. H. Calvert (Financial Com.missioner): Sir, I wish to correct
one or two errors that have crept into this debate from a few members who
have been criticising the work of Government. In the first place, the co.operative movement was·attacked and compared with the beneficent activities of money-lenders. I only wish to say that at the present moment
co-operative societies have 986 lakbs of capital lent out to _the poorer members
of the community ; and these societies have enabled these poorer people
to save a total sum of five orores of rupees. A further point which was raised
was the need for borrowing money to pay land revenue. There is an
extraordinary misconception on this point, because we are repeatedly told
that the zamindars cannot pay land revenue and have to sell their jewellery
and other articles to meet the demand. Actually our figures show that
-of the total borrowing of the .people only three per cent. is for land revenue.
The land revenue in fact one of the very smallest items in the zamindar's •
-expenditnre,
-
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On the question of sale of gold ornaments, members might be interest~d.
te know that.we have made several careful enquiries in !Villages. - All these
enquiries show that the, value of ornaments' in the viqages i is· 'more J tb,an
sufficient .to pay all their outstandings on mortgages, i so that by sa~g.
the ornaments people could get rid of the whole of their mottgage'de1:Jts: ·
Mir ;ri.,ltikand L~ Puri ~gu~dai~some length tha~ suffi~ient r~trenc~ment bad .xiot teen. effected m certain departments.
;.He apparently _ha(i.
not so much inside information on some of these matters as
others. · · Of
the. three posts of Financial Commissioners and. Reven;ue Secreiary one:
to be retrenched at the end of this month.
Of ,the ehief engineers wpi#i
. be proposed to reduce, be seems to be unaware that the Punjab Government is bound by a contract to maintain a chief engineer for construction,
in conjunction with other parties to. the Sutlej Valley iproject. (lnterrup. tion). 'l'he honourable member seems to think that a contract is a unilateral
· agreement or he· has no· respect for· eontracts.'
Perhapa he does not believe
in the sii,nctity of eontraets. He would probably abrogate the contracts
of all officials who have entered into a contract with th~ Secretary ·of State~
He proposed that the number of these higher posts sho1'uld be reduced and
that their ray should be reduced p,lso. He seems to Jorget that in the
case of the imperial services ·these oW.cials hold a contraq'.t with the Secretacy.of State.
·
·
M:r. Mukand Lal Pu;ri : !did not· say that the :contracts with theseofficials should be broken. What_ I said was that the! number of posts· at
the top should be reduced.
I know that no person who is under a contra.cf;
to serve can be asked to go away;
But with respect to the chief engineer
the contract is not between the employer and the employee but the contract
is between certain native states and the Punjab Government ~d these
native states would be only too glad to be content with a' superintending
engineer rather than with a more highly paid chief engineer who is pothing
more than a promoted superintending engineer.
_
'. Mr. H. Cqlvert : The honourable member has. in~eresting information
1
about Indian States which I do not possess.
There i~ one more matter.
The honourable mJin.ber criticised th&
peoposals or the action taken to retrench agricultural assil!ta.nts. I do not
know where he got the information .from ; but I ean ionly/ say that no
proposal for retrenchment of individual. agricultural aasistants has been,
submitted to 'Government. I may say that no proposals have even reached
me. When he criticised these retrenchments he was speaking on information which is not open to Government.
·
·
Khan Bahadur Shaikh J;)in Muhammad (East ; and West dentrat
Towns, Muhammadan, Urban) : Sir, it is impossible- iin thia · short spaceof time to do justice to the budget estimates or to the' criticisms that can.
be levelled against them.
It is not the case of a. loose siring here or a- loosestring there.
The whole :warp and woof. needs. mending and straining.
1
do not wish to minimise the efforts that have been made by the HononrebleFinance Member to stabilise the budget, nor do I wish to (depreciate the steps,
taken by the Government to economise.
But it can#ot at all be denied.
that the outlook is not veryhopeful, and we have not soared away poverty'
from the province with no immediate prospect of its retom.
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Certain observations were made by the honourable member for Indus.tries which J;thi~k must be refuted.
Hie position was that during the last:
~ or.:~even years it was the communal fighting that had been responsiblefor the swelling of the budget figures." . I take this opportunity <>f refuting;
this proposition that has'lleen advanceddn all seriousness by the honourable-member. . During the last six years I do n;W remember· any one occasion
on which
'reasonable cut proposed' by 'the Hindu bloc · was opposed by
the Musnm bloc simply on - account of the .Iaet that it was being proposed,
/by the Hindus. · Nor· do l remember any similar occasion' when a.ny cut
proposed by the Muslims was opposed by the Hindus simply on the ground
· that it was being proposed by the other side.
Unfortunately' we have'never been· serious in the- matter of our budgets during the· last few years •
. Our further difficulty' was tl:at in this matter we were never listened to by
the Treasury Benches. 'We have tried our level best to demonstrate to the,
Tre~su±y Benches that thaprovinee could ill afford the· luxury of'fat sslaries,
and fat allowenees, but to no avail.
When a few months ago I. brought
to the notice ofthe' Government that under the stress of hard cireumstaneee
people might take· to serious crimes, the Financial Con-missioner · ridiculed
·me as a scaremonger. Now it was only the other day I when a question
was put by an honourable member of this House that the Honourable. Finance Member was pleased to reply that ip. 1980 there were 206 daeoities
and in 1981 there were 216 daeoities attended with 11 murders. _ Pleaseremember this is in addition to all burglaries and thefts which are offences,
of a different nature and cannot at all be covered by the definition of daeoities. ' (.An honoura'ble member: Daeoities have not inereased.): Even
Ii the figures were 206 in 1980 and'216 in 1981, they are in themselves appalling;
especially when they are accompanied· by 11 xnurdel'f!.
·
.
Mr.
Lal
This figure the Honourable Finanee Memoer:·
eonsiders legitimate. ,.
·
· ·
· ··
· • ·
· . '
· ·

any

Mukand

Puri:

. . Khan B~hadur. ShailrhDin Muhammad':; .Another matter to which r
wish to refer is .the remark made by ~hakur Paneham Chand regarding the, .
c~allll of the Congress to be the onl;y legitimate polit~cal .body in the country.
· Be was also pleased to remark that Mahatma G~dh1 has. been admitted,
' by the Prime Minister to be the only per~on who could deliver the goods! do not endorse these remarks. The elaimput forward by the Congress. · and by Mahatma Gandhi in the manner in which it is put forward by Thakur:·
· -Pancham Chand is simply preposterous. Mahtama Gandhi has seen during·
the 1'1st .four or five months that every sensible man has -disownsd him, the·
depressed classes have disowned him, the Muslims donot own him; the Sikhs, · have disowned him, the Anglo-Indians have disowned him and the Christians·
have disowned him. If he was owned by anybody it was only by a small
section of .the Hindus who happen to owe allegiance to the Congress. I1
would not have referred to this part of the speech of Thakur Pancham Chand:
bad it not directly affected our budget. estimates. The enormous amount
of expenditure ·-that. we are incurring _in maintaining the additional 'police;
. in haying. additio1!al ~agistracy, ·~ having ad~tiona~ tribunals for trying.
·consprracy cases, is simply appalling. Something must. be done to cheek,
these activities. . Imagine· what a wastage in money we are incurring:
· every month on these special tribunals that are trying conspiracy . easea,
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· 'Further imagine what a waste of money there is every:; da.y in dealing wit4
cthe lawless activities of the Congress people. · - H tne people of t~is 'province
.are serious about their dire straits, .if they really feel th~ eoonomie'depression,
3f they are earnest about stabilising their budgets, it is for their{to rise lik~
.one man against all these .Iawless activities. and to suppress them (hear,
near). They cannot onthe one hand complain against the :financial strill·
gency of the Government and on the other hand keep quiet and silently
-wateh the growth of these lawless activities which mean money.
The Honourable Minister for Agriculture was pleased to remark that
"t4e inflation of prices, the shortage of freight and the linking ·of sterling to
gold 'were sufficient sops for the zamindars and that the zamindars should
-now be content. The plain Punjabi is not· at all affected' by this, refined
language employed by the refined financiers, He wants to know in plain
"language when his trouble is going to be relieved.. He sees that the budget
is not such as would be able to afford him any relief when time comes. Ha
""" -sees that the money that is being-spent upon him is uQt bringinghim the
Aue return and this is why he complains. _
.
_
Every person living in the province feels that the departments are failing
in their duty. The Honourable Minister for AgrfouJtm!a remarked that tha
"Ministers were very good boys and that they ware prepared to listen to th~
..advico given to them by the members .of this Honse. I would only refer to
-the attitude which was displayed hy the .Honorirable Minister for L9oa.l
Self-Government in connection w.ith the Executive Offleer'a Bill. He .simply
, disregarded the unanimous voice of the m1jor1ty party ~n the Council. They
-walked out, but still he persisted in this measure. I can further refer the
House to the various occasions when: the Jijn::1:rr.-i,ble Minister for Agri. culture has similarly displayed a disregard of the ;views of the honourable
; members of the House. I do not make any exception in favour of the Honour.able : Minister for -Education too. Every one ·of - these Ministers does not
.consider that he is responsible to the H;u~E:l._, Every 09,E:l of them, so far a~
his own department is concerned" ac;J;s jn a manner .W:hich suits him best.
'Take for instance the Education Dep~r_tment,; . - Ty is nq .doubt true that thi,
Honourable Minister has effected certain ClJ-ts. in his depattment. But thqsQ
-outs have affected the education of: our, h,qys lllqst seriously.: .He has lai4
,:the axe on the denominational schools and private -acl;i.oq~s that were flourish~
-ing on grants-in-aid. This has prejudicially affected: the interests orthi,
backward communities and the Honourable Minist_er eannot lay any cla~
fo having done any good to the eommuaity.whioh be represents. There_a.l'e
.several. other matters which can be discussed, but as I have already SJib•
mitted, with your retrenchment order, l cannot at alljbut touch the frii:ige
-of some of those points which I wish to urge before the House.
:_ .,
, .It is no doubt true that the members ,of the imperial services have a.
-eontract with the S.ecretary of Sta.ta ; but so. far a;s allowances are concerned,
-th!3y _ have, no such cpntract. If in tha matter of travelling allowancess ,
.actual expenses alone, are allowed, actual expenses_ :wliieh are, bon« fia~ certified by the person travelling,_not in the case of.the in:;iperial services alone,
but even in the case of the members of this .Oouucil and of the members Qf
the provincial and subordinate services, I do hope th~t we shall
able ·tci_
-save several lakhs of· rupees. Similar is the. case with the 0:ictraordin1;1ry
.allowarices that are being given to some members of the prov4lcial servio.~
'
' '.
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when they happ~:nto occupy posts reserved: for imperial services. Anordi.;
500 or Rs. 600 a month, if he
officiates as a sessiona judge, g~ts Rs. 700 or Rs .. 600 more. These are some9f the matters to whieh I wish to draw the imniecµa.teattention.' of this
.House.
·
.
There is one other important matter to which I wish to refer and that
is about· retrenchment of superfluous departments. · One instance of this is
.the Department of the Superintending Engineer, Public Health Circle. This
is an office which can and should ,'be abolished at once. · The Public
Works Department can easily manage that branch. It cannot at all
be urged· with good grace that this department is a stark necessity which
1the Government cannot afford to forego. With these words I resume my
~eat.
·

;_nary subordinate. ju~ge )Vho is drawing Rs;

Rao Bahadur Chaudhri Chhota Ram (South-East Rohtak, Non· '
){uhamn~dan, Rural) : In view of· the shortness of time which is left to me
I think the best thing that I can do is· to proceed· at once to a few points of
jmportance to' which I wish to draw the attention of the House and of the
Goverriment Members. · It is apparent to all that our financial prospects
~e none too bright. To show that this is the case, I will just read one
sentence from the speech of the Honourable Finance Member which he
made in. presenting the bndget-«
A t.enta.tive forecast of revenue. and expenditure· prepared by the Finance :Qepart- ·
ment for the 5 years 1933-34 to 1937-38 seems to show tba.t, even without
&llowing for. &ny further exp&DBio.n in our "na.tion-building " activities; it will
ta.ke us fift yea.rs of slow recovery to wipe, QUt the aeoumulated revenue deficit
of 1,52 lakha.

This is a. very gloomy picture indeed and J am afraid it is by no.means
overdrawn. The forecast in fact, seems to me to contain an under-statement of the true. situation.. . As some . members . have .already remarked,
the Finance Department at le~st this year have ta.ken a. more optimistic view
titan they were . justified under. · the circumstances. Now, what are we
going· to do in order to ameliorate this sad plight in which the province. is
likely to be plunged · on account. of eireumatances over which we have. no
bontrol ? There are only three we.ye in which something can be done. One
ill enter upon a course of ruthless retrenchment. The second is to tap
kesli: sources· of revenue and the thirg..ia · a, combined operation· of both these
jjrbcesses. Now, so far as the tapping of fresh sources of revenue is concerned,
the Finance Member has stated in his speech-and I ·think he· is right,-that
under the existing eireumstanees it is neither 'Wise nor prudent to· impose any
fre'sh'taxa.tion upon the people of this province. Obviously we are left on1y
1fith one. of · the three alternatives, that is, retrenchment. Beloee I pass on
the question· of retrenchment,' let me just make one remark with regard
to the tapping of fresh sources of revenue. The Honourable Revenue Mem~r·ha.s just stated that it would be unwise to impose any fresh taxation upon
the· province. But it· is really very strange-m >st enrious-c-that a. fre3I,,
tli.x ~s ao.tually been proposed in the budget under discussion, On page 28
()f the budget I find a new head of revenue, patwaris record Inspeetion
fees, and the sum budgeted for under, this head is Rs. 1,00,000. · This item
does 'not appear in the budget of either 1930-31 or 1931-32. It is really most
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disccncerting and even provoking on the part. of Government, to impose
fresh taxation on a class which is already overburdened with taxation. ~&'
it is claimed that the Government is not going to add a 11enny to the ptesent
burden of taxation, the only class which is going to be saddled with fresh
taxation is the agricultural class which is the least able .: to pay even" the
present taxation.
· ·
I will now proceed to the question of retrenclmeii.t•. Many members
have spoken on this subject and I rm not going to rep~at any of the arguments. · I will just confine myself to one short sentence and that is, that a.
good deal of retrenchment, a good deal of more retrenchment, is still possibleby abolishing certain unnecessary departments, by amalgamating others and
by a complete reorganisation of the rest. If the Government were to appoint
a ccmmittee of people who have a sound experience of administration and
direct thsm to re-organise the present departments, I think they will be ableto make a good deal of saving in most of the departments. There is no
doubt that almost all the departments are-top-heavy an\! almost all departments are overstaffed.
I will take one other point and that is the question of relief that has
been granted to the agricultural classes. and the need
making fresh remissions in revenue and water rates to these classes, The HonourableFinance Member has stated that "it might be possible to criticise these
remissions as being unnecessarily generous in · view of the position of provincial finances." I am afraid I cannot agree with him..
The Honourable Sir Henry Craik : Bead the neit sentence.
Rao Bahadur Chauclhri Chhotu Rani : I recognisethat the remissions
that have hem granted are pretty heavy. But that does not necessarily
mean that they are either adequate or generous. As a matter of fact, if I
were allowed to do so, I would just change the wording Qf this sentence and
say that '' In view of the peculiarly sad conditions to: which the. agrieultural classes have sunk, .the remissions that have been made are entirely
inadequate." As was suggested by one of my honourable friend~~ it is
absolutsly essential that you should .think of re-adjusting 1ihe burden on agri•
cultural classes. The present system of land revenue i~ an archaic system
and, if I may be permitted to say so, a thoroughly vicious system. It is a
good, sound principle to ask the people to pay taxes.to Government out of
their surpluses. That, one can easily understand. But, it passes my comprehension to ask every zamindar, whatever the e*ent of his holdin~ •
and whatever the extent of his produce, every year to 'µlake some eontribntion to Government, whether he is able to provide ~ family with sufficient food and clothing or not. Nobody can -deny that the zamindar un~er
the present conditions is not· able to provide his family and himself with
sufficient food and clothing. · But ·it. is contended on behalf of Govar~ent
that land revenue does net form a very high item of the ordinary expend.itur~
of the zamindar, and that it only represents .8 per cent. of his total expeiidi·
tnre, But the Financial Commissionerhas forgotten tHat all the items of
expenditure, except those of food· and clothing, have practically disap..
peared. Just at present the ordinary cultivator is unable to make the two
ends meet. He hardly gets two square meals a day and the only thing he
can be expected to resort to in order to pay his land revenue is his cattle.
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his ornaments have gone.·· Is the Government -wise in -compelling,
· thei: cultivator,'to. part. with tlle sole remnant .of his property -with the help
of thich he can produce something for his family in time of need and makeSOJtje 'payment to Government in D011I1al ti;mes? . Of course, it is not possibleto tecast the present land revenue system all at once. But· I think it is,
~~ that' the Govemm~rit begins' to consi?er seriously what adjustments-are :,needed and what adjustments are practicable;

of

) The Honodrable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat}Khan:
the hew constitution.

Wait for

.

:i Rao Bahadur Chaudbri Chhotu Ram : l wish that this Government.
wofild not commit the mistake of leaving the provincial finances in a most,
depleted condition and pass on· this most unfortunate legacy to the new
Go'ternment which. would take-its place.
.
:: With regard to the question of abiana, I may say just one word. It is,
a cbmmodity for. the rnle,...of which the Government has a right to expect a
reasonable return, but a revision of the pr~sent rates is really called for. .
:f With regard to the reduction of ehaukidari dues, it can be easily done
by !~educing .the number of ehaukidars in big villages and by lowering their
scal~s of pay. On the other side of the Jumna they are paid Rs. 8 a montli~~
whl,le on this side of it they are paid Rs. 6 or 8. In a district like Rohtak
theta are 60 · or 65 villages where their number exceeds five, Is there any
justification for having such a large· number of ehaukidars? I have been.
i;mpressing this point on the Government for the last four years and though.
eve!rybody admits the soundness of my request, nothing has been done.
I
A word about tLe · Bhakra Dam· scheme. I may remind the . Houss=
that so long ago as 1927, Sir Fazl-i-Hnsain made a statement in this Houssthat though he did not expect to execute and. complete the scheme, he had.
ever, hope that he would be able to make a beginning' while he was stijl in
offi9e. Five years have now passed and even the estimates of the projects.
have not yet been completed.
. .
.
,: I will next draw the attention of the Government to one .more point.,
a point to which attention was so forcibly drawn by the honourable member~ .Kanwar Mamraj Singh Ohohan, that the Hindu zamindar is being Jgnored consistently. Take any department of Government, take_!3,lly branch.
of $-overnment service, and be is found to be most miserably representad.,
\ffiether the department is a technical department or a non-technical de-pa:rbnent, · whether it is provincial service or subordinate service, whatever
be lhe nature of the service, the Hindu zamindar has no place in the Sun •.
I think it is high time that Government sees to the proper representation
of-tl):ris class. I have 'no time to enterinto figures. But if yon just look into·
tbelJ). you will find that the share of the Hindu zamindar is sometimes nfr
in most cases it does not exceed 10,_per cent. out of the total Hindu,
sh$ in any branch of the service. · · ·
! The Hononrable Sir . HeJITT Craik · (Finance ¥ember) : I wish to·
assfciate myself 'with the remiu:ks made by my honourable· friend, thE3Mbiµster of Education, regarding the high tone of this debate. The criticisms,
~a-e have been for the most part temperate, well-reasoned and fullyde~rve to receive the attention of Government. .Although on this occasion,
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of the annual budget I always look back with regret the days of those two
stalwart champions of economy, Sayad Muhammad Husain and Mr. GanpatRai, I am glad to think that the present Councilholds many as active oriticS:
and possibly some even more discerning., I should also like to thank
all those honourable.members who have been good enough to acknowledge·
the labours of the Finance Department in the preparation of the budget.
I hope and believe that those acknowledgmentswere not only a conventionaltribute but they recognise two things : first that I tried in my budget· speech
to make :my explanation of the position of the finances of the province as
simple and as lucid as possible and particularly to avoid what does seem tome a fault in a speech that has to be delivered orally, overloading it with:minuteparticulars and detailed figures. Secondly I hope · that I can take
these tributes as an expression of sympathy with the Finance Member in
these last two years of great stress. I can assure the House that a FinanceMember's task is in these days not a particularly pleasant one. It seems to·
me to be divided between scanning anxiously the returns of revenue to see·
by how much what is coming in falls short of what we expected to come in,
and turning down proposals for expenditure with which very often he hasgreat sympathy. That has been my daily work for the last two yea1i! and:
I can assure the House that it is not always a particularly congenial one.
Now the budget has been criticised and quite rightly criticised on theground that our expenditure has exceeded our income. The excess, I ani
talking of the current year, is there and no attempt has been made to concealit. The exact intimation was stated with. complete 1:frankness in the
budget speech. We have placed absolutely all our cards on the. table and
have not attempted to juggle with the figures and present the position in a..
more favourable light than it really is. We have taken the. Honse fully into.
om confidence; the deficit is there and cannot be denied. It is expected
to amount at the end of the year to somewhere between 4 or 5 per cent. of.
om expenditure. I am not denying that this is an unpleasant and regrettable position, but I would ask the House to consider how many countries.
in the whole world, how many provinces in India mter these two yea.rs. of
depression are in, a. stronger position than that. I do not know any myself,
Further I would ask the House, many of whose members are big land-owners;
how many of them are personally in a stronger position? I am sure they
will be unanimous .in admitting none of them are, and indeed that most· of.
them are in a much worse position. What is Government. after all except
a large land-owner? Its position is exactly analogous to that of the holder
of a large estate in the Punjab. Its revenue depends wholly on two things;
the course of the weather and the course of prices, exactly as that of a large·
owner depends. . Its position, it is true, is improved by the fact that this,
particular land-owner happens to keep a liquor shop. He makes a little,
out of that. On the other hand he is in a much worse .position than the·
average land-owner in that there is a fixed point below which he cannot
reduce his expenditure, for example he is responsible· :for the irrigation
supplied to a.II the tenants of bis estate. He is responsible for the upkeep,
of the canals and if they get into . bad order, his tenants and he loses.
enormously.
.
Now there has been many a. criticism from various quarters of tbia1:Iouse regarding our '' top-heavy administration." Th!!'t is becoming a;.
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favourite phrase. Now I do not deny that in certain respects the system
of administration is top-heavy. When I came to India, rather more tbai:i.
a generation ago, there was a single lieutenant-governor who administered
the affairs of the Punjab, Delhi, the Frontier Province and the Punjab States,
without any councillors, without RllY ministers and with a. quite sm_all legislative council and secretariat. Now, there is a Chief Commissioner of the
Frontier Province, a. Chief Commissionerfor Delhi and an Agent 1 o the Governor-General for . the Punjab States, two Executive, Councillors, three Mipisters, a Legislative. Council which costs' well, over a. lakh and half a year,
apart from the Chief Court being converted into a High Court and the .. Sec·
retariat being greatly increased. I agree that any dispassionate. critic from,
outside might say that this means top-heavy administration. But my point .
is this, that th~t sort of top-heaviness, if you like to can i~ so, is not within
the control of the local .Government. All these changes in the administrstive system represent .Eonie sort of public demand. Take for.,,,exJ1,mple the·
conversion of the. Chief Court into a High Court...· This undoubtedly is an.
instance of a change due to an insistent public demand and a v~ry expensive·
change too.
.
·
Mr. Mukalld. Lal Puri: ~_his change need not have been aeeom- ·
panied by a rise in the.pay of the judges.
· The Honourable Sir Henry Craik : That again was a matter not
within the competence of the local Government. There certainly would
have been great indignationin the province if the pay of the judges had been ..
less. than that in the United Provinces High Court. Similarly the change
from the administration by a Lieutenant-Govemor to administration by a, .
Governor in Council assisted. by. Ministers was also madein response to an
insistent public demand, just as outside this province the imminent oonver- .
sion of the Frontier Province into a Governor's province is. For all these .
sorts of changes you cannot. put the blame on the. local· Government. The
local Government is not responsible, it has no control, it cannot 'alter them nor can .this Council. All these things are the result indirectly of political
development, the increase of population, the spread of education, the growing
aemand for political power and so forth, and it is not fa.ir to put the responsibility on the local Government. Moreover, in regard to that expenditure.
which the local Government can control, here again I think there was great
force in wliat my friend Mr. Nanak Chand Pandit observed that that res- ponsibility must be shared by the Legislative Council. In fac-t, if you look at
the thing closely a very much Iarger share of responsibility :i:ests on the Legislative Councilthan on the local Government, as out of the: total expenditure
of th~ provincial Government considerably less than one-fourth is non-voted•..
· More than three-fourths of our expenditure is voted and has the sanction of
the Council behind it. The Councilcannot shirk that responsibility. Take for
example the last ye.ar of considerable prosperity, the year 1928-29, when our
expenditure rose to very nearly Rs. 14 erores, a little under four orores higher
than it .is now. Of those 14 erores, less than two crores were non-voted
and 12 erores, voted expenditure. There was a. time, not long ago, when
the remission of provincial contributions placed · the Punja" Governnient in a position of affluence or at any ra-te comparative affluence
but riot less than Rs. 85 lakhs annually of the amount, saved by th.at re- -
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mission was, entire!~! owing to pressure from this.House, tlevoted to lower.:.
·fog taxation in the ~?rm.· of reduction ·in a1>wna
..•. Ona. ho~'. ourable mem.her,
l forget wh~, perh!1'J?~ it was my ~end frorn · Rohtak, b~~med Government
~or not having builni up a reserve in years of comparatrye affluence. We
'had a chance of do~g so then, but it was theOouneil that frittered .away
-ihat reserve. I am ~ot saving that its action was wrong;' but my point is
'only this that the re~ponsibility lies not solely on us who are sitting on these
'benches, but must b$i shared by the Council as a whole. :-: · ·
•. A great deal ofl:stres,; has been· laid on the necessitf of retrenchment,
and ·r. entirely agredi that this is .the only way in which 1\ve can ca.rry on,
but I do 'think that1':credit might be given )to us. for the t.etrenchment that
has already been c~ed out. I thin.k honourable membefs will agree when
they study the figaj!es given in the budget speech that i we have made 3
considerable achieve'tnent in that'respect. · 'r would put:the total sum of
.economies effected ~om September 1980 -to the end of -~he next financial
year, that is to say apout a year from now, I would put the'aggregate amount
-at a, sum of rather of:er 4 crores of ru1>,ees (hear, hear).
,
Shaikh Muha~ad Sadiq : . You must have been ;wastinga lot.
The Honoura'bleSir Henry Craik: The honourable member. mav
doubt that figure, b~t after all it is based on solid grounds and is a sober
estimate. · I do elaim' that this is no mean achievement. You can say that
-t~~re is still room fof further achievement, L.do not deny that, but I do not
. think that we can _g? very much further than we have gone. There may
· be some room for fUJ?ther retrenchment but not so much :as some honourable members seem t~ think. Itis very easy to say II.cut tµe posts of officers
drawing higher se.lan~s;" One honourable member suggested that instead
-of the ten pet cent. ~µt actually imposed there .should be [ 'a 25 per cent.
· cut in the pay of offfcers drawing higher salaries. I th~k the honourable member took 1,the figure of Rs. 2,5op a month; To begin with,
; 1 he said nothing about the net pay that . these
6P, If,
'I'
.
.
L'
officers are, now
aetua lly rooe1;·~..,,.,
• .........,. The ra.t e
of income-tax is nowi very steeply graduated and these qfficers pay a far
- higher rate- now thanf~fore. This cannot .' be overloobd in estimating
t~e, effects of the cut iln .their pay. A 2o per ~ent. cut pl-us the higher income-tax varying from: l~!to 18! per cent. would mean that s*ch officers would
actually draw very lit~le more than half of their nominal !!al~es. Even grant·
ing that you are pre~~red to go as far as that, that you af~prepared to treat
your officersin that }ivay and that they are prepared to serve on under those
· conditions, both ,of -Which I. think would. be very doubtful, what would· be
the return from suclii a cut? It is often thought that yoit can cure all our
'ills by cutting out a 1few higher: posts. Ifyon effect the proposed cut of 25
. per cent. in the case every officerdrawing over Rs. 2,500 ~ month, the total
· saving would· be R~ -. i7 Iakhs for the-year in which you must include the .ten
per cent. cut alread,! in force which saves nearly :Rs~ :la.khs; · The addi- t.ionaI saving wou14. ~bus.be only Rs. 4 lakhs and· w~en re ~re ·~alking of
crores, what use woull:l this be ?
·
, . '. . : · , '
In thi~ conne!)ti~n there is another point. I: should li~e to; make if th'e
--House wonldbear with me for a moment. Itis often. said:that we inoreased__
-the scale of salaries itormously in 1920; . ~s ~ j>lain m~tter'·of trutfthat ia
1
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not universally··. :the case. . Officers outside the various .time-scales, officers.
&awing ,the higher·ra,tes ·of salary ·are· now in almost every case actually
drawing less net· pay than they drew 25 years ago, when the purchasing
power· of the rupee was at least double what ii,is at the- moment. I have
-ssen some careful: calculations. and I find that in nearly every ease of an
-offieer whohas 'risen above .the top of anIaceemental scale to a selectio:r;i.
post, his net pay is less than what it was 25 yea,rs.ago. There t1ire ot course
one or two. exceptions. Indian officers,,serving. in certain sell')ctio_p. appoint.ments such as .snperintending engineers, have had .their pay .gubstantially
.enhanced, The net pay of the Englishman in the same. ap.pointment has
been considerably reduced. That probably is surprising to some members
.but the figures 3re there and can be looked at. . 'For instence, I wasdnterested
to see the other day that the pay of, comm.isfJioners.was.fixed at its presen~
ievel so long ago as} think 1868, when certainly one.rupee went at leas~
.as b,r as four rupees now. The case for the cut is not really as strong a1;1
honourable members seem-to think. But the point I wish to make is not
whethedhes.e officers nominally inreo.ejpt of high salaries can stand a further
retrenchment ; my point is this, that unless you c&rry your cut right down
to the bottom you get no apprecia.bre sa_ying. · · That is clearly· shown by
the figures given in an appendix to the Retrenchment Committee's report,
which I hope honourable members will study carefully. ·we have sacrificed
large sum by stopping our lO per cent; 'out at tlie Rs. 40, stage: (An
honourable member: That was a mistake).' That may have been a mistake, . but I am nof arguing·. on . tliat. My point · is that we have thereby
.saerificed revenue which I Should put at about :RK 14 lakhs, If .we had .
gone right down to the bottom: our saving by the ten per cent. cut would be
nearly Rs. 48 lakhs while our present saving is calculated to produce in ·a
·whole year Rs. 38 .lakhs; Ilnless you carry the cut right down to the bottom
·you donot get any appreciable saving. The number of low paid Government
servants is so very much larger than the number of highly-paid that
·the cut in the paiy of the highly-paid makes very little difference to the
-:financial situation.
·
·
·
: Other suggestions of retrenchment liave been put forward. The idea'
,,i)f cutting out tiw exodus to Sim.la was· sugg~sted.' . So
as I am concerned·
-r·would not tegret it~.- Ihave.heen to Simla now for ii/great many years;
outJwould not mmd'ifl never went there again anf'would much rather'.
i>e.'ip. Lahore. But ufter all, the exodus to Simla only costs at the outside
,il.bdµt Hs._ 1 l~!fu·; :· Tam not sure tha~ its_ excision 'Y'O~t;·really niean i.a.YP;g,
The amount 1S so small that to put 1t forward s~nously as a cure for our ~
ls meaningless im.d misleading.
. -. ·
. . •
.
. . ·... · .
. •, 'There we:r,e.I1,1any points raised by individual, speakers to which 1would .
like to ~eply, buf I must deny myself the .pleasure· because the time is.
1,imited and many of them will probablybe made the subject of cuts at the
~~ o~ voting ot demands. There .is, howev.er, one poi)lt which. I . should
like to mention .fhough I am. naturally in not. a. po~itio~.
deliyer any
considered opinion . on the part Qf Government. I have been struck by the
'llisisterice of spea4er . after SP.Ela.ker On the desirability. bf in~roducing the.
j>rinciple that officers of the Indian civil service should be~ admini$trative ·.
.eontrol of the big 'departments.
This is· certainly a matter that will require
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At present
Ministers on taking office have, as a rule-and that will generally be the case·
in future-no personal administrative experience, but tney have at their·
elbow in the person of His Excellency the Governor a very experienced and.
a very wise counsellor. Lam not betraying any secret when I say that they
invariably seek his advice when in difficulties and to tha'best of my belief
invariably accept it. Under the new constitution, nnden a scheme of pro-·
vincial autonomy, I do not think Ministers will always be able to count on .
that advice. A constitutional Governor will hardly be in position to offerthat intimate and confidential advice on details of the administration which.
he can offer at present when asked for it. The Ministei will have to rely
solely on the advice of his departmental officers and that does appear to me·
to be a factor of some importance in considering the suggestion that has been
raised by a great many speakers in the debate.
'
·
In conclusion I have one remark to make which. arises out of another
point made by several speakers. I have been told that my estimate of revenue for next year is over-optimistic.
They may be perfeQtly right or I may·
"be perfectly right. Time alone can tell. It is purely a matter of opinionBut I would like honourable members. to note that while ipy estimate is not
based on an anticipation of a rise inprices to anything like .their level of three·
or four years ago, I do expec.~-1 may be wrong here andlmy critics may be·
right=-or at any rate) shall be veey disappointed if. prices next June and
July are not a good deal higher than they were in Juneand July last. I.
am grateful to Mr. Owen Roberts for having with his expert knowledge·
corroborated the view I have taken that there is a tendency for prices to,
rise. I have not gone further than that. No man' would be rash,
enough to predict a substantial and early rise but I do think that the facts,that are known to us justify the anticipation that I have: formed. Be that.
as it may, optimism or pessimism is largely a matter of. personal idiosyncr-acy, upbringing, training, inherited characteristics or: things like that,..
and I do not deny the possibility that I may be inclined to take in this matter·
an over-hopeful point of view. But I haveno doubt whateveron this point,
that nothing does more harm than: the deliberate adoption of an attitude of:
pessimism in the present economic crisis, especially by people holding post
of authority, and I do think that over-pessimism adds toi.the depression in·
eveey sense of that word and is at any rate a worse fa~lt than optimismAnyhow I know that all honourable members who have been my criticson this matter will join with me in hoping that I am rigM and that they are·
wrong. (Cheers).
_
The Council then adjourned till 2 P.M. on Thurdsay, the 10th Marchi
serious consideration when the new constitution

comes mio,force.

like honourable members to turn this point over in their minds.
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PUNJAB LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL/
2Nn. SESSION

OF THE 4TH PUNJAB LEGISLATIVE QOUNCIL.

Thursday, 10th March 1932.

.

'

.

The Council met at the Council Chamber at 2, P.M. of the
clock. Mr. President in the chair.
OATH OF OFFICE.
The following member was sworn in :-'Mr. C. G. Trevor {Chief Conservator of_Forests).
STARRED QUESTIONS .A.ND ANSWERS,
MtrNIOIPAL ExEol1TIVE 0FFIOERB' AoT.

*1229. Mr. Muhammad Din Malak: Will the Honourable Minister
for Local Self-Government please state if it fa a fact that none of the munioipalities to which the application of the Executive Offlcers" Act· bad been
extended has been able to appoint its executive officer; if soJ why?
'the Honourable Dr. Gokul Chand Narang: The honourable memher is referred to the answer given to question No. 12281• The reason for
most committees having failed to appomt run executive officer is tb!mt no
candidate received the requisite statutory number o:E votes. ·
I
MuNtCIPAL EXECUTIVE 0FFIOERB' AoT.

*1230. Mr. , Muhammad Din Malak : Will the Honourable
Minister for Local Self-Government please state if in view ~ the practical
experience since gained Government proposes forthwith to 'so amend the
statutory majority of five-eighths as would enable the municipalities to
appoint their own executive officers ?
The Honourable Dr. Colml1Ckand Narang::

No.

MUHAMMADANAB EXECUTIVE OFFIOER, AMRITSAR.

*1231. Mr. Muhammad Dm Malak : Will the Honourable Ministerfor Local Self-Gove~m.ent please stat~
'
(a) whether it is a fact that almost all the present executive appointments in the Amritsar Municipality are held by : non-Muslims;
(b) whether it is a fact that none of the candidates for'.the executive
officers' post has been able to secure the statutory majority
of five-eighth votes ;
--).

I
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(o) whetp.er the Government proposes to exercise its statutory power
to appoint an · executive officer for the Amritsar Municipality;

(iIJ whether Government proposes to appoint a non-official Muhammadan as executive officer of the Amritsar Municipality ?
lle Honourable Dr. (;okul Chand Narang: (a) Government have
no information, but are awaiting receipt of a report on the matter.
(b) Yes.
(c) and (d) The ma~ter is under_ consideration.
NoN-MUSLIM CANDIDATES· .FOR EXECUTIVE O;FFIOERSHIP.

*1232. Mr. Muhammad Din Malak : Will the Honourable Minister
for Local Self-Government please state-(a) the namesof the non-Muslim candidates who seeured the highest
number of votes for the executive officership of the municipalities to which the. application of the Executive Officers'
Act has been extended ; .

M

.
·

thE3 names ~f. the Muslim candidatea. who 'secured the highest
· number of votes for the executive officership of. the Illumci·.
palitles · to which. the application of the Executive Officers'·
Act has been extended·?
·

ne Honourable_· Dr. Gokul .Ch~d Narang :
Name.
Municipal Committee.
(a) Mr. Martin
• .Ludhiana,
Dr. Mehta
. ..
·• •
Ambala,
Diwan Shamsher Chand
Multan, - .
. Chaudhri PrabhuLal
Bhiwani, and
Mr. P. C. Bhandari ·
Amritsar.
(b) Shaikh· Abdul Qadir
Khem Karan.
· Sheikh Azim Ullah
Lahore,
Mr. Muhammad Din Malak : · Will the Honourable Minister please
give information about the Sialkot Municipality ?
·
The Honourable Dr. Gokul Chand Narmg : No information has
been received so far from Sialkot.
. ~ADAR. QANUNGO, DEPUTY COMMISSIONER'S OFFICE, GURDASPUR.

*1233. Mr. Muhammad Din Malak : Will- the Honourable Revenue
:Meniberplease atate-«
(a) wheth~r it is a fact that the post of sl\,dar qanungo in the Deputy
Commissioner's office, Gurdaspur, has been continuously held
by non-Muslimsfo; more than.the last 20 years;

STARRED

QUES!_IONS

SSS

AND ANSWERS.

(b) whether the present sadar qanungo besides being a lambardar
in the Sujanpur town is a landlord in villages Gandran, Lahri,
Phnl Chak, Sujanpur, Rampur and Hajipur in' tahsil Pathankot
and also related to many officialsin the district ;
(o) whether the Government proposes to take any .stepe under eorreetion slip No. 1057, dated 9th June, 1980, to· paragraph 28 of
Financial Commissioners' Standing Order 19 as regards his
transfer to some other district ?
The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan-: (a) Yes.
(b) The present sadar qanungo of Gurdaspur is a lambardar in the
Sujanpur town and holds land in Phul Chak, Sujanpur and Hajipur only ..
His only relative in service is his brother who is a patwari. ·
(o) No.
·•

I

.

BHAKRA

D.ur

.•

PROJECT.

*1234. Rai Bahadur Lala Sewak Ram : Will the Honourable Bevenue~Memberbe pleased to state(a) if the Bhakra Dam Project has been submitted to the Government
· of India and the Secretary of State for sanction ;
(b) if not, (1,) what is the cause of delay ; and (i1,) when it will be sub·
mitted ?

The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan: (a) No.

(b)

I have nothing to add to my reply to question No. 186.1

IpssAR

CATTLE FARM RETRENCHMENT~

*1235. Lala jyoti Prasad : _Will the Honourable Minister for. Agri·

-eultnre please state(a) what has beerr done in the Government Cattle Farm, Hissar, so

far by way of retrenchment (a detailed statement may kindly
be laid on the table) ;
'
@ whether it is a .fact that some posts of jamadars and ehaprasis
only have been brought under reduction ;
(o) how many gazetted officers. there are at present in the Hissar
Government Cattle Farm and what are their.duties :
(d). whether it is a fact that fifteen years back there used to be only
one or two gazetted officerson this farm ;
(e) whether it is a fact that the services 'of so many officers are not
required to manage this farm;
(!) what has, been the loss sustained by Government in the yeare
1980-81 and 1981-82 on account of this farm;
(g) whether \t is a fact that the majority report of the Retrench:r;nent
Committee recommended heavy reductions in the expenditure of the farm ;
1
Volume

XX, page 120.

B2
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··

.

.

·· · .

(h} what aotion, ii any,, has been}aken on th,~ repQ:rt of the Retrenchment ©omnrittee in tWs connection ? · · ·
·

The Honourable S•dilf Sir Jogendra $h,_gh:. (a) ln ,a,cCQ:is:danc&

.!

with.the recomnienda.tion of the Retrenem:ne:o..t Oo?IUPittee a SlP,Q,ll committeeis, being a.ppointE!d t~ e:i'.amirie the wor.k of the fa:t'hl. • .: . .
~b) A few small reductions as ·suggested have already been made in,
anticipation of the report of the 'committee, ·
.
(~) %ere are five gazetted. officers on the p'enria!¥lui ;ta.ff._ qn~'.in ge~erat
chairge, of the. £8,Jiill and two assistaats for fodder arid two. fox stoq~..,. .
.
(d) Yes ; when the WOJ,"J done was much less th~ now .. ,, . . .
.
.
(e) No.
(!) It is misleading to speak of a, loss, as the farm is maintained to supplydistrict· boards with bulls aM the bulls are sold at concession prices.
(Q) 'J;'he honourable member will find the inforin!l,tion.he seeks in pa.ta~
graph 182- of the Report.
.
.
(h) As recommended l~:y the Oon:nnittl}e a . speciil,l c,0:m.nµtt~e ~ being- .
appointed to inquire into the working of the fapn,.
· :; .

INSP'.E;ci~Q:&A.i'.~:
*1236. Lala Jyoti. Prased :_ Will th,e Honourable M;inist~r· for Edu.:. .
· CoM:MtrNAL ll.EPR'ESENTATION IN THE

cation please' stat~

. ··

·

··

·

(a) the number of divisional inspectors, district inspectors and assistant district inspectors of schools cotr;I.II!.µnitywise in the Punj!!,h

and Delhi province, respectively, at present;
.' "(b) w:h~t it was in. the years.1928, 1929 and 1980?

&-(h).

(a)
Delh.i pt~A. · st~tEl.Ill~:nt giving the-

The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan -N_~;
vinee is not, under

the- Punjab Government.

0

information relating to assistasnt district inspectors In the Punjab is laid on,
the table. In regard to the 'appointments of divisional · and;' d,istrjQt ins- ·.
pectors, the honotn:abl_e member.is refetred, to the civil·lists Mth'e-·respective
· years.
·
·
··
.: S'.1.'A.'1'3™Jl1NT

«< ·

Yeal,'._
. Hindu.-

.- .•

Z··~. '· "

M.oslim.
.
.

SikJi,.

. Christian. .

. _.

1928

29

81

·26,

2

1929

· 30

80,

26'

3

1930

39

81

26

2...

Atpresont

39

85.

24

2

STARRED QUEJSTION,S AND ANSWPJRB,
i

,I

SardarSahib S"dar Ujjal Singh: May I dta~ the. attention of
the· Honourable Minister to the fact that while· there has been an .increase
.fu·~n the-comm.unities the:re la a decrease in the Sikhs alfl-ong the assistant
,district inspectors of schools ? .
!•
· · The" Ho:ooutab"le Malik. J'iroz khan Noon : 1
glad .that . the
ho:r.ro'ttrable member has drawn my attention ·~o this fact.j I shall look into
the question and if I find that there is real deficiency I s~all try to make it

am

u~

!

--"
i:
Co:r..tEoEs, .: AMBAti fovtsxo~.
-

-.l~TEmumiATE

· *12317 .: tala Jyoti Prasad.:Will
tion please state-

·

I;

.

the Honourable ~mist.er
:
.

for Ed~OO:..
.;

J>.

(a·).. whethe: it is a fact that_ th~!e is a proposal
~jse the Intermediate Oollegee at Iiudhiana and Shahplll' mto first grade
1

·
i,
(b) thenumber divisionwise of Government and ai4M colleges of the
;
province ;
.
(c) whether it is a fa~t that Ambala division w~ch. is a backward
•.
tract of. the province has got only one Gove#itn.ent Intermediate College at Rohtak only ;
i
·
(d) if the answer to {a) be in the affirmative, the r~a.sons for not pro;
viding b9:ckwar9- dist:icts like Hissar, Am*la, Gurga,on and
_Kamal with rniermediate Colleges ?
.
The Honour.ableMalik Fitoz Khan Noon : I re~et the answer to
this question is not ready. It will be-eommuniceted to th~_hon~J.Ua.ble mem- ,
her. whe~ ready.
•. . .
.·
.
I
-· •
colleges ;

!

1

..

.

N9RMAL

BOHOOLS.,....

_

· 1 .

*1238.

LalaJyotl Prasad : Will the HonourabfoMihistedor
tion plaase state the number of normal schools divisionwise in the
1t1 the 'Vea.rs 1929, 1980 and 1981 ?
··
· :

Elducaprovince

llonourable.mlik

.: .. "the
Firoz Khan Noon: A statetiJ,ent showing the
number of ho11nal schools divisionwise in the province 'ip. the yearsJ929J
19801and 1981 is _laid on the table :. :.
, ...

.

1929·30.

~ore
r·.

,

division
··:

Ba.walpindi division

193i-32,

·~

1

..,.·

'I

1 .. ,

.

.Ambala. division
Jullundut division

Mutt.Im diviinon:

1930-31. 'TI

1

.

;
'

!
I

2-.3·

.&:;··.

l
'

·'i.2
I

•
I

!

I
i
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AMONG !J:'EACHERS.

:"1239~ Lala Jyoti Prasad : Will the Honourable Minister for:·Edneation please state the number of teachers communitywise who have been
retrenched in the. present financial year, as a .meesure of economy, .in the
Govemment aduoational institutions of the province with a statement
showing the number of years of service put in by each; their qualifications.
and.laatly whether they are permaneut or temporary, or on probation ot
officiating ?
,
.
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan Noon : No teachers have been
retrenched in the present financial. year as a measure of economy· in the
Government educational institutions. The rest of the question· does not
arise.
ADMISSIONS TO THE &!LEY

COLLEGE OF. COMMERCE.

*1240. 'Lala Jyoti Prasad·: Will the Honourable Minister for Edu·
cation please state(a) whether it is a fact that admissions

to the Hailey College of.
Commerce, Lahore; are from the· under-graduates · of the:
', Punjab University only and not from the Delhi University;
(b) whether it is a fact, that a large number of atudents from the. Ambal!3i· division receive ~heir college education af Delhi ;
. {o) if the answer to (a) be in the affirmative, whether it .is a fact that
thus a large majority of students· from .the Ambala. division
are deprived of admission to the above eollege ?
l)e Honourable Malik Firo.z: Khan Noon: (a) Yes, admissions to
the Hailey Collegeof Commerceare made from the students who have passed
. the intermediate examination in either the Art or Scie:nceFaculty of the,
Punjab University. But the Hailey College of Commerce eemmittee l!,t its
last meeting decided to recommend to the Faculty of Commercethat students
who have passed the intermediate examination from the University of Delhi
and students who are residents of the Punjab but have passed the inte:i:·
mediate examination from the Universities. of Aligarh and Benares be made,
eligible for admission of the first year class in the .Hailey_College of Com..
merce.
(b) ~· (o) Information is not available.
J3oARDii«

HOUSE,

GOVERNMENT

HIGH

$cHOOL,

BAHA.DURGARH.

*1241. Lala Jyoti Prasad : Will the Honourable Minister for Eda·
cation please state(4) whether it i.~ a fact that a.~lthe boarders o.f t~ Gove~e:nt High
School, Bahadurgarh, m the Roh~ak distriet, are Hindus; . .•
(b) whether it is a. fact that the superintendent,o~ ~his boarding ho~,
·
is a Muhammadan? · ·
·
.
Th~ Honourable Malik Firoz Khan· Noon : (a)' ·44 a.re Illildus
one is a Muhammadru.i~
· · ' · · · · ·- · ''
(b) The superintendent is a Hindu.·

~J

(
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·:
RETRENCHMENT

IN GOVERNMENT DEPARTMEN'llB,

.

*1242. Lala Jyoti Prasad : -Will the Honourable Me~ter for Finanoe
please state-«
. .
.
:.
·
·
. (a) what steps, if any, have already been taken by the Government
· ·
in its different departments in pursuance -0f the • recom·
mendaticns of the Retrenchment Committee ; i;
· · ·
· (b) what steps, if any, other than those rseommsnded by the comnfittee have been taken by the Government: by way of re·
trenchment;
;
·
·
(c) what proposals of retrenchment the Govemmeni],~as before it for
· eonsideration at present in its various departments:
(,:Z) whether the Government will be prepared'to"1ay a, detailed statement on the table with reference to (a), (b) and (c) for the: information of the House ·)
,
The Honourable · Sir Henry Craik : Attention is invited to- the
replies given to starr(!n questions Nos. 1089 and 1091.1
·

--·-·

INOBEASING

GOVERNMENT REVENUE.

*1243. · Lala Jyoti Prasad : Will the Honourable Member for
Fina.nee please state- ·
::
(a) ~hat action; if any, has been taken by the Gov~rnment on the
report of .the committee to find out.new source] of revenue ;
(b) whether any other steps have been· taken by the Government
to increase its revenue;
i.•
(c) if so, what are those and wlratfoeome yearly these new resources
are expected to fetch 'l
.
The Honourable Sir Henry· Craik: (a) The honourable member
· is referred to the reply: given to starred question No. 1090.1
(b) No~'
(c) Does not arise.
PUBLIC

HEALTH

DIVISION,

f)

.AMBALA.

*1244. . Lala Jyoti Prasad : Will the Honourabli Minister for
Agriculture please state!·: _

is

(a) whether it
a fact that· Public Health Division, Ainbala, has
· been abolished by way of retrenchment ;
(b) how many sueh divisions thereare in all in the proyince; ·
(c) the works carried out by each division during the ]~st five years.;
(d) if. the arisw;er to
in the affirmative, whaf ire the reasons
for abolishing this division;
, ·
1.:
_
(e) what is the new arrangement and to which division the subdivisions ·of the Ambala Public Health Division have been
· attached .? ·
1

<~> be

·

PUNJAB LEG:ISLATIVl!l QOUNC,IJi,
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The Hon~ur-bl, ~_..
Sif JogentlJq, Suigh : (a) It is proposed
to
at Ambala.
·
~
. . abolish the Public
'
. Health Division
.
(b) Three divisions . and six sub-divisions.
'
(e) The labour involved in. collectjng this uuormation
will be consider-able and take much tijne and unless the honourable member has any special
object in view, it is not proposed to eolleet-It,
(d) The need for retrenching expenditure.
.
(e) There will be one division in future and four sub-divisions. Ambala
sub-division will be under- that division.
.

•

Hrasan DISTRI.OT.
Will the Honourable Minister for

.. DELHI-MONTGOMERY :i,:tOAD,.

*1245. Lala Jyoti Praud:

Agrioultnre please stat~
_
{a) whether it is a fact that a portion of the mile between 101 and 102
of the Delhi-Montgcmery road: in· bhe.: Hissar district Wal!
metalled in the summer of this year by stone kankar ;
.
(b) whether it is a fact that the above portion of this road is proposed

to~~~;

-

(e) what has been or will be the total cost in (a) and (b);
(d) the name of the contractor or contractors to whom the contract
for the above work was given? .
'The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh : I regret the
information will not be available till I hear from the local authorities who·
have been requested to supply the necessary information.
DELHI-MONTGOMERY ROAD,

RrssAR.

DlSTRlOT.

·· · *1246., Lala Jyoti Prasad : WiJl the. Honourable :Mhriste:r for- Agri·
culture please state·
·
·
(a.) whether it is a fact that tenders were invited in the end ofJ a.nuary
. 1982 for metalling or repairing a portion of the D~lhi~M.ontgomery road in the B;issa! district ;
· · '
(b) whether ~t is, a fact ~that. the qe.atra<it fg;t thls- work has also been
given. to th~ same contractor to whom contract, for. metalling
portion between 101 and 102 miles wa,s given in. the Jaat
.· summer;
(c) whether it is a fa.ct that many other contxactors were present
to give tenders for the above work at the head-quarters of the
-, :
divisi~n ~t Gurgaon ;
. .
. , .
. . ,) . . ·
. ·.
· (d) whether it is a . fact that the Executive EngitteE>r of the· Gorge.on
:
division imposed such conditions by whieh. no other con·
tractor could' submit his tend/er except the same contractor ;
·· ' : (e) what · was the value of
contracts-. and who were the con·
. , . · . .·.
tractors to whom these contraets were given;

these

- ··· ,_.Jf). · ~110

oWtt!t~~~tr!~:a:ii! !~:Jdtoh~;f ie?J!~lt\f!~~!:
works'}
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·1

The Bono able Sardar Sir J~gendra Singh I; - (a) Tenders were 1Jlvited for road
(b) No.

etal for surface renewal.

I
,1

~% !:.· .

. . . .·

I:, .....

(e) '.rhe valu : of the wo_rk; which was giyen .. t~ La~_.',.••_ Thv.·.afka N_ath, was
·Rs. 27,077. I',
(f) A copy o · the conditions, which are usual, is
on the table.
\
OoPJJ of the condUions on wtu:e call,inq JM ten<lera for ann~a.Z repaira Dellti-Mult,an

Iaif

'°

" k ·. Pt,(}ad, Arterial

!l'o. 6, in the Jliasar Distrief,
·
NOO-'E 1.-All ~
metal samples of which should accompatiy each tender will have
-to be 08,J.'ted to the ro#d~de by the 30th May, 1932 where it shall be ~P. read out. and weathered.
All weat_._he_ ring. , beating, 1 and cleaning should be done at the quarry an_ ',d again_· Oirroadsi_ . "de where
--oa.refal s_:_,oreening is nicessary before stacking, These screenings sh1!-Jld :be···. visible behind the
stacks. , See Note 8. I,
I
.

NOTl'J 2.-It shalll~!1bsequently be stacked: within two months from the date ofwritten order
'from tM Sub-DivisioIW,l Officer, Hissar, or by the 15th July, 1932, vhichever is earlier.
NoTE 3.-No tim~ limit should be quoted by the contractors.
j'.·
·
N. oi. E 4.-The ra~. include royalty and compensatfon of land
yable_ by the contractor
•direct to the Civil Der,_rtment and the land-owners. , ·'
•
i
•
No~ 5.-Petty opntractors should not .tender.
.
·
I
NOTE 6.-.Shouldlan accident occur and a claim for compensati~il. be instituted, the con·tractor shall have to ~y compensation to the injured workman or i~ case of death to his rela·tions in : conformity with the· provision of Workmen's Compensation. '.Act of 1923. The con--tra.ctor should, therefq'.\'0, in his own interest take. every precaution to 1guard against accident on
the work.
1:
·
I' - ·
NOTE 7.-Nol pa, ent will be made till April 1932, but coJiectioµ must proceed vigorously
in February and Marc 1932.
·
· ,
.,
•
NOTP.l 8.-Ten
: cent. screenings for stone and 5 per cent; for kunkat are to be supplied

pa.•.

-free Of cost.

>

I

,

ra]:

NOTF. 9.-Miles
~oved ~cheduled
( .

. be changed by the Executive Engineer andlothers substituted at.ap·
un~ the same terms_ o~ accepted tender.

·I

'

HA!SIYAT TAX1

I

IN

GUJRAT DISTRiolr.
•

,

•

I

*1247. Rail:Bahadur Lala Sewak Ram: (a) W'ill the Honourable
•. ·. ist. e_• . r. £o_.r.
o·. ca i Se• l.f-Govemm_ en. t be ple. a·. se. d. t_ o sta. tei_w_.· .. h· et···he. r he_•.r_· eceived.
a. rep~senta.~i<?n. from t~e people ~f Gn.trat that thel present agenc;y for
asaessing HruS1y31t tax m the distnct, vu.; through lamba.rdars, z~lldars
and m?mbers of1J~e dis:rict board is very defective r_ J;
i
· .
•
•
(b) If so, whe11~her he proposes to make other arrangrmen~s for doing this
\Work? ;'
- .. •'
,:·,

Min·.

L.·

The Hono~'11,le Dr. Gokul Chand Narang: (a) Yes•
. (b) The matt,js

under. _"o~i~n.

\

Asl'.IS~ANT
.
. DISTRICT INSPEOTOBS Ol' $(1H~OLS.,
I
,

*1248. L
ition please
stat ·
..

f

Gopal Das : Will the Horioura.ble j~fi_n"ister for Educa-

!

. Ia)JJ!~ t<> ·~11 ~11filh~e~ ot .P?~ts_
~I

sch . s mt· e pro'Ylnce;

i:~

r· ·----~- .
I

•

. .

:_.

'

.

of assistant di~trlot :,inspeotors
I
I
I

.

~

of

~40
!•.

•

I

_. _

.. _ _

_

_ __ - .,

·.

_

_

__

_

,<

.

_

_

.

~

_

··,

- .. ·•.. :.·,- .. ,,-

',

!I

> ..

·<,:_-.

•

![Lala.,G~al,Dass,]
'?
. . ... · ·
. ,- -.
,,J
k .·. : (b) .thecnumber ofpo~ts held by· Hindus, M~sw;ns &in:<l Sikhs11ep~ately}
i
( e) if tli~ number oflU,ndus .is . far less tha.Ji. tlie othf).r · 09n,m#filties,
the . reasons Jor tb.e . · pa.noity · and ':Vhetb.~r . , Qoy~µxnen.t. :
,.
propose to ta.lte steps to,. re:i;nove it ? . • ·
. t.• ·
li ...

/

The.·BonourableMaJilrtir~z-Klum. NoorilThe honollfi!,J>lem0D1ber

is "referted .to the answer giferf. to

iiBahadtit ~la; .Sewa)I. :aam.

CQtmeil question·

·

·

No; 28171, 'a.eke4,: by

/

Ba.i

· · ··

.--~-

. i.;

<.

,lNS:flll()TOl,l,.
LAHO!UlF
DlVlSION.
'I
,
'
'
. .,.:,-._
•
.
'

:i >*1249.. 'LaLa Gopal·I>~; 'Willthe :Elon<>~ableM.imEJter for Ed11ea-1tion please stats . . ... ·.·. . . . ·(
..
., · '. . . . · ,.
'' . -.
.
·. (a) the t<>ta.Lnuniber of post~ in the staff <>f the Inspeot<>x. La.1:iore.
· divisfon • ·
· ··
-~ .-._-.--:

- __ -·i::-<.:.~:-·

·-,.:-,~--_-:>,: ·':'_

.

. ,:~; _'_--

·:-'\

·/-

-

-__

.

'_·

-:

.

.·'/··:,

.

-•. (b) the number. <>f these pos~. at 1>reserit heldl>y Hind mi, $ikh~ · anti

· ·

l!uha.mmadans, separately.?.

. .· ·

-.

The Ho,nourable,!WalikFir~z Khan;_Nocno
{b)Hindus

1:

. :~~rn,m~~allS

1r·

••

••

••

;•:

, . . -~, .

lfileven.

(a).:

,

• • Ai
I'

• •

ASSISTAN'T . :0ISTBI9!f !NSPE()'J.'OB, M:UNICIPAL

: :

B()AlU)

LA:a:omi\~ .
(

-

~~D:90~,

-

*1250. Lala,GopalDas.:W1lltheHono1µ"al)le

f

·

.

Minister, for-·Ed!le&•

~ion please 1Jtate whether a Hindu ha.s e'V'er been appointed as Assistant
:J)istrict
Inspectorin
oharge:of
the
MJ1nicipa.JBoard
Schools,
Lahore?.·.
.
:(
..
.
··
_- ... . .
. : . ·.
-·-' .. ·
. ' :i·' ·,:;_· '. -·:", _ ..'. __ ·__ ·; ... ·:.' '._
. :-- -.-,_,·. ·.·
..•' ~-. ~. \
.. -. •
,:,:

Malik

The Honc,urable
Firoz ~ Noon: ;No, but similar critici&m:
iiwould ,a,pply.. rega.l'.ding · tb,~ nQll"'.l\Iu.slim Superint911dent. of the, Amritsar-·
!;MunicipalSchools '.lfh<> held the 1><>st for more than ~ yea.rs. ·
· _
it

,:··>'

· · · NAI:B~TAllSri:.D;A.j. 04NI>II>4~~
-> _-_ "<--.:"--,::)::~:--::-·<-_:-:_:,··-:>'·. __._·:·_ :'.:::·- ·/ :;,i - _,_/·:·,.

'~I
11:.·

lf

..

*-1251 •.. ,C~udlui

.,

>.l'i

..

•:;l_-<_i·/

_-'_

Raisat-.Ali: . wm · the· :S:otJ.p~ble M:~mbet. }ot

:!Reven.tie please staie-.- .

.,

· , · , t»
-·.:·:i:_,.-···:

>

.• . . . · .. ·

.

.. . . •

,.

.

. .

..

<

. ••

.·

. (a) the~ C(>nSid~ta.ti6~S '-which ,gQVe?Jl the recruitment Qf ne4b·t~}1sil~

d.ars;'

(b) how: js

.

th~ :nt11n~~r ·Of ~.

.

·., · .....

ea.n~d,a~. t~. be. fOOrui~ . #

}'~

·, '·'.' . r~te<lt ?'"'"'"/;· . ,::· j.:t,'),, .: '::;i"']'.>i}r'"h}:;:{_\ < .· - :·,
(c) if it .is · a fa.ct. that a· large J!tip>.~r'. aooepted>tna.ib~la.hsildat-

·or ~umber

.. ' '.c».ndidtJ,tes .re~ahl unptovi~ed f<>r,.for '
of y~;
(d). the usuDJf~riod 'e.ftei whfoh an ·ac~pted nmb~ta.l$il~r ~d.iditec
.

.

se.tS'.8,lk8i
:.···

-/

nnititment
•> •· .
, · .. ,. , ,

P.i:"~0

_ .·"

. .·

, -

_ ,,.

..

-;·n·,·
e' 1";>,· ·• ·

·. .·· •..· .. ·.·

)·,,;,,,·

(e))he period"it·,·takes. him o:rdina,rily, to be ooiuirm,e4·~;ll,··-n.aip..~ah-:
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(f) if the pe lod taken in appointing a candidate naib-tahsildar is-

.

longer than taken in the case of candidates for other services
as po ee, jails, etc. ;
(g.) if the ans . _ er to (f) is in the affirmative, the reasons th{Jlefor;
(h) ii the ~~r
to. (c) above_ b-· e in the affirmative, wh~t steps the Govequnent intends to take to find early appomtment for
them;
(i)if he is atare that tahsildar candidates and q!lillungo candidates
are appointed as naib-tahsildara and patwaris, respectively,
immediately after their revenue .training 'l
The Honoura~le Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan : (a) At •
tention of the honourable member is drawn to paragraphs 1-5 of Standing
Order No. 12.
'
-'
(b) Attention o] the honourable member is drawn to paragraph 19 or
Standing Order. NoJ 12.
_ ·
'. ·
_
(c) Yes.
(cl) Five years japproximately, but the period varies in each division,.
and according to th~ state of promotion,
(e) Ten years ~pproximately, but the period varies. in each division,
and according to thb state of promotion.
_
(f) Method of ~ecruitment is different from that obtaining in otherdepartments.
,:
(g) Does not a,;ise.
•
(h) The matterifs under. consideration.
(i) Yes, when tacancies exist.
1

I'

--

--

'

'

CLERICAL STAlfF, DEPUTY CoMMISSIONER 's OFFICE, GURDABPUR.

*1252.- Mr. Mµhammad Din Malak:_ Will the Honourable RevenueMember please statEt(a) the number of Muslim and non-Muslim clerks and aseistant
clerks lin the Deputy Commissioner's English and Revenue
officeri Gurdaspur ;
(b) whether the Government intends to take any steps to make up,
the de:ficiencyin the number of Muslim clerks · and assistant
clerks~
The Honoura~le Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan:
(a) Muslims :

5
-. Non-Muslims
ts·
, -:
I
•
,
- ,
,
(b) Govemm~nt will ask the Deputy Com.missionerto endeavour- ·
to redress the inequ~lity gradually, as vacancies occur.
SUPERINTENDEJis

AND ASSISTANT s-OPERINTEN:i>ENis' OF OFFICES.

*1253. Mr~ M:#hainmadDin Mall\k.: Will the Honourable Member
fol' Revenue _ please s~ate·
__
,
.
·
(a) how man ··- posts ·of office superintendents and assistant ·superin·
·
te~qe · ts-a.re held, by Muslims as against non-l\faslims in the
Gove
ent offices under his charge ;
· :·
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(Mr. Muhammad Din Malak;]
.
(b) whether the Government proposes to take steps to ensure that
the Muslim community gets its due sha;re of these posts\>

The Honourable Captain .Sudar Sikander.Btat Khan: Neoeswill be supplied wlien roo;d.y.

'l!ary information is being collected and
TEMl'ORARY

E:NGINEERB,

.

*1254. Mr. Muhammad Din Maiak: Will the ltonou.table·Minister
-for Agriculture. please· state-« ·
·
(a) what is the full complement of the cadre of teri:iporary engineers
In the Public Works· Department. Buildings and Roads ;
(b) whether it is proposed to bring all the temporary engineers under
reduction ;

'

'

·-

.:

(c) reasons if the services of some of the temporary engineers are not
to be dispensed with ;

. ,.

·

·

·

.

(d) whether it is a fact that one Sardar Hukam Singh, temporary
engineer, has. been retained in service while his seniors
been brought under reduction ; if so, 'reasons for this ?
The Honourable Sardar Sir Joge1;1dra Singh: (a) There is no
cadre of temporary engineers.
(b) Yes, in the general branch.
(c) Does not arise.
·
.
(d) Sardar Hukam Singh is required for the special appointment
holding.
.,
.
.
Mr. Muhammad Din Malak: Is Sardat: ·.Hukam Singh
temporary?
"

have
fixed

he is
not

The Honourable ,Sardar Sir Jogendra Smgh : Yes, but he is not
in the general branch.
. Mr. Mukmd Lal

·
Puri : , ls there any distinction in principle ?
Th~ Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh : ·I do not follow the
honourable member's qnestion..
·
·
TEMl'ORARY . ENGINEERS.

*1255. Mr. Muh.ammad Din Malak: Will the Honourable Minister

on

for Agriculture please lay
t~e table a statement shqmn1(the names and
the length of service of the temporary . engineers whom it is proposed to
retein in service as. well as of those whom it is proposed to bring under
reduction ?
.
.
.
The Honourable.Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh.a There. are no temporary engineers serving' in the general branch. They ha,v.e .all been brought
under reduction.
··
·
..
. ._ .
· · ·. · .
: _-.;
LAHORE MUNIOll'AL

.

ENQUIRY

_COMMITTEE •.

*1256. . Rai BahAdur Lala Sewak Rm.: Will th~ . l;[onourable
::Minister for Local Self.:Government kindly stat~
:
·_
. (a). whether it is., f~ct th~t. last year. the Govermp.ent ~ppointed the
. _ . OoJ'.!l.~siop,ei of Labo:i;e. mtl.t two other . members to hold an
enquiry into.th~ a~~irs pf ~he _1\1'.~micip.~l~Co~~tee of Lahore;

j

ti
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J

(b) whether the enquiry was to. be a .eonfldential or a public enquiry ;
(c) the date when the inquiry commenced and the· date on which it
elosed ;
'
(if'J the date oil which the report was completed;
(e) jf the report is divided into parts, the dates on which each part
!
was completed and received by the Government ;
(f} I j whether the. several parts of the report have been published for
i
public infozmatioa and from where they can be procured ;
(g)ii if any part of the report has been kept confidential, the reasons:
·i justifying the action in the case of a public enquiry ;
(h~j the total amount of expenses incurred· by Government for the
fi
purposes of the said enquiry and from where they have been
:
realized ;
:
(i)]i whether it is a fact that the report is unanimous\)
The l~onourable Dr. Gokul Chand Narang : (a); ,es .
. (~) J.l'e :i,nqwrrw.as
· not a pu.blie o.. ne.,_but representatio;n.s fr.om the public
were rn ed, received and duly considered.
·
(c) r, Dobson started work on the SOth of March, 1931 and ceased to beCommissf ner on the 18th of July, 1931.
.
(d}!. (e} .A rough copy of .part I of. the report was completed on 15th
July, 19 . and a final.copy of part II on December 31st, i9Sl, and the two
parts we~ received by Government in mid-November and at the beginning
of FebrutJ, respectively; the Commissionerhaving beenunable to forward
part I slpner, as .his subsequent duties prevented him from expediting the
work of I orrection
and of verification of
certain
details.
•
.
\
.

l'

· (J) es., . o.th parts have been published, d copies can be obtained
from th Superintendent, Goverm:rtentPrinting, Punjab.'
(g) oes not arise,
.
(h) $ie total expenditure of Rs. 28,984-18-0 incurred was met from
the bud~~t provision under the head 22-General AdmiI;i.istration (Beserved)-D-f~mmissioners.
:
(i) Yes.
.
·,
Rai
Lal~ Se.wak R8;Dl : -Wil~ the .Honoura:ble Minis~er please
state wh ther part
IS being published or IS being kept confidential ?
Hon-,ural>.le Dr. Gokul Chand Nuang : There is no part III
as such, ~ut only a private communication intended for the Government. '
B.!·.

an.
·

0

1~ahadur ;n

Thell

0

ill
i,,

--

.

-

EDUOATION IN LYALLPUR DISTRICT BOA$.

*12~~ Ma.ut~i lmam..ud-Din: Will the: Hon~urable Minister for
Local s;µ:.Goveinment kindly state!'
-(a~ how much money is be~g spent a~ua~y by the Lyallpur District
,fi
Board for the education m the district of Lyallpur ; (b)I: whether it is a fact that the education of the district of- Lyallpur
1['
is in the hands of the sub-committee of the district board
,1
for education ;
(c i ·whether there-is any president- of this- snb-committee-;
( _i what are the .P_owers which he is enjoying?
'
,l
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The Honourable Dr~ Gokul Chand N~ang: (a) ~boµt Rs.
lakhs.

8!.

·
_{b) Yes, the Education Executive Committee oontrola the establishment
in vernacular schools only.
(c) Yes.
.
(a) A statement. showing the powers conferred on the President of the
Education Executive Committee is laid on the table.
·

Pouere of the Preaiclem, Education E:re.eutii:e f!om111,ittee, I.11olJ,J/U1'.
I. The emergenoy cases of suspension, resignation of teachers and office clerks may be
-dlaposedof by the President, Education Exeoutive Committee, on reoonimendation by the
District Inspector of Schools, subject to the subsequent approval of the Education Executive
-Oommitteeand rice-Chairman as the ease may be.
.
.
2. Proposalsregarding the tillingnp of the temporary vacanciesin schoolsshall be carried
into effect · by the President. Education Executive Committee, on the i:ecoriunendationby the
District Inspector of Schools, subject to the. subsequent approval of the .Education F..xecutive
-Oommittee.
fl .
.
..
.
. '
'
. . 3. All matt$! shall be decided by the majority of votes and in case of . eqmillty of.votes
-on either side the matter shall be decided by;t~e casting vote of thl:l President of the:E!iucatio:Q.
.Executive Committee.
· · ·
·
4. . The President," Education Executive Committ~. may fqr a time delegate
of his
powl:lrB to members of the Education Executive Committee.
• ·
·
'
,
_,.
6. All proposals to- be consideredby the Education Executive Committee shall be entered
-on the agenda and-any members desiring fo lay any proposal before the Education Executive
-Oommittee,· must give at Ieast 6 days' notice to the Secretary, unless the matter is · of· special
-emergenoyin which case the Pre!lideft, Education Executive Committee, may allo\·dt at any
1ime.
.
.
.
.
-

any:

. 6; · All ·communicationsfrom the Education Executive Committee shall issue in ·the. name
·-0f the President, Education Exemitive Comlilittee,.anci.shall be signed by the Secretary in his
-0fficiai designation as District Inspector of Schools.
·
. ' 7. All orders of the Education Executive CQmmitteeabout matters delegated to-it shall be .
.sppealable to the Chairman, District Board.rand none shall be ref~to·theJ3~
for con.,;,
firniation unless the President Education Executive Committee;for special reasons or the District Inspector of Schoolsfrom the departmental view point being,fit to' re£ei:. · The time limitation for appeal shall be one lfOnth from the date of receipt of orders, . , .·• .

ROADS IN LYALLPUR DISTBICT,

*1258. Maulvi lmapi-ud-Din : Will the Honourable Minister for
Local Belf-Government kindly state-·
.
(a) whether it is a fact that the District Board; Lyallpur, some years
back was considering the proposal of connecting, two pueca
roads, that is Jaranwale to Lyallpur and Jaranwala to Chak
Jhumbra between Mohranwala and Obak No. 128 for the
convenience of the public ;
, (b) if the reply is in the affirmative, then why such an important
public convenience is being delayed ;"
(c) -if the reply is in the negative, whether the Lyallpur District
· .Board is prepared to consider it'}

The H~n@urableDr. ·Gokul Chand Narang: (a) No~
(b) Does not arise.
{c) There is no likelihood of the District Board taking up this scheme

:ii(the near future on account of financial stringency.

J
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. Mukan~ Lal Puri: Sir, may r rise to bring to "your notice an
import t change lrwhich has been made by the Finance: Department in the
p.repa .~ion of the •. budget. which has been supplied to. usi·an· .d which, Ioregret
to say, as not been brought to your notice in thegeneral discussion of the
budget xtending 9ver two days ? The effect of the change is that it .practically p .events thepnembers of this House from moving] specific cuts in the
budget I Previously the details of· the budget were used to be given. A
comps sou with t~e old budget will illustrate. my point. : In the new budget,
under . major hea)d, say ". Education "· you would fin4 a lump sum like a
few lakJP.s shown f?r officers. . There is nothing to show :Whether those Iakhs
have td. be distrihq:ted between 2 officers or.10 offi. cars or 1.
officers, w. hether
it is tol be distributed among the Director of Public 'Instmetion arid his two
assista,'ts or whether it is shared also by 100 inspectors or 200 assistant
inspect rs.. Simi1$,. r. ly, with resp. act to co-operation, polic. eand other dep.artments.Ji Supposing any member of this House wishes t<i> move that. 2 posts
of s~p,pntending ! engineers be. brought under . re~uc~~on,. it· is _impossible
for ~Ito.know the amount which he has to specify.m hii;. cut motion. Then
again ilj; would b~, impossible for him to find out wheiie economy is really
necessat"Y. This qhange, · I am sorry to point out, has been . made without
~ny ex~!anationrrrl
. 1hatever a. nd without its e·v. er being fa.·ought to the no.tice
of this iJEiouse. .i:µerefore I wish to ask you to direct the Finance Department tt present the budget in the old form, so that it may be possible for the
House j1to move 4~finite ents. This is not merely a theoretical objection,
I want ~d t.o give \.notice of ce. rtain cuts, ~ut I .found it'_impo.ssible to do so.
and I ~d that qther members also are m the same difficulty., Therefore
I requist you to dir. • ect. tJ:ie Finance De. partment to revert to the old prac-.
tice.~t is false eponomy, if it is economy at all.
.
..
• F. H. Pµ.ckle · (Finance Secretary) : May I just draw your atten~fon.· u ~,Ii rticle 129i·(.8)? '' S.ubject to the rules, the budget shall be presented
in suel] a form as: !the Finance Member may consider best fitted for its cons.iderat~on by the. Council."
·
Presidep.t: Objection is that in preparing: the budget a wellestabliJhed practi~e of the House has not been kept in view: Does t~e
hono ' ble member mean that the predecessors of the present Finance Member ha not arti~e 129 (8) before them or that they·rua;n. ot f.ollow it f
F. H. f!Jickle : My first objection: is a formal one that the .form
of the , udget is e:tj.tirely within the discretion -0f the Fina:nce Member. I have
a furt er answer1 One is that on more than one oceasion in this House
memb rs have commented adversely on the size of ~he budget volume.
The se~orid point ~ that the Public Accounts Committee::itself have approved
in p~· eiple of a [ohange in the form of the budget. Thirdly, the change
in the orm of the: budget· saves a good deal of money. Fourthly, the. honourable m' mber has said that he found it impossible to give notice of cut motions.
I haveJ1here, I suppose, well over 100 cut motions.
'

oo

'i

w

1

- Mt
•

y

•

e Ho~ou!able Sir Henry Crail«: : · If it is the general wish of the
House that we s.p.ould revert to the old practice, I arn quite prepared to
consid r that ne~ year. Obviously it is too late to l(llake _a change this
year a d the Hou$e will understand that the change wasmado, as Mr. Puckle
,·

.
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bas explained, merely in the interests·of economy and in order to give effect.
to the view of the statutory Public Accounts Committee which is a committoo
of this Rouse.
,1 Mr~ President : I do not think that the Chair has any power to dictatethe fmm in which the bndget..should be presented by the Finance Member.
It is for the Rouse to in~te> the attention of the Finance Member to thedefects of the budget, and .it is for him to remove those defects. It. thebudget is not in the fosm in which it should bes the.Council may deelm0 to
discuss it. I hope the Finance Member will comply with the wishes of theHouse.
The Honourable Sir Henry C:t.aik : That I)1ave pronrised to do. ,
Mr. President: Next year?
The Honomable Sir Heury Craik.: I beg to ann@.unce toot, . thedemands shown litl the list supplied to honourab~:members· are submitted
to the House on the rooommendation of His Exeelle:neythe Govemo:rr.
Mr. Mukand Lal Puri: Would it be possible for the·Finanae-EJ&part:ment to lay on the table of the House details of the 15udg~t which must bein their possession,so that it m~ be possiblefor us to give notice of pro~
cuts ? After all the rear thing depends on what you eonsid~ran item to be-..
Do you consider the total expenditure' of a department as an item, or do you:
consider expenditure-on establishment or offi-cers or on eori.tingenciesas an
item ? I request the Honomal>Ie Finance Mei:p.ber to make· tJ!i.e detailed
budget available,to members by leaving a copy of it with the Secretary or
the Council.
·
Mr. F. H. Puckle : It would be possibleto comply with the honouni:ble·
member's request only if the Council could be suspended for 3 weeks at the·
expenditure, I suppose, of Rs. 10,000;
Chaudhri Al1aJi Dad Khan.: All of us are feeling th.e same difficulty.
,
Mr.Muhammad Din Malak: Another illustration of the point raised.
by Mr. Mukand Lal Puri can be found on page 125 of the budget of thecurrent year. There we :find at a glance that provision is made fur S chief
engineers, 5 under-secretaries and so many superintendents · and so on,
But if you refer to the corresponding head in the coming year's budget, you
do not :find any details at all. M€re lump sums have been. entered. It is,
therefore, very difficultfor the House to move any cuts at all in relation to,
particular officers. Whatever cut motions have so far been given notice of,
have been given at random. I do not think it is the\ wish: of the H-ouse
that the honourable members who. are sitting on these baneheitshouldB.e deprived of the right-of the statutory right,-at least it is a wel'l established:
convention which the Finance Department hss no right to depart from
without bringing it to the notice of the House=-of moving cu!s on
specific heads. This is our diffi.crilty and we cannot· proceed with thebudget unless details are given.
·
The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander 11¥at Khan : If tli:ehonourable members want any :further details the heads of departments will
be perfectly willingto help them.
·
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Mr. President: The complaint appears to be a genuine one. It
- is said t t practically there is no budget. This is a serious matter and I
must con,.! ider whether the House should be adjourned. Wh. at is the pleasure
-, of the H1 se ?
•
Rao I ahadurChaudhri Chhotu Ram : Unless the I!Iouse is adjourned
for a eou le of weeks or three weeks, the mistake cannot ~e rectified.
Mr. ukandLal Puri: A change of that character, without a word
of introd ction, without a word of explanation, from th~ Finance Department is swmethingvery serious. Every one of us is take:i;i by surprise.
Sh~

MuhammadSadiq : We want certain speeiflo items to be

discussed] hut we cannot :find them and we cannot, therefore, give notice of
any out
all on those points.
'

J~'

_

Mr. resident: Why cannot the honourable members out the salary
or eritiei , the conduct of a particular officer, if his sala:ryf is included in a
.grant ? 1'i
• •.
.
I
Mr. lNanaL: Chand Pandit: That is an impossibility. Supposing a
sum of 2 l~khs is provided for certain officers. We do not, know how much
.a partio:;;i~rofficerdraws. It is an impossibility. We really want to get at
the root lpf the trouble. Suppose we want certain expenditure to be left
out altogither and to effect definite economy in a certain qase in view of the
state of . e provincial :6.nan.ce, it is not possible. It is impossible to proceed
with the . udget at the present stage.
I
·
I

Mr. f' resident :

form it s

If· the House requires all that info:rrn·a···.· tion in a printed

11 take time.

-

, :.

I'

Bon urable Members : We want it.

'
t

-

:

.

Mr. lPresident: Do the honourable members · serio~.· sly suggest that
the Coun~U should be adjourned for three weeks ?
iI',
Hon urable Members : Yes.
:
Rai ahadur Lala Sewak Ram : Other amendm~nts!~an be taken
up in th~j meantime till the Finance Department can giv~ the required in:formatio~l
i
Mr. i~anak Chand Pandit: No, no: thi!!, is a procedure unknown
to us. '
Mr. ~uked Lal P~i ~ I think a week's adjournment woul~Jbe quite
enough. 1IT0 get over this difficulty I request that you should adjourn the
Council f·l.:r a week to. e.nable the Finance Departme.nt to p.l. ace the. requisite
material . afore the House. This will enable the members .of this ]Rouse to
give noti . of.the motions. I think a week's notice will be. enough.
The ;~onourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh : 1MJy)I just]lexplain
to the puse that it is not advisable to seek adjournment of the House.
'The poin mentioned by the honourable member has been. very tavourably
noted by the Honourable Finance Member who has given e... de5.niteJpromise
-that in t k future years the budget will-!·
Mr. President : The question is how the present budget can be diSe
cussed b the Council.
11

'

0
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The Honourable ·Sardar Sir- Jogendra Singh : I am just proceeding
to that point. The budget as presented before the House has got the information except in regard to certain specific matters that the House requires,
That information is available to the House, though it is not in the budget
itself. It can be placed at the disposal of the House.
- Mr. President : How ? The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh : That information
can be given to any honourable member who requires it.
Mr. President : - Does the Honourable Minister mean that the members
should go to the Financial Secretary's room for obtaining information ?
The Honourable Sarda.r Sir Jogendra Singh: It is not necessary
to go to the Financial Secretary's room. The memorandum gives all that
information.
Mr. President: It does not give that information. Where are the,
items of the budget ?
The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh : - Those items are given
in the last year's budget,
Mr. President: The Council has not to discuss the last year's
budget.
- The Honourable Sardar Sir . Jogendra Singh : That particularinformation is available. ~
Mr. President: It is not available. May I invite the attention of
the Finance Member to rule 30 (2) which reads :
" Motions may be moved at this stage to omit or reduce any grant or any item in a
grant."

Where are the items in this budget ?

"" Captain
The Honourable
- SardU' Sikander Hyat Khan : Items:
are there in the budget, but what they want is perhaps- Mr. President: Will the Honourable Member point out please in
the case of hisown departments, how many chief engineers there are?

The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan : I will

draw your attention to page 66 of the budget and would submit that the required information is given there. Yon WW. find the whole information
about the colony staff there.
Mr. Mulcand hd Puri: That is just one exception 1io the rule. _

Mr. President:

What- items are given there 'i -

The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan : on· page66 you will find that all the details are given. In other cases if the honourablemembers find any difficulty, I_have already suggeated->
Mr. President:-: Budget should be self-contained. Itis not the duty
of the members to run after the Government officers to obtain information
a.nolit items (hear, hear). Will the! Honourable ·Member take his own
department and- state whether it is- a fact or not that while in the previous.
years each item: was shown separately, this year several items, constituting
each Demand, have been grouped together ? ·
_
-

I
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The onourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan : As a
matter of act it was done, as pointed out by the Finance Secretary, for the
sake of ec omy and at the suggestion of the members of thi)l Public Accounts
Committe1 of this House..
'·1
·
Mr. :1*resident: The Report of the Public Accounta Committee w:ith
the rema~~s of the Finance Department should have been laid before
the Housa,
·
i .
The $onourable Sir Henry Craik : It was laid before the House.
Mr. ~resident: Did ndbody object to the suggestion?
The· Uon_ourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan : No.
According''.to the previous practice it was up to the members of the House
to indicatea desire if they wished to discuss it. The Government would have
undoubtedly given t._ime ii the House had asked for it.
·
Mr. P:resident: I think it was for the Government. to give a day.
The Honourable Captain Sard~ Sikander Hyat '. Khan : As you
are aware,!:Sir, the procedure outlined by me prevailed till recently. It has
now been ~lightly modified, but the position remains almost identical.

Mr. Mil~B Irving (Financial Commissioner): I wouldlike to point out
that details are not necessary as long as primary units of appropriation are
given in ttje budget. Cuts may be submitted on pay of officers, eto., which·
are included in the budget under primary units of appropriation and I do
not see any reason why we should have further details. If you go on dividing
these units. there will be no end to it.. The whole field of pay of . officers is
before us Bind we need not go into the items called secondary. units. The
actual det~il of the number 9£ officers it is extremely difficult to give. It
is not really relevant. If the honourable members wish to cut the
primary u*its they are there ; and if objection is taken that it is not a legal
budget in that details are not given,' well, that is a matter. of degree and it
is difficult to say how much detail should be shown, · My experienoe is that
in dealing with figures beyond a certain point details are only confusing
and the orjly thing necessary is the primary unit of appropriation.
·,

.

,_

.

.

i

The Honourable Sir Henry Craik:

As this matter is . one which
under tlie ~Wes lies within my discretion and as there appears to be an idea,
an entirely \incorrect idea, that this change had been made against the wishes
of the House or that I am responsible for doing this without consulting the
House, I w:ish to make it quite clear that \his change has f been made only
because the House expressed the wish that it should be made. During the
budget discussion of rnso, two years ago, I think I am righ~ in saying that
more than .one member expressed an opinion that the budget was an unnecessarily ibulky document and that it would be an advanatage to have it
reduced in $ize. No speaker so far as I 'can recollect, attempted to controvert
that view ~jnd it seemed that this was the general wish of the Rouse. That
was two yet ago. Last year, the subject was raised again during the course
of the bud et debate and a precisely similar suggestion fas put forward
by, I th~ my honourable friend the member for Lyallpur who produced
the British udget which is e. very smaller document tba.n oura and suggested
that it wo ld be well to follow that example, 'Now, the o,nly occasion on
which Gov1 ent can consult the wishes of the House in this matter is to
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lay the question before the Standing Committee of Public Accounts, a.
Committee elected by the members of this. House. We did that during one
of· the several meetings which the Standing Committee on Public Accounts
held in Simla last year or the year before, and the general feeling in that
Committee was that. it would be advantageous not only in the interests of
economy but also in the interests of simplicity that our budget should be
reduced in size. Those gentlemen who are members of the Public Accounts
Committeewill recollect that we had produced before us the budgets of certain
other provinces and we found, I think, that without exception none of them
gave anything like the details which our budgets in the past have done and
that none of them are anything like the size of our budget. The change
that has taken place was merely in order that effect might be given first of
all to the wishes of this House·and secondly to economy. I cannot myself
see that there is any di:fl;iculty in any member wishing to move a cut, nor
does that appear from the very large number of cuts which have been received.
I have not got the exact figure, but I should say at a guess that the number
of motions for cuts that have come to me this year, in spite of the disabilities
of which the honourable member complains, is three or four times
larger than the number of motions received at this s,age last year.,
If an honourable member wishes to move a cut either by way of reduction of a grant or by way of a vote of censure on .the working of any partieular department or on its officers,I cannot see that the present arrangement
of the budget makes it any more difficult than it was of old. There really
is no difficulty'at all.

Mr. President: The honourable members have heard that the Government considers it impossible to print a detailed budget before two or
three weeks. Now it is for them to decide like practical men whether they
can discuss the budget as presented.
·
Mr. Muha.mm.adDin Malak : I bring to the notice 0£° the-Chair as an
instance of the difficulty the figures at page 107 of the budget under consideration. Under the- head "A-l_;_Chief Engineers" there is a non- voted item of Rs. 8,05,000 and a voted item of Rs. 8,26,600. We want to
· know how many chief engineers there are. It is simply impossible to proceed with our motions,on the budget as· it is presented. Then, in the same
page there are special officers put as item A-2. Without knowing who
they are and how many, how are we to table motions for reduction? Item
A-8 is for superintending engineers. We have no details of the number and
the pay of each.
I
Mr. President: That is true. The Government say that they will
submit a detailed budget next year;. The question now for decision is
whether the honourable members are prepared to discuss the budget in its
present form ?
Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq : I do not wish to embarrass the Government. They have committed a mistake. If you will kind],y have the
session postponed till Monday, a few cuts that we intend proposing may be
in time.
·
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Mr. resident: The honourable member is aware, I presume, that
days for · cussing demands are allotted by His Excellency the Governor
a!!_d that n the last day I am bound to apply the rule of guillotine.
Sh
Muhammad Sadiq : I trust that it will not be difficult for Gove~ent
o an:e,nge for more days. We do not want .to take advantage· of a
IDJSt.ake ·tmm.itted by Government but w~ really feel 1t difficult to table our
motions. I only urge for postponement till Monday.
. . Mr. .resident (after collecting the sense of the House):: I find that the
maJority ef members are against postponing the discussion of demands to
two or t:ijree weeks. We should proceed, therefore, to disouss the budget.
We shall I'ee when any practical difficulty arises.
Mr."iNanak Chand Pandit: Sir, we should like to have half an
hour's in erval to decide among ourselves whether· to take part in the discussion, thether such course will be at all useful. · If Government cannot
agree to· 1his short interval, they will have to blame themselves. for it. · We
hope t~ : eet together and. see whethe~ it is ~ossible to effect any out on the
facts grv n to us. You will have noticed, Sir, that when you collected the
sense of J~he Rouse on the question of postponement a•.vast majority of
elected 13j:embers were for it though two or three of them have voted in
favour o~ltaking up the discussion even now. It is really !lot the concern of
'Govel'DIIijfnt members but the duty of elected members to see whether 011.ts
should be made or n~t: Therefore ~ o~d~ to enab~e
3 P. rir. . 'I
Ii .
us to come to a decision on the point it is only fair
that half~n hour's adjournment is made at this stage.
. Mr ~.-.·1 Presiden.t : Th.e request . seems to be reasonable, therefore, I
adjourn~ e Council for half an hour.
The '. ouncil then aiijoumed far half am, hour.
~I

a

The ipounm"l re-assembled at 8-80

P.M.

Ra~iBahadur Chaudhri Chhotu Ram: Sir, we have had a consultation and !!after consultation have come to the united decision that we may
1

proceed J'.·. t~ the. budget as it stands. so far as t.he; w.ork on. ·. t.he .10th and t~e O
11th Ma h is concerned and after that the desire of the members of this
House is that they should refrain from working on the 14th, the 15th, the
17th and he 18th and re-assemble to discuss the budget on the 22nd for the
:first tim I after the 11th. This will give sufficient time t:O the Government
to get tdgether detailed information and supply it to the members of this
House .. !We all realize tha.~ this. will, cause some dislocation of ~usiness,
but hav~ regard to the united wish of the selected members of this House,
I hope t; e Gevernment will be-pleased to aoeedeto it.

Mr~ President: Is that the wish of the House? The honourable
member are aware, I presume, that under the rules in force, days for the
diseussio of budget grants are fixed by His Excellency the Governor. I
will co nnicate the desire of this House to His Excellency and communieat his decision to the House . to-morrow.
.
~ ~

The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan :' Honourable me hers will be provided with the information which' they want regardI
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ing the various items which will come before the House for discussion. They
have already decided to discuss the demands for to-day and to-morrow.
If necessary we oanhave 14th and _15th -aa off clays. This will give them
ample time. If the necessary information is not available in time, I
would be prepared: to recommend to His Excellency the' Goviernor to allot
two other days in lieu of Monday and Tuesday. Beyond this Lcannof go.
The budget has to be. passed· before the end of this month.
. . · .'
•

'

•

I

Mr .. fre~dent:. M~y I

~sk if the Government will be able to St!pply
the requisite information m printed form?
··
.

Khan :

The Honourable CaptahiSardar Sikander Hyat .
It will
n~t ~e possi~le to give the whole information ~s in. the. last year's .budget
within that time. It would probably take 2 to 3 weeks. If the honourable
members want any information about a particular item, it can be supplied
by the department concerned.

Mr. Pre.ident: Information . regarding the various demands may .be
printed piece-meal and communicated to the honourable-members as printed.
So that, they may be able to give notice of cuts_ in time.
· The Honourable · Captain -Sardar S~ander Hyat Khan : Not
the whole budget; only the information regarding particular items which
they want. If you want detailed printed information for every single
item of the.budget, I am afraid, it cannot be supplied within two days.' It
is a huge task:
·
;
0

The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh : Sir, every department
has got its detailed budget and that budget can be.laid on the · table of
the House. Every honourable member can see it. Those who want in·
formation can have a look into it.

Mr. President: If printing is difficult, perhaps typed details. may
· be supplied to the honourable members.

'
.
·.
The Honourable Captain Sarda:r Sikander llyat Khan : . What
ls the use of sending the whole information to every member. An honour.

able member may require informatton about one only out of the many
hundreds of items in the budget. Suppose he wants information about
superintending engineers or executive. engineers there should be. no difficulty
in providing him with this information at short notice.

· The Honourable Sir Henry Craik : . Sir, it is very_ difficult for us
to say anything at this stage. I think at the end of to-day's debate I can
give you very· clear idea as to what_ we can do.
'

Mr. President: I hope that the honourable members will not insist
upon having details of every item, if-they can possibly do without such.
details.
·
-

.

I

The H~nourable Ceptain Sardar '5iltander Hyat Khan : . If they
could give us an idea of the information they are likely to want,.it will be
easier for us to supply that information.

l
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Captain Sardar Sikander· Hyat!.· •Khan (Revenue

Sir, I beg to moveta

i

.

'

sum not exceeding Rs. 36,18,000 be granted to the' Governor-in-Council to
defray the charges tha.t will come in course of payment for the year ending the
31st of March 1933, in respect of Land Revenue.

Mr~ President : Motion moved$iat a sum. not esceeding Rs. 3_6,18,000 _be granted to the Governor-in-Council. to
;:
defray the charges that will come in course of payment for the year ending
. :,
the 31st of March 1933, in respect of Land Revenue; '

Ra~ Bahadur Chaudhri Chhotu Ram (South-Bast Rohtak, nonMuhallllltladan,Rural) Urdu : Sir, I rise to oppose the whole demand.
My obj~t in doing so is not to get it entirely rejected. .In fact, instead of
moving ~everal cuts and delivering short speechesin respect of every one of
them I ~hought it advisable to make one speech against .tha whole demand
and thus draw the attention of the Government to some very important
mattera;
In the first place I will take up the systen of land revenue, its
policy, and its effects on the zamindare. Now the present system of land
revenue has been in vogue from time immemorial; since its first appearance
it has tjndergone no important change. The whole world has changed ;
systems·bf Government have ehanged : our society has ohanged ; our civilisation has•1 changed ;, but our system of land revenue is just. the same. Ever
since tht, advent of British rule, no striking change has ta]ren place in the
system 9£ our land revenue. In consequence of this system the zamindars
are put 'to such severe hardships that I feel it my duty to ventilate their
grievand~s before this honourable House. This system of land revenue
is quite ;ijifferent from all other modes of taxation. Take for instance the
income-tax. In: this· case th(i limit of income is fixed. This limit was
formerly two thousand rupees, but now it is one thousand rupees. This
sum ha~ been exempted as necessary for the maintenance of the family
of the tax-payer. Unless he can earn something more: than this sum not
a pie will be charged from him as income-tax by the state. But this principle
is not followed in the case of the zamindar. Whether he· possesses one
marla 0£ land or a thousand acres o.f land, ten bighas of rJarani land or five
thousand acres of nahri land, all are equally liable to pay something every
_year. 'The extent of the holding and the amount of produce are immaterial. i This is one case in which the treatment meted out to the zamindars
is differ~~tfrom that meted out to other tax-payers. Now, if the tax-payer's
income ~lls short of one thousand rupees, then he is not liable to pay anything tdi the Government but, if a zamindar's wheat or [other produce in a
certain year falls below normal he cannot escape payment. Again, an
owner df 50 thousand acres of land pays land revenue at the same rate as
does the person who owns five acres of land. But income-tax is graduated.
It is veify strange that the treatment which is meted out to an income-tax
payer U! not meted out to the zamindar. It passes 'my comprehension
why th~ Government sticks to this invidious distinction. . Take another
aspe~t. Ii If in a particular year the. produce falls below.:a ~ertain standard,
then th~ payment of land revenue is suspended. But if m the next year
the yiel is 10 annas in the rupee then the arrears of the past year and the
zevenue of the current year are eembined and charged together. But,
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as regards incorile-tax the case is quite different. If the income of the
tax-payer falls short of a thousand rupees in a particular year he is not.charged
anything, and if in the next yer1.r his income runs up to five thousand rupees
then the arrears of income-tax for the previous year are not realised, This
invidious treatment furnishes another cause of complaint to the zamindars.
I want now to invite the attention of the honourable members to an·
other important matter about which some of them may be quite in the dark,
In the Bhyachara villages where there are ma:ny owners of. land, and the
estate is not owned by a single person; every man is responsible for the payment of his own revenue as well as fot the whole class of landholders. This
is known as the doctrine of joint and several liability. The Government
can either charge the whole revenue from one man or the revenue of defaulters
from all or any of the rest. This system of taxation is nowhere heard of
or followed. In. the case of other taxes every individual is responsible,
for-the payment of his own tax. Under the present land revenue system
Government can charge Dick's share from Harry' and Harry's share
from Tom. This is another anomaly to which I wish to draw the attention
of the Government and to request them to give a very careful consideration
to it.
· I want now to refer the honourable members to another matter. If
the revenue administration wants to increase. land revenue they- have got
discretionary powers to effect it without bringing the matter before this
House. But in the case of income-tax if the Government want to raise it
from one pie to ll pies or from 2 to 8 pies per rupee it has to bring the matter
before the Legislative Assembly where the representatives of the people,
discuss the whole matter. There the members have the widest opportunity
to criticise . it or raise objections against it but our Government possesses
discretionary· powers by which it can do whatever it likes. However
in the new Land Revenue Act an amendment has been made that the pro·
posals of the Government should come before the Council for formal dis·
cussion. The result of the discussion may be .anything, but it would not
be binding on· the Government to follow it. · This amendment which has
heen made is next to nothing. The Government has still the power to effect.
whatever increase it likes in land revenue and it is not essential for it to
get the sanction of the Council. In the case of income-tax, however, it
is necessary for the Government to take the sanction of the Assembly.
I now want to refer to two more points which are not directly connected
with revenue matters, but are under the control of the same department.
of Government._ The Government can easily increase or decrease mutation
fees. It is not necessary. for it to bring any proposal before the Council
._ or ask the opinion of this House on that matter. It can do in its executive,
capacity whatever it likes. The other thing to wllich I want to draw theattention of the House is the patwari record inspection fee. Now this
feehas been quietly entered in the budget. The budget is a big and bulky
book. People have no time. to read it minutely. However a zamindar
member detected it and gave notice of a motion also. In these days when
· the economic depression is so great and financial stringency so acute thezamindar cannot shoulder even his present burden, much less· an additional

-~
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burden.
fee, and

hope the Government will l,>ok into the matter, abolish this
ke further steps to lighten the burdens of the 'zamindar in other

fu~oo.

·

Tber are one or two things more in this connection which deserveyour con ideratiori.
If a tax-payer is not able to pay off his tax or is
mis-gnid9 . enough to .re~se t~ pay the Government can realise their demand
by attacJlimg or auctioning his movable property only. .The law does not
allow theiln. to lay hands upon his house or other landed property.
Mr. IJ Calvert : Question.
'
Rao l!Bahadur Chaudbri Chhotu Ram : At least : this is my information.
!f the Government make a· definite statement that my information is ip.correct I shall be only too glad to withdraw tny assertion. My
present iJ!l.formation is that the Government can realise their demand only
by the s~le of the movable property in the case of an 'income-tax payer.
But.-if a :Jzamindar is unable to pay off the Government demands of even.
Rs. 2 or fµ he declines to do so, the Government have full powers to confiscate o:tj behalf of the Crown the whole of his holding, be it 10 morio»,
10 acres,.,:pr even 500 acres.
Moreover, if the demand is Rs. 50 or Rs. 10
only andjthe Government by confiscation realise Rs. 5,()00 or Rs. 10,000,
he is not ~ntitled to claim a penny out of that sum. This is, I urge, a practicewhich a,ords the z~mindllfs yet another .reas<;>nable cause of c<?mplaint.
When I : atalogue tnese grievances my object is to draw the pointed attention o~ Government with a view to, future change. i I do not expect
immediate changes.
I fully realise, that it is well nigh :impossible for theGovernm~nt to bring a revolutionary change in the present system of land
revenue ~~lat once.
I know perfectly well that even if the whole administration isiitransferred to the zamindars them~elves (Mr. M'!'kand Lal Puri :
It has aJteady been transferred to the zamindars) they will not be able to.
effect a sw.dden change in it.
Furthermore, I take this opportunity of inviting th!3 attention of the
Government to one more point.
The Government think·that the clamours.
on behal•i of the zamindars against heavy taxation deserve no serious attention b~cause it is a habit with. the camel to go on crying when load is
1;:
being put on its back.
Moreover, they are under
h. M, 11!
the impression that the zamindars are uneducated
and hencil' unable to take stock of their grievances.
But I would urgethat sooaer' the Government clear themselves of this misunderstanding
the better"
They should not forget that this is the time when the zamindar
finds himself surrounded by calamities on all. sides. • It is the miseries
of man w,µich awaken him to a sense of danger and in this age of poverty
and penury the zamindar is feeling acutely the burden 6£ heavy taxation.
With thei~pread · of education they are growing more and! more enlightened
day by ,y.
No doubt, at present only a very limited: percentage of the
newspap,~reading population of the zamindars have become alive to their
woes.
!ut the t. ime is not fa.rd. istant when about 40 or 50. per cent. of their
I
populatio will, more or less, become awakened to a sense of responsibility
to end th1ir miseries.
If that stage is not.anticipated and wise action taken
in ad van, e then such a tumult and unrest will manifest! itself that it will
be very , ifficult to control the situation.
The Government will be well
. advised i they contrive some means to lessen the burden: of the zamindars
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even if the '}'elief is of a limited degree in the first instance. If they are
unable to do so this year they may put it off to the next year, but it will
only mean a year lost. . The true path of wisdom is to . take early and
effective steps to grapple with the difficulties pointed out by me. If they
will go on wasting away their time without doing anything in this direction
and let a period of ten years pass they will, Tam afraid, have to face 'a very
difficult situation in appeasing and conciliating a discontented peasantry.
I think it will not be improper to bring up one thing more for the con·
sideration of the Government. They seem to be so much overwhelmed
with an excessive regard for prestige that they invariably turn a deaf ear
to the proposals, however, sound and reasonable, brought forward by a
non-official member. They are, perhaps, afraid to accept those proposals
lest they should fall in the public estimation and the non-official member
should begin to think too much of himself. So, they go on postponing
the consideration of such a proposal. But when the situation beeomes
very serious, they proceed willy-nilly to consider the proposals favourably. ·
It is, again, a pity, that our Government's criterion of the soundness of a
proposal should be the amount of agitation in favour of that proposal. The
majority of _ the honourable members of this House earn their livelihood
by professions like service or trade, and they, therefore, can never be - fully alive to the acuteness or the variety of hardships a ~amindar bas to bear
- nowadays to make both ends meet. Government should lay aside considerations of prestige and should grant relief wherever possible without
waiting for any agitation.
I would here make. certain proposals which, if carried into effect, will
give at least some relief to .the zamindars.
They have, for example, to
bear the brunt of unnecessarily heavy taxation in the form of chowkidara
dues. The number of these chowkidars is in many cases -exoessive, There
are many villages in the district of Rohtak, Gurgaon, Kamal and Hissar,
where the number of cbowkidars employed varies from five. to eight.
Rai Bahadur Lala Sewak Ram~ it is because a very large number
of thefts is committed in. those villages.

Rao Bahadur Chaudhri Chhotu Ram : I see no reason why the
number of chowkidars in those villages should not be reduced to two, three
or four. 7.amindars have another grievance in this matter. Whereas the
pay of a ehowkidaris Rs. 8 on the other side of the Jumna river, he is given
Rs. 6 or Rs. 8 in the districts on the Punjab side of the river. We have
so many times approached the authorities with the request that. this grievanee of the zamindars should be redressed, but they have always failed
to accede to it on one pretext or other. It has 15een suggested that it is
inadvisable to reduce the number of chowkidars in the present disturbed
conditions. 1 asked a 'question tho other day as to how many ohowkidars
appeared as wtnesses in connection with political or dacoity cases andhow
many of them arrested any daeoits or helped the police in doing so. I
was told that there are only two instances on record in which chowkidars
appeared as. witnesses in the court. Still the _Government do not proceed
to· lessen the burden of the zamindars by reducing the number of chowkidars.
"I'he authorities so often say that they have never heard any complaints
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with reg d to this trouble of the zamindars.
But, how can they know
of the co plaints of the poor zamindars when the zatnindars have no newspapers to voice their grievances and no associations or anjumans to plead
their eaur e.
This objection also 'is quite untenable.
The Government
should o y consider whether the proposal is sound and whether its translation into :Jpractice will not bring the administration to any great amount
of troubldl ~nd whe~ th?Y are con:7ince.d that the proposal is q~ite reasonable and ~hat its carrying into practice will not engender any serious trouble
for the Gevemment, they should proceed to give it a practical shape forth~th.
)
Similarly in the matter of services-

Mr.

President:

1

There is a specific demand before the House. The
speech of !:the honourable member must be confined to that demand. The
honourable member has already spoken a lot of irrelevance. So, I request
him to speak to the grant under discussion. Chowkidars have nothing
to do witl!t the grant of land revenue nor have the mulazaman anything to
do with it~
Rao :Pab.adurChaudbri Chhotu Ram: But, it is not irrelevant
to discussabout the employees who draw their pay from this grant.

. Mr. fresident: To say that there should be so many Hindus, so many
Muhammedans and so on is not.relevant.
The honourable member might
discuss their pay and numbers, but not their religion.
Rao $ahadur Chaudbri Chhotu Ram: It would have been reason·
able to f4i.d fault with my discussing the religion of certain employees
of the Gq:vernment after I had .been given an opportunity to show how
this discujsion is relevant.
But since it is your definite ruling that tho
proportioq . of various communities and classes in different departments
should not\ be discussed, I shall refrain from doing so.
With 'these words I resume my seat.
KhanlBahadur Sardar Habib Ullah (Lahore, Muhammadan, Rural) :
In reply tp the remarks that I happened to make during the general disoussion of!the budget the Honourable Revenue Member gave the assurance
that the G'.?verD.Il).ent is doing whatever possible in the matter by appointing
a committee to go into this matter.
I therefore feel that no useful purpose
will be serted by moving this cutl at this stage.
I·

(Mr. Nanak Chand Pandit rose to mote his amendment which was de.clared to b~ out of time.)

Mr. lfanak Chand Pandit: Can I not speak on the whole
Mr. :aresident: The honourable member will be at liberty

demand?

to speak
on the whqle demand but will not be entitled to discuss his particular amendment. It !pas happened in the past that when an amendment was out of
time and i~s mover opposed the whole demand, in the guise of opposing the
whole de+nd, he· discussed his own amendment.
That I am not going
to allow · i future.
1That th grant be reduced by Re. I with respectto the item of Rs.' 21,100-Forest Re.servesand gr I · g lands.
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Mr. Nanak Chand Pandit: One must give reasons to oppose thewhole demand, otherwise it will be meaningless, if a member were to gei;
up and simply oppose the whole demand without giving any reasons. We
are, I hope, entitled to place before the House our reasons against the demand.
Mr. President : . When a whole demand is opposed, reasons which
apply to the whole demand should be put forward and not reasons which
apply only to one or two items composingthe grant.
Rao Bahadur Chaudhri Chhotu Ram (South-East Rohtak, non·
Muhammadan, Rural) : Sir, I beg to moveThat the grant be reduced by Rs, 73,400 with respect to the item of Rs. 73,400Land Beeords, Superintendence.
:

The grounds on which I make this motion are entirely intended to secureeconomy and necessary retrenchment. I consulted a very senior officer
who has been in the Revenue Department for a very long time and who has.
himself been Director of Land Records and who is now in charge of a district.
H!:! told me that this particular department could be very easily abolished
without any undesirable consequences. The motion relates only to the
abolition of that section of the department which relates to superintendence and this means in effect that a separate head of department is not
at all necessary and that a portion of the establishment which is working
with him on account of its being a separate office can also be dispensed with.
Of course I cannot say from personal knowledge or personal experience
how this particular section is to be abolished and what incidental arrangements will be necessary in order to secure superintendence through other
' · branches of the administration, but on general grounds. I can say that theFinancial Commissionerscan easily take charge qf this department. After
all, the departments of Land Records and Agriculture deal with subjects
which are of a cognate nature and are subjects with which the Fiila:i;icfal
Commissionershave to deal. As the Financial Commissionershave already
ample establishment they can take over the superintendence of this department also and if any addition is necessary to their present. establishment,
then that addition can be made. Certainly if not the whole of thisItem
a large portion of it can be saved. As I suggested in the beginning, this
information was given to me by a very experienced officer-who has served
in this department and who has been in charge of this department. He
put forward this . proposal himself before the Retrenchment Committee.
I think he sent in a written memorandum and also appeared as a witness
before the committee.
The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan : After
he had left that department.
Rao Bahadur Chaudb.ri Chhotu Ram : That is obvious, but the value of his opinion will not be diminished on the ground that he is no longer
in charge of this department, and has become a deputy commissioner of a
district. After all he has inside knowledge of this department and he
can be expected to know the amount of work that is involved and may also
be expected to know what other alternative arrangements can be made in
order to carry on the work which is at present done by the Department of
Land Records. Then again there is another officer who may possibly
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be entrusfed with the work which is now being done by the Director of
Land Rec rds, namely, the Director of A.grioulture. Even the Registrar of
Oo-operaf ve Societies was suggested to me as a suitable offi
. car to take over
charge of\ this department. Of course, as I have admitted, I cannot say
hom perstmal knowledge or experience what particular arrangements will
be necesfry to be made if this department is abolished. My suspicion
is that tijese particular heads of departments come into existence because
Governm,nt is anxious to have as large a number of well-paid posts as
possible. 11 (An Honourable Member: No.) Of course, you will never
admit, bult the general feeling in the country and in the province is that most
• of the departments are top-heavy and the number of officers who receive
very hig~ salaries is unnecessarily large and after a new department has
once con:ie into existence the Government is most reluctant to abolish it.
Naturallyfi the head of department so long as he is in charge of it will not
suggest aly reduction and if a suggestion is made he will naturally oppose it.
He may ll>e expected to have some sort of departmental patriotism. Moreover nobhdy wants to see his own job finished. Therefore the general
public rightly suspects that the abolition of a department which can reasonably be effected and which can reasonably be expected, is opposed by the
heads of :~he departments concerned. The Government : generally ask the
opinion of the head of the department first of all, They do not take into
confidencethe general public. Even if the general public is really approached
with a request that independent views should be expressed, I must
admit thit the public generally does not pay the attention which a particular
question deserves. They expect the Government to do what they ask the
Government to do. They will not take the trouble themselves of putting
forward .,rguments which will convince the Government that the change
that they.; (the public) desire is desirable and is feasible. . Further they are
indifferent in the matter of putting forward arguments to refute the case
made out by the department concerned. I .admit all that. But I must
give expression to the feeling which really exists that the Department of
Land Records is unnecessary as a separate · entity and can be easily taken
over either by the Financial Commissioner himself or by the Director of
A.gricultti~e and possibly also by the Registrar of Co-operative Societies.
I am not!:in a position to say which of these three alternatives would be the
most suitfl,ble arrangement. · But I do wish to draw the attention of Government to
particular point and as the saving that can reasonably be
effected ~s a pretty large sum-equal to nearly three-fourths of a lakh of
rupees-] think it is worth while that the Government should pay serious
attention to this suggestion and if it does not result in any undesirable
oonseqneaces Government should accept the suggestion. contained in the
motion.
·
Mr. \):>resident : Motion moved-

J~his

t !that the
,

grant be reduced by Rs. 73,400 with respect to the item . of Rs. 73,400Land Records, Superintendence.
:

Mr.ii Miles Irving (Finaincial Commissioner): Sir, I draw the attention q~ the House to the fact that this is not a token' cut. . It is not a
out mov1~ to draw .the attention of Government to a desirable administrative ch~ge. It is an absolute clean sweep of the whole provision in the
budget f~r t},le control of the great work oj land records. It is not merely
;·
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the pay of officers which amounts. to. Rs. 2(),500, but the pay of tlhe whole· .
establishment amounting to Rs. 80,860, the travelling allowance of officers
who go round to inspect the land records- amounting to· Rs. 6,500 and the,
other minor items included under the head that are sought to be out by the
honourable member. Re has himself said that he is not sure how much
saving there will be, but I hold the honourable member to his motion which
will completely deprive us of all means of superintendence of land records.
I do not consider the question of the Director himself. He may go. But
who is going to do the work. of the clerks? I can assure the honourable·
mover that in my office the clerks cannot do the work of clerks getting in •
the aggregate· a pay of Bs.: 80,860, in addition to their own work. The
honourable member is not suggesting an administrative change•. but is
proposing to sweep by one stroke the whole means at tlie disposal of Government for superintendence .of land records. If. this. motion is carried into
effect the officers as well as the clerks should be dispensed with and the
superintendence of land records will drop into the background. As regards
the argument of · the honourable member about Government wishing to
keep unnecessary posts, I can set his mind at ease very quickly because
Government has already recommended that the post of the Director of Land
Records should be reduced to one of a provincial-service officer. After
that comes about, whether he remains in the position of the head of a department or whether he becomes a subordinate of the 'Financial Com.
missioner is only a matter of administrative convenience which will not
affect the budget to any considerable . extent. But whatever you do
with the Director of Land Records you want a certain staff to deal with the
numerous questions arising out of the qanungo and patwari establishments,
crops, price and weather reports and various other things. -Therefore if
it were a token cut, Government would have gladly accepted it. But to
cut the whole provision is the worst thing that could be done in the interest
of zamindars to whom land records are a most important thing. I hope
the honourable member
will withdraw his motion.
·
'
.

Sardar Arjan Singh (Hoshiarpur and Kangra, Sikh, Rural): Trise
to give my· support to the motion. The Financial Commissioner has not
discussed whether it is absolutely desirable to · keep the Director of Land
Records. All that he· has said is that if this motion is accepted by the
Hquse it will mean .that the Director with all his establishment will go. M,a,y
I ask if Government, after the unanimous recommendation of the Betrenohment Committee for the reduction of the Director's post reached them, had
not sufficient time to take steps to give effect to that _recommendation ? -(The
Financial Commissioner.:. I said · that the recommendation had gone to the
Secretary of State). If that be so, the arrangement has been suggested }?y
the Retrenchment Committee itself and we are not.in a position to see whether
that has been acted up to by Government, the arrangement being that
the' Financial Commissioner, if necessary assisted by some senior extra.
assistant commissioner, should take over the work of la:rid records.
·
The Honourable the Finance Member remarked only the other day that
at the time of .the consideration of the budget we do .not make the necea:
sary cuts, that the za.minda.rmembers press for remission after the budget
has been passed which· if allowed would cause a; great deal of dislocation
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in the
noial calculations made in the budget. My submission thereforeto hono able members is that this is the time when we should very seriously
urge the otal refusal of this provision.
-

. ;?"

The Jlonourahle CaptainSardar Sikander Hyat ;Khan · (Revenue
Member) ] Sir, in case there is any misapprehension in! the mind of the
honourable mover of this motion I should like to make it quite clear that.
Governm~nt anticipated the recommendation of the Retrehchment Committee regardlm.g this matter, and as the Financial Commissioner,Revenue; has
pointed o~t, we have already addressed the Secretary of State to- reduce this
post fro:mi: the list of superior Indian civil service appointments to a junior
one, and <!~rintentionis to appoint a time-scale provincial civil service officer,
and if co#venient to put him under the Financial Commissioner, Revenue.
If this is ~easiblehe will virtually become personal assistant for Land Records to the Financial Commissioner, Revenue. But that of course is a
matter of!i mere detail and would not affect the cost. So' far as the cost is
concemed] we · have already made our recommendation for reduction of this
post to tiji.t of a junior scale appointed .in order to put in a time-scale
extra asshltant commissionerwho it is considered will be able to discharge the
duties of tbis important post without loss of efficiency. I hope this will satisfy ·
the honourable member. ~y accepting this motion we would _he cutting out
the whole of the expenditure under this sub-head. The importance of
proper su1erv:ision_of our land records cannot be too ~trongly stressed, and
it would l;>e inadvisable to press for a larger reduction than that we have
already ptoposed. 4"
.·
Mr. MukandLal Puri (Punjab Industries): I am in the unfortunateposition o,f not having followed the discussion. . Members of the Retrenchment Oonnnittee are well aware that the condition of ourIand records was
strongly priticised . by the various. officers whom we had opportunity toexamine, ~nd they empahsised the necessity and importance of a very vigilant supejvision. It is also evident that the collectors of districts, busy
in these q!ays with multifarious duties including . political work, are not
able to devote that amount of attention to a work which at one time was
considered to be one of their essential duties. They used to be, first and
foremost, ~ollectors of revenue, and their main duty was td .see that the land
records were kept properly. Of late there have been far more complaints
about the·:~~uthenticity
,
of these records than- there use~ t.o be.· previousl:f.
Under sec ion 44 of the Land Revenue Act a presumptisa of correctness is
attached ~ these records, and it is therefore necessary that they should bevery accwj11,te.. What the. Council has to see in considering this motion is
whether i;:would be really effecting any economy by retrenching this department. T e method of retrenchment. suggested by the Honourable Revenue
Member i, not satisfactory. Re proposes to replace a senior member of
the prov;::· : oial civil service by a · junior member. The question really is,
whether t. at amo~t of r~trenchment is_necessa_ry ~ the interest of reasonable econd. y. This appointment has for · sometime pa.st been held by
seni_or in~*1.ber~ _of the provincial civil service wh? have discharg?d theirduties wi$ ability. This post 1s one of the few important appointments
to which t e provincial civil service men can aspire, and I feel very reluctant
in reduoi the number of these apointments. ~he abolition of this department · certainly affect the efficiencyof ourland records. I am afraid
i
1
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also that if you place a junior provincial civil service officer,he will practically
be an assistant in the Financial Oommissioner'soffice, while the Financial Commissioner will himself be the_ person responsible for the work. I will not
be in favour of adding unnecessarily to the work of the Financial Commissioner, and I do not wish it to be said that this substitution of a junior officer
in place of a senior man has made it necessary to retain the - two . Financial
Commissioners. That is what it would practically come to, and I therefore
-0pposethe motion.
Efficiency should not be allowed to be impaired. If you· have found
by experience that a provincial civil service man getting half the pay of an
Indian civil serivce Director of Land Records can perform the duties equally
efficiently I do not see why we should touch. this departJ:9:§nt at all. Of
course the trouble really is this that by putting a senior provincial civil service
man in charge .of land records we have to follow the pernicious system
of giving him a higher pay than he would be entitled to under the graded
, scale. What I would suggest is that instead of replacing a senior provincial
civil service man by a juniorlet the senior officercontinue in the job and let
mm get his gradepay plus a couple of hundred rupees by way of an allowance.
It is not necessary that, simply because you call a senior provincial civil
service officer the Director of Land Records, he should be given double his
pay. I do not advocate t~at. The department should continue inasmuch
as it is necessary to maintain the integrity and authenticity of our records
at least at their present level of efficiency, A mere adjunct of the Financial
Commissioner's office, a junior provincial civil service officer,as is proposed
by the Honourable the Revenue Member, will not be any satisfactory arrangement. I therefore oppose the motion.
Chaudhri Allah Dad Khan (Ambala division, North-East, Muham?.:11:adan, Rural) : Sir, I rise ~o support the motion moved by ~y ho;11ourable
friend from Rohtak. The Director of Land Records has survived his usefulness. He serves no useful purpose. Whatever justification there.was for his
post at the time when the records of land revenue were in their primitive stage,
'there is no justification at the present time when the land revenue records have
been so much improved and the rules and regulations have been so much
extended that there is hardly any need of the Director of Land Records.
If you look at the duties of this officer, you will find that his duties can be
-divided into two or three classes. In. the first place he inspects sometimes .
the patwaris and sometimes he inspects the tahsildars and qanungos, and also
:performsthe work of an Inspeeor-General of Registration and Registrar of
Births and Deaths. If one or two patwaris were not inspected by the Director
-of Land Records there will be no harm. ~ere.· are qanungos,- tahsildars,
naib-tahsildars, revenue assistants and deputy commissionersto inspect-them.
·Th9 deputy commissionershave nothing to do. Tney are all under-worked
.and pass their time in idleness. Look ~t the duties of a deputy commissioner.
Re used to be the district magistrate, but that work has been taken away'
from him. Re is no longer an income-tax officer, that work has also been
taken away from him. As regards executive work that. is mostly done by the
head clerk and other clerks of the. office; and the collection of revenue
which was his chief duty is. also not done by him. If the Government will
examine the diary of these officers,they will come to know, how much reve-
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'nne work they do and how many patwaris they inspect, They never see
:the}ania · ndi at all. Rarely do they go and inspect the patwaris work.
Many de ,~ty commissionerseven do not keep a horse. How can they go to
a village a patwari and inspect the jamabandi? This is a fact which I
'think th uoGovernment members eannot refute even by quoting facts· and
figures fr m the diaries of deputy commissioners. Therefore, I. do not think
that sue a huge expenditure as the.keeping of the· Director of Land Records
.is necess when the deputy commissionerscan do that work most effectively and e ciently. As regards the inspection of patwaris, if it is desired,
the perso 1 assistant to the Director of Land Records might be maintained
lot the present. He may .be put under the Financial Commissioner.
'Therefor , I support this motion.
'
Mr. . C. Garbett (Chief Secretary): Sir, the honourable member
who has st sat down, attacked the deputy commissionersas a. class. I do
not pret d to speak for every deputy commissioner in that class. I have
n~t. the de knowledge of every ~dividual distric~, which my honourable
mend clims to have, but I can give one or two instances from my own
personal xperienee of the work which is _required to be done by the. Director
I
-of Land I ecords. The honourable member has said that deputy eonnnis.sioners n' yer check jamabandis. ·I remember checking a jamabandi in· the
.Attockld.1~trict wi."thin six months of the.s.ettlement o. f .tha. t village being co.·m· •
plated a u finding in that jamabandi of a comparatively small village, not.
less than 18 mistakes. I sent fbr the officer who had been the naib-tahsildar
-eoneeme , and whose signature it contained, and said to him : " Your work
has bee I most disgraceful." . He said, "You will find no mistake in my
work," 1f said, " I have personally checked the )Vhole jamabandi
myself," and he said " what village is it?" I said, " it was such and such a
village." " Oh, " he said, ''. I had 82 villages to check. Owing to the short:ness of t e at my disposal, I could not check more th3r:p. four. The. rest
I just si ed. I was ordered to sign them takmil ke waste.':' He said that he
J1ad act lly checked four villages-, and the other 28 villages were signed
'" takmil Ike waste, il,askhat kia gaya." That was the condition of one village jusp after the settlement-e-n,settlement which had to be accelerated
because ~he grant given .by this Councilfor it was so small; The matter was
reportedJlandput right, but it is a signific~nt example how necessary inspection is :"tnd why it is that officers of Government think that there should be
be e clos~ck of our land records.
As·: · r necessity for inspection arose in the area round Hasan Abdal
·where o · g to the death of thee settlement officer and owing to the comp_lexity o tenur~s, the work even after settlement was fo~q. to require eorreenion. · Tfe entries left at settlement. were so bad .that m the revenue courts
the pres ption of truth which should attach to these entries is upset by
litt !~evidence._
.
. .
·
M~• . onourable friend said that deputy commissioners do not inspect
· patwaris I remember inspecting a number of patwaris in the Murree hills,
· .and. fo.
ample scope for inspection, such as that the village map, which
should pt be allowed to exis~ for more .than 8 y~ars and normally is renewed a i er every six years, had been allowed for .2,0 years. These inspeo-tions n rm.ally fall to the lot of the Director · of Land Records.
In these jdays when the administration is becoming very complex, it is diffi·
1
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.
cult for th~{ district officer, to· check as many jamaban<Jis as he_ would liketo.: l\fj honourable friend suggested that 'he is having an; ~sy time; I hopebis' pict'u!e will not be accepted by ;the· House.
- ,
·
·
_ . . Spooking on, behalf of the zamin'dars-'and not • perhaps. on behalt ·
of th~t1 ptofessi6n~ whose advan.tage _ it would be t~ have bad land.
rec.ords in order that litigations ~ght be _ prolonged~I do think
that we s1nust keep . out records' up fo' as high a- pitch of.· perfection
'as possible, and th~- Clqve~en't ha:s gort_e 'as far a~ it possibly can in -reduo~ing the expen.diture ·under this head.·_ I gathei" from- some df. the'speeches· that:
my hqno'im:ble friertd~ on the pench:'*' opiosite. 40 wt fully follow the lengtl.it ·
prpc~4ure necessary. m.?rde~ to reduce a post. Blioh as that· of a. head· or~
.;I-ep'atlment, or appreeiate e:mctly what Go'\"el'Dlilel!-t has done, _ The·· local
Government accepted the' recommendation of the Retrenchm·ent Committee :
ilid~ed it was corisideling this matter independently before this teport eeme. up. ,Theil aft~r giving its' 'apP,roval it forwarded its recommendations _to th~
Goverfuntmt of)ndia who- have in· their turn to forward it .to the. Secretary
of State for· .India' for sanction. Those steps have been taken. . .
; . I wohld like to
also· a misaippfoherisi6n 6£ my honb~bltt frierul~
Mr. Mukand TiqJ Puri, .who does·1c1'ot §ilite unuerstan:d1_the system·of pay m.the~rovinoial civil_ service. TMre'are a' certain nfimbet of: listed' p.osts to
. - which ·provirlcial serv,ice· '-m_e1:1 are entitle~ to be appt>mted. .':fil.lose' poits
nun:,;ber io.~ we·bave ltfl a matter.of fai'.lt Mmembers of tb(=i'provirtciaJ civil
s¢vice actually working'
ljsted·' posts aI orig which aire inclJided that of
.deputy co:ttfuililsidiler~ we·can t-herelo:reaiford without;damage•'tti the'.pro•viricial civil' s'ervic~ to te4tihe tli,e p()st· of Director
Land Beeords, -uni·
_poitant as'. it' is: -. : . H and'.:Wh;eie . fl'O~?sa:J~· alt) approved jt wm:• no. Jcmgijrbe a listed post, but we will a,ppomt· a semor member· <?1 1fhe prl>vmcial civil
_fjetvice possilily iii the B1t;. S~&50· gm<fe; Naturally iflie officer se,le'O,teil
would be onswith Ii;' great deal bf reye:frcie ex:petiene~;. ·. Governm~nt do; fully
realize tµe ut*1osirimprtaiic~, the 'rita:l'-~:P6rtatioe totbe iamindar of-havmg·1µs land records correct~ . _ I assure the honourable members of this. lf~use:
that we ~re' dbuig out titmcist to' Iigliten the bmtlen of thtfla\'.x:-payersoiv tliis.
. d~partJ'.iient' so;far as is <i,onl!istent with a.ii adequate s~andardcof acc~y ·'
I

d~ri~

w'

~ur

of

Kanwar · Mamtai, Singh- ciiofum (Ambala-cum-ffinva/ :ifon-1\Iuhafu:..
madan, Rural} (Urdu): Sir, with your permission I: would also, Jike·fo say
a few words )Vith regard to the matter before the House. It appears that
so;me of tne. honoilrable :menfbers; db_ ,no't fully ·_ i~lise that ptesfutii>tion •of
··correctness_ attaches·· .to land'. ~6rds in th:~ eourts ·aridi ·therefore; lil')W
much inipbrtant it is· that· tlies~ tooofdi should be <iortootly a:nd very aijdu. rately. main.tamed. To maintain suQh record~ a:ecufy,teljr is ntit · an' o.rdiMiy·
· matter.
·For this work yon cannot etlt'iiely depend upon thejm.t:watis or oh
qanungos nor eveh on the tahsildars because the latter· ·ate not tequired: fro.
"check all the entrieg made by the· p~twaris, and· they do not actually chook
'all of them: They are supposed to .have fully per.forined their duty if thesetahsildars have'. checked a certain fix~d· perce.nt~ge _ of imch ,eiltries. ~t is,
nhereiore, · highly :necessary • and imporj;ant that this,. deparlm:erit, wiric1;1Js
, proposed to; be abolished, should be allowed' to. remain a~ a sepamtec'~~tity-, •.with a:· senior and highly responsible officer at its head, and· that it should ~t..
,.
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be plac d as an attached office under any of the Finan;oial Conrinissione~
ther head of any other department. Td bring this point Iiome to
the hon ursble members I may say oneeagain that tlie preparation ofthes~
records '. · s a very 4µHcult and complicated job; It happeils not urioften
that a p rson is shown to be _a 'tenant in a nolding in wbiel:fhe may have rlever.
come a · settled down, and· who. may, aftfu- the lapse of ~oinetime, claim td
have t01 ten adverse possession of that holding. It is~ therefore, essential
that a esponsible officer should superintend this· work :and· see that suoh
. mistake do not pass' unnotieed. · - ·'
·
.· ·· ! '
·
.
des there arise many oth«tt domplicatioris with whioh the patwari~
. 5 P. ii, .!
and. qanungos oo· not often find th~selves competent
•
r
.
enough to deal and they have to ref~r them to the . tahor any

s.· . u. r, -.~and
or _there
.·ta. nee,area. ca·
se· lik·. ·dif(~rent
e;t·his.
•. · a·ris.· occupancy
·~s. t~.at so.m~.
la.· n.d· belo·
ngs t.havmg
o s~. · . e.ena;. ,
persons~
1
seven.
tenants
ea:ch·
differen. holding. These· se"Ven _tenants. jointly sink· a well .in f6ur ·b·isw~
out of.t e holding of.one of them, 0.ne.of :these oc?upancy·· :tenan.
·. ts di. 'es issu.e. Iess. I sk, what kind of. entry would: be lilade m the tevenhe _papers ? :r
challengi the honourable the Financial Commissioner <>r·~ny other memli¢of th~e-·I ouse to · say what kirid · of entry should be ma-de · in thifJ:
partic · .. case·? G.· ~nemllyffpeaking, tlie'colloot.orsdon:o. t!.~~ittheii'.dilty. ·
to ohee 3amahanil't8. They devote a.t the most half an liour m a- week ttf
see the · ties of patwa:ris. They are busy with 'other subjoots than land:
records; 11 Tliey speed most of their time in :twl.intaming\ 1*'w and order iii
districts ! • · their charge-. They take spooial P'foeautio:ns t~ · setdhat ne riots,
break o 'on the OOMl!fon of Muhariam-o'r '0th.er festiva.ls·. : trliat' is- their Iriaili
duty· no. ade.ys; The wor~ of'fund- records is now· entrust,ed to inexpemiilc'~·~· hand , and tfilif is the rea1Wn wlly roobrdilhmve · deteiiq:mted' iri aoeura,oy·
oo.d telia ility; Willi these worils'-h·esuni(Hny· seat~ .
;· . · ·
·
·
; Baliadur.ChaudhriCl:dl• .•Rani : . I have· abs~lutely no. desire tt>
emba
,the Government, but I. should certainly like to ~er
some ofthat,rirlciim~·
. that
have been levelled' against my argmnerits,\: and· some of theins.

da.
· ..

1

1
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1

r;.·~ ~.
0

0.-.· .

i~rwk'.~:r.:· :.·~.

;ffi_

r·
··t·· °:a·c··whi,
~ 8:8:1·
. -~.
· t.:el.1for
7t_
. the maintenance
t.
sw.· .:a··.~_· p·p_· ~.1and
.:b!·~~.
:· rs.·.;.
~
is necessaey
ofa wholeery·
aep,a,rlment,
that
if it had· ieen a ~oken out Govemm~t .eould' nave acoeptijd it.·. T.am v~ry
d.o,o~!nl:· 1.· bonf that •. r cannot recollect any, oocasfon w_Jie~: the Gove~~~~
lias. ~.,ly. ac.cepted:.
·
a token out. However; there. 1s, !Jin
. ot}ier. out w.hick.·
will .test \I the .aeeuraey: of what the Fi:oancial'Colill.WSsiop.er said. That is:
a. token &nt, and I will wait to· see wliether·tlm Govermtient· is going to,
accept
However, the Finan:cial Elommissioner has ~ggested; that tli&
ieeomm.e dation of the Retrenchment Committee ~a,s rea]Jy anticipated by
Governm nt:which took up the matter in hand{ and'atta' r~ulthas already
~ade· a t~~D'.mlendation to tliaSeoretary of Stitile _tliat jhe · p~~n:~ P~8.~
0.f the he d of' land records should be reduced tb that of. a: provmo1al c1vill
s~mce o eer. That: really ;means:ordy a· chang<l of designation:. It dces not
seenre th objoot Which my motion lias iii view. (Jnf,erfu,jtwn). That will
riot make' saving of more than· a few thousarirur.
. !
' . Anet r .argnment whioh was put forward·, was thattlie mover ha.cl not
tak-en ijit · consiiferation the fact that if tliisdepartment wete to be abollilhetl:
disaster · .· overtake the zamindars, because it is tlie specia11 business of this
I
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·
~epa-rtment· to see th11,t the. records, are correctly and carefully prepared and
. maintained, · Can. the Financial: Commissioner suggest any department which
is not concerned with subjects affecting the zamindars ? Co-operative Department concerns the. zamindars ; Agrfoulture Departnient concerns zaminpar.s; EducatiQn Department coneemajamindars,
If, therefore; we are
to· accept the argument of the. Financial Commissioner we .shall never be
. able . to. suggest any reduction anywhere. · (lnterrµption); The abolition.
of this one department does not do away with.the whole agency of Govern ..
:µtent•.. The Financial .Oo:rrunissioner. with. the aid o~ hiEI j-.µiior and senior
secretaries and with a host. of superintendents and c~~rks can easily attend
to this work. .: (lnterruptio?i)r
do: not like to be interrupted.
This department can be abolished and a. saving -oi about Rs. 78,000 cap. be effected.
Jf~eeessary,,ah additi~:o.
be made
the etrength ofthe establishmenf
!l,ttacbeq
the office of .the Fin/l,ncial Commissioner at a eostof ten, :fi.fteen
or twenty thpusandrupees •.. Even then there would be a n~t savnig of aboqt
Rs. 50,00Q -. .Ifthe FinancialCommisi,ioner, agi:ees. to take over" this depart;
ment 8, good deal, 9f saym..g:can, e:ff~te~·- . , · ·,:. . . ·' . . .
_
- · · · · Another yery curious thing cam,e. to light from, the speech of.the honour;
ablemember who represents Industries in this Council -. · He said, that a very
senior -officer: who , appeared . as a witness befor~ · the Retrenchment -Oommittee told the committeethat.bhe land records now were not so accurate.
and reliable as they used to: •1,e. before; What is. the implica~io1:1?. We haie
.a separate Department of .Land Records at present, an_d .ifet . the. records
are not as. accurate and reliable as they used t9 be . before, I wish the witness had stated what particular period. he referred ~<> by the word :' before.' ~
. remember the time when there was no separate Department pf LaJ;1.d :ijecords,
· This department was probably.nnderthe.Direetor of Agriculture, and there
-was a time when this departmen~ was administ~red_by.the Financial .Com*1issione,r. (Interruption)-~ : Anyway. _it was sugges~e_d that the land 1;ecorq~
n9t at present so reli~ble ~d aecurete ~s t~ey used to be beft>fe. . We
have.hed.this _department lll:existence,.for sometime, probably te1l. or twelve
yea.rs, and in ~'.(>ite of the continued e.xistell(:0of,thjs department.as a separate
entity we
that o.ur records have deteriorated in a.ccuiacy and rel.ia.l>iµty.
· Therefore, - that argument would seem to suggest: that the present Department of Land Records is useless and should be abolished so .that the records
may attain the same standard of accuracy and relibaility as was obtained in
the days ptjor to its creation,
'
- There was piother ~uggestion,xnade that .the eolleetors now are very
buEJJ with subjects other then those of revenU\'.l, mostly.. with political ques_tions. There is so much agitation · and ~o much lawlessness abroad i;n the
country that they cannot, devote the amount of time to the question of land
reQords now as they used to doJ~efore: .· I would suggest that-it is really th.e
~g~ncy working ~d.er the Qollecto:r" and the Collector himself who are res.i
])Onsible for the .maintenanee of high standard of accuracy in land records ·
and not the Director of Land Records or his office. . · The collectors receive
.reports from. revenue "assista.nti~. and. the. collectors: probably sJrutinise them,
eollete the results, pass .. them on to the higher authorities arid there the
'business ends. . _So far a.s: Jhe . ~ork . oi supervision is concerned, . I doubt
wbethe:i; the Director of. LSJ!d Records can eff~_ anything aubsta'.9,~ial. _ One
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of the embers who preceded me suggested that the continued existence
of this department as a separate entity with a separate head was necessary,
beoaus in the course of supervision he would be able to . devote a good deal
of tim and attention which will enable the records to be maintained accurate·
ly and eliably. I wonder whether he has ever taken care to see how many
times - year the Director of Land Records goes to al district, how many
times e is able to visit a district and how many villages he is able to see.
The ae ual number of visits is very few indeed. If there is any value in there
being[. separate head of a department whose business it is to go to villages
and so utinise the records, I think its value would consist in this that the
snbord' ate agency would probably think that there is such an agericy in
existe1 e which might detec~ .thei_r mistakes. That is t~e only v:alue so fa:r
as thefactual work of supervision is concerned. Otherwise thereis no particular alue in there being a separate head of a Department of Land
R. e.· -cor . s- . However, as I said already, I have no desire to .• press this mot.ionto
a diviel on or to embarrass the Government. In view of the fact that some
steps ave already been taken and in view of the fact that the Chief
Secret;j,rytold us that further steps would be taken to effect as much more.
reduct~on as possible, I beg for leave to withdraw the motion.
motion was by leau: withdrawn.
· ~~o Bahadur Chaudhri Chhotu Ram: Sir, Imove-

Tr

i

That the grant be reduced by Rs. 3,28,400 'Uith respect to th .•e. item of .Rs: 32,28,400-total Land Records.

A stated in the motion itself, the object is to urge reduction in thenumb~ of patwaris and qanungos, Here is a motion before the Housewhich lidoes not make a clean sweep, but which aims at securing a very
modes, reduction in the expenditure of a particular class of establishment,
and t~ie reduction suggested is in the neighbourhood o·.f 10_ per cent. only.
I hop I in view of the modesty of this demand, the Financial Commissioner
will b _ in a position to accept this particular motion. • The budget as prepared j~his year does not set forth the number of patwaris and qanungos.
But fottunately there is another document before me which gives this number
-co.nsl. lidated sta. tement showing. the proportionate.. repr. esentation.of various
classe in Government service. At page 5 of this statement, the number of'
patwa ,is on the 1st January 1932 is shown to be 9,405 and the number of
'qanl' os 7 44.
e Honourable Captain. Sardar Sikander llyat Khan: Per':_Ps , sistant patwaris are also included in that figure.
,
1

R o Bahadur Chaudhri Chhotu Ram : That does not affect· my
argum' nt. The number is fairly large, and what I suggest is that this number
shouldjbe reduced by about 10 per cent. As the land records have already
under ene two or three revisions in regular settlements the preparation of
land r cords is not so difficult now as before. I therefore submit that this
reason ble request of mine should be accepted by the Government. It will
only · volve a reduction of patwaris to the extent of 900 and qanungos to
the ex ent of 74. Ifyou reduce thisnumber and enlarge the circles which
are no in charge of patwaris and qanungos, it will not be very difficult.
The p twaris generally are not very busy. They are busy at tlie tune of
cro~_ipection, that is ~e: They axe also busy in a year when they have
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.to,:p:repn:re· electoral rolls. Beyond these two things, there is nothing which
oeeupies them fully. If the in.formation that I receive from my clients very
frequently is correct, those patwaris who have their homes very near their
cireles.are absent fromthe'headquart-ers of their circle for. 20 days out of 80. ·
That goes to show .th.at they :have not sufficient work· to do which will involve
their .eontinned presence in:their circle. If that is so, a .reduetion of 10 per
cent. is not .at all unreasonable.while it will save the province over three Iakhs.
; .If the Government is kind enough. to accept this motion and the Financial
Commissipner is kind enough to recommend the acceptance of the same,
I should be very much obliged.
·

Mr.'. Pr-esideni .:
.

,I

Motion moved-

That the gre,nt be reduced by Rs. 3,28,400 ~ ith respect to. the item of Rs. 3'2,28,400.,.totaJ Land Records.
·

Ram

Rai B~dur Lala Sewak
(Multan division, non-Muhammadan.Bural) : This motion is meant to urge the reduction of patwaris a,nd
q_anung~s. My honourable ~iend ... has . sai.d <9 that they have little
work. That may be tb.e case m the Rohtak d1str1ct. I can speak for three
districts, Lahore, Montgom,ery and . Lyallpur. These patwaris are very
· busy, and if their number is reduced. the work cannot go on. In Lahore I
gave an application
a mutation of a certain land and it was· three
months·'1:~fore the. patwari had time to come and do the work. He was
so busy that my munshi called on him every day, but he could not· get time.·
.· He said' that the work was so very heavy in Lahore.. (An honourable member:
·.Perhaps your munshi did not pay him his dues). That is always done to
begin with. In spite of that he could not come, and I can testify thathe was
really very busy io.r three months. To say that patwaris have no Work is
. Mong.
As -regards.qanungos there may bea possibility of aome.reduetion, but
not to too extent of 10 per cent. A qanungo might be reduced here and a
-qanango there. Even those people are very necessary, because if
reduce them very much, there will 'be no inspection of patwari's records,
. and ·the work will fall on the · tahsildars and naib-tahsildars, · Therefore,
I am afraid,' from the point of view of the zamindar's own convenience,
·it is not safe to reduce the number of patwaris and qanungos.
Mr. Miles Irving (Financial Co)Dmissioner): It is ·hardiy necessary
·for me to say anything against · this motion in ·the face of the case which
my honourable friend from Lyallpur has so convincingly put=-the case
-Of, the zamindar. I believe .the zamindar is conscious, that he has. greatly
.,benefited .from that :v~ry. wonderful system of land records which we have
-established, which gives him what· no country in the world has given, a record. ;of title giving :a. presumption of truth in the eivil eourts.. ·'rhe honourable member has jnst- told 11s that you _.-can reduce their numb-er by enlarging
rtheir, eireles. If you take the :case .iOf a horse, · you . · may ,think that , if. ,)"011.. give him .a little iess food to-.day J,her.e is ;no · harm -; .a Jittle 1es.s
f.ood.to-morl'ow, there.~ -no ha.nrl; a ilittl.e less still. the nl;)xt :day, aao ,
~rm ·8'Ild ,so on, antf, 1tbere ,will eeme a stage ,whe?il the . herse wW
4ie~ . _· ~OU. C®UOt , gQ ·.· on -redneiag ·Y,QU? . , servants. boos.~ c:tbey . a.1'~

for
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::after 5 or 6 villages, that if he is already looking after 5 villages. be can easiljy
look afte 6 villages. The honourable member has mentioned that there are
~.QOO pat aris and there are 4!3,000 village» in the Punjab. .That is to say,
-the hono able member says let_ each pat:w:aritake. 2 or 8 more villa,ge~. . A .
. zamindar ,knows what a pt1,twari'sdaily work is. I have _got here a diary
-of the p~twari. One importµ,n;t part .of his daily routine is his inspection
work. Aifiother relates to the . occupancy rights. 'I'hen there are the crop
-extracts. 'i Another is _to look after the survey pillars. Again, honourable
members :/want a revision of land revenue. It depends upon the accm-a.cy
of the records of the pat:waris. When a zamindar asks remission of revenue
it depends upon what the patwari has drawn up in the ahalfJachh. He is not
a Govemjnent servant, but he. is .a village servant. If you take these hardworking 4lass of men and add more to their . duties, you are going to get
much ha~ work. The_ case is the same with qanungos. I am not going to
·say there!fare no possible reductions. There should be. Jake the as~istant
patwaris.:e We have saved three quarter of a lakh of rupees by reducing
· 420 or 4~ assistant patwaris. T.hat is something, and that is as far as we
can reas~, ably be_ expected to g? if t~e zamindars are not to allow their
work to ~rffer. Sir, I oppose this motion.
I
Bahadur Shaikh Din Mubarnrnad : I had no mind to take part
in this de· ate because this subject related particularly to the zamindars, but
some que ,'r arguments that have been advanced on the floorof this House have
also temP1 ed me just to place some observations before thehonourable mem- bers of thj~ House. On the last motion when some honourable members belonging t? tht o~cial~enches ~poke, on? of them, the Chi?f.Secretary, rem~rked
t.hat in 011re village m one Jamabandi he found 180 mistakes and thatJama~
bandi wa~Jpresumed to have been supervised by a naib-tahsildar and of course
·was prep:i)red by a patwari, and must have been checked by.a qanungo before
'it went Jp to the naib-tahsildar. If that is the correctness for which the
departmdfi_tclaims credit; I am constrained to remark, the less the 'number
of patwaiKR the better. If 180 mistakes crept· in in one jamabandi, which is
preparedlfby a patwari; it evidently means that the work is not being properly att~bded to by the patwaris. It is no doubt true that some of the duties
which haie been mentioned by Mr. Miles Irving are entrusted to the pat,
waris. :5ut let us see what the honourable mover wants. The Financial
Commiss~!merhas admitted that there are about 40,000 villages in the whole
· of the pr~vince. He also admits that there are about 9,500 · patwaris in the
province ~t present. Thus a patwari has on an average 5 villages to super·vi~e; and JI ~ in order to meet the de1;0and that ha~ been made which wo~ld
bnng a s~vmg of more than 8 .lakhs, instead of 5 villages he has .to supervise
·1> villages~ my humble submission is•that the work would not increase to such
~n :e:xtenj1• as to in~erferewith the efficiency. of t~e work w~ch. the.. p.atwari
.is now d , mg. It is no doubt true that when this demand is . put m round·
.figures, i I means asking for a reduction of 1,000. patwaris. · It might .look
:impossib~ or.it might look preposterous ; but when you work out the details
it comes o -this, that the honourable members of this.Houee.aak the Finam
, eial Co issioner to give 6 -v-illages instead of 5. to a patwari, and .that.· .posi·-tiori is in no way untenable and in no circumstances impracticable.
. . I tis o 4oubt t~e: ~4at :we should not in any way. add to. -the difficulties,
:or thee barrassmenta of the administration, but this attitude ofthe depart·'' ·
1
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ment is also not tolerable .that whenever any suggestion is made to them,
they claim infallibility for their views and do not wish at. all to consider favour'....
ably the statements made before them. The ·attitude that the Government,
should have adopted in connection with this cut should.have been to assure-the honourable members of the House that they would try this experiment
in, say, 10 or 20 villages or in one district, and if they find.it possible forthe. patwaris to cope with the work entrusted to them they would tr.y to introduce this reduction in other <lliltricts also. But whenever a demand forreduction is made, they say "no", that their word is final and that they
are not going to reduce the burden of th~tax-payer.· That is not the attitude·
which should be adopted by the honourable members on the official.
benches.
Mr. Nanak Chand Pandit (Hoshiarpur, non-Muhammadan, Rural)::
Like my friend Mr. Din Muhammad I also had no intention of speaking;
It is the speech of my honourable friend who has just sat down that has.
prompted me to speak. I claim some special knowledge in regard to pat-waris. · I was called upon to preside over their· conference. . Patwaris in.
this conference came from all parts of the Punjab--they not only belonged
to one community, but, if I noted anything, these pa.twaris belonged to. all
communities. There, was no communal feeling amongst these patwaris..
The main grievance. of . these patwaris was that they had too. much work
to do and that they were paid too low. I examined at great length arid with.
great care the numer1ms duties which the patwaris were called upon fo,
perform under the British Govemment.« Not only were. they requited to,
keep the revenue records, not only were they requited to _make entries in
the mutation registers, not only were t~ey requited to inspect crops and.
prepare khasra giriJ,awaris, not only. were they _-requii;ed. to prepare field
maps, but the patwaris were called upon to keep a list of the catt)e in the,
village to report the kinds of diseases these cattle suffered from. ThE.lY were
called upon to give in their roenamcha every kind of incident whether political;'
social or any other kind, such as whether it rained or not, and whether it was.
too hot on a particular day or' whether the wind ,blew severely, all these things.
the overworked patwari has to report. One, of the greatest grievance of::
these patwaris is that with regard to these politicalmovements also they
are requited to keep diaries.and record thereinthat snehand such a man
Belongingto such and such a faction or such and such a political party came,
to the village, delivered his speech and went away.. I was really told by a
large number of patwaris that the Government calls upon them to enter·
these facts also in their·roznamcha. Sometimes they were troubled by ·the·
zamindars arid sometimes by the Congressmen. What are . they going to
do with these heavy duties if their numbers are reduced 'l They do not
definitely know as to what actually is the work of a patwari. The duties,
of the patwari do -not end here.. Whenever .the election registers have to.
be prepared it is the patwari who is called upon to tour from place to place
and to go from one.village to the other. If somehow· or othersome voters .of.
cine party are not included in the list, application is made before the :peputy
Commissioner that the· patwari has been bribed by the' other parj;y, and that..
is why he has not-put in their names. Sometimes explanations are called.
· for. In H9shiarpur _I know that the patwaris weri~ fromhouse to houseand
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uiries from the people who thinking that these lists were being
for taxation would not come forward to give their names. I
ail to .understand the remark that the patwari has nothing to do>
it my duty to ent~r a word of protest against t~s.
Di
Bahadur RaJa Narendra Nath (Punjab Land-holders,
G. e.ner.alE: There. is·.one part of the patwari's duty to whi···ch .I should like to.
invite t attention· of the honourable jnover of the cut and his supporters.
The ma· duty of the' patwari is to 'prepare a jinsioar and
inspect the crops
by perso al visits. That inspection must be done from ffeld "to field, and it
must be j one within a fixed time. It-is no use paying an earlier visit when
the crop as not matured, and it is absolutely useless teypay a visit-after the
harvest as been cut. He has to form an accurate .idea of what is called
kharaba ecause in most villages where fluctuating systeni of land revenue is
in force'. hat record must be very accurate, and the area assigned to the patwari mu' t be an area which he can for the purposes· of crop inspection visit
in a monj h, If that area is unduly large the main purpose of revenue record
is lost. I.The jinswar statement which is prepared .from 'crop inspection report is t~e main basis of future assessment, and if th~t is n9t c~>rrect the whole
.system tf assessment becomes wrong. Therefore in assigning areas to the
patwari~I the main thing to be considered is whether hecan visit that area
at the t!fe of crop inspection within one month. I believe when villages are
assigne~tto patwaris th_ese fa?tors _are takea into consideration. Some
patwantave got three villages m their charge and others have 4 or 5, and the
maxima, which he can finish within the time allotted to him is already
allotted , o him. Any variation in that area will involve vitiation of the land
records ; hich are the basis of the whole assessment system and of the fiscal
policy o~ the Government.
·
Sufaar Arjan Singh (Hoshiarpur and Kangra, Sikh, Rural) : Sir, I op. pose th9jmotion before the House. In fact the importance of the correctness
and accpacy of the revenue records cannot be stressed too much. Those
people iho are conversant with the courts know that orie revenue entry is
worth a illozen·of oral witnesses. The courts more or less depend on revenue
entries. ij There is a complaint even now that these papers are not correctly
prepared; and patwaris either on account of want of time or on account of
certain ~ther reasons, such as want -of adequate emoluments, do not do their
work pr4perly. To extend the area and to extend the circles would make the
work ce~tainly less efficient. Their complaint is that even now they are not
able to qppe with the work which has been entrust. ed to th·e· m ; it is, therefore,
prepost~tous to expect them under the new proposal, which will certainly
involve .;fxtension of the circles, to be able to do their work efficiently. I,
therefor , think that we should expect that thework is done more efficiently
.rather t an that a little trifling sum is saved on account of this cut. I,
therefor , oppose the motion.
_
.
Ch udhri Allah Dad Khan (Ambala division, N~ith East, Muhammadan,
ural) : I had no mind · to take part in this discussion, but my
. friend t e honourable member from Gujranwala has used an argument which
I think hould be analysed a little. He quoted the Chief Secretary who said
that he·, spectedjamabandis and found 185 mistakes in one of them, and made
use oft · s information for his argument that less the. number of patwaris
the bett r the work would be. To say the least, this argument, is most fanoi-
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·jul. ;Fatwaris are o"erwork.ed and tliey make iriiatakes on.accoUJilt of that;
and if tb,13 number of vill,ges in then- charge is increased fro.1ll)ive to six;
they will make more mistakes. ~e light conclusion would p~ th~t. if t_hey
.are given 6 villages the number of mistakes will be l60 .and not )35. ;I
give him a hit of my experience .. ·Patwaris . work not _only during fhe day,
but they work even during the night. . · During the girdwari days these poor
fellows .work during the day in the fields -when my ·friend is CQsily sea.te!l
· under the fan.
_ My honourable friend Raja Narendra _Nath has a good dead
:Of experience of these patwaris, and he has rightly said t};la,t these patwaris
take a great deal of time in the inspeetion' of crops. They do the iospeetio»
.dnring the day, and at night they-make entries, and that keeps them awak(l
up to midnight. So, Ldo not understand how you can reduce the n'umber o,f
patwaris. I amsorry that Lam opposing my honourable friend from Bohtak;
'but on this point I have got personal experience and would never advise the
House to reduce the number of patwaris. Last time when a similar motion.
was brought I opposed it, and I said . that· if you want to keep the revenue
:records correct you cannot possibly reduce the number of patwaris, though
you can reduce the Director of· Land Records.
Everybody who has any
-experienee of the patwaris knows that they are. at the toot of all revenue
work. Patwaris lay down the foundations. on which all officers build, alld.if
these patwatjs are not in existence !do not know what will happen to .the
land revenue records. Tbesij patwaris have been in existence from the time
-of the Mughals and the Sikhs. The number of patwaris is already too sniall;
..and if at all, this number should be increased and any proposal for decreasing
the number should be met with stout resistance by . all those who know
:anything about, patwaris,

Ltla Bhagat R8lXl (Jullundur-cum-Ludhia,n~, n9µ-¥¢!.11:xnro.adari,
Rural) (Urdu): Sir,with your permission Lwant to make aJe:w_observ:ationij.
'There is no denying the fact that the patwaris have lot, of wonk to do and
-that they have .to work very bard in connection with the inspection of erops,
But nowadays as consolidation of holdings has. taken, place in so many
:; -villages, they have not to move about in a very wide: circle to perform their
· .duties,
_$.QX"dar ,B~ta $jqgh : Consolidati~n of ho\d!ng has not tak~n . plaqe
:_µi., O;tll' distri~t.
.

.

·.Lala Bhagat ·Ram: They, however, have many dutieato perform as
-some of my honourable :friends would have us believe. Undoubtedly they

are put to a 19.t or inconvenience on account of the attitude o.f tahs:ilda~.
'These officers so often send orders to ·10 or 15 pJi,twaris to present themselves
.at a certain place with their necessary papers and the persons, concerneq. ·
But when the patwaris assemble at th.at place they are ipfprmed:· by :~Jetti:ir
.at theend .of the day that the officer i.s not.eoming, ~ this way-mt1Qh of
· their time is wasted. · I think the Government can COJ:!.".'.eniently" relieye t~
, 7tahsildars of the woi:k <;>f 'hearing c:r:iminal eases as tliereis quite- a suffi.eien,t
"I).UDl~er of magistrates ·to perform that d-qty. .'l.)he ~8ih~ild.ars rruty go µ-o;m
-village· to . village and. attend ,to 1!1utation work. "In this ·-W~Y. the_. vatwaris
work can ·b.e· conveniently: .leasened, ·and he ca~
sav;ed ·fror~1/the ext1,'Q,
\trouble of going from place to 'place with his papers.
· ·, ·
. , · , ·, .. : ,, ·.; t
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Rao ahadur Chaudbri Chhotu Rani : I am afraid that the. attitud9
:that was t ken up by the Financial Commissionerwas'not very encouraging;
He has re d out a list of the duties .which a patwari is expected to dischargl:3.
I have no~doubt that the list is there, the duties are fixe,d and prescribed
.and enum rated. But whether a patwari does really discharge all those
duties, wh' ther there is apy occasion for anypatwari to discharge all of th~n;i
is more t~an I can say. I am inclined to .doubt whether there are many
occasions wn which a patwari has discharged those duties, or whether when
t,hose occ~~ionsarise he has discharged those duties fait:µfully and to the
-extent whjich the Financial Commissioner.has indicated. There was only
-one weigh~w argument t:hat was put forward, and it was put forward, I should
say, in a jfllOSt lucid manner by the honourable member.reprssenting the .
Punjab la~dholders (Diwan Bahadur Raja. .Narendra Nath). I will come
to it later en, To the list which was read out by the Financial Commissioner
has been 3'tldedanother set of duties by the honourable member for Hoshiarpur. He seems to think that the recent instructions which have been issued
by Gove~ment to patwaris that they must report the fact of a political
meeting h~ving been held in their circle is a sufficient argument. to stand
in the waj of my motion being accepted. I wonder whether he has given
sufficient ~~oug~t to ~he extent to wJ:nch these .instruction,s are ca1;1ed ~ut
and the mtnner m which they can easily be earned out by a patwan m spite ·
of the fact that he has not individually been in the village. Suppose a
political D\leeting is held in a particular village and the patwari happens
to be absept. If he does not make a report, who is going ;to. say that there
was a meeiing ? Suppose the patwari is absent and comes back four or five
days later :r,nd then asks the lambardar or the zaildar or any other villager
to give hi:qil. the facts of that meeting. He can easily record these facts and
send then): on to the tahsil. Where is the guarantee tha,t every patwari
will be ne~essarily present in the village at such a political meeting ? And
how many villages are there in which political. meetings are held ? There
must be v~ry few indeed.
.
1

i

Then ~here was another argument which was put forward by the Financial Comn:itssioner"which I should like to meet. He said that the number
of patwaril$ was a little over 9,000, and that the number 'of villages in the
province ~as 48,000. That gives us an average of 5 villages to each patwari. Th~ honourable member said that it would be most undesirable to
add to the!lsizeof their present circles. If every patwari had in fact four o:r
five villag,s probably that would be a fairly strong argument. But the
honourable Financial Commissionerhas forgotton that there is a yery Iarge
number o~I villages in the south-east Punjab, at least, where one village
has more ~~twaris than one.. · There must be at least about 100 such villages
in Rohtak i1tlone. I am sure that in a village unless it happens .to be abnorma. lly la. rg~ o. ne patwari i.s quite su:ffi. cient, I. know . ome,· -0. f .the villa. ge.s
·where ther~ are more patwaris than one. I know the size of their populati0,11
and the. e~tent of their aree, I am absolutely sure that one patwari fhere
can easily l~ischarge the duties which are expected of bu#. In fact there
~as-aJime rhen these villages had only one patwari each. But as suggested
l.>y my ho omable :friend on my le~t the attituti.e of Gov(:}rnment is ~lwayii
one of infa 'bility. They think .that they can never be wrong, and t~t 11ilr;n.y
suggestion hat is put forward by a non-officialto the contra1·ymust neces.
.s.
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.
-sarily be wrong. The Financial Commissioner is not well informed ; he
does not know these things. We have better information as to the extent
of the villages and the wo~k done by the patwaris in them. The. Financial
Commissioner derives his knowledge from the papers, from the reports· of
officials who visit the villages. There is thus no actual personal experience.
while in our case ~hat experience is not lacking. · I am .a villager· myself,
and go to villages very frequently: If the Financial Commissioner goes toRohtak once a year or twice a year I visit, I think, at least 200 villages each
year. (An ' honourobie member : . At elections ?) Not only at election
time, but on other occasions as well. There are many occasions on which
private members have to go to villages. Anyway my contention-is that theinform.ation·of the Financial Commissioner is wrong on this point. There
are villages where there are two patwaris and the number can easily be,
reduced to half in those villages.
However, the argument that has been put forward on the general question.
of reduction by the honourable member. representing Punjab landholders,
·is, as I admitted earlier, the weightiest one, and I was really impressed with
it. He said that the real test for the number of patwaris necessary for an
area is their ability to make the crop inspection in the course of one single
.month over' the whole circle. This is necessary at every harvest. It applying that test you find that it is not possible to make a reduction in the
number of patwaris I shall have nothing to say. But that was not the argument of the honourable Financial Commissioner. But I have been impressed
by that argument and think that ·possibly 1n most of the circles it may not
· be desirable or even practicable to reduce the number of patwaris without
affecting the accuracy or efficiency of crop inspections. Therefore I beg
leave to withdraw my. motion.
·
The motion was by 'leave UJithilrawn.
.
Chaud.hri Allah Dad Khan : I have given notice of a motion that
the total grant be reduced by Rs. 24,000, my object being to secure economy.
As the motion will cover various items in the demand I do not .know whether
it will be in order.
Mr. President : The honourable member should have moved reductions in thoseitems. If his motion covers several items, it is not in order,
Mr. Nanak Chand Pandit: May I make a submission on this point
because we might be moving cuts of this kind in future ? It seems quite
permissible for an honourable member to say that he wishes to reduce the
total demand by any sum, the object being to secure economy. It is left.
to the Government to effect economy up to that amount suggested from what·
ever sources in the demand they may like. Such cuts were allowed, if I
remember rightly, in the first Council.
. Mr~ President: What makes the honourable member's -motion out
of- order is his admission that he wants to reduce two or three items of thegrant. · v\1i~n the reduction of a total · grant is moved the reduction should·
not be of any' specificitem, but of alump sum, and arguments for reduction
must be applicable to the grant as a. whole; . The honourable member hair
stated himself that his object is to reduce two or three items of the demands
I hold, therefore, that his motion is out of order.
·
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Sir,
object iii bringing forward this motion before the House
is to exp - in at length the system of land revenue obtaining in this
country:a~ ~ our p:i:~'vince. In the speech which _the lead~r of the Unionist
Party ma ID the earlier part oHh_e day, he made 1t abundantly clear to the
House tha this systenf of land revenue could not be claimdd hy its authors,
or those
o insist upon it, to have been based on justice, equity 01: good
Is it not something unusual that every zamindar in the province
ade to pay something to the Government in :the form of land
revenue
ether his income - from his land may not exceed four annas or
whether h may be aq owner of only four or five marlas of;).and? It is not
for the fir time that, this question has been raised in this House. The attention' of th Govermnerit bas been drawn to this serious injustice to the zamin-,
dars on ny occasions before by many non-officialmembers, . some of whom
have sine gone to th~ {fovermnent Benches. As I said onlanother occasion,
such a sy em of land revenue was not to be found in any.othe» part of the
world, an I ohallanged the Government to name any couµtry except India
~here su~ a sy~temj was in vogue· and was j~stifie~. IL und?rs.tand th~t
ID respona to this c~allenge the honourable Pinancial qommissioner said
that my atement was_ incorrect. But I have yet to know the name of the
country
ere every zamindar is made to pay land revenue at the same
rate irres eetive of ; his income, and where no principle is observed in
assessing _ and revenue as it is done here in India. It is said- that in France
.. ch a sy1te-m
~ut I will~xpl~in what that system is~;
_ _
.
exists,
Mr. fresident: • How long will the honourable member take to finish
his speee , ?
j
:
Bahaduri' Sardar Habib Ullah: The subject I am dealing
an ordinaty one, and I cannot say how long it ~ take to explain

---··.

(Finance Secretary) : Sir, the in.embers deputed
by this ouse to advise us as to the sort of information with which they
!J0'1ldlik the department to furnish the House have toldius that what was
.reqnir~d _ as a. statefP-ent giving information,. as was done last year, und?r'
the pnm y units, pay of officers,pay of establishment, allowances,honoraria
and gra s under ea¢h demand. This information the Fh:iance Department
-ean be · - to provid~ on Monday, beginning with Demand 4, Forests. (An
.honourab~ ~mber :r:; Irriga~ion '?) _ ~igatioi:i is ~ large ~~d, and. I cannot
_ _guara_nt1· mformatio_n-._ r~latIDg to 1t on Monday. But _,_m_Iorruation
_
about
· Forests ill be mada available I hope before noon on Monday.
P~esideni: A number of amendments have teen tabled to Demand N . 1 and also to Demands. Nos, 2 and 8; So i.the Council will
-diseusst ese demands on Monday.
_'
i
Mr. Nanak Chand Pandit:·My objection i~ this, that certain amendments,
ich are ve~y important !l,~d essentialhav,,.enot been moved even to
these de ands, because no detailed· information, is availitble· which used to
be .avail ble in the past budgets: Therefore very important amendments
have no been tabled.
· ·
:

Mrl
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Mr. F. H. Puckle: The honourable members whom I consulted donot require any further information on Demands Neis. 2 and 3. They do not
consider any further information necessary ..
Mr. President: The honourable members who w:ere deputed. by this.
House to confer with Mr. Puekle, told him that they did not consider any·
information cm Demands Nos. 2 and 8 necessary.
The Council then: adjourned till 2-80 J?.M;, onPriday; 11th of March 1982..,,
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-: ter for L1cal Self~Goleinment be pleased to state--..
i:
" .
(a)I whether iti!is a fact that during the audit of t4e accounts of the
:.I
Kasur . Municipal Committee in December 1980 the Govern· 'I .
ment ~ocal Fund Auditor .detected that [iooxtain amounts
•
deposited in the Court .by the said Committe$; :.as·• diet money
for witj_esses"was withdrawn from there by th.e· . Secretary and
J , not cre;ted t~ the municipal funds ;
· ·1}.

I

(b).\1 whether itii is a fMt that the matter having c~:me . to light, :Mr.
MailZllriiHussain Wa.shey,the Secretary of the Committee, was
;
arr~ste~ by the police' on a charge of misa~propriation;
(c)j whether itllis a.fact that the case ag~inst him fas subsequently
•:1
dropped:
·
·
1:
( if so, why:~nd under what circumstances 'l
!:[
,.
The onoorable
Dr.
Gokul
Chand
Narang:
(a)J
(b)
and
(c) . Yes.
I\ '
---· ·
I(
. .
.
.
(d) . e audito~ detected the, misappropriation onj/the . 30th March
1981 and rought th~imatter·to t4e notice of the Presjd,ent.;1' T:qe Committee,
din the pieanwhile decided that the service~;of the Secretary;
who was . n leare fr~m the 8th December, 1980, should
dispensed with,
as his wo k was not ~atisfacto:ry, and that the amount due from him ·~hould
be deduard from hl$ · pay. The. l?resident made a repor~ to the police on
-0r, about ·I e 16th April, 1981, and 'the ~-ecretary "!as an\,stefon the 25th
May, 193 . As jhe amount had already been realized from the ~ecretary,
· the D.istr,·t Magistra~e accepted the.recommendation oU~.~ Committee, that
the Beere' try should ~_!; be prosecuted in a criminal co4:·-

· ·I

~e

l

lf

I

l

I
.

,

it

i

-

·

!:

SEORET~~, ·MUNICIPAL.· COMMITTEE, Kml.. M ~lUN.

Nl

*126 . -, Lala 1..a1 Chand Aggarwal : Will the }l[onourable Ministe;r-for L · cal Self-Gofernment be pleased.to stat~
.
1:
(a) whether itl is a fact ·that in connection with ttj~ appointment of
Secreta to, the Municipal Committee of ~em Karan, the
Sub-Di'· ional Officer of Ka~ur -sent for. th~: members of the
1

:l

i

!

B

!,'.:
1.:

i:'
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.!
said Committee at Kasnr, and at his residence out of the two
selected candidates, one a graduate and the · other only' a,
matriculate, the matriculated one was appointed by dra;\vmg
lots between the two ;
(b} whether' it is iact t~t the minute book of the said Committee.
was then sent for. from Khem Karan, and it was at the residenceof the snb-divisional officer . that the resolution of appointr:
ment. of the Secretary was recorded ?
"'The Honourable Dr. Gokul Chand Narang : Necessary information is being called for and will be communicated to the honourable member
when received.
·

a

COMPENSATIONFO;R PANCELLATIONOF CONTRACT,KASUR MUNICIPAL
COMMITTEE.
.
.

*1261. Lal~ Nihal Chand Aggarwal: Will the .Hoaourable :Minister for Local Self-Government be pleased to state--«
.
(a) whether Mr. M. Sher Nawab, a member of the Kasur Municipal
Committee, admitted in his statement on oath, made on the,
6th June, 1981, before Sh. Abdul Ali Sahib, Magistrate, Kasur..
during the course of ail election petition enquiry that in order
. to get personal benefit he voted for. the cancellation of a eon· tract between the Municipal Committee, Kasur, . and oneMuhammad Din ;
·
(b) whether it is a; fact" that the cancellation of the above contract·
caused a lose. of about Rs. 2,500 to the Committee, and the·
Deputy Commissioner, Lahore; called upon the members concerned to show cause why the said loss be not- recovered frorru
. them;
.
/
(c) if the replies' to (a) and (b) be in the affirmative, what further· step!!'
have been taken or the <rovernment is going to take against
the member or members who intentionally caused Iosa to.
the- Committee ?
.J
·
The Honourable Dr. Golml Chand Narang : Necessary informa, tion is being called for and will be communicated to the honourable memberwhen received.
· ·
KITSON LAMP AT TREl. RESIDENOl!l OF SUB-DIVISIONAL 0FFIOEB,

Kasun.

*1262. Lala Nihm Chand AJgarwal : Will the Honourable Minister for Local S~lf-Government be pleased. to state-_
(a) whe\her it is a fact that Municipal Committee, Kasur, at its OWII'
eost provided a Kitson lamp at the residential bungalow of the
Sub-Divisional Officer, Kasnr, and is also maintaining it at
a monthly expense of Rs. 16 ;
.
(b) whether it is a fact that the auditors objected to this item ot:e~-penditnre as an illegal charge ;
·
{c) if the reply to (ti) and (b) be in the affirmative, whether the 11aid.
Kitson· Iamp . has been removed ; if not, why?
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Th Honoura le Dr. Gokul Chand Naiang: Necessary iriforma..
tion is eing called for and will be supplied to the honourable member
when re ived.
-.
1

STA (ING

sun:{MMI. TTEES

oF

THE

KAsuR M~N. lOIPAJi

COMMITTEE,

*12 ~· Lal. a !11ihal Chand Aggarwal : Will the Honourable Minister for ~ocal Self-Gtvernment please statewhether i~ is a fact that in 1928 the Municipal Committee, Kasor,
·
rj
electedjlj five members to each of its standing sub-committees ;
(b1 whether i~ is a fact that the said election was declared ultra vires
·11
simply] because the business bye-laws of the said Municipal
J'I
Commi~teeauthorised the election of only three such members ;
(e~wheth. er 1·i~ is a laet that the said Committee og. ain on the 27th.
Jl:/'nua , ~982, appointed five members to each of the. standing
.,
sub-co nuttees •
·
·
·
(djl whether is a
that the Government has received any repre1,
sentati~n against this unauthorized act of · the Committee,
and if 160, wlia,t action, if any, has been taken ?

(1

.
f

,

11·

i~I

fac;

The Honoura~~e Dr. Gokul Chand·Narang : Necessary Information .is bd g called f~. .r and will be supplied to the honourable member when
receive
Ii
1

I

i!

·

::_

LEASE

-

ol1 LAND To DERA BABA HAru: HAR AT ~sun.
1

*126, Lala N·l al ChandAggarwal·: Will the H~. nourabls Revenue
11•

Member e pleased , o state-

.

(a)I whether-itllis a fact that a certain area of Gov~rnment !and stood
leased ~.t for many y~. · at Kasur to a Hindu shrine named
Dera -9~ba Bari Har ;
..9.

.1

·

a

(b) if

so, whet).1 er it is a laet _that the Bub-Divisional Offioer, Kasai,.
has ta~tn back a po. rt. ion of the .sa. 1d area and leased it out to,
a Muslint preacher named Ma~vi Sher Nawab;
.
(e) ljwhether t~~ lease .money is the -same ;
·
(d)fif so, the ~easons for the same ?
.
i
I

The.·

Captam Sar.dar. Sikander. H~.
(b), (c) an onaarabljl
(d) Do nor arise.
11

*126

B*1wANI

Mr. M

Klu,n :

(a) No;

WATER WORKS OONTRAOT.

hamm.ad

Din Malak: (i) Will .the HonourableMinister f , .Agricult e please lay on the- table a list containing the names.
of the c~n lrac.·tors wh . are workin·g· .. o?" the Bhiwani W. ater W. orks ?
_ (ii) Will the onourable Mrmster please state·
( ) if it is a ct that in inviting tenders for pipe lines for the said
works a condition was laid down to the effect that only
j
such ntractors would be allotted the work as had
J
of · constructing pipe lines ; · : ·
1

1

I
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.·
· .: · ·. · ; · · ·
.· ·
. '(b) if itis a fact that at the time of allotment of the work the con~
dition of previous· experience was relaxed in favour· of som:e.
contractors ;
.
~
{c) if the reply to (a) and (b) above be m the aflimiil.tive,the reasons
.
for laying down. the condition in the first instance and .subse
·
quently relaxing it in favour of certain individuals ? .
· .. '.
, The Hoiiourable ·Sardar Sir Jc,gen,dra Singh : · I regreHhe i,nforma· ·
. ti.on asked for will -not be. available till I hear from the local authorities
who have been requested to supply ~he neeessary information -.
'

-·-.

•

v·

BHIWANI

(

WORKS.

WATER

*1266. Lala Jyoti Pr:asad : Will the Honourable Minister for Local

Self-Goyernment please state-«
. (a) what is the total amount sanctioned by Government by way of
gl'.ant and by way of loan for the Bhiwani Water Works in the
district
•, .
·
· . _ ..
'
.· · Bissar
.
.
..
(b) wha.t,is the amount collected by public subscription;
(c) of what value the contracts of works have already. been given ;
r-.
.{d) what amount is proposed to· be spent next year besides the
above contracts and -for what works ?
The · Honourable Dr. Gokul Clia:tfd Na.rug:- (a) Grants-in-ai4 of
Rs. o,14,604 have been sanctioned for the Bhiwani water supply and drainage
schemes, but no loan has yet been sanctioned by Government for the exeeu., tion of these schemes as the Committee have not.yet. specified th~ all'.loµnts
of loans wanted for this and for the following years.
·
·: · ·, C{b) R~; 2,48,881~ ·.
. .
: . . ':,
.
"

,

.: - (c)'and (d). The information required is being collecte'Q. and will be
furnished to the honourable
member when it is· .available.
·
I
l
.
.
.

--

M. ULT.AN
. .. COLLEGE,
*1267. Makhdumnda Sayad Maham.mad. R~~ Shah Gilani:
. ,/
=.;w--.
, {a) )Vhetherit is a fact that ~he Multan College has no higb. school
,. : ' classes-attached to it;
·
. · · - ·, · · ·,.
,
. (b) whetlie:rit is a fact that this college draws scholars froni.:a very
large n-~mber _of 1:righ_.schools ;· -;
---{o) whether_it is a fact that Multan students of all eestes and c:ree~
, reading in: various collegesin Lahore requested G9ve:qunentto:
open B.A., classes at Multan and expressed their.· willingness_.
to pay higher fees than those charged. inLahorej, . .(d) whether it is a fact that ,the Government has de~ide<l
raise
· . . · some of the Government intermediate collegesto tl).e· status of
degree colleges;
·-

Will- the Honourable Minister for Education bepleased-to stat~
•

-·

•

-

.

•

.

.

.

-

•
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'

'

•.

•

.
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.
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•
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•
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{e} iho, whetp.~r_the :Multan. College is' one.of. them'?"
r.
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Malik Firoz Khan Noon:. ·(a)';Yes •.

(b) es.
(e) · es.
· (d) . es.
:
· .
(e) ultan is c~ tainly one of the most suitable.
consider tion.
i1
•
.
•

.

~..

~i

'•

f

·•

The
matter
is under
i
.

-;·

[·._

. CoMM-VNAL REPRE.,_ENTATION. AMONG. OFFIOIALS IN T.HE ~HANG DISTRICT.

*12~~· Sayad ~ubarakAli Shah : · Wi.11. the Honourable Fina~ce
Member plea. se lay on the table. a statement showing the names, commumty,
whether ~onafiile agriculturists or otherwise, and percent~ge of Muslims and
non-Mus,tms of th~ Government servants posted at :present or having
official c#nneot~ons i7ith the Jhang district .holding the following posts in
their resjective dep~rtments·
· . i,
._
:I
·:
'i:
·
(a~ civil judiqjary, including the district and sessions· judges and
·
.!/
. honorapr civil judge~ ;
..
(b)i the magistracy-Jst class power, including tl:1e honorary magi~fi
trates ;:
.
· .
·
· .
•.
·
(c)j revenue o~ci:tls, i.e., _collector, lst and 2nd elass ;
(d~ gazetted ~ffici[1,ls of the district polioe: .
:
.
(e),j <?fficiaJ.s ot: the Medical Department ~n and ~hove the rank of
;:
ass1sta~t surgeon ; · ·
·
: . .
. _
• (~! offi<;ials oqh~ Publi~ W:orks Depa~ment (Irrigal.tion Branch) hold·:;i
mg suPi~no.r ,Pro!lll~If!.l or sup~r10~ posts stat~oned at the head·
11
quarte~ of the d1s,tnct;
_ _ . ::.
..
. (gj· superintendent and' deputy superintendent of ~ails?
(he' If one cla$s overwhelminglypreponderates
in ~U these important
'i
posts qi the district, what are the reasons for this disparity
:
and w~at steps does tho Government inte~d to take in order
!/:
t.o rem.~'v.ethis dispan.'ty; .is this the :result ..., of any policy of
the GoJ(rernment in posting these officials !to this particular
i
district:!?
·
r' .
Mr. C. Gar~tt (Chief Secietary) : (a) to (g) It ~not the practice
to suppl11 names and] the honourable member is referred tb the Punjab Civil
µist, Et .c.~py. of whicl will be foun_d. hi the. Co. uncil.Li~ra·.· liy.... . h-..elve .of the
posts ref,rred to are :ih,eld by Musfuµs, 12 by Hindus, 6 _by Sikhs and 2 by
Christia1. Eleven 0,f these officers are sgricultnrists an4). 14 are non-agrieultUJist'
Informa~ron is not at present available regar~g the remainder,
(h) . . oes not ar,ie.
.
l,, . .
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. . *126 , ~ Sayad ~ubara~Ali S~ah : Will the Ho~our~ble Reve;nu~
Member , lease statelj- .
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,

(b) whether most of these gardens are the property of the bona fide
agriculturists under the Punjab Alienation of Land Act;
(c) whether since recently it has become the practice that these,.,
gardens are sold to non-agriculturists in the· satisfaction of the
decree of a civil court, notwithstanding the terms in which
they are treated in the revenue records and their ownership
by bona jiile agriculturists ;
. (d) whether the Government is aware of the fact that this recently
started practice on th~ part of the civil courts is resented by
the agriculturists of those districts, and taken as a new means
to encroach upon their rights ;
(e) what steps if any does the Government-intend to, take to diseontinue this practice, and, if not, what reasons bas the Govern·
ment to justify its position on the subject?

The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan : En·
quiries are being made from · the local officers and the result will be com·
munieated to the honourable member when ready.
MAOIDA NANGA AND HIS GANG,

*1270. Sayad Mubarak Ali Shah: Will the Honourable Revenue
state-«

llember please

(a) the date of notification under which a gang under their ring leader
Machia Nanga was put under the operation of the Criminal Tribes Act and' their movements were restricted in accordance with· the instructions of the said Act ;
(b) the names and the present· age of each member. of that gang;

(11) the crime (if any) committed by each. member of the said gang and
the punishment awarded to that member by a competent judicial court since they were declared as habitual under the Criminsl Tribes Act up to 31st December 1981; .: ·

(d) whether it is a'fa.ct that Machia _ died last yeM, and there

are

certain mernber1;1 of that gang whose records have been blotlesa
since they were taken under the said .Act ; and some of thm;n
have got polfoe certilicates for assisting tha,t _ department i~
sevetru. Mses ;
·
•
· .
(e) how does'Government intend to treat such·'i'nE3:nibt)ts of this gang
now?
The Honourable Captain Suclar Sikander Hyat Khan : (a) The
gang wa11 not:ified on the 29th October 1919 and ,restricted iii its movements .
on the 12th January 1920.
·
· · (b) Statemeni is laid on.the table.
(o) A complete report has been called for and will b~fumished to the
honourable member on its receipt hom the local officers. ,
(d) Yes.

ST BRED QUESTIONS AND

I
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ANSWERS,

i

I

son of Le a, is the only member who is reported to have assisted
the police. Enquiries re being made whether there are a~;y members who
have had o convictio since their notification as criminal itribe.smen.

{e.) ~h. ' q. u.· e~tion·I f exem·p. tion o, f some of them incl*.:.• ding. a. mun, is
under. cons 'derat1on. .
. i:
S.

STATEMENT,
2.

hia, son. of I bat~
ada, so_n of alehon

a.

son of &fehon

1,

..

, ':

js Since dead.
,,

I

•

4•

,sono

f

..

..

I ,., __ --

'!""'.I

,

•

,; 54

6.

1:li~ 52

'..

'1.

••

S.

. '.

••

••

andi, son ofl Jahana

:."'.:t- : .

11. R n, son of sa!u
12.

i ,, 5'7
,
I I 52
I 61

Iii

..

-0,
·

.,

s

son of

13. M
I

14.

J::[l

..

'73

I'

s~

ada, so, of Saleh
un, son of 1hna
..
am, son of ~

ol

TATION
.T~E JHAN.

.

*127l·.· · Sayad

.•

I:, 66

1.: 59
..

..

..

..

j! 63

NOTIFIED -:;-BI:ULTUBAL TRIBES (l\lUSLIMS)I OF
DISTRICT IN THE PoLIOE. DEPARTM~NT~
·

1\4.. 1 ". arak

:Member p ase statej

43

I I 48_ .

n, son of Jn#ya:t

15.
-16.

ff 60

ll;as

Ali Shah. : Will the Hon~. .U.. rable · Finance·
.

J}

.

heth. er it,!. ~: a. !aot.th. at no . on. e fr. ·o·. m . am
... orws. t. thef t.ifi· ed.agric. ultural t~1~es. (Muslims) of the Jhang distriet Jhas ·• ever been
. :::;t:y
eruited for a gazetted · J:iost :.n thej{olipe Depart-

(a)

f

w··.·

at this ·~vaiioehas on many occasion~ been ~xpresse.din de-.
put~tio~ :!, and individual interviews to. the l;tigh >official$ .on
their vis it to Jhang by several members of i~he eommumty
eonoeme •
i';
.
'
the auswe to the above be in the affirmative, 1-what steps does
the G6ve
ent intend to ta.ka to· remove·the ;grie"a.nceof the
Jhang
Jim a.gricutturists;if not, why ~9i? !
. .·
, ·
· Sir Hmtty Craik : {a). and (cl fhe honottraWe
:member is. eferred to. ·. ereply given to Oouneilquestion N~~ 020· (starred)'.t
-,Govertm1e t has noth g further to add.
.
,, .· .
.. ,• (b) . ' re ls no re ord of any representation)n this m~tte~ by deputa~
J";ij9ns . '>r in • tetviews. ;
·
·
:I'
' ·

\.

l

!

I

"
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.GOVERNMENT

AND

anti-~sim~R.

-- : *1272~. Sayad Mubarak Ali Shah :
Member please state->.

[ 11 TR

.

:Will
,..

MARCH

1982.

AG;ITATION, -

t~e: Hon~utl!>bl~ Fin~nce'
- · .:j , ,,,,,{

"· /-:'{a)-the

, ;'(b)

total expenditure up to 15th February 1'982 borne by the
Punjab Government in coping with the anti~Kash:rnii agitaJ
tion ;
·
whether.it is a f~ctthat theGovemmant of India; and theKashlllll
State-are mutually bound by the terms of the treaty to cheek
the aggression. on the part of th!3j.r respective subj~cts against
eithe~ oof the p~ties to_ :he trea:!;

a,)

(o) if the an,s;o/er to
be in ~1:;te affirm,ati-v-e, what steps, .if a1;1y, the
·
Punjab Government has taken to request the.Government of
India: to pay to thePunjab Government the amount spent in
'eonneetioo with the said agitation, and.if not, why not-'?

The Honourable Sir Henry Crail: : (a) It is regrett~d that ·it is
impossible completely to separate the expenditure of the Punjab Govern- .·
· ment in coping· . with the anti-Kas4_Ulir agitation. · The account. with theKaslunir Government has not yet been made up.··
.
(b} This part ~~f the: question s~~uld be ·~ddress~d to the Gove~ent

of India.

·

(o) Does

r

•

,

.

.not arise.

.: •

..

DISTRICT BOARDS {EXECUTIVE i OFFICER). BILL,

Wiil the Honourable Minister for
· Lo.ca.I Seli~Gov!3rnment please, state..;_

*1273.' Sayad Mub~~k Ali Shah :

0

. (af :whetheithJr~

is any.·Bill-'for g1e :distri~t 'boards 'of the province
· "· ; under the contemplation of 'the Go:vernment oil the Jines of
the Municipal Executive Officers Act·;~
·

,,

f

•

t

•

(b) if so, whether lie-inten.ds to move it in the Council in th_e present.
. session or in the near·future, ·that is, during the current year ?'

Jh.

°The.· Hon~urable
Gokul . Chand JNarang: ·. (a) Not fo~ the..p.rese!lt, The Ja.cts are: sta.t.ed D,?-, the, Press Communique, dated the 27th.
May; 1981, ~!ti9h.is pl~(¥.}4 on ~he· table,
_
,.
.
-r {b) Does riot arise:
PREBB OOMMUNIQ'(JE.

> ·
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,

:a

2. ,,lle ll(ltual fact are
follows. There is nothing in existepce the,t can be called.
a draft ~triot
Board Executive Officer) Bill. The document to: which Rao Bahadur
Chhotu ~
refers is m ely the printed draft of the Municipal (Exe()utive Officer) Bill on
which th~f office of the
cal S?II-Govel'Illl!-en~branch had m~de erasures and additions to ~
whether
could be m
applicable to District Boards. This was done, because at a meeting·
of the Lo,ial Self-Gove~ent Standing Committee in December 1930.a. :oon-official- member
had s1sted
that t.lJ._.• 13b Executive O:B;icer Bill ought to app.Iy to··.
trict. Boards as well
as Munici al Committee~. The Standing Committee, however, considered this impracticable,
as obvio ya District Board (Executive Officer) Bill had to be on different lines. Accordingly
the office '.f the Local SeJf-Government branch prepared the document to which Rao Bahadur
Chhotu jaµi alluded, ., and which was to come up for eonsideration on the 4th of
:E'.ebruary 1~931. This document, however, which was not even faired or signed, could by no·
mea.ns be :icalled a draft :f!Jill which was "ready." It was not discussed by the Standing
Commi~, and the co~deration of the question of a District Board (Executive Office_ r) Bill
was postp~ned.
:
,

11

;Dis.
•

'

. 3. ·9'hviously ther~ore the document which with the agenda had been circulated to all
the mem~ers of the S~ding Commit!e~ was not secret, and could not have been kept secret.
It never occurred to the f[onourable MlnlBter for Local Self-Government or the Secretary, Transferred Dep_, artments, or in.deed to any other member of the Standing Committee present in the
Council at the time, that Rao . Bahadur Chhotu Ram was referring to this document.
They sup:t,wsedhim to be alluding to some completed draft Billwhich ho erroneously imagined
to be in e;tuitence and to be ready.
In fact when Rao Bahadur Ohhotu Ram made the
statement that " a dra.fj; Bill is ready" the Honourable Mini$ter foir Local Self-Government
turned round to question the Secretary, Transferred Departments,· whetherIt was so, and
when the..Honourable l\:Iinister for Local Self-Government was told by the Secretary, Trans·
ferred Departments, thwt there was no such Bill ready, the Honourable Minister made the.
ejaculatitj~ referred to by Rao Bahadnr Chhotu Ram. It was not realized at thetime that
Rao Bahadnr Chhotu R!i,m was referring to this document, and it was only when in the final
stages of :~he Bill a copy of the Standing Committee agenda was produced and read ont that
it-becam~ clear what Rfi.o Bahadur Chhotu Ram had in mind when he made that remark.
The idea ~hat. the Honourable Minister for Local Self-Government had any intention to conceal
the exis~nce of a rough draft which had already been circulated toall the members of the
Stancling;Committee, is.too preposterous to require -any serious consideration.
·

) .

ExEOUTIVE
I

0FFIOER, LAHORE MuNIOIPAL COMMITTEE.

'.f

*ti74. Saya4 MubarakAli Shah : Will .the . Honourable Minister·
for Local Self-Gov~rnment please state->
,: .

il.11

.,.

(µ) whetheraMuslim gentlemanwas elected for the post of Executive
Offic~r-by
the Lahore Municipal Committee;
.
,J:.
. '
:
..

(b) whether the report of the election was ~orwarded to the Govern,:

mentfor approval; .

,(c) whetheri the Government has 1not so far approved the said ap-

.

· pointilllent ; ·

(

;

.

~d) the reas~ns for ~thho!ding the approval?

Tlje Honourable Dr. Gokul. C~d
Narang: : (a) No candidate
with t]l.e requisite statutory majority was appointed by the Committee.
-~

. !l

.· · · (bJi

"(

'

·. .

.

-

An aecoura of the proceedings reached GoverDill.entonly on. the 4th
· ff:Marth 1982._ ;i _ . . : _ _
..
. ; .
. . ,'
. (c~ and (d)

'F~fl. the reason ~vep. ~ -(Cf) ~~e ~uestio11 do:es ~?t arise.
-I

[

,

_
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*1275. Mr.

Muhammad

:Minister for Loeal Self-Government

MuNIOIPAL

[ llTH MARCH

1982.

COMMITTEE •

Din Malak: Will the Honourable
please state-

(a) if the appointment of Executive Officer made by the Lahore
Municipal Committee has yet been approved by the Govern·
ment ; if not, why ;
·
·
(b) whether in case the-appointment of ·the candidate elected by the
Lahore Municipal Committee is not approved, Government
ihtends to give another opportunity to the Municipal Committee
to make another appointment?

The Honourable Dr. Gokul Chand Narang: (a) The honourable
:member is referred to the reply given to question 1274 above.
(b) The question of an appointment is under consideration.

A/6, OUTSIDE 'SHERANWALA GATE, LAlfORE.·
*1276; Mr. Muhaminad Din Malak : (i) 'Will the Honourable

RAILWA'l:' SUBWAY

No.

'Bevenue Member please state whether he is aware(a) that the Railway subway No. A/&, outside Bheranwala Gate,
Lahore, is too narrow for its very heavy car and cart traffic;
(b) that the motor drivers have sometimes to wait for -hours and
hours to pass this subway ;
(c) that such a heavy traffic is dangerous to human life?
(ii) If the answers to the above questions are in the affirmative, what
,steps does Government intend to take to remove the public grievances and
protect human life '}
.

.

The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan: Gov·
.ernment
lows:-

has been advised by the Ag~nt, North~Western· :Railway, as 'fol·

(i) (a) The subway referred to is 6 feet wf'de and is aotua.lly intended
for cattle only. An underway exists on either side of .it, one

at !mile .and the other at ! mile distance both of which take
vehicular traffic.
·
(b) and (c) Do not arise in view of (a) above,
(ii) Improvements to and widening of the subway would be a very
expensive proposition and as there are no connecting roads
on the side of the railway.remote from the oity, there is no
justification whatsoever for the work being carried out:
RETIREMENT

OF EXTRA ASSISTANT OOMM:ISSIONEBS,

*1277. ·Khwaja Muhammad Eusoof:

Will the Honourable Rev·

~nue Member kindly state· · · '. ·
.
(a) (i) how many extra assistant commissioners have "been forced
·
to retire prematurely in the -enrrent year and (ii): how many
· · 'more 'are under consideration ;

·

887
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(b) the princip e applied in the cases covered by (a)i;
(e) 'f the same I rinciple is proposed to be applied in the case of tahsildars an' naib-tahsildars ; if so, how many are under eonsideratio ; if not, why?
·

The Honoura'IJe Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan : (a}
''{1,) Seven
(i1,)

-.

Ii

;

·

has been ,ecided to reduce the cadre by 19 po$tS plus 7 posts of
·G_xtra ass tant co~ssioners
under training. The exa¢t number to be
retired . · depend o!' the number of vacancies to be foli:tid in the ordinary
way orb I deputatio on foreign service.
;
(b) . eeding o~tli those considered· hopelessly inefficie~t; and reducing
.the remai der tempo~11rily from the bottom .

6.

(o)

i!

i

•

Bec4se article *9-A and note 1 to. article 465-A o(tM Civil Service
::Regulatio~s do not apply to tahsildars.

Ii·

:'
:i

11

.

:f

--

CL~SURE OF CERTAIN HIGH SCHOOLS-.

I:

11

*1278. Khwaj~jMuhammad Eusoof : Will the Honourable Minister
:;for Edu~~ion please 111tatei'
. ~

(a)I( whether. h~has

see~ resolution No. 11, passed in\the last All-~dia
Muslim rE. dueational Conference he.Id at Roh·t·a··· k and published
in the qpnfereri.ce gazetteer of 16th January :J,981 ;
(b)I( whether tle Governme~t proposes to close t~e Gohana High
I)· School, i1district Rohtak ;
. ;
{e) ! . . whether it i~ a fact that. this institution was s. peoially provincialised
i
owing ~r.i1 the backwardness in the education of the Muslims of ·
\I
the ilaq'
(d) whether it ~s a fact that the same treatment is contemplated to be
'i
meted ~mt to Shahabad . (district Karnal) and Naraingarh
i . (distric~i Ambala) high schools ;
,
(e)1ti_whether t~~ conditions obtainable in the.se areas at the time of
' • establisrng these educational institutions! have ceased to
j
exist; '
·
(!>ii if not, wh+ are the reasons for the change of Government's atti·
: tude? ,i
· •
:.!

1

1;

1

;

.

.

·

: :

1r

1

1

.

'ThelfHonourabie Malik Firoz KhanN~on: (a) "Y[~s.
(b) ~he questio~ is still under consideration.

(e} ,o.

ij

.

·

. (d) . t present i~. is not contem~lated to ~lose down. the Government

:Bigh Sc· ol at Shah 'bad and Naraingarh, but the proposal will be consider·
,ed if att dance. int' ese sohools.dces not improve.
·
(e) ,d (J) The c nditions still ~xist but th~.schools are not in a flourish·
1

.ing condi ion.

•

.:,t.
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lIEADMISTR~SSES AND MIS~RESSEB IN GOVERNMENT GIRLS SOROQLS,

. *1279. Khwaja Muhammad Eusoof : Will the Honourable. Ministel'·
(or Education please stat~
(a) the number (communitywise) of headmistresses and mistresses
in the Government institutions for girls in. the province ;
(b-) if the proportion of Muslim mistresses is inadequate, wµ.at steps.
the Government intends to take to increase their number ?
The Honourable Malik1 Firoz Khan Noon :. · The . honou:rabfo
member is referred to the annual consolidated statement showing the proportionate representation of the various communities serving in the different:
departments of the Punjab Government, a Copy of which has already been
laid on the table. It may be added ·for his information that there are few
Muhammadan ladies as yet appearing for the higher examinations and that;
parda ladies find it difficult to take up work away from their homes.··
CANDIDATES

FOR OLERIOAL ESTABLISHMENT,
HISSAl_l, DISTRIOT.

OIVIL OOURTS,

*1280. Khwaja Muhammad Eusoof: Will·the Honourable Finance·
Member please state- ·
·
.
(a). the number of ·candidates for clerical establishment in civil courts,
on the list -of the District Judge, Hissar, with their names and
dates of acceptance with reference to (i) Hindus, (ii) :Musfuns ;
(b) whether it is a fact that the number of Muslim candidates is disproportionate to their population in the province; if so, what
steps Government propose to take to ensure the ~enjoyment.
of their full rights ;
(c) whether it is a fact that some of the candidates belong to the dis·
tricts of Multan and Montgomery ;
·
(ii) whether it is a fact that these outsiders are given preference ..
·
· while fillirig officiating vacancies ; · .
· ·
·
··
(e) the number of non-Muslims in the process-serving establishment
· who have superseded the Muslims as bailiffs, etc.; ..
(!) .how many candidates have been accepted by the District Judge,
·
Hissai-, since 1st October 1929 ; how many of 'them wereHindus and how many Muslims ? ·. .
' ··
. The Honourable Sir Henry Craik: : Infonnation-Is being collected.
and will be .supplied to the honourable member when ready. ·
\

.

HEADMASTERS,

..

.

1

.

ETO., IN THE PROVINOEO

*1281. Kbwaja Muhammad Eusoof : Will the Honoura.l;>le~Minister ·
for Education be pleased to state(a) the names of such teachers, headmasters, -district. inspectors ..
and assistant district inspectors who have been W'Or~g -~<>tmore than :five years in one district of the province ; ·. · ··
•

•

•

4

'

.1

(b). the reason f~r their long stay?

. (,)

: . 1.0:·.

-.-:.;l~

r
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;

The Honourab e Malik Firoz Khan Noon:

(a)

N:6 distriet inspecto»

-has been n the same istriet for more than five years. A !:ltatementshowing
the nam s of assista t district inspectors who have been iii the same distriot
.for .more than five ears is placed on tbe table. As regards teachers and
1

!tr:::s ~=t·!h1.:1:l::: :.a.11~:r,· .~;~7i:.,·.t1. ~:!: :· .!1°.S::i
that its

aching st;f should not change frequently.

:

he interest~ of the public service.

(b)

i,

· ·.. · ·

· .

1r:

.

kt inspectors of scll,(J(Jla wlw have l>een in thP.,i. 8. ame district w
1
uver fire yoors, .
. .
.
'
.
.
I. M~• i Abdur Rah5~. <;:nreshi • •
· · Sialko~,
2. P. fMahara,j Na:;rr Rozdar • •
.. ·
• , G~dal)Vur·
:Nam~ of ae81,8t,J,nt

3.
. 4. .
5.
6.

f.·

I. .
'· .

M•. . 1 A.bdur ~slil. 11• •
B t Ga,nda Smgb;
Ch] Barkat .Ali "· •
L. !Balak Ram .1••

•

·

. 7. M;1Abdul Ghani!"'1··

8. B I. Chanchal
• gh
9. B • Labh Singh i • •
10. M; Abdul Alim i -.

II. M Abdur Rashif

12. M, Ra.hmat

Ullat.

15.
16;
17.

••
••
••

••

••

•••

.GujraI!wala.
Jullundur.

••

Amrjt~r.
Lahore,
·
Lahore.
Montg9;mery:'

••
••

..

13. •. L. Gurparshad

14-.

Gnrrail,W
. ala•
. Shahp'llr· ·
Gurda$pur.
Kangtji, .

• •

athur
. ••
: , Muhammad bdur Rahman
C ( Khazan
M; Sik~dar ~n
I Wall Dad :!· •.

Karna].

Mianwjtli.
Ambalf·

~g/>-

Dera G~e.z! Khan.

a· . ·. I ·.

Mjl

Rawa!pmdi.

18. M .Amir
...
· · ·19,
.Aziz-ur-Ra
an
'20. M Nazir .Ahma ·

.

Akbu4.

01. C AH
22,
Nazir Ahn1
23. M Iltaf . .Ali
. · :24. B. '•. Asa Singh·

lt'.

Ra:·.··w. al. p:t
.•. lndt •. ,
.Attocki
Shahpltr.

Gn;,,4

..
••

,.25~ M Muhammad aman Khurshid
26. C Bhawal K
27. P.fSuraj Bal
•.•
.28. B. Harnam Sin!l'h
i9.
• Sher Singh

-~1: M,~,. ·. 8::
:;32.

•.
.•
••

~=. · .
!ti...

Karm Ali

.Feroztipore. ·
Gurgai)n •
Lyallpµr.· •
Attoe).fi
Sialkof.
.Am. b$·.·

.A111~$,.
Hoshi1frpur.

~:hikz_ell'
. ;:.
Jullun![u:r.

•,

33. P.J· Karain Cha:n,4
J 34. M Ghnlam Nabj..
. 35. B ' Thakat Sina~ ~
.36. M,I Ghulam Hai,rr

Karna].

.Attoel.
.
Ferozepore,
Dera Ghazi. Khan.

I.·

J1
.til

i

1

, · · *lf. •

-

H.EADM.Aj~TERS, ETO., IN THE. JULLUNDUR

.

i

UI'f):SION.

Khwaj~ MuhammadEu,oof : Will the }tonourable Minister.

fo
.•.r E·. d.·u.. ation.
b·e. ~pectors
pltas. ed. to and
pl. ace.!3,Ssistlint
O. n th·. e tabl.e
a ·.listinspectors
of th•· .·. e. tea. chars,····
head·
masters
district
district
community:
wise.wh have ~een transferred outside the Jullundur diV]ision on the repor.t
of the esent msp, tor· of schools ?
·
. ~
. .

Th I Honoura le Malik Firoz Khan'Noon . : Th~ requisite infonna. tion is , eing collect d · and will be supplied to -~he honout,able.member when
l'eady.
·
'W ·

,

I

I
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SUPERINTENDENTS IN JuLLUNDUR DIVISION.

*1283. Kb.waja Mllhammad Eusoof : Will the Honourable Minister
for Education be pleased to state-«
(a) if it is a fact that as a rule the second masters are riot made·
superintendents of hostels attached to Government schools ;
(b) if so, the names of those hostels in the Jullundur division where
second masters are working as superintendents of' t~e hostels ;.
(c) the names of such superintendents and their number communitywise;
'
·
(a) the reasons of this deviation from the standing rules ;
(e) the number of studentscommunitywise
living in hostels attached.
to Government· schools in the Jullundur division ?
The Honourable Malik Firo~'. Khan N~on : 'fhe requisite 'inlonnation is being collected and will be supplied to the. honourable member. when.
ready.

LALA $uLTAN SINGH. OF• RoHTAK,
*1284. Mr. Mukand Lal Puri: Will the Honourable Member for
Finan'<_e kindjy state·
_
(a) whether the Government is aware that (i) Lala Sultan Singh of
Robtak was convicted under section 108, Criminal ProcedureCode, and ordered to be placed in~.. B" class by theHigh Court
by order dated 8th January 1982 ;
,
· ·
(i1,) whether Lala Sultan Singh was Municipal Commissioner for five
years, Vice-President of the Municipality for one year, , is a.
Matric., pays Bs. 88 as ,income-tax, possesses property worth.
Bs. 80,000, and is a registered voter for the Council of State ;
(b) whether it is a fact that as against the orders of the High Oourt
the Government has ordered that Lala Sultan Singh should betreated· as a '' C " class prisoner ?
The Honourable Sir
Craik: (a) (1,) Yes.
(ii) Government understand that the facts as stated are substantiallycorrect, but they in themselves do not entitle a prisoner to be classified aS'
" B " class.
·
.
I
(b) Yes. The classification of prisoners is unt!er the rules the function.
of Government, not of the courts,

Henry
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*1285. Mr. Mukand Lal Puri:

Will the Honourable Member for
Revenue be pleased to state.
(.a) whether: Government have inaugurated a new system of granting
jagirs to persons in consideration of their services ;
(b) the total number of persons arranged according to communities.
and years, to whom these jagirs have been grantell, since the.
scheme was inaugurated by the Punjab Government ;
,
(e) the total amount which the Punjab Government paid on account
of these jagirs during the year 1981 · ·;
.
(a) the kind of services expected to be performed by aspirants to these
jagirs?
·
· ·
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*1287. Khwaja Muhamtnad Eusoof : Will the Honourable Minister
:for Education be pleased to state(a) the number of headmasters in . the · Government high· . schools,
· assistant district inspectors and distnct inspectors· in the
Jullundur division, co:tnmunitywise; .
·
..
. (b) the number of headmasters of board high schools· in Jullnndur
' division oommunitywise ?
·
The Honourable Maiik
Khan. Noon : (a) Th;-·h~n~~abiJ
member is referred to the answer given .to Council question No. p~_1 asked .
by Sardar Arjan Singh.
·
-~ · . (b) The requisite information is being collected and will be supplied t9
·the honourable member when ready. ·
- .

Firoz .

MA!NTENANOE
IN IRRIGATION OIROLES.
. . AND REPAIR EXPENDITURE
*1288.- Khan .Bahadur Sa:rdar Habib Ullah : Will the Honourable

Revenue Member be pleased to lay on the table a statement showing' the
.annual maintenance and repair of all kinds incurred in different irrigation
-ciroles of the province for the lastfive years ending 1981 ?
The Honourable Capatin Sardar Sikander Hyat Khaii : A statement giving the required information is laid ·on the table.
· ··
Statement ahotiJing ezpe:nduure umde: mainte:nance and repai'l'a in the various irrigation cirtZU'·
of the province for the laat :five ye,nw ending 1930-31,
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K.h :1 Bahad , Sardar · Habib . Ullah · (Lahore, Muhammadan,
Rural) ( rdu): Sir~j _as I was saying.yesterday the system. of land revenue
in voguejin this proyince and for the· matter of that in this country is not
based o~ any soun4 principles or even on justice. _This was explained
.at some [length by !~he honourable member representmg Rohtak and I
need no~I cover the rme ground over again. I shall. draw t~e a.tte1;1--tion
-0£ the Gtv~rnm~nt ~nd o~ t~e Ho~e to t'Yo or. three other po~ts which . I
.hope the1rFmancial domm1Ss1oner will"keep m view when replymg to this
debate. :i
i
· , .·
Wh~ever this qluestionhas been raised, and it has been raised on many
ocoasions before in this Council, and whenever the demand has been made
that the !;present syspem of land revenue should be changed, the argument
.has been' trotted oi that this system has been in vogue in this country
from tin:ia immemorial. It existed in the reign of the Moghuls and even
. before. :~~t is true1 I admit ; but it will be also admitted;that the severity
· ..of this system was :pot felt in those days because the form' in which land
revenue ~as realised.differedvery much from that in which it is now realised. 1n:: the time o~ the Moghul Emperors and even before, a share of the
.agricultq,:al produce:1was taken in kind and not in cash and consequently
the fall rise in th~ prices of such produce did not make the agriculturists
.feel thati the rate 011 land revenue was excessive or otherwise. The difficulty utjµer the present system is that land revenue is realised in cash arid
does no~1 readily verry with the variations in prices. This system does
not take; into consi~eration that' wheat which was once selling at Rs. 6
per mauhd is now selling at Rs. 2 per maund and cotton which was once
.selling at Rs. 20 is now selling at Rs. 6 or Rs. 7 per niaund. The rates
-0f land ~avenue rem,i,inthe same as before in spite of this abnormal fall in
the prices, · That is; why this system is felt as very harsh and unjustifiable
an~ that; is why we 1!)-ave been compelle/to make this request to the-Govern:ment th~t the prese,t system should go. We do not say that there should
be no t~f on land .. ; We say that there must be a tax on land, but at the
same time we want i!hat that tax should be reasonable and bearable and the
G-ove~ent should mot demand Rs. 11 where the income from land does
not exceed Rs. 10. 'It cannot avail the Government to say that this system
of land revenue is v,ery old. O~ order has always been· changing giving
place to new. T~e Govemments have also cha~ged 'and will coi:itinue
'to chan~. The feudal system of Government which was once considered'
ii.o be thi_best systetj;i. has since giv_en place to the de1;11ocratio form of. Government. recently new forms of Government-Soviet and Bolshevik-have
begun tq find fav9ul" with some of the countries. The Government should
not, the~efore, be ataid of changing the present system: of land revenue.
Such a Jhange will :q.ot appear very novel.
•
1nswe:r
In
to tliie allegation which I made on another occasion, that
such a I system does not prevail in any other country, the Financial
Commieioner is sa lkl to have criticised my statement as incorrect. . But
I was n ·,t present · 1 the Council Chamber at that time. Tam very grateful
:to him at he has eferred me this morning to the report of the Taxation
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.
Enquiry Committee in which the different systems of land revenue prevailing
in different countries are, fully .explained.... have readthis report and I
am :glad to find.that ev~:r;i. according 'to fhis report the. tf!ndencynow-a-daysis t6'wards the adoption o,f the same principle·on: which the income-tax is
based. · With. your permission 'I shall -rea9- t)to or three lines from this,

I

report-

.. .

.

The te:ndencyin some countries ofEutope·hasbeen to abolish the landtaxaltoge.,ther.and
to make profits from agrleulture and forestry subject to the ordinary fi\cometax. with annual assessments,

There is another passage in this report which, I am sure, will interest the
honourable members and it is this :, In a number of European' countries there are disputes going on at present which have
their political repercussionsregarding the taxation of land•.

From these it is quite clear that the struggle against this heavy taxation
on land is not confined to this province or even to this country. In other
countries as well the zamindars are feeling it burdensbfue'a'n.d therefore·it
cannot be said that bur request to change the-present system is unreasonable or premature. This struggle is and should be more keen here
because 70 or 80 per cent. of the population depends . upon agriculture
and agriculture alone. There are 1no other industries and no other
trades to ·attract the population in the villages. While on this point,
I may as well say that the argument of the Government is also ·fallacious,
namely, if the zamindars find that· the· cultivation is not profitable or has
ceased to be profitable, why do they not give it up? They are prepared
to give it up, but the question is where should they go to find employment ?
I guarantee that if sufficient number of factories are started to absorb ,.and.
give work to .the rural population, a large portion of it would willingly
take up tha.t work. But, as I have said, there iire no industries and no
factories to employ them and they have perforce to cultivate their lands.
I may here warn the Government t~iit circumstances are fast changing. I
_We fear that the present conditions do not promise any improvement.
They will rather become more depressing and disappointing. It is; therefore, high time that the Government should take the necessary steps to
control the situation in time. We should all be thankful to the honourable member for Lyallpur who has tak~n ~:fficient pains to collect the
· figures of income.and expenditure of t~e zamindars and who on the last
occasion proved by means of those figures that the zamindars are no longer
able to meet the excessive demands of the Government. I shall not take
the time of the Councilby quoting those figuresagair).. The proceedings of
the Council contain those figures and other facts which have been brought
to the notice of the Government from time to time. Lest I should be misunderstood I may say that we will not hesitate to ask even the new Government, which will replace the present one, to afford necessitry relief
to the zamindars. The optimism of the Honourable Finance Member
will not avail us. It is too much to hope, as he has done, that the prices
of agricultural produce will go up in the near future and that the condition
of the zamindars will not remain as it is now. The prices are expected to
go down still lower and I fear that the previous abnormal conditions may
not· again prevail. The prices of :agricultural produce have already gone,
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down on, account of I he recent· improvement in the value'of sterling.
The;price of heat is aio going down.
We expect that the price of wheat
will fnrt er go down. o Re. _1.-4-0 pe: maund :when the fresh, ~heat is. brought
to the · rket. The! mall increase m the pnee of wheat during the last few
~~nths ~ as d1;1-e to fhe Wheat Export Act, ~therwise tlierifwas the· possibility of !tts gomg ddwn to annas four or eight per maund,
We arethankful'[to the Go~~rnment of India for that.
But now when we- expect a
serious f~U in prices wonder how the zamindars will be able to pay up the
heavy J~es of land /!revenue now in force. The condition of _the zamindars
of the. c~pal irrigated, arE:8'~ is .not as bad as. that of ~~e i zamindars of the
barani t~cts. The condition of the latter is most pitiable,
They cannot
keep theiir body and[ soul together. "I am sure $at the honourable members
_from Rohtak and H~shiarpur or the honourable .member. from Mianwali
will. desq!ribe the miserable plight of the zamindars of the barani tracts.

f.

11

•

I

Nmt, it may be ~sked, where is the money to come from? The Government dd; not send fie money to England or spend it :in luxuries. _ They
have to ;i':1111 the arupinistmtion.
They spend large sums of money· on the
con~trucp10n. and mtintenance of c~nals, schools and rosds all:d sue~ other
subjects 1iwh1ch are ~qually beneficial to all classes of people including the
zamind~ts.
No dhubt that expenditure
is necessary although we are
trying t~ curtail it.;: But my request is a modest one and I hope that the
House wpl support 3*y request in asking a reasonable cut in the land revenue.
Of cours;~ the Government will ask, if it reduces land revenue by two orores,
how will this deficiency be made up ? This is a question which has very
often b9i~n asked on' all occasions when we urged the Government to reduce
land reYienue.
O:q. some previous occasions some -honourable members
made certain suggesFons as to how to ma~ up this loss. · The Government
is of coJrse c~nsidetmg ~~ose suggestions.
I would also like to make onesuggest1,n which w~s originally made by the Honourable Revenue Member
himself, i:that is, th~t a fund should be established or some loan should
be rais~ from whi~h loss on account of remissions or reductions in land.
revenue i;may be met. · I know that the general economic depression is a.
world-wijde problem;
The whole world is faced with a very serioussituation.
. i:
·
How can this province be an exception ?
How3 P. M. :j
.
. ever, we should try to meet the present situation ..
The Det>artment of Agriculture is of course doing very good work.
It
has intrpdueed improved seeds.
But I would suggest that some research
work shpuld be done.: You should try to induce the zamindars to grow
some su~h crops as :fmay be made use of in our own· country, for the crops
such as ¢otton whic\ are exported to foreign countries do not pay us.
We
not press 1for remissions provided the prices ~f the agricultural
. produce:jgo up;
I~ steps are taken to increase the prices, we will see our
way to ;pay. up ~h~i land ~ev~nue. It is ~ very vast ~ubject and cannot
_ be adeqpately discdjssed within the short time at my disposal, I sse that
there ar many mei:pbers who appear to be anxious to sp~.·ak on this motion.
I shonl therefore close my remarks.
But before I resume my seat I would
like to I ake it clea)f that We do not Want to press for a, definite reduction
of 50 p cent. W would leave it to the Government to make a reasonable re, uction in rnd
revenue. I would suggest that the Financial Co
issioner "th two Government experts and some non-official
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membe~/who rnaY, be,fully c~nver~t with this subject should try to'find
.out how:much:reduct~o:q jn).~.nd revenue is called for.· WithJheS,~ words I
:resumem;r iieat.
·'
· · ·" · ·
J .(
. r:
Mr~
President
:
.
Motion
iS-:.:
....
...
.
.
,.That the total grant~ rll4uced;b.Y Re.~ 1. ·· ·
Mr. Nanak Ch~ci Pi-.dit (Hoehiarpur, non-Muhammadan, Rural)'
The House would' have" noted. that T have got· a sinrilar amend·
ment standing in 'rp.y name. _ That 'amendment I .need not move now,
but I do :want to sltqw tha.t the' spirit With which · I wanted to place. this
ameruhnent before the House' and 'the spirit in which the honourable member
'wh9 . has. just sat down wanted to place the amendment. before the· House
is the same. I; however, cannot subscribe to :mai;ty of the views put fo:r:wa.rd by the honourable member who. haa.just sat down and by the honourable member from Rohtak, Rao Ba.bador Ohandhrl Chhotu Ram who made ·
certain re~ks. W;Ith regard to land revenue sonie · time ago. . I th6!efofe -.
,wish to make a humble contribution to this. very imp?i:ta~>J subject which
bas to· be. face.d sooner or la:ter by the .Govemment as well as by the representatives of the .people, ·I said in the ~outse pf th~- general· d.isc'~ii~io'n
·that it was an optimistic budget and sofar as land was· concerned it would
not yield the same amount of revenue to the Gove:rn.m~n:t as it was . supposed
to. yieldaceording to the present budget. A)t~teµi_elit was made thatjn/
future the · prices were going to rise . and· th~re.f:ore the ·Government. would
.be able to derive more income from land revenue t)lan it had 'been possible
In the past year or t;wo. On the other hand my yiew is that, according to
all human calculations· the prices of wheat and .otlier produce will not rise
wery much, We fu;Ld ~hat so "far as wheat. and ·'.other land produces are
-eoneerned, there are other tracts 'which are being opened up, for example,
- ~ra~il, Russia, 1CaI19:da( Au~trami., and othm:virgin soils whic,h had not p~
tilled before by the .hand· of man or machinery, · - We find thfl.t sofar as
.Bussia is concerned, th~y h,~~· ~o~'very big plan!," 5 y~ars'' pla~/'. as ~t is
called. They want to send their produce ~11 9yer the world at very little
cost, so that, 'according ~o them, every w.or~er:9n the globe ~ould be properly fed and clothed. That dream may .or InaY :not be realized, hQct :tµ~e
is that particular fact that there are large, tracts. of land which ar~ beill:g
· opened up by man with the . aid of machinery and there is production ori ,a
scale which was undreamt of before... Unless' the Government· comes to
'.the rescue of the zamindar in India and shu~s out ~Il products from · out.side and raises a big tariff wall, prices in this ,.country are .not going to stand
.the. competition of prices outside.. That is an important fact which the
~inancial Secretary and. those who ·are responsible for preparing the budget
ought to have taken note of. Again, the prices are not going to rise on other .
grounds also. Prices can only rise if people have money in their pockets to
purchase commodities. We find that .trade depression is so very great in
tpe present world that there is everywhere a general complaint about
seareity of money. That is another important factor to whieh.Ldraw the
attention of the honourable members. On the other hand, it would be
.realized, that so far as our province is concerned; the zamindar is the backbone of society in the Punjab· whether politically,· socially .or otherwise
;(hear, hear). Th_e village 'has been standing there for centuries because
r
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of the za · dar,
u find that there is no profession, no trade which
directly or indirectly s not fed by the samindar.
We, lawyers, owe our
tixistence o the za
dars,
The money-lender is there because of the
zamindar.
Gove
ent derives its main income from land revenue
which has. to depend upon land production and the income derived from
land. . T erefore w~ n we are thinking of protecting the zamindars we
are really I hinking ofj/protecting the only person who is responsible for the

stability o good Government and society (hear, hear). These have always
been my eelings wi~ regard to the landholders and I will adhere to these
!eelings so/liong as I b4ve ~~t eyes to see and ears to heal. But the question.
is how totbenefittheil samindar. On.e _proposal 'Yas made yesrs ~~o t~at:
there. shoi d be a perrpanent settl. ement m the Punjab, But after discussion
we found at it woul~ not be .possible wi.·th the grow.ing n.eeds oft.he province
to iiltrod~pe t_ha~ sys'1(:lm in. our ~iovince. · _ We cannot sa,y as the Government hav said m
gal and Bihar ,that no more can be got out of land.
The res.ul , of tpat sys 'em in Bihar has beeni · that the Governm.ent there have
been face4J witlt a re big problem not being able to find money in order
to meet ~~e needs o, the advancing province.' That system cannot be
triedi in tie -. Punjab, .i'.; Th
. -.en there is _one other syste. m· w.h. . ich ·h.as been ex- ..
plained b the honourable member from Rohtak, namely, that there should
be ·a tax nly on agrJcultural incomes just as is the 'case with other professions and11'it should tje like the income-tax, . That too, I may respectfully
submit, ~not possi~1e in the Punjab. · Why ? If you once accept that
system t. income.. t\at you derive will not be sdfficient.· _to me.et all. t_h(!
expen~es , or ?arrymij on the go:7ernment.. Had t?e Punjab been an m-'
dustrial 1rovmce, h~d the Punjab been m possession of. other sources of
revenue, ich a systepi could well be tried without difficulty. You cannot
quote the!/ case of En!lan'd as an example. In Englan~ 90 p~r cent., to be
more co91i·;ect
89 per / cent., o.f the .people .are not a~.cult. unsts. Only 11
per cent: .·f the popufation live upon agriculture and the main income of the
country · · It derived frtm sources other than agriculture. The result is that
on aecou of that ,arge income which is being derived from the indus~rialists af'd traders .~.1overnment feels -no ~iffiimlty.. If the same p~ciple
IS adopte' here, Govjmment cannot find the means to run the administration. . A~cording to.itmY calculations I find that the yield of such a tax on
agricultwt~l incomes [will bring in a sum far below the needs of Govern-
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It W~f .said somei~ime ago that small tracts, say of fiv.e acres and ten
acres, sh9f,Ld be exe!,ipted from land tax.
The result of. that would be,
very disq11trous for vhe agriculturists. The small holdings would then
beco~eis, ill smaller. ~.·i ~very._ landholder will try to di~de. and. sub-divide.his.
holding , to small holdings m order to escape the incidence of taxation.
. Such a d vision of hqldings would be again disastrous to the zamindar.
Wb~i then· is th~ proper'method of tackling this problem? _ I have seen
.the _ccm~~tio_n _of th~ zamindar in the villages. He ~ives a life which no
decent ml~n will eve!\ lead. No doubt he gets something to eat; no doubt
he has a./ihonse to ~~e in. But he has got nothing beyond that; he has
-not got ~ufficient ~oney to properly. clothe himself, no sufficient money
to edncai? his child en.: His life from one end of the ye.a.r ~o the other is
one of sery and erpetual worry.· . But, how are we gomg to remedy
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this state of' affairs? I would submit that the first duty e>f the Government
in this respect is to grant some kind of permanent relief to the zamindat..
You cannot think of prices rising very high on account of modern conditionsall the world over. Therefore there must be· a permanent decrease in the
land revenue, especially of those tracts which are not irrigated by canals.
Unfortunately this Council, is mainly-representatives of samindars who have
come from canal irrigated tracts. They lose sight of the fact that there
are zamindars in this province' who do not have any canal water or water.
'rrorn other sources than the heavens. There are any number of people>
whose condition is much worse than that of those zamindars who live in the:
nehrf or canal-fed areas. If there is any. section of the zaniindar class,
/ which requires protection at the hands of the Council and 'the Government,
it is the zamindar of the bartmi tract.
And I hope when the {louncil is
thinking of affording relief to the zamindars it · wiU not forget their younger ·
brother, or shall I say their poorer brother, for younger he is not, he was
there even before the. canal irrigation came into being. I; therefore, submit
with all the emphasisI can command that the interests of the barani tract ·
should be dear to the samindars here. So long as the barani land-holder
has not got, the benefit of irrigation, it is the duty of the Council when it
seeks to give protectionto the zamindars to give equal or more protection
to the bara1ti ilaqa. Theri 'the next question that arises is this, and I wish
to direct the attention, fSpecially of those members who sit on my right.
to it. It should . be our duty to promote industries 'in the province. You
should not try by-every m_01l,DS to throttle industries. . You· should, on the
other hand, place every facility in the way of those who are trying to lead
the Punjab on the road t<>- industrial development. Years ago in the first
Council a Bill was brought, I believe by Mr. Harkishen Lal, providing that
for industrial purposes land should· be. permitted to be purchased by those
who are non-agriculturists. That Bill was rejected by the Council by the
votes of the zamindars. If a person cannot get sufficient'land to build afactory upon or. to· build a house where .his manufacture could be carried
on, can it ever be expected that any industrial development can take place .
in the province? It was thought that the Bill was a thin end ofthe wedge.
It was opposed on the ground that the Land· Alienation Act ·would go if
people were permitted to purchase land for industrial purposes even. · I
may tell you, that I am a supporter of. the Land Alienation Act with certain
modifications. I always want to protect the poor man against the moneylender, against the big zamindar and against others. I am a. supporter
of the Land Alienation Act to that extent, but no further. But .the point
I am making is that in this Council whenever a demand is made that land
is needed for industrial development.to 'build factories, the Councilshould be
prepared to give the industrialist that facility. It 'is essential in order to
carry on the industrial .development of the , province. And when the'
industries are developed you will find that there· would' be a corresponding ·
decrease in the land revenue payable. That' is 01;1e point which I wish to
place before the Council. ·
·
-Therejs another method by which industrialdevelop¥1ent can take place.
Times out of number we have heard about the money-lender who preys
upon the zamiridal'. Lbelieve that the money-lender has done so 011 more
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-occasions t an one.
e zamindar has often been swallowed by the moneylender ; th debts inc red have hung round his neck like a millstone and the
.zamindar ts not bee able to get out of the difficulty. You, cannot kill
the money lender on e one side and protect the zamindar on the other.
B.oth need roteotion t the, hand. s of is Hou_ se. Therefor. e ther. e must be_
some sort f scheme d vised by which the money-lender should have something for t e capital le t to the zamindar arid the zamindar should be relieved
from the b1 den of de t, so that, he may live in prosperity- p,nd the whole
of his inco e may not11be swallowed by litigation by the sahukar and
by petty o cials. T~at is a very important problem and ,if that money is
released~i e ~oney hieh i~ now being le~t to the za~g~r in s?me ca~E;}s
at an e orbitant r~e of interest=-and is made available for industrial
purposes, ~l would afi; rd equal relief to the zamindar on {he one side and
to the mo:q1ey-lendera: d others on the other. The zamindar, a~ things are,
cannot ex~,:ict his prodi ce to be taken to other countries. '.+hough there was
a time wh-~n the agri_l.'tultural produce of this province fouh.d its way into
the world'~markets, ~rat has now become an impossibility. .sn countries
of the wor have raisfd. huge tariff w.alls an. d the result is that the produce
of this pro ince will h1ve to remain within India, and who is going to utilise
~hose pro_~_:~cts.
Ce~1ta~y the industria~sts
the ~roV;inc.~ in_ ~h-e _first
instance. 'j~gam and Mam we have seen discuasions going on m this House
regarding ·~ _ e_ diff-erents which exist between the urban populatio_ n and_ t-he
zamindar q,1ass. · We .ipust realise that the interests of botq the classes are
the sa~e ajp~ the_ persjn who claims pro~ecti?n fo~ one at the .expense of the
other is ettirely in tJe wrong. The time is fast approaching when the
_th_

'f

o!

?_

?_

·agric?:1tu. rj.~ prod- u.ce tf t.his co. unt:Y. will e u_til-ise_d o.nly
b.y us. I.t ca.nn?t
find its
to other ·.·arkets o.uts1de. Ind1-a. We have . to. s~ek_..a market -m
Bengal for! instance ; 1 Madras our grain is not at all used at present, the ·
people th(l e being ac'~ustomed to rice. _We have to push our. produce in
thos~ inarfets. It. is Ila healthier kin.d of food whic~ will.rbuild .'ll:P stron_g
ph!s1que. 1J That is 1Jpe pro~le~ facms: us ve~y ser10usly;'_ While. on this
point, I m~y state t~~~ a fe?lin~ is gro~g up in the ~rban population that
they _shoul~ have no ~dustnes in the P11;11Jab an_d that if_ they _want to se~ up
any ~dus~fY· they sh~uld move to a neighbouring province like the-United
Provinces.] The Gove,'rnment of this province will pass into the hands of
zam~dars1[~nd wh_ en !t comes to in~ustries, ?ecause of th~_fe_ elin~, p.eople
·Of this prormce have ~p go to the United Provinces to set up••.mdustnes there.
The fear i~ that if in1ustries are set up here the zamindar would fall upon
them and i crush the:tr1i in order to benefit himself by a taxation put upon
.industrial [enterprise, i (Honourable_ members : No, no). There is that
.impressio~! gaining grbund 'and a lars:e num~er of people, of this province
h:i,v~. gonttelsewh~re!Jto set up fact-?rleS. It is a fac~ and !I_ do n__ ~t nee_d .to
give insta ces. Ther~ can be sugar industry, cotton industry and industries
of many
ds establi)~hed here. I shall be very glad if that impression is·
removed £tom the miJ!}.ds of the people. If speaker after speaker from that
side of thl'IH~use coaj~ o?ly get up and assure the peopleof the u,rb_ an a1;eas
that such ~n rmpress1?n is wrong, I shall only be too glad.ibecause I believe
that the t o sectio~s I o together. .
the in_d ustrialist _is to :prosper he. must
look to t?jI prospent of the zamindar and 1f the zaminder; ~s to prosper he
must l?o~\ to the pros , erity of the industrialis~, because it is the industri~list
--who will o nsume all he products of the zammdar and trans form them into
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other things and thus add to the wealth which can· be taxed, ·thus gi'vini ·
relief to the zamindar. It is no use asking Governni.ent to find money from··
heaven. It is for us to suggest sources of. taxation~. We. hare to face the:
methods of raising taxes sooner or later. I am for giving relief to the samin>
dar by 50 per cent. With the land revenue at such a high level as at present the zamindar will be, and is being, crushed. The system. of land :reven'ueshould come before us for serious consideration. When the official benches· ·
disappear the burden of carrying on the administration will fall upon us p,nd'
we shall be'ealledupon to find ways and means to meet the growing expenditure. · The momenf you have got. 200.members instead of 94 as now in thisOouneil.. themoment you get several boards set up, the. expenses of administration are bound to grow arid we shall then have 'to find· from what pocket~ .
and in what manner money could be found; . Therefore when weare suggest>
ing -scliemes we should see that they are practical. K zaminder, l should'"
adtiiit~'whe:n·he is in the clutches of debt, Isnot a good productive ipstruni.ent.
He.-cannot applyhimself with a free mind .to his task of production. If he,
lmq:Vv's that he haa not to pay anything.to-the bani.a or the mahajan and that
he c;iti rEitaµi·· for himself something out of that which he is producing;
his:iri.t'erest-·in'.. the produce will also grow. · I ask the zikindar friends here·
in their turn who treat thekamins as if they are not human beings, to grant-them the rights which the zamindars possess, the right_ to live in thevillagefreely, to give this landless class all the facilities, all therights that a citizen';
of this province possesses. The kamins in the village are at present treated':
like cattle. The zamindar always has to depend upon agricultural labourers,
who are in most, cases kamins. Therefore they ought to be treated 'like,
human beings. ~ Give them those rights which every citizen of India;
possesses. Those landless kamins are like ehattlee and cattle.
When anykamin wants to marry his daughter or son, he has to pay a tax to the,
zamindar.·. (Honourable '!!':embers : No, no).
.
1

Mr; Presid~nt : ·.
0

0

before: the

House.

, : Mr~: Nanak

~~~-

The honourable member is not releva~t to th~ point ,
·
.
.
';
Chand Pandit: . I am relevant ; these 'poor kamiit.s · do·

.

.

· Mr~· President : The honourable. member will please speak to themotion
before the' House.
., '
.·
·. -. .
.
.
.
'.

-Mr~-:N~ak

Chand Pandit: The zamindar must'morease :the .pro~
du.c:tJv~:cii,pa¢ityand in order to increase the vroduc~ive. capacity the liamins:
m~st. enjor eye_ry right. l say, when, these rights are giv~ to: these people:
th_e .aaminder will find them more willing and effleient workers. Then thetime would come when this problem can 'be solved .. Let us go . on the road
towards the solution of this problem. The Government at this- stage must
sp.~ny jts · practical sympathy by listening to· the needs. 9f the saminder, by
giving a s~bs:tantial remission in the land revenue, especially in those,
tracts Where there is no canal irrigation.
.
·

Mr:

H. Calvert (Financial Commissioner) : Sir, little as we thought:.
it, this motion deals with prices and. not witp any point discussed by thelast,spea:ker •. With this motion as it stands on paper, I think all ofus·1A~
t -·- . ..
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must deeply sympathise. It is not for me to state the
policy o Governme t; the policy of Government I will leave to the Honourable Re renne · Me her, when · his turn comes. But the debate has raised:
a> great. any point . df interest and, with your permission, I should like todeal wi a certain number of these points. · The debate originally opened
with
t~ack ~n- t. ~ 'Punjab land revenue _system, but aetuallya moment's:
thought1
show t at the attack was really not on the land revenue system,.
but on I he land te ure system, and the honourable membee for Bohtak..
, I think esterday, ade a speech in which he was actually attacking Govem-.
ment fot not alterf
system of · land tenure which had existed in this '
eountryjfrom time ,
emorial. We cannot trace back to a period where. land w_in·ot_ held stbject to the paymen~ of la.nd revenu~-.· . Learned gentle-men w rememberl!that the great law-giver Manu dealt with land revenuevery co pletely ; ~bd coming to more recent years, the Moghul Emperors
deyoted]'a very greit deal of attention to it. It is quite true that· we have
continu d in.:very l 'rge measure the system which we found when we came.
into the country:· . the e_arly officers, no doubt, made a number o_f-mjstakes.
owing t · their ignot;~nce of the old system. . But the system. of land tenure,..
'117hic. h i~J no_w in for'·· e. in th.e Punjab., is practically the samethat bas· been in
e~sten _fro~ the ~arliest dawn of recorded hi~tory, tha.t is to say, land in.
this pr mce is ant always has been held subject to the payment of land
revenue There is !inot in this country. any such thing as freehold tenure •.
It has ten said ttj~t . Government should have altered this system of land
tenure, hat Goverpnent should have somehow interfered with the whole,
basis .o whi.ch ev.etv proprietor holds his land. I think_.. ', it will be agreed_, .
that it I ould need [)very gre~t courage-c?urage am~untmg almost t? rashness-fqr any G.o~~pun
.
ent _to attempt to m. terfere with a. sy~tem,w ~ch has
w:orkedtlor so mant c~~tunes. There was actually at one time an offer· by
t.J?rovm~
he·· _Govl.
_. ·. rnment.
i:td.
.· ia an
of ~ff~r
a fr_eeho.
ld _te.nure,_land
and revenue.
th.. at- 9.· .ff.e_ r But
applie.
d to this.
as well_o_; f·.~~·.~.._was
to ~onunut~
l have
not:
beenab e to find a single ease m which the land owners accepted that offer.
We can1 find traces !of the .original orders fo:r;: commutation, but I have never·
known 'f any plot l>f land held anyw~ere 'in. this province under that offer.
I take i that the ~hole'·proprietary body of this province rejected the offer
of a freJ old syste, of tenure. If the system in this province is.proprietary
right s~ ject to the!1payment of land revenue, all the arguments for relieving:
petty h ldings fro:n1). the payment of land revenue go by the board. There
is no c<i eetion b~:
ween income-tax and the land revenue system.. There
is one c: ange, I ad' it, which we have introduced, and that is the cash system·in lace of the batai system of land revenue. The old system of taking:
~e'v.enu in kind wal';replaced by taking revenue in cash. . That resulted in an
ep.onnoI s sa.-vmg-; n ~ca!culable saving~to. Iand owners o~ thi~ . pro~oe.·.
l once blade an e , qwry into the burden of land revenue m Baluchistan, ·
wherelrvenue was l~aken in kind, and so far.as I made calculations,·I found'.
that th people in [nritish Baluchistan were paying in kind revenue valued,
at abo t Rs. 18 p~r acre, as compared with the Punjab cash revenue of - .
Re. 1-1 -0 p~r aor~, that is to say the batai system of taking land. revenue~as m ch higher. !J
.
.
.
·
. . ..
. :
.: . An. ther point jtaken up by the honourable member for Bohtekwas aprote"st against th joint liability to .pay land revenue, I do not· knowsit on t ese benehe
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.whether. he has with him the sympathy of any 'large.number of members;
iof this House. But I imagine that the Punjab samindar treasmes-few things
more than this joint ownership in the village land and he' is
-jealous
indeed of the intrusion of any outsider into that joint ownership. I do not
'think there is any need for Government 'to take up this q:u.estion of joint
ownership which carries with it a joint liability. Actually of course as everybody here knows, joint liability for. payment is prac~ically never. enforced,
• I personally have never. met. a single instance in which the joint liability bus
"been relied upon or enforced, Those . members who think· that a . golden
· age might be introduced by sweeping away this joint liability, have only to go
to the colonies, where so far as I know joint liability has not been introdueed.. .
They will find conditions thew more or less exactly as in districts where joint
'liability has existed from time immemorial.
Another objection was taken of what
may describe as the archaic
powers of recovery under the Land Revenue Act. It is quite true that a;
«reference to a certain section-section 67, I think; of the Land Revenue Act-:..
:might make one's blood turn cold, so great are the powers of the collector to
recover land revenue; but as is known to every body present here; these:
powers· are practically never exercised. · The collection of land revenue is -a
-very simple affair. for which no sever~ process is' needed. .The simple issuing
· of a notice will bring in the money and the matter sis settled.
_ We all know and. admit that the zamindars of this province have been
very badly hit by this depression in prices. I hope the honourable members
will give credit to us, to all those who sit . on these benches, for the. daily,
'hourly .eare which we are devoting to this, very pressing pro blem, ._-We prae- _
tically do nothing else in these days than to try to discover how we can possibly
take measures to improve the present position. This is a_,world-wideproblem.
Sir George Sehushter in the budget debate pointed out that India was only
a unit in a world-wide problem; it is impossible to expect that one country;
.much less one province. of it, ean do anything . effective. Any · solµtiQn
-of this problem. must depend not only on international co-operation, but
a much more difficult thing and that i_s the education of the electorate in the"
'United States and France, as to what is good for them and to th.e world in the
Jong run, and until those in whose hands rests the a_drninisttation of the United
States and France can rely upont he backing of the elected Chambers for doing
what they know to be right, there is very Iittle prospect of matters improving.
No one appreciates more than myseli the disastrous position in. which zam~~
dars now find. themselves. · As the Court of Wards, I find every day difficulties through which I can see no light, with a decreasing revell.ue and wit~
expenditll;e almosfoil the old scale, I know how ve17 painfW. i~ is to bring
my wards expenditure down or to take. them awe,y ~r.om the dhiefs' College,
or to reduce their allowances ; to enforce such economies nauses me; pain a.net.
perhaps, more pain to. the wards themselves. . I fully realiz€l . _ the intense
trouble and suffe-r:ing of zamindars. on account of the low prices ; on this side
we know the difficulties thrust upon u13 by the sudden contraetion in tha
income of zamindars.
Nobody really foresaw this· collapse 1of prices;'
It has come as a shook to the world. Maybe that shortly after the War, one
-or two writers pointed out that we were going.
the downward path, but the
.general public never expected sueha c llapse.
The people of all· countrie~
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saw a coll pse in prices which has exceeded all known records. We
y blame o zamindar friends if they have developed a standard
et up in th' boom years, but altogether · beyond their means in
,ion.
s of depres
We cannot blame them, but we have to face the
the zamindara have incur. red enormous liabilities and that their
, meet thos, liabilities is about half of what it was.
1

J~

Th!.
F,ain idea
this mo~ion is to rais.e t~~ question '>!.the.land revenue
rate.
the colonyl areas which we are bringing under cultivation, hundreds
of thous ds of acre$ are being allotted to colonists. In not a single case has
I
any co~laint com~! to me. about the heavy rate of land revenue. Many
compla~rlits do come ~o me from the colonists, but I have1never had a single
compla1* about tht burden of land revenue. -.
;
. Mr~i Nanak C~and Pandit: What-about the oldtracts, the barani
tracts ? !
H.
1
Calve:mit : My friend, the Financial Commissioner, Revenue,
will deal I ith that peint. I think there is a certain amount of misconception
on this , uest~on of ~and revenue. I hav~ tried to collect.information as to
how the;fPunJab stands as compared with other countries. 1hoped that,
my frien~, the memBer for Lahore, would have dealt with that question more
fully.
is quite pq~sible that by giving him some facts ~ choked him at the
beginni.ri!g of a very :&ne speech. As far as I can find, the Punjab is one of the
most ligli:tly taxed bountries of which I have any information.
I find
no count!ry in whicltr the burden of land revenue is lighter than it is in this
province, (Hear, h#ar). I may say incidentally that in the course of my
studies
came acrojs a very fine tribute to the revenue staff including the
humble , atwari. bi;. the United States, the land tax is based on the assessed
value of' he land. The value of the land is . capitalised and on the capitalised
value ofl:the land the tax is assessed. There I read thatevasion is the rule
rather ttj~n.the·excej.tion.
In thePunjab districts no large. · areas. are onn.itted
by our :Qlatwaris frotn land revenue assessment, whereas ithat appears to be
the casefiin America; In Spain you.will find in one district. as much as a
hundre~j[thousand ai~. res paying no land revenue. Corrup. ti.on has w.o·n. its
way. .iw- the Punjab I have never heard of a patwari who has omitted from
his papers any largej!area. That is a tribute to our patwaris.
1

1
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At ~ne time th~re used to be· a tendencyfor gentlemen of this country
to comptre their lot! with the lot or those in Japan; and 'so I looked up the
land ta~.11~ystem in {.apan. In J~pan they have a system.•. 'of ca. pitalising the
rent, baffmg the Jarid revenue at so much per cent. on that assessment.
The fl.gives workodjout show that on rice land in Japan the average land
- revenue :is Rs. 9-11-~ and on the dry barani tracts the average land revenue
is Rs. 2~~-0. The ayerag~ for. the whole of the Punjab is'Be. 1-15-0 varying
from six(tannas in dssar to Rs. 4 . in Lyallpur. In addition to land revenue,
the lan~Lowners ha e to pay income-tax (hear, hear). Ldo not need to go
throughlthe ~et~ilsjof 9:ll those countn.:es abqiut_ which. Il.have information.
The ma, point rs tpat m other countries proprietors of land pay land tax,
income- ax and verf often capital tax or property tax aswell. I think my
zamindt friends w}ll be wise in not confo~ding income-tax with land
revenue
case thet have to pay both. It is very unfortunate that the
:removal~£ the rupeelfrom off sterling has coincided with the collapse of prices.
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With the rupee coming off gold, the zamindar would have been relieved _of
abo:nt 25. per cent. of his land revenue a.utoniatio_a.lly. But unfortnnat~ly
p~i.ce_s_ .ha.ve fallen . to the present low level · and the income of the zamindar;
has declined even more than the !elief to his t~x,a.tfo:o.7 .· .
· •. _ , • •. •
It should be, I think, clear, and I think it is cleat to every-memb:er; tJ:iati
a Government situated as ours is, which raises so much of its revenue from
the zamindars, must 'Iook.to>the welfare of the zamindars, for the whole
interest of the Governme11t is bound up with the welfare· of the zamiridar
population. .· The_who}e of our administration is really based on the revenue,
~ystem. . Our officers get thei_f titles from the revenue system. The Revenue.
Member; the Revenue Secretary, Financial Commissioner, all these names are .,
based on the Punjab revenue system and every one here is intimately concerned with-the condition of the-samindar and his.capacity to pay his.revenue.
It has been t:be proud boast of tlie Punjab Government for many yeiirs that
it is primarily concerned with thedevelopment of theinteresta o,f za~indars.
It has .even been a point of attack against the Government fl'.om certain
quarters· that it devotes far more attention to zamindars . than it does to . tp&
urban population. (Mr; Mukand Lal Puri: Or to $e tenantry or kam.ins).~
'The numberof tenants in this province is very smallas.the, greate_r.number
~f the tenants are also. land-owners. I do not thinlt there is any tenant problem in this province. I personally know of no Government anywhere in
India or elsewhere which has-a finer record for services rendered to. theeult1yatoi's. The othet·d.ay· someone, .I think it .was Mr. B~hib Ullah, wanted,
the· Govemment to put forward :fiye years' programme of work for the uplift
of the rural classes. I should like him to remember the .eondition of the.
province forty years ago and to estimate the immense scale of the labours
this Government to develope the interests and prosperity of the zamindarclass. (Hear, hear).
There is one bright feature of the present situation whieh unfortunately
has been misunderstood: My honourable friend, the member for Hoshierpur,
said that one of the. causes of the present riae of prices was the shortege of
cash which has kept down purchasing power. There is. one brigb,t spot
which gives great hopeto some of us,and that is, the extent to which gold is:
now being brought out from perfectly useless ornamental purposes into currenoy purposes. Nothing, I think, can do more to restore prices and to re·
store purchasing power to a healthier condition than the restoration of. dead
gotd 'to }ife thereby increasing. the liquid capital. This will ·go a great way to
increase credit and to restore the confidence of the people.
: .. I .know compa.ri~.O~ -have. some timea a:o. unpleasant 11.avour,but _sozne- honourable member.Tthink itwas Mr. Nanak Chand, referred to the deplora-"
able condition of the Punjabvillages. · I fullyagree tha_t th~ conditions in thevillages are deplorable, but I am sorry to ~ay that ihat\ is the case. outside
this country as well. Last summer I paid a visit to Scotland. and I w:a~ shocked,
see the condition of the Scotch farmers in the extreme north and Tam surethe.gentlemen here living in colony areas would be 'shocked to:. see' the . con·
dition in which the Scotch farmers live in Skye. They live in houses in which
no respectable colonists here would dream of living. You see similar conditions prevailing in the west ofIreland.
When I was in Norway I found that
people in the villages there were not allowedto marry until a house was vac~
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e• number
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of houses
permitted to be increased. Norway is a rocky country and there
ttle land a · ailable for cultivation and the drastic means of keeping
populatio is to stop all marriages until death makes place for
marry. i .
s surprise I to hear from the honourable member for Hoshiarpur
o was di bulty in getting permission to sell Iand for industrial
. I have ~ver had a single application for revision on that score.
Mr Nanak C and Pandit : Let me explain my point. There was a.
Bill bro ght in this Council whereby if a person wanted Iand for industrial
purpose , this Lan.• Alienation Act should not apply in that case and no
pemu. · ssi~. n for. alie1ation should be nee. essary. That Bill.· was thrown out
by the ,amindar . members of the Council.
.
,·
.
Mukand
Puri : Will the Financial Commissioner issue in:11truotio1i\S.·1 on th~t pp. in~ to the ~lleot~rs not to reflJ.se sanction for alienation
, -0£ land ~f that .is re~mred for industrial purposes '}
··
,.
.·
.
!
Mr~ H. Calveit_: I fear these interruptions will make me get ·away from
, the acttj~ motion. i! t do not think that the honourable member can really
charge
Gove:rmdentwith failing to take measures of very great importance
and of 'tl3ry great viJ,ue to encourage industrial development. I should like
io kno"11 of 3:nY. patallel _anywherewh~~e Government h,as done so m~oh to
-encouraie building ~actones as the Punjab Government has dona. This Go- ~ernme~t has built mandi ~o. wns and I sh?uld be. ple!'Lse···d· in~ee~ to sell the
.honourajJ:>le memberjfor Hoshiarpur factory sites on his applioation at our
-price. (Interruptioi+)· I do not · wish to · be led astray by irrelevant
intarru.B~ions. I wi;sh 'to make it clear that a]J. of us heve the greatest
possiblefjsympathy "7ith the zamindars. We all wish we could do more. We
all wish itwe could eiolve some methods by which relief could be afforded to
the zarrtjndars. Th~ Honourable Minister for Agriculture almost daily asks me
to sugg~~t some sch~mes. The Honourable Member for ltevenue constantly
asks m~l to try and i~ee that what can .be done in such cas.es. I have se. a!ched
every apigle book l can get and have read all accounts of other countries to
find out iwhat exactty is.being done there. We can gel no light for the
Punjab.]. If I and li)thers have failed . to find a solution, I do assure
:honour·a;.:p1e members that it has not been due to lack of in.t. a.rest or sympathy '
on the Pi~rt of the m~mbers on these benches for the lot of the zamindars.
~ed fort iem by thel eath of one per. son, that is to say, th.
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S8*far Buta ISingh .(Multan division and Sheikhupura, Sikh, Rural)

l Sir, with:your permission I rise to extend my Whole-hearted support to ihe motion which is now before the House. I do not think it is necessary fo~1· me to dwell····. upon the acute economic depression.. which is prev. alent
.:
in the count17 and the serious conditions "?th :Whi~h
4 :r. M. I
:I
1!
the poor zamindars are faced to-day. Their nnseries
and ha' dships are i too well-known. It is with satisfaction that we note
that th Govemmeat has taken considerate action on this matter, and that
the Fin noial Comtnissioner has sympathised with the' zamindars in· their
present istress. :qe ~as been pleased to remark that if ~y feasible scheme
will be ut forwar , Government will be glad to carry it out. But at this
stage I regret to s y that in his speech he has given instances of Japan,
Norway and Ho1 d · and has stated that agrimtltural. oonditiorui m these
(Urdu)
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places are as bad as in India. He has placed before us .the instance of only
those places where the conditions 'Rre perhaps really bad, but he has not
mentioned America and other places where the condition of zamindars is
quite good. He bas put before us a very gloomy picture arid has tried to
convince us that we should remain satisfied_ because agricultural conditions
in those countries are also .very terrible. Why has the Financial Commissioner omitted to mention Ir~la1;1d ? There on ,the farm: of every culpivator
there is a telephone (laughter). This is my inforµiation" it may..be wrong,
because I have 'not' been myself to that countrj', ( I-have been told that the
zamindars in that country are enjoying a lot o(faciliti~s andeomforta. Tl:ie
agricultural ·produce and other things are n()t.sold in the raw state there.
The wheat is sold in the form of bread' and biscuits. . The grapes 'are sold
in the form of wine. . In this way the farmers can make much more money
· than if they sell their produce in their raw state. We cannot be content by·
'simply being told that the condition ofzamindars is very bad there. Somebody asked a hungry man, " what does one ·plus one amount to ? " He. replied, "two loaves." The same is the case with us. We do not want to
see what the condition of the zamindars of China and.Japan is. We will see
our own condition.
The zamindars are iii· a miserable plight. I am referring specially to
'the zamindars of the nehri ilaqa, but I am also insympathy with the zamindars of barani ilaqa. Formerly · land revenue plus abiana . amounted to
Rs. 10. After paying his due the zamindar used 'to save something, but-now·
a-days after paying Rs. 15, he saves nothing forhis-personal expenses. We
.are reminded again· and again that formerly we were quite wen· off and
happy. I sa'y, what is the good of repeating to myself that my father was
a king. We must look ·at our present condition and see whether. it is good
or bad.
'I believe that the honourable members of this House 'know that the
system of land revenue that prevails in this country is · unheard of an~ere
else in the world as this system of getting tax on land-is-basedon such inequitable and unjust ground that we are always obliged to raise our voice against
it. When we make a protest and ask that the land revenue should be based
on the principles of income-tax the Government begins to wonder that up
to this time whatever load it put on us we bore patiently like dumb cattle ;
but now we have begun to grumble and murmur. This the Government
·-· considers· as the height of insolence on our part.
Just as the leader of the Unionist Party remarked the other-day, we do
. not urge that the land revenue system should be immediately changed and
made according to the rules and principles of income-tax. We only want
a promise from the Government. The Government may fulfil its promise
after three years, five years or ten years. All that we want at present is
that the Government should only admit the principle that land revenue
should be levied in ~ccoi:dancewith the principles of income-tax.
The Financial Commissioner again remarked . that · the regulating
of the prices of agricultural produce is not . within his power. Thereare many factors which are responsible for the rise and fall of prices. · At
any rate, we cannot ignore the hard facts before us. His said that the,
principle mentioned above is not yet practicable, but sooner or later some-
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thing
have to e done. My submission is this : if the matter is further
delayed a great ca ~mity will befall us and while the grass will grow the
steed
starve. JI
.
M honourabl I friend, Mr. Nanak Chand, remarked in his speech that
it is th, duty of t}e Government to do something for. the zamindars, for
they ari''. the back ijone of the Government and always help it in. time of
need. . _ may say ~hat the zamindar not only helps the Government, but
helps e _erybody. 11:f there is the chawkidara allowance, it is paid by the
zamind r; if there is the local rate, it is paid by the zamindar; if there are
land refenue and ~-~iana, they are paid by the zamindar ; and even if there
is a bri$e to payj that too is paid by the zamindar. The zamindar is
the m~instay. of _ e:verybody. All liabilities are imposed upon him. It
should rpot be considered that because in the past he has been paying his
dues h~ will eontirjue to pay in the future too. The zamindars have been
reduce~ to a statel!of abject poverty. A limit has been reached, when the
retumsjfrom the ld!nd are not paying the capital and labour spent on it and
land ctiltivation isji becoming · a profitless job, I think it would be a very
sad sta~e of affairs Government remained reticent and did not come to the
rescue pf these peqple,
1

1

µ

-,,

l~ usual that on the occasion of the presentation of budget practically
everyor):e offers ¢_ongratulations to the Honourable Finan_ce Member.
Like o~J:iers, I too might have congratulated the Honourable Finance
Membejt_ but theie congratulations could not be genuine and sincere. I
find tht11,t in the !1udget estimates all kinds of receipts are entered. So
many ~rovisions h~ve been made for so many things but absolutely no
provisi~n has been ilnade for any remission to be granted to the zamindars.
It

11

!

r

Again my honourable friend, Mr. Nanak Chand Pandit, remarked that
if the u!j.dustries of , our province are encouraged they will have a wholesome e:ffect on thejfinanees of our province. I agree with him and believe
that if [our industjies are encouraged, it will greatly lighten our burden ..
The Gqtvernmentbas only granted 9 lakhs for this purpose. I think that
this is #, very smal] sum and can hardly be of much um Those friends of
mine wjbo are respensible for granting such a small sum for industries perhaps dql no~ r.~me~~er that t~eir own country bas _made wonderful pr?gress
.enly bf dint of industry ; if they regard something as useful (or their own
selves t~en, why d~ they not regard the same thing as useful for others ? Industry !~oes not !dean the presence of a few factories. We do not want only
rice-husking faot_oties. If we stand in need of a pin we cannot get it homemade ; !µ we require any parts of a motor car we have to; get them from a
foreig~ ountry} if- !~n electric bulb i~ fused we ~annot rep_ - lace it by an Indian
made np.Ib. We cannot get anything made in our own country. If there
were s~ch industri~s in our own country and we are able to buy
indigenwus things am sure m~re then half of our burden will be reduced.
In ~hiR connee 1ion I am reminded·of an interesting story which I shall
narrate I to the Ho se. Some members of a family were going to attend a
marria e ceremon An old woman entreated them tq take her also along
with t Fm. They asked her to promise not to create any nuisance there.

:r

f

their d stination, he old lady forgot her promise and began to dance and.
I

I·

.

-
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'make noise. When she was reminded of her promise she replied, " 0 my
son, I cannot help, I cannot help." Now the position of my honourable
.friend Mr. Nanak Chand is just th:e same; In the motion which· is now
before the House there is hardly ·1¥1Y mention ofthe urban or theinral people,
but he .has unnecessarily created a fuss about them and said that the rural
-~eople check the. encouragement alld, advancement. of industry. In his
speechhe was also pleased to re:markthat in villages the zatnindars do not
treat the kamirts properly. I· want to. repudiate. this charge with all the
emphasis atmy command and want to inform him that we zamindars regard
.the daughters of kamins as their own daughters (hear, ~ar) and at the time·of ·
-their marriages we give cows and buffaloes in dowry. W~ do everything for
them: and are ready to sacrifice everything for their sake. The. kamvns
have to pay no revenue. Their condition is much better than that of the
:zamindars. The honourable member may rest assured that kamins __ do
.not stand in need of his help:
In conclusion I want to submit that the revenue -assessment ·is based
-on (1) the nature of soil, that is, fertile or barren; (2) its sources of irrigation and (S) the rates 9f agricultural produce prevalent at the time ot assess'ment. Now, if we judge the matter in the light of these three things we find
· -that the fertility of land is fast disappearing, water-logging has spoiled, the
. . land and most of the land has become useless for agricultural purposes. ,It
is, therefore, not at all just ·for the Government to insist on the same old
:.rate which· was assessed when . prices were high. · . The land has become
less fertile and the assessment that was made at a .tlme wh91' everything
was prosperous is out of all-proportion to the-existing condition. Therefol."e,
. .it would be. most unfair for Government to persist in the present rate of land
.revemre,
Again some. of my honourable friends drew the attention of the House
·to the fact that cotton and wheat has been produced according to the improved
methods of agriculture. ButI am sorry to say that the Agricultural Depart. ·ment has not done as much as it ought to have done. Although this de·partment has been in existence for a long · time, the zamindars have not
benefited much by it. . The old Persian wheel has been in vogue from: time
.immemorial, and no change has been brought about in it. If a motor cafs
speed to-day is 75 miles per how, attempts are made to so improve it as to
run at 150 miles an hour .. Our Agricultural Department has not even
.attempted to improve the Persian wheel ;· what more. can we expect from
it ? T4is clearly shows that the· department does not pay any ~ttention
·to these things.
I do not want to take any more time of the House, but I most earnest"
ly submit that. t_l,le Goyernment should make a reduction of ~O per cent.
.and give permanent relief to . the zamindars. With these words I lend
:.my whole-hearted suppor:t to this motion.

Mr. President : -The question is-:...
That the total grant be reduced by Re. I.

The motion was carr~d.

,
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aj Singh, Chohan (Ambala-cum-Simla non-Muham-

ural), (Ur', u):

Sir, I beg to ~ove-

}\ That the tot ! grant be reducedby Re. I.

:

Sir;lbuch has ~een said already b.y various hono.ura~le.ruembers ab. out
the keeteconomic depression and distress that isprevailing in the country.
The za · dars hav~ been reduced to a state of abject destitution.
The
agricult ., al conditio~s are growing. worse and worse every day and there is
no chan~e of . their W.proving in the near future. It is a thousand pities
that in fie face of ~hese circumstances a new tax has been imposed upon
the wret~hed zamindars. They are already groaning under the heavy land
:evenu~_. \: It is ve1jY s~rari~e that the Government has quietly entered
in the bu~get on the l!rece1pt side a sum of one lakh of rupees more as tax . on
the zamip.dars withqµt informing anybody about it. The Government has
.not constited this 1*ouse about i't. I have been a member of the Finance
Oommittee, but so fa!~ as I remember this matter was not brought up even
there, 'Fihe zamind~rs are passing through a period of acute economic depression. i, They hav~ lost their credit, and it the Government does not come
to their r,1Jscue and ~ow extraordinary kindness to them I am sure thev will
be completely ruined.
O

;:

11

•

-

I b~ to draw tije attention of the House to the Honourable Finance
Member'~! budget sp~;ech, in which he mentions, " So far I can learn these
remissioUW came at ru1 particularly opportune moment as proof of Government's r~cognition 9£ the exhaustion of· the agricultural credit." This
bears a t~stimony tolthe fact that the .Government is fully aware of the sad ·
plight of l.1~he zamind~s, but then, I fail to realise on what grounds it has
imposed ~he new tat.· Does the. Government think that the condition of
the zamir~da~s has ~~; any way improv~d ? I beg ~o submit that the loans
that the zirmndars mpurred before the rise of the prices of produce, they have
not been ~ble to pay\ioff so far. Nor isthere any hope of their discharging
these deb\~ in the netr future, A zamin~ar who co~ld easily pay. a Joan of
Bs, 2,000 as unable now even to pay the interest on it, The zamindars are
head ove:rl*!ears in deb\t. . They ca.n neither get rid of their debts nor pay the
land reve' ue, How
they be able to pay the new tax that is to be imposed up
them ? I :beg to remind the Government that the zamindar has
many ot~~r liabilities to. discharge . besides the payment of land revenue.
Formerly hatever remained after the payment of land revenue he used to
s~end on · ·.s necessi~i~. s: . ~ut now he can. neither pa..y. his land revenue nor .
discharge
s other li~bilities. Forme~ly o.ut ~f the produce of the land he
used to p y the land :!revenue and maintain his ·family. But now the produce is so ,oanty that ~e cannot even pay the land revenue. There was a time

a

fill

i.

\

· wh.en thet·mindar.s c'nsid~ted .it nee.~ssary to. put on.fine.clo. th.es a. t th.e trm.. ·e
of presen g themselves m thE} society of respectable people. But now,
affairs ha · taken suet a sad turn that it has become ·very difficult for these
poor peop e to show ~heir face in the assembly of decent . folk' because oh
account o penury thet cannQt afford to wear· even the coarsest sort of dress~
There is' n · cotton leftlwith them after paying off all the dues, so they cannot
.get even
e coarse !lkhadil,a,r woven by the village; weaver. Really the
samindars are in sue : a bad condition that anything worse can never be
d.rea.mt of.
·
D
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I do not want to take much of the time of the Council by dwelling at
length on the miserable plight of a· zamindar in these days; but I intend to
let the House know', once for all, that his financial condition is so hopelessly
miserable that.he is unable to meet any liabilities, either of the State or his
own household. As the honourable member from Hoshiarpur has lucidly
explained, the samindar has had to dispose of all the ornaments in· his possession and also his oattle.> Many of the zamindars had to sell their daughters
to meet the Government demands. This miserable plight of the zamindar
is the same throughout the Punjab and not limited to any special area.
Nowadays, when the tahsildars go to realise the Government dues
they are not ableto realise anything despite all the coercive methods they
may adopt. ,So. these officers resort to the desperate expedient of auctioning the land of the zamindar, The land' is auctioned at therate of R11. 2
a bigha ; the sale is attested by the quannngo and the mutation· business is,
over within no time. I can quote definite instances when as many as forty
mutations were. done within a single day.
We do not in any way present a misleading picture of the state of
affairs in the rural areas. It is a fact tb,at it has become very difficult for
the zamindars to keep the wolf fromrthe door. So they are unable to provide
:for their. children's eduoation.also. Yesterday when the honourable member
from Rohtak was delivering his speech, it was stated that the patwaris'
Inspection fee was recommended by the Sources of Revenue Committee.

-

.

The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Kha11 : I said,
perhaps it might be so~
·
Kanwar Mam.raj Singh Chohan : My submission is that even if this
new liability is imposed upon the zamindar at the instance of the said committee and formally or informally some decision to this · effect is made, the
Government has failed in its duty - inasmuch a·s it has not sympathised
with the. zamindars in their present ·difficulty, but readily accepted that
proposal. We contend that the zamindars cannot bear the brunt of this
new taxation and if the Government has any sympathy with them," here is
an occasion tofurnish a practical proof of their sympathy.
I once again beseech the indulgence of the Government and submit
that they should not proceed to . torment those · who are already much.
afflicted. With these .words I commend my motion for the acceptance'
of the· House.
· '

Mr. President : -. Motion is--::rhat the total grant be rednoedby Re. I.

, Pir Akbar Ali (Ferosepore, Muha:mmadan, Rural) (Urdu) : . Sir
I think that the estimated income of one lakh of· rup"EJes from snob. a flims;
source as t~e pa~~ris' inspeot~onfee is not~g .hnt imaginary. Simila,rly
the _ loss which, 1t is feared, would result if this.· arrangement is made, is
to. tho best .of my kno'!ledge; a~ything · ~~t rea~~ ~t 'can ~ever ?e seriously
expected that the zammdars will make 1t a point to obtain receipts -for the .
mon_ey p_aid at the time. of inspecting the jamahanil:ls. Nor is it· credible
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quanungo ',Vill go from place to place to attend to the work of the
· of jamabandis.c:.c;: The sum of one lakh of rupees shown in the
timates is nothing more than an extravagant. estimate.
I am
the sum citn never be realised nor can any regular accounts about
I
tion be kept.
So, I do not think that it will cause the zamindars

that the
inspecti
budget
sure tha
its reali

any ine [· venience. i.. I; therefore, se.e no reason. why thi'·s· p. ro. vision s. hould.
not be eated as a' tentative measure.
Perhaps the subordinates of the
Financia Commissi6ner might have made a report to this effect. that so
much in, ome can be easily made in .this way,
So, if this fresh source of
income i~ going to bring in one lakh of rupees nothing is better than that.
I may a~sure my zamindar friends that this provision. is not going to bring
them aniy harm.
And if it proves to be quite useless or harmful in the
long run! it may be withdrawn at any time.' With these words, I would
request the honourable members of this Rouse to allow patwaris' inspection fee i~o be tried ~t least for one ·year by way of experiment.
Miles Irvlng (Financial Commissioner):
I am afraid I am at a
slight diisadvantage 'as I did not quite catch the honourable member who
has just :spoken. · lmay explain what this impost is. It is not, as is being
suggeste~, a new tax. Under the standing orders relating to land revenue,
the pat~aris are always entitled to charge for extracts at the rate of 2 annas
per khatd,wni holding
to 8 holdings and for every holding in excess of eight,
half an ibnna.
In the case of an extract from the khasra girdawari, the
charge ij! two annas for entries regarding· one field with •one anna for each
additio1*,l field and two annas in the case of extracts from diaries.
The
Finance] Department when they put this charge down in the budget described
as inspection fees. As a matter of fact, it is a doubling of the fees
which :qpw exist, the fees which I have mentioned.
When Government
is looknlj.g, as the Rouse knows, for every so. uree of reve. nue, it is but just
that Gtj~f'ernment should take something for the time which occupies its
. servant ·• in copying out these extracts or in permitting the inspection.
Uruter [be rules as -they stand, the patwaris keep the entire fees realised
and wet'think that .the fees amount to, on an average, about Re. 1-8-0 per
patwan:1 per month.
We double them now and the result will be Rs. 3
per mo:q.tth or ~s. 3~. in.the whole year, and multip.lying that by 9,000, you
get a faµ-ly reasonable estimate.
We do not think it will be really anything
unjust. i If you consider the amount a man spends in litigation-he wants
these attracts only .when he goes to court-,-if you consider a rupee's worth
of extr~bts in proportion to the pleader's fee in any particular case it comes
to a tri~g amount. It is on the whole half. an anna per zamindar in the
:Punjab;
I think ;we can get so much money without any serious burden
to the landowner,
,
Mukand Lal Pµrl : May I ask the Finan~ial Commissi;
whethe~ an;y ip.spe1tion fee was usually 9~ing ch~rged and if so, what was
the am9unt collected last year by way of inspection fees ?
1\/1.J
I
.
:~I" Miles
Irving
: A. patwari is entitled
to charge annas four as
:inspect~hn fee., We are not in a position to say how much the patw:aris
_got by fay of thesdees.
.
-,
• . ·.
. ,......_,
,
. Mukand Lal Puri : · Personally I think that· the charge of an
:inspect on fee confers a right upon the-zanrindar.
A.t present if a zamindar

·
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-.
wants any c9py of a rEkord and goes t9 the pat:w:ari, the· patwari wants to
be paid for~~· If a zamindar is entitled .to,jnspeet anyJeei;>rd,_pn payment
of four or eight annas, it confers a definite ad:v@t11,ge ~:µ the zamindars
oron persons who want to get acquainted with the records, in the patwari's
possession-. · !_ think that this will save the za,ajndar. Jrqm tha,,.~just
exactions of a patwari. People should know ih.at the informaticn which is
in possession of a patwari and which a patwari .regards eis a source of his
income and which he uses to extract money ,:from the c.uitivators, is available to every zamindar on p&ymentof a nominal fee. I think that it should
be widely advertised that the patwari is bound to :qiaf~ the record available
ior zamindars on demand, and I think that this discussionin ;Qouncil would
not be in vain if.it brings home FO every zamindas; his right~'ip the matter,.
that is, that he has got a right to demand an inspection of those records,
on payment of a nominal fee as proposed by the Government. I oppose
the motion.·
·
Sard,~ Arian Singh (Hoshiarpur and Kangra, Sikh, Rural) (Urdu) ::
Sir, it is' quite apparent from the Financial Oommissioner's statement that
on account . of. the present arrangement . the zamindars will not possess any
very reasonable right of inspection .of land records as. my honourable friend
Mr. Mukand Lal Puri. would have us believe. The only differencethe new
arrangement seems to ha~~ made is this: the sum which was previously
received by the patwaris is doubled now and a provision is made that 50,
per cent. of it should be taken by the patwaris and the remaining 50 per
cent. should go to the Government. My submission iij that under the
present circumstances it' is very difficult for us to bear this burden quietly
even if the provision is made on the recommendation of the Revenue Resources Committee.
··
' This is our Iong-standingobjeotion that the Government while compiling
the budget makes very optimistic estimates about our income. For example,
the actual income amounted to 971 lakhs whereas· our current year's
receipts were estimated at 1,118 lakhs. When we closely study the
present difficult condition of our finances we are constraiiied to characterize this estimate of income as excessively optimfatic. All of us 'know
that the present is Il.Ot the opportune time to impose fresh taxes because the people at large will notbe able to pay them. So, the only course
left for us is to curtail our expenditure. But · until we' have no clear
conception of our income, it is well nigh impossibleto achieve. any success.
worth fhe.name in this direction. And if the estimate1fof our incomeare to be. swelled by such items as the patwaris' inspection fee . which it
would be utterly impossible to realise, we will never be able' to have a,
clear knowledge about our income.
.
.
.·
~-·· ...
. .
.
.
The Honourable Finance· Memb~f whilif tefemµg to. the renµssions
granted this year to the zai:ninda:rs. pointed out. the other day in his budget
speech that the Government do not grudge in t}:ie least th~ enormous amount
of money which is given to the· poor zamindars' aiid feel amply repaid for
those grants to find that they have created a general t~Jiligbf contentment
a~o:pg the people. We are gmte:ful, to.himfor cherishing such ssntiments;
I tak.e tlu~ Qpp9rtuni~yto con:veyto him tha.t we were. so. glli,(l to hear .fro~
0
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him that o fresh taxes were going to be imposed and even the urban population on w om fresh taxes were likely to be imposed, was exempted from them.
But now our embarrassment knows .no bounds when we 'see that a fresh
tax is im] osod upon us in the form of the patwaris' inspection fee. I think
it is a fr 1sh calamity that has befallen the already 'insolvent peasantry of
the pro · ee. I, therefore,- strongly support the cut moved by my honourable frien] Kanwar JY.l:amraj Singh Chohan.
•
·
:·
ChaJdhri Allah Dad Khan (Ambala division, North-East, Muhamm_adan, lural): Sir( I ~upport the moti~n m_oved by:. ~y honourab_le
friend frot Ambala m spite of wh.a,t the Financial Commissionerhas said
j~st now! bout this :.new tax. I -~o not· agree ~th wh~t. my honourable
friend fr nn Ferozepore has said about this machinery. The patwaris do *1.ake copieseach time. -There is a rule, though !not consistently
followed, t~at the za:rnindars!whe~everthey '"!a~t t? . know :i,nything from
the patw~p. should be supplied with the necessary information. · If there
is a field ~ the possession of another person, it can be fol:flld out from the
jamabandi~ The patwaris, in addition to this fee, will also charge. their
pri·v.atefa, as well.. It is very cli!ncul.·t}or.th~ zamindars to pay thi~ doub~e
fee-the (;l-overnment; fee and patwan s private fee. ~e zamindar is
a~eady tjpa~g under the hea~ land rev?nue . w1:rlch ha~ been increasing
time afte~I - time. When the British came into India the land revenue was
annas twq generally' per bigha, · but it has continuously' been . increasing, ·
while the ~roductive power of the land has been decreasing. The increase
in the Ian~ revenue is going on and to-day we find' that it is annas eight per
-bigha, wne it was . annas two in the beginning. The zamindar has been
:'1ll1ed by t~is excess, _,, I think m_ost ~f the ~debte~ess o. f th~ . zamin~ars
IS due to . his land. revenue.
It is gomg on mcreasmg from time to tIID.e.
When theta is harvest time and before zamindar gathers his harvest from
the fi~ld, te has to PBtY land revenue: ;ge .cannot pay thelland revenue at
that time] because he has not sold his produce, and he has to borrow from.
the bania ~ sum equal to the amount which he has to pay as land revenue.
Mr. tresident : , I request the honourable member: to speak to the
question before the House.
Chau~hrl Allah·.Dad Khan: , Sir, I have already submitted that the
zamindar already groaning under the heavy burden of this land revenue
and he ~ai\Fot pay this extra tax. If one zamindar's field is in the possession of an~ther, they will go on inspecting the patwari's record and paying
on Gove$ent as well as patwari's private fees. TMy cannot afford
to pay an)I money at this time. They cannot even meet their own requirements a:g.d!. needs at this juncture. This is a pernicious tax. • I think this
should noti[be levied. . With these words.I support the motion.
· KhaniiBahadur Sardar Habib Ullah : I move- •

l~

~E
The ~otion was oasried,.

· That
(

l

The

:Member)
to this cu
first sub
may get

question be'.,now _put'.

:,

.

:

onourable Captain Sudar Sikander Hyat :Kh~ <Revenue

rdu) : Sir, as some misunderstanding has arisen· with regard
, I would like to say a. few words with your 'permission. My
sion is tha~ under the present circumstances while the patwaris
lakh of rupees yearly, the Government does \:not receive any
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portion of it. On the other .harid it is not a, new Ii.ability that has been
imposed upon the zamiIJ.dar. He will no doubt have to pay to the patwari
a slightly higher amount than what he pa;ys now, but the additional burden •
would be imperceptible ~s the whole amount spread o:o,t would mean a
small fraction of pi~ extra ~position on the zamindar. This provision
has been made on the analogy of copying fees whereby the copyist retains.
half and the other half goes to the State.
Diwan BahadurRaj~ Narendra Nath : What· amount ?
The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander.Hyat Khan: We have
just doubled the amount of inspection fees from four annas to ejght annas,
Four annas of this will go to the patwari and the remaining" four . annas to
the Government; It has· been suggested that this :will deter the zamindar
from getting copies of revenue records when needed. In the first place a small
additional cost is hardly likely to deter him, but even if it .is so, it would
be to the advantage. of the zamindar. It is a ·matter of common knowledge
that the copies of the land records are, almost invariably, obtained for the
purposes of litigation; If the imposition of an additional charge of fom
annas can stop him from entering into unnecessary litigation, it should be
welcomed, as it would save the zamindars many hundreds. of rupees, which
now go into the pockets o:I: lawyers; The actual effect of this _extra charge
· can be gauged only when we have had some experience ofthe new arrangement. If it does not bring in any extra income .and bears. harshly on the
zamindar.it can always be.withdrawn. If on the other hand it adds to the
income without causing much inconvenience to the zamindar no one should
have any objection to its being continued as a permanent measure,
Sardar Buta Singh : Both the patwaris and the Government are
sure to gain by this arrangement.
The Honourable Captain ,Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan : The
patwaris and the Government may or may not gain anything, but it is
bound to have an adverse effect on the income of vakils.
Mr. President: The question is-

a

0

That the grant be reduced by Re. I.

The Council divided : Ayes 21 ; Noes 28.
AYES.
Diwan Bahadur Raja N arendra Nath. Sayad Mubarak Ali Shah.
Mr. Labh Singh.
Chaudhri Fakir Husain Khan.
Khan Sahib Risaldar · Bahadur N ur
Rai Bahadur Lala Sewak Ram.
Khan.
Mr. Nanak Chand Pandit.
Lala Nihal Chand. Aggarwal.
Makhdumaada Savad Muhammad
Raza Shah Gilani:
Kanwar Ma;rn:raj Singh Chohan.
Maulvi Imam-ud-Din,
Lala B,hagatRam.
.
·
Khan ( Bahadur Malik Muhammad Chaudhri Muham.wad Abdul RahAmin Khan.
man Khan.
Sardar Buta Singh.
,Chaudhri Allah Dad Khan.
Khan Sahib Makhdum Shaikh Mu- Bardar · Sahib Sardar Ujjal Singh.
Sardar Arjan Singh.
hammad Hasan.
Sardar Jawahar Singh Dhillon;
Khan Haibat Khan Daha.
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NOES.

Mr. C. G. Trevor.
Mr. Mile Irving.
Mr. H. C lvert. .
Lala Lab Chand Mehra.
Mr. E.
ya Das.
D:. (Mrs.~M. C. Shav• e.
Mi.an Mu. htaq Ahmad.
Sardar
ahadur Captain Sardar
Janme a Singh. ;
The Hotj.~ urable Dr] Gokul Chand
Narang.
•·
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan
Noon.lL
;
The Hon,purable Sardar Sir Jogendra
Sing~l
'
Mr. P. ~rsden.
: ·
Mr. R. Sl:l,nderson.
1

Mr~!President;:

.

Mr. F. H. Puokle ..
Mr. R. P. Hadow.
Mr .. S. K. Kirpalani.
The Honourable Sir Henry Craik.
The Honourable' Captain Sardar
Sikander Hyat Khan.
Mr. J. W. Hearn. ·
Mr. C. C. Garbett .•
Khan Sahib Shaikh Fazal Ilahi.
Mr. S. L. Sale.
·
Maulvi Sir Rahim Bakhsh.
Mr. Owen Roberts.
Mr. M.A. Ghani.
Sardar Bahadur Sardar Mohan Singh.
Sardar Bahadur S11,rdar Sheo Narain
Singh.
.
Guru J aswant Singh.
·

The question is-

•

Th,· a sum not e:z;peeding Rs. 36,17,999 be granted to the Governor in Council to defray
., the charges;1that will come in course of payment for the :)T.llar ending the 31st of
,1
March 193~1in respect of Land Revenue.
:-::·

The!imotion was carried.
•·

.·.

,r'

i
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Th' Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh
ture) :

lff

beg to

mbve->

(Minister for Agricul-

T+t a sum not exceeding Rs. 8,87,300 be ~ted
to the Punjab Government (Ministry
( of Agricul~ure to defray the charges that will come in course of payment for the
rl
year ending the 31st of March 1933 in respect of Excise. ·

Mxj~

Presi~ent :

-.

,

ThJ!.t a sum not Ei;xceeding Rs. &,87,300 be granted to the Punjab Government (Ministry
Ii
01 Aer,cul~u~ to defrav the charges that will come in course of payment for the
:
year endingthe 31st qf March 1933 in respect of Excise.

R.~l Bahadur Lala Se~ak

Ram (Multan division, non-Muhammadan,
Rural): Sir, my motion refers to a reduction of
5 P. 11• !
::
Rs. 1,00,000 from the total demand with a view
to urg~I all round reduction in the pay of staff and travelling allowance.
If we ltj~k at the bddget we find that the income under excise has gone down
whereaa the expenditure remains the same as last year. The difficulty is
that a~I the details. are not given to us about the pay of officers and of the
establiE,~ent.
It is not known what officers are going to be appointed
and w~at establishment there is. I do not think we can usefully discuss the
grant IJk>w under the circumstances. You will observe.that it was decided
yesteri' y that no 'grant will be discussed until we got information about
the n her of officers and the establishment.
Therefore, I do not think
this gr t can be ~aken up to-day. If you want that the grant should be
discuss; d to-day, ~ have no objection to m~ve my reduction m?tion, but I
fear I nnot put fprward cogent arguments m favour of my motion for want
of the
ormation] about the establishment and the strength of officers.

1j

!'
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The Honourahle Sardar Sir · Jogendr41 Singh : Yesterday t:wo
'members of the Honse met the Finance Secretary and itwas agreed that the
first three demands may be taken. up without asking for further information
and that further information would be required only in regard to subsequent
demands. If the honourable mover who wants to effect the-reduction had
.eome to me for any. specific· information yesterday or even this morning
I would have gladly supplied it to him. ·
Rai Bahaclur Lala Sewak ·Ram: I should· like. toknow . . how in.any
offlcers are to be appointed for_ whom provision is made at pag~ 71 of the
budget and how much establishment there is in the department for which
provision is made, so that I maybe able to suggest exactly what amount
should be reduced
and :wh~t
officersmay be retrenched. ·
·
.
.
Mr. -President: The honourable member's motion is for a reduction
from the total demand and not for a. reduction from a particular item of the _ ·
demand.
·
·
·.
·
·
Rai Bahadur- Lala Sewak Ram : I gave notice of a motion for reduction from the total demand because I had no information in detailof. the
particular items in which the reduction li! to be effected.
.·

Mr. President : Had the, honourable . meinber seen the Secretary of
the Councilin this connection, he would have been only too glad to help him.·
But now that he has tabled a motion for reduction from the whole. demand,
he cannot be allowed to move a reduction from a particular item of the
demand.
.
,
.
.
· Rai Bahadur Lala Sew~ Ram : Ver,· well, I will then, make the
best of the situation; In these days of financial stringency when our income
under excise has gone down, I do not think we can afford to spend as much as
8 lakhs on this department. . I know that in the department there is a large
number of sub-inspectors, inspectors and others and that a good deal of
money is being wasted on them. I am sure that a good.deal of work that is
being done by these inspectors and sub-inspectors can eonvenien,tly· be
transferred to the police without . involving· any extra expenditure· on that
account in the Police Department. The staff in thEP'ExciseDepartment,
I consider, is too much and I am sure economy can be · effected in the
strength of the establishment without loss of efficiency.
. Again, a good deal of money is being wasted ·in travelling, I believe a
good deal of money can be saved by restricting the journeys to an absolute
minimum. There is provision under contingencies for which no explanation
is given. Later on, the pay of establishment appears in four or five places.
Mr. Miles Irving: I do not .cateh the drift of the honourable member's remark that the pay of establishment is given in three or .four places.
! '

Rai Bahadur Lala Sewak Ram : If economy is effected in all these
items, one lakh can easily be reduced from the total sum. With these words
I move L,
That the total grant be reduced by Rs, 1,00,000.

MT. President : The motion isTha.t the total grant be reduced by Rs. 1,00,000.

.

i~
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Mr.
es lrvuj:g (Financial Commissioner): These are occasions
n which t e Govern.m~nt is reproached with not being abl~ to yield when a.
demand is I ade on it~: This is a motion for the reduction 'of the whole demand and , can no more agree to it than I could agree at two. days' notice to
have a leg r an arm ~ut off. The honourable member has used the words
"addition establishment." asif this budget included any new expenditure.
I can ass~ eyou if any new expenditure was intended it would have been
shown int e appropriate manner. As a matter of fact the to,tal cadre of subinspectors as been dr~stically reduced. The salary of new entrants to the
service has Jbeen reduced by 15 per oent, besides a 10.pericent. cut in pay
and the tr~ell.ing allowance rules have been revised. A sub-inspector who
used to drlw Rs. 40 !lii month is now asked to be content with Rs. 22-8-0.
Already out collection chargee represent a very small portion ofour income.
In 1929· w~ comparedlthe percentage of. collection charges. in the Punjab
with thosejin other provinces. Our collection charge was 2·9 per eent.,
just under per cent. :!The Central Provinces paid 5 per oent., Bengal 4i per
cent., Bihir and Orissa 5! per . cent., the United Provinces 5 per cent.
We could n~t keep tha~ very low percentage in the next year's budget owing
io the fall ip income. ::Sut in 1929-80 it was 8! per cent. ; in 1980-81, 4 per
cent, One1icannot ma~e overhead charges go down concurrently with revenue. At tq~ same time: we collect our revenue extremely cheaply. We must
remember that illicit distillation is rampant and any reduction in our staff
means more people.go to the illicit still for their drink, which is not only
deleterious the Punjab Government but deleterious to themselves. As a
matter 0U~ ct I think we have done a great deal. We are constantly trying
to find out ~ources of retrenchment and I think the House niay congratulate
itself on hat.in.
·1 g cut a gp.od deal and th. at we will be. able to 'use t.hat money
well. We fe going through times of stringency trying to do ourwork with
-veryinadeq~ate means; and I do not think the House should cut us any
further.
\1
••
,
Mr. Npak Cb.an~ Pandit (Hoshiarpur, non-Muhammadan, Rural) :
'The object pf this cut,H understand, is to effect economy to the extent of
-one lakh o.f~rupees. It·:· is not. sugge.sted by th~ honourable ;mover that the
cut should ~e made at a particular place. It is left to the Government to
-effeot this ~~onomy by :any means that they w,ish. ,.
Mr. ~es lrving Cut the head or the legs? Is that the choice?
Mr. N~ak Charld Pandit: It may be both. The object of the
mover, as !have said, is to leave the Government with a free hand in making
-the reductioh. What we want is this. Here we are faced with a large deficit.
Here are certain conditions which should be met, the deficit, the decrease
in income, tpe fall in pzjices and various other causes which are being talked
of during thi last 8 or 4 days. All these factors have contributed to the finan-eial crisis of this province. Therefore~the Council will like to call upon the
Governmentl!to effect some economy in the Excise Department and so far
.as I can see,;: I think a larger economy can be effected in the ;Excise Department than s been effected so far. We find that there is a large number
of useless m tiplication '.~f inspectors and sub-inspectors in this department.
They have I t been able to perform their duties as efficiently as they should
have done,". .,Where on~i man would have sufficed, they employ 2 or 8.
'There are a sorts of people to whom rewards are given. I w11,nt particularly
1

1
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the Government members to note that the Excise Department )las become
a. sort of instrument in the hands of various factions in the villages to· wreak
their vengeance upon their enemies. We have come across. many caseif
in which respectable men are hauled up before the excise authorities because
their enemies have chosen to place illicit liquor m their houses, though·ulti-mately the courts have found that all that was entirely the work of the ene- ·
mies of the persons concerned. What is this due to ? · It is due to the. fact
that there are a large number of informers.to whom Government offer rewards or who want to ingratiate. themselves with the 'police by giving
information of this kind. The .result of this is that there are factions in the
village and I have found in several cases that people are madeJo fight with·
out any reason or rhyme. That sort of thing is going on under the Excise
Department in spite of their inspectors, sub-inspectors, police and other
people. I submit that it is essential that the administration of· the Excise
Department should be more efficient. According to the Government the
only way to make it more efficient is to spend more money. But that is not
necessary. That is not the only way. You should have men who can perform their duty efficiently. You should save money by not giving rewards
to informers and others. You should establish a system byWhich the real
offenders are' brought to book. That is the thing which the Excise Department should aim at. I really cannot understand why these defects cannot
be remedied. They can be remedied by abolishing such duties as I have
mentioned and now that we are faced with a financial crisis, I submit that
this cut is absolutely essential. I request the Honourable Minister in charge
to overhaul his department wisely and to make a saving of .one Iakh, Efficiency cannot bejaerifieed by making that· cut.
Sardar Arjan Singh (Hoshiarpur and Kangra, Sikh, Ruml)-: In this
connection I want to place a few facts before the House as to the working
of this department. You will find that in 1919-20 the expenditure on this
department was Rs. 2,96,000, while for next year the estimates are about
9 Iakhs. The income in 1919-20 was Rs. 1,10,57,000 and the estima.ted
income for the next year is Rs. 94,00,000. Therefore it means . that our
expenditure on the working of this department has gone up 4 times since
1919-20, while our income has fallen by .no less than 16 lakhs. I might give
the percentage of expenditure to income. In 1919-20 the percentage was
2·68 and in 1981-82, that is the current year, it is 5·8, and if I roughly calculate the percentage from the income and expenditure of next year, I find it
comes to about 8.

The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogenclra Singh : I think the figure
of expenditure for the budget year quoted by the honourable member includesRs. 8,85,000, the price of opium paid. ·
,
·
Sardar Arjan Singh:

The position is just. the same, that while in

1919-20 the percentage of expenditure to income was 2·68, in the budget
year it comes to about 8 per cent. It means that the expenditure is growing··

like anything. While our income is dwindling, our expenditure is going
up by leaps and bounds. In this connection it would not be uninteresting
to know that. under the establishment of sub-inspectors-unfortunately
in the year under budget separate items have not been shown-we find that
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in 1919 ere were oply 63 sub-inspectors, while in the eurrent year, i.e.,
1981-82, t!!here are Sf per.manent and 85 temporary. sub-inspectors. That
mea_p.s t"ltat 68 sub-inspectors were doing the same work in 1919 as is being
done no by 115 sulinspectors and they were bringing more income then.
These fl . es are vety eloquent regarding this department. I, .therefore,
request e Govermpent to carefully scrutinise the growing expenditure
under t
head.
i:
·
·
The Honourab~eSudar Sir JogendraSingh (Minister for Agriculture): ·. e hono~ble member who has just spoken has· given figures
but, the: gures thatiwe put before the Retrenchment Committee excluded a
large ite of expendjture, that is, the price of opium. I have not with methe exac~lfigure, but the present budget provides Rs.8,85,000to be paid as the
price of lppium and,,] therefore, the net expenditure of the department is
much les~ than wha~j is given under this head. The expenditure before this
year sto~d at Rs. 12, 75,889 and· on consideration of the report of the
Retrenc~.ent Comriittee this expenditure has been reduced from
Rs. 12,7 ·1,889 to Rs .. ;8,87,800. I entirely sympathise with. the.'desire of the
member . of this House, that the expenditure should be reduced as tar as·
possible, nd I can assure them that the Finance Department as well as the·
administ ative depa:iftment are anxious to carry out all possible economies.
I should however, like to remind the House that it is a revenue producing
expendif e and any curtailment may have its effect on the revenue. The
reason ~ y sub-inspsetors and inspectors were increased is that in .rsaponse
to the d; mand made by the House a greater control on the use of liquor
was cons dered desirable which required a larger expenditure. The honourable meibers are aware that other provinces have all increased their expenditure mote than in ~his province. As the Financial Commissionerpointed
out our 1~pen~ture i~ lowest co~p~red with other ~rovinces. Th~ honourable
member,~ precise recommendationis to reduce salaries and travelling expenses.
These htve been r~duced in the. sa~e proportion as has been done in other
departm~nts. The number of sub-inspectors has also been reduced by ten.
I hope, !fuherefore, that the honourable member will be· satisfied with the
p~ogressij that has ~een made in reducing expenditure and will withdraw
his ameJl!.dnient.
•:
udhri AllaJi Dad Khan (Ambala division, North-East, Muhammadan, ural): I support the amendment. The extravagant way in which
the Ex Jse Departmsnt has been worked is well known. I read from
page 89 iPf the memorandum wherein it is stated:;

Chl

11

Four· wholetime etcise officers, previously paid for under the head of General AdminisI tr.1tion, have been abolished, and in their place 2 excise superintendents have
:. been appointed. The deputy superintendent of police in' charge of excise in the
:1
Criminal Inivestigation Department has been transferred to the office of the Finan!' oial Commiilsionerssince the beginning of the fin:anoialyear 1931-32, and placed in
charge of tlie Excise Bureau. He is assisted by one sub-inspector of police.
1
1

So the1;! have abol~~hed 4 wholetime excise officers an~· appointed in their
stead 211 superintendents and one deputy superintendent and one subinspecto . So, ther~ has been hardly any reduction in the expenses. The
Retrenc ment Co~ttee after a careful consideration. of all the facts and
figures nd of the tork in the· province came to the conclusion that these
excise o eers should go, but they have been retained. Moreover the committee commende:~ that 80 excise sub-inspectors should be reduced. Ten
i
i

1
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or fifteen years,e,go there used.to be one inspeetorin a: district and at the
most two sub-lnspeetors.. rBut what· do we find. now, seven, eight, or ni:rie
sub-inspectors in one ·d;ifitrict. .' There is _ not ·wotk .: enough for the_ aubinspectors. The· result has been, · es. some of the honourable: members
have pointed out, that these people remain :engaged tin m~king fictitious
oases. If they have any grudge against a certain zamindar.ropium is put
into his house and the man is hauled up. There was aot1~ally a easein Kharar
tahsil of the Ambala _district last year.· On~u excise. 1tub-inspector in the
presence ol several people placed opium in the house. of a certain person and
he was ohallaned though after sometime true facts were found ou,t and the
man was acquitted.
I have seen in many _other tahsils whenever there is any
grudge against any person they haul him up. Iknow·that.1; m!ist not:divulge
the secrets which came-to my knowledge in my. official capacity'. but 1se.y
on the strengthof my information that it is a ni.ct which no one oan deny that fictitious oases are usually concocted. in the districts in, · this • nw,nne:r. A
departmen,t which is· so top-l:ie~vy would think of curtailing its expenditure.
I wonder; when outs are . moved and when souroes are pointed out wh,ei:e
retrenchment can be made, why. Government- members _ should jump up
against the proposals and do not listen to the debate.and do not .agree .to
carry out the reduction of expenditure. They can come forward with excuses
later on.but just now when a.n:y: o:utis moved they jump up and.even though,
the cut is proper and they themselves · think it 'so, oppose it. They
oppose cuts for the sake of opposing them. I can give an example,'. Yes~
terday the post of the Director of Land Records WBiS under discussion a;nd
members suggested .that this .posf should be brought under reduction. G:overnment members .opposed' it and at the same time admitted that proposal
had gone up for the reduction of this post .. _ Now I say that this is not a fair
way of dealing with the criticism that is made by t!qs ,Oouncil. If they were
themselves of the opinion that the proposal had a4'eaq.y been sent up and
were of the opinion that the posf should be broughst under reduction, then
': why oppose· it ? lei it .intended. to waste the time of the House ? I think
Government members should welcome S'\lggestfons for retrenchment.' I have
already said that the budget which has been estimated to bring in
Rs. 10,65,000 will never materialize. The income from land revenue which
has beau put at over 7 orores will never be realized. They must think of
curtailing their expenditure. · If they
on spen<ling at this rate they will
soon come face to face with bankruptcy._ Whenever we urge the case of
zamindara they ask, where is the money to come from and whenoverwe point
out sources from which money can be saved, they criticise us. I know
Government can now command a. majority in the House, but this will not be
the case always and;they should get accustomed to listening to the arguments
of reason and should tcy to carry them into effect instead of criticising them.
A department which is . so top-heavy 'should itself think of - cw-tailing its
expenditure.
My. honourable friend here has made a suggeetion that will
save a lakh of rupees. If they ca.rry out the recommendations of the Betrenchment Committee, and reduce 80 sub-inspectors; I do not think the work ...
will suffer. That is my deliberate opinion formed after close examination
of facts and figures .arid the circumstances of the province. ln th.~ Retrenchment · Committee there were two or three samindar members who. knew the
· province vecy well and I suppose more thoroughly than the . Government
0
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members id. When!Ja unanimous recommendation has been made by such
a body th t 80 sub-inspectors should be reduced, I wonder why only 5 have
been retr nched, (Air honourable member: Ten). Five :war~ retrenched
even befo e the Betranehment
Committee's recommendation was made.
They war retrenohedjon the 30th of March 1981 and after:that only 5 have
been retro ehed, I. therefore, think that it is time that Government should
accept thi modest · ~~commendation. · Government oflice:rs can make ah
excuse th they were ilnot acquainted with the province, bui such astute men
as Pir Ak ar Ali a.ndi Khan Bahadur Malik Muhammad ~min cannot say
so. .They~kno~ the. ebnditions of the province and I think•. their suggestion
should be arrisd out:J
:
Mr. , resident :]j The question is-:;
That ~~e total grant

ibe reduced

by Rs. 1,00,000.

The ~ouncil divided : Ayes 21 ; Noes 88.
i[
' . ;
AYES.
,,

_

!.
'

0

Mr. Labij Singh.
i
· Ohaudhri . M~arrµnad·
Abdul
Rai Bah~dur Lala Sewa.k Ram.
Rahman Khan.
·
Mr. Na~k Chand P~ndit.
Khan Bahadur Ma1-ik Muhammad
Kanwar amraj ~ingh Chohan.
Am.in Khan.
: .·
.
Bai Bah~ dr. Mr. P.;iMukerji.
Chaudhri Allah Da~ . Khan.:
Lala Jyo :i Prasad. li
· Khan Sahib Ma!wdum Shaikh
Lala Che an Anand. '·
Muhammad Hasan.
Chaudhrii1Nathwa. S~h.
Khan Haibat Khan Daha..
Lala Bhatat Ram. !;
81!,yad Mubarak Ali f,hah.
Kh..a Ba. adur Shaikh·. Din MuhamKha.n Bahadur. Barda•. r Habib Ullah.
· mad.
:
Makhdiunzada Sayad Muhammad
Pir Akba Ali.
'.;
Raza Shah Gilani.
· ChaudhrilfRam· Sarupf
Maulvi Imam-ud-Din.
i
.
NOES.
I
.
Mr. C.G. , rsvor.
The Honourable Sir Henry Craik.
Mr. Miles . rving.
The Honourable Captain Sardar
Mr. H. C : vert.
:1
Sikander Hy&t Khan.
,
Lala Labhi Chand Melra.
Mr. J. W. Hearn.
Mr. E. M a Das.
Mr. C. C. Garbett. ,
Dr. (Mrs.) . C. Shave!
Khan Sahib Shaikh Fazal Ilahi,
Mian Mu aq Ahmad)
Mr. S. L. Sale.
·
Sardar · Bfadur Oaptain Sardar
Rai Sahib Chaudhri Kesar Singh,
J anmej I Singh.
:1
Chaudhri Bansi Lali.
The Hono1. able Dr. l(}okul Chand
Maulvi Sir Rahim B~khsh.
Narang.]
Mr. Owen Roberts.·•
The Hon01fable _Mali~ Firoz Khan . Sardar Buta Singh ..
Noon.
Sardar Arjan Singh.
_
The. Hono.· able.Sardat Sir Jogendra
Sardar Bahadur Satdar Mohan
Smgh .. ',
:I
.
Singh.
:
Mr. P. M sden,
·
Bardar Sampuran SµIgh.
Mr. R. S derson.
Bardar. Bisha,n Singh,
Mr. F. H. uekle.
Bardar Jawahar Singh Dhillon.
Mr. R. P. adow. .
Sa.rde.r. Bahadur Sardar Sheo Narain,
Mr. S. K. irpalani.
Singh.
·
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Kanwar Mamraj Singh Chohan (Ambala-cum-Simla,· non-Muhammadan, Rural) (Urdu) : Sir, I beg to move-·
That the total grant be reduced by Re. l.

./

''

The words of my motion do not indicate the intention with which I moved it.
I just ask the Honourable Minister responsible for this department a
question. My point is this : The Government auction a liquor shop for
"Rs. 1,000. They themselves supply wine to<the contractorand also fix the
amount of profit he can get per bottle. Supposing he succeedsin disposing
off all the bottles supplied to him in a year and yoµr' calculate the total profit be gets by adding up the profit you allow him to get for each bottle. This
total profit whicha contractor derives will in no case exceed Rs. 200 or Rs. 800.
But as you know you auction the contract for Rs. 1,000: Now wherefrom
is he to bring the sum of Rs. 800 which he pays to the Government in excess
of the actual profi_~ he gets ? This clearly shows that in order to make up his
loss the contractor cannot but help selling adulterated wine. Can we for a
moment suppose_that the Government do not know it or they cannot understand it ? If· so, does it not establish that the Government are doing it ~
knowing full well? Does it not show guilty-intention and guilty knowledge·
on the part of the Government ? Let the Honourable Minister responsible
explain this incongruity.. . If the Government exert themselves, they · can
surely find out the, means. to control the sale of adulterated wine without
themselves incurring loss thereby. I have thought out a way by which this
can be done, but I wll explain it on some other occasion. The Government
do not permit contractors to sell wine in retail. A contractor can according to
the instructions of the Government sell wine only in closed bottles-full, half
or quarter. But if enquiries are made it will be found that contractors sell
wine in retail. If the Government's instructions on this behalf were to be
carried out, nearly one-half of the liquor shops will fail at once. As I mentioned
in some previous speech, a contractor complained to the Financial Commissioner that the bottles sold by a certain contractor contained inferior quality·
of liquor. On this, enquiries w_ere ~de a~d it ;was found that not· only
that particular contractor sold inferior quality, but also there were some 10
other contractors who did the same. Now for such defaults it is always the
contractor who is punished, while the excise officer-who is really responsible
for it escapes scot free. I~ is the. duty of the excise officers to see that. the
bottles are filledin their presence, but they always . disregard their ·duty.
'They only sign false certificates that the bottles were filled in their. presence. .This department .is wholly useless and the expenditure jneurrad on
its account is mere wastage. The Government is only regardful of their·
own gain and do not care for the benefit of the _consumer: Neither the
Government nor the contractors stand to lose. · It is a.lwa,ys the consumers
who lose. It is the duty of the Honourable Mini~ter who is in charge of the
department to find out the means by w~ch the P?or people who pay for t~e ·
liquor sh~uld ~t least be able ~o get the n~t stuff m return. They e~ the~
money with the sweat of their brow and when they go to . buy liquor, it
is a pity that they are cheated and given adulterated wine. In. my. speech
on the 9th March· I explained the reasons for the sale of illicitly distilled
wine.. I remarked that the steps which the department was adopting -to
.oheok the sale of illicitly distilled.wine were quite wrong . .and' that thi:\Y
<Could not achieve the desired. end.
·
·

i
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I am onstra.inedto say that there is a. lot of corruption the department
itself. T ~ i>fficials ot:this depa.rtme.nt persuade people to fil.e false cases and
induce pa le to tend r false evidence. Those who aot on their advice and
tender fal evidence I e granted certificates of praise and commendation.
Wine is secretly ! distilled only in such places which ia.re · inhabited by
members f the same lcoIDillunity. In a village where there are Hindu Jats,
Muslim J s and Si~I Jats there is very little chance of illicit distillation of
wine. I~s only peo~l.e of one community who can dare to illicitly distil
wine, d · it and setl it. I take this opportunity of pointing out to the
Governm t t!iat illi1~t d_istillat~on of wine is incr~as~g ~~pidlf and if the
departme twill not t~ke immediate steps to check it, it will seriously affect
the gener I receipts. i The department increases the price of liquor and then
allows tht shopkee~:s to ove:c~~rge . t?e poor. desftitute ~mindars.
The one r ason for th~ increase of illicit distillation is this : the informers
of the de ,1artment. dtj\ not. generall;r detect ~as~s of i1:llci~ distillatioD:· If
they, do, ey receive] praises, but if they fail m their c1.uty there is no
punishme t for themJ! There is so much corruption prevalent among the
officers of he depa.rtient so much so that it is considered a; sin not to bribe.
Thi~ dep m~nt is 1pt meant fo.r good and.r~speo~ablepeorie. It is not my
business t I point out ,.he defects in the administration, the ~mount of corruption prev1 ling am.on~ its officials.and how i~ can be prev(en~ed. It is- the
duty o~ th) Governm~rt to go very carefully into thes~. qnestiona and find
remedies. I I
,1
•
I wo d like to'.1*a.ke one submission with regard to fhe recruitment to
this depa msnt. I Ji11aintain that it is based on entirely 1wrong principles.
Tp.e rec tment sho1Jd be made from among the people who should possess
some kno ledge aboU;:t the ways and means about the illici~ distillers of wine.
·They sho] d be s~it and clever. Their business should not only be to
inform -t ~-"<lepartm~:ntof such persons and get them ob.allaned but they
should al o p388.ess \isome knowledge, of the qualities ol liquor. · (Shaikh
M·uhamm Sadiq : [Does the honourable member mean that drunkards
should b~ recruited t~ this department ?) If I am allowed fifteen minutes
more I s all point oµt further defects in connection with the recruitment
.of this d artment. \i
The ouncil thef adjourned till 2 P.M. on Monday, 14~h March, 1982.
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Council met -at the Council Chamber lat 2 P,M, of the1
r. President in the chair.
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PUNJAB ?,1UNICIPAL (AMENDMENT) BTLL.
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.

I

,)

[VACANCY IN SELECT COMMITTEE.

Mr. President: Gentlemen, Rao Bahadur CJiaudhri Chhotu Ram
has inf ated his inability to attend the meetings of th«3 select committeeon the P njab Mnni~ipal (Amendment) Bill. So his seat bn that committee
has falle vacant. i
.
·
.111,·
~
•

.

:

DEMANDS FpR GRANTS. . ·,
·
..I ·
Exorsa GRANT,
1•
·
KanJ ar Mamr~j Singh ChoJian (Ambala-cum-Simla, non-Muham..
madan, ural) (Urd'fl,) : Sir, the other day when the Council adjourned I
was sayijlg that the [principle of recruitment of sub-inspectors and inspectors
in this ·ilPartme.
. nt s hig.hl.y. defect.ive. I pointed out th··at.· th.e rec. · ruitm.ent
is not
de from a:jnong those people who are really c~pable of checking
the Hlici . · distillation of liquor in the province. One setious defect in this
respect i , that while making recruitment in this department no attention
is paid t 'L the rights of the inhabitants of rural areas in spite of the fact that
it is int r rural areaii that the greatest quantity of liquor is consumed and it is
. these p 'ple who li~'Vl:l to pay as high a rate of tax as Rs. 2-8-0 per bottle
which is only worthi 6 annas. But it is really a pity th~t the inhabitants
of rural reas find Si; very inadequate representation in the Excise Department.
i take this ~pport~nity of· drawing the attentioii of this House to
the fact ~hat the co*1modity consumed by these poor people is very highly>
taxed, I ay say, more highly taxed than any other commodity.
I w told i~ a#swer · to my Council question No., 6371 (starred) t4at 11
s
appoint ents were w.a.de in this department during the yea~s 1911 to 198!
and only one of them fell to the lot of a Hindu aamindar;
The o.-our~b.,_Qaptain S~dar Sik~der Hyati Khan : Perhaps
the Hin, s might ~ ccnsuming-a let1s quantity .of liquorr' . .
.: . .: ·
. . .Kan ar Mamr4j Singli Chohan ·: I can positively s~y tha~ Mus~lirians
are not. ddicted tojdrinking, Th'e whole of tho commodity ·is, therefore,
consume , by Hindris and . Sikhs. But their rights are perfectly rgnored
a~ th? _f e of ~king, ~ec1;Uitment ~or the department. i What i~ the advisabilit I ask, in appointing a Qazi or Sayyad to the post of an inspector
or s.11b.:· peetor · o~i excise ? He might, undoubtedly, '.he· a very honest,

w..~
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.
noble and virtuous man but how, on earth, can he be able to discharge his
. duties in - this· department- competently ? My submission is, m;tly .those
persons should be .reeruited in this department who might not shirk the work
,of handling a liqu~r gauge·.ol' testing-the strength of wine in a bottle ? ·. It
worild be an a.ct of imprudence, I should-say, to call upon people who observestrict abstinence and who- are stark puritans to serve in the Excise Department, Recently there were only five Hindus recruited from Ambala division
.for this department, and the number of agriculturist Hindus was particularly
'small.
·
Previously when the appointments were used to be made on the reeommendation of the deputy commissioners the raises near-at hand used to get
their own relatives employed. But after that, education up to matriculation
-was made compulsory for those 'who sought appointment as- sub-inspectors
:in this department, But wlien the candidates qualified up to-that standard
came pouring in. from among the rural areas, that. education limit was raised
to F.A. And, if F.A. pass candidates would be available from the agriculturist classes the standard of education is sure to be fixed at B.A. . And, if RA.
pass candidates will be forthcoming· from among the agriculturist classes,
-some technical qualification will be made compulsory for persons seeking
-employment in the· Excise Department.
.
I want to urge, once more, on the Gove:mµi.e11t t.hat 'the recruitment
i!h01xld be made only from among the people who might be interested in the
excise work and might possess fair know ledge about the· ways and means
of illicit distillation of liquor, I hope that if my suggestion is carried into
· practice the receipts from this d,epp,rtment will be augmented arid. a higher
.
.standard 'of efficiency will be attained in the working of the administration · '
of it.
.
·
.
I ·
.
With these words, I commend · my motion· for the acceptance of the
House, '. ·
J
Mr. President : The motion is;_
That the total grant be reduced by Re. I.

Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq (Amritsar City,· (Muhammadan Urban)

S.ir, the

i

speech that we have just heard is 'the most surprising that we have
ever heard in this House. · My honourable friend has advanced arguments
which have never been heard before on the surface of th~ earth. His· allegations are entirely and absolutely wrong: He says that spirit fiQm the
bottles is taken away arid wine of lower quality or water is filled in the
bottles. Every bottle is sealed. Well, I do not know how it is possible to
break .the seal of a whisky bottle and· then fill that· bottle with inferior wine or
water. It is a funny thing. I have never heard of such a thing before
and at the same time I .have no personal knowledge: of it. (A.n honour, able-member: Your knowledge is· hel!,Isa.y.) Yes, my knowledge is hearI have no personal experience of these things.
··· ·
· ··
·
Desi· sharali is also sold in Govemment-seeled .bottles.
thekedar ·turns out fifty thousand bottles a ye~, if he - adopts the .method
.pf my honourable friend.. he can .add twenty thousand more to his stock;
but h9w. ia lle.gQip.,g_to . dispose them off 'l -Beeause-he is not allowed·-tcr11ell
ameoeked bottles.
Well, if he·.sells wine in open bottle!!, my honourable
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·friend can ~o an exci~e officer and bring this fact to his . knowledge•. I.
·know this e
ot. be do~e on an extensive scale. Every bo~tle i.s prope!ly
.sealed and
ked. No lthekedar can open the seal and put infenor quality,
d wine in th ottle. If at all, there may be only a few exceptional cases.
The se~lnd point rJised by my honourable friend is in regard to the
-employmentilin the Excj.se Department. He says we must employ bootleggers. W,.t a funny: suggestion. If that suggestion is accepted and,
if you are go~ to advertise for a post in the Excise Department, you will
.have to inse~ an advertisement in the Civil and Military Gazette in some such
lorm as thi~1
:
;
Wanted ii. bootlegger, experienced in the art of illicit distilla.tion. Yust have a.t least
t~
convietdonsat his back. The more the · convictions the bett.er the quali-.
fi(llttions.
,

Some sc}~t of advertisement as that the Government will be forced to
-send to the] newspapers under the orders of Kanwar Mamraj Singh, the
Minister for ;Excise,.only' the people from Majha will.be best qualified for this
cdepartment,i!because nobody can compete with them in the ;matter of illicit
-distillation, i If a person comes and applies for an appointment in this department, t~e question that will be put to him will have to be, how many
· convictions ~e has got. If he says, none, then he will .be asked to go and
· qualify him$elf in the art of illicit distillation and then come back with at
.least one cdpviction at his back. Another person will come and say, "T
-ean drink sol[many bottles, I am a great drunkard and, therefore, well-qualified
.for the post]" A third person will say, "Sir, I am a greater drunkard than
that person] and he cannot be compared-with me. I can . drink so many
bottles at a iime." At this rate there will be a very keen competition. You
·will have toil call all the thekeda·rs to give evidence as to who is fit for the job
a-accordingt~ . the qualification just referred to.
,
· The hojiourable member's suggestions are so ridiculous and unworkable _
-that I am s~rprised that they have come from such a wise gentleman as the
member fro:tlu Ambala who is also a lawyer. Evidently he was in a humorous
·way. Any~ow his motion does not deserve even two minutes consideration.
J am sure i~he Honourable Minister for Agriculture will give the quietus
,to him in t'fo minutes. , All the same I think this idea ,of his'. is rather funny,
.novel. and~'ot
· p.ractice;
. '.I. . I str·ongl_y
·
oppose this motion and I hope th~
.honourable pnember will be.pleased to withdraw it,
.
.
The . ~nourable i Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh (Minister for Agrieul.
·fore) : ~ir, my fttlend·horn Amritsar has really-given the main ·facts. The
,honourable~ember. for:Ambala is aware that liquo·i:··is sold bo.!_tles w4.i~h
have in the, st· place the mark' Punjab Excise' on them so that
in the quantity
of liquor iq each bottle is as· prescribed in the rules. Then they are sealed
•before the · xoise officers and they are tested before they are sent out. ,All
·precaution~! that can M taken are taken by the Excise Department in. this
.matter. A~ for any bad practices, H they exist they need only to be pointed
-out t o.·..the ~~cisestaff w.:h. o would try to stop them. . I need not say anything
·more so farllas the purity and strength of liquor is concerned,
.
Now, ' 'to the other recommendation made by the honourable member,
:nam·e.ly, th tit isthe b~. sst m.et.hod. to e.:tjiploy a thief to cateh a thief. I.do
::not think
seriously · meane that we should · employ bootleggera to b~tray
1
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.
their friends. The department already ~ffors rewards to people .: who trace·
out illicit distilling. But .I am sure the honourable member is pot serious.
in his suggestion· that only those who are carryingon the trade secretly
should be selected fortracking out the offenders.
.
As for .the employment of people.eomrmrnitywise, perhaps it will inter~st '.
,.-the·honourable member to know. that there 'are SO Mussalmans, 42 Hindus..
15 Sikhs and 2 others. (SM,ikh M-uhammadSadi.q. : Who are the " others'?)<
Those who are neither Hindus, nor Mussalmans nor Sikhs. Appointments;
are made by commissionersand they keep a registe;r of all the candidates.
who are selected from · the districts in which they live and they are appointed.
on the recommendation of the deputy commissioners, out of the selected;
candidates in the same district.. I do not think any better method of recruit-.
ment can at present be devised which would improve the efficiency of this
staff. (Shaikh Muhammad Badiq :. The figures do not seem to fua.icate·
that the Mussalmans are 'well represented in the staff.) The matter rests
with the eommissioners ~and deputy commissioners and they pay · fuU
attention to eommnnal claims: I need not say anything more about it ..
I can assure the honourable members .tha~ arrangements already exist for ·
securing proper and· full supply of liquor, in proper. strength, and the excise·
bottles which are specially approved of are as good as can be and the depart-ment is always ready to accept a,ny well considered suggestions.'
·
Mr. Pr~sident: The question is--· .
Tha.t the t.otatl grant be reduced by Re. I.

•

The motion was lo.st .
Ch~udhri Allah Dad Khan (Amhala division, Nerth~ast, Muham, madan, Rural) : Sir, I ~eg to move that the tota] grant be reduced by
R~1 1 with a view to call atte!),tiQnto certain defects.
_
-. Mr. President : The honourable member's motion is out of order·
inasmuch as its purpose; as stated, is quite vague.
.
Ch1,1udhri Allah Dad Khan : Then, I shall speak QD the whole demand,
I oppose the demand for ·two· reasons. =fn the first place the wholesale
contract for the sale of charas has been given to one man in the Ambala
division and this amounts to a monopoly. The days of monopolies have·
i,assed long ago. · Now, if a contract 'for the sale of chara» to which people
are so much addicted is given to one man; it can be very easily imagined;
that he can make huge profits and the man in question has certainly made.
huge profits at the expense of the poor consumer. Besides, the contractor
has been mixing-pure chara« with tohacc.oand some rubbish and the licensees.
have· to purchase this adulterated, stuffs~etlim: they like it or not. ~he:
zesult is that. for want, of. genuine stuff locally, people turn to Indian Statesfo~ this drug. Consequently the benefits which should have accrued to thee,
Punjab Government have gone to Indian States .. The officer who gave this.
wholesale contract .is a. very h(ghly plaeed-offlcerof the Indian civil service·
and if. he gave. this monopolyt .there must be some extraordinary ~eason.
for his.action .. If this fact has.eome to the notice of the Punjab Government"
·--::-'Surely it must have come to their notice::..:...! wonder ·why no step has been,
taken to - enquire into the. reason. for entrusting this (lontract to one man.,
Tunderstand that this is also the case in other divisions., Such a thing stands,
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· :elf-conde . ~d ; and~.have
no doubt that now that the! department is
under the c ntrol o:f o J>rilliant and able Minister, he :will surely rise to

!tii it s::::!~:/:~~t:ert 1}~:te a:~t~!;. ~! ;~!

!~it~:;.

0 ~~::~/1
0
th~~ wouldllbe _for .the ~overnment to instruct. the pe~u~y Supe:iri.tendent,
Criminal Imf1est1gat10n Department, to make secret enqumes. · Thir:i is a very
serio~s mattir which I "sh t~ bring to the ~otice of the honourable members
pf this :S:ou~p and to th~ notice :of the _PunJaQ Go;vernin~n~, :
1de~ign
.... a.II
The s.eic:: n·. d.. seri?us lnatte7 is that ·.a. ·p.articular. · shape ha.~ been.·
for the bottl s.m which liquor is to be sealed. I, of course, am not an expert
in this bran of the subject as the other h~no11:able _me~be1; from Ambala,
but.. hear t;pat .the ~hat>. e ?f the bottle which· did ~ot exist~. efo7e has - been
designed forJselling liquer m. The contract for this has been givento one
• • ·

.

_ :

1

I

~:\~~a~ra;i!~:~~tft:
!:I!o~h~:;ath~
::!1~:rtf tit/iuiii~h ~~::
:i:nade · huge tl,ro:fits out d~ it ; and it is very strange that these people are
pampered·atl!the expens~ of the unfortunate poor creatures whr.>
addicted to the dr~·~- There ate various and conflicting rumours why thi.§, has been
done. · T ho ~ the Agrichltm:e Minister will again rise to th~ heigb.t' of 'the
occasion an ,Iinstitute etjqu,iries into the matter.": I understand that before
givin,g'this'c*·liJ.·· tract.the
~xcise supe~int.e.ndent who was the as.sistan·t._of.the
officer who ~re the con;tract to this firm took care to put his father Lala
Raja Ram a~i a partner o'i. the firm. Naturally a share of the profits should
have gone t&. him. Thei'.e' are very serious facts and should be carefully
enquired t~l Otherwis~ we should not vote supplies for the Ex. eise Department; With ~hese words . suggest that the whole demand be r~fused,
,

are

in.

!<>~

.The H~nourable j; S&X"du -Sir· Jogendra .Singh :(M;ini~ter
Agl'1culture) .~Ji,. I. have. heard the remarks o.f .the honourable ~ember. with.
very great iiferest. · I ,!Plyself have. been enquiring into tlils matter qf
charas for soI4etime.
position is that charas is imported iiito tl;ris province from Cq~tral by theimporters -who live in Hoshiarpur. · . :These people
-oarry on tradt in charas and there used to be a good deal of : smuggling of
charo« from ~e frontier. ij About a couple of Years ago Mr. Macnabb who
·~as much int,rested ~ e;cise mattera, thought., that it would. be a.dv:isable
if these peoplt were giv04 an assurance that they would be the sole suppliers of charr and that: they would distribute it to all the' purchasers
outside. On piy own acc~unt I have. been making enquiries regarding the
distribution ot charas anf I asked the Financial Commissio:q.er to pay a
visit. to Hos~r,rpur and ~ake enquiries about it.
He did. p~y
visit to
.and mspected.1ithe bondedi warehouse but I have not received, his report
so far. I ha,je received some complaints that charas which ~~ sold is not
pure and of :f.pl strength.] Uhasae deteriorates if kept too long in the sun
and great dea of eharae ~~at was not good was destroyed this year. But
the Financial I Oommissionsr and myself are anxious to put : the sale of
ehara« on a sa~ sfactory basis.
·

The

a.

I

..

.

· As regar I the excis~ bottles, so far as I can remember: there is no
finn appoints as the sole! suppliers of these bottles. _ Any one can supply
properly sized bottles as ~ ng as it is marked 'Punjab Excise .bottle "'and
-ean contain t e prescribe quantity of liquor. ·I-assure the House 'that
I

I

•
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the .department does not wish to establish any monopoly or to accept any•'one as the sole supplier of these bottles.
I hope the-honourable memberwill be satisfied with the assurance I have given him on these points and wilt
not insist on his opposition to the demand.

Pir Akbar Ali -{Ferozepore,

Muhammadan, - Rural) · (Urau} : $ir;

if what my honourable friend Chaudhri Allah Dad Khan has said is true,.
one is - compelled to say

-·-

\:,l~..J> '

J.~•I ~rl.J c.:J}J.ilo J"5- i ..

'-:"},!~~·

l

If this is how the Ministers, who are our representatives on th&. Government
Benches, are going to behave, I do not know how we sli.all be justified in
complaining against the working of the reserved departments. It may be·
said, I know, that I never miss an opportunity of saying something or other
against the-ministers, but I cannot _ help preforming - my duty, though it is.
very unplea,sant, of inviting the attention of· the honourable members to
the fact that generally speaking the departments under our ministers arenot efficiently working, While the departments should have. been _ ideal
departments, they. are worse in every respect as compared with other de·
partments. - They are conspicuous for corruption and inefficient working:
and they do 'not appear to know that there is such ~ thing as economy _ in:
the world.
As- I have said, -if. what the honourable member for Ambala
has said is tme, I am afraid that this business of: bottles and charas is going:
to be like the Text Book-Committee affair. Is it not strange that the Mmisterin charge. of the Excise Department should say in reply to the allegations made, that he is not in possession of.facts and that be is yet making enqiii· ries ? The · Fina,ncial Commissioner - or - any· other officer. in - charge - of a
reserved depiirtme:ht would never have given such a reply. I am compelled'
to say once again that the ministers do not_ care even so much as thosedo,
·who are not answerable to us, for the feelings of the honourable members
'-of the House. · I_ would have very much liked to oppose the whole grant,
but I refrain fro:o:i doing so lest it should be said that I ain for abolishing
. a revenue producing department at such - a critical -time. However, I must
remind the Honenrable - Minister for Agriculture that he should have some·
regard for our 'feelings and should not so carelessly handle the departments.
under his charge.
·

Mr. President: _The question is-

.

.

.

That a sum not exeeeding Rs. 8,87,300 be granted to the -p~jab Government (Ministryof Agriculture} to defray the charges that will come in course of payment for the,
year ending the 31st of March 1933 in respect of Excise.
·

The motwn was carried.
STAMl'S GRANT.

The Honourable Sir Henry Craik: Sir, I beg to move-I

That a sum not exceeding Rs. 60,800 be granted to the Governor In Council to defmythe charges that will come in course of payment for the year ending the 31st of
March 1933 in respect of Stamps.

The motion was camRi1.

·

l

:·
__

!,,

,,

If
it'
I,

i
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Honouraile Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan : Sir, I beg-

.

1:a

tf '

.

.

That . sum not ex. ding Rs. 13,68,600be granted to the Governor in Oounollto defray,
the charg . [ that will come in course of payment for the year ending the 31st .of.
March 193 , in respect of Forests.

· Mr Presiden :, : The motion is-

.

.

i

Th · · a sum not ~lcoeeding Rs. 13,68,600 be grantei - t.o the Gi>vernorin Council t.o
defray the[lcharges that will crimein course of payment fdr the year ending the
, 31st of March 1933 io respect~ Fprests.
·,
;

. Rai\ B~adur ~a

Sewak Ram (¥ultan division, rij)n·Muh~adan,.

Rural) : , Su, I beg:~o move-«

.

1:

Tha:1 the grant ~ reduced by Rs. 2,00,000 with respe~t to the i~ of Rs. 4,50,690,B-I.,:
Tbnber an~ other produce removed, etc,
;·

My [ bjeot in *10ving this cut is to urge on the Gdverntnent that noremoval should be ~one unless there is necessity for the sii,le of the timber.
Th?re a pears to ~~ ver, littl.e chance of large sales ~f l~~er next :year.
This faci has heell\l admitted m the memorandum whioh is m our hands.
They ~:111 ~ already1 made a reduced provision in th~ budget an4 they sa.y
that tlllif is due to the depressed state of the market. :(£om what I have ·
also lea.it from vatious timber merchants who do their own timber business
01>: a lar e s.~le, I •. ather_ that there_· ar.e large·-~t~cks <>! titn_·. b.er_ already_~'th
private · dividuals] both at the source and with middlemen who stock
it. Int. e face of w_'.oo muc~ stock with various·p~ple,.I do notreall_y understand w, y Govemp1ent, m these day's of deficit, still -vyants to s:e_end 4!
lakhs o ': cutting an;d transporting the timber to the various markets. The.
timber · 1 have t9 be sold very cheap and everi the cqst of haulage will
not be r lised; . ~erefore I do not see why this work should be done this
year.
t can be fone next yeeir if our :finances improve. If the timberis left w ere it is tliis year, the Government can easily reduce 1!heir expenditure by wo lakhs. · if I should like to know. if. there is any ,special reason forthe Gov rnment toi! spend ~ lakhs this year on transporting the timber to
the. mar et. In vf~W of what I have stated alre~dy, I think ~his item can.
easily
reduced, !
:,
,,Mr President1: The motion is;,
·
1

1

bl

.Tha~ the grant be ~educed.by Rs.-2,00,000with respect to the itelri of Rs. 4,50,590,B.·I,.
; 'rimber and Q~er produce removed, etc,
.
.·
.
. a
:I

• 1·

'"-

·Mr~ S. K. ~palani

.

.

·

·

:

·

{Revenue. Secretary).= Sir, th~ hon?urabl&
member ho has Just sat down has possibly made his speech without inform:in:g him If of all t~e material facts of the situation. _ It is true that th~
· Punjab etren?hmfnt. 9ommittee - has. suggested that the: poliey of departme~tal ~traction ~.f tim~er_ and o~er prod~ce sho.uld. :_b_e repla.ce_d by a_.
policy o leases;' by] a policy of se!]ing standing trees. !Co a great ext~tGovem ant has ac~pted that policy, Although they have accepted this
polic.Y t y do not i1·oposeto make any violent departure from the present
practice. Govetrupent propose to resort to the policy ~f selling standing
trees gra ually and,liif I ni.ay say so, the ·acceptan~e of the ~olicr is somew~t
cautione . It is µitended to eventually. -restriet the woi-k · of extra.ctmg
, timber · y governtj).ental agency in Upper Bushahr atj,~ Kulu divisions
and to m e it up in the rest of the divisions. · .
·
;c
··
·
.·
i!
.
~A

11

II!i
11
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,
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is the policy of Government

with regard. to .the major
in the Kulu and
Bushahr divisions
?·
.
- fellings
·· .. :
··.
.·.........
.· ·.
.

'.

.

·-··

Mr. S. K. Kirpalani: I was about to touch that point. I, was
explaining that· Government· have accepted the.:po~cy"''of selling standing
trees, but that they do not propose . to make any. violent departure from
the present policy. They propose toeesortto this nE:{W:systeµr gradually
and, if I may say so, the .aeeeptanee of the policy is -somewhat partial. I
was saying that 9overnment propose to retain the departmental agency
in Upper Bushahr and Kulu divisions. This is being done' for considerations
other ,t}J!J,µ :pur~ly commercial. .It is most essential: that· our.foreat officers
should have a practical working knowledge of the -extraotion of .timber..
Otherwise the knowledge of timber, leases and . the knowledge of timber
• trade conditions is completely lost to the Fores;t' Department; In these
two fo~ests ,it would n?~ .~~ possible. to. scrap tli.e,, po\~cy, of depa,rtmental
extraction. at once. .A~ .Ra1,-Bahadur Jiala Sewak.:Ri{l,D.l has'. explained, the.
tunbet trade of the. Punjab is in. a parlous conditiqn and if we give these
two for~st$ contraq~ ~o~,C¥»IDOt expect"~ ~ak~ 13,. pro:(it on them.
There are at 'present only 4 or 5 big firms in the Punja.,b that can take.any
., contract and,:ariy cont~act that we give would neiessarily have to be for. a
long number of years and. the contract price we·. shall get .will be a very
very low figure and not commensurate with the .value of the timber -that
· we have' to selt ·· Further, the' scrapping of the depar;tniental agency would
mean that our fairly complete orgafrisationfor e:xt:,;l1,cting t,iinber would be
totally disorganised, so that.at the end of a long p~tjp~.of years-10, 15 or
20-we shall be co~plete}y in the hands of these 4 or .5 big-firms, a situatiop
w.hieh my honourable frieild. on the right c~n· not .y~ry much relish. So
far as the extraction of timber in the present year is concerned, Government
is under contract. to supply certain amount of,. I b~4eye. 50,900, sleepers
to the North-Western Railway and that co.ntract .does not expire till August
1988. My honourable friend had a· fear that we .would extract too much
timber andjnstbeeause prieeswereIow we would correspondinglybe.losing
more monej', . May I infori;n' him that . our supply 'to the railway is at the
zate ·of Rs. 6-8-0 per deodar sleeper whereas the market . price is 4-14,:0,?
I may also point out that on a total expenditure of 4! Iakhs on . the departmental agency for extraction of forest produce; our· toti\,i profit "which is
shown on page 82 of. the budget is . Rs. 11,68,000. Apart frq_m that, apart
from timber, the departmental agency extrac~s fir~w1')d,resin and ba~1?<>0,
Bo far as firewood IS coneemed, our operations. ari small and are limited
yo Ohanga Manga and Rawalpindi. In Rawalpindi we have a contract
with the military aittho.rities and the . contract is for Rs. 16,000 and W!3
get a substantiaf profit out of that. Furthermore, during summer, our ·
.\ ·staff who work at Ohanga Mang13, are put to work on. the Patria ta ropeway
.in Rawalpindi. . T~ffresult of giving up this portion of the.work would; be
that-we should have to write down the cost of the ropeway.. a very substantial 'amount, and our, workers at Changa Manga 'would-not have. full
work for all the year-round. · So fat as resin is concerned, Goverpment:is
,deeply interested in the Jallo. ResiJ:i, factory and our Chief. Conservator
,is the chairman ~f the compl!,lly. Our extraction of resin Js strictly limited
'to the amount required by the factory. We are not.doing anything mot~ -,
.So far as bamboo is coneemed, our operations are indeed on a modest scale.

ou
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We do not extract timber worth anything more than about Rs. 1,000 and
-that is done in Hoshiarpur. _ We cannot possibly entrust this work to the
ignorant coolies of a lessee because the work is difficult and our coups
would be damaged. . J hope that in view of these facts, the honourable
member would withdraw his m.otion (cheers).
·
Rai Bahadur Lala Mohan Lal (North-East Towns; non-Muhammadan, Urban) : I was. no·t expecting that. this grant will -come, up for discussion to-day,
l heard with great interest the speech of the Revenue
Secretary on the subject and I must say that I am very greatly disappointed.
Absolutely no case has been made out for the continuance of the departmental works by the Government, · This subject came. before us in the
Retrenchment Committee and I was accused at that time by the Forest
Department officers that I, being .an ·interested party, will certainly give
my vote against the Government. · I accordingly refrained fro:r;n exercising·
my vote.
But in spite of .my refraining from voting, ;the Retrenchment
Committee unanimously came to the conclusion that the· Government
-. should stop the departmental works. The reasons are evident and clear.
Departmental works by the Government have been sufficiently tried and I
challenge the Government to· show if they have been making any profits.
What is their position at present ? My· honourable friend has just now
said before·the Council that they have got a very good: contract with the
North-Western Railway for the supply of 50,000 sleepers every year at
the rate of Rs. 6-8-0. True, but does :my honourable .friend know how
many' sleepers have to be produced in order to get 100 sleepers passed by the
North-Western Railway? My honourable friend the Chief Conservator
-of Forests told me that from Upper Bushahr and Kulu, they have to produce
280 sleepers for every· l 00 sleepers to be passed. This means 66 per cent.
are rejected. These rejected sleepers 'are sold in the market at the rate
· of Rs. 8 per sleeper. Take the average and my friend: will see what the
Government is getting at present. If I remember aright the Chief Conservator told me, I am speaking subject to correction, that for kail they get a
royalty· of two annas and for deodar they are getting four annas. I submit
that if the Government were to put these forests to tender they will get
much better prices. (Interruption). The Honourable Revenue Member
has put me a question. Perhaps the Revenue Member does not know
that trees in the forests are marked for cutting according to the working
plan system with which the contractor has nothing to do. · This is clone
by the department and it is only afterwards that the trees are. handed over
to the contractor who cuts the trees. The contractor has nothing to do
with the marking of. the trees.( Interrupt·ion). Anything can be done by
manipulation. But can the honourable member point out any case in t,his
province?
.
The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan: The
honourable member is probably aware of a very big case in the Punjab.
Rai Bahadur Lala Mohan Lal : So far as I know there has not
been-any such case in the Punjab. I was talking about 'these departmental
works and costs. In Kulu they have to produce, I believe, 280 sleepers
in order to get 100 sleepers passed by the North-Western Railway. The
average price that the Government gets is absolutely nil. If it is not so,
what is the reason for a deficit of 2 lakhs in the budget last year ? This
.year.it will probably be much more. As a member ot the Forest Board
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I tried my best to get a commercial account of .the department, but. they
have always avoided it and have never done so. . They have lumped up
all the income and a large amount has been put under sale of timber, sale.of charcoal and so forth. These are items for which the Government does
not spend anything and they can have a good deal of income; · But including
even that we find that there is a deficit. This is the position of the Gov~
ernment with regard to these works. What I suggest for the consideration
-of the House is that they should insist on the Govemment to plit up beforethe House the whole case showing what profit they are making out of their·
departmental works, in Bushahr.· The Council should not vote any money
for the continuation of the departmental works. I· put a question to my
honourable friend, the Revenue Secretary, about Kulu and Bushahr, '.His• reply was that the Government has accepted the principle that they will.
gradually stop these departmental works, ' but at present they intend to.
maintain these works in which . Government is losing. The reason why Government is losing more than we contractors are losing is that there is no·body responsible in the department for getting· a profit out of these works,
One Government·officeris deputed on the works for a period of six months;
he gives one or two contracts and is then transferrad and somebody else
comes· and replaces him. The new incumbent takes some time to learn
and get experience of timber trade. In the case of private firms when w.e
have to give a contract and have to incur an expenditure we think so much,
over it arid try to save every pie that we can. In the case of Governmens
servants perhaps some of them like to make money· themselves. You• may
not detect them but I do not say that everybody is a blaeksheep. Unless
somebody is made responsible which, in the case of Government, it is
impossible, there is no chance of any profit. So I will strongly recommend
to the House that in the matter of this policy of Government, the principle
which has been accepted must be insisted upon to be followed up forthwith! am prepared to say that Government will certainly continue to lose. I
· therefore make a very fair proposal for the consideration of· the House·
· that when the present· contract terminates, (which the honourable RevenueSecretary has informed us must be maintained), i.e., aftel'- the 1st of July
1988, the date on which· the. contract expires, let the Government call for
epen tenders and from these tenders Government can judge for themselves.
whether they will get bet_ter prices or not., You will, therefore, before·
you vote for this; force the Government to accept this principle unlessthey can show that they will get better prices by continuing to follow the·
principle of departmental works. There is one factor which I know and; the
Chief Conservator of Forests would admit, and that is this, that in the
Punjab they have got many surplus Forest officersand they want to maintain,
these officers. A majority of these officers belong to the imperial forest
service. In order to provide jobs for these officersthe present departmental
works are being continued. . That is the reason to which , indirectly the·
Revenue Secretary just now referred. If it is the intention . of the Housethat these officers should .be maintained in the Punjab and that these
departmental works should be continued, I have nothing to say, but if
that is not the position . which is accepted by the House, then we· should,
force the Government to take steps that the expenditure on the imperial,
forest serviee is reduced before Government stops the departmental works-

·.- :~.,:.-.
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Of course they belong to the imperial forest service and they can therefore-be sent to other provinces.
Perhaps my friend the Chief Conservatorof Forests will say that there is no need for them in other provinces.
Per·
haps it is true that there iuro room. for them, and these works are therefore-meant to provide jobs for them. But I must warn the House that Government is losing money ·at present over these departmental works.

Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq (Amritsar City, Muhammadan, Urban):~e Revenue Secretary was pleased to remark that if t.he honourable memberhad seen the budget he would not have made the remarks that he did make.
Unfortunately the budget does not show us much and it is very difficult to .
critioise any item. It is · still more :difficult for 98 members to be going to
the Revenue Secretary's room to ge,t information on all these points. I am
sure he will find it miserable himself; It is not our duty to be asking for this
information. We have to criticise on what information is given to us.

. Mr. S. K. Kirpalani :

I referred to an item which is shown in the-

budget.

1
.•

•

Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq : !If there is one department. which merits
our severest criticism it is the Forest Department. We have been criticising
·this-department
for years
the '.\'Vasta of money and also for having too
many officers. Though this cut does not relate to the number of officers
yet it relates to loss and I will showr how it is running at a loss. Our incomeis less than we have actually been spending for years. My honourablefriend the Revenue Secretary exulted over the fact that they are spendingonly Rs. 4,50,000 whereas they are earning Rs. 11,00,000. He is a poor businessman who exults at spending Rs. 4 on carriage of goods out of every 11
that .he earns. Here these 11 lakhsare not the-profits but they are obtained
by selling the stock. They are selling a. huge amount of timber and this
amount of.4 lakhs represents only the eostof bringing this timberfrom the
hills to the rivers. He is forgetting how much he spends to get 11 lakhs, He .hes not taken that· into . consideration.
We spend on censervancy and maintenance a sum of Rs. 7 lakhs,
3
P.M;
There .is :then the establishment charges which
come to over 8 lakhs, The ·total expenditure on Forests is Rs. 18,58,600
while. our income is Rs. 20,29,800. The. capital expenditure to be met
from Revenue is shown as Rs. 4,06,700. Every year we spend such a large
amount. What has been the use so far of our cutting down the trees 'l'
I think it would be much better# they were allowed to remain, for, then
we may cut them when they would fetch a good . price in the market. Then
there are grave complaints about the way the work is done. Proper
inspection is lacking. I fail to see what harm would result if the business
were entrusted to private hands. · The Retrenchment Committee came to
the unanimous conclusion that extraction by Government agency should
be given up. If it was a question of_a majority recommendation I can
understand the Government hesitating to give effect to it at once. I am
told that it· was a unanimous recommendation and when we are told that
the recommendation has been accepted partially and that it would be given
effect to gradually I fail to see what it means. Does it mean forty, fifty
a hundred or two hundred yea-rs ?
Government policy should be made
clear beyond doubt in this matter. Do they want to do away with it in the
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-eourse of h!o or thr~e years ?, If it is ,a: g6od system, in their' r opinion, why
-then give itup ? If!'it is on the contrary:'a .bad system ·why·. give it 1 up
grcuJ,ually ? . If qov~rnment find difficulty ~ turning ou,t:; its , serva;nts
let them say that it will take t'fo years, or three yooi:s. Iha.ve· been inform~
-ed and in fact I am told that ·'the Chief Conservator of Forests;had himself
admitted before the Betrenehme nt C,om.ntitte;e that thete)w.a~: .too,Jnuch
.$taff.···T1m.~.-~!~~p~¥£n:i.entvhi?~·-·:we
have'·?.1en;eijtiei~~g?.f~:~ft'ety~j
~at the·.·departl)lenp_ hasbeenover- staffed_ IS' adi:rtittoo'OJ?. aµ 'hiµids : .' .
. . ·'Mr. Pre!lid,n~-=·
removal and .s~le. qf, t.wi~r . ~114,J£ii~p~fp.r~1, Pf!~, pqth,pg . ~q,, : ~o , ! ~tlj ,: ~4~
-$1~aff. · . . , ": ·. .·i{{i·.-{.,)
::· :;_: ·.,.f,.; ;_:)}_;>~ ... -<'.~::-_:_ ,_ ;_'. H'.2\/'··r ;.i~?'r.,;·:,.:··;·,i::·_:;·--:·
..~·~:~·.:·· ,··
~ -. ~< . :i·i . :t
Shaikh Muhammad :Sadiq,-:- ; But.·,the, ;t~m.Q:VeJ,;ie·: tbmug~ ,tha staff,
The object of Government, ~' evideµtly that_they <lo not,)vant tq·-dis~s t4~
staff. Th.is is a dqll y~i; and_ pr.oper prices cannot, 'be ,exp~ct.ed all.fl by ·keep·
'ing the 'staff; Government are' only incurring this extra; burden:·c The. 9.n.Jy
way of forcing the hands of Government to cut the staff is by ail.opting 'this
:ro:otion. · It is time that the bueiness-is given.; QVer to<:privl,),te- ~genpy; and
a,g~ncy · given. a· cha.nee . to .!work ecop.omicaUy. · Th.Eh, 9fiicers .qf . Govern.~
lllent will then be in the position .of-crit,iOSc-~nd control.-~
be 1c1asy•. NoW
as it is, if a mistake ·is done by'.the staff itiis ·quite, :nat:urJi,U}lat.t,he Qons~rv,~7
tor. will not expose a member' of: his own staff, ; , In this wayc, much ,,golmp!,
iij going on in the department,.airid there is now ayot cheeking. ..the'. inefficieo,t
management, If this motion is. accepted, ·Gov;ernm.ent will be o.blige~l to_ cµt·
down the staff- to the li1ni.t' o'iabsolllte neceasity. Lthetefo1•e,i,rg1:1 trutt .tl.ii1:1
item be deleted .. ·•• ·
·
:r
, ,,
/{· . The Honourable Captain $arda.r Sikander'Hyad<han :' · Sit, I will
nqt be long, ;. }>ut J. should like to point <mt to the House'.tliat ;the honour· '
able' member, whir has just sat down,' se.eins to b.e' :aj:lder a tiitlsapprehen:
sion. I sho1fid like fo'make it ;quft~.clear that even-if we stop· all departmen•
tal extr!},otiollforthwith we will not be ii! a position to'i'ec1uce'the .number
of officers, as they w6~ld still be r,eqrifre,d tor supei:vision if the work ,ur clone
b;y cpntractors.: Ta~f. thafthl;l num.b'ef of:officers at, present exceeds.~he
requirements of t4e aepartmE)nt. . But it is to be rem(3mpered that so far as
the. imperial fori:ist 'service is cohceriled . the -officers of that· SC:!tvice are borne
-0:n a consolidated all-India ~dre. ·We· 1have~· hoWever, addressed' the
B~cretary of .State on' 1,-:the subjoot and ask~d himto, reduce ·OUl' cadre: hy ten
officers,
.r;
.,,
[r··.
·.· ,.'
_:,.
·:·' ;':
, .···
, -, · ,
·
.·

the' h.91t';?;µ:f1bl~J':~~mh~;:(~mW~!ffit'!~~~~;tpJµ~

1

0

II

., . As

·we

regards the p~ovi~ci13;{forest sJhrice,.
have a~~df -)fu:i.t a.way
seven offieers. who were coiisidered to be 'redlin.dant: ', 1tJs not' desirable
either from the 11;dmfuistrativJ' point o(view, ,orJrom the': point of '.view,.: 9~
economy to send away ~fficient officers who have yi3t _many,Je.~ts to Serve
b~forethey are eligible £01:.pensiqn. If we doso, we,wiU ha.ve'to'pay them ,a
very heavy compensation which would more tl;l~ii. connter.bala11ce. 1:1ny
ecpnomy effected by ' a:ring ' th.em.
·. · ·
·
·· ·
: As regards tlie policy of the _Government relating to sxploita:tion·of
forest p1·oduce, the Revenue Secretary has rqade it quite cloo.r tin :b,ig ' speech
that the policy enirilciated by the Retrenchment Cori:unittee:has-·been accept,
.ed. by Government in principle and _that · we have · decided ,t<::t 1·evei't
'I
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I
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gradually to a system of extractioJ through contractors instead of doing
the work departmentally. The honourable member. for Amritsar suggested
that we should stop all departmental extraction at once. He has overlooked the fact that the work involving a cost of approximately Rs. 8,00,000
a year' cannot be wound up in a day. If he had looked up the; budget
estimates carefully he could not ha~e failed to notice that the actual expenditure in 1930-31 was Rs. 8,00,0qD and the revised estimate for_ 1931-32.
is Rs.6,46,000,while the provisionin the next year's budget is for Rs. 4,50,000
only. Thus it will be seen that we have already reduced the expenditure
under .this. head . to about one-half of that in 1930-81 .. · This is by no
means slow progress and we ca~ot ~ccelerate tbeyrbcflss
winding up.
any more without the risk of wasting ·public money. '
There is one point which I should like to impress. upon the members.
of this House and: particularly upon the zamindar members that the real
function of the Forest Department isjto conserve our forests and not merelyto exploit them either departmentally or through .contractors for commercial
purposes. · The trend of the speech ot the honourable member forSimla seemed to indicate that he considered the Forest Department, or at
least evinced a desire:' to convert it into, a preserve for the contractors with.
a free hand to them for its exploitation for_ their own benefit. I should like
to remove this misconception once for all. The main function of the Forest
Department is to protect the forests both in the :upper and the lower ranges
of the Himalayas as well as in the $iwaliks in order to. conserve our 'water
supplies in the rivers without which rour canals cannot .function. It is not ,
difficult to visualize the result if our foanals cease to function or run with a
reduced supply; . There could be' on!ly one result, that of converting this .
province into a desert again=-e, calan!titywhich everyone of us must strive to avert at all costs. It is therefore] hardly necessary for me to emphasise
that we have not only to restrict departmental extraction but it is equally
necessary-to avoid undue· exploitation of our forests by contractors.. It is..
therefore, clear that the work of ext~tion, whether through departmental.
agency or by contractors, must be very carefully supervised and controllod..
I was surprised to find that the honourable member for Simla, while vehe-.
ment in his criticism of · departmental extraction on the score of economicdepression, failed to decry exploitation through the age;ncy of contractors.
I would have appreciated his criticism if he had pressed for putting an end
to all exploitation. But apparently all that he desires is to substitute con-:
tractors for the departmental agency. Ileave it to t}!e members of this
Honse to draw their own conclusions[and inferences from, this unconvincing
and unreasonable attitude of the honourable member for Simla. Before.
r conclude, I should hitherto, once a~ain, impress upon this House that the·
· Forest · Department should not be looked upon as a department eonstitut- .
ed for the purpose of filling the CQ:ffei"s of the. contractors, but as a depart-·
ment whose main function is to p.rot~t om· forests and pr~serv:.e out suppliesof wa~er.which is the very lifebl~od.!. of _t~s province. . ,}
•.· . hope, that this• cut , will be. opposed by all sec~lonf ~f this House.$
· Mr. Rres1dent.: The questions] is- .
.

of

That the grant be reduced by Rs. 2,00,000 with re_speot to the item .of Rs. 4,50,59<hB.I.,~
• . . ., ·•. ~ber and other .Pr?d~~ rel'.llo~ed,_ etc.
.·
•
·
.

The motion was lost.

i[: ··~
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Rai Bahad~ Lua Sewak Ratti (Multan division, uon-Muhammedsn,
Rural) : Sir, I beg to move

·

That the grant be reduced by Rs. 79,600with respect to the item of Rs. 1,29;(}00-'-Total
. Miscellaneous.

.
Sir, if! look at the budget I find that out of Rs. 1,29,600, , the Govern- .
:ment is going to spend Rs. 10,000 on drift and waifwood and confiscated
forest produce. · That is clearly laid down in the budget on page 79. The
-question is whether that drift and waifwood will be worth .the R~. 10,000,;
which you are going to spend on it.
·
.
The next item· on the same page is rega~a.ing the rent of leased · forests
.and payments to sharehol~ers in forests managed by Government. I do
not know why these forests are leased from private people. If Government
is not making any profit or sufficientmoney from its own forests, why should
they take on lease . the forests· and spend mony · on . payment of . the lease .
:money as well as pay money to the shareholders ? Those forests belong
to the private people. Why .are they managed by Government ?. I fail to
.see the necessity of our Government interfering with this sort of work of
private owners or those people who own small forests. Let them manage
their own affairs. Why should Government spend as much as Rs.· l,19,600
. on leasing these forests and in making payments to the shareholders of those
forests ? After spending so much money I fail to see how much they make
-out of these forests. Even if the Government saves a [little money, after
.all, the worry· and botheration, · I 'do not think is worth while, at all, The
Revenue Secretary said that money was spent for the .training of the offi.-¢ers in Bushahr State. I do not think that, the Punjab Government's money
.is meant for training officersin 'the Bushahr State. · This amount is not spent
.in the right manner, I hope some light will be thrown on these points, and if
there is any reasonable ground for this expenditure, I will not press my cut.
I am not cutting the · whole item now but, . I hope that in future this
;item will disappear altogether from the budget. I therefore move that
.Bs -, 79,600 be reduced from this item.
Mr. President: The.motion isThat the grant be reduced by'Rs. 79,600 with respect to the item of Rs. I,29,600Total Miscellaneous,
· ·
·
·

Mr. S. K. Kirpalani· (Revenue Secretary) : Sir, I am glad to observe
-:that my honourable friend Lala Sewak Ram has· adopted a very reasonable
.attitude about this cut and he has assured the House that if any strong
. reasons are given to show that this grant of Rs. 1,29,600 is justified, then he
would be gald to withdraw his cut.
·
·
This total grant of Rs. 1,29,(>00 consists of two .items. Tlie first item
.ia of Rs. 10,000, for collecting drift and waifwood andother forest produce.
-Obviously some agency must collect this drift and waifwood and other forest
produce, otherwise it will go to waste... H my honourable friend turns his
- .attention to .page 82 of the budget, µe will find that from. this_ outl,ay .of
:Rs. 10,000, we get a return .of Rs. 45..,009,. that. is· to, say, we' get a. profit o~ ·
Rs. 35,000 on this item alone. I am _aware that my honourable friend from
Amritsar would say that the return of 800 per cent. is no return at all. But
.Iike reasonable law-abiding businessmen we are content with such profit
.as we can get, and I submit for the consideration· of the House that a
_profitof 300 per cent. is not a profit to ·be despised. ·
··
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As regards the item of Rs. 1,29,600, I regret to say that my honourable
friend has been under a misapprehension.
The details of this charge are,
these; One lakh of rupees we are paying to the Bushahr: State for forests
that we have leased. r: That lease has already lasted for ~O years. It is a
long lease and it wiU still last for another 10 :r.ears. I am afraid that at
the end of this periodii we would have to take the forest on lease again for,.
the very important reason that this forest forms the catchment area of the.
Sutlej Valley Canals.
·
The Leader of the House has very rightly pointed out: that these forests
are not merely commercial concerns and that they ha~e very important
:function to discharge. !If our forests are denuded, it is more' than. likely
that the water supplylin our rivers-and canals will be so ~adly jeopardised
that it will redound to the very great disaster of the samindara of this pro-,
vinoe.
The remaining stjm of Rs. 29,600 is paid to. th~ zamindars of Kangra;
where we have the Kangra · protected forest. The land belongs to the
.zamindars, but the trees belong to the Government. It ia a reserved forest.
These jmall dues, very small dues, are like· seniorage paid' 'to the zamindars
on the sale of produce.which we get from the forest. I am quite certain that
in view of what I have stated, my honourable friend will withdraw his
•

1

-OUt.

ii

Mr. President : ;

The question is-

I

That the grant be reduced by Rs. 79,~ with respect to the item of Rs. 1,29,600-Total
Miscellaneous,
.
i

The motion was l~st.
•

!·

t

•

Chaudhri Allah!Dad Khan :

I do not want to move my cut which I
intended to move to call attention of the Government to ieertain defects. .

The Ho~ourable Sir Henry Craik : A cut move~ with the object
-0f " calling attention] to certain defects " is extremely vague, and· cuts like
that are very. unfair ion the Government members who have .to deal with
that Head. "Certain'defoots"_is a very vague phsase, I would like a definite
.ruling, Sif, whether such cuts are in order. ·
!
'

i'

!:

'

-·

Mr. President:::

To enable Government to reply to· the criticism of
Government actions the members should always .state qlearly the object
of their symbolic outs,
:
Rai Bahadur Lala Sewak Ram (Multan division, non-Muhammadan,
.Rural) : Sir, I beg to move--; .
:
Thaj; the grant be reduced by Rs. 43,180with respect to th~ item of Rs. 93,180Allowances ay,d .Honorarla,

.

.-.

,

Sir, in moving this cut, my submission is that if allowances are not given
this year, the, work c* go on smoothly. I think it is quitJ easy to cut down
half of these allowances. I do not see any reason why G:overnment should
not reduce the expenditure, if they ~an, at least by reducing the allowances.
They can .safely save fithis mo~ey, especially in these days: ·.of financial stringency. I, therefore, move this cut. ·
..
Mr. President : i The motion is-=::.
1

That the grant be ~uced

by Rs. 43,180 with

Allq~ances ai;(d Honoraria.

respect ~ the ~t.em of &. 931180-
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Khan Bahadur Sardar Habib Ullah. (Lahore, Muhammadan, Rural)
(Urdu)-: Sir, I rise to support this cut. If you look at page 80 of the budget
estimates you will find that' voted pay of officers is shown to be Rs. 59,400
and non-voted pay of officers to be Rs. 2,861860: Similarly non-voted allowances and honoraria are shown to be Rs. 50,560 and voted allowances and
._honoraria to be Rs. 98,180. This shows that there miiy be some mistake
in these figures for when voted pay of officers is Rs. 59,400 how can the voted
allowances and honoraria possibly amount to Rs; 98,180.
Again, if you would look at the report · of the Retenchmont -eomIIlittee
you will find that the committee has recommended . the abolition of certain
allowances and honoraria granted to the officers and staff of the' Forest Department.
In Appendix E. of the said report the· committee has recommended· that the bonoraria granted to the conservators and assistant censer· VJ'),tors may be abolished as a measure of economy, Has the Government
cut these allowances in accordance with this recommendation of the Retrenchment Committee ? .I appeal to the GovermiJ.ent that they may very
kindly pay attention to the recommendations of the Retrenchment Committee in this respect and act according to them. · H the Government think
that these officers are low paid, then they should try to have' recourse to
some other method of augmenting their incomes. Let them increase their.
salaries. Increasing their income by granting them different kinds of allowances is not fair. An officer gets Rs. 100 as his substantive pay and you
give him Bs.: 50 as an allowance. This is anomalous. Granting an allowance to the extent
one half of the salary of an officer is most unreasonable. If according. to the recommendation of the Retrenchment Committee .
all the emoluments granted to-an officer are consolidated and shown as his
subtanstive pay it would be better as well as convenient. What is the use
of showing that the pay of an officer is comprised of so many items? The
argument that some allowance or other is always granted to an officer
is not a v.ery sound one. If an officer is appointed in a city, yougive him a
city or local allowance with an excuse that living in a city is very expensive.
if he is appointed for ajungle duty, again you give him an allowance. Living
in a jungle is not expensive but still you persist in giving allforeat officers.
allowances and honoraria. This practice of granting them allowances is
undesirable and should not be continued for any length of-time.
With'
these words I support this cut and request the honourable members to lend
it. their whole-hearted support.
-·
·

or

Diwan Bahadur · Raja Narenclra Nath. · (Punjab · Land-holdera;
General) (Urdu) : S~, r rise to support this cut. The ratio of expenditure
'incurred on this department -to the Income derivedfrom it is as 19: 20. As.
the income from this department is very small, it is necessary that its expenditure should be curtailed. The proposal made by my honourable friend
Bai Bahadur Lala Sewak Ram is a very sound one and if carried. out would
not cause any hardship to the officers concerned: My .honourable friend
has not suggested that the forests should be cut down or they should not be
maintained, If he had suggested such a thing, then it would have in some
way affected the income from this department. In its present form his suggestion is a very simple one and should be accepted. ' 'I'his, cut will only
affect the officers and not the jungles and as such.will not reduce the watersupply of the rivers. of 'catials. In these days of financial' string~cy this is.
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the best thing which Government can do. I request the Government to
accept t is cut.
With these words I heartily support -this amendment
and als request the honourable members to do the same.
:
Pi Akbar
(Ferozepore, Muhammadan; Rural) (Urdu) : Sir, much
discussi n has alre~dy taken place on these special allowances on some previous 'o ,casions. Tl;ie Government knows it that· thejhol'.lourable , members
· of this ouse are against the grant of such allowances. On previous occasions t ' Govemment did promise to abolish these allowances but. so far it
· has fail ;d to fulfil itsi promise. 'The Retrenchment . Committee had also. made
reco
rndations against these allo~ances and' r was wilder the impres~ion
that th,. Government would not hesitate to carry out the recommendations
of the ~etrenchmell.t Committee. Government adds to the salaries of its officers !PY giving them different kinds 9f allowances, for example," hillallowances, ~tty allowances, canal allowances, etc. In order to maintain the dignity
of the House it is essential that we should unanimously support this cut and
get it c~rried. The Government might be afraid of its officers. We are not;
then, wltiy should w~ hesitate to support this cut? As it is within the power of
the Go~ernment to icut. down all allowances with the exception of one alowance,' tl:i~refore, it sb.oul<l at once do away with these allowances. It is below
the digµity of a Gdvemment; to give money _to its officers in the form of
differe~~ kinds of aUowances. This does not look graceful. on the part of a
Govern~ent.
Ii the. Government is so desirous of granting them allowances
then it [should se~k .:some other and better excuse for doing so. The present
one is tpo flagrarit'-~nd unfair. With these words I support the amendment
under c9nsideratioti.~
'
- M~. S; K. Kitpalani (Revenue Secretary): Sir,
admit that the
subjec~!iof compensatory ?'llowances, indeed._allowances o~ all kinds, is liable
to exc11~ very st;rorj.g feelings on the other side of the B;qµse. Yet, we have
in this lf'D-atter to judge thing!! very. dispassionately so that we. :may not be
guilty qf any substantial- injustice to the subordinates and clerks who can illafford to undergo ti,ny kind of injustice. This total sum consists of three
items. Oneis the ~01ise rent allowance to clerks of Lahore·.an~ Rawalpindi,
Rs. 8,6~0. I am sure the honourable members on the other side will. be the
first .to!iadmit that :Lahore and Ra'Yalpinlli are really toJ> expensive places ;
and if we have clerk.§ there it is but Just that we should W:Ve them some house
rent a~owance in th··.ese .two statio . ns. . . The next item i.s ¢0.m.pensa. tory allowance t~I clerks and subordinates of· the various hill ,divisjons which comes to
Rs. 16~000. It cannot for one moment be disputed that forest stations in the
hills a~~ very expensive plac~s, arid clerks who ~ave t?'.liv'e there do really
spend more · money! than for instance .elerks l:!tationed· ii). .Lahore. .Mter .all
.t.he all?wances·. given to these. people a.re. only Rs .. 4 for fo.rest..ran.gers, R. s. 2
foi: de~~ty ra:µg'ers land .Rs. 1-8-0 for foresters. '.fl.ese v~ry_ small allowances
are th~ barest i;ninjmum that we. can· give to these clerks in justice and in
recognjtion ofthe f~ct th'at th,ey live in places whereliving _41 certainly dearer
than izj Lahore an4 other places. .A.s a matter of fact these items. of expenditure w~re ·exa~.ep. by the Retrenchment Committee aad even the gentlemen · I tliat committee who were wielding the axe pretty hard found it very
diffie .: to apply th!3 axe tothis very small item. The next.item is the sum
of Rs. 72,000 for (travelling allowance of officers, sub~rdµ:iates . and clerks.
I see om the bud~et that· as against a sum of one lakh (actuals) in 1980-81
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the travelling allowance for next year is only Rs. 72,000 (hear, hear). I put
it to the honourable members opposite that specially in the case of forest
.officers it is no use having them unless you enable them to travel, A forester
.sitting at his table is an anomaly and an anachronism and had better be
.abolished, If you.want to keep foresters you must allow him to travel.
'The very ·fact that travelling allowance has been cut down from one lakh
,(actuals) of 1930-31 to Rs. 72,000 shows the anxiety of the Government to
<mt down the expenditure under this head, and if I may say so, also shows
·the exte:r;it to which .the efforts of Government have succeeded. I hope this .
.motion for a cut will now be withdrawn.
Mr. President : The question isThat the grant be reduced by Rs. 43,180 with respect ·to the item of Rs. 93,180-Allowances and Honora.ria•

. The Council diviile(J,: Ayes 21; Noes 31.
AYES.
'Diwan Bahadur Raja Narendra
Khan Bahadur Malik Muhammad
Nath.
Amin Khan.
'Bai Bahadur Lala Sewak Ram.
Mr. Muhammad Din Malak.
Chaudhri Nazir Hussain.
1\'Ir. Nanak Chand Pandit.
'Lala Nihal Chand Aggarwal.
Khan Bahadur Sardar H.abib Ullah.
'Thakur Pancham Chand.
Khawaja Muhammad Ensof.
'Kanwer Mamraj Singh Chohan.
Chaudhri Riasat Ali.
Lala Jyoti Prasad.
'
Pir Akbar Ali.
'Lala Chetan Anand.
Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq.
Lala Gopal Das.
Chaudhri Ram Sarup.
'Lala Bhagat Ram.
Chaudhri Muhammad Abdul Rah:Lala Ramji Dass.
man Khan.
NOES.
J.\fr. C. G. Trever.
Mr. S. K. Kirpalani.
The Honourable Sir Henry Craik.
Mr. Miles Irving.
:Mr. H. Calvert.
The, Honourable Captain Sa:rdar
..Lala Labh Chand Mehra.
Sikander H;rat Khan •
.Mr. E. Maya_ Das.
Mr. J. W. Ream.
.
Dr. (Mrs.) M. C. Shave.
Mr. C. C. Garbett •
.Khan Sahib Shaikh Fa.ml Ilahi.
:Mian Mushtaq Ahmad.
iSardari Bahadur Captain Sardar
Mr. S. L. Sale.
. ·Jamneja Singh.
Maulvi Sir Rahim Bakhsh •
"The Honourable Dr. Gokul Chand . Mr. Owen Roberts.
Khan Sahib Makhdum Shaikh MuNarang.
hammad Hasan.
'The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan
Maulvi Imam-ud-Din.
Noon.
'The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogen- Mr. M.A. Ghani.
Sardar Sahib Sa.rdar Ujjal Singh.
dra Singh.
Sarda.r Bahadur Sardar Mohan
J\fr. P. Marsden.
h
· -. ·
.Mt. R. Sanderson.
mg ' '
.
Sardar Bahadur Sardar Sheo Narain
Mr. F. H. Puokle.
..Mr. R. P. Hadow,
Singh.
Guru Jaswant Singh.

s·

' -
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i!

• Presidel)t : The question isi t a. sum not e~ceeding ~- 13,68!600be granted

:

.I

to the Governor in Counoilto defray
the charg~ that will come m CO'QI"Se of payment for the year e~ding the 31st of
March, I ~133 in respect of Forests, ·
:

TJl,e motion
.:1

w! carried.

.

!'.

if

'1

i

---

,

fOREST (CA;pIT.ALEXPENDITURE) . Gn.A~iT.

T~e Honour~ble Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan : Sir, I beg -to mo-le•
·
:I
'I'.ha.t a sum nofiexceeding Rs. 4,06,700 be granted to the Governor in Counoil to
! ·
defray t~'e charges that will come in course of payment for the yea.r
;! ending the 31st of. March, 1933 in respect of Forest (Oapita.l Expenditure).

Tiw motwn" was

carried.

'

I

REGISTRATION GRANT•.

Tfie

0

Honour~ble Dr. Gokul Chand Narang : Sit, I beg to m:ove-

Tbat a sum notjexeeeding Rs. 74,300 be granted to the Punjab Government (Ministry
:i of Loeal Self-Government) to defray the charges tha~ will come in course of
![
payment for the year ending the 31st of March, 1933 in respect of Registration.

· Mr. Presidel)t:

The motion is-

~at a sum notj( exceeding Rs. 74,300 be. granted to the ~jab Gove~ent, (Ministry
'.
of Looa.I !:!.elf-Government,)to defray the chargesthat will come m course of pay:
ment for the year ending the 31st' of March, 1933 in respect of Registration.
I

,.

-' .

~

. '

.

Bahad~ Lala Sewak Ram : Sir, I beg to meve-« .

~

"'

'.Ilhatthe grant 1)e reduced by Rs. 20,000 with'respect to the item of Rs. 56,000-0ther
.:
Allowil.n~ and Honoraria-District Charges.

H~re again r:~ave the same arguments as I put before in connection·
-with s~r
allowances in the ~orest department. I waint to know.how the
Govenµnent works: out and amves at so much allowance as Rs. 56,000. T4e
.establii,hment char~es are put down as Rs. 15,000 and allowance are put
• -down a;s Rs. 56,00d,. I cannot understand how so much allowance is given•
.I think! it is too muph. I think Government can easily reduce it by Rs. 20,000
.and th!3 work can proceed without any loss of efficiency;
lVh'. Presidellt : The motion ~
·

be

4at the grant
reduced by Rs. 20,000 with respect to the 1tem of Rs. 56,000-0ther
Allowancesand Honoraria-Distriot.Charges;
,

T~e Honour-bleDr. Gokul Chand Narang (Minister for Local Self·G.ove~.ant):.
..
~t: ~eems my ho:I?-o?I'able ~end really+does not know how
.these ~~ems are disjributed. For his information I want to say that the pay of
,sub-re!P-9trars is otjly a n?minal fi~e. Su.b-registrars are recruited from the
landed! gentry of t~e provmoe and 1t ia only an allowance of Rs. SO per mensem tlj.at is· given: to some cif them. They are called departmental sub·regist~rs. There :j~e others w?o do not get ~y. salary at all. They are
·-honora.!ry. The Inh.m source of income to them, if 1t can be at all called an
:incom~, is eommiaaion on the fees which people who bring documents for
.:registti-tion pay t~ the Government. A certain pero~ntage on the fees~is
I
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.·
.
,givento them. The departmental sub-registrars get 10 per cent. of the fees
and the honorary sub-registrars get something like 88! per cent. if the fee
does not exceed Rs. 50 and in other cases perhaps 16f per cent. of the totaf
income on fees. It is in this way that the sub-registrars are paid. . Prim6;'.
Jacie, no doubt one who did not know how these allowances are·paid would
certainly feel a little surprised·like my honourable friend how people who
get a total salary of Rs. 15,000 are paid Rs. 56,000 in the form of allowances
and honoraria. As I said this is really the commission paid to them in
lieu of pay. It is not like the Lahore allowance or forest or jungle allo.w!:l,nce
or scarcity allowance or anything of that sort. It stands entirely distinct
from those allowances. It may be considered as salary paid to the subregistrars. Only they are paid out of the registration fees paid to the Government. Even here Government has already made all possible.reductions
as would appear at a glance from pE!,ge 87 of the budget. The provision for·
these allowances in 1981-82. was Rs. 78,900 and for the budget year it is.
only Rs. 56,000-a reduction of Rs. 28,000, or about 80 per cent. I do not
think that a further reduction could be 'made in the incomes of these gentle.., men who are men of position, men who have rendered very. distinguished
· service to the Government. It would be very unfair and hard upon some
of them if a further reduction is made in their commission. I may also
inform my honourable frj.end that a limit has been fixed by the Government, and that is Rs. 5,000 and no sub-registrar can receive more than
Rs. 5,000 annually even if the commission on fees exceeds this amount.
Already some of these gentlemen have felt a sort of grievance and have
complained that their incomes have been _ruthlessly cut. down. With this
information before him, I hope my honourable friend would not press this.
cut.
Rai Bahadur Lala Sewak Run: -In the circumstances ..explained,
by the Honourable Minister I beg leave to withdraw the motion.
The motion. was by leave withfirawn.
Mr. President : Th~ question is(

That a sum not exceeding Rs. 74,300. be granted to the Punj9ib Government, (Ministry
of Local Self-Government) to defray the charges that will come in · course of·
payment for the year ending the 31st of March, 1933 in respect of Registration,

The motion was carried.
ilt~IGATION GRANT.

The Honoarable

I beg to move-

Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan : Sir, .

That a sum not exceeding Rs. 89,52,900 JJ.llgi;anted to 'the_ Governor in Council 'to defray
the charges that will come in cofirlle.of payment for the year ending th!" 31st of'
'
March, 1933 in respect of Irrigation.
·

Mr. President : The motion is~
That

a sum not exceeding

Rs. 89,52,900 be granted to the Governor in Council to defray
the charges that will come in course of payment fqr the year ending the 31st of. ·
March, 1933 Inreapeot of Irrigation.
·

·Rai Bahadur Lala Sewak Ram: Sir, I beg to move-,-,.;
That the grant be reduced by Rs. 4,00,000 with respect to the item
l\iet--B-Maintenanoe and Repairs (Provincial).

of Rs. 46,56,000,- -

'

:, •
'.;

I'
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I think a reduc,tion can easily be made here. The arguments which I
'.hav~ already advanped in connection with other'motions also apply in this
-ease, namely, that ~his is a deficit year and wherever large sums are being
.asked by: Government something should be cut and the least that can be
-eut in the present ~se is, I think, 4 lakhs. Under the head ., Maintenance
and Repairs,". a ~ood deal of saving can be effe~ted. Urider this hea~
-eomes the maintenance of canals, channels and rajbahas and ,other repair
works. Those of Jlhy honourable friends who are well-acquainted with
-eanal repairs that alre going on know very well how the repairs are done;
. In many places money is paid to the contractors for petty repairs only
such as renewing of: old borrow-pits and thus every year .Iakhs and lakhs of
·rupees are being spent on maintenance and repairs. If you look at page 91,
'it will be noticed th~t the amount has not been brought down by the Government v~ry much. ': Every year so rnuch money cannot,; be spent on maintenance and repairs. Another thing I fail to understand is why a lot of
money is spent eve:riy year on channel banks which are kept in such a good
-order.· I have fcmrid that hundreds of labourers are always employed' on
-.these banks becauseif am told one officeror other is visiting the place.
There is anothir point. This money is spent on channels which are
i
really not so much in neld of repairs, but Govern4
\ P.M. _
::
ment officershave to spend this.money because the
:money has been sanctioned and the sub-divisional officers say they have
.to spend this money' by the 31st of March or it will lapse, This only shows
-that they really do ~10t require so much money for maintenance and repairs
·On these banks, Tliey get money as a matter of course and they have to
spend that lest theyishould be found fault with for false • budgeting.. From
my personal experience of moving about these canal areas I know that
maintenance and repairs, unless there is a special rajbah~ to be built do not
require so much money. The proof of this is in the fact that Government
is reducing every year the cost of maintenance. They have reduced it in
.8 years from 79 lakfi.s to 46 lakhs.. ·n they can reduce.this amount from 79
:to 46 lakhs, they can further reduce it by 4 lakhs more. I do not mean to
.suggest that the bahk should be allowed to get ruined. This is a deficit
_year and hence the riecessity for retrenchment. They can spend more money
.next year when they have more money. I think that: the money is not
being rightly used !in this department. Government has been reducing
it every year and they can, therefore, I believe,' make still further redue.tion.
·
Mr. President : The motion isThat the grant. be reduced by Rs. 4,00,000 with respect to the item of Rs. 46,51),000Net-B,-M~intenanceand Repairs (Provincial),

Mr. R. P. Had«.w (Chief Engineer) : I thirik it 'will make matters
-plain to this House i.f I read out- a statement of the expenditure on maintenance and repairs duting_,the last" few year~. kt 1927-28 we spent 5~! Iakhs ;
that was a normal -:1ear, there were no big floods and the expenditure was
normal. In 1928-29:: expenditure rose to 65! lakhs ; that was a year when
there were heavy floods in the Chenab. In 19~9-80, the expenditure was
84! lakhs ; in 19.80-31 it was 78 lakhs and. the expenditure rose this year,
.as this House very well knows, on account of the disastrous floods in the·
.Jhelum and the· Ch~nab which we have not yet finished 'with;, In 1981~82
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we werit in for drastic economy and also we had no heavy floods or disasters
to contend ; our expenditure was 47£ lakhs. :!invite the ~ttention _of the
House to the difference between 78 Iakhs and 47 lakhs. T,his year we are
budgeting for still less, i.e., 46flakhs. It will be observed that in comparison
with the year 1927-28 we are spending 20 per cent. less, and if this cut we:reaccepted, we will have to spend27 per cent. less than the year 1927-28, which
was a normal year. I think the House will realize that a cut of 4 lakhs on a.
figure which has already been.cut down so much is literally impossible.
In this connection I would -like to invite the attention of honourable members
to a sentence in: the budget speech· ·of the Honourable Finance Member.
In dealing with the reduction in ~xpenditure he ~a.ys :
._
Thls reduction has OJJ.ly

been

effected by curtailing expenditure on essential services
such as the maintenance and repairs of canals buildings and communications, etc.~
on which the ultimate prosperity of the provtnee very largely depends, to thebarest minimum compatible with safety.

and I draw attention to this :
I -do not think it would be safe to maintain expenditure on such objects at 'the present,
low level much beyond the current year.
·

And the honourable member wants to cut down this figure still more r
The honourable member mentioned a few ways by which he thought expendi-,
ture could be reduced. He referred to the maintenance of banks. AJ
members of this House most probably know; Government has refused all.
passes on canal banks _ with the object- of entirely reducing expenditure.
The result is that we have been able to reduce our maintenance staff to a very
low figure. The honourable mover has probably noticed beldars looking
after the roads. They too have a good deal of other work to do. In most
cases theyare asked to look after the plantations-and banks as well as roads.
The honourable member introduced a rather extraordinary argument that if
the expenditure could be reduced from 78 Iakhs to 47 lakhs, it could be still
more reduced in the year under consideration. Of course the big reduction:
is due to the expenditure on floods not having been provided, and in this
connection I would like to remind the House that this figure we are asking
for is for ordinary repairs arid maintenance without any extra expenditure
due to floods and other calamities; I hope they would not· occur, but if phey ·
do, it would be inevitable that more money will have to be spent. I hopethat with this explanation, the honourable member will withdraw his'
amendment.
President:" The question is-

M:z-.

That the grant be reduced by Rs. 4,00,000 with respect to the item of Rs. 46,56,000-Net-B-Maintenance
and Repa.ris (Provincial).
·
·

TM motion. was lost.

Mr. E. Maya Das

(Nominated, non-official) :

Lbeg to move-

That the grant be reduced. by Be, l · with respect to the item of Rs. 10,000..:...:Qetaileci;
·
Account No: XIII-A (1) 0-(3} S'1,tlej Valle1_Project.
·

Sir, I move this cut to draw the a~tention of Government to lack of'
provision . of a bridge on Mohanke Guruharsahai road· in the . Ferozepur
district where this road is crossed by a branch of the Eastern Canal. . This:
: road connects the town.of Gumharsahai with. an arterial road, that is th

•

I!
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Ferozepur-Fazilka ro~d, so this is not an unimportant r9ad ... About four;
or five years ago whf the Eastern Canal was being dug qut and its distributaries w.ere con~tra;~ted, then. this road. was crossed by! he distri~utaries
where a kacha bridga was provided,' and 1t was understood that ultimately·
tliis bridge would be made a pucca one, but for some· reasqns another bridgehas been built abou~l a quarter of a mile above this poii;it and the bridge,
that was built at firit has been dismantled. The resulf'is that the public:
have ~o go about a quarter of a mile and back and thu~ they are put to,
unnecessary trouble ~d inconvenience by having to trav,erse a· longer distance. It may be tl:l;at there are good reasons for consttjicting this bridge·
far off, but I beg t:tj.at-thosereasons may kindly be brought to the notice _of
the people of Ferozej11mr, in this neighbourhood.
·
t.

Mr .. President : The motion ~

,

_

That the grant be .redueed by Re. I 'l'rith respect to the item o(Rs. 10,000-Detailed:
Account No. ;:xm:~A (I) 0-(3) Sutlej Valley Project.
:1

Mr. R. P. Had~w (Chief Engineer) : I wish to explain .that when a.
distributary is constructed the Irrigation Department make proposals tothe Deputy Commis~ioner concerned as to where _bridges should be eonstructed. When agreement is reached the Irrigation Department consults
the CommunicationsBoard as to the class of bridge that is to be built, whether
it is to be a district ~oad bridge, village road bridge or arterial_ road bridge;
I have no reason to doubt that this method was followedinJhe present case;
but in the short notiee I have had, I have been unable
get at the facts.
lean only suppose that there has been somealteration onthe arterialroad;
and that the bridge was built in the most suitable spot, but I am not sure•.
The Government wiU make inquiries about this and mak~ such alterations.
as appear desirable. : I hope with this assurance the honourable member
will withdraw his amendment.
:

tq

1

Mr. E. Maya Dp.s In'View of the assurance of the honourable member
I beg to withdraw this motion.
·
}-1
The motion was 1r!J leave withdrawn.
Mr. E. Maya D*s {Nominated, non-official): Sir, i beg to move--

That' the grant -be reduced by Re. I with respect po the item of :Rs. 4,0,000-Detailed
Account No. Xlll-A-(1)-P.
(4) Unit No. 7 (.Bikaner Oa,na,l).

My object is to 4ra,w the attention of Government t{the fact (a) thatthe opening of the Bikaner Canal has led to .the raising of the sub-soil water
level during the s-u.mfuer months in the neighbourhood o~ village Loothar,.
tahsil Fe'rozepur, so a;6 to cause serious inconvenience, (b) that in the neighbourhood. of village ][astake, tahsil Ferozepur, the Bikai;ier Canal has . cut
across a natural draip.age without a suitable escape haviµg been provided
for storm water, (c) that in this neighbourhood saltpetre has appeared wherethere was none previously.
:.
.
_
The Bikaner Can!l is a lined canal, but-at a distance df about five miles:
~om. the riv?r .the. Clj,nal is unlined and during the sunup.er mont.bs when.
1t rams the irrigation from the Grey canal added to the, percolation from
the Bikaner - Canal ~kes. the sub-soil water in the neighbourhood rise very
high, and particula~rl'; - in the case of this village the percolation of water
goes above t.he. gro ~. level. T.his village is situated clo~e. to .the Bikaner
Canal ; on the oth : side at a short distance is the high embankment of the,
11

,!
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:railway line which goes from Fero:Zepur to Fazilka. . This village unfoitu,;
· nately comes between the two high embankments and the water level is so
high, that these people are living for some· months 8,B if in an .Island. Tll.e
nearest place to which they could go. for dry land is 'the embankment of the; ·
Bikaner Canal, but they have to either wade or swim across the water, to
do so. The water sometimes eve:i:i)nters the floors of the people's residences.
by oozing. out of the ground. Under. these circumstances· it would be easy ·
to imagine· that these poor villagers are put to considerable inconvenience.
Their houses not. J;ieing, pucca ones ·fall_ down and many houses during the
last two or three yeats have collapsed arid the poor people have had to
rebuild them. The civil authorities' have · been very sympathetic in this'
matter and have made enquiries and got lists prepared of the losses which the
people have suffered. This has given them hopes that compensation would
be paid for the losses they have suffered, and they are patiently waiting
for compensation to be awarded. One very small measure would afford'
considerable relief to these people and that is this. · If an earth embankment
were constructed from the village.up to the canal embankment, then when:
there is water all round, the people will at least -be able to.walk across to the
canal embankment and from there communicate with the outside world.
The next point is about the natural drainage being crossed by the
Bikaner Canal and no suitable escape provided .. About four or five years
ago in the month of September so much water had accumulated that the
Bikaner Canal embankment had to be cut and for some days the accumulated
water was flowing down into the canal and was thus carried off. Last year
the engineers of the Bikaner Canal built an escape, or :1, syphon to carry
the water to the other side. But either the syphon was not large enough
or for some other reason the water was not carried away and the · embankment . had again to be cut to give tbe peopleol. the area some relief. Formerly this natural drainage affected the Grey Canal system and the Grey
Canal authorities had taken noJe of it. They had provided escapes for it
wherever their canals or their distributaries were crossed by the natural
drainage. · The Ferozepur-Fazilka Railway authorities ·have also provided
an escape for this drainage. But the Bikaner Canal department hitherto
'has not provided suitable escape for this water. ··
Lastly I would bring to the notice of Government that in this vicinity
saltpetre has appeared in places where it didnot exist before. To the villages
nearby I happened to make enquiries myself and I was assured by the
people th.at .Itpetre had appeared "':nd in some eases the water. keeps standing so long and the soil is wet for such a long period that the people are not
able to. sow their rabi crop in time. The sowing is delayed· and hence the
crop which is-too late does not gi~ a good harvest.
.
My object in moving this motion is merely to bring tb~se ip.atters to the
:notice of Government.
. .
. ·
·· . ·

a

s

Mr. President : _ Motion moved- .' ·

That the grant be red~cedby Re. 1 with 1't;S~ctto tilt; item. :~f

a.

i11. 40,000-Detail~d.'

Account No. XIII-A (1)-P. (4) U:mt No. 7 (Bike.ner Canal).

Mr. P.Hade)\\f (Chitlf Engme~r) : ~ir, Iiiliall'deal'.w:i~h the second
point of the hoiio'!ll'able membet. first because I ·think truit when I explain ·•
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-that, the . other two points raised will have been made elear, The Bikaner
Canal, it is true, crosses a very low natural drainage. It has a very. small
.eatehment area and \iy itself the amount of rain water collected against the
.eanal bank would beilextremely small. For that reason no special drainage
· crossing was made o~ the canal. Unfortunately it was overlooked that the
district board canal, bne of the Grey Canals called the Butawar Canal, had
its tail in this area. ' When the river is high and when there is rainfall and
· when the demand for water is low, the Butawar Canal acts ar:i a means of
increasing the inflowhf water into this area largely. 'I'his.ias my honourable
· friend has said, was realised almost at once and the accumulation of water
against the canal bank was, I may say, a great surprise tq the canal officers.
At first they arranged for some meeting drains and a pump into the canal.
Later a syphon was;: built under the Bikaner Canal and ithe Eastern Canal
. and this was expected to relieve the amount of water collected. Unfortunately it was later discovered that the outfall of this drain had been blocked
• further. down and a ;~bird syphon is now being built under a distributary
· of the Eastern Canallwhieh will now allow the water to pass down the river.
I · think that it will be found that this year the rain water that collects in
this closed drainage area will pass away without much damage. The leading
· drains that were made would also remove the water which percolates from the
Bikaner Canal. Lastly with this area kept free from standing water it is
. hoped th.!tt the threat of saltpetre to which it is now subjected will be removed.
I have made a note pf the honourable member's suggestions about an earth
· embankment from the village to the canal and will bring them to Govern. ment's notice.
·
Mr. E. Maya Das : May I ask the Chief Engineer if steps will be taken
for grant of compensation to those people whose houses .have collapsed on
account of this rising in the sub-soil water level ?
M. R. P. Hadriw: I am afraid that I did not read into the remarks
· of the honourable member as to his object in giving notice of this cut anything
about the payment of compensation. I am sorry that I have not had the
· opportunity to look+into it. I will, however, have enquiries made on it.
Mr. E. Maya Das : Th view of the assurance given I beg leave to with. draw the motion.
·
The motion

w~: by leece withdrawn.

Rai. Bahadur .taia Sewak Rams . I mov0-'That the grant be ·:reduced by Rs. 2,00,000 with respect to .the item of Rs. 4,10,190-XOther Charges-15-1-Works in charge of Chief Engineer, Irrigation Works.

My object is to urge that 'all these works .need not bebaken in hand this
year. There is no e:i:planationas to what the o~her charges comprised in this
. item are. But Government· wants the Council to sanction a large sum of
Rs. 4,10,190 and otjly mention that they are for "Other Charges." It is
briefly put down here and I do not find any explanation of it in the momorandum either. It takes one by surprise to find Government trying to get sanction for such a large' item with no explanation regarding it. · Because no explanation has been given I think that these other charges are insignificant and
lllllID;poi'~ant and . c~ be :t~duced by half.. I gathered from· t~e _wor~s.'.
"Irrigation Works '!1 'that this money was gomg to be spent on new irrigation
-works somewhere, new channels to be dug-or new work constructed. This

19~
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being a deficit year I urge that 'suoh works should wait. Thus, in -the first:
place I do not understand what Government means by ' Other Charges ' · and".
then, if the money is intended for new irrigation works, I urge that they need:
not be taken in hand this year. · 1 think, therefore, that. the· provision canbe reduced by, Rs. 2 lakhs,
·

,

.

.

Mr. President :

Motion moved-

That the grant be reduced by Rs. 2;00,000 with respect to the item of Rs. 4,10,190,. X-Other Charges-16-I-Works
in charge of Chief Engineer, Imgati9n Works--

Mr. R. P. Hadow (Chief Engineer): Sir, the honourable member was
one of those who. complained that the. budget did not contain sufficient in-formation for him on which he could base his outs.
If he will see page 102, 15-1-Head,
Irrigation, he will find" Jv1:isoellaneous Expenditure'. and other items.
If ho.will turn to the next page, h&·will find details on page 108. · The item of Rs. 4,10,1.90 is made of 8 items.
The first item is of Bhakra project. . If you deduct 2 lakhs, then you .
also take away Rs. 8,58,000. which is meant for Bhakra project.
i
Another item is of "Bs. 15,500 for "Working Rating
Tank" and
" Storage Investigation." This expenditure is for rating meter for taking;
-.. river discharges. For these river discharge observations,
the item is.
Rs. 87,290. _ We have to take these discharges to meet the statistics re-·
quired by the Indus River Commission in connection with the amount ofwater we can take out from the river and to know how much is due from"
Bombay Government. If we do not take this discharge, we have no case
to put forward.
-Rai Bahadur Lala Sewak Ram: Bir, I beg leave to withdraw theout proposed by me.
The moticm was
_

b-y leave withdrawn.

Khan Bahadur Mian Muhammad Hayat ~eshi

(Sha.hpur Westt-.

Muhammadan, Rural), (Urdu) : Sir, I beg to mov.eThat the total grant be reduced by Re. I. .

Sir, this question has been so often debated in this House and more than·
once resolutions to this effect have been moved and so many times the House-has decided unanimously that· a considerable reduction should be. made in
the aoiona; It was previously recommended by this House that a 50 per cent.'
reduction should be made in the abiana.

The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan : On .a-~·
point of order, Sir. I should like to draw your attention to .this out. It is ·
moved ~ the working expenses. The honourable member wants lo reduoe': the rate of abianaa,nd the net. result of this would be that it would raise the:
income instead of reducing the obioma:

Mr. President:

_It is a symbolic out.

=-

The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan : . But notunder this head. It can come under Demand No. 8. I do not want, however.,.
to press that abjection. I simply wanted to draw your attention to it.
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Khan Bahadur Mi&J1 Muhammad Hayat Qureshi : I was explaining that the attentioni!of this honourable House has been so ofteninvited to
the sad plight of the [zamindar in · these days of acute financial stringency
and his inability to paf off the present high rate of abiana. . The Government
have. always pressed that water is a commercial commodity and abiana is
the compensation oharged for the expenses which the State has to incur to
make the canal water available for the lands of the zamindar, hence it has got
no connection whatever with the low prices of the agricultural produce. But
I want, most respectfully, to remind. the Government that at the time when
the rate of abiana was raised it was stated by Sir John Maynard that-it was
done on the ground that the rates of the agricultural produce had gone high
and the zamindars were making large profits. The House, agreed with him
and recommended fo!r an increase in the obioma. But now when the rates
of agricultural produce have so hopelessly ·gone down the Government are
bringing forward the excuse that water is a commercial commodity and no·
reduction can be made in abiana. I want to take this opportunity to tell the,
Government that if a' reduction in the present rates of obioma is not made,
they will have no commercial advantage either. l have not been able to
collect full estimates, as there is ample time yet for making: correct estimates
about the rabi cultivations.
But I am sure that cultivation with regard to
rabi crops has considerably decreased. The poor zamindars cannot pay the
Government dues at a'time when the prices of their products are so low in the
market. S_o they have no other alternative but to .give up the cultivation
which entails on them the cumbersome load of Government dues. Cannot
the Government, I as~, realise that with a dectease in cultivation their own
receipts are sure to go down ? Wheat is. the most important crop of the robi
harvest. The greatest amount of abiana is realised on this · crop. But
now the zamindars feel themselves unable to pay the high rate of abiana levied
on wheat and they are gradually cultivating less and less wheat. Fortunately
the· rates were a bit favourable at the time of the commencement of rabi
cultivations this year 'and the zamindars began the cultivation of wheat in a.gambler's· spirit. But their spirits are drooping now and they are not likely
to resume cultivationi; with the previous enthusiasm. I want to assure the·
Government that a reduction, in the present rate of abiano. will have a very
wholesome effect on their receipts. They will not have to 'face any loss, but
on the other hand, th~y will see an increase in their income because the zamindars who are now giving up. extensive cultivations on account of the dread
of the heavy burden of Government dues will resume their work with new
enthusiasm and with a sense of relief and will be paying their liabilities without any murmur or hesitation.
'

The Government-have so many times stated that the profits on the canal
department are very small and there is very little scope for remissions in thecanal charges. But I want to bring to their notice that they conveniently
ignore the huge profits which they are making by the sale of the vast tracts,
of lands on the various canals.
Lands which could not bring them Rs. 5
per acre previously al\e being sold at the rate of.Rs. 40() or more per acre.
after the construction of canals.
·

The Honou~abJe Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan : That is-.
why we had not to r4ise very big loans.

The money received by the sale of
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these lands was utilised· for carrying on progressive· sohe:ln.es · in the Canal
Department;
·

Khan Bahadur Mian Mnb,rnrnad Hayat · Qureshi: My,submission is this, that if yon include the money received by the sale of t~o~e
lands, yon can easily show muoh profit. The loan whiohwaa tak,en from the,
Government of India was. obtained at a very cheap rate .of interest; that is, ,
3 per cent. per annum. . When you have not to pay any exorbitant rat~ of
interest, you should not try to make much profit on your : eapitel ·. All of us
.know that all the canals, with the exception of the Sutiej Valley Project, are
paying huge profits. The Lower Qhenab Canalhaa peen paying, 25 per cent.,
.SO per cent. and 40 per cent'. profits; Most.of OU!' oana.ls have long paid back
the capital invested on them, Under these circumstances the Governmeiit
should seriously consider the question of lowering the-present rates of abiana.
I have not made any binding demand from the .Governnient,
I do not pro,
' pose iii one-half or . one-fourth cut, in the abiana. M;y submission is that. the
obiana .should be reduced to a 'reasonable extent' and I earnestly hope _that
this legitimate demand will be favourably considered by the Government and
they will have no objection to its acceptance. With these words I commend
. my motion to the. House.
Mr. President : The motion is :- .
That the total grant be reduced by Re. 1. .

Chaudhl'i Allah Dad l,(han J1\mba.la division: N~rth-El},St,. Muham;;
rnadan, Rural) : Sir, I rise tosupport the amendment moved by the honourable member for Sargodha. There is no .doubt that abiana in the Punjab· has
been continuously increased to about :five times of what it was some ten years
ago. (An honourable memoer i. No, no). The a[nana on sugarcane was ten annas
some ten years ago. (Th;e· Honourable Captain Sar<l,ar§ikande-r Hyat Khan :
, No, never). The arguments advanced by the honourable member art'), quite
convincing. I shall giye one fact which perhaps has -been overlooked a.id
which Ldo not think willbe refutedby any of the members 011 the Government Benches. . In the United Provinces. the cost of maintaining and running
canals is as muoh as.it is in the Punjab and yet in. the United. Provinces alna,na
has been reduced by .about 'one-fourth and in some oases even one-half,
whereas no reductions bav() yet been made. in the Punjab. I shall.give an,
example of how ludicrous the state of things are on the Agra Canal, , Parfi
of the Agra. Canal is under the management of the United Provinees
and partly where the Canal passes near Bonepat, under the management 0£
the Punjab Government. On the same canal two different rates are prevailing. In the United Provinces they charge less rate than in !he Punjab. The
zamindars in the Punjab are not better-off than those of-the United Provinces
.snd so, the same considerations which apply in the, United Provinces- must
1
hold good in the Punjab also.
·
The other argument' that the can~ls are run on a eommerdial basis does
not hold water. · Does it mean that the Government is dealing with canals
for commercial purposes only,'and that the interests of the za:nfuida:rs are-not ,
its concern ? If the zamindars a!e faced with some kind of stringency, say
, , ::famine, will the Government still insist onits pound of flesh ? · It must haye
: some .eompession and. pity for the zammdars. . Theta
doubt thiit th~

is ·no
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price of agricultural ~ oduce rose and so the rate of abiana also was raised.
Where then, does thef ommercial consideration come in ? : This obioma was
raised ~ecause the prf.1es of agri.cultural produce had risen:.·.· and. t.hese rates.
have smce been eonti uously raised.
· ;
1
Further, if the c~ ps of a zamiridar get damaged, he :very ~eldom gets
remission. It seems t~at there are secret instructions to zilladara that they
should refuse remissidn, (An Honourobie member: No). .Some technical
excuse is found for re~using remission .. , If a zamindar puts in a claim for
remission he is asked . to produce it after parchi is given.' If he produces a.
parchi which is given iio him after the crop is gathered, he is refused the remission because he didlbot put in his claim earlier and therefore it is not possible to assess the amount of damage. 'This is the state of things.ever since
the canal department passed into the hands of the irrigation, officers. When
• tlie canal administration was transferred to the charge of :tahsildars in the
Ambala division, I aiin sure the Chief Engineer will support me, that the
income from these canals was low, because the tahsildar used.to charge proper
obuma. But the ca,naJ people raised such a hue and cry over it and said that
this department did not work well and so the Government reverted to the old
system. Now these canal officers put exhorbitant rates on zamindars. Theassessing officers of the Canal Department are of a very low'status and so are
notcompetent to assess the rates of obiana, They are not actuated by any
consideration for the samindars · and they charge according ti:> their sweet will
and pleasure, The result is that the zamindar has - been. groaning under
.this heavy rate and does not find any escape from 'it, The zamindars are'
accustomed to canal water and they cannot afford to forego it. It is, therefore,
up to the Canal Department to· seriously consider the question of reducing.
tl!e rates ofabiana suitable for the samindars.
With these words I support
, tfie motion for reduction.
, ' ·
'

Khan Haibat Ji.ban Daha (Mult~n East, Muhammad&.µ, .Rural),
(Urdu) : Sir, I fully agree with the honourable mover in so far as he has said
that it is time that water-rate should be reduced to a reasonable extent. Needless to say that if the zamindars had. not been very m~~h. hard pressed
on account of the present excessive rate of abiana, this matte» would not
have come up before the Council so often and I may also assure theGovemment that if it had reduced abiana to a reasonable extent, the zamindara would
have been more than satisfied and also obliged for ever.
'
.J
:
' .:
As has been said so often . before, the prices.' of agricultural
produce have not remained the same and, it is but just! and. right that
water-rate should not also. remain, the same, and thap it : should be
reduced according 11,s tpe prices have gone down. In eonsidering thismatter the Government should also bear in mind that the productive power
of the lands has now very much decreased. '-These lands now yield much
less produce than those which so far enabled the zaminders to pay land revenue and obioma according to the present rates. Added to.i] there is another
diffic1;1Ity to which therttention of the Gove~ent has been'iavited on many
· oeoaaions before. I sijill not be far wrong 1f I say that not\even the fourth
part of th(:) reasonable ~:- emission on account of kharaba is giyen to the zamin:~ars · and in. cases in w, iieh some ·of the samindars succeed in getting such a.
remission, theyhav().t~ paylarge sums exceeding, in:Inost cases, the amount of.:
'
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remission to the petty officialsof the Canal Department ranging from patwaris
to the zilledars. Under the circumstances one is' justified in saying that
no remission is granted to the zamindars on aceount of khar<iba.
Every timo we make this request to the Government that abiana should
be reduced, we are told that the canals are no more than a commercial
concern and it is a sort of a· bargain between the Canal. Department and the
zamindars to supply water at a fixed rate so far as the Canal Dep,artment is
concerned and to take water at that rate so far as the zamindars are concerned. This reply is given to the zamindars, because the Govenrment feels that
the former are simpletons and have nothing else to fall back upon, except the
cultivation of lands. Otherwise it would ·have hesitated and thought twice
before giving such a reply. If tne zamindars had been able to do without
these lands and had not cultivated them for a~ least one year, . the Goveni>.
ment would have realised to its cost that this threat so often given to the
zamindars had little force in it (hear, hear). But it is a pity that the poor and
helpless zamindars have to put up with this threat and have to meet, though
very unwillingly, the demands of the Government. .,, The Government is
.perhaps under the impression that because the zamindars have been paying
all its dues, they are very well off. But this is wrong. These zamindsrs,
besides being helpless, are very loyal and obedient. They do not want to
embarrass the Government so far as they can, but it does not mean that the
Government should in turn fail to do its duty to the zamfudars. It ought to
have realised that it is like a shepherd and the zamindars Pare like its flock of
sheep and as the shepherd takes special care of his most valuable sheep-and zamindars are undoubtedly eight times . more valuable than any other
:Community-the Government ought to have taken special eare to safeguard
-their interests. It should not have shown so much indifference in regard to
them simply because they do not know how to raise hue and' cry. I may
warn the Government that with the death of its most valuable sheep as the
zamindars are, it is also sure to be ruined. With these words I support the ,
motion before the House. 1
.
Chaudhri Riasat Ali. (Gujranwala, Muhammadan, .Bural}:
Nowhere, I think, are the rules of justice and equity trampled
under foot or cruelly neglected as in the Irrigation Department. There are some outstanding instances of the lack of
the sense of proportion .which I must bring to the notice of the
honourable members of this House. First of all, take the case of nonperennial canals. All the non-perennial canals -are expected under the
mles to open on the 15th of April and to close on the 15th of October. That
is, there must be ample supply of water for six months, But the practice
invariably is____;.at least in. my own district-that instead of opening on the
15th of April, they open on the 1st of June and close on the 15th of October.
·This means that water is supplied only for·41 months and not for six months.
'Therefore abiana should be reduced by the same proportion of one-fourth,
because the period for which the water is actually supplied is less by one0fourth than the period for which the water is promised .to be supplied.
Another question is about rauni. What is rauni '} Rauni . is watering
.of a ploughed-field once with canal water. The rule is that <ibiana should
'he charged at the rate of eight ail.nas per acre if that field is left unsown.
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.But if the poor zaminda« happens to throw some sor~ of seed in that
'
:
very field, the tables are turned upon him. Sup·
h.M.
i
pose he sows a maund of whel).t in·that partiouJar field, what is th~ result? . The result is that abian~ is charged. at the
.rate of Rs. 8-12-0 p~r acre in spite of the fact that no additional supply of
water is given. Had the . Irrigation Department _given him an · additional
.supply of water, there would have, been some justificatioh for charging the
,abi,q,na at higher r~te .. When he does not give water aft~r the rouni, where
jg the harm whether the field is left unsown or sown, ifo long as he does
.notget any additional supply of water?
\.
Another point t6 which I wish to draw the attentiott of the House is
·this. -Bupposing a ifield of cotton is watered by canal lwater .and cotton·
·is sown in that field: Under the rules the department will charge abiana
.as far as the cotton crop is concerned. But there will be aworld of difference
-iI a handful of maize seeds are thrown along with the cottQ~ seeds. Abwna
· is charged both on cotton and on maize.
·
The . Honoura~le Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan : No,
·jt is not correct.
·
·
Chau.dhri .Ria~t Ali : · Yes, it is charged as fodder. Now maize
-does not require any additional water or · any special water mixed with
, special salts or with speciel metal for which Government! has to bear addi-:tional expenses. If does not also require more water than cotton. So
fhere is no justification for charging two sorts of rates for •crops sown in one
.and the same field.
Another point is this. . You might have seen in the gazette of last
·week some facts and figures· regarding the number of acr~s irrigated in the
"last kharif and rabi and· also the number of acres irrig~ted by the canal
-water during the current.year.
It shows a reduction ot'not less than one
"lakh of acres. It slows how people cease to cultivate l~nd on account of
i;he increase in abiana. The instances that are given show where reductions
could be 'made and where abiana could be reduced, With these remarks,
1: support the motion.
""
!i
· ·
Chaudhri Muhammad Abdul Rahman Khan (Jullundur, Muham. madan, ·Rural) (Urdu) : Sir, in support of this motio;n· I need hardly
.J>omt out that a. marked change has come about in the eeonomie condition
.of the zamindars more than any other community. i The prices of
.agrieultural produce have gone down very low. . Thes~· are now less by
four or five times the prices on the basis · of which the pres,~nt rate of abiana
·was fixed· and, therefore, justice and equity demand that thes~rates should
.now be reduced. But it is a pity 'that whenever this request is made
the Government always turns it down by saying that ~ the zamindars
are not able to pay abw,na at this rate, why do they not give up the cultivation oflands 'l Such an answer, to say the least, does not'befit the Government and its very able officers. . I am here 'reminded of Ja story of an· old
woman who after tr$,velling over a long distance came to Mahmud 'King
.of Ghazni and' IIU1,de ;this complaint that her only son had been murdered
.by dacoits. He replied that it was not possible for hitii. to keep control
- -over a very remote part of his realm. She, is said to hate retorted," Why
.then did ·you annex'that part of the world to your real~?''. Similarly
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- I ask Government if it ·cannot help the zamindars in their present distress,
- why it does not leave the administration of the country _to better hands.
- Is it not strange that when we ask for help, · the Government asks us to
give up our lands if we cannot pay the Government dues"? >If zamindars
give up their lands, the whole administration of. the country would .eome to
a· stand still. I can say without fear of contradiction· that· th~ welfare of
the money lenders and in fact that ofthe Government ~tself . depends· upon
the welfare of the zamindars. If the latter are happy and prosperous, every
thing will be all right. But if they are economically hard pressed; it 'will
adversly affect the Government as. well as the various classes of.' people.
I would therefore say with all the emphasis at my command that Government should try to ameliorate the condition of the zamindara: If. Government will not do it, the present distress orthe zamindars will-weaken their
future generations and the Government-will.not be able to obtain-from-among
them sturdy and young recruits for the Indian Army. I wonder why the
pove.rnment and-the money-lenders fail to realise the grt1.vity of thesisuation
especially when their own interests are better served only if the zamindars
are well off. Lam sure that the prosperity. of the whole province depends
upon theprosperity of the zamindars. For these reasons I would ask the
.Government tomake a reasonable reduction in abioma.
·
. Diwan Bahadur Raja NarendraNath {Punjab Landholders General)
Sir, I whole-heartedly support the motion now before the House.
During the general discussion of the budget I submitted in . my speech
that water rates should now be reduced. I have attentively listened to the
, speech of t};li:i" honourable memberwho has preceded the last speaker, He
remarked t:hat because the inundation canals "qnly begin to 'rim in June and
close in October, the water rates on these oanals should be redu.~eq. So ftl,r
as I know these canals sometimes when there have been. oiilyJew. floods,.
close in September. Inspite 'of that, full ·water,rates are. ,o.hai:ged .. IJo
not liketo repeat what I said in my budget speech.. But Twould 1,ay that
water rates should be 'so reasonable that even the poorest,_ zamindars mity I
-be able to pay the same without . much hardship. Tu respect of villages. which cannot. get sufficient water, it is impossible for the zamindars to
pay up water rates. In theory, of course, the Canal Department .takes.
upon itself the duty of providing all villages equal g_uari.tityof water, but
in practice we find that the villages onthe tail do not get sufficient water.
The fields whichcannot get sufficient water, yield inferior crops and lead
_ out turn and that fact combined with the. fall in . prices, ),Ilakes · it sometimes impossible for the zamindars to pay water rates. Nowthltt the prices
have considerably gone down, l ciannot understand why the price of wate\.
should remain :what it. ha-a· beenand should riot be reduced. . It'may be
· said that Gove~nment cannot afford to reduce water rates. But why can
it not do so ? The Canal _Department has all along been a profitable concern. It is an. earning department.
I iperefore do not see anyireason.
why reduction in abiana should not be made, I admit that I am· not in a
. position to ,make consttucti~e. suggestions'~s to.how this Jossin revenue
' is to be met. But still I would sa,y that reduction in (1,biana is now essen1
·. tial. Reduction in_ land revenue, .being a_ ::rriatter relating to the whole
of the. Punjab, may be a difficult thing, but reductidn in abiaria whlch
(Urdu):
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relates only to one department is a much simpler matter.
With these
words I strongly support the motion under consideration and hope that the
Honourable the Revenue Member will see his way to accede to our request.
Khan Bahadur Shaikh· Din Muhammad (East and West Central
Towns, Muhammadan, Urban): After the lucid arguments advanced by the·
honourable member who has just sat down (Raja Narendra Nath), it is
not necessary for me to lend my support to this cut but in order to associatemyself with such a beneficial cut, I have made up my mind to offer a few
observations on this point. Any time that a motion is made by thehonourable members of this House for the lowering of the abiana rates it is
urged by the Government· that the Canal Department is a commercial
concern and that it would conduct itself like any other capitalist. Let
us assume for a moment that it is a commercial concern.! When the Government as a commercial enterprise feels that its clients are not in a position
to meet its demands, does it not become the most sacred duty of that. enterprise even if it be. of a Shylockian spirit, to revise its constitution and to
afford its clients all possible relief ? Besides if the figures are worked, we
arrive at the conclusion that even if a reduction is made in the present rates
Government would not be running the department at alosa. Now supposing after affording the necessary relief. to the zamindars the figures do not
go below the income that is actually received, there is absolutely noevalid
reason why the Government should refuse to meet the: demand 01 its.
clients.'

Mr. H. Calvert: What about the barani cultivators;?
Khan Bahadur Shaikh Din Muhammad : It is urged by the Financial Commissionerthat he would not be in a position to distinguish between
the barani cultivators and cultivators in canal irrigated areas. Barani
cultivators can be given relief in their own way and. the canal cultivators
can be given relief in their own. We are not at all urging that the barani
cultivators should be disregarded altogether in this_ respect; If it is possible
for the Government to give some sort of relief to the oarani cultivators too;
let the Government give them that relief also. We do not ask this relief'
at the cost of the barani cultivators.
The honourable member for the landlords constituency was pleased to.
remark that it was not for him to suggest how this. loss ¥1 to be made up.
We have been consistently urging that the only way in which Government
can stabilize the budget after distributing the necessary relief that is required
by the people is by the reduction of the salaries of its servants (hear, hear)-..
I fail to understand why Government assumes a rigid 'front against this
suggestion. If you take into consideration the salaries that were drawn
by some of these high paid officers prior to 1914, you will be pleased to seethat the administration was run in the -same efficient manner as it is being
run to-day and at a very little cost as compared with th$ cost to-day. It.
is no doubt true that we have added to our responsibilities. We have,
introduced new posts, we have started new departments, but that does
not justify under any circumstances the enhancing of the pay to that extent.
to which it has been enhanced in these days. If the whole budget is reviewed in the light of reduction of salaries and if the salaries are brought
to the level of 1914, I dare say that Government would never feel itself
D
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.in any difficulty to meet the demands that are made by the. people of the
province Who are being affected by the high rates of abiqna and by the
equally high rates of revenue and the administration .also would be run
most efficiently and most economically and, s~tisfactorily.
.In these
circumstances Government .; cannot at all urge with good grace that because
irrigation is a commercial enterprise and because so many erores of rupees,
have been Spent on canals, so it cannot at. all accept less interest than falls
due to it. 'I have already'si.,.bmitted before the House that in: such times
even the worst capitalist, . tlie \{·orst :financier is compelled by . circumstance~
to reduce his 'high rate of interest. Government may be just~ed , in eonsidering itself as a commercial concern.
It is just like any other invest;.
ment, and if the Government· feel that the proceeds of its investment are
working such a hardship on the poor people, there.Is no. justification for
shutting itself in iron cells and paying rio attention to all that is urgeii by
the House in this connection.'
With these words, J offer my whole-hearted
sup~ort to the cut tha.t has been moved, · ·
.
· ·
Mr. Nanak Chand Pandit -. (Hoshiarpur, non-Muhammadan, Rural) : I
rise to support the motion that has been moved by my friend Khan Bahadur
Muhammad ~yat Qureshi;, The House will remember that on more than
one occasion whenever ·a cut seeking reduction in, abiana has been proposed
I ha.JI opposed it. I have always taken the side of the Government in op'posing the reduetion of abiana and I would presently narrate my reasons
why on this particular occasion! ha~~ changed my attitude. I looked at
ihe debates of 1925 and I found that the reasons which were given for increasing the abiana and maintaining that increase are no longer tenable,
For exa+ple, :Mr. C. M. King, the then Financial Commissioner, stated in
1925 that obiama could not be reduced because the landlords were reaping
large profits and land was sold at Rs. 500 or Rs. 600 per acre. That was one
-of the 'reaaons given by the then Financial Oommlssioner •. ·.Another reason.
given was=-and that was given by Sir Sundar Singh Majithia.._.that if the
. zamindars are poor and are so much harrassed by poverty, why is it that
they were always anxious to r~tain their land and acquire more .. · Not only
, that but it was also found that whenever an auction of land took place the ·
zamindars came with large amounts of money in their pooketa and sometimes
according to Sir Gopaldas, they made fools of tllems~lves by. spending .twenty
to twenty-five thosuands of rupees for a square ofIand.' Tl}.is was the. second
reason. The third argument which has been the consistent policy of Government to put forward is that this-Is a commercial department, water is the
property of the State and he who wants water from the State must pay
the price which the State demands. Now let us examine these three-argu. .ments which have been put forward from time to time for maintaining the
.inorease in ab 'oma. First of all we know it for a fact that so far as the price of
]a:rul is concerned, it is not· the same as it was in 1923 or 24, when there was
.an - increase in abiana. We know as 11, matter of fact · that the zamindar is
· .anxious, at.least I have met a very large number of them, I did not meet such
'people before, to sell his land. From all parts of the province a cry comes
irom the zamindar that land· is becoming a burden. to him. I am not
-talking of the very large landowners but of the middle class landholders,
'T~ey are to-day prepared to sell their land if only they can find a customer,
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and_they cannotfind a customer. The land the~efore·whfoh_ wasat onetime
sold a~ the rate of Rs.· 500 or n:rore no longerfetches_even ~~If that price. If
there 18 any doubt with regardl'to that point; let the Honourable the Leader
of the House go about asking 'whether they are prepared 'to sell their . anal
irrigated land at less than Rs; 200. I dare say that there might be a few
who may not part with their land· a matter of izzat, but there is a great
desire on the part of these people to 'part with their land, as they cari no
longer make it a profitable concern. The' second a:rgwneritwhich was given'
by Sir Sunder Singh was that zainindars are always coming up with thousands of rupees to pay'forland at auction. That again doesnot hold good any
longer; Now the zamindar is the last person to purchase more land.. That
argu~ent also, therefore, goes by the board. The third argument which has
been mentioned by those who have spoken on behalf of the Government is'
that it is a commercial department and the Government must exact as much
'profit as it can. by selling its water. Unfortunately one principle of this commercial busm:ess is often forgotten by the Government and _it is this, that
there is such a thing as the lawof diminishing returns. !':Suppose'you paid
yery high profits. A day will come when people would not 'take. water
from Government and would cease cultivating on a large scale because
it does not pay them. The result will be a diminishing return for the money
invested by Government. I understand, though I do not know how far it is
true, that there has been a considerable. decrease in the canal-irrigated area.
during 'the last few years. If this continues, it would he 'disastrous so far as
the finances of the province are concerned. These three: arguµients which
have be~n given from time to time in order to repel the demaxid for decrease
in abiana no longer hold good and it is time that the. Government came
to the rescue of the zamindars, One argument was advanced, I do not remember by· whom, asking what about baromi samindars. Whenever . we
ask for a reduction in_abiana and land revenue it is asked/ "But what about
the barani people ?" I ask, has the Government tried to :meet the wishes of:
the Council so far as the zamindars of the barani tracts are concerned? · It
has not. We have sought permanent reduction of land: revenue but the
Government has not complied with that demand and it does not, therefore
lie in the mouth of the Government Benches to come · · forward and . say
"what about barani zamindars ?"
The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan : They
will have to pay more.
Mr. Nanak Chand Pandit: I do not know. Had the honourable
Financial Commissionermade a declaration here that so far as the reduction
in land revenue is concerned, the Government has entered upon a policy of
granting permanent reduction, perhaps there could have been some force in
his arguing that the demand for reduction in abiana should be resisted, but
this has not been done and so the argument does not hold good. So, from
that point of view too the argument does not go a very long way. Government ought to realize as other people who are non-zamindars realise that in
the prosperity of the zamindars lies the prosperity of all classes of the province (hear, hear). That again is a point which has been absolutely forgotten
by the Government on this occasion. Here are people who live upori land
and whose main source of sustenance is land and who cannot make any-substantial profit out of land. Is it not your duty to come to their rescue ?-
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A'biana is not ~holly pai'1 by. the ~dar"i.. J-understa~d it is shared· by
the cultivator very oftei::t Ila~ :and h,li,lf. Sometinles I understand the cultivator pays the whole.of it; {have go~ 11:0 canal irrigated land and I have no
personal experience of it. 'The question th~refore is, here is a certain section
. -0f the population, the oultivatql'$,~hich pays itnot tb:e whole of.the ~biana
at l~st a part ofjt. Can. you, with. due .regard to · the presen.t condition
of that class -of peonle, maintain the inereese -in the rate of abiana fixed in
1924 ? (An honour:able merrwer : It wa~ redueed.) I am · told .tl.tat there
was a decrease. '.Does thehononrable member remember. that w 1924-2'6,
when an increas~. Was maµe, some sort . of . promise was . also held out that
with the fall it.l prices to their previous level there would be· a corresponding
decrease in abUlna? · Now, not only have prices come down .to t4eir,'?ld
level but they have gone down further but . the <ibiaria . still. remains th'3
same. There was I understand an increase of about Rs. 75 lakhs under
abiana in these years . and the decrease in the rate. which we must concede
has been only 25 per cent. · These are. facts which Government have to fa_ce.
What is the reply of Government whenev~ the questfon Is raised ?
!rhey say: .. We cannot go Oil cutting this thing here ~nd that thing th!3l'e.
If we do so, how are we going to meet the expensesof administration?"
It is a very pertinent question for which · I·.· . attempt · to give a . reply
on this occasion. Here is a ,Goyermnent which seeks to be a democratic
Government, a Government qf the people by the people 3:nd·fo:r the people.
But" to the democratic system is attached a bureaucratic and autocratic'
system. ·A denioeratic form of administration has been sµperilllposed on
the existing autocratic system~ 'Why are the eonimissioners necessary ?
In times past the commissionerwas a centralising agency with manydu_ties
to discharge. In addition to the. commissioners, we have at present. Elecretaries in a large number, secretaries who did not exist originally: If the
Government is to be run on a' democratic basis it is essential that the old
officers who bad been recruited on the old bureaucratic basis must go, But
Government retains them still; it_ is very fond of them. Government imposed certain additional secretaries, of course in response to : the publie
demand. The public demand undoubtedly there was in order to make the
Government more democratic. When the secretaries were . created, the
officers who belonged to the old system should have gone. Instead of dispensing with them, we are continuing an anomalous system, a bureaucratic
arid an autocratie system on the one hand and a· democratic system on the
other. The .result is you cannot balance your finances. · The autocratic
part will not listen to the democratic demand for reduction of expenditure.
Rad the Government been entirely responsible to the people, . departments
which have been continuing as white elephants would have gone. There
· is no use cutting down one officer from. this place and another from that.
Certain departments should be totally abolished. In order to meet the demand made by .the people, as my honourable friend Muhammad Hayftt
Qureshi argued sometime ago, the. whole system of Government should
be· overhauled. If Government wants to keep certain seeretaries, certain
departments have to go in their totality. With the resulting simplification .
<>f the administration there would be a curtailment of the· expenditure;
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<On it.
(The Honourabl.e RetJenue Member : Which departments ?) If
the honourable member will come and consult me I will be able to give
.him any number of departments.
(The Honourable Revenue Member : Give
us an idea). I shall of course do that. To give just an idea, there cue five
-eommissioners and two financial commissioners. If in place of these seven,
there had been a Board of Control for Land Revenue- and for Locai Seif. Government,· say consisting of two or three people, there .would be . a
.system, a co-ordinating agency for carrying out the revenue and local self.government schemes in the province. Then there is the double system of
having law courts, the revenue courts and civil courts; Here are civil
courts which have got sufficient experience of judicial work. Here are
revenue courts touring all over the province sometimes asking a zamindar
to appear in Mian Channu and sometimes asking him to appear at Multan.
I have myself appeared many times before the revenue officers acting as
.revenue courts. I could not know where they :were to hold their court.
They go about, the zamindar goes about and the witnesses go about along
with the officers. This double system of work which was at one time
-essential should be done away with. I can suggest fifty such things but
I ask, is the Government prepared to listen to the voice pf reason, and to·
the voice of the people?
We cannot have both systems, as I said, working
side by side, the autocratic-cum-bureaucratic system on the one hand and
·the democratic on the other. One of them must go ip order to reduce
the expenditure. If it does not, chaos is inevitable. You! do not know how
to meet the demands of the people on the one side and how to meet the
· charges of administration on the other.· It is plain therefore. that the system of Government as it is to-day cannot meet the wishes of the people and
that it must go.

Sard.ar Sahib Sardar Ujjal Singh (Sikh. Urban) : Sir, I do not desire
to make· any lengthy speech especially when I find support from the non-offieial side of the House for the object of the motion 'under discussion.
I rise only to associate myself fully with the motion. . The honourable
mover has been very modest in his demand. Re has very wisely left the
exact. proportion to be determined by the Government and I think the
Honourable Revenue Member will give him credit for having placed such
implicit faith in the good sense and reasonableness of the' Government.
The real basis for this demand is the abnormal fall in prices of the
various commodities. Agriculture is no longer a paying profession. I
quite admit that the depression through which we are passing is worldwide
.and is not confined to this country. Brit this province i being an agricul·tural province is hit harder than any other country in the world. There is
. no other industry here on which in times of need the population can fall
back upon. The prices are undoubtedly not under the control of this House
or of the Government. They are no longer entirely dependent upon the
ordinary rule of supply and demand or on crop speculation. For, of late,
another factor has come into existence and that is the factor of exchange
-over which we in this country at any rate have absolutely no control.
Honourable members will realise the importance of this factor when they
know that for some time past the prices of cotton have been following the
.sterling dollar cross rate. In spite of the fact that there has practically been
·no change in the price of American cotton, still a simple change in the sterl-
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ing dollar cross rate has affected the price of cotton in this country. Unfortunately the rupee being .linked to sterling has very 'adversely affected.
us.. In the beginning no doubt when the value of sterling depreciated, prices
pf commodities in this country went up. But _of late, when the sterlingappreciated-in value, all-of a sudden the prices ofcotton went d<Jwn·"to theextent of Ri!_. 15 a candy. It is, therefore, such an uncertain factqr that
nobody can foresee the course of prices butas .the Financial Commissionerpointed out the .other day; the situation so far as we' can foresee, indicates.
that the prices of commodities are not going to rise very much. · In· this.
country, particularly in this province we have got two principal crops;
whe.at and cotton. In spite of the fact that this year we have -the shortest
crop in cotton since last many -years, the prices have beenas low as thef
have been before 1914, if not lower. "I'he tendency of cottonprices is to,
go lower still. The prices of wheat is now about ijs. 2. per maund and that.
price also is being maintained by imposition of · import duty, The priceof.the new crop is likely to be still lower. With such prices prevailing· it is,
impossible for any zamindar to make both ends meet. It is thereforeabsolutely necessary that the Government demand on account of irrigation
should .· be reduced. I quite admit the force of the • argument that theIrrigation Department is a commercial concern. Even if it is admitted
that. it is, the profit that the Government is making is: much more than is.
indicated in, the. figures•. Government does not _take into consideration.
the indirect profit which it is making on account of the canal system.
Barren lands have been brought under irrigation. Land which was not
fetching anything to the Government is now bringing receipts not ouly on.
account of irrigation but also on account of land revenue. Over and above
this Government have made a lot . of. money on account· of. sales of arid
tracts. When Government sold ·the land in colony areas a certain waterrate was prevailing and those who bought the land bpllght it with the idea.
that they would have to pay that particular, water rate. After·they had
bought the land, Government ~me forward with the proposal. th.at thewater rate-should be raised, as thecotton prices were very high. The risein the water rate in 1924.wes entirely due to the rise in prices. When theprices have' gone down to such an extent as to make it impossible for _the- ,
zamindars to meet their working expenses;it is the duty ofthat Government
and. that commercial body running irrigation works to reduce the,
irrigation charges. In these d1:1,ys when no private ~ommercial concern is
making any profit at all the Irrigation Department alone should riot go on
making huge profits at the expense of the zamindar.
\._.·
It is, as my honourable friend from Hoshiarpur pointed out, in theinterest of.the commercial.concernto take note of the fact that there is such
a thing as the. law of -diminishing-retum. The Government can vouchsafethis :from facts and figures; People have curtailed their cultivation because.it is impossible for them to cultivate land on an extensive scale. . It. is Im..
possible for them to meet the irrigation charges, · The reply, the usual reply.,._
·that comes from the Government _is this: Ifyou reduce the water rate,.
how is the administration of the country to be carried on? .As has .been
pointedout by my many honourable friends, there is no other remedy than
to ejl'~ct drastic retrenchment; -;I ask, has the Government accepted all the-
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recommendations of the Retrenchment Committee ? If : the Government
accept all the recommendations of the Retrenchment Committee, and then.
come forward and state that it is not possible for them to reduce expenditure
;any further/ there will be some force in it . (hear, hear). But not having
.aecepted and acted upon those recommendations, does it lie with the Gov-emment to say that they cannot curtail . their expenditure any further.?
Ours is a poor country and cannot afford to pay such high salaries as .are.·
being paid now. A poor country cannot afford to maintain a very costly ad-.
ministration. There is no other remedy than retrenchment,•. If the Govern-.
ment is provided w:ith less supplies it will try to affect drastic retrenchment.
As a matter of fact, when the Council was generous and gave the Gov-ernment more money it spent it away. There was no reserve created for
lean years. Now,if the Government has less money, it will try to spend and
live within its means.
·
f

Another factor which ought to be taken into eonaideration is this : that
·with the present level of prices and with the existing revenue and irrigation
-oharges,land is becoming very unattractive, and the result is' that rural population is being driven to the towns. You cannot check this drift to the towns
unless you make agriculture attractive, and you cannot make agriculture
attractive unless it is a paying concern. . In the towns there are various facilities and amenities of life, but people living in rural areas have no such faeilities and no such amenities as cinemas and ether entertainments. (An
Jwnourable member: Cinema is a nuisance.) Whatever it is,.it is a pastime
unless agriculture becomes a paying proposition, it will never be attractive,
.and you will never find educated youngme:i:J. and others taking to agriculture.
With these few words I strongly support the motion.
Chaudhri

Faqir Husain Khan (Amritsar, Muhammadan, Rural)

{Urdu): Sir most Of the honourable members have expressed their views on

ibis point and I do not think it is necessary for me to rise and speak on this
-oocasion. However, I would like t<9 say one thing which the previous speakers
have omitted. I want to point out, how the irrigated areli. is shown in the.
records. Every other Government department is connected with people at
large, but the Canal Department is the only department which is exclusively
-eonneotedwith the zamindars. I regret to say that the attitude of the officials
of this department is highly objectionable. I would like to bring to light a·
·few facts regarding this department. The patwari at the time of his girda·W(lri prepares a weekly statement which he submits to the zilladar. This
,statement is then submitted to the higher authorities. In the same way the
monthly statement with regard to canal irrigated area is prepared. Sometimes the patwari does not go on his gir<lawari and prepares his statement
.in the presence of the zilladar, and the zilladar submits this imaginary statement to the higher authorities. This false and imaginary s~·atement goes to
the zamindars and comes before this House also. The patwaris describe that
very statement as true and genuine. If, however, the patwari does these
-things then he is not to blame because he is expressly instructed by the
zilladar and the deputy collector to prepare such statements which should
show a larger extent of canal irrigated area than the previous year. Whether
there is any water in the canal or not, whether the canal irrigates any land
-or not, whether the zamindar sows any. orop or not, the canal department
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wants that the patwari must show a larger e~tent of irrigated area. That is:
why the patwari is obliged .to prepare a false an<t'imaginery statement,'
The department also makes it a point to show . that this tinie so much
more wheat, BO much more maize, SO much more fodder, and BO much more;
sugarcane have beensown, When this is the 'attitude .of .the .:departmentwhat hope is there of remission in the abiana 'l We cannot avail ouraelves
of any concession in our obioma because the canal administration is bent
on showing larger irrigated areas. ·
. . . ',. .
·
·
·
A.gain· parchi is given ~t the eleventh hour and when a. complaint is;
addressed to the zilla.darhe invariably replies that the time has lapsed and.
he cannot go and inspect the orop since it has been: reaped.
The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan :
. hono~able member is not speaking to the motion. ·

The-

ChaudhriFaqir Husain Khan: I am speaking tothe motion. I am
only describing the hardships of the poor zamindars,
I,want to make. another point and that is about waah wattar. When a,
crop like maize or oat is so"1,Il, the earth does not lose its moisture even afte~
tlie harvest is cut. So the zamindars sow some other ordinary crap like gram
or barley in the field without any ,further watering. · That crop is said to have.
matured by extra moisture, that is, wailh wattar. Now. the Government
have very kindly exempted such crops from the li1Jibility of abiana but as
ill-luck would have it, the canal administration in their mania for showing a.
larger irrigated area than the previous year include the wailh wattar area in
that of the canal irrigated area and thus. the poor zamindars gains nothing
even if some remission is granted in abiana. For, while remissiofiis granted
in the total amount of obiana, it is augmented by the abiana levied on thearea which, though not irrigated by canal, is shown as irrigated, It would.
have been mnoh better if some nominal charge had been imposed on ·waah
wattar. . In that case the canal administration would not have treated it as;
the canal irrig~ted · area. The zamindar has to suffer this .· injustice quietly
because he cannot prove to. the satisfaction of the authorities that his crop
actually matured without any canal watering. Por, when he is sowing theseed or reaping the harvest nobody but his God is the witness of his action
and no canal officerwould take the trouble of personally visiting the fieli and
knowing for himself that the crop matured without canal watering. A.n ...
other grievance of the zamindars is, that if a minor crop like- barley is mixed
with that of wheat the administration is cruel enough to assess the· revenue on
the major crop that is, wheat, and no allowance is given for the minor crop,

I now want to mention .one instance. A month ago in:Majitha division
two patwaris were either removed from· service '!l a notice of dismissal
was served on them by the Superintending Engineer. The reason given
for this drastic action was that they bad shown less irrigated· area than the
previous year. In the eharecter roll of the zilladar of that division it was
recorded that be was incompetent. If the officials ·of the department are
undergoing such hardships and privations for their integrity then God alonecan save the poor zamindars. With these words I support the motion, moved
by honourable member Khan Bahadur Muhammad Hayat Qureshi.

~war Mamrai Si,igh Cbohan (A.mbala-cum·Simla~ no:n·M~am· lllaidain, 'Rural) (Urd·u) , Bir, with your permissfofl., I rise to)nake _ a few
obse:tvationa with re~ard to the motion which is now before! the House. I
~trongly endorse the rpmarks of my honourable and esteetp,ed . friend :Mr.
~anak Chand Pandit, that in. view of, the acute economic depression and
~erious agricultural conditions which ar~ prevailing in. the co#ntry a perma~ent remissfon :may be made ill- the land revenue. ~he z11;mi.nd;t:1,rs are reduced
po - a state of 11;bject poverty. and squalid misery. _- They can ¥ardly bear the
p.eavy taxation of land revenue. I, therefore, most earnestly appeal to the
f}ovemm.ent that they should not only remit the lan!l revemie permanently
put also effect a considerable .rednetion in the abiana; The pr~sent_rates .are
qajte inequitable llilld are out of all proportionto the existine condition. . I
confess that l do not belong to the nehri ilaqai but I• can·pictuit~ to :Qtyself the
~ad p}4ght of the pe_ ople
ving ill the nehri ilaqa_ •
. :l'j'
It ~as been rightly pointed out that inasmuch as the in<ltease in abiana
was effected on the ground tha.t the prices of - agricultural pro~uce :.had_· gone
bighthereisno reason why the abiana.should not be considfJrably reduced
now that the prices have so hopelessly gone down.
i ., ·
.
:My honourable .frie11d. Chaudhri Ria.sat Ali remarked th.at in his ilaqa
people do not get sufficient water from the canal. In fact, thei:canal administration made a very great mistake at the time of construoti~µ of the canals.
Whereas they could hardly supply,wateJ.' .to 1,000 aeres they unscrupulously · brought 11,s mainy _ .as · 2;000 .aeres .' ~thin .th~ .- J)l)llll.diJ .. Q( _ . oa,µa.l irrigation. The result is thatthe zamindars· iri: all quarters lllle discontented. with
their irrigation arra.tigements. . With these wotd.s, I laud m:yt! wbqle-hearted
sqpport to this motion.
_ _
_ _
[f .: •. '. _ _ ·
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Khan. Bahadur Mian Ahmad Yar Khan Daul~a (Muhammadan,
Landholders) :- Sir,· I give my whole-hearted support to the motion1 moved
by my friend Qureshi Sahib qibla. I amglad to see that the members
'belonging to every party in this House have supported! this motion and
. that very good reasons have been brought forward in support of the proposal. I have only to make one or two observations, The first is that we
are really grateful to the Canal Department for having effected a great reduction in their expenditure. We are told that it is about half a crore. We
are also told that irrigation is a commercial concern. If that is so, one thing
is quite clear and that is, that with about half a erore reduced from the ex·
penses,' naturally the profits must go up. Therefore, "ie have a very good
case for permanent reduction in the abiana. The second thing that I want
to bring to the notice of this House is that when the Government discussed
· the Irrigation Department as a business proposition, they said that the
· Government constructed a particular canal to irrigate a particular area and
that the wa~r rate which was charged on that system of canals was to cover
the expenses and so on. But I think, they forget that along with the construction of the canal the Government have several other-advantages. Sup·
posing there is an area where there is no canal at present and the Government
. have taken up a new project for that area. That would giye the Government
water rate plus an increased.rate of land revenue plus an increased rate in the
· value of the land. It is, therefore, not only the abiana which is to cover the
expenses of . that concern, but the increased rate of land revenue and the
increased rate Qf prices of land which are also the outcome of that area being
:.irrigated by that canal and this should be taken into consideration as well.
I think it is not necessary for. me to make a long speech on this subject,
because it will be trying to convirlce those who are already convinced and
practically every member is in favour of the motion.
i
Some of my colleagues said that tne burden of this t~xation mainly lay
on the shoulders of the tenants. The landlords.in a.t least ~O per cent. of the
.
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cases pay one half of that, but this is-t!>, taxation in which, the tenants have
to make at least .50 per· cent, 6£ · the ~yment to the Government. The·
condition of t~na_nt1:1 ,in t~ provin~e, as we all know~ is an~hing but aatis.• factory. According to our eastern ideas the tenant 18 considered to be theroot of the tree of Govemment,aµd.I think it sh~ru,d be ~he duty of the Government and the landlord and of everybody else to see that the root is quitepucca and strong. If it is strong, the storm of anarchy, however strong,cannot even shake· it. But, if that root is not strong and unfortunately·
is made weak, even a mild morning breeze might be strong enough·. to · root out the tree.
One thing more, and that is a word to my colleagues on the' non-official.
benches. Our demand for a reductin of abiana and land revenue cannot be
considered fair· by the public at large unless we make our efforts to reduce·
the expenses· of the province; I have already said in my budget speech
that we appointed a very capable and competent Retrenchment Committee
and we have got their report ... I urge that the recommendations of that comittee should be accepted in full. Wherever there is any practical difficulty
or administrative inconvenience; that may be brought to the· notice of the·
members of this Council for their approval. We shall be making our ease for·
remission very weak if we fail to reduce the expenses of Government: Of
course there are certain expenses which are beyond ()UJ.' reach and in thosecases we can just make suggestions for reduetion; but there are certain other ·
items of expenditure that ·are subject to· the vote of this Council, and if wefail to reduce the expenditure on those items, certainly our case for remission will not be as strong as it should be. I am not one of those who say
that · Government have given no remission. l recognise that Government
have been very generous and very kind and have tried their' best to help the
samindara, but unfortunately the result shows that the generosity and
kindness have not been of an appreciable degree ·as ·it was expected to be·
account of the terrible depression, . I know that the officersat the bead of
this department are very sympathetic and very anxious tohelp the zamin-".
data. We in our turn should try to help· the Government, because the'
Government has to run the administration. If the Council makes serious
efforts to reduce the expenditure, I hope the Government will · be able to
give substantial remission as "in the past. · ·

on

, Another word I have to say to the Govemment.iand that is this. When.. , "
ever the .Government want to do a certain· thing, even· if the whole of the
majority non-official party in this House walks out as a protest against 'it,
still the Government do it, But if they do not want to do a thing and a,_
single member of the Council stands up in support' of the Government attitude, they give undue importance to him and' persist in their attitud(;i.;. That.
is a policy which does not become a civilised government. (Hear, hear). I
think constitutionally wehave turned down almostthe whole of the· Re-,
trenchment Committee's report, but there are certain other things which·
we have .turned down more-strongly and yet the Government have adopted them, If ~he Government are really anxious to reduce .the expenditure ·
of the.'.province I hope . .one or two stray speeches to. the contrary ~will
stand in their . way~· I·. ~ope the Honourable Revenue Member will give a,_
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very sympathetic reply, but if his speech happens to be non-committal I can
say nothing more than thisL .V., I J'.·•
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Mr. Muhammad Din Malak (Lahore city, Muhammadan, Urban) : Sir.
all of us, either on this side or the other side of the House, are agreed in
sympathising with the zamindars and helping them to the qest of our ability.
I do not think I need dilate on the point that the zamindars are the
mainstay of Government or that they are the backbone: of the province.
Indeed I feel that a repetition of the familar arguments about the sad plight
and miserable condition of the zamindars would be tantamount to an attempt
to invoke pity, and foster in them a tinge of inferiority complex which is sure
to be resented by thein. But I will say this much tha~ between the Civil
Department and the Irrigation Department their lot is comparable to the
lot of .one placed between the devil and the deep sea. Illicit gratification
is freely extracted. from the zamindars and whatever water they get they
get it by sufferance as if by way of charity and not serviceperformed in lieu ~
of the heavy abiana rate that they pay.
According to the memorandum (page 9) the income from extraordinary
receipts during the last ten years has flillen very much and'it was not expected to be more than Rs. 29 lakhs this year and in the budget estimates under
discussion there is expected to be another drop of Rs. 2 lakhs. This rapid
dwindling down of not an unimportant source of our income · is very' dis- .
quieting. The financial depression has made labour cheap, and this factor
would ordinarily be an incentive rather than discouragement for the well-todo zamindars and other capitalists to invest their money on town sites and
agricultural land in colonies. Now, what are the reasons for this heavy fall
in the extraordinary receipts ? The Finance Department has complacently
told us that this source of our income is very sensitive and undependable
and therefore we need not wonder 11,t these fluctuations. But in my humble
opinion, whatever the contributary causes may be, the main cause is to be
found in the maltreatment and thousand and one discouragements and disappointments meted out to the zamindars by the civil and irrigation departments. I urge that a thorough enquiry into the matter should forthwith
be instituted in the reasonable spirit of sound business concern and not in
the official spirit of pride and prudery, I had almost said snobbery. If this
is not done, the situation may become very serious and that, soon too.· I
have heard it bruited that with the fall in prices of agricultural produce and
the relentless rigours of the civil and irrigation departments, the position.
of the zamindar has become simply intolerable and that the alternative·
which suggests itself tothem is to give up taking canal water altogether. If
'this thing · ever comes to happen-God help the Govemment-c-the whole
machinery will be paralysed arid it will become simply unmanageable. I
therefore warn the Government that they should take due steps· in time.
It would become them as a business concern, if not as a Government, to ie-.
dress the legitimate grievances of the zamindars by lowering the abiana
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rate and by redressing other legitimate grievances. By)1elping the zamin-dars you will be helping riot only the province as a whole but what is more to '
the point, you will be helping yourself (hear, hear).
·

. rb

~e Honourable Captain Sardar· Sikander Hyat Khan (Revenue:
Member) : Sir, I do not propose to try to refute or reply to the many irrelevant
.arguments adduced, during the course of discussions on the cut under consideration, from various parts of the House. But I do propose to congratulate my honourable friend from Amritsar on his maiden speech and for
taking up the cudgels on behalf of the poor patwari who has so often been
'run down in this House. I was surprised and agreeably surprised to find
·that there was at least one member in this House who took some interest
in our poor 'patwaris. (Inwruptwn). I do not intend to take the uneharit.able view which the honourable member from Hoshiarpur wants me to
take. I understand he denied to insinuate by his interruption that the
.honourable member for Amritsar did not in fact mean to plead the cause
.of the patwari. That may be so, but even so it is refreshing to hear a zamin.dar member pleading for . the patwari. If I have understood him rightly
his point was that these two patwaris had been dismissed for recording a
.smaller area under irrigated crops and since this helped the zamindars their
~ .serviees were dispensed with. In any case, I am glad that he took up the .
cudgels on their behalf. I,. however, assure him that the patwaris could.
not possibly have been dismissed unless . th~y had done something very
wrong. As to ·what they had. done, perhaps the honourable member should
be in a better position to know than· I am. It may be that they make
ialse entries deliberately.
I should like to refer briefly to the point raised, by the honourable
-member who bas preceded me, regarding extraordinary receipts. We all
.know that it is a great disadvantage to the province to be , deprived of.at least temporarily-of income from this source. But he must realise that,
.as a result of the depression we are passing through, the price of every commodity has gone down and it was inevitable that the price of land.should
.also go down. The honourable member will, I am sure, appreciate the action
of Government in deciding to withhold the auction of any large areas until
-the'prices recover so as to avoid unnecessary loss to the province.
My honourable friend representing the Muslim Landholders has made
a very useful and encouraging contribution · to the debate. He eongratu.lated the Irrigation Department on the retrenchment which has been effeeted ,
-during the last two years and I wish to thank him on behalf of the depart ..
ment. But I must, I am afraid, counter the srgumentawhieh he put forward
:in support of the motion because they appear to me to be fallacious and ·1
_ho~I will be abl? to convince him. tha~ they are . not well. founded. For
:uµ;tance, he said that reduction m expenditure with consequent
increase in the profits should enable the department to make a correspond.ing reduction in abiana. _ l am afraid he has overlooked the fact that the
<department has, during. the last three. harvests, remitted no less than Rs. 71
la.kb~ in abiana. But for this large reduction in expenditure, it . would have
been impossibleto give these remissionswithout a large defieit in budget.
(.An Honourable Member: Let that be permanent). I am coming to that.
It is· the enormous saving due to retrenchment in the various departments ...
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and to which the Irrigation Department, as has been acknowledged by him
and other members, has contributed a very large, share, that has saved theprovince from facing a big deficit. We have reduced expenditure on an,
unprecedented scale and will continue to explore the possibility of further
saving, but my difficulty is that if we reduce our profits from this source we·
would be reducing the income of the province. And unless you recoup this.
loss by an equivalent income from other sources, how are you going to makeends meet ? Some honourable members said that they did not want in any
· way to embarrass or burden the barani cultivator. They also emphasised
·that they wanted relief equally for the barani zamindare They, however,
failed to indicate how this was to be managed. If those who were bene:fitting.
from the use of canal water shirked their obligations, and wanted a reduction in the water rate, how are they going to avoid the shifting of this burden,
on to the poor barani cultivator? · I have been waiting to hear of some·
scheme or suggestion which would enable us to meet the wishes of nehri samindar without victimising their barani brethern, but so fai· none has come·
from any quarter of this House. I have often repeated in this House and
I wish to emphasize once again, that our canals are a commerieal concern,
and should be treated as such. My main object in emphasising the point
again is to impress on my zamindar friends opposite that if we reduce the:
obiana without finding some other source of income to make up for this loss,
it would mean putting money into one pocket and taking it out of the other.
Ninety per cent. of :the revenue of this province is paid by the rural population. If we reduce the obioma, say by 50 lakhs, we will hate to find an equivalent amount from some other source to meet the expenses of the administratiore .And where is this amount to come from ? · Any new taxation in.
any form whatsoever will have to be borne by the rural population to the·
extent of 90 per cent. unless it is suggested that these 50 Iakhs should come
from the urban population alone. But this is neither fair nor possible. In
any equitable scheme of taxation the burden must be spread evenly. The·
90 per cent. must pay their share ap.d the 10 per cent. theirs. As regards the
burden of the barani zamindar, the Financial Commissioner in his- speech.
in Simla on this very subject made it clear that the income from our canals.
was a national asset, and but for this income the pressure on the. barani
zamindar would be very much heavier. Ii you take away 60 or 70 · lakhs
of our income from abiana-or by whatever sum you want to reduce it-and
make up' this amount by spreading it over all the zamindars, it is bound,
to press heavily onthe barani zamindar. Unfortunately that class of zamindar is . not adequately represented in this House, and tho~e who represent
them have not taken the trouble of .even opening their lips for ,safeguarding
the interests of their poor constituents.. because fortunately for, them and
unfortunately for their constituents, .they happen to own la.rge blocks of.irrigated land · granted to them by Government. I think their constituents.
would be perfectly justified in calling them to account tor not defending
their interests. However, I will not stress that point-further.

A good deal of emphasis and stress has been laid d~
the . course of
this debate regarding 'the increase of rates in 1928-24, and,' on the fact tha;t
these rates were revised when prices were high. It has been suggested that.
- since the prices have gone down the water rates should also - be reduced.
I· am afraid that. the honourable members have not studied their case
carefully, and have ignored facts and figures or else have ~?rgotteµ that the-
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original enhancement of 80. Iakhs was subsequently reduced to a very small
_ amount; They will be interested to hear the figures which I propose to read
out witha view to refresh their memory.·. They will remember that inl924 ""'
it was originally decided to increase the obiano. to an extent which would
bring in an additional 80 Iakss.. When this.announeement. was made. in·
this House the honourable members opposite, or' rather their predecessors;
made strong representations to the Governm~ntwith the result that this 80
Jakhs was subsequently reduced to less than one-third of that amount, I will
give you the exact figures. The first revisicn resulted in a reduction of 25
Iakhs out of 80 lakhs. li,.. further reduction was made which. resulted in a
reduction of another 16 lakhs. This was in 19,25.
- Diwan Bahadur Raja Narendra Nath:: Will you.kindly give us
the ratesfor crops?
The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan : "Bednetion
in the rate for fodder crops alone accounted for a decrease of 25 Iakhs. A further reduction reduced the amountby another ton lakhs. In 1927-28, the rate
on fodder was again revised from Rs. 2 to Re. l-8-0 and resulted in a further reduction of 7! lakhs. This again was followedby another reduction of 5 lakhs.
The sum total of these reductions amounts to 581.-lakhs which means that the
net increase instead of being 80 lakhs is only 26-l lakhs per annum. Now,
against this l will ask the honourable members to put the remission recently
granted. During the last three harvests we have remitted no less than 71 ·
Iakhs in abiana alone. I will give you the exaet figures. In kharif 1980
we remitted 17 lakhs, in rabi 1980~81, 80} Iakhs and in the last kharif 28!
Iakhs, totalling 71 Iakhs in three harvests: So you will see that -\ve have
actually given a much bigger reduction than that demanded by the zamindar members on the basis of 1923-24 increase, There has been an _ actual
increase of 26-! lakhs per annum only whereas during the short-period-_ of the
1ast 18 months we have given them 'a relief of 71-! Iakhs in abiana alone.
I trust I have made it quite clear that they have been paying since the fall
.in prices a considerably smaller amount in the shape of abiana than they
were paying in 1928-24. (An Honourable Member: Only temporary): It
is temporary, but the honourable member's intention to move this out is to .
ask for a reasonableamount of remission. I am sure he will admit that we have
not only giveri a reasonable remission, but more than is warranted by figures.
As regards the future I can say only this much, that if unfortunately the depression continues and there is no improvement as compared with previous
harvests, Government will not fail to go sympathet.icallyinto the case and
grant such remission as may be necessary to help the zamindars to tide over
their difficulties. It is not possible for me- to commit myself at the moment
-to anything beyond this-and you cannot reasonably expect me to do soin the absence of any constructive scheme or suggestion from any part of the
House. I must confess that I was disagreeably surprised to-find that even
my honourable friend='the Raja Sahib in spite of his wide experience as an
administrator fa,iled to put forward any · concrete suggestion and frankly
.oonfessed his helplessness in this matter, But I can assure the House that
I would always be prepared to receive and consider any constructive
-suggestionwhich mg.y lead to the result desired by . the mover of this cut without putting an undue burden on the ba,:ani cultivator_ or affecting the
exchequer to an extent which might hamper t:qe administration.
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I have one or two suggestions to make to my zamindar friends. On
eanother occasion only a few weeks back I gave a warning to the zamindars

of this province against the impending competition from Sindh. It is estj. mated that the Sukkur Barrage Scheme will bring under cultivation an
additional area of no less than 5! million acres. Bindh' has the advantage
,of being nearer to a seaport and this additional acreage ~nd its proximity to
Karachi cannot but adversely affect the Punjab. We should therefore set
about now to devise means to meet this competition. : There are two or
three suggestions which I shou'ld like you to consider, and which strike.ma
tJ.S being feasible,and capable of at least minimising our difficulties. . The
.µrst is to press for a general reduction of railway freights on -agricultura.l
commodities throughout the country which would enable us to moyp
our produce to our home markets (hear. hear). _ Secondly, there is the
possibility of substituting other money crops for cotton and wheat because
Sindh will be growing any amount .of cotton and also wheat, as its climate
·is suited for growing cotton. We should ask ouir Agriculture Department to look into this matter and see if we can substitute some oth~r
equally paying crop for cotton or at least partially replace it ·by other money
crops. Therejs one crop which if extended may-probably help the zamindar
to make a little more profit and that is sugarcane. Sindh can grow cotton
.and wheat but it is outside the cane zone while we are not. But here again
we are up against another difficulty, that of irrigation. 'Sugarcane, as you
know, needs a large amount of water. How are we to get this extra water
for extending the area under cane ? This difficulty is, however, not insurmountable. If the zamindars make up their mind. :.to join hands and
make a combined effort to conserve their water-supply bf adopting me,thods
which would secure an economical use of their existing supply it should
not be difficult to save a sufficient quantity to meet the extra irrigation
required for extending the area under sugarcane. I h~d an opportunity
'recently, of visiting a farm near Lyallpur, and was much struck by the
methodical and economicalapplication qf irrigation, which I was told resulted in saving 20 to 25 per cent. of water. And this appreciable quantity
was secured by adopting the simple device of kiarabarril,i and by sowing
-erops in separate alignments-kharif crops in one lin;e and rabi in the
other. If this simple experiment has been successful in -a private farm
.at Lyallpur there is no reason why it should not be successful elsewhere. If all the zamindars combined and co-operatedwith the Irrigation
Department we should have no difficulty in . making suflicieut water·
-available for growing more sugarcane. I,1 co:thm.end i this proposal to
-my zamindar friends here and trust that they will not only give effect to it
on their own lands but also recommend it to other zamindars. If we succeed
in saving 25 per cent. of our existing available supply wlcan extend irrigation to that extent, and it may perhaps be possible to reduce in time abiana
to an equivalent extent. So I hope that my zamindar ftiiends will give this
proposal serious consideration and let me have their views when they
have had time to.weigh its advantages. The other method is to supply water
.in bulk~
!

Mr.President:I do not think that the Honourable Member is relevant
1n placing these matters before the Council.
·

•
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The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander · Hyat Khan : ··They-want ,water rates to be reduced and I am giving them some concrete sug. gestions by which it may be possible to. do· so. · But in this also. success depends upon co-operation from. the zamindars. The Chief Engineer will be pre, pared to consider sympathetically applications for supply of water on a· eontract• system. As a matter of :fact, there is a proposal under consideration:
for making an experiment on at least one distrihi:itary in one of the subdivisions in order to test the merits of this system with a view to its estension on a larger scale if feasible.
I have made these suggestionsin the hope that they might help t<> bring·
home to the zamindar that the Government is prepared to do its best for
them ; but it is not possible for us to do much for them unless thay are 1pr&pared to help themselves. We can achieve a great deal by mutual co-operation. If they can think of other constructive . schemes or suggestion&
I shall be only too glad to receive them and give them full and syrnpatheticr
consideration. If they can show me any reasonable method by which.
we can lighten the burden of -Mhri za::tnindars I will be only too glad' to do
so. · (Cheers).
· Khan. Bahadur Mian Muhammad Hayat Qureshi (Shahpur West,
Muhammadan, Rural) (Urdu): Sir, the speech of the HonourableRevenue Member affords great satisfaction (hear, hear). But whereas
the House owes a deep debt of gratitude to the .Irrl.gation Department and
the able engineers for their making a· considerable curtailment in t4eir
expenditure, it cannot be ignored that ,the reduction in the expenses qf theIrrigation Department has, on. the .other hand, strengthened· our 'ease,
inasmuch as the. fact has been, obviously established.that there. is scopefor retrenchment in the department, ·
The Honourable Revenue,
Member stated at the 1dme of the discussionof the budget that abiana was
a commercial commodity and t_hat we ought to. seriously.ponder over · the
receipts . and the expenditure of the department. But he has not been
pleased to enlighten as yet the House as to how much profit the Government
is making under the head, " Irrigation Expenses.'' His reticence on that
point leads us to . presume that the answer to that question is not
favourable for the Government.
'
;
.
' .
[
'
It has been repeatedly: argued that in case the abioma is reduced, thezamindars of the forani ilaqa will have to 9,ei:i,r an extrp, burden and evideiitly
for no fault of theirs. But my submission is that we are not. desirous of' creating any friction on that point between the.zamindars of nehri uaqa.
and those of barani.
What we propose is lowering the present
exorbitant rates of obiana by effectingan all round reduction in the expendi_ture and not by enhancing the area under.irrigation. .
,
,;...:. Many of the honourable members have pointed out that the Government will be well advised·to proceed to give:effect.to the recommendations
-of the Retrenchment Ccmmittee, and if any of the recommendations may
seem impracticable in the light of scme administrative considerations, thequestion may be referred to this Council for discussion. In this. manner
many items which have· been absolutely untouched hitherto may be subject
to a reasonable pruning. But unfortunately the Go11ernmentseems to besleeping over the recommendations of the Retrenchment Committee and
has taken no steps so far to translate them .into practice. '
.
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The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan : TheGovernment have taken steps to give effect to the recommendations of the
Retrenchment Committee.
·
· Khan Bahadur Mian Muhammad Hayat Qureshi : My contention
is this that the recommendations which the Government do not think it
"Worth their while to translate into practice, may be brought forward beforethis House fo:r discussion and a verdict of the Council may be sought with
regard to them.
.
I pointed out at the very outset that if the present high rates of abiana
were not reduced to a reasonable extent, the area under irrigation would
be considerably lessened and this will have an adverse effect on the receipts
from obiana, Particularly the rabi· cultivation will be considerably lessened
and the abiana therefore will have to fall to a very low pitch. I have no
authenticated figures with me, but I can say with certafu.ty that the rabi
cultivation in tbe province has decreased considerably and if the present
low rates of the produce and the slump in the market continued, it is going to
decrease still. If the Government condescend to reduce the water rates,
the zamindars will be saved from the clutches of grave financial difficulty
and the receipts of the Government will not be affected adversely.
The Government deserve our most sincere thanks ;for their coming
to the aid of the zamindar and granting very liberal remissions for the last
three harvests. But· that is only a temporary aid. I think the Government will not he able to solve the present difficult problem by means of
temporary remissions. Temporary remissions may ! undoubtedly begranted veryliberally but they cannot bring contentmentto the zamindars.
The sword of high rates of abiana is always hanging over their heads.
They are always thinking of the excessive abiana rates and this prevents
them from entering with heart and soul into their work. So it is high
time that the Government should seriously consider the advisability of
effecting.a permanent reduction in the water rates and-thereby affording
the zamindars an opportunity to carry on their cultivations undisturbed
by any considerations of financial difficulty.
Yesterday the honourable member for Amritsar pointed out that. a
circular had been issued by the authorities to the effect that no official
should enter in their records a less irrigated area than that in the previous
year in the Majitha division, and that the officials who failed to comply
with · these orders would be dismissed from service. r_;rhis clearly shows
that those officials' attitude towards the poor zamindars is anything but
sympathetic. I take this opportunity to urge upon the Government that they
should take effective steps to do away with such anomalies. With these
'Words I resume my seat.
Th~ Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hy$t Khan (RevenueMember) (Urdu): Sir, I should like to reply very btjefl.y to the points
raised by the honourable member from Shahpur. · The Honourable
Finance Member in bis budget speech dealt at length 'with the question
of retrenchment. I will again read out the figures, which he quoted in
bis speech.
·
The total remissions granted during the last fou:t' years amount to
no less than Bs.. 4,89,00,000,and during the last 8 harvests the remissions
in abiana alone amount to Rs. 71,00,000. It is obvious that we would not
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have been in a position to grant these large remissions without effecting
a drastic reduction in expenditure all round. You are aware, tha.t
these remissions were given without imposing any fresh taxation on the
people. The criticism of the honourable member ;woajd have been vali<l ·
il we had met the loss· due to remissions by fresh- t~iation.
Government
ean legitimately claim credit for. giving relief to the zamindars on a' seal~
unprecedented in the history of this, or any other province wi~hout imposing
.any fresh burden on ;:i,py section of the people. .
.
·
··
I have been asked to give the figure which represents the profit from
our canals. Our income µom ~nals ~Us under two distinct oategories-«
under the first are credited direct receipts that is· income derived in the,
shape of occupiers rate, and under the second indirect receipts; such aJJ
advantage rate, etc. Now; if we leave aside the indirect receiptsthe profits
range between ~ per cent. and 8 per cent. It has been urged 'by many·
honourable.members that the occupiers rates should be levied on a flue·
tuating basis according to the rise and fall. in the price of agricµltural p:i,-Q~
duce. I wish to impress on. my zamindar friends that if this system .is'.
adopted they will be the losers. If We take the 1928 figures or even i91~
figures, for the purpose of fixing a basic rate they will have to pay much
:more than what they are called upon to pay now, . · I am glad to see tha,t
the honourable members in nodding assent, agree with me. ·. I. ~rn prepared
to make a proposition. to the zamindars arid. it is this ; would they · be prepared to pay for the water which they get a sum which would ciover wq:i,-Jr:.
ing and maintenance expenses, the interest on capital; the·ov~rhead charges
and in addition, a reasonable profit to the shareholdera, t'.p.e_people of this
province ? They cannot reasonably refuse to do so, as, after all, this· great
concern is the property of the people. This House constitutes the board
of directors, and the Government is merely in the pqsjtion,,of ;managing
agents of this great concern. Would it be fair or honest on the part of the
.directors to utilise the profits for their own beneflt.and pay-nothing to the
shareholders ?
,
It is true that we are · making some profit on the old oaaals, ,__ But
this is largely eaten up by losses on new canals and unproductive canals,
We cannot deal with the profits of one or more branches ot ourbuainess
separately. Like every other business concern the- lossea and profit~ frqm
all the various branches have to be put together. If we do not do so, who
is to pay the losses ? T1tke the Sutlej Valley · Project, it will ,:he some tune
_ before it can be fully developed;. meanwhile the price . of land .with which
we proposed to pay off a portion of oar capital expenditure has gone down
.fro:r:µ an, average of Rs. 400 per acre to about half that amount. Axe we
then to make this loss by a corresponding increase in water rates ? Is
the honourable member representing ·. the Muslim landholders prepared
· -to aeeept this position ? Surely not.
·
·
As regards kharaha I made it quite clear in reply to a Council questio~
that no such circular has to rriy knowledge been issued. . .'.Ille allegation
ihat subordinate officials have been instructed by means of a circular, n9t
to exceed a certain percentage of kharaba, or to inflate th~ figures of irrigated
area is !l,bsolutely unfounded. I wish to assure the hon~urable members
once again that every ~£fort has been made and will continue to be ma~~
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to reduce expenditure but there is a. limit to retrenehtnent beyond· which
it would be suicidal to go. As for the decrease in the area. under cultivation,
complete figures for the present rabi are not available, but forecasts so far
-reoeived. do indicate a slight decrease in the area. under '9'heat.
We would
be in a .better position to judge when final
and complete information is
.available,
I agree with the honourable member that if the reduction in
.area under wheat is considerable, we shall have to take immediate steps
to meet this contingency. ~
.
.·
Mr. President : Question isThat the total grant be reduced. by Re. 1.

Council divi<led: Ayes: 82; Noes: 27.
AYES.
Diwan Bahadur _ Raja Narendra
Khan Haihat Khan Daha.
Nath.
.,.
Sayad Mubarak Ali Shah.
·Mr. Nanak Chand Pandit ..
Khan Bahadur Sardar Habib Ullah.
Thakur Pancham Chand.
Khawaja Muhammad Eusoof.
Chandhri Shah Muhammad.
Chaudhri Faqir Husain Khan.
Lala Jyoti Prasad.
'Khan Sahib Mian Noor Ahmad
Lala Chetan Anand.
Khan.
Lala Gopal Das.
Cbandhri Biasat Ali.
Lala Bhagat Ram.
Maulvi Imam-nd-Din.
.\
Lala Ramji Dass.
Mian Nurullah.
Khan Bahadur Mian Ahmad Yar Chaudhri Ram Barup,
Chaudhri Muhammad Abdul Rah- ·
Khan Daultana,
Khan Bahadur Mian Muhammad
man Khan.
Sardar Sahib Sardar Ujjal Singh.
Hayat Qureshi.
Sardar Arjan Singh.
Khan Bahadur Malik Muhammad
Sardar Bahadur Sardar Mohan
Amin Khan.
Singh.
Chaudhri Allah Dad Khan.
Sardar Sampuran Singh.
Mr. Muhammad Din Malak.
Khan Sahib Makhdum Shaikh Mu- Sardar Bishan Singh.
Sardar Jawahar :Singh Dhillon;
hammad Hasan.
NOES.
Mr. F. H. Pnekle,
Lieutenant-Colonel Q. A. Gill.
Mr. R. P. Hadow.
Mr. Miles Irving.
Mr. R. Calvert.'.
Mr. S. K. Kirpalani.
The Honourable Sir Henry Craik.
Lala Labh Chand Mehra.
Mr. E. Maya Das. '
The Honourable Captain Sardar
Sikander Hyat Khan.
Dr. (Mrs.) M. C~ Shave.
Mr. J. W. Hearn.
Mian Mushtaq Ahmad.
Sardar BahadueCaptain Sardar Jan- Mr. C. 0. Garbett.
meja Singh.
·
Khan Sahib Shaikh Fazal Ilahi.
The Honourable Dr. Gokul Chand Mr. S. L. Sale. .
Rai Bahadur Mr. P. Mukerji,.
Narang.
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan Maulvi Sir Rahim Bakhsh.
Mr. Owen Roberts
Noon.
The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Khan Sahib Captain Malik Muzaffar
Khan.
Singh.
Sardar Bahadur.Sardar Shao Narain ,
Mr. P. Marsden.
Singh.
Mr. R. Sanderson.
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· · Khan l:SahlldurMian

Muhainrnad Hayat Qureshi· (Shahpur West,.

Muhammadan, Rural) _(Ur_du):

Sir; I beg to-move-

That the tota.l grant be reduced by Re. 1.

.

·

· .
.

..

_

~ir, 'every zamindar member. of t~e 9ounciland

perh.aps others also ate.
_
·
·
aware that JaW'I, and oats e,re without any shadow
. 3 l'.M.
_
. of doubt 'fodder crops... But it is a pitythat
for
_ the purposes of obioma, jawi is· charged· as wheat and such other·crops. Thesamindars have to sow this crop not only for·th~ir'own cattle andhorses,
but in the colony areas some of them have to sow.it under the orders of theRemount Department and as I have said this cropis not used for any other
purpose except for fodder.
. .
..
The Honourable Captain ·Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan : Does
the honourable member mean to say that both jow (oats) and jawi should
, be treated as fodder cropS'?
..
_
Khan. Bahadur Mien Muharnrnad Hayat Qureshi : . The present .
. classification so fur as oats are eoncerned, is all right. We have nothing:
to say against it. What
ask is that water rate with. regard- to jawi, ·
which is admittedly a fodder crop, should be charged at the same rate
as is allowedin the case of other fodder crops. This request has been made
many times by the.Agricultural,Association at Sargodha by means of resolutions passed at meetings generally presided over by the Deputy Commissioner of that. district. If I may say so, the Superintending Engineer of our
. illaq_a is also of the opinion that jawi is certainly a fodder crop and that it
_· is not used for any other purpose. In view of what I have said I hope that- '
'. the Government will agree to this proposal and the whole House will support.
the motion I have moved. · ·
Mr. President: Motion is--

we

That the total gra.nt be reduced by Re. 1.

Mr. R. P. Hadow (Chfe(· Engineer): _ Sir, it was some yeari, ago,
when the fodder crops were placed in a separate list for a certain low rateA ..
The list then chosen was small and the rate was charged at Rs. 8 per acre.
Subsequently it was reduced to Rs. 2 per acre and then to Re. 1-8-0 per acreand the list correspondingly grew until it has now reached to not less than ·
20 fodder crops. Recently applications have been received to extend thislist, but Government is clear that there· are already 20 fodder crops and some·
one of them can satisfy any form of fodder for animal or beast.
Further there is the financial aspect. The loss to Government on this.
reduced rate for fodder crops is 28-i lakhs of rupees, and it is for this reason
•that Government see no way to extend that list·any further.
With regard to this particular crop, enquiry was made in 1929, which_
_ substantiated the honourable member's argument that this almost entirely
is a fodder. crop, but it is also cut as a green crop and sold at. a very high
price. For this reason arid for the reason that the loss to Government would
. come to li lakhs _ Government does not look at this proposal with favour. I.
may also add that the total area under oats is only 88,000 acres in the province and it does not seem necessary to throw away 1l lakhs of revenue;
to placate the owners of land .in such small numbers. Surely they -· can.
_jind some other form of fodder for their animals and cattle amongst the 2~
erops that are already laid down•
•
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Chaudhri Allah Dad Khan (Ambala division, North-East; Mnham'madan, Rural): Sir, Chief Engineer's speech, which WE1 just now heard.
'requires to be analysed
little. He says that after a careful consideratien
of all the fodder crops, 20 crops have been put down as [fodder crops, but
there is no reason why more fodder crops should not. have been put down,
if taey are really fodder crops. Then he says that, the loss to the Irrigation
Department from the fodder crops is 28! lakhs of rupees, biit this is no reason
ior not including any other fodder crop, in the list, if it i~ certainly a fod~r
crop, Again, he says that the jawi crop, when it is out: and dried, is sold
.at a very high price. I wonder if he knows the differe~oe between a jawi
and jow crop. J ow is altogether a different crop. 'I'herefore this remark
should not have come from the lips of the Chief Engineer, who is a responsible Government officer.
,·
:
The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan : He
.never said that. He simply said that it is cut as green foddar.
Chaudhri Allah Dad Khan : The Honourable ·!Revenue Member.
-eannot make a speech. He cannot correct me because everything is
-there recorded in 'the official report. I have also noted ~t down myself.

a

The Honourable Captain Sarda.r Sikander ffyat Khan : The
-Ohief Engineer said that it is cut as green crop and sold at a very
-rate.
·
..

high

Chaudhri AllahDad,Khan:
Anyhow, if he concedesthat they are
iodder crops, there is no reason why any other rate should be charged than
-that for other fodder crops. The Government should not think of making
profits. They should realise that when a crop is a foq.der crop they should
-eharge only the rate for fodder crops. It does not become the Government
to say that because they are likely to lose 20! lakhs, therefore they should not
-olass jawi as fodder. That is no argument at· all. A ~obber may as well
:Say that if-lt6 does not rob the Imperial Bank, he wouldlose nine erores of
rupees. No one can refute the statement that jawi is a, fodder crop, and
-when once it is admitted that it is a fodder crop there· is .no alternative
left to Government, but to charge fodder rates. · I am 'sure the argument
.advaneed by the Chief Engineer will not appeal to any sensible member
-of the House. I wonder how the Government can put fmiward such an atgu, ment. I can understand, a lay member of this House :without facts and
figures before him putting forward, such poor argumenta, But that a .Gov-emment member with all facts and figures at his finge1i5' ends should put
forward such - arguments "surpasses my comprehension.· I do not think
after this that any Government member will have the· courage to say that
jawi is not a fodder crop. If he does sa.y that, I supp~se the same remark
will apply to him which I made about the Chief Engineer.
Sardar Sampuran Singh (Lyallpur, Sikh, Rural) :/ I have very great
:.Sympathy for the honourable member, the Chief Engineer, because he seems ·
to be so much bound down by red tapism that he has t~ support a measure
which he himself must realise to be illogical. .It is admitted that gram and
Jawi, or I may say oats, are fodder crops. It is also more or less admitted
that there are other crops besides these which are the subject matter of this
cut motion which 'are also' out; dried and sold ; and they- stand more or less
-on the same ground as the crops which are in question/to-day.
If we con·
:Sider this question purely from the logical point of view, I do not see how

•
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the Government can differentiate. these two crops, oats and gram, from other'
fodder crops. Therefore all the arguments that have been put forward by
the ()hief Engineer are only meant to circumvent ,these questions. Otherwise I do not find - aJ1Y difference between these crops and. other· fodder crpps
which are already assessed .for obioma at a different rate. With these obser. va:ljons I support the cut motion.
·-

. Khan Haibat · Khan Daha (Multan East, MuhaJninadan, Rural},
(Urdu) : Sir, I do not think that it is necessary toprqlong the diseussion
with regard to the matter· before the Council: I am sure that no one ·will:
deny that jaW'I, is a fodder crop. However, it appears that the English
members of the Council are under. the wrong impression.' that oats t:l3iiid our
Indian jawi are one and the same thing. Undoubtedly there is no other
English word 'for jawi except oats, but these are two different things. Jawi
j.s not at all meant for human consumption. It is used as a fodder crop for
'. animals and for no other purpose. .
·
it has been argued on behalf of the Government that if jawi is classed.
as a fodder crop, the Government will lose nearly a lakh and a half in obioma:
I should think that this fear.is unfounded. So far as I can see. the Government will not lose anything by granting this request of the zamindars. I
am of opinion that if jawi is classed as a fodder crop, much more area will.
be sown with ~bis jawi crop than is 'now done and consequently the .Iowering
•. of the rate ·of obioma in respect of this crop will not upset the estimates of thEi'
. _Government so far as this item is concerned. I hope that the Government
., will not hesitate to accede to this simple request of the zamindars. With
. these few words I support the motion under consideration;'
·Chaudhri Shah Muharprnad _ (Sheikhupura, Muham;mada~ Rural),
(Urdu): Sir, I do not. find myself in agreement with the honourable mover
of the cut and I, therefore, oppose it. I: should think that he ail'd his SU:P.·
.porters have not cared to realise the real situation or perhaps I havenot,
· been able to. follow th~ir· reasoning. , . They should have, known that this,
crop is more :valuable than many other crops which, are_ matured and which
are used for human consumption. Jawi, as I know-and as others ~ow it"
has been selling at Rs. 18 and Rs. 19 and even at Rs. 80 per kanal which
price even wheat bas never been able to fetch.
·
Diwan Bahadur Raja· Narendra Nath : . ~hose good old days are
now gone.
_ ._
Chaudhri Shah Muhammad : Even now jawi brings comparatively
better price to 'the zamindars, It will be, I hope, readily conceded that·
jawi is one of those crops which · only wealthier classes of people can afford
_to use for their cattle and horses and .Lthink they ean ~s wen afford to pay
enhanced rates. These high 'rates do not affect the poor people in -any way
and hence the demand for reducing them does not , appean to . be justified.
:rt will be within the knowledge of the honourable membe:rs::-tbat this cropis extensively sewn: in the neighbourhood of big citiesJike Lahore, Amritsar,:
Sialkot and Gujranwala where it fetches good. price and. 'there . are many
zamindars who live exclusively on the income ofjawi. Even 'Imyself depend
tery much on-the income fromjawi.
But that does not mean that I should
preas for a reduction in. abiana rates in-respect of this crop. I mus~ see what,
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is just and right and unless I am prepared to defeat the end~ of justice Leannot persuade myself to support the proposal before the House. I shall beexcused if I say· that, as it appears to me, the honourable mover and his
supporters, in moving this motion and in supporting it have not been actuated
by feelings ofsympathy for the poor zamindars: Otherwise they should haveproposed for a reduction beij.g made in the rates regarding: some other crop
which is commonly used by the petty zamindars. I am .sure that if'this.
proposal is accepted 'the poorer zamindars will lose rather than gain anything.
I, therefore, strongly oppose it.
_
_
Sardar Arjan Singh (Hoshiarpur and Kangra, Sikh, Rural): Sir,
I am -afraid lest we sitting on the zamindar benches should try to confusethe issues. We should not in every case bring in the question of the benefit
of · the zamindars. We should not try to blow hot and eold in the samebreatp. Sometime we say from these benches that we are here to look after
the interests and the benefits of the masses. Here is a cut motion, and weshould not fritter away our energies in trying to confine our attention on an
issue which, as the Chief Engineer pointed out, only involves, if it does
involve, a benefit to not more than 88,000 acres. It has: been made very
clear by the honourable member who has just preceded me that. it is a very
valuable crop and that we should not, therefore, lose thisamount of about
one lakh and a half of rupees to the public by trying: to support this-4 motion. _r strongly oppose the motion fo-r the cut.
·
lj'
_ The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Kham (Revenue~ember): Sir, it is hardly necessary for me to speak when two nonofficial members from those very benches have given a complete and unanswerable rejoinder to the arguments of the mover of this cut. My object in
rising is merely to add for the information of the .House; that oats when
grown in paddock area are charged at fodder rates, that is to say, that when
they are sown for fodder purposes by the owners for their 'own use they are
charged for at fodder rates, Honourable members will agree with me that
it is a very paying crop, and when sold green, as was pointed out by the
Chief Engineer and several non-official members, it fetches _ a very high
price. It i.s only the well-to-do people who can afford to use it as a fodder.
It fetches even a better price than green wheat. It is, -tb;erefqre, clear that
it would not be fair to exempt this crop and charge it fodder rates. Another
difficulty is that it is not possible to find out whether it is sown by the owner
for feeding his own animals or for sale. In view of these considerations I hope
the honourable mover will not press his motion. -:,Y'
.
Khan Bahadur Mian -Muhammad Hayat Qureshi : I beg leave to
withdraw the motion.
·
· ·
_
The motion. was by
~ithdrawn.

leave

Khan Bahadur Mian Muhammad Hayat Qureshi: Sir, I beg to·

move--

That the total grant be _reduced by Re. 1.

.

The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan : Would
it be in order to discuss the question
amending the rules framed under an
Act which I understand is the intention of the honourable member in moving
this cut ? I believe that according to parliamentary practice questions affecting legislation cannot be raised on a motion for the outs. in a grant or any-.
specific items ofa grant. ·
·
-
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Mr. President : Is the Councilprepared to accept this? The Honourin saying that according to-parliamentary

able Leader of the House is right

practice a change in legislation cannot be discussed in discussingthe budget.
Rai B~adur Lala Sewak Ram : This question of k"lt,araba is one
which brings in money to the Government ; therefore it can be discussed.
l\fr. President :. I may read to the Housd a ruling on the point which
1 gave in 1928 (Council Proceedings,
. Volume XI, page 561).
/

"Last year during the budget session and this year only the other da.y I gave a rnling,
to the effect that while demands for grant were under discussion, necesflity for

legis!ation or matters i:y.volving legislation could not be discussed. I have
found, however, on going through the debates of this CoUI1cil for the paljt seven.
years, that without the question being ever raised or deeidedrthe Council, while
discussing demands for grant, has discussed matters involving legislation in a
number of cases. Therefore, although my ruling is consi;itutionally sound,
and although it is completely in accord with parliamentary practice, yet in view
of the fact that a kind of convention or practice has already been established
on the point, I propose not to follow it in future."
·

Now it is for the House to follow its own practice or that of the Parlia:ment.
The Hcro.outahleCaptain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan : I personally think it is ti.me that you revised your learned ruling.
Mr. Ptesident : I clearly stated in my ruling that according to parliamentary practice, such motions cannot and should not be discussed. But·
:it cannot be denied that, rightly or wrongly, in discussingthe annual budget
this House has been discussing changes in legislation. Personally I would
prefer to follow the parliamentary practice, provided the House agrees.

Mr. Lab& Singh : I think we will not ·be right in cancelling yo~ ruling
outright without understanding the full scope and implications of parlia;mentary practice. Here it is not . a question of discussing a. point which
involves legislation. But we are discussing certain rules framed by the
Executive Council. Rules are not legislation, and I, therefore, respectfully
·submit that the practice followed by you or sanctioned by you under your
:ruling should be permitted to continue.
.
.
o;wan B3hndur Raja Narendta Nath : _ There is another matter.
In the Assembly debates I find that under a one rupee cut given under
the Executive Council grant, the whole constitutionallegisla.tion, the future
.reforms, the constitution to be given to India. and other things were discussed.
Khan Bahadur M!an _Muhammad Hayat Qureshi: Sir, I beg to
.move- ·
..
.
The Honourable Captain Sarda.- Sikander
Khan : May· I
<enquire whether you have ruled that your previous
· g is to remain sus_ -pended, and that we should not want in this case to follow parliiimeritary
practice?
Mr. President : I am in the hands of the Honse, If the House is
willing· to follow parliamentary practice in preference to the convention
-established by itself, I shall l?e pleased.
The Honourable Captain Sard~ Sikander Hyat Khan: What the
'honourable member from Gujranwala.said was that the House would be in
-order in discussing rules framed by executive action. That is a. different
:m~ter altogether. I want your ruling whether, so far as legislation is con·
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cemed we should follow the parliamentary practice or not. Now that we
are on the eve of further devolution of powers and full provincial autonomy,
it would be advisable to follow the example of the Mother of Parliaments.
and set up a healthy convention in this province, viz., to eschew all referenceto legislation while discussing demands for grants. I hope you will bepleased to explain to the House the scope and advantages of the parliamentary practice.

Mr. President:· The best course would be to have: all these points
discussed and. decided by the House formally, say, on a motion • to alter our
Standing Orders with a view to incorporate the parliamentary practice '
~herein.
The HonourableCaptain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan : Why-

change Standing Orders ?
Mr. President : I cannot go back on my own ruling,

,
The HonourableCaptain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan : Your
ruling is there ; you have only suspended it.
Mr. President: But let the House express its opinion on the propriety or impropriety of that suspension.

The HonourableCaptain SardarSikander Hyat Khan·: Will you
be pleased to explain the implications of the parliamentary practice .to the
House? I am sure they will agree to follow it when they grasp its significance·
and merits.
Mr. President: The Honourable members will find this particular
point mentioned on page 588 of May's Parliamentary Practice. For theinformation of the House I may read the relevant sentenceThe administrative action of a department is open to debate, but the necessity for·
legislation and matters involving legislation cannot be discussed· in committee
of supply.

•

The Honourable.Captain SardarSikander Hyat . Khan : I think
we should follow that very healthy practice.
·
J.\llr. President: May I take it that the House is in favour of parliamentary practice? (Voices : 'No,' 'no' and 'Yes,' 'yes'). Under thecircumstances my suggestion that this important matter may be discussed
formally on a motion to alter the Standing Orders deserves a careful con·
sideration of the House.
•
·
The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyaf Khan :

amend the Standing Orders ?

Why

_~

l4r. President:

To avoid the point being raised over and over again;
The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan : The
position, as I understand, is this that you were pleased to 'give a ruling and
subsequently to suspend it in defereneeto the views of the.House informally
obtained. Your ruling is there which is in accord with the parliamentary
practice, it was suspended because some members of this House expressed a
desire informally that it should be suspended in view of the past practiceof the House. My request is that the restriction should be removed and
your previous ruling should be revived. This can be done by collecting·
the views of the House informally in the same way as you· were pleased to,
0
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adopt on the previous. occasion when you suspended your ruling .· on . this.
point .
. (I'heHonourable President proceeded to take the sense of the House}.
Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq :We want to give reasons why
shouM
not change the 'convention. I warit to pointout 'that the Parliamenbis the
master' of the whole show whereas we ate not.
.
.· . .
Mr. President: Allow me to state the reason why legislation should
not be discussed in discussing the budget. The main object of. discussing the
budget is to criticise the Government or its officers for acts done against
the law in force. If the law is bad and, therefore; .requires to be changed;
or amended this can be done by moving Bills. to that effect. It is unfair
that the members of this· House should take the Government or its officers
to task for a bad law.. They can be taken to task for no~ administering the
Jaw as it exists, but not for the law itself, inasmuch as it is open to the members. themselves to have such laws amended or repealed. Why should they
ask Government to do what they can do themselves ?
·
Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq: May Task whether rules are laws? In
Parliament they are their own masters, here we are not. Here the rules are
made by Government without reference to us, without our approval. How
can we change the rules? These rules are Government made rules, and we
only come to know of them after they are made.
Mr. President.: So long as they have the force of law they are laws
io all intents and purposes.
Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq : These rules are made by Government
and not by the Council. In the Parliament they. can censure the Government. There they can throw the Government out, but. can anyone throw.
these two gentlemen out of their seats? Now they are just like being
gummed to their seats. They cannot be removed except by an Act of
:Parliament or at the pleasure of His Majesty. This is the only way to
attack them, and we stick to our convention. We .have no power otherwise
to enforce our wishes, and this is the only way to. do so,
Mr. President: This is not the only way. The honourable members
can move resolutions as well as Bills.
Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq : Resolutions will .have no effect. They
are just like water on duck's back. In the reserved· half we have absolutely no power.
·
Mr. President: For the present, I think, we should stick to our own
:practice.
Khan Bahadur Mian Mu~an:unad Hayat Qureshi (Shahpur West,
- .Muhammadan, Rural) (Urdu): Sir, I beg to move-

we

That the total grant be reduced by Re. 1.

My object in moving this cut is to bring to the notice of the Honourable
Revenue Member and . the Chief Engineer certain grievances of the
.zamindars with regard to the question of kharaba. Under the system of
kharaba now in force the subordinate officers cannot exercise theµ- discretion
in granting kharaba to the zamindars. They have been confidentially directed not to grant more th,at1. 5 per cent. kharaba·in any case. No circular
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lias so far been issued to this effect, but the practice is 'what I have stated
.above, In my ilaqa (Shahpur) one zilladar granted in the last kharij some
kharaba to a zamindar in November or December which was checked by the
-executive engineer in January when nearly half of. the' crop was cut and
_gathered. The executive engineer suspended the zilladar, for in his opinion
the latter had failed to grant kharaba properly. When such is the state of
affairs, how can the subordinate officers. dare exercise their own discretion
in granting kharaba. The kharaba rules permit kharob« only when the crop
is worth four annas in the rupee. But now these rules are a source of great
hardship to the zamindars. Supposing a field norm31lly yields· produce
worth Rs. 12 or Rs. 13. One-fourth of that is Rs. 8 or Rs.A. But in that case
the zamindar has to pay Rs. 5 or Rs. 6 as abiana. Previously half kharaba
was also given, but now that also has been stopped. I suggest that kharaba
rules should be amended ·with·a view to remove the defects (?f the present
system of kharaba. Another suggestion which I wish to make is that patwaris may assess kharaba, but it should be checked by revenue officers such as
tahsildars and revenue assistants. Before I close my remarks I would
request the Honourable Revenue Member to take steps to remove the defects
in the kharaba rules. If he is prepared to give some assurance about this
I will not press my motion.
Mr. President: Motion movedThat the total grant be reduced by Re. 1.

Khan

Khan Bahadur Nawab Muhammad Jamal
Leghari : · (Baluch
"I'umandars, Landholders) (Urdu) : Sir, I rise to oppose the amendment
moved by my honourable friend Khan Bahadur Muhammad Hayat Qureshi.
I am a zamindar and have every sympathy with the za:mindars. I am not
-expeeted to make any remarks likely to cause haem to the interests
-of the zamindars. - The remarks of my honourable :friend are true .to
.some extent, but they fall short of the true and clear desoription of the real state of affairs. He did not explain why
kharaba is not given equitably. Let me tell you that kharaba is given
only to those zamindars who can grease the palm of the patwaris. So
long as a zamindar does not pay faslana to the patwari of his village he cannot expect to get any kharaba. My honourable friend: has suggested that
the higher officers such as executive engineers and others should have no
hand in the checking of the kharaba. This suggestion amounts to taking
away the little control which these officersexercise overithe patwaris. This
suggestion if accepted would spread corruption all the more. It would work
hardship on the zamindars on the one handand also cause much harm to
the Government. This principle that the commodity of one person should be
appraised by another is not a sound one. My honourable friend's suggestion that the kharaba should be assessed by the revenuerofficerswhereas ·!file
regulation of water S1j1pply should continue to remain' in the hands of the
Canal Department is anomalous and so a defective one. : With these words I
oppose the motion now before the House.
Khan Bahadur Sardar Habib Ullah (Lahore, Muhammadan, Rural),
(Utdu): Sir, I had no intention to make a speech on this cut, but my honourable friend Nawab Muhammad Jamal Khan's remarks have forced me to
rise in support of the cut moved by my honourable friend Khan Bahadur
:MuhammadHayat Qureshi. I will _state a few things which I have personally experienced. My friend Nawab Sahib stressed the point that a chang~
c2
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in the' kharaba rules would increase corruption. This might be true ot
Dera,Ghazi Khan, thedistrict to which he belongs. He has stated ,it with
regard to Dera Ghazi Khan, and so bis remarks might be true so far as that,
district is concerned. By no stretch of imagination can we extend his.
remarks to the whole of the province. H~ cannot base, his generalisation_
on a; single instance or a single fact which might be true of a particular Ioeality,
Even with the present rules if, the canal officersonly act according to the instructions contained in the kharaba rules it would prove very beneficial to
the samindars. Our trouble is not that the kharaba rules are defective,
but our trouble is that the canal office~ , while checking kharaba, do not.
abide. by them. There is a· general rule that if a crop is below annas 4 in
the rupee it should be given kharaba, 'but no one cares to· give kharaba·even
for such a bad-harvest which is only worth annas 2in the rupee.
·
.
I state my experience of what 'happened only last ·year. It would bewithin the recollection of the Honourable Revenue Member that in , the,
Lahore district some 20 or 22 villages, all sawani crops, that is, cotton and.
sugar cane crops, were destroyed by the floods. The Govemment granted, ·
full remissions in the land revenue, for according to the enquiries made by_:
the revenue officersthe crops had been aJJ. swept away by water, and instead'
of crops there was water standing in the fields· 4 or 5 feet deep. Notwithstanding all this the canal officersmade the regular assessment and charged
·
obiomo, A simple amendment of the rules cannot
4· l',M.
be of any help unlees some effective. measures areadopted to make the officersof the Canal Department observe the instrnetions already contained in the existing kharaba rules. Instruction should
be issued to the canal officers that they should. be very lenient and fair in.
checking ]f,haraba ... In the C!:l,~e of the zamindars who derive benefit from the,
water supplied by the Canal Department, if abiana is charged to . the full
extent, it is quite fair, but in tho case of those samindars who could not gain
any benefit-from the canal water, levying abiana · without granting them
kharaba concessions, is unfair.
The next suggestion made by Qureshi Sahib was that instead of canal
officers the revenue officers should see whether kharaba had been equitably
given or not., In the Multah division the practice is that the revenue officers.
assess kharaba. The result of this is that the zamindars of that division
are comparatively more satisfied than tho zamindars of other divisions.
In those parts of the province-where the canal officers are responsible for
checking kharaba, zamindars have got standing complaints against theirconduct. The canal .offieers were so .strict in the areas I just mentioned
that if they found a few women wading through water in order to pick up a
little cotton from a few stalks left standing, they would at once jump to theconclusion that the crop has been successful and therefore water rate should
be charged on it. If. a few seers of cotton are gathered from such a field it
does not mean that the crop has been successful. . The canal officersshould
. be more sympathetic in checking kharaba. With these few words I support,
the motion now before the House.
S11rdarSampuran Singh (Lyallpur, Sikh, Rural).: Sir, I rise to support the cut proposed by the honourable member fqr Shahpur for the followcing reas~ns. The rule that no one should get any remission if he; got' four
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'::annas out of a rupee is not fair. Four annas out of a rupee means the gross
produce without deducting the cost of production. ll one were only to
consider the land revenue and the <ibiana in regard to the average produce
in some cases which comes to 12 maunds of wheat, on the canal irrigated
.areas they come to Rs. 12, while the return is only 8 maunds out of that field
· · which fetch according to the present level of prices, Rs .. 5. - The zamindar
pays Rs. 12 as land revenue and abiana while he gets only Rs. 8. He is
.actually out of pocket so far as· the payment to the Government is· concerned,
leaving aside bis whole year's work, his actual cultivation, ploughing so many.
times, the labour for which he sometimes has even to pay, the cost of main·
t_enanceofhis bullocks, to feed-them throughout the year sometimesby buying
.gram and fodder, and the cost of seed. Without deducting any of those
things, he has still to pay Rs. 7 out of his pocket, and the rules of khar<iba.
-do not allow for any remission whatsoever. I need not go into the details
-of the theory whether Government is entitled to a share of the produce
and is really a sort of· proprietor of the land or whether the landlord is the
.real proprietor. Be that as it may , no one can gainsay this thing that no
-one can.claim anything from !I, person either by way of a share in the produce
or by way of taxation who actually pays more for the cost of producing
.-a thing than what he gets out of it. Keeping that general principle in view,
I_ attack the kharaba rhles, and would definitely say that they.are not based·
-on any consideration of equity or justice. Several subordinate servants of
·the Irrigation Department have had to suffer serious hardships, several
people have spoilt their careers, because they tried to bejust in the face of
instructions which they had received not to give more, than five per cent.
•In cases where the whole village was not able to get even the cost of production and consequently when remission was recommended, the subordinates
.had to suffer.
I have not been convinced by theargument of the honourable member;'
Nawab Muhammad Jamal Khan, that any modification. of the rules would
lead to corruption among patwaris. That argument seems to be something
like this, that if I have a dog which bites ever~ passer-by I should move for.
legislation that no one should pass through my street because of my dog.'
When it is the duty of the Government to see that their staff are honest,
that they carry out their duties in a proper way, it will not be open for them
·to say that kharoba should not be allowed because the patwaris would become prone to corruption. It is for Government to control them rather
than decline to modify the khar<iba rules. With ·these observations I support
the motion. .e,
Chaudhri Shah Muhammad (Sheikhupura, Muhammadan, Rural),
-(Urdu):
Sir, the purpose of this cut is to <haw the attention of the
·Government to the necessity· of revising kharaba rules. The rules can be
.amended, but no member has ever thought of bringing a motion for this
purpose. Perhaps some member might bring in a motion to this effect on
some other occasions. The complaint of the zamindars is not that the
Jchar<iba rules are defective. Their complaint is that the officersresponsible :for granting kharaba do not abide by the kharaba rules. The rules are all ·
:right, . but the canal authorities never care to observe them. Instead of
mending the kharaba rules, what is required is the mending of the ways .
.f the patwaris and ziUadars who do not check kharaba equitably'.
·
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·
Mv honourable friend stated an instance of a zil1adarwho was dismissed'
by a.n· executive engineer, for ·checking kharaba ·very. leniently. In my
opinion the zilladar deserved· dismissal for he must have given kharoba.
ve1-y leniently to some friend of his who did not deserve it. The subordinate- ,
officers. of the Canal Department give kharaba only to those people who least ·
deserve it. . Corruption is rampant in this department.
If a few . more
corrupt officers iJ,re made an example it would prove very benefieial.Ior the· zamindars inasmuch as it would deter the canal. officers from accepting
bribes and showing favours to undeserving· _ people. Kharaba . is given
only to those people whose land is situated near 01'. about the canal bungalows
and who every now and then supply the canal officers with milk, grass arid'
such other articles. The zamindar · who sends to. the silladar grass for hismare is given kharaba and others go without it. There is no defect in the
, ,tiiles, but if the House wishes that they should. be made 'more comprehen-sive and generous I am quite at, one with _them.
, ·
-.
·.
.•
What we want is . that kharaba should be checked by the higher·
officers at the proper time. The present practici is that· the patwaris check
kharaba and then forward the papers for the sanction of the higher officers
and this is defective inasmuch as it gives an unoontgolled freedom to thepatwaris to show favours to their friends at the cost of other more deserving:
people. A particular time should be fixed for checking kharoba and at. that.
time the higher officers should personally visit the villages in order to see:
the. kharaba assessments made in their presence.
.
The next suggestion made by the honourable mover was that for pur- ,
poses of checking kharaba, the patwaris should be put under tho control of'
the revenue officers. Although I admit that this suggestion is a sound onestill at the same time I will say that so far as corruption is concerned, there
is not much difference between the tahsildsrs and revenue assistants on theone hand and zilladars and executive officers on the other. - In conelusion
J would once again lay stress on the necessity of controlling'the canal officers
who are' very eorrupt, These officers should be made to abide by the rules.
of khdraba. With these few words I support the cut moved by my honourable friend.
·
·
_ Khan Haibat Khan Daha (Lahore, Muhammadan, Rural) (Urdu) :Sir, I would like to make a few remarks on the basis ofmy experience oftwo
canals oil which .two di:fferenf. departments are responsible for making kharoba:
itssessments. These canals are in the Multan district. One is the· Lower Bari.
Doab which is a perennial canal and the other is the Sidhnai canal which
is an inundation canal. The kharaba is checked on the fonner bv the Canal
Department while on the latter, by the Revenue Department. The difference
between the, checking of kharoba by the canal.officers on the one hand, and
the revenue officers on the other is that whereas the-former sell it, the lattergrant it to the zamindars. _ On the Lower Bari Doab Canal, so long as one-does not visit and revisit the canal office~s, one cannot get kharaba. · A
zamindar has to run after' the canal officers if he wants to get any kharaba.•
This is not the case on the Bidhnai Canal for on this canal kharaba is granted
to the zamindars equitably, without . taking any trouble, and without
applying for it.
·
Again, these canal patwaris are very cunning and wily. They employdifferent means to cause harm to those zamindars who unfortunately happen.
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to be not on good terms with them and do not pay money to them. Oneof these means is that he would make remarks on his application to the
effect that he does not deserve kharaba concessions,and then, when the higher
-officer comes for verification he shows to him th~ fields of another zamindar
named B and tells him that as the crops standing in those fields are successful, he is right in entering those remarks on bis application. Sometimes
. they reject the applications of. such unfortunate zamindars as time-barred •
. The zamindars are a simple folk and illiterate, and they fail to understand
. such tactics of the. patwaris.
My next submission is with regard to the other proposal of Qureshi
Sahib which is that kharaba should be assessed by the revenue officers and
not by the canal officers. My honourable friend Nawab Muhammad. Jamal
· Khan found fault· with it saying that the .prineiple that another should
appraise the commodity belonging to a particular person is not a sound
one. This objection was not a cogent one, for the general 1111.e is that a
commodity is always appraised by a third person and not· only by the owner
or the person wishing to purchase it. When one is willing to purchase and
another willing to sell and they fail to strike a bargain they. .always seek a
third man to act as an arbitrator between them. One honourable member
, rightly stated that the canal officers· purposely grant • less kharaba, for
they think only those can get promotion' who check kharaba very strictly.
The zamindars of the Sidhnai Canal comparatively get more khoroba, and
it is due to the fact that there the kharaba is checked by sympathetic officers
of the Revenue Department. · With these words I support the cut now
before the House.
Rai Bahadur Lala Sewak Ram (Multan division, non4,iuhammadan,
Rural): Sir, I wish to give whole-hearted support to Khan Bahadur
Mian Muhammad Hayat, Qureshi (hear, hear). There is one point which
I particularly wish to press upon the_,Chief Engineer for Irrigation, and that
is that kharaba wherever it is necessary must be given to the zamindar. At
the. present time the state of affairs is this ; that a khoroha is there and it
is not given to the zamindar. I can show all this to the Chief Engineer if he
would tour with me. He can have a surprise tour, and I can show him
· that where there is an actual kharaba it has not been given. One reason
why it is not given is this that in spite of 'our applications and statements of kharaba . to the authority concerned, the zilladar never
comes to inspect in time, nor the deputy collector nor even the sub. divisional officer. The poor zamindars cannot wait indefinitely ;
, they have to cut their crop or preparing the land for another
crop. When theje have· cut fheir crops, these officers come
and say because the crop has been cut they cannot .eheok, therefore no
kharaba can be allowed. I think if instructions are issued to the officers
who inspect kharaba that whenever a case of kharaba is brought . to then-notice, they should inspect the crop at once; and in time this complaint
will be removed. There is a complaint that these. officers, are dismissed;
discharged or suspended, if they give too much kharaba to the zamindar.
. I think it is quite correct. They are given private instructions not to give
too much kharaba to the poor zamindars. The result of this private instruction is that officers concerned are afraid and do not dare to give even the
actual kharabd. It is very deplorable. Therefore, my submission is this
that strict instructions should be issued by the Ifri,ga~ionDepartment for
the inspection of kharaba, and if it is true that officers are suspended for.
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_gi_ving too much kkaraba this shouldnot be done in future: It may be that
· water was not distributed equitably, hence-there was a large kkaraba. How
-ean these officers show the kharaba as long as they are responsible for in-equitable- distribution of water ?
As regards my honourable friend, the repres~ntative of 'I'umandars, I
do not think be has.got a personal experience of the difficulties of the poor
zamindars of Dera Ghazi Khan, Muza:ffargarharid Multan districts, where
there are non-perennial canals. He is a big man, and so does not take the
trouble of going into-this matter personally. There the.kharaba is enormous•.
I took a st11tementmany years ago. I can· show that statement _ to · the
honourable members. There is 50, 60, even 70 per cent. kharaba, but the
loss i_l! valued _at the rate. of SO per cent. In fact the zamindars of Dera
Ghazi Khan are very poor for the very reason that they have to pay revenue
and water rate on kharaba as well. Therefore, I submit that whatever arguments my honourable frienrl from Dera Ghazi .Khan bas given, the kharaba
should be properly given there. -Before resuming my seat l request the
Government to issue instructions that inspection of kharoba should be made
in time.
Khan Bahadur Mian Ahmad Yar Khan Daultma O,\{uhammada.n,
Landholders) : Sir, my honourable friend · Nawah Muhammad Jamal
Khan has just said that it is not fair on· our part to insist that the price
· of commodities belonging to one department should be valued by the
members of another department. Well, I think logically it is a very good
proposition; It has been said that the Canal Department is a business
concern, thatis also true. But there is one thing which we do not realise,
and that is this, that the position of the Cl}llal Department is absolutely .
quite different from the position of any other business firm. The Canal
Department has got all the advantages of a _Governnient Department,
and they have got the monopoly of this thing in the whole of the province,
. nay, in the country. So a firm which has got a monopoly of a certain thing
- and has· got the advantages of a Government.'department, cannot be treated
as ah ordinary business firm~;
When a man sells a thing to another person, the price is always settled
_ between both the parties. But here :we find the Irrigation Department
have a monopoly of this commodity. No one else can give us water. and
· we have to' pay whatever _that department demands. Again, abiana is
collected as part of land revenue. In the case of an ordinary · business
concern this would not be the case ; he would go to civil courts. · It is not
therefore fair to argue that the Canal Department, which has got all the
- advantages of a Government department, should be treated just like a
private business firm.
As regards kharaba, my friend hes said aU that has to be said about it.
I think a few weeks ago· I brought to the notice of .the Honourable Revenue
Member an instance .about the Khanewal division in the Lower Bari Doab
Canal in which the Executive· Engineer was reported· to have sent a telegram to all his zilladars and deputy collector that he had inspected the
crops of that division, and that they were all in good condition, and therefore
very little kharaba should be given. If desired, I · can produce a copy of
that telegram to the Honourable Revenue Member. Such a telegram
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.:always has a result which is undesirable, because the pa~watj.or the silladar
.is. not a very responsible officer and in order to please his officers he some·
times goes beyond the limits as Saadi has said :
'
r.)

JI.) 1,; f'"'

l.!JU:J."' '""

&..a~, r,\; 4? ;

e: ~ t r )lj-'b J;l·~

1!.:11 .Wj .·

Chaudhri Muhammad Abdul Rahman Khan (Jullundur, Muhammadan, Rural) (Urdu): Sir, I rise to make a few remarks with regard
·to kharaba. I agree with the honourable members who said that the rules ·
and regulations about kharaba are already in existence bti.t that they are not
followed properly. I beg to submit that all this trouble is due to the introduction of motor cars. When there were no motor cars, the officers ·
used to go on horseback from village to village. They used to see and inspect
the crops in person and give kharaba wherever it was necessary. Now the
-officers ride in motor cars and pass along the pueea roads or canal banks.
They find the patwaris looking out for them at different places. The
patwaris show them their reports and. statements. On those reports the
Officers· give the kharaba. The introduction of motor cars has at · 1east
·two advantages for the officers of the Canal Department. They can cover
a long distance in a short time and can thus increase their bhatta. By
covering long distances they do not want to do any useful or practical
work. They simply want to increase their bhatta.
·
Again, some of my honourable friends have remarked that if the patwari
is not on, good terms with anybody he does not give him kharoba. I beg
to" submit that this is not true of the patwari only. From the patwari
up to the Governor the same thing goes on.
·

Mr. President: The honourable member should not bring in His
Excellency the Governor.·
Chaudhri Muhammad Abdul Rahman Khan : Sir, from the patwsr!
up to the highest official the same thing is going on. • In -this department
only such persons should be recruited who are God-fearing and honest.
They will always bear in mind that if they will do· justice in this world,
justice will be done to them in the next world. In this department there should be only those people who detest injustice. Then alone will matters
takea happy turn andimprove.
I beg to point out that if crops are destroyed by' hailstorm or burnt
by fire then kharaba must be given on them. If the zamindars do not get
.kharaba, it is due to the carelessness and negligence of the patwari.
He
does not want to go from place to place to inspect crops and prepare their
calculations. He . w.ants t~ shirk work. But as the rules . are at present,
he can be forced to discharge his duties properly. At present as he knows
that he will not be called to account for his actions, M feels himself quite
at liberty to do whatever he likes. If the higher authorities will condescend
to pay attention to this matter and take serious steps to:enforce the existing
rules regarding kharoba, I feel perfectly sure that the distribution of kharaba
will become quite regular and fair. I once again appeal to the Government
to give a sympathetic and careful consideration to the matter.
With
.these words, I wholeheartedly support this motion.
l
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Mr. R. P. Hadow (Chief Engineer): Sir, I want most emphatically
to deny that there are any orders whatever that a certain per cent. of-thekharaba must be given. I would also say that I have never known of any
such orders given. I have served for thirty years in the department from thebottom to the top and I have never known such orders.
If they do exist,
then _ some one is to blame, and if I only get information on the subject I '
will take it up. (Hear, hear). It seems to me that the point urged is not
_ so much· the revision of the rules as the· working of the rules.
.People do
not seem to object so much to kharaba being given. correctly, but they
object to possible faul.ts which have crept in, in the giving of kharaba. - I
· do not think there is anybody. who would be more pleased than the Irrigation
. Branch if the kharaba was entirely stopped.
It is very difficult to work
· and it gives an immense amount of trouble.
I am quite aware that there
is a lot of blame laid on the department.
But I think that some of th,at
blame is ill-placed'.
You cannot blame the Government s~ryants fo;rtrying to do what the rules require 'them to do. Itwas suggested that the- .
kharabd would be much morefairly given if some autbprity did the inspection.
other than the irrigation branch.
That reasoning is not very easy to follow
_unless you assume of course that the inspecting officers are told that they
· must give so much khasoba, a myth which I have. already. denied.
One·• honourable member pointed out extreme cases in the non-perennial canals
of Muza:ffargarh and Multan where, I think, he said, 10· per cent. of the
kharaba existed and it was not given. I may, point. out that in that area.
kharaba is given by the tahsildar. (Hear, hear).
Mr. President: The question is----:That the total grant be reduced by Re. L
O

The Council divided: Ayes 85; Noes 27 .
•\YES:
Rai Bahadur Lala Sewak Ram.
Khan Sahib Makhdum Shaikh MuMr, Nanak Chand Pandit;
hammad Hasan.
Khan Haihat Khan Daba.
Kanwar Mamraj Singh Chohan.
Chaudhri Naair Husain.
Chaudhri P.hah Muhammad.
Savad Mubarak Ali Shah.
Bai Bahadnr Mr. P. Mukerji,
Kl~an Bahadur Sardar Habit UllahLala Jyoti ~_i:asad._
Chaudhri · ]' aqir Husain Khan.
Lala Chetan Anand.
Khan Sahib Mian Noor Abroad
Lala Gopal Das.
Khan.
Chaudhri Nathwa Singh.
Makhdumzada Sayad Muhammad
Lala Bhagat Ram.
·
Raza Shah Gilani.
Chaudhri Bansi Lal.
Maulvi .Imam-ud-Din.
Lala Ramji Dass. · ,
·
Khan Bahadur Mian Ahmad Yar 'Mian Nurullah. /
Shaikh :Muhaminad Sadiq.
Khan Daultana.
Chaudhri Ram Sarup.
Khan Bahadur Mian Muhammad
, Hayat Qureshi.
·
Chaudhri Muhammad Abdul Rahman Khan.
' .Khan Bahadur Malik 'Muhammad
Amin Khan.·
Sardar Buta Singh.
Sardar Sahib Sardar Ujjal Singh.
Chaudhri Allah Dad Khan.
Sardar Bishan · Singh.
_
Mr. Muhammad Din Malak.
Sardar Jawahar'Singh Dhillon.
Khan Sahib Captain MalikMu.zaffar
Khan.
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NOES.
Mr. F. H. Pueklo.
Mr. R. P. Hadow,
Mr. S. K. Kirpalani,
The Honourable Sir Henry Craik.
Mr. E. Mayai Das.
The Honourable : Captain SardarDr. (Mrs~) M. C; Shave.
Sikander Hyat Khan:
Mian Mushtaq Ahmad.
Mr. J. W. Hearn. '
Sardin Bahadur Captain Satdar Jan- Mr. C. C. Garbett:
meja .· Singh.
Khan Sahib Shaikh Fazal Ilahi.
The Honourable Dr. Gokul Chand· Mr. S. L. Sale.
..
·
Narang,
.
MaulviSir Rahim ~akhsb.
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan
Mr. Owen .Boberts."
Noon.
Mr. M. A. Ghani.
The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra
Sardar Arjan Singh;i
Sardar Bahadur Sa~dar Shao Narain
Singh. • . . r1:
Singh.
.
. Mr. P. Marsden.
Mr. R. Sanderson;
Lieutenant-Colonel C. A. Gill.
Mr. Milesirving.
Mr. H. Calvert.
Lala Labh Chand Mehra.

Khan i3ahadur Mian Ahmad. Yar Khan Daultana: (Muhammadan;

Landholders):

Sir, I beg to m)ve-

.

:.:

0

Tha.t the_ total gra,nt be reduced by .Re. I.

My idea in making this motion is that the zamindars ~ho live near the·
Islam Weir and who enjoyed the privilege of irrigating theu lands from the-.
floods of the Sutlej are now deprived of t:pat long enjoyed.irrigation on account of the Islam Weir. . I .do not press for any compensation.
But
I understand that there are several areas that can be irri~ted by the Mailsi
Canal.
If so,. I request the Government to kindly consider this· point.

Mr. President

: The motion is-

That the total gra~t be reduced by Re. 1.
Mr. R. P. Hadow : Sir, in the short time. at

my

disposal I have not
been able· to find out .exactly what has happened about th~ oase.. I know
that the case exists and I know that certain zarninders aiie alleged to have
been put to inconvenience below the Islam Weir.
I can a:ssQ?e the honourable member that I will see what the case is and, if necessary, orders of the
Government will be taken.
·

Khan Bahadur Miao Ahmad Yar Khan Daultana : I beg leave to,
withdraw 'the motion.

·

Mr. Nanak Chand Pandit:

withdrawn.

Mr. President :

No, Sir, it should notbe allowed to
·
· ·

be

The questio~ is-

Tha.t the total gra.nt be reduced by Re. I;

The motion was lost.

Chaudhri Allah Dad Khan : Sir, I rise to oppose! the whole grant

and my reason» for doing so are as follows,
I want td', explain at theoutset that it is my object to point out a great many disadvantages and
difficulties from which the zamindars are suffering, and if it :is promised
that they will be removed, I will not press for rejectio:rf of the demand.
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The Canal Department has ~aused a good deal of heart~buming and grievance
.among the zamindars of the Punjab. There is no other depn.rtment of the
Government, even including the police, which is so much. disliked by the
zamindar as the Canal Department. (A.n honour.able membtrr : Question).
It. is practically ruining many of the zamindars. I want to mention certain
facts for the edification of the Canal Department and of its representatives
:in this House. -..rrhe first point is that during the months of summer when
-there is a good deal of water in the canal, the Canal Department gives a
__good deal of water just to tempt the zamindars to irrigate 1 !J>.. large area.
in the hope that the same supply will be maintained throughout till the
-erop is ready for harvest. This actually happened in the last ra/Yi, harvest
in the Rohtak district. when I went there on certain private business. .But
for a month or two the Canal Department supplies water in plenty, or even
ior half the season, ·with the result that the ·zamindars sow a larger area
.and pay abiana on the area initially sown. Then the . supply of water is
reduced. Now if this were a private concern and suclf things happened,
it would be a case of cheating and they would be proceeded against sueeessfully. But my honourable friend has just now said that the Canal De]artment is the backbone of the Govemment and the poor zamindars are
helpless. They·cannot even file a suit for damages. They cannot claim
-damages. They have no remedy. They have lost their seed, their labour
.and their crop. If the Canal Department supplies a certain amount of
'Water at the beginning they must continue the same supply till the end.
Again, when I was at Kamal the Superintending Engineer was on tour.
"He was going straight to Delhi _withoutstopping at any of the intermediate
:-stations and seeing how things were going on. These are their tours,
running 'in motor ears, leaving the zamindar to suffer his own hardships
and troubles. Some of my friends say that they are only anxious for their
travelling allowance. That is a good thing. But the zamindar's grievances
.also should be considered. It is a.very mean idea to earn travelling allow.ance leaving the zamindar to his fate.
There is a definite case and I can
,give the Honourable Revenue Member, the month and the date when this
.happened and if he looks up at the diaries of these canal officers he will
find the same tale repeated in every case.
Another point is this. Sometimes the discharge from the distributaries
·is according to the sweet will of the officers. . During the last rabi and
. kharif in the villages of Kalanaur and Negana in. the Rohtak district the
discharges of all the distributaries were reduced,
5 P.M.
and at the same time the discharges of the distri..butaries from other villages in the neighbourhood were increased. When
the Chief Engineer was approached by the ,zamindar as to why this was
done, he said that it was by way of making experiment. Making experi.ment at the time when the crop is standing and at the cost of the samindarI
That is always the case with the Canal Department.
Whenever they
reduce the water from certain outlets, they say two things: We want to
give water to the villages that are at the tail.
Mr. President : The grant now before the House does not cover
-outlets. The honourable member may reserve his remarks for· the next
-d emand which specificallycovers outlets. ·
· ·
'
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Rai Bahadur Lala Sewak Ram:· Sir,·I wish to sp~k on this;
Mr. President : The honourable member is welcometo speak to any
item, if he has given not.ice of a reduction from thatitem. :

Rai Bahadur Lala Sewak Ram : . Sir, I wish to sp~ak something·in
opposition to the whole grant fo,r Irrigation. I wish to-talk about the Bhakra.
Dam project.
·
!_
0

Mr. President: That project is covered by a speeifie item.
Question is-

to

Tha.t a. sum not "iixceeding Rs. 89,52,898 be granted
th~ Governor in,,
Council to defray the charges that will come in course of :~yment for t}:ie year·
ending the 31st of Ma\'Oh 1933 in respect of Irrigation.
·

The motion was carried;
GRANT FOB IRRIGATION ESTABLISHMENT, OPEN 0ANALS.

·

The Honourable Captain Sardu Sikander Hyat Khan (Revenue-

Member:

I beg to move-·

·

r.

_

That a sum not exceeding Rs. 72,28,900 be granted to the Governor in Council to defray
the charges that will come in course of payment for the] year ending the 31st
of March 1933, in respect of Irrigation Establishment, OJ.Min Canals.

Mr. President : Motion movedThat a sum not, exceeding Rs. 72,28,900 be granted to the Governor in Council todefray the charges that will come in course of payment for the year ending thee
31st of March 1933, in re11pect of Irrigation Esta.blishmeift, Open Canals.

. Sardar Jawahar Singh Dhillon : I beg to move-;·
·That the grant be reduced by Rs. 1,08,666-10·8 with respect to t~e item of Rs. 3,26,000-·
-A.I-Chief
Engineers.
: :,

The Honourable Capt•

Sardar Sikander Hyat !Khan : Is not

this cut out of order because it· refers 'to a non-voted grant
Mr. President: Why is it out of order?

!!I

-. The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat IChan : If it had
been a rupee cut I would not have objected but as the motion is for a sub-stantial reduction, I am afraid· I must ask fur a ruling'. ·.
Rai Bahadur Lala Sewak· Ram : Under the head " Chfof Erigineers," there is an item which is non-voted which can ea.sily be brought
under reduction.
:
Sardar Jawahar Singh Dhillon : Sir, I may refek: the honourable·
member to page 109 of.the budgeti;
The Honourable Captain Sa.rdar Sikander Hyat.~aq:
That.has.
no connection with the chief engineers.
.
,
Mr. President: Is the item of Rs. 1,08,(>66 in the budget ?
Sardll!' Jawahar Singh Dhilfon : There is an item of Rs. 8,26,0()()-<
given in the budget and at the time of giving notice of this 'cut I had not the·
details with me. I therefore had no option but to inove ~hia cut. I have
only taken one-third of the item that is given as voted in the budget.
0
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The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan . : The note
shows that he has moved this with a view to reduce the post of one Chief
'Engineer.
Mr. President : A note is required only when a symblical cut is
moved. It is not required in other cases. The honourable member has
given notice of a· substantial reduction from,« non-voted item. Therefore,
'-'- the motion appears to be in order. • .:
·
The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hy.atKhan : You were
pleased to give a ruling in this House sometime back that it is not permissible
to touch an item which is non-voted, even indirectly.
Mr. Nanak Chand Pandit: That is entirely. wrong .. The rulings
that have been given from time to time are quite the other way.
Mr. President: I remember the case of ·commissioners. As a member
cannot touch the Chief Engineers, whose salary is non-voted, he can move a,
motion that their staff, the salary of which is votable, be reduced. Tho
motion is, therefore, in order.
The Honourable Captain Sardar Si~ander Hyat Khan : Am I to un-

-derstand that a member can send in a motion for a reduction in -a non-voted

item indirectly through a voted item? This is no doubt a cut relating to a ·
'voted item but the object of the honourable member is to reduce the amount
under a non-voted item by dispensing with one Chief Engineer. I will have
'no objection if he confines himself to the voted items but if he wants to
reduce the post of a Chief Engineer I am sure you will rule his . motion out
of order.
Mr. President: But, the establishsnent of the .Chief Engineers is a
voted item. The House can, therefore, refuse to give any. staff to the
Chief Engineers. The honourable member intends to propose a substantial
reduction.
The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan : But this
.is not his intention, the notice of motion contains a note which clearly indicates the purpose for which the cut is being moved.
Mr. President: The honourable member. intends to move a substantial. reduction; Nonote is required for such a reduction. A note is to be
added only where a symbolical cut is proposed with the object of criticising·
actions of Government.
In cases of . substantial reductions, it .is not
ne~essary to add any note, and the mover can state in his speech why he
is moving his reduction ..
Sardar Jawahar Singh Dhillon : I move this cut for the sake of
., economy. I therefore suggest that the pay of the Chief Engineer and his
staff may .be cut down.

The Honcurahle Captain Sudar Sikander Hyat Khan : He is
referring directly to the Chief Engineers.
Mr. President : He is perfectly in order in saying that the Chief Engineer may ~ot be given his staff.
·
·
Sardar Jawab.ar Singh Dhillon: For a long time there have been
two Chief Engineers and they have been working satisfactorily and now only
:recently this third post was created for the Sutlej Valley Project.
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The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan : I am
.afraid I must again rise to a point of order. My difficulty is this, supposing
this cut is carried what would be the result? The honourable gentleman
wants to reduce one Chief Engineer, but if this demand is reduced by a lakh
or so, it will not be the Chief Engineer. who will go, but a number of poor
clerks. The Chief Engineer's pay is non-voted and beyond the reach of
the honourable member.
Mr. President: The honourable mover is quite in order in moving
a reduction from the item covering the pay of the clerical staff of the Chief
Engineer. He cannot touch the salary of the Chief Engineer, as it is a non·
voted item, but the pay of the clerical staff is a voted item and is, therefore,
liable to reduction.
·
The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan : He is only
asking for a reduction of one lakh out of three lakhs. 'Even if his motion
is carried it would be open to the department to do away with the staff and
.still keep the Chief Engineers.

for

Mr. President : He ought to have given notice
.specifie item but the motion, as it stands, is not out of order.

reducing

a

Sardar Jawahar Singh Dhillon : I have proposed this cut in order
to effect economy so that we rp.ay be able to balance our budget. 'I'here.is a
big gap between our receipts and expenditure. I want to make it clear that
we had only two Chief Engineers originally and their staff. That was· con·sidered sufficient for the work of the department.
Th., third · office together
with the additional staff has been created of late and my contention is that
it is entirely unnecessary and superfluous. This House constituted a committee for suggesting retrenchment and that committee has given its considered opinion on this question. It has come to the conlusion that the
third Chief Engineer and his staff are a sheer waste of money and should
not be kept any longer. In niy opinion in effecting the retrenchment, it
should be the policy of Government to retain the young sub-divisional officers and dispense with the old members of the staff who have put in long
-serviee under Government. I trust that the House will give its unanimous
.support to this cut.
Mr. President: Motion movedThat the grant be reduced by Rs. 1,08,666-10-8with respect to the item of Rs.
:J,26,000-A.l-Chief Engineers.

Chaudhri Allah Dad Khan (Ambala division, North-East, Muhammadan, Rural) : I rise to support the amendment. This cut is moved on
the ground that if the whole staff is reduced it rests with the Government
either to send away the staff or one of the Chief Engineers. And though
we cannot directly propose a reduction of the Chief Engineer's post, I think
it is within our power to suggest that the staff should be reduced to the extent
of Rs. 1,08,666-10-8. This staff is surely necessitated by 'the fact of keeping
the three Chief Engineers. If one of them be dispensed with, I think the
staff would be naturally reduced and the whole amount suggested in the
cut should be reduced from the grant so that in order to meet the wishes
-0f the House, Government may dispense with one Chief Engineer.

i
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· ' The staff which is rendered necessary by kellp:ing on the three Chief Engineers is too much. A third Chief Engineer is really unnecessary. At this.
. time when the financial state of the province is in a very bad plight, when a
deficit has faced us and the province is heading to bankruptcy, it is necessary that the Government should take stock of its expenses. Even a private: businessman when he sees a . calamity ahead of him consults experts, reduces
his household expenses and passes his time in what we call guzara. These
three. Chief Engineers were a sort ·of luxury andwore permissible when thecondition of the province was flourishing. But at a time when the province,is in such a bad plight, . these relics of Iuxurious days should go. It is time
'that the Government takes the advice of the House and while there is yet
. time, proceeds to curtail the staff to the strict limits of · necessity. With
these words I support the motion.

·Mr.Muhammad Din Malak {Lahore

City, Muhammadan, Urban) :-

It has been claimed that the Irrigation Department has made what are called.
very substantial economies. 1nmy opinion, however, they have made neither
sufficient economies nor due economies. At- page 52 of the memorandum
· a list of' economies effected by the department is given and a- reference to
it will show that almost the entire brunt of the axe of retrenchment has had
to be home. either by the temporary engineers, 98 per cent. of whom wereIndians or on the menial staff or ministerial officials who were e:x:clusively
.Indians.
The top urgently needed large and important loppings but
w0 find that .the thre« Chief-Engineers have been left untouched. Of the.
. five under-secretaryships only one has· been retrenched 'while the' cadre
suprintending engineers has been allowed to remain in full force.· Construction of important schemes . of irrigation has been going on in this province for
· the last. forty years or thereabouts; but it was not until lately that the numberof Chief Engineers was raised from one to three and also a large increase was
.made intheir emoluments. · (The Honourable Revenue Member: No.) The
mere extension of the canal system cannot be any good ground for raising
; the number of Chief Engineers. If that were so, by a parity of reasoning we:
· should have at least four governors for the due administration of the present
day province of the Punjab of which the Punjab Irrigation forms only oneunit, And the British Empire with -its vast modem developments and
acquisitions of territory should have 'at least half a dozen kings, We have
· never yet heard, whatever the size of the army whether it consists of'
one army corps or of ten corpsthat it needed more than oneCommander-inChief to command it. What then is the reason that three Chief Engineers
should be inflicted on this provinces, ls it because of poverty of ability ,
.fa the engineers we have· in the P\mjab ? Has the race of Oughtley's,
Beresfords, Prestons and Bentons become quite extinct? We used to have
men who were renowned throughout the world for their engineering capaeities,
, We have had engineers, capable of being in sole charge of the Irrigation Department single-handed. Although the Lower Chonab Canal was a very
important scheme of irrigation, although the Lower Jhelum-Canalwaa one of
the most important schemes, there was no addition to the Chief· Engineer's
post in those days. Even conceding that in the recent past there was someslight justification _for raising the, number of Ch_ief Engineers from 'one to- ·
. three, now that all the important construction schemes have been com--

of

plated or are nearing completion, at least one of the:rp.if·:I}.Ot ol"1Q:fID-9q,ld:.~
redaetion _in the ,iQp.mbJ)r -.of 10:hi~ cJ_p~
gip.eers would give -.;ti:! a saving not, to be despis,e_d, rsb_ou_l-d~lao,-Jikl),Jj9 U'k
.vita t.he attentic;)J,t of the Rouse,-to the met that the-le1:1s,-;th13 nm1fbe:r "of Ghief
,Engi:µeers, the less wµl_ be the namber Qf .officers ,reqttkE!d J,t> '.1:eJfov;e .,th®J
'When .they .PiQCeed on lor;i..g .leeve. That will f:J>lso m.e.an a.noth~r. , ~rlng.
mhe-,11,rgum.wit ,js sometun.es .aclvlJ,}lced, a~cl I thjnk ;thehoni}wable th-e L0ij,Jlw
eftp.e ;Iileµ.se ;will<be relyi,;tg on tltat · a.rgwne:qt µi opposingi th.is :tnotioA, '.ip_j!,ji
:the ·m~~e~ .~, the. ImperiaLS~rvice ian.not. be. to:11ehed. -,. i.shonld · like ,to
· draw t:he, o.ttention of t;he H9µ.se to the-Jact. that wheaev.er ,Gov;ernme.nt wants
it th~ C'Ji;;Q. io:uoh ~ven these ~er,vfoes ,aJld we simply. W@nt fo ~p_ea-Ho tll~
Hovemment to .touch tJ:iesa. officers. One of the Chief :Engineers, M:r. Smith
,I think .was his name,retired -from service only about a.:Jilonth or so bai~k.
And itisrto :be extremely regretted that advantage was noHa,ken otthat oie
portllllity to aboliah the vacated .post altogether in·ainticipa.:tio.n)of .the S.eor&·tary pf State's ·san.etion, as they admiUo have .done in th& eaae of onaot the
-under·seoret~ryships. But Govermnent would do nothing f>f the kind. Or
they .eould very easily have held the appointment. in a;heyanoe dust cas .t4,ey
didin the-case of the assistant secretary's post, as mentioned in _page :02 of
the memorandum. I would also like to - say here . that fa eommoz» -with. other
secretariats'-"-! do not.know how many secretariats we have in the P..ut;Lja:b--.
the irrigation secretariat also enjoys the ·privileges of spending,the summer
at Simla. By reducing at least: one post of the Chief Engineers we will he
reducing proportionately the expenditure whichis provided ,for the ,Shnla,
exodus. The Government .•of·. Bombay- has, . ow.ing to. financial stringency,
decided to discontinue its move to Mahabaleshwar during summer and .if .the
.Jti:injab Government could not ,enter -into the spirit of ec9nomy ,to such an
extent, they could at· least - substantially cut · down the number of secreta:mes
an,d under-secretaries attached to the c_ivil s,ecreta.riat an~ place all the ·heads
.of departments, whether-,secretaries or µot, on the'Ust of,i?~ssing <>fficers.
Suxely the whole bevy of secretaries,and llD.der-:sooretaries 9atmo't be wante.d
,at the. s~_er headqaarters.;
although the deprivation ~f wli~t J~
course of time has come to· be regarded.,as a· legjt~e ;perqniidte att~<ll:i~
ing to t:\leir high p~itio;ns as .beads of d~partID.ents. might l;w -~enly felt,
yet they could s"'ek consolation int~e ~t. that;it is not ,gojng to be.f<,>r ever~
[t .will on,Iy be for a ,short tinle, Qnly so ~0:;ig as we are ,in .Jhe. thrQes, of
.ftna:i;t~ia,l depression and no longer. The Fina.nee. Departw.~ -91,l.gpt :to h~ve
seen, ,to sueh. things qef~re .prepatjng the budget •. This dElpap;.ment ®-:i;qed
Jts enthv.siasm to the pa.per and fok, e~penditore ~the~o ;~U9.-w~ .fqr J;Ji~
-plieparat~o;nof bud,get estimates: it welco:rned .. the: paltey,!3!3,ying :wh,ic;h,Rtt,S
-l"esulted .from -the diaco;ntn;iua,nce of. the .praotice {)f Sllpplying p.o~o~~le
-memh~rs ,uf the Il;fouse '\ri,th,a,dvarnce copies of. a:i;ie,-wers :to quea,tj.ons;}ffit, l;lQw
-eoul4 -it then . despise SJ1Ch ·_ savinga a,s woii.ld · re&U}t .µ:om ii.)le .· s.~gef1tip:n . ~9
r-<mt:cict i;he .ij~la e~od~s ,?
··
reduced. . Even this proportjonate

and

· Wjth these wordslmost

strongly support this.:ittotiqp~

.·,JMr.)Owen ;'Roberts. (Ntlmi~ated~· n.o;n~£fi~i~1) ,: ' Sir.,;ctbe '_ f~w ':WQ~S
-tha-t J:,haV:e to saiy, O'n ,nhis ®Qtfon a.JJe. more xbY w_ay Q,f :Pf)l'll:Q~ald:llWl~:qiti,Q~
as to why I feehl:lQ_u,~dA.1o&p_p<:>.serllhis,011t J1,:rid]f!,ll}tly,9Jih~l'fhOfi!l ~iJar.@d:.l:W;ish.to~lce ~Y:;)P~iti9;n 9-~ite,Q~ :~o 1,.q~o~!:>J:em~m,lwf.,·_ _,~t,~~ll; been
~ggestell~ ,fue J~t r,l~-c<l!lIYS';tl:l!'lt, 0-ov.~~tl:Qt.,r~cei;v~~-~~·~.Rl.'~ -,-(!~
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fM:r:Owen:.Roberts.1'''::-~:-.:
· '. <i -.-·
·_:5,,·
.. ·,._.: .
,·_ ..
,:· ··.\
this siile of nominated! riiembeii only;: the underlying. s~ggestion being that
such.· one ·stands': biindly. and supports GOVE)l'nment. . I repudiate that
view entirely. · As a • member of the Retrenchment -·Committee.I signed the
majority· report 'and it·may 'appear to some members that ·there is an _in~
-consistency in signing that report and then opposing these cuts. . If honourable' members will consider the m:ater more carefully, we had one objective
ikept-strbngly.'in' front· ofus,' and very rightly, and that was to avoid interfering' with detai~s.-- · This: dep~men,t · requires overhauling ;as badly as · any :othe1· the :very savings that 'are already _claimed in it go to prove that. . I
no doubt that before we see ·the end of it, -further substantial savings
,will Be 'made. But' 'the one important . point made by the Retrenchment
Committee was that the incidence of working charges- pet Mre had increased
appreciably notwithstanding thatthe-aereage itself had grown and that this
is entirely contrary to wha,t would be expected in the ordinary manii.gein.ent
of 'business affairs. >Lthinli, I do not'. carry the words in ,:tny mind ,at the
moment, that We did suggest', a . definite figure to. which,' the 'Canal working
expense should be reduced; , · T do feel ·that' if members will hold on to that
'principle and leave it to· . Government, that, at any rate, shouldwithhold
critieisin for au other year or so., It is not easy to bring about large reductions
in any service whether it be a.public service or a private service, with one
stroke·of!the pen. And we allknow that: the reduction in· certain directions in Government is extremely-difficult ; · the: Secretari of State .has .to be
convinced of the "necessity 'for :a post when,it, is created will require equally
sound reasons· when its abolition is recommended· and I.feel that \ve. shall be
doing ourselves inj'qstice and probably hurting the very cause that we wish
to forward, that of. economy, if we press for cuts in individual cases like
:these.·
.
. .
. .
.
., '
.
:

as·.

have

1

pairi-

: - · ·: S~cl~ Sam~iir~Singh· (Lyallpu~. _Sikh;· Rural) : Sit, 'it is v~ry

jutalways .getting'i!.P propo~g· cuts' and: proposing :econom:fos.' · I think it
iii' needleas for nie WsaY,'that,WEJare_~ping it not-out of''ple~sure,'butbec.ause
we ~e-coµipelled tci"crif pitj'coat agcQrdirig to:the''Cloth'we ha'v¢/ Whether
~_ejire' to have· tli~ee. Chief:Engineers; four ChiefEn,kffi,eers_;<jr'fiye Chief EI).giiieers,: hi .ndt th!:)' ques'tiqn;, but the 'questiqn is to 'lessen _the. expenditure. of
Gov.erlllllent.. ·_The reason that the work has increa~ed would nof justify
bur .havip$ so :ri1any oflfo~rs:, with. semueh poverty:'in th~ province .. -Look
'.at. the 4isfory of' any ,d~p~tt¢entofany, -country, you., will find that 'the in·crease· or the progres~
e'v~h I may say, the devt)loj_nnerit of t4at _ country
'has nqt_brougnb:nore:than•ona'man'.: _
you 1ookback·to thehistor.y
our
own country, when. the Brlfish · came,' there was one Governot-:General. _ Then
'province aft~!': province 'Was .crea~ed till the' British: Etnpire··extended'to
Peshawar.' There was o:µly:. one rGovernor• General; ; In: the same ~ay we
'find there wasCoriJf one Chief Commissioner beyond _the Sutlej. T,hen poa;b
districts of Jullundur and Hoshiarpur were added; 'and still there was one
Chief Commissioner. When; the wli,ole area up to. Peshawar was added there
was only one Chief' Commissioner 'for the whole of that country with headqu:arters· at Lahore. WliatTtnean to say fa this thatit is not a questfon of
one officer or t~o officers, it is a. question of· reorganization of the depart;.
ment.' Itfa thequ.estion of giving more subordinates to him.
_ . -. - .
.' .. · Suprintending enghi~~rs are very ~esp~nsibl~ officers. They
v~ry
'lenior in service; and · there is h~rdlya· hair's breadth difference between the · .

:our

:or,·

If

or

are

a

~
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Superintending Engineers and the Chief Engineers .. :E~enif the posts·
· superintending engineers are abolished, I would say that the executive en·
· gineers, from whom you will select Chief Engineers,·• should be . as
able as Chief Engineers and they could be . trusted with a similar
kind of work, which is given to the . Chief Eilgii:i,eers. . The . real
thing is reorganizing the system of distributing work like this- that will
enable one Chief Engineer's post to be abolished; If you abolish thepost
of a superintending engineer, his work can be. distributed amongst the executive engineers. The increase of work )s no argument for · adding to the
number 6£ Chief Engineers. · If we look at this question ~om ·that point of
view, I would submit, that the addition qf so many highly paid jobs is only
to give Hatter emoluments to so many individuals: I think considering· our
. flnaneialpositlon we cannot continue that policy any more and we will have
·to cut short our expenses and the sooner we do the better.
The Honourable CaptainSardar Sikander HyatKhan (Revenue Member) : Sir, unfortunately the honourable member who spoke most vehemently
in, support of this cut is notin the House. I wish he was her~, because he made
a wholly incorrect. statement· by saying that the salary'.of. tµe Chief Engineers
·had;' beenrecently increased. I may for the information.
the House mention, that so far as I am. aware the salary of Chief ~righieers has not been
touched during the. last 80 years .or more. So far as the number of Chief
Engineers
concerned, . I will advert to that point later/but I should:' like
. to point out to the House that another allegation whic~ 1equally unfounded
has been made by the same honourable member-who rs now absent--:to the
.effect. that Government did. not pay any heedto the "Report o.f the.Retrenchment · Committee. . So far as the irrigation departmenf js ooncemed-t-end
. J believe, it is !:)qually true of other departments'7'"'." I can ass;ure the honourable
· members that we have done our very best to ineet the wish'.es of the Retrenchment Committee and as the' honourable member representing the Europeans
(Mr. Owen Roberts) .has pointed out, we have pratically brought down our
working expenses to the figure recommended· by the Retrenchment· Committee.
.
.
.
'
So far as the question of reduction of Ohief Engineers is concerned,
I should like to inform the House that at present we have got one Chief
Engineer for the Sutlej Valley project. We are under an 'obligation 'l>jsa vis
t"he other partners -of the project, na~ely !he Bikaner a~d the_. :13ahaw?lpur
States, to keep a separate Chief Engmeer m.charge,of tlj~ project until the
work is c?mpleted: So. long as the work of construction is: going on, wEI cannot
· even consider the po~sibility of reducing that· Chier· Engjneer._ As regards
the other two Chief Engmeers this House ni.ust not" lose sight of' the fact
that' almost half the income of this province comes froni1 the Itrigatiop. Department. Where would we be, without this income ·? ': But for t:tus large
revenue from. our canals there would be no ,iµoney for development, <>r even for
running .the administration efficiently. We cannot a:ffo;tftt(l~se. -even a
portion -of this 'income. We must, therefore, refrain ftol'b. d'&iµg'-~y, thing
which would affect this income.
. . . . , .: ' . I , " .'. : ',:
'

of

is

is

And

if '\V~ ate not to lose that revenue we must retain strict ana:!i£ffoient
supervision and control. We had only one Chieflllngh).ier in tµe'tiine.ties
of the las.t century, it is true, and the honourable member for Lahore suggested
that we should therefore be able to do with one everi now, ,:He .. evidently
forgot or conveniently ignored the fact that thousands:,of rmles of'.eanals
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have been added since then, .The acreage has gone upbf hundreds Of thousands and the revenue has gone up by orores, How willit be .possible for
one man to cope with all thl.s additional w~rk which.is 4ifficrilt to carry on
with even two. Every busiuess concern mcreases its .staff as the work
dnereases. · The analogy. that thfre was one Commander-in-Chief before
.and therH is .only one CorµmanaeMn-Chief even now is not correct. Chief.
EnginMrs.are,11ot in the same position as the Comm.ander-in·-;Clhief •. They
.are heads of arm.y corps. That would be a more correct anafogy. You
eannot put all the army .corps under one army commander .. ·If you. do>that,
the result will be disastrous .. (Lin. honourable member: There is,' only one
chief of the generahtaff).
The Chief Engineer is not the. e:bief of the general
staff. He is both the aqministr~tive head and the teQbnical. head, Apart
from the increase in acreage, this House is aware .that . there has been .an
enormous increase in work also. Not only has the techuica}work incteased
but the ,work df supervision and inspection. ·.
addition the desk work ha~
increased enormously. ·. One of the Chier Engineer has ·to be couped up in
tbi,s:Chamber for;a month during ~he budg-et sessionarid he ~as to be.pr~ilent
duringoth,er sessions of the Council '. · .hi the old days there were no .councils.
}14y honourable friend from Lahore, Mr. . Muhammad Din Malaki sends
sheafs of questions, and every answer has to pass through the hande Of . th.e
Ohief .Engineers. We caJlllot trust to the clerks and assistants. to prepare
tlae. answers . to. ·these. questions. · (Interruptions).
would request the
honourable member not· to intemipt· m.e. .How. can one Cllief Engineer
be expected to cope with .th.e work· which has. m~reasEld. 9.normously ·not
014y ,qy reason · of the. extenS103;1 ?f . ~:1als and the mc:rease. m.· acreage, but
also by the new system of adni1rustration under ther~orm~d govemment?
Lneed not ke.e.p this House ~ny longer. Lhope that ~his·cut will 'be opposed.
by every section .of the 'House'. -. . .
. ·
•
. ·. . · .
:Mr. Pr,esid.ent : · T_}le questionis.

In

I

'!Jllm.t thegrant be ~duced. by Rs .. 1,08,666.10-8 with res!l8ot wthe iterµ, of.Rs •.3,2tl;QOOA. !.-Chief Engmeers.
.
.
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-Sardar Buta Singh (Multan division andBheikhupnracBikh, Rural)

.(Urdu) : _ Sir:. I beg to move-'·-

-

- ,

:-,

Thatthegrant be reduced by Re.1 with respect - to theite~of ltri, 4;72,900-Pertiie,nent
and quasi-permanent offioers•-,-A:4-'--Executive.
:,
_

_ < As· is. clear fyoill the note attached to iriy :cut my_ o~~ect ~ proposing
this cut is to draw the attention of the Government to the manifold grievances
of tl:ui zamindars on account of the frequent closures of. thb canals and also
of the very unsympathetic treatment of the officera ,of this department.
These grievances have been brought to the_ 'notice of the' Government on
manyoccasions before. But what I want to add here, is :that the supply
of water . originally sanctioned for the old colonies has peen curtailed in
order to feed new canals to supply water for irrigating:lands in the new
colonies and the result .has been that the zamindars of the ,old colonies-have
suffered serious losses, Connected with this there is .anoth~r difficulty.from
which thes,e zamindars are sufferiag. The old, ca:nals are now more frequently
closed .than before. Sometimes they remain· closed for three or· four weeks
with the resl"ih that the standing crops altogetherfail and]eoriseqtiently not
only the zamindars suffer but_ Government has.also to share the foss in, the
form of remission of land revenue and abiana. AJid for, the information
of the Government I may as well state that the subordinate _ offic~rs o'f the
Canal Department do not pay any heed to the complaints 9fthe za:fuilidars.
· They do riot care a hang for what the zamindara may say, and riot unoften
their attitude is exasperating. The attitude of· the hig4er officers, such
as .aub-divjsione! officers and executive engineers, tqwar~s the za1:JJindai'a
is also not very encouraging. They manage to find as little time as possible
to listen to their complaints. No doubt they go on tours to the villages,
hut with motor cars· to ride in, they go with the - speed of wind and come
back with the same tremendous speed. They make it a point not to stay
at one place for more than a few minutes, You can very jell imagine that
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in such a short time they cannot be, expected to studyths real situation.
This is how these officers perform their duties. I· should also like to avail
myself of this opportunity to bring to the notice of the Government another
difficulty of the zamindars. .There are quite a large number of cases in which
the outlets of water from a canal are fixed at places far away, 'sometimes at
a distance of three or fourmiles from the field of the zamiridars even· though
the canal passes from' their yery fields. Added to it there is' another difficulty and that is this that if once these outlets are fi.xed·ttt a place they remain there for ever inspite 'of
the hue and cty raised by the. ~am.id.de.rs.
The zamindars apply to the canal officers that the outlets· 13,:re 'made at places
very inconvenient to therri but the officers turn a· deaf eat _to' their .request
and keep the outlets in their original places. I hope that the· Government
will see that these grievances' of the zamindars, · which are very genuine, are
removed.
'

an

Mr. President : .

¥oti?n lnOVed~

That the grant be reduced by Re; 1 with respect to the item of Rs. 4, 72,90()..:...l'erma.)lent
and quaai·perma,nent.offi!)ers-A-4-Executive.
,
.. ·

/
·,
·

The Honourabl~-Captaia S~dar Sikandet Hy~~ Kh;lln· (Rev~nue
Member) (Urdu) : Bir, I want to assure the honourable member who has
just sat down that the Government is always prepared to look- into· the
legitimate grievances of samindars if specific instances .are brought to its
notice. As regards touring, I may mention for .the information. of the
honourable.mover of this ''cut" and other members of .this House that instructions were issued last winter to all canal officers with a view to restrict
rapid long-distance touring .. Executive engineers have now definitely to be
out in camp for a definite number of days and theyhave been instructed to
tour 'from rest-house to rest-house and make a stay at each place of sufficient
duration to enable them to see the condition of crops arid riie~t the people.
The. sub-divisional officers, have to visit every rest-house and make
stay
of at Ieaettwo days at each place during the month, One of the·members
remarked that some officers do not keep horses at all 'now, '. Lshould like to
correct this wrong impression and to point out that every revenue officer
is required to keep at least, one riding horse and unless this.is. done· po
horse allowance is paid ... The honourable _ mover df this .
will realize
that times are changing and unles_s the zamindars also march 'with the tinles
they are bound to suffer. It is equally incumbent upon _them to avoid
putting temptations in the way of subordinate officers as well as to resist
any illegal. demands from· them. I on my part assure him. that· Government
would always be ready to.look into specific cioinplaints if they are aubstantiated by' responsible persons.
Sardar Buta Singh : .In view of the assurarice_ given by~e Honourable
Revenue Member, I beg leave to withdraw the zµotion:.
" · ·
:
0

a

cut

1,- · _ ·

.

' \. · · · ·.: · .

. The motion was by lease withdrawn.
The Councilthen adjourned till 2

P.M,

on Thu.tsday,'l7th Marrch1982.
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THE Council met at the Council Chamber at ;2
clock, Mr. President in the chair.
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of the

DEMANDS FOR GRANTS.
GRANT FOR IRRIGATION Es'i'.ABLISHMENT, OPEN

CANALS.

Rai Bahadur Lala Sewak Ram (Multan division, non-Muhammadan,
Rural) : Sir, I beg to mo'Ve·
'l;hat the total gmnt be .reduced by Rs. 2,00,000.
When I. look at the budget the item under ' contingencies ' runs from
page 108 to page 116 covering about 8 pages, The first item of Rs. 2,88,580
is on page 108. The total sum of all the items under ' contingencies ' comes.
to nearly 8 or 9 lakhs. No details are given under this head and no information is given as to how this money is going to. be spent. Had the totalamount not come to nearly 9 lakhs, I would not have asked the department
concerned to account for it. I. think such a big amount should not be
allowed to be spent by tho officers as they like. One ofthe items runs to
4 lakhs on page 112. I think we should get more details before we sanet!on such a big amount.
Mr. President ; The motion isThat the total grant be reduced by Rs. 2,00,000.

f
I

· Mr. R. P. Hadow (Chief Engineer): Sir, the honourable member
seems to have a grievance because the item of contingencies is split up in
several places. That. is with the intention of letting honourable members
see the contingencies under the different primary units, that. is to say,
chief engineer, superintending engineers, executive engineers and so forth.
But I do not think it has ever been 'given in detail in any budget. The only
difference is, I think, that the pay of menials charged to contingencies was
given separately and that is already done on page 108.
The honourable member wanted details of what contingencies are. I
am afraid it will rather bore the House : but I can give them to him. They
are principally the same for each head, but I will give them under the head,
chief engineer: post and telegraphic charges, carriage of parcels, hot and
cold weather charges, printing, binding, ete., office furniture, telephone
charges, pay of menials, purchase and repair of typewriters, stationery>
books and periodicals, purchase and repairs of tents, stationery frozn
central stores and liveries of peons.
"'Ae regards reducing this item, the average for the past 8 years has been
about 11 l lakhs, thatis under Public Works Department officers, and this:
· year we reduced that sum to just over 8 lakhs which is a very big reduction.
.;....a,bout SO per cent. If the honourable member's cut were accepted, the
B'
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.reduetion would be 50 per cent. which I: think would be hardly .reasonable.
In this connection I can assure honourable members that · we are still
pursuing economies under this head, although 1do not suggest that the
-eeonomies will amount to a very large sum of money, But we.are searching
ior them and gradually weeding out anything which seems not absolutely
justified _at the present time.
Mr. President: The question is-That the total grant be reduced by Rs. 2,00,000.

The motion was lost. ·

Lala.Jyoti Prasad (South-East Towns,
,.(Urdu) :_ Sir, I beg to move--

non-Muhammadan,

Urban)

That the total gra,nt be reduced by Re.· 1.

Sir, between May 1929 and January 1981, the Ohief ]fogineer issued'
some instructions to the effect that in the matter of recruitment as well as
·:retrenchment in tempor~ry establishment-the Muslims as against the Hindus
·should be accorded -a preferential treatment.
In obedience to these in-struetions the old Hindu Government servants are being discharged and
1\foslim junior Government sel'lPd.nts are given promotion o~r #their heads,
. .As the Government is itself encouraging this policy, the objection, even if
.raised against it, will naturally fall on deaf ears. The Government is itself
.spreading a communal spirit amongst its servants.
The communal spirit:
'is not only harmful for the· interests of 'various communities but also very.
harmful for the Government.
It would have been fat better if instead of
issuing these instructions . the Government had reserved some particular
posts for the Muslims and appointed only Muslims to them to the' exclusion
,of other communities.
To dispense with the services of the Hindus only
from a particular department is an invidious treatment.
If you would
.look at pages 8 and 4 of the consolidated statement you will find, that in the
.subordinate services the Muslim's representation is 88 per cent. whioh
means that drastic. measures of the kind were not at all needed.

The Honourable Captain Sarda.r Sikander Hyat Khan : ls the

'honourable member quoting these figures- with regard to the perma::n.ent establishment or temporary establishment
Lala Jyoti · Prasad : Temporary. I am not in a position to say
.anything with regard to the rest of the province but so far as the Western.Jumna Oanal,- Delhi Circle, is concerned, I can definitely say that old Hindu
-Govemment servants are being discharged. · I have with· me a statement.
showing the number of those Hindu Government servants who have been:
discharged or superseded.
In the Delhi · Circle this 'is being done. I:
:have no knowledge of the other circles of the province but if the same
iireatment bas Men meted out to the Hindus everywhere then, it oan
wery well imagined what a great -loss this community' has suffered and to·
-what troubles its membe'rs have been put. -· It is a weat hardship to the~
"Hindus and they are feeling it very acutely.
Let me read to you a resoln-tion- passed in, the executive council of .the Punjab Provincial Hindu,
;Sabha.
·

r

.

.

be.

(i) Resolved that jhis meej;jng of the Punjab ~yjn.cia.l Hindu &bha. 'reeords it.!
- emphatic protest a.go.inst the letter quoted above and points out pha.t the 'invidious ~ction
which the letter directs to be shown in bringing under reduotion the oflicia.ls holding temporary appointments is most unjust and unfair
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and is first of its kind whereby Hindu officials are prejudiced on account of
their religion in continuing in appointments which some of them have held
for the last 8 or 10 years while Muslims appointed so late .a.s 1929 are allowed
in service.
(ii) Resolved further that the copy of the resolution be sent to the press ; to
the Honourable Revenue Member of the Punjab ; to His Excellency the
Governor ; to the Honourable the Home Member of Govern:inent of India and
His Excellency the Viceroy.
·

A year has passed since a copy of this resolution was sent to the local
<Government but up till now no action has been taken on it.
The orders
by which it was enjoined upon the canal authorities to increase the Muslim
.element in the Canal Department to 50 per cent. are still in force.
The
·Government has not withdrawn them up till now. I request the Honourable
Revenue Member to withdraw those orders and to safeguard the interests
of the Hindus.
With these words I commend my motion for the con·
-sideration of the House.
Mr. President : Motion moved-

L

?"

That the total grant be reduced by Re. 1.

The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan (Revenue

·Member):
Sir, the intention of the honourable mover of this cut was to
protest against the method of recruitment to the temporary establishment
of the Irrigation Department, but the figures which he has quoted relate to
permanent establishment. · _The circular referred to 'by the honourable
member was· not issued with any. communal motive or with the intention of
encroaching on the legitimate interests of any particular community.
The
.sole reason which actuated Government to issue this circular was to secure
proper representation -ia the subordinate service to all communities.
Since
the work of construction- on the Sutlej Valley Project •has been completed
it is necessary to reduce the extra staff recruited during the course of con.struotion.
The circular referred to was jntended to safeguard the interests
-of the communities who were meagrely represented in the temporary establishment.
The instructions, however, clearly laid down that no temporary
·subordinate was to be retained unless he was fully qualified according to
the standard laid down for such appointments and provided his record
during the period of bis temporary service was satisfactory. I should like,
with your permission, to quote a few figures from the .statement issued "by
Government every year which shows the proportionpf representation of the
various communities in different services.
If you look at the figures for
temporary establishment of the Irrigation Departmsnf you will find that
in theupper subordinate service the representation of the various communities on 1st January 1982 was:.
.
Per cent.
Muslims
12
Hindus
70

...

Sikhs

..

·16·1

..Again,- the figures for subordinate engineering service ~ere:- .
· - Per cent.
_.Muslims
24
Hindus
55
Sikhs
..•.
20·9
'These figures conclusively show that the effect ofthe varioua circulars issued
fr~m' 1929 onwards has not made any ma.terial differenee in the proportion
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of the various communities in the subordinate service. Thev further
. conclusively prove that the instructions contained in these ~irc-µJais, instead.
of being uncalled for, were absolutely necessary. The instructions issued
from time to time have recently been consolidated and were issued in theform of a self-contained circular in February this year. A perusal of this
circular would show that the apprehensions of. the honourable member
who has moved this 'cut' regarding the discbarge of permanent nonMuslim subordinates are unfounded. There is no intention whatever of
discharging permanent Hindu subordinates.
The instructions contained
in the circular were issued keeping in view the various considerations mentioned by the honourable memberin his speech. I hope-this explanation,
will clear the situation and satisfy the honourable mover ,of this 'cut~

Mt. Nanak Chand Pandit (Hoshiarpur, non-Muhammadan, Rural):
The amendment which has just been moved by my friend Mr. Jyoti Prasad
raises a very important question of principle. · I understood from thehonourable mover of this amendment that the object of the circular which
has been issued by the department in charge of my honourable friend· who·
has just sat down is that so long as Muhammadans do not make up 50 per
cent, in the services, the recruitment of other communities should stop.
The Honourable Captain Sardar '. Sikander Hyat Khan : No.
Mr. Nanak Chand Pandit: This is practically the logical inference·
• of the circular which has boon issued by the department.
The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander-Hyat Khan:' No.
Khan B~adur Shaikh Din Muhammad : . Where is that· circular 'l'
Mr. Nanak Chand Pandit: It is no 11:se saying 'no', . I say that
it is the logical result of the circular that so long as 50 per cent. of the postsare not held by Muhammadans, their-recruitment should continue and othercommunities from the temporary establishment should be turned out and .
. recruitment should be made for temporary services only from members of a,
~foular community.
· ·
The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan: No,!
l\'l'r. Nanak Chand Pandit: I have no grudge with either the demand.
of the M'1,slims or the Sikhs 9r the Hindus, the question is one of principle.
If the Government were to settle once for all for all time to come how·
much each community is to get in a particular· department, there would besomething to say in favour of the principle just now enunciated. But
not long ago in this very House when a. debate took place on a .motion of"
a similar nat11fe, when Mr. Muhammad Sadiq, I think it was, made a demand.
that a percentage in services be ·fixed for Muhammadans, Hindus and Sikhs,..
the Government member who replied to Qiat debate:-=-it was our present
Govemor when he was holding the charge of the Finance Department-e-stated tbtl,t the Government could· not possibly accept the principle of:
fixing percentages · on ecmmunal lines and he gave . very valid and very·
strong arguments to show that if such percentages were to be _fixed an
apprehension in the minds of the people will grow that they arenot in theservice of the public at large but that they are to serve the community
at whose backing they have come into the service. These were the words,
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in a debate not long ago used in this Counoil, and very strong words they
were. I say let us decide once for all whether the services in this
:provinoe are. to be filled up on merit or whether on certain communal per-centeges or by SOil\0 other standard. Up to this time the people at large
do not know what is really the standard by which services in various departments are to be filled up because when we look at police figures we find
that the Hindus stand where they were. Whenever they make a demand
·that there should. be more Hindu samindars in the polios the reply is that
'they do not apply, therefore Government cannot make up for their paucity,
·This is the reply that is often given by Govenrnent. Simi.lady when a. de.mand is made by members of other communities, some such answer is
given. I submit with emphasis that the due share of Hindus, Muhammadans
.and Sikhs should once for all be fixed. I consider it very· wrong in principle,
I am entirely opposed to communal representation in services, but let people
'know how the Government is going to meet the demand of. the communities.
Whenever this question is brought, to the forefront we are told that
Government is not prepared to accept, the principle of fixing communal per-centages. On the other hand we find that people who a.r.e in charge of de·
partments have issued circulars which are quite contrary to the spirit of the
statements made by most responsible officers in the Council Chambers. · I
-think this is an anomaly which should be removed at once, Let us tackle
-this problem. Sometimes people say that a certain number of posts should
be reserved not on communal basis but on grounds of efficiency,sometimes
it is said that not efficiencyalone but efficiencycum, communal considera,tions should · be . taken into consideration. Up to this time I submit
.neither the Muhammadans, nor the Hindus nor the Sikhs know where - they
stand. yVhen a Hindu is in charge of a department he tfies to benefit the
Hindu community. ~
·
Rai :BahadurLala Mohan Lal : No;
Mr. Nanak Chand Pandit: At least that is the impression among
.the public that when a Hindu is in charge of a department he benefits the
members of his own community and when a Muhammadan is in charge of a
department he benefits Muslims and when there is a Sikh :in charge of a department he benefits Sikhs. How far this is correct I do :not know. What
I really know is that there is that, misapprehension prevailing on account
- :of the fac:t that Gavernment is not really following any policy in this matter.
'We want the Government to announceits policy. If the Government is pre:_pared to announce its policy, then the circulars of the nature which have
.been issued from the department which is in the charge of the Honourable
Leader of the House should not have been issued.. If there has been a change
in the policy of Government, let it be announced so that We inay know how
.to tackle. this very vexatious problem.
The Honourable· Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan : '!'hat
-eircular was laid on the table, ·
'

Mr. Nanak Chand Pandit: I am not' talking of yow circular. I am
.talking of the general poh1Jy. Your circular is not in accordance with tne
· .principles enunciated by the highest authority on the floor of this House, and
I therefore cannot possibly understand it. Sometimes it stated that such
.and such castes should be taken and sometimes it is stated that such and
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such religion should be recruited. We have
budget motiorihere tabled .to
discuss the fact that people called." others" are not. taken into services
according to their proper share. . The whole thing is in a chaos and theGovernment should be frank with us and tell the province how jt is going to
govern the country in future.- So far aij .I am. concerned I may say this·
that I am entirely opposed to communal percentages (kear, hear). I
only want the door to. services to be open to
efficiency. I do
hot
mean
to. say that
it should be open
only to efficiency,.
let any standard of efficiency . which
is not ased on caste or
religion·. be fixed, I would. be glad if the Government benches were
to. state that they will take only men of a certain weight say having twomaunds or three maunds or of a certain size. . Then it will be open to men
of all castes and creeds to 'increase .their weight or size. -. But it is difficult
to change your 'religion and you· cannot change your oaste, Let Government announce its policy so that we may know ~here the province stands.
Khan Bahadur Mian Ahmad Yar Khan Daultana (Muhammadan.
Landholders): We have been scrupulously avoiding bringing in eommunalism in this Council at least in his session and I am sorry to say that my
honourable friend has brought that thing after all. I thought that after thehonourable mover had heard" the Honourable Revenue Member there would
be no .discussion and I did not intend to make any speech.
Mr.. NanakChand Pandit: Still you have stood up.

Khan .

Khan Bahadur Mian Ahmad Yar
Daultana : I would
have said something quite different if the honourable · member from
Hoshiarpnr had not made the speech that he has just made. My speech
would have been quite different. Even now I would try to be very careful.
As far as the question of fresh recruitment is concerned, I think we need not
discuss it· at the present moment because there is no possibility oJ. any fresh
recruitment for many years. As regards retrenchment I think it should have
been this part of the House who should have asked the Government to
explain or should have attacked the policy in the Irrigation Department in themethod of retrenchment.
As we all know the zamindar class in particular
and Muhammadans in general were recruited in the last few years and they
were all appointed as temporary engineers and I understand that the whole-Of that cadre is almost abolished and those who are still in service, · I
understand, are going to be served with notice. As the B onourable Revenue Member has been pleased to state iii this House the representation of
a particular community in the Public Works Department Irrigation Branch.
is very, very meagre and the officers of the Irrigation Branch are supposed
to come into contact with that very class. Complaints of .· my friends on
these benches about treatment that has been meted out to their community'
reminds
of a story. The story 'is this: that a lump of earth and a stone.
fell into a well and the stone cried that be was going to be dissolved. The.
lump of earth replied: Lhose who are actually being dissolved do not say·
anything but you who are a stone and who will take long time to dissolveare not justified in making complaint.
I cannot understand one thing. Theznan who is an advocate of Indianisation of services cannot with fair face·
-object to eommunalrs reaentation of services.
Mr. Nanak Chand Pandit : I am not in favour of Indianisation of
services (hear, hear).

me
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Khan Bahadur 'Mian Ahmad Y ar , Khan Daultana : ,If my friend
from Hoshiarpur is against Indianisation of services. I cannot blamehim for objecting to communal representation.
Mr. Nanak Chand, Pandit: I said so before Sir John SimonKhan Bahadur Mian Ahmad Yar Khan DaultB11a : The question
of retrenchment as regards the Irrigation Department was a very serious
one for, if all those people who were at the bottom were going to be
dispensed with there would have been absolutely no representation of one·
community and there would have been a preponderance of one community
to the exclusion of the other. If I remember rightly, the words of our present.
Governor when he spoke for· Government on this matter in this House·
sometime ago were to this effect, that though Government did not accept
this principle; they were against the principle of the preponderance of one
community to the exclusion of others. And I think in whatever the Punjab,
Government have done they have followed that policy very strictly and if it
has been to the disadvantage of any one it has been to the great disadvantage of the zamindars and my community. I do not think my honourable·
friends on these benches have got any reason to complain of the action of
Government in regard to 'the Irrigation Branch and I am very sorry that this
question which we were trying to forget has again cropped up
this.
Council and I onl~ hope that honourable members who will speak after
me will try to be moderate in their tone. With these words I opposethe motion.
Diwan Bahadur Raja Natendra Nath (Punjab Landholders,.
~ General) : Sir, I know what the views of the Council are on a question of
this kind and if it bad been left to me I would not have moved the cut ormade a proposal like the one under discussion. My views as to the way in
which recruitment to services should be made are-well-known to the honourable members of this Council,_well-knownto Government for they have been
ventilated not only before the Simon Commission, and before the Council
'but before the Round Table Conference as well. It is unnecessary to reiterate them for I think I can never expect to get the support of the majority
of the members here to those views. But the question being before us I
wish to discriminate my view from those which have already been expressed'.
as to the method of recruitment. · Opposed as I am to communal considerations being given undue weight in the matter of recruitment, I am strongly
opposed . to those considerations influencing the policy of retrenchment,
Whilst you are recruiting for a service you inflict sufficient injustice if you
tell a man that yon cannot enlist him in service because he belongs to a certain.
community. But you inflict a still greater hardship on him if you turn out
a man, who is earning his livelihood already and who already holds an appointment on the ground that he belongs to a certain community. (The Honourable Revenue Member: Vice versa).' No vice ·versa. The policy of retrench., ment at least should be carried out without any regard to the preponderance,
of one community or another in any department. Y mi take away from a
man what he has and tell him that what he has, has been taken away because,
he belongs to a certain community. If in the· case of recruitment.
it is bad enough to follow such a principle it is worse in the case of dispensing
with the service of any man. I therefore give my support to the cut and
to the speeches which have already been made though I know what fate is
in store for the motion when it comes to a division.
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~Khan Bahadur Shaikh Din Muhammad {Ea.st and West Central
, .'Towns, Muhammadan, UrI?an): Sir, it was really ~ery painful to hear from
· the honourable member for Hos~rput remarks that he was. pleased to make
in connection with the communal nature of the oireular under discussion. In
:order to verify for myself whether his remarks were justified or not, I took
special oare- to .go to the offioer in oharge of the d~partment · and to read
the emct instructions that have been issued by the Revenue Department in
connection with· the . proposition which has been so seriously discussed by
- -one Hindu member and supported by two other Hindu members. This cir1
cular appears to have been issued on the 27th of February 1932 and it _ lay~
-down tha.t in the .ease 9£ oertain subordinate services like temporary patwaris or· permanent patwaris or mnnshisor draftsmen or officiating clerks
·when discharging them or ruaking new appointments it should be kept in
view that the axe is not placed on the head. of the Muslims alone, and that
-there should be a. percentage of 50 that should be . preserved for them. I
fail to understand how this can pinch the honourable members of the Hindu
bloe: If the Mussalman community feeling the. stress under which it had
been labouring during the last century or so of British rule has now learnt
how to safeguard itself and how to protect its interests, the Hindu comm.unity
'which has always been philanthropic in these matters should not grudge
it. _ ff was in self-defencethat we, Mussalmans, approached His Excellency
' -the Governor the other day and requested His Excellency to safeguard our
.interests in the practical application of the retrenchment proposals, because
we knew full well that a.II those Hindu gentlemen who are in charge of the
.departments would ·single the Mussalmans out for the practical application
-0f these proposals. If in order to safeguard our interests Government'have "
been pleased to issue a circular asking their subordinate officialstokeep this
:fact in view that one community should not be searifieedat the expense of
· another, that one co~ajlity should not swell its ranks at the expense of
another, ·there is absolutely noharm in that. The honourable member from
Hoshiarpur was pleased to remark that some percentage should be fixed "
beforehand so that no community might feel that any great injustice is done
- to it. There is one standard that fixes such percentages. It is the standard
-0£ equity, justice. and good conscience. And equity, justice and good ·
, eonseienoeclearly demand that the Mussalma.nsof the · Punjab should at
least get 50 per cent., of the share in every_ service. I daresay that the
Mussalmancommunity as a community is much more efficientthan the.Hindu
.eommunity ; both man fo man and community to community. I am ready
.to take up this gauntlet. It is the bogey of efficiencythat is always put up
in our way. ,We do not want you to patronise out duffers. ·we claim that so
.far as e:ffi.oiency is concerned, we ..a,re _ much more efficient than the Hindu
-eommnnity, physically, mentally and intellectually. It has always bean
said, '-' a sound mind in a sound hody " and if we can showa better physique
. than the, Hindus we naturfllly can show a better intellect than the Hindus.
It is only the oppression of Hindu gentlemen, that has .made us inefficient. "
It is the man who draws the picture of the lion that is shown always over thlf
.head of the lion. If the lion were to draw the picture, the man would be
.shown underneath, trampled under its feet. This bogey of efficiencyshould
nsver be raised in our face. We take up the challenge. We expect you to
:try each case on its merits. We only want to safeguard that no prejudic~,
.no bias should be allowed.to shut out the claims <>nhe Mussalmans. It is:
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,quite true as the honourable member representing the landlords remarke~
-that it effects a very great hardship if you turn out a . perit1on because of his
--community. I fully endorse his remarks and it was to · safeguard a~
such.hardship that we approached the Government to protect our interests.
We were afraid that if ten persons were to be turned out ~ll those ten would
-be Mnsaalmans and Mussalmans alone and t};tat the eyes of· the Hind~
-offleials would be shut against the Hindus •. That was the reason. for: the
.issne of the circular. It wa~ simply to ward off this. hardsp,ip and to protect
-0ur rights.
·
. . With these remarks I strongly oppose the motion and I resent · empha~
·tically the attitude that has been displayed by the honourable members of.
-the Hindu section in the House.
·
·
·
·

Khan Bahadur
. Mien.Ahmad Yar Khan Daultana:
,·.
.

I move-

That the question be now put.

The mot:im,, was carried. ·

Mr. President :

Q~estion is-

That the tot.a.I grant be reduced by Re. 1.

The motion was lost •
.Mr. President : Question isThat a.. sum not exceeding Rs. 72,28,000 be granted to .the Govemor-in·Council to
defray the charges ·that will come. in course bf payme#:t for the yea,j; .ending
the 31st of March 1933, in respect of Irrigation Establislul).ent, 9pen'Ca.nals. ~

The motion was carried.

;·

GRANT FOR !:RmGATION EsTABLISHMENT---8UTLEJ VALLEY PROJECT.

The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat; . Khan (Revenue
"Member) : I move-

·

·

··

That a sum not exceeding Rs. 14,19,000 be granted to the Governor-in.Council to .defray the charges that will come in course of payment for the year ending the
31st of March 1933, in respect of· Irrigation Establishment, . Sutlej Valley Project.
- ·

Mr .. President : Motion 'moved=Tha.t a sum not exceeding Rs. 14,19,000 be granted to the Govemor·in-Council to
defray the charges. that will come in course of. payment for the year ending
the 31st of_Maroh 1933, in respect of Irrigation Establishment, Sutlej Valley
Project.
;'

Mr. E. Maya Das (Nominated,

non-official) : Sir, I move-«

That the grant be reduced by Re. 1 with respect to the item ~•Rs. 4,30,~Tempoa
mry Est.a.blishJ;nent.
. ;• ·

I may state that my object is merely to draw-the att~ntion of Govern.ment to. the paucity of employees from the communities qown as " others."
It is not possible for me to say how this sum of Rs. 4,80,2@ is divided over
.the different communities for, I have not been able to secure the necessary
-details but from the consolidated statement that has 'been supplied to
·members it appears that in the Irrigation Department : there are several
instances shown inwhioh thecolumn of' others' is.nil or $hows a very small
:percentage.

-
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I had occasion to speak to many members of this House of all commnnities and draw this matter to their riotice and I am glad to say that in every
case they were ex!remely kind and sympathetic and they .said :" We are
very gald t:qat yon are making mention of this fact, and we are .prepared to
support you." In view of the brief but rather heated discussion on the
subject of commtmalismwhich we have just heard it is not my intention ·a,t
aJl to say that the community known as ' others ' .must be given such and
S'Q.Ch a percentage but I merely draw the attention of Government to thefact that in a great many cases the community shown as 'others' is given.
a very small· representation and in some cases none at all. I do not know
what the formula is on which this representation might be urged. If popu·
Iation be taken as one basis then according to the latest figures supplied to
us by the Census Commissioner, the population of communities known as
'others' in the Punjab is over 3·6 per cent. My humble.submission is that:
on future occasions when the question of fresh recruitment is under consideration, there might be an advertisement in the papers so that persons.
eligible for those vacancies in the communities, known as " others " may also
come to know of those vacancies and . in case they are· found to possess.'
the minimum qualifications and in case there are no other reasons for keeping
t:hem out, and if their further appointment is likely to increase efficiency,
then they may be. permitted to compete for these vacancies. Far be it
from me to suggest that any of the existing employees should be asked to
meke way for those known as " others." I am also not· certain that in all
cases suitable candidates from the communities known as "others," will be
forthcoming. But in view of the kindness and· sympathy which the membe: ,
of the bigger communities have given me, I make this submission before the
Government.
·
·
Mr~ President: The motion is-.
That the grant. be reduced by Re. 1 with respect to the item! of Rs. 4,30,240Tempora.ry Establishment.

Mr. Nanak Chand Paiidit (Hoshiarpur, non-Muhammadan, Rural}:
I am glad, Sir, that I have got an opportunity to explain my views with
regard to recruitment for the services. once more. My honourable friend
Mian Ahmad Yar Khan put me a definite question whether I am in favour of
the principle of Indianisation of services.. I am not iB. favour of Hindn-:
isation or Mussalmanisa,tionof services. r want to explain this. I had the;
honour to appear as a witness before Sir John Simon when he came here, and
I expressed my views on this important matter. The view that I took up was
this that no services should be reserved for any particular community, be
that community European, be that community Hindu, be that community
Muslim,. be that community. Sikh or Christian. The policy of the Government is at the present time to reserve so lllany posts for Europeans, so many
for Hindus, somany for Muslimsand Sikhs, etc. This policy has been followed by the British Govemment since its coming into this land. Therefore,
"I said that all those posts which are now reserved for Europeans should be·
thrown open to men of all castes and creeds and that recruitment should bemade on the basis of efficiency. I believe and trust that if Europeans and
Indians are given the same facility to compete in an examination, and no
reservation is made, I think, the Indians will get more than they get now by
the reservation, because I do not believe that Indians are in any way inferior·

J
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. to the Europeans. Neither o I believe-as Mr. Din Muh.· ammad pointed
ou~that Muhammdans are • any way inferior to the Hindus. I do not
think there is any di£ference~ etween wyself and Mr. Din Muhammad so far
as .the recuitment of servicesI is concerned, I stated o.penly in this Housemore than once that if any ethod of competition is found and even cent
per cent. services are taken!a'I ay by the Muslims or for the matter of that
by the Sikhs or by the Chri ians, I would not mind. ~s is the position
which I hold even to-day.
y honourable friend, Mr. Din Muhammad, remarked that physically, intoll I tually and morally his community is superiorto the community to which ~ have the honour to belong, and it is a great:
pleasure for me. to see this antiouncement made here for the :first time, that
so far as the Muslims are co*erned, they can stand on their own legs and'
need not depend on the favlpurs of Government. They want their right
and they want their right not l~n the basis of religion but on the basis of efficiency. (An Honourable Me:in,ber: What about nnmbers P) Numbers are
no criterion. An honourable :!pend of mine says, that it should be the number that should betaken into tjpnsideration. Well, the moment you use this
word "number," you give aw4y the case that my honourable friend, Mr. Din
Muhammad, wanted to put f~rward before. the House. Then how are you
going to decide between Shias !~nd other Muslimsand--1

:I

.

Mr. President: The horjourable member is speaking to a motion which

is not before the House.

;:
i

I

'

:

.Mr. Nanak Chand P~~it: It is before the House, Sn:. There is a.
motion before the House as]qng Government to reserve certain percentage
of posts for other communijies. Among others are included Christians.
(Interruption).
I am oppo.s~g this principle. of sub-di. vision of services.
I am opposing it 011: a princi,Ple. When I was J.·ust el9:boratin~ my point
I was confronted with a r01park of my honourable friend (Mian Ahmad
Yar Khan) that I am in favqur of lndianisation. How can I be in favour
of Indianisation when I do :qot accept the principle of communal percent. age ? I. do not want the public services of this country merely to be given to
per~ons on the ground of race1 cas~e or religion: ~ say, a European is as m1;1ch
entitled to compete for these :~ervices as any Indian. If he beats the Indian
in competition, I shall be t~e last person to raise my voice against him.
If any Muslim comes by .e~mination I will· never raise my voice against
him. I stated this in my oth~.'r speech, but it appears to have been misunderstood. I said Government h~s no fixed policy on this point. They do leave
things to certain officials to ~~sue circulars contrary to the statement made
-by the. Head of the Government, who was at that time the Finance Member
who said that he could not :;accept the principle of communal percentage
being fixed for services. T~~t is what he said. My speech was perfectly
in accordance with the view df Mr. Din Muhammad. He and I are absobitely one in saying that no cat,·te, no religion, no race, no birth, but only efficiency-let it be mental effi.ci~ cy or let it be physical efficiency or bothshould be taken into consider tion in matters of appointments. Let the voice
of communalism be hushed u .. So long as the public demand it, only the best
men should be appointed to e services of the public. Is it not fair for thetax-payers to say : we are ' aying taxes, we are paying so much money to-Government, are we not entit ed to ask the Government to employ the best
men, the really best men, tha can be bad in the market? This is the point.
1

1
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.of view which I wish to place before the House and· before the-Government.
The Government does not accept the principle of effioiency. We are entitled
-to ask Government, what is that principle on which it 'is issuing orders
-or circulars. We have put the question and no reply has been so far forth·
oonring.
Pir Akbar Ali- (Ferozepore, Muhammadan, Rural) (Urdu) : Sir, it
has been customary up to this time to. accuse Mussalmaris of raising objec-tions with regard· to services and picking_ bones with other· communities
over loaves and fishes. Fortunately or unfortunately, that objection to·
-day has not been raised by Mussalmans but by members of _ another com·
munity. Those people who are in the habit of sa.yi.ng t.hat MussalmaD;S
are the greatest impediment in the way . of their progress - and do not allow
them to attain to the zenith of swaraj, do not remember that.they areen- ,
joying the highest positions in the country and are holding posts which carry
·very fat-salaries. I will not be wrong if I say that to all intents and purposes
-the Government of this country is-in their hands.
However, I am glad to 'say that the objection for which our brethren
-always held Mussalmans responsible, is "to-day being raised by members of
the Christian community. We, the Mussalmans welcome their· claim,
and most generously say' that those people who so far have been meted out
poor treatment and called sweepers and untouchables because of our own
folly and narrow-mindedness should rise and hold respectable- positions.
Mussalmans are anxious that they should be as great as the members of any_
-other community. If Akbar .Ali can get a high post; if ,Maya Dass .ean
get a high post, if Pandit Nanak Chand can get a high post then_·why should
not those people who have been classified as 'others' get high posts ?
They must also be given a due share of public services: If a post is taken
away from Akbar Ali it is given to Nanak Chand. -1 say, why should it not
'be given to Bansi' Lal. I am afraid I do not clearly understand 'the "significance of 'others.' If by ''others' is implied Christians and nobody else,
then, I oppose this motion. But if in ' others ' are included those communities as well which have been sufferirig from numerous disabilities in the
past, then I very strongly support it. The _ Government of this country
is already m the hands of the Christians. With what face can. they ask any
further favours of Government. If, therefore, they are appealing to the
-Government to grant the untouchables their 'due.rights, then we give them'
our complete and whole-hearted support ; in these days of financial stringency
-no recruitment is being made in any of the Government departments. I
am prepared to go so far and say unhesitatingly' tha.t the posts which may
fall vacant during the next two years in the Canal Department and other
-departments may be filled by the members of the community to which my
.honourable friend Pandit Nanak Chand - belongs. With regard to _the
Department of Agriculture I would simply
this much that_ it is in the
-charge of Sardar Sahib who while retrenchment is being made takes good.
care to safeguard the interests of his own community. I-would not grudge
that, if vacancies falling during the next two years are filled by the Hindus.
But care should be taken that where a Nanak Chand happens to be a. head_
clerk, he should not be permitted to have· his-own way in the. m.atter ol
discharge or 'dismissal of any of the subordinate who -may not be belonging
-to his own community. With these words l resume my seat;
-

say
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C. C. Garbett (ChiefSecretary) : Sir, my honourable friend has moved
a very simple cut, and I think all' he wished to do3 P, M,
was to draw the attention of Government to theposition of ' others.' He misunderstood somewhat what that word as used
in the budget means to us. He spoke as if he was representing 8. 6 per cent.
of the population. That is a figure which is to be found under " others ...
in the census report. But it includes in addition to the 2 per cent. of Indian
Christians..,...-for whom I think he was speaking-c-Jains, Buddhists and some
Parsis, some of whom are classified among the 'Hindus. That i~ an error:
which has crept in through perhaps not understanding quite how the census
came to be framed and the difference between the meanings of the word
in the census and in the budget.
;
Another misunderstanding I should like to clear away !is that his community suffers. I would lik9the House to turn back to a few years, and they
will remember that this question of communalism over appointments really
attained the present height of intensity only in the last few jears. Previous.
to that appointments fo:r the sceretasiat, with which I am particularly concerned, were made with due regard to efficiencyof the candidates and very
largely to their parentage from the point of view, of services to the Government, As long as we had a candidate who from his family:record could betrusted with our secret files was available and was efficient, :that was about
all we looked for. We did not consider very closely the community to,
which he belonged. Now, whenever an appointment has to be made, even
that of a ohapr<Mi, I get sijarish from somebody to put in some one of his.
own community. (LaughteJ1'). The Honourable Minister may laugh, but
I have had such sijarish from people qf very high degree. ;(More la·ughter).
It is admitted by every speaker in this House that it is not possible to treat
recruitment. in future and req.uQtionof services in quite the: same way.. In
other words, we have to look at our services as we have inherited them from.
past.
ask you, who feel ~at communal proportion is not Jll that it should.
be, when that feeling is uppermost in your mind, to remember that you have·
to take the services as they are to-day and consider them by the standards.
which were adopted at the time when. they were recruited. Taking that
standard, I should like to remind my honorable friend that of the 2 per
cent. of the community which he represents, the representation for instanceamong tempor~y engineers at the present moment is 11.l per cent.; therepresentation among deputy collectors. of the Irrigation Department
as given in the consolidated statement is at present 2. 7 per cent. Therefore,..
ail regards this cut he has not really got much to complain 0£.
The third point I wish to make' is that for different kinds of servic~s·
different types of individuals and different communities are more fitted
In our agricultural services we have far more zamindars. In our secretariat we have far more people from cities and towns. There is a limit to, ·
which you can press. this, what I, an outsider would call, tb,e curse of eom- _
munalism, (Hee», hear). . I do not wish to make a long speech. I have
cleared away the misunderstanding from which my honourable friend was
snffering, I hope, sufficiently for him to take this as· an adequate reply to-day
for all the cuts on this subject, which I understand he has given noticeof in connection with the budget. The principles which Government. follow
are well-known and understood and I think. appreciated by this HousePersonally I have great regard for tlie remarks of my honorable friend from,

r
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Hoshiarpur and his plea for efficiency. I would certainly like to see that
millennium come when efficiency will be the only test for recruitment.
But
we are not even in the beginning to that millennium. We are in the Punjab
1932 : and our policy has to conform to the views of the people. I am,
however, authorised to announce the principle followed by Government
:in the matter of recruitment. I am not laying down any rule that cannot
he broken : but am enunciating a principle that is a. guide for practice.
The principle followed even in these days is that 50 per cent. of recruitment
should be Muslims and about 50 per cent; non-Muslims. (Int.erruption).
No, Sir, this principle is laid down not for all departments, but for the Irrigation for whom a definite decision has at any rate, been reached to try to re·
emit 50 per cent. Muslims and 50 per cent. non-Muslims. Out of the 50
per cent. non-Muslims 17 per cent. will be Sikhs and 88 per cent. others.
As regards ' others,' who represent 2 per cent. of the whole community,
_you can see how difficult it is to allot a share to them. Are we to fill in 49
.appointments before we can recruit one from the '·others'?
We have
.therefore to reserve a considerable latitude in this respect. But I am authorised to assure my honourable friend, the mover of this cut. that Government
will make every endeavour to keep the legitimate claims ·of ".other" communities in view in making fresh appointments.
I hope the honourable
mover will accept this assurance and withdraw not only this cut, but all
others of which he has given notice for the same purpose.
·

Mr. E. Maya Das : Sir, I should like to offer a word of personalexplanation, because it has been understood that I moved this cut motion on behalf
.of the community I have the honour to represent. The information that was .
supplied to us in the consolidated statement does not furnish separate statistics about Indian Christians, and I, therefore, intentionally· moved
this cut to represent the view of the comm'Uility known as 'others'; and'
if for some reasons- I am unable to do so, I hope I will be told about it.
I made absolutely no demand of a.ny sort. I made only a humble request
that on future occasions when the question of fresh recruitment is under
consideration there might be an, advertisement in the papers, so that
persons eligible for those vacancies, in the communities known as " others,"
.also may come to know about them, so that in case they possessed the minimuni qualification and also if there were no other reasons for excluding them, .
and if efficiency was likely to, he increased," they be allowed to-compete.
In view, however, of the assurances that have been given by the Government
:member, I withdraw not only this cut motion, but all the other motions also.
· Mr. President: Other motions are not before the. House,
.quently,t~e question of their withdrawal does not arise.
The niotion w~ by leave withdrawn.

· Mr. President :
~t

Couse-

-

The question is-

a sum not exceeding Ra. 14,19,000 be granted to the . Governor-in-Oounoilto
defray t.he charges that will come in course of pa.yment for the year ending the·
31st of March 1933, in respect of Irrigation ~sta.blishment, Sutlej Valley Project .

. The motion was carried.
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'
The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan : I beg to
1

move-That a sum not exceeding Rs. 19,25,400 be granted to the Governor-in-Council to
defray the charges that will come in course of payment for the year ending
the 31st of March 1933, in respect of Irrigation (Ca;pita.l fxpenditure).

The motion was c1rried.

'

GRANT FOR DEBT SERVIOES.

The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikand~r Hyat ~an : I beg
move-

ta

, That a sum not exceeding Rs. 6,000 be granted to the· Governor-in-Council to defray
the charges that will come in course of .payment for the:;voor ending the 31st
of March 1933, in respect of Debt Services.
i,

Mr. President : Motion moved=That a sum not exceeding Rs. 6,000 be granted to the Govemor-in.Oeuneil to defray
the charges that will come in course of payment for the: year ending the 31st
of March 1933, in respect of Debt Services.
!
.

Khan Bahadur Sardar Habib Ullah (Lahore, Muha~adan, Rural) :
Sir, in opposing this grant I wish to draw the attention of, the House to a _
very important matter and th~t is t~e gloomy aspect of OUf finances.
It would not be out of place for me at this stage to draw the attention of
the Finance Department and also of the honourable members of this House,
.es we are from the very beginning of this session talking abput retrenchment,
-to the dark side of our finances. A.t page 184 of the budget one is shocked
-to find the pace at which Government is increasing the liabilities of the pro·
vince. If I am not mistaken I would refer to the total amount of debts that
<the Government have incurred at the present moment, ±t comes to about
85 crores-of rupees. The interest that the province has [got to pay on it
comes to about 1,80 lakhs, , The House should also know that during the
last 4 or 5 years Government has incurred a liability of about 9 erores under
.debt. I am referring to page 184 of the budget. If the present Government
is going at ,this speed in the matter of incurring theb: debts, I do not
know what the condition of the future Government will be when the re·
iorms come. It will find itself in chaos and hopeless condition. It may be
-very difficult to clear off these debts for some generations 'to come. I would
-therefore like to have 'some light thrown on this point either by the Honour·
able Finance Member or the Finance Secretary."
The Honourable Sir H;enry Craik (Finance Mem~er) : The demand
which has been moved is only Rs. 6,000 which,·I understand, represents the
amount required for the clerical establishment engaged in managing our
loan accounts. The actual amount of the debt, of course, is an entirely
.different item. I quite agree with the honourable member that the. total
amount of our capital debt is high. But the honourable member must
'remember that practically the whole of that is secured on productive services
such as our great canal system. Further,.though Ladmit that capital expenditure has been heavy in the last few years, ·the honourable ~ember will realise
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~at we are now approaching, the completion of the great Sutlej Valley Pro·
ject and are approaching the time when that will be a revenue producing
project. In: fact, it has already begun to produce revenue and very littlemore in the way of capital expenditure is requited. Similarly as regards theHydro-Electric Project, construction is rapidly approaching completion and,.
as I explained in my budget speech, there will be only one more year in which
any large amount of capital expenditure will be required. I cannot give a definite undertaking that that will ever- be a productive project, but that is not
a project for which I personally can- claim any responsibility. At the time
I became Finance Member, in fact long before that; Government was so
deeply committed to this project that it was impossible to draw back, and
obviously the only sound course is to go ahead and complete the scheme.
I hope that it will eventually become a paying project. The total amount
of capital involved is not expected to exceed about 6! crores which is a.
comparatively small amount of our total debt. The rest of our debt is all
secured on the great productive works.

Mr. President:The question is-·
That a sum not exceeding Rs. 6,000 be granted to the Governor•in-Council to defray
the charges that will come in course of payment for the year ending the 31st.
of March 1933. in. respect of ~ebt Services.
o

The rrwtion was carried.
GRANT FOB GENERAL ADMINISTRATION {RESERVED).

The Honourable"Sir _Henry Craik: Sir,I beg to moveThat a sum not exceeding Rs. 80,70,400 be granted to the Governor-in-Council todefray the charges that will come in course of payment for the year ending
· the 31st of March 1933, in respect of General Administration (Reserved).

Mr. President : The motion isThat a sum not exceeding Rs. 80,70,400 be granted to the Governor-in:Council to
defray the charges that will come in course of payment for -the year ending;
the 31st of March 1933, in respect of General Administration (Reserved).

Chaudhri Allah Dad Khan (.!mbala division, North-East, Muhammadan, Rural): Sir, I beg to moveo

Mr. C. C. Garbett : I rise to a point of order;

I think you gave a ruling
~ometimeago that a cut to call attention to defects was notin order.
.

Chaudhri Allah Dad Khan: Sir, I want to point out the effects of the
travelling and daily allowance.

Mr. President:I think the amendment is in order.
Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq : I want to know whether you will permit
members to speak on the demand. before cuts are moved.

Mr. President:There is no objection to the honourable member's
speaking to the demand as a whole. · In· fact that is the principal motion
before the House. But after a demand is moved and proposed from theOhair, the ordinary practice is to proceed with the motions for reduction,
and after they are disposed of to discuss the total grant.
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Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq : But only two days are alloted to each de·
mand, and if the cut motions are not disposed-of within the two days there
will be no opportunity to speak on the main motion.
·
Mr. President: What does the honourable member: wish to discuss
.at this stage ?
..
•
Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq : The general policy.' This is a most important demand.
:
Mr. President: But the honourable member for Ambala has already
been called to move his amendment.
Chaudhri Allah Dad Khan : Sir, I moveThat the grant be reduced by Re. I with respeot to the item of Rs. 40,~Travelling
and daily allowances of members-Legislative Council. i

My object in moving this cut is to point out that the t~avelling and daily
allowance allowed to the members of the Council is quite fosufficient. The
daily allowance is allowed only for the days on which the Council sits and for
the intervening off-days. But it is not to be understood that members
come here only on the day on which the Council sits or leave the place immediately the Council is adjourned as they come before it for preparing
speeches and stay after the adjournment for necessa:i;y work. In the
Legislative Assembly seven days before and after the meeting are allowed and
allowance is given for: these days. It cannot be said that the expenses ,of the
honourable members of this House are less than those of the members of the
.Assembly, So far as this province is concerned, the Legislative Council
is the highest institution of the province, and members, coming from out
of Lahore are put to a good deal of loss in that their work is interrupted.
Every one of the members of this Council has some business or other. They
are either zamindars or belong to the legal profession or do: some other business. Just at the time of the harvest of the crops the zamindar members
are put to a loss when they come because they cannot attend to their crops.
The allowance that we get is not sufficient even for our· expenses, and this is
:a,' very sorry spectacle indeed. Members should not be put .to this loss. Memhers of this House do not get any allowance like the Members of Parliament
who get a fixed allowance so that they can afford to be away from their own
work. When members of the Council· come here they leave their work to
its fate and suffer a good deal of loss. Originally this : Council fixed the
daily allowance of its members at Rs. 15 a day. Then the members voluntarily gave up Rs. 8 and contented themselves with Rs.12-. Now this Rs.12
.has been. brought down ·to Rs. 10. One honourable member said sometime
.ago that the allowances of members should be altogetbet cut down. Then
the Government need not bother themselves about giving further constitutional reforms. They may give such reforms as they like because the.eonditions will be suoh that members will not be able to come without any
allowance and the Council will, therefore, be less effective than it is and be
hardly of any use. Tq.e members of the Assembly get Rs. 20 a day.
Mr. President: May I inform the honourable member that a reduction
of Rs. 2- pei· day in the allowance of honourable members was made by a
committee appointed by me: It was a representative committee consisting
·of the five leading members of the House. It is they who recommended a
.reduetion, and the Government has simply given effect tQ their recommendation,
·
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ChaudhriAllah- Dad Khan
: I
'

will .eome' to
,

that - · conunittee -a:ffair'

'

Mr;President : . The honourable member might 'criticise -~cts of Gov.:.'
' ernment, but he ought not to criticise the act of his own colleagues, , except,
b1 a S~parate motdon. _ : - .
Chaudhri Allah Dad _ Khan : I am critic~ing the. Govermnent •.
The committee only: made a recommendation, and I am not talking_ of that
recommendation.
I have nofault tofind with that-committee, they mad&·
their recommendations according to: their lights. ,:At ;the, sa.n;ie· time .this
met must be rioted, namely, that all the members of the committee belonged
to .Lahore.
·
-

- HMOIU'.&bleMemben : No. ;'
· thaudhri Allah Dad Khan.: Excepting one, all of- them belonged
to Lahore
they_ did nbt know the difficulties and hardships of the mufassil
members. Anyhow the point is that this travelling allowance, whether it waa'>
ordered by Government on 'the recommendation of the committee or not,
is· not sufficient_ for members, and tliat it- should be kept at the same level,
as before. Besides when this question was being discussed in the Retrench·
m~t Committee it was c:Warly stated that these reductions were only up to.
the end of March.
.
.

and

.

The Ho~ourable Captain Sardar-Sikander Hyat Khan: -up to the.

endof March 1988.

·

,.

' Chaudhri Allah Dad Kha:o. : Anyhow the Government

cannot
reallzethe hardships and difficulties of the mnfassi] members as the result of,·
cutting down their allowances. If you want to make the Council null and
void you can still further reduce tht1 allowance, and - then. you will see: that
mufassil members will not come to the Council, Even now I-do not see thefull attendance, arid this is the result of cutting down the tra'velling allowanee.,
With these words I move the amendment in my name that the t<>tal demand
be reduced by Re. L.
Mr. President : Moti~n movedTha.t the grant be reduced by_ Re. I with reiwoot to the item of Rs. 40,000-$,i.velling:
and da.ily allowances of members--Legisla.tive Council. '·
·
·

Khan B~hadur Shaikh Din Muhammad {East and West Central.
Towns_ Muhammadan; .'Qrban) :. I wish . _to dissociate· :niyself from tharsmarks' made by th~ honourable member from Aittbala. A very- great slutwas cast upon the honourable members when he suggested that the attend- ance- in the House has 'been -thinned _ because, the allowance has been cutfaµed. It "as a personalmatter, and· it should not have been: moved in the-House at all. As honourable members of the House have been asking,
Govemme_nt to retrench, they should have been the first in the field fo set' a
brilliant-example for thf honourable members on the reserved side.as well as
for the other services by 'foregoing the whole oftheir allowance if necessary.
I do not wish to enter into any debate on this point, but T beg to convey tothe House that it is not the view of the House that has been voi ed · by-"
· the honourable - member from Ambala. Members of _ this House do notat all associate themselvfs witld1k views.

.,
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Lala Bhagat Ram [Jullundur-cum-Ludhiana, non-Muhammadan,.
Rural) (Urdu) : Sir; you will recollect that I was the man who proposed
on another occasion that the daily allowance payable to the members of the·
Council should be reduced, but at that time the attitude of the members
was differentfor no one got up to support my proposal. I realised at that
time that we should take the lead in the matter of making sacrifices. But.·
now the Punjabi proverb-

?

l.!)l!~{

L. 3,.1i l.!l!J.3 l.!)t..

:may not prove too true in our case. But at the same time! must point out
that if in the case of other officersonly 10 per cent. reduction has been made,
there was 'no justification to cut our allowance by 20 per cent. I have,
therefore; no other course left to me except supporting the motion moved
by my honourable friend Chaudhri Allah Dad Khan.

, Shaikh Muhammad''"Sadiq [.Amritsar City, Muhammadan, Urban]
Sir, I have full sympathy with the honourable mover, but let 'me
point outto him and that we do not come here with the object of making
money. · Our only object in coming here and taking part .in the deliberations
of the Council is to serve the public at large and nothing else. I am sure
that if 'this daily allowance is further cut down to Rs. 5 or Rs. 4 we shall
continue to come here. It is not the money that attracts mi to this Chamber.
but it is the welfare of the masses, which we are all anxious to promote
that brings us here. I shall go a step further and say tha '; even if we are
fined Rs. 5 per day instead of being paid anything, we shall not cease coming
to this place. In coming to this Councilwe get something, though that some,thing may not be adequate, but in the municipal ommittees where we
have to attend two and even three sub-committee meetings besides the
general meetings, we are not paid anything. But all the rame we take
pleasure in doing that honorary servi e and take as much interest in that
work as we take in any other work even though we may have o do so at a
great pecuniary Ioss to ourselves. Therefore the reduction in our daily
allowance is immaterial, and it should not upset us. Rowever, I cannot
-help wondering at the attitude of the Government in this matter. How
readily it has jumped at the proposal of reducing this allowance ? One may
ask why" should it not have done so ? It was not itself concerned in this
matter because in this case its officers' pocket was not being touched. It is
· really very exasperating to find that the view of the Government at once
changes when it is itself concerned in any matter, and that it has never shown
its readiness to reduce the fat salaries of its officers. If the Government
could accept the recommendation of a committee in this matter, it could
as well have reduced the salaries of the Executive Councillorsand the Ministers, as was recommended by another committee, by Rs. 2,000 or at least
by Rs. 1,000. But in their cases it could not go beyond a reduction of 10
per cent. One may ask cannot, these officerslive upon Rs. 8,000 a month 'l
Certainly they can do with much less amount than they are getting at.
present. But perhaps the Government measures their" worth in terms
. of money. If that is so, it ought also to know that the worth of the othermembers of the Council is not Rs. 10 per day. It is much more than that.
Their time is as precious as it is of anyone else. To be plain, the sum of Rs. 10
or even Rs. 15 which they get as daily allowance, is not sufficient to meet
o2
(Urdu) :

0

•
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-their actual daily expenses particularly at Simla where · one has to spend
Rs. 16 per day to put up in a hotel besides rwkskq,w hire and other such
·sundry expenses. But as· I have explained before, we have accepted this
,out in a spirit of sacrifice and we should certainly take this cut in that spirit.
We do not come here to listen to the speeches or to make speeches. If that
bad peen our desire we could have done so elsewhere with at least. Rs. lo
per day into the bargain. But our object in attending theCouncil meetings
is purely the service of the public. . We do not come here -to demand our ·
price and. I shall not say that such a demand on our part would appear bania
-like because I am afraid the use of this word might offend the honourable
mover of the . cut. To speak the truth, Government is not to, blame .for
this reduction. We are ourselves responsible for it· and . having accepted
that cut we can now boldly and with a clear conscience demand that a substantial cut be made in the salaries of the. Executive Councillors, M;inisters
.and other highly paid officers. I hope that in view of these considerations
:the honourable mover will not press his motion to vote.
.
Khan Bahadur Mian Muhammad Hayat Qureshi ' (Shahpur West,
Muhammadan~ Rural) (Urdu) : Sir, there is no doubt about it that. the
·sum of Rs. 10 or Rs. 15 as daily allowance to the members ofthe Colllicilis
not suJficient, but because· these are now. days of retrenchment all over,
we should not grudge· the reduction· made in our daily allowance.· 1 · would,
-therefore, r~qa.est the honourable mover to withdraw ~·mo~ion.
.

Pir Akbar Ali (Ferozepore, l\fohammadan, Rural) (Urdu) : Sir, 'as
far as I can understand the .honourable mover of the motion bas been mis·
understood. I do not think that he was so serious in. asking. for an increase
in the daily allowance of the members as he has been taken to be. His
object probably was to draw the attention of the Government to· the fact
that if it had reduced this allowance, it should have reduced the salaries
· of its officers and particularly of the Ministers who have little work to .do.
But our Government happens. to be very far-sighted. It. knows whom to
select and whom to spare for bearingthe brunt of retrencb_ment.. J say that
:if it was considered necessary that there should be as many sharers In this
heavy drain on the exchequer in the form of fat salaries to ,the Ministers
as possible and if consequently the number of Ministers could not be reduced,
Government should have at least reduced. substantiallj' the amount of these
.salaeiea, It would have appeared more graceful if· the Ministers had of
-their own accord declared that they were prepared to . work on Rs. 8,000
· .a month or even less than that· particularly as they knew 'that the members
-of the Council are SQ keen about it. But they.stand adamant and even the
example set by the Ministers in Bombay.hes Jailed to move them. They do
not
appear to care very much for the feelingsof the public on this P,Oint and it
1
· has perhaps never occurred to them that they ~may not be able to swallow
this large sum which they get for doing nothing and enjoy it in peace when
the eyes of the public are on it. The object of the honourable mover has
been served and I hope thitt he will now withdraw his motion.
I

Chauclhri Muhammad Abdul Rahman Khan · (Jullundnr, Mnham.maden, Rural) (Urdu) : Sir, I quite agree with the honourable mover so
far· as he has said that the daily allowance_ of the members should begin
.& few days before the commencement of a session. and should be continued
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to be given till a few days after the close of a session. So far as the question
of reduction in the daily allowance is concerned, I know that it was a com·
mittee consisting of the members of this Council which recommended that
this allowance should be reduced by Rs. 2 and that the Government has only
given effect to that recommendation. So far so good. But may I ask
whether it is not the case of a man who had something with him weighing
about twp maunds and who wanted to go, say, to the cantonment. He
~as waiting for a tonga to take him to that place when by chance a tonga,
passed by in which there were already three or four passengers sitting. That,
man stopped the tongawala and asked the latter to take hii:n also to the
eantonment, When questioned as to how much he will pay for being taken
fo the place, he replied that he would pay him his due at the destination.
The tongawala agreed to take him on that assurance and when the destination came and all the passengers got down from the tonga, they all paid the
tongawala one anna each even the man with so much weight. The tongawala
insisted 'on being paid something extra for the weight · and thereupon a
quarrel arose between him and the man with the weight. The latter defended
himself by saying that as others had paid one anna each, he could not be
asked to .pay more while the tongawala contended that he must be paid
something extra for the weight. This quarrel attracted" some persons to
the spot and they were referred to as arbitrators. When on being so referred
some of them opined that . the man with the weight was right, the latter
welcomed them as Daniels .and said that that was the true judgment. But
when the others gave a different decision, he began to curse them saying
that their judgment was wrong only because it was not favourable for him,
That is exactly the standard by which the recommendations of our committees are judged by the Government. If a recommendation of a committee
is favourable so far as the Govenrment is concerned, it is readily· accepted,
but if it is not so and a recommendation is not to its own taste, it is at once
rejected. There lies the whole difficulty. lf the Government had been
giving weight to the opinion of the public and would have been in the habit of
giving effect to the recommendations of the committees appointed by itself,.
I am sure that so many persons who are now rotting in the jails would not
have been there. These persons who are at present confined in the jails
are amongst those who would always give a right opinion to the Government.
But, as it is, Government is not prepared to, listen to their advice and has
thought it fit to send them to the jail. . We are prepared to make any amount
of sacrifice if sacrifices are made oh the other side also. We who can afford
to spend Rs. 50,000 or Rs. 1,00,000 on elections, can very well afford to do
without this allowance of Rs. 10 per day. We are even prepared to pay from
our pocket Rs. 10 per day, but we shall in that case expect you Sir, Mr.
President, and the Deputy President also to work honorarily and the Ministers
should be given only a small retention allowance. If they are not prepared
to forego even one pie out of their salaries, I wonder why we should be expected to make sacrifices. We, zamindars, · are very much hard pressed
on all sides. Besides the excessive rate of land revenue and abiana, we have
to pay many indirect taxes, The import duty on machinery and other
articles of our use which are imported from abroad has been recently increased
and accordingly the. prices of these articles have also been increased resulting
in the increase of our burden. We are in every respect losers and even if
our daily allowance is increased and we are able to save something out of it
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-we have to return it to the Government in one. £01m- or another. I may
again say that if yoU:;,Mr. President, must continue to get one hundred rupees
. ~. day and if the Ministers are not prepared to accept a much lower salary,
we should also be given not less than Rs. 25 per day as our daily allowance•
..As, T have said we are -propared to make any amount of sacrifice, but we
-expeet at the same time t_hat others should not hesitate ·to do likewise. If
. our, recommendations in regard to other matters are accepted, we shall be.
-prepared to pay something out of ont pocket instead of asking
'any. allow·
anee.
'. .
;. . . .
. . ..
. : . ·. ,· .
.: ,- - ,_.,

1

for

~
'
·.
,' -:
. . .SardaiArjan- S~gh (Roshiarpur and ~~; Sikh, B,ural) {Urdu)~ ·
'Sir, if.one were to look at the,budget,.so far ~$this ite:m of expell.diture,ij;·
~":.

.

.

•.·

~-

..

_.

.

'•

:conC~rued, it . will appear that last yearRs;.:s{QOO were. budg\'.ted .fo:r
travellfug and daily allow1t:r:ice·of the members.~d.this year, on ll,Ccount of;~e
.reduction niade Rs, 40,009 .are exp~ted to be)ncuri:ed- ou this 1;1,ccQu:nt
.meaning thereby that a.saving of Rs; 14:,000 has been effected in this- iterq~
This is not a great saving made at the expense of the members, which the
Government. or the Illemb.erscan be P.to119-. of. Withqut.giviJ?.g cov~r to reaJity
as has become the custom in these wi,ys/I should say that th.e,h~notm.,ble
mover has giyen vent .to our real feelings on-the sub.ject. In coming and
staying here we have to jneur a lot expendit~re and to meet tiiat.expendi-:.
·ture we must ask for a sufficient allowance. We. al'.e not being paid ,any
fixed allowance or salaries as the niembees of .the l:(ouse of Commons are
--getting and even if put 'actual expenses are not goin.g to. be. met, lwon~e:i;
how we can continue to take as much interest in this work as \ve are now·
taking. If I can foresee ;things time is fast approa~l}ing when those whq
wish to take part in politics will ha,ye to undergo cert~in amount of training
before being able to do · so and coJ1sequently. a fixed allowance O! salary will
have to be paid to them to encourage them arid attrac:it them to this field,
Money is a great thing andwithout meaning any slur, we know how :r,nuc.l,l
interest the members of.the House of Commons take iii their work who are·
paid fixed allowances.. The demand made by the honourable :o:mver was
unduly ridiculed.. It involves a question of. principle which we should not
hesitate to support. The readinesswith which the Government has accepted
· this reduction really .surprises ~e. · We shall see now it welcomesthe propoM,l
to reduce a post of a fina~ciaLcommissioner. or of the .posts of _.commissioner&
which is coming up before .the Council very soon. With these few words
·1 support the ,motion before the House.

of

. · Chaudhri Allah Dad IC.han (Ambala· division, North-East, Muham~
-madan, Rural): My object has been correctly stated: by ilia honourable
member from Ferozepore, Pir Akbar ·Ali. _ . It was only to .call attention to thJ
attitude. of Government and not attacking the provision. MY honourable
mend, Chaudhri Muhammad Abdui ;Rab.man has stated.e story but he has
not narrated it correctly; The cory:ect form · of it is the 'story ofthe bullock;
the hare and the fox who-were companions of the lion. · . Once the lion wa~
sick and unable to get any prey~ So it was resolved that t.he bullock shorµd
be laid hand upon at once: . They Ill!),~e a cons:piracy'.aml resolved 'that each.
.one of them should make an offering of himselfto the lion. First the hare
,went and said: Here, Yotir,J.\fajesty·is·ill 'and: unable t9· obtain ·anyth:ing'fbt
·your meat' So you canieat meup. At once the fox said: . This crootlll.'~

_______________________
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is too thin.and will not satisfy you. Take me for your fopd: I ain ·better'
than the hare. · The lion acting upon · this said: Both o( yort · are thin.
·The bullock cami last and said : Your Lordship rn.ay take me ·. and
- -eat me. The lion said, "Very· well: you are· very good." So saying he
pounced upon the bullock and ate him up. This exactly; st.ates the position of the· Government in relation to the. reeommendatdon of the Retrench:ment Committee. The committee· made a recommendation' that the Minis·
tars' salary should be reduced from Rs. 5,000 to Rs. 8,000, that the expenditure of Government in other directions should also be outfrom top to bottom.
Very few. of these suggestions have been· accepted. ·It \'1is a part of the
'reeommeridations of the -committee that the allowances of .membera should
be curtailed by· Rs. ~. That was accepted at. once by Goverpment. My
honourable friend from Gujranwala has made a very queer iargumerit and
.a queer comment on' my speech which I should explain again. '!never said
that the members on.account of n9t getting sufficient money are not coming.
'That was not at all my. idea and ~the honourable niember aJways misunder-standa and misinterprets,
That is not my argument at all. i:: My object was'
that there are some poor members, at least among the zam:in.dar members,
cannot afford" the expenses of Lahore. Perhaps that is why some <;>f
them have absented themselves from the Council .. I do' not; know whether'
this is a fact, but this is my opinion that if a member finds himselr unable
to meet his expenses in Lahore he will not come at all to give expression to
the views and feeling of the public in this Council. This is no, slur at all on
any honourable member. It is sheer incapacity oil his part. But I ask, what
'makes the Minister decline 'to accept Rs. 8,000 instead of Rs. ~,000? Government should have first called upon the Ministers to make a· sacrifice of Rs.
2,000 a month in view, of t.J;i~ Retrenchment Committee's report, Government
have never opened ·their,_lips; nay:; not even whispered to the Ministers. in ·
!,ecret any such suggestion'. The Mll}.isters liave been let alone ... Other de-.
partments like Co-operation, Agrioul ure, and Registration where substantial
cuts were recommended have also been.loft untouched; or haV;e been affectef
to a little extent. But in regard to this item, in regard to which no cut has.
been made anywhere, not in the United Provinces, not in Bengal, not ~V'en:
fa the poorest of the provinces, the Central Provinces, .Govemment have
lost no time in, giving e,ffect to the recommendation of the. contrnittee. Ev,en_
il, my motion, when pressedto a, division, may not be carri~i, Govemment
.should realise that they have heard the strain in which the 'speeches have
been couched ,and they should have understood the feeling C>n the matter
·woe·to them if they cannot read the feelings of the members, Government
should therefore take note of this and se& that the highest . institution of the
province, the legislature, is shown better consideration tl):an has beeri
shown, With these. worda.I beg leave to withdraw my motion,

who

Mr. C. ;C. Garbett (Chief Secretary): May I rise to say just a word
ljy way of personal explanation ? I am responsible for ;the head .under diseussion, The honourable member· has attacked Governmeat and claimed
tbat they have jumped like a hawk on this offering without iny consideration of the facts. It is within your personal knowledge, that the report of
the Retrenchment Committee of this.honourable House was the subject of
1liscussion between myself. and yourself and your Secretary before Govern·
:ment aeeepted the reeommendations.' , This w~s done only ·when we had
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the recommendations of the committee of this -House considered, certified'.
and endorsed by y,ourself.-. , .
.r;,
Mr. President: Is it the pleasure of the House that the motion. bewithdrawn?
(Hon-011:rabk Mem1,ers: No; no.)
Qi1estionis:_
That the grant be reduced by Re. I with respect to the item of Rs. 40;900-Travelling;
and daily allowances of members-Legislative Council. ·
.

The motwn was c<mied.
Rai· Bahadur Lala Sewak Ram: I beg tomove=••

•

('

.

•.

That the grant be· -reduced by Rs. 30,000 with respect
Tota.lContingencie~vil Secretariat.

f"

tp the item. of Rs; 80,630.

. As I have alroo;dymade it clear. l am .against giving' too mubh moneyunder the head " Oontdngencies." ,To a large extent it is wasted. I feel
sure that it will be possible for tlie Civil Secretariat to. rest content with
Rs. 50,680 and the sum that I propose to reduce will bea vecy good sum..
1 have no special reason to urge in pressing this motion-except the general
grounds-on which -we impress upon the Government that they should tcy t0,
1\8,Ve money in all directions." .
.
,
I trust that. this will be. accepted by Government.
Mr. P.re5ident : l\:fotion moved-«

That the grant be reduced by Rs. 30,000 with respect to the item of Rs. 80,630-:
Tote;l Contingencies-"CivilSecretariat.

·

Mr. C. C. Garbett: Sir, in my country the ohildren sometimes play
a game which is like this. They take a picture of an animal, a horse or it
may be a donkey, otherwise complete _ but. without its tail. The tail is.
separate and the game consists in blind-folding the children, putting thepicture up against a wall and then the blind-foldedchild left"at some space
from the wall goes with the tail in its hand put through a. pin and endeavours,
in the dar)r as it were, to· put it in the right place and of course, it vecy seldom.
hits it. When .I listened to my-honourable friend who has moved this cut
and who has moved various others also Lwas very much reminded of that
game. I wonder whether he has taken the budget at random; shut his eyes•
and taken a pin and said : " Here I will move a cut.'' There seems to be just
as much logic in his method. He recently wanted us to accept a cut; but
when he had moved it he. realised it was about the Bhakta Dam whiolihe. was himself strongly in favour of. He has nowtold us that he does · not
in the least know what these contingenciesare about, but he wants us to out
Rs. 30,000. I protest' against this. This is an intelligent Honse and year·
by year this House has voted these contingencies and some of the members,
foi' a long time past have had experience of the kind of things which are madeup by contingencies. The contingencies of the Secretariat have been reduced.
since the year 1929-30 from Rs. 1,03,000 to about. Rs. 80,000, a reduction
of 28 per cent. I apologiseto you and to the members of the House for being
forced_ by my· honourable. friend to burden you with these details which I
am sure you do not wish to hear. But the honourable. memberhas compelled me.: ~e sum of Rs. 80,000 consists of Bs, 80,000 on wha~.
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we call contract contingencies. From this provision are paid our expenditure- on posts and telegraphs, on our menial establishment, on books and.
papers. Government must use the post, Government must use the telegraph, Government must pay for the carriage of its dak.' A cut of Re. 30,000·
would make these things impossible. Then comes the: larger item general'
contingencies, which includes carriage of dok, 'other :than- postal stamps,
and telephone charges. Those are the biggest items.. We have done our
utmost and I give the honourable member my personal assurance that in
guarding the finances of the Government in the matter .of contingenciesI do·
pay that scrupulous caee to their accounts that I would to my own. I cannot
_ do more and I cannot see my way to get along without the sum we haveasked for.
Rai Bahadur Lala Sewak Ram : I beg leave to withdraw my
motion,
'
The motion was by leave withdrawn.
Chaudhri Allah Dad Khan (Ambala division, North-East, Muhammadan, Rural) : Sir, I beg to move_
That the grant be reduced by Rs. 1,00,000with regard to ' item of 1,80,200-Totaf'
FinanQial Commissioners.

Sir, the Retrenchment Committee has reported that out of two financial
commissioners, one should go. As the financial commissioner's pay is a.
non-voted item, so I have put this cut in order to urge
4 l',llf,
that the Government should remove one of the financial
commissioners. It is a well-known fact that just a few years go, there was
only one financial commissioner. (4.n honourable member: Question). Cer-tainlyin 1911 or 1912 there was one financial commissioner. (An honourable
member : That is wrong). It may be in 1906. It was about that time when
Sir Lewis Tuppe1· was the financial commissioner and then Mr. Gordon
Walker was one. Perhaps it was in 1906 ; but the length of time is no argument for creating the office the necessity for which does riot exist. The Re~
trenchment Committee, after a good deal of enquiry, discussion and inspection of the work, has come to the conclusion that only one financial commissioner was needed, and this recommendation of the: Retrenchment Committee should have been· given effect to long ago. One financial commissioner's post should have been abolished by the Government long ago. When
Sir Lewis Tupper was the financial commissioner there was no Revenue
Member. Now, there is a Revenue Member, a Finance Member and three·
Ministers and at the same time two financial commissioners. At that time
when Sir Lewis Tupper was administering the Punjab as a financial com·
missioner, there was only one Lieutenant-Governor over his head. The
work was going on very well. After that there were two financial commissioners before the Reforms. That can be understood perhaps, because the
bureaucracy could make an excuse that the work was increasing and that
the development departments were developing and thereforer:~o financial commissionerswere necessary. But what excuse can they adopt after
the Reforms had been introduced and after able members like Sir·
. Fazl-i-Husain and Sir Sundar Singh Majithia were appointed to carry on
the work of the Revenue Department. One financial' commissioner should.
have been cut down at once and the work should have been carried on by
I
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:-{Ch. Allah Dad ·Khan.F;
. · i, ; ··
· . · · ·_.· , , ·
.
": ·' · · . . ,, ,,·
'i-onedinaricial eommissionee.. The :Government i1;1 fond of creating posts,·ntit
'·fbr the purpose of carrying on work; buidor providing empl~ymerit forlll.e:r;,.,
and I think. that this can be done very well when the fina.nces.·-of the :province
; areflourishing, and when, · there is a surplus budget .. But.at a ·tinie -like
·. the- present when the Punjab ,Government is faced with a deficit of at, least
4 crores, as was pointed out in mybudget speech in this '1Iouse, ,Juxuries
should no longer beindulgedin, Any man with a little prudence:in him sees
r hard times coming.and 'he curtails his expenditure. lmay give anisstanee,
' During the War., in England, ·people realized ·.that they. should curtail· their
f-expenses; Mariy people curtailed their allowance of sugar for theiN11omirig
tea. Many people curtailed their drink, · because that .was a .period/for
'making :sa~ifice'., I think 101: the Pu_11j~ Government, t~s_.tiiµe_- is similar
· . to that. The present harvest has brought forth nothing. . I do riiit .. kn9W
:;what will be the result of the next crop: Supposing ~he next crop is plenti·
: ful harvest, even then this cannot make up the _de:6.cien~y: of tl:te. last_; crop •
-, So realizing the poor conditions 'of the zaim:ridars arid the '.deficit '. .budget
•: of 3 or 4 erores it is the time for Government to abolish one post· M financial
commissioner
; one .post . should be brought
under .(reduction:
at 'once,
.
;,
.
.
·->

a

·.

As regards the revenue work it terminates with -the commissioner.
'There-is a revision inmany cases, which'is rejected witholtt calling tl:1eparties.
reply to a question which I :put to· the Honourable the ·Revertue·Meinbe.r
in this epnnection, he replied that out of abo"Q.t SOID.e 3,-000 cases -which have
been disposed of by the financial commissioners, about.
had been dis.posed of. without calling the parties, and'without hearing the counsel .. '.I:1his
is the work which a financial commissioner has been .doing, ']his revenue
work' terminates almost with the commissioner. and' th~ fuiancml eommis)ioner does nothing in revision:. Nearly all tl)vision cases ar(disposeu of
"Without calling the parties' or hearing their counsel. ·. With your permissioil,
may just relate a· case of revision with the finaneial 'commissioner. I hope
it is quite relevant. There was a lambardari' 'case .in. village : Akbar, in
Montgomery district in 1929. There were two applicants for it ap.<}. tp'.e
deputy commissioner appointed one of them as a lambardar and rejectell
the application of the. otherman, It was in 1929. He applied to the com'missioner, but his appeal was rejected arid the deputy commissioner's ot~er
was upheld. The man whose application was rejected by the deputy commissioner and the eomnfissioner appliedin revision to the. financial 'eom-:
missioner. The learned financial commissioner at once rejected his· applieation and said that only"one lambardar can be sanctioned .. All these things
·a:re in black and white. · Ai'ter some months, six or seven lbelieve~ t do not :remember exactly, after some months, the man again filed anotli.~r ·. appliootiori
'for revision or review,· to the financial commissioner. · '.Th.e matter came be'fore the financial commissioner,' by some unknown method he was niade to
Jookat tl!i~ petition. Th~ applicant· had engaged a European_.counseL~y
~hance. "''ell, after hearing the case, do you know, what t.he financial
eommissioner did? He pasaed an order, and put a patch of paper on tlie
:previous order~a big paper patch; and wrote an order contrary to thE3_orde~s
of the deputy commissioner and the commi~sioiier and appointed. two Jam:nardars instead of one. · So two lambardsrs were appointedjn 'Akbar yillag~.
'There. was not enoughwork even for one la:mbardar but MuhaDllllad ·said,

;In

2,MO
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ivho was only given some 15 khewats was appointed ilnd',theremainingones
to a- new lam bardari,
·
_
Mr~ Miles Irving : May I draw your attention fo< the fact that the
honourable member is reflecting on the conduct of a court of justice in the
exercise of its judicial functions?
·
C:hijudhri Allah Dad Khan : . I am not referring to the conduct of a
court 'of.justice -, I am only referring to a case ·decided: by the financial
1iOn11:nissiOiier. . . .
..
. .
.

r

know

Mr. Nanak Chand Pandit :
should like to'
whether the
financial commissioner when deciding Iambardari cases is 'acting as a· court
-or 'as a revenue officer. . Lunderstand he is a revenue officer and not a
00~

-

'

-

. Mr., Miles Irving: The .point js not free from doubt., There is no.
doubt that in dealing with ,cases under the Tenancy Act he i,s a court of justice.
The Land Revenue . Act provides for, the exercise by the · financial
commissioner of powers as an appellate authority. In s~ :doin;g he exercises
ju.dicial functions, but I am not sure whether .in so doing be acts as a revenue
officer oras a court .. As the matteris not fr~ from doubt I ask fo~ your
:ruling._
· - Mr. Nanak Chand Pandit : The Revenue Act does make a distinction between a court and the revenue officer. J: do not speak anything about
the merits of the case referred by the honourable memberfor Ambala. But
Lshould say that when a revenue officer is criticised, that officer is not acting
.as a court and the criticism does not fall within the prohibitions referred to
by'. the financial commissioner. Only when he deals with tenancy_ casesar cases .specifieally mentioned in the Land Revenue Act that he acts as a
court of justice. Lambardari and zaildari cases do iiot.come - under these
provisions and so he is not acting as a court. Moreover, even the financial
-eommissioner will remember that sometimes- it has been said that in lambardari cases he is not acting as a court ofjustiee and that he is looking to
-convenienoe, expediency and aH that sort of thing.
.
Mr~' President: In making appointments of lambardars, inamdars
and saildars the financial' commissioner acts in his executive or adminis-trative capacity; while in deciding cases relating to tenancies, etc., he acts as
a court. Therefore his conduct so far as the latter class of cases go is pro-·
-tected ; but so far as the former class 'of cases go he is not protected by paragraph 59 of the Business Manual.
'
·
Chaudhrf Allah Dad Khan : I was pointing out ;that if such is the
necessity of maintaining two financial commissioners; tl:ie less of them the
better. Another case which I want to refer to is the one from the Gujrat
district. There was. a case of zaildari in which an infant of two years was
also a candidate.
Mr. President : What is the object of the honourable membesdn citing.
fu~ca~?

.

Chaudhri Allah Dad Khan: tl want to illustrate'. the point that so
far as revenue work is concerned the commissioner is always the final
~uthority_ and that the . financial commissioner does not serve any useful
purpose.
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Mr. President: That statewent is enough. The honourable member-need not state or cite concrete cases.
Chaudbri Allah Dad Khan : I shall not then· go into. the details of
this case, .but I will only remark that this was one of the funniest cases
decided by any :financialcommissioner. I am sure that the records will bear·
me out.
As regards other executive matters also, such as the transfer oftahsildar8
and so on, these are within the competence of the commissioners'and thefinancial commissioner rarely interferes with the orders of the commissioners•.
(An honourabl,e member: You want to get rid of the commissioners also).
That question will come up later on and then we shall see about. it. At
present I am concerned with the financial commissioners. I say that if oneof these posts is reduced, this is the most opportune time to do it when
our finances are not in a satisfactory condition. Nobody· will blame·
· the Government if one of these posts is retrenched now. In times of
exceptional stpngency . the Government will be perfectly justified in
reducing its expenditure as muches possible. When!!, person is faced with.
bankruptcy he is not bound even to perform his contractual or moral.
obligations. I know that this may cause some inconvenience to certain
I. C. S. officers, but they_ · can be fixed up somewhere else. Even, if:
necessary, · their displeasure may be . incurred in .the interests of the pro: vince. Now, that there are two members and three ministers some of thework of the financial commissionersmay be transferred to them. nit is . . .
contended that the financial commissionershave got certain statutory functions to perform, the statutes can be amended transferring that work. to the·
commissioners. Commissioners can be declared as the · final authorities
in cases in which an appeal ill now provided to financial commissioners•.
Even now we do not hear of many cases of appeal coming to financial com•missioners. We do not see in law journals any rulings issued by the,
financial commissionersas we used to see before in the days of Sir Michael.
Fenton.
·
.As for the development department which is now under a financial
commissioner, I may state that the bead of the department is generally a
senior I. C. S. officer or a provincial civil service officer who is on the eve of·
retirement. I do not think the financial commissioner has got to do much
with those departments, though I concede that Mr~ Calvert is a very pains- ·
taking officerand it is possible that he is doing something. . But in the case
of the other financial commissioner he has very little to do. Even if some ·
eases.occasionally go to him on appeal he simply rejects them without hearing
the party eoneemed or the. counsel of the party.
In my opinion if a person does not do his duty properly he should. not
be kept on. At a time when we have to' save every single pie it is TUll'eason··
able to keep two financial commissioners whose pay · comes to about a .
lakh of rupees. I would therefore suggest the abolition of one of these posts.
If at some future time, when our finances are better off, we feel a necessity
for a second financial commissioner, the post can then be revived. With
these words I commend my motion for the acceptance of the House.
Mr. President: The· motion is.

'I

....I

That the grant be reduced by Rs. 1,00,000 with respect to the it.em of Rs. 1,80.,200-~ ·
Total Financial Commissioners.
\~,
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SardarJawahar 'Singh Dhillon (Lahore Sikh, Rural) (Urdu): Sir,
l rise•to support the cut that has been moved by my 'honourable· friend
Chaudhzi Allah Dad· Khan. I am at one with him when he says that the
post of the :financi!Icommissioner should be abolished. If one of the posts
-of the financial commissionersis not abolished it would only mean that the
Government purposely wants to burden the revenues of the province by
incurring an extra expenditure on account of retaining two financial commissioners instead of one. Before 1919 there was only one financial commissioner and he was regarded sufficient to cope with the work of the depart
ment. But later on Government created a second post of :financialeommis·sioner and divided the wor_!r of the· department amongst the two incumbents
-of these posts. Now when we have got the Honourable the Revenue
Member and also the Honourable the Minister for Agriculture to control
.and supervise the work of the same department there is hardly any need
-of retaining two posts of :financial commissioners instead of one. The
same duties which were previously discharged by a single financial com
missioner are now being discharged by two :financial commissioners,a
Revenue Member and a Minister for Agriculture, and .each of the latter
two is getting Rs. 5,000.
The Honourable Captain Sardar ~ikander Hyat Khan : No.
SardarJawahar Singh Dhillon : At least this is what is shown in the
papers. (An honourable member: Even in the papers it is not shown). It
might be said that on account of the colonization operations, work has in-creased. In answer to this I can say that there is the colonization officer to
help the financial commissioners. The work of the financial commissioners
is to sign papers. The little increase in the amount of work that has
resulted, in no way necessitates four such high paid officersto dispose
it of. There is the Revenue Member, there is the the· Minister for Agri-eulture,· there is th!3 colonization officer, there are the two financial
-oommiasionere, The work of this department is not so heavy as to
keep all these five officers busy. If one of the posts of the financial
.eommissioners is done away with the . remaining four officers will be
suffi eient to dispose of the work of this department A car has
.always got four wheels and sometimes as a precautionary measure a fifth
wheel is also kept. Similarly in the case of the officers of the Revenue Department one of the financiai Commissionersis extra and has no work.
At present when there is - financial stringency raging everywhere it is
very necessary that one of the :financial commissioners should go. The
Revenue Member and the Minister for Agriculture are more than sufficient to
cope with the work of this department. They are experienced, able, and
-efficient and can do the work of the Revenue Department with the help of
-one of these two financial commissioners.
Th~n, my honourable friend explained ·how the lambardarship and
.zaildarship appeals are disposed of. In the financial commissioners' office
<there are kept printed forms to the effect that for the followingreasons the
.appeal is rejected. Now, when an appeal is filed the financial commissioner
signs one of such forms and sends it to the appellant. This is all signing
_work and nothing more. A financial commissionergetting such a fat salary'
.should not be retained to do such an ordinary work as signing papers. The
.Revenue Memberwhen .asked as to how many such appeals were accepted and
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how many rejected he answered that majority ofthem were always rejected;.
If the appeals are only to be rejecteg. then one financial commissioner can
do this work.
~
,
Then, there are some other departmeats which are under the financial
'cornmissionere. These are the Veterinary Department, the .A.gricultu:r~
Department, the Excise Department and many others. _ It can be said th~t
.the financial eommlssioners have to control.and supervise the work of all
these departments. No. d9ul:>t, the :financial commissioners have got some
connection with these departments, but that connection is of such a nature
that if even it did not exist it would not have done any great harm. All
these departments have got their .direotors .who are responsible for them;
the :financial commissionersonly receive papers from them and then forward
them to the minister or member concerned and vice versa, If notwith- ·
standing all these facts Government persists in retaining both the posts ot
- the financial commissionersit is open to it and it can do whatever .it likes.
~ith these words I suppo~ the cut :Q.OW before the House,
Pir Akbar Ali (Feroaepors, Muhammadan, Rural) (Urdu) : Sir, the
question now before the House is not a simple one. It is a matter of very
great importance. It is not. a question of abolishing one of the posts of
financial commissioners,but it is a question of introducing a very important
change in the Revenue Department, We have to see whether this new
change will prove beneficial to the Revenue Department. We cannot fail
to see what effect it will have on the interests of the zamindars. Again, it
is our duty to see whether the reduction proposed in the expenditure. of theRevenue Department by asking for the abolition: of one of the :financial commissioners' posts is necessary.. Before abolishing one of these posts wehave also _to see whether there are no - other posts which can be abolished
withouf incurring any harm. In one of the meetings of the Retrenchment
Committee the question o~ abolishing a financial commissioner's post was
taken up along with the question <>f doing away with the post of the RevenueSecretary. At that time it was argued that· the Revenue Department had
developedand consequently its wo:rk had also increased. And in order to cope
with the increased work of this department both the :financial commissioners
were necessary. The .next argument m favour of maintaining these posts
was t~t at the time when there used to be o:nly one financial commissioner
there was also the settlement commissioner to · help him. Then as regards
the post of the Revenue Secretary it was decided that it could be abolished
and consequently it was recommended that the post might be abolished and
I think that in the very near future the Government will abolish this post,
At that time it was my opinion that -the number of posts of commissioners
and the :financial commissionersshouldbe decreased, but now after studying
the question more thoroughly I have had to change my opinion; I
· am now of the opinion -that these posts are very necessary for the
safeguard of the interests of the za:mindars. If· a :financial commissioner's
post is abolished then all the revenue appeals that are at present heard by
- him - will have to be heard by - the · district judges. These_ district judges,- as well all know, have shown a tendency by giving decisions against the pro
- visions of the Land Alienation Act that they are not·in favour of p:rotectingthe interests of the zamindars, The revenuaoffloers are ••sympathetically
. disposed towards the zamindars and- in, attachment proceedings they have-
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always.by general circulars given instructions to the effectthat while attaching the landed property of a zamindar the officer responsible for attachment
should see that sufficient land for the maintenance of the zamindar and his.
family is left with him as a subsistence allowance. On the other hand,.
when the decrees of the civil courts are executed no such care is taken,
Hence. the attitude of the civil courts abundantly shows that if the revenueappeals were also to be heard by them, it wouldnot be in the interest of the.
· zamindars. As I have not consulted withthe other members of my party
on this point I am not in a position to say what attitude t~ey will adopt with
regard to this motion. Anyway I have expressed my mind on this point.·
,

Then~ there is another point which I would· like to press upon the atten. tion of the House. It is that young members of the I. ;C. S. who have at
the most put in two or three years' service are put in charge of districts.
These officers lack experience and knowledge of their work. They t1·y tobecome bureaucrats before acquiring· experience and S(lholars · before acquiring knowledge. In order to control them and to supervise their work
the presence of the commissioners and financial· commissionersis very necessary. The saving that will be made by abolishing these posts will result ~
consequences very harmful to the zamindars. What th~ Government will
gain on the one band the zamindars will lose on the <>ther and this will
prove harmful to the interests of the Government in the long run. Now let
us look at this question from another point of view. L~t us see whetherthe. quantity of work with the financial commissioners a:nd com.missioners.
will increase after the abolition of the Revenue Secretary's post ?

Mr. President : Posts of commissioners are not under discussion.
Pir Akbar Ali: Sir, while discussing the case of the financial commissioners it is natural that the case of the commissioners should also comem, for their work is of the same nature. Financial commissionershave to
work at least six hours every day. They examine and scrutinize the work
which is submitted by the subordinate revenue officers. F,or the supervision
of this work it is essential that there should be experienced and skilful officers•.
The need of such officersis great and constant .. I fail to; realise with what
wisdom such suggestions can be brought forward. before this House. If the
honourable members.honestly want to curtail expenditure and effect economy
in the administration then, why do they not do away withsueh departments
and posts as are utterly useless and on which a very large: amount of public
money is being spent. On the one hand it is contended that those posts __
should be abolished with which the happiness of the zamindars is closely·
connected, and at the same time it is urged that those which have no concern
with the zamindars at all should be retained. This is a· sheer injustice to the·
zamindars and they cannot brook it for a moment. Therefore, I appeal to
the honourable members who are the representatives· of the rural areas to
rise to the occasion and see that no harm is done to the interests of the poor
· zamindars. With these words, I draw the attention of my honourable
friend who has moved this amendment to consider whether he is doing a
service or a disservice to his brethren.

Mr. Mukand LalPuri (Punjab Industries) : We have the highest respect for the two gentlemen who are at present occupying the position of
financial commissioners and I take it that this is the sense of the House,
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.
that the motion is not intended in the remotest manner to suggest that the
Rouse does not appreciate the ability and integrity with_which these duties'
have so far been performed (hear, hear). As to whether the State needs two
such high officers at the top is again too complicated a matter to be
discussed witp advantage in a large House like this, but is a fit subject for
consideration by a committee. Therefore, I do not propose to -go into
details of this matter and to inflict a long speech
the House, I shall
therefore content myself with reading the recommendation- of the Retrenchment Committee, which considered this matter in all its detail~. The Re-trencbment Committee was presided over, in the first instance by a gentleman who was a financial commissioner and later on by a senior member of
the Indian civil service, and in addition to non-officials, there were
other high officials on the-_. committee. . The committee unanun_ousl,r
reeommended the abolition of one 0£ the two posts of financial commissioners,
.1 read from paragraph 57 'on page ~O :

on

.

0-

'.

.·

.

We were given a.'list of :the duties of the "Fina.ncia.l Conimissioner, Revenue, which rQ,Q
· to 134 items. Some. of those admittedly _ ma.y· not take more than five minutes
of his time in a year, but as.the.administrative
head of. the departments of Land
Revenue and Excise and the expert adviser to Government on these subjeo:ts
he is an officer of the greatest importance. We. cannot conceive of the abolition
of tlie post being possible unless it were merged in a Board-of Revenue which
should combine the present duties of the Financial Commissioner, Revenue; with
a general responsibility for all the income of Government. To pursue this
suggestion is hardly within our province as a Retrenchment Commit:ttee. We
mention it, however, deliberately because we think that audi:t of Government
receipts requires much more attention t]!an it ever receives.

" That is the justification for the retention of one of the financial eommissioners, With respect to the other it is stated in paragraph 58 oi the Report:,-

we

Important - though the du:ties ol the Financial Comnussioner, Development, are,
do not think :that it is necessary for them to be discharged, by such a higlily
placed and highly paid official. As fa.r as his connection with such departments
as Agricultwe, Veterinary and Co-operative Societies is concerned, he seems
to us to be the fifth wheel in the coach. His o:ther duties such as :the a.dmini1h
tration of colonies, courts of wards, land acquisition,.
could, we think,'
direct to the member of the Cabinet concerned thl'Oughthe appropriate Secre•
t.ary. We recomm~nd the abolition of this post.

etc.,

The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat
:not as long as I au1 here.

go

Khan :

I hope
-

.Mr. MukandLal Puri : I admire the diffidence shown. by the Honour-able Revenue· Member and I am very glad that the Honourable Member_
thinks tha.t there are certain duties whiehhe could not per~or.tn'. But this
:is the unanimous recommendation of the committee on which the various
-sides of the House were represented and on which officials and non-offici,ala
were equally represented and of course my friend Pir - Akbar AU- was one -of
the signatories of that Report. The Report p:i;oceedsWh,ether this will involve the creation of another post of Secretary to Government we
are not prepared to say. ~ven if it does; there will be a. considerable economy.

Anyhow the writer of this Report thought that that alternative would
be far better than the retention of the two posts.
Even if i:t does, there -iyill ~ considerable economy. There lll!-olild also. be some
consequent reduction m the strength of :the office of the ~cia.l
Commission-

ers.

-
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I fail to see why the Government has not given effect , to this reeomniendation of the Retrenchment Committee when there are no settle:ments going on, when the work of the colonies is lesi'!-The Honourable Sir Henry Craik : Question. "1
Mr. Mukand Lal Puri: And when there are members of the cabinet
. 'who can perform, not all the duties, but certainly some of the duties which
are performed by the financial commissioners. The opinion of the other
members of the committee who wrote dissenting notes, was equally em;phatic and I may be pardoned for placing before the House an extract
.from my own dissenting note, which is printed on page 78 in paragraph
~8:.
While recommending the reduction of the post, of Financial Commissioner, Develop·
ment, it is suggested that it may involve the creation of another post of Seoretary to Government. In this connection we wish to note that in our opinion
the mention of the possibility of the creation of another post of Secretary to·
Government is quite uncalled for. Besides l/-Cting as an unnecessary intermediary between the Director of Agriculture and Registrar, Co-operative So,
oioties, and Government he is controlling colonies, court of wards and certain
other minor heads. Co onies' work can go to the Financial Commissioner,
Revenue , and it might be noted that there is at present no settlement in progress
-a work which constitutes one of his main duties. The work of Agriculture and
Co-operation should pass direetfromthe Heads of Departments concerned to the
Minister and then there remains lilisolutely no justilioa.tion for the possible
creation of another Secretaryship. With these remarks· we shonld urge the
immediate abolition of the post of Financial Commissioner, Development.

1

As I said, it would serve no useful purpose to go into the details of the
-work which is done by the financial commissioners. Suffice it to say that
the committee could not be more emphatic on the point and it is for the
-Government now to make out a case as· to why they have not accepted the
unanimous recommendation of a committee on which the official point of
-view was equally and effectively represented and which also took expert
-evidenee.

Mr. C. C. Garbett (Chief Secretary) : I consider myself fortunate
that in this the first difficult debate in which I have had to.take part in this
House, the debate should be conducted in an atmosphere free from the
clouds of communal considerations and untouched by the poison of party
:politics. I gather from my honourable friend, the member for Ferozepore,
·that the party whip is not on and that honourable members are free to give
their votes with their mature and considered judgment on any side they
like. Sir, I stress this point because the cut which has been proposed is a . ·
·very dangerous one. There are two kinds of motions which are put before
the House. A token cut which recommends to Government consideration
-of something which the mover desires to be further considered by Government, some defect which he thinks should be remedied or some improvement
which he considers might be effected. In such cases the executive who
. aae in charge of the province are left time and power to consider in every
detail the.possibly somewhat undigested notions, I am speaking after listen. ing to two or. three speeches, which he himself has arrived at. · But the cut
such as this taking away one lakh out of R. 1,80,000 would, if carried
by this House, compel Government accepting it to remove the whole
of the establishment of the poor clerks of the financial commis-sioners whom neither the House nor the Government can touch, and
would reduce our condition to a perfectly ridiculous · one. A token
0
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cut of Re .. 1 would have been perfectly adequate to support· thespeeches·which have been made against the
5 1',M.
grant of this demand and would equally have
supported all the arguments advanced on behalf of the abolition of the
second flnaneial commissioner.
Mr. President: The object of proposing a nominal cut to a demand,
or item is to criticise or discuss the administration or policy of Government,
or to attack the official conduct or actions of officers of Government, so·
far as they are revealed 'b-y or connected with the demand.or item in question
Very often the object is to urge upon the Government and its officers the,
necessity of improving matters and removing the defects and grievances.
complained of .. On the other hand substantial reductions are proposed
on economic considerations. The salary of financial commissioners is a.
non-voted item and, therefore, cannot be touched by the Council. But.
the salary of the establishment of· the financial commissioners is included.
in a voted item, which can be reduced or omitted by the Council. Under
the circumstances it is open to the honourable members of this Council (a)'
to propose a token cut with the object of urging upon Government the
dei;iirability of improving matters in-the light of criticisms, or (b) to proposea substantial reduction with the object of forcing Government to consider·
the desirability of reducing the post of a financial, commissioner, whose
salary, as a non-voted item, cannot be touched by the Council directly.
The Honourabie Captain Sardar Sikan,der Hyat Khan : I riseto ask for a ruling on another point, that is, whether the House would bein order to attack indirectly or to put pressure on Government with a view
to the removal·of an officer whom even Government cannot remove.
Mr. President: Certainly. But it is necessary that the reduction,
or omission in question should affect the work of the officer concerned.
Mr. Miles&vin.g: I ruay point out he~ that the e~tablishment whose,
pay is now sought to be reduced is not necessary - to enable the officer to,
draw his pay.
Mr. President: If the honourable member satisfies me on that point.
I will rule the motion out of order.
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan Noon: Sir, some items are·
made non-voted by law and this House is by law prevented from discussing·
them. By setting up this convention whereby you perm.it members to,
indirectly attack an item which is prohibited by law from being discussed.
in the Council, are we not goingagainst the spirit of that legislation? The,
convention that is stated to have been set up is against the law as it stands
and should not be allowed to be continued.
Mr. MilesIrving : Supposing this cut is passed and the whole staff
is removed by Government, still I can be coming to office, I can go round.
to visit the deputy commissionersand it will not be possible to maintain
that I am not functioning, perhaps I should be functioning on the contraryextremely well.
Mr. President: There is no doubt that the Council can altogetheromit a voted item or refuse to sanction the salary, eto., of establishment
and thus compelGovernment to do away with the services of an officer-
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-whose pay is non-voted. To say that the Council cannot even. refuse to
grant a voted item, because that item covers the salary of the establishment of an officerwhose pay is non-voted, amounts to making a voted
jtem non-voted.
.
.
.
':
The Honourable Sir Henry Cr.aik : I do not think you have under·
.stood thepoint raised on this side. Not only has Government no power to
remove the financial oommissioneefrom his office but should the financial
-eommissioner's office unfortunately become vacant, Government· is bound
..at once t.b fill .it. The House is trying to compel Government by means
-of this cut to do a thing which not only Government has no power to do
but which Government is expressly prohibited by higher · authorities .from
-ever doing.

Mr. President : I do not think that the House expects Government
· to do the impossible, In deference to the wishes of the House Government
-can move the higher authorities and get the needful done, But I have
·nothing to do with the ability or inability of Government in matters like·
these.
.
' · · .
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan Noon : My · submission is that
.as far. as the right of this House to express its views on ariy matter is concerned, it has perfect liberty to do so. The only question is as· to what
.method is'lawful for the Councilin choosingto express its opinion on a matter
like this. ' It is open to the Council to move resolutions on one of the days
.allotted for the purpose and impress upon Government tha.t they should
· take necessary steps to carry out the wishes of the House. Instead of tak' ing that lawful course they have taken a course which in my humble opinion
·is contrary to law. Our. constitution, it will be admitted; )s a defective
-eonstitution in that this House is not the paramount power,' Our power
.to do anything within the four walls of the House is limit'ed by
Act of
Parliament, a House whose power in this respect is supreme. Our powers
.are therefore limited to that extent and so far as the non-voted iteins of the
• budget are concerned that Act places them beyond the :purview of · this
House.
.
1

ail

Mr. President: May I referthe Honourable Member, to section 72-D
-of the Government of India Act under which the whole . budget, the voted
~s well as the non-voted expenditure, has to be placed before the Council
.and also point out that in a genera) discussion of the budget the Council
-ean criticise all items, whether voted or non-voted ? The direct ways in
which a Councilcan attack non-voted items are: (i) by a· g~1;teral discussion,
(ii) by an address to the Governor, and (iii) by a resolution. The· fourth
method is of indirect attack, and that is the one which has. been now chosen
by a member of the House.
·
. ·
·
·.
·
The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat :{Chan : I was
-under the impression that it was quite the other way about. Section 72-P
(8) specifically gives discretion to Government to withhold non-voted.
.items from the Council if they want to.
Mr. President: All that section 72-D (6) means is that no proposals
:for appropriation need be made in cases specified therein.
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The Honourable Malik . Fuoz. Khan 1 Noon : · I wish to point out:
that if you will read the 'Yords of the sub-section cahn.ly and carefully-among the sub-heads mentioned there is for instance the · salary of High,
Court Judges. Accordingto this sub-section I submit that it is not necessary
at all for the Government or the Finance Department to place beforethis House a demand for the salary . of . High Court Judges. · I. thereforeurge that we are precluded by law .from .diseussingnon-voted items.
Mr. President:As already pointed out sub-section (8) lays downthat no proposals for appropriation need be made to the Councilwith regard'
to the items specified/in that sub-section.. But under sub-section (2) ot
section 72-D, the total income and- expenditure of the province has to belaid in the form of a statement before the Council.
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan Noon: I have not yet finished•.
I am sure that honourable members of this House who are lawyers wilt
support me in this po;int. · If you have to interpret an Act in which _there is.. _
a little eontradietion, if there is a general clause dealing with general matters.,
and that clause is contradicted by another section of the Act· which is a,
particular section dealing with a particular matter, then that particular-section ought. to have the force of law even if it contradicts some portion
of a general clause which is meant for. some general purpose; If that ruleof jurisprudence holds good; then in this particular section, section 72-D,.,
even though~there are general sub-sections in. the beginning of that section,
which may give strength to the line of argument that you have been pleas-.
ed to follow, sub-clause (S) definitely and. particularly goes against that
interpretation. . My argument therefore is that the Finance Department
need notplace before·theJ:Iouse items which are covered under sub-section,
(8) which definitely provides that those items, for. instance, the salary.· ofHigh Court J v.9:g~s, need not be placed before the House at all. If .froll!- thee
very beginningthe Finance Department had adopted amethod of separat:-ing the non-voted items fromJhe voted and placed before the House. no·
non-voted items in the budget, I submit they would have been perfectly
in order, but· since'they have made that mistake from the very beginning it
is too late probably for them to retrace their steps. But the fact that this.
has been going on for some time does not alter the position that by law they
are nbt bound to place before the House items which sub-section (8). does.
not call upon them to place before the House. Consequently I submit that
the discussionof such items as are now being discussed is beyond our power...
· The Hono~able Dr.• Gokul Chand Narang : I have only got up to.
correct my Honourable colleague. He has unconsciouslyattributed a mistaketo the Finance Department. I do not think that the Finance ;Department
has made any mistake. Under section 72-D it is the duty of the Government
to place before the House a statement of the total revenue and expenditure,
of the province. That has to be done whether any part of it has to be voted
or not. There is no option. So that in placing the whole statement of income and expenditure of the province, the Finance Department has made
no mistake at all. They have simply complied with the provisions of theGovernment of India Act.
Now we go to the next question. With reference to the motion before.
the House what we have actually to see is whether the Government have madeactually a. demand for the whole grant so far as the :financialeommissionersi
0
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are concerned or only made a demand for the voted part of it. We find.
that it is only for the voted part of it and, therefore, the Government .have.exercised the privilege which they enjoy under the Government of India Act.
Government have not asked for the grant of an item over which this Househas no control. They are absolutely within the provisions of the Government.
of India Act in making a demand for the voted part of the total grant under-General Administration.
Mr. C. C. Garbett (Chief Secretary) : Sir, there is one more point
of order on which I should like to be made clear. Supposing an honourablemember .of this House wishes .to draw the attention of Government merelyto the de13irabfilty of reducing one of these posts of financial commissioners,
but does not "¢ish to embarrass the Government by taking away .the whole
of the amount provided for the staff of the financial commissioners, would
it not be in order to move for the reduction ofRs. 10 only ?_
Mr. President: If the motion is for a token cut only, its object may
be anythjng but embarrassment of Government. But ~ it is for a substantial
reduction and the. honourable mover. does not wish to embarrass the
Government he may withdraw it, after the House has expressed its views.
on the issue raised by it.
Mr. C. C. Garbett: Thank you, Sir. If I may resume the debatethis half-an-hour's interlude has exactly demonstrated the very point which.
I was humbly trying to lay before you. Your great eloquence and the.elo-quence of my honouurable friend have demonstrated to the House that the
motion framed as it is is a-most serious one. You have gone even so far as to.
suggest that if the vote went against Government it would not be expected
immediately to act on it. I suppose I have understood you correctly.
Mr. President': Government cannot dispense with a financial com-missioner immediately. Can it?
·
Mr. C. C. Garbett: But, at the same time the Accountant-General
will not pass the pay bill of the establishment unless His Excellency the·
Governor takes the extreme step of certifying. Government certainly
wishes to be in possessionof the considered opinion of this House. But the
difficulty I am putting before _the House is that the honourable members
may want the Government to continue to deliberate on the point and may
be prepared to. await the results· of Government's further deliberations
without wanting 'to cut the whole grant straight off and dismiss the whole
staff. That is the whole point that I am making. This particular motion
as framed at present is one which reasonable members of this House will not
certainly tolerate. Let me give a small illustration of· what I mean. A
father sees his child is ailing. He knows the history of the case ; and thinks.
he knows what the disease is. The child gets worse. He sends for an expert
doctor. The doctor after examining the child says that it should be treated
in .a particular way. Now the father's own opinion is to the contrary. Is
he to trust the expert or. to trust himself '} There are occasionswhen we have
our own opinion and yet feel that it must be that there are others who know
more about the subject. Government is always willing and always anxious.
to hear the views of this House. It is always desirous to take them, weigh
them and give them the fullest consideration. 'Before I sit down I hope toahow what it has done in this particular matter, the special recommendation
of the Retrenchment Committee. But that aspect is one and the aspect,·
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which the honourable mover of this cut put before the House is another.
I, therefore, ask the House when the :time for votir;lg oome~iHt does come
all 13,Iid if the honourable mover does not withdraw his motion-to bear in
mind the great gravity of the constitutional issues which are involved in a.
-eut put forward in this manner.
·
.
I
.
It has been my little experience of this House that a good many propositions are pu~ forward through honest ignorance. In this case too my
honourable friend, · I am. perfectly certain, honestly has misled the House ·
with some gross misstatements.
He told · the House, and he quoted the
I names Of some financial commissioners, and° alleged that they bore the burden
· -of financial commissioner, they borethe burden of settlement · commissioner
.and they also bore the burden of the excise administration.
When I told
him he. was wrong he did not accept the correction. The facts are· that up
-to 1910 in this province there was one financial commissioner, one settlement
commissioner and one excise commissioner. "There were three officers doing
the work which was aft_erwards entrusted to two. The whole position was
-earefully reviewed by the Government of India and by the 'Secretary of
:State and in 1920 the position was again overhauled. At that time incometax also was one of the duties which fell on the local Government. When
His Honour the Lieutenant-Governor was asked his opinion regarding the
.retention of the financial eommissionera, he reported that he was on the
point of recommending an addition of a third member making a board of
xevenue of threejnembers, It was only when the income-tax work was
taken over by the. central Government that it was °'found possible to manage
with two. That is one point on which my honourable friend made. a
misstatement, but, of course perfectly honest. Thereis another misstatement
; that he made. He said that the addition . of Honourable Members and
Ministers to Government would. lighten the work of the financial commissioners. The fact is that the reforms and the addition of the
ministries has very greatly added to the work of · the civil servants. In
the old days all that we . had to do was to do our job .. · To-day we
have not only to do . our jobs, but also · to explain them to· the
': Ministers ; not . only. to Ministers but · to the honourable
members
-of this House also. We are glad to. do that ; · we no not grudge it. But ii
does take a lot of our time arid it does make our work more difficult. My',·
· point is that· the addition of work o)Ving to the appointment. of Honourabie
Members. and Ministers is considerable and it has not lightened the work
. · -of the financial commissioners. The Honourable Revenue Member the
-other day gave us an illustration.
He put it in a nutshell. This province
"is as it was a company interested in land; The Government are the board
-Of directors and the financial co~missioners are the mana;giiig agents
the big estate. · They have to go throughout tpe length arid breadth of 'tht>
province ; they have to co-ordinate the various departments of Govemment;
they have to see to the tenantry ; they have to see to the relief of· the zamindars in times of agricultural distress. To give an idea ofthe -i1mom.it of work
involved, I would· give the figures of remissions in one division alone. In
19_30-81, 18! lakhs were suspended, R"'. 8,78~000 remitted, while oHhe suspended revenue nearly 18 Iakhs were remitted. Altogether for th~s,e series
,of. five years, an amount of Rs. 58,82,000 were· suspended, 10 lakhs were
:remitted out . of CUITel:lt demand arid over 16 lakha were' re'mittE3d out of th&:-
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suspended demand. That is in one division. The work has to be harmonised
throughout the whole province. Much time has been spent over the discussion.
of the point of order and I will not, therefore, weary the House with a.
long speech. (Hon. Members: Go on).
_ I must now put before the House the action which the Government
has taken on the Retrenchment Committee's proposals. The report of the
Retrenchment Committee was in effect and in essence that some reduction
should be made at the top in the revenue administratio11of the province.
That specific proposal was considered. I think the honourable members
of this House will admit that His Excellency's Government is a more expert
body than the expert Retrenchment Committee ; and I think they will agreethat their duty was to take the proposals, to take the essence of them and see·
how far they could be given effect to. At the present moment there are at
the head of the revenue administration two financial commissioners and
their work is presented to Government through 'the Revenue Seeretary..
Government have given full consideration to all .the arguments advanced
and have come to the conclusion that at present the interests of Government
would be best served by maintaining the two financial commissioners and
reducing the post of Revenue Secretary. The Revenue Secretary will
disappear from the 28th of this month and with him a certain amount of
staff too. We have already reduced the Revenue Under-Secretary. All
this has thrown considerableamount of extra work on others in the Secretariat ..
If the honourable members will be good enough to compare our lot with that
in Madras they will find that we are very heavily worked. We have done
everything we can to meet the wishes of the House. The Under-Secretary
has gone, the Secretary has gone and the additional staff too is gone. Wecannot in addition to that let go a financial commissioner;
There is one last word. You are telling us that the province is in grave·
financial stress. , Well, then, are you going to sack those who are looking
after your income ? Is that good finance ? Is that sound business ? You
have got expert officersat a very cheap cost. I do not think that this
House probably realises that owing to the· ,ten per cent. cut and the
graduated income tax the financial commissioners draw pay a little less
than commissioners. Thus you have got the financial commissioners very
cheap.
In conclusion, let me again insist that Government has given this suggestion of the Retrenchment Committee very full and very careful consideration.
It does feel that there is much to recommend what is broadly recommended,
namely reduction. This is done, but it feels if this motion were accepted,
it will be a grave mistake in the interests of every quarter of this House,
and that the zamindar would lose the beneficial experience of very senior
officers who alone have in their hands the talent, the keys of the colonies
- and the various extremely intricate revenue processes at present in being;
It feels too that from the point of view of the urban community the
Government would be losing, if not this year, at least next year revenue with
the inevitable consequenceof a necessity for additional taxation. I will ask
the honourable members of this House to accept the explanation I have
given of and to appreciate the good intentions of the Government in this
matter. I trust there will be no bad feeling because of the little trouble that
arose out o_f the point of order, which perhaps was due to my ignorance ot
_/
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~he rule regarding token cuts. I, therefore, _ ask: the honourable member
'.t.o withdraw his motion.
Mr. President: What has the honourable member for Ambala,
{Chaudhri Allah Dad Khan) to say ?
, Mr. Nanak Chand Pandit: Rao Bahadur Chaudhri Chhotu Ram
'wants to speak, Sir.
· ·
·
·
-. -

Mr. President: A. personal appeal has been made to the honourable
member for .Ambala (Chaudhri Allah Dad Khan). r,therefore, feel advised
io ask him whether he wishes to -withdraw his motion in view of'1ihe
-explanation given by the Chief Secretary.
Chaudhri Allah Dad Khan : I cannot make up my mind at present.
· If after hearing other members I am· convinced - that there is · no necessity
--to withdraw the motion, I will not withdraw it. Otherwise I may withdraw
it.
-Lala Labh Chand Mehra (Representative of General Interests) (Urdu)·:
'Sir, the honourable member who has just preceded me, has successfully tried
-to meet the arguments advanced by various members in support of the
m_otion under consideration. The · honourable member from Ferozepore
•· {Muhammadan) has shown that the. existence of- these two posts of
.finaneial eommissionera is most _ essential so far as the interests of. the
:zamindars are concerned. I wonder how the arguments· advanced· ._by
the honourable mover and his seconder· support his · contention. They,
- -on the other hand, have unconsciously made out !,l, case.for the creation·
- -of another post of financial commissioner. To say that the financial com"missioners do nothing except to reject or accept appeals is not correct. ]3_ut
, supposing for the sake of argument, that it is correct, does it not show that
· ·they have· too much. work to attend to and that: they cannot get sufficient
-time to attend to judicial work ? '];he honourable mover has in his speech ·
.remarked about Mr. Calvert, "He is very hardworking and is addicted
to too much work." This shows that there is such a rush of work that even
Mr. Calvert, who is very hJl1rdworking, cannot cope with it single-handed;
-and, therefore, the need of another financial commissioner is apparent.
_
Chaudhri Allah Dad Khan : It appears that you have not understood
·my point.
Lala Labh Chand Mehra : I did understand the honourable member's
point. The points raised by the honourable mover have already been
replied to by me and the. arguments advanced by the honourable member
:representing Industries
support of this motion have been met by the
honourable the Chief Secretary. I, therefore, need not dilate upon this
subject at length. With these words I oppose the motion.
- Rao Bahadur Chaudbri Chhotu Ram - (South-East Rohtak, nonMuhammadan, Rural) : · Sir, I lend my whole-hearted support to the motion
'which has been made by the honourable member representing A.mbala. ·Rohtak-Karnal, Muhammadan rural constituency. When hemoved that
-eut he·did not mean anything personal._ He did not mean that the financial
-oommissionera were lazy or did not do their work properly. There is absolute• ·1y nothing personal about it. The only question is whether thereis sufficient
'work for two financial commissioners or, not. If th~re is sufficient· work,
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then1 there is no reason why both the financial commissioners: sliould not
sufficient rwork for: two officers, then: 1ifr· matter
;whethf)r .the financial commissioners,' are. or a11e .notc' very hardworking, iri~
dustrious and painstaking .with a ·very high sense . of :.duty,: there is no,
reason .:w~y both .sho_uld be kept, .
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. ' Ra~ Bahadur ChaudJui.
~am : There is ~ . certain 11moUAt
of resuponsibility thrown' on' tiiis House as well in spite of '~he fact that mdiv,iqual" meIUl:lers do not happen to have admiilistrative experien~e
have not
ttdequate insight into. the exact amount of work that. is tp be cfope,by ally
particular. officer.. I admit thllff. . there may. be some igporance on the p(tr:t
of individual members of this House. . I know tp.at practically all members
90 .t:Pe 'pon-.offic~al benches are lacking in tha( ~dmiµistrat~v.e experience
which is possessed by members of permanent services. • But that does not
absolve the non-official members of. this House fr?Ill the duty of l:lXpressing
their opinions freely and iiidependenbly (he(Lr, hear) if they feel th.at there
is pot sufficient work for officers in any particular department.
· · ·

or

:will

l
now come. to another point.. There has been a persistent cry both
in the Council and outside it ;that all the departments of Government are top4eavy, . Is that cry _only a parrot .c1·y or is there 0;nyt}p,ng ~ea)ly substantial
behind it? (An'1ionourable member: Not inthis case). 1t is only a parrot,
cry according to the members on the official benches. .~ do not share this
view. There is something genuine and substantial behind it. There are
good reasons behind this cry, though that cry
not be heard by members
occupying the official benches and· though that cry may not be uttered with
sufficient insistence or sufficient strength by the non-official members. • There
is a definite recommendation, a unanimous recommendation made by the
Retrenchment Committee that one of these two posts of financial eommissioners should be brought under reduction. Very cogent; and strong arguments have been put forward in that report .. Nobody'
say that that
committee was devoid of administrative experience. In the first instance,
that committee was presided over by the financial commissioner himself.
When the financial commissioner went away, the duties of chairman were
taken over by another very senior member of. the I.C.S.
I remember
correctly there was one more I.C.S. officer serving on it.: Again, tha.t committee. must have examined a certain number of witnesses on this point.
I fail to see why that committee should have made a . unanimous recommendation in favour of reducing one of the two posts of .· financial commissioner unless it was convinced .that there was not sufficient work .for two
officers. As a matter of fact, from the extract which was read over to this
House by the honourable member who represents Industries, it is
apparent that in spite of the fact that the committee was presented with lli
very long list of 184 items of duties performed by the .finaneial commissioner, it felt that the simple length of that list did not res.Uy indicate that the
work was sufficient to keep two officers fully engaged· onthe work. 'I'he
· only question is the amount of work and not the number qfitems into. which
that· work can be easily split up. · · (An honourable. membe1· : That list was
only' with reg~rd ·to one
J ri~aµcial Commissioner,
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Mr, President: Since yesterday afternoon's discussion on a point

·'

-of order my attention has been invited to the fact that in .the year 1926
on a motion to reduce the voted item by Re. 1 this Council discussed the
desirability of reducing the number of commissioners in the province.
'Therefore for the sake of uniformity and consistency and also to meet the
-wishes of some of the members who say that their object in making such
-cuts is not to embarrass Government but only to urge upon it the desirability of reducing the number of officers, whom the Council cannot touch
directly, a token cut should be allowed to be moved with the object
-of expressing the wishes of the House or -grging upon the Government
the desirability of reducing one of the two financial commissioners.
The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan : May I
.ask you to make it quite clear that Re. 1 cut would be moved only if a portion
-of the grant is non-voted. If the whole is non-voted then Re. 1 cut would
not be moved.
Mr. President: Only voted grants are placed before this Council
for sanction. Non-voted grants are not placed for reduction or omission.
They are placed only for a general discussion orfor being attacked indirectly
'by cuts on voted grants.
Rao Bahadur Chaudbri Chhotu Ram (South-East Rohtak, non-Muhammadan, Rural) : Yesterday when the clock struck 6, I was answering the
-eritioism levelled by the Chief Secretary against the anomalous results which
are likely to flow from the passage of this motion. I will take up the point _once
.again and will submit that though the result seems to be anomalous, this
.anomaly is the consequence of an anomalous constitution itself. As we say
in Urdu we cannot expect to have mangoes from babul trees. The
· constitution is defective and anomalous and therefore some of the results
that may follow from cuts of the character which is now under discussion
may well be anomalous. But even if those results are anomalous there are
ways out of that anomalous position. One of these ways is that if the Government thinks that the motion that has been carried is so glaringly unjust
that the effect of that motion requires to be nullified, theri the Governor can
-resort to. certification. That is one way out of the difficulty. There is
another way and that way is to carry on the administration jn anticipation
of the approval of this Council to be sought at some future voting and in
~the meantime either to convince the members of the Council that the motion
B
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as carried by the House was unreasonable or to hold out an assurance that.
the wishes of the House would be respected as far as possible, but that the-Government would require some time for this.: The most reasonable thingtha.t Government can do will, in . the event of the Government wishing
to respect the wishes of this House, is for Government to make an announcement in the course of this discussion that the Government is going to movethe Secretary of ~tate so that one of the, posts of financial commisaioners.
be abolished. If the Government is convinced that at the present moment
the state of work or the volume of work is not sufficient to jiistify the con-tinued existence of two financial ccmmissioners, there is no reason why theGovernment should not proceed to move the Secretary of State to have one-of the posts reduced. There was another argument put forward by the
Chief Secretary and that related to the case of a sick child. He said suppose,
~ has a sick child. He consults a doctor and the doctor suggests a particular kind of treatment to be followed or tenders a certain advice to be,
followed by the parent. The parent does not seem agreeable to the advice.
On this supposition the Chief Secretary puts a question whether it would.
be reasonable for the parent to accept or reject the advice of the medical
expert. In the first instance the analogy - does not hold good. But suppose-it does, is it not possible for the doctor to have made a mistake. There havebeen cases within my own knowledge where the opinion of a medical expert.
was, within my own knowledge, incorrect. In judicial cases, I have comeacross three or four cases in which the medical expert stated that a particular injury was the result of a sharp-edged weapon, while I knew all along·
that the injury was not the result of a sharp-edged weapon, but a bluntedged weapon (laughter). There may be cases of mistaken opinion on anyquestion. In the case of the present motion I may well feel that the advice,
that has been · tendered by administrative experts is not sound or is
wrong and that I shall be perfectly justified in sticking to my own.
opinion and rejecting the opinion of the administrative esperta. Therewas one more point made by the Chief'Secretary and that was that the
mover of this motion was probably a victim of an honest mistake. I know
that sometimes prejudice arises from ignorance and all prejudice arising·
from ignorance is really very hard to overcome. But - here the case is not
one of honest ignorance, but it is really a case of honest difference of opinion..
The Chief Secretary seems to think that the mover of the cut does not possess
sufficient knowledge of the working of the department or the extent of the·
work that has to be done by the financial commissioners,while the mover·
of the cut may know sufficientabout the working of the department or about.
the extent of the work thathas to be done by the- financial commissioner,.
to feel that two posts are not really necessary. And if anindividual member
is · convinced on the basis of the information that he possesses. that a parti-·
eular post is unnecessary or superfluous, there is no reason why he should
not press his own views or should accept the advice of other people who in
certain respects may be regarded to have better knowledge than himself..
As a. matter of fact 'the past experience of this Council seems to suggest that.
there are cases in which the members of Government have a sort of consciousness of infallibility. They think that whatever -their opinion it must
be right and the opinion of non-officialmembers must necessarily be wrongThat consciousnessmay have influenced the official members in coming to,
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the conclusion that both the posts of financial commissioners are· necessary. Another point which we should not entirely ignore is' that relating to
the existence of vested interests. After all the posts of financial commissioners are prize posts and almost exclusively open only to members of theIndian Civil Service. Therefore while there is a possibility of an honest
mistake on the part of the non-official members, there is ~ possibility of an
unconscious bias in the minds of the members of the IndianCivil Service in.
favour of 'these posts being retained. Because after all the benefit of these
l)OSts goes to the Indian Civil Service. While non-official members may havetheir vision blurred by the fact of their being not in possession of full facts, thevision of the members of the Indian Civil Service may be blurred to some
extent by an unconscious bias on account of vested interests,
There was another point to which attention was drawn. by the Chief
Secretary and that was the existence of Members and Ministers. According
to the Chief Secretary non-official members wrongly think that the creation
of Ministers and Members of the Executive Council ought to relieve the
financial commissioners of a portion of their work. The argument of the
Chief Secretary was that the result of the Cabinet having come into existencewas an addition to the work of financial commissioners. I am afraid I
must agree with the Chief Secretary in this respect to some extent. I think
it is perfectly true that three Ministera and two Members of the Executive
Council having come into existence has led to an increase in the amount
of work which the financial commissioners have to do. They have not
only to explain certain policies or certain. principles underlying certain
policies to Members and Ministers but they have also . to convince them.
Then there it; the very large number of questions which require to be
answered and those answers re-quire considerably more time than was.
required in times before the introduction of the Reforms. But while it is
true that there has been some addition to the work of financial commissioners in this respect, it is also true that financial eommissioners have,
to some extent, been relieved of the ultimate responsibility which previously
vested upon their shoulders alone. The members of the Executive Council.
I think, have to shoulder a part of the responsibility which was previously <
shouldered by the financial commissioners alone.
The financial commissioner questions the accuracy of this observation. I am afraid I cannot
· agree with him. If the financial commissioner means to say that Executive Councillors and Ministers have only led to the increase of work and havenot been able to afford any relief in any direction whatsoever to the financial
commissioners I must emphatically disagree with him. . I do not think the
Membel's and Ministers are mere automatons brought into existence merely
to serve the purpose of signing machines. I think they are expected to
discharge certain functions. They are expected to lay down certain policies
and they are expected to guide the. financial commissioners in evolving
principles and prescribing policies. While as experts the financial commissioners are in1 a position to lend them the help of their experience as
administrators I think they do stand to gain a good deal from the general
broad outlook of men. drawn from public life and this gain they should be
ready enough to acknowledge.
It was also suggested that there was a time when though there was
only one financial commissioner there was, in addition, a settlement com·
missioner and that there was also an exoi.se commissioner;
That is true,
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But a good deal has happened between the period of time when there, was
one financial commissioner, one settlement commissioner and one excise
commissioner and the time when there came into being two financial commissioners. While the settlement commissioner has disappeared and the
excise commissioner has disappeared, a number of secretaries ,have come into existence. (The Financial Commissioner: Question.) Am I to
understand that the financial commissioner denies that the number of
secretaries at the present moment is larger than it was in,1909
even in
.1918? I do not think he can maintain that there has been no increase.
· In the number of Secretaries. While the administration of the province
was being carried on by the Lieutenant-Governor there were certainly fewer
Secretaries than there are now. - Besides there is 1a large number of heads of
departments who have sprung up after the time of the abolition of the settlement commissioner and the excise commissioner. There are now the
Director of Agriculture, the Registrar of Co-operativeSocieties, the Director
of Veterinary service and a host of other departmental heads who did not,
exist before, (The Honourable Finance Member: All create work). They
create work and it bas been suggested that they do not work themselves.
(The Honourable Finance Member: No.) Are these gentlemen doing no
work whatsoever? If they are doing any work which was previously done
by financial oommissioners-(Mr. Cafoert : ' Which was previously not
done). I am not prepared to accept that statement. They do a certain
amount of. work which -was previously done by financial commissioners.
A simple denial would not be acceptable to -me or to any member of the
House. If ·they do not do any work which was previously done by fuiancial
commissionersalone there is no justification for their continued existence..
Let them be dispersed, dethrone them, depose them. If they are doing'
no work whatsoever and are not helping the financial commissioners and
not relieving them of some part of their duties, where· is the justification for
having so many heads of departments and so many extra secretaries. How-ever, I am not prepared to accept that proposition. My argument is that
the number of heads of departments has increased very . substantially
and the number of Secretaries has also increased very substantially and· they ,
relieve the financial commissionersof a part of their work and there is no
.jiistific~t~on now for . two financial commissioners.

or

Another argument was advanced by the Chief.Secretary and that was
that it has been decided to abolish the post of Revenue Secretary already
and that the post of the Under-Secretary in the. Revenue Department has
also been abolished, in fact the Under-Secretary-was discharged, at least
that post was abolished some time last year. May I ask why the post of
Under-Beeretary was brought under reduction? :May I ask why .the post of
Revenue Secretary was abolished ? The only reason that can be suggested is
that the amount of work had decreased. If there had been no diminution
in the amount of work there would have been no justi:fication°for the abolition
of those posts and Government would not have. brought them under zeduction. The very fact that these two posts have been brought under reduction is conclusive evidence of the fact that there has been a corresponding
diminution in the work that was to be discharged in the department fot which
those two officers were responsible. And those two officers were certainly
.responsible for a· part of the work which was either · done by financial.com·
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missioners or passed through the hands of financial commissioners. Therefore I beg to submit very strongly that there has been a real, genuine and
substantial diminution of work to be done by the financia.l:commissioners.
I will also draw the attention of the House to one ortwo points bearing
on the question of the diminution of work. We all know that the budget
of every department has been substantially curtailed. ~e budget of the
Agriculture Department has been curtailed ; the. budget of the Veterinary
Department has been curtailed ; the budget of the Oo-operetiveDepartment
has been curtailed ; the budget of the Industries _ Department has been
curtailed. Am I to understand that this curtailment. of· the budgets of so
many departments will not result in any diminution of work whatsoever.
Certainly it will. _ It ought to. If the reduction in the budgets of so many
departments is to result in a corresponding reduction of . work which the
financial commissionershave to do there is no reason why one of these two
posts should not be brought under reduction. Then thete is another point.
Settlement work has practically come to a stop. How 'many distri.cts are
there under settlement ? I believe none. Then colonisation work. During
-the last 12 or 15 years I think the principles governing colonisation work
have come to be crystallised. They have been evolved, enunciated and
definitely laid down. The- policy that has to be followed has also been
chalked out. And therefore the workwhich it was necessary for the financial
'commissioner to do in the way of colonisation has also diminished, What
:Q,OW remains to be done is a type of work which can be left to, executive
officers such as the colonisation · officer and his assistant · or other officers
of the same class. I would- therefore strongly urge that . there having been
a substantial reduction of 'work on account of the curtailment of budget
provisions, settlement work practically having come to a stop, the all- important colonisation work having finished and all expansion and development having practically come to an end there is no [nstifieation for there
being two financial commissionersunder the present circumstances.
Another argument which was put forward -by th~ 0hief Sec~etary was
that senior officers were required to help and guide thevery junior officers
_ : who were in charge of districts. I am sorry that that' argument was put
forward at all. Whv comm.it one blunder and use it as
excuse to 'commit
another? Why do·you place junior officers who. have ':ho sufficient experience in charge of these districts ? The argument was tnat very junior and
inexperienced officers were in charge of districts and in order to help them
and guide them properly so that they :may not make niistakes of a serious
character the existence of two· officers, senior officer~ such as financial
commissionerswas essential, I ask, why do you place junior officers in
charge of districts? (The Chief Secretary: _ Senior officers are not available). Then put some of the commissioners in charge of those districts
and the place vacated by commissionermay be filled up b# one of the financial commissioners. There must; certainly be men of experience in the provincial service cadre. Why do you not make over charge of districts to
specially selected provincial service officers of experience? If you make
use of provincial service officers of experience and ability the necessity for
guidance and help which you say is necessary will, to some extent, disappear.
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Lastly the Chief Secretary appealed to the self-interest ofurban members and rural members in one and the same breath; The rural members
were asked : What would happen if senior officers were to disappear and if
famine work, distribution of taqavi; remission and suspension of. revenue
were to be looked after by junior offlcer j'. In. the ~st' instance I beg to
submit that this objection does not arise at all. We are not seeking
abolish both the posts of financial commissioners. If there is one :financial
commissioner left, he will still be senior enough to see that remissions are
given where remissions are justified,· suspenaions are granted where suspensions are needed and taqa1'iis distributed in the proper manner and famine
work is organised on proper lines. If this Council. were to ask that both
the financial commissionersshould disappear there would have been room
for that objection to be raised. But the Council does not seek to abolish
both the posts and the objection is really without force.
Then there was another question put to the urban members and that
question was this-if you abolish one of the posts
3 P.M.
of the :financial commissioners, the collection
of revenues will probably fall in arrears, there will be shortage in receipts
from land revenue, the revenue will diminish and the result will be additional
taxation.
This _additional taxation, it was suggested, will be imposed
upon urban classes. Therefore, urban members were asked to weigh
and judge the effect of the passage of this motion. I really fail to under:Stand why similar appeals were particularly addressed to two sections of
the House at one and the same time. ,(Interruption).
I was saying that
I was unable to understand why an appeal of that character was made to
two sections of the House at one and the same moment. Relief to agri. cultural classes may sometimes entail the imposition of new burden
upon non-agricultural classes, but it does not necessarily follow from this
that any relief granted to agricultural classes should · invariably involve a
burden upon the non-agricultural classes. The object of this appeal was
that the urban members of this House should oppose this motion, so that
there might be no necessity for imposing fresh taxation upon urban classes.
But what is the meaning of an appeal, likely to lead. to conflicting results
in the case of two classes being addressed to both sections of the House.
Remission of revenue and suspension of revenue always result in shortage, but only in a temporary shortage. You are · not abolishing any
tax ; so, that need not frighten urban members. . On the other hand it was
suggested by the Chief Secretary that the financial commissioner will have
to go very carefully into the question of suspension and remissions, and
that zamindars will receive liberal relief. That was held out as a bait to
rural classes. In effect the Chief Secretary said : you will get more liberal
suspensions -ot revenue and if that results in a shortage of income,
the shortage will be made good by the imposition of fresh taxea upon urban
classes. No suggestion was ever made by the Honourable the Finance
Member or by any member belonging to agricultural classes on the subject
of fresh taxation. The only observation made by the Finance Member
was that under the present circumstances when financial stringency was
110 acute and every body was feeling the pinch Government should not impose
fresh taxation.
Therefore, the urban members are quite safe. There is
, no suggestion either from the Official Benches or from the benches occupied
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-by zamindar members that there should he any fresh taxation imposed
either upon agricultural classes or upon urban. classes. :But I know that
-offloial members realize that this point is rather a vulnerable point, in fact
'the weakest spot in the Council's armour. Therefore, th~;fat once launch
.an attack on this point. They try to secure the snnpathy of the members
· <if agricultural classes by saying one thing then they s~y quite another
thing to secure the sympatliy of urban classes. This game has, l believe,
been played much too often, and now the members of thi~ House .know the
· tactics of Government very well. · Therefore, the only true criterion whicp
should-be applied to the decision of this question will be whether both the
· posts of financial commissioners are necessary ; whether: there has or has
. not been diminution in the work to be done by the. financial oommissieners,
If there is no diminution of work, then both the posts are essential. But
~if there has been diminution of work one · financial -eommissioner· may
kindlygo, This can be arranged very easily.: When one of the financial
-eommissioners goes on leave the place may be left unfilled and the Punjab
Government should in the meantime approach the Secretary of State for
India to have the vacant post abolished. I don't thirik it is necessary
-either in logic or in commonsense that when one financial commissioner
.goes on leave his place should be filled. That place may be allowed to
remain vacant indefinitely and even so in the course of time one of the posts
-shall disappear automatically. Before I close I may add that this question
has not been made a party question by Unionist Party. · There is no whip
-on. Everybody is free to speak and vote as he likes. Every member-should
· try to .do his duty according to bis own lights. But we must remember
-one thing. We have been insisting very frequently in· this House that
·there should be retrenchment,
that some steps should be taken to
-diminish- top-heaviness. However, all the suggestions that have been
.made for the abolition of top posts have met a very sad fate .. , Chief··
-engineerscannot be retrenched. They are absolutely neoessary. Financial
eommissioners-c-they are also absolutely necessary and therefore cannot
· be retrenched. I know of no suggestion from the Government Benches
-that such and such posts should be reduced. (An hori,ourable member:
.Bevenue Secretary). That· was done in order to avoid the post of one of
-the financial commissioners being abolished.
Anyway I think I can reasonably make an appeal to the members
·of· this House that we should not disappoint the expectations which are
. .legitimately entertained by the public outside that we will do our level
best to secure as much retrenchment and economy as possible. We should
.also bear constantly in mind that there is the direst need for retrenchment
if we wish that due relief should be given to agrieulturalelasses.
I hope
· that we will do nothing either to disappoint the expectations that are enter,
·tained by the general public or the expectations which have been formed
.about us by our own constitnents. We should not d~fy public opinion
-which is very strong on the point of doing away all top-heaviness as soon
.as possible and to as great an extent as possible. I hope that having due
·regard to all the relevant facts of the situation, the members will support
-the cut.
·
Khan Babadur Nawab Chaudhri Fazl Ali {Gufrat East, Muham·
.madan, Urban) (Urdu): Sir, after a very careful consideration I have decided
-to oppose this cut. An honourable member said that, in the b_eginaj#.g
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there was only one financial commissionerand he was able to dispose ofthework of this department single-handed and therefore the second financial
commissioner whose post was created later on was unnecessary. I want
to inform the honourable members that at that time when there used to be·
_ only one financial commissioner there were also other officers who helped.
him in the discharge of his duties. . For example, there were the exciseoommissioner and the settlement commissioner. It means that in thebeginning - there were' three officers who did the work of this department.
and now there are only t:wo~the two financial commissioners. If you
carefully observe, you will find that the work of this department has,
' considerably increased as in the case of other departments. At the timewhen there was one financial commissioner there were in each district one·
deputy commissioner, one assistant commissionerand one revenue assistant.,
Now you can see how many officers there are in each district.' Consequently
the work has also assumed large proportions. It is not at . an possible for- one financial commissioner to. cope with the present amount of this depart. ment's work. It might be true of other departments that th_ey are topheavy but to say the same with regard to this department is quite unjnsti-fied. There are more than 10,000 patwaris :in addition to. the large number
of girdawars, tahsildars, naib-tahstldars and revenue assistants who areworking :in this department. Do you think oiie financial commissioner
is sufficient to control and supervise the work of such a large number of
employees '?
_
Aga:in, consider just for a moment the case of the Judicial Department ..
In the Judicial Department first of all there are the courts offirst instance·
and then there are the appellate courts. If - a case is heard - and decided.
in the first instance by a Brd class, 2nd class or a 1st class - judge the -losing
·party can appeal against the decision before the senior judge who .is.
the court of first appeal and then again if the decision of that court is also,
not satisfactory it can - go up to the district judge and then to the High·
Court. These courts of different grades are established simply to administer justice on the lines of impartiality, good faith and honesty. Similarlyin revenue oases the financial commissioners' courts are the courts of appeal'
and they are there to revise and review the orders of the lower revenue
courts. On the judicial side you are so careful as to establish so many- courts simply to avoid the miscarriage of justice, but on the revenue sideyou;
_ ask that this_ care should not be taken and one of the final courts of appeal,
- that is, one of the financial commissioners' courts, should be abolished.
Revenue _ cases are as important as judicial cases and, therefore, the
appellate jurisdiction of the financial commissioner's court is very neees-sary. Aga:in, if you see the number of revenue cases that are decided every·
. year, you will find it is in no way less than the number of judicial cases,
that come up every year before the civil and criminal courts. The largenumber of revenue cases that come up before the financial commissioners,
will convince you of the necessity of retaining both the financial commissioners. The Iambardari and sufedposhi appeals themselves are so numer-ous that one financial commissioner is not sufficient to dispose. them of.
· Some of my honourable · friends have remarked that the financial commis-sioners never hear such appeals carefully. It might be so but · it onlyshows that their hands ate so full of work that they cannot attend to them;
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The financial commissioners are so over-worked that they cannot devote,
much time "to any particular work. When you keep so many officers.
for the .disposal of the civil and revenue cases there is po reason why you
should not keep even just a sufficient number of officers! to hear and decidethe revenue cases.
·
Then at present the condition of the zamindars is so :pad that we cannot
afford to send away our experienced officers. Now. isi the time when werequire their· services most.: At present we require all old and experienced.
hands to save the situation that has lately arisen in this:country. You say
that as .there is little officeWork, one of the financial cJmmissioners should.
go. On the other hand, from the zamindars' point of fiew, it is necessary
that all that little or much office· work which the :fina*cial commissioners:
are required to do should betaken away from them so t~t they may be able,
to go about in the country visitinKdiliererit places and helping the zamindars,
by their advice and by devising ways to protect them' from the strain of
the present slump in the market. . The interests of the; samindars require,
that the financial commissioners should be relieved of [their 'present work
and allowed to work out some solution of the present problem of the zamindars. The financial commissioners are so over-worked -. that they neverfind time to go into the country to see the state of affairs with their own
eyes. They remain sitting in their offices with heaps pf files before them
and never go out to see the condition of the crops and' zamindars. Theg
know little about crops and rural conditions. Mr. King who was financial,
'oommissicner sometimes · back told me that he passed! through a certain
part of the country and he saw the crops there successful. He was.
then passing in a Inotor car. . I .told him that that tas Ifot the way of:
looking at the crops, for from different positions they loqk different, From
_a higher level they look· different from what they look to be when f'OU areon a lower plane. · When you pass through the crops on foot you form
one opinion arid when you pass in a car and look at them you form quite
another and if on horse back you pass through the :fieid you will form a
·different opinion. If the financial commissioners are given time to go into
the country, it would do a lot of good to the zaminders' inasmuch as it will
. improve the condition of agriculture and consequently bring back prosperity to the zamindare.
··
At present there are as many departments under t4e financial commissioners as there we~ officers at.- one time. The financial commissioners.
have to control and 'supervise the work of all these departments.
The·
colonization operations and construction of new projects have so much
added to the work of the financial commissioners thdt if you only take
into consideration the work of one district, for example Lyallpur, you
will be astonished. This one district has income nearlyt equal to one-fourth
-0f the budgeted income. If you compare the area of ithe Punjab undercultivation some 85 years back to the present cultivated land, you can
estimate the work of the financial commissioners.
Then, my honourable friend over there wanted to quote some instances
of revenue cases decided by the financial commissioners. You called him
to order and did not allowhimto quote them. In brief Jwhat the honourable. member wanted to say was that as some cases have not been decided according to his or some of his friend's wishes -he referred to the case of appoint-
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.ment of a minor to the post of a zaildar=-not only the financial commis' sioner responsible for those decisions should go ; but also his post should
'be · abolished. This was the trend of his argument. I wonder how he
-eould say such a thing ? If the standard of efficiency . is to be what the
.honourable member has set before us, then we should be prepared to
-demand the abolition of the second post of the . financial commissioner
as well. If all officers are to be judged by the standard whether they decide
.eases according to the wishes of certain persons, then .I am· sure no officer
.ean hold his post for a single day. It would not be out' of place if I refer,
here to the case in the Gujrat district mentioned by the honourable
· member who moved the cut. This case was heard and decided by the
• financial commissioner and .the finding given in this case. was so fair and
_ justified that he earned the gratitude of the whole , district. · All people
admired his ability and praised him for the just decision he gave in that
-ease. And it was the opinion of the overwhelming ma.jority of the district·
:that.
·
~~))),.) ~

J~

:n on account of the appointment of a· minor to the post of zaildar the
: post of the financial commissioner should be abolished, then the post must
.have been abolished long ago when I was appointed a saildar being then
, only a child. The financial commissioners' courts are the final courts of
appeal and they are there to revise and review the findings of the lower
rrevenue courts. There is no rea_son why the litigants should be deprived of
, this right of appeal and the chance of getting undesirable judgments reversed.
"

Then, an honourable member advanced the . argument that if there
:-are no financial commissioners' courts the zamindars will be saved the ex:penditure in coming to Lahore for filing appeals. The honourable member·
• · was wrong in pressing forward this fallacious argument. These courts of
i appeal are established in order that they may see that justice is administered
:--rightly and without prejudice to a particular party to a case. No honourable member has ever advanced such an argument against the High Court.
Why do you not say that the High Court should be abolished, for people
have to come to Lahore and spend money in preferring appeals ? The
-.financial commissioners' courts are necessary for the administration of
justice. I again say that the financial commissioners should be relieved
-of their work so that they may be able to go out and decide the cases on
--the spot. The responsibility ofall the work that arises in connection with
, colonisation, land revenue, excise, co-operative societies, irrigation, ete.,
:is on the financial commissioners. In view of these duties of very great
:responsibility it is necessary that the posts of both the financial eommis.sioners should be retained.
We have been urging upon the Government to appoint a committee
· which should closely study and thoroughly examine the bad agricultural con, ditions which are prevalent in the country and suggest some means to relieve
the poor zamindars from the serious situation with which they are faced. At
--this juncture it is absolutely necessary that there should be in the Revenue
"Department which is closely connected with the zamindars, competent and
..experienced officers to tackle ~he present problem most efficiently, and if
~heir number is small it should be increased.
·
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Most of the honourable members have laid ·great st~ess on this point .
that there should: be a whole-sale reduction in all departments of Govern.ment. I beg to submit that if they are really anxious an(honestly desirous
,of curtailing the expenditure and ~ffeot economy, then they should try. to do .
away with those posts and departments which are quite; unnecessary and
-on which· a large amount of public money is being spent. lt bas been argued
-that the motion which is now before the House has been moved with a view
to effect economy in the Revenue Department; The Cllief Secretary has
already answered this argument by saying that the posts of two secretaries
have been reduced in the Revenue Department.
If th'e honourable members
want some reduction in this department, then sufficient ~nomy has been .
already effected by the redu~tion of these two posts.
·
My honourable friend, Chaudhri Sahib, was pleased to remark that since a
· reduction has been made in the Agriculture Department, i and Co-operative
"Department, some reduction should also be made in the ;Revenue Department. It is a pity that when a reduction is made, it is o~y made in those
departments with which the happiness of the zamindars is closely connected.
I !!,ID really at a loss to understand why a reduction is not made in other departments as well. Is it necessary that all calamities must,(fall on the zamindars? I, therefore, most respectfully submit that if ~ny reduction · is
made in the Revenue Department it will be a serious loss rather than a gain.
'The position of the officers of the Revenue Department is quite different from
that of officers of other departments.
There are thousands of subordinates
· serving in this department.
The financial commissioners have to examine
.and supervise their work. Therefore, I submit that it will be the height
of inexpediency to remove any one of them.
,
f

In conclusion, I most earnestly appeal to' the Gov~rnment to make
every possible endeavour to help the poor zamindars and retain both the
financial . eommissionees. We cherish a sanguine hope that . the financial
commissioners will not only discharge their dutiesat their: headquarters but
will also condescend to make extensive tours in the rural areas and per- ·
·sonally examine the sad plight of the zamindars,
·
Mr. H. Calvert (Financial Commissioner, Development}: Sir, I
gather that I am, for the time being, the villain of the piece, because it is·
-my head that is demanded, it is my post which is to Ji)e reduced.
The ·
decision of the Retrenchment Committee was given, so far as I am eoneerned,
cex pane. Not only was it ex parte, but I gather that they did not hear evidence from any one who had held this post for any c~nsiderable length
-of time or who had any great experience of the work which falls to the lot
-of the Financial Commissioner, Development, for disposali . It has not been
made quite clear on what grounds this cut is being moved. It might have
been moved solely on the ground of economy. It mighti • have been moved
on the ground of decrease of work. My honourable friend, Rao Bahadur
Chaudhri Cbhotu Ram, based- his arguments on the decline of work. On
the ground of economy, I think there is much misunderstanding which I
·will attempt to clear later. I may merely sJy this thi;i,t cutting down of
·expenditure is not always economy (hear, hear). We pave already had
instances in which in trying to cut down expenditure-in postponing expenditure last year, for instance,-it has happened that it has eost us much more.
My friend, Rao Bahadur Chaudhri Chhotu Ram urged th~ right of members
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of this· Comtcil to express their opinions freely, aiid I. think I · may say on,.
behalf of members on this side that we welcome, and gladly welcome, constructive criticism;' (hear, hear), we welcome, and gladly welcom.e opinio3:11r.
based on accurate statements and facts. In order to frame a sound decision,
_opinions must be· based on a thorough knowledge and .: examinatio:b. of. the· ·
facts. 'The other day, my honourable friend, Khan Bahadnr Shaikh Din,
Muhammad, rather twitted the officials with. claiming to be always right and
arguing th~t honourable members on the opposite benches were wrong;
That is not quite the case. The facts are simple ; honourable members are·
often busy ptofessionalmen with little leisure to go deeply into the case •.
The facts surrounding certain matt,ers are too often wrapped up in official
files and not available to them. The result is that we who prepare state-·
ments for this Council devote a great deal of· time and trouble
going:
into the past history of the case j we marshal all the the facts•and try ·to··
put them before membera.in-as cleat a manner as possible. I think it willbeagreed that if honourable members had the same opportunity .a,s we have to·
see files and examine and scrutinise them, they wouldprobably come-to the-·
same conclusions. as we . do. My friend; Rao Bahadur . Chaudhri Chhotu,
Ram; rather stressed the argument that the work was not sufficient tojustify the retention of two-financial commissioners, and, in his a:rgi:mient,.
he-if he will allow me to say so=-quite over-looked bhe extraordinary expansion of all activities of the State during this present century~ · He, also;
rather unkindly suggested that in any remarks which my learned colleagueor myself might· make to t.bis House, · we should. be biased by feeliilgs or
vested interests. I am not going to insult thirfairmindedness of this House·
by assuming that any member really believes that any remarke which may
fall from either Mr; Miles Irving or myself will be actuated by. anything but
thorough honesty and loyalty to the province we serve (hear. hear). Hefurther argued that our work must have decreased "owing to the appointment of Honourable Members and Minist~rs. l challenged hindo. give me !1·
single instance of such · decrease but he failed to give any. The financial
commissioners' powers remain the same. It is true that· there· are Honourable Members and Ministers, -but they do not replace the financial commissioners, but the Governor. It is quite true that where the financial commissioners used to decide matters themselves; they now consult Honourable •
Members and Ministers. They do that largely 'as an act of courtesy to thehonourable gentlemen, largely in order to let them know what is happening,
largely in order to give them an opportunity of shaping the policy tq suit
popular feeling and very largely to maintain the .good relations which areso
essential between . Ministers under popular Government and permanent
officials. He further advanced the argument that we were.' unnecessarily
employing junior officers in. charge of districts. The honourable member.
comes from a district which a few years ago, earned world-wide renown for
services during the Great W ,i,:r ; the Great War prevented recruitment to the
I. C. S. in this province and there was a gap for someyeers during which no
new members came to the Punjab. It· is that gap which we are feeling now.
We have to jump a gap of three or four years and to .find offi.c~rs competent to
"hold charge of districts. That is one reason why we. have' junior officers
posted sometimes. It is on account of the Great War in which Rao .Bahad11r
Ohaudhri Ohhotu Ram played no unim~ortant part. · I think he rather un-
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--wittinglymade a slip in charging the Chief Secretary with a little matter, of
. accusing Chaudhri Allah Dad Khan of an honest mistake. I understand
-Ohaudhri Allah Dad Khan made a slip on a matter of fact, and, when eor.reeted, Chaudhri Allah Dad Khan admitted that he had made a slip and
·there ended the matter. The Chief Secretary was perfectly right and I do
not think my honourable friend, Ohaudhri Chhotu Ram, was quite correct
·in attacking the Chief Secretary when Chaudhri Allah Dad Khan himself
.admitted that he was wrong.
Now, the duties of the financial commissioners fall .into three main
-sections, They have certain: judicial duties. They have certain executive
.duties and they have important advisory duties. About judicial duties
I will, for the moment, say nothing. I will leave that to .my learned colleague. Every country must be governed, and in every country Govern..ment must face a number of problems coming,up for decision. That is the
basic fact on which this whole discussion must stand. In a very rapidly
progressing country like the Punjab-and there are few . countries in the
world which have made such rapid progress as the Punjab in this centuiyit is inevitable that a very large number of questions should continually come
up to Government demanding an early solution. Some of these cases are
decided by our secretaries. Some are decided by the financial commissioners but a large number require orders from the Government, and it is
:in dealing with matters requiring orders from the Honourable Members and
Ministers that we exercise our advisory powers. The first point I should
like to make is this. The real question before the House is whether in dealing
with all these important questions the Honourable Members and Ministers
.are to be allowed the benefit of the best possible advice which the province
-ean afford or whether it is considered enough.to have some thing cheaper and
not quite so good. There is a grievance often expressed by Indian gentlemen-a very real and a very substantial grievance. It is that when senior
officersof Government leave this country on retirement the country loses the
.advantage of all the knowledgeand experience which they have gained, where.as if they retired in the country itself that knowledge and that experience
wouldstill be available to the leaders of public opinion. That grievance is a
real one. But this motion is going further. It would deprive Honourable
Members and Ministers the benefit of that advice and that experience even
while officers are present in the country and serving them, because the motion
.is that the most senior and most experienced officers shall not advise the
"Honourable Ministers and Members, but shall be reduced to 'posts where
they will not be able to bring that knowledge and that experience to bear
-on the important questions of the day. I do not think there is really any
-economy or saving to be effected by depriving Honourable Ministers and
Members of the best available advice in the province. I think it may be.
fairly assumed that every senior officer in the course of his service gathers
so much experience and such extensive knowledge that he can save his pay
many times over. The pay for a single year or for 4 or 5 years may be lost
by a single slip. The sums that are involved in the financial commissioners'
-eases are so great that they run into crores so that the slightest slip, the
slightest misunderstanding, may result in a loss to this province which would
.eover the pay of both the financial commissionersfor many years to come.
Now this province has always had two financial commissionersor two officers
occupying similar posts. Not in a single year since 1884 did this province
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ever try to cal'fY on the administration with a single officer in the financial
commissioner's position. I have not got figures to show the work done in.
years long past, but :E>gathe:t that prior to the introduction of the Reforms the·
number of letters and petitions received in the financial commissioners'
office was round about 11,000. To-day it is round about 51,000. It shows
that the work in the financial eommissionera'office has increased more than.
four-fold and almost five-fold. This is the substantial diminution of work
referred to by the honourable member, Rao Bahadur Ohaudhri Ohhotu Ram:
I want to stress this because the petitions alone which come into- the financial
commissioners' office now are almost equal to the total receipts on a,11 counts
in years before. The work has increased; as I would show, largely by the
increase of the State's activities. Since two financial commissioners were
appointed in 1884 the whole of the Punjab colonies.have come· into existence.
comprising round about 120 lakhs of acres of land, about 65 to 70 lakhs of
acres of which are annually brought under irrigation. Along with this therehas been an increase in the population and in the number of villages, resulting
in the appointment of a number of new village officers,zaildars, patwaris and'
so on, involving an increase in all branches of work connected therewith •.
This House will remember that only the other day the Rao Bahadur
wanted to reduce patwaris ; there was before-me then a scheme for bringing
100,000 acres under new cultivation. In 1884 when there were still two
financial commissioners, alt the Punjab south-west of Labore was a dry·
desert whereas it is now a field of waving corn. Rao Bahadur Ohhotu Ram
stated that colony work having been crystallized, policy having been settled.,
there must be no work now in the colonies. Let us see. We get practically
no work from the· Sidhnai and Sohag Para colonies,and the Jhang and Upper·
Jhelum colonies give us practically no trouble, while all the others give us ..
a steady number of problems of great difficulty. The Lower Ohenab Canal..
colony, though it does not give us i1 large number of cases from tfie old established tracts, does give us troublesome work in connection with the three·
extensions of Pir Mahal, Khikha and Bnrala. The Lower Jhelnm gives.
trouble with horse-breeding grantees, and we are continually getting refer·
ences from people who have got land and from people who wish that they·
had got it. The Upper Chenab Canal colony also gives us continuous.
trouble because of the special grants, the grantees are always trying to avoid,
the fulfilment of their conditions. The Lower Bari Doab colony has not
yet completely settled down. The Irrigation Branch is still pushing forward.
their canals and are trying to bring more and more. land under cultivation.
Huge areas are still on temporary cultivation and quite a large area is still.
available for auction, and all the land commanded is not yet under colonization. We have from day to day a number of requests or petitions for some·
kind of concessionor other. The Nili Bar colony is still in process of active
colonization, involving continuous day to day work in my office. The colony·
work is extremely heavy and very intricate. It takes more than half of the.
time of the financial commissioner. The references in the colony branch.
alone in one year number 800 petitions and 2,500 to 8,000 letters .• The total.
is between S,500 and S,700 references in a year. In reply to this, we havein this one branch to issue as many as 4,000 to 4,4.00 letters a year. I mention.
these details because my honourable friend Rao Bahadur Chaudhri Chhotu
Ram urged that there must be some decreaseTn colony work. I know of no,
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.decrease and the facts in my possession show that the work from colonization is increasing from year to year. The figures that I have given do not
include Council questions, nor Council resolutions, nor proposals for Council
cuts. All these require careful attention and even though a cut is not
moved, one has to prepare the case for defence. We have to search our
files, ge.t out facts and marshal them in proper order. Council questions
sometimes require an amount of trouble which I think the honourable questioner never quite appreciates, and resolutions, whether moved or
not, (we never know which will be reached) also. involve a great deal of preparation in order to place facts before the House. We have now colonies·
in 9 districts .of the Punjab coveringthree commissioner's divisions, and the
financial commissioner is the only central co-ordinating authority for this.
work and has to bring to bear experience gained in one colony on the work
in another. He has to see that a fair balance is kept between the interests ,
of the State as the owner of a _vast estate and the public at large who have
interests in the colonies. These cases, very often simple in appearance;
involve lakhs of rupees to Government. Sardar Jawahar Singh Dhillon
asked why are not colony cases made over to the colonization officersto be
decided by them. I did not laugh at the suggestion but I was overjoyed
to hear some one proposing it and I only wish that some one would introduce
it under an ordinance. What happens now is this. There is a marked disinclination on the part of people to accept orders from the original authority.
They constantly make references to His Excellency the Governor, the
Honourable Revenue Member or to me and if they fail to get what they
want, they form themselves into an association like the 1925 Auction
Purchasers Association and submit representations from. that association.
If that fails, they organize a deputation and demand to see either one or
other authority in Lahore. We find the same old question cropping up again
and again. If they still fail, they ask questions in the Council,and if that fails
a resolution is moved and then a cut in the budget. 'J?he result is that the.
same question comes up time after time though in_ a slightly different form.
I wonder if honourable members realize that the Punjab Government
has built or is building no less than 37 colony towns. I wonder if they can
name a single country in ~ world where the Government is building as.
many towns. Apart from towns under construction we have several others
which have not so far gone beyond the incubation stage. Khanewal is.
approaching completion but is still pressing for further concessions.
Jahania is becoming a flourishing mandi; though the town is not yet large,
the auction held there a few days ago showed that · people had confidencein the future of Jahania, and all the sites were sold well above the reserve
prices. Arifwala, Burewala, Vehari are making excellent progress. Pir
Mahal and Kamalia are nothing more than a lay out plan. All these colony
towns are continually giving work to the financial commissioner. I wonder
if honourable members realize the immense amount of work required in
town planning and town building. It involves financial commissioner in
co-ordinating the work of as many as 6 or 7 or 8 departments. He has to
arrange for the construction of roads, building of hospitals, schools, wells,
sarais, water supply, drainage works and has to consult the various heads of
departments concerned either by personal visits or by correspondence. It
is not an easy matter to get a mandi started and to keep that mandi progressing on sound lines with a contented population. Even when the
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financial commissioner has completed all these duties with departments,
he has to prepare his case for the Standing Finance Committee and for the
Executive Council, for the budget and finally for the passing of that item
through this Council. All this procedure has to be gone through before a
.single brick in · that mandi can be· laid. Yet my honourable friend R.ao
Bahadnr Chaudhri Chhotu Ram complains against the financial eommis.sioners, Punjab colonies represent a vast estate of ·120 lakhs of acres still
'mostly owned by the State, which is the public at large. The prosperity
of the Punjab is wrapped up with the prosperity of these colonies. Tb:e
'Punjab Government has sunk about 85 erores in canals, all devoted to the
improvement of land which previously was waste. The State cannot afford
to lose on this head, and there can be no question of petty economy where
this head is involved. It is a question of necessity. The amounts involved
in the colonies are so large that once these colonies are prosperous· the whole
province will be prosperous. Certain other less fortunate. provinces are
on the edge of bankruptcy whereas our province has .a bright future. Our
-eolonies are a great experiment in the nationalization of land and irrigation
iacilities which is, I believe, without a parallel in the whole world. The
-ehief guide in all these operations is the experience and the knowledgegained
.in the earlier colonies, and therefore the financial commissioner has con, stantly to study the history of the development of the settled colonies. Re
has to read what is contained in the past cases, how far this will prove sue-cessful and why a certain experiment failed and why it succeeded. He bas
-to search his records and try to convince the Honourable Revenue Member
·that perhaps this or that policy would be better than the former policy.
I may quote as an instance the problem, a very intricate problem with which
the Punjab Government has been concerned for some years past :-how to
· encourage zamindars to sink wells in non-perennial areas. We have made
-experiments on five or six lines. But it would not be fair for meto advise
· the Honourable Revenue Member without ransacking every possible source of
. information as 'to how wells have been encouraged in the past and to place
before him all the experience gained in different colonies so as to enable him
·to judge what is most likely to be successful. It is always easy ·to undervalue experience. It is, perhaps, one of the most common mistakes both
here and elsewhere to put experience at a low value (hear, hear). But the
.real way of proving successful in administration is to study the ,past in order
· to know how to guide.the future, and we have in this province, fortunately,
-at present a staff which is charged with the duty of collecting all the inform·
.ation and placing it at the disposal of the Honourable Members and :Ministers.
-to enable them to deal with all problems to the best advantage of the province.
·
Another fallacy which underlies many arguments put. forward is that in
a revenue earning branch if you reduce the staff or cut down its pay, you.
·will still continue to get the same revenue. There are recurring returns
.from · colonies which serve to meet current expenditure and · there are
capital returns which serve to meet capital. expenditure. The total
sums involved are very large and I. think it is a tallacy to assume
that if you reduce your ageilcy _ or reduce _its
4
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.all the directors and the higher staff and would only need clerk to run the
-entire business. The colonies of the Punjab are a very important part of the
province. The sums involved, not only on canals but in other works also
.are so vast that I do not believe for a moment that you would be well-advised
to dismiss the financial commissioners and place them in charge of a chow·
-kidar,
•
I will now touch lightly on the transferred side of the financial com·
missioner's duties, so far as I am concerned. He is there to co-ordinate the
work of the various technical departments.
These are 1\griculture, Veterinary, Co-operation and that very much misunderstood arid ill-appreciated
department, Fisheries. I was surprised, very surprised indeed, when the
honourable member, Rao Bahdaur Chaudhri Chhotu Ram, challenged the statement that these are all new departments doing new work, In 1884 when we
had two financial commissioners none of this work was: being done by the
Punjab Government. The Veterinary Department was not started by the
.Punjab Government until 1901. The Hissar Cattle Farm was not taken over
by the Punjab Government till 1912. Your Co-operative Department dates
from 1904, and the Agriculture Department from 1906, and the Agricultural
'College from 1909. The whole of the work occupied with these departments
is entirely new. I think it is rather important to bring that fact home
because the honourable member rather tried to make members believe that
the work had not increased. Until these departments were started no work
.at all on those lines was being done in this province by the Punjab Government. It was all entirely new activity undertaken by Government, since
the dates I have mentioned. These technical departments present this
difficulty that neither the Honourable Minister in charge nor the Indian
-eivilian officer has any technical or specialised knowledge of the subjects
"being dealt with ; on the other hand the technical heads acquire little training
-or experience in administration.
Therefore vou have technical heads in
charge of technical departments checked by administrative officials oxperien-eed in their own line. · And it is the duty of the financial commissioner to
.advise the Honourable Minister as to the comparative value of schemes
put forward by the different departments.
As we have not enough money
to meet all demands it. falls to the financial commissioner· to do his · best
to advise the Honourable Minister as to which of the various schemes promises to be more successful or to yield the best results. The need for a
'finaneial commissioner here is all the more necessary inasmuch as the heads
of those departments may be very junior officers, may bewith 17 or 18 years'
1ess service than the financial commissioner himself. The fact that advice
of this nature may actually lead to economy may perhaps be clearer if the
"House would just allow me to mention a personal matter which is quite
'irrelevant to the present issue but is very relevant indeed when considering
the duty. of a. financial commissioner to advise the Honourable Minister.
I have been fortunate enough to see the whole of India and to inspect research
.instdtutiona and teaching institutions, both agricultural and. veterinary,
· in every province of India and Burma, and also in England, Holland, Germany, Italy and Egypt, and Lheve been in charge ofthe Co-operative Department for ten years. · I think the House will understand that a certain
. amount of ben~fit should accrue to the province from advice being given with
.all that experience behind it. I hold, and I hold very strongly, that we
.should retain the posts of finaneial commissioners. It seems to me that
0
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i~is unfair to expect. either an Honourable Member or· a Minister to · proceedimmediately on appointment to deal with problems of great difficulty and:
.great intricacy without the best possible advice. I think that any one·
placed in the difficult and delicate position of a Minister of the Crown
carrying a burden of great responsibility is entitled. to receive and should get
the best possible advice whieh this province can afford, . Let me take as an.
instance the locust campaign a short while ago. The invasion of locusts. .
then was as far as we can ascertain · the most intensive invasion ever known
in the history of the Punjab, · From Attock right up to Ambala the wholeof the northern Punjab was one seething mass of locust hoppers.' It fellto me
to organize campaign against the locusts and I had to collect_ and co-ordinate,
the efforts of all _departments.
Every single department qf the Punjab
Government was called upon to do all it could .and every.singl~_department
did the very utmost to assist in every possible way. · The locusts that had
invaded us threatened incalculable damage and the number .of people .who
worked under the guidance and encouragement of officers ran. to, many
hundreds of thousands. I· have 'actually received recommendations to re~ard DO Jess than },700 persons ineonnection wit}i that BUCC0F$ful campaign •.
That will give you an idea of .the extent of the work that was done. That.
work, I believe, was almost entirely successful ; . the • dang~r · was . warded.
off and Punjabescaped a great calamity. It was only possible by co-ordinat-.
ing all departments together with a COI!llJ_lOll aim to save the people,1aregly
the rural people, from a very grave disaster. 'I'hat, is only one instance I
give of the value of a co-ordinating officer at the centre ; because that work .
. cannot be done by local officers and it requires man at the top, at the.heac\.
, quarters, to co-ordinate the work of all other officials and bring them to
for the common cause ..• I m_ay just mention that on tli~ t,arisferred side-alone the references received are. 4,4QO a year and in :rep~y to these, ~gi~cultural, Veterinary, Co-operation .and F.ish,eries, we have to issue' 8,700,
. letters a year. 'Ihat means that on ~wo branches only of the.work with which
I deal, there are no less t:Pa;n 8,000 references, to be dealt jvith every year •.
I_ ask. honourable members present. :
do they re.aUY • believe that the-Honourable. Member,-for Revenue _and _the ~onoU:rable· Minister for Agri.· c";lt~re ·could dispose. of these 8,000 refe~ences ~~tpout the, financial eom-:
missioner and w1tliput the ~taff whose pay 1s no'r,:ID:<>vecl. to be cut. Actually
. there are receiv~~ in our office ove;r 50,0QO r~fe~'.eniies in a year .. If a Ocut,
like this is carried, it wµI bring about, the absurd: position: of the 'HonourableMember for Revenue and th~ Honom·3!ble Mffi.ister for Agrieultliritrying t~:
answer 50,0()() letters with huge armY, ofgtenogr~phe:rs;. . Surely IlO '.member r '
fe~ling any s~nse of respo~sibilit~,. should ~hiilk. (jf ·~~pporting, a.
Uke:,
this. There is .an9ther tlung which honourable ~embers may find some.
difficulty in apprec,ia.ting. Administr~tion is a ·_ v,ery oomplic~ted. matter. _
It cannot be learnt in a -day and it cannot be learnt from pooks.' It is learnt
painfully year by y~ar over long
of :servi~e
long' eff.orts: an~ experi-. '
enee in understanding the problems that constantly come _up; It is not fair
to expect that Honourable -Menibers or Ministers on coining .~to offi~~
should have the same full acquaintance 'Yith· all codes, rules and'regrilitichis.
which an officer of 30 or .ll4 year!! .of experience acquires. . They mu.st. have·,
behind them some one who will state. before them the clear issues and tli1e·
various rules which apply to ~hem_;so asto ~nabM.themio eome'to acorr'oo't.
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decision. Whether the advice which the financial commissioners give is.
appreciated or not I must leave for others to say. I think, however, that itis. clear that to issue 86,000 letters a year requires a far larger staff than
would remain if this cut is carried.
I have dealt with two and only two branches of the. office of the financial
commissioner. I dealt with the important ones on my side because it is
my head which is demanded but I could go on perhaps and exhaust the
patience of this House by giving some harrowing details :of the enormous _
increase of work on ·the other .side, But I may· just- say one-sentence on the
· financial aspect of this problem which has been .gravely' misunderstood.
If a financial commissioner is reduced it will simply mean that he will revert
- as commissioner and this would save Rs. 250 a month as pay. The juniormost deputy commissioner. would revert and this would save - about
Rs. 400. Thus you would save Rs. 650 a month in the salary of officersby reducing the post -of one financial. commissioner.
I thaJlk you, Sir, arid the Council for the very patierit hearing and ·I
apologize for taking up so much time. But I believe that motions of this.
nature are.mueh more due to misunderstanding than to any opposition to the
acts - of Government. - It is only natural that busy_ members of Council
should be unable to find the time to read the volumes and volumesof reports.
which fall to our lot to· go through. Few outside the· ranks of Government
really understand how the administration - _ of the province is carried _ on.
The whole work in the financial commissioner's office is directed to and is
. concerned-with the welfare of the people. rhere is nothing with which we
deal which does not touch the people in their most intimate - needs · and
which curtails the activity of the' financial commissioner-a will
result in loss to the people· of this province; - The
point and my' final
word is this that I think that it is only fair, tl:tat it is only
just that.
when you have in_the province on the· one hand the Honourable M.em-:
bers and Ministers charged with the heavy burden of responsibility and on
the other hand senior. officers of extensive knowledge and: wid~ experience, I say it is only fair and just that the Honourabl~: ]Members · and
Ministers.should be able to derive the fullest advantage byhaving at their
back the experience and knowledge of those officers. (Ohei!rs).
Mr. Nanak Chand Pandit (Hoshiarpur, non-Muhammadan, Rural)::
-Sir; I have. listened to the long and pathetic 4efence of the Pinaneial-Oommiasioner with great patience. I must say that the argume~t'given by the·
Jl'inancial .Commissioner has convinced me that the sooner this post is abolish-:
ed. the. better for the country, the better for· the financial -eommissicnees.
t.hem!lelns. If I were to take upon myself the duties which have been 're.
counted to us, I am sure that I will not be able to survive them. I think..
that it would be an a.ct of grace on the part of the Council to.bid the financial
commissioner good-bye and relieve him of the terrible burden under which
he is groaning. I _ understood that _ the financial eommissioner per.forms-,
some l 8:4 du ties. Dividing the figure of 268 by 184;the tun~ .devoted to each
item of duty does not· come to. even 2! . <lays ,in ~- ·year~ ,.And wo:rk done-'
hu:rriedly is not work done well and, therefore, with all res,poot to the merits
of the case stated by the Financial Commissioner, 1 am e9ininced that
duties wh_ich are imposed · upon the :financial co~s.i.on:ers are .such tha._t,
they should have been perf9nneal inferior men. They ':"re not duties which.
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a financial commissioner should be expected to perform, the work for instance
of killing locusts. I remember very well Mr. Jenkins, during the time I
was engaged in my election campaign, going about killing locusts. Is that
the work of a deputy commissioner ? Is that the duty for which the taxpayer is justified in paying the salary of· the deputy commissioner ? The
same argument applies to the financial commissioners. What are the duties
which they have to perform ?
.
.
First, there are judicial duties. With regard to judicial duties, as I have
. .already stated so far as the revenue courts are concerned, the sooner they
.are abolished the better. If this work is taken up by the judiciary of the
Punjab, the better for the zamindars, better for everybody concerned, better
for revenue courts themselves. The revenue officer goes on touring ·aqout
ill over the country and the parties have also to follow him on tour:and
it becomes very expensive .for the - poor zamindars to follow the revenue
-eourts from place to place with their counsel and it is also doubtful whether
justi<ie can be done under such eireumstanees, Not only this, but .there is
often conflict between the civil side and the revenue side. Now,it is time
that. this work should be taken away from the over-worked revenue officers
.and made over to the Judicial Department.
Then these revenue offi,,ers
hear appeals and decide lambardari eases and so on. In fact that work,
_.as I have already submitted, is such th.at it can be taken up by the inferior
officers. What work are these financial commissioners at present doing?
. I will just illustrate what these officers are· doing. If you ask him what he·
·is doing, he will say: oh : I am over-worked, I am killing Iocusts.I am advising
.loeal bodies, I am disposing of revenue cases, I am disposing of revenu~
.matters, I am disposing of many other things; lam an excise officer, I
.am looking after the hospitals, roads and buildings, and perhaps latrines
(laughter) and all these things. They say these and many others are the
.duties which they have to perform. Well, there are deputy commissioners,
,then commissioners, the!} a large number of secretaries under the financial
-commissioners, and then the Ministers. Cannot these officers take up, some
.,of this work? ·
·
Again, there is another argument generally brought forward thatsome
-rleputy commissioners · are inexperienced and, therefore, in .order to guide
them you require commissioners, -and-as there ate five 'commissioners, you
:require an officer, more experienced officer, to guide them; - . If there is a.
-differenoe of opinion between two commissioners then you require a financial
..oommissioner. Well~ you should pot entrust such work to so highly paid
-0.fficers. You can appoint some. advisers, When there is a difference of
~pinion between two officers, you require somebody elseto co-ordinate-that
. ,difference of opinion, You can make this arrangement ad infinitum .. " There
,lla,n be no finality to this. _
· ·
I am aha.id Ldo not agree-with the honourable -g~ntlemen who have said
·that t~e financial 'eo:mmiesioners have gop,nothing
do. pmow that thcey
are over-worked'. . I know that they do a large amount. ~f work. :I know
that they do. a lot of J$cella.neotis work. nut 'my submission is that they
~hould _not do all that Wofi:.. It may be given to some oth~r-o:fficers o~ inferior
.rank. Fancy a qazi in the garb of a revenue. o,ffic~i: giving /affw4'! or --a
p,,ndit in the garb· of a; revenue oBiner reciting slokas~ It is just the· same sort.
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of thing they are doing. They belong to the old. party system, to the old
bureaucratic system and are foisted on to the. democratic system. You.
cannot reconcile these two things. . They say that they are, killing loeusts,
We know they are doing that work. They are inspecting hospitals.
Nowadays everybody understands sanitation,__eyetybody underatands health.
There is another reason why I wanted tlie · financial cbmmissioners to
go. When we go to the Executive Council Members and say, " we are unable
to pay you Rs. 5,000 ; it is a poor country ; kindly make some sacrifice and
accep~ Rs. 8,000 "; do you know what they say? They say, f' look here; thefinancial commissioners are getting Rs. 8,500 ; . we are superior. to them ;
how can we accept less than Rs. 5,000 ?" ·. If you go to the Ministers and. tell
them, "our province is poor, kindly.take Bs,' 8,000; .we cannot afford to
paymorethan that sum owing to the financial stringency,";they
also say,
" how can we .take less than the Executive Members ; we are equal to them.
in status. If we take Rs. 8,000 then we will be junior to: financial commissioners who are getting Rs. 8,500. How can you feduce our salary ?You want to place us, not only beJow the Executive Councillors, but below ·
the financial commissioners even, '' Therefore we must strike at the root of
this o]d system; that old system must disappear.
It ·was said over and over again that the fmaneial commissioners areadvisers. '. Of course they are advisers, but cannot advisers be got op. lesspay ? They can be got on much less pay than the financial commissioners ..
(A. n h~nou1·dble m11rn,ber : How , ?) •
· · .
.
.Mr. Preside~t: Order, order, the honourable membe» is discussing
the necessity for getting rid of both the financial commissioners ; while the
motion before the House is to reduce only one of the two financial commiesioners.
Mr. Nanak Chand Pandit: I am trying to convince the House
that not only one but both the financial commissioners must go.
Mr. President: The honourable member cannot go beyond the.
motion.
:
Mr. Nanak Chmd Pandit : Well, these . financial commissioners
are to perform a large number of.duties, which they need not-perform. They
cannot perform so many duties efficiently. Divide these duties among other·
officers who are not so highly paid as these financial commissioners; Retain
one financial commissioner and reduce one.
These are my arguments which, I hope, will appeal to i the Honse; As
I have stated, the two cuts, one with regard to the fineneial commissioners;
and the other with regard to the commissioners!
· ~ ,·.
· '
Mr. President : The motion relating to commissioliers is not before,
the House.
.
::
.
..
'Mr. Nanak Chand Pandit : . The arguments for both these cuts areone and the same. Therefore, I ask the honourable members of this House
that we must make up our mind· whether we 'should tie • ourselves to \the
old system or whether. we should take .a leap·forward. It is true, undouh~_.,.
edly true, that there would, be difficulties. !:rhere would be some kind of
dislocation of Work ; there 'would be SOI)'.le kind of disturbance : there would
1
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.
be some kind of «usarre.ngement. That is bound to follow, but you cannot
help that. These thinga have to be faced, and if one financial commissioner
.goes·and.the.province advances on the pa.th of self-Government and demoeratie Government, I think it is better for the whole province, and, for the
.financial commissioner as well.
· ·
.
I,
· Mr. Miles Irving {Financial Commissioner): Sir, although my post
is not the one chiefly attacked, yet as Mr. Calvert's junior I am the individual
threatened and as such desire to oppose a direct negative to the remark
· of my honourable friend Mr. Nanak Chand Pandit who said that we want to
stay. The extra pay of the financial commissionerover that of a commissioner
is negligible, as Mr. Calvert has already observed. Neither of us has· chosen
this post beeause.of what the post brings us. Before Government came to a·
decision that it would not reduce the. post of a financial commissioner, it was
perfectly well aware that as
as I was personally concerned, I had no
objection to urge. · In endeavouring to convince the House that this rednetion is impracticable I
be in the position of one who is reluctantly
forging chains which link him to this country.
The position of my friend Chaudhri Chhotu Ram is that the financial
commissioners have not en'.ough work do do. I do not know by what inspiration he has discovered .this faet, Perhaps he has been into my room and
seen me sleeping ; or perhaps he has seen me walking about on .the. ~fall during officehours. Otherwise really I'do not know how he got this truth that
we have not got enough work to do. It may be .that we do not work hard
enough or fast enough. l do not pretend to have an enormous capacity for .
, work. If anyone claims to do 10 or 15 per cent. more work than we do,.
I would certairuy not contradict him. I do say quite definitely that no one
can, do twice the amount of work I am doin~~. No one really can do it.
Comingto the argument of Mr. Nanak Chand 'Pandit, I do not think lie
intended himself to be taken seriously. He argued that the things we were
-doing may be left to others. He did not give the House an indication of
what we were doing which he considered might be left to others. My impression of what the people of the Punjab want, I mean the zamindars,
is a good deal more than what I am doing now. Mr. Nanak Chand thinks
that I have not got enough to do.. I can only say to my honourable friend
from Gujrat (Nawab Fazl Ali) who said that I ought not to be talking here
but I ought to be talking to zamindars in the districts, that he is absolutely
right. If I am not doing that, it is not my fault. People talk of increase .
of duties. The increase of duty on account of. this Council bas kept me
here instead of my being in the fields of the samindars. Were it not for this
and for the enormous amount of paper work l should be going round the
districts, a work which I cannot do at present. Increase of work owing tothe new and democra.tfoform of Government is very large, as Sir John Maynard once said in this House, because before the Reforms a man 'could decide,
he has.now to convince. I welcome very whole-heartedly the advice .and
help which I get . from· the Members and the Ministers. . But that does not
:in the least take away from the time one bas to spend on one's work. I
am not going to take up the time of the House by going through the duties
·Of the financial commissioners. Mr. Calvert bas taken you through them·
very largely and I should feel some diffidence while speaking of my work
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::as the chief revenue court, lest you, Mi\ President, might. say that I was
:1l'eflecting on myself as a court of justice.' But I say it is for the zamindar
to say whether he likes revenue courts or civil courts Q,,eair, hear). We most
,of us who sit on these benches and many other senior offkers of the Revenue
Department had at one time or another to decide whether
would go
·into the judicial line or keep oh to the revenue line. I 'well remember the
-day many years ago when Sir Arthur Reid asked me to join the judicial
When I decided to stick to the revenue line I knew perfe~tly well that I was
~ving up a life of ease and no responsibility and tak~g up a job of less
-emoluments. If you look at the sei::tiot"ity of the judgesi.of the High Court
.and the seniority of the financial com.missioners, you will see what I mean.
We make no complaints. We have chosen our lot; ·and if I had to make the
-ehoiee over again I would do the same thing, As thef say in the Navy,
we do not get much money in· the xecutee iv line, but we do see life. Why
.did we choose this line ? We there and then took sides. We took sides
with the zamindar.against the people who prey upon him; against the lawyer
and against the· money-lender (hear, hear). The only twn.g we forgot was
possibly the zamindar lawyer and the zamindar money-lender.
(Laughter)
I have heard words of praise from this House which have.been ample reward
ior the choice I have made. I have heard, words from the zamindars of .this
House which make me believe that the zamindars still prefer a revenue
officer to a munsiff. I think it is on that point that the choice of the House
-will now depend. Do the zamindars want to put their !'ase into the hands
.,of a munsiff or of a revenue officer ? We do not always claim to be infallible.
But we in the revenue line have tried to do our best to the zamindars .. We
-thank you that you have recognised us and we believe you would recognise
.ns by.your vote on the present motion.
·
Mr. Muhammad Din Malak : I move-

we

"That the question be now put."

Mr. President:

The question is-

" That the questionbe now put."

The Council divided :

Ayes 24;

Noes 42.

AYES.
·Mr. E. Maya Das.
Rai Bahadnr Lala Sewak Ram.
Mr. Nanak Chand Pandit.
Lala Nihal _ Chand Aggarwal.
Thakar Pancham Chand.
Kanwar Mamra.j Singh Chohan.
Ohaudhri Shah Muhammad.
Lala Chetan .Anand.
Lala Bhagat Ram.
Lala Ramji Dass.
Khan .Bahadur Mian Ahmad. Y ar
Khan Danltana,
;.Shaikh Faiz Muhammad.
Khan· Bahadnr Mian Muhammad
Hayat Qureshi.

·

Ohaudhri Allah UM Khan.
Mr. :Muhammad Din Malak.
Chaudhri Faqir Husain _Khan.
.
Khan Sahib Mian Noor Ahmad
Khan.
i
Rao· Bahadur Chaudhri Chhotu

Ram.

Chaudhri Ram S~rup.
Sardar Mohindar' .Singh.Chaudhri_.Muhariimad Abdul RahKhan. :
Sa.rdar Buta Singh.
Sardar Sampura.Il Singh.
Sardar Jawahar ;Singh_ Dhillon.
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NOES.
Lieutenant-Colonel C. A. Gill.
Mr. Miles Irving.

Mr. Labh Singh.

Lala Gopal Das.
Mr. H. Calvert.
Ohaudhri Nathwa Singh.
Lala Labh Chand Mehra.
Ohaudhri Bansi Lal.
Di. (Mrs.) M. C. Shave.
Mr. M.. A. Ghani.
Mian Mushtaq Ahmad.
Khan Bahadur Ohaudhri Nawal»
Sardar Bahadur · Captain Bardar
Fazl Ali~
Jamneja Singh.
Sardar Bahadnr Sardar Mohan
Singh.
The Honourable Dr. Gokul Chand
Sardar Bahadur Sardar Sheo Narainr.
Nararig.
Singh.
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan
Guru Jaswant Singh.
Noon.
The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogen- M.aulvi Sir Rahim Bakhsh.
dra Singh;
Mr. Owen Roberts.
Khan Sahib Captain Malik M.uMr. P. Marsden.
Mr: R. Sanderson.
zaffar Khan.
Mr. F. H. Puckle.
Khan Sahib Makhdum Shaikh. .
. Muhammad Hasan.
Mr. R. P. Radow.
Khan Haibat Khan Daha.
Mr. S. K. Kirpalani.
Sayad Mubarak Ali Shah.
The Honourable Sir Henry Craik.
The Honourable Captain Sardar Khan Bahadur Sardar Habib Ullah· · Sikander Hyat Khan.
. Khan Sahib Bisaldar Bahadur N ur' .
Khan.
Mr. J. W:Hearn.
M.r. C. C. Garbett.
Bai Jagdev Khan Kharal.
Maulvi Imam-ud-Din.
Khan Sahib Shaikh Fazal Ilahi.
Mr. S. L. Sale.
Mian Nurullab.
Diwan Bahadur Raja Narendra
Nath.
\

Mr. President:I will allow debate to 'proceed provided that ai
member on the Government side and a .member on the opposition side speak
alternately. It is my duty to protect minorities from repression and majorities from obstruction. A debate means a discussion by' at least two,
sides.
The Honow·able Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan.: The
division on. the closure motion clearly shows that there is· a large majority
of non-official members against the closure, who want to speak.

Mr. President : The Government members did not rise.
them to have risen in their seats, if they wished to speak.

It was for-

The Hono...-able .Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan.:

Th&

Honourable Minister for Agriculture did rise in his seat.

Mr. President: The Chief Secretary .gave me alist of.the names of·
Government members in the order in which they wished to speak. I · have,
followed the .order given therein, I may inform the House that discussion
on the grant under discussion now began at 8-20 P.M; yesterday and that
therefore, it will have to be put at 8-20 P.M. on the next Council day.:
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The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan·: Membersknow .that perfectly well. But what I was going to ask you: was whether thename of the Honourable Minister for Agriculture is on the list or not.
Mr. "President : It is there,· but it is after the name of Mr. Miles:
Irving. .

.

i

Mr. C. C. Garbett: On a point o.f personal explanation. If yo~
notice the slip I gave you, you will find that there is a littl~ line underneath.
each name. . That was to indicate· speakers on the other side, The intention.
was that if debate is continued on · the other side, members on· this side
might be allowed to reply in the order given on the slip.
·
Mr. President: The message I received from the honourable member
was that if the debate continued and if members on the other side spoke,
the mem hers on the Government side may be called in the order given in
the list.
·
·
Mr. C. C. Garbett : J made it. perfectly clear that it was a suggestion.
Khan Bahadur Sardar Habib Ullah (Lahore; Muhammadan~
. Rural): At this stage of the debate I will not make any lengthy speech,
but I have only one suggestion to put before this House, As the Houseis aware, this debate has been going on since yestei;day· and we haveheard very lengthy speeches for and against the :motioh.. There is one
point which- the Chief Secretary put forward yesterday and I think it isvery pertinent and worth considering. Supposing this cut is carried, the
· effect . certainly would be that a certain portion of the establishment would
have to go. or the extra ordinary power which rests only with His Excellencythe Governor will have to be used to restore the grant. 'This recourse, 1"
would humbly subinit, is such thathas not been taken on v~ry many 'occasions in ,this province. As far as I remember, I_ do not know of any casewhere the executive has been forced to move His Excellency the Governor
to resort to that extraordinary" power. Therefore, I will suggest to the
Government, that it should come forward with a sporting offer that it will.
reconsider this question ~ the light of the speeches tha(have been made
in this House for and against. Very important arguments have been put
forward by both . the financial commissioners. In the': light of a]l theobservations made. in the House and in view of the recommendation of theBetrenehment Committee, if· tli~ · Government
prepared to . reconsider
this very. important question-I do not say that they should promise .that
they will abolish these poats=-then only we might induce . the honourable·
member to withdraw his motion.
Chaudhri All~ Dad Khan : On a point of orderf The honourablemember ean only speak to the motion and should not make any suggestion;
I should withdraw it or not. He isout of order.
'
Khan Bahadur Sardar Habib Ullah.: A.s I ~as saying, Sir;
this is a vf)ry important matter which affects the whole province and may
be, as has been pointed out by inany speakers on the Government side, it
affects mostly the· rural areas. I therefore· suggest and· appeal to the good
sense of this House that they should give a chance to tM Government and .
Government should come forward with an · offer that they will reconsider
the question in the light .of the speeches made. If this i;s aeeepted by theGovernment I would certainly appeal to my honourable friend to withdraw
his motion.

is
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Th~i Hon~urable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh (Minister for Agricul-tnre): Sir, I was a little bit puzzled when my honourable friend, Mr. Nanak.
-Ohandenunciated a new doctrine. It was to cut off the head ofthe adminis-tration b1 abolishing the financial commissioner to bring in democracy.
I do not know what he meant when he pleaded that as we (are going to have
a demoeratie Government we should undermine the foundations of administration. !! If at any time a good and strong administration is required, it· is .
required lin this tranaitional period when we are crossing over from one ·
-system t4 the other. This is not the, time when any change should bemade .
:by wbic~, the administration. may be weakened and · may' lose in efficiency.·
Then aga!in iny honourable friend talked light-heartedly of the locust invasion
which was
met with such success •by Mr. Calvert..
1·

Mr.: President:

Order, order. No reply on that point is necessary, _

-i\fr. Calvert himself has given. .a reply.

The\'Honourable Sardm- Sir Jogendra Singh: I will leave that
.alone, I am sure this House will agree with me that in these days it is neeessary that administration. should be efficiently maintained so that democraey may be able to function..
-

~,

Noi: I come to the motion which the honourable member from· Ambala
moved. '. It is based on two grounds ; first that . the administration is topheavy an:d second that the Retrenchment Committee has definitely reeommended that one of the posts should be abolished. Coming to .the point
that the 'administration is top-heavy I should like to ptit one or two facts.
'The Betrenehment Committee Report begins by citing that when there was
-only onefmaneial commissioner,Punjab was known as the "pauper province " and its revenue was not more than 4! crores. The Financial Commissioner, for Development has pointed out that a crore and a quarter
of acres 9f new area have been brought under cultivation and this House
lmows tbJi,t the revenue is now at least 8 times as much as it was . before.
'ThereforEl it is no 'use harping back to the old times when· you could carry
-on the administration with one financial commissioner.' Yon ·have multiplied.yore activities in all directions; The province has 'grown. on all sides
and effici~nt administration is required. The other question whether ademo-eratie government can carry on the administration through its Ministers
only deserves consideration, We wish to follow the British system .. of.administ1;~tion, and we must adopt the model which is followed there. In
F..n.gland the permanent official is the custodian of the administration. The
Ministers:;supervise, control and lead. But the permanent officials see that
the poµcy is continued without a break and the administration is carried.
on smoothly. Do you for a moment wish, that as the Ministers come and.go
the administration should also change and the continuity. of administration
should bl broken? One honourable member while discussing this question
spoke.lightly of the work which the Ministers of,this province are doing.·
(1

Mr. jPresident : ~hat p~int is not now before the Council.
The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh : I thought I might
put in a '!Ord in defence of the Ministers.
·
Mr. \!President: Not until they are called upon to defend them-

.~~
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The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh : With your permis-sion I should like to say that the l\finisters are an institution. The per- .
.-sonali~ies may change. It is for this House to see that, the privileges and ·
powers which this House· has so far acquired are safeguarded. It does not
become the members of this House to talk lightly of the)\finisters and fling
. arrows at an institution, to which will be transferred the' whole administration of the.provinee, The Financial Commissionerfor Development dwelt on
the manysided activities of the department! which he controls and I
· speak from my personal experience. During the last six years in which I
had the privilege of running these departments, I have found in the financial
, commissionerswho have occupied that office,men of wide experience, whose
, advice have been of great use to me. The -ministers whether they come
from a fully representative House or from a House as it is organised to-day,
will require experienced officers to carry out. their policy and to maintain.
-continuity of administration.
·
Then again there is a question which has been raised by one of the honour'
. able members, whether the democratic system can be • reconciled with a
bureaucratic system.
··
Mr. President: These matters, are not relevantfhough they were
made relevant· by certain speakers.
The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh: I entirely . submit
· myself to your ruling. But you permitted these matters to be raised.
Mr. President: The Honourable Member is welcome to make them
. appear relevant.
,
,,
.
The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh : .Is it a question of
. appearances ?
·
Mr. President : An able. speaker can make any matter relevant •
. Advocates . generally do this.
.
The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh : , You, Sir, are pre.
: siding over the House not only as an advocate. You are the representative.
· of the zamindars and when a zamindar is speaking---•··
1'.,
Mr. President : I am occupying this chair as the representative of
the whole House. I do not represent any community ot class.
The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh : When you are
• sitting' in that chair you have to see that the points raised by members are
. answered and tiuth prevails over subtle pleading..

can

Mr. President: The only point before the House is whether two
· financial commissioners should continue or only one.
i.

The Honourable Sardai' Sir Jogendra Singh : · J think every member of this House admits that the Revenue Member
5
.
P.:r.r.· requires a Revenue Secretary and the Development
Departments require a Development Secretary. In the Punjab the functions
of the secretaries have been combined with the functions . of the · executive
· head of the Revenue Department and the functions of the executive head of
the Development Departments with those of· financial commissioners: They
are not only the heads of departments, they are· also secretaries to these two
, departments and as such I am sure every member of this House will agree that.
; the Ministers or the Revenue Member cannot do without these secretaries
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and· heads of departments.
I · think the honourabla.membsr from Ambala
will agree that it is not possible to carry on the administration without the·
two financial commissioners, You may change the designation of thoseposts if you like, but the posts will be needed all the same.
The. Honourable. Malik Firoz Khan Nbon. (Minist~r fo:r Educ~.
tion): · X have a point of order to raise. You were pleased to remark that
you will allow speakers to continue this debate if there was one man'from
each side to continue the debate. The practice in the past has been that as .
far as the members on. Government. benches are concerned, ordinarily we sit
quietly in our seatsand listen to the criticisms which are advanced by various
sections of this House . one a:fter the other and it is not till a very late stage ·
of the debate that the official members of Government get up to speak and
answer some of those criticisms. If your rulingIs that you· will allow a
debate to continue only if there is a man rising from each side to oppose the
other side then very serious difficulty may arise and we may be placed in a very·
difficult position in defending our departments. . I hope' that the expression
· of opinion which you are pleased to give did only perhaps refer to this particnlarinstance and you do not wish to apply that decision to all debates carried
on in the House. Because if that were the general practice to be enforced·
in all the debates in this House, members of the House will find themselves
in a serious difficulty. ·
·
Mr. President: My opinion related to the discussion before the
House, while member after member rose to speak on this side of _the House,
none of the members on theGovernment benches thought it proper to take
part in debate. If all members of Government were to rise and speak
one after the other, there would be no debate. A debate means a discus··
sion from more than one side.
The Honourable Sir Henry Craik : As a matter of fact, the first..
Government member who spoke was Mr. Calvert and there had been only
two speeches before him that of the mover of the cut and of the honourable ·
gentleman from Rohtak.
Mr. President: Some other members also had spoken against the
motion. I allowed members. on the other side to speak, because no Gov·ernment member thought it fit to rise and reply to their. speeches.
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan Noon: Thank.you for that
very pleasant ruling, but there is one little point. If the names. of Government members have already been supplied to you I hope you will give them.
a chance to speak.
·
Mr. President: The gentleman who supplied the list of speakers on
Government side, was very careful to fix the order in which they were
to be called in case the members from the other side rose to speak. If no
member of opposition rises to speak it will he difficult for me to allow onlyGovernment members to continue the debate.

(At . this. stage . Captain Malik
Muzaffar
Khan
rose to .~peak~)
.
.
.
Mr. President: On which side does the honourable member wish to
.

speak?

·

.·

-

·

(Oapfain MaUk MuzaffarK.han did not seem to unflersl,f!,n~ (he, Honourable

Presid.ent's ·question.) ·

·

· , .
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Mr. President : Will the Assistant Secretary · please explain my
-question to him in Urdu? I am afraid tha·t I cannot 'break 'the tradition
-of the House by speaking in Urdu from the chair.
,·
. The Honourable Dr. GokufChand Narang (Minister for Local
-·Self-Government): Ever since I came to this Council Iihave been thinking
on this pointthat it should not be an inflexiblerule that the President should
address the members of this Council only in English. · There is no reason
that if an ordinary member can speak in Hindustani, · the President who
'happens to be a- Punjabi should not be allowed to speak '.in Hindustani. I do
not understand why English should be compulsory l11ngiiage for the President if it is not compulsory for the members. ·
The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan : You
-will remember, Sir, that this question bas often cropped up in this House
in connection with the privileges of the members to speak in any language
they desire. I hope, Sir, that you would not give any fresh ruling without
full and calm consideration to thee suggestion made by my honourable
-eolleague the. Minister for Local 8elf-Governin.ent. If ;you once make . a
-departnre from the existing rule complications are likely to. arise, and I
-venture to suggest that it would be wi9.e _to stick to\tbe ?Id convention.

Mr. Presideiat : I fully realize the· force of arguments advanced
iby the Honourable Dr. Gokul Chand Narang, but I have to maintain the
-eonventions of the House, So fares I am aware, during the past 12 years
'no President 'of this Council has addressed any member of the House in
Urdu or Punjabi. Besides, under the rules in force if any one speaks in
Urdu any member may have his speech translated into English or vice versa,
~ut I have no power to have a Punjabi speech translated into English or
,vice versa.
·
·
r,
·
Sardar S~putan Singh (Lyallpur, Sikh, Rur~I}i: I hav°e very great
.admiration fon.thia institution offinancial commissioners. It has existed
1or a. very long time and is so much associated with the'.history .of adminis.tration of this province.. But as Beforms have changed the constitution
·of the Government of the province, their .duties and their work has been
changed and at present there is a lot of doing a thing: again and again.
-Things originate from the distriet and in various cases .the deputy eommis-sioner both as collector and as district magistrate is tha'head of .the district
.and most or the things that he decides goes to the cominissioners and. the
-eommissionersforward them to· .the financial eommissioners who sometime
esend them on to the secretaries and finally they are decided by the Ministers
:in the case of transferred subjects and by His Excelle:q.cythe Governor in
rthe case of reserved subjects. There is no doubt that tM financial eommis.sioners are the most occupied and busy officersperhaps in ,this administration. ._
But that is not the reason that their work cannot be redistributed in such a
way that their work may be lessened and at the same: time efficiency of
-work may not suffer. We can improve the ·system by not letting the
things done again and again by several oftice,s, : and unnecessarily
passing· through too many . hands. I just thought <>f England, There
js a secretary of state for a certain department, " somet9 , -they are
-ealled ministers, and under them they ha.ye' p~nlla.nerit secretaries,
.»
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sometimes under-secretaries and in each case, as in the portfolio
of agriculture they have assistant secretaries and these officers are,
supposed to be ·in full charge of the department, because the secretaries and
ministers are changed with the . Government, while the under-seeretaries,
or assistant secretaries in some cases are permanent· officialsof these departments. Of course, the policy of the departments is in the hands of ministers,
but they are more or less heads of departments. In the same way, if we
.make the secretaries of the various portfolios in the cabinet more respo.n-·
.sible persons, I think great amount of work can be taken away from the·
hands of the financial commissioners. In the same way a good deal of work.
can be taken out of the hands of commissionersand similarly I may submit that a good deal of work can .be taken awli,y by giving more responsibility to the Registrar, Co-operative Societies, and the Director . .of Agriculture. In this way PY keeping the kind of work for which a financial eommissioner is indispensable and. by a redistribution of the ,ot];ier items .of work
I .am strongly of opinion that one of these two posts. could certainly . be-eliminated. It· has been said-I could not however express my- opinion
in an off-hand way-that judicial revenue work could be taken from
the Revenue Department. · If we are to compare the work done by .the
civil courts with that donebv the revenue courts there is.not much to choose
. between them. The proeedure-is the same 'with this difference that the
revenue courts fix cases while on tour and cause more inconvenience to the·
litig~nts than otherwise.. (The Honourabie Revenue Member: What is
the result ?) - The result is that litigants have to pay. so much more money
to lawyers.. The litigation becomes very expensive, more expensive than.
in the · civil courts. {The Hon&urable Revenue Member,: And y;et -th'e
samiridar wants it.) I do not think the 'samindere will oppose the view.
I put forward. In the case of the civil courts a case goes on appeal to the
district court and then to the High Court. · :Exactly the same thing_ happens
in the case of the: revenue court. The tahsildar or-the revenue assistant
decides a case and the appeal goes to 'the depQty · commissioner and sometimes on review to the oommissioner and if necessary it perhaps C!)mes
again before tiie financial commissioner. There are thus three courts above,
the original courts while in regard to civil cases there are only two, ·
0

The cut suggested in the motion ;jg, only one· of the means ·by which
we can save money, After. all it is no pleasure·for us to cause so much
unpleasantness· and so. much disturbance . to· the work· as it is: carried· on.,
The crux ofthe whole situation as l understand is retrenchment. . It is
not only this proposal but if there are others which Government can suggest.
to us by . which retrenchment could be effected. we would certainly favour
them.
As· there is proposal ·on the side- of Government and as this is ,the·
only one before us for the time being; we have no other course but to support
this motion.
'

no

4av~

Th~.· Honour~bleSir . Henry· Crail( (Finan.ce1\:Iemb~r) : . Sir.:· i
had the advantage dmiug.:the .la.st few years ,cif.looJrn.ig at .the :fina)'.lcial_epm.r .
miss~onerin:1he wa;y in w~ch a ).n~n lo~ks at a.. m<>unt~in. J. AAVe looked
·at him from,b'elow;
I bfl.ve. looked at him
from··. both
sides;
I.have lo,oked
. ·<..
'
..
•
. .
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;
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at him from the top and now I stand quite outside and a~le to take a dispassionate view.
I desire to make a very few remarks on this cut and to,
make them purely from the point of view of the Finance Department,
If
I was convinced that the retrenchment of a few hundred rupees which
this cut represents would in practice be a real economy nobody would, havebeen quicker to support the recommendation of the Retrenchment Committee, half-hearted ·though it waa. · But I am convinced' that though you.
would .save a few hundred rupees or even a few thousand' rupees by the-·
abolition of one financial commissioner and his establishment, I as guardian
of the provincial. finances am quite convinced that you would lose a great
many lakhs of rupees in revenue.
The financial commissioner is directly
responsible for the departments· which collect I should :say, about three-·
fifths or more of -the total revenues of the provinee.v-the whole of land.
revenue, the whole of. excise, the whole of stamps; and h~ shares in a: very
big degree responsibility for the' collection of canal dues, and abiana. It
seems to me at this critical time ·111 our financial position you could commit
no more foolish act than to get rid of a highly expert, highly experienced,
and highly · trained manager whose" management=-I aml . not talking of
persons, I am talking of the offioa--for half acentury ha's been eminently
successful and under whose guidance the Punjab has risen.from the position
of being known, as it was a few years before I came to India,' as the pauper
province of India to a position in which, even in these ~ays o! economic:
depression, every other province in India looks at us with. envy.
And,
why ? Because we have been so fortunate as to have these great natural
resources, the great irrigation works · carried out and designed by our chief
engineers.
I should remind theHouse tpat one of our gr~atest engineering·
works was really designed or conceived in the brain of that eµrin.ent Financial
Commissioner; Sir James .Wilson~
We had 'those gi:eat (natural . resources_and under the skill and care and devotion ~o''duty of the officers who for thelast half a, century have held this greatoffice, .those gre1t,t resources have·
been developed in a way which has raised the Punjab fiom the position,
of the pauper province of India to the position of one ~hich has, to-day
amore hopeful financial outlook than any other provincei .: , This is a very·
serious consideration.
Is 'it seriously suggested that merely because timesare . hard 'and moriey)s not comingin so well as formerly, we should cut
away the machinery, wider whii;,}}. thlB, great er:a · of <ievelqpD;1ent has taken.
place ? . I think, Sir, nothing could .be more disastrous or cowd be an act ot
. greater financia] shortsight. . On the reserved side the finll\ncial. eommissionel' i~ responsible, as Mr. Oalvert ha~ explained, for all· the colonies which,
i'epre$ent. such. huge sums. of money' both capital and .reeurring,
Not
oi:tly · is he responsible for collecting those enormous. sums
revenue but he·
is respons,ible for seeing that as the result, of -a mistake due fo inexperienceon faulty. judgment of any .,.officer subordinate . to him great s~
are not.
_ w~sted.
would like ·the. House, to realise how -very great the sums. at.
stake .are; how tl?-~ action of one . iiiexperienc!;)<;l collector, )1~y. in rashly distri~~ting taq~vi when tpere ,is nQ. prospect of r~covery., c~ cause the Goy;...
emment Jos~ of lakhs' of rupees..
(..411, HO'Tl,()Urable Member : • Is. he a very
junior .deputy commissioner?)
I
not quoting an actul instance.
T
am saying that that is a possible· way in which money could be lost. . Another is In. tlie auction of. Goverm;nent lands~ especially town lands. _ . They. • am ail imm~ely valuable asset. As Mr. Calvert ·has explau:ied, the Ptilije.b,
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Government has built or is building 38 colony towns. The sale of these
town lands is an asset of enormous value at the present moment, of far
.greater value than agricultural land. The reserve prices to be fixed for
those lands is a matter that wants very careful.thought, very long and wide
judgment and if weTeft it to a junior, to a man of comparativelysmell
experience, and he made a small mistake, Government might lose lakhs
-0f rupees. That is only one instance. It is the same with the other great
Jlroblems of. colony administration. Th_e honourable member from Rohtak
was perfectly right in saying that in most of the colonies the actual stage
-0f colonization had now been nearly completed. But the problems that
.arose during that stage have been replaced by an entirely new 'series of
.problema, which are not in any way less difficult or less momentous. At
present we have enormous areas on temporary cultivation leases. Many
-of the lessees have found their terms disastrous owing to the fall in prices.
The way in which those leases have to be dealt with, the problem of holding
:the scales of justice and equity: fairly between the State and its tenant,
-to see that the State is not to be too great a loser and the tenant is not to be
-oppressed, these are problems of infinite difficulty and l tor o~e should
be very unhappy if I did not feel that those problems were being decided
..by men of very great experience and capacity. of forming correct and fair
judgments. So much for the reserved side.
But it is on the transferred· side that bheFinanee Department owes
·the greatest debt to the fuiancial commissioners.. If we had schemes
-eoming up in these transferred departments inaugurated and projected
. -on the sole authority of the technical head of the department, r for one
would view them with very considerable mistrust; These technical officers
have not, for one thing, the great knowledge of the' sort of thing that the
Punjab zamindar is likely fo appreciate and the sort of thing which he is
'Iikely to dislike. They have not that wide knowledge which can only be
acquired· by years of intimate contact with the people, of the likes and
prejudices of the peasantry. They are·apt tlj think that because a scheme
is scientifically interesting, because it looks well on paper, there are· no
administrative difficulties in ~its way. ·. They are also inclined to think
that because they can show a little saving here o~ .a little saving there they
-are entitled to launch out on some new scheme which however interesting
it may be, or even however desirable it may be, ought in a period of financial
· stringency like this most emphatically to go }Iito the bottom drawer and
·wait for better times. · They are also apt to· sanction or. to recommend
expenditure on a scale which a more experienced eye would detect as. extra·vagant or unnecessary. All such schemes a.re under the present system
·-carefully scrutinised and reviewed by the financial commissioner and go
to the.Minister with his advice, and come, if they involveexpenditure,'fo
my department for approval with the great a.1;1thority of the :financialcom· missioner's experience and administrative skill Without that check I
· -am certain that our expenditure on these deval'tments would 'be fat higher
. .than now and that •the_ return from that expenditure would be no greater
than it,is now. '
·
·· . · ··
· · ·
.· ·. . · ·
. The .House can,. take. it from-me.that in the revenue side the fuiancial
-eommiaaioner ia the most important. wheel In the machinery. · I think

from 7 to 8 erores out of the whole total revenue, depend~ to the-very grea.t
~:x:te:nt, on. his. ability_ and experience,
They _can equally take it from me
tl:~iLt on the. expenditure side the . fulancial. commis$ion~r invariably acts
'as brake on the wheel and that if the brake were to be removed the wheels
o.f the coach would_ go round ~at more quickly and far more money :woqld l>~
spent than at present.
·
· ·
.
<'i_
•
• •.

a.

-; · . Khan. Sahib . Captab,..- Malik, Muzaffar Kh~ (Miariwali, Mu·

~any

. hammadan, Rural). (Urdu) : · Sir,
speeches have been made in favour
of as weJI as ag!).inat this . motdon •. · Yesterday after he~ring the speeches
made by the Chief Secretary and my honourable friend; Pir Akbar Ali, I
thought · the honourable mover will be persuaded to withdraw his· motion
but the honourable.mover did notdo.so .. · Th6wto-day\when.I heard the
very cogent. ar~ents
advanced by the honourable mem,bers who opposed
this motion I was,almost sure that the honourable mover would not press
it any furtheri . l even now think'•the honourable: moverwil! withdraw
it and will' not go to :the extremity of pressing it to the vote, From the
speeches _th~t were made yesterday, as well as to-day,jt_ is abundantly
clear that both the posts of the flnanoial. eommisaioners
are necessary.
As has. already been said by the various speakers who have preceded me,
· at that time when thereused to be only one .financial eommissioner there
were also at least three ·other high officers to help him. \Af that time even
with the help of those· . officers. the financial . commissioner was •. not able. to
. cope with the work rif this· department.
As compared with. that, time,
the amount of work has no_w increasedand Lwonder witli wh1;it equanimity
the honourable member can· s~y that one financial .commissioner is sufficient
to dispose it of.
I along with many ;other honourable :rne~bers.
of
opinion that both the financial commissioners· are necessary _to· cope with
the increased work of this department.
My honourable friend, Mr. Mukand
· LalPuri, has stressed the point that we should abolish .one. of these posts
because the Betrenehment · Committee has made. a. recommendation to this
effect. . We have every respect for the recommendations of the Betrenohment'C~minittee, but'
have to consider .other :mattei;s as well before
axing one. of these posts. . We have to see whether by:effecting economy
. in .this -way we shall riot be doing .harm to the interests' of the province in
some other way~ _ We. have to . see whether we can aqolisli one of these
posts· without any· fear oHeavirig much work with the remaining financial
commissioner.
We have to see whether one finaneial.ieommissioner will
be able to clispcise of ··the work of this department single handed.
The •
work of this department Js so large in amount that the . retenti9n_ of
. both the :financial commissioners is very -~e~essary.
: ·.
· · · ·

am

·we

.·.

. .The .hop.outable n,wnib_ers who spoke before me haye;:given such a clear
and luci'd "explanation o~ the 'whole matter that. i( l-1'.!la~e ~ny .f:urth,er obse1~atiotis it will merely be a· repetitioµ.. J · would, .therefore; end my speech
bv referting to a.· rein.ark made by one· of· the lionour1tbl~. m~inlieif on the

floor of this House. · In a .jocl,llar mood he remarked Jbati the ~Qial
commissioners ·.have ',to ·do. nothing. except to dealwith locusts:' I caruiot say
whether he said so lightly or seriously. However/if he was:in earnest then
I anl obliged to think that he does notpossess any.piece.9f·land .. Ifh'3. did,
h, wo~cl :ijot 4~ve 1qa.(}e this reIQ.&rk. :a:a.d !le been a. cultivator, he would
I>
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Kll~.J'

. ._ .

.., . .
bef~lls

. ~v~ ~ealised ·that an ~ttit~k of i?cus.ta .is ~hEl:gfe~.t~s(~~pil~~ that.~
· a zanun:dar, .To dealwith locusts 1s_:n~t so ijgllt ~.w9r'k..asJw.pa;$,been -, PlefJ.ij~
ti> think. Wh_en a certain area unfortunately is at.ta,,c~i~.by lpl}µ~ti, tfieiffi9µ1
the naib-tahsildar upto the highest officer a11
a~tW.e ·a:qd::J>'ii~i, to at~tt .
the calamity and save the poor zamindar.
· · · · · · · _.
· ·
·

are

I mo.st' 'respe~tfµlly ltPP.~~l to. ~y/11pf,.iOurllr.~1e .fa.end "1~0
motion '~o . with,~.S,;V it, i\9-cl: ~ lij~~f l:ie•.
·a~~(t~le. to<'. my
r~quest. But 1£ .he does not withfuaw· lhs ~ot1oti,. t~en I in:Qst ~trongly
oppose it. . . .
. ·
·
'
'
·

' .'

_In. conclusion,

wW

has m,ovea. thi~
.

·,.

•

•

•

•

.

.•

. '

• •

'Chauclmi Allali'Dad Kha.:. :

•

.

;

:. ~:. :

• .

.-, 1 .•

Sir, ma:YTtriaka'a very:btiefreply,

l

~. Preside~t: think th~t .ar~e~t~ . ~~. b,9tl~ ~icl~s 41!.ve been ex- __
hansted. So, I da.not propose tq allow th~Lh.Ol'.l~~~la !):l!li:Ilbar t<;> 'giy;e a reply. Is the
honourable member prepared to V(-it:li:w-aw.·.. h,s.
motion?
.
,.
.... , ... ' .
,:

-_..

Chaudhri Allah ~'-d Khau_: No, Sir, I a~ not g~ing .to withdraw
i~

.

.

'· - .--·

. .

.·

a

. - ..

Mr. President.:The hon~urable ", me~ber<i~nµdf lll:ake 'teply·-as 'of
. right'. )t
in the discretion 6f. the Chatr·to allo.'-'7 liiln ~ to malre a) rElply,
.allq I hav-e ~lrea~y expressed this . ?pinion.' Thc.f,qu~~ti?A is.~.'. ·');' · s>,

is

That

the gra~t
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Rs; l,00,000

with l'tispectto :theiwm
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42. ·
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Sayacl Mubarik Ali.Shah.- '. .
Mr. Nanak Chand Pandit.
Lala Nihal Chand Aggarwal.
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'
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Cha1.1dhri Shal:i Muhammad.
·
qhattdhri
·
Faqif
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Khan,
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Lala
Jyoti Prasad .'
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Lala.
Chetan
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Rain.
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Lieuten~llt-Colonel e. A:. Gill.
Mr. Mliriohai' Lal! . . .
:_ Mr. M:iles Irvhig; . .
Tliakur Panchani Chand'.
.
·. Mr;
:Calvert. . .
.
Siiigh Chohan:
. Lala Labh Chand Meh1;a.. . ···
•· · Cha,udhri Natliwa Singh.· .
_Maya Das.
Chaudhri Bansi LaJ;·· ·. : .
· Dr.' (Mrs.} M. C. Shave.
Maulvi Sir Rahim J3a_khsh .
. ]dian Mushtaq Ahmad.
.
Mr: . Owen Roberts. .
.
.
r., Sardar . Bahadur Captain Sarda} . Khan Sahib Gaptaµi Mttli~ Muz.~f.· ,:· J1,1,iup.eja · Singh.
· .. · .
. far
. ·. The Ho.nourable Dr. ·Gol.ull Chand··· Khan Sahip.Makhcb1m Sha,ikh Mu~
..•. · Na.rang.
' · . .
.
.
. hammed Hasan;:·,
'.' .
.
' The Ho:nourabl~ }talik
Kp:an .
Haibat .Kbau Daba; .· . .. . .
. Noon..
. .
I
·.·
.:
Rai Jagdev Khan Kharat
... .
. ~e Honourable Sardar,Sir JdgenqTa; · Maulvi Iroam-11d~_Din .. · ··.
· ..'.
· , S_mgh. . · -. · ·,
· · -: . Bajaj . Muhanini~t.· Sarfra; .i\li'
.·. Mr. P. Marsden.
Khan.
··
yrt":-R. Sanderson. -. .
Mian Nurullah.
. .
.
Mr. '.F.
Plickle.. , . :
·
Bahadl.ii'SMikh Din Muha.in·

n:·

Kanwar Manu:aj

.,Mi~'E.

Khan:·

Firoz

Khan

H ..

:l\fr~ R P. Hadow, . . . .

...".

/

'Mr~ S. :({. Kirpalani,' ·

·.

Khan
mad.

.·

..

. .. .

.

' . '.

. : . Mr; M. A. Ghani. '\_:,· ':

·.

: · ..

·· .

. :: HJtt~:~:i~:frb!;:i Cf~~rlKh;~zll~tadut qf~udhri'Mohan .

.

N~w~H

. Sika:µder Hyat · :({ban. . • : .
Mr, J .. W. Hearn,
Mr. 0. C;: Garbett. ·.
.·
Khan Sahib Shaikh lj'azal Jlahi.

:Mr;;·S·/ L~.-·sa1e·. .

.

Sardar Bahadur S~rdar ·

Singh.
.
Sardar Bahadur S~rdar Sheo Na·
rain Singh.
'i

0-U?u '.JasWallt·Singh.

Rao.J3ahad~ :cbaudhri ·Chhot~

·Ram

Mt1h,a~mada.n, Rm;al) : Sir, !beg to move-,-,:

Rs.

.c, ,·

(South.·Ea;$1/ :Rohtak1.
..

.ii

·

noil,.

That the grant be reduced bv
I, 75,800with respect to the it~m of Rs. l,75,800:; . .,, Total. Commissioners(Voted),- · .·
·· ·
·
d· , · ·
· ·

· ·· .A.g~~ it falls "to llly1ot to move a cut tlie effect ofwMch,:win be todo away
with some• of. the· I.C.S. officers. As 'has been stated in theuote appended
to the notice ofthis cut' my object is to bring pressure uponGovemment to
take steps to secure the abolition of the posts of commissioners. _The supject of the abolition of the posts of commissioners is one of very old .standing •.
lt .• is a _subject,which has been .diseusssd in :the Press, it· has been-discussed
<>n the· platfo~, has been discussed in the Councils, of ia#ous· provincee ;
the general)rend:of public _opinion everywhere has,ah-vay.s been· against .
, the retention of the posts of cominissioners .. In this very Council this;qties. •tfon has ,been raised four or. five times and has been diseussed though the
motion has never been carried; But so far as the opini~n of the gerier~l
public is concerned, · it has decidedly· and ·distinctly· been' in .favour of the
abolition.ofthe posts of commissioners; I also find that some olthe retrench- .
merit. committees appointed by various • provinces have recommended their .
e.bolitioni • A~ J:east one provincial Councilhas passed a te$ofotion that the
· posts of 'commiasionera are unnecessary and should be brought' under redue-.
· tion •. · · a'nother province which adjoins-on~~ it, has- been· deeide4 ioy' th~ 'lCJCal

anff

rn

-:Govef~~nt tha.t:t® number:of·commissioner1rshould be,ted®ed: Ii,make ·

J>B
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a reference

<:

.

.

.

to all these facts in order to impress upon the House that.pu-blic
opinion baa beep.. very keen on the abolition. of the posts
coiruiiissioiiers
and this keenness and the· volume of opinion that exists in the coun,.try c:>n
the subjecth.as been recognisedeven byone local Governml:)nt of oure,ou'ntry.
Over and over again the argument: has been put forward ·by offi.cialnu~m,bers.
that the posts of commissioners are very necessary, One:of the necessities
to whichreference is. generally made is that they serve as a yery)¢pqrtant
and usefu.l link. petw:eeri the deputy commissioners and th~ higher atitho~itieif
and in many cases -the_.offic.ers who are in charge of . districts require help
and guidance of senior officers in the position otconimissioners. .lt li~s. also
been contended tha.t there :are special functfons which. are discharged .by com·
missioners and in' the eve~t of their being abolished, provi~i(>µwiµ ·have, to.
be made, .and' fresh legisla,tion will have to be undertaken in. order to meet
the new requirements of the Situation.
The. question is .()110 ~hi~h is }~()t
e:µtirely free from difficulties, but !maintain~ that the posts
conunissioners·
can easily be abolished and in view ofthe fact t:µat this· Council h11,s not. been
able so far.to carry a mot~on of the kind which wasjust now under con1:1iij~r~tion it is all the moi:e necessary that my motion should be;carried. · 'Not
veey long ago· (I think it was in the last session of· this C01in~il) tha_t one· of
the honourable members of this House said .tauntingly . that tllis Council
passes the budget .without suggesting· any cuts, without sec.uripg. ~IlY reduetion and that itis ridiculous. on the part of the ,Qouµcil to bw,nie theofficiial
members if reductions to .the extent desired by this Honseare .nofeffected
by the local Govemment, That casts a great ·responsibility':
th~ s4oulders
of. non-offieial members ; and so far as the present session is c9ncerned, the
non-official members have not· been able to carry any cuts. e~cept.jpst three
token cuts which are never· designed to " secure economy .or . retrench·
ment. The object .of the cut motions that have been carried was entirely
· different from the. object whichthe present motion has in ·view.:· Obviously·.
the object of those token cuts of one rupee was either to criticise the policy
of the Government or to condemn the actions and measures .of the executive
officers serving tinder Government. Here the object-of the·mhtion is to seek
reduction in the posts of the commissioners in the interests of economy and
retrenchment, Therefore I beg 'to submit that the. E.:qus~, should giv~: its
fullest.consideration and very close,a.ttention to the,subj~ctr. · ·
.
The usual arguments that were put forward while the motion relating to
. financial commissioners. was being discussed will again be. repeated and it will
be stoutly maintained.that in the absence of the eommisaieners.junior officers
. whohappen to be in charge of districts win: not
able _to discharge .their
functions, properly and as efficiently .as they would jf they had the guidance
and help of_ the commissioners. My view point has oons~tently heel), opposed
to theretention of the posts of commissioners .• It is not,a new thing which.
has suggested itself to me only during the course of.the present session. J
hav9held this view lor a v-ery long time. It may be'regarded.as a inista]{en
view by official members, but personally.I feel sure that·my belief is correct,
· The view which I put forward for the consideration of.thia House.Is one w-hillh
will-·be regarded as reasonable by·all concerned.
.Now the·comµiissj.o,11el!s
are expected to discharge. either judicial functions, executive functions ~r
. administrative tunctions.. So far as. th,e_ judicial .work of colll!niSsionel"sjs
J1011c~e<l,ld0Jlot thui4 the volume .of"work "is_· veq-:gre9't~: :.4ver,-le.r4e
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number of cases that are now tried by them. can .,e_asj:ly <be: itded· '1iruillyJ>y.
tl.1El.,c~llectors theµ:is13Jyes. " I do not suggest that the ~udici*l func.tions . n<>w.
tliscb~rged:,by CQi:p.missioriers should be '.entirely done away with or that they
~ijou.ld \jE). ;made. ofer to civil courts. . Bevenue cases are peculUJ,? In th~ir
patu:r~ &ri4; require a good deal of close acquaintance with' the' sentiments,
~~S:~o.ms-a.'t.id·tequireme~ts of the·agricultu,ral. classes. As ~~veriue' .officers
~6qi~·.v~:iy, µ-eq11ently into. close touch with. the agricultural -tila&sei!, if js b.eiit
tli)it revetj~e cases should '.be' delt with by revenue courts.. tr~y: ~oul~ not
~~- Oi~.sj~~a. ip eivjl. <igiirts .. 1:lu"t: ·what l ma.intam is ihi!l, ~hat, ffi.e ju~~)U¥
work ·wbi'ch is now beiiig done by coi:Qim.ssi~ners caa be .(lone by c.onoo,tors
~ll_y. . T4e~e is no need that an _ordiliaty laml,ardar.i case }ihoti'I~ go_ to the
eaiflmis~ioneN ·~·JI'he-oiigina'lappointment 'ma.y-be ·easily mad~ by itli<J'revem.1~
asaistant who is generally a senior provincial service officer'; an.d.:after that
o,p_p,omtme:~tc.h11s.£been. :;m$.de. by th.e.reve:m._iJ.e·~~sistllnt-; the .dollectoi',xnay be
the final autliority to give a decision, That decision sho:nid J>e fuial
no appeal .nor revjsion .need be allowed. Tl,len1 there ar~. certain- .eases
blhluta'tion.-' Mutation work, again, is one which :is don~ by_ l.l!lib~ti!Jisildll(rs
or tahsildars and only one appeal need be grantell/' A's-eri~s· o1appeals ot
supplementary revisions or reviews ·need· not be allowed. .A:,fter all, muta.·
tion cases do not finaIJ.y ,s~ttle tlw ,q-uestio,n ~! ,tjt}e •. · And if-mutation oases
do not fina:I!,y settle the q-uestion of title, where isJ~e good ofdlowingjhese
eases togohp to the fitia:hoial cominissioners;oreommissioners·? Tbe.origina.l
6tde1Ullay be :made by a naib-tahsildar · or a tahsild.ar aad ~l(e .app~itl may
Tue :finally decided 'by the collector.
·
·
'
· · '
-1

and

.-·_·.

·.,

;._.'

!

•

' . : Then ;there is anoth~ :ela.SS of cases which ~elates t?.. eJect~e~t. or en·
hal!:lcement. of rents, . T·h1s 1s a class of .,oases which requires more eare and
a.ttenticm and-greater experience to.deal with .than ordinary :m11:ta-tion cases.
Here the appeal workthait~as tohe:done.lby·,the eoiilmissioneris,ohonsider•
~bJe.in?ipo,rta;n~e, aµd l do not- by any i:ne~ ~ggest, t}:u~t this,w;.ork-Ifiay be
9,oIJ,e .in a slips.hod .D.Janner .er tl;lat. it i:na-y be done ·by. offie:er.s·who :will :not
be
to 'do justice to it. But Id©- ~a.intain that some sorii~Qtprovision
can,_ be J;I1ad~ In the ,I>;es.eµt :ij.eveti~e Act. by W!J,Y of ~m~ndm~t1t ,nnd~ Which
this'·power may-lja' exercised' ·crnly by senior and experienced . assistant c~ ..
tors, the collector may be the final court of appeal and only:. revisions· imcl
second appeals in a very restricted class of cases may lie to the financial com«
missioners. Of course, I am not in a position to state off-hand what eon•
crete and specific provisions can be .mede in· order to amend ~e eltisting Jaw
of revenue to deal finally with the judicial work in the regular,and usual
sense of theword.
:,

able

e '

Apart from judicial Wotkthe commissioner has also to do certain work
in relation to local bodies, · _That, again, is a tYPe of work ,which requites_.
in some cases at least, a good deal of thought and close attention.
Whether
the collectors or deputy commissioners can be given powers :which are tiow
exercised by commissioners or some other authority should replace oom•
missioners is ai matter which may well receive due consideratio1i'cofl the pa,ri
of the Government, In a,ny case I beg to submit that this is)1ot a work .for
'Which· alone commissioners should be retained. The cOJliiiiig11ioner is
ge~erally speaking not in touch with' the administration . of looal bodies.
whether district boards t:>t mw:rlcipallties, As IL ma.ttet-Of fact, t}ie:if~uty ooni•
missioner has a far gr~t,e,t,insigµt.ip,t9i<hecWotkbig,otlocal bodis1than tho
-•. ·~
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eommissiorier, and I do not believe that the eommissioner, though a senior
of.ficer,is in a better position than .the deputy commissioner' to help, guide
or supervise local bodies. . The functions which are now discharged by the
commissioner under the ·District Boards Act or the Punjab Municipal A.ct
may be made over to some other officer. The work may be passed over to
deputy commissioners or direct to the Minister. As there is a Minister and
a secretary to deal with these matters when they'.oome up to head-quarters,
I• do not think that the present intervening machinery is really needed for
dealing with the worko] local bodies.'
__ ··
President : :S:ow long will the honourable memb~r take to finish
his speech ?
·
'
- ·
·

Mr.

Rao Bahadur Chauclhri Cbhotu Run : This is an important subject
and I have ~o discuss it at some length.
·
·
_
·_

·_ Mr, President : In .that cas~ further discussion - ofth.e st1.bjecfr -~1.
be takell up the ~ext .da;y. .
_ _
-. _ _
,
_ ·_ · - · - -. ·
·SITTlNGS OF-THE COUNCIL,
•
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· 1he .Honourable .,Captain -.Sardar-· Sikanclar Syat ,Khan: Stt,
~s 22nd _ instant is Rola Mohalla ._some__ honourable . members asked
to approach His Excellency to alter the dates of Oounoil meetin,.g. t
have now to announce that His Excellency has been
6 l',M. pleased to alter the dates so'that the business fixed
for.the 22nd will be taken on the 23rd and t~at _- fixed for the 23rd on the
~~th. .The official business fixed for 24th· and 2~th - will be taken up - on
~~th and 30th. . There will be no Councilmeeting on the,22nd.
· Mr. President : T may announce that on the 29thinstant the Council
Will _sit from 9-30A.M. to 1~80 P;M._ and that elections ofstanlling'committees
will take place from 1-80 to 2 P,M. on that day.
·
· ' 'Y ,
,
19S~'l1i~_~oUllcil :th~ri adjourned till 2 P,M~-_on iwe_~esd,ay. 28_rd :M~oh
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:PUNJAB LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.
·:'.:2ND SESSION -OF THE 4TH

PUNJAB LEGISLATIVE: COUNCIL.

Wednesday, 23rd March 1932.
THE Council met at the Council Chamber at 2
«clock. Mr. President in the chair.
·

P.H.

of the

•

UNSTARRED QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS ..
SIKHS IN :CERTAIN POSTS IN THE AMRITSAR DIS'.llRIOT.
;.

293. Sardai' Jawahar Singh Dhillon:

(a) Will: the Honourable
,.lJ1inanee Member please state the number of Sikh sub-judges, ta.hsildars,
»naib-tehsildara and sub-inspectors in charge of police stations-in Amrits&l',
Tarn Ta.ran and Ajnala. tahsils respectively ?
··

·.

(b) If there is a. paucity of Sikhs in the above mentioned posts, does
•Government propose to take steps to remove this griev~nce of the Sikh
-commnnity ?
'

Mr. C. C. Garbett (Chief Secretary):

(a)-

Sub-judgesin Amritsar district
.Tahsildars and naib-tahsildars ·

Nil.

Bub-inspeetora in Amritsar tahsil

Two of whom one is
nnder suspension.

.. • oO:e.

Bub-Inspectors in Tarn Ta.ran
e,

'Sub-inspectors in Ajnala

I

Nu ..

·(b) No.

--·EMPLOYEES IN .THE PuBLIO HEALTH

CmoLl!I •.

294. · Mr. Muhammad Din Malak : Will hie HoJoura.ble Minister
'!for Agriculture please lay . on. the table a. list showing communitywise the
mames of the employees in the Punjab Public Health Oircl~ ? 1
The Honourable Sardar .Sir Jogendra Singh : A statement showing
,by communities the employees in the Public Health Circle is laid on the
table.
·
No useful purpose can be served by stating i the names of theae 'em;pl~yees.
·
·
B
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StateJment by communities of employees in the Public Healt'F,, Circle.
COMMUNITIES.

·,

..

No.oi
posts.

Designation.

I

Kind\.Js •

i

.
:i;

Superintending engineer.
Exec1ntive engineers ..
Assistant executive en·
gineers,
.Assist.ant engineers

Tempo~

....
......
....
..
....
..

engineers

Sub-engineer
Overseers
Head draftsman
Draftsmen

..

Tra.CllrQ

••.

Superintendent
Oler~

.••

St.ore·keer::

Sanitary · · peotcr.
Tota.I

..

..

··-

1,

..

I,

2
1
I
25 ·
1
14
9
1
40
1
1 '

-

I

2

.II

...

~-

..

... .

..
1
..

..
..
..

...

3
l
30
I
1

..

....
...2:.
.·...

10

5

.5

5
l
7
5

..6

Others.

..
3
..

,oc

1
15

Sikhs..

..
..

..

..

3
l

,.

. Muslims.

..

I

1

.2

. ..

6

..

...

.

..

.,

I

I

Tota.I.

l
3
I
2
I
1
25 ·
1

14
9'

l'

40 ·

l•
I

,,
101

62
'

LALA

24

101

·.

NANp. LAL,

HEADMASTER.

295. Rai Bahadur Lala Sewak RPI : Will.the -Hoaourable Minister:
for Education please·state-«
·
(a) when Lala. Na.nd Lal1 B.A., S.A.-V., B.T,1 Headmaster, Government High Behool, Naushera, was reverted to district board.
. service. and ~hy ;
(b). · wh.ethei: Lala N and Lal was discharged from the headmastershipof Government High School, Khushab; if so, why; :
(e) the fault of Lala Nand Lal during his headmastership atKhusha.b
to deserve discharge ; whether he was called upon to give any
explanation ;
(il) whether it is a fact that Lala Nand Lal, permanent Headmaster,.
High School, Fatehjang, has not been reinstated even when the ·
orders of his dismissal were. annulled. by the, Punjab Govern-·
ment (Mimstfy of Local Self-Government)· with the concurrence of His Exeellenoy the Governor ; if not. why not ;
(~y<wheth~(it)s D;Ota f~ct thatJW has ten,y~ars' per:ma~~ serviee
as 'ijea4Ill~s~e~., 9~ board schools and . o;vel.l four y.ears' service ·
as headmaster of Government schools and has been deprived
. Qf both · Gove:nnmep.t: and board service for the wrongful- . ;
, order of dismissal of tlie District Boa'rk,· · Attook,' which order . \
now stands annulled ;
· ·· · '
,''!

(j) what action tho.Ministe» of Education now· proposes'to; take in the. ·
matter?
.

UNSTARRED

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS~
I

The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan Noon : The information is being
collected and will be supplied to the honourable memberwhen ready.
I

GRANT OF LAND'TO

NON·AGRICULTURIS'l'S

DrsTRICT.

OF GUJRA..'l'WALA

!:

296. Chaudhri Shah Muhammad : Will the Honourable Revenue
:Member kindly state'
(a) how many squares in the Nili-Bar have been; granted to people
whose lands were water-logged inthe district of Gnjranwala ;
(b) whether it is a ~act that some of the grantees:left their squares,
and came back with the intention not td resume the land
again;
(c) how many squares were thus abandoned by:tl;le :zamindars ; ·
(d) whether it is a. fact that some land which. war thus forfeited by
the Colony Officer. was .ordered to be redistributed among the
aamindars of Gujranwala· district ;
(e) whether it is a fact that these confiscated squares were given
by the Deputy Commissioner mostly to : non-agrioulturista
of the district ;
.
(!) whether the lands of those non-agriculturists! had been waterlogged;
(g) the number of those non-agriculturists who hll.ve been granted
squares in this way;
,
·
·(h) the .grouads for such grants;
('b} whether those. non-agriculturists depend upon otjltivation for them
living;

'.
(j) · what action the Government proposes to take in: :this matter '}
The Honourable Captain Sardar Siiand~r Hyat Khan·: ·I regret:
the answer to this question'is not yet ready. · It will be coramunieated to thehonourable member when ready.'

w ATER·LOGOING

·
IN

KHANGAlr

. DbGR.ANf

297.

_ChauclhriShah M~anu,.iad.: Willtlie;Ro~purable Revenue
:M~mber. kindly state the followmg :-'··
, ,:·. (a) :whether
afa~t that the
town ~a.ngahlDogtail is heavil,affected by water-logging ;
··
. (b) 'whether the Government is oontemp~ating to'~
a·· permanent
·
engine for t};le town of Khangah Dogran t9 remove waterlogging;
(e) if so, when the engine will be fixed, and on what\ site?

itis

s~ll

The Hon,ourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat tchan:

(a) Yes.
(b) The e~e is _already fixed at a site close to. th~ villh,ge of Khangah.
DograJ?. on the nght side of the Khangah Dogran Distributary,
(e) Does not arise. ,
'

B2
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DACOITIES.

298. Chaudhri Shah Muhammad : Will the Honourable Finance
:Member kindly state( a) the total° number of daooities which· have been committed in the
Punjab during the past six months;
(b) the total value of property which has been lost in these daeoities ;
(e) how many murders have taken place in furtherance of those
dacoities ;
· (d) .in how many dseoities revolvers, pistols and guns have been
·
used;
·
(e) how many daooities remained untraced;

(f) which districts heve . suffered most ;
(g) whether it is a. fact. that no dacoity in the Punjab has been com. mitted for promoting the political aotivities ?
,..,-- The Honourable Si, Henry Craik : (a) 118 daeoities were committed
· !between the 1st September 1981 and the 29th February 1932.
(b) Approximately Rs. 88,000.
(e) 10. ·
(ii) 61.
(e) 40. This.number includes oases which are still under investigation.
(j) Ferozepore, Ludhiana and Lahore.
(g) Yes.
Co-OPERATIVE

SOOIETIES, SHEIKHUPURA : I>ISTRICT.

299. Chauahri Shah Muhammad : Will the Honourable Minister
for Agriculture kindly state:- .
.·
(a) how many co-operative societies in. the· district . of Sheikhupura
have been dissolved during the la.st three years;
·
(b) how many co-operative societies deal in cloth and other articles
of domestic use ;
. (c) how many new societies have been started in the tahsil of Nanka,na,
· Sahib during the lsst year ;
. {ii) whether any steps. a.re being taken by the department to popn.
larise the movement by p~ess, pa.per and, publication ; · ,(e) bow nia.ny liquidators of. societies there are in the district of
Bheikhupura and what are their qualifications;
<fl the number of oases, which have gone to .the court of recovery;
(g) whether there is any temptation in the form of prize, commendation certificates or grant of land for those who spend a good
deal of time to make the movement a success in the district of
Sheikhupura;
i!_h) the amount of loan which has been issued from the Central Co- ,
operative Bank for the past 8 months to the different societies;

I
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58~ ·

(i) the nun.ber of non-agriculturists who are working in the depart.
ment as pennenent public servants throughout the province

(J) whether there is any seheme on !oot for starting the poultry business under the guidance of the department in some big villages?
The BonouraUe Sardar SirJogenclra Singh: (a) 12.
(b) There is one Supply Store, if that is what the honourable member
mesns.:

: .

(c) 2. ·
(d) Yes.
(e) Enquiries are being made and the result will be communicated to,
the honourable member.
;
(J) if the honourable member will be a· little more explicit, an attempt.
will be made to collect the information desired.
(g) Government is always doing what it can to encourage work for thepublic good in aii directions.
.;
(h) Government has no information.
(i), 70.
(j) .No.
Co-OPERATIVE. CREDIT SOOIETIES, 8HEIKHUPURAt DISTRICT.

300. Chaudhri Shah Muhammad : Will the Honourable Minister·
for Agrioulture kindly state·
(a) the total number of co-operative credit societies in the district of
Sheikhupura ;
·
· :
(b) the number of the villages in the thana of Syedwala, Bara~Ghar,
Nankana Sahib and Warburton where there are no . suoh
societies ;
_
: •.
(c) whether it is a fact that about 80 per cent. of :the villages in these.
thanas never possessed such soeietiea ;
(d) whether it is a fact t~t the people of these: villages are grossly
ignorant and illiterate and. cannot understand the process and
working of such societies ;
··
_
(e) what steps the Government contemplates to' take to start such.
· · societies -in these thane.a ?
The Honourable Sardar Sir)oge~dra Singh: (a) 608 ..
(b), (c) and (d). No record of villages or societies is kept following thana,
jurisdictions.
(e) Special attention of the Registrar will be drawn to the question asked
by the honourable member.
Bo:Un.
301. Chaudhri Shah Muhammad: Will the Honourable Ministerfor Local Self-Government kindly state.
,
(a) the population of Amritsar distriot. excluding' the towri;
AMRITSAR D1sTRIOT
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. (b) the non--:Muslim-and,ltu~ ,popilJa~iQn according t0, the :rooent
censu-s report ;
. .
, .
.
..
i .' ..
' ,,..i .
. ' . ' ·- . '
. : ·'- .•
. ·(c) the total numbeJ;.of ij}~ed. lllemb~s ~f th~:q.istri~t boa.rd;
(<l) the number of.~lected mexpb~ ret~~
by Mus~,;:
(e) the.nu,mber of noIQina.ted seats.~ the -~oard-;
(J) how many have been given to Muslims;
(g) the number of the staff working in the district board @ffi.ee·;
(h) the total salary, which is paid monthly fa the staff;
, ( i) the number of Muslims in the district board office ;
, (j) the number of elected and nominated Hindu members on the body
of the board ;
· ·
·
(k) the designation and post of the :Mu~s. who are in the·oflice?
'... ' ' .

\ '.

. ']

~

! ' '·. ;!

The Honourable Dr. G@Jrul Chand· N~g:
(a) rhe 198,1 popula:tion of the area subject to the authority of the District Board of .Amritsar
.is 8,21,008.
,
·
(b) It is assumed that information as at (a) above is required.. The
.flgures are as follows :4,44,280!
Non-Muslims
, s.76,'77Bi
Muslims
(c) Thirty.
(d) Two.
(e) 'I'en, o~ whom six are non-offioW:ts· ti.tid. fo~t. G?vernrriaut officials.
(J) Six non-officials.
(g) forty.
,,· :._'
(h) Rs. 2;842-8-0.
(i) Seventeen.
.
Three •
(j) Elected, Hindus
Nil.
Nominated Hindus
L, ;
1
(k) Head Clerk
Head Vernacula,r. Clerk
i

..

1

'.Typist
.Provident Fund Clerk
Record-keeper
.Assistant Accountant.
Draftsman

-Clerks
.Patwari ..
.Jamadar
Daftri
..Peons

.•

.

..

.•
H

·~
H

•.•

1

1
1
)

3
1
,1

1
••
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS,
DIS'l'RIOT BOARD GUJRANWALA•

. 302. ·Chaudhri Shah Muhammad:

Will the H-0:ttourableMittister

f.f.or Local Self-Government kindly state-

·

(a) .the present number of Hindus nominated as members of the District Board, Gujranwala ;
·
:'
·
(b) the number of Hindus member o{ the district board in the years
1919, 1924, 1927 and 1930;
(c) to what extent the Hindu population has increased since 1919
in the district of Gujranwala ?
·
·

"The Honourable Dr. ·Gokul Chand Narang:
,(a)

Five.

sr{b) 1919

Figures
are not
i available, but in1920

there were

1924
1927
Hl30

"
"

"

"

"
"

5 Hindu members.
3
5
5

,,
"

"
"

"

"

; ( c) There has been no increase in the population. of Hindus.

WELLS

IN THE SIIEIKHUPUR.A. DISTRICT.

303. Chaudhrl Shah Muhammad : Will the Honourable Minister
tfor Agriculture kindly state=(a) the number of newly sunk wells in the district of Sheikhupura;
·

(b) to how many people the taqaei loan for this particular purpose
has been advanced by the Government;

:(c) the· number of applications which are pending before tahsildars
for the grants of loan for this purpose ; ·
:·
· (ii) the steps Government
sinking;

proposes

to

take

to

encourage

well

(e) the number of tube wells in the Sheikhupura districn ?

The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh :
· Figures given in pa,rts (a~ and (b) relate to the year 1930-31.

(a) 112.
(b) 31.
(c) 28.
(d) Taqa·vi loans are freely advanced to deserving persons.
.snot appear to be any necessity for further action.

(e)

sa,

There

don
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304. Chaudhi Shah Muhammad : Will the Honourable Mfuistel' for Local Self-Government kindly state(a) whether there is any rule by which no illiterate man. can apply
·
fo:t the membership of district boards ;
.
(b) whether it is a 'fact that literacy is an essential '.q~alifioation forthe membership of the municipality;:
(c) whether it is possible that untouchable Indian. · Christians and .
Mazhabi Sikhs should be represented in thei-district boards;
(d) whether there is any district board in the province where theuntouchables have been nominated by the Government as.
members;
(e) if not, how are the interests of these people safe-guarded ;
(f) whether there are any· district board schools where chuhra.s-,
are admitted in the school ;
(g) how many district. boards in · the province are giving instruction.,
to the students in Punjabi ?
·
The Honourable Dr. Gokul Chand. Narang: The information asked.
for by the honourable member is being collected, and will be- communicated.
to him when available.
REMISSION

OF LAND REVENUE

.4'...."TD .ABIA.NA.-

305. Lala Jyoti Prasad: Will the Honourable Revenue. Member·
kindly lay on the table a statement showing(a) the area in acreage of irrigated baromi, Toki, culturable and nonculturable land respectively in the districts of Hissar, Rohtak,
Lyallpur, Jhelum, Montgomery, Rawalpindi, .Multan and.,
Amritsar;
(b) the land revenue of each of these districts and also the land .
revenue per acre in each district ;
· (c) the remissions of. land revenue and abian« allowed in the above districts in rabi 1929, khaTij 1929, · ra"bi 1980, klw'fij 1980, _
robi 1981,, and kha'fif 1981 ;
(d) how much land revenue and alnana were due to Government, how ·
much realized, how much suspended. in the. districts named .
above 'for the six crops of years 1929 to 1981?.·
The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan: The information is being collected and will he supplied to the honourable member
when ready.
·
REMISSION

OJl' LAND REVENUE.

3CJ6. Lala Jyoti · Prasad : Will the Honourable Revenue, Member ·
please sta.te(a) what is the land revenue of yak1asla villages and du-Jasla villages, · ·
respectively, for rabi 1981 inthe district of Hissar;
(b) what was the remission allowed in the d'llrjasl,a. villages of Hissar ·
district for rabi 1931 ?
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The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat
(a) Yak-Jasla villages
Du1asla villages

: · Rs. A. P;.
1,20,525 O O
2,10,521 0 0

..

(b)

Khan :-

¢5,787 18 0
:·:

REMISSION OF LAND REVENUE.

307. Lala Jyoti Prasad: Will the Honourable Membe11 for Revenue·.
please state(a) whether it is a fact that Government allowed remission in land,
revenue of rahi 1981 in the province on account of 'the fact.
that price of wheat had considerably gone down ;
(b) whether it.is also a fa.ct that in barani ilaqas the prices of jowarr
bafra and gram had also considerably gone down ;
(c) · if the answer to (c) · be in the affirmative why 'remission of land.
revenue was allowed. on thE! crop of wheat and not on. the crop
of gram?
.
.
The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hy~t Khan : (a) Government allowed remission of land revenue of rabi 1981 in the province not
merely on account of the fact that price of wheat had considerably gone·
down, but on account of low prices of ra'bi agricultural staples in general.
(b) Yes, to some extent so far as. bajra andjowar are 'concerned but the·
price of gram kept at a fairly high level.
(c) Does not arise.
.

REMISSION

OF

I,AND REVENUE.

308. Lala Jyoti Prasad : Will the Honourable Bevenue Member
please state-s(a) whether it is a fact that remission of land revenue was allowed by
the Government for rabi 1981 in Satiod Khurd, Sisai and;
Hissar proper in the Hissar district ;
'.
.
(b) if so, why remission was not given in the village~ of Satiod Kalan.
Ladua, Dahra and other yak-fasla villages of'the Hissar district,
when quality of the land and other conditions are the same as
.
those of villages given in (a)?
•.
The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hy~t Kh~: (a) Yes"
·(b) Because these villages pay their land revenue in kharij only.
REMISSION OF LAND BEVNUE IN BARAN[

VILLAGES.

309. Lala Jyoti Prasad: Will the Honourable Revenue Member be~
pleased to state-.
I•
(a) whether it is a· fact' that the general condition~ of barani villages ..
in the province are in no way better than the canal irrigated:
villages ;
, 1
(b) if so; what is the reason for not allowing remissions to the barani::
villages of the Punjab ?
·
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The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan.: The
'honourable member has not stated the harvest in respect of which information is required. If he is referring to the kharif 1981 harvest, his attention
is invited to Press Communique, dated the 15th December 1981, a copy of
which is laid on the table. Remissions were granted in all classes of
villages.
.
Press Oommuniqft6.
The Punjab Government have given careful consideration to the .economic conditions pre. vailing in the Punjab during the present kharif season. With certain exceptions, to which
due attention has been paid, generally speaking the monsoon rainfall was plentiful and well· djstributed, and canals have been giving . satisfactory supplies .. · In some localities excessive
· rainfall OJ.\ untimely storms have caused damage to certain kharif crops ; the cotton crop and
'in p!trticular the desi cotton crop ih some tracts has suffered from this cir other causes, but the
.eondition · of some crops, notably sugarcane; is generally satisfactory,
Prices are still considerably lower than in the years preceding 1930-31, though they have been strengthening for
, some weeks past, and in several instances are now higher than they were at this time last year,
.and in many oases are equal to or higher than "the commutation prices adopted at settlement.
While in some ways matters are better than they were, there remains, nevertheless, a most
· disquieting feature of the situation, namely, that owing to the eontinnanco of a period of low
prices generally after rabi 1929 and the prolongation of this phase of the general economic
depression, there hes been a serious deterioration in the resources and reserves and an exhaustion of the credit of the agricultural population,·which calls for special measures of assistance.
2. As regards water rates, which are a payment for value received and primarily bear
relation chieflv to the cost .of the supply and the capital invested in the irrigation system, an
-examination of the situation shows that no· relief will be needed (except in one instance) on
'inundation canals where the charge for water is nominal ; but it }ias been decided that there is a
. case for reducing the charges for irrigation on cotton which is extensively cultivated on practically every canal system in the province and pays a comparatively· high rate of occupiers'
rate as compared with other kharif staples. The standard of remission of the water rate on
-cotton fixed, which varies .on different canal svstems, has been arrived at by taking into con-sideration the generally depressed ccndit'ons above referred to and the state of the cotton crop
-on the different canal systems. Generally speaking the reduction in rates owing to the latter
factor has been fixed at a more Iiberal figure in the case of desi cotton than in the case of
the American variety.
On the Shahpur inundation canal where the charge for water is less
, a reduction of Re. I per acre on desi and 12 annas per acre on American cotton has been sanctioned. On the other canals the reduction in the rate for desi cotton adopted for each different
svstem varies from Re. I per acre of cotton matured, through grades of Rs. 1~8-0, Rs. 2 and
. Rs. 2-8-0 to a maximum of Rs. 3; and in the same way for American cotton from Re. 1 per
. · aore of cotton matured with grades of Rs. 1-4-0, Rs. 1-8-0 and Rs. 2 up to a maximum of Rs. 3,
"Reductions on cotton will be given effect to on the following canal systems: the Western Jumna
Canal, the Sirhind Canal, the Upper Bari Doab Canal, the Lower Bari Doab Cana), the Sutlej
Valley Canale, the Upper Chenab Canal, the Lower Chenab Canal, the Upper Jhelum Canal,
the Lower Jhelum Canal and the Shahpur Inundation Canals. The estimated cost of the re··mission on cotton is 26 lakhs of rupees,
3. As regards land revenue, the conditions in every assessment circle in the province have
. been. examined with the greatest care and with special reference to a comparison of the gross
value of the marketable crops at settlement and their gross value in the present kharif and the
nttio of the latter to the instalment of land revenue due in this harvest. As a result it appears
that in morethan half of the assessment circles of province and in practically every district
·some special measure of relief on account of the general causes mentioned above is indicated
by way of assistance. The amount of remission varies in the different circles according to the
cropping, the state of the crops, the commutation prices, the pitch of the land revenue and
-other factors. The limits fixed for standards of remission have been fixed for different circles
in terms of annas per rupee of the whole kharif land revenue and generally range from one anna
· -to six annas in the rupee, but in some special oases commissioners have been authorised to go
·.as high as 8 annas and in one case .a total remission has been indicated. Within limits the
-commiseioaers have been· given discretion to readjust the standards to suit particular local
needs, provided district and divillional totals are generally adhered to. The total. cost of the
·.remissions is estimated to amount to a little more than 20 Iakhsof rupees.
.
Taken together the remissions of land revenue and water rates are estimated to cost 46!
, 'Iakhs rupees.
·
4. Besides this, it has been decided; as in the case of lastrabi, that no collections of acre·
: age rate due on canal irrigated areas will be made during the. present kharif harvest, and where
malikana at Re. 1-8-0 per acre on perennial Ct:own land and at half that rate on non-perennial
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. areas comprised in a tenancy is asseaaable under tenancy conditions in the Nill Bar, the assess•
ment will be made on matured areas only instead of on gross areas for tli.e present kharif harvest. Some concessions of the same kind relating to the assessment of $likana And the suspension of collection of nazrana in respect to certain other newly allotted classes of tenancies
have been ordered as was the case in last rabi in the present harvest also. It is not possible
to estimate the exact amount of the relief which these concessions involve, but it is con. siderable.
,
·
'
5. The total cost of. the relief now given exceeds that given in kharif 1930 (33! lakhs),
though except as regards the continuous deterioration in the resources of !the people, conditions
-ar~ now in some ways generally more satisfactory, as a result of an all round improvement in
prices of agricultural produce. The remissions will prove an additdonal source of financial
-embarrassment to Government, the general revenues of which are already prejudicially affected
by the prevailing stringency, but it is hoped they will afford a welcome measure of assistance to
:the agricultµral classes.
,

I
SALE 0]' CATTLE FROM GOVERNMENT CATTLE FARM.HISS.A.R.

310. Lala Jyoti Prasad : Will the Honourable Minister: for Agri·
-eulture please state(a) the number of cows, bachhris and bachhra,s, respectively, which
were sold by the Government Cattle Farm, Hissar, in the years
1929, 1930 and 1931 ;
'
(b) what was the yearly average price per head of cattle in these three
years;
(e) the number of buyers communitywise of the~e cattle for these
three years ;
(a) whether it is a fact that, skins of majority of these animals were
generally purchased back by the Farm authorities and promise
to this effect was made with buyers ;
(<>) the number of such skins. purchased during tha last three years;
(!) the amount paid by the Farm as price for purchasing back these
skins during the last three years ;
'
(g) whether it is a fact that they are further· sold to big customers
by the Farm ;
'
··
(h) if so, the amount received by the Farm during the last three years
from the sale of these skins ?

'The Honourable- Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh :-i;
iReifer
calves.

' Cows.
-(a) .1929-80 ..
1980-31
1931 up to Bl st January 1932

Male
calties.

17
154
9
52
i·
16
201
Rs.
184
(b) 1929-80 ..
170
1980-31 ..
1981 up to 31st January 1982
100
(c) I am sorry the purchasers
of cattle
are not claseiffed
by communities.
•
.
.
I;
(d) No.
i
·
(1!), U), (q) and (h). Do not arise.
·

..

179
83
234

I.
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SALE OF CATTLE IN. GOVERNMENT CATTLE FARM, HrBSAR.

311. Lala Jyoti Prasad : Will the Honourable Minister for Agri·
eulture please stl),te(a) the total number of cows, bachhris, bachh'l'a& and oxen, respective-ly, of the Government Cattle Farm, Hissar, in the year 1929
and in the end of January 1982 ;
·
(b) the number of births and deaths of these cattle and number of·
those which were sold during the period from the year 1929
to the end of January 1982?
.
The Honourable Sardar .Sir Jogendra Singh: (a)· and (b) A
statement giving the information asked for by the honourable member is laid .
on the table.
(a)

(b)

NUMBEB

:i

i'

i§

= . ~
=i
.... d,
~
Oc:q
.....
a,
...,
'CS .....

~i

I

..
..

oOWS·
Heifer calves

~ I>,

~

--

Bmms.

I

PRESENT.

4)

¢'i

~~

8 ....
--·-

1,944 2,268
1,370 J,390

~
a,
~
.....
!:I),

...,

,...j

.

...,0
~
bl)

I --I
Nil

462

<N
<?
' ":'
....

I

I

DEATHS.'

...,i.....

<N
...,
....":'

Cl>

.....
bl)

j

--

.

~
a,

<N .
Cl>

.....

~

,...j

...,

....,0

.

....Cl>

--

Nil

Ni1

159

60

567

585

109

'77

i.....
~
.....

SALES AND

Isstras

...,c:,i
·~

.,

...,0
cb
c:q

a,.
.....

I

---""'--

-

... .....i
.......,
~

....~ • ....Cl>
-

41

l'i9

83

234.

72

154

52

201

77

17

9

1 6·
349,

"

..

1,491

1,435

(i) Bulls
•.
( ii) Bullocks ••

35
480

242
508

Nil
Nil

so

Nil
Nil

14

13

3
7

340
72

301

Nil

54

36.

(iii) Young Bullooks (Oastr&ted produce).

71

81

Nil

Nil

Nil

3

3

3

N,il'

2

3.

Male calves

495

Oxen-

Total head

..

--

--

5,391 5,924

548

568

157
2

78
Nil

-- -- -- -- - -- -- .. .. . . .. . . .. .. .. . .

--

CRIMINAL TRIBES.

312. Lala Jyoti Prasad : Will the Honourable Revenue Member·

" please state-

. (a) what is the test applied by the Government to know that

,

of a criminal tribe is reformed ;

·

a member-
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(b) whether it is a fact that the police is the. sole arbitrary judge to
· decide whether a member of a criminal tribe is reformed or not ?
The Honourable Captain 5ardar Sikander ·Hyat '.Khan: (d). The
: honourable member is referred to rule 24 on page 21 of the Punjab Criminal
Tribes Administration Manual a copy of which will be found in the Library
· of the Punjab Legislative Council.
(b) No. The final decision rests with the district magistrate in the
.. ease of those members who are not living in the settlements and with the
Deputy Commissioner for Criminal Tribes in the case of those living in the
-oriminal tribe settlements.
'
DESW ALI

BAw ARIS.

313. Lala Jyoti Prasad : Will the Honourable Revenue Member
~;please state·
(a)'. the total number of Deswali Bawaris in the Hissar district;
(b) •· the number of those who are employed as village chowkidars
from amongst them ;
.
•
(c) the number of convictions of these Ba.waris during the last two
years and the offences with which they were charged ?

•

The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan: (a) 710.
(b) 85.

.
(c) Twenty-three and twenty-one Bawaris were connoted during the
:years 1980 and 1981, respectively.
These convictions took place for various
-offences under Indian Penal Oode.Driminel Procedure Code,.Oriminal Tribes
.-Acts, Arms Act and Excise Act.
MoToR vEmoLEs.
.
Prasad: Will the Honourable Revenue Member

314.: Lala Jyoti
1
~,please state· (a) whether it is a faot that in the Hissar district the motor vehicles
plying for hire are generally overloaded and accommodate more
passengers than there is real seating capacity ; .
(b) what arrangements, if any, there are in the district to check these
·
irregularities ? '
·

The HonOIU'able Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat . Khan : {a) No.
@) A special police staff is detailed for traffic duty.

.

PoLIOE SUB·INSPEOTORS,AMBALA DIVISipN.

315. Lala Jyoti Prasad : Will the Honourable Finance Member
-:kindly Jay a statement on the table showing the names oommunitywise of
-the police sub-inspectors who are serving in thanes of one and the same
.distriet of the Ambala division for the last five years'}
:
·
The Honourable Sir~Henry Craik: Names cannot be given. The
mumbers are as follows :·
Gurgaon.-One Hindu, two Muslims, one Sikh, one Christian.
Karnal.-Two Muslims.
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(Hon. Sir Henry Craik.]
Rohtak.-Ohe Hindu, four Mns1ims, one Sikh.
. Ambala.-One Muslim.
Hissai.-Two Hindus, two Muslims, one Sikh.
TUITION FEE.

316. Lala Jyoti Prasad : Will the Honourable Mmister for Eduea- tion please state(a) whether it is a fact that no tuition fee was charged from the·
students of the Government High School for, Girls, Hissar..
since the school was ·started in 1929 ;
(b) whether it is a fact that for the last two months tuition fee has .
··
been charged from the students ;
•
(c) whether Hissar is' one of those towns where female education isin the most backward state ? ·
Th~ Honourable Malik Firoz Khan Noon: (a) Yes.
(b), Yes.
(c) Anglo-vernacular education for girls is free in no other province and
the present stat~ of provincial finances has made it necessary to impose·
tuition fees at half the rates obtaining in boys' schools from the IV class in
till Government- and board anglo-vemaeular schools for girls, with effect
from 1st ..January,' 1982. 'The Government High Sehool 'for Girls, Hissar..
has been affected by the new orders in common with other schools' situated·
in equally backward areas.
·

--

,·

.LI.BI.AN.A BATES ON COTTON AND WHEAT.

317. Lala Jyoti Prasad: Will the Honourable Revenue Member·
please state-,·
·
(a) what a~e the abia'IUl, rates per a6re on cotton and wheat on the·
following canals :...:.. ·
··
(i) Western Jumna, .
(ii) Birhind..

.. , .

(iii) Upper Ba~ Doab,
(iv) Lower Bari D<;>ab,
(v) UpperChenab,
. (vi) . Lower Chenab ;

·

(b) what was the re~ission per acre allowed in rabi 1981; a.ncF'
kharij 1981 in the areas irrigated by the above canals ? ,

The Honoural,le ,Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan:· (a) 'and,
(b) Statements are laid on the table.
': , .: -.
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ii

(a) The abiana rates per acre are-

!•.

:

I

..

COTTON.

WHEAT.

'!

Canal,

Lift.

;Flow.

Lift.

Floj.

.

•::

:.:

,

.

..;,:··

Rs.

,.

Western Jumna.
Sirhind
Upper Bari Doab
Lower Ba.ri DoabShergarh, Hithar, etc.
Schedule (A)
Schedule {B)
Upper Ohenab
Lower ChenabS.chedule (.A)
Schedule (B)

..

,.

....
..
..
....
..
..
..

.-.

..
..
..
....
....

A. P.

5 8 O·
5 8 0
'5 '8 9
8
6 '4
5 8
6 4

0
0
0
0

7

6. 4 0
8 0

5

Rs;

' ..
Rs. 1;:,a.:P.

A. P.

Rs.

2 12 0
2 12 0
2 i2 4i

.5 · . ..i,: 0
5 4 0
5 !i,l: 8

4
3
2
3

6 8
5 ·. 4.
4
'6

6
2
12
2

2 10 O·
2 10 0·
2 10 4

I

0
0
0
0

,s

:i ,'

0
0
0
0

3 14
210
2 4
2 10

6 ;;4,, 0
4
0

3 2 0
2 12 0.

·:!

A· P.

O·
0
0'
0

2 10 0
2 4 0

:~

(b)' Ra;bi 1980-31.-The .remission allowed was at a :µ.niform. rate or"
8 annas in the rupee on the occupiers' rate assessed on wheat '
K°4ariJ 1931.-Re~sio~ were allowed 'on the f&llowing scale on
the occupiers' rate assessed on cotton:;:
· Desi ·Cotton •
.

Rs.
Western J1ll11Jla
Sfrhind .
. .
••
Upper Bari Doa.b ••
Lower Bari Doab
Upper,Cliena.b .
Lo:w:er Chena);>

A,

:P.
1
1,
1·
1
1
1

1 0 0
1 0 0
1 8' 0
1 8 · 0·
2' 0 ,0
2· 0 0

(NOTE.-For lift area.a the reduction per acre was half of
EDUCATION SERVIOE, LA.ROBE DISTRICT
.
. .
,>

0.0
0 0
4 o'.
4 o:
8 0
8· 0

al>ove.)

Boas».
.

,1:

·'

318~ · Rai Bahadur Lala Sewak Ram : Will the Honourable Minister
for Education be pleased to state- - ·
·.
. ;i:.
.
I

'

'

j'\•

•

(a) :,the number of board -~h schools tl;tat were star~~d in t4e·, Lahore ·
·: :.-di'ri,sjo,n.' during .the tim!;).,oi ~h;aik;h Nur Ilahi: as-Inspector. of
· Schools, . Lahore division,. and the number : (Of headmasters·
: : __ , -appeinted communitywise;
. .
:-; . ' - ··- '

' :.

. . >·

l•

•

(b) the number of the schools mentioned in (a) vthich were subse- quently provincialised;

·

:'.;
i:,

':1
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.
(c) the number. of trained graduates, communitywise, recruited to
the educational board service in the Lahore division during
the period mentioned above ;
(d) -the number of board high schools started in the division in 1981
and the number of headmasters appointed, communitywise;
(e) the number of trained graduates, eommunitywise, recruited to
the educational board service in the division during 1929-81 ;
(f) the number of second masters in the board high schools, Lahore
division, com.munitywise :
(g) whether out of the 13 board high schools in the Lahore division,
in only one school there is a Hindu headmaster ;
·, (h) the reason for the low percentage of Hindu headmasterships in
this division ;
: (i) what steps Government proposes to take to give adequate representation to the Hindus as headmasters and second masters
in the board high schools in the division ;
. (J) whether the inspectors of schools strictly conform to the rules
and procedure prescribed by the Government in making appointments and promotions in the board service ; if not, why
not?
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan Noon : The information is being
-eolleeted and will be supp,:ned as soon as ready.
~.

LAHORE MUNICIPAL ENQUIRY COMMITTEE.

319. Rai Bahadur Lala Sewak Ram: (a) Will the Honourable
Minister for Local Self-Government be pleased to state whether the Dobson
••Committee has recommended to Government to take any action against
·the members and the officials of the Municipal Committee of Lahore whose
rr conduct appeared
to them as open to objection ?
(b) If so, will the Honourable Minister place on the table. the reeom'.;mendations in question and kindly state whether Government is prepared
-to accept the recommendations ?
The. Honourable Dr. Gokul Chand Narang: (a) The attention
,the honourable member is invited to the report itself, a copy of both parts
,,of which is available in the Council Library.
,
(b) The matter is under consideration.

of

MrN.AB IN GuRGAoN DISTRICT.

320. Lala Jyoti
1l)lease state(a) the number
(b) the number
members

Prasad :

Will the Honourable Revenue Member

of Minas in, the Gurgaon district;of convictions for theft or dacoity committed by
of this tribe during the last fifteen years ?

The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan: (a) 129
J.U"egistered : 59 exempted.
(b) Twelve for theft..

·

I

.,,
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Dacoirrss

1N

GunoAoNnrsrnrcr,

32t Lala Jyoti Prasad : Will
kindly place on the table a statement
tions for theft and daeoity for the last
Gujjars,: Mussalman Rajputs, Jats and
Gurgaon district?

.

the Hononrable.':)Financ~ Member
showing the number of convicfifteen years committed by Meos,.
Brahmans, rek11flctively, 'in the
::
·
.

'

The Honourable Sir .Henry Craik : The e:xtractiqµ 'from our records
of the information required would involve an expenditure in time 01· money

not commensurate with the results to be obtained.
Mix.As oF Gu:aGAoN·
. 322~ Lala Jyoti Prasad:
please state-

·

DISTRICT_.

',

!

Will the Honourable· Revenu {Member-

0

(a.) whether it is a fact that Minas of Gurgaon district are not of
·
nomadic habits ;
·
(b) whether it is a fact that Minas of Gurgaon district have lands·
and houses of .their own, and many of them are servants inpolice, education and military departments;
·
(a) what is the percentage of families among ~inas 'who possess,
houses of their own ?
·
·

y~

The Honourable Captain. Sardar Sikander ffyat ~ Khan : (a)'

'

,

.

(b) The majority of them have lands and houses, and about 56 of themare employed in the police and the education departments' and . as ehowki-

.dar.s.·.· .
. . (c) Exact.:figures are not available b~t .Minas being Jl!.~mbers of a settled
IJpimiial'tribe, it is assumed that almost all of them have'residential houses;
'

COM'.MUNIOATION TO ,9"0UNCIL.
LETTER OF ABSENCE ' FROM

Corrxon,

OF

A

)r:E1MBER.

Secretary : The following letter, dated 20th March, has' been received
from R~o Bahadur Chaudhri Chhotu Bam=-

·

·

))ear Mr. Preaiclentc..,-'Aooordingto the original programme the '.2~d March was a worka
:

ing day, and it was this consideration which Indueed :me: to reserve the more
important part of my speech on the motion under. <µsCllSsion for Tuesday.
However, as 22nd March has now been declared as a, holiday and I have to·
· attend three very important criminal cases on the 23rd March;-a date fixed
· in the cases at my own request,~! shall not be able to resume and finish my
speech on the 22nd March. However I have a.lreadY; •made the motion, arid
farther discussion may be taken up by other members, .:But I regr11t all t'.lie
· same the unusual result of a mover being absent witlt<>nt finishing his B}leOOh
owing to circmnste.n.ceswhich could not be e.n.tioipa*1.. I hope ~e Houseand yourself will kindly forgiv:e IJ!.e for J!lY, ~avoidap}a absence. · ·
I may add that the annonneemenb of 22nd March being a hQli.day was made after l
·
had resumed my seat. · The Counciladjourned immediately after this announce+
ment, e.nd'I had no time to make my position'clear in:ths House itself,. I ei:,plairled the _situation y~ba.Ily ·~ you a few. minu~ lafi,er! • ·
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RE

/

00MMUNAL.REPRESENTAT;£0NIN THE RECRUITMEN.TTO faitIGA'l'ION
BRANCH, PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT.

The Honourable Captain Sardar Slka11der Hyat Khati (Revenue
Membet) : I should like to make a statement with regard to some misunderstanding which has arisen regarding the announcement made by the
Chief Secretary the other day about appointments in the Irrigation Department. In reply to an amendment moved by :Mr. Maya Das asking the
House to make a cut in the Irrigation budget with a view to bring to th(:)
notice of Government the paucity of " others " in the Irrigation Department; the Chief Secretary announced that while in all departments Government was careful to consider the claims of all communities, it was in the
Irrigation Branch that a.efinite standard of recruitment had been laid down.
That standard is· 50 per cent. Muslims and 50 per cent. non-Muslims; and
that 17 per cent. out of the non-Muslim share is to be given to Sikhs and 88
per cent. to Hindus and others. Although the Chief Secretary endeavoured
to make it clear at the time that this standard was meant for subordinate
services in the Irrigation Branch, I find from notices in the Press and from a
letter received that there exists some misunderstanding in some quarters
about it, and, therefore, with your permission I wish to assure the House
tha.t that standard has been laid down for the Irrigation Branch of the
Public Works Department only. /'/"
.~
DEMANDS FOR GRANTS.
GRANT FOR GENERAL ADMINISTRATION (RESERVED).

Mr. President : . Motion) isTha.t the grant be rednoedby Rs. 1,7-0,800 with respect to the item of Rs. l,75;seo-;.
Total Commissioners(voted).
.
·
· r

· · Sardar Arjan Singh (Hoshiarpur and Kangra, SiJ41~ .Rur~l) :. · ~9
•demand for total abolition of the posts of commissionersis one of very long
standing and is as old as the co:q~titutional agitation for a change in the
system. Therefore,.it' would be worth while to eX&mine this question in a
dispassionate and detached way and to consider whatare the duties which
are attached to thisoffice. To my mind those duties-fellundee'two o~ three
.heads, The first is local self-government and· the second is. revenue including of course the political side of his activities, Th.e motion pefore t~
House is to secure the abolition of. the. posts of eommissioners. _ Two questions arise. One is whether there should be a total.abolitionof these posts
· and the secondis whether there should be a reduction in the number of· comomiasioners. In order to clearly understand these two aspects.different considerations will prevail. 'If it is necessary to keep three -or even two commissioners, . different.set. of circumstances would crop up., 'lf Jt is proposed
'.' that the posts·should lie alt9gether · abolished, then it. would.be a different
· .question. Ifitis.proposed that the number, as theRetrexrehment Committee put it,. might .be reduced from 5 to 8, then very tnany:·~1fficult questions
0wottld' not arise' becanse ~Tter · all that would only be a ·dis'ttibiitionof .work.
·'But, if it is urged that the posts should be altogeth~ rabQiishiid, then some
.questions have.to;be exsmlaed, Therefore.taking:tq1 the quties of eommis-

,·

4lUNT
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.sioners on the local self-government side, nobody can. minimize the UQ'J>p~~
ance of these duties, and they certainly are likely. to increase'. as the actiyj#~§
of municipalties and district boards are increased. In this COilllectiop.Jt
would be worth while to consider whether the .duties of the cominissio:h~r
can be taken up ,by some other agency. Thus there might. be a 'suggestio4
for the creation of a local self-government board, and th!)n the question of
.finances would arise ; whether local bodies should contribute towards· the cost
. of the board or whether the Government should continue to pay for· that
board. Instead of these duties being performed by oommi~sioners, _it ipight
be suggested that these powers might be given to the deputy eommiseioners
.and to chairmen when non-official chairmen are elected to district boards. -In
that case much of the time and energy and attention of the deputy eommissioners might be diverted towards questions concerning local bodies; Th~se
.are matters which cannot be settled off hand, and it is for Govemmen» to con.sider the various courses open to them and to submit proposals to the House
after coming to a definite decision themselves. This is the vie.w so far as local
·_self-government duties of the commissioners are concerned. ~trt in the matter
of their work relating to revenue work-its collection and suspension=-I ~do
not think the duties aro so important, because it seems thatthe subordinate
revenue staff with the deputy commissioner at its head i1;1 primarily' and mainly responsible for the collection of land revenue. Of course some control
is needed, and that control at present is exercised by the financial co~a~
-sioners and it will continue to be exercised by them. Then: comes the question of appellate work in revenue cases. · My submission if that there are
-two or three courses open; either the appellate work might be given over
to the deputy commissioners as. collectors or it might be given over .to
district judges. Personally I am against the latter proposal; The appellate
'work must remain with the revenue eolleeting agency, be it commissioners ()t
~ep~!Y commissioners, because the nature of d'ij·ti~s 'Yhic~.
vre~e!1t:,t4e
.Judiciary have to perform precludes them from coming into !contact with the
zamindars, and they little understand the difficulties oi the zamindars.
'Therefore the district judge would not be the right 'person to .be· entrusted
-with the powers so far as the land revenue appellate w~rk goes, There
.would be another difficulty, and that is that· at present the higher revenue
officers exercise a sort ofeheek over the vagaries of the subordinate.revenue
:staff, this check would be lost. This is an additional objection to the work
being handed over to district judges. Besides, it would not be eoonomi~al
too, because the number of district judges will have to be increased in ;that
case, My . personal opinion, therefore, is that the a ppell11,te work should
not go to <ti.strictjudges. · I joined the Retrenchment Comµrittee at a very
late stage and when the proposal was, being finally. discusse~ I was told .t?at
it was a tentative proposal ol the committee, and that all members had a!P:ce~
. that this work should be given over to district judges. But I had my objections, an I I urge that this iS' not the time when we can safely entrust
the work to district judges.
·· · ·

a.t

The third class of duties which . the commissioners have tp perform relates
. to political conditions of the divisions. They are important duties." We
.are told; moreover, that the commissioners give valuable advice to SOll).e of
·the deputy commissioners . who .are juniors. As some junior Indian civil
-service officers are put in charge of districts it is said that t~e eommissioner
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being an officer of mature experience gives valuable advice to them. r
griJ.nt that this is true. But some senior provincial civil service men may
be pat in charge of districts . The necessity for this advice will then be obvia.ted. That will incidentally accelerate the pace of Indianisation .
. The most common objection, which I may say is of a very long standing;

one too,ir'ltbat this post instead of being helpful only retards progress. It is.
an unnecessary link in the administrative chain and should go. The reeommsndation of the Retrenchment Committee in this behalf was placed beforethe Gove.riunen~ towards the close of October, and this House discussed the.report on the Brd and 4th of December. The Honourable Finance Member, if~ remember correctly, told us that the recommendations ofthe committee were being examined, and that some of them were found impracticable.
We have not been told so far which are the impracticable ones. We were'
also told then that some other reeommendations involved a violent departurein principle •. We have not been informed what those reoommendationswere. . Again a third set of _recommendations was said 'to be under the eon.sideration of GoverD.Il!,ent. We do not know what those recommendationsal'.B. which are still being consider?d .. Under ~hese circumstances, people
have naturally come to the conclusion-we cannot blame them for. it~that
as a matter of fact the· report of the Retrenchment Committee has been
pigeo11;-holed. .
'
'
. .
· The Honourable Sir Henry. Crail< {Finance. Member): On a,
point of personal explanation, Sir., May I draw: theattention of the House."
'to the fact that I have stated in repl! to a Council question that I hope very
, shortly to lay on the table. or to publish a complete . st_tJitemen_t of the actioµ
taken by Government, on each one of the reco~en~itti9ns· of the Retrenchment Committee ? .. · The honourable member 1s quite. wrong in assuming:
:.or hinting that Government _has" shelved the reporf and is. ~otJaking any
action.
.
.) ·.
.
.
.
Sflrdar Arian Singh.· I make the f~rvent appeal t·o· Go;e~ent that-some sort of detailed'. statement may with advantage: be made .. Otherwise, as I was saying; the' impression in the minds 'of the people
be tha.t:
the report has been shelved and that the high-placed officials have taken.
shelter behind the sanctity of contracts and .covenants while the axe of retrenchment has fallen, if it bas fallen at all, on those who have been at thebottom; causing them and their families untold misery. · If. the statement
contemplated:by the Honourable Finance Member is not made without.
further delay and if people are allowed to surmise and conjecture, the:
Government' would be making themselves responsible for it. With these·
remarks, I· support the motion.
»:

will

Khan

Bahadur Shaikh Din .Muhammad. (East and West Central
To~ns, :Mgham:.madan;' Ilrban) : - I 11,se to oppose the motion. I have always
held the leader of my party in. very high esteem and have seldom differed from,
him. But in this matter I feel constrained to remark that neither his argument was convincing or cogent nor his criticism was fair or just.. . Much stress-.
was laid upon the fact that .the Retrenchment Committee,&fter a very mature·
deliberation came to the conclusion that we must reduce the number of commissioners from :ave .to three. . With all respect to the. members of the Re-

.;
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.
-tre1!-chment C~~ttee, one is com12elle~ to remark· that in this. matMt,
their reeommendation was not so olear a.s one would have expected 1t to be;
Wheyhave acknowledged in very clear terms the necessity for commissioners
so far:·as the control of local self-government is .concerned. They ha.ve
expressed ~n opinion that unless· some suitable substitute. is provided: for,
it would be difficult to cope with the work of local self-government, They
are·furthe:,; of the opinion that the.work of revenue appeala .and the other
executive work was also very heavy, and that unless some o~herarrangement
was made to dispose of revenue appeals it would look very hard to dispense
with. the post· of commissioners. They suggest a remedy W. their . own way
recommending. the transfer of the work of revenue appeals to district judges.
·(An honourable member : No.) The Retrenchment . Committee in the
plainest possible words say a.s follows :'

a

we also realise that reduction in numbers may involve some change in the revenue
law in the direction of the restriction of the right of appeal' · from the orders of
the collector in certain classes of oases in order to relieve commissionersfrom
some of their appellate revenue work. We see no objeqtion to this. Some
ofua would like to see the revenue appellate work of commissionerstransferred
to :district judges, but the majority, while ageeeing that this is a. step w~ck
sooner or later will inevitably be taken, is of the opinion :that the province is
not yet ripe for it.
· '
·'
I

So they had the district judges in mind when :they recommended t.hat the
-number of commissionersmay be reduced from five to three. In my humble
.submission .the function of the Retrenchment Committee was to effect economy and not to change the nomenclature of the offices, to save money and
not to provide new machinery for coping with the work which is recognised
.to be heavy. We all know that a commissioner is on an av:erage in charge
-0£ the revenue work of five districts, and if all the work that the commissioner
disposes of at present in his capacity ase revenuea,ppellate c9urt is entrusted
-to district judges, the inevitable result would be that we shall'have to increese
;the number of district judges, for the present number will prove altogether
inadequate .to cope with the work. If an increase in the number of district
judges is made and a cut is effected in the number of officerswho are more
.experienced in the matter of revenue work than,·an ordinary district judge,
J believe it would be a false economy altogether. Further, all those honourable
members who are at present working on the select cqmmittee of the
Municipal Amendment Bill know that the work that· is·already being done
by the commissioners is being increased so far as the supervision of local
bodies is concerned and very responsible duties are being eQ,tF\lsted to them
.as commissioners in the matter of control of those bodies.' They have as
local government not only to deal with the second class municipalities, but
they also have to deal with notified area committees and small town com.mittees and the number of these committees is growing v~y large every
._day~ On the one hand, we are entrusting more responsible duties to the
.commissioners as regards the supervision and control of local bodies and.
on the other, introducing a cut in the number of the posts on s remote chance
pf these duties decreasing some day. (Shaikh Muhammaq; Sadiq : The
motion is for the abolition and not reduction in the number of eommissioners).
I am thankful to the honourable member for pointing out that the demand
made is for the total . abolition of commissioners, . That ¥takes my ease
mneh stronger than before. If the posts of commission.eraare altogether
abolished, then naturally we shall have to consider as to who would perfprm.
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'all those d~ties whi~h ate ~o:w.b.efu_g distih~{ld by ,them UJlder Vl;tfiQ:t:J;S,pro.visions of law. Unless you amend all the .Nets which provide for specific;dutiest.o .be performed by commissioners, it is tiot posa.ibJe to abolish' _th~jr,_pgsts~
I have personally alwa.ys complained against ·the obesity· of the administrl,\.:tion.' But in my enthtisias~ to remove excessive accumulatioruf 'Of f~t
:I w:puld'not be party to cut off the vital parts at the same time. · Unless w~
.take some active steps to amend allthose pieces oflegislatlon which .provide
for specific duties to be. performed by commissioners as such, the .present
motion would· be ·altogether premature. You must satisfy the requirements of law somehow or other. It was suggested 'by the honourable mover
pf this cut that commissioners had very little to· do and that, therefore, it
should be easy to abolish their offices; It was · further remarked that they
.serve .as post offices or as conduit pipes. I beg to differ. It may no. doubt
.be true that in some cases they are serving as agencies to transmit above
:Certain: material which they receive from · their subordinate 'officers, but in
that matter they serve rather as filters than as mere post.offices. They with·
hold all the dirt, dust, sediment- and stone that they receive from below;
'Atid allow only those things to pass through them which are worth passing.
If you allow all that material to go up unsifted as they receise, that will
.inerease the work of the ministry to such a great 'extent that it wqµld be neees.s~ry to addto the number of Ministers or their secretaries. TlI~e must be
some check at· the stage at which the commissioners now exercise the check
~Q t~at the material could be sifted and sent up· after proper care and
~~U;tion,
, •- . Again, we see that in some matters the commissioner is thefinal authority.
·When, the number of the second class municipalities and notified .area com..izliittees is already. very. large, and the number of small town committees is
on the increase every day, how can you expect a Minister for Local Self·Governinent or. the Secretary for· the Transferred Departments-who in
,addition to being the Secretary to the Minister for 'Local Self~GoverD.Jllent
is· also· Secretary to the other two Ministers-how can you expect him to cope
;with that volume of work which he will have to _dispose of.if there is no check
of commissioners placed at the stage where it is placed at· the · present moirient ? We have to take into consideration all 'these things before we are
asked to support this cut· on merely sentirnenta:1 grounds. ·With these·
remarks I oppose the motion.
·
.
. · .
.
Mr. C. .C; Garbett (Chief Secretary): Sir, I feel there rests on 'the
shoulders of mycomparative inexperience in thisHouse a verygrave burden
1'.>l·responsibility, because it is wellknown' that of the members of this- .
~otise, some feel· that they h1~,ve already given their opinion on this subject '
in ·. the Retrenchment Committee, some others feel. themselves tied by theqr_!iers of ii; par'ty whip, while others have doubtless been reading and ·per:;
haps .been influenced by the. articles which have been appearing. in oneLa);iore's· _mos~ prominent .daily; journals'..
All these factors: have gone
~o,:crea.te, I
nqt _say;_prejudice, but at leasla preconceived notion, and
~11,tho'se potio11s, if not th,is':er~judiCf, T hope to clear '. away. ' But. I \ do
ii.st the gener?t1~;3'.~1~Ii~i~Ii(>~ ~h~ .H~~1s~;to' wh~t I
.to,
t~e sa~~
g~11erous attent19'n. _which, :tl}:ey ga'V9" .:t<;rme 'when w~ · were :tlIScussmg th:bqtiest~op,·.of 'fiµan~j'ti:l, ·-~b$riii~~~ori~~s~ ': . :, The : H!Juse, .will ta,ke it· ~1;0Iri. m'{f,
i . .•
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that if I have to state some facts lam not attempting ,t:0,hector., to:.bullt
or to Jecture. . I am not attempting, as my honourable :µ-iend from Ro4tak
appeared to think we on these benches do,· to show thaf we do not . valuethe opinion of members of this House, but what I am endeavouring to. do·
is to ask the House to come together and reason with ~1;1 and consider. the
whole of. the background and all that this particular cut does mean, and then.
when they have all the facts in front, of them, when they have added theirexperience 'of what is happening in the districts and wl!lat is for the. iciod!. J
of the people in whose interests we have all this administrative machinery~
if then they are convinced that the commissionersshould be reduced at once·
-for that is the meaning of this cut-if they are seriously convinced
that the members of .the commissioners' staff who are working through
this month of March shall not be paid, if they are prepared to take upon,
their shoulders the responsibility for a breach . of faithj with Government
servants and of a breach of contract with those who areworking for ,them,
then .let them support the cut. But, if they will agree tith me that whatever the merits of this case may be, whatever the ultimate scheme of Government which may be evolved for this great province ;of ours, yet this iir
not the, time and this is not the manner in which to move this particular:
amendment then I say I shall ask them to have no qesitation whatever
in voting against the amendment. , The circumstances!which have led to
the ~bsenCE:l. of the honourable member from ~a~t Rohtak are deplorabla,and inthem to some extent we share .. I feel it is all t~e.more deplorable
for us to know that he has asked .his friends to vote in a particular . manner,
because I am unable to make an appealto him, which I am confident would
otherwise. havea favourable chance o~ being receiv~d1; .in so far 118 h~is.~
man of reason, an appeal that the whip should be taksn off when he haf!:
heard what w~ on this side have in all reason' and fairness to say. ' .
.
. Now, before I come.to the main subject matter, I;,would like to sug-"
gest to the House. that the deliberations on this occasion. and indeed for; the
rest of this session have a peculiar importance. They mark a point in the·
history of the province and of our progressrtowards the democracy.. The·
announcement made by His l\fajesty's Government on.the 19th of Ma,r'ch
is not. an announcement about which I have any authority to make any·
statement : ., I am merely-speaking as any .member of the House who takes.
11,n intelligentvinterestc in the political news of the. daj:. · .But from. that
announcement it)s. quite clear, that we are sitting P;Ossibly for the.last
time, almost certainly, if not for the .last time.: for th~·Iast. time but one
under. the . constitution which at present. exists. . . Jf the members of theHouse will' cast their. mind over · the past three quarters of a century, they
will see that the. Government of this province has comefrom what' we may
describe .as autocracy through bureaucracy.tothe present stage of .diarohy
leading 'to a fuller. democracy. This stag(:) of ~iarc}iy has always been
intended to be a stag,e o.f training, and now· we. are op the eve of Iurther"
development ... That period· of training has .been abpdst completed, . : In.
that trainingyou, sir, on yq'Q.r chair, and· we on tli:ese;· benches have bad'
our par~ to play. For us it hes been our duty and our privilege to endeavour
to shere with honourable members of .th~ House, elevi3.ted. to the position
of. Ministers._and l\'j:embers: of Government, our knowledge: of administration
and of. adrninistrative.machineey; Yoµ. b.av~·-beell epgag~d 41 ·teaching
1:1s and )he;. ~ous~ the parltame~t.a;cypra.c~ce.; ._~nd'·-wl:ien. J Iistened, to th~,
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-speeeh of the honourable the leader of the Opposition, who moved this
amendment, I felt, how very far you must have found him to have fallen
from the ideals which you have set before us. His knowledge of statesman-ship and his understanding of the machinery of the' Government seemed
-equally small. Permit me here to recapitulate and somewhat enlarge on
. some of the arguments advanced by the Financial Commissioner (Development) in his speech. The honourable members of this House are vecy
.apt to think that the existence of this House and of a Governor's Council
in some way or other relieves executive officers of their work. . I should
:iJike to remind the House that before the Reforms there was a 'Lieutenant-Governor and not a Governor in this province, nr d that when the Reforms
-eame to the province a very large degree of power, which, previous to the
Reforms, was exercised by the Government of India or by Parliament was
-devolved upon the new local Government. It 'was _the exercise of that
.additional power which devolved upon the Governor-in-Council or the
· Governor acting with Ministers. The executive officers,who were to carry
-out the will, the policy and the orders of that Government remained the
-same. Then again the increasing number of local self-government bodies
have added to rather than reduced the work of the officials-the deputy
-eommissioners or the commissioners as the case ~ay be. My honourable
friend from Hoshiarpur said, and he was perfectly correct, that· it is not
possible to have permanently a complete set of bureaucratic institutions
.side by side with a complete set of democratic institutions. The country
-eannot afford that.
That is true, but we have not yet passed that stage
,,()f double institutions ; when we shall have passed that stage then our duty
will be to set down a scheme on which the future structure will be put. So,
I claim that in so far as the honourable.member has referred to the machinery
·of the administration, he bas shown the most deplorable lack of under-standing of what that machinery is, of what the recent developments have
been and what ,the coming state of affairs promises. Almost equally
. -deplorably small is his knowledge of parliamentary practice.
If you
-study the work of the · Mother of Parliaments, you will find its time taken
'up with large questions of policy and principle and not small matters of
-detail.
The arguments that were advanced on. the floor of this House
over the financial commissionersfilled me with sad wonder. If the honour- .
~ble members had gone only a_ little further, they would have found themselves· in an argument on the actual personnel of two officersof commanding
'Positions. It is certainly right for the House to debate at the proper time
and in the proper place the constitution, but to come down to .mere detail
-whether you should have two officers or three er · five, seems to me to be
_.reducing the dignity of the House. By all means take up the general
l)roposition · that we want another kind of· constitution.
By all means
·take up the broad question whether revenue work should be given to dis·
trict judges. Do that· if you wish by sober· debate, but· do not by
-means of a cut in the budget come forward and interfere with the running
machinery of the Government. I know that if the· honourable membet
from Robtak had been here, he would say at · once, oh ! the Chief · Sec'retary is trying to cut our privileges. : The House is- · entitled - to do
·these things, and, therefore, should do· them. This would not be in the
:4east true. I am not trying 'to out the privileges of this Housel --There.
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is a little saying which I remember from my early days, '·' It is
a giant's strength, but it is tyrannous to use it as a giant."
'It is not that you have not that strength., or that the rules forbid you, but
-.it is that there is a certain dignity in discussing policy and avoiding 'details,
-glorious to have

Then! there .is another . point in which in general parliamentary
·J>ractice; I think my honourable friend failed grievously'. You yourself
have laid it down that in the course of budget debate we should not discuss
.Iegialation.
The House is asked .to criticise the actioiis and. proposals
,of Government in accordance with the existing laws. If, therefore, 'the
criticisms which are advanced and the suggestions advocated · are possible
-only when those. laws have been changed, then those cri~icisms are wrong
.and almost out of order. Now, my honourable friend started by discussing
what commissioners do with regard to revenue cases. He said, they are
.revenue courts and should be abolished. As commissioners take appeals
· from revenue officers, take away, he said, their power 'of appeals. As·
.for the work of commissioners on matters of local self-government, he
,.-said, let it be done by collectors. Sir, it is quite obvious that if you take
away the work of the commissioners and substitute another organization
then it willnot be difficult to take away commissioners. But that demands
.legislation first.
·
Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq: On a point of order, Sir. 'I think the
.honourable ;member is not correct in saying that we are touching legislation.
The commissioners will remain, it is the staff only that fo proposed to be
.reduced.
:
Mr. President: Is not the object of the motion toabclish theposta
.of commissioners ?

Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq, : Yes, Sir.
Mr/C. C. Garbett: I regret my honourable friend from Amritsar
'has not yet learnt the A, B, C, of administration. There is considerable
. talk going on in these days about . the abolition of certain. examinations.
Possibly some placed in high spheres would not pass a'.n examination in
-simple questions of civil administration.
. '
I hope .I have shown to the House that it is most important that in this
.budget we should take no action which would compel His Excellency the
Governor to nse emergency powers (hear, hear). It is :true that .in the
early days of this Council comparatively frequently grants which were cut
'had to berestored. We were then as it were in the stateof infancy. We
nave now had eleven long years and year by year the House has been showing
.greater and greater sense of responsibility. I do ask the House very seriously
-to see, even if they have sympathy with the honourable mover of this cut,
-that they do not express it in this way. The House · eannot wish to start
the. new constitution which is about to dawn upon us with this precedent
'in front of it, deliberately passing a measure which they know should be
-overruled, It is tpe object of the Government. that theihighest authority
-should work in complete harmony with the wishes of this House. Itseems
-to me to be extremely important that we should not begin particularly .
.at this stage ~Y putting the cart before the horse, because that is really
-what the amendment seeks to do..
·
·
'.;
'
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.
I do not proposeto spend very much time on the duties. of.the eommis.sioners, because my main point is that whatever the opinion of honourable
members may be. on this subject, this .is not the way to· express: it. · I do
want, however, very briefly .to put to the House, if I may, what.the Governm~nt expects from these· executive officers and what the zamindars expect
.·:froni them. I will, thereafter, come again to my main point. I will group
: the funetions which the Government expects of the commissioners under
·three heads-c-supervision, economy and emergency. We are only human and
we are dealing with human staff. Wherever labour is employed there has
to be some sort of supervision. Otherwise rules. are relaxed ; otherwise. there is no hope of work being appreciated; otherwise none of those stimuli.
for better work which exist can hEI applied.
After all, if the commissioner
never went out to see what the deputy commissioner was doing, if the
deputy commissioner never went out to see what the tahsildar was doing,
; if the tahsildar never went out to see what the qanungo was doing, can
you honestly expect as human being that any standard of work could be
kept up ?_ We deem it absolutely essential that there should be supervi· sion. · We find economy too.
I was amazed the other day in listening·
"to Rao Bahadur Chaudhri · Chhotu Ram say to the· House that be could not
understand how the Chief Secretary had gone and asked the rural members
: on theone side and the urban members on the other both to support the
. same · proposition.
I admit I am still young in this House, but I have-great confidence in the business sense of all its members, rural and urban.
My claim here is that the retention of commissioners as in the case-of :fi.nan·
.eial commissioners is a sound business proposition.
The financial com"missioners have explained how they deal with lakhs and crores of rupees.
We all know how a mistake of a deputy commissioner may cost the provincelakhs and lakhs of rupees.
I know from personal experience of a 'recent
inspection note from one of those high officers in a tahsil the effect of which
is anticipated to save the Government in the. course of a very short timesomething approaching 'half a lakh. . There liad been a little cog gone
"loose in. the· revenue collecting machinery; some rules regarding kharaba,
were riot. being quite properly applied and half a lakh of rupees had been
lost. That is one of the kind of tasks which are fulfilled by commissioners;
that constant supervision that leads to increased economy.
I, therefore;
· say with complete' confidence to allsides of the House that in the interestsof good business they should maintain the commissfoners.
'I'hen comes the question. of emergency.
The House may know thestory of the wayside railway station in the Central Provinces where therewas one little room which waf? a ticket office and one telegraph office. There,
came· a tiger and it got into the, ticket office. , . The telegraph clerk sl!-~t
himself in his room and sent this message r: " Tiger eating station master;
wire instructions ". When emergency arises, a man must be sent to tqe·
spot,
If .you are, going completely to centralise your government yo;u.
will not have men to send. I do not wish to bore the House with case a.fter
case, bnt I affirm that not a week passes without having some· ieport~ :it
~may be onsome, persons' conduct or on some persons' action,.or onthe inter.action. <_>f .: d~parf.me;nt and department, ;~"some Jl).atter which can be e~silysettled mi the spot but cannot be adequately _ assessed a~ headquarters>

'
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What can be easily settled by immediate contact with[tha· people.concerii.«iidl
assumes enormous propottioiis ,w~en pnt
:paper. -- · .l:should like to :giv&
(I. small illustration of· what I mean, of how: thin:gs: appear ·on the· spot an:dhow differ.ant they look when on ·pap!ir,1 · 1 remember occasion on :~hich;
, there occurred a riot of a very serious l).ature, involving the deanh_l of .two:
men. Two villages had been hammering-one .another and there were some-'
thing like 25 to SO persons accused on each side. . I~ looked as though.
there was going to be: a period of great prosperity for .Iooal lawyers and a,;·
period of great stringency and. poverty to the people eoncomed;
The·
Buperintendent of Police went straight to the spot and discovered the stages,
by which this riot starting from something quite . small had eventually,
emerged into a big village fight.
It was Id. There was a small group
of three boys abou~ 19 or 20 years sitting by a well which lay on the p~th.
between two _ villages. Along .. that path there came a young man with
his bride and these youngsters, with bad taste· but not )vith any evil inten-:
tion noticed them and started talking to one another ", : One said, to his'
friend.." A pretty girl I " The youngman heard .it and l.his temper flashed.
out.
.He felt he was being insulted.
He gave a rough word and got,
back a rougher. . . Rough words led. to· blows and soo,n fhere was a fight.
Back went the youngman to his village and said.:" Brethren, your sister
has been insulted .. Do come and revenge her". The others went to their village and said to their people. " Brothers, we have done nothing to create excitement; but our neighbour has assaulted us. Come and help us;"
Thus the two villages came to fight, all arising out of something v__ery small.
Now, the Superintendent of Police managed to get the whole thing squared.
The persons who killed, the persons who started .the trouble confessed their
mistake and offered an adequate
for the maintenance of the murdered
lads ' widows and children and for their education. In the end the · two
villagea were left in amity as a result of the settlement made out of court.
Now,.on an occasion like that, had it been iinpossible fqr immediate touring
that case would have dragged' on for weeks and' months and .how Iong the.
em:nity would have lasted the members who know the countryside can
imagine for themselves. This incident shows how · important it is for the
officer· to· be able to move to the spot and settle the a-f[aits.
If the posts
of commissioners, are abolished, centralisation would. he .the inevitable
consequence. The work is now increasing and -mustjnerease still further.
in course of time.
Communications have increased.
The honourable
members will realise that since 1909 pucca roads ha~o increased by fifty·
per cent.
With increased pucca roads traffic has. increased. (An honour- ·
able member : · Do the comnussioners measure the length of roads ?) I
am sorry the honourable member has not understood the point.
W~th the
increase in pucca roads .we have more traffic and more traffic means mote
work. Appeals that are not moved when "distances' ar~ difficult are entered
at once when a half day's lorry journey suffices to !bring the appellant
. to court; · I hope I have made the point clear, ·
·

on

a~

sum

· Froxri the point ·of view of the Go,ermnent then ytju can roughly take it '
·
·
that the immediate function Qf the oommissioners '
· S r.:r.r; ·
_
falls under · these . three · i;iiairi 'heads, supervision, ,:
economy and emergency. . From ,the point. of view oj thejieas!t:rit .Lheve .:
grouped . the, functions under · _three headinge=-the · t~ee, _cs,~ontiguity 1
'
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.(lonsistency and . control. It. is almost . ridiculous-,...it-.is certainly con·
tradictory to our immediate experience to say that the zamindat does not
_a,ppreciate the touring of the commissioner. One .of
commissioners
has just done a 200 mile tour on horseback and the only regret expressed ·
by the people whom he visited in the villages was.that .the commissioner
did not come more recently and more frequently. From the point of view
-0f appeals, as long as the. revenue law remains as it is and we have in this
budget to deal with it as I have already explained-I know some of my
ihonourable friends would have it changed-but as it is now, the commissioner has to hear the appeals and most of the commissioners make it
,a point of taking the appeals from division to division and very often hearing
them in the headquarters' of the district where they have · arisen. If they
tan take them actually into camp, they do. But. if they cannot, they
llear them at· the headquarters. I think the zamindar much prefers that
to the · suggestion which appeals to certain honourable members of this
'House who are also members of the legal profession of having aU. · the appeals
:Centred in Lahore. That is; I know, a proposition which has been advanced even by a learned judge of the High Court who seems to consider
.that the world exists for the courts rather than the courts for the world.
He would have an enormous High Court, a sort of legal town to which ·all
cases, of fact and of law, should be referred.... He would abolish eommis.si?ners, district judges and all legal peripatatic deciding committees. It
will be very very good for the lawyer, but very very bad for the zamindar.

our

J7er?

Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq : ·why should it be good for the law,

·

Mr. C. C. Garbett: I am addressing the Chair.

Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq : I am also addressing the Chair and
putting a question. · How does it affect the lawyer any more whether the
court is in Lahore or anywhere else ? Lawyer has to earn money' . ancl
.he will earn it anywhere, '

Mr. C~ C. Garbett: Our general experience is that in the districts the
-district lawyer takes a smaller fee than our friends in Lahore. Th~y are in
touch with the zamindar and live more in a world of reality and less· in a
world of abstraction. Lstill think, in spite of the interruption of my honourable friend from Amritsar, that from the point of view of contiguity, the
-eommissioner is a great asset to the zamindar. Then there is another
J)Oint which perhaps does not appeal so much to certain members of this
Honse, but certainly it does appeal to the ordinary man in the street· and
that is consistency of policy. When there are frequent changes, there·
.have to be at times in these days,-if the incoming deputy commissioner
had no one on whom he could rely, none with whom he could consult on
.questions affecting his district,. he would find it very difficult · to maintain
the policy of his predecessor and it is most important in eve;:y district when
a change ·occurs that the incoming man should carry on the policy and the
.general line of. the outgoing deputy commissioner for as long as possible.
We all of us have our particular tastes. One man is perhaps, more
versed in agriculture ; another on something else: One man is keen on
v~terinary ; another en hospitals and the districts on the whole bei:refii?

/.·
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by the change of deputy commissioners, but that change must never besudden.
The charge of the district has to be carefully handed over, more
carefully than can be done possibly by a brief handing over of· the notes
which are maintained.
The value of the commissioner in maintaining.
the consistency of the policy of the district is well-known to us who served,
as deputy commissioners and that does not come into th~ limelight.
Then there is the question of control.
That has been hammered a~ a ..
good deal and I do not propose to say very much more about it, but it is a.
fact that·

Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq : I moveThat the question be ,now put.

The motion. was carried.

Mt. President:

lj

The question is-

That the grant be reduced by Rs. 1,75,800with respect to)he i.tem~of Rs. 1,75,800Total Commissioners(Voted).

The motion was "lost.

Shaikh Mohammad Sadiq (Amritsar city, Muhammadan, Urban) :-:
I beg to move-

·

•

·

\Th-at the grant be reduced ,by Rs. 65,800 with respect=to~th~)tem of Rs. 1,75,800-.
Total Commissioners.
··

Mr. President:

The question is-

That the grant be reduced by Ra. 65,800 with respect to:the item of R~. 1,75,800-.
Total Coipmiasioners. . .
.,'

The Council divided : Ayes 88 ; ~ oes 36.

Bahadur Lala Sewak Bam,
Mr. Mukand Lal Puri.
·
Rai

Ohaudhri Faqi?Hiisain. Khan •...
Khan Sahib Mian -· Nour···· .Almia.d:
- Khan.
··
·
·
Mr. Nanak Chand Pandit.
Lala Nibal Chand AggarwaV
Ohaudhri · Riasat • AIL
Ohaudhri Shah Muhammad.
Maulvi Imam-ud-Din.
Rai Ba!:adur Mr. P .. Mukerji. · · ··
Raja ·Muhammad·· Sarfaraz _Ali
· Khan.
Lala Chetan Anand.
Mian - Nurullah.
Lala Bhagat. _RaID..·
.
.'
Khan. Bahadur Mian Ab.mad Yar Ohaudhri 7.afrulla Khan.
Khan~ Daultana.
Chaudhri Muhammad Yasin Khanv
Khan Bahadur Mian Muhammad . Shaikh Muna~ad
Sadiq .. ·
Hayat Qureshi.
Chaudhri Muhafumad .Abdul Bah-'
man.Khan, :
__
Khan Bahadur .Malik Muhammad
A.mm-Khan.
Sardar Sahib Sardar Ujjal Singh.
Chaudhri Allah Dad Khan.
Sardar Arjan Sip.gh; _ '
.
Mr. Muhammad Din Malak.
Bardsr Bahadue Sardar Mohan,
Singh.
:.
Chaudhri Nazir .Husain •
. Sayad Mubarak Ali Shah •. ·
Sardar Sampuran Singh.
Khan Bahadnr' Sardar Habib Ullah, Sardar Bish.an Singh. ·
Khwaja Muha~mad Eusoof.
Guru Jaswant .
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Lieutenant-Colonel C. A.. Gill.
Mr. C. C. Garbett.
• Mr. Miles Irving.
Khan Sahib Shaikh Pazal Ilahi.
Mr. H. Calvert.
Mr. S. L. Sale.
Lala Labh Chand Mehra,
Thakur Panoham Chand.
'Mr. E. Maya Das.
Kanwar Mamraj Singh Chohan.
·Dr. (Mrs.) M. C. Shaw.
Bai Sahib Chaudhri Kesar Singh.
Mia.n Mushtaq Ahmad.
Chaudhri Nathwa Singh.
Sardar Bahadur Captain Sardar Maulvi Su: Rahim Bakhsh.
Janmeja Singh.
Mr. Owen Roberts.'
·The Honourable Pr. Gokul Chanel Khan Sahib Captain Malik Muzaffar
· Narang.
Khan.
·The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan Khan S_ahib Makhdum Shaikh
Noon.
..
Muhammad Hasan.
The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Khan Sahib Bisaldar Bahadur Nur
Singh.
I
Khan.
·
Mr. P. Marsden.
K.h13,n Bahadur Shaikh Din MuhamMr. R. Sanderson.
mad.
·
Mr. F. H. Pnckle.
Pir Akbar Ali.
Mr. R. P. Hadow.
Khan Bahadur Nawab Chaudhri
Mr. S. K. Kirpalani.
.Fazl Ali.
The Honourable Sir Henry Craik.
Sardar Gurbaehan Singh.
...The . Honourable Captain Sardar · Sa:rdar. Bahadur Sarrda:r Sheo
Sikander Hyat Khan.
Narain Singh.
Mr. J. W. Hearn.
Mt. President: The question isTha.t a. sum not exceeding Rs. 80, 70,399 be granted to the Governor in Council to
defray the charges tha.t wilf oome in course of payment for the. year ending
tp.e 31st of. ~ch
1933 in :respe~t of G~era.l Administr!),tion (Reserved). :

The mc,tiiin w<fs carriei/,.

.

.

.

GE~ERAL ADMINISTRATION (TRAN~FERRED) GRANT•

. · The Honourable Sardar · Sir JQgendra .Singh (~ster

fg! Agricul·

·ture): I beg to move-

Tha.t a. sum not exceeding Rs.1;80,950 be granted to the Punjab Government

(Minis~
tries of Agriculture, Education and.Local Self-Government)
to defray the
charges. tha.t will come in course of payment for the yea.r ending the 31st of.
March 1933 in respect of General Administration (Transfei:red);
··

. Mr-. President : Motion ise

-

Tha.t a. sum not exceeding Rs. 1,80,950 be granted to the Punjab Government (Min.is. tries of- Agriculture,, Education and Local Self-Government) to· defray the
" charges that will- come in course of payment, for-the year ending .the.31st of
¥8,rc_h 193_3 .inrespect. of General AdministfB:tion (Transferred).
·

Khan Bahadµr Sardar · HabJb l)IJah. (Lahore/Muh.aiµ:iµadap,;R.ural).:
:Sir, I beg to 'move=Tha.t

~f EJ!~~uce!l

.

·· ·
to ;Rs.

. .. , , . ·. .

: ·; .

, '. .

t

72,00? with respect to t:lie.item Qf-Rs! l,62,~l'l!oy·

!
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The Honourable Sir Henry Crailc (Finance Member) : · Orf a pomf

I'suggest that this motion is out of order. It raises two absolutely
distinct and not inter-connected questions. One is the number of ministers
and the second is the reduction of their salaries. A certainmember of this
House may consider that the number of ministers should be two but he may·
consider that the ministers should be paid at the present rate of their salaries.
How is that member to vote ? Then another member may consider that
ministers should be three as now or their. number should be raised to four and
that all should draw reduced salaries, how is he to vote ?_: I submit that
under our Standing Orders a resolution must submit one single clear-cut
definite issue and that a resolution of this nature embodying two issues
would be out of order, and that principle applies to motions reducing supplies.
.
'Mr. President : The plain meaning of the motion is. that the pay of
two ministers be reduced to Rs. 3,000 each and that the pay of the third
minister be nil. ln that sense it is in order.
''
The Honourable Sir Henry Crailc : According to i: your view · then
there should be. two ministers at three thousand each. I do not read the
motion like that. It means that there should be two ministers with three
thousand each .and the third should continue to draw no ~alary.
·
Mr. President: It means that the Council should refuse to sanction
any pay for the third minister, that the number of ministers should be only
:twa and that they ·should get Rs. 3,000 each.
·
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan Noon : What we understand.
·iit that there should be no third minister.
Mr. President: Yes.
. , The Honourable Sir Henry Crailc : Suppose my ~iew is that there
should' be three miniater-s with three thousand each. How am I to vote
-on the motion '} · ·
·
· . Mr.'.PresideU:t.: .. The Honourable Member may' deeide for himself.
'The meaning of the motion is perfectly clear and so far as I(~an see there ~ no
mnbi~_ty about ~t.
'·
·
··
·
... The~Honourabie Sir Henry Craik:
Then your st~dard of intelligence is superior to .mine, I am completely in the dark stilt
_ Mr.Pre,ident: I µaye given my ruling. It may b~wrong.
The Honourable Dr. Gokul Chand NBl'.ang (Miil.isfor for Lceal Self·
Government) : I did not intend to take part in this debate (Honoorable
11Wmbers ;__Why ?Lbnt~s it is an interesting point of order.-L'think, I can
impersonally discuss it. I would like· to submit that the note which is
appended to the amendment clearly says that .the amendment is moved to
re~~ce. the number of ~ters
and. gi'!e them salary: a\ the rate. of t~ee
thousand per mensem. . This clearly indicates that the mover of. this motion
does not like the continuance of more ministers than .two even if the third
one is prepared to carry on without any salary. Appointment of a minister
:without any pay or the willingness of any individual member to_ be appointed
,a minister -without any pay involves complicated questions. of policy and of
.administration. Is this House prepared· to tolerate theappointment of a.
minister without par ? (Honourable members : Yes}. ·Is· the House'

of order.
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prepared to give the power. of. administering any particular department to,
::I, member of this House when that member is not prepared to receive any
salary ? There may be many people who might be prepared to pay some-thing out of their own pockets if they are appointed ministers. Is this.
House prepared to comply with their wishes? Even honorary services can·
not be accepted in some cases. People try to be appointed as honorary
magistrates and are refused. People tried to be appointed as honorary·
panchayat officersbut .were not appointed. Is the House prepared to com-·
roit itself to the policy that any member of this House if. he is prepared to·
act as an honorary minister will be appointed by them? .Will his servicesbe accepted? The note which is appended to the motion clearly shows thair
the mover wants two ministers.. It does not say " two paid ministers and:
one honorary or two paid and one drawing no pay.'.' We have to take-tho
motion as it is moved and not what is behind the back of his mind. Possiblyif you had questioned the mover, the explanation might have been different,
.
The next question is, out of the three ministers who are now carrying·
on the transferred departments who is to draw no pay and who are to draw~s. ~,000 each: How are the members of this House going to vote on this;
question without. knowing who is going to get no payand who is going to,
be paid at the rate of Rs. 8,000 each, according to this amendment if carried?
There is a third objection which also is fatal to this motion. · Taking-your words as conveying the sense of the honourable mover,let us analyse
this motion. What does it come to ? This argument is purely mathemati..:.
cal and therefore, more precise though the othersare none theleas absolutely
valid •. ThisJ however, is mathematically demonstrable and it shows the
invalidity . and unsoundness . of '.the motion which has been moved. -. The,
honourable ·member·says that the grant bereduced lry Rs. 72,000. ·
: .1
Mr.· President': But the honourable member.has moved his motiozi:'
with the word to instead of by. That has substant~Jly.changed the motion,..
and, therefore, I rule-it out of order. ·
·. -7.1
·
.. ;Kb~ Bahadur Sardar Habib. Ullah:
If. you rule. the motion out
of order on that score, I have no objection especially as there is a motion of.:
mine on the same subject which I hope will eomeup in a few. minutes.
c,

. . . ~ai Bahadur Lala' Sewak Ram (Multan di~isfon: non-Mnhammadan..

Rural):

I beg to move-

. ·.

That the grant be reduced by Rs. 72,000 with respect to the item of
Total Ministers (Voted),
· .

'

Rs. 1,79,650--

'Uy object is to urge the reduction of pay to Rs. 8,000.
, Mr. Presidebt : How does the honourable member propose' to sub,stantiate the mathematical accuracy of his motion ? , · ·
.
· The Honourable Dr. Gokul. Chand Narang :. There is 'the mathematical objection even with regard to this motion. The budget provision IsRs. 1,79,650 and the motion proposes a reduction of Rs. 72,0()0 -. -1That'leav~Rs. 1;07,650 while the pay suggested at the rate of Rs. S,OdO.each-:gi'V'es us.ll~
.. total .-of.: .Rs.
1,08,000.
. ..
.
-~
.
.
.
. . . .·. - -- . .· . .. ., -··' · - ·-

.
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Rai Bahadur Lala Sewak Ram : The pay of Rs. 8,000 that I suggest
'Will be subject to the ten per cent. cut. · If you allow for it, the motion
-does not fall through for any mathematical flaw. After all, these ealeula-

-tions should not be allowed to count too much. After the reduction is made,
. whatever remains may be divided among the three ministers,
Mr. President: It is doubtful that the honourable member's motion
is out of order on that score, but if he does not move it, he tilay have his say
on the next motion, if it is moved.
Khan Bahadur Sardar Habib Ullah (Lahore, Muhammadan, Rura,I):
1 beg to move-«
'
,
That the grant be reduced by Rs. 54,000 with respect to the iteni.' of 1,62,000-Pa.y of
Ministers.

(Urdu): Sir, before I begin to offer my observations on this cut, I want to
Jl'.!:ake one thing perfectly clear. The Honourable Ministers should rest assured
that in bringing forward this motion I have absolutely no intention of
-censuring their policy in any way. We have every confidence in them and
they are efficient,and capable gentlemen. Each one of them is my personal
friend. The senior minister is a bit of my relative. ~he Honourable
Minister for Local Self-Government is an old friend of i;rfine. The third
<Honourable Minister.is very intimate with me. He and I have been neighbours for long time. Therefore, I want to point out at the outset that in .
bringing forward this motion I do not mean to cast any reflection on the
Honourable Ministers or in any way under-rate their work. · ·
It has been remarked that the ministers do very little.work and have a
happy time. I do not agree with thi~ view.
·
Mr. President: Why did the honourable member move then his :e.rst
motion that the posts be reduced to two, if 'there is work for three of them ?
Khan Bahadur Sardar Habib Ullah : Sir, my submission is this,
-the work of the ministers should not be to have heaps of ~Hes before them
-to sign. That is not the only proof that they have a lot of work to do. Their
.real duty is to lay down a policy and guide people. I, therefore, once
.again emphasise this point that there is no feeling of grudge or rancour in
my heart that goad and urge me to move this cut.' I can assure the House
that there is no motive or hostile spirit underlying this motion.
1me
I would now explain to the House what has prompted
to bring forward this motion. No doubt the treatment which was accorded to my
m~tion last year would. never have prompted me to move this cut ag~
this year and once more take the time of this honourable House. N9w, this
House appointed the Retrenchment Committee. There were every kind of
-offieial and non-official, Hindu, Muslim and Sikh members on it. This committee in every sense of the word was a representative committee. The object of the Retrenchment Committee was to make recommendations and
suggest means to curtail the Government expenditure. In view of the present
financial stringency this committee recommended that the pay of the
.ministers should be reduced. In consideration of this recommendation I
.thought that I should bring forward mv motion and I hope the House would
.not re~ect it, on the contrary it wonla.' welcome it. I want to dra~ th,e
.attention of the honourable members i;o the Beterencbmer'" Committee s
:.report.
D
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Mr. President: The recommendation of the Reterenchment Com-mittee in regard to ministers .eould not be accepted by Government.
Khan Babadur Sar<lar Habib Ullah: I am for that. very reason
bringing this motion before the House so that the Government may also help,
us in effecting this recommendation.of the Retrenchment Committee. 'I'his.
is one of the reasons why 1 make hold to move this cut.
·
.
The second reason which encouraged me to take this step is this. Since-·
last year I have carefully marked a growingand sincere desire in the members.
·of every quarter of this House to curtail expenditure and effect economy
in Government departments. I thought that if I should bring forward this
motion the members would whole heartedly support it. It was quite obvious"
that if the salary of the ministers would be reduced there would be a ·great
a;:o.ount of saving. Now that the thoughts of the honourable members are:full of the idea of reduction of expenditure, they would surely .extend theirwhole-hearted support to my motion. These are the two things which encouraged me to bring forward this motion before the House.
By the way, I would like to mention here that since this session of the,
Council, after great efforts and attempts, we have been successful only in
reducing three' rupees from the budget. Such an insignificant sum can
hardly make any effect on the budget. If this motion will be accepted there!
will be a very great saving.
I do not want to repeat my last year's arguments. Many other honourable members and I had also then referred to the salaries of the ministers.
of foreign countries and of other provinces of India. The salaries of the
ministers of other provinces of India are not more than Rs. 21 thousands,
Rs. 8 thousands or at the most Rs. 4; thousands. I am not aware if there may
be any other unfortunate province like ours where the ministers are drawing·
Rs. 5,000. At any rate, in view of the acute economic depression and the .
'miserable condition of the country they have either voluntarily surrendered ·
a good portion of their salary or their Councils have effected reduction .
in their salaries. Even in other countries and in Europe which are richer·
than our country .and where the budget goes upto erores of pounds the .
sal,aryof the ministers is very small. They do not get more than one thousand :
or one and a half thousands.
I have mentioned this thing just to refresh your memory, The only
objections that are raised against the reduction of their sala~es is that of·
status. It is said that since their status is equal to that of the executive.
councillors, they should be given the same salary which the executive eoun- oillors are. drawing.
Some honourable members have contended that if we lower the salaries,
of the ministers we shall not be able to get efficientand capable men. Thesetwo arguments used to be .advll,nced. against the motion. I beg to submit
that both these arguments are unsound. There are executive councillors .
in other provinces also. Their salaries are different from those of the minis- .
tars. In other countries also the salaries . of ministers are not the same.
The salary of the Prime Minister is different from that of other ministers ·
while he is also a minister. In dealing with· this objection I shall say
this to the ministers that. the question of their salaries has nothing. whatsoever to do with the dignity. or the status attached to their office. Apart from,
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the fact that in certain other provinces ministers enjoy salaries and emoluments which are far less than those enjoyed by their colleaguesof the Executive Council, I submit the ministers must recognise that they occupy no
higher status and they can claim no higher dignity than that which they
occupy in the hearts of the people of this province and that if they cease to
occupy a position of dignity and honour in that. respect no amount of emoluments that may be granted to them could add to their dignity and status.
I firmly believe that status does not depend on salary, it depends on work.
Therefore, I beg to submit that this argument that status ~epends on pay is.
not correct. But all the same to remove this supposed objection, I gave
notice of _a cut motion for the reduction of the pay of the executive councillors. But I regret to say that this did not reach the council office in time
and thus could not be discussed in this House. The ministers, therefore,
should not think that we are anxious only to reduce their ~alary.

·Mr. President: Honourable member's remarks -should be to thepoint.

Khan Bahadur Sardar Habib Ullah : I was remarkfug that that was
the objection often raised, namely: why do you not cut down the salary of
executive councillors? I was referring to it and saying that: we cannot touch
them. We can only make a recommendation to the Government and with
that end in view I gave notice of a motion which unfortunately could not
be discussed as the time of the last demand was over to-day. The. salaries.
of the executive councillors are not subject to the vote or this House. In the
face of the present financial stringency we could make a recommendation to
the Government to have the Act so amended as to reduce their salary. Thelittle bit that we could do in this direction we tried to do. I once again
submit that the dignity and status of the ministers do not depend on theirsalaries. Their status depends on the esteem in which they are held by
the people.
The second objection which is raised is this, that if the salary· of the,
ministers is lowered then, few efficient and capable men will be forthcoming
to. accept, these posts. I submit that the standard ~f public service
should not be judged by pay but by work and service. :That is the way
how one pan really and properly serve one's country and nation. Those
honourable members who think that if the salary of : the ministers is.
lowered then capable men willnot be found should read the speech of His
Excellency the Governor of Bengal which he delivered tlie other day and
in which he mentioned that political service is only a duty which a man to
whose lot ;it falls discharges faithfully. Witb your permissfon,. Sir, I would
like to read a few extracts from the speech of His Excellency the Governor
of Bengal··
In many families we find the tradition persisting generation 4£ter.generation. No,
man can readily estimate the contributionsthat have been made t6 the nation

by familieslike the Cebilsor the Greys, the former with a devotion to public
. work carried on for three hundred years and still continuing. Had _talents
such as these families have given.to the .nation been.de~()t~dto commerceor
the law, huge rewards would have been.gathered. It to· their honour that
the great political families,even when public service.had:prizes commensurate
with its perils,have remainedpoor in. comparisonwith th~1 commercialmasters
of millions.
·
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A hundred instances could be quoted of. the spirit that bas compelled men to sacrifice
great emoluments in their zeal for public service. Tp.e late Lord Oxford, Mr.
Asquith as I knew him best, gave up a splendid career at the Bar, with an income
that promised him a large fortune, to serve in Parliament, to hold the Premiership for the longest period in modem history· and to die a poor man.
•
•
•
.
•
• The services that Mr. Baldwin has. given and is still
giving to the nation are rendered at the sacrifice, as is well-known, of vast
industrial emoluments and have been accompanied by his direct surrender
to the State of a ·fifth of his personal fortune. And who oan estimate what
a leader like our present Prime Minister, Mr. Ramsay MacDonald, has risked
and sacrificed in pursuing his idea.ls in the service of bis country ? I need not
multiply instances. .
The.man in British public life who rises to the highest offices that are open to him
must be .prepared for sacrifice. It may be shortsighted policy on the part of
the nation, but it is a fact that the salary of the Prime Minister has long been
so inadequate to the. demands upon it that no man can occupy that position
without private means. A parliamentary career may appeal to a man as providing the road to advancement in his profession or business, but if such a man
aspires to a high place in public life he must abandon all else and devote himself,
whether in office or in opposition, to the affairs of the State. There is no life
more exacting than that of the public man and success in it is only to be granted
by those prepared to surrender their whole time to its pursuit. One of the
reasons for the high position our public life holds in the eyes of the world is
the.t men of great position and well endowed have taken up public life with
the sole object of service.

Mt. Stanley Baldwin, the F..':.i:-Prime Minister of England did not only
receive !). small pay, but surrendered to the State one-fifth of his personal
fortune. His Excellency Sir Stanley Jackson bas asked the public spirited
men of India to serve their country in the same spirit of selflessness ancl
devotion. I want particularly to draw the attention of the honourable
ministers to this speech and ask them to act on the advice of His Excellency
the Governor of Bengal. They will please listen to me. The words of Sir
Stanley Jackson should specially appeal to them.
Further His Excellency saysIt is re.ther of public life-public political life-that I am speaking to-night. In this
sphere it must be sa,id i;Jiat India, has her oppoi:tunities and he1 tempf,af,iona
largely before her. The new tasks of ,legislation and administre.tion'"cannot
, be regarded as opportunitie11 for personaJ aggrandisement. or for some division
of the spoils. Il they were, the long work of tre.ining India, in the ideals of
Western G?vernment would· have failed, and the British mission in India.
would lack its eonsnmmatdon, Happily anybody who has had experience in
India, can already . cite· examples of men who have not fallen behind in their
willingness to put the good of the country before all personal consideration
and we may reasonably hope that the experience of the future will not belie
the promise of the pa.st. 'J:o the thousands of Indian young men who look
forward .to a career· In politics I would say the.t .the career will be a snecess to
the extep.t to which they a.re willing to regard public life not as something
merely, or even mainly, bringing rewards, but as something whose aoheivement will be measured by what they have given to the people who have entrusted them with power and opportunity.
fi India, should learn the Iesson
to the foll, then, if Great Britain abandons to Indian hands the responsibility she has discharged, she will still feel that she has given to India. the
finest of her gifts in e. noble tre.dition of public life •

.And again :.. ::.. :.
The new responsibilities in Government which are being thrust upon the people
· of India will demand for their working a large body of able men who are willing
to give their best service to the State for comparatively small awards. Again :
· The Government of 350,000;000 people can never be cheap and will at all
times demand the willing service of a great number of public-spirited
who will do their work with the definite conviction that the work µmst be its
.own reward. On any other lines government would become impossibl:y
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expensive. It is to the creation of a. ola.ss that . will reg11rd · the . 81lrRllder
of private opportunities not as a. ha.rdship but a.a.a. na.tlµ'&l a.ot and who will!
· not a.sk for moneta.ry oompensation for Sta.t.e · service that' India. must look.
for the firm ha.sis of self-governmg institutions.

To those who are afraid that thoroughly competent persons will not be:
forthcoming to serve as ministers in case the salaries attached to theseposta
were reduced, mY answer is this : if able men are holding these appoint.:
ments on considerably less remunerations in other countries, ,we need not
entertain any fears that. we shall not find capable persons to take up these·
offices and discharge these duties for less than Rs. 5,000. · It is high time~
therefore, that these gentlemen 'should be entreated to surrender a portion
of their salaries in the interest of the country and of their countrymen. The,
present constitution was obtained through the sacrifice willingly made by
thousands of our compatriots who courted imprisonment! · · and underwent
numberless other hardships for the sake of their country. Evid'ently
these worthy sons of the· motherland did not plunge themselves into fire
of sacrificein order that these ministers should be able to get a lion's share
of the spoils thus gained. While on this point I would request the Honourable Ministers to give proof of their public-spiritedness by voluntarily
surrendering a portion of their salaries.
'
I will now draw the attention of the House to the recommendation on
this point by the Retrenchment Committee appointed by this Council. By
reference to page 23r paragraph 63 of the report of the committee, it will
appear that the committee has suggestedWe have left to the end the question of the cabinet, After eonsideratdon we recommend
that the salary of the ministers be in future Rs. ;3,000. • · It jg fa,ir to add that
this is a, compromise between many different opinions: a,s to the appropriate
sum. We are not .influenced by the fact that in England the salary of oa,binet
ministers seems to bear no rel&tion to the sala.ry of permanent offiojals and
the salary of all ca.bine't ministers is not the same. S~me of us a.re in favour
of a, corresponding reduction in the salary of executive councillors and some of
us a.gain would like to s~ a reduction in the number of J)liDisters. "

These recommendations are the result of a close study of the financial
. position of the province and other conditions connected therewith, and theconclusions arrived at after careful consideration and cool deliberation by the
gentlemen entrusted with the task must be given weight, They cannot be
set aside as worthless. In this connection I :would request the honourable
members who served on the Retrenchment Committee to give their unanimous support to my cut. Of course if they think that the recommendations made by that committee were a result of some misunderstanding or that
they affixed their signatures to the report under some , jntluence, which I
presume would never be the case, they should make a clean breast of the
whole matter before the House to-day. If, on the other hand, their recommendations are the result of careful consideration, as I have every reason
to believe they are, they should like honest men take this opportunity to
support this proposed reduction in the salaries of the ministers.
It is so often said that we should not proceed forthwith to effect a curtailment in the expenditure that the Government incurs on account of those
posts the salaries of which are voted and granted by tha'Oouncil but first of
, all we should take upon ourselves to try to get the salaries of those officers
reduced who do not depend upon us for the grant of tpeir pay. In other
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words.it has been pressed that first we· should try to get the salaries of the
executive councillors and the Honourable·President reduced by requesting
them to make a voluntary surrender of a part of their salaries. . We have a
great faith in the public spirit and patriotism of our Honourable President
and hope he will never grudge foregoing a part of his salary in the interest of
the country at large.
Khan Bahadur Shaikh Din Muhammad : But why should he not
give a lead by foregoing a part of his salary first of all ?
Khan Bahadur Sardar Habib Ullah : Our greatest difficulty however is this that everybody expects that others .should give a lead. If we
approach one minister he says that the other ministers do not agree to
surrender a portion of their salaries and therefore he, too cannot forego any
share of his salary. The executive councillors also raise the same objection.
But I think the example set by the honourable members by agreeing to
.receive Rs. 10 instead of Rs. 12 as their daily allowance is sufficient, to give a
lead to those who might be really willing to make some sacrifice.I, therefore,
request the ministers to arrive at a decision before this cut is put to votes
or a division is called in this respect. They should bear in mind that the
soundness or otherwise of this proposal cannot be judged by its being carried
or rejected in this House. I, am sure the honourable representatives of the
people sincerely believe that the demand to reduce the salaries of the ministers is 13, reasonable one. When these honourable members go out and ask
the people connected with other departments to effect economy in their
.expenditure they always retort, why is it that the honourable members do
not ask their ministers to surrender their salaries or why do they allow them
.to draw such fat salaries ? . If people of other departments say such a thing
they are absolutely justified. I earnestly hope that our ministers will be
prepared to make this little sacrifice in order that the honourable members
may be able to urge economy in other departments without fear of being
retorted in the way as they are.reported to do. I want to take this opportunity to urge upon the House that the work of the coming reformed con·stitution will be considerably hampered if the present top heavy-administration is allowed to continue. It·is our duty, therefore, to take effective
· -steps to secure economy in order that the, work of·the new reforms may be
.snceessiully carried out.
Moreover, I trust that the officialmembers who served on the Betrenehment Committee will vote for this motion for in the Retrenchment Com,
mittee they had supported _it and agreed to make a recommendation to the
·Government to this effect. Now it would be inconsistent on their part to
refuse to lend their support to this motion. Similarly I expect that other
-offioial members will not oppose a proposal which was accepted by their
colleagues in the Retrenchment Committee. I hope instead of opposing
.it they would support.it.
·
In the . end I would also like to say a few words to my honourable
friends sitting on this side of the House. I request · them not to be influenced
by this idea that it is. improper to reduce the salary cf any minister whether
.he may be Malik Firoz Khan Noon .or Sir Jogendra Singh or Dr. Gokul Chand
Narang, 89 far as the present motion is concerned I would request them
.not po be swayed by personal considerations, I assure them that the gentle-

.
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-men who are in charge of these different portfolios are qu.it:e well off, they
~ha\>'e earned thousands of rupees in their respective· priyate capacities.
~They do not ·totally depend upon the salaries they get fr:9m the Government. . They can even do without them. They know tha;t the axe of rertrenchment hasfallen on hundreds of poor men. They know.that the houses
of many clerks and chaprasis have been , ruined. Kn~wing all this
;they will not hesitate to do a bit of sacrifice themselves. . • I hope every
honourable member will do his duty and support this cut. With these
·words, I comniend this motion for the acceptance of this H?use.
Mr. President: . The motion is.
That.the gran,t be reduced by Rs. 54,000with respectto the irem. of Rs. 1,62,000• Pay of Ministers.

,

Rai Bahadur Lala Sewak Ram (Multan division, non:-Muhamm.adan,
Rural) : Sir, I wish to add a few words in support .
of the motion before the House. The honourable
.member representing the Lahore Muhammadan rural constituency has said
··everything' that could be said. But there are one or two points which I:
would like to submit. After the announcement of His Majesty the King
Emperor tl;lat be had cut voluntarily so much of his consolidated grant and·
.after the ,announcement of His Excellency the Governor that he had cut his·
pay by 15 .per cent., we expected that the people at the top of the Punjab
Government would also have voluntarily reduced their salary:by the same lq
· per cent. Unfortunately we see that they have reduced their pay by only
10 per cent. the same percentage by which the salary of low paid men has
been reducer], It is well know-i that an our ministers are ' very well off
.and they can easily afford to cut down their pay hy a still higher percentage.
I should like to bring to the notice of. the House one fact which. the
.honourabls member for Lahore, probably forgot to do. The pay of ministers
m our province is not the same as in other provinces. In Bihar and Orissa.
·the ministers get Rs. 4,000 a month each, in Assam it is Rs. 8,500, in
Bombay it is Rs. 4,000, in the Central Provinces it is Rs. 3,00p, in the United
ProvinceEi it is Rs. 3,000, 'in Madras, it is Rs. 4,338-5~4, 10: Burma and
Bengal the ministers get the same pay as our own ministers; As for Bengal,
I know .that inthe first Council the ministers voluntarily reduced their salary
by Rs.1,000. Tdo not know whether that example is being followed there
.now. If in the neighbouring province, namely, the United l1ro'V'inces, which
is comparatively bigger and more important than ours, th~ ministers· get
oiily Rs. 3,000, I fail to understand why our ministers sp.ould not take
that salary'. If the ministers had done this of their own ai,ldord, it would
.have been in good grace.
• •. ·
Then, it was said that there would be people who would take up the job
-of ininister$ even honorarily. I am sure there are.many pe9ple abler than
the present ministers who would like to take' the job of ministers honorarily.
There is no harm in their doing so. , The idea of taking up the office of
minister should not be merely pecuniary gain. In these d:11,ys of finan,cial
.stringenoy we fail to see why these people who have power in their hands to.
, retrench the poor clerks in hundreds and thousands should 'not have come
·lorward voluntarily and reduced their salary .. If there were any other bpdy .having' control over these mini$ters, that body would certainly have red~c?<l
t~e pay of the ministers considerably and even red~ced the number-of mllllS-,
.
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ters, · In the· early days when the Montford Reforms came into operation,
(?nly two ministers were functioning. Now the same work is being donel>y three ministers. . .

The Honourable Sir Henry · Craik: On a point of order. Is thehonourable member in order in discussing the number of ministers ?

. Mr. President:

The honourable member

should not discuss the-

number of ministers.

Rai Bahadur Lala Sewak Ram·: I am · giving an instance to showthat three ministers are now appointed where two ministers, were foundL
sufficient previously. So they can all take the salary of two ministers. Weare reminded of the days when Mr. Asquith was Prime Minister of England •.
The Prime Minister there receives no salarv. He works honorarily. What-·
ever he gets, he gets not as Prime Ministe1: but on account of 'an~ther officehe bolds. Our ministers will do well to follow the example of the PrimeMinister of England. Then again the Minister for Agriculture and Education.
in England receives only what in Indian currency will come to about
Rs. 2,500 a month whereas our ministers get Rs. 5,000. The Secretary of
State for India gets only a little over Rs. 5,000, he gets £. 5,000 a yearOur statute lays down that .he maximum pay of our ministers should be·
Rs. 5,000. 'I'o our misfortune we are disunited and we cannot all agree to.
cut down the salary but it does not becomethe ministers to take advantage·
of our disunion. They should themselves come forward and follow the exam-·
ple of the ministers in England. 'I'hereis now so much finanoialstringenoy
that if they voluntarily cut down their salaries now I dare say the Council.
will. give due consideration to their sacrifice when discussing the budget next.
year.
Pir Akbar Ali (Ferozepore, Muhammadan, Rural) (Urdu) : Sir; the·
attitude adopted with regard to the motion under discussion will · clearly
show the sympathy the honourable ministers have for the province at largeand the interest the honourable members take in the welfare of the people·
they have the honour to represent. The question of the number of ministers.
is not before the House at this time, so this is not the occasion to discuss that.
point. I intend to discuss the number of ministers when a motion on that,
subject comes up before the House. I will now say a few words only with:
regard to the pay of the ministers. '
The pay of ministers was fixed in. the year 1921. The financial condition of the province was very promising at that time. Moreover the work.
on the transferred side of the administration was begun anew. There wereonly two ministers at that time and they laid the foundations of every important scheme necessary for· the progress of the. departmenta' under theircontrol. Within a period of three or four years the administration of thetransferred departments began to run smoothly. Seeminglythere was no.
.need for a third minister but the Government perhaps was aiming 11,t providing one portfolio for each of the communities. One more minister was. ·
taken in and it became· easy for the Government 'to win over·all the threecommunities, 'Wndu, Muslim and Sikh through their respective ministers•.
'
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Mr~ President: Order, order. The number of mmisters .is not now·
under discussion.. The honourable member ma.ygive arguments for reducing:
the salary of ministers but not for reducing their number;
Pir Akbar Ali : My point is this that no cause, nb reason was given· for creating a third ministry in the cabinet.
·
Honourable Captain Sudar Sikander Hyat Khan : Is thehonourable member in order in reflecting upon His Excellency the Governor ?·
The appointment of ministers is the prerogative of the Governor.
Mr. President: The honourable member is irrelevant.
Pir Akbar Ali:· Sir, I want to tell the House that the ministers are·
here only to prevail upon their co-religionists and win th~m over to the side·
of the Government when an occasion rises. Will the Honourable Leader.of the H?use give us a definite surety that he will never ask the ministers,
to prevail upon their respective circles of influence in future ?
. The Honourable Dz, Gokul · Chand Narang :! What does the·
honourable member mean ?
.
,,
Pir Akbar Ali: The present salary of the miniaterswas fixed at a time·
~hen so much work was to be. done by only two men. Now the same work
is handled by three gentlemen. I see no reason why th~y should be given.
the same salary which was given to those ministers who had to toil hard!
to run the new constitution and dig new ehannels for all the progressiveschemes, running smoothly.
'·.
Th-, Honourable Captain Sa,dar Sikander Hyat Khan : May L .
remind the honourable member that the post of third minister was added
a.t the special request and strong representation of the party to which thehonourable member has the honour to belong ?
i ..
Pir Akbar Ali: Sir, at least I was not one of the party which made,
an'y special request or made any strong representation t9 that effect. Perhaps three or four members might have organised any patty to get one more·
minister appointed at any time, but I am totally unawar~ of any such party
having been formed.
·
Mr. President. : The honourable member is · quite: irrelevant.
Pir Akhar Ali: The High Court Judges are drawing less salaries.
than our ministers although they have to perform a more difficult duty and:
they hold very responsible office. It will be interesting for the House to·
know that at Simla when the Retrenchment Committee was holding its·
deliberations some of the ministers· expressed. their willingness to accept
Rs, 4,000 and asked the members of the committee not to fix their salary
lower than that sum.
. .
There is practically no work with the ministers. The secretaries perfomi.
almost all the duties and the ministers have onlv to endorse their "state-·
ments." And it is not very difficult for the secretaries also to perform those·
duties because the officialruts are there and all business is done in accordance with set principles. Those ministers who attend ipffice from 10 A.Mup to 4 P.M. they come to office with the object of creatirig work rather·
than doing anything. They sit in their office and find :out work to enablethem to" seem " busy. Others who attend officeat 11 4~M. make it a point,
to leave at 1~ in the noon. They may Ait up to 1 P.M. but it happens only
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m case. some friend comes to see them in office. And how. can they stay m
·the office for a longer period.? Their work is simply to see the' report' of
the secretary and scribble " I agree " on its . back.
Now let us calculate how much salary all our ministers draw from the
public funds in compensation for the scanty work they do. The ministers'
salary amounts to Rs. 15,000 per mensem. The. revenue levied from one
village approximately amounts to Rs. 500 . It means -that every month the
.land revenue levied from the zamindars of as many as 80 villa:ges goes to
defray the charges the Government has to bear with regard to the ministers'
.salary. I would rather suggest that the post of a minister should be made
honorary and I hope that our friends will be only too glad to accept them
-even if they may have to spend something from their own pockets to get
hold of these posts. It is proper that the salary of an employee should be
fixed in accordance with the duty he performs and I suggest to the honourable
.members of this House to examine how niuch work our ministers have to
do.
I. take this opportunity to draw the attention of the House to the fact
that at the present time there is no money in the coffers of the. Government
to be spent for the transferred departments. The little they have. they are
-adamant enough to spend it on the reserved departments.
Under these
-cireumsianees it is our duty to save as much money as possible to be spent
·for the good of the people and the country at large.
. .
The only notable work performed by the ministers .nowadays is this :
·they make it a point to go to their community every now and then and impress upon them with all the emphasis they can command that their (minis·ters') existence is indispensable for their welfare. I am sure that it is these
ministers' attitude which is responsible for all the communal tangles. It is
· they who never allow the three communities to come to an .a@'eement.
The Government have always been .inviting the members of this Honse to
-come to their aid and support them in matters of great importance for the
.financial benefit of the province. It is time for us to see now whether the
. Government stands by our side in . pushing through a measure which is
likely to have a very wholesome effect on the finances ofthe province .. I hope
·they will support this cut and at least remain neutral when the votes are
·iaken so that the elected representatives of .the people may· be allowed to
decide for themselves· whether it is expedient to reduce the salary of their
ministers or not. If they do not adopt this attitude we shall be justified
in concluding that the Government have a SOJ.'.t of agreement with the ministers
th~t · they will be defending each other. when. the' occasion arises and take
· up cudgels for the support of each other in case the time calls for it.
It appears that the Government is too clever for these ministers who
.are made to dance to its tunes. . They are ready tools in the hands of the
-Government and the manner in which they behave provides fun for the
-Govemment to enjoy.
·
·
Mr. Mukand Lal Puri : May I draw your attention. to the fact that the
-Government benches are empty.

Pir Akbar Ali:.·

.:is a. division,

·

They are always empty except of course when there
· ·
· ·
·
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Mr. MtakandLal Puri: If they remain absent there is a real danger
· ·-0f there being no quorum.

.

·:

·

· The ·Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander H1,•t Khan : The
senior minister is here listening to the debate.
,
Mr. President:. The honourable ministers .shouldj-if possible, be.in
their seats.
· ·
'
Pir Akbar Ali : They need not be in their , seats. , They feel quite
-secure and they do not care for the adverse criticism by the members of the
Council. They have perhaps gone out to request Government members
individually to come to their succour.
Mr. President: The honourable member should . riot indulge in
guesses.
Pir Akbar Ali : You will please also note that the Government members, with the exception of one or perhaps two, are absent.
Mr. President: The honourable member's. surmise is again wrong·
Government may .stand aloof.
. .
I
·- '
Pir Akbar Ali : - For the present· I shall content myself with saying
that 'the salaries of ·the ministers should be reduced as has been urged by
the honourable mover oi the motion.
Diwan Bahadur Raja Narendra Nath (Punjab Landholders, Gen~
eral) : · I have listened carefully to the speeches that have been made and if
I understand - my. friends aright, the sense of the speeches can be divided
under two heads. The honourable mover of the cut began .with a motion
which was certainly a legitimate exercise of his rights as1 a· member of the
Council, but he ended witli an appeal. My friend Ion rny right hand side,
Rai Bahadur Lala Sewak Ram made a long speech but the whole of his speech
was in a sense an appeal to the members of the cabinet to surrender a part
of their salary. Several instances were quoted of the members of the cabinet
· in England and of the ministers in other provinces .in which they had volnntarily surrendered a portion of their _salaries. Now so far, as the appeal .is
made to the philanthropy and public spirit of the ministers of the cabinet
I have nothing to say.
' I
•
•
Mr. Mukand Lal ,Puri : Do youjoin with them ?
• _ _ Diwan Bahadur Raja Narendra: Nath : Yes, I myself negotiated in
this matter but in so far as it is a cut arid it is based on a claim of legitimately
exercising the functions of members of the Council object to it and I oppose'
it. IIi matters of retrenchment and in matters like this in which cuts are
proposed. on the basis of retrenchment· uniformity of policy is a very important factor. We know that certain retrenchments were recommended
to be effected by Government but they were on a uniform basis. In order
to preserve that· uniformity local Governments .and -the. Government of
India had to approach the Home Government and to ask them to pass a
law in the House of Commonsand in the House of Lords so that the uniformity of policy may be preserved. Now in all cases which ministers have
surrendered a part of their salary no cut has been made in Parliament. The
mover of the.cut assured us that he did not move any vote of censure or of
no-confidence against the ministers, So long ~.s that assurance is given I.
·-think tlie cut is inadvisable and unwise. I know that . certain, informal
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conversations have been going on between some members of parties and the,
ministers and I also know the objection which ministers have in making an
immediate declaration of voluntary surrender of a part· of their salary; but
I think it would have been better if the honourable' · mover of the cut hail'
left the matter there and had pressed the ministers and the members to makea voluntary surrender rather than move this cut which is liable to misunderstanding and which certainly puts the ministers in a position of difficulty.
A cut of this kind is unprecedented in the history of Parliament and has,
never been carried in the way in which the honourable mover wishes to carry
it. I know that when the future constitution of India is framed and when we·
get provincial autonomy, the Council will have ample opportunity of reduoing the salary of future ministers to as low a figure as they think consistent
· with efficiency, but due notice should be given to future statesmen and futurecandidates for ministries that they will have to come with a certain surrender of their income in some cases. if they want to accept office. I say
nothing as to thepropriety of the salaries which are being paid tci the ministers
whether they are too much or too little,.but I certainly object to the manner
in which the reduction is proposed and I again appeal to the honourable
mover that he should again resort to negotiation with ministers and induce.
them to make a voluntary surrender rather than insist upon a cut being made
by the Council.
Khan Bahadur Mian Ahmad Yar Khan Daultana (Muhammadan
Landholders) : I frankly admit that I am not at all an admirer of the present
ministers, but I stand up at this stage to support this cut on grounds of pure·
economy. The budget was presented to us the other day. Apparently
it looked as a surplus budget, but I think the whole House will agree with
me that the estimates on the receipt side were prepared with unpractical:
optimism and even if the budget was correct there was absolutely no provi-·
sion for remissions and the conditions of the province as far as I know require·
remissions and we shall have to come to Government for remissions and if'
Government did not give it with good grace, their revenue will be reduced
'otherwise. So the question before us is not about usefulness or popularity
or otherwise of the ministers but the question is how we can run the administration of this province. I, for one, would never ask for reduction of'
any other expenditure unless I succeeded in reducing the salary of our
ministers. This is the only'item which is our right according to the Govern-·
ment of India Act to reduce and that is subject to our vote and if we do not
have the courage to reduce that, I think we shall be hypocrites if we proposeother reduction. It would be undignified on the part of those members
who have supported the reduction of financial commissioners and commissioners not to support this cut. It would be dishonest.
Mr. Nanak Chand Pandit : Is the honourable member right in making·
these remarks ?
Khan Bahadur Mian Ahmad Yar Khan· Daultana : I certainly
would think myself dishonest if I were not to support this cut after having·
supported the motion for reduction in the budget · for financial · commie-·
sioners and commissioners. The honourable member from Hoshiarpnrhas misunderstood · me. What I wanted to· convey was _that if we w1µ1t
remission and if we feel that remission is necessary, then we should try to-
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:reduce the expenditure of this province. I, for one, would not make a demand
:for reducing any other item of the budget unless I succeeded in reducing the
.salaries of ministers. I would like the representatives of the public in this
1Iouse and their representatives in the cabinet to set an example and after
that make all constitutional and possible effort to make others follow. I hate
to see other officials of Government setting example and then our following
them. .It would be absolutely unfair on the part of any, member to try to
.reduce the number of financial commissioners or commissioners on grounds
-of economy without first making a demand to reduce the expenditure which
.is within his power to reduce. If we refused to reduce the salary of the
ministers the position of this House to an outsider would be this that this
-Conncil is not in favour of any reduction in. the .budget as proposed by Gov-ernment arid secondly, however strong our claim for a remission be it would
-oarry no weight with the outside world. I am not going to ask Government
to give us remissions unless I have done my best to reduce' expenditure under
;th~s head.

Mr. President:

The honourable member has repeated this argument

:half a dozen times.

Khan Bahadur Mian. Ahmad Yar Khan Daultana-: Pay of tµe
honourable ministers was fixed in 1921. In the beginning we had ministers
.and it would not be fair to them to compare them with the present ministers.
But even if the pay of Rs. 5,000 for ministers was considered to be sufficient
.in 1921, I think it would be absolutely unreasonable to vote the same :pay in
1982. Even if my honourable friends were in their legal professions and
-eaming Rs. 5,000 in 1921, which I suppose for the, sake of argument, I
.am sure their income from that profession would have been reduced now by
.at least 75 per cent.
We have got a very big zamindar as our minister. He will realise very
-well that a zamindar who was earning Rs. 100 in 1921, cannot earn more
·than Rs. 25 or 80 at the present moment. It is on that ground that we sup_port the reduction of salary. I think it is the duty of our ministers to' go and
tell the Government : " We surrender a portion of our pay and we ask you
· to reduce the salaries of other Government officials in order to provide relief
·to the needy zamindar."
I think the refusal on the part· of the ministers
·t'o reduce their salaries shows that they are not advocates of anyremissiona
.for the samindars in the next harvest and if 'at the· same 'time they want to
pocket their Rs. 5,000 arid go to Government and press for remission hi· rabi
I do not. know what to say about them: It is for the world outside to oharao·.terise that attitude in theappropriate way. Personally !may quote the old
.saying r
·

.,.;.,...~ l.!Jlfi"'

J~

\.!.>,Lt .. J,..,;,i

6;-

y.cb :i

If the ministers who are part and parcel of this House are not prepared
·to reduce their own salary before they and the House claim. a reduction of the
,.salary of other Government officials, it will only be; as my: honourable friend
suggests, a camouflage. There were other reasons on which I could press
on the House that the reduction ii, v_ery desirable but as, the words of the
.motion are as they are, I am afraid my scope has been absolutely limited ..
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In the end I would only join my friends who have spoken before me i?,support of this motion and appeal to the ministers to have mercy upon their
zamindar brethren and not to take the attitude of~

. re ";-l)l~ Jll ~·t.:

yl~ ... ,~ .sll:..

,i-~

":"'!Jc ~4 ,
JjL !}:.. , }:o. ) f
and if they do not voluntarily surrender their pa:y we shalI'not be blamed if
we say:
&S I; ~!~.:.. L.-- cJi \!_,-~ t.~

f~
~ ~. .J, )
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Lala Bhagat Ram (Jullundur-cum-Ludhiana,
non-Muhammadan..
Rural) (Urdu): 'Sir, much has been said about the question of effecting
reduction in the salaries of our ministers.
No doubt they are gettingvery high salaries.
But they are not the only officers who are drawing·
such high salaries. . I do realise that these salaries are out of all propor-·
. tions to .the resources of our province.
It has been said that the ministers
have very little work to do and that they are there merely as signing machines.
The same · can be -said of many other high officials of the State.
Only
the other day it was proposed to reduce the number of financial commissioners and commissioners but the honourable members who are now
sponsoring the motion under consideration, did not consider it worth while
to support that proposal. I am at one with the honourable member from
Multan when he says that you should do with others as you would like to
be done by.
But I ask why these honourable members did not see their
way to vote for the motion which aimed at reducing the number of financial commissioners and commissioners.
Perhaps they were afraid of.
incurring the displeasure of these I. C. S. men-,d,!'

,;g,r Y..tl) ~ i:J,1ij;

~1:11>

~\J1

~-L,1

~~.>.t

.SA!!

IJ ._/'J,s

As a matter of fact, there are many secretaries of Government who are draw·
ing more than three thousand rupees per mensem and who exercise much
more influence than our ministers do. If you reduce the salaries of ministers.
to Rs. 8,000, their position will be lowered so much so that the secretaries
working under them would be drawing more pay than what the ministers.
will be entitled to. draw.
(Punjabi) I am here reminded of a story of a
Guru who asked his disciple to bring fuel in order to make fire. The latter·
retorted that the Guru should do it. Again the Guru asked him to knead
fl.our but .this also he declined to do. ·When meals were ready the Guru
invited him to take meals.
The disciple obeyed and remarked that he·
should comply with at least one ofthe Guru's behests.' The same is the case·
with the members of the House.
They requested the Government to reducethe salaries of high officials, but when they found that the Government
was not prepared to do so, they turned to ministers whose salaries depend
upon the vote of the House.
That is in my opinion· absolutely unjust ..
With these words I resume my seat.
·

r
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Sardar Jawahar Singh Dhillon (Lahore, Sikh, Rural) (U,rdu)::
Sir, I rise to support the motion now .under consideration and in doing soLwould make only one or two observations.
.It will beadmitted that the
salary of a servant is always _fixed with due regard to :the nature. of· thework that he will be required to do.
If the ministers have nothing to,
do and they are there as signing machines->
Mr. Presid~t : · The reduction has been proposed for effecting
retrenchment in expenditure.
Therefore the arguments advanced by thehonourable member are irrelevant.
Sardar Jawahar; Singh Dhillon. The next submission that r
would like to make is that it would not be possible to reduce the. expenditure
unless we are prepared to reduce the salaries of our ministers.
• •
.
.L .
Mr •. President : The hononrable member is repeating the arguments.
advanced by. other members.
··
SardarJawahar Singh Dhillon: I would submit that the judges,
of the High Court a.t Lahore are working very hard.
They have even to
work at home. But all the same they are drawing one thousand Jess than
our ministers are, permitted to draw.
Only the Honourable the Chief
Justice draws as much salary as is being paid to the ministers.
It should
· also be noted that our province is fast approaching a state of bankruptcy;
Lwould, therefore, submit that it is high time that the salaries of our ministers,
should be reduced.
With these words I whole-heartedly support this,

~~-

.

.

Maulvi Sir Rahim Bakhsh (Nominated, non-official)'(Urdu):
Sir,r
had no intention to speah: to the motion now before the House, but looking·
to the trend of the debate I feel myself called upon to say a few words. The·
present dual system of Government was introduced with a view to train
the people of .this country in the art of self-government. . The transferred
departments were put in charge of ministers and the reserved departments:
were left to the care of the executive councillors.
Ountpeople were thus·
given a chance to show their capacity of governing their own country.
· If
our ministers are doing nothing or if they are incapable men or if they aregreedy, it is most regrettable.
But if there is nothing of i:he sort, I wonderwhy we should try to discourage our ministers and put th~m to shame by
moving reductions in their salaries every year when we know that they arenot prepared to forego a portion of their salaries.
A word to the wise is
sufficient
If you think that they do not deserve these salaries, you should
wait and move ,this matter at the time of the next elections when the questions of their appointment would be under consideration (hear, hear) .. Now
it is not the opportune moment to. do so. Why should we waste our time·
in fruitless discussions.
'I do not say that our ministers 'are. angels or that
they are good for nothing.
But surely this is not the propel' time, to move·
this matter.
If the ministers do not agree to reduction being made in theirsalaries because they think that by, doing so their statu~ will be lowered·
it is a sound reason. · Anyhow I would submit that the honourable members.
should not press this matter to vote..
·
1...
·
Chaudhri Muhammad Abdul Rahman Khan (Jullundur, Muhammadan, Rural)i(Urdu): :1Sir, since the time the salaries, of the ministers
were.originally fixed, a great .ohange bas taken place in every sphere .of::
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.life. Our country is now faced with a very serious situation.
We have
-to look to the resources of our country which are very limited and _by means ,
-of which we have to run the administration.
Our province is now on the
·verge of bankruptcy.
The people who have been filling the coffers of
· Government, are now hard pressed by superlatively adverse circumstances.
"I'he prices of produce have considerably gone down.
The price of gur
.is 14 annas a maund while wheat is selling at one rupee and twelve annas
.a maund. It .appears that the next crop will hardly sustain the zamindars
for the next two summer months.
It would be impossible for the zamindars
-o] the barani tracts to pay even land revenue.
It has been said that the
judges of the High Court are working ten hours daily, but you do not care
to take notice of the miserable plight of those people who toil for twenty.
four hours. without being able to keep their body and soul together and
from whom the Government derives most of its income.
Under these
-cireurnstances I would request the ministers to forego a portion of their
. salaries of their own accord.
Of course, I am not favourably disposed to· wards this-motion.
As Maulvi Sir Rahim Bakhsh has remarked, we should
not discourage our II_J.en and disgrace them by moving reductions in their
salaries every year.
We should better leave this matter to their good
-sense. We do not cherish any ill-will towards them.
Our relations with
them are cordial.
But things have come to such a pass that we are compelled to make this request to them.
If they would accept our request,
I am sure, as my friend Sardar Habib Ullah has said, that you Mr. President,
sand other high officers of Government would follow suit. . With these words
J close my remarks.
Mr. Nanak Chand Pandit (Hoshiarpur, non-Muhammadan, Rural):
Sir, I have listened to this debate with more than
5 P.M.
ordinary
interest,
not only because it is a
-debate which raises some very important constitutional issues, but also
· because if this motion is carried it will practically mean that we here do
not appreciate really the point t.hat is at issue.
The ministers have been
.requeated from various quarters to cut down their pay of their own accord.
I consider it undignified on the part of the honourable members of this
House to make a request of this kind, at least I am not prepared to .make ·a
Tequest of this kind.
I am not going with my hat in my hand to ask the
.minister to kindly put something init as a donation for the people at large.
I am not prepared to do things like that.
I consider it most undignified
to issue appeals of this nature.
I am not going to ask the ministers to take
pity.
"Pity" was the word used by some honourable members of this
House.
I entirely dissociate myselffrom such requests which are humiliating. Let us face the issue broadly.
We should not also put the ministers
. in a humiliating. position, because if we are placing the ministers in this
'humiliating position, I am sure the honourable members of this House,
will also be feeling some kind of humiliation to make a request of this
.kind.
This demand is made firstly on the ground of economy.
We are told
that there is a large deficit in the budget, at least there is going to be a
deficit in the budget, and, therefore, the pay of the ministers must be brought
,down to Rs. ,.S.000 per month.
I wish to remind the honourable members.

_.-------
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that when the reforms were first _introduced in this "pro~ce, th,f province ~had to face: . a very huge deficit ... It was over a orore of-rupee~/iimy:memory · ,
serves me #ght. Nobody at that time dreamed of making·~ request .to the·_·.
ministers, to cut _down their -salary on .the ,gr<;mn<i of. ec(?noxiiy.
(A.n.,IJonour~bl~_ M:&mber :· Qµe~tioQ:.)<'. There. -wras '. a}mo#rin. o(:t.hi,s_
kind, but it was defeated no .doubt, , At that. time such. a.! 'demfi;n4 o#·. the
ground of. economy was made_. ·, w;l);y, Il.ot.on]y was t4er~ pressure insiµ.~
the Co11J1cil, there was pressure from. outside also~uotji the Oimgr~~s.. ,
There was .the .non-cc-operation movement in great strength.
Tpe_ re§ult. ,
was that the honourable members in the Council showed · sufficient inde- .
pendenee.to bring, fqrward:a motion ()f 'thiti
want td;subm# that th~
motion of )his kind was defeated; ,a/nd . the hQuse- rooord~d.its .emph.atio
protest against any reduction.in the pay.
· , 1\c·::-. : 1. . ·
· Why)ower the prestige' of the Jninister ? The niini&tertf ~nf tpe -exeentive councillors should stand on au equal footing. . We ,hliye, il,lW!l>YS mi!:de
this demand, whether it is from the Congress platform:/or #'WA other plat~
forms.
Everywhere it has been pleaded and asserted tha;t s9 far as· the
reserved 1:ialf is coucerned, it. should not be in · any way :~uperi9r . tu the.
Status of tb,e tra:µsfe1Ted half, that, is t~ say, that by ,thi$ system whiQli
wa~ introduced in 1_921, there should be :no differentiation ir{pay and lfts.tus.
T.here_ are: some honourable . members who"thinl£ that . pay,rc~rries ,vijth it,
no statu~, but, rr~g~fd it, a~d the people re~a~~ it 3JDd
gen,e;ra, publio . I
regards 1:t. that a person who draws less<~lary 1S in status. low;ei: tha11 fili~ per- ,
son ..who · dta ws. liigb er salai-y. ·. .This .is th.f general im pies~ioh.. ... ·. After' i itll. i
thit. consid~rat_fon. must be prop~rly w~i$h_ed. __ We caru,iot 4~k the min:ia,t'ilrS :
to acceptcl,ess th11ii·wha-t tI:i,ey are g~ttip.g' ('An,_hp.nP11frabte ~,ber;:. Wb,1tf;,
about mµu_sters in:England ?) My honourable h'i~iid on this a!d.e 9:tt:&e Rous~
· . has asked :me a qu~stiori. -. !t 'is a v.er'y: pertm,ent. question, n».·dq11ht •. , ,What·
· about miitisters mEngla,11(1? ,1 must fol.arm .,the ho.no~a~le:_m~mber that
mini.stars iji Engla.n,d:are responsible to the Parliament.·.·.· 1hey are ·elected, . . ·
.. members. • · There is nq d.iarchical sys,tem~ ;: There all miitjs_ters are elected· .
. members.' • But here thkis riot the easei' • -- . :
, ,·. .: ,
W&.Presid~nt: ··Are not.o~r mifilst~~st~sponsible to-the.House\>·_
.• . -~·'Nanak Clumd Pimdi~ :· : They,_ iir~.:responsible )9' ·th~ :Ho_n1e., ~
. But the. executive councillors are, not 'responsible. to- the . l':llQrise•. ~Tl\e.it '·
pay is not ·voted. , : In England there is, .no ' distin<itiotr b~t:ween: ori~ p~rli ':-:
. ofth.e _Governm.ent and the other. part of. th_e Hovernm!;)rit •. !,11 the mm,isters ·~1
are'e)ected: There are no .ncn-voted items there. . .: · · :~L: ·, 'c .t: :/
.
Pr~~lden~:;·~he_ e;pre~si~n '~ n?n·v~ted ,; is'not:ri~eii})iit,~~rma/·0/
nent c_harge.s· on cons()IidatEJdjuhd .are,
~llint~:QtS and p~rpp~es,n,on~vot5.4.::::,
.·· : ·l\b'~WGD~ 'cJiud·,,~djJ: 'I:am,taPtji:ig;:o{t_he. µifuist~i.s ~ho:ar~·:·:
. iri :9~arge '.Qf,;yar.ious departments .. · 'J'heir.pay~ is votEld, ,Mt h~re .. we:h!),V~.: ~
got a differen:tsyst13m~ · 'J:1here is; no: distincti(?n there,, as Ij~as, s_tihtxrlttjng- :;
between transferred half and reserved half. So far ~s.ministe:i;s are. con-· ,·
cerned,aU.of them discharge same kind of. functiQtis w1thou~aapy gjstinction ;
of their resp'onsibility to thellonStJ,,.: B11P.;:hi~_are.'twp xpip.ist~~.-who:.ar(L~;
Calfad, ElX~U~ive QOU~c,:mo;rs. . They ~re not respcmsiblE3 t'.Q, the flQUSS. in
any s~n~e. ~' .•' Tliei,r .salary. cannot ihEf t()uclied,. The i~It/of. that . is :'·that .
you canliot draw an' analogy nom the-ministers of the· Btj~ish~Parliamenti1!'
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Nanak Chand Fll,Jldit_. J · ·
and· apply it to this case. It is wrong, I submit; .to take analogr from those
(].UJlirter$.
. Again, in England there· are d#ferent salaries .for different ministers.
For instance there are · some ministers who draw five· thousand pounds
a year ; there are ministers who draw ten thousand pounds a year. (An
Hon(J'Urable Membet:
Question.) I am sorcy the honourable member
does not know even this much. The Lord Chancellorwho is a member
of the cabinet draws ten thousand pounds a year. There are ministers
whe- dTaiw two thousand pounds a year. Are you prepared to fix different
salaries of this· kind for· your ministers ? So- far as· the honourable members
of this House are coneerned; I have never seen- any such•suggestion, put
forward in this House.

[ Mr,.

·- Again it has been also said that there are certain provirices in which
ministers draw less than Rs: 5,000 a month. The United Provinces, Bengal,
Assam. and certain other provinces were quoted. It is true, but these outs
took place in the beginning of reforms, and throughout the period of 7 or 8
• . ye9,rs the ministers. are receiving the same salary. (Khan Baliadur Bardar
Habio .UU:ah : Quet;!tion). I 'should make it clear that in Bengal in the very
beginning,. that is, in the fust Council, Sir Burendra Nath Bannerjee sur- .
rendered Rs. 1,000 and his pay was fixed at Rs. 4,000 a month. .Afterwards ·
it was raised to Rs. 5~000 in the next Council. · In some provinces, no
doubt, in the very first Council the ministers' salary was. cut down to
R$. S,()00 per month. . But here the pay of the ministershas alLalong
from tli,e very beginning been Rs. 5,!)0:0 a month .. ·. I therefore ask, is" it
fair thll,t the honourable members, who preceded the present ministers,
should have been getting througho:ut Rs. 5,000 a year, a:r;id· that cuts should
be proposed :r,ear after, year in this· . Council, in this Chamber· to reduce the
salary of. the present ministers'} Is it. fair that this question should nciw
be, taken 1:IP with the object of humiliating the minist·ers '} Honourable
members must remember when they quote the instances. of" other provinces
that the salaries of ministers in those provinces were reducedlong ago.
One. honourable. gentleman brought in the qµ.estion. of the sa,1acies of
High Gou.rt. Judges. Re said I H.ere are. the. judges of the High Coutt
woiking from 10 A, !IJ, to 4- P. M, and drawing only Rs, 4,000. excepting the
Chief Justice.. But .that honourable gentleman when tey.ing to ma-ke-1 that
comparison forgot some important facto;rs,_ In the :fir.st place if a. practiaing
lawyer is made a High Court judge,. there is. no question _of hi$. coming
back to the bar. Eve!), if he does return he brings back with him a certain
amount of prestige with him and that helps him to earn more than Rs. 4~000
· or, Rs. 5,000~ The same is not the case with miniaters. · If a, minister
relinquishes his office and goes back to the bar· he finds his clients gone ,
and; he· does not bring, that prestige and dignity which can bring to bear · ·
on his profession if he comes back to the bar aft·er serving a }!igli. Court
judge. His position asa minister does not help him in any.way when he
comes back to the-bar. That is one point.
·

as

'. . .A;naj;her point that the honourable member £9rgot. when he trled1 to
a,. coIQpatison. between a· Iligb,, Court judge and a miJJiste:i; is that th.ere
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!s a certa~ty of tenure in the case of the High Court jtrdge 'Which certainiy
is absent m :the case. of a minister.
Even though he ~ay continue as ,a,
minister as long as the life of the Council Iasts; still it is n:ot · certain w>hethllr
the Council will retain him as a minister for that "1hdlti _perfod. By
a. certain combination of parties· it is always • open to the Council• to 1thr:ow
out a minister at any time. ·
·
·
A. third point to be noted while drawing a eomparlson between a High
Court judge and· a minister is that the High Court judges are not leaders ·of
any political party. Ministers are leaders of parties and they have gdt 'to
entertain various people. (Interruption).·. It is abs~1utely essential) in any
democratic country; in any country where the administration _is run on party
lines, that the ministers should have a full purse. You cannot be a party
leader if you have not got purse to invite people for dinner -0r lunc'hoon or
tea and so on in order to discuss political matters.: It is no use inviting people
for discussing state matters unless. that discussion is oveii tea or .scme such
thing. This is the case in Egland and even in the newly;formed Irish. Free
State. On these grounds there can be no comparison between a High Conn
judgeand a minister.
·
.
.
-- ·
0

1

Then, another argument was advanced by an honolll"able niember-';and this is not·the first time that that argument has been:.advanced,c1it has
been advanced on more occasions than one-that the ministers do
,do
any work, but simply sign papers.
· ..
.
Mr. President : · That point is not relevant to thi discussion befote
.the Rouse.
.
!
.
Mr .. Nanak ·Chand Pandit : Very well. I need o'.oly say that the
ministers are only to lay down policies. They are not clerks; It would be a
wrong view to hold that people who are to lay down polic~es are also to wor_k
like clerks or that they are to interfere in the · details
administration.
That is n,ot the case. 'I'hat.is entirely a wrong conception of the .functions
o.f ministers. In orcler to lay down a correct policy the;.minister~ ·have. tp
interview the members of this Council individually, and ~ot ,only intervie\V
members of- this Council but also people outside this Council. T~~ w:ork
is a very tiring and· fatiguing
function . which the :qiinisters ha;;ve to
perform.
.
.
I submit that this is not the occasion for reducing the salary of ministers_·
.If the House really wishes to reduce the salary of future minist-ers to
Bs. 2,000 or Rs. 8,000 there will be ample time for that.in the last session
of this Council, a month or two before its dissolution. :E'V'.en then, it wi~l
not be proper for this Council to tie the hands of its successor in the matt-er
of the salary which it may like to give to its ministers. : This Council. ean
only make a recommendation to its successor as to . whether the pay df
ministers, should be Rs. 2,000 01· Rs. l,000. or even whether the ministers
should work honorarily. It is possible· that.in the future Qounci)when there
will be no officials in it there may be some gentlemen who: may offer to serve
honorarily as ministers without taking any remnneration.
But inOtrying
to reduce the salary of the · ministers this Council is .not' giving a coneot
lead.
.
,
.
There iE! one more point which I should like to refer t.o before I.resnm:e
seat. Suppose- a person ·is· earning Rs._5;000 or thereabout a:nd ·if ~

'not
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'1

~my
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:.accept~ tl!e offer of the Governor to work as a ·mllllster on similar pay, is. '.J.t
. fair tocut down bis salary? Suppose the- Council 9y a ma;jority decides
'.that.h~ris to get only Rs. 8~000. Whllit will be)1is choice? He will have to
.j~o. Is it fair to force the hands of _a minister in.that w!liy:? . Lsubmit; it is not
' fair. That would be doinginjustice to him .. Bu_f#is not-merely·tl).e _ea,rning
' 'capacityof a minister that has- to, be looked !lit; his fafluene'e,-histact as a
.· . : parliamentary leader has also to .be taken into. con~ide~atiqii. I, therefore,
. oppose the cut; .
'
· Mian Mushtaq Ahmad : I m_ov~......
That the question be now put .

. The motion was carried .
. , . Kb~ B~Jdur SardQt Habib Ullah (Lahore; Muhamm~dan, Rural) .·
([J-fdy;)_ :- Sir, I rise to reply to one or two observations made in the Ho-use.
: In his speech Raja Naren~a Nath was pleased to remark that. the Govern•. ment should follow a uniform policy; and that there. should, be no difference
between .the pay of the e_xecutive councillors and that of th~ ministers; -1
. aak :RajaSahibi when he was a commissioner, why was his paylE:Jss than that
Of tlie other commissioners, and why in his case. was the policy of unifo:rmity
. not adhered to· 'l
·
Diwan Bahadur Rajk Narenclra Nath.: I was aware
this distino.tion, I tried and got something'. ·
.
.
, ' - 1,
, .

of'

Khan Bahadur Sardar Habib Ullah : ·

The honourable , member
' My honourable friend from Hoshiarpur has made ver:Yveb.ement sp~ec:b.
'-On. this Jli9tion. It, can be said to his credit that be ha~ tried his level best. to
·pr~sent_a; hopeless'oase lik$ an able lawy~r .. But
am pleased to note
;that his ebullition and. effervescence have fallen flat on the House. He has
'said thafin ~ther provinces the reduction in' the salari~s_of the ~inis'.ters w~s
ll}ade in the ;~Eiginning .of' the Reforms and· no· change was made in: it· · later
. on. I think,'h.e is labouring 'under a wrong impre~-s~on. T~e reduction in
-~heir salaries was brought about in the beginning as well as la.tar. ·
'ougll.t

to have stuck to this policy of uniformity at that<tinie also:

a

I_

. '.

. Iµ: reply to my objection tha.~ even the pay of such ahigh official as
the ju,dge of the High Cm'lri''.is less than that ofour' mi:riisters;he has remarked
,that there are two advantages for.a judge; first.,. that when a retiredju:dge
:r~startshis practice at the bar his income is considerably ino_i'e~sep' on account
,of, his prestige ; secondly, that there ia a tenure in his servfoe. J submit that
,the judge of the High Cpurf rises step by step to his high-~d dignified
:,position .. Th~~fore,. we.e~nnot raise any, objection against his · salary.
·s~ilatly;ou~ Finance Meml:ier has spent his -yvhole life in different, kinds of
)ppoint:qients · and has now· attained to his present position. But with
;regard to a minjster I.beg to submit that he is placed fa his high po_sitio:o, in
.a, single day, and he at once begins- to get Rs. 5,0QO even . if his previous
.ineome might
have
been
much Iower than that.'.
.
. .
.
~
.
In dealing with the second objection. th~t there is no. tenure in. thls
· ', · ,-qfti<le, .·Is~ brnit tha.t in ministersJ · posts there .is, no· te_~ur.~ · . ~nn.vllce.re.· Even
f9I'~igl;l
(lOllD.tr~es
where.th~ pay of.:the J11inisters is.,... ~uolisµ:t~er
t~ t~
.
.
.
. .
"
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our ministers there is no tenure in the pm1ts.of mini~ters. There - what
· happ,ens.is this.. If to-day one-party-is in'power,it
will appoint its own
. ';ministers, and if to-morrow another party .is in power it tm appoint its own
men, T_here the ministers have no chance of.complaining that since their
remaining in service for a considerable period is not guaranteed.and there is
· every likelihood of their being throwi-i"out in case anoth~r party comes into
. power therefore a large sum should _b,e attached to their 'i,alary. Therefore,
- Lwould appeal to the House not to.be swayed and impressed by these unsound
arguments advanced agaimit this cut.
·
:,
·
·
- - The honourablemembers of _this House-must-have s~enup to this.time
_that the three or four speakers who spoke - against this m,otion have brought
forward .no cogent reason and strong argument why the pay of the Honour. able Ministers should not be 'reduced. It is quite clear from their speeches
that they are conscious of the weakness of _ their · case. , Even _ Raja Sahib
- has admitted that he - does recognise the need - of reduction in the salary · of
ministers, but he thinks that the best way to achieve tl:J_at object is to ap-proach the ministers and request them to willingly surrender a portion of
.bheir salary.
·
.
· i ,
·
.- , , .

i

In view of these fa~ts, · fervently hope' that the honqurable members - of
this House willnot be influenced - by a;ny consideration '"\yhatsoever and will
. lend their whole-hearted support to my motion.
. •- '.:·
.
The Honourable Sir
(Finance M~mber) ; .Sir, will
not detain the House for more then a few minutes.' . J3ut we.on these benches
feelit would hardly be respectful to the House to allow this importan,t qu,.estion to be debated withno expression of -OUl' opinion or statement of out
views.' My friends on my left very naturally feel some hesitationin Elpeal.ring on.a motion which touches them·_ so nearly." Th~fr; hesitation is the
inore natural in that in the.mouths offlonie J)f the _speakers:the debate . h~s
"taken-quitennconsciously
I _think~an unnecessarily -11,~rsonal turn: _.Not
,that there has been a.ny reflection or expression of dissa.tis_faction with the
-'conduct ofmy.Honourable friends on my left, buftherejhav:e been appeals
to them in a personal tone, appeals that seemed to assuree that .itwae for the
present ministers by their action to decide what was In future to be the salary
'of ministers, if not in perpetuity, at any rate for ma.nyy~a1·s to come. Tha_t,
.Lsubmit, is a wrong attitude to take on this question, atj.11 those who made
·'appeals of that sort were endeavouring to thrust on theshoulders of these
three gentlemen a responsibility which very clearly undse the .constitution
'rests on 'the House as a whole.. If the House delil>eratelytcdmes to the conclusion that the salary of the ministers is too high, the;ffou.a_e ma:st assume the
responsibility of. that decision and that decision will
co~·se under the law
., immediately take effect, But it is not fair to try to· evade )hat responsibility
: hy .making _these appeals· ad 1nisericordiarn to my thre.e .Honourable · friends.
Nor do I think that :tny friend Khan Bahadue Ahmad
Khan Daultana
was quite fair in saying that if theministers declined_ t<>i: reduce their emoluments _that shows that they were out of sympathy w~th the · samindars
who areso hard hit by the preseat'deprsssicn. That -~ainis
not a fafr
charge to throw - on the present ministers. It ia not really a matter of - what
salaries these three gentlemen are· to draw .. The questiqi.1 we are· del:>9,ii~g
>to-day i~- what is to .b~ the s~la,rie~ ofminister13 ~:th~ Pci11j~b, not_;the preaellt

Henry Craik
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seems to me ebvious in the interests of good·.goYermnent and
in the interests of the democratic principles which this House embodies
··that the salaries of the ministers should be sufficient to attract· to those posts
· the best talent in the province without that talent being attracted to: more
lucrative forms of employment. It would-sI think all honourable members
·wilhgree-he very regretta'ble if His Excellency had to hawk the minister·
ships round the ,province if he had to send for such and sueh a. distinguished
member of the bar and say, "now, I ·have satisfied myself that you are the
man· who really represents your party. . Will you become the Minister ?"
and that the reply should be " no, I thank you. I eannet afford to do. so."
[ }Ion.

Slr Ifenry·

Now it

.

'

Pir Akbar Ali:. Have the ministers been recruited on that basis?
Have you taken the best men on the basis which you ate now suggesting ?

The Honourable Sit, Henry Craik : The selection of ministers is uot
my function. It . is the personal prerogative of His · Excellency the · -Oovern9).'. What I suggest is that. if the ·salary was substantially diminished, a
situation like that might quite well arise, because i~ must be. remember.ad
that the tenure of a post like this is short, as a rule, and I thin,:k that as years
::go : oh "and as parties become more clearly defined, it· will tend· to
become shorter and also more uncertain.
There are great differences
between the position of permanent Government servants and that
of ministers, · as
my honourable .. friend from Hoshiarpur · ·. pointed
out, but even he' did not mention them all. 'Two or three more might
lie mentioned: The permanent government serva11t has either a pension
01· a provident fund; the minister has neither.
The loss of bis practice
· at ~he bar. or his separation from business or his separation from his land
means a serious drop in his income. He must save enough during his short
tenure as e; minister to make up for that loss. . He has no pension to look
forward to and. no provident fund. He does not enjoy any- leave. There
are no rules under which aminister can get leave. Evenil' he falls sick and
'has to take 'leave, he must resign his appointment. ldo not thin:k I need labput
my next point, that there is a greater responsibility on .the minister than falls
to the -lot of most permanent government servants. After all, the minister
is not, as a recent speaker pointed out, engaged in details of the administration, and the amount of work he • does cannot be measured by hours arid
1q;inutes. He has .to lay down a policy which will satisfy the public at large
and will satisfy his own p~rty in this House. That is a very heavy and .a
very peculiar form of respensibility for which few people, except after
some years of parliame:Q.tary life, are qualified .
Now I haveonly one more remark fo make, that this is a matte1• which
has been repeatedly debated on the floor of this House. I can myself recall
_three occasions on which this question has been debated and debated 'witli_a
. considerable amount-not of personal heat, but it is a question on w:hich
I have no doubt many honourable members have deep oonvic.tion one way
or the other. · On all the three occasions, the motions to reduce the salary
were either defeated or withdrawn.
Now it does seem to .me that this
process of.constantly bringing up this question and of holding it_ in suspense
· qyertlie ministel'sis onewhieh is liable to abuse. Thepoaiti011 i~ an inviduo:qs .
and tmp1rosa.n:t one for ministers. At~~ by·ttll ~en.ns;t}lEµI'p:olicy jfjr..(;)Ll
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want. That is a fair, constitutional and direct method, But tcl'a.ttackthem,,
in this way· b;y; threatening their salary is, in my opinion; not really a fair
way of keeping the whip hand. A minister no· doubt is the servant of his
party. But he is after all also its leader (hear, hear). · He.'.pught not, in my
humble opinion, be, constantly at the mercy of some=-I am not imputing
anything to my honourable friend the mover of the cut, and I hope he will
understand that-possibly disgruntled or disappointed member of the party
who might try to attack the minister in this way. I trust my honourable
friend will not take that as ·personal-it is -of course 'inconceivable he should
act like that. But he can imagine that circumstances might arise in which ·
tha.t might be w form of attaclo--a member' dissatisfied with, the conduct of
his- leader bringing in such a motion. I would like the House seriously to
eonsidee, if this motion is withdrawn or defeated, whethee it will not, be a
sound. constitutional step, to place the salaries: of ministers on a permanent
fepting,. to embody it in an Act of this, House. This is only my personal
opinion. but it seems to me that it woulcl be an advantage in very .many
ways to. spare the ministers from these constant and, di$tracting at~acks,
which distract their attention from their ordinary work; It would also
save this.House from having to debate.time and again, a.question whioh->
however pure the motives of honourable members are and) am certain they
are~is occasionally bound to take a personal turn (applau,se).
·
·
Mr. President :, The question isT.hat the grant be reduced by Rs, 54,000with respect to the item. of Bs. 1,62,000- ·
Pa,y of Ministers.

.

·': . . . ,

,+:.

.:

.

The motion was lost:

Tbe Honourable,

Dr. Gokut

Chand. Narang,:

O:n ~ point

of · otder
by
party discipline from g!ltting up and speaking. · while the:' subject of our
salaries was under discussion; I spoke to our senior Minister and· clrew his
attep.tion to the most offensive remarks which one .of the honourable
members- made in Persian: about us.
··

I very much regret that I have to refer to this matte1;, I

tas' prevented

Khan Bahadur Sardar Habib. Ullah : May lkno;,
the, honourable member is
House?·

o.n' what motion
What is the· question be:fol'-e the
·

now speaking.

· The Honouahle, Dr. :Gokul Chand Narang,: . I

point of order, wb.ethei, certain-remarks

Iege.

·

aJ ~quiring

~
Bahadur
Sudar.Habib. Ullah : What p.civilege
?
.
.
The HonoliraWeDr. Gokul Chand,Narang-: The abuse
'

·.

.

.

.

by an honourable member of this House,

. Mr. President:
be taken

act ones.

.on

a

do JJ,Ot axqo.unt to 'an.ebuse Qfprivi·.
·
· . ·
·· · · ·
.

'

.

of,, privilege

lwa-nt.your ruling; Sir.
'

.

.

When a member abuses his privilege .objection should
·"'

The Honourable Dr~ Gokul Chand Narang1t In thecftrst

plac.e

the .

honourableinemben quoted some Rer,sian ver,se.sfrom Saa~dtandheperver.tecl
onconversed t.h~m to amt his purpose. T did, not catQp alOliat he Sl;l;id· and
within the last 7 or 10 minutes 1 ascertauied ftom-hi,111 thr.<>11gp. a,_'frieri:d'. art
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[Hon: Dr. Gokul Chand Narang.] '· ·
'·to .what he .has been .pleased to sai.and l·have got. the verses now before .
me. These verses are:~
· ·
· ··
·
; ,.,.

. . J:b.! J.~ .J, j ;!~ ~1,sd""7jf
1.}:b-~
~;JJ!/ r"I;
..
"·
.

'

~ 11 I;

Jl,._4L ..... IJ ~~~,...

,·

=~~ 4- ,.iv,!.-~j.~f Jt"".f
. ·i:.}

I submit this is not a language which any gentleman would tolerate Or·.
any gentleman would think of using· either here .or outside. this House· with:
impunity. This is not only an insult to .us ministers, but _it is an insult to
all members sitting on this side and to any government. en:iployee who has
not surrendered more of his pay than what he has already done, because
· everyone who is drawing only 10 per cent. less than his usual_pay·i!3~ accord- .
ing to thi1:1 gentleman · ~"" 4-; and he disregards his country and his
nation while'he is passing his time in luxury. ldo not want-to say anything.
further. I would o!llY say, that we earn every penny that we are receiving
as pay. ·_ WEfare not in possession of unearned wealth which came to
by·
the mere accident of birth. ·
,
Pr~sident: . 'I propose to look up the point 'and give my ruling
to-morrow.
_ · . _ .
._
· ·
·
· The Honourable. Dr. Gokul Chand Nar&11g :
eJ1:plained .
to you that I did not get up then because I "did not fully comprehend his
meaning., .Suppese he had talked: semething' in Latin .or,·Arabfo.; . I_t_is not
possible for us to comprehend the full meaning of- the: - remarks there
and then.
; , The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan ?,ioon =··.
~afresh y~~
memory. from the.fact that·on .one occasion you called
the Director
of Public Ina.ttuctio1;1 to. withd_raw his remarks 24 hours :after· he. had. made.
lus speech.__ Tlns gentl~Dlan had only used the .irords : th~t 'so aii~ so .w0is.
a, .snake hi the grass.
. ; . .: · _· . : · .
· - ·
· · ·

us

. .Mr.

I hav~ :

May I
upon

' Khan BahadurMian Abihad_-, Y~JChan Da~ltanJl:~

:¥Y.,~~~te~t~~n '.

is that the words are nQt at_ ~UobJ~~t1o~ble,_
., .
. .:
.
_.
~P~esid~t: . J . think. the . ~ords - a;Ei: .·obje<itioriabl~. ~ So

: . Mi.:

relying on the. precedent cited by th~}linister for' Education I ·call upon the.·.
honourablemember to withdraw them.
··
·. :pjr
Ali : . ;Have we "to fatke _your verdict as the objectionable
na.tu:te·of the words or the ver.dict of the Honourable Doctor 1· _: . : :• ". . '.
Mr. President: .Wliat .does .th.e. word_.._:,.;·& (hamiat) mean?
!Qian Bahadur Mimi"' Abniad y
Khan : Datdtarita"=· Those \~ho
consider the word ~~~- 4-, 9bj~tibnable do not _kp.o.w. J:'~rsi~
· . . .; ._,
Mr. President:: Will the hi>11ourable mem.ber translate it ? :
.
; . ·10:um Baliadur Mwi Ahmad .Yar, Khan Dal.llta:Q~:-~~ w<>i:d,~and. the word ~ , .... are frolll the same source which means. a -friend~ nie ·
.therefore means devoid of fellow~feeling. ' . '. /
.
'.the"-horiourabie member,- ~s~d .the: word .'~,day'! .
and . contended that· ,it -m~am: '.~ nigl).t·"· I would no_t agree -with bi:in. Wilt
he 'plea.Se withdraw that exp~ession°?
.
.
. .
.

.Ak.bar

tf

ar

word ~t:~
,: · Mr~ Preddent;. If
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, it. Ill~~}JS.. Bo,: I pqpe .that th(," honout'dble member wiU,witndraW' 1t:.(l\\'lth~ut .
any fnrtbe:i:· prevarication,
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J\ili :rulfug _is:lh~~ )he . expressi?n is obj~ti~~able,
.t~etefore, it. should'be wit~1tfwti; ;· ., . .
. . ,, .
. -- . : .

- ~' 'l{li~ Bah~d~t Mimi Alinia<i ,'Y~j(lian Da~ltana: ,:_A$:

fa?:.;'fl,S

,)':?~ flllill;t(is. COH¢.~P~~dlob(;lJ;lt and ~}tli~r~yjihe expressio11, .but. }··•am
not prepared to aocept:;y?u as my tutpr ~-Pe_rs1a.n.,- . · '?
. ' .: .. ,

,": ., <;:h11t1dbtj .Zllfpill,a, ,fat~ : l\f11y} 8cee~ _a·}i~tl~)it of gµidf1nce. ,I
undersfatnd tliat the 'honourable member who has Just sat down read out a
verse in. which a .oertaia expression was used which has been taken objection
to. Of course if it is objectionable it should not have been used, but what I
want ~dance about is that when a verse or a quotation is used Hke that,
is it to be literally interpreted as having been used with i:eference to honourable members by the honourable member using it ?
·!•
·
·
· Mr. President : It was expressly so used'.
Chaudhri

.

Zafrulla -Khan:

, I remember
reference Jo conditions in

that :the. l,ecretal'y .. of
State sometime ago with
Indiaused a quotation
saying that t.he caravan passes on and the dogs bark.....:.
The Honourable Dr.Gokul Chand Narang :. And he got back with
interest and compound interest in the Assembly.
i
'
Chaudhri Zafrulla Khan : As I said I merely seek guidance as
to whether quotations like this are unparliamentary,
President : The .honourable member is hypothetical.
. So no
ruling is called for.
:-.
·
Khan Bahadur lVlian Ahmad Y ar Khan DaultaQa · (Muhammadan,
Landholders) : I beg to mo:e·

•:

-

-:-··

Mr.

:.

. ·.

That the grant be reduced .by Re. 1 With~
Ministere,

.

. ·

·

·. ·

·.

·

l . ',

.·

to the item,ofRs. 1,79,650--Total
;

to discuss the present policy orGovemment in respect of lqcal bodies. I am
afraid I. cannot do justice to this motion without a lot :of plain speaking.
I have undertaken a very great responsibility by giv'ing notice of this
motion.
I have been a member of this House for the last few yeais,
and my. policy in the beginning was that of a communal member, but, as
you will agree, I, f01' the sake of this province, have given up that attitude
(hear, hear). Not that I am afrai<Lof anybody. · Whatever 1eannot
say on a platform or in the Press, it will be mean on my part to say here,
and whatever I say here I._ w.ill·_,Q.e ready -te E!t\'y,any• .time on the platfotm
or in the Press.
· ·
·
;

Mr. PresidenJ :
orders the honourable

I
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'l'hursday, 24th March 1932.
THE Council met at the Council Chamber ait 2
clock. : Mr. President in the chair.
. ·

P,M.

ofthe-

STARRED QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
·

~

Wo~10~0 EXPENDITURE ON

OANALS; ·

*1289. Khan Bahadur Sardar Habib Ullah : Will the Honourable
Revenue Member be pleased to lay on the table a eoniparative statement
_.showing the extent of reduction of working expenditure in various canals
in the various ,irrigation circles of the Punjab and give reasons for want of
adequate reduction on those canals where such expenditures· are not reduced?'
·
'
. The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hy•t Khan: A statement showingfigures of working expensesby canals 'and circles fo:r the current
year and the past two years is laid on the table. These :figures do not includeestablishment charges, as for the current year these charges are not availa.bleby canals and circles. Establishment charges form a r eparate grant in the
budget and are distributed pro rata a the end of the year.
All the canals. show adequate reduction since 1929t80 except Western.
Jumna, where certain urgent and unavoidable works ha~l to be carried· out.
during the current year. It will be realised that drastic reduction of
expenditure was carried out in 1980-81 as well as in 1981..82.
StatellllRmt. sMI.Ding working ezp~
Circle
. and Cina.I.

19.29-30•

Rs.

..

...

... .
........
.....

Dipalpur

E&Srern

..

......

lterozepore Cana.l
,.
..

,

( ezcl,uding ezst,ablisl,,- a,;.ges).
.. - '
1931-3.2
RJor1,gjr&,
Budget
1930-31.
(Revised).

Western Jumn& Canal
Ghagga.r Cit.n&ls
West.em Jumna Ca.nal Circle
Sirhind Cana.I Circle
Upper Bari Doa.b
Sidhn&i
••
Ohenab
Indua
Mu.za.ffe,rga,rh
..
Dera.jat
Lower Bari D0&b
Lower Chena.b
,•·•
Lower· Jhelum. C&ll&l
Sh&hpur Ca.na.ls
Lower Jhelum.. Circle
Upper Jhelum
Upper Ohen&b
Pe.kp&ttil.n
Ma.ilsi
'

......

-

....
...
....
......
.... '

,,

Rs.

Rs.

8,44,446
8,13,676
13,219
16,04.2
8,57,666
8,28,717
5,33,674
4,60,244
9,60,86.2
8,61,831 .
89,410
91,961
1,47,421
1,32,666
6,82,684
4,26,866
5180,839
6,14,040
'14,00,364
12,66,622
7,49,873 ~.911
·. 30,33,806
2.2,84,968
24,88,767
20,76,631
1,46,470
1,60,381
26,36,227
22,36,012
10,33,96() · ,10,77,600
13,06,169
12,27,648
8,37,049
6,60,616·
11,17,853
11,70,963
6,18,861
5,77,442
. 3,30,767
2,96,747
8,49,628
8,74,189
';

..

;

~~·

8,67,460·

8.81,4QO:
4,os,s20• ·
7,42,1001
66,960'
96,260 •
.2,71,890 !
3,68,.290
8,02,380 .
..
4,80,030
13,26,370'
. 9,66,800,
83,4()():
10,60,200,
6,30,100
6,70,.230
'
6,11,490 i *This
does'
ILDlOllllt
4,94,000*.'
not &OCOunt for the
· 4,39;806,
adjustment
of
1,6.2,834:
Rs. 7~09,370 from.
. ·. 6,02,640! . tlus He&d to " IMS •r

on &000unt of

--

.· Rllna.irs.

----- - ·-- ~- -·- --- -· .. - N;B.'""'The tl®res·iiliown in tli1s statement are exolusive of the wor~~
buted by the Jnclian St.a.tea.
• · · ·
· ...._. -..--
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THE AMOUNT OF REMISSIONS.

*1290.· Khan BahadurSardar Habib tJllah : Will the Honourable
.Bevenne Member be pleased to lay on the table a statement showing the total
revenue earned by the vatious canals of the province for· the. last four years
-ending with 1981, and also the amount of remissions both special and ordi-nary granted to the water rate payers living in areas irrigated by these
-eanals during these years ?
T;he Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander. Hyat' Khan : The
information has been called for from the local canal officers and will be sup::.Plied to the- honourable member as soon as received.
RETRENCHMENT Cb:MMI':t;TEE's REP.ORT.
*1291. Shaikh Faiz Muhammad: Will theHonourable Member for
:Finance kindly lay on the table a statement showing to what extent effect
.has been given to the recommendations of the Retrenchment Committee in
-various departments of the Government ?
.
_ The.Honourable Sir Henry Craik: Attention· is invited to the
zeplies given to starred questions Nos. 1089 and 1091.1
I

--

wARDEN

OF FISHERIES ..
the Honourable :Minister for

*1292. Shaikh Paiz Muha1Dmad
.. : Will

Agrictiltute ·kindly state-«
(a) if it is fact that.it has been decided to bring 'under reduction th-a '
post of Warden of Fisheries on the retirement of the present incumbent ·of
dihe post;
. . . .
. ..
.
· ·
(b) when the preMnt Warden of E1isheriesis due to retire ; ·.
(e) whether with the abo~tion of the post of Warden of Fisheries the
:J>Ost of Personal Assistant to the Watden will also be abolished '! If not,
' "<Why ?
·. " ;
' .'
,
..
The HonourableSardar Sir Jogcbidta Singh: (a) Ye11.
(b) 20th September 1982,
(c) No. He will he kept oil to sup~rv~ and ~~ect.
-'
CHAPRASIS OF D'.EPUTY COll!IMISSl'.ONEiRS,
*1293. Shaikh Faiz Muhammad:
thtrHonourable Member fOl'·
:.Bev.:enue , kindly sta-ttl-'c- .·,
.
.
:
. .
\(a) the number of chapresls which:eaoho~the deputy co~'ssion:t;i~S
of vmridils· districts m: the Punjab is allowed to employ for his
.
service;
..
. .
·
.
.
.
,(h) whether Government is aware of
fact .that in .districts
the deputy. commissioners a:w 9!:fs!>'- chairmen of th'EJ distritlt
boord.s a; ehiiprasi !)'f ,th'e district board concerned also series'
.
. th~ deputy e:ommissioner ;
-. ·.
.
(c) whether Go'v0rmne:nt· lias ever c'alcnihited.:the saving .in ~xpen'.cli1illl'e whio'h · ea.n be: ma.de by fadtioittg ., the number of cha pre.sis
"'iiowed to .the _d~puty eommisaioners ?
. .

a

..

Wili

too

:wb:ere
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The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan: (a) Three
Government ohaprasis.
(b) The practice is not uniform. In some of the di.stricts in whi~h
deputy commissionersare ex-offioio chairmen of the district boards a district
board ehaprasi also works for the deputy commissioner.
(e) The matter was fully considered by Government in 1922 and the
number of chaprasi for each deputy commissionerwas reduced from 4 to 8.
KASHMIR

AGITATION.

*1294~ Shaikh Faiz Muhammad: Will the Honourable Member for
:Finance be pleased to state the total cost up-to-date incurred by the Punjab
Government in connection with Kashmir agitation in the province'}
The Honeurable Sir Henry Craik: The attention of ~he honourable
:memberis invited to the reply given to part (a) of starred question No.1272.1
fLLIED MOVEMENTS.
*1295., ·Shaikh Faiz Muhammad : (a) · Will the Honourable Member
-for Finance kindly state the approximate cost incurred up-to-date in con·
neotion with picketing and other allied movements since the revival of civil
.disobedience movement;
(b) whether Government is considering the question of making the cost·
.of controlling civil disobedience movement a charge on the inhabitants of
places affected by it to be recovered in the form of a tax ?
·
.

PIOKETING

AND OTHER.

The Honourable Sir Henry Craik: (a) I regret it fa quiteimpossible to separate the cost. It is of course a fact that the revival of the civil
.disobedieneemovement has been one of the reasons why Government has
, found it impossible to disband the additional police. It is also obviously
.a direct cause of increasedjail expenditure, but I cannot give even an approxi.mate figure.
.'
(b)' The honourable member is no doubt aware of the powers conferred
by section 26 of Ordinance II of 1982 on local Governments.i , At present the
:manifestations of the civil disobedience movemsnt in the Punjab have. not
, been on such a scale as to necessitate the use of these powers. ·
·
Posr

OF TREASURER

AT DELm,

ETO. .

*1296. Lala Jyoti Prasad : Will the Honourable Fina.nee Member
please.state·
(a) if it is a fact that Government treasurer·of the treasuries of Delhi.
Gurgaonand Kamal diedsome time back; : ·
(b) whether it is a fact that one Lala Madho Parshad of Delhi has
been appointed by the Government to be the treasurer in charge
of these treasuries ;
(c) how many applioations
there were in all for fill.ing:up thevaicanoy
-.. -- --·~ -· ·- . ·- •• _,_____ -, , .. ,. '·' '·-, "." ' : _, ,.-.: ',' .:. .: . :· _ ;: '. t""• -r.~.. :
",: . ·.
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(d) whether it is a fact that some residents of Gurgaon and Karnah
"districts also applied for the posts in their respective districts;
(e) if so, the names of these applicants ;
(f) whether it is a fact that the Commissioner, Ambsle division;
recommended · residents of Gurgaon and Kamal districts for
the posts of treasurers in their own districts ;
·
(g) the reasons of the Government for not filing up the vacancy
in their respective districts from amongst the residents of thosedistricts;
(h) the reasons for the Government making the. present selection?
The Honourable Sir He:uryCraik: (a) Yes.
(b) A successor was appointed. by the Commissioner, Ambala division.,
in exercise of the authority vested in him.
(c) 30.
(d) Yes.

(e) Government does not consider that any public purpose would beserved by disclosing'the names of the unsuccessful applicants. .
(f) The appointment of treasurers rests with commissioners. of divisions.
(g) and (h) Do not arise.
A

FIRST CLASS MAGISTRATE'S

COURT FOR PANIPAT.

*1297. Lala Jyoti Prasad; (a) Will the Honourable Finance Mem~
ber please state whether it is a fact that two _petitions,one dated 18th Deeember 1981 and the other dated 17th February 1982, were submitted to HisExcellency the Governor by the inhabitants of Panipat and neighbouring
villages, through · their representative Thakur Laohbman Singh, requesting.
for the establishment of a :first class magistrate's court at Panipat (Kamal.
district)?
.
(b) If so, will he please lay copies of these petitions on the table?
(c) What action, if any, has been. taken by the Government on thesepetitions ?
.
.
(d) What is the opinion of the Deputy Commissioner, Kamal, and.
Commissioner,.A.mbala division, on the point if the matter has been referred,
to them?
·
Mr. C. C. Garbett (Chief Secretary): (a) Yes.
(b) Copiesof the petitions in questions are laid on the table.
.: (c) · The petitions have been referred to the local authorities for their.
opinion.
·
(d) Th~se have not been.received.
.

· PeJ,iUO'M, d,ateil, 18th De,ce;rrwer 1931 and 14th .February I9p2from .the iri,habitan'ta of tt,,k,ail'
.
.
Panipat to Bia E:,;cellency the G<ive'l"Mr.

(l)
We. the inhabitants of Panipaf and neighbouring villages, most humbly. and respeotfallybeg to bring the following to Your Excellency's notice for Your Excellency's favourable eonaidc,ration~·, · ·
.
(l) ThatP~pat ffl a big.commerica!_w,wn with O:_~uplati_?n of. about .thirtr-five thousa;nd'' ·
inhabitants. It 1s centrally &i;qated,and ·is ·11i big railway Junction , nnectisg.:
Rohtak and Jind, it has one hundred and eighty villa_ges attached to it.
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<2) That the First Class Magistrate, :who ,exclusively tries oriminal cases of ~
t.ahsil,
is holtling his court at Karna;!, at a distance of twenty-one miles from Pampat.
1(3) mhat for filing criminal oomplaints, "e,nd for defence, the· people have to travel a
longer distance, generally two or three days are spent in goip.g to or coming from
Karnal. It is very expensive for us the poor inhabitants totake our witnesses to
Kamal
,( 4) That dUJii,ng our absence to Karna]. Olli' oattle suffer greatly for want of care, and
that there is the constant danger of their being lifted away.
,(5) That the First Class Magistrate generally tries cases of cattle lifting. It is really
' very hard for the complainants, whose cattle are lifted, to bring on every hearing
their cattle first to Panipat and then to t.ake them by road to Karnal-a further
distance of 21 miles. This journey often costs us six or seven days, and causes
us untold misery and Inoonsenienoe,
1(6) That these grievances can be removed, by immediate transfer .of the seat of office
of the 1st class Magistrate (llaga Magistrate) from Kamal to Panipat.
;(7) That this change does not entail any extra expenditure on the Government; on the
other hand, it ·is a source of retrenchment in expenses. The Government shall
have to pay less travelling expenses, diet money allowances, eto., to witnesses
if this change is effected.
(8) That at Panipat there is a Sub.Judge'a Co,urt, consequently it has a strong' Bar,
and the public can have no difficulty in having efficient legal help.
(9) That a snrflable house as-court room could be rented at Panipat at a nominal rent.
We shall beever grateful to your Excellency, for this act of grace, an~ benevolence.

(2)
We, the undersigned inhabitants of the tahsil of Panipat, most humbly and respectfully
!!beg to bring ..to your.Excellency's kind- notice, that on the 18th December, 1931, :we addressed
ce.n ·appliication, signed by a large number of inhabitants of this place requesting your Excellency
-to -transfer the seat of office from Karna! to Panipat of the 1st class Magistrate (llaqa Magis·trate) who is exelusively'hearing and deciding criminal cases of police stations attached to this
tahsil.
.
'
I

.

'This transfer of seat 'does not enteil any extra expenditure on the Government ; on the
-other hand, it is a source of retrenchment in expenses. The Government shall have to pay less
.1;ravelling expenses, diet man~y. etc., to witnesses .if this change is effected. .
We the inhabitants of this tahsil are very poor; it is very expensive and inconvenient

!or us to take our witnesses to ;Karna!.

We hoP? that Your Exc.ell~ncy would very kindly give sympathetic ~earing to our case,
~-and wonld:k!indly,redress our-grievance at an early date. ·
•
We :iW.1dl he ever grateful to Your Excellency, for this act of grace an~ benevolence.
'

VERNACULAR MIDDLE EXAMINATION.

.

'

'

. *1298. Rai Bahadur Lala Sewak Ram : Will . the Honourable
-:Minister for Education please state what steps, if any, the department takes
.to assure that the examiners of the vernacular middle examination do not
\'USe the examination to push the sale of books by some particular authors
.to the detriment -of other alternative text books recognised by the department by asking questions from the books compiled by the former ?
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan Noon: Tli,e pape;r setter is
mvariably requested. to state at the foot of his question paper the particular
text books from which extracts have been taken by him· and the pages
,,of the text books in which those extracts are o be found. This enables the
Registrar to see that the questions set are nt>~ exclusively :from one book.
~n :ma;y be noted for the honourable member's information that no complaint
..of the nature referred to by'him has so f.ai"been received by the department.:..
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DISTRICT INBPE,OTORBIN .THE LAB:ORE DIVIl:HONr

*1299. Mr. Mukand Lal Puri: Will the Honourable Minister for
Education kindly stat&(a) the number of district inspectors and assistant district inspeotor'"
in the Lahore division, and how they are distributed a,mongst
the various communities ;

(b) whether it is a fact that out of thirty-seven such appointmentsonly four are held by Hindus;

(c) what is this disparity in the representation of various communities·
due to?

The Honoll!'able Malik Firoz Khan Noon; (a)
NUMBER OF DISTRICT INSPECTOkS.
I

NUMBER OF ASSISTANTDISTRICT
INSPECTORS.

.
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(b) Yes.
(c) Rural sympathies and not religion are tlie chief factors considered,
The honourable member should study the figures over the whole province, and he will find that
the Hindus are adequately represented. I have already supplied this in-·
formation in answer to a. question put by an honourable member on his.
benches. Taking the province bit by bit ma,y give quite a wrong impression.
. .to' those who do not know .

in making appointments to the district inspectorate.

DENOMINATIONAL SCHOOLS JN LAHOID; PIV~SIQN.

*1300. Mr. Mukand Lal Puri : Will the Honourable Minister for
Education please state(a) the number of denominational schools arranged according. to·
· communities in Lahore division;

(P) the number of students of variotW communities on the. roll of a.Ii:'
schools in the ,Lahore division ?
·
.

The :ijQnolQ'ableMalik fjroz fqian NQOn; The information is being.
ooll~t~, and will be supplied to the :P,onoµni,bl~ member when rf}ady~

STARR.ED QUESTI()NS
FEE

ANP ANSWERS.

CHARGED FOR VERNACUL.,ul. MIDDLE. EXAMINATION,

*-1301. Mr. Mukand Lal Puri : Will the Hoaonrahle Minister for
Education please state-

·

(a) the fee which is charged from each 'student by the department,
for the vernacular middle examination ;
· ·

(h) the fee which was charged from each stuq.e11t
·

for the anglo-vemaeular
abolished in 1904?

The Ho-.pµr11hlf3 ~~

Pf $.e University
peforE) it was.

middle examination

:firqJ KJi.- tJQg~ :
Fublw Sehool.

Private

qandidates..

eandi.il,J,~s.,

Rs ..

Rs.
(a) Vernacular candidates
Anglo-vernacular candidates ..

6
7

(b) Vernacular candidates
• ;.
Anglo-vernacular candidates •.

5

EXAMINERS

9
10

8

FOR THE VERNACULAR MIDDLE

6

io
EXAMINATIQ~;

*1302.· Mr. Mukand Lal Puri : Will the Honourable Minister for
Education please state-

·

·

(a) the total number of. examiner~ &J>:f!OWted b:y ~e qepa.rtmen.t for
the vernacular middle examination each year ;
(b) who selects and appoints these examiners ;
(o) what are the fees paid to each examiner and the approximate.:
number of papers which are sent to each ex8;lllliler?

The Honourable. Malik Firoz Khan Nc,qn: (a) The number of
examiners for marking papers varies with the number of candidates. In,
1932 it was 458.
·
(b) These examiners are selected by a board appointed: by the ministry
and are appointed by Director of Public Instruction, Punjab. ·
(c) The remuneration of each examiner is about Rs. 125; and the number·
of papers sent to him for marking is aproximately 500.
SCHOLARSHIPS

AND STIPENDS
~-SOLDIERS

,,

TO SONS OF AGRICULTURISTS

AND

IN }Jli.'ii'W Aµ:,

l

• .•

*1:ffla. Khan Sahib Captain Malik Muzaffar !Qian : Will theHonouraple l\µilist~r !or :&~ UCJ!,tion ltj.n4ly ijtate:(a) the total n'UPlber of sehelershipa and stipends awarded during
·
t:he ~urr~nt year by~ Governme:pt, Di~rict Bqwtl ~r Municipall
. Committ~es m t~e Mianwa.li d;is~ric~ to 1:!~~e'1t~ studying in:
· various schools in the district;

·--

-·----------------
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(b) how many of these scholarships or stipends have been given to
sons of agriculturists and e:e-milita.rym.en ?
. . The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan Noon : Information is being
-eolleeted and will be supplied to the honourable member when ready.
SPEOIAL ED'UOATION GRANT
TO MIANWALI . DISTRIOT BOARD.
.
.

*1304. Khan Sahib Captain Malik Muzaffar Khan : (a) Will

iiihe'Honourable Minister for Education kindly state if he has received any
:representation from the District Board of · Mia.nwalifor award of a special
:grant for purposes of education ;
·
(b) if answer to (a) is in the affirmative, what steps Government projpose to take in the matter ?
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan Noon:
(b) The matter is under consideration.

(a) Yes.

REMISSION OF LAND REVENUE TO GOVERNMENT TENANTS IN
MIANWALI- DISTRIOT.

*1305. Khan Sahib Captain Malik Muzaffar Khan : Will the
'Honourable Revenue Member kindly state- (a) the extent to which remission
-of land revenue has been given to the zamindars of Mianwali district for
the lckarif harvest ;
(b) whether any remission has been given to Government tenants and
:temporary cultivators in the district ;
(c) if answer to (b) is in the negative, the· reasons: for it;
(d) whether Government is prepared. to take up the question of relief
,to Government tenants at the next rabi harvest ? .
The' Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan: (a)
.Rupees 18,015 for kharif 1981.
(b} Yes; in certain oases.
(c) The reason for the differentiation is that in some cases no portion
.0f the rent is treated as land revenue.
(d) Government proposes to adopt similar principles in any case of
~eneral remissionof _land revenue in future.
SALE OF "INFERIOR LAND" BY TENDER AND AUOTION ON
LOWER BARI DoAB CANAL.

*1306. Pir Akbar .Ali
~dly

: · Will tlie Honourable Member for Revenue
~tate-::-.
·
(a) the tota.l area of" inferior land" sold by tenderand auction on
the Lower Bari Doab Qanal in 1925, 1927,arid 1928;
(b) · 'the total amount received. by ·Governmentas part· l>a.ym.ent of price
at the time' of the sale (zar peshgi) for each 'year separately ;
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·(c) the percentage of area. eultivated and matured. on those lands

separately for each year ;
·
(d) the total area confiscated owing to inability of .purehasers to pay
further inste.lments (figures for each of the three years may
kindly be separately given) ;
·
(e) what steps Government propose to take to relieve the situation
created thereby?
·
. Tlie Honourable CaptainSardar Sikander Hyat:·, Khan : (a)· and
•{b). The honourable member is referred to the answer given to starred
<question No. 9441;
·
· .
(o) I-regret the information is not available; no separate harvest records
are kept for these plots, and the trouble and time required to extract the information would be out of all proportion to its value.
(d) The whole area confiscated for breach of contract will be found in·
the answer quoted; Government has no information as to the inability of
purchasers to pay instalments.
, : . (e) Purchasers of 1925 have enjoyed .the use of Ian~ for five years at
least without paying anything but one-tenth of the purchase price plus
· :nominal rent. They have, in fact, paid 'far less than would have been paid
by tenants or lessees of temporary cultivation. Moreover,;:they were granted
, .generous concessionsin 1929 and are entitled to no further concessions.
In regard to purchasers of 1927 a~d 1928, orders ha,ve·issued recently
that purchasers of more than one rectangle whose lands were confiscated since
- January 1981 and have not been reallotted or resold, may be allowed on
, application to count all their payments, after deducting interest due, towards
the purchase of one rectangle,' fractions of rectangles not. being considered.
Any balance left in their favour should be allowed to be counted towards
· the purchase of a second or a third rectangle, as the case m~y be, on condition
· of the completion of the purchase thereof in instalments· already fixed.
These concessions have been made as an act of grace andnot in any way
. a recognition of any right of the defaulter.
' :
As a further act of grace, Government has foregone its rights under the
-contract to the balance 9£ the purchase money.
00NFISOATION

OF LAND SOLD BY TENDER

IN Bp:ANEWAL

TAHSIL.

*1307. Pir Akbar .Ali: Will the Honourable Member for Revenue
Lkindly state-· •·
(a) whether it is a fact that Biraj-ud-Din, Rahmatullah, and Abdullah
purchased 18 squares . of Government land· by tender in 1925
on the Lower Bari Doab Canal in ehak No. 11'~9/10 R., Khsnewal tahsil, and paid about Rs. 9,000 as advance money to
Government ;
;:
'
,
(b) whether it is a fact that no arrangements for irrigation were made
during the first year, and the said purchasers had _to leave the,
land uncultivated after staying there· for one year ;
1Volume
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(c) .whether it is a fact that they made several 'applications to offi- '
eers of. imga.tion 'and revenue department aboutib, 'but no,
steps were taken ttrremedy this st(!,te of a.ffa.ii's ; ·:
(ii) whether it is a fact that the land has remained: uncultivated
throtighout since then ;

r ,

(e) whether it is a fact that notwithstanding all this, the purchaser
have been made to pay malikana continuously oil the whole
area. during this period; and have so far paid about Rs. 2,250;
as malikana also;
·
·
{f) whether it is a fact that the land in question has now been' confiscated by Government owing to failure to pay the first instalment aftet the first five years of: graee;
(g) what steps have Government taken to remedy the wrong done in.
this case ;
(h) whether Government intends to return
them the amount received by way of advance and malikana with interest, or to
exchange their land with other land with proper. irrigation
arrangements and grant to· them fresh five years of grace on
the new area ?
· ·

to

The Honol.ll'able Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan : Enquiries
are being made· and the reply will be forwarded to the honourable mem. ber when ready.
PUBLlO

PROBEOUTOR IN AMBALA.

*1308. Lala Bhagat Ram : Will_ the . Honourable· Finance Membej:
be pleased to state-«

·

·

.·
'

(a) for how long there has been a Muhammadan

in · the AmbaJa.. district ;

·

public prosecutor
·
·

rb) whether it is a fact that there .are p,on-¥uhammadan
fully qualified on the list ;

candidate

(c) whether it is a fa.ct that the present public prosecutor is
.to retire;
·
·
·

about-

' (ii) whether the Government intends to consider the claims o~ nonMuha.:rbroadan communities in appointing his sueeessor; . . ,

to (,1) be in thQ negative, reeaonfor the same?
The
Honourable
Sir
Henry Craik: (a).. Since September 1909.
. ..
,. .
·.····
.
, (e) if the answer
-.

.

:

(b) Yes,,
(c) His present term expires on the Slat of August 1982.

all

(4) T4e claims of
qualified - ~~didat'3s·,
non-Muhammadan, will be considered.
,
(e) Does not arise.

wheth~r Muhammadan

or·
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WATER ALLOWED TO FRUIT GARDEN IN OH.AKN@.

120-G.B.
*1309. Mian' Nunillah·: With. reference to .the starred question- ·
No. 9781, clause (c), will the Honourable Revenue MembeJ;' kindly state(a) whether it is a fact that the owner of the garden is not gettingwater for his garden;
·\
·
(b) whether it is a fact that in new wara-bandi which has been sane-·
tioned on the 7th April 1981, by the Executive Engineer or
. the Lower Gugera division, he has not allowed any extre ,
water which was previously given to him for his garden ;
(o) if the reply is. in the affirmative, what are the reasons for eutting:
the water of the garden in new wara-b(J/ytdi, which the owner"
was getting for 9 yesrs ?

The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hy1tt Khan:
(b) No.
(c) Does not arise:

(a) No.

SYSTEM OF VOTING IN DISTRICT BO.ARDS.

*1310. Lala Chetan Anand : Will the Honourable Minister for Looa.r
Self- Government be pleased to state·
(a) if it is a. fact that in the election of vice-chairman of the Multan,
District Board, the old practice of double. voting still continues, although in the Multan Municipality and in other prominent local bodies, single voting system has been introduced;:
(b) if so, whether he intends to issue orders to.' all district boards
to introduce single voting system . for the election of the-·
vice-chairman ?
The Ho~outable Dr. Gokul Chand Narang: (a) Yes .
. (b) It is proposed to amend the rule in the matter s·b as to bring it in line with rule 78 (2) of the Municipal Election Rules, 1980.;:,
HONORARY.· EXTRA ASSISTANT COMMISSIONERS.

*1311. Lala Chetan Anand: Will the Honourable Finance Member·
be pleased to state·
·
(a)· the number of extra assistant commissioner candidates whosenames have been accepted and who are .working as honorary
extra assistant commissioners ;
··
(b) when the Government intends to make them paid extra assista.nt commissioners ? ·

Mr. C. C. Garbett (ChiPf Secretary)

: (a) 14.
· · (b) When their turns come round for appointments in the cadre in:
accordance with rules 18 and 19 of the. Punjab Civil Service (Executive·
Branch) · Rules.
1Volume
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EXTRA ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER CANDIDATES,

*1312. Lala Chetan Anancl: Will theHonourable Finance Member
me pleased to sta.te(a) whether it is a fa.ct that some candidates of extra assistant
commissionership of register O of 1929 are working
honorarily and are drawing no pa.y at present ;
(b) whether it is also a fa.ct that some candidates selected on register
A (II) in 1980 have been posted to regular vacancies and are
drawing pay ;
(o) if the answer to questions (a) and (b) are in the affirmative, the
reasons for this ?
Mr. C. C. Garbett {Chief Secretary): (a) and (b) Yes.
(o) Appoint:m,entsto the service are made in accordance with the rota-tion prescribed in rule 18 of the Punjab Civil Service (Executive Branch)
'Rules. Those candidates who are doing the training prescribed by rule 28
,at their own expense are doing so voluntarily.
TUBERCULAR PRISONERS AND CIVIL DISOBEDIENCE PRISONERS
IN .NEW CENTRAL JAIL, MULTAN.

*1313. Lala Chetan Anand : Will the Honourble Fina.nee Member
ibe pleased to state··
(a) whether it is a fact that tubercular prisoners have been located
in new Central Jail, Multan;
(b) how many tubercular prisoners are there in this jail;
(c) whether the Government has issued orders to send A and B class
prisoners (civil disobedience movement) to the new Central
Jail, Multan;
(ifJ whether some representation has been made by such prisoners
not to locate them in the vicinity of tubercular prisoners ;
(e) whether the Government intends to locate tubercular prisoners
in some separate jail as was done previously ?
The Honourable Sir Henry Craik: (a) Yes.
(b) On the Brd February 1982 the numberwas 118.
(o) Yes, some A and B class prisoners are being sent there, but there is
mo possibility of contact between them and the tubercular prisoners. The
Jatter are kept in an entirely separate encolsure,
(d) No.

,

(e) This question is under consideration.
SUPPLY OF WRITING MATERIAL TO

B

OLASS PBISQNERS,

*1314. Lala Chetan Anand : Will the Honourable Finance Member

:.be pleased to state(a) whether B olass prisoners are allowed the use of writing·ma.terial
in the jail;
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(b) if the answer to (a) be in the negative, whether the Government.
intends to order the supply of writing material to such
prisoners?
The Honourable Sir Henry Craik: (a) Yes, for the purpose of~
writing letters only.

· (b) Government do not propose
to extend
the privilege for other pur-.
.

poses.

AGRICULTURISTS

AS PUBLIC

PROSECUTORS.

*1315. Thakur Pancham Chand : Will the Honourable FinanceMember be pleased to state( a) how many agriculturist public prosecutors there are at present
of each community i.e., Hindus, Muhammadans and Sikhsand what proportionthey bear to the tota~ number;
(b) how many candidates for public prosecutorship there are in Am-·
bala and· Kamal districts, and how many of them are agrieulturists;
(o) whether the Government intends to consider. the claims of agriculturists in the oases of new appointments,
Ambala and Kamal districts ?

especially in the,

The Honourable Sir Henry Craik :Total number
of public

yrosecr.1,tors.

(a) Hindus
Muhammadans
Sikhs

Number of agri- Percentage
of agricul-·
culturists.

· turists..

1

18
18

9
None.

8

Number of carul,i<l,ates
for public prosecu-

7•7
69•2
Nil.

%
%

Number of
agriculturists~

torship.
(b) Ambala

6

Kamal

4

2
2

(o) Yes.
ENCOURAGEMENT TO SPINNING INDUSTRY.

*1316. Lala Bhagat Ram : Will the Honourable Minister for Local!
Self-Government be pleased to state(a) whetp.er the attention of the Government ha$' been drawn to thereport of the work of the All-India Sp:irµiers''.A.ssociation;
(b) whether the. Govenim.ent is awe.re that some municipalities and
big towns in India, e.g., Karachi, have taken. steps to encourage hand-spun and h.@cJ~'!o_v~n cloth by foregoing ootroi.
duties;
·
-·
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.
(e) whether the Government intends to encourage snoh industry in
the Punjab by taking steps mentioned in (b) or in other
ways?
The Honourable Dr. Gckul Chand Narang: (a) No.
(b) Government have no information.
(o) Exemption from oetroi ·(or terminal tax) is a ~attar primarily for
.Ioeal bodies to consider in the first instance. Government have already sane· tioned the proposed exemption in the case of the Municipality of Bawal, pindi.
TowERS

IN MANDI HYDRo-ELECTilio

BOHEME.

Malak :

*1317. Mr. Muhammad Din
With reference to the reply
to starred question No. 10641, will. the Honourable Minister for Local
~;Self-Government please(a) state the nature of the suitable action taken against the contractors who 'were responsible for executing bad work ;
(b) state as to why no similar action was taken against the officers
and subordinates whose duty it was to supervise the work
in question; and
(c) lay on the table at least the conclusions arrived at by the officers
appointed to check and examine the execution of the
towers?
The Honourable Dr. Gokul Chand Naiang: (a) The contractors
-were required to pay a certain sum per tower along the route in question and
·iq give a guarantee of replacement free of charge to Government in the event
,-Of a tower collapsing.
..
(b) No disciplinary action 'in regard to any officer or subordinate was
. considered necessary.
· · ·
·
(c) The only conclusion of importance has already been stated in replymg to starred ·question 1064.1
Hasns

OF DEPARTMENTS IN JULLUNDUR DISTRICT.

*1318. Guru Jaswant Singh:

Will the· -Honourable -the Finance
:Member be pleased to state(a) whether it is a fa.ct that the Deputy Commissioner, Superintendent of Police, District and Sessions Judge, Assistant Director
of Agriculture and o~her heads 0£ departments in the Jullund ur district are :Muslims ;
(b) if the reply po (a) is~ the affinna.tf~e, wb.e~her Gov~ririnent propose to rep1a.ce som:~ of them: by o'fffoers b'elo:rigil:tg · to other
oommuriifies ?
C.
Ga'.rtiijft(Ob'iif S~rMary): (a) No.
(b}'
1

:Mr.

t:

Do~s riot a~isi'. -~ "'·-

,
'Pa.ge 26

ante.

,

~-·,

.

6B7
UNPARLIAMENTARY

EXPRESSIONS, -

POINT OF ORDER.

Mr. President: Gentlemen, yesterday afternoon, when Dr. Gokul
Chand Narang, took exception to the disorderly words used by the representativeof the Muhammadan Landholders, I expressedtheview that the
-objection was too late and proposed that, after· considering the point, I
would give my ruling to-day. · However the Honourable Malik Firoz Khan
the Education.Minister, intervened. - He said:·
'

May I refresh your memory from the fact that on one- occasion you called upon the
Director of Public Instruction to withdraw his remarks 24 hours after he had
ma.de his speeoh.
·- ·

Probably the Report of the printed proceedings we.s not before him,
-otherwise he would not have made the suggestion.
However, relying
-on his suggestion I allowed the objection and called upon the gentleman
concerned to withdraw the words objected to which he did.
On referring
·to the parliamentary practice I find that the objection was too late. · I .
,do not wish to recall what was done yesterday.
That is finished and over,
but I do wish to guard against such belated objections in future.
Gentlemen, the parliamentary practice on the_ point is :
When disorderly words are used by a member in debate, notice should be immediately
· ·
taken of the words objected to *
*
*
* ._ -, The Commons
have agreed that when any member had spokep between;' no words which lied
passed before could be taken notice of.

':Then further .onWh,en objection was taken to words, after a question: put from the chair, it was ruled
to be too late. Thill rule a.pplies.,.if thei member is permitted to eontinnehis
ti;ptiech without interruption * _ _
•
* -. _
lriuµediate
tb'the chitir is the lllost effective mode of d~alirig with o~e:iJ.sive

.-,, . _ ,:i:J1.!~irit

* ·- . -,

_ . The 'Honourable l>.t. GokulChand Naraog: If a .member in the
.House of Commons uses unparliamentary words in - Greek, what would
.happen ?
Mt.,Presideut: In Commons members address the House in English,
but. occasionally they use the current phrases of foreign )aiiguages, which
..are generally understood.
::
.
. The Hon~utable Dt. Gokul Chand Narang: Suppose an honourable
:member remarks in Persian or Sanskrit: :
:
_
Mi-. President : · Some members of this House dd:; not understand
-even Urdu.
Almost .: half of them do not u:nd~rstat.d English.
in fa-ct there is no· language which can 'be said to be generally understood
in this House.
The Honourable Dr. Gokul Chand Narang:
Therefore, the parliamentary practice should not be followed in this connection, .
. M,.. l'rfiUjiclent: The parliamentary practice has . the sanction of
_1C&nturies behind it..
·
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan Noon: Sir, ydur ruling is that
iin future->
President : . No explanation or speech is needed,
The Honolital,,lt,·Malik- Firoz Kh~ Noir!t: Sit; t was only trying
Ito understand your ruling properly· ·
·

Mt~·

_____

1

..;.;_
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Mr. President : The Honourable Minister may read the proceedings, .
when they are printed:
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan Noon: I made that statement .
on the instructions which the Director of Public Instruction gave ~e.
Mr. President : The printed proceedings are before me. A remark .
made by the Director of Public Instruction was considered objectionable...
Next day Mr. Din Muhammad invited the attention of the Chair to it.
Captain Sikander Hyat Khan was very anxious to have the point taken up•.
I said
Is it

th~

not too late to call upon the honourable. member to-da.y to withdraw
ex- ..
press.ion ? This point ought to have been raised yesterday ·aa soon as the .
expression was used in the House.
·

And instead of calling upon the Director of Public Instruction to withdraw the words said to be disorderly, I requested Mr. Manohar Lal, the then.
Education Minister, to intervene and put an end to the unpleasant dis-oussion.
·
DEMANDS FOR GRANTS.
GRANT FOR

GENERAL :ADMINISTRATION (TRANSFERRED).

Khan Bahadur Miao Ahmad Yar Khan Daultana (Muhammadan,,.,
Landholders): Sir, I said yesterday that I have taken a great responsibility upon my shoulders by having moved this motion. Sometimes to
serve one's own country one has to say certain· things which are not very ·
pleasant. . But, I assure all the honourable members that whatever I.
will say it will be in a very :flliendly spirit and not in the spirit of hostility ..
And it is the patriotic motive that has prompted me to discuss this very·
unpleasant question on the floor of this House to-day. I am not.going to.
discuss the question in detail. I am only going to discuss the bare principles .
of this question. And before I do so I must draw the attention of theHouse to the impression prevailing in the minds of the public at large which
is gaining ground daily. This is about the policy of our present Government.
in respect of local bodies and the Honourable Minister for whom I have .
regard, and who is now responsible for the department.
There are three classes of people in this country. Firstly the men In,
the street, and I had an opportunity of hearing .what they thought of the-policy, the present policy, of the Honourable Minister,
They say that
the Minister, I should not agree with them, is· dancing to the tune of the·
bureaucracy. Let me tell him what the man in the street thinks of him-«
~S' ~t-; ,,~, s: J:" 1:Jl,-~ Y.v.- ·} er

4> .u4;u; IJ.:.. Ji:.. ,5 4+:i£i ~

JJ

I hope this is 'not objectionable'. (Laughter). · The' ordinary man· in thestreet says that the Honourable Minister is only playing in the hands' of the·
Government and that he does not take the trouble of thinking about the.
consequence of his certain.action.
Then we have got the intelligentsia. What do they say ? _ They saythis that the Honourable Minister was a· great nationalist in the ·Congress;
sense of the word before he came to our Cabinet, and that he was. a great.
worker of the Congress.
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The Congress,I think, voluntarily abdicated in favour:?f the Hindu Maha
.Sabha so far as the Hindu minority provinces were concerned 'in general
and the Punjab in particular. Either the policy of the Congress did not
.suit the Hindus of such provinces, or the Oongressfound Punjab impossible
for them to mange for the reasons tµat majority communities in theseprovinces did not like the change of masters and considered it a change for
.the worse.
•'-!,
When the Congress found that they had absolutely no hopes in thePunjab, they had to devise certain other means as a matter of conveniencerather than ci. conviction to. achieve their object. It is said that when a.
Congressman is unable to do anything to weaken the prestige of Government
he will ·try to befriend the Government just as a weak flood of water
kisses the feet of a fort
to weaken
its foundations. Of course
that is what a.
•
.
.
1.
man of the world will do. Though many of us do not know, the HonourableMinister is a very shrewd politician and a statesman too. It is said, hebelieved that he would be doing a greater service to the cd.use ofthe Congress.
by joining the Treasury Benches than he would be able to do from the Congress
platform. (Interruption). I think the great success df the Congressman
in the Punjab is not to stand up against the Govermnent but to reducethe number of friends of Gov·ernment or rather to turn their active loyalty ,
to passive loyalty. I am not sure whether this is the attitude of the Honourable Minister, but this much is certain that he has very/ well succeeded in
giving loyalists and the supporters and .friends ofl . Government an
impression that the Government are not reliable, an~ are bad judges of
men. And that they can be fooled by 'their enemies who in order to serve
their purpose come over to them and they, the later, in order to please their
enemies> join them in weakening their friends by fair nieans or otherwise.
_I shall tell you presently.why I agree with this point of ~iew.
,

The Honourable Dr. Go)qd Chand Narang : May I raise a point
, of order 2 I . .do not mind being tom to pieces either. ~n the floor .of this
House or in the Bradlaugh Hall or anywhere else in ~y Hindu, Bikh or
Muslim gathering. I am prepared to receive blows and if possible to :retum
them if the occasion requires. But I should like to raise a question of
principle no,v. Is it permissible for an honourable member of this Houseto defame another honourable member in the cloak of ~pressing the v~ews
of the man in the street or the intelligentsia with who*1 that . honourable,
member says he has come in contact ? If he has. got the courage he may
say that these are his views and that he is prepared to 'substantiate them.
I do not think it is proper for him to take shelter under some nebulous·
personalities whom it is impossible for me to get at lor:. arr explanation or
for exchange of co~tesies;
(
Khan Bahadur Mian Ahmad Yar Khan Daultana: I was just
going to say what my own idea is and to explain why ,I hold these views..
I· am sorry to. say that when we 'have got· to discuss si;ich facts sometimes ·
communalism is bound to come in. I believe when ~e, Hindus, Muslims
or even Englishmen talk of non-eommunalism, we invariably play the·
hypocrite. We have got a majority of Muslims in this province, and what·
ever the institutions keie, may they. be local bodies or the local Council;
the Muslim, element must preponderate.
This is quite ;natural.
0
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Now, local bodies are the training ground for people to achieve or
.:at least a ladder to attain swaraj. I am not prepared for a· moment to
'believe that if the Punjab is unfit for swara] other provinces are in any
-way :fit. What I believe is this, that if there is any province which has
earned and achieved fitness for any advancement, it is the Punjab and
'Punjab alone (hear, hear). Other provinces come in only afterwards. The
reason why I believe the Honourable Minister has succeeded in reducing
.the number of friends· of Government is this that in the Punjab we have
.got in the municipalities, a majority of Muslims who support Government
and consequently the elected office bearers of those municipalities must
be Muslims. I have alteady said that if the Punjab is considered by the
Ministry of Local Self-Govetnment unfit for self-government other provinces have 'no claim for it. If the Punjab is unfit to run its local bodies,
I am sure that the ability of other provinces to run their local bodies is 'fiery
much less. But, how is it that we hear so much against the administra-tion of local bodies here while we hear nothing about the mal-administration
-Qf local bodies in other provinces, excepting their anti-Govern:Qlent and
pro-Congress tendencies. I have not heard of any provincial Government
'being so keen about. reforms in loeal bodies as the Punjab Government is.
"Either the Punjab .Government is over-zealous or there is greater corruption
in the· Punjab than elsewhere. This is the proposition which I propose
-to discuss. But before I come to the subject proper, I must say why I
blame the Government along with the Honourable Minister. After
all it is a transferred subject which is under the charge of the Honourable
Minister and the position of Government should only be that of an adviser
.and hence it is the Minister who should be oriticised for his policy and not
-the whole Government. If I critic,jse the Govetnment as a whole it is
because, as we all know the' real mainstay_ of our ministers in this House is
:not that bloo or this bloc but the officialbtoe,
, The Honourable Malik FU"oz Khan Noon : If the honourable
member likes he may bring in a motion for censure. ''
·
Khan Bahadur Mian Ahmad Yar Khan Daultana : I am prepared
to bring in a motion of censure even to-morrow if the official bloc is prepared to refrain from voting either way. Why go far ? On the 29th March
we have got a resolution against which the Honourable Mini!Jter for Education
is working day and night to canvass votes. We shall see if he is able to get
-the resolution rejected without officialand nominated votes. I . repeat with
all the emphasis at my command that the existence of our ministers is entirely
dependent on the offidial bloc. · Without that bloc this ministry cannot stand
:.f<>r twenty-four boors.
Mr. President : The motion · before the House is intended to discuss
the policy of the Honourable Minister for Local Self-Government. The
honourable member is discussing a different matter.
,.
Khan Bahadur Mian Ahmad Yar Khan Daultana : I was saying
. why I blamed the Government as a whole. I have said enough on the subject and I shall not, therefore; roam at large any more.
Before I begin to discuss the general principles of this question I would
.in a brief w:ay narrate the history .of local bodies in this province. The
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EStitution started with Lord Ripon when we had nbn-offioia.] chairmen
for nnmioipalities-for over half a century ago. But soon.atter, that privilege
· was withdrawn. Then came the Minto-Morley Reft>rm~. The •· distriot
officers were always reluctant in giving up their poaition'as the official chair- men of these local bodies. Attar the Punjab disturbances there was a reaction and upheaval and the deputy oonrnlssioaera found it very unpleasant
:df not diffieult to go and preside over the meetings of m'mioipal committees
like those of Lahore and Amritsai·. The illustrious ·ministry then ineharga
.. of Local Self-Government came to their rescue. (Int~rruption). Anyhow
non-official chairmen replaced the official chairmer with the introduction
·, of the Montford Reforms. Till 1927, if you read the annual reports on local
bodies you will find that they were administered very satisfactorily, and the
-ministers had effective control over the:n. From 192l to 1927 vte had a
· very efficient control by the ministry over the local 'bodies. Now, there
-· must be something really very wrong with the whole ofjhis province. for,
suddenly from 1927 the whole of the administration of local bodies began
to be corrupt. I really cannot understand how this came about. My only
-conclusion is that since 1927 the Minister did not care what happened to
-:;the local bodies and only played with his fiddle even if the cities were being
.burnt.
Mr. P.resident: I again remind the honourable member that the
· motion before the House relates to the policy of the Miaj.ster for Local Self···..Government ?
'·
Kit.an Bahadur Mian A 1.uiatl Yar Khan Daultaha: I am' coming
to that subject, Sir. I want to deal with this questi<>n at some length.
· That is why I ant going into the history of the administration of local bodies.
~.My question is how the administration which was so good, so admirable from
1921 to 1927 suddenly became so bad and intolerable .. I think the Hindu
Maha. Sabha pact with the Government after the ganeri1.l elections in 1926
···made Government very strong and they decided to please their enemies
-even at the cost of their friends as we were only considered incapable of being
· troublesome.
·
I am not an admirer of the administration of local bodies. It is n0b
: by any means an ideal administration.
But when I say.that no department
. of Government is being run as it ought to, I go a step :l!nrther and say that
not even a private institution is free from corruption. What is sauce for the
-, goose is 'sauce for the gander. I ®,nnot blame the looal bodies for being
. corrupt when corruption prevails even in the. so-called: efficiently managed
.: -departmenta of Government. I for. one cannot accept that··the· administraiiion of the local bodies is more corrupt than that of Govepunent departments
.1 or private institutions.
The only thing is t_hat there is: official Mew which
'keeps all the rats quiet. We in this country have had responsible institutions only for over half a cantnry and if yon read the history of any nation
in the world, I am sure yon will find that the first 50 J1r 60 yea.rs of their
responsible Government was much worse than it is in this country to-day.
I will not blame my country for communa.lism. Read the history of
England. Wha.t about the quarrels between Prote~tants and Roman
Catholics. Were they not far worse than those of the Hindus and Mnham__ma.dans in this country ? This happens everywhere in ~he beginning. The
<l2
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only difficulty is that we have been kept out of it for long and now .we are:
only being placed in the first standard of the primary while much younger:
people than ourselves have passed their final degree examinations.
This is .
· why we come into contrast with other countries. If the administration of our ·
local bodies is corrupt, I think corruption prevails everywhere. Why talk of
provincial autonomy and responsibility in the centre if you are not able- ·
. enough to govern your local bodies. If we are not able to govern our local.
bodies we are absolutely unfit to have provincial autonomy not only in the-·
· Punjab but more so in other provinces. Do not talk of-responsibility in the-:
centre. If you are able to govern India as a whole as our friends say and if
we are able to administer our provinces efficiently, surely we must be able··
to govern our local bodies and if we are not able to do one, we are not able
to do the other. Taking the conditions of this country as they are, I would
compare the whole constitution to a house, res f onsibility at the centre to the· ·
ro"of, provincial autonomy to the walls and local bodies to the foundation.
I do not want a wall without foundation and i do not want a roof without
walls.
I went walls with good foundation and a roof above. I believe- ·
that all these are essentials and interdependent on each other.
I have had no experience of working in a municipality of this province •.
At first I thought. that the question about ministers' salary would take up
the whole of our time and I might not have to move this motion. But
suddenly I found that this task was to le performed, So I went to one· ·
member who is serving in the Lahore Municipal Committee and discussed
the question with him. I was told that during the time when an official'.:
was the chairman of the municipality there were many defects, and greattir ·
corruption which :filled the pockets of his favourites and no one dare raise a .
finger against him. There are about 49 instances and I do not propose to
take the valuable time of this House by giving them all to you. But I will ·
just say a few. I understand that no note of actions taken under section
86 was kept when there was an official chairman •. Secondly, the schedule
of buildings, showing areas on certain roads, in the civil station never got the
commissioner's assent as it was required under section 198, explanation 2·
·
·
0f Punjab Municipal Act..
Diwan Bahadur Raja Narendra Nath : Is the honourable member
discussing the· Dobson Report ? ·
·
·
Khan Bahadur Mian Al mad Yer lhin Daµlt&Aa :, I am n~t dis··
cussing that · report. · I am speaking of what happened when. the official
chairman was there.
I am giving instances of the actions
the. local
bodies. I understand that no thora or projection rules were ever made and..
that a great majority of tharas were constructed when we had an official:
cbairman. Register No. 84 showing lands under or' vested in the committee· was never started till the Government auditor pointed it out in 1~18. The ·
local bodies were jagirs · of deputy commissioners and s.ources . of _])ocket
money to their favourite smaller officials. .T,hen we have got a section in the Municipal Act that all constructions estimated above Rs. 5,000 require
Governme~t sanction, T.qe .other day an honourable member while discussing: the budget. genera]J.y made a. few remarks about a hospital that was
: , constructed. by the municipality.
I enquired what was .the real state · of
affairs'. I was .told that His Excellen_cy the Gove¢0r along with. certain .
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,.. officialswen:t and laid the foundation stone of that hospital. S:> far as the
,locality is concerned we cannot say a word. If action is to. be taken against
the municipality, why not take action against the Director of Public Health
··who selected the site ? If we are going to take action against the municipality, why should we not take action against the Ohief Engineer and the
Executive Engineer who scrutinised: the plans and estim~tes ? If we are
,-going to take action against the municipality, why should we not take action
~ against the Eseeutive Elnginaar, Public ·He1lt".i Circle, wh~ prepared the
, plans and gave instructions ? If we are going to take action against the·
: municipality, wily should wa not take action against the Daputy Oommissioner and Commissionerof Lahore who visited the hospital half a dozen
, times while it was under eonatructior ? If we are going to take action
against the municipality, what action did the Govermne:it of India take
. against the officer who was 'responsible for the Asse'l!hly Chamber in New
. Delhi where His Excellency the C)::rr:n1nier-in-Cheifhad a i;l'.trrow escape at '
; the opening ceremony, I understand th'.tt all the eaerosehmenta and arrears
· which are now on _the registers or the municipality, at least 80 par cant. of
, them, were left as a legacy by official chairmm to his noa-offieialsuccessors.
I also enquired whether there ware any instances which were to the credit
of non-officialchairmen. I was told about the seaadal W;ith regard to the
cheap grain shops started in Lahore when there was fa.min~ during the time
.. of the official chairman and put right by the non-official~hairm'lin, It was
the non-official chairman who enriched the municipality with thousands of
:rupees as refund for the eaoroaohments outside Shahalmi Gate. I have
.. ~!ready said that I am not an admirer of the administration 9f our local bodies.
Let us find out whether people as they are, are truly represented on them,
or not. I say, yes. The minister nominates several members on the local
i bodies and if you scrutinise the list you will find that the members nominated
rby .the Government are in no way superior, if not very inferior, to .those
elected by the public. So we are led to one issue, that is; that we are not·
, sufficiently capable or efficient to run our manicipalities.i I have nothing'
to say about the Minister. But I have to say this. If we are unable to run
. our municipalities and district boards, we are absolutely unable to have1 provincial autonomy anywhere in this country or the slightest responsibility. in the centre, and that all we have got must be withdrawn forthwith. If r
. it is admitted by the Honourable Minister that we are not':fi.t for provincial,
. autonomy or responsibility at the centre, then I will absolutely welcome-!
the officialcontrol in place of the non-officialcontrol. What about Punjab
·- Government memorandum to the Simon Commission ? 'l'he Raja Sahib
.(Raja Narendra Natb).will agree with me that the Punjab is fit for self-gov·
-ernment, He was my guardian when I was under court qf wards and I ·
" owe him a lot. He gave me first lessonsin patriotism, H~ said in 1920-
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· I hope Raja Sahib will raise a . great ' ghogha l# 1.- · at ;this attitude of
-Government, If the Honourable Minister tells me that 'we are going to
have official control everywhere from local bodies right upto the central
Government, I will welcome his policy, I will be his admirer. I have dis·
-eussed the attitude of Government towards the local bodiesand I think.th~ts
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the tendency of the.present Government is to replace the non-offieial control.
by official control. Why I say so .is this. There are three factors. One is .
the Execubive Officers' Act.
, . Mr. President: Is the honourable member in orderin discussing the
policy of an Aet whieh is law for the time being and the repeal or amendment •
of which is not under discussion ?
Khan Bahadur Mian Ahmad Yar Khan Daultana. I am here to
discuss the policy of Government, and if I cannot discuss the actions of·
·
Government I do not know what else I can dis31". M,
cuss.
Mr., President : , The honourable member is- welcome to dicuss and' .
criticise the actions ·of Government but be should-not criticise the provisions
of an Act which is not under discussion.
. Kh&JJ. Bahadur Mien Ahmad Yar Khan Daultana: I am not go--ing to discuss the I rovisions of the Ac.t, but I am going to discuss the. under--lying principle of tl.is .Act which determines the policy of the Government.
in respect of local bodies, As far as I am concerned, I do not think that the
appointment of an. executive officer is a bad thing, but I think that it is,
agll,inst the present day tendencies to replace non-official control by official
control. When Sir Fazl-i-Husain wanted to bring this Bill into the Council,..
he asked my opinion. Re was a responsible minister, he took a junior
member. like myself into his confidence and I told him that I was against it
but if he wanted me to vote for the Bill I would be prepared to do so. (Laughter).-I had confidence in him and I followed him blindly. I think it will take the
present Ministers of Government their whole age to make me follow .them
blindly. Then, our present Minister for Education wanted to bring this.
Bill. He did not consult me, but I told him that I would oppose him. He
was not so stubborn and then he kept it aside. My position has been very
consistent from tl.e beginning to the end. As a member I would not object .
to the appointment of an executive officer but the fear that was expressed
by the members of my party was that we were going to place the appoint-»
ment of the executive officer into the hands of the Government and the ..
official .benohes then laughed. What happened ? Ras not what we said
proved correct ? The Honourable Minister may make very excellent appointments of local officers but as an elected and responsible member I w.ill never ·
tolerate that. We must judge the form of Government by its general ten- ·
dency and not by happy accidents. Even despotism has happy accidents r :
yet I am not disposed to abolish all constitutional, checks and to place an.
absolute master over us and to take our chances whether he may be a
Caligula 01· a Marcus Aurelius.
.
Now, a word about. the Dobson Report. l do not object to it. I welcome it,
·
· '
·
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but if'you are going to institute an inquiry against municipalities why not institute inquiry against the various departments of Government and against
Honourable Ministers' and if there is an inquiry committee to inquire into the .
canduct of .Honcurable Ministers I assure you, we will get a much worsezepol't;than that of the Dobson Committee.
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Mr~ Manohar Lal : Which conduct ?
Khan Bahadur Miao Ahmad Yar Khan Daultana: Their offi.ciaJ
conduct and not their private conduct. The. last and not the least is theBill which was introduced in this House a few days ago. The Bill may be'
accepted or rejected or improved upon by this House and that would be theattitude of this House towards the local bodies, but as liar as the attitudeof the local Government is concerned we must judge it fr6m -ihe Bill ·as presented before this House. It will be wasting the time iof the Council if I
say anything about the Bill. It is transparent. rhat Bill again places limitations on the rights of men, You have given us a thin~ and now you aregoing to take it back. I will change my opinion about t]ie Congressand theAhrars; who are fighting to obtain from Government 'fhat they have not
already' got and which it is doubtful if they will get, if they would organize·
themselves to keep what the Government has already given to the country•.
If they would give up picketing liquor shops and foreign cloth shops with.
the object of obtaining more reforms and make instead 'an organized effortto safeguard and 'protect the rights which we enjoy af.present but which
are being taken away from us, I would consider them more patriotic and
honest, and I am sure that the whole province with the possibleexeepfion
of the Hindu Sabha will appreciate their efforts. If they give up their present
pursuit for further reforms and decide to picket the exec#tive officers when
appointed, I for one will join their movement and _give, my whole-hearted
support regardless of consequences,as I believe that it is more in the interest
of the country to keep intact what we have already got than to make wild
efforts for obtaining more. I should reserve and utilize all my energies for
the consolidation of my possessionsrather than making attempts at further
annexations. The moment you abate anything from the full rights of
men and place certain artificial or positive limitations on, those rights from
that very moment the whole organization of Government becomes a eonsideration of conveniencewhich is very very dangerous, ·
Mr. P. Marsden: Is not 'Government itself a limitation?
Khan Bahadur Mian Ahmad Yar Khan Daultan~ : Government is~
a big limitation and we have got something from that limi~~tion and i,f they·
place a limitation over what we have got it will be highly. impolitic and un-.
statesmanlike. It is said that we were given power in local bodies a few·
years ago and that we have proved unfit. Supposing we go to Government,
~o-morrow,and say that they raised the ahiana few years ago when prices WP.??·
high but as the prices have gone vezy much low now they are not· entitled,
to charge that rate and we'-cannot pay them at that rate/ · If we place that.
limitation on their rights what would happen ? If lin:µtationsare placed.
on my rights I should be entitled to place limitations-on their. rights.. I will
again request theHonourableM.inisterthatin order to cnr~:a patient his head
should not be cut off and he should not be murdered in o:iider to diseet. L
cannot but rep~t the famous verse of Rafi-;.
,}

~Li 46~ &S 011 ~ L ~ '-ff . ~~ L l~ ~ ;W.). c:..:..1 J L,..).
,.}li • l,:W 4.i ~ '-fi L) ~.)
y J cti w\ &~ ,f ~p.}· c; J,-.t ,.AJ
··Mr. Mukand Lal Puri: Will the Honourable member also translate:
this verse for the benefit of other honourable members ?
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Khan Bahadur Mian Ahmad Yar Khan Daultane : If the Honour.able Minister is a good dhobi he should not tear the garment in 01·der. to
remove a stain by over-washing or applying very hot iron.
There are so
-many things to be said and this is .the first time that I have had to stand so
..loag to make a speech, (Laughter). Whatever the capabilities of the Honours able Minister may be, whatever his capacities, I can only repeat the Persian
-verse-'
~JI~ ls-l.-i0 j~J
..::.-tyi ;~~

4S

i.::.,,.~

vi ":"'~

,j ;lo!:! IS ~1 c.r-1 ~~:

"It is not strange that ·you possess the miracle of Jesus Christ, but
-surprise is that your patients are in a worse condition than before.

the

I say. a word now to the Government minus the Ministers. I very
· humbly request you to be like Julius Coosar "as constant as the Northern
.Btar " and not "change your first decree and preordinances into law of
-ehildren."
Even if there is a.Brutus to come and requestyou, Brutus is
now in conspiracy with Oasius .and you should not trust him. If 'the
, Government do not pay any heed to my words, I assure them, they shall
have to cry. " Et tu Brute " -:very soon. I want to tell the Government
·minus the Ministers thatto-morrow.Bod forbid, that time may never ccme,
when you may be compelled to say what according to Shakespeare poor
..King John had to say~
It is the curse of

kings to be

attended.

By ministers, th~t hke _their humours for a. we.rre.nt
To break within the walls of constitution, and on the
Winking of authority to understand a. law, to know the
Meaning of dangerous Me.jesty, when perchence it frowns
More upon humour than advised respect.

I. was myself very doubtful whether the Municipal Amendment Bill
contemplated by the Honourable . Minister was placing serious limitations
upon our rights. But my doubts were set at rest when I found my honourable friend, Khan Bahadur Shaikh Din Muhammad remarking on a previous
occasion that commissioners were more necessary now because the Bill was
going to confer greater powers on them than before. I am now absolutely
convinced about the purpose of the Amendment Bill. It is to take away
.from us the little powers of local self-govemmen] that we possess.
I now warn the Government and ,the honourable ministers that their
alliance is an unnatural one, an oxymoron alliance. The honourable member
perhaps wants. to know what is oxymoron. , In English language
.oxymoron is a figure of speech with pointed conjunction of seeming · contra.dietories like white crow, black swan, devilish angel or a· shudar · Pandit.
,(Mr. Manohar Lal : Oxymoron may be a good figure of speech but its use
.as an adjective does not convey any clear idea). · If the honourable member
for the University objects to my use of the expression ~ bow to him and
·will not use it as an adjective in future, I wish only to say· to the minister
that he is attempting by his new Bill to take away the little power that was
.given to us. But we have survived many calamities and stronger enemies.

'
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:Let both the halves of Government join in their unhol · , ~lliance but they
·will notbe able to do us harm. Lmayhere again quote a. I rdu verse:-
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I only warn the Government again that it would not be long before
~they' repent. We shall by God's grace survive all this. Fower and fortune .
. are like fickle strumpets and as a rule change their darling~ very often-«

2.1, Llt.• ,.c. . 11 d--f
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(Chefrs).

Mr. President :

Motion moved-

That the grant be red,;ced by Re. I with respect to the itein :of Rs. 1,79,65C-Total'
Ministers.

-,

:

Mr. Muhammad Din Malak (Lahore City, Muhammadan, Urban) : It
were useless on my part to. make an attempt to improve µ,.pon the speech of
-.:my honourable friend Mian Ahmad Yar Khan Daultana] but it would be
· discourtesy on our part not to support it. The fierce impetuosity with which
-the Ministry of Local Self-Government has been . functioning is simply
staggering. One could sincerely wish that the Honourabl~iMinister
Local
· Self-Government had been given a portfolio large enough to absorb and
, consume the overflow of his restless activities. He signalised his elevation
to office by· introducing the Executive Officer Bill. Thi$ was immediately
followed by the appointment of the Dobson Committee ~P enquire into the
much maligned affairs of the_ Lahore Municipal C?mmitt1~·. Quite recently
he has brought up another Bill to amend the Punjab Mu:q1c1pal Act. And
: now we hear that some sort of inspectorate or directorat~I is contemplated
to be appointed over the local bodies. So far as the. wisi to ameliorate the
, condition of the municipal affairs can be detected in thes~: activities, nobody.
• can quarrel with him. But the method of his doing th~gs is seriously ex-.
oeptionable, Common foresight might have suggested tlp · the Honourable
· Minister the advisability of beginning by instituting all! enquiry into the
municipalaffairs of all the municipalities in the province and thereafter to
: de~ide the nature of remedi~l measures. lf a~ a result of ~µch .enqui1;Y it had
· been found that the appointment of executive officers would achieve the
desired end, he could well have introduced
the E~ecutive Officers'
. Bill. But if it had been found that 'executive officers;; will not answer
the purpose and that an inspectorate would have ~o be appointed,
· ·poor m~nicip_l.lities mi~ht well , hav~ been spared of _th~ large additi?nal
expenditure involved m .the appointment of execut1v~!i officers especially
in these· days of extreme financial stringency, whenjeeonomv is the
· order of the day. Again at first the Executive Officers'] Act necessitated
, -far reaching consequential changes in the Municipal !ct. · The present
· amending Bill is aiming at many more seriqns changes, ai if eventually the
scheme in regard to the. contemplated inspectorate . fruq ifies, still :further
changes will have to be made in the Act. If a settled an well-thought-out ·
· -pro~amme had been chalked out from the outset a lot lf.1;11111ecessar~ e~'= penditure and profitless labour could well have been a oided. As it IS,
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we see nothing but slap-dash bom of confused thinking all along the lineEvery attempt of the :r¢ni.stry has been verily an attempt to put the cart
before the horse. That the local bodies do need reforms, nobody outside a,.
lunatic asylum will deny. But to treat them as if they are so many incarnations of all the ills and evils, real or imaginary, will be as unjust as it
will be unwise. I have seen quite a good bit of the world but I have yet to·
come across an institution, public or private, which, if you were so disposed;
would not lend.itself to scathing criticism. It will be instructive indeed to
compare the working of a department. of the Government with the corresponding functions of a local body. Take for instance the case of the Medical
Officer of Health of the Lahore Municipality. His work may not be up to·
the mark and this may be either due to laxity of control or to the fact that
the municipality does not allow him sufficientscope for initiative. All will
agree that this state of affairs is not satisfactory. But how are you going to
comment on the work of the district officersof health who are under the direct
control of the honourable the Director of Public Health. If any of thehonourable members should wish it I could engage to take him round to
see for himself the sanitary utopia attained in and about the villages in any
of the districts of the Punjab. If you visit even one of the villages which liein close proximity to the seat of Government and the head-quarters of theDirector of Public Health, you will :find that you cannot walk a few paces in
the village lanes without besmearing your shoes with muck and mire nor can
you escape the stink and stench emitted by steaming nightsoil unless you
take the precaution of plugging yoq.r nostrils hermetically. Heaps of dung
scattered all round and pits and pools of stagnant water as though specially
maintained for the welfare of mosquitoes must also go into the nauseatingpicture of village life. And it is amidst -surroundings like these that villageurchins, the future hopes of the country are being bred and brought up.
Has the-Government ever ordered an enquiry into the working of the Public
Health. Department? No. Have they ever taken any steps to satisfy them-·
selves of the justification of spending exorbitant sums of money annually
on the upkeep of this department? No. I could quote .from memory arr
infinitum instances of mal-administration, incompetency, inefficiency,jobbery;
nepotism and what not prevailing in the Government departments, but
would content myself with referring to only one instance which I consider
to be exceedingly apposite. _The Mandi Hydro-Electric Scheme has cost
and is costing the province crores of rupees. Most efficient, and most elaborate staff is engaged on this most important work. At first it was said
that the Chief Engineer, Buildings and Roads, who would ordinarily be in
supreme charge of this work was not good enough and Colonel Battye, an
alleged specialist in this particular branch of engineering, was put on it.

The Honourable Dr."Gokul Chand Narang:
Is the honourablemember allowed to discuss everything that is in charge of the Ministry of
Local Self-Government on this motion which I understood to· refer only
to its policy in regard. to· local bodies?

Mr. Muhammad Din Malak : I am only referring to it to show by
comparison how tho treatment meted out to local bodies is in. distinct. contrast to that meted out to. the departments of Government. I was saying-
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that ColonelBattye was put on this work. Later, however, ano{her import- ·
ant addition was made and a former Chief Engineer, Buil~ings :~ntl Boads..
Mr. Astbury, was also put on the same work on very high emoluments; ..
and, mind you, there is no dearth of executive or assistant enguj.eers,not to,·
speak of a whole army of subordinates.' I have not named the $}perintending engineers,the inevitable class of officersin an Engineering Depjll'tment but
the House is not to conclude from this omission that they are 'not! giving their· ·
blessings to this work. They· are also up there. ·Now you 1*ay wonder,
however much you like nevertheless it is a fact, that with all tijis elaboratestaff-crores of rupees being spent on the maintenance of establish;µientonly-·bad work was actually allowed to be executed in the construction of no lessthan seven towers which necessitated an expert enquiry. Tb;e difference
then between the Augean stables of a local body and the Augean stablesof a department of Government is essentially this, that while in; the case of
the former an enquiry may at any. time be ordered, result's published, the ·
local body concerned forthwith condemned, quartered and exeeuted, in the···
case of the latter, Government may or may not order an enquiry, and if it
does condescend to do so, it may or may not publish the results and it may
even refuse to lay on the table of the House the results of sJch enquiry ·
and that on the flimsy pretext that it will not be in the public interest to do··
so, as if the money spent was not public money and the public had no right
to know as to why it was misspent and· why the delinquents w~re not adequately punished. Obviously then there are different sets of ijules to deal
with and different standards of competency and efficiencyfor'.local bodies ·
and for Government departments. Why should this be so? ;Why should ·
the Government go to any length in its endeavour to avoid exposure of the·
dirty linen of a department of its own and why should it be so fond, inordi- ·
nately fond of parading the shortcomings of local bodies? It is a question
which requires the serious consideration of this House. Is it with the purpose,··
of emphasising our incapability and their indispensability or is it for the
sake of more fun that this stepmotherly treatment is being meted out to the
local bodies? · Well may the local bodies cry with the frog in: the fable i~' This may be sport to you but it is death to us." The local bodies are the··
embodiment of the people's wishes for self-administration ; they are the ·
visible symbols of the people's aspirations for self-government, · You may
if you can befriend them, sympathise with them ; train tl;iem for and
encourage them in the discharge of their civic responsibilities. ·' But do not
do anything which tends to end ,their very existence. I, for one, am very ·
jealous of the prestige, great or small, which the 'local bodies halve been able.
to build u,p during the last fifty years. The wrench goes. strli,ight to my
heart when I see this prestige being gratuitously bespattered. and cruelly
ma~led. My honoura~le.friend, Mia~ .Ahmad Yar Khan ~asi touched the·
various aspects of the policy of the Mlillster and I do.not thmlU need enterinto all those aspects. But let me say this much that if it does pot appeal to
Dr. Gok1H Chand, the Minister, it may and it should appeal to Dr. Goknl.:
Chand, the nationalist to reciprocate. our feelings. Let him do that and he will find that we all sympathise with him, and that we are hi$ fast friends .;
and not inveterate foes.
. I .
r

.r

With t~ese words I support the motion of my honourable frie;nd Khan Bahadur M1an Ahmad Yar Khan Daultana.
· ·•
:I
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Mr. P. Marsden (Secretary, Transferred Departments): Sir, I must
..-eonfess that my mind at the present moment is dithering. It is so stuffed
with facts regarding the subject under discussion, and there has just been
uttered such an enormous number of distortions of facts and mis-statements
of facts, that really it is extremely hard, especially as time is so short, to
know where to begin. I feel that I need not perhaps dwell very much on
"questions of general policy, because I have no doubt that the Honourable
Minister who has been attacked will be setting forth all those general prin··- eiples which he has followed,and the policy. which he· has· pursued,· with far
·more eloquencethan I can possibly sum up.. But I wouldjust for a moment
"Iike to dwell on matters of principle. It strikesme that the last two speakers
have got rather a very queer idea of the raisond 'eire, and the functions of
"local Government, or local self-Government. They appear to think that
"the object of local self-Governmentis simply to give a few people a good time,
rather than that it is a system which contributes towards the country as a
· whole being efficiently administered, and by which all the residents of the
' localities administered by the local bodies may be insured the enjoyment
of health, sanitation and orderliness. They seem to think that there is only
one species of local body which is possible ; that because one· sort of local
body or municipal committee was originally started, as an experiment, some
·60 years ago, it should not for any possible reason develop on any different
"Iines that may be suggested by experience. It is necessary to bear in mind
that there are in different parts of the world different systems of local selfgovernment, some suitable to one country and some suitable to another ;
r, and it is not yet at all certain that the present system of municipal adminis--tration, as so far evolved, is suitable for this province, and· for this country.
It may be said to be still in an experimental stage ; and it is still fitfully
·,and often somewhat feebly struggling to justify its existence. The reason for
this lack of robustness is that it was not hammered out and wrought into
-rshape during reon long struggles for liberty, and by a people determined to
realise their ideals of local self-government, as was the case of some European countries, particularly of England. In this country. the municipal
system was not gradually evolved, but a: comparatively short time ago was
-:taken ready-made, and, so to speak, plastered here and there on the surface '
of the province. In England it was a matter of 8, 9 or 10 hundred years
for the principles of municipal government to as ume the form which they
now have. Originally you had your feudal system ; you had your towns
.-:in the absolute control of ownership or kings, or of feudal barons; and·
.. out of these there were forced, very very gradually, certain privileges, rights,
· -charters of liberty. In many cases the citizens extorted their demands by
.giving subsidies and subscriptions to barons and to generals who were willing
· to grant away anything in order to get money and the munitions of war.
In such ways and by very slow degrees local self-government established
'~itself in England ; and it is not natural that a system which has thus evolved
should, if suddenly planted on other countries, and without being adjusted
·· by drastic modifications. to the circumstances and changing needs of those
,. countries, be a complete success.
I would also point out that you have to consider the different forms of
"Ioeal self-government in different countries. Now it seems to me that the
- two honourable members who have just spoken are, to judge from their
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remarks- about. deputy commissioners, under the impression that there -issomething vitally subversive of and opposed to the very principle of liberty,
of national liberty, to have a properly organized and well administered system»
of local self-government, which depends for its proper. functioning on the·
local officers of that government. It is quite true that you have in America,
you have in England, to some extent, greater independence of the local
bodies, than you have in India ; but if you go to the closest neighbour of
England, France, you :find thatthere the powers of the Prefect are in some· respects similar to that of the deputy commissioner, and. in many respects
far more drastic, far more absolute, in every department. of .loeal self-government and in all spheres of the work Of local bodies ; and ~OU find too that,
the system evolved in that country is working extremely well. From the
very beginning local government in France ran somewh~t, on those <li:ri.e.s,
I mean ,on the lines of centralisation by the instrumentality of local offieials..
. But in the last century the power of the Prefect was very gr~atly strengthened,
and the reason for this lies in. the special circumstances of that country,.which made such· a centralised form of administration peculiar ly appropriate' to France. The people of France, after passing through the times of revo-lution, of riot, of bloodshed and of war, realised that it was vital to the very
existence of France that the Government should be able to 'enforce its will
in every nook and corner of. the land, and that the people's affairs should be-wisely and efficiently supervised, in the towns and in the villages, that is to say,
in commune, under the control of its officers. I suppose that just as France passed through all those times of bloodshed and riot and of danger, it is
conceivable, I hope not, though some prominent politicians, Mr. Gandhi
himself, for instance, have suggested thatmillions of lives ~re soon to .be Jost
in the intestine wars that are upon this country, that India will soon have·
· the same experience'. So let us hope that a system of local administration,
ran by means of experienced officers in whom Government has trust and:
confidence, and who will be in immediate and sympathetic touch with thelocal bodies, let us hope, I say, that that system, strengthened and improved
particularly, if I may say so, by the amendment Bill that is shortly, I trust,.
to be passed by this House, will also prove adequate to the needs of this
country in times of stress. I do not. say that the prefeotoral .system ·is
exactly suitable to this country. But I mention it as in some respects it
may be the type of administration towards which we may evolve ; and, to·
illustrate my remark, that it is preposterous to suppose that you can take a
particular form of local self-government which has been evolved for another·
country· and not subsequently adjust it in accordance with the experiences
and needs of that country.
·
·
·
While on this subject, I may say that I think it is unfair of honourable ·members to suggest that deputy commissioners, in view of t4eir past history,
are not suitable officers who may be trusted to carry out this duty. After
all, the progress, welfare and liberties of the, residents of the local bodies,
and of this province, and of this country, is due- to nobodyand to no person,
so mneh as to. the collectors and deputy commissioners. L.et us hope that ·
they will continue. to serye the country as well in the times that are ahead.

.

Thei'e are just 'one or two Eltatetiients ~hfoh thi:/honourable mover
challenged me to mention, when. I suggested that he }:u~.d distorted, or. mis'
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: stated, facts. The first ,is with regard to the gra,in shops embezzlement in
the Lahore Municipality. It so happened that this embezzlement, a most
shocking embezzlement, one of the worst blots on the municipal administra. tion of this province, took place in 1917. Yes, I admit that the occurrence
was in 1917. But it took a long time for the documents and papers to be
sifted, and for the audit department to complete its- inquiries and to make
its report. The report of the audit department was finally submitted in the
year 1928. And between 1928 and 1981, in the 8 long years that the committee has had for taking action, not a single person has been ·brought to
,,book, and no decision has yet been arrived at.
Again, as regards the fact that there was no cause for complaint iii. the
municipal administration from the years 1921 to 1928, (Imerruption) I
thought the period mentioned was 1921 to 1928. Perhaps the honourable
member now says 1927, because he remembers the case of Ludhiana. Let
· us say, then, 1921 to 1927. Now the reference to these years is distinctly
. erroneous. It is surprising that the honourable member, though he has
. evinced such fondness · for literature, has not studied these volumes, the'
.. annual reviews of the Government of the work of municipal committees,
reviews which especiallyin recent years have been of such excellent literary
, ,style. Now if he had eared to look into. some of these very interesting
volumes he would have found that he is quite mistaken. Possibly the reviews
from 1921 to 1927 were, as the honourable member exclaims, a.Iittle on the
....dry side, and so, though I could read quotation after quotation from them to
disprove the honourable member's statement, I would not like to wear
the House by reading those quotations. I will leave that to the Honourable
. Minister.
Then, the honourable member proceeded to attack the official presidents
. of the Lahore Municipal Committee. His grounds were somewhat flimsy,
because they had no substance. He said that the action taken by the
.official president under section 85 n~ver used to be reduced to writing. Now
'"according to the Municipal Act they have to be reported at the next meet:itig
-of the committee ; and if that section was being constantly utilised, and
the fact never reported to the committee, it is really very surprising. But
there is nothing to go upon, and we must assume that this statement is not
. -eorrect. That is, we may assume that it is not- a fact that that section was
not incorrectly utilised by official presidents. Possibly, for it is a section
. only for rare emergencies, it was never utilised by them at all ; and that
. .-may be the explanation of there being no record of the fact. Anyway the
honourable mover's allegation is not substantiated. Those are the prineipaj
.. facts to which I desired to take exception in the honourable mover's speech. ·
The honourable member dealt with a good many other points, with which
· the Honourable Minister will be dealing. My time is short; but I would
like to submit that it is rather an unfair sort of attack, if I may say so, that
has been made on the policy of the Honourable Minister. It is of such
.. a nature that a complete reply to it would entail a comparison of the
Honourable. Minister with his predecessors. I may be permitted to say
that I have considered it a very great privilege during a year and-a-half to
be associated witb the Honourable Minister (Cheers). I have been extremely
zinterested to see how harmoniously the work of self-govemment is carried
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-on, and, how the Honourable Ministers and Members are able to work together for the good of the province. I can assure the honourable member
that if any step was taken by the Honourable Minister which at first sight
appeared drastic or extreme, there was no step that was not taken after vezy
great deliberation and weighing of the pros and cons. I am glad also to
be able to tell the House that on practically· no point whatever have the
.Honourable Minister and myself had any occasion to differ. Only one
somewhat important occasion can l recollect, when there was a difference
of view, that was because of the Honourable Mtnister's syinp!l,tbyand kind-,
.heartedness. On that occasion I myself, as a humble secretary, suggested
that action should .be taken against the members of a certain committee, but
.he, m the kindness of his heart, decided that they were· not knaves but
..asses.
Dr. (Mrs.) M. C. Shave (Non-official,nominated) : I intervene in this
-debate only to reply to one or two points raised by the honourable mover
. -of this reduction. In passing I may remark that I do not mean to take ·
back a single word I have said about the Infectious DiseasesHospital. . I still
J>rotest against my people being sent there, and I included the middle class
Indian because he had also been condemned in the Dobson Report to that
.soandalous institution. I know there are many Indians who are vezy glad
that I expressed this veiw, If the honourable mover wishes to accept this
'institution for himself, however, he is. welcome to do so. The honourable
:member wanted to know why the Minister thought it necessaey to take severe
action only in the case- of municipalities and refrained from taking. severe
action in other departments under his charge. . I can give him a reason for
this. Municipalities and local boards have to do with the daily life of thepeople, with their health and happiness and e'Vezy day work and play. People
:have been groaning under the maladministration of local bodies, and representations have been pouring in 'on the Minister to do something to improve the condition of the towns. That is the reason why severe action
'had to be taken by the Honourable Minister. One has only to go round the
,city of Lahore to see how abominably the municipality is discharging its
-obligations. The street that holds a row of cinemas where so many people
:foregather is crossed by a drain which will give you a shock if you take the
trouble to go round and inspect it. People have been imploring the Minister
iio intervene and. do something to clean this eess-pool, fhe capital of the
.province (hear, hear). My work takes me into all corners of the city and I
often feel I have come to the end of my endnranee. One is sickened and
disgusted and one sometimes wishes that one's work did not tie one to this
place. A minister who did not intervene in municipal affairs'.at the present
juncture would not be doing his duty.
Lieut. Colonel C. A. Gill (Director of Public' Health)': Sir, my honour·
.able friend, the member representing the Muhammadan landholders, criticised.
the site of the Infectious Diseases Hospital in Lahore and it has also been
very severely criticised . by Mrs. Shave. I think, therefore) that I should
-explain to the Rouse the precise facts in regard to this hospital.
·
Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq : What has the hospital got to do with
the motion before the Rouse ?
·
Lieut. Colonel C. A. Gill. : My action in approving the site of the
,hospital has been severely criticised on the floor of the House, and I think
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·1 am entitled to a word of persona] explanation. I have, in fact, been person-·
ally called to account for selecting or approving the site. To the best of my·
recollection the site was selected by the municipality in conjunction with
. the Inspector-General of Civil Hospitals ; a.t any rate (I think it was in
1928 or 19-24), the Inspector-General of Civil Hospitals asked me to see
the site with him and give it my approval. I was told that it was necessary
that the new hospital should be located near the city, and if possiblenear the·
, existing-hospital at Taxali gate. That being so, after inspecting the area we
gave our combined approval to the proposed site. The fact that there isnotliing seriously wrong with the site is shown by the fact that since then anew·hospital has been put up not far from it. I refer to the .Maternity
Hospital at Taxali Gate which is one of the finest, if not the finest. maternityhospitals in the whole of India. Now, Sir, within a few hundred yards of
one another wo have a Maternity Hospital which is one of the best hospitals.
in India and an Infectious Diseases Hospital which, according to my critics,
is one of the worst hospitals in India. Wbat is the reason for this ? The ·
reason is to be found in the fact that the former is a well-equipped and
efficiently administered hospital under Government control, and the latter
is under the municipal control, and has been neither well built, properly
equipped or efficiently administered. There is nothing radically wrong ·
with the site. The only things required in connection with the site are to
make a new approach road, to remove the slaughter house and to providefor th e drainage of the site. _ If these things are done the hospital can be
made quite satisfactory, provided always there is satisfactory control· and.'
supervision. This is the main trouble and, so far as I can see;there is little·
hope of improvement until the Punjab Municipal (Amendment) Bill becomesan Act. I repeat there is nothing wrong with the site and . the hospital'.
is capable of being made one which neither I nor anyone else need have any·
hesitation in entering, if necessity arises..
Chaudbri Allah Dad Khan (Ambala division, North-East, Muham•
madan, Rural): Sir, I rise to support the motion now under consideration..
Even if no other fact exists, the mere fact that the Honourable Minister
has had to extend the operation of the Executive OfficersAct to several
municipalities is a sufficient condemnation of the policy of the· Ministry
' for Local Self-Government. In apportioning the blame for the bad administration of local bodies in this province I am consciousof section 52, sub-seetionc
(3) of the Government of India Act, in which it is laid down that the Minister
advises the Governor as to all the measures for the administration bf his.
department. But those who have read the Montford Report will understand that the Minister is practically the local Government. His advice ·
must be taken by the Governor ; and in case his · advice is not taken,
the Minister can threaten the Governor with resignation. Therefore, when
I say that the whole blame for bad administration of the municipalities .
attaches to the Minister for Locai Self-Government, I am justified under the·
section which. I have referred to.
It is a pity,· arid a great pity, to see the former advocate of Indian advance,
whose fight in the cause of the Indians . sent him to jail for nine ,months ·
during martial law. days, the. gentleman who made a conspicuous . figure
on the Oongresspla.tform in advocating the advancement. of Indian reform,-'
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it is a pity to see him now receding from that positon and 'proving himself
.a reactionary of reactionaries, o. bureaucrat of bureaucrats.
·

Mr. President: I would request the honourable member to be
'briet.

Chaudbri Allah Dad Khan : I want to explain to. this. House
the significance of the appointment 'of. executive
officers. What does the appointment of executive
· -officers mean? It means that the Indians are not fit to carry on the administration of the local .bodies, especially where there have been .non-official presidents. If so, how can you lay claim to greater advance and to
further instalment of reforms ? I think· that when the Prime Minister
was making the announcement of the .next .instalment of reforms we were
-diseussing in this Council the appointment of executive officers. That is.,
I say, the strongest condemnation of' the policy of the Local Self-Government
Minister. The second point is that, as has been suggested already, the. appointment of the Local Self-Gove:rmmentMinister and other changes which
"have occurred necessitate the redrafting of the Municipal Act. But in the
-draft of the Municipal (Amendment) Bill which has been presented, there·
js very little indication of that. The measure is being made a reactionary
measure, a kind of measure which did not exist even in ,1885 when local
-self-government was first introduced, · The Honourable Minister is going
hack to 1885. In one breath he is destroying the achievement of the Indian
National Congress, the Muslim League and other recognised bodiesith~t
·fought for further instalments of reforms. My honourable friend, Mian
Ahmad Yar Khan, went so far as to suggest that if such reactionary measures
-eontinue, . the Ahrar party must picket the offices. I am not going so f9ll
.as that. But I must say that the Minister has utterly failed in his duty to
.advance the cause. of the country, and the high hopes which we held of him
.have been falsified. There is time to make it up even now by undoing
the various steps which he has taken.
The other day: my honourable
friend, the Chief Secretary, made a remark in this House which was no:t
challenged by any members of the Government. While discussing the
cut with regard to the financial commissioners, he said that now the sec~
retaries had to prepare notes on the files and explain then+ to Government
.members, In plain English it means that Government members are doing
• nothing and they. are depending upon the secretaries for ever~hing.
4P.M.

Mr. President: The work of Government members is not under
-diseussion.
'

•

Chaudhri
. Allah Dad Khan: I simply want to say!that the present
Minister has failed in his duty, and that: is responsible for the bad policy Qf
-Governmont. I want to show where the local self-government has been
unsuccessful and how he is making the local bodies ineffective. He is
· d~in~ this by his dilatory tactics too. I will give one instance. Take the
District Board of Ambala where elections were completed so long ago as
·20th November last, and up to this time the notification has not been issued.
He is entirely responsible for this delay. This one instance is..;,:.sufficient
for a vote of no-confidencein the :Minister.
'D
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Mr. President : . Has he done this
Ch~udbriAllah Dad Khan : Yes.

in pursuance of a policy ?
.
His policy is to make the local··; .
bodies null and void, and this is done in various ways. One of them is the
appointment of executive officers.
Another is the amendment ·of the
Municipal Act.
The third is the instance I have . quoted with regard to·
Ambala where no rule or law- exists to help him.
. It is a very serious,
matter, and it surely detracts from the value of the local bodies. For o
rii.onths there has been no elected member on the District Board of Ambala;.
and those members who are not elected are functioning, and· they are thankful
to the· Deputy· Commissioner who says· that he is keeping them as ctherwise ·
they would have been nowhere. 'Though new members have been elected.
no notificatio11 has yet been issued. Is that not a serious matter ? Is
not in pursuance 'of a certain policy of the Minister of making these local
bodies null arid . void or less effective than before ? I do not think theHonourable Minister can at all defend such actions.
The other instance ·
· which I wantto give is the Amending Bill which is now before this House.
Mr. President : Just now it is before the select committee.
ChaudbriAllah Dad l<han: The other thing is .about the Hydro~·
Electric Scheme.
·
Mr. President: It has been mentioned already,
·. Ciiaudbri Allah Dad Khan: One aspect of it has not been men·
tioned, Itis not known to the members of the House that a contract for-installing electric towers has been given to an English company this year·
for 71 lakhs, when the Tatas offered to take it up for three-fourths of this
amount.
·
Honourable Dr. Gokul Chand Narang: I protest against
this.
Nobody expected that these things would come in.
We have had
no notice of these things.
There should be a limit to them.
Mr. President: The honourable member is irrelevant, inasmuch
as the hydro-electric scheme has nothing· to do with local bodies.
Mr. MukandLal Puri : Is it wrong on the part of the honourable
member to draw an illustration from mismanagement in other departments
and compare it with mismanagement in the local bodies ?
·
ChaudhriAllah Dad Khan : .This is only an illustration.
Again
Mr. Marsden said that the administration of the local bodies was in pursuance of those principles which were evolved in England after centuries of
experience.
Now I want to ask him whether these principles should be
applied only just now when the Honourable Dr. Gokul Chand Narang is.
the Minister?
Did not those principles exist when Sir Fazl-i-Husain or .
Chaudhri Chhottu Ram were administering this department ? These prin, ciples are applied just now because the Minister has been very kind to him,
and has been carrying out every suggestion made by him. I think this is a
strong condemnation of the :Minister that his assistant is giving him a certificate.
This sort of thing occurred in Ludhiana. where the superintendent
of police gave a certificate to an additional district magistrate and a judge
of the High Court remarked that this sort of thing merited his dismissal. The·
Minister should take a certificate from this House and from the public ail
large and from his constituents and not from his subordinates who a.re to,
go by his orders.
With these words I support the motion,
. ·

it. '
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Mr~ Owen Roberts (Non-official, nominated) : I : congratulate the
honourable mover of this cut on introducing a very interesting subject for·
debate and one which just at the present moment is of very'great importance.
Two points arise out of it'~ . One of them· is, what are the. rights of local
bodies, 'and the other is,what limitations should be placed oz;i those right.~ t
Both of these points involve serious consideration as matters of policy .by.
Government. The one that I will deal with :first and very shortly is the
question of the limitation that should· be placed on local bodies. I do not
think any body will be' found to disagree with the principle that' any local'
body or any body of any description undertaking to spend public inoney
should be put under proper supervision. It is in pursuance of that . policy
that efforts have recently been made to ask for th'e formation of a local'.
self-government board, and I think that in asking for that w~ are only following the 'trend of 'public thought arid of political developme11k. rhere is very
serious objection taken bf members of municipal committees to . what
they regard as the personal official factor in supervision.tand this factor·
would naturally' disappear, with the constitution of a proper board of .local
self-government. But unless that board ·of local self-government contained
within itself the necessary powers of inspection' and·of follqwinf(up of public
works, then it will benothing more thana reptition of.·!what·the present.
conditions are. There is · no use whatever of Government appointing a
civil servant of the experience of a commissioner and · giving him powers.
to deal with local bodies. ~hat will lead us nowhere. Even if we associate
with him 4 or 5 or 6 other persons, that again will lead us. nowhere. .· It is,
only when one comes to contrast the conditions 'under whioh-offieialpresidents.
and· non-official presidents have worked that one realises the great disadvantages of non-official presidents. . Official presidents have independent
advice at hand constantly, say<, in the' ma.~terof public health or in the mattar'
of engineering. works. The civil surgeon was invariably a -member 'of the:
committee and not infrequently the executive engineer; The Dobson
Report-that much quoted document in this ehambar-i-reoommendsat the·
bottom of one of its pages that works shall be supervised by the superintending'.
engineer. I go much· further and I would beg Gov~rnment that when
they are making this board, if they intend to establish one, that they will
follow a line oi policy which will make it a complete success, and that line. will involve the placing of both the Public Health Department and the
Buildings and Roads Department directly under the administration of that
board, so that the officersof those departments will be available day in and
day out and in the ordinary course of their routine work to m11pect and check.
the expenditure of public money.
·
When we come to the rights of local bodies oae enters on a very vast
subject. We have an Act relating to municipalities in which their powers.
are defined. We have an amending Bill relating to . this Act, but it will
be out of. place to discuss either of these ; only I would like to assure thehonourable members on this side that difficult though the conditions ' arein which the select committee is sitting on the amending Bill it is being
exa:mined with the closest scrutiny, and that there is rio intention on
the part of any individual member of that committee to allow any reasonablepower to pass away frcm municipalities. : . I shall be giving 'nQ secrets away
when :r say that that Bill when it emerges out of the committee may, pro· Di
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bably, he.fo~d to- contain additional powers. There are two other points
which I would like to touch upon. One is the remaek made by Mr. Marsden
that the defalcations in the wheat shops were discovered mii,ny years after
the official . president had. been replaced. May I attk whether there
was. · any . inquiry into the working of the Audit Depattment .that. took
six years to do its j.ob. That exactly is the complaint of .the local bodies.
A department like the Audit Department, I have no hesitation in saying is
no way a help but an actual hindrance to the working of the local bodies. ,
Then there was the 'speech of Colonel Gill. I did not quite hear him, but I
de hope he did not commit ~elf to any attempt 'to excuse or explain the
choice of the site for the Infectious Diseases Hospital. Anybody who has
seen it must . admit that it is an absolutely impossible site and: one tht
should never have been sanctioned for the erection of a hospital.
. . Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq (Amritsar City, Muhammadan, Urban) :
1 can take pride .that I was one of the first few.members who brought the, question of. local self-government before this ~ounqil, and since the time I
have. been ,a, member I hITTTe always been pressing that. the time has come to
reform the administration ofIoeal bodies; You will find that· the Govern:ment has been saying again and again that the municipalities are inefficient,
and there is a lot of corruption here and oorruption,there and have· been
using all sorts of allegations against the. municipalities. . The reason is
·this .. Up to 1920, practically all the presidents of all municipalities used to
be officials, and the Act as it :was then prevalent; was suited to the conditions ·
when . officials med . to preside over the de¥beratioiis of municipalities.
During the time officials were presidents, .the municipalities worked very ·
smoothly because members had no power of speech in those days. I remember the old days when deputy' commissionersused to preside. They
came, read out the items on the agenda and said number so and so is carried~.
so and so is rejected, so and so is postponed,' and in half an hour's time
the 'whole business was rushed through. The Sahib had his salams, the·
members. used to saZam him, and he went away in his gari and the· whole
work was done. No member had the courage to tell the deputy comm.is~,
sioner that such and such an officer is corrupt. If anybody had dared,
the. deputy commissionerwould: probably have hauled him up · for libel.
The result was that either people did not dare to.tell the officers.or,if they did,
then they were dubbed as a chugal khor, or if any body did go and tell him ·
these things, the Sahib thought that this man had· nothing else but to· say
evil of others, and he attached no importance to what he said. The deputy
commissionerwas all in all, he .had the power of a czar. He could dismiss
or· ehalan :my person. The result was ~hat a.pparently things went on very
nicely. : If the Government had real intention of reforming these municipalities, •they would have brought within a year or two some'amending Bill
in order to . bring the administration of municipalities into line · with . the
requirements of the times. But it looks as if the real idea of the Government
was to give these committees a long rope, so that they may go on blundering
under the out-of-date Act .. Officials were jealous, and they did not like to
surrender to non-officialsthe power. which they _themselves. possessed. They
·wanted to demonstrate t~at ·these committees were not :fit t9 be managed
by the people. They had not taken. any step to reform the administration
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and to remove the corruptions that had crept in by am~ding the 'Aot.
The deputy commissioner was like a iarposh which 'had · covered-many. · an
evil. '.fhe moment he was removed the evils came to the surface. Nowll.~
days members never fail to criticise the presidents, and the newspapers
take their cue from the members and expose the defects. , So long as official
presidents were there, nobody dared to say anything.
It would have been
considered as libel, nay even sedition, and the men would have been hauled
:UP under either 500, Indian Penal Code, or 124,A, Indian Penal Code.· . My
friend who is holding the post of the Financial Commissioner. was 'president
of the Amritsar Municip1tlity and it was in his days that. the demandwas
first made for a non-official chairman.
Mr. Miles Irving: Does. the honourable member 'suggest, :that I
launched criminal proceedings ?
.
,
Shaikh Muhammad ~q:. }1:y friend was a bit ll,asty in gettingenp,
I did not wa~t to connect him with any criminal proceedings. I said tliat
it wa~ jn his . time that a demand . was made for a. non-offioial president.
There. was a sensation of great magnitude because the· demand was made
for· the first time.
I did not. say that he was;inefficient. ,·
Mr. Miles Irving : I am unable to understand the personal referenc&
made to me.
·
·
·
·

Shaikh Muhammad·Sadiq : Not ·my fault. However I ~ not
mention his name. Later on in 1919, when there were riots in tlie Punjab;
we found that all municipalities were allowed to have non-official presidents,
But if the Government had brought an amending Bill to change the .eonditions as suited the occasion, they would not pave found excuse.for complaint.
Government intentionally seemed to be allowing the matter to drift to show
that people are inefficient to control the municipalities.
If the Gpvemme11t
had come forward in time this position would never have reached. WI:,en
my friend first becamethe Minister for Local Self-Government, l was really
glad.
I thought that the gentleman. who has been. a nationalist will really
bring some nationalist ideas in the Government. But it seems. that. Iie has.
changed his outlook.
I do not know what reports, to which .we have not
access; he has read that has changed his whole outlook.
My friend MrMarsden said that they are like a happy couple. They are like cooing doves.
· ·That shows the Minister has been influenced by the mentality of Gov.ermnent.
Either the mentality of the Minister has changed or the. menta,ljty of· tlie
Government has changed.
Two people who were diametrically . opposed
in policy are now walking hand in .hand.
It is reallv a wonder, : Wf,,
think that the Minister isfollowing the S®:retary.
.~ '
' ' .
Mr. P. Ma,sden:. On a point of personal explanation, Sir.,: :i would.
like to point out that the honourable member, . and the ),a.st honourable
member who spoke, have misunderstood my remarks on the .harmony
of opinion prevailing between the Honourable Minister for . Local Self-.
Government and mysEtlf. '.fhe inference I intended to suggest was that a$
both minds arrived at the same eonolusions.. the decisions · of the ,Ministry
must ha ve been solely in accordance with logic and. reason, :
Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq : The Bill that is before us 'shows the· ment11.lity of the Government and, not the mentality' of the ~tez:,
_ 1do' no~
think .that this Bill ean.eome from tl;re brain oHhe ·Minister:. - !tis 'Jibt'oailyt
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'taking. away the Iiberties of the_· membe~ of the municipal committees, .bui
it contains ideas· that convey the meaning that the whole lot' 'of memb01'1\1
are criminals; and it looks that the Minister did not have a good look at the
draft of the Bill, otherwise· this Bill would not have been introduced. .A
change seems to have come in the Ministry. · Our officers are becoming
stiffer day by day. Sometimes we. find that the attitude of the officers
while addressing the municipalities is very offensive. Their whole tone·
is becoming offensive day by day. They do not realize the difficulties of
the municipalities. I warn my friend that we are on the eve of reforms. ·
Chaudhri Zafrulla Khan : Are we ?
Dr~ (Mrs.) M.·c. Shave : What about the newspapers ?.
, Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq: If you are to believethe newspapers, then
what about the Government about which so much criticism is made everyday. I submit that we are on'the eve of self-government. Let the Minister
make the municipal administration efficient, let him bring a· really demoeratic Bill which, whilst making improvements and reformingmunicipal committees, will give us· n(iat from officials, We do not want deputy eommissioners, busy as they are, to interfere with our duties. I do not want any
bureaucratic interference.
Mr. President·: . The honourable member is discussing the provisions
of the Bill.
·
Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq: No I am discussing the policy :of tli'e
Government. I want that this Bill should be changed,"
·
·
·
Pir Akbar Ali (Ferosepur, Muhammdan, Rural) (Urdu) : Sir, although
I rise to oppose this motion, it does not mean that I rise to contradict all that
was said by my honourable friend -A.broad Yar Kh11n Daultana during his
speech. The speech that was made by the honourable member referred to
was made, I think, with the consent of the Honourable the Minister for Local
-Self-Government. I fear the speech was prepared with the help of· the Honourable 'Minister. All the three Ministers are appointed by the Government,
and the different departments are also assigned to their care by the Government. The Government' appoints three ministers one from the Muslims,
one from the Hindus, one from the Sikhs. All three Ministers have to serve
the Government as well as to serve their respective communities. The
Minist.er for Agriculture promotes the interests of his community, the Minister for Education the interests of his particular community and similarly
the Minister for Local Self-Government the interests of bis own community. While these ministers are serving the cause of their respective
eommunities at the same · time they also keep in view the· interests of the
·Government. Now if one of these ministers by the dint of his ability 'and
hard labour surpasses the remaining two ministers in serving the · cause
-of his own particular comm.unity it is a; thing that reflects· credit on him.
If the other ministers are ·careless and indifferent ·to the interest's of their
respective communities; well, it is their ownaffair, and no' one is responsible
for their not doing anything for their communities. The speech that
was made by'. ro.y honourable friend was not to find fault with the work of
the Minist':l:r, lt was, on the other hand, me'!Jlt to draw the attention of the
.House to his merits by. an .Indireet way. The honourable member's anta-
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-gonismwas only meant to draw the attention of the U,ou.a~ ·ti:>,'the · valuable
\services that the Honourable ·Minister has done to his oo~®ity and the
Government :
·
,'
~,,_ei.., ~~ ).., <>!} IJJ.lf ·~h+'.., ,. . df .).~~ ~i ,i:.,..
., .
The honourable mover observed that the Honourable 1\1:iµiste,: had dimi-.ajshed the number of. the friends and allies of the Government... But to my
mind it. appears that these observations were not justified .. But suppose he
has done so, then it does not refleo.t discredit on him, it shows tbat he ~ bold
,.~nough. The utmost the Government can do will be that he will not be
,~ppointed a minister next time, · He values his community .an~ his principles
. more than the post of·"'. minister. But the Honourable: Minister has not
done anything likely to sever the. friends of the Government from them.
He has not done anything about which we could say that it has alienated
'the sympathies. of the. friends of the Government, I wouJ,d-, rather say that
the Honourable Minister has very successfully made it clear to the Government that the Indians are unfit to manage things for themselves. The
Honourable Minister has amply proved ,to the Government that the Indians
-eannot keep their house in order without the help of the· officials, The two
.instances of the municipalities, the administration of which has been found
faulty, have sufficiently shown to the. Government that we :m.image things
. badly. This is a service to the Government, arid for this the Honourable
. Minister deserves appreciation. The Government, I thirtk, ·will· never
,forget this service which the Honourable Minister has • rendered, · Smee
the time the Honourable Minister took charge of Local Self-Government
in no district board has the · official;' president been removed, and if
,there is any such instance where the official president 'was proposed to
'be removed then it is also sure that he must have been reinstated within two
-os three months. The Minister brought 'in the Executive Officers' Bill and
<also inserted a provision in it to the effect that even the Government officials
-ean be taken into the service of the municipalities. This again was a service
to the Government, and the Government ought to own it. By this provision
the communal question can very easily be revived, When,the Government
. servants can be taken into the service of the municipalities it means that
they will be taken from all the three communities. There will again arise the
-question of proportionate representation of different communities in .the
· .munieipal service; The Government officers responsible for · deputing the
-serviees of the Government servants to municipalities will be swayed by
-communal considerations and then there will be much wrangling. The port1olio of the Local Self-Government was regarded as unimportant, but the
Honourable Minister has very successfully shown that it was a wrong impression and that the departments under him are very important. This ~
.all due to his ability, tact and handling. · If you give an ordinary horse to a
.good rider he will make it perform such feats of galloping' that you wiJl be
'interested and wonderstruck. On the other hand, if you give a· very· good
arid excellently trained horse to a bad rider he will cut a very· sorry figure on
it-, and will probably have a ludicrous fall also. The departments under the
· Honourable · Minister for Local Self-Government were regarded unimportant,
but he by his efforts has created interest in them to such an extent that a.t
"jresent all attention is riveted on them; · If a minister who is put in charge
:of t1 particular portfolio does'not do his duty and remains behind-hand in
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. serving his community it is no fault of th9 Government or 'his colleagues;. The·
fault lies with the Minister.
·
·
·
· "
It he.,s been complained that an_ enquiry committee was. instituted to
enquire into the working of the Lahore Municipal Committee but no such
· enquiry committee was instituted to enquire into the deplorable state of thePunjab University. · To this I can answer that if an enquiry committee was
. instituted to investigate into the mal-administration of the Lahore Municipality it was due to the ability and efficiencyof the Honourable Minister forLocal Self...Government and if on the other hand an enquiry committee·
to enquire into the mismanagement of the University could not be instituted
it was due to the inability of the Honourable Minister. for Education. We
cannot help praising what the Honourable Minister for Local Self-Government has done.. He deserves all encomiums and eulogies. He has done it
all openly. and like ·a man. The time at my disposal is very short and I
· have therefore no option left but to finish my remarks. Before I actually
· resume my seat I would like to say that the 'Honourable Minister for Local'
Self-Government is at the top amongst his colleagues in serving the Govern..:..
· ment as well as his community. Next to him comes the Honourable Minister for Agriculture. He has also done a lot for the Sikh community though
nothing for the department in his charge. . The third and the Jast is the
· Honourable Minister for Education. He is th~ hinder most. It is due to 'the. ability of the Honourable ·:Minister for Local Self-Government· ~hat he has: .
. 'brought'such unimportant departments as are under min .fo the forefront.,
It is creditable. With these words I'resume my seat. ·

The Honourable Dr. Gokul Chand Narang (Minister for Local Self·
Govsmment}: Sir, I am in a way glad that this motion was moved as -it
gives me an opportunity 'to explain my policy relating to the local bodies.
I may at once say that as soon as Ljoined my post a ease came to me from.a
small.municipality, though technically it is a first class municipality, and r
think. perhaps the very fir~t order that I wrote on any file was, the: less
.we interfere with the.affairs of local bodies the better, because Lwas of-the
same opinion as some of the honourable members. who have spoken to-d,ay
that local self-government should be allowed to develop unhampered .and
that there· should be as little interference with their affairs as possible... I,.
however, had to go through a number of cases every day and the more I read.
about the affairs of local bodies the more I was disillusioned. I do not mean
. to say that in other countries as the honourable mover of this cut has ,said,..
there has not been inefficiency, that there has not been corruption, that .
•. there. has not been a waste of funds. I admit all that: But there is onedifference that in other countries when anybody. placed in authority
tries to bring about an improvement in the affairs of the Ioeal bodies he gets.
thaiilks and not abuse, and the local bodies there do not t:ry_ to defend themselves and throw dust in the eyes of the people, of the~_ ~ritics and of theauthorities but they gratefully accept the suggestions and reform th.ems.elvei;i.
This.is unforunately the differencebetween those countries to which reference.. was made by the honourable mover and our ~ortunate. province if the·
views. of that .province are being correotlyrepresented .by the honourablemover and those who supported him, The result _ is that those countries
. have made progress ; they are now far in advaq9e Qfo;w; province and lomi,l,
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self-government in those countries is really a blessing. · , I ;rqayat onee clearthe position by saying that my views so far as the fundamental principles:
, of politics are eoneemed, are exactly the same as those of my honourablefriends who have moved and supported the motion. l want focal self-gov, ernment to develop. I want provincial autonomy to come ; I want,
absolute responsibility in the centre also to come, I .warit my countrymen
: to be in their country as other people are in their own countries, Hut this .is.
not the way to attain provincial autonomy. If you want. to attain responsibility in the centre, if you want to attain swaraj you must be thankful when,
your faults are pointed out instead of imputing motives o~ all kinds and using:
language which really should not be used in a decent House. It would. beattaching too much importance to the various things that. the honourablemover of the motion said about me if I, were to give any! reply to each of
. them. } think he is very fond of Persian. If I quote a well-known verse he· ,
might feel offended, l would not quote it but would only say that the best
answer of mine would be silence on those points. He st~rted by saying afterhe had reviled. me to his heart's content and tried to create suspicion in the·
minds of my colleagues that I was a sort of Congressman seated here to.
demolish Government, and in what ways ?-by destroying or reducing thenumber of Government's friends,----1shall not go into details or personalitiesby certain acts of nomination in which I as Minister have to play some part.,
For, I did not nominate some people who are "~enq.s of Govemment.!"
or who claim to be friends of Government or friends of'the friends of Government.· My honourable friend made it very clear when he started with a.
confession-and confessionis good for the soul and I admire' his franknessthat he and I were friends once but no longer so. As the .grounds for this,
difference were personal he did not explain them nor would I. But it is. a
good thing that he made a reference to it so that honourable members of
. this House could know that it was not a mere display of patriotism, a mere
display of sympathy with the local bodies and with members of the local bodies:
which prompted the motion, but perhaps a little prejudice played some part,
· howsoever insignificant it be, in the attacks that he made upon me 'to-day;
·After indulging in these things which I would not really notice at any furtlrer· Iength, he asked : What has happened that while in. other provinces of
this country local self-government is never heard of, in this it has come into,
so much prominence? I plead guilty to this charge and: if the Pir Sahib, I
mean the honourable member for Ferozepore, and I ever: agreed, we agree in
this, I have really done something to bring the neglected subject of local
self-government into some prominence, and even if I leave' this seat to-day
and go either to those benches or out of the House altogether I think I shall
have done some service to the province. (Cheers). Because I look upon.
local self-government as the foundation of self-government for the nation.
'If our local bodies are not properly administered 1t is foolish, it is idle to
talk of assumptionof higher responsibilities. Before Fthought of movingthe Executive OfficersBill which has proved so thorny in the view of certain,
people, before I had done anything worth noticing by either the Press or by
the honourable members of this Hoqse.I made a short s~eech, I thin}r.it ~~s.
after one or two months of my appomtment at a plaee, the municipality
of which was kind enough to present m~ with ~n address. I told thatcommittee that local self-government was the foundation of. self-government, or
swara] · and I hoped they would be careful in the administration of their locall
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. affairs so that we might not be blamed. ·Asa nationalist I felt jealous of·the
· .reputation of our local bodies, I wanted them to be above suspicion ; I wanted
;them to be absolutely efficient so that our critics, those who are always
: -delighting whether in this· country or in other countries inrunning us down
.and in decrying us as inefficient and unfit for any further instalment of
.. swaraj should not have an opportunity of saying : " Look at these people ;
'We gave them a little self-government to administer this town orthat town.
'They have made a mess of the whole thing." Do not make a mess of the
Jittle that has been given to you, see that you may be found worthy of being
.given more 'and more-this was the little sermon that I ventured to preach
.to the members ofthe municipal committee who were present at that time.
And I earnestly felt then and I feel now more and more, the more I go into
·the question the more do I feel it, that it is my bounden duty. it is my sacred
,duty, to do all that liesin my power in spite of cavil and criticism, in spite
-of abuse and everything that might be said against me, to lay the foundation
of local self-government deep and strong so that the edifice of national. self',government may he soundly built upon those foundations. If these gentlemen blame me for doing this they must be doing it, I would rather believe,
•in ignorance, not in malice ; I would rather believe that they do not know
.and I would pray that they might be forgiven because they know not what
.they talk about.
Coming to the ·question of other provinces than the. Punjab, my honour.able friend has forgotten that in other provinces several big municipalities
were superseded for mal-administration, I speak subject to correction. Their
-eondition was worse than ours. But if, as alleged by my friends, the ministers
there -are not doing more, am I to be blamed ? I want our honourable friends
.to write to them : Look here, here is a small insignificant .Minister of ours..
;,lie has been here for a year and he has done (according to yourself, I do
.not take any credit), he has done something to reform our municipalities.
'. Why do you not do.so ? Why do you not do something there to reform your
municipalities ? I am. told that· they are doing; what perhaps they think
necessary. They are doing it in their own provinces, why should I not do
. something in my own province ? I am proud of my province. I am proud
-of the Punjab and if I were to be re-born I would prefer to be re-born in the
.Punjab. I consider the Punjab to be the flower of the rest of the country.
· I am proud of the Punjab, as proud as any of the honourable members, and
.that is thereason why I donot want the fair name of the Punjab to be sullied.
. I want the Punjab to rise in glory and to have a name and.reputation of which
-other provinces should be jealous and. envious.

all

.
.Then my honourable friend said, why up to 1927, municipalities were
: _going on so nicely ? What happened after 1927 ? He was certainly aiming
;.a blow at ;my honourable friend, who is sitting on my right, because if I am
not mistaken, it' was about that time when he assumed charge of Loc~l
'Self-Government. But even .at that time my honourable friend did not
. read the municipal reports, because, as I have pointed out, they were in prose
.and he is so fond of poetry! !f· Sir Fazl-i-Husain could have inscribed
. all theae reports in verse, they might have attracted . the attention of· my
':honourablefriend I
· ·
·
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In the first instance when tp.is cut was moved and came·to my notice,

I did not know what particular phase of my policy towards the Iooal self·
government, my honourable friend was ·going to diacuss..' I scratched my
• 'liead to, see what was possible to say but could not think of anyhhing and
therefore I did not have all these books with me. But when the Diover
referred to the working of local bodies before 1927, I just asked Mr. Marsden
-to look up what had taken place in our local bodies, which were models of
perfection according to my honourable friend up. to 1927, and became so
rotten after 1927. A casual glance at these reports for those previous years
would show that whereas praise was given where praise was due, as
now also praise is given where praise is due and condemnation where condemnation is called for the working was by no means perfect before 1927. I
have got some reportshere with me, Inthe Report for th~ year 1921~22
where a municipality was being discussed in the review we :µndKhan Bahadur Mian Ahmad Yar Khan Daultana: What muniei"
pality was this ?
The Honourable Dr. Gokul Chand Narang: It 'does not.matter,
which municipality it was ? I would not mention the name.
Khan Bahadur Mian Ahmad Yar Khan Daultana: Is the exeen·tive officer going to be appointed to that municipality ?
The Honourable Dr. Gokul Chand Narang: It may be.
Khan Bahadur Mian Ahmad Yar Khan Daultana : Has it got a
Hindu or a Muslim president ?
The Honourable Dr. Gokul Chand. Narang: I do .not know that·
I do not know whether the majority there is Muslim or non-Muslim, or the
:president is a Hindu or a Muslim. It was in 1921.
The report says.,
The Secretary was too young.

I

'

It says something e'se about the. Secretary. Then it sa;ysThe members are .11,(lcused of selfish motives, gross carelessness and complete
to the public good.
;
.'

a.pa.thy
,

Khan Bahadur Mian Ahmad Yar Khan Dault*1la: To which
.munieipality is the Honourable Minister referring·?
·
The Honourable Dr. Gokul Chand Narang: It does not matter
'What municipality it is.
Mr. President: Will the Honourable Minister, please name the
municipality to which be is referring ?
The Honourable Dr. Gokul Chane! Narang: 'rt is the Miani
"Municipality. Isay praise was given where praise was due; condeIQriation
-was given where condemnation was due. It is exactly what ~e are doing.
We are encouraging those who work well and mention them in our review,
-and mention them by name. We mention the names of the people who have
-done well and condemn those municipalities that have not done welt
'I'hen.again in 1922-28 this is what we fi.ndThe working of the Municipal Committee continues-
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This is paragraph 2 of the Proceedings of .the Punjab Govemmenn,
Perhaps it was in the time of Sir Fazl-i-Husain, whom my honourable friend
was proud to follow blindly. I suppose he will believe his words. Of course·
he was 10. years younger then and could be expected to follow any one-blindly more so a gentleman like Sir Fasl-i-Husain :.,The working of the Municipal Committee continues as in the past to be marred by·
communal feeling. It is unfortunate that the opposition to non-official Presi-.
dent should so often be formed on merely communal lines. The Commissioner·
of Lahore reports that communal feeling has raised a kind of party system,
and added to the zest of municipal proceedings.

I should feel ashamed at these comments.
Then again in 1923-24It is not, however, sufficient to have good bye-laws : it is also necessary to enfor<ie-··
them strictly and impartially, a matter in respect of which it would appear·
from some of the reports that certain committees have failed in their duty.

This is picked up casually without any laborious study.
In the same way we find in the Report for 1924-25The disposal 1of business by many municipalities is ,far from satisfactory.

Thisis the review. The Government review up to 1925, which according to my honourable friend. was a period of perfection.
Then we shall come to 1925-26The report of the Local Audit Department for the year 1925-26 has already been
reviewed by Government. It has revealed the continuance of a very unsatisfactory state bf affairs in respect of many sides of municipal administration
and the Punjab Government (Ministry of Local Self-Government) wish to
take this opportunity of again impressing upon the members of committees,
that, if they accept municipal office they must be prepared to discharge the·
duties of that office as well as to enjoy its privileges,

That is exactly what I am saying in the words of Sir Fazl-i-Husain;
telling the present municipalities, to do their duty, to' avoid party faction
and set _a good example of efficient and honest working.
My honourable friend raised another very important point. He said
that he had no confidence in the ministry, but that he loved the Government
minus ministers. This is his patriotism and I admire his patriotism;
because the ministers, poor fellows happen to be of this soil, wretched
.brothers in the same wretched country, breathing the same air, drinking-the same water, therefore it is· beneath his dignity to have any love for them,
any regard or any kindly sentiment for them! He loves the Government
minus the ministers ! What a patriot!
·
There is no time to discuss all those things that some other members,
have said. They really did not say anything ~ery important requiring·
any definite or detailed reply. But one mistake I want to correct in thestatement made by Chaudhri Allah Dad Khan. He said that the notifieation about Ambala members had not been published.
· · ,
He does not know that . the notification has been published. If hedoes not see it is not my fault. It has been published. The statement
made by my honourable friend was incorrect to say the least, .

Chaudhri Allah Dad Khan: · It has been published now, after
great delay.

a,
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The Honourable Dr. Gokul Chand Narang : Delay in the notifieation was due to very important causes. He has no access to the file. Tlia.t
file had to pass through so many hands.
ChaudhriAllah Dad Khan : For five months ?
The Honourable Dr. Gokul Chand Narang : It is not the ·only
file. You will see heaps and heaps of files lying in my room.
Well, the honourable member also said that the Executive Officers Act
has been· applied to all the municipalities. He does not know that it has
beeri applied only to 10 per cent. of the municipalities.
There are more than
.a. hundred municipalities, and it is a matter of some satisfaction that all of
them are not so bad, it is only a few which require drastic treatment.
I
wish that even those municipalities which require drastic treatment are
improved.
.
The Honourable, Revenue Member is. not the only member who has
cause for complaint; There are so many citizens complaining of so many
things. I receive such complaints every day. Complaints are made in the
newspapers, in the Hindu newspapers, Musllin newspapers and in the AngloIndian newspapers. There is not a single paper. that does not make com·
plaints about the mal-administration of various municipalities.
,
I assure the honourable members of this House that I am not applying
iihe knife without sympathy, but I am applying the knife, if I may apply
.it at all, like a surgeon, not to kill, but to heal and restore health and strength
:to all the municipal committees.
·
. Khan BahadurMian Ahmad Yar · Khan Daultana : Only where
there is a Muslim president.
The Honourable Dr. Gokul,Chand Narang: Only where there is a
-dirty abscess, and is required to be-opened.

Khan BahadurMian Ahmad Yar Khau Daultana : The

muwad

.is only there where there are Muslim· presidents.

The Hono.urable Dr. Gokul ci.and' Narang : No, it is wrong.
Khan Bahadur Mian Ahmad . Yar Khan_ Daultana : . Yes; ·it . is
.right.
The Honourable Dr. Gokul 'Chand Narang: If it so happens
that most of the municipalities in the Punjab have Muslim presidents, and
Muslim majority then it means that .for every credit or discredit the Muslims
will have their lion's share. It is natural. If those municipalities misbehave they will suffer proportionately.
The honourable members should remember that so ~ar as the administration of the municipalities, local bodies, is concerned, never has a communal feeling entered my mind. (An· honourable member: Question).
What I claim is this that I would not only do justice to other communities,
but I would not allow injustice being done even to my own community.
lam not a coward, who would do injustice to his own community in order
to please others. Nor would I injure anybody else to please my com-

.munity.

.

Mr. President: It

'
is 5 o'clock.

So I must put the demand now.
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. Tlie Hon,urable Dr. Gokul Chand Narang: I do not want to
say-anything more and hope that the honourable-members will see the truemeaning of this cut.
Mr. President: Does the honourable member for the Muhammadan
Landholders constituency wish to -. withdraw his.
-.is,ui. · .'
motion?
· ·
Khan Bahadur Mian Ahmad Yar Khan. Daultana: I .am afraid
I am riot in, aposition to say anything in the matter. Unless I a:m able .to
make a speech I cannot say whether I wish to withdraw or to press the motion
tb a, division:
·
··
_Mr. President: The question isThat the grant be reduced by Re. 1 with ~peot to the item of Rs. 1, 79,650-Tota.l\

· ·

Ministers.

.

The motion was lost.
fJ.b'•PresideQt :: The question is, · That a sum not exceeding Rs. 1,80,950be granted to the Punjab Government (Minis. ,
· · tries of Agriculture, Education and Local Self-Government)to defray th.a che.rgesthe.t will oome in course of payment for the year ending the 31st of March.
, 1933 in respect of General Administration (Transferred).
·

The motion was carried.
GRANT FOR .ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE.

Mr.·. President : The question isTh&t a ,sum not exceeding Rs•. 42,2~,800 be granted to the Governor in Council to,
defray the charges that will come in · course of payment for the year ending
the 31st of Me.rch 1933 in respect of Administre.tionof JUBtice.

The motion was carried•.
GRANT FOR JAILS AND CONVICT SETTLEMENTS.

Mr. President : The question· isTha.t a sum not exceeding Rs. 31,65,000be granted to the Govemo!-" in Council to defray the charges that will come in course of payment for the year ending the·
31st of March 1933 in respect of Jails and Convict Settlement.a.

The motiori was carriR.d.

.
POLICE GRANT.

~- Presideut : The question isTha.t' a sum not exceeding Rs, 1,10,02,420be granted to the Governor in Council to.
defray the charges that will come in course of payment for the year ending the·
31st of March 1933in respect of Police.

The motwn was carried.
EDUCATION (RESERVED)

GRANT.

Mr. President : The question isTh&t· a sum not exceeding Rs. 5,36,400be granted to the Governor in Councilto defray
the charges that will come in course of pe.yment for the year ending the 31st,
of March 1933 in respect of Education (Reserved).

The moti(Y(I, was carried.

. :, \ <: ...
EDUOATION (T:i:-tANSFERRED), .GRANT.

Mr. President : The question is ~
That a sum not exceeding Rs. l,41,75,500 be granted to th~ Punjab Government(Ministry of Education) to defray the charges that will come in eourse of payment for the year ending the. 31st of. March 1933 in respect of Education
(Transferred),

The

motion was carried;
GRANT FOR MEDICAL AND PUBLlO HEALTH (TRANSFERRED).

-Mr. President : The question is-'That a. sum not exceeding Rs. 4 7,68,300 be granted to the Punjab Govemment (Ministry
·
of Education) to defray the charges that will come in course of payment for theyear ending the 31st. of March 1933 in respect of Medical and Public Health
(Transferred).

The

motion was carried.
AGRICULTURE GRANT.

Mr.-President:

The question i~

That a. sum not exceeding Rs. 42,11,600 be gra.nted to the Punjab Goverrunent
(Ministry of Agriculture) to.defray the charges that will ~me in course of pay"ment·f or the year ending the 31st of March 1933 in respept of Agriculture.

The . motion was earried;
INDUSTRIES. GRANT.

Mr.• President : The question isThat a. sum not exceeding ;Rs. 8,94,300 be granted to the :Punjab Government
(Ministries of Agriculture w,id Local Self-Government) to defray the ohargea .
. that will come in course of payment for the year ending the 3lst of March 1933.
in respect of Industries.

The

motion was carried.
M!SOELLANEOUS (RESERVED) GRANT.

Mr.· President : The question isTha.t a. sum not exceeding Rs. 12,27 ,300 be granted to the Governor in Council to.
defray the charges that will come in course of payment for the year ending·
the 31st of March 1933, in respect of Miscellaneous (Reserved).

The . motion was carried.
GRANT FOR SOIENTIFIO AND MISCELLANEOUS DEPA;RTMENTS.

Mr~ President : The question isThat a. sum not exceeding Rs. 18,17,700 be granted to the Punjab Government
(Ministries of Agriculture, Educa.tion and Local Self-Government) to defray
the charges that will come in course of payment for the. year ending the 31st
of March 1933 in respect of Scientific a.n~ Miscellaneous Departments.

· The motion

was carried.
CIVIL

WoRKS

(RESERVED)

GRANT.

Mr. President : The question isThat a sum not exceeding Rs. 78, 700 be .granted to the Governor in Council to defra.y·
the charges that will come in course of payment for the. year ending the 31stof March 1933 in respect of Civil Works (Reserved):

The motion..was carried.

·

.·,600-
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Mr. President : The question is, TIJat asum not exceeding Rs. ~. 77,100 be granted to the Punjab Government ( Ministry
of Agric'nlture) to defray the charges that will come· in course of payment for
the year ending the 31st of March 1933 in respect of Civil Works (Transferred).

,,

'

The motion was carried.
<I-RANT

FOR BUILDINGS AND

Bosns-Basxon,

ESTABLISHMENT pHi1wm;.

Mr. · President : The question isThat I!' sum not exceeding Rs. 14,49,'100 be granted to the· Govemor in Council a.nd
the Punjab Government (Ministry of Agriculture} to defray the charges that
will come in course of payment for the year ending tq.e ;31st .of ·March 1933 in
respect of Buildings and Roads Branch, Establishment Charges.

The motwn uas carried.
'

GRANT. FOR liYbRo-ELEOTRIC

::Mr. President :

The

is-

question

'

SCHEME, WoRKI~G EXPENSES •.

·

That a sum not exceeding Rs. 4,20,700 be granted to· the Punjab Gov'e~ent
(Ministry of Local Self.Government) to defray the charges that will come in
course of payment for the year ending the .31st of March 1933 in respect of.
Hydro-Electric Scheme, Working Expenses
e,

·The motion was carried.
GRANT FOR

-

CIVIL

)

wORKS

(CAPITAL EXPENDITURE). '

1

:Mr. President : The question isThat a snm not exceeding Rs. 81,300 be granted to the Punjab Govemment (Ministry
of.Agriculture) to defray the charges that will come in course of payment for
the year ending the 31st of March 1933 in respec.f; of . Civil. Works (Capita.I ,
Expenditure).
• .
.
.

. '. The motion wa.s carried.
-0RANT FOR HYDRO-Et.EOTBIO BOHEME (CAPITAL EXPENDITURE}•.

.:Mr. President : The question is• :

/

:

:

..

•

f

:

'

r,

;

•

I

,

1

•

That a sum not exceeding Rs. 1,15,71,100 be granted to the Punjab Government,
(:Ministry of Local Self-Governlllent) to defray the charges that will came in
course of payment for. the year ending the 31st of March 1933 in respect of
.
Hydro-Electric Scheme (Capital Expenditure).

· The

motion was carried.

.

'

FAMINE

::Mr.President :

GRANT.

The question is~

That a sum' not exceeding Rs. 1,50,000 be granted to tli.e Govemor in Council to defray
·
the charges that will come in 'course of paypient fi:ir the year ending ·the 31st
'
of March 1933 in respE3ct of Famine.
·

.The

motion was carried;

........
4 ...

:

GRANT FOR SUPERA.:NNUATfoN :t\LLOWANCES' Aiil°:D··PEiN~ION"-8,
Mr. President: The question is-=. 'Eh.at a sum not exceeding -Bs, 38,95,900 be ·granted to the Gore1:n9r. in-Coo.n.cil, to
defray the ·charges. that will' come. ;in .cenrse o.f. paym.ent for ,the_.year ~dtng •
.
the' .31st of Mal'Ch cl933 in res}lE)ct -0f Sn~r11,ntlU!!,tionAlrowap.!30!1 !j,p.d Pensions.

The motwr,, was carried.

··

·

'

ooMMttTED .VALUE OF PENSIO~s ·(CAPJTAL ExiE~nITtmE).
Mr. President : · The question.is=-

GRANT FOR

be·

That a sum not exceeding Rs. 7 ,52;900·
granted to the Governor jn Coµnci~ to de• fray the charges that will come in course oi paymentfor the ye,J,r ending the
. . 31st of March 1933 in respect of Commuted Value:of Pllllsiolll! (Capital Ex.
penditure),
·
- . • .:...'

The motion 1~as. wn'ied.,

·. "·.

.

· .• ,,···,=:'

. ;,,Giii~T,¥in · $+l~~QNJilRir·1~~'.~;Pfil~;IN&. ('.(iEsmivfen}:, ,:
· Mr. President: -~e questioi1iJ.__. . .
... •'••:· . . .
That a s°\lill not exceeding Rs: 9;23,$90 be.gtanwd to the GovernorIn ,·. Council to defray
the charges that will come
course of payment for the year ; ending the 311,t.
· pf March· 1933in tesp!j!Jt of Stationery Mid Pririting (Reserved}.
· 5.
·
• ··

in

The m'o.tion was cam~d.

. .G~ANT FOR STATIONERY AND.PlilN'.tt~6 (TRXNSF,llJRltEDf ·'.::
. ·' l'lir/Ptesident:: :The questionis. 'i
.· . . . '. C\ . . •·
.. ' 'rqat iF auni.: not e~~g .R~.' 96,000· be gritil~ t~ the}Purij(l.b; iao~~eilt (Min.is, .
: ', ·• tries .cof Agriculure, :Education and, Local. Self-GoverilIIlen:t) Jp"/deb:n.y ·• the
-chsrges that will come in course of payment for the yea,; ending the 31st of
, . March .1933 in respect of Stn.tioil!)l'Y :iind Printing (Transferred,), ,'. ,; '". ''. ,'

.·

The motion was cdnied. .

· GRANT FOR LOANS BY Pno'ViNCIAL1}6vEitt:-iME1'4'T~

. Mr. President r The-question i;_

{RESERVED) •

.

. .
/

' That 'a sum not exceedirig Rs. 12,64,000 be granted to the Governor in {founoil w defray the charge~.that·will eomeIn course _of payment for the year'e~ding the
• 31st of .March 1933
resptl()t <>f Lo8.1M! by 17ovincia.l :Govel'lllilellts, (~···

Th~

'nt6tZ::t cdrJ'ied/:. mi

·. . . . : .·.· . . :. \: /}. ·..

.. · ~ ...

·-.-.-

/.

.

.. GRAN'{ foll LO~S>B~ P:Rovrno1Ar;. ,Gg\TiDRNMEN'.rS' ('RR;$SFiBBED)( ·
Mr~ Preside~t·: · The question is.
· . . ·'
·
'
·-·That aisum not exceeding Rs. 4,38,400 be granted to.the pµnjab Gov~rdment {Minis·
.-

ttjes of_A.grioul~, Education and Local Self.Government) to defray the chargei,
~hat will come m course of pa.yment.fo.r the year ending the 31st of March 19~, ·
m respect of Loans by Provincial Governments (Trn.nsferr¢).

The mption was carri.ed.

.

,_

· . .; ,

-·· -·-·-·

•

REFUNDS (~ESER~ED}GRANT, '

Mr. President : The queation ia:-

the

That a. sum riot eii:ceedingRs. 3,lQ,400be granted to
GovemoritnCouncil to d&fr11,y .,,.,,
the oha.rgesthat will. come bl course of payment .for the ;m, .eugipg t]m.3ut..
of )l,.roli 1938 tu .~peot .~ Befwlda O.waerm:l).
. ,.,
.
- .

•

'IJW~ ~

,:a~

.. ,::->

. .

•

.. .,,
.........
,i.
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PUNJAB LEGISLATIVE ,coUNCIL.
'2ND SESSION OF THE

4TH

\PUNJAB LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.

Montlay, 28th March, 1982.
Council met at the Council Chamber at 2
Mr. President in the chair.

THE

elook.

~.M.

of the

STARRED. QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
PANDIT INDRA, A CLASS. PRISONER, 1\fuL'rAN. ,

*1319. Lala Chetan Anand : Will the Honourable Member for
Finance be pleased to.state(a) if it is a fact that Pandit Indra, A class prisoner of Delhi, now
confined in the New Central Jail, Multanf:has got tendencies.
to contract tuberculosis and has approached the authorities:
for transfer to some other jail where the prisoners suffering
from tuberculosis are not confined ; · ·
(b) if it is a fact that during the last civil disobediencemovemsnt in•
the yea,r 1980 he was allowed special remission in °his· l!eiltencebf imprisonment by the Inspector-General of Prisens on
account of his physical tendencies ; · .
.
..
.(c) what action has been taken on the request of the said Pandit
Ji for his transfer from the Ne-w Central Jail, Multan?
The Honourable Sir Henry Craik : (a) 1st part ; he has probaiblybad:
ttl.bel'clilarattatiks in the 'pl!,st .and 'if so these would 'mli.ke 'b'im less and not
more liable to fresh infection. He is not now suffering from tuberculosis.
2nd part ; yes.
(b) Government ranctioned his release fr~m prison on a report by the!Dspector-Generalof Prisons that he was Eufferingfrom plurisy, probably ot
tubercnlar origin.
·· ·
·
··
· · ' ··
·
· ·
.· (~) His request has b.een considered and it has been decided that there ia
no reason to transfer him from this model and sanitary jail, where there is no
risk of his contracting ·tube:i:culat infection.
·
·
··
. LALA. PANNA LAL. OF DELm, ,A CLASS PRISONER, MUL!l'AN.
"1320. Lala Chetan Anand : Will the Honourable Finance Member

kindly state·
(a) if it is a fact that Lala Panna Lal. of Delhi, now A class prisoner
confined in .the New Central Jail, Multan, approached the
authorities with the request that he should he-allowed the use
of books for the preparation of Matriculation examination
and that arrangements be made for his appearance in thecoming Matriculation examination;
(b) if so, what orders have been passed in the matter of his''said
request?
The Honourable 'Sir Henry Craik: (a) Yes.
,
(b) His application was referred to the Delhi Administration for orders
by the Superintendent of the District Jail, Delhi, where he· was confined at
the time and is understood to have been rejected.
B

.<"'
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AND BOLA.SS PRISONERS IN MULTAN.

*1321. Lala Chetan · Anand : Will the Honourable Finance Member
be pleased to state'
(a) if any dietary has been fixed for the A· and B class prisoners con·
fined in the new Central Jail, Multan? If so, will the
Honourable Member. please lay on the table the dietary fixed
for the current month ;
(b) if it is a fact that only one sort of vegetable is grown in the jail
garden, and if not, will the Honourable Member please lay
on the table list of such vegetables as are gro_wn in the jail
garden?
·
The Honourable Sir Henry Craik: (a) Yes, the scale of diet is laid
,on the table.
(b) No ; the list is laid on the table.
Saale of diet for " A. " ana " B." c"lass prisoners of Eastern mode of living.
Flour

Dal
Ghee
Potatoea

Salt

..

..

Condiments

10 ohs.
l! ohs,
11 ehs.
2 ohs.
1 eh,
l oh.

Suga.r

Tea

..

..
••
..

... .

Vegeta.bles

Milk
Milk
Firewood

..

\

l oh •
oh.
4 ohs •
6 ohs. or da.hi 4 ohs •
2 ohs. for tea •
2 seers •

k

For me.at eiJl.era.-The

above diet will be issued exoept tha.t on five da.ya of the week 4 ohs.
sf maat or 4 ohs. of fish or 4 eggs costing a.bout two a.nna.s will be Issued in lieu of 6 ohs. of milk.

No~-This

diet will be sprea.d over

(') Jlar'ly f!IM'lling

m,al

three meal during ea.oh da.y as follows:Atta •• J oha.
Ghee

-

-

Pot.a.toe

ioh.

Tea

Dahl
~dlment
Atta ...
Vegeta.bles

..,

Ghee ••

Condiment.a :
Atta ••
Dal

Ghee ••
Condiments
Milk or meat or fish or eggs

4 oha.

.. t oh.

Sugar ••

List of oogetables grown in the garrfo1, atta,;heil,
Multan.
I(•) During the un'/IJ.et' 8eM011,( i) Oa.uliflower.
(ii) Oabbsge,
( sii) Knol kol.
(iv) Turnips.
( fl)

Oa.rrots.

( vi) Sa.la.d.
( vii) Palak.
(1/iii) Beet Root.
( iz) Potatoes,
(:s)~
(:u) Methi.
(zii) Ha.Iva Kadu.

to tke New Central Jail

(b) Du.ring the Summer Beaaon(i) Okra or La.dies Finger.
(ii) Tori Desi.
(t») Ka.du.
(it1) Karellu.
(11) Brinj als.
(fnJ Khera., I

(tlii) Kalfa.
( fflt) French Beans.
(~) Sag Ka.ram.

at
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CUTS IN SALARIES .OF GOVERNMENT SERVANTS.

*1322. Lala Chetan Anand : Will the Honourable Finance Member
lbe pleased to state(a) whether it is a fact that the Government servants who were
·
appointed on or after 1st January 1981 have been given a
rate of pay reduced by 15 per cent. from the old standard ; .
(b) whether it is a fact that despite the grant of reduced pay their
emoluments have been further subjected to the general cut
of 10 per cent. ;
'. {c) whether the Government has received . representations from the
Government servants affected by the furtp.el' reduction of the
salary by 10 per cent. making the total reduction 28! per cent.
which is more than twice · as much as in the' case of the old
Government servants ;
.
,
··{d) whether the Government intends to reconsider. the cases of such
· Government servants as were appointed on or after 1st January
1981 in the matter of reduction of their sala.ries or other
emoluments ?
'The Honourable Sir Henry Crail: : (a) to (e) Yes -.
(i.l) No.
RAINFALL,

WATER SUPPLY AND RELIEF IN LAND .REVENUE TO ROllTAX
ETC.,

'

DISTRICTS.

*1323. Rao Bahadur Chaudbri Chhotu Ram : Will the Honour·
.,able Member for Revenue kindly state'
(a) the normal time at which the south-eastern distticts of the Punjab
receive their winter rainfall ;
·
(b) whether the reporting stations of Rohte.k, Hissar and GurgQ<>n
have reported any rainfall up to the 1st March 1982, and if so.
the names of these stations and the amount of the rainfall ;
(o) the normal P.erio~ P.er m~nth for which t~e We~tem .Tumna
Oanal and its distnbute.nes are expected to run ;
,{d) the period for which the Western Jumna dana.l and its d.i$tri·
butaries have run ('1,J at full supply and (ii) at reduced supply
exceeding half the normal supply betweei;l the 7th February
. and 7th March ;
··
·
:•( e) the discharge of the Bhalaut distribute.ry in the Rohtak district.
,
between the 7th February and .the 7th March on the various
·
days during this period ;
· · ·
(/) the relief which the Government intends to giYe in respect of land
:
revenue and water-rates in Rohtak, Hisse.r, Gurgaon and
Karna!?
·
The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan: (a) Jann-ary and February.
· ·
(b) Yes. A statement is laid on the t'able.
(o) Genera.Uy the Western Jumns Oanal rang for 80 d~ys and its distribu«
~ta.ries from 7 to 8 days in fall supply turn.

B2
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E Hon.

Capt. Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan~]
(d) The Western Jumna Ca~l remained in flow during the entire periodbut it did not run at full supply nor at reduced supply exceeding half fhenormal supply.
The distributaries ran as below :_:.
(i) at J'!ill supply •. (ii) at reduced

supply.

Delhi Branch distributaries
2 to 4 days,.
1. to ,S days.
, . Sirsa Branch distributaries
9 to 12 days.
Hansi Branch distributaries
5 to 9 days.
. (e) Nil, as it had just finished its full supply tum of 8 days, on 5th1

. February 1982.
.
(J) At present the Punjab Government has no reason to believe that theordinary rules of suspension and remission will iiot meet the case.
Statement showing winter rainfall fram lsi October 1931 to ·29th February
1982, in Hissar, Rohtak and Gurgaon districts.
'

bo'uNT

Iliil.Jne
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'Rao'.B1iih.ailur a.auahri Chlio~ Ram : Will the Honourable .
3\lember.forRevenue kindly state(a) ·.whether the Government has appointed any officer to prepai:e
detailed estimates for the Bhakra Dam project ;
(b) the progress which the Bhakra Dam project has made between
: 1929 a.ml 1982-;
.
(c) whether the 'Indian States concerned have sent in any r-eplies
,torthe reference made to them in respect ofthe Bhakra Dam
project;
(d) the steps ·which ·the ,Government proposes to 'take to expedite
th": Bhakra Dam project ?
:'.

'The Honourable Captam Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan : (a) Nofi
::,:et.
(b) Surveys have been proceeding steadily and in June 1981 the Indian
States were addressed with a view to confer on the subject to settle essential
preliminary details.
(c) One of the States asked for a date to be fixed 'and Government is now
. considering a suitable elate.
· (if) Depends on the result of the conference.
'
REPRESENTATION

OF RESIDENTS

OF AMBALA AND LAHORE' AMONG DEPUTY

SUi"ERINTENDENTS

OF POLICE,

ETO,

*1325. Rao Bahadur Chaudhri Chhotu Ram : Will the Honourable
']finance Member kindly state the total strength of the cadre of deputy
-superintendsnts of police, e:dra. assi it mt; com-nissioners,' and sub-judges
;in the province and the number of those among them who are the
:residents of the Ambala and Lahore divisions· respectively ?
Mr. C. C. Garbett (Chief Secretary): The honourable member is
·:referred to the Punjab Civil List and the History of Services of _ Gazetted
Government servants, copies of which will be found in the Oouneil Library.
· 'The former shows the names of the officers borne on each cadre while the latter
-eontains particulars regarding the home of family of each officer. ·
REDUOTION

IN STRENGTH AND PAY OF OBOWKIDABS.

*1326. Rao Bahadur Chaudhri Chhotu Ram : Will the Honour~.able Member for Finance kindly state(a) whether the Government· has ever considered. the question of.
reduction of ·,ilhe number of chowkidars in big villages of the
south-eastern districts of the Punjab, and if so, with· what
result·;
'(b). whether the Government intends to reduce the number and. lowe,
the • scale . ~f·. salaries of ehow kidars in vje}'Yi ,of tµe changed
economic conditions ?
The Honourable Sir HenryCraik: (a) and (b) Thequestionisunder
,,,1'0nsideration.
·
··- - .
0

,.
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OHAH DUES ON OHAHI OROPB,

· *1327. Rao'.Bahadur.Chaudhri Cbhotu Ram: Will the Honourable=
Member for Revenue kindly state whether the examination· referred to mt·
bis answer to question No. 9211.asked on the 1st December 1981, has been
completed and whether the nol lhah dues eelleeted in respect of the wells,·
which have not been used .for raising chahi crops for the last five y~rs in
succession will be refunded, and if not, why not ?
The Honourable Captain S.ardar Sikander Hyat Khan :

It is:-

regretted that the reply to this question is not ready as reports of local officers
have not been received. It will be communicated to tlie honourable member·
~ soon as it is ready.
'
PASSPOI!.T FOR PERSIA TO

s. HARBANS SINGH SISTANI.

*1328. Sardar Bahadur Sardar Mohan Singh : · Will the Honourable Member for Finance please stat~
(a) (i) the year in which the passport for Persia of · S. HarbansSingh Sistani of Jhelum district was cancelled, and
(ii) the cirecmstanees under which it was so done;
(b) -whether Government has any intention of,renewing it?'
The Honourable Sir Henry Craik: (a) (i) In January 1924,'
(ii) The passport was cancelled in exercise of the discretion vested iri:the,
local Government.
(b) No.
TERMINAL TAX SCHEDULE OF JuLLUNDUR MONIOIPALITY.

*1329. Khan Bahadur Shaikh Din Muhammad):· Will the Honour-·
•hie Minister for Local Self-Govemment please state(a) whether the Jullundur Municipality submitted any . amended,
terminal tax schedule on 22nd April 1981, for sanction of theGovernment;
(b) if so, whether sanction has been accorded to the- schedule so~;

.

(c) if not, the reasons for the delay?

The ·Honourable Dr. Gokul Chand Narang: (a.) The revised"
tohedule was tece~ved by Government in November 1981..
(b) No.
(c) There were a number of defects in the proposels, and the matter was,,
referred. back to the committee through local officers•.
·

NoN·OFFIOIAL MEMBERS OF CoMM.UNIOATIONsBoARD,.

*1330. Khan Bahadur Shaikh Din Muhammad·: Will the Honour- ·
. able Minister for Agriculture please state-«
. (a) the number of non-official members of th~ Communications Boards,
Punjab, communitywise ;
(b) the a~thority responsible for nomination of the members?
1Volume

XX; page .243.
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The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh : . (a) The number of
non-official members of the Communications Board is nine. Seven of these a.re-directly nominated by Government. At present there are two Muslims, three , ·
Hindus and two Sikhs. The remaining two are nominated on the reeom- .
mendation of the Chambers of Commerce and the A. A.~- I. At present· one:
of these ii, a Hindus and the other a European. ·
(b) · Punjab Government (Ministry of Agricult~~). : ..
LICENSE TO PLY CARS ON

maa

ON PATHANKOT·DALHOUSJE

ROAD,

*1331~ Mirn Ku1ul1ah : Will the Honourable Member for Revenueplease state··
l. · ·
(a) the number of transport companies having licences to ply cars'
on hire on Pa thankot-Dalhousie road ;
·
(b) the rates quoted by them at the time of applying for such Iicenees r
(e) the rates 'they are actually charging?
,

The.Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan·:
(b) and (c) A statement is laid on the table.

(a) Four-

· Statement.
RA.TES QUOTED AT THE TDDII OF APl'LICATIO:N.

·1

For paasP:ngera,

For carririge of gooda.

Lory or bus.

Car.

Be. 0-3-6 to Re. 0-4-0 per seat
per mile.

Re. 0-0-9to Re. 0-2-6per seat Re. 0-0-4 to Re. 0-0-9 per

per mile.

per mannd per mile.

RATES ACTUALLY BJllINQ OJIABQJIID.

For carriage of (JOOda.

Lorry or bua.

Car.

.a to • Rs. 10 per seat for
. Iha whole jolll'ney.

Be.

BL 39' to Bs. G per aeat Re. 0-11-0 to Re. 1-1-0 per·
for the wholejourney.
maund for the wholejourney~.

L!Cl!INOE TO PLY <JABS ON

IDBE

ON PATHANKO~·DALB'.OUSIE

*1332. Mian Nurallah : Is the · Honourable M~ber
ware of the fact that all the licencees who are plying

cars

BOAD,

for Revenue.
on the Pe.than-
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,f Wan. Nwullah rJ,
'kot-Dalhonsie road have entered into an agreement to charge high rates.
from passengers . and. to divide the total income. between. them,selves ?' If
-so, what steps does the Honoura.ble MBJnber for Revenue propose to ta.k&
to break this paot ?

The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan : (a) No.
(b) Does not arise •

.

'

Pr.TING FOB BIBE ftATEB ON PATHANKOT·DALHOUSIE ROAD.

*1333. Mian Nurullah: (a) Will the Honourable Member for Bevenns
!be pleased to state whether it is a. fa.ot that the military authorities have
been offm'ed by a motor company to arrange-a. service between Pathsnkot
:and Dalhousie on, the following rates :Rs. 2-6-0 per seat in lorry ;
. Rs. 6 per seat in car ;
Rs. 20 for. a full car ?
{JJ) Does Government intend to consider the advisability 0£ removing
the restriction of issuing licenses in a limited number and to allow the individual vehicle owners to ply for hire ;
(c) If not, does Government intend to fix the maximum rates as tendered
by the transport companies to the military authority ?
The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan: (a) Gov,emment have no information ,;
·
·
(b) The matter is within the competence of the registering authority
under rule 89 of the Punjab Motor Vehicles Rules, 1981.
(c) Does not arise.
TuBEROULos1s

.

PATIENTS, N.Ew CENTRAL JAIL, MuLTAN.

Will the Honourable Member.....,.f,or
Finance be pleased 'to state·(~) whether he is aware of any resolution passed by .the Multan ,.
Municipality in its general meeting, held on 29th February
1982, to remove the tuberculosis patients from the New Central
Jail, Multan ;
(b) what action Government. i,ntends to take on this complaint ?
The Honourable Sir Henry Craik: (a) Yes.
(b) Tubercular prisoners were formerly confined in the Shahpur Jail',. .,.
'but as the result of the floods in 1929 the buildings were seriously damaged
.and had to be condemned. Some buildings actually collapsed in 1980
and the transfer of all prisoners from that jail became a matter of immediate
necessity. One enclosure of the New Central Jail at Multan was selected
for their reception, as this is the most .$11,nitary jail in the province. The~.
were moved there in Qctob01'. H)80 as-~ t~rnpora.ry, rne~i;iqre .. This ja.il covers ·
a very large area, and the, tubercular prisoners 1'-:re confined in .barreeks in
an entirEily separate 'enolesure surrounded by a · wide open space and by
walls 12 feet high. · There is no danger of other prisoners. contracting 'Dk
I

*1334. Lala Chetan Anand:
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faction from them, and in the eighteen months during which they have been
confined there, there has not been a single case of infection being eommunicated either to other prisoners in the jail or to members of the .steff or con·
vict officials. There is absolutely no risk of µij:ection from these prisoners
to the inhabitants of Multan city, which is, ah.out five miles awa.y from the
jail. Plants for the erection of a. new tuberenlsr jail in a. more suitable
locality have been prepared, but lack of funds prevents Govemment undertaking the construction of such a jail at present. The question of the permanent location of 'these prisoners at some other existing jail is, however,
under consideration.
FELLOWS ON THE SlilNATE OF THE PUNJAB UNIVERSITY.

*1335. Lala Jyoti Prasad : Will the Honourable Minister for Edu·
oation be pleased to state: ·
,
(a) at the time of his taking over charge of the portfolio of Education,
what was the number of Fellows, communitywise of elected,
officials nominated and non-officials nominated on the Senate
of the Punjab University ;
·
(b) the names of non-official nominated members whose terms of
fellowship has expired since then and the names of those who
have been nominated in their places ;
(c) whether he has any voice in the nomination of f~llows '?
The. HonourableMalik Firoz Khan Noon: The information: is
being collected and will be communicated to the honourable member when
• ready.
·
PUNJAB

UNIVERSITY EXAMINATIONS.

*1336. Lala Jyoti Prasad : Will the Honourable Minister for
Education please state-:·
(a) the number of students communitywise who sat for the University
Examinations in Matriculation, F.A., F.Sc. (Medical and nonMedical), B..A.., B.Sc., M.A.. , M.Sc., separately and also in other
examinations heldby the PunjabIlniversitylin the years 1929,
1930 and 1931, respectively ;
(b) the amount of examination fees realised commnnitywiee m its .
different examinations in · the years given above ?
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan Noon : The information is
being . collected and will be communicated
:ready.

to the honourablemember
·

when

~SA"Q'J Su:01, A PU;BLIOHOLIDAY.

*1337. Lala Jyoti · PratJad ; Wil). the Chief Secretary please state~
(a) whether it is a fact that Yaish Sabha Bhiwani (Hissar district) .
sent copies of a resolution passed by it that .A.sauj Sudi (birth- .,
day of Maharaj Uggarsain Jee) : be· declared public holiday
in future to the Deputy Commissioner, Hissar, Commissioner,
.A.mbala division and Chief Secretary, Government, Punjab;
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(b) if so, what action has been taken on the resolution;
(c) whether he is aware that Vaish or Mahajans in the Punjab a.re a
very important community ;
(d) if the answer to (b) he in the affirmative whether Government ·is
prepared to give the matter its favourable consideration ?
Mr. C. C. Garbett.: (a) No such resolution reached me from the
Vaish Sabha, Bhiwani, but a copy was received from the Seeretary, the
Punjab Aggarwal Sabha, Lahore.
·
·
·
(b) A reply was sent that in view of the large number of holidays
already sanctioned. in the Punjab, the Governor in Council regrets his inability to accede to the request.
(c) The Mahajans are no doubt one of the . main classes of Hindu.
traders.
(d) Does not arise.
DEPOSIT IN OASH FOR SUPPLY OF BLANKETS TO JUDGMENT DEBTORS IN
JAILS.

*1338. Lala Jyoti Prasad : Will' the Honourable Finance MembeT
please state-«
(a) if. it is fact th.at in certain jails· or sub-jails the decree-holders
are made to deposit Rs. 80 in cash for blankets, cooking
utensils, etc., in-addition to the diet money;
(b) whether previously the decree-holder used to supply blankets
. and cooking utensils himself and that it did not cost him more
than Rs. 10 in any case ;
·
(c) if so, why this practice has been discontinued ;
(d) what the Government pays per blanket supplied in fts jails for
the prisoners ?
The HonourableSir HenryCraik: (a) No.
(b) A decree-holder bad and still has the option of supplying for the
judgment-debtor clothing, bedding and such other articles as are required,
or of purchasing such articles from the jail-authorities on reasonable terms.
Certain jails have a stock of ' outfits ' for civil prisoners.
(c) Does not arise.
(d) Rs. 4-8-0 per blanket.

a

DIET MONEY TO OIVIL PRISONERS.

*1339. Lala Jyoti Prasad : Will the Honourable Finance Member
please state-(a) whether it is a fact that the civil courts fix annas six a day as the
diet money for a civil prisoner and in some cases even more ;
(b) whether it is not a fact that the food supplied to these prisoners
does not cost more than three annas at the most a day ?

I
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The Honourable Sir Henry C:raik: (a) and (b) There is no fixect:
scale of: diet money which is assessed according to 'the: discretion of thecolirt. Government have no information that six annas d.ay is the usual,
rate fixed. The honourable judges have issued orders that all courts should
take into consideration the fact that the prices of food stuff, ete., have considerably decreased when fixing the subsistence allowance of judgmentdebtors.

a

,
EXEMPTION OF THE SWORD AND SWORD STIOK FROM' LIOENOE.

*1340., Lala Jyoti Prasad: Will the Honourable Member for·
Revenue please state(a) whether it is a fact that sword is exempted fromIieenee for keeping.
arms in several districts ofthe Punjab;
. •.
(b) whether sword stick is also exempted in those . districts ;
(o) if not, what are the reasons for not exempting a sword stick ?
The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan: (a) Yes •.
(b) No.
(o) The sword stick is essentially a secret weapon. and the carrying;'.
of it might in certain circumstances constitute an offence under section· 2(),
of the Indian Arms Act, 1878.
· '·
IsLAMIA ANGLO-VERNACULAR MIDDLE

Soaoon, :K~JAH.

*1341. Lala Gopal Das : Will the Honourable Ministe~ for Education.,
please state·
(4) when the Islamia Anglo-VernacularMiddle School, Kunjah, was. opened;
(b) when it wasraised to the high standard;
(c) whether the managing committee obtained the permission of the,
·
Inspector of Schools, Rawalpindi division ;,.
(d) whether. the Inspector of Schools, Rawalpindi division, or any of
his assistants visited the school before recognition was accorded.
to it ; if Sil, what the recommendations were; ·
I

,

(e) when the recognition was accorded to this sohool ]:
( f) when the

cases of recognition of other schools such as the ·
Sanatan Dharam middle schools at Gujar Khan and Mianwali in the same division were taken up by the department..
last year ;
:(g) for what defects· were the applications of th~ Sanata.m Dharan» ..
,
Middle Schools, Guja.r Khan and Mianwali rejected ?
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan Noon: . (a) In May, 1928,..
on the closure of the District Board Anglo-Vernacular Middle. Sobool a.t the·
place.
·
(b) In May, 1980.
(c) No. '
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(d) Yes. A copy of the remarks recorded in the log book by Rai Baha· dnr Mr. Atma Ram who visited the school on the 7th January 1929, is laid
-on the table.
'
(e) In April, 1981.
(J) In July, 1981.
(g) (i) Poor financial condition,
(ii) Poor enrolment and unwholesome competition with the local
' Government and board schools.
ln.specttlJn note made by Mr. Atma Ram, Inspector ofSchoo'ls, Rawalpvn,d,i
dim"sion, in the log book of Islamia High Sahobl, K1mjah,
dated 10th January 1929.
I visired the Islamia Anglo-Vernacular Middle School (unrecognised), Kunja.h, on the morn'·ing of the 7th January, 1929.
The school ill occupying temporarilyiihe building of the defunct District Board Middle
:,School The building ill an excellent one, and I understand negotiations are in progress with
.. the district board with a view to securing the loan of the building more or less permanently,
Some of the boarding house dormitories are full of furniture. I have suggested to the Dill·
·trict Inspector that the dormitories should be made available to the party occupying the dill'triot board building as soon as possible.
The start made ill a satisfaetory one, and I trust the management
willdo all they can to
1
·<evolve a satisfactoxy institution,
It is absolutely essential that there should be stability with regard to the staff, partioularl:,
· •in relation to the post of the headmaster.
.
,

REcoGNrL'ION OF THE IsLAMIA ScHOOL, KuNJAH.

*1342. Lala Gopal Das 1

Will the Honourable Minister for Education
please lay on the table a copy of the remarks made by the Inspecting Officers
-while forwarding the applications for recognition of :_:_
(a) the Islamia School, Kunjah ;
(b) the Sanatan Dharam Middle School, Gujar Khan;
(c) the Sanatan Dharam Middle School, Mianwali?
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan . Noon : The recommendations
-·of the inspectors are confidential and. it is not in the public interest that
,.they should be disclosed.
CRIMINAL TRIBES SETTLEMENT IN OHARGEOF THE SALVATIONARMY
lIN SHEIK~UPURA DISTRICT,

*1343. Khan BahadurMian Muhammad Hayat Qureshi: Will the
:Eonourable the Revenue Member please state(a) whether the Government are aware that a number of the residents
of Sansra also known as Kot Adhian (a criminal tribes settlement in the district of Sheikhupura in charge of the Salvation
Army) having embraced the faith of Islam desired to have a
Muslim teacher who should impart religious instructions to
them, -sueh as teaching of the Holy Quran, conduct their
daily prayers and instruct and help them in the observance of
other rites ,of :the Islamic faith, e.q., funeral service. and per·.
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formance of marriage, etc., and' with that view, the Deputy-Commissioner of Criminal Tribes, Punjab, was approaehed.t
in January 1931, by the Ahmadiyya Anjuman Isha'at-i-Islam, .
Lahore, for permission to send a religious-teacher to the settle-ment;
·

(b_) whether the Government- are aware that the said Deputy Commissioner, Criminal Tribes, first informed the Anjuman that hewanted to refer the matter to Government and then after a
whole year's unfruitful correspondence
the subject in.
January 1932~ finally refused to-aeeord the required pennis-·sion;
.
(c) if the permission was refused with the k~owle<lge and cognizance ·
of the Government, whether the Governmeµt are prepared to
· reconsider the question now and to aecord! the permission
sought in the light of the Great Proclamation of the late Her ·
Majesty Queen Victoria ? '

on

The Honourable Captain Sardar: Sikander Hyat.Khan :. (a)

Yes.
(b) Yes.
(c) The orders are that any society which is responsible for the management of a settlement has a right to object to the visits of 9iny preacher who
comes to wean away the settlers from a religion which tb.ey already profess ..
The Salvation Army is in charge of the Kot Adhian Settlement and tha.i
society 'has a right to. object to the visits of preachers of the Anjuma.n.
Any Muslims. in the settlement. are at liberty. to apply to be transferred to
a settlement under the control of a Muslim society and.if they do so, arrange- ·.
mente will be made to effect the transfer .
.ANGLO·'VERNAOULAR MIDDLE A.ND HIGH SOHOO~S.
:

..

l.

,__

.

.

- . ·.,'

*1344. Mr. Mukand Lal Puri. :.
Education kindly state-

··

'.

•

.

.

1.

'

Will the Honourable · Minister for
•
I

(a) the. total number of students who appeared in the vernacular ·
final examination in 1931 and the number of passes ;

· (b) from the vernacular schools with English;
(o) :E:r-0m vernacular schools with English as optional subject ;

(<1)
(e)
2.
(b)

(c}
,

(d)

from· anglo-vemaeular middle and high schools';
private with English;
(a) the total number of students in the senior special classes in the
province on 1st January 1982 ;·
how many anglo-vemaeular high and middle sehools are located
'in rural areas ;
·
.
the number of -vernaeular huddle schools. ,~'liere English is op·
tional;
eommnnitywise the number of students who appeared and passed.
in the vernacular final examination µi 1981,, (a) with.
English, (b) without English ?. _
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The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan Noon: The information is
.being collected and will be communicated 'to the honourable member when
.ready.
CHAUDHRI DHoLAN

RAM,

PRESIDENT_ OF THE MuzAFFARGARH

MuNIOIP ALITY.

*1345. Lala Chetan Anand : Will the Honourable Minister for Local
:;Self-Government

please state-

(a) whether it is a fact that the election of Ohaudhri. Dholan Ram
as President of the Muza:ffargarh Municipal Committee was
not approved of by the Commissioner, Multan;

(b) whether any charges were made age.in.st him and any enquiry
was instituted into his conduct ;
(c) whether· in the matter of the notification of Lala Pye.re Lal a.s
President, the said Municipal Committee was consulted ?

The HonourableDr. Gokul Chand Narang : Certain · information
-asked for is being obtained and a complete reply to the question will be
-eommunieated to the honourable member in due course.
SEOUB.UrY FROM

Inq_ilab.
·~.~-~

*1346. Lala Bhagat Ram: Will the Honourable Finance Member
~;Please state(a) whether it is a fact that seoutlty of Rs. 5,000 was demanded from
InqiJab-a daily vernacular paper and . press-for certain
articles published in th.at paper about Kashmir ;
• (b) whether that amount has been recently reduced to Rs. 500 ; if so,
for what reasons ;

(c) whether this was reduced before the original amount Rs. 5,000
was paid;

(d) the reasons for this concession?

The Honourable Sir Henry Craik: (a) No. Rs .• 2,500 was the
-original demand from the publisher of the paper; a similar demand was
. made from the keeper of the press.
(b) and (c) Yes. _

(d) Because Government was satisfied tllat the publisher of the paper
.and the keeper of the press were one and the same person: that he could
.not find the combined security: and that he had given adequate assurances
-ot careful conduct of his paper in the future.
Exactly similar treatment

· ,Jio the Vir KeSTi.

on

exactly similar grounds was accorded
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SECURITIES FROM CERTAIN LOCAL VERNACULAR :&EWSPAPEBS.

*1347. Lala Bhagat Ram : Will the Honourable Finance Member be
;pleasedto state'
(a) whether it is a fact that securities under the Emergency Press
Ordinance have been recently demanded from the following
local vernacular newspapers, and also from the. keepers of the
Presses of these papers r->
.•
(i) lnqlab, (ii) Zamindar, (iii) A.hrar and (iv) Milap;
(b) if so, what are the amounts demanded from each of them;
(c) what are the offences for which the· securities were demanded;
whether they are of the same nature ; ,
.
(d) what considerations have been kept in view in fixing the amount;
of the securities '}
T.he Huo11ra'hle Sir Hi,11r1 Craik : (a) '.rhere ·is no such thing as
·the Emergency Press Ordinance, but security has bean demanded recently
from the lnqilab,.Zamindar, A.hrar, Milap as well as other newspapers a11d
from the keepers of the presses which printed the lnqilab, A.hrar and Milap
papers, either under the Emergency Powers Ordinance or under the Indian
·Press (Emergency. Powers) Act.
·
(b) lnqilab,, Rs. 2,500 reduced to Rs. 500.
Za,mir,,dar, Rs. 1,000.
A.hrar, Rs. 500.
M,,,1ap, Rs. 8,000.
Muslim Printing Pr688, Rs. 2,500 reduced to

nu~

Maqbul+Am Press. Ba; 1,500.
Ni,ami E7M1:rio Press, Rs. 8,000.
Meroantil.6 Prin,t;im,g Pr688, Rs. 8,000 reduced to .:Ss. 500.
(o} In the oases of the ln,quab and Milap newspapers and the Muslim
Prindng Press and Nizami Electrio Press for infta.mmatory artioles dealing
·with Kashmir, which were calculated to ea.use eommnnal strife.
_
.In the oases the Zamir,,dar and · .A.krar newspapers under section 7
-of the Indian Press (Emergency Powers) Act.
·
In the case of the Maqbul-i-Am Press fot an inftan1ma.toryposter which
- ·was regarded as punishable under section 124-A, Indian Penal Code.
In the case of the Mercantile Press for printing a paper containing
matter which was regarded as similarly punishable.
· ·
{tl) Each case was decided on its merits with due r~ga~dto the previous
histoey of the pa.per or press, the financial condition of the proprietors and
.any re~resentations or undertakings which they made.
:
·

o,

MuNIOIPAL COMMITTEE, KA.suR.

*1348. Lala Gopal Das : Will the Honourable Minister for Local ,
,:Self-Governmentbe pleased to state if it is a fact,.
.
{a) that the Municipal Committee of Kasur secured the services of a
railway clerk at Kasur for supply of copies of railway receipts
delivered by importers at the time of ta.king delivery of goods ;
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(b) that the Superintendent, Terminal · Tax, was held responsible
by ~he. committe~ to comp~e the aboye receipts .with theentries m the regIRter regarding the terminal tax paid by the
above importers ;
(c) that no verification having been done as ordered by the committee
for about six months, the Finance Sub-Committee IL ... de
a report that, the committee had suffered a loss of Rs. 4.'34-4-S.
as several importers had not paid the.terminal tax;
· (d) if the replies to the above be in the affirmative, whether the
Honourable Minister will be pleased to state what action has
been taken against ·the Superintendent, Terminal Tax, for
negligence of duty ?
Ho•ourable Dr. Gokul Chand Narang: The required inforination 'is being collected and will be communicated to the honourable
inm:nberwhen ready.

n_,

SHORT NOTICE QUESTION.
Khan Bahadur Sardar Habib Ullah : Will the Leader of the Rouse
please state the progress made by the Committee appointed by this House
to solve the communal problem the report qf which was to be presented tothe House during the present session ?
The Honourable Captain SardBJ' Sikand~r Hyat · Khan : If the
honourable member repeats his question tomorrow, Imay be in a position.
to give him an answer.
OATH OF OFFICE.
The follo~g member was sworn in-.
Mr. C. N. Chandra, I.C.S. (Junior Secretary to Financial Commissioners)..
DEM.ANDS. FOR SUPPLEMENTARY AND TOKEN GRANTS.
IRRIGATION CAPITAL EXPRNDITURE.

The Honourable Sir .Henry Craik (Finance Member): Sir, I have

to announce tha,t the Supplementary Demands printed on the order paper
are being presented on the recommendation of His Excellency the Governor.

I beg to move-That an additional sum not exceeding Rs. 68,100 be granted to the Governor in Council,
to defra.y the charges that will come in course of payment for the year en.diJlg
the 31st of :March 1932, in respect of Irrigation Capital Expenditure.

Mr. President:

The motion is-

#

That an additional sum not exceeding Rs. 68,100 be granted to the Governor in Conncilto defray the charges that will come in course of payment for the year enrung
the 31st of March 1932, in respect of Irrigation Capita.I Expenditure.

Khan Baha.dur Sardar Habib Ullah (Lahore, Muhammadan, Rural) :
I beg to move-That the grant be reduced by Re. I with respect to the item of Rs. 30,~55-Construc·
tio:p 'of Irrigation-C(?nstruction
of Mason:ry-:-Western Jumna Canal Circle.

This Honie is JISed to hearing very long speeches in ~hich the needsand requirements of irrigated areas are always put forward, but unfortunately
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. since we have lost a very important member of the House, I mean our friend·
Pir Muhammad Husain, the case of bararii ilaqas is not put forward in this
House. With this point in view I am going to say a few words about this
particular part of the country which may be benefited by this new arrangement. I know from reading the notes that have been supplied on this
particular item that Government has an intention of spending Rs. 80,000·
with a view to improving water conditions in Ghaggar ·• river. I do not.
know the details of the whole thing, but from what I have been able to
gather from the note it is clear that there was some discussion about the
water supply from Ghaggar with the Patiala State on which I think the
representatives of the different parties concerned have come: to some agreement. But I would urge on the Government that there· is another canal'.
and unless you improve the condition of that canal.-c-I mean the Rangoi
Canal which sometime ago used to be w~th the Irrigation Department . but
for some reason or other it was transferred to the district board and thedistrict board used to get certain grant from the Government for the upkeep and repair of this canal, which I understand has now been stopped on
account of financial stringency -the people of that ilaqa will not get much
water. This canal for the last few years has been totally neglected with the
result that 82 villages-and this .is not a small area and I would draw the·
attention of the Chief Engineer to this particular point----82villages with
lakhs of acres of land which used to be benefited by the water-supply of this·
particular canal have gone dry. It may be due to the stoppage of the grant
to the district board which has consequently stopped its repairs and upkeep. There is absolutely no water in the Rangoi Canal now. I willtherefore urge upon the Government that now that they have taken up theGhaggar river in hand they will also improve this canal which is the off-shoot
of the Ghaggar river. I am told by the representative of the district that
much. money is not required. If Government is prepared to spend a few
thousands of rupees a· good start can be made. With these words I move
this motion to urge upon· the Government that they will .do something to,
help the _peopleof that particular area.
Mr. President : · Motion isThai the grant . be reduced by Re. 1 with respectto die item of Rs. 30,000-55Construction of Irrigation-Construction of Masonry.....;.Western
Jumna
Canal Circle.
.
•

Mr. Miles Irving (Financial Oommissioner}: The Rangoi Canal has
nothing to do with the present demand. I understand the object of the
reduction is that it should be taken over by the Irrigation Department.
It is at present not under the control of the Irrigation Department. Thedifficulty about the Rangoi Canal is that we examined its case for several
years and the final view of the Irrigation Department expressed by Mr.
Ashton in 1929,wasthat nothing could be done to improve the canal and that
it would seriously affect Ghaggar canal and other canals. The honourablemember is aware that there if; a great controversy between ourselves, Patiala.
and Bikaner as to the apportionment of the waters of the Ghaggar and it
is practically unthinkable that when that controversy is going on we should,
. take any further steps in this direction. The view of the Irrigation . Department was that this tract should wait for irrigation until the Bhakra
Dare Scheme comes into force. This is the history of the case and I leave
it to the Chair to decide whether it should be taken up on this demand.
0
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Khan Bahadur Sardar Habib Ullah (Lahore, Muhammadan, Rural) :
I am sorry that I have not been able to make myself clear or the Financial
Oommissioner has not understood what my object was in moving this cut.
The Government is now going to improve the condition of Ghaggar river ·
so that the barani areas may get some water out. of 'the Ghaggar river. I
understand that some part of this water goes to Ooto head works and 'the
rest is used on the way by the zamindars, There are some other nallahs
which come out of the Ghaggar. The Rangoi Canal is also supplied by the
Ghaggar river. If you improve the head works of this Rangoi Canal you
will be giving water to those parts which used to get it formerly. I may
mention here that last year or the year before, some representatives of that ·
part of the country came over to see the Financial Commissioner who very
kindly promised to look into the matter. I, however, never expected this
dry sort of a reply from the present Financial Commissioner without going
into the merits of. the case and without trying to understand the whole
position.
this the sort of reply that Government want to give whenever
the question of barani ilaqas comes forward ? This I am afraid will alienate
th~ people of barani il,aqas. and the Government will lose their sympathy.
I would, therefore, urge on the Government and the Chief Engineer that this
is not a technical subject on which they should have given the answer, namely,
tha,t as this has nothing to do with the grant directly before us, therefore
they cannot consider the question. I would again urge on the Pinancial
Commissioner and the Chief Engineer that whoever may be responsible
for this canal, he should do something for it. It is the business of the Government to handle this question properly. If the Irrigation Department
is not to take this I would request the Financial Commissioners to handle
it properly and give relief to this particular part of the country.

Is

·

//

The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikandel' Hyat Khan (Revenue

#' · :Member):

I am glad that the honourable member has shown some solicitude
.for. the zamindars of barani areas to-day. So far as the Ghaggar bund is concerned I wish to inform him that the matter is at the moment under arbiiiration with the Government of India. There is some trouble with the Patiala
State regarding the share of water, and the question has been referred for
arbitration to the Government of India and until a decision is announced
by the Government of India we cannot proceed further with the matter.
Rangoi Canal is now under the control of the district board and 1think the
honourable member would be well advised to ask some members of the
.Hissar District Board ~o raise the question there .. ~

Kh~ Bahadur Sardar Habib Ullah : \\'by not Government ?
The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan : Because if Government takes up the management it will be more expensive
we shall have to keep separate staff for this small inundation canal.

as

Mr. President : Question isThat the grant be reduced by Re. 1 with respect to the item of Rs. 30,000-55-Construction of · lrrig!l>tion-Construotion of Masonry-Westem Jumna Cana.I
Circle.
·

The motion was lost.
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.
Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq (Amritsar City, Muhammadan, Urban):
:Si.1', in the details given in the explanatory memorandum in regard to this
-demand, you find the first item is for protecting the left bank of the river
~elum upstream of the head regulator a:t Mangla and, the provision is
Rs. 2, 70,000. The Government are pleased to say on the next page that
in view of the urgency of the work the vote of the Council has been anticipated and the matter was brought to the notice of the: Standing Finance
Committee. I wonder why this large provision was not. included in the
regular budget.
Mr. President: Which budget?
The provision relates to expen-di-ture incurred during the year 1981-82; while the budget which was
passed by the House the other day relates to the year 19~2-83.
Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq : But the money has not be~n spent ..
The Honourable CaptQ.Ul Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan : The
.money has been spent long ago.
Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq : I am sorry, Sir.
Mr. President : Question isThat an additional sum not exceeding Rs. 68,100 ho granted to the Govemor in Council to
defray the charges that will come in course of payment for the year ending
the 31st of March 1932, in :respect of Irrigatlon Capital ]i}xpenditure.

The motion was carried.
ADMINISTRATION

OF JUSTICE.

The Honourable Sir Henry Craik (Finance Member) :
'to move-·
·

Sir, I beg

That an additional sum not exceeding Rs. 48,lSO'be granted to the Govemor in Council
to defray the charges that will come in course of payment for the year ending
the 31st of March 1932, in respect of Administration of Justice.

Mr. Ptesident : Motion moved=That an additional sum not exceeclingRs. 48,180 be granted to the Govemor in Council
to defray the charges that will come in course of payment for the year ending
the 31st of March 1932, in respect of Administration of Justice.

Kh1U1 Bahadur Sardar Habib Ullah·:

I beg to move-

That the total grant be reduced by. Re. 1.

My object in moving this is to elicit certain information and also to
·urge on Government for the speedy termination of the eases that are pending
before the tribunal. I am sure honourable members will remember that
when the Criminal Amendment Bill was passed the main argument given.
.at the time in its' favour was that there was going to be a, speedy administration of justice and less expense to the province by sueh a change. If
·the ordinary courts were proceeding with the case under the ordinary
law perhaps it would not have taken such a long time as it has taken now.
This tribunal with expensive judges, and an expensive machinery for pro·
. secuting has been a great burden on the province, especially at this time
when we are looking forward to save every penny. I remember putting
to the Honourable Finance Member a question some tinie ago asking for
information how much money has been spent up to date on this tribunal.
c2
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In the answer :figures were given I believe up to the end of October 1981.

If the Honourable Finance Member will kindly give the House the figure·
up to this day it will enable the House and the people to know how expen-

sive this tribunal has been and with wliat little result.
Mr. President: Motion moved~
That the total grant be reduced by Re. 1.

Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq (Amritsar City, Muhammadan,· Urban}
(Urdu): Sir, when the Bill empowering the Government to constitutetribunals came up for discussion in the House it was argued by the Government that the cases remain pending for a long time in the ordinary law
courts and this· procedure in addition to the unnecessary wastage of timecreates unrest among the public. But will the honourable members who
supported this Bill and accepted the Government's points of view tell mewhether less time has been spent by the tribunal in disposing of the cases
than an ordinary court of law would have spent?
The tribunal, on the-other hand, has entailed very great expenditure. Whereas an ordinary
sessions judge gets Rs. 800 or Rs. 1,000 per mensem, the judges employed
for the tribunal work are given exorbitant sums of Rs. 2,890 and Rs. 2,202:
per mensem. If the President or any one of the judges falls· ill, the court
is adjourned, and no work is done for 10 or 15 days together. On account,
of such postponements the tribunal is hardly busy for a period of five or six
months during one year.
.
During the discussion of the Bill the Chief Secretary remarked .that thevakils earn a lot if cases are entrusted -to ordinary courts and it was to makea saving in the fees of the counsels that the Bill was conceived. But now, .
. under the present arrangements three fust class pleaders are employed and
they are ·given huge sums of money as salary. It really pains me to note·
that the Government recklessly spends huge amounts on such cases without
any purpose and without any use. They spent similarly many Iakhs in
respect of the Akali movement cases and that money was also spent in vain
because later on the Government withdrew the cases. The Government
should seriously. consider the propriety of spending such exorbitant sums.
under the present embarrassing condition of our :finances. It is a matter·
of common knowledgethat the zamindara are not able to pay the Government
. dues even after disposing of their movable and landed properties. The. hopeless state of commerce has turned many people bankrupt.
We
daily witness the heartrending spectacles of squalid paupery in our streets.
Under these circumstances the Government cannot afford to · squander·
public money so ruthlessly. I wonder how the Government is justified
in paying Re. 2,202 to the judges of the special tribunals who while in service·
were drawing much less salaries and who are now in receipt of pensions.
in addition to this fat salary. . While on this point, I want to address oneword to the zamindar members of the Council. Whenever the question:
of obioma is raised on the floor of this House they oppose the Government
tooth and nail and sometimes their zeal overruns their discretion. . They
even go so far as to issue threats to the Government. But it is. a pity
that when such proposals as the present one come up before the House·
which entail lot of unnecessary expenditure and consequently an unnecessary
burden on the poor zamindars, they sit unmoved . as if stunned by an.
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-eleotrie shock. On such occasions tl;i.ey appear as if they have no feeling
1eft for their brethren. It is this deplorable attitude 'of the members of
·the Council that encourages the Goverpment to treat us like children and
-our critics to hold us to the ridicule of the world. But for this attitude
,the Civil and Military Gazette would never have mentioned under a very
prominent heading that the Punjab Councilhas reduced the budget this year
-only by three rupees. This was the reduction which the Council was
-able to effect after a good deal of wastage of time and i:putting the official
members to a lot of inconvenience. Is our achievement in the direction
-of curtailment of· expenditure· not out of all proportions to the time and
-energy · wasted to achieve it ? I take this opportunity of conveying to
·my zamindar brethren that if they want honestly and earnestly to lower the
-expenditure of the administration they should try to do so at the time of the
discussion of the budget. If the Government were. to seriously consider the
-question of the curtailment of expenditure they could very easily employ
.a aessions judge on a remuneration of Rs. 1,000 per m~nsem and if. they
· were very anxious to. have an Indian. Civil Service. man !:as the president of
·the tribunal they could very conveniently get the servieesof one for Rs. 1,500
-or Rs. 1,600 a month. I would rather suggest that one sessions judge be
· -entrusted with the work of hearing these cases and provision be made to
'thia effect that the work hitherto done by the tribunal be deemed valid
.and correct. In this manner you will be saving the province from a bur-den of huge expenditure. Moreover, it is not very difficult for the Govern.ment to dispense with the services of their employees in the tribunal because
·their is no contract with them. ' , So the question of the: breach of contract
-does not arise at all, as it arises in the case of the members of Indian or
provincial civil service. I am· afraid that if the work of the tribunal lasts
·for two or three years, as it is likely to do, the province ;wm be encumbered
·with such great expenditure that it· will not be able to bear it. So, it is
.high time that the Government should consider the si.tu.ation created by
its expensive tribunal with all seriousness,and do the needful in the direction
-of the curtailment of their expenditure. With these wor~s, I lend my wholehearted support to the cut under discussion.
Pir Akbar Ali (Ferozepur, Muhammadan, Rural) . (Urdu) : Sir, I
.rise to lend . my support to the cut under discussion. •· There is no doubt
·that the tribunal was appointed under a special Act,.but it is really a pity
that the fears which were entertained about its proceedings at the time of
· the discussion of the Bill recommending it, are found. to be substantiated.
"I'he adjournments and postponements of its proceedingswhich are incessantly
·taking place are giving us a genuine cause of complaint': :We fully realise
that the Government cannot bring the work of this tribunal to an abortive
-end liut we earnestly urge that they should be careful in hlture about referring
-the cases to such tribunals. With these words I lend my support to the cut
moved by my friend Sardar Habib Ullah.
·
The Honourable Sir Henry Craik (Finance M~mber): Sir, the
.honourabls mover of the.cut stated that his object was first to elicit inform.ation and secondly to induce Government to expedite the disposal of this
-ease. As regards the eliciting. of information I can h~rdly add anything
-to what is stated in the- explanatory memorandum, 'I admit that this is
.an expensive tribunal. It is not possible to deny th~t. · . I must also be
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perfectly candid and admit that the expenditure .shown here is not thewhole of the expenditure incurred. For it does not include the fees paid:
to the counsel both for the prosecution and defence nor does it include the
expenses of witnesses. It cannot be denied that this is an expensive form.
· of tribunal but it had to be an expensive form of tribunal if we were to
comply with the law which we ourselves had enacted.
The Criminal
.Procedure (Amendment) Act provided for a tribunal of three and if wewere to comply with that law and use the machinery provided by that law
we had no option but to appoint three judges. As regards the expense
I may say that all the three judges are having their salaries cut by ten
per cent. as all other Government officers. The counsel for prosecution
were asked if they would agree to a similar cut and they said they would.
The counsel for defence were asked a similar question but they refused to
accept. (Mr. Mukand Lal Puri: They are very poorly paid.) I will
give the House the details. The principal counsel· for the defence far from
being poorly paid gets a monthly wage of Rs. 1,800. (An Honourable·
Member: No retrenchment?) No; he has refused: (Mr. Mukand Lat:
Puri: He is under a contract.) Both sides are equally under a contract
then. The second counsel gets about half of that, the third also about
half of tb:at and there is a fourth who gets a somewhat smaller .sum.
The second point made by the honourable member ;was that Government
should do everything it could to expedite the disposal of this case. ThereI entirely agree with him.
Government is doing everything it can to expedite the disposal of the case. It is not Government but the defence that
is responsible for most of the delay which has occurred. Witnesses havebeen examined and cross-examined at great length and a good deal of time
has been taken up by miscellaneous applications of various kinds. But
· I am in a position to say that the case for the prosecution is now approachingcompletion. Of 714 witnesses for the prosecution 347 have been examined
up to this day and 60 have been given up. That is something like _400,
altogether. And there remain to be examined about 307 witnesses of whom
a considerable number probably will not actually be called as they are unimportant witnesses. And it is probable as far as I can foresee that therecording of evidence by the prosecution should be concluded by the end
of June, at the latest. After that the course of the case will depend entirely
on the defence and I fear it will not be possible for the prosecution to haveeven as much control as they have been having up to this time. It must
be remembered that this is a: very important Cfl,Se with no less than 2T
accused persons and against a great many of them the charge is a capital
charge. The most serious charges possible are involved. If we had
followed the ordinary procedure, if we had not directed that this case should
be prosecuted under the special .Act, I think it is at least doubtful whetherthe commitment stage would have been finished by now. That is an
important consideration to bear in mind. We got rid of the commitment
stage by this procedure under the special Act. Honourable members
are no doubt aware under the standing orders of the High Court during
the. commitment stage a magistrate is bound to examine all the witnesses
produced for the prosecution, and although under . the law as laid down
under the Code of Criminal Procedure he is entitled to commit. a case for'
trial practically when he is satisfied that a p,ima facie case has been made-
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out, that discretion is .Iifnited by the executive orders of the High Court
which direct that he must examine all the witnesses produced for. the prosecution -. So, as I have said, assuming that all the witnesses had been examined and cross-examined before a magistrate at the same length as they
have been before the tribunal, we would not have even approached
the end of the commitment stage so far. I agree, however, that the disposal
of the case has been rather distressingly slow but I do submit that that
is in no way due to negligence on the part of Government or failure on the
part of the prosecution to do their utmost to expedite things.
The
honourable member from Amritsar asked that no further cases, if such
oases unfortunately should occur, should be tried under the special procedure because he said that this case would take two or three years. That
is an example of what I would call deliberate pessimism,' It will not take
two or three years. I see no reason why the case should not be completed
a great deal quicker than that. . I would not like to forecast the time but
it should be well under two or three years. As _there is obviously no course
possible except to go forward with this trial and bring it to as speedy conclusion as possible, I hope the House will pass this supplementary demand
· and I hope the mover of this cut will in view of the nature of my reply
withdraw his motion.
·
Khan Bahadur Shaikh Din Muharnrnad (East and West Central
Towns, Muhammadan, Urban): Sir, I expected a different reply from the
Honourable Finance Member. It is really very hard to see such an exorbitant sum being spent on this. conspiracy case without an:y: eheck'or control.
If the Bill as originally conceived had been passed by this House, I am surethe trial would have been expedited. It was the amendments that were
introduced by this Honourable House that are mainly responsible for all
. the adjournments that are taking place and for the exorQitant sum that is
being spent on this case. I know it personally that when a judge falls ill.
the case is adjourned sine die and, nobody can command or control the
health of an individual or the human barometer. If a defence counsel
has fallen ill, the case has been adjourned sine die; It is a .fact that during
the last 2 or 8 months, jhere have been several adjournments, simply because
the defence counsel could not find it possible to attend the' case. Similarly,
if anybody from among the accused falls ill, the case is adjourned sine die.
So, if we really seriously want to curtail the expenditure, the best way
to do it. would be to amend the· Act, so as to make it mipossible for such
adjournments to take place ; otherwise the tribunal is helpless, the Government is helpless. You cannot at all curtail the expenditure unless you
amend the Act in the light of' the remarks that have been made before this,
House. With these few words, I support the cut, but I do it on a different
ground
Khan Bahadur Sardar Habib Ullah : Sir, in view: of' the · assurance
given by the Honourable Finance Member, I beg to withdraw my motion.
The motion was by leaoe withdrawn.
·
Mr. President·: Question isThat an additional sum not exceeding Rs. 48,180 be granted to the Governor in Council.
to defray the charges that, will come in course of payment for the year· ending
the 31st of March 1932, in respect of Administration of Justice.

The motion was carried. ·

·
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MISCELLANEOUS {RESERVED) •

. The Honourable,Sir HenryCraik : Sir, I beg to move-«
. That a mpplementary sum' not exceeding Rs. 2,56,300 be granted to the Governor in
~uncil to defray the charges that will come in course of payment for the year
ending the 31st of Ma.rch 1932, in respect of. Mi!,ioellaneous (Reserved),
(Miscellaneous Department Rs. 7 ,100, Miscellaneous Rs. 2,49,200),

The motion was carried.
HYDBO·ELEOTRIO

SoHEME-W

OBKING

EXPENSES.

The Honourable Dr. Gokul Ch8'1d Narang (Minister for Local

;Self.. Government):

Sir, I beg to mov&--c-

That a supplementary sum not exceeding Rs. 67,830 be granted to the Punjab
Government (Ministry of Local Self-Government) to defray the charges that
will come in course of payment for the year ending the 31st of Ma.rch 1932, in
respect of Hydro-Electric Scheme-Working
Expenses.

Mr. President : The motion isThat a supplementary sum not exceeding Rs. 67,830 'be granted to the ·Punjab Government (Ministry of Local Self-Government)
to defray the charges that
will come in course of payment for the year ending the 31st of Ma.rah 1932, in
respect of Hydro-Electaie Scheme-Working
Expenses.

Khan Bahadur Sardar Habib Ullah (Lahore, Muhammadan,·Rural):
:Sir, I beg to. move->
The.t the demand be reduced by Re. 1.

Mr. President: I am inclined to think that the honourable member's
cut is out of order. In the details of the demand the item of Rs. 28,880
is shown as- a separate item. So, a· reduction from that item and not
from the whole grant should have been moved.

Khan BahadurSardar Habib Ullah: I quite. agree, when the
whole demand is put to the House; I hope I can offer my remarks then.
Mr. President: Yes. But the honourable member's remarks
-should relatoto the whole demand.
As an illustration the honourable
member may refer to a particular item, but his remarks, when he attacks
ihe whole grant, must-be relevant to it in its entirety.
Khan Bahadur Sardar Habib -Ullah : . That is what I intend to do.
:My object in opposing this grant is to urge upon the Government and to
-show to this House that the control on this particular department i1:1 not
as it ought to be. As an illustration I would like to refer the Rouse to the
-explanation on page 11 of the supplementary estimates, 1981-82, in con:nection with Lyallpurelectrification scheme, which runs as follows:The three engines of the 75-K. W. genera.ting sets installed in the power station at
Lyallpur developed cracks attributl)d to defective design and workmanship.

This is why we have been asked to vote for Rs. 28,880, so as to put
-these engines in order.
Mr. President : This is not my reading of, the note.
Khan Bahadur Sardar Habib Ullah: I am just going to explain
how they intend to put this whole machinery into
3P.M,
order. It is said that. when these engines were
bought from·England they were ordered through the High Commissioner
'
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.and that after working only for a year or two, they cracked and therefore
they are required to be replaced . It is also said that the firm which originally
·supplied the engines have very kindly consented to supply new engines free
of cost at Karachi and the present expenditure is only to cover the cost of
-transport of the engines from Karachi to Lyallpur and erecting there. May
I point out that people always talk of mal-administration of local bodies
.but when they come to think of their own houses they forget every defect
in them. I ask, is this the management which they can be proud of ?
They say that the engines have cracked. This is the first time that I have
.heard of the cracking of an engine. The only inference that can be drawn
is that either the engines were supplied in a defective condition or that they
were not properly looked after. This crack has entailed this province an
-expenditure of Rs. 23,000.
.
Not only this. Again the working expenses of such electric schemes
either in Lyallpur or Amritsar are very surprising. I ask the honourable
:members here who are interested in their own electric schemes-Mr. Labh
Singh who manages the Gujranwala electric scheme or the Honourable
Minister himself who perhaps is a shareholder in many of these electrification schemes=-I am sorry I miss Rai Bahadur Mohan Lal who is interested
in the newly started Hoshiarpur electrification--whether
this is the way
in which control is exercised over the management of their electric enterprises,
I remember last time this point was brought to the notice of, the Public
.Aecounts Committee by the Accountant-General in his appropriation report
that the percentage of working expenses was high. .It is really surprising
how this percentage has gone still higher. In 1928-29 the percentage.was
19·5, in 1929-30 it was 20·4.
Honourable Dr. Gokul ,Chand Narang: Is this relevant?

The

Khan Baha«l!ur Sardar Habib Ullah: Yes, I am giving an illustration to show how the electrification schemes in Amritsar and Lyallpur are
being mismanaged. In 1980-81 this percentage rose to 52 · 5. This is the
point that I want to bring to the notice of the House and to enquire of those
· who are familiar with this kind of business whether they consider that
there is a proper check in the administration of the electrification schemes
.in Lyallpur.
The Honourable Dr; Gokul Chand Narang (Minister for Local
Self-Government) : Sir, I am really surprised that some gentlemen seem
to have municipal administration always on their brain. It does not seem
-quite relevant to bring in King Charles's head into every matter that is dis-eussed in this House. I do not understand what the municipal committees
or their administration in the Punjab has got to do with the cracking of
-engines at Lyallpur, or with the sale of electric power by the Hydro-Electric
Department to the Amritsar Municipal Committee.' My honourable friend,
.I understand, is interested not only in trade and commerce, but to a certain
-extent in industry, and if he is at all interested in industry and has over
had anything to do with the machinery or. the erection of a mill or factory,
.he would have at least known that such accidents as are referred to in the
note are nothing uncommon. The honourable member is probably under
-the impression that once an engine is installed it must be everlasting and
-that it should not develop any crack at all. Perhaps he does not. know that
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a motor car on which he spends Rs. 6,000 or Rs. 7,000 does not last for moretban two or three years, and that after every few years-may be, if it is kept
carefully, five or six years-it has to be renewed. It often happens that
the engines and other parts of a motor car require replacement until a stage·
arrives when even, repairs are out of the question. What has happened
in the case of Lyallpur ? If Lam not mistaken, these engines were purchased
from a Swiss firm and every precaution- so far as I can judge from what
little I know of the history of this case which took place long before I took
charge of the department,-every possible precaution was taken and thepurchase was made through proper agency, the Controller of Stores, who is.
not only the adviser of the Government as to what should be purchased for
any definite purpose, but also from where. it should be purchased. After-·
the engines had been in use for a few years they developed a crack. It is
possible these engines may go on for a few years more, but it was not considered safe to use them any longer. (An honourable member: When did
the engines crack?) I cannot give my honourable friend the exact date.
All I can say is that it was after a few years that they developed a crack.
It is possible that they could have cracked even a week after they wereinstalled. Sometimes it so happens that even the best engineers cannot
foresee a possible defect with any part of the machinery soon after its erection. If these engines developed a crack, who is to blame ? When the
engines were ordered every precaution was taken, and they were found to.
be-apparently all right. Even when they were erected they were apparently
an· right. If they bad cracked immediately after their erection perhaps.
there would be some sense in the criticism made by the honourable member.
But the engines actually worked for two or three years, and so not even the'
best engineer could have found any defect in them at the time they were·
erected. Sometimes in the course of manufacture perhaps a little air gets
into the molten steel which does not show itself then, but after some time
as a result' of this air the machinery cracks. I do not see any mismanagement or lack of control or supervision so far as this particular item is concerned. Such accidents do happen. If we had to spend a lakh or so on replacement there might have been some ground for objection. Here the
cost is very little. The manufacturers admitted their fault which they themselves could not have seen at the time they supplied these engines, and have
offered a substitute without any cost. That is really something for which
those who are in charge of the Lyallpur installation ought to be given credit.
They have extracted from the manufacturers brand new engines .without·
paying anything for them. My honourable friend is really like one who.
grumbles at the purchase of buttons or thread when he is given a nice beautiful piece of cloth for a suit free of cost. (An Honourable Member: Were
these engines insured ?) There is no insurance against cracks. My honourable friend ought to know that. I am prepared to pay very high premiums.
if the honourable member can get our machinery insured against such acci:.
dents. We pay premiums for insurance of machinery against fire. But
I shall be obliged to the honourable member if he can suggest to me any
company which accepts premia for insurance against cracks and breakagea..
There is no such insurance company.
Again insurance involves ·a question of policy. Government does not
deal with insurance companies. Losses are very few and are less than the-
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premia amount that the Government will have to pay. It has been considered more profitable to bear the losses now and then than to get the-property insured even against fire, which is more likely tq do damage than.
these unexpected and unforeseen accidents. It, is very rarely that engines.
crack out of hundreds· that are employed by Government:
My honourable 'friend really ought to have known these. things betterbefore coming out with this criticism. ·After all it is only a small amount
that is demanded, and I am sure the honourable members of this Housewill raise absolutely nb objection to this demand.
· ·
Mr. President : The question is- .
That a supplementary sum not exceeding Rs. 67,830 be granted to the Punjab Government
(Ministry of Local-Self Government) to defray lihe charges that 'Willi
come lno ourse of payment for the year ending the 31st of March 1932. in res-.
pact of Hydro-Electric Schem-Working Expenses.
,

The motion- was . carri:!d.
FAMINE.

The Honourable Sir Henry Crailc:: I beg to mover,:
That a supplementary sum not exceeding Rs. 1;44,300 be granted· to the Governor'in..
Council to defray the charges that will come in course of p.ayment for the yea..:
ending the 31st of March 1932, In respect of Famine.

Mr. President: Motion moved-That a supplementary sum not exceeding Rs. 1,44,300 be granted to the Governor in
Council to. defray the charges that will come in course of payment for the yea.rending the· 31st of March 1932, in respect of Famine.

Khan Bahadur Sardar Habib Ullah (Lahore, Muhammadan, Rural) :.:

Sir, I move-

·

That the total grant be reduced by Re. 1.

Again my object is to elicit information and also to urge on the Government the necessity for proper control in the distribution of relief. What
happens in these cases, whether it is a famine of fodder or of grain, is that
the poor zamindar does not get the necessary relief from this distribution,
There is some middleman or some other intermediate agency that benefits,
and only a very small portion of -. he relief reaches the zamiridar. Then
again, as the note says, some of the money is lost in meeting the difference.
between the price paid and the price realised. The note. does not say howmuch that amount comes to, what is the price paid and -i-hat is the price
realised. · The note further says that the loss was due to " part of the fodderstock being destroyed by fire or ruined by rain, etc." My information is
that it is not a smallpart but a very major part that was destroyed in this.
way. I therefore think that all this was a great loss to tho province. Though
the amount is for a very good and noble purpose, still if t~e money or therelief does not reach the zamindar, it is no use spending it, If you cannot
arrange for proper distribution of that relief, then for goodness sake do not
have it. Do not waste money. If you can have the machinery working
in proper order, then by all means have it. Otherwise, if:;the. relief is not.
going to reach those for whom it is meant or if the fodder is to be destroyed
by fire and by rain, then there is no use of spending this money. · I therefore urge on the Government the need for proper control and check over• such relief mea ures.
·

·
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Mr. President : The motion isThat the total grant be reduced by Re. I.

Mr. Miles Irving (Financ~l Commissioner): I am glad to have the
-opportunity of dealing with this subject as I was the unfortunate person
who introduced the system of relief by giving fodder in .kind. I was wamed
against i., and I was told that handling this article on a large scale is not
'like handling money or rupees, because a certain amount would be wasted
in handling, a certain amount would be wasted in transhipment, a certain
.amount would get wet and a certain amount .would be burnt, and that the
Accountant-General after 2 or 8 years would ask us to explain the loss. I
nevertheless go; the Government,agree to the distribution of fodder in kind,
- .and would do the same again because it was an admirable success. In two
_years we distributed over two Iakhs of mmnds of variou I kinds of fodder
in these districts at rates 'Varying from eleven to fourteen annas. I just
want for a moment to explain how the loss is nride up. A sum of Rs. 72,000
represents simply the Government's concession rates. The House knows
that Government give, a concession rate for importing fodder from other
-district>. This apparent loss. of Rs. 72,000 is a book entry whbh represents
· what Government would have given to private. individual in the shape of
concessionhad it been imported by contractors instead of by Government,
, Another sum of Rs. 7,000 represents various charges such as the fodder
.adviser and Rs. 5,000, extra establishment. The loss between the rates at
which it is purchased and rates charged actually comes to R 1. 12,000. Of
course if one 'had made up one's mind that under no circumstances there
· ·should be any loss, it would be easy. You can say, 'I am not going to take
-any risk. I will sell to the zamindar, at Re. l instead of at 11 or 14 annas.'
One who deals in such a commodity as fodder has got to write off a good deal
-on account of damage, etc. The actual amount of loss by fire was Rs. 4,000.
I ask the House to support the officers of Government who on their own
.aceount embark on a very laborious task which they believe would be for
.the relief of the zamindar. It will be a very, very laborious task, that of
importing fodder and di .tributing.' It will be much easier for them to report to the Government, "No, we cannot import fodder. It is too trouble·
.some." It will _be a thankless task. I therefore ask the support of the
.zamindar members of this House for the officerswho deliberately take upon
:themselves something which they know will give them a good deal of
;trouble.
Khan Bahadur Sardar H11bib Ullah : In view of the Financial
l{)ommissioner'.s remark, I beg leave to withdraw the motion.
The motwn was, by leave withdrawn.

Mr. President : The question is'That a. supplementary sum not exceeding Rs. 1,44,300be granted to the Governor in
Council to defray the charges that will come in course of payment for the year
·
ending the 31st of March 1932 in respect of Fa.mine.

The motion

was carried.
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SUPPERANNUATION ALLOWANCESAND PENSIONS.

Th~ Honourable Sir Henry Craik : Sir, I beg to move-I. That a. supplementary sum not exceding Rs. 14,20,000 be granted to the

Governor in
Council to defray the charges that 'will come in course of payment for the yearending the 31st of March IQ32 in respect of Superannuation Allowances and·
Pensions,'
·

The motion was carried.
COMMUTED VALUE OF PENSIONS-CAPITAL

EXPENDITURE.

The Honourable Sir Henry Craik: Sir, I beg to move-That a. supplementary sum not exceeding Rs. 52,100 be granted to the Governor in
Council to defray the charges that will come in course of payment for the year·
ending the 31st of March 1932 in respect of payments of Commuted Value of·
Pensions-Ce.pita.I Expenditure.

Mr. President : Motion moved :
That a. supplementary sum not exceeding Rs. 52,100 be granted to the Governor in·
Council to defray the charges that will come in course of payment for the year·
ending the 31st of March 1932 in respect of payments of Commuted Value of
Pensicns-Ce.pital Expenditure.

Shaikh MuhammadSadiq [Amritsar City, Muhammadan, Urbanj eSir, I want to bring to the notice of the House a very important point. Now-,
a-days we find that our taxation is heavy and the income :of the people is
falling. This is not the time when we should allow big amounts like this.
to be voted every year. I find that in the current year we have already
voted Rs. 6,05,174 on this account. I do not want to say- a word about
the officerswho have served our province. I do not want to criticise them
in any way. Once they have earned their pensions you cannot deny them
those pensions. But to give this amount on commutation at a time of financial stringency when there is no money in the country' is absolutely wrong.
It is better to allow these officers to draw their pension instead of giving·
them commutation. There is a tendency among many of the retired officers.
to get hold of some money. They do not know what will happen to them
in the future. It has been brought to my notice that many false certificates
are produced. Many of the officers are not in good-health. They know
probably that they willnot live long and they get a certificate from any
district medical officer that they are perfectly in good health and they get
Rs. 50,000 or Rs. 60,000 as commutation, and we find that. the man dies
six months after taking the amount. I, therefore, urge thaf this is not the
time to allow liberal· commutation. When the finances improve, then wecan reconsider this question of giving eommutations, but in these stringent
times when there is absolutely no money, it is better to allow them only
tl:eir pensions. I know that in many r.p,ses very liberal commutations havebeen given. In England an average man after retiring at the age of 55
lives up to 80 or 85 years. But in this country after a man retires, he rarely
lives 5 or 6 years to earn· his pension, Therefore it is not fair to apply in
India the rule existing in England... I therefore urge on .the honourable
member· in charge that commutation should be given only in rare cases.
Dr. (Mrs.) M. C. Shave (Non-official,nominated): Sir; I do not think
the honourable 'member who has just sat down has been quite fair in his.
arguments. In the first place it is not true that false certificates are obtained
Irom doctors .in order to effect commutation of pensions. Bht it frequently
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happens that in spite of a good expectation of life a man dies very soon after
taking his pension, for this is an unhealthy country, and such accidents
are frequent. Becuase of this to deprive the wife and children of a man
who has served his government faithfully all his working life of the security
they enjoy with a commuted pension and throw them out at such time on
an unfriendly world without resources is very far from generous and not
even just. I think a commutation, if applied for, should always be
.'3llowed.

Mr. F. H. Puckle (Finaneial Secretary): The honourable member
from Amritsar has not quite got hold of the right story. In the first place
this demand is not a demand on revenue at all. The head is 60-B which is
a capital head. So, by asking· for. this money we are not immediately putting any more strain on the revenues of the· province than we would if we
paid the pensions year by year instead of paying the commuted value. On
the whole it is probably profitable to allow commutation of pensions, and
the honourable member might give us some credit of not being such fools
as to allow commutations without actuarial calculations which prove that
.at least there is a fifty-fifty chance of our gaining. The honourable member
then pointed out that it was not fair to apply the same commutation rates
in India as are applied in England because an ordinary life in England is a
good deal longer. The honourable member is perfectly correct, and we
do not apply the same commutation rates in India. They are different.
here. He also stated something, I am not quite sure what, so I speak subject· to correction, about certificates for commutation. It is a very difficult
matter to get a certificate for commutation, and I think it is given by a board
.and not by a single doctor, and checks are numerous. It would of course
be possible to stop allowing commutation, but I think it would be unjust
to do so, and what is perhaps even more important from our point of view
.at the present moment, it would be financially unprofitable..
·
Mr. President: Question is·That a supplementary sum not exceeding Rs. 52,100 be granted to the Governor in
Council to defray the charges that will come in course of payment for the year
ending the 31st of March 1932 in respect of payments of Commuted Value of
Pensions'-Capita.l Expenditure.

1 he motion was carried,

REFUNDS

The
.move=-

(RESERVED).

Honourable Sir Henry Craik (Finance Member): I beg to

That a supplementary sum not exceeding Rs. 70,930 be granted to the Governor in
Council to defray the charges that will come in course of payment for the yeas
ending the 31st of March 1932 in respect of Refunds (Reserved).

The motion was carried.
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The Honourable Sir Henry Cram (Finance Member):

I beg to

D:EMA:WDS

FOB SUPPLEMENTARY

. AND TOKEN

REFUNDS (TRA.i.~SFERRED
).

-moveTh~t e. supplementary sum not exceeding Rs. 3,56~460 be granted to the Punja.~ Government (Ministries of Agriculture, Ednce.tion a.nd Local Self-Government) to
defray the charges the.t will come in course of payment for the year ending .the
31st of March 1932 in respect of Refunds (Transferred).

The motion was ca·rried.
EXPENDITURE IN ENGLAND.

The Honourable Sir Henry

Ctaik

(Finance Member}:

I beg to

moveThe.t a. sttpplemente.ry sum not exceeding Rs. 44,000 be granted to the Governor in
Council and the Punjab Government (Ministries of Agriculture, Education and
Local Self-Government) to defray the che.rges the.t will come in course of pa.yment for the year ending the 31st of Me.rch 1932 in respect of Expenditure in
England (other the.n stores) under the control of' the High Commissioner for
India.."
'
.

The motion was carried.
IBlUGATION WORKS.

The Honourable Sir. Henry Craik (Finance 2Vfe:ri;i.bel') : I 'beg to
moveThe.t a. token sum not exceeding Rs. 10 be granted to the Governor in Council to defra.y
the charges the.t will come in course of pa.yment for the year ending the 31st
of March 1932 in respect of Irrigation (Works) {Irriga.tion Working ~xpenses
and Miscellaneous Irrigation Expenditure).

The motion was carried.
JAILS AND CoNVIOT.SETTLEMENTS.

The Honourable Sir Henry Craik (Finance Member):

I beg to

.move->
Thate. tgken sum not exceeding Rs. 10 be granted to the Governo:r in Council to defray
.
the charges the.twill come in course of pa.yment for the year.ending the 31st
of March 1932 in respect of Jails and Convict Settlements.·
·

Mr. President: Motion isThat a. token sum not exceeding Rs. 10 be granted to the Governor in Council to defra.y
the che.rges the.t will come in course of pa.yment for the year ending the 31st
of Me.rch 1932 in respect of Jails and Convict Settlements.

I·

Shail<hMuhammad Sadiq (Amritsar City, Muhammadan, Urban) :
.As we all know there was some months back a great agitation in Kashmir.
Now we find that the Government has been pleased to as.k for a sum oi.
Rs. 22,460 as additional expenses. for the camp jails. It i13 not for us here
to discuss whether the Ordinance was right or wrong. When people of one
country are quarrelling with the Government of that country whether it is
right for another Government to stop people from going there, we cannot
.say, but one thing is certain that if offences have been committed in a differ·
-ent country we in this province have no right to pay for the expenses of the
people convicted there.
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The Honourable Sir Henry Craik: · We will not pay for .them.

.

Shaikh Muhamm.adSadiq :· About 4,000 people were convicted in,
the Kashmir State agitation. I agree that it was humane for the Gov·
ernment to bring those people here in the Punjab when conditions in Kashmir
-. State were very rotten.
Mr. President: The honourable member will not please discuss
those matters.
Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq : I am discussingthe condition of jails in.
Kashmir, and it is a fact and the . Government also admits it. KashmirDurbar did not expect that so many people will be going to jails, and they
were not ready. Ahrar prisoners in the State were confined in temporary
jails where ~here was no shelter from the cold. It was no doubt humaneon the part of the Punjab Government to allow those people to come into
this province. But what about the :finances? We do. not know whetherthe money is to be paid · by the Punjab Government or by the KashmirDurbar. I further do not know whether it is legal for the Government to
, allow the, transfer of prisoners from the Kashmir State jails to the Punjab
· jails. I know that detenues in Bengal jails cannot be sent to other provinces
without a special legislation in the Assembly.. How is it then possible forthe Kashmir State prisoners to be transferred to the Punjab jails without.
any amendment of the law? And once they have been brought I do not
know who is going to pay for them. It is only fair that the expenses or
these prisoners should be paid by the Kashmir Durbar. I find that we arespending Rs. o0,000. Tbis includes. the provision for people convicted .here,
but there is no doubt that some of them have also been brought from Kashmir. I want the Government to tell us whether Kashmir Durbar is to pay
. the expenses incurred on their behalf by the Punjab 'Government on people
convicted in Kashmir.
·
The Honourable Sir Henry Craik (Finance Member): The honourable member has doubted the legality of confining a person convicted in a .
State court in a jail in British India. I can assure the honourable memberthat we have done nothing new'. The Prisons Act provides for exactly thecircumstances that arose, and the local Government has under the Prisons
Act the power to confine in its jails persons convicted in the courts of an
Indian State under certain conditions which were satisfied in this caseShaikh Muhammad Sadiq : Even if offences have been committed
outside this province ?
·
.The Honourable Sir Henry Craik : Yes, even though the offence,
is committed in a State. It is perfectly legal. There is a special section
of the Prisons Act which provides for that. As .a matter of fact, it is done
constantly. Persons convicted of offencesin the Simla Hill States;. for
example, which have no jails of their own, are regularly confined in British
Indian jails. As regards the cost of the persons to whom the honourable
member refers and who were convicted of offences committed in the Stateby the State courts and confined in State jails, we took them over at the,
request of the Durbar because they did not have sufficient accommodation
for them, and they served the remainder of their sentences in British Indian
jails. I think that by now they have all been released: But as regards the,
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.:honourable member's question as to who will pay, there is no doubt
whatever that the State will pay. We have already sent in a bill amount·
:.mg to about two lakhs in regard to this particular matter.
Kanwar Mamraj- Singh. Chohan. (Ambala-cum~Suiila,: non-Muham.madan, Rural) (Urdu): Sir, I rise to oppose this token demand. on two
.grounds. In the first place such officers have been appointed who had retired
from service long· ago. In these.~~
of financial. stringency. we. are trying
-our best to curtail our provinciaf'e:x;p~nditure_ to the minimum, But Gov·
-ernment nullifies our attempts at r~tr~~climent by engaging ~etired officers on
fat salaries.
.'
·
:.
In the second place none of these jails has· been converted into a female
jail. If Government. had done so, it would :have been much better, I do
.not say· that women who break the law should not be brought to book. But
what I want to urge is that they should not b113 badly treated, and that they
.should be confined in a separate jail •. The Government would .do well if it
-eonverts one pf these jails into a special female jail. The women prisoners
.are not guilty of offences involving moral turpitude, but, on the other .hand
they are in jails merely because of the love of their eountry., The Govern.
.ment may deprive them of their personal liberty, but in no l}as~ should they
be maltreated.
In some cases. when they are being transf.erred from one
jail.to another, they are treated very badly by subordinateGovernment
servants who have no 'social stat:us at all. The Government should not irgnore
-this very important reponsibility _of)ts own. It should treat. the women
:prisoners with respect. · In. this matter t4e whole Press is unanimous. · .Even
the Muslim paper Inqil,ab has stro:r:igly protested against the treatment that
is being meted, out to the political women prisoners, :
: .
.
Mr. F. H. Puckle : On a point of order. Does the honourable mem- \".·
ber know whether there are any women.prisoners in either of these jails ? .
·w
Kanwar M-.mraj Singh Cholian : I simply·uxge upon I the, Government the desirability of converting one of these jails into female jail. For
me it matters little if there are no women prisoners in any of these ja~s.
. All I s~y is that the Government have failed,so fa:r to realis~ their res:poµsibjlity in this_µiat~"er, and that. the sooner they rea.I~seit thebetter .: '.With
-these words I resume my seat..
· · · · .
.,
.. ·
.
ChaudbriAllah :Dad Kb..- (Ambala .division, ·:North,.East, Muham-.madan, Rural) :. Sir, I .rise to oppose the whole. demand under discussion,
'T;b;_e points on which I do so are that in the first plaee.un opp(!rtunity has been
1~st to get at.Ieast. two educated yo:ung,men employed in these. jails. F9r,
in. the ca1;1e. of.the jails. ,under discussion men who are over: 5!, years .ot age,,
rstired Governme11t serv11,nts, have been 1employed_ and have ..been .paid very.
:he~vy salaries, In the firat instance, one. was paid Rs. 640 and then a special
p~y;.of:Rs • .100, giving a . totalpay
of Rs. 74Q. I.: .daresay .tqat a new ·
.s11perintendent, not a retired Gpyernme;nt official, .with _bett\:lr ability could.
h\1,ve been employed for half of this. sum ... -Ha.If pf tbjs s.alaiy: has been.- giy,en,
to this gentleman in one instance simply because he might have .1;1:u~cess~,
fully.play~d.~he sycophant to some of the Government offioers-. I feel ~bat
t~ is n_o_t . the wa;( to sli'?~ pritcticat sympathy ffi:th fo~i~~s. If such a.
thiJJ.?·w~r~·aone ~ England.I dat~s~! that·•the··J;>~rlia;~~~t
h~~e r,e~ .
-eorded lli vote· of censure .agamst tlie officer· responsible for such a novel act.
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.
If this practice of employing re,tired Government servants · o.n such, high
salaries is allowed to go unchallenged, I daresay that the chances of employment for all our young educated men, bad as they are even now, will be
worse. It is indeed a pity that they should get education with the sole aim
of getting an employment in Government -serviee, but if this practice wefa
allowed all these men will be kept out ot employment in the . Jail Department. This is a very serious matter. What is still worsd is that whenthis
novel procedure was adopted the Jails Committee of tpis Council should
have been consulted. This is riot the only point 'on which the Honourable
Finance Member has played the autocrat in regard to this department. He
has not consulted the committee in regard to the change of. prisons, the
change of diet' for political prisoners and other such matters. Th~ result
has been that there is a,. good deal of discontent among the political prisoners.
They are now given eggs and fish, and you can very well imagine how nnbearable it should be to them· to be given this diet, especially when they are
already in jail ... The result is that many of them have complained loudly,
vehemently and seriously to the visitorsof jails. They have sent petitions
and applications to Government without any avail. It is incumbent on the:
- House to make the officerin charge of the department realise that the result of
his action in disregarding those men who are intended to be consulted on such
. occasions will be that the Housewill rise to1tl:ie occasion and reject when the
demand is made to it for a grant. If the Jails Committee had been conshlt~d 9µ.· such matters it would only have redounded- to the good 'grace of the,
Honourable Member, but he has thought fit'to disregard the committee alto·
gether in several · respects. The practice of recruiting 'old and retired· meh
fol,' jail work is only one of several instances. In my speech on the Retrenchment Committee's Report I made it plain that experience of a year of the
conditions of jails has convinced me that these retired Government servants '
are utterly unfit for the had work in the jails. The man has to be on duty
for twelve hours during the day and possibly at night for he. cannot know
at what time a riot might take place in the jail or the prisoners might fa:µ.
out. These men who have retired from service or who are on the verge of
retirement· seem to 'ent~r the job wj.th the idea of takmg rest as it were, and
they look upon the jails as so :oiany convalescent homes where the prisoners
are to administer to their needs. They have- been passing their time in playing, chess and bridge, their two favourite games. The demand is now. for
paying such huge salaries to these men, and I hope the House will rise to the
occasion and r~fuse to make the' grant simply on th.e ground that theHonourable Finance Member has acted in an autocratic manner, according
to .his 'sweet will and pleasure, entirely ignoring the Standing Jails Oomiµittee and without taking any of the public into his confidence where serious· :matters are· involved.· The Honourable Finance Member should nave
at least consulted the views of the public through .the. Press, if not through
the Jails Oommistee, I think my remarks will be sufficient to open the eyes
of the Honourable Finance Member to the serious. state of-public· feeling on
the riia.tter~
·
'·
'
" ·
}(y next po~t is tli~t surely One ·Of these t~O Jan. S~ouJd have b~
consj~ered a nt pl~~ ,o; women pris~>nEl~... Me,ny._ of thesEl p~
'1'.e
~dies, of resp~tal>le f@~!li..~· Wh~ ihey ~e .talt~~. to the j~, .t~e; .~
I
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prisoners in order to please the jail officialsmake remarks' of a very indecent
nature. (An · hon-0-uraole member : Where ?) The instance I -have in mind
·is that relating to the Jullundur jail, and if the. honourable 'member wants
further information I shall. tell him 'that I myself heard these remarks made
to a. respectable lady at the ,Jullnndur jail in my presence. The treatment of
ladies in prisons is a very delicate matter, and if one of these jails were reserved for female prisoners incidents like tlie one I have mentioned at the
J ullundur jail could have been avoided. . I may mention that even during
the War the German Government treated women captives, with great consideration and respect. I agree that these ladies may be mistaken, but · all
must admire their motive which is a noble one. And the Punjab Govern·
ment should a.t least show the care: .and respect to them as the German
Government did to the French ladies taken prisoner during the War. This
Government and, for the matter of that, theGovernment of India as well, are
faced just now with a. serious crisis. ,The crisis will not remain for ever,
but their treatment· meted out to the ladies taken as prisoners will for ever
be fresh in the memory of men. . It is in the interests of Government that
they are tr.eated with respect and courtesy. It.is in this viewthat I suggest
that one . of these jails should be converted into a female jail, and much
bad blood between Government and the people will be saved. There are
many other instanoes which I will not .relate for I am sure to be called to
order as digressing from the point under consideration. · But I say that a
department which is acting on its own will and which has not seen it fit to
make one of these jails a special jail for female' prisoners does not deserve
the support of the House. I sincerely t:rust that the House will rise to the
occasion and reject the demand. With these words I oppose the whole
demand.
Pir Akbar Ali : May I ask one question through you, Sir ? Is it not a
fact that there has been a great improvement in the diet of the prisoners
recently?
·
·
Chaudhri Allah Dad Khan: No, no. , At first they were given meat,
half a p!1,o of meat twice a week. Unfortunately there arose a quarrel in th~
Gujrat jail where the Sikhs wanted jhatka meat. Government in order to
get out of the difficulty has changed tl;ie diet to eggs and fish. That is the
source of great trouble now.
·
'
The Honourable Sir Henry Cram (Finance Member) i Sir; a good deal. <>f
quite unnecessary heat has been imported into this debate by the speech of the
honourable member who has just sat down,-but I do think ,that the House
need not take the honourable member too seriously. · The facts he has put
before the House are so grossly at varie.nc& with the actual facts that I really
feel I must for once-I have genetelly treated the honourable member very
tenderly up to this time-expose to the House the sort of material which· he.
has put before it. To take one little instance the honourable member states
that Govermnent has recently changed the diet for wha,t he calls, political
prisoners, by which he means A and B class prisoners, and:has ~y som~ act o(
a conjurer converted meat into eggs and fish, and that all these gentlem~ are,.
seething with indignation a.nd sending petitions daily. !As a matter _of· fa~,
nothing of the sort has occurred. The honourable member's info~~tio~ i&
absolutely incorrect. The diet for t~ class of grisoners ha!J. latelY. 'b~
_,;,','
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·
. ,
revised in the. light of the experience gained last year and on the best medical
advice available, but the prisoners still get meat in exactly the same quantity .
as before, and the honourable member may take it from me that he is absolutely 'wrong.
\

·
·

The second point which the honourable member · brought up is th&
treatment of women prisoners. Now, I do not
4·
P.M.
admit for a moment that there is anything in the-treatment of, women prisoners for which I have to adopt an apologetic.
-tone. On the oontrary rhave the best reason to believe that the women
prisoners are very well treated, and they have acknowledged t:his to the-'
ladies who have been good .enongh to visit them in the jail here. But i:t(
this particular connection the honourable member's remarks are quite.'
irrelevant, as in the Shahpur jail; a temporary camp jail, which we ·
are discussing, and in the Attock jail, , also a temporary camp jail,
there is not and has not been a single woman prisoner. So it. seems:
to me extraordinary that the honourable member should have. '
introduced this quite irrelevant topic.
The honourable member said'.
that if one of these jails had been turned into a special jail for female .
prisoners we should have been spared the intense indignation with which
the whole province is boiling about the treatment of the women. prisoners;
I deny the existence of this intense indignation. I have not seen any sign of
such a thing except in a few 'newspapers. But, however that may be, I '
differ from the honourable· member. The Attocli: jail. or .the ShahpUl'
jail are the most unsuitable jails that could possibly' be selected for· the
confinement of women. The Attock jail is situated inside a fort, and as
there are no permanent buildings the prisoners are kept in tents. The site· ·
is overlooked by the quarters of the regiment stationed in 'bhe fort, and so
is hardly a suitable place for the confinement of female prisoners. The ,
Shahpur jail is, I suppose, one of the unhealthiest jails in the whole province. Again, there is no building there. The prisoners have to live
in .tents. . We have deliberately decided to abandon that jai,l because 9~ .
its unhealthiness. .It was only used for accomr;nodatfogtemporarily the,
Specialrush of prisoners caused by. ~£fairs in 1¥,shmir. I thin.k I. ~m: right in .
saying that there is no place except Attock which would be more unsuitable. .
for the occupation of women. So much forthe honourable member's two
points.
· · · · ·~
·
.
·
·
His next point'was an allegation thatjhe Finance.Member.is autocmtfo •. ;
I have, the honourable .member alleged, \introduced· •i. a novel system '' ,

without consulting the Standing Jail Ooltii.hlttee. · I do not know what,:
novel scheme he means.. · If, he means the creation .of these .two camp,
jails. I agree· with him that I .did not consult the Standing Jails .Oommittee,»
because there was' no. time for such .consultation as extra accommodation
had to be improvised .practioo,lly at 48 ho.urs'. notice. As admitted· by ,a::
previous .. speaker, . these.prisoners were being. accommodated' in the . Jammu
~t!J,te, jail; .whioh was admittedly .extremely overcrowded . and extremely,
in~anitary, and we. had to improvise arrangements for the accommodation·.
of, I. think I am right in, saying, 8,800 prisoners within .practically 48 hours.
l should like to call the. particular attention of the House to .tliis point-« ;
I am sorry the honourable member is going out (Kanwar Mamraj' Singh :

',
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lam going to my seat)-that there was a great strain thrown on the jajl
'sta:ij, '·: Within - a few days we were able to take in 4,000 extra prisoners
- fyom. the State plus a very large number of our o;wn, and the House will.
'realize the strain put upon the _Jail Department. . Tb:e total population
of our jails rose within a few weeks from, I think I am right in saying, 21,000,
·to 27,000, and ·that population was adequately aceommodated and they
served their sentences with singularly little illness and singularly few breaches.
pf discipline. It really was a very remarkable performance on the part of
the jail staff. (Int.erruptions).
·
The honourable member has also _attacked-though he .is so vagueand confused in his attacks and so frequ~tly irrelevant that it is difficul~
to follow him-I understand that he has attacked me ,for introducing a.
system under which retired officers are employed in charge - of jails. As
usual he is wrong in his assertion that I introduced this system. I found
it in full working order when I assumed charge, and since I have been in.
charge .of the Jail Department the number of retired officers employed
.aa superintendents has been considerably reduced. So the facts are exactly
~ntrary to the statement made by thehonourable member, as usual. (Interruptions). The honourable - member has particularly attacked, or· thespeaker who spoke before him, bas particularly attacked, I gather, one. particular retired official employed in one of these two· camp jails. The
charge of the Shahpur jail is held by a retired extra. assist11,nt commissioner-can officerwith a particularly dietinguished record,-who came forward at a
moment's notice and took charge of that jail, as we had no one else to put,
in charge. I have here a copy of an inspection note of the Shahpur jail
written by a non-officialvisitor, who is a member of the Standing Jails Com-mittee of this House. He finishes up his inspection note'by saying:
The_ working of this jail is good in evety way.

.

The name of the honourable member who· wrote that note is Ohaudhn
Aµah Dad Khan, who now alleges that the working of · this jail is I?,~
good. (Laughter).
·
'
,
Chaudbri Allah Dad Khan : I said that on certa~ economic grounds.
.
The Honourable Sir Henry Craik : As regards the Attock j~il,
the honourable member visited this jail-he is very assiduous in visiting jails
at Government expense-and he noted 1

_The arrangement is excellent, a.nd for ma.king it much credit hi due to Kha.n N~at
Ali Kha.n, .the Deputy Superintendent, who is now being re_pla.cedby a permanent Deputy Superintexidep.t. Khan Nia.mat Ali Kha.n's, long experience of
Jail Dep!!,rtmep.tha.a been of considerable value in putting this jail into shape,
which I think is much better tha.n ma.nyimpro~ed jails;

(lnte'IT'Uptions).

'

Mr. President: Order, order.
The Honourable Sir Henry Cr~:
ment-«
·
---

He has in fact made a state-

(Int.erruptions).

· Mr. President: Order, order.
·The Honourable Sir Henry Craik : The officer, whose name I have
just mentioned, was a retired officer, brought back because we had to fill
this important appointment.
1

,

'
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. Kanwar M m.raj Singh Chohan: On a point of order. The
objection was takv n on economic ground and not on the ground :of efficiency.
The Honourable Sir Henry Crau: : . The honourable member for
.Amba]aobjected to the appointment of these retired of,fipers on the ground
that after the age of fifty a man is not physically capable of holding charge
of a jail.

Chaudhri Allah.Dad Khan·:
a wrong reference to my speech.

Sir, the Honourable Member ia'making
Am I in order in pointing that out ?

Mr. President: After the Honourable Finance Member has :finished
his speech the honourable member shall be at liberty to make a personal statement he may' wish to make'.
The Honourable Sir Henry Craik : The honourable member's words .
are within the recollection of the House. He certainly ' referred to these
retired officers and attacked the . policy of employing them on the ground
that a man of over a certain age is not physically fit for the responsible
work of looking after a jail.
It is indeed curious that in both the jails
· referred to in this debate where retired officers have been employed in positions of authority, the honourable member should himself have written a
note commending their work and mentioning the esteem in which they were
held by the prison population under their charge. I think that pretty
well disposes of the honourable member's argument.

Chaudhri Allah Dad Khan : May I rise to a word of personal ex
plsnation ? The Honourable Finance Member said, that I held that persons
over fifty years of age were unfit to hold charge of jails. I said that people
over fifty-five years of age were so unfit. That 43 one mistake the .Honourable Finance Member made.
The second .point which the Honourable
Member referred to was. my note commending the superintendents of certain
jails. I may inform the House that I commended the work of the deputy
superintendent and not of the superintendent. The third mistake made
l>y the Honourable Member in referring to my speech was when he was
referring to the Attock jail. I did not refer to the Attock jail but to the
jail in Gujrat and my complaint against that jail still exists.

Mr. President : The question isThat a. token sum not exceeding Rs;: IO be granted to the Governor in Council to defray
the charges tha.t will -eome in course of paym,ent for the yea.r ending the 81~·
of March 1982 in respect of.Jails and Convict Settlements.
·

The motion was ~rrid..
PuBLIC HEALTH,

The Honourable Sir. Henry Crau: : I beg· to moveThat a. token sum not exoeeding Rs. 10 be granted to the Punjab Government (Ministry
of Education) to defray the charges that will come in course of payment for th&
year ending the 31st of Ma.roh 1932 in respect of Public Health.

The motion was camed.
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move-

That a token sum not exceeding Re. 10 be' granted to the Punjab Government (Ministry.
of Agriculture) to defray the charges that will come in course of payment for
'
the year ending the 31st of March 1932in respect of Civil Vforke.

The motum was carried;
INTEREST ON ORDINARY DEBT.

The Honourable Sir Henry· Craik: .I beg to.movec:That a supplementary sum not exceedingRe. 410 be granted to the Governor in Council
to defray the charges that will come in course of payment for the year ending
the 31st of March 1932in respect of Interest on Ordinary Debt.

The motion was carried.
I

THE PlJNJA"B SERVICES COMMISSION BILL.
The Honourable Sir Henry Crpik : , I beg to move-That the Punjab ServiC!lSCommiseioriBill as reported by the select committee be taken
into consideration.
'

The motion was carried.
CLAUSE

I,

STJB·OLAUSES(b) AND

'c).

Mr. President: The Council will now proceed to consider the Bill
. -elause by clause.

The question is-

·

That sub-clauses (b) and (e) of clause 1 stand part of the Bill.

The motion was carried.
CLAUSES

2

TO

8.

Mr. President : The question isThat clauses 2,to 8 stand.paet of the Bill.

Themotion. was carried.
CLAUSE 9.
Clause 9.
Di~an Bahadur Raja . Nare,idra Nath (Punjab Loodholders Gene-ral) : The amendment which I propose is this-«

Mt. President:

That in clause 9, line 6, for the words ' Commissionshall,' the words ' Local Govern, ment shall ask the Oommiselonto" be substituted.

T am not proposing any radical change _of principle in the Bill I simply
-want to. make it more consistent and logical. According to clause 4, the
-ehairman and other members of the commission shall be: appointed by the
-Govemment. Under clause 8 the commissionshall advise the local Govem.ment. on any question which the local Government m.ay:refer tb it in eon.neetion with recruitment to any of th~ provincial services er special posts. ·
. Mr. Mukand Lal Puri : May I point out that , there are certain
.amendments to clauses preceding clause 9?
:.
·

Mr. President: r have got no amendments before me,
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Khan Bahadur Shaikh Din··Muham:mad : Certain amendments:
to clauses 4 and 5 have to-day _been distributed to us. But you were pleased
to put clauses 2 to 8 to the· House without calliilg on Chaudhri Allah Dad
Khan to move his amendments.
.
.

Mr. President:
clauses to the House.
his amendments ?

But nobody raised any objection when I put those
When did the honourable member give· notice ot

Chaudhri Allah Dad Khan : I gave notice of the amendments day·
before yesterday, but I was told that that day was a holiday.

Mr. President: In

that case the notice will be taken to have been

given from to-day.

Chau:dhri Allah Dad Khan : Still you can allow them· to be moved.
now.

Mr. President : When did the honourable in.ember receive a copy
of the Bill as reported by the select committee ?
Chaudhri Allah Dad Khan : About a month ago, but we were·
busy with the demands for grants.
Mr. President: Had the honourable member drawn my · attention
to the fact that he had given notice of his amendments, I would have allowed.
him to mov,e them provided that no objection was taken under Article 85.'
Chaudhri Allah Dad Khan : You may permit me ~o move them,
now.

Mr. President : To which clause do they relate ?
Chaudhri Allah Dad Khan : To clause 4.
Mr. President : When I put clauses 2 to 8 to the vote of the Honsethe honourable member did not vote against them.
Chaudhri Allah Dad Khan : There can · be no harm in allowing:
me to move the amendment now.
I thought you had the amendment
before you and that you would call me to move it.
Mr. President: No amendment was before me.

Diwan Bahadur Raja Narendra Nath : I shall . now proceed'.
with my speech. . Now, clause 9 lays the obligation on the commission
whereas the obligation is really on the local Government to ask the commission to advise the local Government on the points which are mentioned~
in the various sub-clauses of clause 9.
I think the commission is not.
expected to intervene suo motu, The commission is subordinate to the·
Government and as it is appointed by the Government it can, only ti;tkeup· the questions th.at are referred to it by the local Government. In my
amendment I am not suggesting any change of principle.
I simply want.
tq make the Bill more consistent and logical. 'I'he commission is expected
only, to discharge those functions which are entrusted to it. There is nothing;
in the Bill to show. that the matters detailed in the various sub-clauses hav!:h
been· entrusted to it. · The commission cannot therefore be expected· toi.riMrvene without being asked by the local Government to do so. · Therefore the obligation is on the local Government and not on the coril:iiiis.sion.
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Mr. President: Clause under consideration, amendment moved
IS-

That in clause 9, line 6, for the·words "Ccmmission shall • tlie words 'Local Government shall ask the ComD;UBB~on to • he substituted.',

There are three more similar amendments to clauses 10, 11 and 18. 'I'hereior., all' the four amendments will be dicussed together, but they will be
voted upon separately. When the statute itself makes it ·obligatory for thecommission to do a certain duty, is the honourable member's amendment
in order?
:
Diwan Bahadur Raja Narendra Nath: The c~mmission is onlyto exercise the functions entrusted to it and it only does what the local
Government asks it to do.
Mr. President : I am not convinced.
,
Diwan Bahadur Raja Narendra Nath : It will ~ke the provisions.
of the Bill more logical and consistent.
Mr. President : When the Act expressly requires that t'1e commission
must do a certain thing, why should the commissionwait till the local Government calls upon it to do that thing ?
Diwan Bahadur Raja Narendra Nath : Because the commission
has been appointed by the local Government and is subordinate to the local
Government.
Mr. President: But the local Government as well as the commission
shall. presumably
follow the Act.
·
.
.
.·
,
.
I
Mr. Mukand Lal Puri: The object of the amendment is to make,
it obligatory on· the part of the local Government to consult the eommission.
·
Mr. President: But is not the commission obliged, under the man'.:
datory provisions of this. clause, to express its opinion ?
Diwan Bahadur Raja Narendra Nath : Put it the other way.
Supposing iny amendment is accepted, does it make an:y difference? · It.
makes the provisions more 'consistent.
.
The Honourable Sir Henry Craik: If the Raja Sahib's amendment were accepted and the words that he wants substituted, there would;
I agree, be ~ statutory obligation on the local Government to ask the commission to do something, but there would be no sort of 'obligation on thecommission to comply.
.
Diwan Bahadur Raja Narendra Nath : Clause s· puts the obligation on the commission.
The Honourable Sir Henry Craik : Clause 8 refers to an entirelycJ.i;tferent thing.
·
.Diw~ Bahadur' Raja NarenC:l,ra Nath : " On any question on which
the local Government may 'consult the commission "-that is giving a widescope.
Mr. :Mukand Lal Puri: The amendment makes it obligatory both
on the Government and, on the commission to perform these duties. Raja.
. Sahib wants to emphasise, the obligation of tp.e Government in this matter. .
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The Honourable Sir Henry Craik : I would appeal to my friend,
the Raja Sahib, not to press this amendment. I honestly think that it
is one of those efforts, which have so frequently been made during niy ten
years' membership, of honourable members trying to improve on a Bill
when it has emerged from the hands of the draftsmen and I assure him that
I do not . think this is an improvement. If I thought so, I would have-accepted it .at once. I honestly think that it makes the Bill obscure and it
introduces a confusion which is not in the Bill as framed. If the honourable
member will look at the heading of part II just above clause 8, he will see:
, that it deals with " The functions of the Commission.'' It does not deal
with the functions of the. Government. That is one reason why I do not
want to place in this part of the Bill any obligation on Government to do
.anything, because to do so would be· inconsistent with the subject-matter
-0f thi~ part of the Bill, Secondly, the clause as it stands now imposes op. the
commission an obligation to advise and conduct the examination. That
is exactly what we want the commission to do and it has to do this· under
the .elause as it 'stands, whether it is asked by Government or. not, whereas
if we accept the Raja Sahib's amendment it would impose a statutory
obligation on the local Government to request the commissionto do something; but it would impose. no obligation whatever on the commission to
~omply with that request. . ...
Diwan BahadurRaja NarendraNath: Clause 8 does it.
The Honourable Sir lle~ry Craik: No, it does not,
Clause 8
refers to one set of things, clause 9 to another, clause 10 to a third and clause
JS to a fourth. There are three ways of recruitment to the public service.
One is by competition, one is by seiection by a selection board and the third
is by promotion from a subordinate service. There is yet a fourth function
which the commission has to discharge and that is to advise the local
Government generally on an entirely different point, viz., recruitment to any
provincial or subordinate 'service, .that is to say, not the actual selection of
.reeruits but the principles which are to govern recruitment. For instance,
the commission might be asked, "Here we have a cadre of say one hundred
officers ; do you advise Government to recruit 50 per eent.: of them by;
competitive examination, 25 per cent. by selection and 25 per cent. by
promotion, or do you advise any other proportion ? " That is the kind of
thing contemplated by clause 8. Clauses 9, 10 and 18 refer.to the actual'
selection by one method or another of candidates for the public services.
That is an entirely different function. I assure the honourable member.
that he would be making the Bill obscure .and more complicated than it is
by pressing this amendment. - It will add nothing to the actual effect of the
Bill. I hope that after that explanation he will be good enough to withdraw
bis amendment.
ChaudhriAllah Dad Khan .: With the clause as it stands it· is discre-'
tionary for the Government to refet some questions .to the commission and
-to decide some itself and Raja· Sahib,'s amendment makes it· obligatory
·that all questions with regard to recruitment should be referred to the
commission, That is the idea.
.
·
·
Mr. President: The commis~ion is bound, under the provisions of
this clause, as it stands, of its own accord, to record its opinion and eommuni-0ate it to the Government.
·

PUNJAB SERVICES COMMISSION BILL,

Chaudhri Allah Dad Khan : Clause 9 says :
The Commission shall (i) e.dvise the Local Government in reg~d to 'the regulations
presoribing(a) the qualifications of candidates,
(b) the oonditions of admission to the examinatdon, and
(e) the syllabm of the exa.mine.tion;
'
(ii) announce the number of va.eancies to be filled from among the candidates for the
examination ;
(iii) make all arra.ngemen~ for the e.otual conduct of the exa.mina.tion;
(iv) arrange the candidates in order of merit on the result of the exa.mina.tion; and
(v) forward a list' of the candidates so. arranged to the Local Government.

't,upposing in some year the local Government are inclined to think that the
-oommission need not be consulted for some political reason or. other and
jt holds the examination itse~ without consulting · the commission. To
'·Obviate such cases, this amendment makes it obligatory on the Government
to consult the commission.

The Honourable Captain·Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan : The
-elause says, " The Commissionshall advise."

·
Where is the harm if · the clause is
'made more explicit and if the Government is made to refer all questions
to the commission ? Those people who are acquainted with the state bf
-the services understand the question very well. My friend, the Raja.
.Sahib, has been in service for a very long time. He understands the diffi-

ChaudhriAllah Dad Khan :

-eulties.

.

I, therefore, support the amendment under discussion,
I think if the Government interprets
·these sections as you have been pleased to interpret them, i.e., that in every .
-ease a competitive examination is held or .a selection or promotion is to be
.made there is an obligation on the commission.to advise the Government,
then I submit that there is no harm in accepting the amendment.
Mr. President: The Member in Charge has expressedhis opinion.
· The• Honourable Sir· Henry Ctaik: The Bill seems to be quite
-elearly laying on the commission a statutory obligation to ' advise Govern• .ment on every competitive examination, every selection and every recruit:ment by promotion. But I cannot accept the amendment because it will
:make the Bill ambiguous.
.
The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan : May I
point out that if the insertion proposed by Raja Narendra Nath is made it
will create confusion, and to avoid this it will be necessary to make a further
amendment, By merely substituting the words "the Government shall
.ask the Commission" we would·be merely removing the obligation imposed.
-on the commission. It would be less objectionable if 1:1,fter the words "the
Government shall as~ the Commission" the following further addition is
made "and the Commission shall."
·
Diwan Bahadur Raja Narendra Nath : With your permission
I want to make my arguments clearer and stronger with reference to clauses
:10-and 11. Section 10 says-

Mr. MukandLal Puri: Sir,

When rooruitment to any provincial or subordinate
me.de by selection, the Commission sha.11-

service or specia,l post is to be
.
•
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[D. B. Raja Narendra :Nath.]
- Does it mean that Government shall ask the commission to advise on all
these matters? (Honourab'le- Members: Yes,. yes.) Unfortunately in theinterpretation of statutes in courts the speeches II1ade-'a.t ·the time of thediscussion of the Bill are not taken into· consideration, ·~is is the mis-fortune. I think the whole Bill needs redrafting.
·
Mr. Mukaud, Lal Puri : In view of the 'definite assurance given by
the Government it is immaterial whether they accept . the amendment orRaja Narendra Nath withdraws it.
Diwan Bahadur Raja Narendra Nath : If an assurance is given in
regard to these clauses I will not press my amendment.
Presi~~t : Clauses 9, 10, 11 and 18 are similarly worded:
, D,iwan .Bahadur Raja Narendra Nath ; I understand the obligation
on Government is implied .and understood.
.

Mr.

The Honourable Sir Heney Cr,aik :
Mr. President:

Yes.
Is the honourable member prepared to withdraw his.

amendment?
.

.

Diwan Bahadur Raja Narendra Nath: If withdrawal is necessary
I will withdraw. I think that this assurance that has been given will of course.appear in the proceedings and anybody.who suffers by this assurance being
neglected or deviated from can complain to the Governor .. I, therefor:e,...
. beg leave to withdraw it.
·
The motion. was by_ leaoe withdrawn.

Mr. PreJident: Question isThat clause 9 stand pa.rt of the Bill.

The motion was carried.
0LAJ]SE

10.

Mr. President : The question isThat clause 10 stand part of the Bill.

The motion uo« carried.
CLAUSE

11.

Mr. Presid~nt: Clause 11.
Rai B~adur Lala Sewak Ram : I beg to move-That in clause 11 at the end of sub-clause ( i) the followil:lg. words be added :' and of others duly qualified in that service.'
.

My object is this that there are some favourites of the heads of departments who are the only persons who would be recommended by them or some
other persons' favourites will be recommended by the heads of departments. Therefore those people who are otherwise duly qualified in that service will
be absolutely left out. ·Therefore if this clause is amended as I suggest, it wilt
prevent any hardship working on those people who are duly qualified in that
~ervice and whose names are not recommended lJy, the heads of departmentsThis will make the clause very just.·
·
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Mr. President: Clause under consideration, amendment moved isThat in clause 11 a.t the end of sub-olalll!8 ( i) the following be added :• and of _others duly qua.lifi.edpi tha.t service:'

The 8onourable Sir Hen~ Craik (Finance Member); This is an·
amendment of substance and I must oppose it. This clause deals with re- ·
-eruitment to J, permanent post in a provincial service by . promotion from ·
a subordinate service. I will take as an example promotion to the provincial:
civil service from the cadre of tahsildars. Cettain qualifications are laid ·
down; for example, a man must have served for 80 many years as a tahsildar
-or must have certain educational qualifications. The head of the depart-.
.m~nt, that is to say, in this case the Financial Commissioner,can recommend·
th.at so many tahsildars who possess these qualifications shall be considered
io.i promotion, to the provincial civil service. All the papers concerning
_ these men will be sent to the Public Service Commissionand the commission
will' consider. them and compare them .and advise Government as to their
respective merits; Now. the honourable mover of this amendment wants'
.to'go further and to say that any tahsildar who has the requisite qualifications
as' regards length of serviceand education shall be entitled to apply to the
commission and claim that his case should be considered alongside with the.
-others who are recommended.by the head of the department. I think that
nothing could be more ealoulatedto be completely subversive of discipline.
Responsible heads of departments naturally know their officers.. A head of a
-department will probably pick out 6 or 7 men and send them to be considered
.and advised on by the commission. Can you imagine the state of discipline ·
'that would prevail in that department ifevery officer, whether deemed fit by.
'the head of the department f.or promotion or not, were to be entitled to apply
to the commissionand insist that his claim should'be considered? Not only ,
would the amendment produce conditions highly subversive · of discipline
inside the department, but it. would be bound to produce friction between
the heads of departments and the commission and between the commission
and the Government. The amendment I can assure the honourable member
would not' work.
.
. .
.
Rai Bahadw Lala Sewak Lin':' . What about th~ hardship 'that'
will work on those people who .are. duly qualified and a~e left. mit'' because"
"the beads of departments want to show favour to· A, B, C oi D' and want to
leave out E, F, G or H?
·.
·
:

Chaudbri Allah' Dad Khan : Sir, this amendment is a most necessary

I

onefor without' it the eommission would be of little ,
6
l'.M.
use to the member~·who are already in Governm~nt. '
-serviee. Ev'erybod:r. who knows the ·system ·of nominations knewain what,
bad way it is being worked, · The tahsildars have been looking-upon nominatidn!i as an ordeal. They are at the mercy of the superintendents and clerks, ; :
.maip:ly at the mercy 9£ the head of the department making the nomination.
ff 'the Iocal Government entrusts thi:l important task' of selection:of esndi- .:
d~tes·to the commission why· 'should they; be afraid that the power. of seleotiotiof people'frorn the deparb:ri.ents· should not be given to the commission P,
The qualili.catiortsof such candidates; the record' of their. service,.their: :fitness .
and tlj.eir edueationai arid oth~t qultlifioatioris may, entitle th,eir case to .be
.se~t for consideration; by the commission' and yet', when the head of the
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(Che.udhriAllah De.d Khan.}
department to whom the power is· reserved for recommending them to thecommission does not recommend . them, they · would be under e.n obvious
disadvantage... There is no reason for any fear in referring such cases to the
commission. Take the case of tahaildars, for instance. The HonourableFinance Member has just said that only those men whom the ihead ~f ; the
department considers fit because of the latter's knowledge of the department :
should be sent up to the commission. It is a matter of common knowledge ..
that the head of . a department has very often certain prejudices, certain, '
likes and dislikes against orin favour ofcertain members of his department;"
So some people stand the risk of being overlooked,r , · .A.gain, even if the head
of the department is favourably inclined it may. so happen that the minor
deities of the office are not sufficientlypropitiated. Unless they are placated
it is hardly possible for a ease to go up to the head of the department."
.: commission is intended to undo the. evil of personal influences coming into
play in regard to appointments. But as it is, the· clause. without the
.amendment under consideration will not effect that · object. The
cases of certain deserving . men will be withheld and I · may · say'
here that generally speaking the men recommended by. h~ds of
departments prove to be the worst of the whole lot. This is home
out by the selection of extra assistant commissioners, It is a well-known
fact that the best tahsildars have .retired as tahsildars and men without
adequate qualifi.ca~ionshave been appointed extra assistant con;unissioners..
l may mention here the case of one extra assistant commissionerin Julhmdur
who could not write a judgment himself but has employed a man for the
purpose, and yet he has come up to be 'an extra· assistant eommissioner
while many a flower in.the ranks of.tahsildars have failfd to get up so far.
It has been urged on behalf of the Government as the principal reason for
this legislation that w,ith the advent of the reforms power will be transferred
to the ministers and that the right of appointment, dismissal; punishment
and promotion of the provincial service men will vest in their hands and that
this makes the constitution of a commission necessary. · At the same time
Gove~nt do not seem to be fully confident of the commissionfor they are
reserving certain powers to themselves. The request contained in the
amendment is a modest one. I am sure it will be the experience of many
heads of departments and of members of Government like tbs HonourableFinance Member himself that cases have arisen where an appointment has
been made against the recommendation of the head of the Department.
In many cases I know the Pinanoial Commissioners have been · insisting
that the name of this or that subordinate should be sent up at the time of
nomination to the extra assistant commissioners but the commissioners
or the deputy commissioners have not acted up to the suggestion. A great .
harm is being done this we.y and a great many of the provincial service men ·
are mediocrities,_most of them, Ido not mean all. If you want to do away
with this evil, accept this amendment without any hesitation. It will be
in the interest of Government; for it ~ bring for consideration the case of
really deserving men, men whose record of work' spe~ks for itself, e.nd w.ill
tend to eliminate the chances of thos~ who come up by the whilns and · fancies
of officers. Many mbordinateiJ there are who do exc~µe.n;t,~orkbut lack the
tact of pleasing their superiors or p4'ying the. sycophant icr the h~ds of departments. As a. result their chances are marred. If this commission is to

~e · ·
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be appointed atsuch al huge cof;t to the province the burden: being mainly
imposed on the zamindar and the tax-payer, why not make it usefuland give
it full powers ? . These commissioners will have the credit of being unprejudiced men and of beilng able to judge each case that comes up before· them
?n tts merits. The cl~ims of. all the candidates ..should be sent to them 9:nd
they should be tn1st'edj to weigh them well.. The present system of allowing
the hea~ of the depart~ent t? se~d the.names for consid~ra!ion ~t. the t~&
of recruitment bas totally failed in ,the case of the provincial civil service•
. When that is so plain [before us,' with what good grace can the Government
now oppose _this amenFent. -lf the Government can prove fr~m instances
that the choice of the ]!iead of the department has been a very Just one and
that they have selected the best men to the ranks of the provincial civil
s~rvice, then I can u:riderstand tlieir present attitude . of pp position to this
amendment. Fat.froi that being the case, as I have pointed out there are
men in the provincial ivil service who cannot write out judgment them.'.
selves and who .are ut erly unfit but who have marui.ged:.·to .be selected on.
the recommendation f the head of the department. Government can·
not prove that their r ·ord is immune from mistakes in the matter of appointments. And when a ommission ill called into being to ensure recruitment
of the best available andidates, it is the duty' of Government to entrust
the commission with 11 powers. Government are acting in this case like
people with a guilty c nscience. They want to send up only half the case
.to the commission wi out putting the full case before them. Is it because,
· the Government, fee~_' sure that the appointment of the commissionwould
take away the patro ge that they . enjoy now, wish to favour men
whom they like even ter the commission comes into existence ? It is not
proper for Governmen to do· so in a legislation like the one before us
affecting all classes of eople alike: Let them lay all the cards before the
commission and leave hem to judge the claims of.each on. their merits.

a

With these words I support the amendment.
.
.

Shaikh Muh
ad Sadiq : I am sorry I cannot support the amend
ment for the simple reason that when there happens to be only two vacancies,.
for instance, it requires thl!),t all the names of perhaps 80 or more tahsildars
should be sent to the commission. Not . only tahsildars, but also naibtahsildars will be eligible for extra assistant commissionership. If all these
~~~ were to go before the commission, the machinery would become very
· expensive. If the honourable mover had said that people with say ten,
fifteen or t'\\<enty years' service should have their case sent up to the commission I can understand it. (Rai Bahadur Lala Sewak Ram· : · I have got the
words" duly qualified." in the amendment). Yes, duly qualified. I think
every tahsildar is duly qualified for an extra assistant commissioner's place.
There is nothing to show that two yearil' standing or any such limit is necessary before say:a:11·assistant engineer could be qualified for being considered
for promotion·.t<fan executive engineer. So then, are we 'going to allow all
the 80 ofl00' cases to go up before the commission :when there a.re only two
plaees to: be filled ? It will obviously be a waste (?f tIID.e. . The 'cominissfoli
will ha.ye to ipt~rview th~i:n, weigh ~~e ~l&ll'll!l. of ~ch~' a.nd,'the number
cases to be considered wiU then be thtee 'or four times th~ riuirf~efof facaqcie.s
arid eorisidembly n;iore in' 1fom.e irista.nc~s,
1
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Mr. Mukand Lal Puri (Punjab
Sir, the main reason
why this amendment has been moved is that there is no provision in the
· Bill which would give relief to a person to whom the head of the depa.rtment
'has been unfair. It is necessary that there should be some provision givin~
-relief in such a case. I would bring it to the notice of the Honourable Finance Member that the incorporation of this provisionwill-not be in any way
subversive of discipline, because it will not happen that almost all the eligible
eandidates will apply. Looking to the ordinary course of things it will only
be in cases where a person has really been passed over and on an average
one or two persons would like their claims fo be considered. . Of course due
regard will be paid to the names of persons who come through the head of the
-dspartment -. They will have a certain amount of prestige attaching to their
claims. But it should be open to a person to whose case the head of the
department has not paid the attention which the case deserves, to' have
it placed before the commission .. I do not think that by accepting this
amendment the Government would in any way be incorporating in tlie
.Bill anything which would defeat the main purpose of the Bill.
·
Mr. President: Clause under consideration, question is-

I
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That in olanse 11 at the end of sub-clause ( i) the following words be add~
' and of others duly qualified in tl.a.t service.'

. The motion was lost.

Mr. President:The question

is-

That clause 11 stand part of the Bill

The motion .was carried.
CLAUSES

12

TO

14.

Mr. President:The question is___..:.
That clauses 12 to 14 stand part of the Bill

The mot-um, was carried.
.

CLAUSE

15.

Diwan B~adur'Raja NarendraNath(Punjab ~andhol~ers Gene~l):·
:Sir, the amendment which I propose to· move is that in clau~e 15, line l~'
-the word " may " be. omitted ; and at the beginning of 'sub-clause fi) the'
word " shaUP be inserted:
·
·
· ' · ··
·
Mr. Ptesident : Does tlie honourable meni'~er m~ah. that. (or th.a iord
... may;' the 'word .. ~hall,,, be substituted?'
. . . '.
'.
.
. .. :

Raia

Nath :

i

. . Oiwp Bahad,ur
N~e-.cir~
.Exa~tly ..
propose to del~te .
.one word in order to substitute_ another in _its place, .The locaLGov:en.:i.-·
nient. meahs in this Ca!Je,;°tlle provinciaf C!tbinet an{ the' ordE)l"S, the' dis~:
-cip.Ii:q~ry. action . and . th~ . orders ot • ~i~ciplinary actioi:i:.P~ssecLby Go:ven:up.ezj.i •
.ar~ the,or~~rs paseed _by. tp.t3_ mllllste:rs .or th.e C!J,l;>µiE)t •. I_ do ,not. know,
w!~th~r in' pa~~irig . ~hf orfl.~!s with _;regard, . p() q.ill.cipiw,ary aQiifon . th~ Gov;,
be cons~~ed. . It 18 ~~t. at. ~:q o,blig,i,t?.J,"J on ·.tPif3. w.,i,rtjstl3:rs to pa.~.:
-~~iP;liiia~ 9r4~~ aft:er: P?~~t~g :tl:u~ ~?verµo;i::.. T~w;!3~o~e, }.tis fali,9, Qabi,nel,
wnich is being ~ven the option of .a~owmg .a ~q~~ajtap~o~.with}h,wc9xµ~i•;
,sion · nr_ not against the orders passed by the Cabmet itself. ' We know how

~or ., ~-
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joint responsibility is looked upon by. certain critics. . Only the other:cla.y .011•
llo:µom;able member wa$ attacking it as an unholy alliance, One µuni.stet
~y; support the other and we have also heard of collusive support oi.one
inember .pf the Cabinet for everything done by the other member of :'the
~qin~t. '· One minister says, te> the other, if yon pass thap sort of order, ,I
•p.ppoft it and I also pass an order. of similar kind. That is joiut resi:ion;
mbilit·Y· That is why joint responsibility has ·been looked upon by certain
criti~s as an unholy alliance and by. others as a collusive support of each
~the;r.. Therefore, I say if local Government means the ministry is a whole,
it is the (!,ction of the ministry that i1,1igoing. to be · appealed . against. :wh.y
i~pµld not then the Cabinet he compelled to consult the commission·? .
·· · ·Jhen,again,Jwo:uld ask the Council to consider paragraphs·qf·the
R'S~
port of~the·,sub-Commitiee of Services appointed by the Round'CTat,1~
~eren<:e.
Ip parilgraph 8, that Sub-Committee tlnan:iniousry· 'te~m:
numded that--·
·
· ' ·
· ··

,· ·n.e

any a.ppea.l presented to him a.gainst'U1 order
· . ·of censure, of .withholding an incr~:aierltor promotton, of liti'ductioifti'l• lb'W~
post, of Sll8pension. removal or dis.miesa.l, consult the collUlllSii~· in. •regimi ,to
, the order to be passed thereon.
·
:
G~vernor shall, before considering

ma<Je

I. 40 not see why this recommendation which was unan4hously
the ·Sub"Ccnmnittee has been so lightly treated and in fact)iompleteft
disregarded; Even when the appeal lies to the Governor·-th'e 06mmftt~
r~~om,w.en~~4 tllat it should be pbligato.ry q:n the Qovepiqr t9 consult, but in
Jb~·mu·tlie :word used is ~'local Government," which·means-ministers, and
orders bylocal Government means orders passed bythe:i:mnisters. It ought;
· tp~ftf.qf~, to all ;th~ saJlie, necessary .for ·. th~ local, Government constituted.
'!'~:.if. ~ b~ }o Jqnsulp · the Public Services Commission; ·. Of coutse/,in
tlie case of an order · to be passed, it should not be. obligato:cy, on the
local Government to . consult the . commission. The inoral . effect of
siidh lLn 'obligation' :fo' consult w.hen i appeal is' presentetl ":woilld. be
.·V. il';f·:.·;• · sr.ea.t' aiid···r.·see ho harm .·i.f 'it ;s.hould . be:.m.· ade a.I.to.getp'
·
·e.. '?' opt.'iorlfil.;-·
with•the ·Gove~ent :·tb coustllt t:tie 'coriiinissi.on·· or' ·~:o(:'bef6!e'
oider 'is 1>assed~ . Therefore; I propose' that in case' an a ppeaJis presented'tit
dµgh~
obligatory
•the local Government to· conswt:the·cd1tffois~1bn
w:lierevei-. an· order is.· to . be passed it spohld be made; optidnal 'for 'th~Iil ;to
a's~~rtain ·the corimiission's point of view~
' '
'· ' . .
. . -. )

py

·:P~

afJ.t.

on

•to·'.be

. ,. - :~N;r; :,~~~~.e~t :

~= ,1h..
. ' .

~la~e

and;

1lll~~r -

coµsi4erat~on, ari;teµ<Jnwpi

·,

~oye,f

i ,

:bil o.trtlttep,; a.nd. a.t the Jle~g·of&)l.
\ •. clause' {i) the word ,, shall .. be iiisei:ted.. . .
. .. .
. b:,. . : .

alt h:l

ola.Y-Jle 15, lin~ds .the. \V~rd "may.;,

, . ·~~n~~~t:~ N~.a.'J,'.2

to ;c,us~
1°5, and
·
· · '.

@dJ,
be ®,cµssed together.

cJAµ,a~ lij,, ~

amendm~t<No.

·l ·to,
· ·

. Khan ,Bahadur Siiaikh.:Din MuLanuna-d (East and. W~t 'C~i~;
~own:s, ·M~a:mmdah. Urban)(Sir, I 'regrdt to say that·! 'de not itgree:witfl·:

Rl!lja ·Narendra· Nath in the amendments that hehas suggest(;ld to 6'Jaus~s fa'
arid'" l:tt ,fln ptincipfo the . arguments . that . he has. advanced: might} alppehl.,
vefy 'plausihle>but. if we ·refer to the section itself, it would appea;r thaflf tne.i
Wceiid -;'' shall ,is' substituted fot 'the '\\lord '' may~ the work'ol ' thJ it:9m;; !

D;tission.i'Will

u:

be

mcreased·to slieh .an extent ·:t}iitt

u

·we·· shall

more commissiom to cope with ths work~ If in

ha.ve•Ml eb~ge1two·'

every ca.se·~fcwtlr&fit:d

i
11

Ii

f{4,2
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in every _case of withholding . of in~rement or promotion, i! in e~ery case
of ~duction t.o lower post or tune se , le, o.r to a Iq·w. er stage .m a trme s.~a.!e,
or m every case of recovery from ~a~ of the whole or part o~ any pecumary
Joss caused to Government by negligeaee or breach of orders, in every case of
suspension, .or .re~ov~l, or in every c!se of dismissal, if an. al!peaps allowed
and the commisston is consulted, thtn my humble submission 1s that one
commission will not be able to cope ~th the work. I do not wish to enter
into any lengthy arguments agains~ the inadvisability of the suggestions
made, but there is one other point· ,hich also requires consideration. It · ~
suggested that it may bemade obliglttory upon the Government to consult
the. commission. But W:h~re is th~ c~' espoIJ,~in~;9bligation on ~he Govern
m.~
, . ~ to fo.llo.w that d·.ec1S1on., . So. if c ns.u!tat~o.·n·Ul., to. be m.ade; wit. h the com.•
ID1Ss19n and the Government is free t , decide m any way, and in any manner
it·
·. p,l,suggestion
ea.ses,.•.· t.hen..has
w.hybeen
to. im.
pose that
un.n,'et. cf~.
. . es·:sar·
.ily t.Gov~rnment
his .~.:ur,.· den on.shall
the. be
eomnns
.. sion,
No
made
local
bound
to
follow'the decision of the commissio' or the recommendations made by the
commission on these points.
rI
;.
·
.
.
· ..
, , The only other place where the ,;word " shalli" is recommended instead
of the word "may," is, as you have. $een pleased ,to point out. 'in clause 16.
There also the
section mns as follows l, e·
. - . . ·•
,. · :
.
,

,

op

Th~ local Gove~ent ma! eonsnlt qie Commission~s t~ the orders to ~e. passed
,
any memorial.submittedtc thew. by any person to whom the provwons of this
. ohs.pt.er apply.
.
jl·
i
. . . . •. , · · · :, ..

The same arguments apply to t~s case and· my respectful submission

is that the word " may I' would be tle most appropriate wol'd to· be used in
both elauses lli-and 16,

i'

:

·

·

· . . ·
· . · .···
Ii
:.
. ·
· .
. The.Honourable Sir Henry Ctaik: Sir, the honourablemember who
has just. spoken . has opposed the aij-endm~nt on the groU11d 9£ · expenditure
an
. . •d O:Q. 1J,µQther groun·id
. ~lso,.... ~u.t I t. . c ~uldlike to:: draw. th.e. at.tentio.. n of t~e
Bouse to one other consideration, wpich seems t9 . me rather pertinent. .m

this conn.e.ct.·ion
.• I. a.dmit t.hat in th.edp. the.re is a f.ood
·
. _. dea.1 t. •..o b. e sa.id for my

~9nc>1u:able. friend's amendment, and t admit that if we were to be abeolutely consistent and follow the Madras ~c~ th:ough~ut, we ought' to accept tlie
amendment. But apart from the 11obJect1ons stated . by the honourable
member from Gujranwala, there is another ·objeqtion. . It m~ght be all very
well when you have a commission that has been working for sometime and
in.·· which.· th. pu?lic has full c.onfi. de.~'ce,
. . t<;>. . mak(l. this.
· c~ange,.. : ·B
. · u.·t at t~e
moment I think it would be better
wait till we see what sort of a comIDIS·
sion we get, arid whether it is ab! to command public <:onfidence. It is
possible as my honoura.ble friend po' , ted out t.ha~
. when. th.·e. Go·cv·e·rnm·
. erit for.
the-purposes . of. this Act ~onsists en I irely. of ministers without the Govei:nor
to .help and advise them, it would
?esirable for the purpose of establish·
ing the general confidence of the se#yices, that suehcases should always be
referred to. the Public Serv
. ices Comniission. On. ~.·he othei;.ha.n.d it·is possible
that we .Inay not know . at the . outs~i . whether the Public Services Commislion ~··coII1IDand ~he· full co;nfideice ?f the ~ervic~s. · .After.all•it ~··the·
u.iem,b&?tl o.f .t~e services· who are th~. chief consideration m this particular ·

e;

tf

hr

»~· of the Up!._
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'. · PUNJAB SE1\VICES tOMMlSSION Btt.L.

This point, which is the most important point in the Bill, was fully con•
..siqered in the, select committee which was unanimously in favo~ of the view·
· which I have just put :before the 'House, Trt referring cases to the commission· it was considered desirable to leave the discretion with the Govemment, at any rate for the present. It will be. easy enough fa.tar on ·after. the
commission. has worked for a year or two and, has earned the confidence of the
services, ttj amend this sm. •. It' would be a simple- amendment. of ·auhstitut·
. in:g •' shall 11 for •' may." But for .the pre~ent I think it is' wiser from • the
point of view of . the services-c-and they ar!3 the. pa:r;amourit . consideration
. in this :matte:t.,,-to leave the matter to the.diseretion of Government.
.·
.: .: . . Mr. Mukand Lal Puri (Punjab Indhstries} i Sir, . th& · Hono~bl' .,
Finance Member is quite right in stating that fot various .reasona the select
committee decided not to accept the l~nguage, of .the Madras: Act.; l3:1i:t.the
· difficulty1fhich ;Raja Sahib p~s. point~d.,out is this : . ~ 9µ~. ;clause.includes
various . forms of punishments which range from" warning to · dis- ·
missal. It would be very difficult and perhaps undesirable and . certainly
expensive as it would involve time and htbo_-qi: out of all proportion to the .
nature of, tl;te work, that it should be obligatory to cqnsult the commission .:
when smaller punishments like warning are inflicted. But · ~sal
and more
serious forms. of punishments -must be referred to Jhe commission. · I . ihlnk .
the objection of, Raja Sahl,h would. be ~11:fficientlyJnet if a ~onyentiqn.
. established, that in. all ca~es of serious piinishments Governmen.t would. invi~;'
• .the opinion of the commission. In ·th11.t case the ·di:fficajty ra~ed by .l\aj1f
.: Babib
be obviated e. _·_ I hope, the •Goverm:nent should be prepared to give
e.n assurance on that poirit.·
·.
·
· . · . . < • ,,,
' · ' ·,
•. Shaikh Muhamniad Sadiq. (Amritsar city, Muh~•dan, Urban) : r
think the suggestion made by the honourable member for Industriee(should
be acceptable to the Ilous.e in cases of dismissals. In. the futllfe the minis·. ·
ters very often will lie swayed by. pai-ty. · considerations and, it.1Vill betVe1'f
. difficult for them
decide such cases. m:ipartially. _. It would, .theref.ofe, be. ·
in the interests of the ministers themselves that. such casea should be referred,
.: to the conniiission. I; .therefor~, request the ,<lovermnen.t that ·a1;' l&isfin th~
,. case of diSIIl.lf!Sals they should be pleased to accept the suggestion Qf 't:is~ab• .
. lishing a oonv erition that all· cases of. dismiasals shall be· referred to the eommission. lf such a convention is established the mini$ters will iiot dare
differ fron:i the y1ew~ of the commission )Wess. for very strQ~g re!J,SO~ •
L~a Sewak
(Mult~ division,
:Muhamtnadan,,
· Rural): Sir,Jb1rve one point to submit to the House; In act9alpi;acti~e,the
appeal. goes· from .the .Govemor in'Connoil to the·. Governor ap.d such- ~ppeal .
•. · is not·1tecE1pted because the original order is passed by"the,:sJ1.m.e officers to·
· w}.!.orn the- appeal goes: · Therefore,!' subajt tha;t it should,be made ~(jbliga:.,
tory . on Gover11ment that they should' consult · the · commission• when i, a.ri ·•
appeal is made in such oases. If it is not· obligatory, -then there -is no tisa. ·of.· the -eommission at all •.. Government .will remain just· .as autocratic a,
·. hitherto . .:~ -." .
.
. ::7 .. -·
•

were ;.

will-

to

to

. · . Rai.Bah~dur

RtUD

nori.

Diwan Bahadur Raja Narendta Nath.: 'The Fublio:·Sm-yices.pom.: . mission has not yet been appointed in thia province. ' We _hay~ yet Jo sea
~:~,·:. what sort of a commission it is going to be, whether pr~p·er.::men:will·be ·appointed to 'the commission and whether Government is going to exe.taia&'

[IlfJ3. ~a Narendr11,: N~th.J
. .
. . • . . '.
itsidisc~etion; properly. · '. ·But whatever may· be. the -compdsiti~~--tif t~f ~:oml,. mission, I1b1elieve it will oot·be n:ffluep:c'ed by politicitl con~id'eratfons '!'ilbJi:
eensidesations will influence the '.:niinisters. . The_ commission 'will; ther~f6re~
be able. to
more cofifidence than the ministers.
·.· · ..· . ;If seems:t-& me that the 'sel~ct c~nnilittee did not ~orimiriatb.h~t~~~: _
seri?~~:-~pwtls~~rit~ Elrid
pu_~hme~t.s
tlie§hii_d,Jb.~~~,~r~~ ..~(if,,'1 . al!~1:citldr6~ 1>-linf~hmen~s alilte. )3ut~ I:th~1t that;a.Il<brdei: ~t~~~~~,})f.
withholding of promotion, or reversion should not. be ma.de without th:e,
_ , justice of that or'der being tested by an independ'~n_tbody. T~ .iA the oa~J - ·
tpllilJJ:i~~e .to make out fol,'. the· ;iiµ~ndment and I hope IcIDll'.be;JiuppQ'.tted

oonnnand

c:

·¥~ht

~ud

by,,t}1!3.-II1.eri:J.bets .9f this House. - {
.. : :
·
c: :J.Wr. President: Clause undai'-ct>psidiration, tlre qu~$~i6l'l ~-; '. ·.• .
: :- ' -Tli.~f in oian'se us;:iide--1, th:$. word .; lll~Y •• _be
-

·

and at :kiie til~¥1futWf-~~

omitted;;'.

clanae(i) the word'' shall" l;l~inserted.

-

-

' The'-motion was Zoit - :· ; ' .
.
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Nath_:ttn9y~.-·_
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.':. : .- Tlui.t.m clau.,e,15, a.fter.1111:Ii.-cla.~e
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followh).g p.e~ sup,.p].a~ci-~;:a(l~~~

'-'

.>

..

:- ~h· ... '1,)tt~auily
. u. P.i .~.-·~e..· _ op~;
".- ib·-·t.I,;:.:_. t. ;7.
·_ m_si~.:.·,;.. ·. ~"'.t ·a.·_t.t.er·.~· tid··;·'.er.•.ii11.;.. ·)i.
.- i.ei_ ~fa."'.~.':_,_-: .·~. _-"....•. ·
C>f the ,~oi,1>linary_ ~cti~ns wbJc~ ougJw~o ~a-: m~dl app·~~1i_. -_ .°:-;·- ~rt.·.(/

:.\::·:_.~:, ., .: . )(·::;·_: 3_:-.·:_····:-.:.:

._

;~ ...

·:. -_ .,·--:.

:· ,:\".- \//·_·.;

~;·:._-:.-·_._~-. :/~/:_.'.

.-:.::·

~ ... ~ ...

_ ·. ,, _/J,)e.Jlo~oQr.abl~ Sit llenry <:raik; _ , '.Wliat_ qg~I(, tb~ ,_hqnq)lt~bl~-J, -·
member mean by supersession ? Itseems to ~e- rat¥{lr vagu~.: • , .· . _
·
-_ - ;_ ·~ Q.i~~ B~~du:r R~j~ Narendra Na.th :_-- I mean snpe~ee11sio~jn:\dis·
; r:e8!\.1',~.of~eniptj,ty._,
- \'
: '- .·_. .. . . ·; ., ·:/: :·,:,:
r<- ··>,The Honourable Sir HenrfCrailr: For whaft· '' .
·• .: ..· - ,,._ D~watt .Bi\1d~r,Raja N~ra1ultti ~ath; · '.Fbt _IJ~iahti~n ;cit for·.p~,'.

~otro~:: (1nterr,uptwn)..

' ,. : Mr-, Px~sid.e~t :.

. .. :. )'_.

:_· .

-

. .

_

-

:-

~oes the hQn~urabie · membe~. wtiii. to.~tlj}h';w.-~~ .
· . · .. '. - . . •... ·.· . .. '.
-'</ . '_'.:niw~n:B~h~dur,Raja.-Nar~ncb-a Nath-:, No_.;.
- ,_., _what the_~9no~ra~l~:F~-~c!)Men1~~rhas got to~~!,~'.·:·-: -· . · , . :.:)\ : . . __ i \ .·{;"
Mr~ President i . Clause un.der Qorisideratfoti,e,mendment'inovid ii . . · - '• .·
airi:endm~nf? ;-

·.

.• ·,T.ha.tfa, o~u~S:1is. a.ftei: ~~b,ola;use C i)(g); the following

new:: . aub•.Dl(i.., .• bit,,'~

- -: • .

.'W)'ib:j(ibJt_opk'
.:· --Th~:_'.ilon~:;:~;:P;:7t~;d;aik_.·: : - . I,eh01ilif ·lik~{t~::;~lrn-'.;1,~·;~qit;}•"\·-. ::E>~foz:13., na.rnely,. that t_his_,is 0,~i~fi<>rt.,of an,iB®B;teiti:,,d.Mijs~· . ""'. - : .
_ T-b,~/hpp:q~,a¥1~)¥~Tiib_ertor, tb~ J~dJiol4ers' ~oiis~it11~1;1cy,,~j~.Jusf ;no:wi" · - -: _ :-

wJ.l~I!:.IJa,skt;id.;.p);rn-·_what .. sa:pe1's('lss1on;J;l'.l('l~nt, tl:iat.: 1t _ was ,ia., pei1e¢tly?~W~l1~. _ · -.
knCllffl. 1te$1,i Pl.lb: J,,e, was ,not a{ble, to_ ~;pl~m· e;x.aotly- ,wb,lliti M:.did,;,~,
-_. - I!! Q'i}ajq. ngt show: _that hEl., mea.Ilt a,nything _,th{llt ·ha.a :rwt;. ·a~dy,b"eena .·
provided for in:other sub~clauses of this clause, except.one solitary1c·tlurigt'
i1!W,ely,. Mw .o,~se i;if a juajor man being preferz:_ed tp:his .aerii<>t J<>t ~.lleltm,tion
~li,~e., ~ppoiri.~w~§t._., _ · If.·. Ji-,e_ i:ne~ris . th,at a; )n_a'p, :is.· . ·. s~pem.~tqei ,, b~~~~~~ ,4~- ,

_ 1S_~i~~t1~t
,a,p,,El~i:~~Y:_ ~.,r,}l,ia~. etl;ii:i~"tf1l~~~:{lf8Y~~e~tfq.r}P~)~.,
a-m-r,·;,,
Pt-,J;l~~n,:,,18: .. ~'\lP~i:f!~ JL.J:
st~p~t.ai~er.rea~hlpgj
C~!i~

0;,, .. ~,~~~~~

._. ,~

..

tt

the .top of. his . time-scale . and is. not gi-v~n a higher. time-seal~,.th~t. a.ls? . is
protided for in the Bilt. If he m~ax1i that profiloti~ri. is · ~t~pp~\ili~ ~,
punishment~ that is a;lso provided for il). tlie'
Irl ta<St; " ~np\Wa~il~ion-'•
i& ;a vligu~ temi:'~hich in ~his context 'ca.n ili:13a.h no~iu,nt~e~eept.:;stt~~~eisi!~'
f~r ,a-~eMotion ·appoiritmettt; . . I ·c:ttln~t aecept · the p"o~itidit tfia.t·m· m.ikiilS''
d. s'election. f6r selection: appomttne~~s G~ve~ht'sho\i1,d
··-~om,ihlt t~~
nmsi61k 'fhat· sl31ectfon ~iist alWii · be rilade
G'otettum\nt'l\.Ild' tfili,
rl3~sal or the ,,reft~irung·from sei~ctfoh of iny piirhlotlarbffiii·eriii, n~t,it~
tt)lise,tif'the word ·a. punislim~nt ()Hhllt officilr. .
. ·. . .
.
0

13UL .

-~o.~~

li.
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·
.
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. The.qnest10n-.is- ·.
'rra(lt .c~il 1511~,:i.d'l>#t ot .thaiam.
Tbs mbh"'nn was ;lUJrr'ie~' ·
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. . Mr., President : .The quesilioll.is.....:.,
-Th4t.il~iue.allt,•17 a.ua-is atandpart of the BUt;
The .iiirotitnt- 1b'lJ3 "C/Jrrieft.
·---t~·-, ~·--~
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·,-<,-·;o,

_,,

._,_,·

Or..A,usinilio.io

'

Mt,·Preddent

2t

-: Theque'Stionis+-

Tha.t ola.ll!les 19, 2o·a.nd 21 ~tand part of the

TM mot·wn was ·carried•. ·

lJni:·
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.. PREAM:BLE,

, ; ;.-1\k. s.}..., Salt1:t ;JJiiov~., t¥t,th~ ~ord)\Alit '' 'f,e iihstitnted:!61: the.

1!.Ql'.cl; "r ~ill'.', lltnd:the :6.gnres ~'·1932/' for '\198?':,
I

Tue motion was carriea> .

· ;.Mt. 'Ptesident :; . · ..The 1~~stfon _i~-. · Thli,t the preamble ~taild p~ · ~f ~ :tlill.
The motion was ca'r.tied.
·.-
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.. CLAUSE.:1,

.

,-

"

S'lJ'D~LArffil . :}{a))

Mt. Pteiident 1: .. ', Til'e qu~stiunis · ..
.
Tha.t sub-clauee (a) ofola.use 1 sta.nd part of the Bill.
:. : .: :7'1tij :#totion W<f$ cariidd..:

--·.-·

The llonoJ1rable Sir llaney C:rtdk::

Sir, i fil(lV~.

~·th funjo.b ServitieaOommission :Bill bepe.ssem·

.
· Mi.-,P,resident·:.···. Tiie.D:¥otion'1s:.,.. ·L: .. '•tucmjir.l>~Wo1iaWm~1r,·1ie·~;

. . .
•
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ii:> ~.·7~/.
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. ,· Khan Bah•dur:·MilUl Ahi;gad .Y~ Khagi D.aultana

... .,.

•,': .: . ·

s

•

(Muhan;imadan,.
'·Landholders):
I ani ~;supporter·o(thil? Bill ... · ;811-t t.here is one omission
,,, in it and. that jg abouf the, fauµly claims. and .fal!lilY services •. ,:'. I tried' to:
hring:1t out by an arne11dµient )mt I .w~s told t];iat the provjsi9n .for family.
!lervfoe anc,Lfamily claims C!l-n_ only: be made, Ill the rules., : . -;Before I. giv1}
UJ.Y support .t9 .the BillI would 1,ikeJhe G9y~rilJl).e11t _to co:qsider :tms que~tiO!l,
and give ~ rei:{r./•. If Jpll.d)liat; thefrt<3ply is u9t. 81).tjsfactory(. lam afrttid.
I shall have to oppose the pass~ge qf tb.js :BUI. T do not want.·.thatanybody
should be giv~n preference _simply fol.' -~he ~~ciden,t. of ·birth:;(he$l.r,<k®,r). · I
would just redall Jo. yoii very iAterestfug . ·incident.· that 'occurred when .
" . the Public' Services Commission of which SirMQht'agu.~ .'.$utlet 'was the Secretary, was recording evidence of t.he late N awab Sii ·;s~Jµ-li.in :.Khµ.n, on the
question of the claims of :~a.mily services.' His L~,rdship t~~ 'Chairn:!,a.n _· of . ·.
that Commission asked the Nawa.b ·Sahib~ "How· is itl,poss~ble fotius to
determine. which family i~ to be recognised_?-, · What-js: the- criterion .to
determine family claims]"." The· old Nawab Salu'b ga,v:e-a 't~ply·whfoh
think was very convincing. He said,/:' When you. select, your race horse .
you select one with a pedigree,. I :µiean. fr:om those whose; parents have · , ·.
served their masters well, and it j~ very'strange that you should· not beable · to determine the fainily · services of~ ~he ~people >in yout p'libli(} · services "
(hear hear). I have a,lready said that I. do not want 'that'peClple should be
given preterenee simply because they ~elong to such and such a.J!l,mily/ · ~ But
if there is a distinguished family w~o_have. served well their country .and
their Government · and · if the · children" of · that. family · with requisitie
qualifications come. forward, then·. tl1eit .' claims should: be cionsidared. more
· favourably tha:Q, those . ot others. -In suppor-t ,of thi$,: :,l·cW6uldiagain
quote a verse from Saadi :-:- : ; . · ·.
, ., . · J' · x , .
:~ ,=;.- .. ·w..,1,· .JI -,~ti~6• . . ~r,- ._i~.;,.'f'J ~3ui4+(;;:c_
and another-- . ·
. . . . ..... ,.,. · · .
.
. · i.
11JJ
·
,
·
..J
.. ·J' .>:1l.J. • e ,a,·,a:t.: . -, :'';' ;>.°!. :lJ:i"' I J-,J ...·~-· .~;w·.>.1 .
. . .-.
.
·
r., . · • •• J" J
- ·· ·
£,_ r-..._ .-I
"--!
•
·
., ,.· -.1\fr:Nanak:Chand P~clit.· (B;o~hiarp~/ ll0ll~~ub.a!i,xha4~~~.:Ruia.I):
Sir, I had no mind to tii,ke · part in. this --·-'discussititi ·, ana::you- would '.hav-e'
observed that I have been keeping absolutely: silei;it on. alLthe ~menditients
· which have been brought forward. -: ~uttµe)lpµ~iµable me•;n,1>~(W:hQ )iaajust . ;now·spoken has raised a very thorny and tjckJiah q11~sti91(J1i~:s0Ju.tion. Of:
. which, if his -Suggestion fa accepted, will be very difilc_tllt even/to the Public .• .
. : Services. Commisioners who are intlre .·embryo.:'Wf'ia~.-js·
tlie' suggestion·
.,. which the honourable member wishes to a~opt'? . . . '
... ·. . . ' ... ': .· . The-Honourable MalikFiroz Khan J\Jc,otM . ' Oil t1. pQirtt:, of order.
Is the honourable member's speech rel~vant: tQ • th~ Bill ?<::W~ ~r~ n~t dis·
cussing any Clause now. · ,:,,'cc,:·-···:.,
.. , .
_;,,,,·>·
_,,'"·· :;
Mr. Nanak Chud Pandit.: I . 8,Ill try}ng. :.-to, '~~y\,.:t:iomet.bing
about the, speech made by the honourable member representing
Muhammadan lar1~ holders •. , Th(_Ho.nourable. .~stel'
: co~venientJy
kopt quiet when the ·· 4onburable :cmemlier · ;Mian Ahmad t :Yar Khan
Daultana,, was speaking and: when_, I , am, · speaking on the·· ,vetf same
· point but only from a. different _point-of view, the HonouraJil(tMili.istet.•gets
: up a.ud a.sks, is it relevant:?- :·:fl _on6i thi,ngjs,r~l~v:~nt~ M:te)~tho.1: e.180 :js rele:.

a

I.

. .

-. .•

•

J· ~-

:< ': • .'

vant. Tbatds sufficient for the Honourable Mitiister. : i ~;;I~aying that if
the suggestion 'of the honourable member who has preceded me werejo be,
adopted either directly or indirectly, either by rules or otherwise, itwill
really nullify the whole effeot ofthis Bill. We. bear all so~tl! of claims made
by a certain section of the people when they want to enter Government service
and one of their claims which is generally brought . forward is, ''fook
the family service". Now, I would ask, what is the family service? Is it
service to or through the deputy commissioner or the commissioner or service
to the country in the legislative chamber ? Or is it service· to the country
through the jails ? All these are family 'servieea rendered to the country.
Who is going to decide what is family service ?- I, therefore, tell honourable
members in all seriousness when they talk of fani,ily. service :and: when, they .
talk of pedigree, that though the question of pedigree may be good for horses.
and dogs, it is not good for human beings and that efficiency should be the
only consideration.
Suppose there isa man who is born in a poor family
but very capable otherwise, do you want to put him down.raerely-on the
ground that his parents have rendered no service? My honourable friend,
ought 'to have looked into the history of modern countries where people
from shoe-makers' elass become presidents or prime ministers. I do not know
what my honourable friend means; He does not know himself what he means
when be brings forward this pedigree or family service. This, I submit,
will be a very difficult point for the commission to de11twjth,, l n~ not
say anything further, He. does not want anything in the; Ac,t~. Ile wants
to appeal to the Government and have a talk with regard to this 10at.ter.. I,
therefore, ask the House that it should not accept the suggestion made by ·
. my honourable friend which willlead us into a dangerous situation and which
will nullify the .effect of the· PublicServices Commission. : To~day a man
might have rendered some meritorious service in the War or. ~ne. might have ..
rendered 'meritorious service as the leader <>f the, opposition. ,Both . are · ·
services to the people.
Do not look at these things.
"7nen the)?ublio
Services Commission sits down to consider these family services~ what
rules and regulations can it have to proceed upon ? What one regards as
family service, another may not regard-as such. · When we. honestly come
forward and criticise some measures, we are sometimes t9ld that we are in
sympathy with the revolutionaries.
It is entirely : a 'qu~~tign of opinion~
If you want public services to be free from all kinds of prejndieee .· of this
kind, do not· introduce this principle which may nullify the whole effect of
the Bill. What I want is efficiency plus character.
·
'"·
· ·
The Honourable Sir Henry Craik (Finance, Member)::· The·: point
.
.
raised by the honourable member has really no6 1',M,
.
thing to do ~th the Bill: . It is not the· Services
Commission that makes the ·,rures,. but 'the . Government • .,, ·But I.quite·
realise the honourable member's point and.J can say th91t it will receive
very careful consideration by the Government.
In connection 'With this
Bill, however, it does not.strictly arise.ias there is p.,othing in the. Bill
which lays down any qualifications for the public services.
·
honourable member's point will however receive attention..
··· ··

at

!.rh~.

Mr. President:

The questioajs-« . .
That the Panjab Services Ct1rnrnission Bill be .passed.
'l'1u,,notion 1Daa· carried.
- . . ....
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PUNJAB LEGISLATIVE C011Ndt.. · · ... ·'.: ; ·; · ·
~n SEdSION OF THE 4TH PUNJAB LEGISLATIVE OOUNOIL~

Tuesday, 29th ].f.arch 1932.
THE Council met1 a.t the Council Chamber at 9--80 A..M. of
the clock. Mr. President in the chair.

SHORT NOTICE QUESTION AND ·ANSWER.

Khan BahadurSardar Habib Ullah (Lahore, Muhamma;dan, Rural) :
-As you remember, Sir, I asked a · hort notice question yeaterd.ty and the
Honourable the Leader of the House promised to give an answer to it
-to-day. Will you kindly allow that answer to be read ?
. Mr. President: The honourable member did not give notice to
'the Secretary that he would ask the question to-day.
·
Klian Bahadur Sardar Habib Ullah : I was under the impression
that the question will be answered as a matter of course as the Leader
-of he House had promised to do so to-day.
·
Mr. President : .Ithink the Leader of the House had undertaken to
:answer the question to-day if it was repeated,
·
Khan Bahadur Sardar Habib Ullah : If you like Lam. prepared to
repeat the question.
· '.\
· Mt. President: Is the Honourable Leader of the-House prepared to
.give a reply ?
The Honourable C•ptain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan : Yes. I
.am prepared to give. a reply;
·
Khan Bahadur Sardar Habib Ullah : Will the Leade: of the House
please state .,the progress made by the Con:miittee appointed by· tl:ie House
to solve the communal problem and the report of which was to be . presented
to the House during the present session ?
The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander HyaJ Khan.: I regret
to have to announce that it has not been possiole for the Qommitteeappointed by thi; House to arrive at an agreed solution of the communal question.
I am, however, asked by my colleagues "to add that although our deliberations can no longer be .continued formally as a committee, we will continue
to explQre informally the possibility of a solution and if we arrive at any
agreement we would place our conelusiom before the House.
K!n11 B.iha::hr"SardaT Habib Ullah: M.ty l as~ the Honourable
Leader of the House if the 'question of joint elsotorates+wes considered in
their deliberations ?
,
.
The. Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan : Yes.
Khan Bahadur Sardar HabibUllah.: Will the Honourable Member
be pleased to give us some details of the result of those deliberations on
.the question of joint electorates ?
B
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The Honourable Capt• Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan : I have
already s' ated the .result o~ the deliberations and I am afraid it will not be
fair for me to go into the details.· . . . ·
,
· .· . , . · .
Khan Bahadur Sardar.Habib Ullah :· .Who did not ,agi:oo on, that
solution?
The Honourable Captain SardarSikander Hyat Khan : It would.
not he fair for me to answer this question.
·
I

1.:

UNSTAR:&ED QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
MA!NTEf:A.N<lE OF. FA.MILIES:oF CRIMINALS SENT TO REFORMATORY.

323. Lala Jyoti Prasad : . Will- th;e Honourable · Revenue .Member
please state.:.... .
.
.
.
. : . '
.
(a) .whether it is a fact that among others Sho Nath, son of Pancha,
aged 45 years, and Bhopa, son of Paneha, aged 55 years; of
· . Bhokra Kalan; in the Gurgaon district, were taken to the'
Reformatory of Amritsar about four. or five months ago ; · •
: (b} whetbei it is a fact that Sho Nath· and Bhopa have got .wives,
and minor children to support ;
(c) if the answer to (b) is in the affirmative, who 'supports them·;·
(cl)· whether Government intend 'to make arrangements for the maintenance of wives and children of criminals so long as they are·
-kept in a reformatory ?
The Honourable C_aptain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan·:·
(a)·'Sho-_
Nath Mina W'aS removed to the Amritsar Reformatory :in October 1924, but
he escaped in October 1926, was arrested, convicted and brought back to thQReform.atory in February 1928. Bhopa was removed to the Reformatory
in October 1925, .but escaped in October 1926, was rearrested and placed in
the Reiormatory: in S!)ptem~.er: 1981. .
.
.
{b) .Bhopa has no wife living; both have two minor sons...
:
(c)· The·grown·up soils of Sho Nath and Bhupa cultivate the land and
support the family.
(d) Tlie families seem satisfied with the present arrangements but in
case of need can join their men in the Reformatory.
.

-.--·
T~EA,TMENT . OF POLITICA.L PRISONERSe .

324. Lala Jyoti Prasad : Will the Honourable· _ Finance Member
please state(a) if it is a fact that political.prisoners of;' C 'class when beingtransferred from Hissar jail to other jails in this month were placed
under fetter~ and iron bars ;
(b) whether it. is a fact that previous to this political .prisoners were,
n:ot subjected ,to .this treatmentj
(c) if the answer to (a) be in the affirmative, whether this new system
was resorted to at Hissar only or it is boing resorted to all over
the Punjab ; .

"QNBTABBED

QUESTIONS

AND ANS.WEBB,

(d) why this departure from the old practice has. been made· and what
reasons there are· for the Government to adopt this new procedure?
, The Honourable Sir Henry Cram : (a), (b), (e) and (d). ·
Jail
Manual requiies that all male prisoners ui.der sentenceforan offence-shall behar.deuffed ar d fettered before tley are removed frcm the jail for purposes of transfer. · The only exception to this general rule. is in the case of
prisoners in classes A and B, in whose ease the rule may be relaxed by the:
district magistrate. Bar fetters are ordinarily imposed . put. cha~ fetters.
may be med when convicts are required _ to travel long· distances.
No distinction in this matter bas been made' between so-ealled political and
other prisoners ard so far as Government are aware, no relaxation of thu!- ·
tole has· been made.
1

The

I

DELHI-MONTGOMERY

RoAD.

325. Lala Jyoti Prasad : Will· the Honourable Minister for Agriculture please state->
(a) whether it _is a tact that some two or three years ago possession.
was taken by the Public Works Department {Buildings end
Roads) of land owned by private people withiri the municipal'
boundaries of . Sirsa in the Hissar district fQr · constructing a..
portion of Delhi-Montgomery road; . ·
(b} whether it is a fact that no steps. were taken hy the department
to acquire _the land ;
·· ·
(c) whether ·it is a faet that cwners of land applied to the local
authorities complaining against the officers concerned, with noresnlts ;
· ·
1

•

(d) whether it is a fact that adjatient to this land there' was a puces
road of olden times and could be utilised for the purpose· ;

(e) whether it is a fact that no compensation as yet has been paid bythe Government to the owners of the land mentioned in (q);
(f) if the answer to (a) 'and (b) be in the affirmative, what action·
Government intends to take in the matter ? ·

The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh: . (a). Yes.
(b) No.
',
Notification u~der s~tion 4 of the Land Acquisition :A.et was published
in H29 ar d an o bjeetion was filed and decided. Notification under section 6 has recently been.issued.
(c) One such objection was received and decided but no pll.rlicular
officer was mentioned.
(d) 'lhe old road was tortucus and unsuited to the needs of modem
traffic. ·
·
·:
· . (e) Notification under section 6 now having issued, action is being taken
in this direction.
·
•· :
(f) Additional compensation will be given by way of intereat or rent
since the time of occupation.
•

B2
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GRANTS FOB AIDED mGH SCHOOLS.

326. Lala Jyoti Prasad: Will the Honourable Minister for Educa·
ti.on please state-«
(a) whether it is a fact that Government grants of. aided high schools
of.the province have been reduced for the year 1981-82;
(l,), if,so, the names of such schools with the gra.n.ts they were rooeiving
before as well as their reduced grants ;
.
(c) the reasons for reducing these grants ?'
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan Noon: .(a) Yes, but not in all
-eases •.
(b) A comparative statement of grants sanctioned for aided Indian
:achools during 1927-28 to 1981·82 will shortly be printed and supplied to the

.hononrable member when ready.
(c) Justified economy.
TERMINAL T.AX ON MOTOR LORRIES, KA.SUB.

327. Lala Mukand Lal Puri: Will -the Honourable Minister for
.Eocal Self-Government be pleased to stat.e(a) if it is a fact that about 60 motor lorries have been imported into
the Municipal Committee of Kasnr without payment of terminal tax;
(b) the total amount of tax to be recovered;
(c) if. it is a fact that the Commissioner,Lahore division, has asked for
an e cplanation for the non-recovery of the tax at the time of
import;
(d) what action has been taken against the superintendent, terminal
tax, for this negligence of duty '}
The Honourable Dr. Gokul Chand Narang : · (a) .Yes,
(b). Rs. 6,068.
(o) Yes.
(d) None. The uperintendent is not to blame as there was some doubt
regarding the correct interp etation of the word "import." Appropriate
.action is being taken to clarify the position. _
SUPERINTEN~.ENT, TERMINAL T.AX DEPA.ItTMENT,

KAsuRi

328. Lala Mukand Lal Puri: (a) Will the Honourable Minister for
Local Self-Governmentbe pleased to state if it is a fact that the Oommissloner;
Lahore division, wrote to the Municipal Committee of Kaaur to the effect
that inefficiency, corruption and mismanagement prevailed in the terminal
tax department of the Municipal Committee of Kasnr and that the superintendent, terminal tax, was unfit to perform his duties ?
(b) l£ the reply to the above be in the affirmative, will the Honourable
Minister be pleased to state if the Committee has removed the above super·
intendent from the post and if not, what action he proposes to ~ake in this
matter?
·
·

11NBTAB;REiD Q'UllS.TilONS A.ND ·Ai;NBWEU •.

The Honourable Dr. Gpkul Chad Nara.ng : (a) YBs.
(b) After enquiry it was found that there ,was ,no
-action against the superintendent.

,

ground ior

SALE OF ~AS.ED LA?!ID QUITTED ~y SIB ZULFIQAB
AND RAJA DALJIT 8INGJ1.

ALI

taking

.Klti.N

•

329. Chaudhri Shah Muhammad : Will the Honourable Beveane
?deinber kindly stat~~

·

(a) whether it is a fact that a. .hundred squares weiie given on Iesse
to Sir 7.ulfiqa.r Ali Khan and Raja Daljit Singh in Shahdara
tahsil, Sheikhupura district ;
·
(b) whether it is also a fact that before the termination of lease they
have quitted the land ;
·
(c} whether it is also a fact that the Government bas received appliestions by the samindars of the neighbouring. villages for the
purchase of tho said land ;
,
(d) whether the Government has decided to give preference to cul·
tivators who reside in the adjoining villages ;
(e) when the Government will sell the said land ; an~
(J) what will be the method for sale of the said land ?
.

I

.

The Hmaourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hy•t Khan : (a) 5,000
acres were so leased.
·
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(!)

Yes.
One such application has been received.
No.
When the time is considered suitable.
Nothing has been decided but presumably by aucti<:>n.
DACOITIES IN SBEIKHUPURA
.

DISTRICT.
.

330. Chaudhri Shah Muhammad : Will the Honourable Member forFina.nce kindly state-

.

(a) the total number of dacoities which have taken place . in thedistricts of Sheikbupura and Gujranwala during the past
year;
(b) how many out of these have been traced ;
(c) the total loss which the victims have suffered ;
(d) in the furtherance of such daeoities how many persons have been.
killed by the culprits ;
· ·
(e) how many dacoits have been ehallaned for the commission of such. ,

offenees :
(!) the results of those cases ;
(g) the number of police increased for the prevention
•
rence of such offences ?

and re-occur-

.....__
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The HonourableSir Henry Craik : (a) During the year 1981, three
-daeoitiea were committed in the Sheikhupata. and two fa the Gujranwala. .
districts.

(b) Four.
(c) Property valued approximately at Bs, 7,881 was stolen and
.Bs, 1,174 worth was recovered.
(it) One.
(e) Twenty-seveljl.,
(f) Twelve persons have been convicted and sentenced; four have been
-disoheeged and five acquitted while cases aga.inst six are. still pending in
court.
(g) The strength of the police force in the Sheikhupura and Gujranwala
districts has not been increased.
·
·. WA'XER SUPPLY IN SnEIKHUPURA DISTRICT.

331. Chaudhri Shah Muhammad: Will the Honourable Revenue
Member kindly state-«
(a) whether it is a fac~ that the water supply in the Rajbahas Mananwala and Ghardaur · in the district of Sheikhupura have been
diminished to the extent of one-half in respect' of the following
villages :-:-s(i) Tatha Ali, (ii). Awan, (iii) Chak Jhinda, (iv)
Ohannianwali, (v) Sawanke · and several others ;
(b) if the answer to (a) is in the affirmative, what are the reasons for
reducing the water-supply to such an extent ;
·
(c) the state of crops which were sown on these rajbahas;
(d) in the last crop how much area was under cultivation out of the
total area of the villages above mentioned ;
(e) whether Government have taken steps to redress this wrong·;

(f) whether it is a fact that almost all the water supply of all the
outlets in the district of Sheikhupura on Rakh Branch and
Gogera Branch has been reduced ;
·

(,

(g) :What are the special causes for doing

S~

?

· The Honourable'Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan:· (a} No.
On the two rajbahas named only four outlets have been reduced to the extent
·of one-half.
(b) Remodelling of outlets was carried out to avoid shortage at the tail
-oeoasioned, by excessive supplies drawn by these outlets.
(e) Excellent.
(d),4,470 acres were sown out of a total area of 7,i95 acres.
(e) Does not arise.

(j) No reduction
has taken place
r .
•

• . ,_.

;'•, '. _1_,

!

. :.;

in the
'

authorised supplies.
.

(g) Does not arise •

------

.
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VERNAOULAR PAPERS PURCHASED FOR BOARD SCHOOLS IN
• SHEIKHUPURi\. DISTRICT,
.

332. Chaudhri Shah Muhammad : Will the. Honourable ·Minister
.1or Local Self-Government kindly state·
.
.
·
.

(a) the vernacular papers which are being purchased for the board

·

sehools in the district of Sheikhupura for the general reading
of boys and girls ;
·
(b) how many copies are being purchased and in which schools these
·
are being distributed ;
·
(c) the annual cost of the books which are distributed in ·the schools
. in the dlil,trict for the general reading of the teachers and th'e
students ;
···
(d) whether it is a fact that the educational authoritie~ of the pro .

vince are discouraging the use of Azad and Maulvi Nazir
Ahmad's books 'l'
The HonourableDr. Gokul Chand Narang: (a) No vernacular
pape1· is purchased by the. District Board of Bheikhupura for its schools, but
-eertain headmasters subscribe at the cost of the school library fund to certain
newspapers and journals which have been approveq., by the Education Department; Such newspapers or journals are Akhbar-i-Talim,. Rahnnma-iTalim, Honhar, Prem, Dehati Zindgi, Adabi Dunya, Phul, Educational
Gazette and Pritem,
-:
:
' . (b) As i~ would be necessary to refer to headm~sters,of all schools BO as
to enable a reply to be given to this part, it is hoped that the honourable
.member will not press for the necessary inquiry to ~e made,
· ·~ (e) Owing to financial stringency the purchase of books for school
libraries in the district in question has been stopped ~~ge1ast y~r.
(d) No.
! ·· :
I

. POTATO

.

'

.

CBOP_ l_N SHEJ,KHUPURA DISTRICT •.

333. Chaudhri Shah Muharnrn'1d : .· Will the Honourable Minister
.for Agriculture kindly state·
(l) the total area in the district of Sheikhupura under the potato
: crop;
(2) what steps the agricultural farms of the Sheikhupura district
: have taken to encourage the erop.in the distriet }"
·
(8) whether it is a fact that the ~gricultural farm of the district failed
. to give instructions to those people who: went. to: µivoke their
-aid :

'

'

·

.

(4) whether it is possible to supply good seed through :farms for all
; those who ~tend to cultivate the crop 'l ·

The HonourableSatdarSir JogendraSingh: . (I) I regret that
:figures for a~ea under potatoes are not recorded sepa~~tely fronfareas under,
-other vegetables,

,

··

:

,. (2) The pnly farm in ~he district is for rice only. i
\

,

;

:

I

.

-a
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.
·
(8) Government has no information. The Director of Agriculture has.
no informJttion of any case where. the staff a,t this farm failed to give instructions to those who asked for it.
··
··
(4) Every effort is _ made to meet the demand for seed; the main
w_o:rk on potatoes is-conducted in the Simla Hills.
GRANTS

TO DISTRIOT

BOARDS FOR EDUOATION.

334. Lala Jyoti. Prasad : Will the Honourable Minister for Education;Jtindly lay on the table a statement showing educational Government grantsgiveµ to each district board of the province in the years 1929-80 and 1981 and
also the percentage which this grant bears to the total y:ear~y educational
expenditure of the board ?
·:

The Honolll'able Malik Firoz Khan Noon : A statement showing the-information relating to the years 1929-80 and 1980-81 fa laid on the tabla,
The information for the year 198] -82 is not yet available :-·
·'

1929-30.

Dis,trict.

Total
Government
grants for
education.

1930.31 •.

Percentage
of grant!,
to total
yearly
expenditure
of the board.

Percentage
of grants
to total
yearly
expenditure.
of the board .

Total
Government
grants for
education.

.
Rs.

Rs.
Hissar
Rohtak

Gurgaon
Karna!
.Ambala
Simla

Kangra
Hoshiarpur
Jullundur

J.:udhiana
Ferozepore
Lahore

-..
..

....
......
..

....

..
t:•r
..
urdaspur

Sialkot
GujranW!l,la
Sheiklmpttra
Gujrat
·
Shahpur
feel um
awalpiDdi

Attack
Mianwali
Mon~o~eey·
'
Lyallpur

Jhang •
Multan

....
..

......
....

....
..

•'•

,.

Muzaffarga.rh ••
Dera. Ghazi Khan

....
..
....• r
....
....
..

..
..

.....
..
..
..
....

..

..

......,
O L

..
..

2,67,517
3,11,135
3,21,869
2,23,001
1,91,285
44,756
3,86,009
4,01,134
2,83,717
2,47,519
2,7~,861
2,49,447
2,70,032
2,66,775
3,01,608
2,66,121
2,29,756
2,66,117
3,20,946 .
3,32,136
4,16,983
3,08,709
2,40,017
3,78,663
3,23,420
2,53,436
2,54,759
2,24,581
3,50,666

67.6
64.4
91.4
64.3
61.8
77.8
81.6
73.7
64.l
66.4
75.8
72.9
38.5
67.7
64.3
72.7
61.4
69.7
69.7
77:4
85.8
94.3
83.0
72.0
36.0
72.4 ·
68.9
74.9
90.0

2,26,698
. 3,94,822
2,90,457
1,90,213
1,80,464
55,912
3,52,989
3,91,106
2,74,232
2,63,0ll
2,62,736
2,56,526
2,60,ll3
2,64,657
2,92,797
2,27,186
2,05,405
2,27,158
3,04,046
4,22,864
4,38,717
3,54,839
2,52,660
3,99,270
3,57,868
2,58,510
2,36,814
1,95,745
3,08,114

58,4
79.6
88.6
63.6
63,894.4
71,770.2"
50.l
69.565.9·
69.635.3:
63.9· 35.1
67.653.S..
65.3::
66.6 .
89.3
85.4
92.1

84.2

.

68.3
40;9
72.7
63.3
70.7
$5.0

'UNSTARRED

QUESTIONS

LALA E\uLTAN S~o:a,

Ram.

AND ANSWERS;

PO:f,ITIOAL P~1spNER

IN

RoHTAK JAIL.

335. Chauclhri
S~p : . Will the Honourable Member · forFinance kindly state (a) whether it is a fact that one Lala Sultan Singh,
Banker, Rohtak, now political prisoner confined in Bohtak jail, 'Vf'aS placed
in B class by the Honourable Justice Agha Haidar after considering his.
merits in case No. 1294 of 1981 ;
·
(b) if the aru;wer. to (a) is in the. aiJirma,tivewhether he has been treated
't8 ,B class prisoner .;
(c) if not, why not 'l
The Honourable Sir Henry Craik : The honourable member is
referred to tho reply given by me to Mr. Mukand Lal Puri's starred question No. 1284.1
·
SuBOBDiNATE

OFFICIALS

IN PUNJAB

POLIOl<J.

· 336. Mr. Mukand Lal Puri: Will the Honourable J\iember forFinance please state the total number of subordinate officia]s in the Punjab.
police according to communities (Hindus, Sikhs, Muhammadans and 'Indian.
Christians) arranged according to each division and also· any principle on
which this recruitment is based 'l
·
The Honourable Sir Henry Craili: : , A statement giving the figures.
asked for and a copy of the rules regulating recruitment .are laid on the
table.
Statement.

Muhammadans
Hindus

.Sikhs

..
..

..
..
..

Criminal
lnvestigation
Department.

Western
Range.

Ea.stern
Bange,

Centra.l
Bsnge,

3,872

5,709

5,538_

67

2,183.

1,134

769

38

t

28

'Railway
·. Police.

~

I

Total.

1,387

16,573

226

4,350

105

1,547

518

715

181

Christitufs and others .•

14

11

4

1

1

31

..

6,587

7,569

6,492

134

1,719

22,501

PoLIOE

RuLES.

Total

as

I

12.6. Qua.Jifioa.tionfor direct appointment
Inspector or Assistant Sub-lnspeotor(1) Applica.tion for direct appointment in the rank of Inspector, or Assistant Sub-In.
speotor shall, a.t the disoretion of the Inspeotor-Generel; and Range DeputyInspector-General, respectively, be referred to the Suporintendcnt of the a,_pplica.nt's home district for report in form 12.6 (1).
1
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(2) No a,ppli~t shall be accepted as a candidate for d.ireot apP9intment as Inspector
or Assistant Sub.lnspeotor who h&s not been oertifted ~ physioa.llyJit for se.rvioe
by a Civil Surgeon and who does not possess the following qua.lifioa.tions:· ·:
(a). Good moral oharaoter.
·
.
.
:_i
(b) Good physique, and aotive habits.
(e) He must be between 18 and 25 yea.rs· of age.
·.
·'
(IL) He must, if a. oa.ndide.te for an Inspeetorship, ordinarily: be a. Graduate . of a
University, or, if a. candid~te for Assistant Snb-Inspectorship, have passed
the first examination in Arts, F.A. or its equivalent in other .faculties or he
must hold the Diploma of the .Aitchison Chief's College; provided that the
Inspector-General has power in speoia.1 oases to dispense with this educational
qua.lifioa.tions.
· ··
::NOTE.-Legal practitioners
selected for appointment as Prosecating Snb-Inspeetors may
be enrolled up to •the age of 30 years. ·
12.4. Recruita.-Constables and Head Constables status of(1) Recruits shall be of good character and great care shall be taken in selecting men
. of a type suitable for police service from candidates presenting themselves for
enrolment.
,
(2) The enlistment in the police of Gurkhas of Nepalese nationality is absolutely for.
bidden. .The. llnlistment of Gnrkhes, who can -prove British nationality or continuous domicile, is permitted, but only with tp.e formal sanction of the Deputy
Inspector-General.
(3) Sons and near relative of persons who have done good service in the Punjab Police.
or in the Army shall. if otherwise qualified, have preference over the other candi·
dates for police employment;
.12.15. Recru#s-Age and physioa.l standards of,(1) Recruits. shall be not more than 25 or less than 18 years _of age a.t the time of en·
·
. rolment and shall have a minimum height of 5'-7° and normal chest measure·
ment of 33", wtth expansion of lf0• These standards shall not be relaxed without
- the general or special sanction of the Deputy Inspector-General. A genera.I
reduction of the standard may be allowed ·by Deputy Inspector-General in the
case of special castes or classes,· which provides desirable recruits, but whose
general height does not come up to that prescribed. In such oases a standard
of chest measurement and general physique shall be fixed, which will permit the
enlistment of strong and.well-proportioned youths of. the class in question.
.
(2) The grea.test oa.re shall be .ta.ken to ensure that the age of every police officer is cor·
reotly recorded at the time of his enrolment and appointment. The record then
made becomes of· the utmost importane when the question arises of an officer's
. right to pension, and is accepted as dceilri.ve in the e;bsence of full proof both that
th"'e original entry was wrong and that the date of birth originally given was due
. to a bona ji.<k 'mistake,
A copy of this rule shall .be pasted Inside the cover of th!! recruit register (f~
12.13)
:and the attention of the Civil Surgeon shall be drawn to it.
·
Elr,EOTORAL l!.OLLS OF DISTRIOT

BOARD 00:!:<STITPENOIES.

337. Mr. Mukand Lal Puri: Will the Honourable :Minister for
.Loeal Self-Government please state(a) whether it is a fact that. patwaris while· preparing electoral
· rolls of· district board eonstitueneiea rely on land revenue
paying qualification and ignore otherqualifieations ;
(b) if so, whether Government intends to issue instructions to the
officers concerned to record also persons as voters having
property or other statutory qualifications ;
(c) how Government see whether their inst?J1otions to. this effect
are carried out or not ?
The Honourable Dr. Gokul Chand Narang : The information asked
:for by the honourable member is being collected and will be eommunieat-ed to him when available.

'

·~·

-·.

_,.-

UNSTABR;E)D QUES'.l'IONS AND ANSWERS,

· 75~·

SENIOR OFFICER IN THE INDIAN AG~ICULTURAL SERVICE,

· · ·338. Khawaja Muhammad· Eusoof : Will· the Honourable Minister
;for Agriculture be pleased to state the name of'.
' .
.
(a) the senior· most member of the Indian Agricultural Bervlce, ex- ·
eluding the present Director of Agriculture ;
{b) how many years' service he has putin ;'
:'
(o) whether he has been given any chance to' officiate for the Director
of Agrfoulture ;
·
(d) if not, why ?
. :;.
The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogend.ra Singh:
(a) It is not usual
.to give names of officers in answer to Council questions.
(b) 18 years on the 20th December 1981.
(c) No.
(d) The post of Director of Agriculture is a selectio~ post, and appoint.ment to it is made by selection, seniority only being regarded· where other
-qualifieations are practically equal.
·
OFFICERS IN 'XHE INDIAN AGRICUL'XURALSERVIC~

339. Khawaja Muhammad Eusoof : Will the Honourable Minister
.Ior Agriculture be pleased to stat&,·
(a) whether it is a fact that there are only four Europeans in the·
Indian Agricultural Service ;
(b) whether it is a fact that three of them are junior to a number of
Indian officers ;
.
/ (c) whether it is a fact that all appointments carrying higher salaries
· or allowance are given only to these three officers;
(d) whether any Indian officers in the Indian Agricultural Service
in the Punjab are getting any special pay ?
The Hono~able Sarclar Sir Jogendra Singh :' {a) Yes;
(b) No.
(c) The claims of officers for appointment
.seniority in. the light of the officers' merits;
(d) One is in the selection grade.

are considered in order of

OFFICERS. IN THE INDIAN AGRICULTURALSERVICE•

. 340. Khawaja Muhammad -Eusoof : Will the Honourable Minister
Jfor Agriculture be pleased to state(a) whether it is a fact that the officer holding the post of the Assistant Director of Agriculture belongs to the Indian Agricultural
Service;
· · ·
(b) how many years' service he has. put iii;
(e) what pay he is drawing ;
(d) whether he is in the · ordinary scale of the Indian Agrictlltural
Service;
·
·1
(e) what would be his present pay accordingito the sc~i: of the
Indian Agricultural Service ; ' · ·
:
·

I

/

I
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·
·
(!) what excess over his actual pay in the Indian Agricultural Service-is this officerdrawing ;
·
(g) what is the pay of the Assistant Director of Public Instruction;
·
(h) what allowance is atta.cbed to the post of the Assista;nt Director·
' of Publie .Instruction ;
'
(i) what allowance has been sanctioned for the post of the Assistant .
Director 9f Agriculture ;
(J) why is the present Assistant Director of Agriculture getting
more than this allowance ;
(k) whether it is a fact that an officer who was first appointed Assistant Director of Agriculture was only given Rs. l~O as.
allowance ?
·
The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh : (a) Yes,
(b) 14 years' service on 1st Decemberj 1981 (including 8 YEmI"$qualifying war service).
(c) Pay R;;. 1,400.
0. S. P. £80.
(d) No. He holds a special temporary post in the grade of Rs; 1,100--.
100-1,500:
(e) Pay Rs. 950.
0. S. P. £ 80.
(J) Rs. 450 per mensem.
(!}) Rs. 400-50'. . .-l,OOO (pause for one year) 50-1,250 plus O. S. ];>.
(h) None.
(i) Rs. 150 per mensem.
(j) Because he is holding a special temporary post.
(k) Yes.
RETRENCHMENT OF EUROPEAN AND INDIAN OFFICERS.

341. Khawaja Muhammad Eusoof : Will . the Honourable Memberfor Finance please state(a) the number of Europeana and Indians serving in the provinceand getting over two hundred and fifty rupees as emoluments,
who have been retrenched during the last six months;
. (b) what posts have been retrenched or reduced to lower grade;
(c) how many of these were held by the Indians and how many by·
officers of non-Asiatic domicile ;
(d) what allowances have b~en abolished or reduced, and. how many
of these were held by Indians and how many by officers of ·
non-Asiatic domicile?
·
The Honourable Sir Henry Craik: I regret that the answer to this.
question is not ready. It will be communicated to the honourable member
when ready.

UNSTARRED . QUESTIONS
REMISSIONS

AND

SUSPENSIONS

OF

AND ANSWERS.
LAND

REVENU~

AND'

ABIANA·,, ·

342~ ' Lala Jyoti Prasad : Will the Honourable Revenue Member
:kindly place on the table for the information of the House copies of circulars
-or letters regarding remissions and suspensions of land revenue and
abiana in the province from ra'bi 1929 till kharif 1981.?
The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan : ·. Presumably the honourable member refers to special remissions sanctioned by
· Government on account of fall in prices. Special remissions of land revenue
.and abiana were sanctioned for kharij 1980, rabi 1980 and khar1,J 1981.
· -Oopies of eommunique« relating to these remissions are pl/teed on the table.
No special remissions were sanctined for rabi and kh!i,rif 1929.
Press Communique, .dated 16th December J980.
The Punjab Government has. carefully examined the conditions tesulting from the preva.Ienee of low prices for agricultural produce in the current '!utarij harvest in districts of the
Punjab. In consequence, apart from other measures which are under discussion for the stlmn.Iatdon of prices, the question of giving ·soipc special relief to land owners and cultivators b1
easing the pitch of Government demands on land has been explored, '.I'he situation is espeor-ally depressed as regards cotton and rice, the prfoes of which have \fallen to a markedly low
level. Districts from which cotton and rice are' normally exported in considera.ble qua.nti·
ties, and areas under these two crops, where the assessment is for vatious reasons higher than
· in others, seem to be those which especially call for examination.
~r
ca.reful consideration
the Punjab Government has come to the conclusion that in a number of districts of tlle Pul!ja b,
.assessed many yea.rs ago, the commutation prices adopted at settlement1 of which in many cases,
owing to the low percentage of the half net assets taken, a proportion 'only has been used to fix
Circlere.tes, were so low that, having regard even to the present lowrsinge of price, the demand
continues to be light. _The position is S?mew~at di1ferent in districi:f., which were more recently,
&'88e8Sed,. and where higher commutation prices were assumed and, ' consequently, somewhat
illller rates of land revenue were imposed. In some of these distriQts, the demand for land
revenue a.nd occupiers' rate combined amounts to a· not inconsiderable figure per acre ; and
'though· by theoretical principle and past, revenue practice, such areas ciannot strictly be held
·to be entitled to any relief by way of remission of a portion of the demand, yet in·actual fact,
in prevailing conditions and owing to. low. prices in the preceding ral,i, the assessees s.re likely
to find some difficulty in paying the demand. In these extraordinary circumst.ances, the Punjeib
Government has decided, as a special ease, and only for the present :!~ri/, to give assistance
tio areas under rice and cotton in tracts where the combined demand forIand revenue and water
. rates exceeds Rs. 7 for cotton and Rs. 8-8-0 for rice per acre. Fifteen :districts are concerned ill
a greater or less degree, viz., Hisssr, Rohtak, Ferozepur, Lahore, AmrJtsa.r, Gurdaspur, Sialkot,
·Gujranwala, Sheikhupura, Gujrat, Shahpur, Montgomery, Lyallpur, !)hang and Multan. The
method applied will be to take the total demand for Iand'revenne andjoceupiera' rate combined
per acre for cotton and rice, and where this demand exceeds, Rs. 7 on cotton and Rs.· 8-8-0
on ·rice per acre, respectively, · to reduce both the land revenue. and occupiers' rate by ~5 per
-cent., but in no case will a reduction be made, which will result in bringing the combined demand below Rs. 7 for cotton and ·Rs. 8:8-0 for rice. To take a concrete exaniple as an illustration, where the combined demand oncotton is Rs. 8-12-0 the demand will be reduced by
Rs. 1-12-0 only, which is less than 25 per cent. but not by the full 25 per oent., as that would
bring the reviseddemand below Rs. 7; but where the combined demaridis as high as Rs. 11-4,0.
per acre; the full reduction of 25 per oent., i.e., Rs. 2-13-0, is permissible because after deduction
,-0f this sum the combined demand will still not fall below.Rs. 7 peJ.' acre. .
· ·.,, . - ..
This decision will seriously add to the financial anxieties of the Pqnja b Government, whose
resources, prior -, to this decision, already show.a probable deficit of' sixty~severi lekhs of rupees,
Neverthele~, for tl;ie reasons explained, and in view of the very specielcirenmstances of the case,
the Government has decided to give effect to these remissions.
·
.
'.

· Press Communique, dated 21st May 19a1.
The Punjab Government has given v:ery careful consideration ~ the unpreeedentedoone:W.tions created by the present low prices pf rab'i agricu.J.turii.l staplea'and wheat in particular.
After a careful survey of the resulting situation in each district, it hasdecided to give- remis-sions estimated to amount to approximately Rs. 80 Iakhs of land r~v~nue and ~- 28! la,kh$
-of occupiers' rate or Rs. l 08!-lakhs in an; In the present rabi demand. ;;
.:
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. 2. The remission oi land revenue will be a.t a uniform rate of 5 annas ,in tbe rupee on
· the who)ll assessed rabiland revenue due, fixed o:dlucitue.ting, arid willapply to.all kinds ofland .
. both nakri and 'IUJ'll,-Wri.
. . . 3. The remission of occupiers' rate will be at a uniform rate of 3 annae in the rupee. on,
all occupiers' rate assessed on wheat.
.
4. In addition to the above specie.I measures for relief commissioners and collectorahave-been Instructed 'to pay special regard to the condition of villagt'ii assessed. to fixed land revenue.
where the area. of rabi crops is markedly below the normal, or where crops have suffered damage·
from any cause and outturns are subnormal, and carefully to appraise the cape.city to pay the·
demand even as now reduced, andto apply the ordinary rules for suspensions in a sympathetioJllanner, where thejr application is justified.'
.. 5. .It will be remembered that in ltltariJ 1930, the Punjab Government gave special remissions amounting to 33i Iakhs, The total remissions in the present agricultural year ..
1930-31, a.re thus likely to attain a total of over a orore and forty-one lakhs of rupees.
6. In addition to the above concessions, the Punjab Government
has decided that.
,
(1) no collectdons <>f acreage rate due on oanal irrigated areas will be made during the,
present rabi ;
.
(ii) no collections of the namina, due from the grants recent!J made on landed gentry
and reward grant conditions on the Benala lift area and the extensions of the
Lower Chenab Canal of which possession has been taken, will be made during:
the present agricultural year (1930-31) ;
·
.
.
·
· .
(iii) where under conditions applying to the above grants and to certain other tenancies,
of Government land on the Sutlej ·Valley.area maiikana is leviable at the rate 1,:f"
Re. 1-8-0 per allotted acre p€r crop, recover ies will · be limited to Re; 1-8~0 per
matured area. int-be present rabi ... A proportionate alteration will be made in themrlika1UZ .oherges on the same class of tenancy on. the non-perennial area of theNiliBe.r.
·

,,

Press Communique, dated 1.oth. December 1931.

.

'

-, ... , The Punjab Government have given careful eonaideratfcn. tc .the. -economio. conditions.
.. p.revajJing in the Punjab during the present kharij season. With certafn excepticns, to which.
. due attention has b€en paid, ~ene1ally speaking the mcnscon rainfall was plentiful and well.disfailuted, and canals have ll€en givi.ng satidactmy EUJP]i{s. In. scme Jocalities exceesive
,rajnfe.11 or untimely storma have caused damege to certain kl-.uriJcrrqs; the cotton crop and in
particular the desi cotton crcp in some tracts has suffere d frcm this or other-causes, but the eon-.
\iition of some crops, notably sugarcane, is generally satiEfactu1y. Pi ices are still ccnsfderably
, lower than in the years preceding 1930-31, thcugh they have b€rn strengthening for acme weeks
past, and in several instances are 'now higher than they were at- this time last year, and in many·
-eases are equal to or higher than the commute.ticn pi ices adcpted at settlement. While in
:tJOme ways matters are. better than they were, there remains, nevertheless, a. most diEquiet.ing·
.feature of the situation; namely, that owing to the continuance of a period of low prices generally.after rabi 1921) and the prolongation of this phase of the general Economic depresseton, there
· has b€en a serious deterior aticn in the resour ees and reserves and an exhaustion of the crillill;
of the agricultural population, which call§ .for special measures of essietance,
,,,.
2, As regards water rates, which a.re a payment for value recefved and ·primarily bel11'·
· relation chidly to the ccst of the surply and the capital Investe d In.the In igaticn fY~t<m, an.
examlnatfcn of the situaticn Ehc'WB that no rdid will be needed· (cxnpt in cne instance) on,
inundatkn canals whnethe charge for water is ncmlnal ;1:ut it hs:Jl.Hn ~d
that there
:is a case for reducirg the chergrs for iIJira.ticn ·en ccttcn wl-,ich is fXtfnfivEly cultivated en.
·practically every canal syatem in the province andpays a eomparativf!y hifh rate cf ceeuplers ..
rate as ecmpared with other kliarij staples •. The standard d remisalcn of the water rate on.
cotton fixed, which varies on dii'l'E:tint canal systc ms, has been an ived at by taking into.
eonsideratfcn the generally depressed condlticns above referred to and the state cf the cotton
crop on the giftereiit canal syriems. Gmerally speaking.the reduoticn in rates owing to the latter
factor bas been fixed at a more.Iiberal figure .in the case d desi cottcn than in the case cf the
~merican variety. On the Shahpur-inundaticn canal wher e the charge 'for water is less, a reduoticn of Re. 1 per acre on de11iand 12 annas per acre on American cctton hes been sanctioned.
On the other canals the reduet icn in the rate for dt11i cotton adcpte d for each diffe1mt tysttm
varies from Re. I per acre of cotton mature d, thrr ugh grades cf Rs. J-8-0, Rs. 2, and Rs. 2-8-0·
to a maximum of Rs. 3 ; and in the same way.for .Ameliran ccttcn b cm Re. 1 per acre cf cotton.
"matured with gradea cf Re. 1-4-0, Re. J-8~0 and Rs. 2 up to a maximum ,J Rs. 3. Rtduc-tions on cotton will bl' given eff<ct t.ofon thefolkwing canal 1ystems: the· W«>st~rn Jniima Canal, ..
'the S'n hind Ca.nal, the Upper BRri Dcab Canal, the Lcwcr Ba.1 j De.ab Canel, the Sutlc j \:e,IJ,1.y
Cane.la, the Upper Chenab Canal, the L<.wn Cbrnab Canal, the r1pe1 ,J1~lnm CanEI; the L~~tr·
Jhdum Cane.I and the Shahpur Inundation Canals. The estimated ocist of the remiSE.iorl on.
cotton is 26 lakhs of rupees.
·

•
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3. As regards land revenue, the eonditiona.In every assessment .ci~le in the provincehave been examined with the greatest care and with special reference to a comparison of the
gross value of the. marketable crops at. settlement and their grcss value in the present klw,ri,f
and the ratio of the latter to the instalment of land revenue due iri this harvest. As a. result
it appears that in more than half <'f the assessment circles in the province and in practically every
district, some special measure of reJief on account of the general causes mentioned above is,.
Indicated by wa.y of assistance. The a-mount of remission varies in the qifferent circles according to the cropping, the state of the crops, the commutation pricea, the pitch of the land revenue
and other factors; The limits fixed for standards of remission have been fixed for· different.
circles in terms of ennas per rupee of the. whole k'harij land revenue an~ generally range from
one anna to six annas in the rupee, bat in some special oases Commissioners have been authorised'.
to go as high as 8 annas and in one case a total remission has been mdlcated,' Within limits
the Commissioners have been given discretion to ;readjust the standards to snit particale.r local(
needs, provided district and divisional totals are generally adhered to. :, The total cost of the·
remissions is estimated to amount to a little more than 20 la.khs of rupees;
Ta.ken together the remissions of Iand revenue and water rates are ~timated to cost 46flakhs of rupees.
.,
· .
..
:·.:
4. Besides this, it has been decided, a-s in the case oflast rabi, that; no collections of aereage rate due on canal irriga.ted areas will be made durfng the present kli.QriJ harvest,_ and where
malikana at Re. 1-8~0 per acre on perennial Crcwn land and at half that:rate on non-perennial'
areas eomprlsed in a tenancy is asseasable under tenancy conditions in tlie Nili Bar, the assess··
ment will be made on matured areas only instead cf on gross areas for the present kltarijharvest_
Some concessions of the same kind relating to the asaesament of malikana and the. suspension
of collection of naerana in respect to certain other newly allotted clessea of tenancies have beenordered as .was the case in last rabi in the present harvest, also. It is not possible to estimate
the exact amount of the relief which these concessions involve; but it is conaiderable •.
5. The total cost of the relief now given exceeds that given in kltarif 1930 (33! lakhs}
though except as regards the continuous deterioration in the resources of the people, conditionsarE) now in some ways generaJJy more satisfactory, as a result of an aJ1 round improvement
in prices of agricultural produce; Th~ remissions will prove an additional source .of finanoia[
embarraesment to Government the general revenues of which are already prejudicially . s~oted,
by the prevailing stringencv, but it is hoped they will afford a welcome measure of assistance
t.; the ~gricaltura.l clesses; • , ·
,
·
The following statement is published for general information in C<i~tinuation of Punjab,
Government Communique, dated the I5th_Det;ember 1931.
-.
Statement showing re'111:iil8iun in raf,es of abiana. to be made in the cottmi. trop of kharif 1931.

Desi cutton.
Name of Canal.

Reduction ii>.
rates per acre.

Reduction in
rates P!lr acre.
'

. -- ...
Western Jumna. Canal
Sirhind Canal
Upper Bari Doab Canal
Lower Bari Doab Canal
Upper Ch_enab Canal
Lower Chenab Canal
Upper Jhelnm Canal
Lower Jhelum Canal
Shahpnr Inundation Canal ••
Pakpe,ttan Canal
Dipalpur Canal ••
Eastern Canal
Mailsi Canal

·NOTlil,-F-0r "lift .. ~

Rs.
1
I
1
1
2
2
2

2
1
2
2
2
3
the reduotions per acre a.re ha.If.of

Rs.

A. P.

0
0
8
8
0
0
0
8
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

.:

.:
'

I
1
1
I
I
,1
1
2
0
I
I
I
3

th.ose gJ:veji"~iio.;..;.

A•

P.

0 0
0 0
4 0
4 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
0 0
12 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
0 0

,
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Hrsaaa.
Will the Honourable Finarice, Member

1~ POLICE STATIONS,

please state·
(a) whether it is a fact th~t village ohowkidars in the Hissar district
when they attend police stations to get entries of deaths and ·
births in villages,. registered bring a head-load of fuel wood
for the use of the than(}, people ;
·
(b) whether it is a fact that they are detained.in the thanas eontinuously for two or three days· by the thana-walas for their
private work ;
(c) whether it is a fa.ot that due to such detention in police stations
the chowkidars cannot properly do their duty of keeping
watch in the villages ;
•
(d) if the answer to (a), (b) and (c) bein the affirmative what steps,
if any, Government proposes to take to check this evil '}
The Honourable Sir Henry Craik: (a) and (b) No such case has
-ever been reported.
· (c) and (d) Do not arise.
PoLIOE

OONTROL' OVER OHOWKIDARS.

344. Lala Jyoti Prasad : Will the Honourable Finance Member
please state. (a) whether it is a fact that villagers are made to pay for the services
of the village chowkida.rs:
(b) whether it is a fact that thana•walas take work from these chowkidars with the result that they neglect their duties of keeping
watch in the villagea ;
(c1 .what..are the rules, under which these chowkidars are controlled
by the police '} .A copy of these may kindly be laid on the table •
. The Honourable Sir Henry Craik : (a) Yes.
(b) and (c) Chowkidars are not under the control of the police, but they
are required to' assist the police to the best 1of their ability in all matters
-eonneeted with the prevention and detection of crime and the apprehension
,of offenders.
'
·
·
Copy of the relevant rule is laid on the table:Rules to provi,rle for the establiahment of a system of vilf,q,ge 'IJ)(],/Ql/11/Rfl/, in the temwries
under the adminiatratiun, of the GovBrnment of the Pun;ab .

•

•

•

•

•

14. The village watchman is the servant of the village community, and as such is bound
,(subject to the orders of the Deputy Commissioner) to obey the village headmen. He is also
bound to assist the police to the best of his ability in all matters oonneoted withthe prevention
.and detection of orlme and the apprehension of offenders.

•

,*
CENSUS

•.

FIGURliJS AND EDUCATION

BOARDS.

345. Lala Jyoti Prasad:

•
GRANT TO DISTRICT
,

.

Will the Honourable Minisier for Education please state in the form of· a statement showing total population
.acoording to the census of 1930 or 1981, the total number of literates, their
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~percentage, expenditure incurred by district boards (excluding Govero·
.ment grants) on education, percentage of grants given to the. district
boards on education by Government and income from the realisation of
~uition fees, in the districts / of Rawalpindi, Jhelum, Shahpur, Sialkot,
Hissar and Simla in the year 1980-81?
The Honoura:ble Malik Firoz Khan Noon : The information is
· . being collected and will be communicated when ready.
NUMBER OF STUDENTS ON ROLL IN HISSAR D!STRIOT.

346. Lala Jyoti Prasad : Will I the Honourable Minister for Ednca:tion please state in the form of a statement showing for the year 1929-80(a) the number of students on roll in each month in the district of
Rissar;
·
(b) the number of new students who sought admission each month
to the schools ?

The Honourable Malik Firoz .Khan Noon·: The· information is
"being collected and will be supplied.when ready.
NUMBER OF STUDENTSON ROLL IN DISTRICTSOF lliSSAR,
RoHTAK, ETO.

347. Lala Jyoti Prasad : Will the Honourable Minister for Eduea-tion please state in the form of statement showing the number of students
· on the roll in the primary schools, lower middle schools and middle schools
,separately in the districts of Hissar, Bohtak, Ferozepore,.Amritsar, Bawal. pindi, Jhelum, Shahpur and Multan ?
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan Noon : The information is
being collected and will be communicated to the honourable member when
·ready .
.ARTIFIOERS,MUNSHis, ETC., ~N THE DELm CrnoLE os T~E WESTERN
JUMNA CANAL.

348. Lala Jyoti Prasad : Will the Honourable Revenue Member
::please state(a) the name of and the years of service put in by each of the Hindu
and Sikh artificers, munshis, draftsmen, sub-overseers, overseers and signallers who have either been discharged, superseded or reverted in the Delhi circle of the Western Junina.
Canal in pursuance of instructions issued by the Secretary to
Government, Punjab, Public Works Department (Irrigation),
between July 1929 to January 1981, regarding the proportion
of fifty per cent. Muslims;
.(b) the names of Muslimswith the number of years of service who
have profited by the above instructions up till now in the
Delhi circle ?
0
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The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander. Hyat KhlPl .:

(a) No·

· Hindu or Sikh artificer, munshi, draftsman or signaller was discharged,
superseded or reverted in the Western Jumna Canal circle inpursuance c;>f ·
instructions issued by the Secretary to Government, Punjab, Public. Works
Department, Irrigation Branch, between. July. 1929 · to January i9Bl tomaintain the proportion of 50 per cent. Muslims.
"
The following sub-overseers and· overseers were discharged :-

Service.

Name.

REMARKS.

Officiating Overseers.
Y. M. D.
One Hindu

•, I

8

0

0

I Discharged .

Temporary .. _~ub-(!_verseers.

Three Hindus , •

...

Y. ·M.

6
4
2

1
9
10

D.

g )'

16

Discharged.

(b) Two Muslims would probably have been discharged but for the aboveinstructions whose period pf service was 8 years 4 months and 2 years 8 .
months.
'
· ·
·
8EOll,ET4RY, MUNIOIPAL COMMITTEE, BATALA.

349. Mr .. Nanak Chand Pandit : Will the Honourable Minister··
for Local Self-Government be pleased to state·
(a) whether it is a fact that the Deputy Commissioner, Gurdaspur,~e
his letter No. 2161 of 19th June 1980 to the Batala
M"µnicipality recommended the removal from service of the
Secretary of Municipal Committee, Batala, on the · grounds .
of inefficiency ;
(b) that the eommittee did not remove him ;
(c} if so, why'}
The Honourable Dr. Gokul. Chand Narang: (a) The committee
were asked . to consider the advisability of appointing a better qualified.
Secretary, without being definitely required to dismiss the present one.
(b). Yes.
(c) The committee resolved that the Secretary had suf:fi,cient ability.

I
!
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MuNIOIPAL CoMMIT'!'EE.
Will the Honourable ::Minister-for Local Self-Government please state:;
(a) whether it is a fact that the Secretary, Bata~a Munfoipal Committee, gets an allowance of Rs. 10 per mensem as conveyanceallowance for inspecting terminal tax · barriers ;
(b) how many times since October 1981 has the ~ecretary inspected
the various terminal tax barriers ;
:(c) whether the municipal committee
recommended to the
Commissioner to increase the conveyance allowance to Rs. 20
·per mensem, and whether the Commlssioneehaa agreed to it 'r
The Honourable Dr .. Gokul Chand Narang: (a) A conveyanceallowance of Rs·. 10 per mensem is drawn by the Secretary.
·
(JJ) A statement giving the necessary information is ~~tached.
(c) The committee did make such a recommendation; but the Oommissioner has refused to $?ant sanction.
·
SECRETARY,

BATALA

350. Mr. Nanak Chand Pandit:

8tatemei£t shuwing the i118pectian of Terminal Pa:r: Barri.e-rB, Bat.auJ, by ,the Sooretary,
M'lllll,ici:pal Oommitt,ee, Batala, Bince October 1931 to 14th Mqrck 1032.
.

.

Ne.me of · Barrier.
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1
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MumOIPAL CoMMITT,E.
351. Mr. Nanak Chand Pandit : Will the Honourable ::Minister·
for Local Belf-Govemmem please state- .
·
(a) whether it is a fact that Mr. Jenkins, while Depu~y Oommissioner;
Gurdaspur, left a note recording his opinion of the conduct.
of the Secretary, Batala Municipal Commi~.tee; if so what
were the terms of that note ;
SECRETARY,

BATALA
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~{Mr. Nanak Chand Pandit.]
(b) whether this note was submitted to the Superintendent, Police,
Gurdaspur, and whether he agreed with it? '
· .The Honourab~ Dr. Gokul ChandNarang: (a) No separate note
.reeorded by Mr. Jenkins has been traced. A copy of, a certificate granted
:to the Secretary is attached.
(b) Does not arise.
O(?ti;ficate of E. M. J gn,T,,i'Tl,{J, E8f[uire, Deputy Oommisaicrner, Guril,a,s:pur, r1.atd, 8th
A 1lg1l,8t 1931.
Cha.udhriFat.eh Muhammad, Secretary of the Municipal Committ.eeat Batala, has given
11Sefulhelp to the police and to o:ffi.ciaJs generally for several years. The oommitt.eehas had
Ats~upsand downs, and as Secretary I think that Chaudhri Fateh Muhammad does his best.
REPRESENTATION OF SIKHS IN THEl CLERICAL STAFF OF THE PUBLIC
WoRKS DEPARTMENT, IRRIGATION SECRETARIAT ••

352. Honorary Lieutenant Sardar Raghbir Singh : Will the
.Honourable Member for Revenue be. pleased to state(a) whether it is a fact that 10 per cent. communal representation
for Sikhs has been fixed as the basis for the appointment to
the clerical staff of the Public Works Department, Irrigation
Secretariat;
(b) if so, why 20 per cent. representation fixed in 1925 by the Punjab
Government has not been·allowed to stand ;
{o) if reply to (a) above is in the affirmative, what is the reason for
fixing this representation and the basis on which this percentage has been fixed ;
{d) whether it is a fact that inspite of this representation of 10 per
cent. the full proportion has not been allowed to the Sikh
community ; if so, what steps the Government has taken
or proposes t_o take to redress the grievances ?
The HonourableCaptain SardarSikanderHyat Khan: (a) Yes.
(b) and (e). The proportion of 20 per cent. fixed in 1925 applied to. the
-entire clerical staff. The proportions fixed in 1929 and referred to in the
iiist part of the question apply only to some hundred posts in the Secretariat,
and are Christians 20 per cent.,'Muslims 40 pereent., Hindus 80 per cent.,
and Sikhs 10 per cent. These proportions were considered suitable with
yegard to previous practice and the types of men required and available.
(if) Yes. 'There, has been.t due ,to reduction in posts, no recruitment
ior some considerable time. The matter will be given due consideration
-when further recruitment is made.
RESOLUTIONS.
ANGLO-VERNAOULAR SOHOOL EXAMINATION.

The HonourableMalik Firoz Khan Noon (Ministerfor Education):
3:iast time when I was speaking in this House on the first of March, I was
<tryingto show as to how the views of various people had been formed on the
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question of this examination and how some of those :gentlemen had since-changed their views . on the subject. In that connection, at the moment>
when the Houserose, I was reading out a letter of ShaikhBarkat .Ali on the·
subject, Now, I only wish .to say that this question of -the -middle school;
examination has many arguments for it and against it and it is not easyior,
educationalists themselves to form a definite opinion. on the subject. In
this connection I just want to point out that it is difficult for educationalists
even to form a definite view and I will.just refer to a speech.made by Sardar
Bahadur Sardar Bishen Singh at Lahore at the annual: Non-Government,
Schools Conference. In the course of that speech he made this statement;
which I will read out to the House. It is in Urdu :
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I am quoting this only to show that even Sardar Bahadtir · · Sardar Bishen,
Singh felt that the introduction of a compulsory public middle school examination in angle-vernacular middle schools was justified asfar as the middleschools were concerned and that he felt that as far as the high schools were.
concerned such an examination was not necessary. Re is not alone perhaps,
in that view because there are very 'sound reasons behind that view that heexpressed in his speech. As far as the angle-vernacular middle schools:
are concerned, the 8th class examination is of a doubtful value. The head-·
master of the school feels that when .a boy passes out of 1Jhe 8th class he isc=
JlO more responsible for his education or for bis success in future. Secondly
there is a justifiable tendency on his part to give easy promotion so that the-headmasters of high schools can bear the consequencesof people of immatureeducation having received promotion into the 9th class, The arguments for
and against this examination are many and I feel it my duty that I should;
place both sides of this question before the honourable members. of thisHouseand let them decide for themselves as to which course they· wish to pursue~.
I wish fhst of all to enumerate the arguments against the examination •.
There iA no denying the fact that in the ye~r 1917 the Government of India.
had this matter considered by local Governments.
': .
,
Mr. President : May I request the Honourable :Ministerto give fresh:
arguments on both sides and not to repeat the arguments already advanced ?··
The HonourableMalik Firoz Khan Noon : I am not going intodetails of these arguments. I am going to give only their-summary. I feel
that not only the memory of the honourable. members should be refreshed:"
on the subject but I feel that .it is my duty to place before .them both sides-

--------------
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. of .the question in as few words as possible so that they may arrive at a deeision for themselves. I am not going to discuss the details of the reeom.mendations of local Governmentsin 1917. I will just give a summary of the
-deoisions that .the local Governments arrived at.
·
Mr. President : · All I wish is that repetition, should be avoided.
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan Noon : I shall not repeat any
.argnmenta, I shall only give the conclusions. As to the conclusions of
Jocal Governments in 1917; the following Govern'inentsexpressed their views
-on the subject of this middle school examination. The Bombay Govern-·
:ment expressed their view to the effect that they were against the introduc.tion of an anglo-vemacular middle school examination. The Bengal Govern·ment were indefinite in their answer, as they could. not make up their
:mind as to whether a public anglo-vernacular middle school examination'
was necessary or not. They did not express a view one way or the other.
'United Provinces Government was definitely against the reintroduction
-of a public anglo-vernacular middle school examination. The Punjab
·Government deferred their decision. They were unable to make up their
·mind at the moment and they said that they will make up their mind in
future. Their view was not expressed one way or the other. Burma Govern-ment approved of the principle of the compulsory middle. school examination and they still have that examination.in force in their province, although
'..Sir Harcourt Butler was against the introduction of an examination of that
kind. In Bihar and Orissa, His Honour the Lieutenant-Governor was against
the examination, but since then Bihar and Orissa Government have intro-duced the public middle school examination. In Assam, the Director of
Public Instruction and ether educational authorities favoured the intro-duction of an examination of that nature. In Delhi, Sir Malcolm Hailey
·was against the introduction of that examination. This is the gist of the
>'iews expressed by the various local Governments in the year 1917 over this
. question and· there is no denying the fact that the general weight of opinion
of the various authorities.in different provinces was against the introduction
-of that examination. Since. then the situation has changed in certain pro·vinces as I shall narrate a little later. Some of the other arguments against
·the examination have been mentioned from the various parts of the House,
for instance one argument was that as far as the sons of agriculturists were
.. concerned, if a boy failed in the middle school examination he was capable .
. of going home and taking to the plough. He did not consider it below his
. dignity to take to his father's profession and ploughing his field but if a boy
went up to the matriculation and failed there or even if he passed the matrieulationand failed to secure service he considered it below his dignity to take
· to his father's profession. That was the reason why you had a very large
number of unemployed in the province who were neither fit for service nor
. fit for agricultural pursuits. Another argument that was advanced against
,<i;he'examination was that as far·as the backward communitieswere concerned,
dt was considered desirable that boys should be kept at school for two years
more, that is, up to the 9th or the 10th class. They said that in Europe
the modem tendency was to try to keep school children at school for as long a
period as possible, and if' by easy promotions children could be kept in high
.sehools for two years more · that was · all to the good. A third argument ·
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.advaneed was that the number of boys appearing iri the matriculation
-examination would certainly fall if a middle school examination were introduced because it would reduce the .number that was promoted to the 9th
-elass and consequently the number in.the 10th class would also come down •
. A fourth argument that was advanced against the examination was
·that it adversely affected the health of the children. That argument also
-does .not hold good, because if a private institution has ~o make a name
·for itselfit has to keep up its standard of education to such a high pitch as to
.make itself popular with the public. I only wish to quote i the instances of
·two_ schools, the Central Model School and the D.A.-V. School at Lahore.
'Both these institutions have stiff examinations for admission into the 9th
-olass with the result that the stiffness of the examination is a cause for the
popularity of these schools. I am certain that it is because the standard of -edueation is high in these schools that the public are so keenon sending their
. children to them.
'
·
The next argument advanced against the examination was that the
"boys at this stage were of a tender age and it was not right that they should
"be made to go through a public examination inasmuch as it is a strain on
·their health. I wish to quote a few figures in reply to this~'. Out of a total :
-of 82,566 pupils in the 8th class only 488 or 1 ·8 per cent. ate below the age
-of 12. Two thousand, seven hundred and forty-eight are between the ages
-of 12 and 18, 5,146 between 18 and 14, 7,241 between 14 and 15, 7,208 between 15 and 16, 4,744 between 16 and 17, 2,788 between 17 and 18, 1,460
·between 18 and 19, 604 between 19 and 20 and 250 over 20. The average
. age for a scholar in the eighth class is 15·7 years which is by 1;10 means tender.
To this connection it may also be noted that some of the people who object
·-to this examination on the score of tender age are largely responsible for the
.removal of the age limit at the matriculation examination which was 15
. years. As far as this question of the tenderness of the age is concerned,
when you go into the details of the various ages of the pupils you will realise ,
that that argument does riot hold good.
It was then argued that it was not right that young ehildren should be
· made to go through a very stiff examination.
I only wish to point out with ,
· regard to this what the views of the department are on the subject. . The .•
. examination can be softened down to meet the needs of the children, The
-department has expressed its views thus :

:

!I) No text books ought .to be prescribed for the examinatdon in O,D,y subject which
means that the examination will be a test of the general intelligence O,D,d ability
O,D,d as such must eliminate cram which at present is a predominant feature
of our school and vie may even say university education, :
1
(2) A student will be required to take up only five subjects for examination as against
six or even seven which he might read a.t the aohool and of,,those only three will
be compulsory. If he scores 33 per cent. marks in the~ he will be declared
successful. These subjects ere vernacular,. ma.thematiliil, English or rural
seience.: So fP.r a.st-he teaching of these subjects is concerned the form whioh
the p~posed e:mmina.tion is to take will serve to ensure intelligent and efficient
teaching.
'

will

"This
show clearly how far the department is prepared to go in order
-to· make this examination a test of the general ability of the student and.
how far it is. willing to· avoid cram.
Let. me now proceed to the other side of the case, the al'gw;n~nts in favour
-of the introduction of an examination of this kind.
First of all this examina-
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tion will save waste. The Director of Public Instruction has quoted the-figures already and I need not point out to the House how a very largenumber of students get promoted into the 9th class and then some of them
are held back in the 10th class while of those who are allowed to appear
· in the matriculation examination, a very large number nearly 44 per cent.
fail and of those that do pass 50 per cent. pass only in the third division..
This wastage of the energy of the children is entirely due to the easy promotion at the 8th class stage. If the promotion was stiff and only thosewho were able to benefit by the education received in the 9th class werepromoted I am certain that the results in the matriculation and in' the university-will be far better than they are at present.
My next point is that at present the teaching"in the 8th class is very-slack. What happens in most schools is that the 8th class examinations
are usually not held by the headmasters themselves-they deal with the'
higher classes no doubt-but are left to the second or the third masters,
and if these masters who have taught the subjects themselves are theexaminers they are inclined to produce good results in order to add to their
record of service and in that endeavour they are very likely to help each otherin producing good results by giving easy promotions to the students.' Theresult is that the teaching in the 8th class is always slack because there is.
not that fear of examination before the eyes of the teachers and the taught;
and they do not take much interest in their studies. Moreover in manyschools it happens that when a boy fails, foolish parents go down and put.
pressure on the headmasters to give easy promotions to their sons. This
is a thing which is not unknown in this province or in this country. , I need.
not stress this further •
.Another point is that if there is no middle school examination the·
tendency among the school authorities is to give easy promotions to the·
9th class. That is generally the case in private schools where the fees in
the 9th class being higher than the fees for the 8th class if the students arepromoted to the 9th class freely the income of the schools goes up. There
is therefore an unconscious tendency on the part of the school authoritiesto give easy promotions to the 9th class. On the other hand there is an unhealthy rivalry between the various schools situated in the same town;
and in this unhealthy rivalry the school authorities are forced to give easy·
promotions and accommodate the students and their parents without exercising the strict control and discipline which are necessary for the success.
of an educational institution.
~
It is worth remembering in the next place that in the matriculation
classes the medium of instruction and of examination is English. The·
result is that those boys who get easy promotions from the. 8th to the 9th.
class come up against great difficulties in the 10th. That is a reason
why there is such a large number of failures and third class passes in the10th class. Recently we appointed the Intermediate College Committeeto go into the question of intermediate colleges in the province and it was.their unanimous report that one of the causes why the· students do not ..
benefit by collegiate education was •that the standard of that education;
particularly English was low and that the deficiency could be traced back,
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to the easy promotion at the 8th class. That Committee was unanimously
of the opinion that the anglo-vernaeular middle school examination should beintroduced.
·
·
Another defect is that in these schools by means of· these easy promotions a large number of boys are pushed up into the 10th class but when.
the time for the matriculation examination comes the •. headmasters keep
back a large number of boys in the 10th class because they consider them,
unfit for being allowed· to appear in the university examination with theresult that the parents who have paid the high fees for the 10th class for thewhole year have wasted the money. I trace. this inability to appear at thematriculation examination to the non-existence of ·a public examination
at the 8th class.
The next consideration that should carry weight with honourable members is that our matriculation examination is so easy that it attracts boys·
from other provinces to come and take it. Here is what the Director of
Public Instruction has suggested. He says that " the principals of colleges.
have complained time and again of the unsuitability of a modern matriculatefor college education." The Education Report for the year 1926-27 has the·
1
following in this connection :
·
The School Board gave earnest attention to this thorny problem, the standard of·
examination in the matriculation and after a very long Investdgatdon came tothe conclusion that tlie standards of examination in general are low and are·
deteriora.ting, especially in English. The attainments of the first year students·
in the collegesare snoh that very many are unable to follow the lectures,
adequately. This conclusion was strengthened by the fact that many boysfrom outside the jurisdiction of this province appear in the examination·
of this university instead, of . appearing iri. the examination of their own.
universities.
:

I feel that this is a very strong condemnation of our 'educational system,
by our own School Board of this province, that our examinations are so.
easy that there is a tendency among the students of other provinces to comeand take them.
I should like to point out that in the Lahore division we collected some·
statistics in order to show what benefit can be·
10
A. M,
gained by the introduction of an examination .at
this stage, and we discovered that all those students who had passed thevernacular final middle school examination, when they· appeared in the·
mat~culation examination, the passes amongst them were 96 per cent.,
but ih the case of those students who passed over to the tenth class from theanglo-vernacular middle schools when they appeared in the matriculation
examination, their passes were only 65 per cent. I trace this difference tothe existence of this pub1ic examination at the eighth class. Those boys.
that take to this public examination at the eighth class: are far superior in·
intelligence to the boy~ who do not appear in any public examination at this.
stage.
The Director of Public Instruction, clearly pointed out to the Houseby quoting various facts and figures how the failures in the matriculation
examination had increased. I need not repeat them, but I only wish to say
that since the year 1924 the actual number of our boys 'appearing in thematriculation examination has increased, but the number of failures hasIncreased tremendously out of proportion to the increase in the number
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-of boys appearing for the examination. The relative number of passes
in the first and second divisions has also gone down considerably. That
I think is entirely due to the fact that at the eighth class there is no check
-over easy promotions. I pointed out on the 1st March and. it was also·
pointed out by the Director of Public Instruction on the. previous day,
.how uneconomic it was for the parents of students to keep their boys· at.
.sohool while they were unable to pass their examinations. I also showed
.how uneconomic it was from the provincial point of view for we had to·
provide unnecessary school accommodation and other things for such boys
'8iS cannot pass an examination at the end of their studies.
I need not
:repeat them now.
Having gone through the pros and cons of this question it is now for
rme only to state a few things more. On the. lat March I quoted 'some
figures about the public examinations in the various provinces. At that
.moment I had not got all the information in my possession, nor was the
·information that was in my possessionso very definite and clear. I would
'like to take this opportunity of making one point clear. As far as othet
-provinces are concerned, all provinces in India have a compulsory public
·verna.cular middle school examination. But as far as anglo-vemacular
:imblic middle school examination is concerned, it exists only in the Central
'Provinces, Behar and Orissa, Assam and the North-West Frontier Province.
It does not exist in any other province as a public compulsory examina:tion.
,
It is now for me to lay before the House the reasons why the Ministry
-deoided to introduce this examination. Apart from the fact that we had
-the example of provinces such as the Central Provinces, Behar and Orissa,
.Assam and the North-West Frontier Province before us, we made a very
-thorough and independent enquiry on the subject ourselves. First of all'
-this matter was considered in a conference of inspectors of schools and all
-the inspectors of schools in this province representing all communities
and various shades of opinion were unanimously of the opinion that it was
:in the interests of education that this examination should be re-introduced.
I was not satisfied entirely with that view and I felt it would be advisable
to seek non-official opinion on the subject. Consequently I suggested to
fhe Director of Public Instruction that the matter should be placed before
-the Standing Education Committee of this Council. The subject 'was
.accordingly brought before this committee at a meeting held in Simla. ~he
-eommittee consisted of severalmembers representing all sections of the House.
I may say that· this committee was unanimous in recommending the re-introduction of this examination. It was in pursuance of the recommendation
-of this committee that the examination was introduced.
That was not all. This matter also came up before another committee
-whioh consisted of the elected members of this Honourable House. It was
.a committee· appointed by the Government from out of the members of
this Council, I mean the Sources of Revenue Committee. This committee
-eonsisted of Mian Ahmed Yar Khan Daultana, Rao Bahadue Chaudhri
Ohhotu Ram, Lala Gopal Das, Sardar Gurbachan Singh, Shaikh Din Mu.ham..
-mad and Rai Bahadur Lala Sewak Ram.
What does this committee
,:say ? " We are unanimously of the opinion that every boy of the" eighth
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-elasa should be required to pass the vernacular· final examination before .
he is admitted to the ninth class of the school." What I am pointing out
is that so far as the Ministry is concernedit has tried to act entirely eon-stitutionally, and if we have been misled by anybody, it is the representatives
-of this House who are responsible for it, who make one recommendation
in a private meeting of the standing committee and change their views
when they come to this House for reasons best known to th~mselves.
Chaudbri Zafrulla · Khan : May I know what; the Honourable
· Minister means by ' private standing committee ?'
.
The Honourable Malilc Firoz Khan Noon : I trust the honourable
member will attach more importance to the substance of my arguments
-than to the language I use. . I am sure the honourable member himself
.is committing such slips every day in the law courts and elsewhere.
Chaudbri Zafrulla Khan: I am grateful for the Honourable
'Minister'sremarks, still I should like to know what he meant by the expression
he used.
The Honourable Malilc Firoz Khan Noon : I · meant by that
expression a committee consisting of the elected members of this House
appointed by the Government. I was saying before I was interrupted
that the action of the Ministry has been based at least on the advice of two
·bodieswhich contained the representatives of this House.
. This is not all. The matter was also enquired into by the Intermediate
'College Committee appointed by the Director of Public Instruction.
On
·the committee there were two Europeans and one Hindu· gentleman of the
Indian Educational Service. The honourable members on the Hindu
"benches need not think that there was any trick played by appointing a
·Muslim to this committee. That committee unanimously and strongly
·urged that at the eigth class boys should be compelled to appear at a public
-examination.
·
·
Mr. E. Maya Das: In what year this committee met?
The Honourable Mallie Firoz Khan Noon : This committee met
-only a month or two ago. I have already explained to the House that the
-same advice was given to us by a school board of this province,
. Now I shall turn to the views of Sir George Anderson on which the
'honourable member for the University laid so much stress. : The honourable
.memher was pleased to remark that Sir George Anderson was against this
examination. I may say, that in 1929 Sir George Anderson put up the
following note to Mr. Manohar Lal, the then Education Minister,
He
-wrote:.
.
I am being driven, however, more and more to the conclusion that the only solution
of this problem, the question of promotion from the eighth class is the restoraticin of the old anglo-vernacnlar middle school examination in consultation
with Lala Haridas, Mr. Sanderson might consider this proposal also. So
long as there is no public examination we shall always have protests against
the decisions of tl;l.e inspectors. Moreover, I think that on its own merits
this examination has much to say on its behalf.

When this note went to Mr. Manohar Lal, he did not disagree with the views
He . simply initialled
-indicating thereby that he agreed with the views of the Director that a
Jurtber investigation should be made in the matter. It was, therefore, not

-expressed by the Director of Public Instruction.
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. right on his part to' try to quote the predecessor of the present Director of
Public 'Instruction as being against the examination .
. Moreover on the 27th February 1982, the Subordinate Educationaf
Service Association, Punjab, at their annual 'meeting held at Lahore unanimously resolved that the vernacular examination should be made compulsory
for eighth class students in all the vernacular schools of the Punjab. Im
addition to this I only wish to point out that as far as our own province is,
concerned, we have 8! public examination at the eighth class for the European
students reading in our own province. If my honourable friends on my
right are very keen on trying to bring our institutions in line with the modem,
institutions in Europe, here is an example at their own door and the least.
that they can do is to follow the good example set by Europeans and intro·
duce an examination for their own children at the eighth class as it exists.
at present in the case of the European students in our own province.
In this connection I wish to quote a passage from a book called theEducation of the Adolescent, which is a report of British schools. At
page 182, paragraph 144 it says :
It is now the usual practice for local education a.uthoritiee ~ hold examination for element··
ary school children e.t or about the age of 11 in order to select boys and girJs.
suitable · for places in secondary schools and frequently also for admission
to centre.I schools where they exist. .As a. rule the normal age of entry for this
examina.tion is 11 plus. But many if not most authorities allow the brighter
children to sit for it e.t the age of 10 if they so desire. In this way it is possible.
for a. child to have two chances, though the number of children who actually
avail themselves of the opportunity of sitting at the age of 10 is generally small.
Some authorities in order to afford all children two chalices 'of sitting for .theexamine.tion place the upper limit e.t the age of 12.

I have only got to say this that an examination of this sort is not unknown even in a country like England.
I have quite frankly put all arguments for and against this examination
before the. honourable members of this House. As far as the Ministry is
concerned, we have based our decision on the advice of the inspectors of the
Education Department further strengthened by the advice of the Education.
Standing Committee of this Counciland by the Sources of Revenue Committee
and by the advice of the Intermediate College Committee. It is now for
the House to decide which they want to adopt. As far as I am concerned,
my position is absolutely clear. I am here to carry out the wishes of this
House and not to enforce somebody else's wishes on this House. On that
matter I think there ought to be no misapprehension. I wish also to make.
it clear to the House that I did not make this question a personal one as one
honourable member of this House was pleased to remark the. other day,
As far as I am concerned I am thoroughly satisfied and I feel sure that I
do possess, the confidence of my own countrymen sitting on all sides of
the House. As I have already stated, I am perfectly willing to carry out
the wishes of the House and I will do so with the greatest pleasure, if they
so choose to upset the recommendations of their own Standing Education
Committee.

Rai Bahadur Lala Mohan Lal : Then, will the official members
-aot vote on this resolution ?

~}
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Mr. Labh Singh (Rawalpindi division and Lahore division North,
mon-Muhammadan,Rural) : Sir; it will be convenient if you will be pleased
'to ask the Honourable Minister at this stage to give an answer to the point
.raised by my honourable friend, namely if he is willing that this question
'be left entirely to the decision of non-official members. The Honourable
:Minister has been pleased to say that he does not make it a question of
confidence. My honourable friend on my feft has suggested that the official
wing should not vote on this resolution and that it should be left to the
.non-offieial opinion to decide. Will the Honourable Minister enlighten
.us on the point and give the Hcuse his view ?
,,/'
The Honourable CaptainSardar Sikander Hyat Khan : In reply
rto the honourable member's question I may say tJ;rat I hope this resolu·tion will not be pressed to vote at all in view of the assurance given by
.the Honourable Minister. I believe that -the Honourable :Mini.ate!' would
"like to know the views of the various sections of the. House before making
-up bis mind, and if necessary he inay like to amplify his assurance in the
!light of-those speeches, If after hearing him the House still wishes to press
=the resolution to vote, it is only then that it would be necessary for me
-.to decide the line of action which Government should adopt.
Mr. Labh Singh: We should be thankful even for small mercies·
"I'his question before us has by now been discussed almost threadbare and
iit is very difficult to adduce fresh points either in support of the resolution
-or 'in condemnation of the circular which is under discussion. As I have
had to do something with education practically all my life, I feel I would
he failing in my duty if I did not raise my strong.protest against the circular
which seeks to re-introduce the anglo-vernaeular middle school examination
'in this province. I am strongly persuaded to believe that the step is wholly
ill-considered and ill-advised and that it will lead to no good and would be
,highly detrimental to the best interests of our children; The problem
was taken up, discussed and decided, as has been pointed out to us, on an
.all-India basis by the Government of India and that decision continued to
remain in force for quite a large number of years. It was only as recently
.as 1918 that on the request of certain local Governments the Government
·Of India only relaxed the rigour of its decision and allowed some sort of
limited local option. The Punjab Government now seeks to take advant.age of that relaxation. My submission is this. I have listened with the
closest attention to the speech made by the Director of 'Public Instruction,
. .as also to the speech or speeches delivered by the Honourable Minister for
Education and I remain as unconvinced as ever as to the. usefulness of the·
-reintroduction of the middle school examination in this or any other prowince. It was a matter of surprise to me that the Honourable Minister for
Education began by making certain appeals to his co-religionists and also
to the rural classes which to my mind were practically appeals to passion
.and prejudice and partisanship. It is a matter of great regret that such
-appeals should have been made. But that was in the opening part of his
· speech and that was several days ago. The other surpise and a very pleasant
.surprise that he has now sprung upon the House is that he has an open
mind and that he is prepared to· consider the question on its merits. He
does not now make it a question either of personal confidence or ministerial,
-eonfidence but he is prepared to discuss this question. on the merits as a
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purely educational problem and to take such decisions as would be warranted
by the discussion in this Rouse and as will be considered best in the interests,
of the children. As regards the speech made by the Director of Public:
Instruction, I have to controvert certain points raised by him. One of
the arguments urged by him waa, that in some of the advanced provinces of
India-and in this he is also· supported by the Honourable Minister, for·
. Education who apparently took his brief from the head of the department-ein certain advanced provinces like Bengal and Bombay, this middle school'
examination was in force. I am afraid I have got to contradict him there·
and as the Minister has himself pointed out, he has been misled so far as,
that point is concerned. In Bengal particularly no compulsory and
external public examination is being held.
The Honourable Mallie: Firoz Khan Noon : I ·never said that I.
was misled.
·
Mr. Labh Singh : I was going to tell the Rouse _that in Bengal ther~ ·
is no such thing as a compulsory public examination of the middle schools
type.
The Honourable Mallie: Firoz Khan Noon : I drew certain con-clusions from the statement that was before me. Those conclusions were
wrong and on further investigation I found that there was no· compulsory
public middle school examination in Bengal and I made it clear. But.
there is the primary examination.

Mr. Labh Singh: There is no doubt a distinction between a wrong in-formation being supplied to him and the misreading of the information .
. that was placed in his hands. I accept _the explanation, but it is a distine- ·
tion without a difference. In Bengal I was pointing out that the examination is being held internally by the schools themselves and the number
41,000is shown in the table as the total number of examinees in the province.
This is how the mistake has arisen. This is the- number of boys who have ·
taken the examination. Of course it is not stated there that it is a public
compulsory examination. It is the total arrived .at by summing up the ·
number of boys who were promoted from the 8th to the 9th standard in the
various schools. That figure is ·there in the report only for statistical purposes. The fact that primary boys are also mentioned in the report does not
show that there is also a compulsory test at the primary stage. That is only
for the purpose of information that these figures are quoted over there in the
report and a strong argument was sought to be deduced from the mere ·
mention of these figuresthat in Bengalthey havea compulsory middle school
examination. As a matter of fact the Honourable Minister was pleased to,
say that not only there is a middle school test but there is also a primary
school compulsory test. Evidently this was again not a piece of wrong information but a wrong reading of the printed information· that had been
supplied to him and the Rouse was to some extent and personally myself
to a very large extent was, misled by that reading of the information in the
report. Having pursued the enquiry I have found out that this is not so ...
As regards Bombay again, no public examination is heldon the completion·
of the anglo-vemaoular middle school course. There is however an examination for vernacular middle boys just as we have here. . There again the"
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figures under the heading " examination results " refer otily to the internal'
school examination and for that purpose page 286 of the quinquennial report·
for the years 1922-27 may be. looked at. I am talking of Bombay. The·
number of examinees. on the completion of the anglo-vernacular middle'
school course is somewhere in the neighbourhood of 10,900 and there is also
a mention of the number of boys· at the lower primary· course. They are· .
stated to be 64,868 in 1925. On the recommendation of the Director of
Public· Instruction the vernacular middle school examination was made·
applicable to the angle-vernacular middle schools as well in Assam and that
is the only example that we have before us in addition to those of the Central.
Provinces and the North-West Frontier Province. In: Bihar and Orissa
there is no public examination for the top middle class of the angle-vernacular
high schools. However, there is a public middle examination for. the middle
English schools alone, and even this examination I find was introduced in
1928. Again the figures given at page 157 of the quinquennial report. under·
the bead " examination results" showing that 8,526 examinees appeared
in the angle-vernacular middle school examination refer 'only to house examination because the public compulsory middle exam:i:qatio:q.s of · the discription which is sought to be imposed on our schoolshere was instituted afterthe report. We are then left with the luminous example of ine North-Western
Frontier Province and Burma and with the doubtful example also of. the·
Central Provinces. Now if we have got to sin at all we s;hould try to sin in
good company and not follow the· brilliant example q£: the North-West
Frontier Province, The · North- West Frontier Province 9an certainly hold
out no good example to us. The educational conditions there are not analogous to those of this province. The conditions there are. extremely backward and one outstanding fact is that the average age pf boys at schoolsin the North-West Frontier Province is much higher than the average ageof boys in 'the corresponding classes in this province, _The education here is
much advanced than it is there. Then, again, the head (>f the department
tried to make out another argument namely that so far as other advancedcountries were concerned, e.. g., England, Germany, France; Italy and .Japan, ..
. I think he mentioned these countries, a compulsory public. test was in force.
I have tried to find out and verify these facts for myself and I would very
respectfully lay before the House the conclusions which I have been able to
reach on verifying these statements. Of course it .is quite: conceivable that
I may have also misread the printed information supplied to me but I can.
assure the House that I have not tried intentionally to misread the printed
book. The system of education in England we are all aware is highly examination ridden and there is already a feeling i.ri. all enlightened
quarters in England that the system of education in that country should
be freed from . the unhealthy domination of examinations, and that the·
example of other enlightened countries. should be followed in England.
We need not , follow the . bad example of England. ·; In Germany
it is well known that the system of monthly terminal or annual
examinations does not exist at all and students are not ;examined year to,
year as in England and, India. The final examination, ot the •high school
which entitles a student to join a university is taken at the age of 19. In.
France again, the system of examination is altoge.ther ·• different. Examinations in France are not conducted by one central authority, printed·
papers are not sent to each centre of examination as in the English system.,
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.No doubt public examinations are held at the end of primary, upper primary
or secondary education but the examinations are both written and oral,
the oral part being twice as important as the written one and teachers'
::remarksare duly taken into consideration. This is the system which obtains
in France. In Italy the only public examination is the one corresponding
-.. to our matriculation. There is no other public examination at the -sehool
.stage, . I have quoted this from the Systems of Education by Dr •
.Zaya-ud-din. · In America it is again notorious that there is no publio
, -examination.
There is a . special system known as the ' accrediting
·.system ' under which principal uf high schools issue certificates to pupils
entitling them to go to universities. These are the conditions
which obtain in other countries. So the argument which was sought to
be pressed to strengthen the case of the circular falls flat in its effect and there
.is nothing in the practice or theory of education as it obtains in other countries to warrant us to the conclusion that it is a good thing to.introduce the
middle school examination at this stage in this province. Now, we have been
.told by the Honourable Minister that 'the divisional inspectors of this pro'vinee have reported in favour of the middle school examination being revived
.and reinstituted. The .divisional inspector is after all a subordinate of the
.Director of Public Instruction. If the Director. of Public Instruction ex:presses a strong and vehement view in a particuiar matter it is but natural
that the inspector would not like to take an independent view. of the same,
but would naturally, governed as he is by the ordinary rule of inertia, ftiel
inclined to a.ay ditto to the views of this officialhead of the department and
.no difference of opinion is likely to come to the surface. But even at that
I was told that there were certainly differences of opinion between the in.speetors themselves, and their opinion was by no means unanimous. As
.regards the Standing Committee on Education I have nothing much to say.
The names of the members Qf the Standing Committee were read out by the
"Honourable Minister on .the 1st of March in his first speech. These honour.able members, it is obvious, do not· claim to have l),.Ily particular experience
.of the education of our boys; that is one thing, and secondly, it is not on
.record that they were in a position as regards the supply of proper data to
apply their mind to the . problem that was placed before them. (An
honourable member : Question) and thirdly I am told that even the opinion
-expressed,cursory as it was, was by no means unanimous.
The HonourableMalik Firoz Khan Noon: It was a unanimous
-opinion -.
Mr. Labh Singh: It was coupled with another recommendation
'namely that' the medium of instruction as well as examination should be the
vernacular. If that were so, I think a serious discount will have to be made'
.and tne opinion expressed by them would naturally bear a different complexion after that discount. Then again, it is really a lamentable state of
affairs that the opinion of the sources of Revenue Committee should be
-quoted in an educational matter. The Revenue Committee was concerned
_primarily with the discovery and exploration of sources of revenue and to
·quote their opinion in support of the reintroduction of this examination is
.not only wholly devoid of humour, but verges on the cynical, and really puts
:th;e cat out of the bag. Even in this I am told that so far as the opinion
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The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan Noon : No; they wm-e unAninious.

·
gentleman who gave me inior:rnatiofi was . in.
that committee and he assures me that it was not so. It is adinitted also,
that the weight of competent authority in the province, as :w~ll as outside it,
is against the reintroduction of this examination. Now,. if the 'weight of
authority, if the weight of expert opinion is against the revival of this examination, then certainly the opinion of the educational :inspectors, hesitaring as it is, the view of the non-official members of the Standing Committeeon Education, divergent as it has been disclosed to be, and the so-called opinion.
of the Sources ?f Revenue Committee do not r~II;v go ve17 ,f~r a,?~. would
not suffice to disturb almost the complete una.nmnty of expert opinion both
ibside the province as well as outside it. All th.is is ni110h .too slender a.
reed to build on.
·
·
· I would pass on now to certain aspects of this question which relate to,
the expression of opinion in this province and ·with respect to which I have·
got to make a few remarks. Although it is refreshing now to know that theHonourable Minister has been pleased to avow on the floor of. th~ Honse that
lie does not now treat this question as a personal question, yet it is obvious.
and there is no denying it that the question has been canvassed from the,
personal point of view. .An attempt has been made to enlist and solicit.
opinion against the resolution . on personal and on party· grounds, And th&
degree ofsucceas or failure achiev:ed by this attempt is also known. to all th&
:members of tl:re House. ,Let me re,er first .of all to the stro:r;i.g express,fon of
opinion on this. question by the Punjab ¥usllin Ed:u.oationa1 Institutio:ias,
Conference. This opinion w.as as clear arid as unequivo~l as any opinio:q.;
can be. This exr rsssion of opinion is sought to be disooUJ?,ted by means of
a letter which bas been obtained from the Secretary of that Conference. l
would not like to emphasise the obvious but it is perlectly cl~r that nothing
could be more childish than to suppose that a considered resolution pass~
by a conference. can be withdrawn by the mere ipse dixit of;a gentleman who
happened to be the Secretary of that Conference. It is Jrl<>st prepostrous
to base any argument on the withdrawal of this resolution on the part of a
secretary. There would be more reason and more sense, I imagine, in assuming
that a resolution passed by this House can be taken to be withdrawn by
qur Secretary. But to say that a considered resolution passed at a conference,
of educational experts can be withdrawn by a secretary is probably the·
height of absurdity. As to how this letter of withdrawal' was engineered
may be an interesting study. I may have some information but I do not
.think it will serve any useful purpose to pursue the matter fjlrther. .Another
letter has been placed into my hands dated the 4th of January 1982. It is
written by a gentleman who has now chosen to make a spe ech against the
resolution but who. originally undertook to support it. It 'says :I am sorry I could not have the pleasure.of meeting you yesterday. Yes. if a. resolution. iii tabled I sha.ll lie only too 1gla.d to lend my support to it. I have read.

Mr. Labh Singh: A

1

·the letuir teferred to in your note and have kept a copy with me•.

This was written by one of the honourable members .• of this House ..
·(.An h:oncn.t!i'able '»iernber: Name ?) It is my honouraible , friend .from:
D
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Gujranwala. Since this resolution wa.s under discussion in this House two.
events of outstanding importance in this reference have taken place, One
is that an educational conference was held in Amrits1r. This was the
District Muslim Educational Institutions Conference and it was held under
'the chairmanship of Khalifa Bhuja-ud-Din, a. gentleman conneeted with
-edueation, more particularly University education: and Muslim education.
'This Conference has passed a unanimous resolution which reads :This conference is of opinion that the revival of the middle school examination constitutes a bar to real progress, a danger to health and an unnecessary finanoie.l.
burden on the poor Mtislim parents. The conference is of the view that the
revival of the middle school examination would lead to great diminution in
the number of the Muslim students· and would be fraught with dangerous
consequences.

And this was on the 10th of March 1932. It WJ.S after the disenssion
in this House· had been initiated and after the appealaddressed by the
Honourable Minister for Education to his Muslim countrymen and to his rural
brethren. This is, I must gladly repeat, no longer his position. The Honour-able Minister does nob mike it now a personal or com nmsl question or treat
the motion as one of no confidence. In addition to this resolution of a.
Muslim Conference I have to draw the attention of the House to the resolution adopted by the Sikh Educational Conference which fa practically to the
same effect, namely that the re-institution of this examination would be.
injurious to the best interests of our boys and th1t any attempt to 'revive
it should be resisted. I learn thit the Sikh manbers have been given a
mandate fo that effeot.
There.is another point to whioh I would like to refer for a minute and
that was also urged as an important argumant, namely, that if the examina•
tion at this stage is really injurious and from the educational point of view
bad, why no objection wes raised for the last thirty years to the examination
as it was being held with respect to the vernaoular middle schools. My
answer to that is very simple. In the first place it is clear that the boys who
take the middle school examination from the vernacular schools are not of
the same age as those who take the anglo-vemacular middle school examtna.tion. There is a difference in age. The average there is not only slightly
but appreciably higher in the 08,Se of the vernacular middle schools
than it is in the case of the anglo-vemaeular middle schools which are mostly
Iooated in towns, But in addition to· that there is this serious differenoe,
namely, tha't it has been pointed out that t]:ie vernacular middle school exa.n1ination takes place at a definite stage, a definite final stage of a partieulae
type of education. And that was the reason why there was no objection
raised to the continuance of this examination so far.
There is another important factor and that is this, that the boys who
t1ass the vernacular middle school examination look upon it as an avenue to
.certain types of State employment, for instance the Revenue and Canal
patwaris are recruited mostly from these people and secondly our own teachers,
the vernacular teachers of the lower grade, are recruited from this source.
And practically the entire lot turned out from these schools at the end of the
middle school· examination has been absorbed by the Education and the
Bevenue Departments. In these departments the point of saturation has
mow been reached, the boys are no longer now needed as vernaoular tea.obers
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·"Of the lower grade and therefore, there is good tea ion why'. this e:icaminatiori
.; at this stage may be abolished at any rate its discontinua.:n,ce must be eonsidered on the merits in view of the facts that I have given.
One point more. It was urged that it would impro~e, the matricula.. tion pass percentage if this test is imposed at the eighth class, The figures
;-that have been supplied to me prove just the contrary. ~ere has been no
,·-appreciable deterioration-I am sorry I have mislaid the figures but I will
"give you the gist of them-in fa0t, · no deterioration at all, in the pass per. eentage. As a matter of fa'ct; . there is an improvement so far a, the pas13
.percentage of matriculation candidates is concerned. The most signifi-eant fact on the contrary is that .in the provinces in which the middle school
,. examination has been reintroduced the matriculation pass .percentage is
-deoidedly lower than it is here. There i3 of oorrse a marked difference in
-the percentage of first class boys. The first division boys in the Punjab are
:.now less than they used to be before. But the reason forithat is different.
· Not that there has been any deterioration in the standard 9f education or in
·the quality of the examinees. Lately the percentage for first class has been
-eonsiderably raised. Prior to that a candidate who obtained 65 per oent.
,of the total number of mark; was placed in the first division but now that
percentage has been raised to 75. That is the essential: difference and I
-am very · sorry that this point has been withheld from the Housa, This
was a very relevant factor. While both the Honourable ;Minister for Eda·
-oation and the Director of· Public Instruction were persistently referring to
the fact that there had been· a deterioration in the number of boys of the
nrst class in the matriculation examination they were pointing it out as an
·argument to strengthen their position. I think it was but fair.to the House
-that· they should have told the House that of late there had been an increase
:in the percentage of marks which was required of a candidate for being
'Placed in the first class. · Boys · who were placed in the first class when they
obtained 65 per cent. of the total marks have now to obtain 75 per cent.
arid the requisite percentage of marks has been speeded
in this ease in
·order to make it uniform for all the examinations in the univeri!ity. For the
matriculation, the intermediate, the· B.A. · and for the M.A. · examinations
the.percentage for first olass is now so fixed as to be uniformly high.
··This is the real reason why there has been a slight decrease in the n11I11ber
of first division passes at thematriotilation stage, and
the most important argument· urged in favour of the
· ·oir<m.lar vanishes into the air.

up

There is one point more I would like to controvert and that is this. The
Honourable Minister for Education in his speeeh pointed out that a large
-nnmber of boys were already undergoing this examination at the middle stage
.and that this examination if made compulsory-and uni~ersal would only
-mean an addition of 6,000 boys. He msde much of this argument. My
-snbmiasion is that the Honourable Minister for 'Education had even in this
respect misread the inform1.tion that was supplied to him, He has taken
1or the purpose of his calculation the number of passes forthe years 1928-29
.and the number of candidates for 1929-80, whereas a reference to the reports
. published by the department will show=-and I think the honourable Director
-of Public Instruction was pleased to m ike that correction in his speeoh=-.
that the number of boys who would. be roped in by making the examina«
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tion compulsory and universal would be considerably more and that it would..
progressively increase as the. years go by. In the year when this circular is tobe put into practical effect the number of boys who will 'have to take this=
examination will be over 20,000 in excess of those who are already taking it ..
Now, picture to yourself the possrbility of a department addressing itself to thetask of examining some forty or fifty thousand boys at this stage. Look at
the immensity of the problem. It staggers one's imagination to realise how
this can be made possible. The whole thing will be ah uphill task. It will
.be absolutely unmanageable. Even in the case of the University where the
examiners are of a higher order and the examinees· are grown up people and :
much limited in numbers you find leakage of examination papers. yVhat
would happen in the case of middle school examination when the number
of examinees is in the neighbourhood of fifty thousand and when the examiners will be the third or fourth masters in the ordinary schools ? Look at
the temptation that you place them in. Look at the difficulties of controls
with which you yourself would be confronted.
Supposing a paper leaks
out. Then, would you re-examine the boys as the University has sometimes to do?
I have tried to think out as to what the real reason could have been for the·
Government to have come to the conclusion that this examination should be
te:.introduced. Possibly the recommendation of the Sources of RevenueCommittee bad weighed with them. Evidently then the Government want
to make this exammation a source of revenue. Does the. Government really
want t'o put the boys to the strain and , difficulty ~f a public examination at this age :1nd thereby retard their .physical !l'11~ mental development
all for the sake of making some money ? . This position, I .resp~t:fally sup-:-·
mit, no sane House will .aooept. If the Government are really anxioWftomake :money there are thousand other ways of doing so. But it should be-:
the last thing. which , a Government should attempt, i~., ,to .fli+d revenue at the expense of the health and welfare of the poor.child,. NoIJ.e oj: the airgu·
merits that have been advan:ped f6r .the re-introd-.;i.ctioJ1.of this ei&minatiqn
can hold water, The argument fro:m. th~ example qf other co-i;intri.es, I have-shown, is untenable. _ The. so-called _ example of. other p;roYinces in t.h$ .
country is also equally untenal;>le. The, North-'Wel3t Frontier Province with
its special conditions an'd ,circumstan'.es is the ;Iast province to which we
should go in search of ari 'example.
.
There is another point to which I would like to draw the attention of the·
House, I have tried to discover what the real rt5asons for. ~eekihg to reintroduce this examination may be. In·this connection orie thing is clear
to me and ! that is, that owing to the communal stress arid strain the Jh~
speetorate has failed.
Most of the officeri'I concerned 'with the education
of our boys have admitted this. l!rhe inspectorate is unable to control tb:esehoola in the province as effectively as they used
do before and parti(lul~rly the. prom0tionr of :boys from stage to stage. . It '_is .clear tliat uride:i:the, rules . the grant-in-aid; to a -large extent or perhaps wholly,· depends upon the educational efficiency of the school ; and in the,' race' fo~ earning
and .dispensing grants the inspectorate has deteriorated and fallen from. 'the
high standard of impartiality and acted-communally;Rather than tighten
np the . inspectorate and get 'things done properly, this indirect method is -

to

I think this remedy is certainly w:ors~ tllan t~~
·~~s~ shoul1 th~ children of teJil.der _age be made the. s~a:e~ goa~ for tllE1
·lailure of the inspectorate ?. It may perhaps serve to a certaµi e~ellt ~he.
-purpose wlii<ih 8,I!.. efficient inspectorate used to serve im~er 01:dinary cil,'~
. eumstances, But th.a game is not worth the candle. Then, ,the?e are· oth~r
difflenlties involved and the harm wlu~h the examination ¥3 .bound to WQ:t'.~
•,far outweighs any ]>assible advantage that may come from the re-inteodue...
-tion of this 1'1ystem. This reason strikes. me as being otje · at the bottom
«of this move-on the part of the Edaeation Minister.
· ·•
There is also another possible reason for this move. : The net l'.esult
-0f this examina:tion would be that a. large number of boys would leav~
-off their studies at this stage and they would he in a position to go back td
-their ancestral avocations. The rural people who would' fail at the exa·
-n'rinationwill go back to their plough. But if they once go; up to the matri.:
-eulation standard and fail in that examination then it is surmised that
·they would be rendered unfit for returning to the plough. This would add to
the number of the unemployed and naturally to the numoe~ of malcontents.
"I'here is probably a fear that this would add to the volume of agitation in
··the country. The Government may have resorted to ~his exa~a.tiol!,
· -only as a sort of political palliative in order to reduce the ti umber ofPeople
· who are at any time in a discontended frame of mind. I would not like
-to emphasise this aspect of the question. I would simply mention it as 4
rpossible reason. But I would very respectfully urge th3it this question
-should be considered on its merits and not from the new point of narrow
political expediency. And yet another possible reason which may be assign-ed for the proposal would be the desire of the departmentto add to i~,
· :powers of patronage. If that were so, the department would be creatin~
insurmountable difficulties for itself.
I would like in the end to make the position of members on this sidt}
-of the House clear. We are not treating this resolution as a; matter in which
-we are interested as a party. We w11,nt that the entire question should ba
<discussedand voted upon on its merits as a purely educational problem iq
-whichthe vital interests of boys are seriouslyinvolved. Th~reis no questio~
-of any distinction being made so far as this problem is concerned, between
the rural and urban population or between Muslims and non-Muslims, ~
-one were to examine the question dispassionately, one would unhesitatinglJ
-eome to the conclusion that so far as the bad effects of this exa~atjon a:r~
-eoncerned, they will hit the Muslims harder than they_ would the Hindus,
I consider that on the merits there 18 nothing really in favou;rofthis, scheme
.and I would therefore strongly urge upon all members of the :llouse to acqep)
.thia resolution. The reasons for which the examination was discarded OQ.
:.years ago have not lost their :v;igour and validity but have gathered added
.foree during the interval that has since elapsed.
· ·
Mr. R. Sandersc;,n (Director of Public Instruction): ;~ir, I rise o~ ~::ipoint of personal explanation. Two members of this House have xqisquqt,eq
::me in the course of this debate. One said that I had taken t];i~ 09'111,oij
:a tour round the world from China to Peru to show that aU:: exantjnl!,tip:µ of
·this nature is compulsory throughout the world, Another, ~ti~ted t4',t· -~,
"had quoted a number of countries in support of this state:rp.ent~ P~~P,
!Jbecause I a~ in~stinct in rqy .utteran,ces these members mi\fUIJ.!le~to?~ :i:Q.~- .
-songht to be put into force.
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Certain members had urged as· a reason against the vernacular :final examina»..
tion the strain that it imposes upon children. of tender years. . 1 It was witli
reference to this that I made a reference to other countries throughout the··
world to show that parents voluntarily submitted their children to examinations. of this sort at a similar age ; and· I only rise to point out that I was
speaking the truth.
·
·
Mr. C. C. Garbett (Chief 80CJ."etary) : Sir, I do not wish to burden:
the House with technicalities.
.
(At th~ stage· the Honourable Sardar Sir Jogenilra Singh was noticea·
crossitng the floor. between the speakeT and, the (]hair).
·
Mr. President : Order, order. I have more than once pointed
out that it is highly irregular to cross between the Chair and the gentleman
who is speaking ; or between the Chair and the Table ; or between the Ohairr
and the Mace.
The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh : I am sorry, Sir.
Mr. C. C. Garbett: I will begin again. I do not wish to say muohr
about the technicalities of this case. These I leave to my expert friends.,
But I do wish to ask the House to consider this question from an entirelydifferent angle. · Nevertheless, before I proceed to that part of my speech,
I should like t<> express a word of surprise a€ the picture of the "Jiorrore ?"
of examination painted by my honourable friend who has just sat down•.
In England we have or et least we had in my time in our public schools arr·
examination run by the Oxford and Cambridge Public SchoolsExamination ·
Board. I admit it is voluntary, but I think most. of our public sohools
use it.
It conducts two certificate examinations-a lower and a higher; .
The higher corresponds io the matriculation examination, but the lower.
certificate examination, so far as I understand it, corresponds very closely
with the examination which the House is debating now, sometimes with
heat, sometimes with party feeling and sometimes with coolness and calmness. That examination is conducted by the Public Schools Exeminatiom.
Board and I tock it myself at the age of 11. It was not compulsory but it
was very generally· used by our public schools. It was valuable becauseit showed clearly where a boy stood as compared with other boys: and wherethe school stood as compared with other schools. It was used throughout the length and breadth of England : and no one found any difficulty such
as· my learned friend anticipates in managing it. That is the only point,
in answer to. the argument of my honourable friend that I propose to deal
with. The more technical arguments will, as I said, be answered by my,
Honourable friend, the Minister.
I am delighted to see that my honourable friend and literary philosopher
from :Multan is in the House because I feel that what I am going to say
will appeal to him and those who like him are philosophically minded. For;
there happened to occur a few days ago in this House an :rneidentwhich tome was amazingly interesting. It was· a brief discussion that took placebetween the Chair and the Honourable Minister for Local Self-Govemmentand here on the floor of this House they almost repeated a oonversatiors
which is recorded in the annals of philosophy as having taken place some; ~.800years sgc in the streets of Athens, only there was, this ufortunate:.-
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distinction. that the statements of the philosopher fell bomi the lips - of mj
'Honourable friend.the Minister, the statements of the enquirer, were those
made, I venture to think reluctantly, from the Chair. You will remember
Sir, the question of relevancy that had arisen and my friend ·asked if it was
the seeming or the real th_at .. mattered. I know my honourable friend
would quote the original' Greek, but I do not propose to burden the Housewith that. _ On this question of relevancy, then my -honourable friend
pressed that it was the real that mattered : but you had to say that in thisHouse we have to deal with the apparent. What appeared to be relevant
had to be accepted as relevant though it was not· res1Iy relevant. Thegreat philosopher Scorates spent the best part of his life in endeavouring to
persuade his fellow citizens that what was worth stri:Ving for, what was
worth living for, what was worth educating one's children for; was the
real. He begged n:en to discard the flufiy and inexact, and to seek out byclose examination of essential, that which ill exact, that which is real and that ·
which is true. When my honourable friend from Gujranwala was speaking;
my mind was revolving what is the real reason of this examination. _ It
seemed to me. that the real reason of this examination was an attempt to
bring into the life of the youth of our country something solid, scmething
sound, something exact. All countries in which the climate is hot are apt
to suffer from the disease of "sham, "-the kaduha, :1hat which is full 9£
unreality and that which is fraught with procrastinaticn, In hot climates
whether in Europe or in Asia you :find the same characteristic on the sunny.
slopes of southern Spain the slogan is • manana' "To-morrow "-as here
in India-" kul pesh houie ". Oppressed by the we~riness of a heated
clime, there is a tendency to slackness, and men say, let ~e have that which is.
good enough, that which appears to be adequate, whether it is real or not,
never mind. I can give you a small illustration of what I mean from an.
incident that occurred shortly after the British army of occupation entered
Baghdad. One of our first duties was to try and persuade people . that
business should continue as usual and life should carry on as if there was no
. War. Therefore we set 'about to have the schools re-opened. There were.
a certain number of denominational schools and there was not much difficultyabout that. ihen came the question of Government schools. Government
schools demanded Government teachers, ,With the consent of the Military Governor a proclamation was sent out throughout the city.' A largenumber of individuals replied and registered their names, thinking of coursethat this meant a pension. They were about 60 in number. We called.
these 60 together and said, " we wish to re-open the schools ". They said
" thats :fine ". We said we do not know what your record is, So if you
-w;ill kindly consent, we will have a small examination somewhere about thehigh school standard. But when they heard we were after the real, not the
sham, out of the 60, twenty withdrew. The remaining 40 were examined
and, of that 40, five and five only passed. This is sober history._ With.
these five we opened a normal school and in the course of three months wewere able to send out 20 teachers really qualified, really pukka, not kucchapukka. I promise that I would not _ be long. I know I bored the House
with a long speech the other day and I- do not propose to say much more•
. But I do want to suggest to the House that where there is a temptation,
as there is in this country, to get along with that which appears to be sufficient,
. and when Y?U have an opportunity of testing you should take it. Haze
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you hain in.front otyou. a.p..opp<>,:i:~~ty Qf lettmg th~ boys :i:e~lly ~qw

,

wpi:i~~

· they stimd, ()f lotting the ,p!3ir~nts know the future prospects of th.a p()y~,
.getting a. <,leftdy defined lq,.owledgeof the educational position qf theit
""boys at 1;1,n age 11,t wbioh, l!,J;l exa~tfon- will not be a great strain on thtJ
·boys~I. speak from personal ~eJ.ien~al\d
this definition is, Lsuggest,
, a very real a,rgw.:nent for supporting' the Qxa.miP.a,tiQn, both because of thi,
· examineitionand because of its :mor!!,l effect. But I admit that this argument
· can have no appeal if what appeals to you is the tinsel and the tawdry,
the glossand the glitter, the shoddy and the shJl,µi.
.
Sardar Sahib Sardar Ujjal Singh (Sikh, Urban): Sir, no subject
debated on the floor of this House has received so much public attention nor
· has public opinion expressed itself so forcibly and clearly on any subject -as
· on the motion under discussion·to-day. I am prepared to concede that the
"Honourable Minister for Education and the Director of Public Instruction
,· in issuing the circular were actuated with the best of motives and I believe
they will also concede that those of us who are opposed to this circular aw
·,also actuated with the best of motives. We feel convinced that by the
·revival of the anglo-vernacular middle school examination a great harm
will be done to the student community. There is an honest difference of
·opinion on this question and I believe the Honourable Minister for Education
will not. take it as a vote of censure. · I am glad th'.1t he does .not consider
it so and that he is open to conviction and th13,t he will b, prepared to reeon·'.sider his decision when he has heard all sections-of the Hoise on the subject •
. :ArgumE)nts have almost been exhausted on this subject. I will be very
'brief in dealing with it. The reasons for discontinuing this examination
are mentioned in the quinquennial review of the Progress of' Education in
India for 1902-07. The report says•,-Of

'The evils introduced by the middle schoolexaminationand the reasons for abolishing it were that it kept the mind of teachers and pupils . constantly ~ed
upon prepa.ri:ilg.for ~~,:n.inl!,tion,
instead of upon study. .And also that if;
interferedgreatly with th.ii developmentof varieties between one schooland
another either in arrangementof the curriculumor in the method of teaching.

The arguments in favour of the middle school examination advanced
by the. Honourable Ministerfor Education and the Director of Public Instruetion, so far as I could gather, were thtee. First that it will help to
improve the system of secondary education, second that it will help· to raise
the standard of attainment ·of· students Jf>?hing the high school and third
! that it will ensure a fair chance bf' success to students in matrioulation. and
thi1s prevent wastage due to la~ge number of failures. With regard to the
:first two points, I fail to understiµid' how a sys~~:Ql of compulsory extemaJ
examination will help to improve the system of'secondafy edueaticn. , I
am prepared to admit that our system of secondary education is defeetive
:an4 'requires overhauling, but mere application of examination to the
,existing system is not going toimprove the secondary education at all.
On the other hand I am. nof :prepareµ t9.'a4.kit th!1t educated boys
-in t~es,e day& are less eq~pp~d ~~r ~~e s.truggle pfjife'.i, It n,iay q~ that t}:tey
·m!:l,y, no~ be able to :writ? so be~-qtifully~~s thqse bqys passed in preru>us
, 1lays but t4ey are certan:tl.Y ,better educated all round. ~.t . pr~sent . 1e
~pen,d, more time op. the building of ?haracter of our boys and on all rqllll.d
,.d~yelo:pm~1;1~ rather than on three Rs. or on mere book knowledge. Edu-
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cation in these days is understood, and is carried on, in its:tr:ne sense for t~e
development of the child all round, aad if examination at :tbi,.s tender age ~
introduced the result would be that the baibit of cramming will increase and
all round development of the child will be stopped. The third point th~t
it will ensure a fair chance of success in the matrieulatidn examination is
entirely controverted by the figm'es.that we have before us. If we compare
. the figures of boys appearing in 1907 wheJ;1. the candid.l:1,t~s passed through
.a middle school examination, with :figures of these days during the last ~our
or five years, it would be quite obvious,that the introduction of. an exammation at the middle standard will not help us at all,
1904-05 the pass
percentage at the matriculation stage was 52•9, in 1906 it was 44·8. N_ow
compare with this the recent figures. If you just look. at the Education
Report, you will find at page 82 the results given from 19~8 to 1981. Pass
percentage in 1928 was 58 ·78, in 1929, it was 62·18, in 1980 it was 55·12
.and in 1981 it was 62 ·BO. Mere introduction of exam.iriation at middle
standard will not, therefore, improve the chance of success which is claimed
for this sytem. I need not deal with the point which has already been
dealt with by the honourable member from Gujranwala, in whi?h the
· Honourable Minister for Education was led to a cµ:ffe.rei:i,t conclusion on
account of wrong reading of figures when he stated that only 6,000 ne-yvboys were likely to come in when the examination was :mtroduced. This
in.forniation, I might point out from the Education Report: at page 26 of.the
Appendix, is wrong. The total number of students in all middle schools
for 1981 is 32,567. That leaves out a surplus of 11,000 over and above
21,000 which had appeared in the examination. ' Besides;' there are private
schools and· other unrecognized schools and if you take into consideration
the number of students in these schools the figure will come up to about
14,000. So the new candidates who will appear in the ·,examination if it" is
.introdueed will not be 6,000 but 14,000. Then, Sir, another point on which
the Honourable Minister was led to a different conclusion due to wrong
figures having been supplied·to him was with regard to the application of
this system in other provinces. . My honourable friend from Gujranwala
has already pointed out th~t in Bengal there is no middle school oxamination in anglo-vemaeular schools. I might point out that : the Honourable
Minister was misled by the figures as appearing in the Bengal report at p~ga
159. In that report the word public is shown and a star is. marked sho;wmg
that public means, public. instirutions and not public examinations. And
th~ point is f:u.rtbercleared up on page 4;6 of the Bengal report. where it· ~s
.qlea,rly stated that the middle school examinations are not public exa:rrrin"tions and their. results do. not invite· speeial comments. So it is perfectly
olear that, there are no middle school examinations in Beng13,I. With regard
to Bombay, also, the Honourable Minister has been misled by the word
"publie ' appearing on the top of the table supplying results of exami,natip;ris
in that report. Th11,t point has not. been cleared up
the report itself
but I have been supplied with information from Bombay by the Sec:retacy,
:aombay Teachers.Union in. which he definitely states thiit. the first public
examination in the real sense is the vernacular final examination held at the
end of vernacular seyenth standard. There is no publib examination a~
. this stage !rltherin anglo-vemaenlar middle schools. or in, high schools; This
1i0,akesit perlectly clear that there is no public examination a.t the ntiddl~
ijt®da:rd eitliq ir,i Bombay or in, B.engal. Thei;i. commg ~~ Bihar aµ~
1
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.
Orissa the examination is only held in anglo-vemaeular schools· and middle
schools. There is no public examination at the middle standard in high .
schools. The same is the case in Assam. I would just read for the in·
formation of the honourable members from the report of Assam for 1929-8().
f>.\t page 17. This point was considered whether there . ought to be publicexamination at the middle standard in high schools as well, and it was.
pointed out, " that no decision was arriv~q,at during the year in question.
It was stated in last year's report as being under the consideration of Government whether the middle school leaving certificate examination should be
made compulsoryin high schoolsas well and the result was that the improving
of 'the standard of promotion from sixth class of Government high schools.
was left to the headmasters and inspectors." Thf< same is made clear from
the report of the Bihar and Orissa Government on page 57 where it is pointed
out that " in order to improve the efficiency of English middle schools and
also incidently oi high schools it has bee n · decided to extend to the middle
(English) schools with effect from the year 1927-28 the scheme for public
middle school examination for a school certificate." So there is no such
examination in high schools. ~e two provinces in which public examination is held at the middle standard are North-West Frontier Province and.
Burma. Besides the fact that these two provinces cannot hold out any·
· good example to us I may point out that such an examination is not held
to any corresponding advantage in the North-West Frontier Province.
Only the figures of. pass percentages in the matriculation have to be taken
into consideration and my object 1would be made absolutely clear. In the·
North-West Frontier Province pass percentage in 1929 in the matriculation
w.as 60· 9 as agains~62· 18 the total pass perceritage of the Punjab Univenity.
Honourable members know that there is a similar standard in the matriculation in the North-West Frontier Province as in the Punjab. So the pass
percentage in' the Frontier Province in spite of the fact that there is an
examination in the middle standard is lower than in the Punjab. In 1981
the pass percentage of North-West Frontier Province was 61 ·80 as against
62· 18 of the Punjab University as a whole. Then take the case of Burma.
· The pass percentage in matriculation in Emma was 81 in spite of the middle-school examination. So these arguments that mere introduction of an
examination at the middle standard, will enable the department to chose
good students and will help to raise the standard or will ensure a fair chance
of success for those who appear in the matriculation examination are based
on false grounds. Tbe argument that the examination for vernacular
schools has not been objected to during the last thirty years has already ·
been very effectively replied by my honourable friend from Gujranwala
so I need not dilate upon that.
He definitely pointed out that there was
some purpose for holding that examination. . Tl:ose boys who want ad·
mission into the training classes or patwarship do require some sort of certificate, but no such certificate is required for those coming out from anglevemaoular middle schools. The circular is objected to on various grounds.
It will encourage cramming. There is no doubt that at such a tender age
at which the boys are expected to take this examination all the attention
will be concentrated on examination and the all round development of the·
child will be neglected which is highly detrimental from all points of view.
Su~h a system will kill varieties in the types of institutions and introductions
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of new methods of teaching; This point has got to be borne' in mind very:
carefully that you cannot apply the same system for the angle-vernacular'
schools as for the vernacular schools, which you will hav,e to do if you introduce a system of external examination.
Vernacular schools supply a
particular need of the rural areas whereas anglo-vernacular schools aregenerally found in urban areas. If you were to apply, the same standard.
which you will have to :fix if middle school examinations were made compulsory, you will not allow that variety of instructioh the lack of which
. :will in the long ran prove very detrimental. The t~d objection is 'that
. it will check· the harmonious development of the ehild.! I need not dwell:'
upon points which have already been dealt with by other honourable members.
In conclusion I will only draw the attention of this House to the great forceof public opinion on this matter.
As has already been pointed out by
several speakers, Non-Government Schools Conference passed a resolution
against this circular, the Muslim Conferencepassed 'a resolution against therevival of this examination and. only recently the Sikh Educational Conference passed a resolution in very strong words condemning the circular
and giving itsverdict against the revival of such an. exa,;mination. In viewof these facts I would request the Honourable Minist~r for Education to·
reconsider his decision and · assure this House that this circular will bewithdrawn. With these words I beg to support this resolution.
Rao Bahad~ Chaudhri Chhotu Ram : Sir, thel:su:bject of the rssolution under discussion has aroused a very keen contr9versy. I have nodesire to add to the keenness of this controversy ·by entering into a discussion
of the merits of this question but with your permission I ! desire to make a,.
suggestion. both to the Honourable Minister for Education and the honourable member who is responsible for moving the resolution. , The suggestion is;
this, that so far as the present year is concerned I think all the examinations
have been held. ·The circular may be suspended for the current year and the,
Minister maygive an assurance to. the House that effect will not be given
to this circular now and that he will take an early opportunity to hold a meeting of the Standing Committee on Education and will, :,by· special arrangement, invite representative members from every section of the House and
hold a free, full and frank consultation with that gathering. In the light o:t
the advice that that gathering may give, he may either drop the notification.
altogether, thus giving it a decent burial, or if he finds that the general
eoneensus of opinion expressed at this representative gathering is that thecircular should be revived he· may take action to . that effect. If that assurance is given I think it ought to satisfy the House and also the honourablemover. I hope that in view of the opinion that has been expressed in this
House the Honourable Minister will have no objection to accepting this
suggestion and ·after the assurance has been given to the 'House, the honourable mover of the resolution should have no hesitation in: withdrawing it.
Lala Gopal Das (Lahore and Ferosepore-csen-Sheikhupura, nonMuhammadan, Rural): Sir, we must take it as beyond doubt that the
action taken in 1904 in regard to this very question was based on a.full consideration of all relevant circumstances. The middle school examination.
,~as then considered to serve no useful purpose and was qondemned as acedemieally unsound inasmuch as it unduly interfered with ;the proper development of school education. When the question was revi~wedin 1907 the only
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·
justification urged in favour of it was that it served the purpose of :µn,proving
the admission to the ninth standard. But even this fact was not conceded
:by those who were the heads of the department in those days. -Those.who
· were competent as heads of the Education Department in the various pro·vinces have in very strong terms condemned ~his examination and have.
-expressed themselves . against adding to the number of examinations, especially in the case of boys of that tender age. Thos~ argumen~s have
.Iost no weight and I see no fresh arguments put forward in the debate bef~re
the House in support of the circular. I cannot foJf a minute. believe that the
"i.ntroduction of the middle school examination can in any way help the great
-qnestion of unemployment among the educated classes for.the simple reason
·that education is not being put down. As far back as 1924, Dr. Shaafat
Ahmad Khan delivered a presidential address at Lucknow in the United
::Provinces Secondary Education Association and said :
Herein lies the essential dmerence between the English public school and the Indian
high school. In tJi,e former case, the life of ~he school is not dominated by
the formal course of study, much less· darkened by the shadow of a ·coming
examination. .As the Punjab report puts it, it is the dread of this examination
that darkensthe clouds.of the horizonof boys during their wholeschoolcareer.
What should be the happiest period in life~and so it is in other countries
where fortunate conditionsprevail-becomes a time of drudgery and o.f overetrain.

·~ir, the examination referred to is the matriculation examination. And
that is the emphatic opinion of our E iucation Department as a whole. If
-this be -true of the matriculation examination, then well might one ask
· 'how much greater mischief would be played by introducing a compulsory
,·examination two years before the matriculation examination. We are all
'interested in the matter, irrespective of community, caste or creed, and we
-cannot endorse a system that has been repeatedly condemned and in favour
·of which nothing has been said then and now. We cannot allow a measure
-that would mar the atmosphere of our schools and destroy the happiness
.and joy and the cheerful life of our school children.
I do not wish to trespass on the time of this House any longer. I beg
-only to appeal that this question which touches the very basis of our second·
ary education. should not be judged from a narrow point of view. Let us
not provide a dread of an examination in the province to spoil the life of our
-ehildren. (CJheers).
'
.
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan Noon : In view of the debate
t:tiat has taken place in this House I ha;ve much pleasure in aoeepting the sug-gestion of Rao Bahadur Chaudhri Chhotu Ram and in deference to the
general' wish of the House I shall have the matter re-considered and not
.enforce the examination. as was intended originally.
. ' Mr. E. Maya Das : I~ view of the assurance given.I beg leave to.
-withdraw my resolution.
Mr. President : Is it the pleasure of the Honse that the leave be
-granted ..
Kanwar Mamraj Singh Chohan : No.
..
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The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan Noon : Perhaps the honoUJ1~l>l~
-member for Ambala has not heard me. I assured the I{oµ!!e that tll~
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examination will not be enforced this year. (Diwan Bahadu« Raja Narendm-,
Nath: No time limit.) I agree that it will not be enforced at the timeproposed by the circular and that the matter will be reconsidered in committee as suggested by the .honourable member for Rohtak.
The motion was by leave withdrawn.
REDUCTION OF 4BIAN.A.

Chaudhri Riasat Ali (Gujranwala, Muhammadan, Rural),
to move--'

Sir, I beg:

·

That this Council recommends to the Government that the rate of abian« in productive-canals should be permanently reduced by 33!- per cent.

The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan (Revenue·
Member) : May I request you to intervene under·
Article 63 of the Business Manual which says that
a motion must not except with the permission of the President raise a question substantially identical with the one on which the Council has given a.
·decision in the same session. My submission is that we have discussed
this very question for two days while the irrigation grant was. before the
House and it would, therefore, be useless to cover, the same ground again
as it would be a sheer waste of time of the House to do so. If the honourable·
member has any concrete suggestions to make, I shall be glad to receive them
and give them my best attention.
Otherwise, I think,' it would be merewaste of time of the Council to discuss this subject again. _;:;;::::
Mr. President: What has the honourable member for Gujranwalato say to this ?
Chaudhri Riasat Ali : Very well, Sir, l do not move the resolu-12

NOON,

tion.

·

·

VETERINARY .RELIEF AND CATTLE-BREEDING BY MUNICIPALITIES,

Mr. E. Maya Das

(Non-official, nominated) :

Sir, I beg to move-·

That this Council recommends to Government to ca.ll upon such municipa.l com-·
mittees as derive revenue from cattle fairs and ean afford to do so to spepd
50 per cent..of their net income on veterinary relief or encotll'a.gement of breedinf:
of ce.ttle of better que.lity and in the ce.se of munioipa.J committees which fin
it impossible to do so e.t once to take steps to see tha.t i;Jiey spend 10 per cent,
of this income during the first year, 20 per cent. in the second year and so on
till they spend 50 per cent. by the fifth year in that respect.

Mr. President: May I know whether under the rules in force Government can order local bodies to spend a certain percentage of their income~om a certain source for a. particular purpose ?
·
The Honourable Dr. Gokul Chand Narang: No..
Mr. President : In that case the resolution is out of order.
Mr. E. Maya Das: If you will permit I would substitute the word.
~ suggest ' for the ;words ' cia;ll upon.'
.
..
. .
,•
·.
Mr. Pre•ident : . I fear, I cannot' . ~Iiow the honourable .member
to make the proposed 'alteration at this stage, that is to 'Say, after moving
bis motion. Had he made' that change at the outset, he would not have
been out of order.
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Chaudhri Allah Dad Khan (Ambala division, North-East, Muham::madan, Rural) : Sir, I beg to moveTha.t this Council recommends to the Government that the vernacular final middle
school examination as at present conducted be abolished with e:ffeot ·. from this
year.
1
•

In moving this resolution I submit that the same arguments will apply
-to it with perhaps a little modification as applied to the resolution relating
rto the anglo-vernacular middle school examination. Before I, proceed to
adduce those arguments I may perhaps be permitted to remind the House
that the Honourable Minister for Education made a remark on the 1st of
March in the course of his speech on the resolution relating to the angld~
vernacular middle school examination that if an examination exists for ver.naoular middle schools there must also exist an examination for anglo-ver.nacular middle schools. The necessary inference that can be drawn from that
.remark is that if an examination for anglo-vernaoular middle schools is not
necessary then the. examination for vernacular middle schools also was
.not necessary. Since the Honourable Minister is prepared to consider
whether the anglo-vemaeular middle school examination should be allowed
to exist, in 'all fairness he should also be prepared to consider whether the
.vernacular middle school examination also should continue to be held. If,
therefore, the Honourable Minister promises to consider this subject also,
I need not take up the time of the Council over this resolution. But if he
-is not prepared to give this assurance then I have no option but to proceed
with my arguments.in support of the resolution. He does not appear to be
-inolined to give that assurance. I am, therefore, constrained to repeat
.all the arguments that were advanced in favour of the resolution' that was
being discussed this morning.
I will first of all take up the economic aspect . of the question. It has
been admitted that about 20,000 students appear for the verncaular middle
school examination. The fee charged for the examination is Rs. 6 per boy.·
That involves a total.expenditure of Rs. 1,20,000 for the poor zamindars •
.That is an expenditure which the aamindars can ill-afford in these days
-0f scarcity and if ever there was a need for the abolition of that examination
it is at the present moment. This expenditure is not a small one. It is a
substantial part of their income. Besides, this is not the only expenditure
which the zamindars have to bear. When they send their boys to the centre
of the examination which is generally the district headquarters( they have
to incur other expenses also. In the :first place they have to fit up the boys
with new clothing and with new shoes and new caps. They have also to
send one guardian with the boys, because the boys are of very tender age and
cannot be sent alone. Besides, they have to purchase a large number of
books, for their boys for the examination. A good many teachers prepare
abstracts of books and the poor zamindar boys have to buy them in order
:to prepare for the examination. Thus the expenditure which the zamindar
has to incur by way of fees for the examination is not the only expenditure,
but there are several other incidental expenses to be incurred.
It may perhaps be contended that the usefulness of this examination
.is worth while incurring this expenditure. Let us look at this aspect of
-the question also. It is well-known to everybody that these boys study
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during day and night and during vacation. They learn by he.art all sorts
of books, but with what result ? It does a great harm to their mental eapacity. They lose their capacity for thinking and initiative. Their intefil.;,
gence does· not develop. They grow dull. I dare say that if this examination were not in existence the zamindar boys would have been more brilIiant and would have been more successful at the other examinations. When
they come up to matriculation and other university examinations, they find
-that their originality and intelligence have become blunt.' .So this examination does a great harm. It makes the boys unfit for other examinations.
If a boy is left to read a book intelligently, his intelligence increases. But
if you teach him as to p, parrot and expect him to answer certain set ques- ·
tions, he has nothing to do but get the book by heart as a. parrot. I have
seen in my actual experience that the boy gives out the whole· book from
memory. I am very sorry that the Education Department is not having
any mercy on the zamindar boy. The urban people who are strong economically, mentally and in other ways, have succeeded in almost postponing
that examination which was hanging over their heads like. the sword of
Democles and I hope they will now come to the rescue of the zamindar boys•
.The zamindar boys and the urban boys are of the same stock~.
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·Let not the urban members think that they have to care only for the town;
· 1et the zamindars feel that what is sauce for the gander mus~ be sauce for the
· goose. , The very fact that the other resolution was su~ported by the
· zamindar members must show that the urban members should support this
resolution and by this means tb:ey will earn the gratitude of the rural boys.
-FQr preparing for the middle examinations a. weight of books is put on the
boys. If you put a weight on the growing plant it will; remain stunted.
If you put a weight on a flower,it will fade. If you put a w~ight on the mind
·of a growing boy, the mind will. become stunted and will be unfit for
further use. Some boys who have failed in examinations J:i;ave become mad
.and some of them have become unfit for further study. What a. serious loss
the Education Department has been inflicting though perhaps unconsciously
· on these tender boys. It is putting a. great weight on these tender boys
-which they cannot support. If you put a weight on the grown-up man he
-will support it. But. the mind of the young boy is like the, flower and if you
put a weight on a flower it will fade in no time. Even if .the Education
Department has been unsympathetic all these days, it should now have
cSympathyfor these young boys•
.Again, this middle school examination entails a great loss on the students.
The Honourable Minister . or some other honourable· member was pleased
to say that 60 or 70 per cent. of the boys going up for the examination fail
in the examination. Perhaps they. are the boys who do not believe in cramming and so they fail. I say this with as much emphasis a.s I can command
that those boys who fail in the examination are not worse intellectually or
·in any other capacity than those who pass. The difference lies in the ability
·to cram. .At the age at which the boys are to appear for the examination,
they have no capacity for intelligent understanding of any-thingand unless
a boy crams up a book he will not be able to pass the esaminatdon. The
-examination as is conducted in the anglo-vernacular middle schools gives
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the _teacher a good deal of 'opportunity to ensure the success of a boy who i~
mtelligent otherwise and who has mastered ·his books 'and cannot produce,
·t'hem :at tne 'spur of the moment. . Promotion by teacher has that advantaga,
A:g~k wha~ I sa'id in regard to the. anglo-vernacular examinations applies,
with more . force to the present point. The examiners. are low-paid and.
w'.ith very little advancement in kn~wle~ge. They are not very intelligent
, arid. when they . conduct • the ·exammation they put sometimes questionsW?ich are not suitable for the _boys. What is worse 'is when the papers go to,
then:t. for correction, there are lots of recommendations, friendly intercourses,
and. other temptations in the shape of promises of promotion .and so on;
The 'boy who can command greater amount of recommendation either in the
s~ape of money or friendly talk or can give the teacher a hope of promotion,
has the greater chance ·of success than a poor boy who cannot afford either
ol these things. On this score this examination should not be allowed tocontµiue. It does the zammdar boy more harm than good. As I said,.
if thii;" examination serves ·an:y useful purpose, then any amount 0£ money·
spent on it would be justifiable 'and can be borne by the aamindars and
any amount of pressure nright be put upon tlre mind of the boys, But thepercentage of these boys who go. to the higher examinations is not high,
It has been said 'that the boys of the vernacular middle school do not stand.
so ·high fun the ;higher 'examinations as ~he boys of. th.e anglo-vemacular
s<fuoei'ls. T:he difference, in my opinion, lies . in. the -f~t t'hat jth6re is 'no06mptilsory >exa~atiem £or t:he anglc-vemacular middle school 'boy&, Apart.
ftom · this, ·it is an invidious distinction between the poor zamindar · boy
attd the urban boy in that .there is no compulsory examination for the latterThe ,argument :that it is - the final vemaeular middle school examination.
does n?t hold.water.
~here are ':ern~cnl:ar e:xamiwl,t~o~ in the university~
There 1s the high profieieney examiaation m Urdu, and 1t ~s a wrong argument.
'to say that tl:iis is 'the :final vemaenlar examinati~n •. Even if it .is a final:
examination, !if it does not serve any useful purpose, It rriust be abolished.
If there are other examinations in vemaeular.. thea there is no reason tocontiiiue this middle examination. The agniment that this examination_
mrillshes the boy with a certificate with which hecan enter .into some Governip.ent 'service is not an argument at all. This argument does not 'hold
water even for a second. If a boy reads up to theeighth classand leaves theschool, he is given a discharge certi:6.cate by the headmaster.
The 'headmaster notes down on that certificate various . things. There are various.
columns in the certificate and the Director of Public Instruotion 'and the.Edueation Minister know it very well. There is a column to show whether
the boy failed or passed in the examination. That might itself serve as a
•certificate for entering into the Government service. fi you want to have a
.greater value to it, it n;tay be printed on a V'ety 'beautiful paper and that.
wilJ be as good as a certificate given after passing the public examination.
Even if the boy pas got the certificate of the public examination, he will
have to get -the school leaving certificate _ as this contains · other particularssuch as the age, etc .. So ,thE) boy bas to, obtain two certificates. This argd~ent that a boy attar ,passipg the middle school examination gets 1 certificat&·18 an argument which sholll~. not have been advanced by members of the'.
Government. I wonder how they; especially the Education Minister, thought
fit to adduce this as an argument. My honourable friend, Mt. Labh Bingh ,
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in supporting the resolution to abolish the anglo-vemaeular middlJ,examination adduced an argument which perhaps the other side may take·a vant· age of. He said that there might be some reason for making the vem
ar
middle examination compulsory on account of the fact 'that the boys · ho
appear there are of a much advanced age. In the first place this statem t
· is not. correct. There are boys in the villagea who appear at the mid
school' examination even at a more tender age than the boys who appear\
. at the angle-vernacular middle school examination. What the honourable t
member was thinking of was the average age. Possibly the average age of \
the rural boys may be higher than that of the urban boys ~ho appear for the
. angle-vernacular middle examination. But a slight difftirenceof a year or
two . does not make much difference and I think that argument is not alsc
worth noting and I hope it will not be advanced in oppqsition to this resolution. Even if a boy takes an examination say at the a,ge of 14 years-for
· that is generally the maximum age at which the boys from the vemacular' \
middle schools appear-then that hardly makes any difi~rence. The mind
of the boy is as 'immature at 14 as it is at the age of 12 or 13 and. that does not
. .
make any difference. In any case that should not be an argument for asking
.
that this examination is necessary and ought to be continued. · These are the
\
only possible arguments which might be urged against th:is resolution· and I
hope· that none of them will weigh with honourable · members from villages;
Before I sit down I may remind some of the members of t}$ House, especiallymy friend Pir Akbar Ali who said the other day " abolish! yernacular middleschools examination and I am infor abolishing the anglo~v~rnacular middleschool examination." These words are on record and I' do not think thehonourable member will, like the Honourable Minister,failto keep his promise,
With these words I hope I have made a case for the abolition of the examination, among other grounds, on the ground of giving equal treatment to thevillages as to the towns, and that no more hardship and invidious distinction
· will be observed with respect to the zamindar hoys than with respect to theurban boys. The zamindars are entitled to the· attention of Government
and, as I have said, this examination does not serve SJ:!.Y useful purpose,
I may give the honourable Government members credit that they do wha~
they believe is right, but their belief is based on second hand informationThey have never seen the actual condition of ·zaminda:r boys, they have
. never come into contact with these zamindar boys who i:i,re toiling and are
under the greatest hradship on account of this examination. The points
which. I have submitted· should be seriously considered by them; More than
one officer was pleased to remark that they have greater: solicitude for thewelfare of the zamindars. This remark was made when We were discussing
· the abolition of the post of financial commissionersby, I tlii:nk~ the Financial
Commissioner, Revenue. If they are convinced that t~ examination is a.
curse and a calamity and does entail untold misery on the l,oys of zamindars ,,
they should rise to the occasion and lend us their support. With these words
l move the resolution standing in my name.
Mr. President : Motion is.

Tha.t ~ Oounoilrecommends to the Government that the ~erna.olilil.r final middlesohool examination as a.t present conducted be· a.bolillhed with effeot from
this year.
.
:

Lala Bhagat Ram (Jullnndur-eees-Imdhiane, non-Muhammadan, Bural),
(Urdu): Sir, while opposing the reinstitution of the anglo-vemacular final
E
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ex.a inationrwe put forward this argument that theboys'are:veryyoung and·
te er at this stage and should not be subjected to any examination. I think
t at the same argument is applicable in the present case also. I do not feel
necessity · of- making any long · speech on this subject . because'!~en the ~ue~tion,of the.. 1:eins_ti.tutio~ of the ~nglo~vernac. hlar'final ex.~~a'tlon came up befote this House, the honourable members who opposed 1t,.
debated the question: thread-bare and explained the matter at length. ·

e

I only "\Vitnt to reihind those. honourable members who opposed the re· ·
institution of the examiruJ.ti'.on ot their promise. They .said that since this.
question affects chiefly the health and. hapiriess. of . the urban students,
~herefore, if the :mernbEJrs o!. the, rural ~:eas · would. Ian~ them tpeir supp?~~
they also would help them ID the abolit10n of the vernacular final examma.ation •..
therefore, . once again. remind them of their promise and . I expect
that they would now help the rural. people.
.
.
'
It has been SIJ>icl t~at . the vernacular final. examinatin is highly benefioial for increasing the efficiency and capability . of the students. · To be .
frank, nobody reads now-a-days for the sake of acquiring knowledge. Every
one reads with the object of getting some-job. Who cares now for an.
ordinary middle passed person.. Even to get such a small job as
'that of .a teacher he must receive firf:!t junior vernacular or senior vernacu-.
Iar training. Hence I think that the vernacular final examination is quite useless and its keeping as. a university examination is not as essential a!! in
the case ot the tenth class.
I once more point out' to my honourable friends who. at the time of. tli&
discussion of another resolution made it an urban and . rural question that
this is the time of .their trial. We have now to see whether the;fflJ.iror cdtiie·
out of it with 'flying colours. The old proverb is quite applicable in: cittr'
.
.
case,.;-c
~,- Jr c... j , ; JJi ~ c...~ L 1, 1.~J jW

I,

With these few words,
tion .

I lend my whole-hearted: support to this resold.·

. Cbaudfui Sh.ah Muhammad. (Sheikliupu±a, ::Muhamnul,dan, Rnr11l) ,
(Urdu): Sir, before I make any observations on this point,.· .I submit that
there is a lack of sense of proportion in this .Houss. I w1uited to speak. in .
favour of the reinstitution of the anglo-vemaeular final examination, but.
when I found that thos.e for whose interest I had a mind to speak, . consider
it harmful and were opposed to it, I dropped the idea of speakingandlending :
my support to the reinstitution of that examination.
Now, I would like to make a few remarks with. regard to the resolntion which my honourable friend from A.mbala has brought in. My -learned ·
friend from Gujranwala in his speech gave many instances to show that thesystem of education which is prevalent in other countries is notpreserit here.
In this connection I would submit that in otlier countries .. a child receives .
sufficient education and training at home to distinguish between chalk
and cheese. In the west thefemale education is very popular. There the
mother trains her child. To say that the German, or the French, or the,
Italian system of education is good is beside the question. If I had enough ..
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~time, I would have dilated upon this point. For the present, sµfij.ce.i~ ~o say,
·that the conditions .of those countries are quite differeut v.0m o_lli~iand th.e
,sy~tem of education which is acceptable !!!nd·useful theieJs in no way useftil
.here, The edncational point .of view of the westem people is ,entirely different
fro;m ours. A cup of poison has been given to one p!!,rtyind _it has
• 11icc~pied. It has agreed t}lat there sh!lul4· be . no a:p.glo~v'epiacularfina.I ·
examination. Very well--:·
I ·
~Ll:. ·~ J.) i.:J. :;, ' . ). ~ (' ~~
, ..
But, I beg to submit, the vernacular final .examination is absolutl:lly
.necessary, and it is against the best interests of our children to abolish thi$
examination. · I think my honourable friends who want tq get the vernaeuIar final examination abolished are not familiar with the requirements of the
students of the rural areas. They do not know the advantage of this ex·
. amination either and ate quite in the dark about the way i}l which the rural
boys receive education now-a-days. These students do not shirk work, as the
honourable mover of the resolution would have us believe. They ate very
diligent by nature and work hard during the time of their stay in the school.
Nearly eight times they clean their tablets a day and go on doing their writing
-exercises. By dint of so much writing they become excellent penmen and
their handwriting is far better than the handwriting of 1the B. As. and '
F. As. who receive their education in anglo-vemaeular middle or high schools.
And what is· this all due to ? Simply because these stud,ents receive very
"healthy sort of instruction in the vernacular middle schools. lt is a matt.et
· of common knowledge that the boys of the eighth class can,not feel their responsibility and it is necessary that they should be put under the effectiv,e
<Control of their teachers for studying with the express understanding that
·tlley would have to appear at an examination and get through it. In thi~
.eonnection I may point out that gradually we are losing teachera who ta:jt~
keen interest in the welfare of their students and hold tll~mselves responsible for their progress. In fact previously the teachers teg~ri).edt:heit pupils
.as their own sons and manifested almost a parental · solicitude for thei:r
w.elfare. It is really a pity that teachers of that type are retiring from
-service day by day and those who ha:veno interest in education besides earning a liv.elihoodare gradually stepping into their shoes. JY;et it is gratµy-ing to note that in the vernacular middle schools there !tie still fou.ndteachers
of the type I have just mentioned-c-teacherawho are alwajs thinking of ~he
benefit of their pupils and are desirous .of seeing their st1:1.d~nts' progress by
.Ieapa and. bounds. It is the result of the diligence of such 1:1,ble teachers that
. our middle pass students compare favourably with F. 4-.. students with
respect to their ability in mathematics. .I want to answer one objection
so often put forward by those who want to do away with the old system of
ex:a~ations. They say that the students are made to CfaID. and commit
:tp memory a good deal of their lessons which is highly i;njuriqus to their
b;r!l,in and health. But they perhaps ignore the fact that by committing
·to memory and learning by heart the students' memory ,is fhetted and their
· b;r!l,iI).~ develop very healthy retentive facpJties. Our old ~ystem of eduea. tio;n was such that the st-.;idents had .to learn so many lessons by heart that
t4eir memories became v~ry strong. Consequently these students were
~tte;r equipped with knowledgewhe;n tJiey we:µt into the~otld the.µour easy..g<>jng '11d wor:\t~shir~g st-q.d,ents of t]:ie pesent time. It is gene:i:ally said,
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·
that sine~, the middle pass students cannot get any job it is only expedient
that they should be saved from the inconvenience of going through the
troublesome final examination, I want to point out that :we do not require
education for, taking diploma or certificates or even for hunting for jobs.
We want our boys educated so that they may be able to read agricultural'
magazines and other useful treatises . to enable them to
on their profession of agriculture or trade successfully. We seriously believe that the
-examination as it stands now-a-days makes our boys more able and more
efficient. I am really at a loss to understand what is the reason for objecting to the 'strain' put on the students by the final examination onthe one
hand and recommending all sorts of useless games for them which only result
in the wastage of their valuable time on the other. I do not see any useful
purpose served by teaching the students to play at musical instruments or
allowing them to spend full half a-day at games like 'tip-top.' etc. I take
this opportunity of voicing my protest· against all useless vocations of the.
type which 3:re encouraged now-a-days by the educational authorities. Lam
quite aware of the usefulness of taking exercise and I do not object to the
c students being given time for play ..
But what I want to emphasise in this
respect is this, that the students should not be allowed to waste their time
in avocations which have no advantage whatever for their brain or health;
The village boys, thoiigh extremely poor and unable to get good food· have
one very valuable advantage and that 'is this. They live in a healthy at-:
mosphere and. this gift of nature condones for so many .other disadvantages. So they should be allowed to spend as much time in studying as possible.
I must confess here my inability to· follow the logic of my honourable
friend Chaudhri A.llah Dad Khan. He has got a very queer way of deriving
inferences from circumstances which might not have the least connection
with the point under 'discussion. Similarly he is. so pleased to turn any.
adverse point to the advantage of the cause he advocates and does not mind
any irrelevance he might have to indulge in. He has been pleased to remark
that the middle pass students can very easily go up for the high proficiency in Urdu examination and, therefore, there is no need for the institution 'of the final examination at such an early stage. But he, .perJ;iaps,ignoresI
this fact that the poor zamindar students cannot always avail of these opportunities. Though avenues are provided for them to take F. 0. L., B. O. L.
and M. 0. L. examinations yet they are unable to take advantage of them,
So it is highly advisable that the vernacular middle examination be allowed,
to continue so that they may go on deriving benefits from it which accrue to. .
, them in the shape of being eligible for service as patwaris or junior vernacular teachers.
Every one of us knows that the students who go through the vernacular
final examinations are far better as regards educational equipments: than
those who pass the eighth class in · the anglo-vemacular middle schools.
'Though vernacular middle pass students have to study English only· for a
period of two years yet they are able to make up their deficiency and many
-of them even win scholarships in their matriculation examination. They
can write very good composition and their essay-writing compares favour-:
ably with any of the students of higher classes. In fact some of them write'
such good and · beautiful essays that one· feels like kissing the page of
:their essay-books.

carry
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·
The objection of the tenderness of the boys' age is a ~msy one. I think
the students can very easily study up to that stand,rd and Be examined at
the :final stage. If you wa.nt to abolish this examination you should take-these· things into. consideration, whether you · have excessive arrangements
in your country for' the instruction of your boys p.t various stages or not,
whether your students can find ample opportunity of gathering knowledge·
from their houses, from the streets and from the public meetings. If you
seriously believe that· such opportunities are rar~ for our ij'.oys under presenteonditions, then do not demand the abolition of. this examination. You·
know that the students who. are educated at the anglo-vernaoular schools
cannot read and explain to an illiterate zamindar the contents of a' revenue
parchi.' Moreover, if you think that you will be requiring the .services pf
graduates for the posts of patwaris and, junior vemaoular.teachees then you
may recommend for the abolition of this examinatioll wll,ioh prepares the
village boys for these posts. ,
'·
It is my honest belief that this examination is very us~ful for the village
boys and it is conducive to progreas.as regards education -. I think if a com·
· mittee of retired old school masters be appointed and asked 'to give its deeision on the point under diseussion they will surely give .their verdict in favour
of the examination being continued. If my honourable ' friend Chaudhri
Allah Dad Khan is so much anxious about the welfare df the rural students
then he should arrange to accumulate funds to enable· th~ Government to.
remit the fees of all sudents who receive education· for temacular middleexamination.
:, ',;;
'
~
'
' :' ',
Mr. President : The question of the remission of fees is not before
the House. ··
· . ., :. : :
,
'

'

·,

'

Chaudbri Shah Muhammad : A' suggestion· Sir, .only a . suggestion
to the honourable member Chaudhri Allah Dad Khan,
','

.

,

;

'

i'.

'

I am really at a loss to understand what oonsiderations led the honourable member to move this resolution. I, for one, hold tha~ he who supports
.this resolution will prove to be the bitterest enemy of thewountry, and th~
rural classes. It would have been much better if thehonourable mover of this
resolution had circulated a pamphlet to this effect among the public and
elicited their opinion before bringing the resolution before _this House. If
he haddone this,-he wouldhavecome to know that peoplein the rural areas
consider this examination very useful for their· boys. I would like to urge
upon the House once more that they· should never give their vote for this
resolution as its adoption will entail incalculable harm to th~<country and the
rural classes. I for one want to make it clear at this j~~ture that if the
House adopts this resolution I .shall try my level best by effective means
outside this House to avoid its being carried into practice. With these words,
I strongly oppose this resolution.
,
:' ':

Maulvi Sir Rahim Bakhsh (Nominated, non-official).· (Urdu): Sir,
I rise to oppose this resolution. I can say from my personal knowledge that
students .who pass the vernacular middle examination are more competent
in penmanship and essay-writing than those who-pass the: eighth. class examination from high schools. The students who pass the vernacular middle
examination can :find employment. as patwaris in the Bevenue Department
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. . · .
..
and as junior v~macular. teachers :in, the Education Department •. - If this
examination is al:iolishe~ we shall not be able to find capable men to fill such.

Mr. President t
_ Matdfi Sit ~

.

\

·.

These a.rgmqents have been given already,
Bikhsli : I want to emphasise this fact only that
if the exarri.iriatioii in question is abolished the poor zamihdar students will
hot be ab1e to" avail themselves of the opportunity of finding employments
· in the Revenue · arid Education · departments. With these. words, I strongly
eppose this tesdlution.
·
·
Ph'.
.Ali (Ferozeptir, M:tu:iammada11, Rural) (U,rdu) : Sir,. befom
I proceed to give my argwnerits against this resolution I should teqilest ilia.
honourable mover to withdraw it. He ought to· know that the harm tlia.t
the aeeeptanee of his resolution: will do, will far. outweigh . the. advantage,
that he thinkB will accrue rom the abolition of the vernacular middle school
examination.
As soon rs this examination fa abolished many clever and
interested persons will rightly demand that the standard forappointment to
the posts of patwaris and teachers in primary and middle schools should beraised to matriculation.
And when this standard is raised our boys who nowt
after passing the middle school examination, become eligible to these and
other posts of similar kinds will not. be accepted as. patwaris and teachers,
I may assure the honourable mover that it will not be derogatory if he, in
deference to the wishes of the members, withdraws his resolution. I had
myself agreed · to snppe>rt' it on I the understanding
that the. mover and
his supporters will give us their support when the question of the atudtmt
belonging to the district boards comes up before the House. But on second
thought I have come tp the conclusion that it is a mistake to press for the
abolition of the vernacular middle school examination. May I, therefore;
a;sk the honourable mover, through you, Sir, whether I have been able to
change his opinion and whetherhe is now prepared to withdraw his resolutfon?
·
·
Chaudhri Allah: Da:a: Khan : lam n6t withdrawing my resolution.
President·; Question is~
.

AAbat

:Mr.

That this Council recommends to the. G<;>vetnment that the vernacular middle sohooL
examination e.s at present conducted be abolished with efieot from this year.

The motion was

l;pst

.-

-·-EMPLOYMENT OF

MAzHABI Snrn oosvrors

Mr. Mukand Lal Purl: Sir, I beg

to

As

swEEPERs.

IDQV0-'-

That this Council recommends to the Gove~ent that Mazha.bi Sikh convicts be not
employed a.go.inst their wishes to serve aa sweepers to clean latrines iii jails,

Sir, the Mazhabi Sikhs do riot all follow the occupation of sweepers ..
A good many of theill: · follow a~iculture as a profession and a fairly large
number of them, I believe, are m the army. Under the circumstances it is
but fair that if any one of them is unfortunate enough to get into a jail be
should not be compelle~ t? do sweeping work simply because· he happens
to ~elo~~ to t~e ~az~ab1 Sikh caste, Of course when the occupation of sttch
an individual m life is that of a sweeper there can be no objection to his
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'Mirlg compelled to do sweeping work as sweepers belonging to other . castelftal~hough I would prefer that no one should be compelled to do such wor~
agaihlit his wishek But :n1y pdirit is that simply because a convict.
to IJ~ Mazbttbi Sikh, the jail ltuthorities should not dra:w the presumption that he can be compelled to do swooping work against his wishes;
WHh these few "Words t 'beg to fuove ril.y :l:esobition. ·
President: Motion moved-

happens

Mr.

.

. •

.'i

i -

;

. '

·-~.

• .

'rhat this Council recommends to the Government that Mazhal)i. Sikh convicts be not·
. .
.. emplo_'Yed ":~,a.inst ~eir wishes fo serve as S'IVeepers ~ cll)8,ll llitrines ~ jails;

.. Diwan .Bahadur 1Jaja N.:,ndraNath (Puri.jab Laridbolde:l:s, OOrietal) :Sir, I rise to support the resolution which has been ni.oved:bymy_ honourable
iP. llL
.
friend _the me~be~ for Irid'!ls~nes'. In fact !_.have
._
also given . notice of substantially: the same resolution. The very obj~t of reclamation'. of these depressed 'bias.Bes Of swet:ipet!I
is to elevate them to a higher level of sdciiety so that they may no longer b~
depressed. Ma21habi _Sikhs are everywhere treated as men \Vhq have emerged out of the &lass of untouchables and who are on par with their other co-religionists in e:yery respect. Therefore, it is ~ghly undesirable that the old
avocation of scavenging should be attach~d to. them. ~ey ; should riot
be compelled to do scavenging work against their wish." Of course ii _is a.
generally admitted practice in jails that men are_generallyemployed
work
to which they were accustomed when free. But it is wrong to think that
the people who are converted to Sikhism do always continue their pfevious avocations. Most of these conversions ,which take; place are not dµeto any change in faith or change in convictions, but a~e :· actuated by themotive of rising in the scale of society. Self-interest is the pivot on whic'J}
the world revolves .and in respect of conversions. also, it i~: self-interest which
influences people to embrace . new religions and forsake tfoiir old religions •.
Iii most cases these sweepers have accepted the new religion in order to. cut
themselves away from their dirty occupations with which _they had been
associated. before. I think it is wrong on the part of the; authorities to stW
consider ibat these Mazhabi Sikhs can be made to do the work which
they used to do before they accepted the change of religion. With ti1ese·
words I give my whole-hearted support to the resolution. i
Rao Baihadiu' Chau:dhti Chhotu Ram (South-East Rohtak, .nonMuhammadan, Rural) : Sir, this resolution has my col'dial support. Mazhabi
Sikhs, a:s Diwan Bahadur Raja Narendra · Nath reniarlted, .emerged from that
category of the population which was once regarded. as untouchables ..
Mazhabi Sikhs are now to be found in the military side bJl side with the Jats;
Bajputs, Dogras and Pathans,
I see no_ reasonable ground why Mashabi.
Sikhs should be made to do scavenging against their wishes. H they had
been doing that work in their villages before they went to jail and if they have
no object~on to do th~ s~me work in jails al~o,_t~ey at~ qu•~w~lco1;D-e to do
so. But if a Mazhab1 Sikh happens to be m Jail and 1f pe~~ entirely cut.
off his connection with the occupation which he followed years ago, then.
there can be no reason why he should be com palled to do th~ work of scavenging in the jails. With these remarks I heartily ~upport ;the:resolution.

oil

Sardar Sahib Sardar Ujjal Singh (Sikh, Urban) : ,· I rise to give rn-.,
whole-hearted

support to the resolution.

It is a great; grievance

of the- '
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members of the Sikh community that the Mazhal>LSikhs are, treated as:,
members of the scavenging· class. Sikhism. does not .recogzµ~e :any ,®St~
system. When a man belonging to a depressed class or. to · the untouohable class becomes a· Sikh, · he: is no .longer a member of tlJ_~ depressed.. c~ss,.
He has all the rights and facilities of .a high .elass human, beiag. ,:_JVJ:i,en,
that is the case it is a. great • misfortup.e tha.t. G()vel'D:IDent, alone .. should ,treat.
the Mazhabi Sikhs as belonging to a low order of society and should eompelt
them to do tlri~ dirty work. ·There. are a number ·of reg:iment11:consietmg of
Maz~abi Sikhs and thesetegiments.h1;1,ve.rendered ·conspicuous service. It
may be that one of the .men pf these regiments is copvioted and is injail,
In that· case he should riot· be asked 'to clean latrines.:. · :With th~se words I
heartily support the resohition,
'. i .. '' .•• , . ' .'' : •••
i.'

.

;

.•:

. The Honourable· .Sir Henry Cr .. ik (Fizianc~ Member): Sir, . thisresoh!tion is f~unded .on .a .misar.prehension. as to .-t~e actual. practice.
Thf
rule m the Jail Manual runs llS follows :,
. :
· ,
•

.

!

•

•

•

.

•

•

•

Sweepers 'shall be chosen from the m~htar or similar caste. · Prisoners of llther castes>
may be employed as sweepers i£ they volunteer .to do, such '.\fOr~.1 . , .' .
. ,

Now, prisoners who are · employed' as sweepers or in .any· , cith~ menial,
capacity in the. jails such ~s water-carriers and -so on; get a·very substantial
extra remission-I think it is three days in a quarter~m addition . to the.
ordinary remission. Consequently they are released· 'considerably · 'earlier·
than if they do not volunteer for such work, · Asregards Mazhabi Sikhs
and indeed other men of low, castes, dnly those who are classified as· sweepers
by profession are compelled to· work as sweepers. · The .-classili.cation is· doneby the convicting court; Presumably the statement tif,the convict in this.
respect is to a very great extent accepted. I have, however,· no personal"
knowledge· of that. .But the''Statement that· a· Mazhabi-Sikh who· . had
abandoned hi.s vocation as sweeper and who for example had enlisted and\
served in the army is compelled to work as sweeper · against his will, is wholly
erroneous. That'is.not. the practice. It is only those-who-actually havebeen doing the work of sweepers before convietionor those who volunteer-to work as sweepers that are so' employed.vI hope that will satisfy. the-honourable mover of the resolution and those who have supported him, :I
am, however, willing to accept the resolution if the House will be agreeable,
to accept an amendment so as to make the resolution read.as.follows :This Council recommends to the Gdvern~ent that Mazhabi Sikh cori'Victs who do,

not normally ·follow the calling, of sweeper benot employed against the~ wtshes.

to serve as sweepers, etc. ·

Sardar Sahib Sardar. Ujjal Singh :

Who will determine whether
I

.

.

. .

they normally follow this calling or not ?

..

The Honourable Sir Henry Craik : The convicting court,
. .
Sardar §ahib Sardar Ujjal Singh : If' the convict asserts ·that he-

has not been f"1<>~g the profession of sweeper, will tha_t beaeceptedP

The Honourable Sir Henry Craik :
convict is accepted.

Mr. President :
the amendment

Ordinarily the statement of ~he,

'

Will the Honourable Financ~ Member please
formally?
·

move·
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I mov~

That after the word " conviot.s" the .following words be added :" who do not normally foUo'w the calling of sweeper,"

·.Mr.President: Resolution under consideration, amendment moved isThat after the word " convicts " the following words be added .i" who do not normally follow the oe,lling of sweeper."

Chaudhri Bansi Lal [ Lahore

1'{Punja1n):

city, non-Muhammadan,

Urban),

. Sir, I am really grateful to Mr. Mukand Lal Puri, who has been

pleased to draw the attention of the House to the miserable plight of the
sweepers and chamars. My community has so far been mainly engaged in
removing night soil and filth from the houses of the people. But thank
God, we are now alive to our interests. I am: glad that the Government
has recently taken steps to improve our lot. We are.now: permitted to use
public places and roads. The only difficulty is that we are treated as animals
-rather than as human beings. In some respects we . are. considered even
worse than animals. Some people would not mind using ~:hings which have
been partially eaten up by cats or dogs, but they would consider them
absolutely polluted if they are touched by the hands of sweepers, chamars
or the desi Christians. In fact our plight has so far beep. very miserable;
If we are given· some elf ucation and a due share in services. I am sure we
would prove ourselves as good human. beings as others are, The Govern
ment is spending lakhs of rupees for promoting the welfare of various other
"communities. It would not, therefore, be out of place if I request · the
·Government· to spend a little for the welfare- of my community.
I hope
the House will· realise our difficulties and support our cause.
With . these
words I support the resolution.
· ·
,,

Sardar Arjan Singh (Hoshiarpur and .Kangra, Sikh,' Rural), (Urdu):
Sir, sometimes the honourable. members while discussing resolutions like
ihe one under consideration ignore the real points at issue. The resolution
now before the House aims at reforming a certain section of people. In
-tlp.s case. '\e _have to see whether or no~ th~ people who are being comp~~ed
to do this dirty work were already domg it, before they were sent to Jails.
If they were accustomed to do it before they were sent to. jails; they would
:feel no trouble in: doing the same in jails. This distinction has been made
'by, means of the amendment proposed by the Honourable the Finance
·Meniber. · I; · therefore; support . the amended resolution.
Mr. ::President : The question is-That after the word "conyicts ;, the.following words be added:" Who do not normally follow the calling of sweeper."

The motion was carried. ·

.
From the wording of
:this resolution it would appear that either the Government does not supply
ihe:labour for this purpose or that if labour is supplied by Government it is
not sufficient at all times and, therefore, such prisoners .are called upon to
.do this work as have no objection or who have been used ~o doing this kind
.of work. So long as there are men among the prisoners who are willing to
-do this work there will be no difficulty, and nobody can find fault with
this 'arrangement.
But I foresee .one .difficulty. How can we compel
.anybody to do such work ? There may be men who might have been doing

Mr. E .. Maya Das (Nominated, non-official):

-~~
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'
this work when they were outside the jail, but when they comeinto the jails
·they may refuse to'perforn1 duties of this kind. In that case it seems a great
diflic',l1Jlty would arise and moreover a time may come when all the sweeper
class may object doing this kind of· work especially when they find it possible
to take to other· occupations. What· will happen in that eaee '} It . would,
-t~erefore, appear that thJi real a~l1i1tion otHus .di,fµ<t_wty is ri;t9t quite in the
dµ;ectio:µ ?f t.¥e solut~on ~hich .has been .~u~ge,sted". It a:pRe~s possible
· t~11t the time is not far when th~se people who are doing this kind .o] woi:~
~ll refu,se to perfonn those duties, We have :(rolll time to time be~rd of
·tpes,e :l>eop.~e going on strike, etc, 'therefore, I would place this matter
befo:,;e the members of the Council and before members of Government
a:p.d ,l;>,eg them to consider what will happen if .a co:µtingencylike t.~at ari~es.
Mr. Bresident: What is the honourable member driving at·? ~she
.supporting the resolution or opposing it?
1;
:i,,&. E. Maya Das: I am not supporting it, because I think it is
not a very good solution. It is only · putting off the difficulty which is
going to face us sooner or later. For this reason I am not in favour of this
resolution.
. SardarSa:mp~ranS~gh (Lyallpur, Sikh, Rural): I rise to suppoti
this resolution. In this connection I would like to remank tha.t this is such
;,1P, degraded profession that no individual or officialshould have the power or
au~hority to compel any other person to take up this work. !rhis is really
degrading humanity. When a Hindu, a Brahmin, can refuse to work as a
seavenger in the jail, there is no reason why anybody else should not ha.ye
the right of refusing that work. Though this resolution in its amended fo~
-does not go far enough I think there will be a time when a stronger resoln. ti~n-:--to the effect tliat no person, whether a sca,vengetor a Brahmin shall
be compelled to do this work=-will be passed because it is degta.dinghumanity
· to cop:iJ>el anyRody to take .UJ? thi;tt profession. W~th these remarks I vety
:atronglY, sn:pP,ort the resoluti,on. · ·

Chaudliri Shah Muhammad (Sheikp.upura, :t\fu},i~InID.adW,t, Ruraj,),,

·(Urdu) : Sir, the resolution n.ow, .befo.re tb,e House ill a very -~W?-P'le on6-, }

.support it and in doing so I would 1.ijte to m1;1~e a f~:w _observations. ';rp.c:t
.greatest man of India ,has relllark9A tha.t the sweeper's wo;r:\ds very ,4ifty.
and degrading to humanity and a,s such one sll.(}ulq rmt co;mp~l the .o~h8l
to do it. That is a sound view and we should support it. _The time is f,s~,~
-approaching when there would be one united nation in India. .A.t that tune .
this distinction b_e,tween rnan and n;tan would prove a serious block in the
way of national advancem~nt. This distinction between caste and caste
·is artificial. Some people in India have arbitrarily · classed themselves as
belonging to very high caste thus creating strong barrier against others whom
they consider too low to mix with. 'I'here is no harm if one is prepared to
-dosoine dirty job for wages. But it is most objectionable t~at one should
.be compelled to do a work against his wishes simply because he happens
·to belong to a certain caste or even to a certain profession. This is a curse
in Indi1;t and the sooner it is done away with the better. These down-trodden
people would, after receiving education, soon rise to the occasion and claim
tl:ie~ rights. Would it not therefore, be better for u~ t? do j1;1stice to ~hem
:now wh:en phey badly stand in need of it. In my oprmon the b.est place to
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begin with this reform is the· jail. I am sure that the present biekerings.
and the communal strife will sooner or later come to an end. (Hear, hear) •.
Why should we then antagonise a small section of people who are equally
capable of making very useful members of the State. We should at oncedo away with such distinctions between man and man. In my opinion thereshould be no sweeper class as such. With these words I resume my seat.
Mr. Nan.it Chand Pandit (Hoshiarpur, non-Muhammadan, Rural) :.:
Sir, a few months ago I presided over a sweepers' conference. I am a Brahmin, known to be a Brahmin and believe in Brahminism and I recognise nodistinction of race, colour, caste or creed. Therefore, when the sweepers.
extended to me an invitation to preside over their conference, I gladlydid so. I do not understand on what principle my friend sitting on myright accepted the amendment proposed by the Honourable Sir Henry Craik,
When, therefore, I found that there was definite motion before the House-indicating that some people were compelled to do a certain kind of work
in Government institutions, my bloodboiled. Now by accepting this amendment Government practically gives its sanction to the fact that there arecertain people who would be made to do . this dirty work. I say, whether·
in the Government jails or anywhere else, no person whether he has been
so carrying on the work or not, should be made to do this dirty work of a.
scavenger.
Mr. President: The question isThis Council recommends to the Government that Ma.zhabi: Sikh convicts who do-·
not nol'lllally follow the oa}l!;nlf o1 Jf~;pe~ ~e not employed against their wishes.:
to serve as sweepers to"clean latnn:es in Jails.
:,

The motion

was cdYr~'iill/
I

.

;:.
O _ .. _.---··-·

RURAL INDEBTEDNESS ENQUIRY COMMITTEE.

The Honourable Captain SardarSikander Hyat · Khan (Revenue·
· Member): You will remember Sir, that during the course of the general
discussion on the budget I stated that Government was consideririg the·
question of rural indebtedness. I want to inform the. House that Government has given very careful consideration to this question and have decided
to appoint a committee with the followingterms of reference:-:To examine the recommendations relating to the relief of indebtedness made by the-Royal Commission on Agriculture, R(!yal Commission on Labour, the Banking
Enquiry Committee and any other reoom'mendation that may be laid before-them on the subject and to submit proposals to the Punjab Government in
oonneotion therewith.

These are the terms of reference. As !o tb;-e personnel, the committee :..
..,

will consist ofMr. H. Calvert, President.
Mr. J. D. Anderson, I.C.S.,

Khan Bahadue Sardar Habib' Ullah, M.L.O.,
Sardar Sampuran Singh, M.L.C.,
Mr; Mukand Lal Puri, M.L.C.,
Mr. Labh Singh, M.L.C., and .
Mian Nurullah, M.L.C.
Mr. G. E. B. Abel, I.C.S., will act as Secretary to the Committee•.
The Council then adjourned sine die.
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PUNJAB LEGISLA.11VE COUNCll..
'2ND

SESSION;'_OF. THE 4TH PUNJAB LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.
Thursday, 28th A.pril 1982. ·

The Council met at the Council Chamber at 9
-elook, Mr. President .in the chair. . .

A.H.

of · the

OATH OF OFFICE.
The following member was sworn in :~
Bourne, Mr. F. C., Senior Seoretary to Fina.nci~:: Commissioners•. •
STARRED QUESTIONS AND . ANSWERS.
.:UNAUTHORISED ALTERATIONS IN THE ELEOTOBAL BOLLS
COMMITTEE, K.AsuB,
.

OF MUNIOlPAL

*1349. Lala Gopal Das : Will the Honourable Minister for Local
~.Self-Government be pleased to state if it is a fact- :
,
'(a) that. unauthorised alterations and additions were made in the
electoral rolls of the last elections of the Munioipal f:k>mmittee,
Ka.sur;
,·.
(b) that the elections clerk admitted having made the above unauthorised alterations and additions before the Elections
Officer, Ka.su.r ?
.
If the replies to the above be in the a.ffirma.tiv~, will the Honourable Minister be pleased to state what action was ta.ken in the
matter ?
·
~·
The Honourable Dr. Gokul Chand Narang : . Local officers' report
in the matter is a.waited and the final reply. will be :cc;,mmunioatedto the
]1onoura.blemember in due course.
PAYMENT OF BENT Ji'OB :MUNICIPAL LAND BY K.A~UB MUNIOIPALIIDY~

*1350. Lala Gopal Das : Will the Honourable Minister for Local
.:Self-Gov~ent be pleased to state if it is a. fact(a) that in the year 1928 the Municipal Committee of Ka.stµ, rent~
a plot of land a.t Rs. 2 . per ma1la per month from one F"al
Din for construction of a. terminal tax be.mer in preference to
Government offer of nazul land at ~s. 2 per ma1la '.per
year_;
.
i
.
.
(b) th,t subsequently a member of the committee reported that 'the
la.nd in question belonged to the committee ; ·
i.
B
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(c) that the above report of the member was confirmed by the municipal engineer and another member to. whom the matter was.
entrusted for report ;
._ •
(d) that in spite of the above reports the rent is still being paidto thesupposed owner ?
If the replies to the above be in the affirmative, will the Honourable,
Minister be pleased to state what action he proposes to take in the matter ?
The Honourable Dr. Gokui' Chand Narang: · It. is regretted:
that the inquiries being made by Government into the matter have not been,
completed. The final reply will be furnished to the honourable member
in due course.
·
Kanwar Mamni Singh Chohan : Why to· the honourable member
only?
The Honourable Dr. Gokul Chand Narang: That is the procedure
and it will be printed in the debates.
Rai BahadurLala Mohan Lal : I read sometime back in the papers
that in the Legislative Assembly allthose questions the answers of which
are meant to be read in the Assembly are replied in the Assembly HaU. Wilf '
the procedure be adopted in this Council also?
Mr. President: If a Government member is unable to collect the
requisite information for giving a reply what is to be done ? A reply can
be given later and printed in the proceedings, or ·the honourable member
may repeat his question on a subsequent day.
:
Rai Bahadur Lala Mohan Lal : It is for the Chair · to devise some·
means whereby we may get a reply here in order to enable us to get an
opportunity of asking supplementary questions. ·, ·
Mr. President: All the Chair can do is to allow an honourable·
member to repeat his question on a subsequent day. The Chair cannot
compel Government members to collect information within a definite time.
The Honourable Dr. Gokul Chand Narang: Perhaps the honour-able members mean to say that on the question being repeated it ought to,
be answered in the Council.
(Honourable members: Yes, yes.)
FAILURE or

KA.suR MuNIOIPALITY To REALISE LEASE MONEY. FO.B' A
PLOT OF NAZUL LAND.,

*1351. Lala Gopal Das : Will the Honourable Revenue · Member·
ff it ia a fact·
·
·

be pleased to state

(a) that a plot of nazul land measuring a~~ut 20 g~1,linaons situated:
'
near Kasur was leased for one year to .one .Baheem Bnkhsh
for Rs. 288-12-0 ;
(b) that the above land remained in the ·,pos~essiol'! tpe_,,~essee for
another year although the. lease moJ:!.ey .fpr 1th~ previous year·
had not been paid ;
··

of
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(c) that the Iease money for the second year too has not. been paid?
the replies to the above be in the affirmative, will the Honourable·
Member be pleased to state what.action has been taken in;the matter?
The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan: (a) Yes •.
{b) Yes.
(c) Yes.
(d) The necessary legal action has been taken a.g~~st the defaulter·
and his standing crops aswell as other movable property have been attached •.
The lease has also been cancelled and the land has been resumed.

If

DR. NIAZ-u:o-Dm, M.B •• B.S.

.
*1352. Lala Gopal D~ : Will the Honourable Minister for Educa-·
tion be pleased to state if it is a jact. :
(a) that Dr. Nias-ud-Din, M.B.,"B.S., was appointed Health Officer,..
Kasur Municipality, on probation for 2 years in preference to,
several D.P.H,, D.T.M. medical graduates j'
(b) that the Assistant Director of Public Health, Punjab, in his annual
inspection report advised Dr. Nias-ud-Din to·qualify himself:
as D.P.H.;
(c) that Dr. Niaa-ud-Din has not aB yet passed the. D.P.~.· E:x:amin-·

ation ;

.

.

: . • .

,

I

.

.

' '

(d) that the committee .has recommended for his eonfirmation ?
If the replies to the 'above be in the affirmative, will the Honourable,. Minister please state if he intends to confirm Dr: Nias-ud-Din in the above
circumstances ?
· '
The Houourable'Malik Firoz ·. IO.'an ::Noon: (al Dr •. Nias-ud-Din;
M.B., B.S., was appointed. Health ():fffoer; 'Kasnr Munioip~ty on probation;
for a. period of 2 ·years with effect from April 18th, 1980. :
·
(b) Yes.
(e)' Dr: Niaz-ud~Din does not at presenth o1d a. diploma inP'li.blic Health;
but he was given the appointment with the approval of Government, in
pursuance of a scheme which ·permits Kasur and some other municipal
towns to appoint, under certain conditions, medical officers without a,.
diploma of Public Health-as their health officer.
·
(d) It is understood that the municipal committee has recommended'
the oonfinnatlon .of Dr. Niaz-ud.::Din, but his period of probation has not yet
expired and the question of 'his confirmation does not therefore immediatelyar~se•.
·M. SHER NAWA.13, MEMBER, M°UNIOIPAL
CoMMITTim,. K.Asun.
·
*1353. Lala. Gopal Das : . Will : the Honourable Minister for Locar
Self-Government
be
pleased. to
state
if it ·' 'is. a fact'"""-:
.
,'
·.
.
.
.
(a) that M. Sher Nawab, member, Municipal Committee, Kasur, made,
an unauthorised sale of some trees belongingtothe committee,
for l{s. 2 or
UNAUTHOBIE;ED SALE OF TBEES· BY
, !

..

)'

•

.

.:_:.:

'so ;

. .. .

..

B2
. • ·:~,,·
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(b) that the president of the committee made.a report about the affair
to the supervising authorities ?
If the replies to the above be in the affirmative, what action, if any,
-.was taken in the matter ?
The Honourable Dr. Gokul Chand Narang: It is regretted that
-the enquiries being made from local officers are not yet complete. A
~ finalenswer will be given in due course.
KuLwANT RAI, OVERSEER, IRRIGATION BRANCH.
*1354. Rai Bahadur Lala Mohan Lal : With reference to the reply
::to the starred question No. 11691, will the Honourable Revenue Member
,.J:,e pleased to state·
(a) whether it is a fact that Kulwant'Rai's services were dispensed
with before he could join his post ;
(b) how long after·the accident he was discharged;
(c) what payments were made to him after the accident and for what
services or what period ;
(cl) which of these payments are termed leave allowances ;
(e) whether it is a fact that he was compelled to pay the rent and
electric charges of his quarters. even though he was not using
them and was laid up in the hospital ;
(f) what does the Government intend to do in the matter now ?
The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan: (a) and'
(b). After the accident, leave on medical certificate was given amounting
-..to 1 month and 29 days, preparatory to discharge due to reduction in tem-porary establishment and his own unsatisfactory record.
1
'
(c) and (a)· 'Pay due prior to his going on leave and leave pay, 1 month
'\~d 4 days ori average pay and 25 days on half average pay.
•
(e) He was charged rent for his quarter up to the date when the removal
··.-Of his personal belongings made it available for occupation by others.
'1~1l'Ae rio charges actually incurred were recovered.
Plea~ see reply to unstarred' Council question No. 862,2 paragraph

1:.:;:~(fl.

•r

cJ. ·

' -ll

·'

'/J . .

~iELIMINABY SELECTION BY THE SELECTION BOARD FOB THE PROVINCIAL
. -'.'.!'!
MEDICAL SERVICE.

" '. ;,;).
. . ~· \ft>(;'/· :

*1355./'Khan Bahadur Sardar Habib Ullah : Will the Honourable
::Ministei'.fbr Edueation. be pleased to state-

,.

. ~i(a) w4!&€her it is a fact that the' s'eleotion board for the provinoial

'
.,·
·•.

,,)in~dical service ha.s made a preliinina.ry selection ;
(b)-Jifso,
h~
many
applicants were selected in all;
J
/
ef
.

~ :J. (~) how~.~~are.agrioulturists

,t'.

I

:' ~> .

1

~22h~
I

.~·

.......

s-

.

'

.•

and how many non-agrioul.
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The Honourable Malik Firoz

!Qian Noon :

(a) Yes.

(b) 46.
(c) Agriculturists 22, non·a.grioulturists 24.
DDDBENTIAL
TREATMENT METED OU'.11 TO PASSENGEBS ! IN !l!ONGAS AND·
OARS PBOOEEDING FROM NILA GUMBAZ TO AN.ABK.ALI,

*1356. Mian Nurullah : Will the Honourable Finarioe Member plesseatate-

(a) whether he is a.ware that the police was not ~owing any tonga
passengers to proceed from ,Nila. Gumbaz side of Anarkali to
Lohari Gate side on their tongas on the eve~
of 11th instant ;.
(b) whether there was any differential treatment meted out to pas·
sengers in cars who could proceed along ;
·
(c) the reasons for tliis differential treatment;
(il) the reasons for these orders;
(e) for how long such orders have been in force;
(f) under what authority was the police stopping traffic;
(g) whether it is a fact that nothing unusual was going on in Ana.rka.lf,
right up to Bhalla's shop ;
·
(h) whether the Government is prepared to take action to remove
, this inconvenience ?

for

The Honourable Sir Henry Craik: (a) Yes,
about a.n hour
and a. half.
(b) Yes.
(c) Cars can travel more quickly tha.n tongas,
(d) It wa.s found impossible otherwise to control the· situation whj3Ii.
there was a confused mass of vehicular traffic mixed up with the proq~s-:>;:
sionists .. ,
:
·~,·· ·
(e) The orders have been enforced for about six weeks..
·~ ,;_· .
(!) Under section 81 of the Police Act, 1861.
.
(g) When, as was the case, a procession is 'proceeding towards the ·
Commercial Buildings, the whole of the Anarkali. Bazar become_§. ..a·da.nger-··
zone.
·
(h) It is for the demonstrators to cease from action necessitating sneh .
orders which are in the interests of the general public.
• _
.
Mian Nurullah : Ther~ was no procession up ·~ Bhall~'s shop ,
and there was nothing to stop the traffic on this side of
shop.
·
•.

1tts·

.

SUPERIN!rENDENTS

OF

DEPUTY . oo~~SIO~~·

J

,I

• OFFIOE"S,

l

· · *1357. Sar~ Bisi.an Singh: Will .the Honourable Member· .for·
Revenue kindly state,.-i
,
(a) if it is a. fa.ct that out of 29 superint~dents of. deputy commissioners' offices in the Punjab only one is a. Sikh ;

....J..~· '
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(b) if it is a fact that the divisional com.missionershave been ordered
by the Governor in Oouneil to maintain registers of candidates
for such posts !. .
(o) if answers to (a) and (b) bein the affirmative, whether Government
have taken steps to a~cept as candidates a.. ,sufficiep.tnllDlP~,
of suitable Sikh' clerks from: the offices of the com.missioners
and · deputy eommissioners 'l
· · · · · '· · · · · · · '

The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikmder Hyat Khan : The

his·

cattention of the honourable member is drawn to the reply given to
<Jouncilquestion No. 24()1,o~ the 2nd December :1981. ·
0LER:its

IN .THE OFFICE

OF THE Co:l\U\:USBIONER, LAH-OR~·

*1358.· S~dar Bishan Singli: .

J>er kindly state- .

· " ·

·

·

·

prvrsros.

Will the
·

Honourable,Revenue Mem· .
- ·
··

(a) the number of clerks in the office oi the Com.missioner, Lahore

division, communitywise as it st6od. on 1st January 1927 a.nd
1st January 1982;
·
(b) if it is a fact that practically no Sikh has 'been recruited in the
period in question ;
(c) if the reply to (b) be in the affirmative, what steps have been taken
by Government to remove this communal inequality ?

The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan : (a)

:Number of clerks in th~ offiee of the Commissioner, Lahore division, by
-eom.munities,as it stood on.
.
. M:tµ1lim!!.

Tot.al.

''i,

..

..
.l st January 1932 ..
:J. st January 1927

Sikhs.
.

Hip.dus.

-Ob~~-

..

3

8

1

~

16

2

7

3

,9

21

(b) No.
(o) Does not arise.
ENGINEERS

IN

THE

llUuGATION BRANOH OF THE PUBLIO WORKS

DEPARTmi-:NT.
_,
*1359. Sardar Bisluu,. Singh: Will the Honourable ReveI1i;te, :¥e~.·
i'I.

[her please state:- · · "' ·
(a) the total number of engineers in the Indian service in the Irrigation Branch of the Public Works Department ;
(b) the respective strength of the Hindu, Anglp:.India.n and Sik4
engineers in the above. service ;
·.
'
1VollllD8 x.'t,
3!l5.:" , ..
1

•

'

•

'

r

,,._1:·1·'1'--,J-.·~~

i,_.··

·· •

'

·•

,
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'(c) the percentage representation of the Sikh engineers and whether
this representation is less than their due;
(d) if so, if any arrangements are being considered to recruit more
Sikh engineers to this service to make the Sikh representation
adequate?
Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan : (a) 146.
(b) Hindus . .
48
Anglo-Indians
2
Sikhs
7
(e) and (d) Percentage of representation is 4· 79. Recruitment to
Todian service of engineers is not controlled by the local Government but is
under the exclusive control of the Secretary of State and is made in accordance
with Government of India, Public Works Department Notification No. E-22,
-dated 27th April 1981. The honourable member has not asked for the
number of Muslims, but he will no doubt be interested to know that there
;~e only 18 Muslims in the I. S. E.
'

·ne

UPPER SUBORDINATES (RESIDUE).

*1360. Sardar Bishan Singh : Will the Honourable Revenue Member
.be pleased to state•
(a) whether it is a fact that a batch of 8 upper subordinates (residue)
was promoted to the grade of sub-engineer last year in the
Punjab, Public Works Department, Irrigation Branch;
(b) that out of those promoted, 7 were Hindns and 1 Muhammadan;
(o) that no Sikh upper subordinate was promoted, thus ignoring the
claims of the Sikh community altogether ?
The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan: (a) Yes.
(b) Yes.
(o) Yes. Sub-engineer is a selection grade to which upper subordinates,
·who have rendered certain prescribed service and passed a prescribed examination may be promoted. Promotion is by selection with regard to
.-:Seniority and merit, and no proportions community-wise are prescribed.
PROMOTION OF THE UPPER SUBORDINATES.

*1361. Sardar Bishmi Singh. : Will the Honourable Revenue Member
l>e pleased to state(a)· whether it is a fact that the Government has decided to consider the
promotion of the upper subordinates in the Irrigation Branch
to the grade of sub-engineers from year to year ;
(b) if so, will the Honourable Revenue Member please state whether
this process will continue and whether the Government intends
to pay regard to the claims of the Sikh upper subordinates in
this respect 'l
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The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan:

(a) Yes~
(b) Yes, but the question of communities is not considered when pro1
motions to sub-engineer grade are msde,
8IXHS Oi THE IMPERIAL AND PBO~NOlAL SERVICES OF !l'llE l>BOVINOE.

*1362. Sardar Sarnpuran Singh : Will the Chief Secretary bepleased(a) to state the percentage of the Sikhs :fixed in the imperial and
provincial services of the province ;
(b) to place on the table the statement showing the appointments··
held by Hindus, Muslims,Sikhs, Christians and Europeans e.nd1
Anglo-Indians in the above services after-retrenchment?
{c) ·If the number of Sikhs is less than the. fixed percentage of theappointments, will the Government state what 'steps theyhaye taken to remove · the communal. inequalities in affecting
retrenchment ?

Mr. C. C. Garbett: (a) No percentages for any communities
have been fixed in regard to recruitment to . the imperial services,
now known as all-India services. As regards provincial services the at..;tention of the honourable member is· drawn to the reply given to Council'
question No. 10261 asked by Mr, Muhammad Din Malak in the current
session. of the Council which indicates the present policy of Government.
and also to the announcement made in the House on the 28rd March last.
(b) The information is not available as'' retrenchment "iS'Still going on.
(e) Does not arise, as no fixed percentage has been laid down. But,
I am laying on the table a copy of my circular letter No. (>282 of 18th.
February, 1982, which bears on the point, raised in this part of the question•
. Oirt:11,lar letw No. 5282 (H;-G;mZ.), a.awl 13th Felmu,:ry, 1932,/tom a. a. Garbe#, Esq., Okie/
.
Semet,ar!Jto G0t1emmmt, Punjab, to art kead-8 of deparlmenta in a,,.,, Punjab.
SuBJlllOT :-Principle,s to ~e obsen,e,d, in eifcding retTenckmen-' of pe,11071:nel.
C<\MPLAINTS have been and are being made on behalf of various communities against those-responsible in various departments for the selection of individuals for retirement because 0£·
n~chment,
on the ground that orders are so being issued a.s to up.set the communal proporltons in the services.
•
·
2, I am now directed to convey the instructions of His Excellency the Governor in Council
that in efieoting reductions of establishment owing to retrenchment, though it: may be difficult,
to give efiect to the priDciples in all cases, heads of departments should bear in mind the orders-.
of ~vernment regarding the representation of difff"rent commnntties and elassea in recruitment·,
for the services and attempt to secure so far as possible that no important deviations in re-presentation in the direction of still further weakening the proportion of a community already
under-represented in a department occur as a reeolt of reductions.
·
g, If in any department some disturbance of the normal proportions is unavoidable for
1pecia.l reaeons, recruitment in the future should be ca.rried out m imoh a manner as to resto.re-·
.the proportions formerly eDSting as speedily a.B possfble,
•
4. The orders to which allusion is made will be found, so far as the representatfon of zamindars is concerned, in Punjab Government resolution No. 4572-S., dated the 3rd October 1919 ...
As iegards the question of proportion or representation of the great religious communities, no
precise figures have been laid down, but the general principles, which Government has acrepted

l(Page 4 ante.)
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were stated

by His Exoellenoy, when holding the position of Finance Member, In the Punjab-·
Legisla.tive Counoil on the 19th of July, 1927, and a.re a.a follows:--.:.
,
(l) always to keep the supreme need for effloienoy in view, that i,, effloienoy in thee•
I

fullest sense ;

':

as

(2) as education progreeses and spreads, to continue to raise as far
may be praotica.,,.-,
ble the minimum educational requirements of various posts ; ,
(3) to employ the element of oompetition as the test whatever the best interests of a·
service render it possible; and
(4) in i.ll oa!lllB so to oonduot recruitmonts as to a.void e,ny undue prepondemnce of any,·
one olas& in the publio services to the exclusion of the reasoliable claims of other ·
ola.sses of the community.
;
I am desired to dra.w._your partioular attention to prinoiple No. (4).
COMMUNAL REPRESENTATION IN THE lRRI(iATION J3RANOH.

*1363. Sardar Sampuran Singh: (a) Will the Honourable Revenue·
Member please lay on the table a copy of letter No. 01828/01855-E.I.,dated·
S:imla, the 29th June 1925,from the ChiefEngineer, Irigation Works, Punjab, ..
to all superintending engineers, Irrigation Branch, Punjab, laying down the
communal representation in the Irrigation Department ?
(b) Is it not a fact that while retrenching the clerks no attention was
paid to the claims of Sikhs in the various divisions even when attention was·
invited by the Sikh Rights Protection Society, Lahore ? .
· (c) Will the Honourable Revenue Member please lay on:lthe table a copy
of the Sikh Rights Protection Society, Lahore, letter No. S.::R. 14/19, dated·
22nd January 1982, addressed to the Buperintending Engineer, FeroseporeCircle, letter dated 11th August 1981, to the Chief Engineer, Irrigation
Branch, letter No. S. R. 14/11, dated 11th July 1981, to the Chief Engineer,
Irrigation Branch, and letter No. S. R.14/7 of 22nd June 1981, to the Super--·
intending Engineer, Pakpattan Canal .Circle, and explain ·what steps were
taken by the Punjab Government to protect the interest of the Sikh eom- ·
munity in the matter of recruitment in the light . of the Chief Engineer'sletter, dated 29th June 1925, referred to above and in the matter of re·
trenchment where special attention wa~ invited by the abose society ?
The HonourableCaptain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan: (a) A.
copy is placed on the table.
(b) First part-No;
Second part-e-Does not arise-.
(c) Copies are placed on the table. Letter, dated 29th June, 1925, wassuperseded in 1929 and in this connection the honourable member is referred
to parts (b), (d) and (e) of the answer to starred Council question No.1147. 1··
Leder No, 01328/01355-JiJ. I., ilat,:,<1, 29th June, 1925, from the Okie/ Engineer, l'l'ligation
· WorJ:s, Punjab, to all 11Uperintmul,ing engineers, Irrigati()'II, Branck, Punjab,
Ezet::Uti?Je Jilnginell'f', .Railway and Quarry di'l1i.aion; and B1vpmntendem,
Central Workshops di'!Mwn..
:·

Communal representation.
I RAVE the honour to state that. from the reports received in repiy to this office letterNo,, 1100/1118-E. I.; dated 3rd February, 1925, it is clear there is a. good deal of disproportion,..·
in bommunal representation among the olerical staff of the Irrigation Branch,
1Pages
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.

,

Alth~ugh Gdverninen~ wotild ·not lay down any rigid proportion of the different oommuniti• ·.
among this claim of establishment, efforts should be made in future when· reorniting olerka·to I
!bring the composition as nearly as practicable to the fo~wing ratio :-.
'
40 per cent. Mobernrnedans.
20 per cent. Sikhs.
40 per cent. others (including Hindua) •

. Leller No. 8. R. 14{19, il,atea, 22nd .January, 1932, from the llecret.ary, Si.kl,, Ri,ght,a Protection
.
Satiety, I,a,kore,, to t1,,e Buperinf.eruling EnginP.e:r., Eerozepore Oa11al Oircle,
Montgomery.
SuBJEOT

:-SikM and the re.trenckment fo Ferozepore Oaool (Jirde.

I ill directed by my committee of the society to invite your special attention to the fact
- that the position of the Sikhs in the establishment under your control is :very meagre. My
--committee also understand that the retrenchment in your office bas affected much more than
other communities and their peroeatage in temporary cadre is reduced from 17•8 per cent.
· to O·O.per cent. even at the sacrifice of their better records at their baeks..
.:
.
· . As an illustration of injustice done to the Sikhs in your depart~~nt· I am obliged to gi-ve
__ you the following numerioa~ statement :··
No/ 6:ir

TEMPORAi!.Y CLERKS.

PEBCiENTAGE

Particnlo.rs.
Muslims,

Hindus.

Sikhs ..

o:ir oom.ro:NIT1ES.

.

Muslims.

Hindus.

Sikhs •..

\

I

Number of temporary
clerks before · reduoti.on.

9

14

5

32•2

50·.00

17•8

clerks
. Number
of
brought under rodnetion.

3

7

5

·33,0,,

63•7

100·0,

clerks
Number
of
. after reduction.

. ,6 ,.

7

..
Nil

46•2

53•8

Nil,,

.·I

-

These above figures show e, hopeless position of the Sikhs in your office a».d in retrenchment
the percentage of the Sikhs is brought to O, while the other communities percentages a.re raised
·higher than before the retrenchment the.refore my committee have valid reason to complain
-that the Sikhs have been treated in a step-motherly fashion although my community iB the
. largest stake-holder in the province and had contributed I out of every four well-built men in
the great war. In fairness to this most. important minority community I am directed to re. quest you to kindly see that the proportion of the Sikhs is brought to the proper level and injustice done to the members of my community serving in your office will be righted by reinstating
· the turn-out Sikhs to the'.r re!'lpective places in order to avoid unneces'illl'Y agitation.
'
In conclusion I am directed to request yon to kindly give thi<i important matter a. special
. consideration and let m:e know how you propose to rectify the injustice done to mr community.
L'4tef' No; 8, R. 14f11; iJ,a,te4 11th J,1ily,1931, from the HoTWTDll'Y Secreta.ru, Bikll Rig""8
Proteetioo Socirly, Lahore, to the Okie/ Engineer, Punjab Irriga,ti®

Branch, Lahore;

SUBJECT

·

:-8£kll,a and tke retrenekme:nt in the Irrv.,otiun. Br11111.c11, of the P'Ublk Worka

Departme:nt, Punjab.

I AM directed by my committee to invite your special attention to the position of the Sikh.&
.,ii.n various servi~es of the Irription Branch. Owing to the recent financial crisis and de:fiott
.jn the budget it is natural that there should be a out. in expenditure and consequent ret?enfh·
,.ment is an essential corollary.
·
, 1
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As an illustration of injustice to the Sikhs in. your department I am obliged to bring to your
:notice that there are four hundred and ninety-eight a.ppointments oil clerks of different grades
-and only twenty-seven are held by the members of my commllllity. My committee also understand that there are very few higher grade a.ppointments held by Sikhs. This statement shows
- & hopeless position of the Sikhs in your depa.rtment and in. fa.irness_ to this important minority
I am directed to request you to kindly see that the proportion of the Sikhs ia brought to the
proper level
My committee expec~ an equitable trea.tment and no special favour and therefore they
·· are sure that you will be good enough to consider the claims of my community so that the position. of the Sikhs will not be affected in. the retrenchment and employments in the cadres of
.- services till their share of 20 per cent. is reached.
The Sikh community is 1;1,n important one
both historically and politically as such. they cannot. help but to bring the case to your special
• notice.
·
0

My committee trust that you will be good enough to see that all the officers controlling
the establishment protect the interests of the Sikh community and shall not be brought under
reduction till a proper proportion is reached.
·
The favour of an early reply is requested.
Leuer No. 8. R. 14/7, dated 22nd June, 1931,Jrom the Honorary Secretary, the Sikh Righta
Protection. Society, to the Superintemling Engineer, Pakpattnn ·

Oanal Oird~, Mu1/J,gomery.
SuBJEOT :-81'.kk overseers and the retrenchment in the Punjab lrrig<J.tion Service.
I - am directed by my committee of the society to. in.vita your special attention to the
fa.et that the representation of the Sikhs .in the establishment under your control is very small.
As-long as the vacancies were filled without any idea of communal representations but on the
basil! of efficiency my community never raised any hue and cry. But now the position is quite
different as the appointments are made on communal basts and, therefore, the Sikhs cannot sit
idle when their rights and privileges require 'protection.
Owing to the recent financial crisis and deficit in the budget it is natural that there should
be a cut in expenditure and consequent retrenchment is an essenbial corollary.
My committee
also understand that the retrenohment in your office has affected much znore than other communities and their percentage is reduced from 20 per cent. to 10 per cent, even at the saeriflce
· o~ their seniority and better records at their backs.
•

_ A~ an illustration. of injustice done to the Sikhs in your department I am obliged to give
you the following numerical statement :· ·
Hindus.

Before retrenchment
After retrenchment

..
..

Muhammadans.

15
10

I

Sikhs.

Total.

7

5

27

7

2

19

These above figures show a hopeless position of the Sikhs in your office and in fairness to
this minority community I am directed to request you to kindly see that the proportion of the
Sikhs is brought to the proper level.
My committee expect an equitable treatment and no special fa.vow'. and, therefore, they
- are sure that you will be good enough to consider the claims of my community and reinsta.te
the tum-out Sikhs to their respeetdveplaoes.
'
In conclusion I am directed to request you to kindly give this importanf matter a. special
oonsideration and let me know how you propose to rectify the injustice done to my community.
:
Letter No. S. R. 21/5, dal,erl, 11th ..4ugu.<Jt, 1931, from the Honorary Sect_eJ.ary, the 8ikh Ri,gkta
Protection Society, to the Okie/ Engineer, Public. Wor!M Department, Irrigati-On Branck, Punjab.
TB:E attention of my committee has been invited to the fact that the Punjab Government
1!a,ve fixed 50 pet cent. appointments to Muslims by a recent oiroular and remaining 50 per cent.
&l)poin~ments are ~ be held by Hindus, Sikhs, Christians, etc.
My committee understand that during the regime of Sardar Sir Sunder Singh, Majithi&,
Kt., C.I.E., as Revenue Member of the Punjab Government the percentage of Muslims, Sikhs
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and Hindus and others W&II 40 ·: 20 : 40 both for appointments and admissions in sch0<>ls and:<>
colleges and now they apprehend danger by upsetting the above proportion. Although pro-:
portion of 20 per cent, was fixed for the Sikhs, but that percentage wa.11.never·reached due to :
V&?ious reasons and as unfortuna.tely the religion plays a prominent part in the matter of ap. ·
pointment.
·
Now the axe of retrenchment will be placed on the staff a.nd, therefore, my committee fear
~t the Sikh clerks who were recen,!!{,:i1:'ployed may be brought under reduction in order to keep-u_p 50 per r.ent. proportion of the M · • They, therefore. request you th!i,t no special preferonoe,·•
should be shown to any community in the matter of retrenchment and, therefore, the new ·
circular upsetting the previous proportion is unca.lled for and my community greatly resent ..
the novation whfoh will prove greatly detrimental to the efficiency of your depa.rtment.
My committee further wish to point out that there are m.a.ny Hindus bearing Sikh names'and, therefore, care should be ta.ken that sneh persons do not ta.ke advanta.ge of including .
themselves in the list of those Sikhs who are to be ret<J.ined.
My committee shall be obliged if you view the whole case in the light of explana.tion in.
this letter and they want an assurance that no Sikh will be penalised unless the proportion,
of 20 per cent. is reached. . The Sikhs form an important minority and contributo a very large-·
share in the revenue of the State, therefore, the new proportion is uncalled for and detriments.Ji ;
to the interest of my community.
SIKH REPRESENTATIONIN THE IRRIGATION BRANCH.

*1364. Sardar Sampuran Singh : (a) Will the Honourable RevenueMember please lay on the table' the Secretary to Government, Punjab, Irri-·
gation Branch, ·letter No. 10057/78-E.I., dated 27th November 1980, issued.,
to all superintending engineers and state· why special instructions were not.
issued with regard to the Sikhs and why they were included in non-Muslims;
(b) are the Government prepared to reinstate the retrenched Sikhs to-remove communal inequality caused by the above order of the Punjab-Government, in contravention of letter No. Ol828i/Ol855-E.I., dated 29thJune 1925, issued by the Chief Engineer, Irrigation Braaeh, to all superin- ·
tending engineers ?

The HonouraJ,le Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan: (a) A. ..
oopy is placed on 'the table.
The honourable member is referred to theanswer given to Council question No. 858.1
(b) Letter, dated. the. 29th June, 1925, was superseded in 1929, and..
in this connection the honourable member is referred to pBil'ts (b), (d) end.,
(e) of the answer to starred Council question No.1147.1'
Ldlet' No. 10057/78-E. I., dated 27th N01Jem1Jer, 1930,/rom H.F •.tbkton, Esq,, Se.o,f;,,
tary to Governmtmt,P'IJ,njab, Public WorkB Department, Imgatiun Branch, to
all SUfJllrimending engineers, lmgation Bra111eh, P'IJ,njab, a11d
executive engineet'B, i'lldependenl ditii8iona.
SUBJECT :-Temporary utabiiabment.,
, I A.JI&: directed to refer to this office letter No. 02598/02620-E. I., dated the 27th July; 1929~·and to invite attention to the fact that temporary establishment under your control have gene,.c.
. rally a proportion of Muslims considerably bel9w that laid down.·
·
2. At the present time; due to the clo~ down of the various temporary divisions and··,
sob-divisions, and due to retrenohmP.nt on account.of financial stringency, reductions are being
made in tempC>rary establishJ!lents. Until such time as the proportion of Muslims in any o1asa.
of temporary establishment exceeds the proportion of 50 per cent; la.id down, I am directed to·,
instruct that in makmg reductions only non-Muslims should be discharged., provided that the
!lualima retained. are duly qualified and have satisfactory records of service,
3. These instructions will not apply to Muslim temporary mbordinates discharged under
the .orders oonta.ined in this office letter No. 04022/04039-E. I., dated the 7th October, 1930, ..
011 account of their not having the necesu.ry technical qualifications.
1Page 829 infra.
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REPRESENTATION IN THE Burr.DINGS AND ROADS BRANOH OF PUBLIC
WORKS DEPARTMENT.
:

*1365. Sardar Sampuran Singh : (a) Will the H~nourabfo Minister
_·for Agriculture please explain why the number -of Sikhs :'employed in the
Buildings and Roads Branch of Public Works Department is very small in
-eompsrison with the number of appointments ?
{b) Is it a fact that the Sikh Rights Protection Society, Lahore, invited
:attention of the Government about the meagre representation of the Sikhs
~in this branch of service ? If so, what was the action taken on the repre~·sentation to remove the communal inequalities ?
.
The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh: i'(a) It is not pos-sible to give a reply to this question as no communal proportions have ever
been laid down for the Buildings and Roads Branch of the Public Works
- Department.
·
·
(b) Yes. In view of the fa.ct that heavy retrenchment has been neees~se.ry no action was possible.
COMMUNAL REPRESENTATION IN

THE IRRIGATION BRANOH,

*1366. Sardar Sampuran Singh: (a) Will the Honourable Revenue
-::Member please state if the following number of temporary engineers in the
_Irrigation Branch of the Public Works Department was retrenched :Sikhs .
5 retrenched out of 5
Hindus
10 retrenched out of 16
Muslims
10 retrenched out of 16
Christians including E-.p:o1 retrenched out of 11
peans.
{b) If the above information ~ correct will the Government please
-axplain why all the Sikh engineers were retrenched and state the reasons
:4or disregard of proportion in retrenchment in various communities ?
The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat::Khan: (a) Since
·.the beginning of last year due mainly to completion ofi; eonstruetion work
eon the Sutlej Valley project in Bahawalpur State, thejunder-noted numbers, community-wise, of temporary engineers have been or are being disc:.JJharged :Sikhs
4 retrenched out, of 5
Hindus
18 retrenched out of 21
Muslims
11 retrenched out of 16
Christians including
5 retrenched out'of 10
Europeans.
.
{b) Of the small residue being retained, one will be Sikh.

a:

u

SIKH REPRESENTATION IN THE IRRIGATION BRANCH,

.

.

.

.

.

*1367. Sardar Sampuran Singh: (a) Will the Honourable Revenue
·:Member please lay on · the table· a. statement of draftsmen, tracers e.nd
:n,rinters employed in the Mailsi Cana.I Circle of S.V.P. (Sutlej Valley Project),
·JMultan, in each di~ion and state the number of Si)[hs ~mployed?

'
,,,
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.(J,) Will.the Government explain the action taken by the Superint\')nding-·
Engineer of the above .Cil:cle on the application of Mr. Gujjar Singh; trac~,,.
, Islam division, under notice and please lay on the table the' same for· the
information of this Council?
. ··
· ·
(c) Will the Government please state what safeguards the . .head of the
department adopted at the tinie of retrenchment and whether . he has any
intention to rectify the injustice done to the Sikhs ?
(if) Will the Government ploaae state 'how. many Hindu, Muslim, Anglo~
Indian and Sikh upper subordinates were promoted to the sub-engineer ·
rank in the last selection ? If the number of Sikhs is nil, what is the ·
cause of ignoring this minority commu¢ty ? :
.
(e) Will the Govemmenf state what steps they are going to take to
move the communal inequalities ?
.
·
The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander llyat Khan: (a) A
statement as required is laid on the table. There ',Vere two Sikhs out of·
17. .
.. .
.
~
.' "
.
(b) The application was given· very, careful consideration but could.
not be granted. Government does not consider it .to be in the public in- terest to la.y official-documentson the table.
(c) Sikhs were then included amongst non-Muslims; th~y have. 'since·
been allotted 17 per cent.
·
(it,' and
The ho~ou.rable member is referred to the reply given to.
starred Council question No. 1360.1
·

re-
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BHAKBA DAM PROJEOT AND THE PATIALA STATE.

*1368. Lala,Jyoti Prasad : Will the Honourable Revenue Member
be pleased to state.
.
.
(a) whether it is a. fact that the Patiala State was addressed by the·
Punjab Government to fix a date in December 198J, for thediscussion of details of the Bhakra Dam project ;
(b) whether such a discussion has taken Place;
(c) if not, whether the Honourable Revenue Member· has taken
any steps to arrange for a discussion of the details of the ·
project with the Indian States whose territories will be affected
by the said project and arrive at some form of agreement
with them?
The HonourableCaptain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan: (a) The
Punjab Government addressed the Agent to the Governor-General, Punjab
States, proposing a meeting to discuss ,the Bhakra Dam Project, but a date in December, 1981, was not suggested.
'
(b) No.
(c) Government is now considering a suitable date.
DAMAGE TO RABI OROPS BY DUST AND HAILSTO~M.

*1369. Mian Nurullab : Will the Honourable Revenue Member ·
be pleased to state(a) whether the Government is aware that there hat{ been. a serious .
damage to rabi crops especially wheat, gram, sarsoti arid raia .
on account of dust and hailstorm on 9th March · 1982, in·
several villages of Lyallpur district, particularly of Samundri .
and Lyallpur tahsils ;
(b) if the answer to part (a) is in the affirmative, how does the Gov- ·
ernment propose to relieve the distress ?
The HonourableCaptain S~dar Sikander Hyat Khan: (a} Yes.
Some damage was done.
(b) Steps are being taken by the local officers to ascertain the extent ·
of damage with a view to take action if necessary under the ordinary khasoba .
ro~

!

Mian Nurullah : May· I ask the honourable· member :whether he has
appreciated the difference between a dust storm and a hailstorm ? They
are . two different things.
''

'

!

'

;

The Honourable Captain Sardar· Sikand~r Hyat Khan: Yes,

I am aware of it.

Mian Nurullab : May I ask whether the honourable . member knows ·
the extent of the damage done ?
The HonourableCaptain · .Sardar Sikander;· Hyat Khan : I am .
not aware of the extent of the damage, but as I hav;e already said there was ..
some damage. .
·
.
'
By b~th '?

Miait;N~ah ;
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The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan : Yes.
Mi8D Nurullah: I have got here some samples of ~heat which have
· been affected by the dust-storm and if you permit me, Bir, I should like to
.show them to the Honourable Member.
· The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan : I , think
· ·the honourable member would be well advised to show them to the local
-officers, who have to assess the damage.
·
DIBCOURAG]JMENT OF PRIVATE EDUCATIONAL INB'.l'ITUTIONB.

*1376. .Sarder Bishan Singh: Will the Honourable .Minister for
:,Education be pleased to state(a) whether it is a fact that instructions have been issued to headmasters of district board and municipal schools and other
heads of institutions under their control to the effect that they
should pursuade their pupils to join Government , educational
institutions only ;
(b) if so, why?

The· Honourable Malik Firoz Khan ijoon : (a) No.
(b) Does not arise.
RETRENCHMENT

OF THE MUKADDAMS.

*1371. Kanwar Mamraj Singh Chohan:
Will the Honourable
:Minister' for Agriculture be pleased t~ state( a) how many transfers have been effected on account of
retrenchment of the mukaddams in the province ;
(b) what amount these transfers have cost the Government or are
likely to cost ;
{c) how many of these transfers have been effected outside the circle
in which the employee Wl).S already working ;
.(d) whether there are any rules or instructions against ·the keeping
of a mukaddam in his circle (divisional circle) ;
(e) the amount that the Government intends to save from the present
intended retrenchment ;
(J) how much does this a.mount exceed · the expenditure ref~ed io
in (b)?

The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh:· (a) and (b) Govem·:ment has not the complete figures; Their collection would involve an
..-,amount of .labour incommensurate with their utility.
(c) Fifteen.
Cd) No.
(~) Rupees 16,0()0 in pay together _with proportionate savings in travel. : -,ing allowa.noe,oontingeri.cies,supplies and services; &o. '
.
U) Exact :figures not availa.ble. But the net saving is considerable.

"·

.....

.'

·1.·.li.·'

,

'.

.

.. ,

RELATIVES

OF MEMBERS O.F SELECTION BOA.RDS.

r :,- , *1372. , Sardar Bishan Singh : Will the Honourable Meinber for
;Financ~ be pleased to state. .
·
.
(a)' whether it is a fact that relatives of members of selection boards
· '
are U'.)t prevented from applying for posts for:which the boards
_
_ in question make selection ;
.
· (b) whether Government intends to frame rules with regard to
plicants whose relatives are on those boards ;
(c) if so, what are. they 'l
'

a,-

The Hon~urable Sir Henry ·craik: (a) Yes.
• ·

(b) The matter is under consideration.
(c) Does not arise.
.

Sum

.

.

REPRESElilTATION IN THE CLERICAL STAFF oF PU:J3LIO WORKS
DEPARTMENT SECRETARIAT.

·•.,'

.
*1373. · · Sardar Jawahar Singh Dhillon : Will ,i the Honourable
.Bevenne Member be pleased to state.. , c
(a) whether it is a fact that the proportion of Sikhs and especia.Ily
Agriculturist Sikhs in . the clerical staff of the Secretarjii't
.
office of the Public Works Department, Irrigation Branch,
is less than the percentage allowed for the Sildi comm.UlllitY ;
· (b) whether it is a fact that Agriculturist Sikhs have been brought
under reduction from the clerical staff of this office ;
(c) if the answer to (b) above be in the affirmative, will the Government please give their number and reasons therefor 'l
The Honourable Captain · Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan : (a) TJ:ie
Jhonourable member is referred to reply given to part (d) of Council question
No~ 852.1
.
(b) No Sikh_ agriculturist on r~ar establishment has been discharged
-during the past year.
(c) Does not arise.
8INGLE·OROP LAND IN 8HEIKHUP~A DISTRICT, AND INTEREST
ON OVERDUE INSTALMENTS.

CHARGED

.

*1374. Sardar Buta Singh : Will the Honourable Revenue Member
a,leas~ state.
(c): whether it is a. fact that the Government, while selllng the single
·
crop land in the Shahdra. tahsil of Sheikhupura. district,
made it dist~ctly clear:tha.t the interest will be charged on the'
.
overdue Instalments only and not on the total sale price ;
(b) whether it is a fact that the Government has now changed the
condition after five years in so much as the interest will now
be charged· on the total sale price and not on the. overdue
instalments as it originally _stood-vide Mr. Crump's letter
No. 351-D (S), dated Srd September 1925, to the Commissioner,
Lahore division (paragraph 2) and Deputy Commissioner's
order, dated 7th May 1927;
,;
lPage 768 ante.
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·
.·
(c) whether the Government intends to stick to their priginal orders·. · ·· ·
and allow facilities ·to the zamindars to pay off their overdues for the last five years without.' interest and in· future
charge interest on the overdue instalments only as it originally·
stood and not on the total sale price ;
(a) whether it is a fact that in. Sheikhupura tahsil of the Sheikhupurs;
district as regards interest, original orders referred to in (b)"
above apply, while in Shahdara tahsil, new orders have been
brought into force ;
.
.
(e) if the answer to (d) above is in the a:ffinnative, whetherthe Gov·
ernment intends to mete out equal. treatment in the whole-of the said district '}

. The Honourable

Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan: (a) No.

'.rhe conditions of auctions were quite clear that interest was to be paid on the·
balance of the purchase price.
·
(b) By mistake, it is understood, the local officers charged interest on,o'ferdue instalments only ; this has been corrected.
(c) Government intends to stick to their original orders that interest
be pa.id on the balance of instalments.
Cd) Government has _no information on this point.
(e) Does not arise.
SUBSISTENOE ALLOW.ANOETO THE Z.AMI~DA.ltJUDGMENT·DEBTORS.

*1315. Pir Akbar Ali : Will the Honourable. Revenue · Member
· kindly state-«
·
(a) whether he is aware that certain civil courts in. the province·

do not allow subsistence allowance when ordering ·the temporary alienation of the land of the zamindar judgmentdebtors jn execution of orders despite the recommendationof the revenue officers. and thus force them to starve or adopt·
bad livelihood ;
' .·
(b) if the answer to the above be in the negative, will the Honourable
Member kindly state what steps have so far been taken to·
collect this information and whether. any enquiries in this
respect from. the Ferozepore district are contemplated ;
. (c) if the answer to (a) be in the affirmative, will he kindly state what
· steps have so· far been . taken to impress on the civil courts. to allow subsistence allowance to the zamindar judgmentdebtors who have no other means of subsistence?
,
The H~nourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat,
(ar
. Govenm:ient is not aware that. any recommendation made. has been dis-:

Khan :

regarded.

·

.

·

·

(b) The matter was considered some years ago and it was thought that
no amendment of the law seemed desirable. Government will, however,.
consider the matter again. ·
·
·
(c) Does not arise,

STARRED

QUESTIONS

AND A.NSW.maa.

1

/IEN.A.Ml TRANSACTIONS OF ALIENATION Oil' LAND.

. *1376. · Pir Akbar Ali : Will the Honourable Revenue Member
be pleased to state if he is aware that benami transaetionj of alienation of
land belonging to agriculturists are now vigorously in force in the province;
and particularly in the areas which are heavily under debt. If the answer
to the above be in the affirmative, wh~t steps does Government intend to
·take.in the matter ?
·
The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan : From·
enquiries made by Government it appears that benami. transactions are not
widespread, though some cases are reported to have occurred in a few dis·
mets of the provinces.
,
.
,
Instructions contained in Financial Commissioners', Standing Orders
Nos. 1 and 25 are deemed sufficient to check this evil. Government, therefore, do not propose to take any action in the matter beyond drawing theattention of local officersto the matter.
PuNJAB TEN.ANCYAcT AliD THE SALE OF o'oouPA·~OY LAND.

*1377. Pir Akbar Ali: Will the Honourable Revenue Member
be pleased to state(a) if he. is .aware that the sale of occupancy .Iands of zamindarjudgment-debtors to non-agriculturists is now being generally
made in contravention of the- provisions: of the PunjabTenancy Act in the Ferozepore district ;
,
(b) how many such cases have occurred in the Ferozepore district?
The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat ·Khan: (a) (!,nd
(b). Government. has no information. The Deputy Commissioner reportti
that no sanction has ever been accorded for any such sale. If the honourablemember will furnish an example the matter will be enquired into!
·
AGRICULTURAL ASSIST.ANTS .AND MUKADDAMS. OOMMUNITYWISE •.

*1378.· Pir Akbar Ali : (a) Wi.U the Honourable 1\linister for Agri:.. ·
culture kindly state the numbers of agricultural assistants and mukaddams
in December 1981, and their numbers at th~ present time, respectively
after their reduction; with the cemmunitywise percentage as it stood in· _
December 1981 and as it stands now ?
··
:.
·
(b) Has any reduction been effected in the senior supervising staff of'
the department mentioned in (a)?
•.
.
(c) Is it a fact that some junior agricultural assistants have been:
,:eta.inedin preference to the seniors who have been discharged ?
· · (d) How many graduates of the· Lyallpli.t Agricultural College·wer&taken in service under Punjab Govemment in.1929, 1980 and 1981, with··
their names and how·;ma.ny out of them have since been'discharged witb,
their- names ?.
·
·..
.
..
'

The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh:
(a) A statement
is laid on the table.
· (b) - No. No permanent incumbent has been brought under reduction.
(c) Selection for retrenchment has been m'ade amongst probationers~!
officiating and temporary officials with great care, and in some cases some I
of those retrenched had more service than some who have been retained.
:
- '(if{ A statement is laid the table- -

on

Staum¢ 11kow-.r1g the number and percenta{Je of agricultural U81iistants and mukaddam8 as
·- '
ihey ezood in December 1931, - and after reduction aB they are at prtJJent.
EURO·
'PEANS.

December 1931

1

Now
after
redaction.

,••.

MuSLTMS.

Hlm>us.

1-41-1

72 , 32·6 , 56, 26·3 , 91
62

35•2

45

OTHEBS.

SilOIS.

25•6

TOTAL.

1

5

221

100

68

38·6

l

·6

176

100

•3

292

100

228

100

Muko.dda1M.

December 1931

••

190 61H

15 ,15•4

56

19•2

.1

Now

••

160

39

39

17·1

••

after
reduction.

65·8

17•1

~·

Statement s1u¥un'll,(I names of the gra.a.uatt.8 of the Lyaflpu,. Agricultural Oolkge tiiken, in Beri1lc:e
under Punjo,b Government in 1929, 1930 and 1931, and thoae who 'haue been discluzrged,
etc., etc.
.
.
Year 1929.
L · M. Jamal-ud-Din, Ahmad
•,•

~.

Bh. Partli.p Singh, Bhullar

..

&., · :Ohl AfaJb Smgh, Gnlza.r

Bh. Ka.rtm:.~ingh, Labana.
-9. Bh. Ra.tan "Singh Ra.i
6. Bh.Kislum Singh, Bedi
7. L.Pindi Ram
, 8. - Bh. .Kunda.n Singh ...
· 9. Bh. Ratan Singh, .Ahluwalia,
4.

to.. M.- Altaf

;

I.

• ; ' Brought
'

.,

...~·

I..;....

inider redu<itfun.
Dittp •.
Ditt.o.

Ditto.
Ditto.

..

Dnt.o

Ditto.
Ditto.
Ditto. '
Ditto.Ditto.

Ditto.
Ditto,
Ditto.
Dlt,to.

.

.,:

....

·21i1 Bh. .Pritam Bingh, Nagoke . . ---'' •
.26t Bh. '.'fariam Singh, Kalirao
27. Bh. Atina. Singh
•.
:28. · Bh. Ba.khtawar Singh

....

c,

.

-Brought under reduction.

HlJSS!l,in · ••

- 1.1-. .. -ch. Karle.r Singh, Kang
"12.. Bh; KartaT Singh, Gil
1.3~ Bh, Tirat,h Singh, Gianl
14. :M. J1am Din,• Awan
15 •. L; Sjkandar Lal _
·16. Bh, Arja.n Singh, Rand.ha.we.
17. :M. Abdul Halllid
••
·
18•• ; Bh, Amolak Singh ~.
. _
19. M. Madho!<Uda.n Singh
·
·20. M. Muhammad Ajaib Hussain
'2L Bh. Beant Singh · • . . •
22".' Bh. Hari Singh, Bndwal
:23. M. Mohammad Niwaz Khan:
: "2~. -·. B~· ?ag~t._S~~· Gore~ _

. ..

.

'

~

· Ditto.
. : Ditto. ~ _-:

;. ·• .

7

.

. Qflicia.ting services ended on return of;per· manentineumbent,
Bl'C!nght imdei- rednetdon,
·
1

v , ••.

:,,, ;'j•;, ·-:•.~~;·;,:":;.
_

Resigned.

.Ulow.

••

' • -:

.:·:::

.'

__ ,._,
.

Year 1930.

M. Ni.!ia.r Hllaa.n

••

Bh. Ata.m Singh, Koohha.r
L. Krishna. Ra.m
••
M. Sha.h-ud-Din
••
Mr. P. Ma.ya. Das
..
Bh, Prita.m·Singh, Sandhu.

L. Shih Dat

.

. •• , ~rought und~r red~otion.
••

Ditto....
.

.

.
. . , .. ·,.
Officfa.&g 'ltlrvioe ended on return of pert.
: manent -inoumbent.
,. • i
Ditto
.
dltt<).

.

36.
31.
.38.
. 39.

Bh. Gurb&khsh Singh
Bh. Mohan Singh ~.
M. Maw& Singh · .,. .•
Bh, Harbans Singh ; •
Bh. Guizar' Singh
41. Dh. Nand Singh
42. Ch. Ma.tu Ra.m

,Resigned.

Ditto

,o.

••

Ditto
Ditto
Dit.to
.
Brought under reduction,
Offioiatingseivfoe:.:J ended on
manent Incumbeet,

ditto.
dit~;
ditto.
ditto •.

return of petf

Nil

1

Nit

.

.

.

UNSTARRED QUESTIONS
AND ANSWERS.
,.
..

Puar.ro

COMMUNALREPRESENTATION IN THE CLERICAL STAFF OF TBE
DEPARTMENT,
IRRIGATION
SECRETARIAT.
,,_..WORKS·
·
.
.
. . . ....
.: .
. ,
r
·'

353~ Hon~rary Lieutenant . Sardar Raghbir ; Singh : . Will the
Honourable Member for Revenue be pleased to state-:,
. (a) :whetherit is a. !a~t that· 50 per. cent. · Musllins and 50 per cent.
·
· non-Muslims has been filed as the basis fot appointment to all
the subordinate services in the .Publio Work'3 Department.
· · Irrigation Branch (Provincial)- ;
'
.(b) if so, the reasons for not allowing a separate repr~senta.tionto the
Sikhs as· is enjoyed by .them in the ease o;f other Departments
of the Punjab Government ? : ; . :,
·: · .· . .
: .. · :: · ./i
.

.

·. ' •.

. :; ·I

.·

• ·1 '. "j'

\J

,Y~~:

Th, Ho~~~able Captlllll Sardar S~1mder111~~ Kh~-: ·.J~)
(b) The honourable member is .referredto the .!lJlS'fer;. given to. S.ta..rt~

.

Council question No. 1147.1 . Appointing authoritiea have recently been
· instructed that ,as iar as possible a proportion of 17 per cent, Sikhs should bet
worked to,
.
'
.
.
; .: ,,\_
\)~~~~C!AllON

1

;-, ·, ·,

·<

lN

PoULTBY R\~~

·,4T-~GuR~As~un.···.

;:.,!

. ;,_. : _'351~ ·: Lala! Bhagat··Ram :'W'ill the'Hon6urable·Minister'fdr;!A.griou•

~tare
ii;

'be

>

\ ,. · , ·

· - .,:.

.: :· ; . ':

(a) whether it is a. fact that there was a ·cl~~l~'iitiori. o'f'over _ Rs. 4,000·
·.·. ,::.;--:;' ih:th~ Poultry:'Farm at Gtil'daspur;; .: '' ·:: :
': .., :)i
:::(b)" whetherc,i.t is a facf1-that.cthe:Poultry·
:cJetk:
\va,g
.
•
:
n
rtis~ctt£ied
ancl .
.
.
.
.t"
•
sentenced by a criminal court, a.t.iGiitda.sp-ti:r= ; '-· : i
·

>·

i;.....;;·

pleasea; to':,sia.t·e..::....:,., ..,:

1

•

·r, ... -, ,...,.~,. ·-·r

· · ,_...._ .•

r · ·

·

·

• .....

- ··· :·,.~--·-·

·•· - ..- --1

,. __

.... -~·-·

, ': 1Palzes·J48a4t¥-tiizk.

·---~

-.-

,.-.;·,--

.......

~-

.. /

r r ..... ,, ... , .···~· -•·-·f

,.~SO·
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'.,

!

(c) whether it is a. fact that both the' trial as well as the appellate
-courts passed severe strictures the condu(}totthe Officiating
·Poultry Expert, and suggested the prosecu,tion of the saicl
o~cer ;
·
· ,
::
·· .·. · ,
: '. :
,(a) what action Government .hns taken a.ge.inat- the saitJ officer ; . ·. : , .
(e) whether Government intends to recover the loss from th~ 'said
.
officer?
·
. ·
The Honourable· Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh: (a) On full in· ·
-vestigation the extent of_ the defalcation · has been ascertained to be
.:Rs. 1,171-11-0 only ;
(b) Yes;
(c) Only the appellate court made comments ;
(a) The services of the said officerhave since been dispensed with ;
(e) I await the fin~I report of the Diractor of Agriculture., ·

on

0 ...

:

..

IN NEW O~N'.J'.'RALJAIL, l\{ULTAN.
/355~. Lid1a'Ilunji -·Das : Will the Honourable Fm,ance Member be
TUBERCULOSIS HOSPITAL

pleased to state-(a) whether it is a· fact th.at there is a hospital for ordinary prisoners
suffering from tuberculosis located in the New ,Central Jail,
Multan;
·
(b) whether the Government is aware that there is agitatio.n in the
papers as well as in the city of Multan against the location of
. . ' this hospital in the New Central Jail, Multan; .
t"
(c) whether the Government. intends to remove those patients to a
separate jail '}
.
,
.The Honourable Sir Henry Craik: (a) No. There is separate
block in this jail for the confinement of tubercular prisoners to which a dis·
is attttched.
.
.
· -:.. (b) and (c) The atteriti6n of the hono~able member is· invited to _part (o)
:'C>f ·the reply given by me to Lala Chetan Anand's starred · question 13341•
f

a

pensary
:

t'

i

•

•

•

'

EMBEZZLEMENT, IN THE' OFFICE OF .DEPUTY DIR~CTOR OF.AGRICULTURE
.
''
A'l' RAWALPINDI.
. '
•
' . )

356. Kanwar Mamraj Singh Chohan : Will .the Honourable Minist81'
fol' Agriculture be pleased to state-,
·:: .. · .. ·(a) whether it is a fact that there has been ah embezzlement of
Rs. ~l ,000 in the office of the Deputy Dir~.tQrof Agijeulture
, ll.t ~awalpµidi ;
,
.,
t• .:
(b) :whether it' is a.fact that the alleg~d· culprit,is a~~conding;
;t ;~
(c) whetherit is a fact that: more than one persons were concerned irl
. .the ·. said emb~zzlement.;
. .
... . ,
lPages 700-701 ante.

'tJNSTA.BBED QUESTIONS AND -.A.NSWEBS,

(d) whether Go~ernment has sueeeeded in tracing; the other .Clilprit1
concerned in the, conspiracy ;
(e) "'.l!.a.t steps G;Qvernment ~as taken t~ a.void such recurrences ?

•. _ l'.-.e' ·

R9Pc,,urahle ..Sudar SJ( Jogendta · Siagh :-: . · There is !eason
do belie:ve that an embezzlement occurred in the office of the Deputy Director
,of Agricultlil'e at Rawalpindi but ·e;s the matter is s-ub-judice, I · tegret _I
"em not able to make any statement at present.

'

DEFALCATION IN THE LAWRENCE GARDEN'S.

.;
357 •. Kanwar ~aj
Singh Chohan : :WµJ. the Honoura.bie .l-liriist18'
.,,for Agriculture be pleased to state·
·
(a) whether it is a fact that there was a defalcation of several thousands
· in the Lawrence Gardens recently, and as a result of an enquiry,
the head clerk was convicted, and· the overseer reduced ;
(b) who- 'tere responsible for this loss to Govermi;ient; . ·
(c) what action Government has. ta.ken against the officer or officera
· who were responsible . for this loss;
. (d} whether Govel'IlDl~nt intends to recover the lo~$ from .the, oilieet
or officers eoneemed' 'l
·
· ·
1

The Honourable

Sardar· Sir Jogendra

Singh : · (a) :Y..es; ·

(b) and (e) The matter is still under consideration.
(d) Does not at present arise.
SECURITY Fil.OM

N'iwsP APERs uNDEB

.

,,

PREss EMEBGENOY PoWEns

Ao11.

358. Mr. Mukand Lal Puri: Will the Honourable Finance Membe.f
rt,e pleased to state"""."
·

(ll), .whet4ier
· (b)
(c)

(d}
(e)

{!)
· · '
l.!J}

it

is.~ fact that' so~e papers "published ay: Lahore: ~ve
been asked to deposit security under Press. ~mer~cy. :Pow~
Act for publishing certain matters regarding' Ka!ili:ri,tlr State:'
if so, _the names of papers as ,well as th~ am:oµnt,of secm,ity, ,demanded from each, along with the reliSOilS in
CQSEI 'for I
demand of security ;
whether it is a f-act that-.A.k1-af' newspaper is the 'organ <if the
party in the Punjab, which was concerned with the 1agita.tion
against Kashmir and sent jatkas for creating·trouble in the
territories of a neighbouring· State;
•.
.
.
-.
the reasons for demanding the maximum security from Milap.{
why waffless security demanded from '.A.kraria.nd 7nqua'b;
whether it is a fact that the seJurity
2~500 demanded from
. lnqiuib bas been reduced tot-. Rs/500 only. :, If so., will the
Governm~nt. kindly state the, reasons for ,:this: -action.;
why has not similar . actio:id>een ·t.&ken with respect to other

each

of Re.

papers?

1fSl'J
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Rs.

't)J' ''8,000

·.~- ;

.. "-

:::.<.· ,. · .:.,: .- ,·s,ooQ ·

.... .

····:

t·,,·...

• ", , ', : (::•:, .:

';; ." ,'<2 nilo' (I~

r: .

,~ . ;_ . ~~

'. 4 ". Inq_ilab
••
• •·:
2,600:r·:
5. Parlap
••
S,000
All these P.apers published _articles· that offended against Section 4rsub-seetion (1) of the 'Indian Press (Emerge,ncy Powers) Aot, 1931,. as amended
'by section 63 of the Emergency Powers Ordinance, 1932.' ·
.
:
•. (c) ¥~s.
. . . . _
.
· .
. ..
· .:.
(' .. ; .(d) ~he immbe1; and n~ture. of.the. offending articles;· whi~h I 'shall be·
'gltid toshow toshe honourable membershou,ld he,s9 ~esire.!
·
' . (~)~. (ii S~curity under this secti~p ~!tS i;iof~e,eH)~ke1;1'. f.rqm. th~ Akrar~Sect].nty of Rs. 500. was taken from 1t under section 7 (1) of Act 23 0£1931,'w'hen 1ts first declaration was· put in by tliif publisher. · That seicurity Wa&·
forfeited and the paper ceased publication. ·
.·
-.?· ..' :(ii}'Aa regards -the Iru11:Zab, the difference in -smount was Rs. 500 only.
One of the Important-factors in determinlng· the amount of security to bedemanded is,,t,he previous history of the pa per.. · Another factor is its financial.
position. · · · ·
.
· ·
· .
·
·.
(J) Yes, as the publisher made a representation ancl also gave an essueance for the future.
·
·
(g) The Vir Kesori has received identical treatment.
.
.
. ·,,
LAHORE .:MuNIOIPAL ENQUIR~ CoIDIITTEliJi ·,

359.

Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq : Will the Honourable . Minister·

JJo.cAl · Self-Govetnment be . pleased to state-

'(a) the date on. ;hich the Lahore M~cipal E.nquiry Committee

r:

,·

forWBII'·

· appointed;
·· ··
.
···
·
·
•! :~ -a- • {b) the. date on which the said :commi,~ee' tenpmate\l its business ;
~ . ,, .. '
~ .
.
.
'
•.
. . ~ •'
,
•.,, ..
''" •. · (c) the amount 'paid per mensem to .~ch .of the t.'\Vo.¥oi;i.official mem··
• •
bers of the. said committee
. and for what
months ; , .
·c,~·:~: ....
: .. .: ': :~)-.~
• .~: :-: · .· .' • .::
',·1 •·. ,.
.(q), .. tota.l.,an:iount paid to th~ d!aid me~b~pi individ,ually including;
~-::~ .: , ,. . . .· .·. ~v-elling allowance and other allowances .: ? . · ·
The Honourable Dr'. Gokul Chand ,·Nar~g :·. (a)· Tlie 27th March·
lQlflJ;·\1'. • :· 1<. ". ·.· '
.·1,·.·~
.. ,' \•'~
(~r·.~ei3lfst Deee:m,ber:1981.·
. ·s
:.:··· ··• -.· ·. '· , ,
1two
1 • :, •· t {b} :kn honorarium. of :Rs,. ·5,000 was ·paid to one ofithe.
·. nqn-officiat:
members., '.the oth~r· non-officia1' member having: worked;,;m an honorarr
'•.

;

~-·~

·

11

,·1

.... ~_.·,.

.' capacity... :.' :.-_ . ,;·

t ; ·,:

r~·:t.'i

~

•

~-<~

·:

·
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~-,~- ·-_.;-
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!. ~:.:

~
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·

·

s- 1':r" :(d}.,Al'l ·at '(c-), as: no:otb~ .allo.wancea-:wertkpaid to;iJre;Jion..1offieia.I m~mbers,
·
'
'>'.-' :···,,·;·:-'· · ...
> ...
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,Oiaudhri:Riasat.

.· , 360..
Ali·= •Arising out of ,the 'll,ilS'Yer to my questio!),t
No. 11581 ai;iswered on the Brd Maroh', · 1982~ will the Honomable Revenuet
MeDlber please ·state·
·
(a) whether there has been any improvement in the matter ol th&appearance of tkur on the soil after the disc6ntiimimce of th8'"
water_-supply in these rajba'has ?
(b) if it is a· fact that a number of zamindars have: started irrigating·
their lands by well wat.er on account of discontinuance of w1;1,ter·
supply in the rajbahas, and if so, how many new wells have been.
sunk in the area and how many old wells have been put in
working order for purposes of irrigating the i:a,nd ;
(o) what was the result of the visit paid by the Chief Engineer to theilaqa . last Christmas in .this . connection ;
(d} whether .the. G~ve~~nt has. arriv~d at ~y decision ~th
to the re-opening' of. these rajba~s· durilig ·th:e' perio~,. June ;~'!"
August ?
·

~ega~

c

The Honourable Captain Sardar S"'ander Hyat ·Khan : (a) Yes..
A decrease in tkur area is recorded since supplies were made discontinuous.
(b) Yes. Eleven new wells have been sunkand 46 old wells havebeen,
'put -_into working order.
·
(c) The Chief Engineer acquainted himself with conditions at site.
(d) Yes. The closures have been relaxed.
·
.
MR. RALIA RAM, ACCOUNTANT,DISTRICT BOARD, HISSAR.

361 •. Chaudhri Ram Sarup : Will the Honourable Minister for Looa)
Self-Government please state-

.

'

·

· ·

·

.

· · ·
.

:,

(a) whether it is a.fact that one Mr. Ra.lie. Bam.hea been appointee,.
as accountant in· the District· Board, Hissa:r ;
(b) whether it is ~ -f~ct that this Mr.
E1;1~- h:a.s neither p9i~cji
any examination in accountancy nor has, _got any E)Xperi"::
ence; · · ·
·

R~iia

(e) whether it is a fact that notice was issued in papers inviting ap" ·
.plieations for the post;
.
'
·
(d) whether it is a fa~t- that there was · mention in ihe· notice as to·
- .. , • ~ .
p,rcference being gjveµ to f,l, resident, ot llissar . and R<;>hta.k
districts';
... ' . . . . . . .:,·, ·, • : ;·:_:_
:-:
' ·.,:,. q.
. . fe) whether it is.a fact that Mr. Ra.lie; Ram did ..nQt'.;uJ>~t any appli~
. ',;,.'

ost • . .
' . .. . ' .
. . . .
.
p
't : ':· ·
)
... ~ ..
.
··:
. .;·.
' (f} bow the district' board appointed ~ w~e~:)~ei:e was· 11~ -l!,-ppij~,
. . , ., ,. .
ca~ion. of his. and what are the reasons for giving. prefe~enc~
-: .: , ,,;_
to· this··gentleman over applieants' belbJ1gif!t[to Hissar an~
.Bohfak districts?
·
: · :,. ; : .. :, .:·. '·"- ,·, -·:; , · ·
:·,

--:-

.,.,

-:- ~-'-~

. . . ea.tion 'foi"the

.

'

.

'

-:" .... ;..

.
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'The Honourable Dr.:Gobi Chad' Narang ·: (a)

Yes~ · ·
(b) Yes, but he~ a. 'gtadu~te and stood high in the competitive

.

rtions fot extra asliiatl!iDt commissioners. · · ·

•. · · ; ·

examiD&•
· .·

(c) Yes.

, {d)·Yes.
{e} Yes.-

(f) Re was selected by the
rby the hoard. .
. '

.
Chairman and the selection was confirmed

.

was

.

-

.

There
no candidate }with similar qnalifieations from t~e Hissar ani
:Rohtak districts.
·
·
· ·
·
LALA. ·KULW.ANT ~Al,

OVERSEER, lRRIG.ATION BRANCFI.

362•. Rai .Bahadur 'Lala Sewak .Ram: ·with refere11ce to reply to
-the starred question by Bai Bahadur Lala Mohi;l:n Lal; Ne:. 11691, of 7th
::March, 1982,·will the Honourable Revenue Member be pleased to state(a) ifit isa fact that Lala Kulwant Rai hadriotbeen granted leave
for .the period he was in bed· in spite . of the fact that he was
entitled to it under the Civil Service Regulations ;
·
(b) whether .there is any .rule in force under. which a public servant
·
under such . circumstances can be discharged. before complete
recovery .; .
(c) whether the Government has awarded him. (a). any sort of allowance in recognition of his services, {b) compensation under the
Workmen's Compensation ~ct of 1928! if not, why not?
The Hono~able Captain S~dar Sikander Hyat Khan: {a) No.·
1Leave for one month and 29 days was granted.
.
: ,
(b) The ordinary rules regarding discharge of a public servant on temporary establishment apply.
· ·
(c), (a) No allowance ·was admissible or justified, but he was given
Jeave as an act ofgrace,
· ·
.
.
.
.
.
. (b) No compensation was granted and none wasclaimed,
.

.

APPRENTICES iN THE OFFICE OF DEPUTY COMMISSio:NER,
.
FEROZEPORE.
•
.

• . '

1

.

•

: '

,:

'

. \

. .

'

363. · Kanwar · .Mamra,j · Sinjh Chohan :

Will the Honourable

:'.Revenue Member be pleased to state-

(a) the total number of.the apprentices registered .for. pensionable.· posts In the .~eI,rio:i: and junior grades in the office c,f ~he Deputy
. .Com:mission~r.Ferozepore ;
,. , . ·

·(b) how many. of them are such who were regist-ered in 1928, 1924
19~5, 1926'and· .1927 ; •
. . \..
tPage ~21 a~

.,

... . .

UNBTARRED ,QUESTOINS.A_N-D ANSWERS. '

:.·.

i(e) whether it is a,._.fact that some vacancies hoth
.

,(a)

{e)

(f)

· (,JJ)

-m

.the fleJM9f and
junior grades h~ye flill~ vacant under the l)eputy Comm.is•
sioner, Ferozepore, and be had issued a general advertisement
in papers inviting applications from outsiders to fill up such
vacancies ;
·
whether it is a fact that having come to know of the said adv.ertise·
ment some 80 of the said apprentices subi¢tted in. writing
their _ applications protestjng against such : procedure
and
brought it to the notice of the Deputy Commissioner . that
under clause 6 of paragraph 5 of the Financial Commissioners"
Standing Order No. 44 and also according to the practice
hitherto observed these vacancies ought 'to be filled up out
of the apprentices ; ··
whether it is a fact that the Deputy Commissioner passed order
on all these applications to the effect that th~ apprentices are
eligible to apply like anybody else and should · comply wit~
the terms of the advertisement ;
··
· . .
whether it. is a fact . that some of the apprentices applied for
certified· copy of the above . order for appealing against it to
the Commissioner and the Deputy Commi saioner refused the
grant of the copy, and if so, on what gronnds j' (If a.ny written
order·was passed a copy thereof may be placed on the table) ;
whether this action of the Deputy Commission~r; Ferozepore, is
due to any fresh orders of the Government: on the subject,
if' not, then what steps,-if any, Government intends to take to
remove the grievances of these apprentices ?:

·a

•

.

.

·,

'.'

i

. . The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander.· Hyat Khan :
'Zeply to this question is .not yet ready.
_honourable member when ready.
·

C<>NTRAOT FOR LIM'EJ

The
to the

It will 'be communicated
'

.(()mtN.A) FO,R THE }lmWANl'

WA~ERWOBKS •.

364~ Lala Chetan An81ld : Will the Honoueable M}nist~r for' _Agd:.
«Culture please state-

··

-s

• ··

(a) whether it is a fact that a contract 0£ the value of nearly 15,000
!Upe0B fcir the preparation of lime (chuH4) f11>:i; the Bhiwani
Water Works was given last sUIDIIler, -by the· Superintending
Engineer, Public flea.Ith pircle (Punjab), on the recommendation of the Executive EJ1gineot, · Public Health· Division,
Ambala;
'
·
.
:

, (b) ~he rate at which the contract_ was given ;
.
(c) whether it is a. faQt that the·lime supplied hr not ofthe required
•

1

quality and contains dust and sand, in

a: great.

•

proportion ;

(a) whether it· is a. fact that this lime was prepared near the 'work&
under the supervision. of the Sub-Divisionel · Officer in charge
of the eonstmetion of water works;· .

.

:
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'• Aim'Il.d.], · . . ·· · , ·.· ,·,: ... _, . ' : ·., · · . " .. ,. I . ,, , ...
.. , , .. !..,•,
• ,
[ ·Tu,o• 1a·ch, ·e.t nw:
'"'.
(e) 'whether .it is:a;ifact that comple.ints in :writing "a.a .regards defeoi
·
· in lime rweJie · made to Ithe President/~unicipal Committee,
and. : the. · Ex.~utive · · .Engu:ieer:· concerned by thepeople;
.
·
(f) whether any enquiry was made into these co'mplaints; ..
(.g) whether the ,same .defectiye lime is being usedIor purposes of
·
construction '} · ·
· · ·
,,

·

(M

tllll

·

·•

1,

·

..

·

,.1•1,.11

,,,,1'.,

.'

. . ,Bhiwam, .

'i . The Honourable Sardar Sir Jog~n~a Singh : .lr~gret

the inform
.atio1;1 will not· be availa~!e till I h98.r -~om the _local a.ut~orities who heve4

.. been
requestedto
supply
the necessary
information.'
.
. .·.•
.
..
',
. '

.•.'

'

~E:-lDERS FOR BADARPUR . SAND.

365~ · Lala Chetim Anand : Will the Honourable "Minister for Agri·
' culture
r

be pleased

td state• ;
(a). whether it
a fact that tenders ior the. 'supply . C>.f Badarpur
.
sand, ete., of the valueof.Bs. 25,000-were invited last yearin 'December by the Executive En~eer,
Ambala. Public
' Health' Division ;
.
. . . . .

is

•

i,:

•

th.a

.(b) :the date .of !)~buii.~sion, .o_(tenders and
d~te:~f~~ceptance;
,(c) whether in ~y_.tender so fi:ir invited
the ],i1~e.~~tiye Engineer.
'in QOD.O~.~~i.gn' wi~h Bhiwani Wate;i:- W:6.tks so i;iuch time W&lf'
taken hEltween acceptance. and .' submission of tenders ;
(d) the na~~s.o(~nd.~rer.s :with their r~tes; ,,.,
.
(e) reason for the delay in acceptance; . . .
. .
v.,
.
(J).' wh~ther it' i.s a fact that Contracts so far w~r.e
the low~,~
tenderer.in connection with Bhiwani water wor~p _;
. ;.,
(g) if so, why. the above contract was not given to the lowffl
tenderer ?
· ·

by

gi:Je~)o

The Honoll(.~le,Sardar Sir,Jogenclra Singh: (a) Yes, on behalf
t>l the Municipal Committee, Bhiwani.
.

. (b). T~~de;s wer~·r;eived
.·.:

,

. .

,,. ·.8th :QJ~iqiber'i98}_•..

py

S~?mit,tt:d.
~:i:ecutiy~ Engine~r to Super- . . . :. .,, ; . ,
.
mtendmg _Epgmeer
.•
s:
20tp. Feoruary 1982•.
: . ;,, : ·.;Approved by,§up~r~t~pding.E~gi~~~r
·: ;.::- · ~:itf,February 1932.
-r.>.
(c) .No;
'~ · .. ·
' (d) It is not ·usi::'al to gi'Ve''tbe'. names:
., '.· -, . "
(e) The tenders were for materials from unsp.ecified source,!! and beforedecision could be
investigation was . n~cessafy hout . th~' . quality,
sorirc.e of supply and the r~tes of:the materials offered}. · .:: ·:~fl·
: : (jf Yes; ,.subject' ·tb1 tbi, :tender being considered s~'tisfiictory in otherJ:espect.s·. ',.1 ,··. ;~·;.,:j '"i ;._,,,,; ;,,,,,:;_ ., ;, . .-:,:./. ··_.,ii .. ,:"·-;.:
:-,; _,;:··;.,'_'·,.•:!'
:·:·,
&

'· ' '· ''(g) Tfoflerider

approved.

me.de

a.

>

'a~e~tea;
was. tliifowesf r~<Jeiied' f t>i''th~;pa.rticular
·:.· .. ,·-.: . .'\' '/.:,',
:i,~t ;:,.,
i,

.~_:· ~,,,:

... ),, ... ,

sand\
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' lJNSTAB:RE:p QUESTIO~S AND ANSWE;RS.
, ·

NOMINATION o.F A.MAP.AJiAN

OR YAIBH·TO MtlNIOIPAL CoMmTHE •.
BHIWANI.

366. Lala Chetan Anand : · Will the. Honourable Minister for Looal
'Self-Government please·stat~
'
•
(a) whether it is a ffct that at the time pf general election to the
Municipal Committee,· Bhiwani, in' the Hissar District, in the
years 1922, 1925 and 1928 a mahajan or vaish always' used
to be nominated by the Government ; .
(b) whether it is a fact that·this time in the Government notification
recently published· in pursuance of . municipal · election· in
Bhiwa.ni held in December 1931, there is' no mahajan or va,i,sh,
nominated;
(c) what. was the population of mahajans or 'Oaishs, Brahmans and
Hindu Rajpuf,s of Bhiwa.ni separately in the last census ;
(d) · what are the reasons for not including a mahajan .this time in the
list of nominated members ;
· - ·
(e) if the answer to (b) be in the affirmative, -w:hat action· Government
proposes to take in the matter ?
The Honourable Dr. Cokul Chand Narang: The necessary inform.ation is not yet ready. It will be communicated to the honourable member
-wlien ready.
SELECTION Bo.A.RD Fon. THE PROVINCIAL MEDICAL SERVICE,•

.. · 367. Khan Bahadur Malik Muh~:niinad 'Atmn !Chan: Will the
lfonourable Minister for Education be pleased to sta.t;e.:.:....
'
(a) whether in the last selection for the Provincial Medical Service
·
any candidates have been recommended by the Selection

B~;

(b) wliether

any instructions

.

.

.

were issued to the members of the Boa.rd
to safeguard ·the interests of those candidates who for .financial
or other reasons are unable to proceed to England for further
studies but havegained sufficient experience looolly; '
(c) how niany candidates have· been reeemmended out of those who
have worked on the Honse Staff of Mayo Hospital or in rural
,· dispensaries ?
. ·. , ·
·
.
The Honourable Mq)ik Firoz IQ.an N.»on ·:, Tl,.e n(:)Cessary information is noryet ready. It will be communicated to thehonourable member
when ready.
SELECTION BOARD FOR TilE :en.ovi:NotAL MEDIOAL1 siiiav10E. , ·
I

•

•

•

'·•••

1. '

368. Khan Eahadur Malik Muhammad Amin. Kba·: Will the
'Honourable Minister for Education be pleased to state-:
(a) whether it is a. fact .tba.t s9JDe candidates did .. not tum up for
interview before. the Selection Board for P •. ]\{. S. in 1929, but
. . . were selected. by the Board
they refused to accept the .
· jobs later' on;.
· .
.
(b) whether the same pr~¢tice.is.td ~e·r~p~a.ted this yea~?..

and

PlJNJAtl

0

•
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. The-:Honotri'able Malik .-Firo{ Khan Noo~: (a) In 1980 threeeandidates were selected by the Board without an interview. One of them
was granted a. comnilssi~n in th~ I.M.!3". and the "remaining two accepted
the appointments offered to them in the·P.C.M.S.
. (b) The selection board has this year also ecasidered the case of candi.dates who could not be interviewed.
·

· !>;ST-GRADUATE T~~NING AND RES.EARCII IN THE LAHORE MEDICAL
COLLEGE.

369. Khan Bahadur Mallie Muhammad Amin Khan : Will theHonourable Minister for Education be pleased to state(a) whether it is a f~ct that' the~e are no arrangements in the Medical
College for M. D. and M. S. examinations and post-graduatetraining. and research ;
(b) whether it is a fact that no one so far (except those attached to-the Hospital staff) has ever taken up these examina.tions ;
(c) ii so, why ?
· ·
··

The Honourable Malik Fi.roz Khan Noon: (a) It is a fact that no·
such facilities exist at the Medical College but practitioners are allowed to
attend the wards of the Mayo Hospital and the laboratories of the College.
· (b) It appears from the records available at the College that during the
la.st 19 years 14 candidates took the M.D. examinations and of these Q did not.
belong to the Medical College . or .Mayo Hospital, As . regard the M~ S..-·
e~µrinatioIJ. no candidates other than an officer ~t~~ched' to the college orthe Hospital appeared at the examination,
· · ·
·
·
(c) Government have not considered the matter. . ·
I

THE :PUNJAB MUNICIPAL (AME~DMENT) BILL.

The Honourable Dr. Gokul fChand Narang ·(Minister for Local'
Self-Government):· Sir, I beg to present the report of the select coIIUI!ittee
on the Punjab Municip~l (Amendment) Bill.
. Mr. President: Which document has the honourable member preseated?
·
The Honourable Dr•. Gokul Chand Narang: The report which has
been forwarded to the Secretary to the Council and which has been sent to
members as an advance copy •
. I beg to moveThat the Punjab Municipal (Amendment) Bill as repotted by the Select Com··
mitt.ea be ta.ken tnto consideration.

Mr. Owen Roberts

(Non-official, Nominated):

On a point of order.

\J have two documents in front of me, one of which is the select committee's
· report as it was signed by. us. The other -is a printed document which has
been circulated to members and I submit that it is not the report of theselect committee.·- The ~cts are very simple.
·
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The Honourable Dr. Gokul Ch-..d Narang: On that point, instead'
.of my making a statement giving all the facts in connection with the preparation of the select committee's report, it would be better to have a statement from the Secretary of the select committee as he had a lot to do withit and in fact, the document was prepared by him.
.
Mr. S. L. Sale (Legal Remembrancer): I am very 'grateful to the,
Honourable Minister for Local Self-Government for enabling me to have an
opportunity as the secretary of the select committee which met on this Bill'
to explain to the House in general exactly the procedure adopted in sending
this report to the Council Office. The last effective meeting' of the select
committee', I mean the meeting at which the discussions were finally closed,
was the meeting-on the 7th of April. It was then decided that we should
adjourn until the 11th of April to consider our report, th~ idea being that
on the 11th of April the members would have before them a draft report
which they could digest and that we should adjourn again until the 18th fo:t'
the preparation of the annexure to the report (which is the Bill as amended
by the select committee) and for obtaining the signatures of members to
that report. By the morning of the 11th a draft report was prepared and
was placed before the members of the select committee. I.am afraid that I'
had not been able to make the report a document of sufficient interest to
induce anybody to read it. . Having myself prepared the report J entirely
sympathise with the view taken by the members of the · select committee
that the report was too dull to read.

Mr. P. Marsden : On a point ~i correction, Sir. For my part I have·
most carefully perused it.

Mr. S. ·t. Sale: 1 am sure that Mr. Marsden will agree with me when
I say that the report was dull arid uninteresting, and if I had been a nonofficialmember of the select committee I should have' thoqght a good many·
times before reading such a report. We had spent, 1 think, at least sixty if'
not seventy hours, in hammering out the details of the Bill; and by the 11th
we were all tired of the Bill and anxious to get rid of it as soon as we possibly ·
could. Bo, the members of the select committee on .the 11th morning were
not interested enough to read the 'report but were good enough to express·
their confidencein me to this extent. They said that if I would assure them
thatthe report placed before them was a correct document they would sign·
it on my assurance. I was grateful at the time that the select committee
expressed so much confidence in me. I think I am righ~ in saying that I .
brought it to their notice that the report was incomplete inasmuch as theannexura containing the draft ·of the Bill .as amended by the select eom-.
mittee was not before them at the time, and I think I · told · them that
as far as I knew the report was correct, The members of the select committeewere good enough to accept. that assurance, and on that assurance, those·
members who were present, I· think thirteen out of the twenty members
who composed the committee, appended their signatures to the report.
The next step which I took was to circulate the report or rather send copiesof the report as signed b1 those members to other members who were not
present. Those copies were sent by post, and they also signed the report. ·
There again the annexure was not with the report as circulated to members
by post. In the meantime while the copy was under circulation to members
\
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'by post I was engaged in again scrutinising the report because I felt that
having given an assurance to members that the report was correct and the

members having acted on my assurance it was my duty to do all that lay
in my power to see that the report· as eventually sent· to _the Council Office
was correct. · As I was engaged in again going through the report, I received
·from my honourable friend opposite, Khan Bahadur Shaikh Din Muhammad,
'his note of dissent. I may mention here a fact which I think is patent
:from the printed documents before the House-I am not giving away any
,confidence-that the honourable member, Khan Bahadur Shaikh Din
:Muhammad, opened his minute of dissent by saying that the report was in·
. complete in, that it had omitted certain decisions of the select committee.
:Iasked him to be good enough to confer with me on this point and he came
.over to my office. I am very grateful to him for the time and trouble he
· took in going through. the details of this very dull report and' in placing the
·:benefit of his scrutiny at my disposal. As a result of our conferenceit was
found that there were five errors in the report as signed by the 18 members.
'Three of those errors were patent omissions and were due -to the fact that
.eertain sections oi the amending Bill had come under discussionby the select
.eommittee on a day on which owing to pressure of other work I had not been
.able to attend the select committee meeting. The result was that in my
.own notes taken about the decisions of the select committee the decisions
.on these three clauses were not before me. When Mr. Din Muhammad
pointed out these three omissions, I saw at once that they must be included
·in the report forthwith. There were four other sections mentioned by
Mr. Din Muhammad, but I was satisfied after discussion with the Secretary,
·Transferred Departments, that in only two cases were amendments neees,~ry in order to conform to the decision of -the select committee, whereas in
the other two cases, the draft report was correct. The result was that five,
.eorreetionswere made in all in the report of 'the select committee .subeeqnenf
to the signing of the document by the select committee on the 11th. .Those·
.eorreetions were made before · the report was sent to the Oo®oil Office and
I was satisfied that when the report was sent tq the Council Offi®, it was a.
.correet document, -. which faithfully reproduced. the decisions of the 'select
.eommittee, This report has been in the hands of the members of.this House
.since, I think, the 20th of this month. · It is a correct docnment,.and the
.deeisions of the select committee are reproduced in it faithfully.
Now, Sir, 1 have explained the. facts to this House, . As secretary .of
. the select committee, I considered thatI had the authority of the select com·
mittee to present a correct.report. For giving them provisional assurance
which -subsequently turned out to be incorrect, I very sincerely and humbly
apologise. I also apologizeto the Honse, which was the body that appointed
the select committee, and I wish to· give this House an assurance that in
making those alterations subsequent to the signing of the document, I was
actuated by the best of motives, viz., to present to this House a document
which faithfully reproduced the decisions of the select committee, and which ·
could not be criticized· -as a document in any way -misleading either to the.,
members of the select committee or to the members of this' House. ·1 took
it, Sir; that when certain ·members of the select committee signed on the llth
,a, document.which was placed befote.;tbe'm without reading it, t~ey were in
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:fact authorising me to prepare and present to this House a correct account
·Of the deliberations of the select committee. And because I understood
-that they had authorized me to this effect and because I had assured them
-that the report would be correct I took very considerable trouble between
11th and 18th to see that the assurance that I gave to the members of the
select committee would be. implemented and that the report as presented
would be in every respect. a correct one.
It might be argued that it would have been better to leave the report as
signed by the members and present it to the House even though patently
wrong. Well, Sir, if that had been done, the report as presented to this
'House, would have been a false document. Any member of the select committee would have been justified in protesting against the report in the Honse,
It was for this reason that I considered it my duty to see that the report
which was to be presented to the House should be correct in every parti-eular,

I think, Sir, I am right in saying that not only is the report, which is now
before the House, a correct document, but I believe that those members
of the select committee who have had time to study the report in detail will
themselves admit that' this report is a document, which, as far as possible,
.represents the correct decision . of the majority · of the select committee. I
would suggest, Sir, through you, that before we go any further, we should
ascertain from those members, who may be present in this House, whether
they agree that the document which is now before them is a correct · document in whioh the decisions of the select committee are. correctly incorpoNted.
Mr. Owen Roberts: On a point of order, Sir, I find that the doou.ment actually laid before the House is a third document. (Hear, hear, and
.laughter). It is a document which nobody has seen except the Honourable
Minister, and those who have signed it.
:

. Tlie Honourable Dr~ Gokul Chand Narang : What is the point of
order, Sir?
·
Mr. President: May I request the honourable member to state his
point of order clearly?
..
·
Mr. Owen Roberts : l\fy point of order is· that the document now
in front of the House is not the report of the select committee nor is the document that has been circulated to the members of this house, because
I take it that signatures are an essential part of a report. The document
now before the House is apparently a. document which was signed yesterday
.and yesterday's was not, in my opinion, a meeting of the select committee,
since I consider that the select committee rose for good when it signed its
report.
.
I am prepared to admit that the document circulated to this House is a
-eorrect report of the proceedings of the select committee and contains nothing,
so far as I know, that does not arise out of the reported proceedings of the
meetings, but it is not the, report which was signed by the select com.mittes.
As I did not hold that the meeting which was held yesterday was a
meeting of the select committee. I do not feel bound, in any way, to con·
D
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.
_:fidence as to what took place and therefore I· feel at liberty to explain the·
eireumstances tinder which 'Ye met yesterday.
I was invited to attend. but pointed out my objection to attending as a
member of the select committee and on that I was assured that the meeting·
would not be regarded in any sense as a meeting of the select committee and
that we would not be asked to sign a further report. When I noticed· that a.
paper was produced to which we were asked to append our signatures, I not
merely protested but-I left my seat and made it clear that I was leaving the ..
meeting in order not to be associated in any manner with what was taking
place.
Mi. P. Marsden: Who assured the honourable member? I know
that no one, certainly no official,.assured the honourable member. Will hesay who did?
Mr. Owen Roberts:I repeat that a piece, of paper was prodtt~ed'
with the object of taking signatures ...•••••

Mr. President: Has the Honoarable Member (Mr. Marsden) raised.
a point. of order or he wants to correct a misstatement ?
·
I

Mr. P. Marsden : I want to correct a misstatement.
Mr. President: Then he might wait till the honourable member has:

finished,

Mr. Owen Roberts:I received a telephonic communication from!
the Secretary, Transferred Departments, yesterday, and I was invited . toattend a meeting and assurance was given to me that. it would neither be
regarded a.a a meeting of the ~elect committee nor would we be. asked to sign,
any further report and yesterday, when. after a good. deal J>f · irrelevant
discussion, a piece of paper was produced, which' we were .asked to sign, I
rose from the' . table and disassociated myself with the proceedings.
pointing out also that, in my opinion, it was not a meeting of the select
committee.
Mr. Manohar Lal : Reference is . being made that certain things,
occurred yesterday'. But so far as the members of this House are concerned
there is a self-contained document that shows nothing about what happened
yesterday. Is it now possible for us to know anything how and why they
happened 'l
Mr. Owen Roberts: The matter, so far as I am concerned, is quite·
simple. There are three documents. involved,. one ~he report of the select
committee, one a document which has been printed and circulated and which,
though correct, is not the report of the select committee, and the third doeument laid on the table to-day, which was apparently signed yesterday and
which has neither been circulated nor is it the report of the select · committee. ·
·
Mr. President : How many members. signed tliat document ?
, The Honourable Dr. Gokul Chand Narang : More than half ..
Khan Bahadur Shaikh Din Muhammad : How many did not
sign?
.
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Mr. President : I may inform the honourable members that twelv&
gentlemen actually signed, two sent telegrams and the remaining six did
not sign at all.
·
The Honourable Dr. Gokul Chand Narang: Yes. There is &
note by Mr. Din Muhammad to the effect that the corrections were rightly-made.
Khan Bahadur Shaikh Din Muhammad:May I explain th&position that led me to write that ?
Mr. President:M.r. Sale, I think, has very exhaustively explained the
position to the Honse.
Mr. P. Marsden:In the circumstances which Mr. Sale has already
explained, it was considered that it would be a good thing if the members
who had been members of the select committee met together, and the seeretary of the select committee explained to them the e:x.act circumstances;
already explained by Mr: Sale to the House, in which it has come about that
the present report of the select committee does embody eX11.ctly all the deci-sions which had been arrived at by the select committee ; and it was eonfidently expected that after the members, by whose implied wish the action
had been taken, had been satisfied, they would endorse the action of the·
select committee secretary.
·
·
· · , '
Khan Bahadur Shaikh Din Muhammad:May I make a statement
in this connection? Yesterday the point was raised at <the meeting that.'
there was no select committee in existence and that the . select committeehad become junctu,'I officw. On this the Honourable Legal Remembrancerwas pleased to remark that we were not summoned as members of the select
committee but as members of the Council to endorse the fact that the present printed report faithfully represents the decisions of select committee.
Mr. President: the honourable member sure that it does.?
Khan Bahadur Shaikh Din Muhammad:My point is that· if thehonourable member in charge of this Bill presents to the House a document
that was signedyesterday, then I submit that it is not the report of the select
committee, because we were expressly informed. at that time that we were·
not expected to sign that document as members of the select committee. I
had pointed out certain defects in the original ~aft and although some of
the defects that I had pointed out had been removed; two defects still remain. They are in connection with the clauses that I have already-referred to in my note.
·
Mr. President: Is it the contention of the honourable 'member that
the _printed report is not quite in accord with the proeeedmgs of the select.
committee '}
·
Khan Bahadur ShaikhDin Muhammad : Yes, ·sd far as two partienlars are concerned. They are wit_h reference to clauses· 42 and 58. I had'
pointed out that three clauses had. been. omitted from the. draft report ; and:
on scrutiny it was found that my objection was correct. I also pointed out
that in the case of four 91.ii,uses the decisions of the select committee had not
been faithfully incorpprated in the select committee's report and the Legat
Remembrancer promised to discuss the matter with the Secretary, Transferred Departments, and after discussion he wrote to me that so far as two
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clauses were concerned the Secretary, Transferred Departments, agreed that
the draft report should be modified in the light of my objection.
But. ao
far as the other two are concerned, he said that the report faithfully incorporates the decision of the select committee and t}lat no alterations were
:necessary.
The Honourable Dr. Gokul Chand Narang : Sir,. I want to raise a
point of order. When I presented the report of the select .oommittee nobody
raised any. objection.
'l?reside~t: The Honourable:Member, Cha.udhri Allah Dad
.rose at once, but the Honourable Minister did not resnmehis seat after
ptesent:ing the report. Th's Chair thought that he was -g<>ing to make some
ks under paragraph 87, but instead of doing so, he moved the motion
that the Bill .be taken into consideration, and thus deprived the honourable'
:member of an opportumty to raise his objection •. However, assuming for the
sake of argument, that the point of order regarding' signatures on the select:
.eommittee's report, is too late, the Honourable .Minister's motion that the
.Bill, as reported by the select committee, be taken into consideration, cannot
o/i proceededwith for anothe! reason. In clause 25 of the Bill it IS proposed
to impose a tax on municipal committees to meet th~ cost of a Local Sel;fGovernment Board or Inspectorate.
Again, in clause 29: a tax on betting
upon hode races is proposed and in clause 51 provision is made for amending
-the Criminal Procedure Oode. These three. clauses did not :find any place
in the original Bill and, .therefore, require the. 'previous sanctio» of thp
Gov:ernor~General under .section ao-.A: (8) of the .Government of India .Act-\
Without such sanction the Chair must decline, to plaee the Honourable
J.finister's· motion for consideration· before the House.

'Mr.

Kh~.

rexna.r

T~e lionour'ableDt~ Gobi Ch811d Nlirlinl': With

res~ct to thase
three c~uses, I would refer to the Lega.l· Bemem~ranoer
for their legal aspect. But Lwonld say _that in case
it is found that any clause cannot be discussed in this House because proper'
sanctionhaa'not been: received; when thetime comes fo:r the discussion
thi11 clause and the sanction .of· the Government of India, is not available then,
then this question · can' be considered.
10 A.~.

of

the

Mt.' Pres.iJ~~t i

This CBJlllot be, rhe motion moved by
IIonolltthat the' BiU as reported. by the select oolllmitt6e be. takeli
.futo consideration. Now. the Bill as reported' cont11,ins three . offenditig
1)}a.1:1Ses. How . can the Qhair first . propose th~t the Bill, with the. offending
~Tu.1;isesii,:t'it, be; taken ·.into consideration,. and aft~twards, when those
-0Iause1f are' reached, rule that they should not· be considered '}

.able Minister IS

Th~-.Hon'bleDr.~ -GoJm). C~d Naran, /.J)Iy motion is .that the Bill
~~:_report13~·
se,le,c~ ;~oIIlmlttee. be•~ake~ into , consi~~ration. Let· us
4~siµne. .for th~. ~ke of .argument that . ~he . select . eommittee . has made a.
a,~oiht of
~ni_l jt haa e~bodied ~ clause in ~~e Bill' which Iii
11.iis no nght to d9. It11~~
1s for this Co~cil to consider the recommendations ol
~~f~pt'1
4e?i~e ~~at this is. i;u>fi ·. cI~lise: ~hfoh' cpuld
1
,JJ~ · p,~ed. _
.!)O!-l91der9-t1on is not debarred, bv ijok <.>f. sanction. When
~1iKti'.Qle c6ilies you
1 say that· the Council' ca.iliioi
~uoh· clause.

qr, tJr- .

¢f;~t~a·;?.~.
cott\~~.i~~~: ~'.~ ~~en.

*'~'·

'.tli.e

oa.n.
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Mr. President: I refer the honourable member to section 80-A (3)·
of the Government of India Act whch says that no Provincial Legislative
Council may make or take into consideration any law which requires sanction and sanction for which has not been obtained.
·
Mr. S. L. Sale : The preamble of this Bill as introduced in the House
· says that we have obtained the sanction of the Governor-Generalunder subsection so and so.
Mr. President: Sanction had been obtained for the Bill as introduced;
but not for the Bill as reported by the select committee.
Mr. S. L. Sale: The sanction which we obtained from the GovernorGeneral for the Bill as introduced involved the principle of imposing new
taxation, protected by the schedules under the Devolution Rules.
Mr. President: Does, the sanction of the Governor-General cover the·
three clauses pointed out by the Chair?
Mr. S. L. Sale: The Governor-General gave sanction to this Houseto consider fresh sources of taxation as well as other amendments.
Mr. President: Such a general sanction would be inconsistentwith.
the express provisions of section 80-A (8) of the Government of India Act.
Please read the section.
Mr. S. L. Sale : Rightly or wrongly the Governor-General has given
sanction to this Council to consider certain clauses. It is true that as select
committee we have further amended the Bill. But sanction which has.
actually been given covers in general the principle of the amendments 'madeby the select committee. __
Mr. President : No such sanction could be given under section 80-A
(3).

Mr. S. L. Sale: Further, according to departmental rules the proceedings of the select committee have to be submitted to the Governor-General
for information, which is not possible under your ruling that the proceed·
ings of the select committee are confidential until presented to the House.
Mr. President: That is parliamentary practice, which, unfortunately,
we have already set aside by allowing the report of the select committee to be
printed and circulated to members before it is presented to the Council.
Mr. S. L. Sale: But it was not possible, until the report was presented, to obtain the sanction of the Governor-General to the alterations
proposed by the select committee.
Mr. President: I very respectfully differ. In 1926 the select committee on the Money-lenders' Bill introduced in the Bill, as amended by
them, some rlew clauses which required the Governor-General's sanction and.
the requisite sanction was obtained before the amended Bill was reported
to the Council.
Mr. S. L. Sale : In that case we made an entirely new Bill. But in
this case we have not made it an entirel:v new Bill. Further I have the
authority from the Government of India for saying that in cases like this;
inasmuch as the Bill cannot be a valid measure until it receives the
assent of the Governor-General, the fact· that the Governor-General gives,
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.his assent after the House has passed the Bill would validate

any irregu•
la.rity that may have occurred owing to the fact that -the House did not
-obtain the sanction of the Governor-General before the introduction of the
.Bill.
The Honourable Dr. Gokul Chand Narang: I wanted the Legal
Bemembraneer to explain any technicalities with respect to the sanction of
the Governor-General. · But my submission is this : I would put before
_you two considerations. . 'r4e first is whether the sub-section to which you
were pleased to refer debars consideration of the Bill as such ; or I should
make myself more clear and sa.y, whether it debars· the Council from pro-eeeding with the Bill. This is the important point that you have to decide-whether the mere presence of three objectionable clauses prevents in law
'this House from taking up the consideration of the Bill altogether. I submit
that this authority to which you were pleased to refer does not in any way
debar this House from taking up consideration of thisBill as a. whole. This
Bill which has been now sent by up the select committee is not law. It is
-only a Bill. It will not become law unless it has been passed by this House
and received the assent of His Excellency the Governor and then that of
His Excellency the Governor-General.
Mr. President: The word •'law" in clause S;l of section 80-A means
:any measure, Bill, clause or provision.
The ,.·Honourable Dr. Gokul Chand Narang : That. may be your
-opinion,
Mr. President: Yes. That is my opinion.
"'
The Honourable Dr. Gokul Chand Narang : Then there is the other
-question and that is, does this provision apply to the Bill ?
Mr. President: It applies to every measure, containing provisions
requiring sanction, but for which no sanction has been obtained.

The Honourable Dr. Gokul C:hand Nafang: I submit that consideration means that each clause has to be considered independently and
when we come to the particular clause, the House may not consider it unless
sanction is obtained. Otherwise the intention of the law cannot be that if
a select committee by a mistake introduced a recommendation which re-commendation it was not authorised to make, then the. whole Bill has to be
-thrown out and the House cannot even proceed with -the consideration of. the
Bill. You are interpreting law to mean .this report. If a particular clause
-offends against the law of. sanction, it does not mean tl;tat the whole l!lw
offends against the law of sanction. When you come ·to 'the particular
-elause, you can say" I refuse ,tQ allow oonsideration of it." ·

Mr. President: The Honourable Member had advanced a different
argument when the District Board Hai,siyat Tax (Validating) Act was
-unde consideration.
The Honourable Dr. Gokul Chand Narang: T~t Bill had only
-one effective clause and the objection raised was against that clause. Other-wise the clauses that the.Act may be called so and so and will come into
.:force, are for that purpose no clauses at all.
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Mr. President : Had not the want of sanction been noticed the
::MunicipalAmendment Bill might also have been passed ...•••.•
The Honourable Dr. Gokal Chand Narang : Then the simple posi,tion is this whether in the first place" law" means this Bill and in the second
place whether "law" covers every clause, whether it offends against the
Jaw of sanction or not ?
Mr. President: I think it means the Bill.
The Honourable Dr. Gokal Chand Narang: This is really the
· second point that you have raised. We were discussing the question of the
select committee's report.
·
Mr. Muhammad Din Malak: There are so many points of order pend..
. ing the Chair's decision t.hat I should also like to raise one so that the Chair
may give its ruling on it also at the same time. At the last meeting of the
select committee, which was held on the 11th instant, the report of the select
-eommittee was presented. An assurance was then given by the Honourable
Minister,the Secretary, Transferred Departments, and the Legal Remembrancer that the report then presented was correct and in accordance with
the proceedings of the select committee and we were asked to put our . signatures to it. Some of the non-officialmembers actually did want some time
·to satisfy themselves as to the correctness of the report . presented· before
signing it. In a way, I was the first to volunteer my signature, because
in view of the assurance given to us by these three gentlemen who were
.in charge of the Bill and who were in charge of the proceedings, I thought
we should not hesitate to put our signatures to it. The Honourable Minister
also signed the report at the same time both on his own behalf as well as on
behalf of one of the absent members.
The Honourable Dr. Gokul Chand Narang: No. I did not sign
.it on his behalf.
Mr. Muhammad Din Malak : Yes. You .did.
Khan Bahadur Shaikh Din Muhammad : Only signed his name.

The Honourable Dr. Gokal Chand Narang: Only put down his
.name,

Dm

Mr. Muhammad
Malak : It was not that the Honourable Minister
.had been authorized by the absent member to sign for him after the report
had been actually drawn up. The Honourable Minister, the Secretary,
Transferred Departments, and the Legal Remembrancer were there, and
·they sai<l. that the report was in the hands of the typist, it was not yet ready'
but that, it would not take more than five minutes before we got copies of
it. This authorization therefore must have taken place some considerable
·time before the report had actually been drawn up. I want the Chair's
ruling whether any member, even a. Govemmens Member or Minister in
-eharge of the Bill, can be authorized by another member to put his signatures to the select committee's report, and the one so authorized can lawfully sign the report on behalf of the giver of the authority.
.Rai Bahadur Lala Mohan Lal : As Malak Muhammad Din has raised
:this point which refers to me, as I was the member who gave his signatures
in the way mentioned, I think I must say something. We gathered together
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.
on the 8th and .]; told the Secretary, Transfen:ed Departm.ents, that .I: had
to go to Jammu and I took up a paper and signed m.y name and said that
this could be appended to the report of the comm.ittee. I never authorized.
anybody to sign on my behalf; but I signed a piece of paper myself and gaveit to the Secretary, Tmnsferred Departments.
· · ·
Mr. President: Did the Honourable Mem.ber sign a blank paper
three days before the report came into existence ?
,
R.ld J3ahadur Lala Mohan Lal : Yes, and it was not only myself
who had done this but others also have done the. same thing. (L<YUd choors

and laughter).
T~~ Honourable Dr. Gokul Chand Narang: Not on this occasion,
Rai Bahadur Lala Mohan Lal : Others appended their signatures
on this assurance and I also signed my name on the paper on this assurance.
Mr. Labh Singh : May I take the case of a Bill which does not need
the previous sanction of the Governor-General for consideration ? That
Bill is presented for the consideration of this House. I get up andmove theamendment which comes within section 80-A (8) of the Government of India
Act. Would you be pleased to rule this amendment out of order or would
. you be pleased to rule the entire Bill out of order ?

Mr. President: The question is hypothetical, but
I would rule the amendment out of order, not the Bill.

I would answer it;

Mr. Labh Singh : I was putting both the cases. Take again the caseof the Bill which did need the sanction of the Governor-General and the sanction was obtained. To that I move an amendment to which also sanction ·
was necessary under section 80-A (8). Would that amendment .be ruled.
out of order as infringing section 80-A (8) or will it bring the entire Bill into
ruin ? This is the poll;lt 1: want to raise.
Mt. President: The case of a member moving an amendment requiring previous sanction is different from the case now . before the House.
In this case the select corumittee has inserted in the Bill three clauses which
require previous sanction, and the motion moved is that the whole Bill,
containing the offending clauses, be. taken into consideration. There is no
question of an inaividual member moving an amendment requiting sanction ..
However, if his amendment would mean a higher burdenof taxation than
already sanctioned, I would rule it out of order.
But :if it would intend
to lower the taxation, I wouldallow it. Similarly, if the proposed amendment
would prolong be period of taxation, I would rule it out of order ;
but would allow it if it would reduce that period.
Mr. Labh Singh·: Supposing the amendment only varies the form
of the incidence of taxation ? And another point that I want to make is this.
Are we perfectly sure that any signatures are necessary to the report of theselect committee ? · My submission is that so fa:r as the requirements of
our manual are concerned no signatures need be appended and th.at there is
no other rule prescribing that there should be signatures appended.to thereport of a select. committee. That is also an impol'.ta:q.t ~s,pect oi the: quee- .
tion under discussion. ·
· ·
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Mr. President : As to that apsect of the question . the honourablemember may read paragraph 86 (5) of our Constitutional Manual.
Mr. Labh Singh: That refers to something else. It says that if any
member desires to record a minute of dissent then he must sign his name
saying that it is subject to the note of dissent. This is intended to provide a
terminus a quo for limitation.
Mr. President:The clause may be interpreted that way, but thisinterpretation is not in accord with the interpretation which has been
placed upon it in this Councilfor about twelve years.
Mr. Labh Singh: The question of practice is quite different trom the·
question of obligation which the law Ja.ys down. My submission is this ..
that the rule is obviously susceptible of that interpretation. Anyw:ay
the .rule should be so interpreted that mere technicalities should not be permitten to stand in the way of the Councilmoving on.
Mr. P. Marsden:Mr. Muhammad Din Malak has stated that themembers of the select committee were urged to sign this report in the manner
that they did by the officialmembers of the committee. As a matter of fact
it was not that. Members of the select committee were asked to considerthe draft of the select committee's report and to assemble again, either two..
hours later or on the dav which had already been advertised, which was two,
days later. But tho ruemhers who were present said that they did not want
to assemble either two hours or two days later and therefore they insisted
on signing in the manner that they did. (Voices: No.) Unfortunately
their various businesses required their presence elsewhere, and they could
not wait. Now an objection was raised to Rai Bahadur Lala Mohan Lal
having signed the report without seeing it. But I would point out that the·
reason why he did so was that he was satisfied that the decisionsof the committee were being correctly incorporated by the secretary o{ the committee.
And that was precisely the reason for which several members of the comn.ittee including Mr. Muhammad Din, also so to speak, signed blindly. Now
it is admitted that this is an irregularity, aud. I believethat this is not the·
first time that this irregularity has occurred. But I woula suggest that whilethis _may be a matter for which all of mi who were concerned, that is, most of
the members of the select comn..ittee, may be rebuked by your honourableself, it ia not a reason why ihe House should not proceed to consider this
Bill. . From the point of view of thi~ House the important thing to consider
is, does this report embody all the decisions of the select committee? Does.
the select committee agree that it embodies their decisions? and was the·
House given sufficientnotice of the report which embodied those decisions ? ·
Cbaudhri Allah Dad Khan : I want to correct one. mistake made
by the Secretary, Transferred Departments. When the report was read
we asked 'for a aay's time to be able to read it through and sign it but the
Honourable Minister for Local Self-Government and the Secretary, Transferreu Department, insisted that it shoula be siguea on that very day and
they agreed to give ns two hours' time. But it was not sufficient and we
stated thaj; we required at least a day but they could not give a single· day ;
on which Malak Muhammad Din was the first to volunteer to sign on theassura.nee given by these three gentlemen that the report was correctly-drafted. I am very sorry that the Governmenthas made this mis-statement.,
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Government members should '. a.lways make right statements in order to
rinspire confidencein the minds of the members of the Council.
The Honourable Dr. Gokul Chand Narang : I must. rise to correct
-the mis-statement made by the honourable member. We had issued a notice
fixing a meeting of the select committee for the 11th. In that very notice
ewe had said that if anything remained to be done the. next and the final
meeting would be held on the 18th. When the honourable members ofthe
select committee assembled, they, some of them, I cannot exactly say now
-who,asked the Legal Remembrancer and the Secretary, Transferred Departments, whether the report drafted by the Legal Remembrancer correctly
embodied the decisions of the select committee, and the Legal Remembrancer
said : Yes. Then they readily agreed and in fact, signed it. because every
«one seemed anxious to have done with it as Mr. Sale has pointed out. I on
·the other hand entreated them to stay and not to be hasty, to at least wait
-till 2 o'clock and read it-I myself wanted to read it--and then to sign it,
if they did not want to come on the 18th again. I never asked a,ny member
iio sign it saying thatotherwisehe would get no opportunity. We gave the
members full time.
Mr. Nanak Chand Pandit: I am sorry that unnecessary discussion
'bas been going on arising out of a misimpression of law. One honourable
rmember was pleased to remark that after the report of the select committee
was signed by a member, the select committee became Junc//us. officio. There
Iis nothing to that effect · in our rules; On the contrary, article 89 · of our
Manual provides that the Bill as reported by the select committee may be
-re-eommitted to the sa:me select committee. That is to say the select committee goes on existing. It has nowhere been laid down in this chapter of
-our Manual which deals with select committees that after a report has been
.presented or after a member has signed the report, the select committee
becomes Junctm officio. I then whole-heartedly associate myself with the
.interpretation given on article 8~ (5) that it is not essential for the members
-to sign the report of a select committee, The rule is clear. There can be
no two interpretations of it. Let me for the benefit of those members who
.have not got the Manual in their hands read out what the. rule says: It
.reads s-«

•

" If any· member of a select committee ,desires to record a minute of dissent on any
point, he must sign the report, stating that he does so subject to his minute of
dissent, and must hand in his minute within three days of the date on which he ,
signs the report."

-That means that if a person is dissenting he must append his signature.
But the rule does not say that if a member doesnot dissent in any way his
-signature would yet be essential to the report. As for our practice in the
-past, if that practice has prevailed in the past that does not mean that the
meaning of the rule can be varied and modified by such a practice. What·
-ever members may say as to the report being corr~ct or otherwise, the rule
is absolutely clear on these two points.
The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khaa. : With ·
regard to your reference to the necessity of previous sanction of the Govem"IQent of India, may 1draw your attentio~ to the fact that there is a clause
,in the Bill, which went to the select committee and which has received the
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-sanetion of the Governor-General, to the effect that an entertainment
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tax

-should be levied. As this is also a· form of entertainment tax I believe there
-eould be no objection to its inclusion on principle.
· ·

Mi·. President : A tax on betting or gambling is e~pressly mentioned
,as item 8 in schedule l. Therefore, it cannot be said that it is included in
,another item.
·
·
·
·
The Honour.able Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan : I do not
-say that the. Government of India have specifically given sanction for a
-betting tax. But my point is that in principle they have agreed
to it.
,.
The Honourable Dr. Gokul Chand Narali.g: May I submit that
·my motion is not yet before the House ?
·
Mr. President : No, it is not, and I must decline to put it if I hold that
-it is out oforder. It is not before the House yet.
:
·
. The Hono~able Dr. Gokul Chand Narang: therefore beg. to
"move that the report ofthe select committee. omitting cla'19eS 25, 29 and 52
-of the Bill in regard to which the objection of previous sanctjon is raised, be
:taken into consideration.
· ·
Mr. President : Can the honourable member make such a motion ?
'The offending elauses were inserted in the Bill by theselect committee and I
-am not aware of any law under which the Honourable Member can omit
any clause of the Bill as amended by that committee. I think that even the
whole Council cannot strike out the offending .clanses, 'they can be deleted
-only by the select committee, and not by anybody else.
The Honourable Dr. Gokul Chand Narang: You :wiU see that in
~paragraph 89 of our Manual.. • . . . .
·
Mr,_ President : Will the Honourable Membe~ read.tbe opening words
.,of the paragraph? They are:,: ·
·

i

0

" After the presentation of the final report of a select committ~."

The question is whether the report of the select committee is regular
-and in order.
If it is, the Honourable Member can cert~inly proceed under
. Article 89 ; but not otherwise. There is a further question, The Honour-able Member has given notice of the motion, that the Bill as reported by the
select committee be taken into consideration. He has n<>t given notice of
.any other motion nnuer Article 89. Therefore, he cannot _· be allowed to
'move a motion other than the one of which he has given .notiee,
·
The Honourable Dr. Gokul Chand Narang: I Wij,h to know whether
-the report of the select committee is before the House or 'Pot.
•
·
Mr. President : It is before the House subject to !th~ decision oi the
·point of order whether it is regular and in order.
. The Honourable Dr. Gokul Chand Narang: I wish to makea few
-observations onthe first question whether the report of t~e select committee
is before the House or not. I have submitted that actmittecily from the state.ments of the members who composed. the select committee themselves, the
eeport embodies faithfully the decisions of the select; committee. That
eeport was. sent by. the Secretary of the select committee to the Secretary
. ·~of the Legislative Council. Advanoe copies have been s~nt :of the report to
.all members. The only question which you or this ;Hopsei can consider is
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. ~hethe! 1t i.s or ~t is not .a ,:eport of the s~Iect committee. The qnestior; when
it was signed, whether it w.as sign~d .or ~ot, b9;w . it was s.igne(j., . i.s. all immaterial as I believe Mr. Nanak Chand Pandit has pointed' out. Is there
any member in this House, whether ~ rq,ember olthe se~t committee
or not, who ' can maintain that the report which has
presented isnot the report of the select committee '} Most of the members of the·
select· committee are here. I ask whether any one is prepared to
say that the report does not embody the . decisions of the select
committee, or it embodies matters which were· not considered and
decided by the select committee. I take it t_hat there is no member who·
would venture upon such a statement. The report presented to the Housedoes embody the decisions of the select committee and .I submit that that is
all that is necessary to be considered. The rest may be a matter of evidence
in case. a dispute arises whether a member was given an opportunity to.
read the report or not.whether he was so full of confidence that he signed it orrather put hia signature on a blank paper on the assurance that whatever
he had read up to that time. constituteo. the report of the· select· committee.
Some other members did put their signafures .on a: document which was ad-mittedly incomplete because· it had not appended to it the amended Bill
although a definite section of the report says that the Bill is appended herewith. They all had confidence in the officials concerned with the compilation of the report and they put their signatures. So that the question that
has been raised by Mr. Owen Roberts has really no substance in it whatsoever, He himself is one of the signatories to that incomplete report and
he put his signature to it on the assurance that it embodied. the decisions· of'
the select committee which assurance had been conveyed to him by the
Legal Remembrancer.
The Legal Remembrancer has explained that he
felt it his duty to implement that assurance arid morally and jUfltly pound.
as he was to do as was his duty, he made those amendments in the report
and the corrections which were pointed out to him by the honourable-member, Mr. Din Muhammad. I fail to see how· and in what· respect the
report to which the signatures were appended by those honourable gentleme11 on the assurance of the Legal Remembrancer differs from the report
which has been presented to this House and which has been circulated to th-em
in the form of an advance copy. What more does. this Honse want and
what .more do you want beyond this that the document presented to the
House and circulated among the members as an advance copy should be the-correct version of. the proceedings of the select committee ? And no body up
to this time has ventured upon the statement that it is not a correct version.
Therefore my submission is that so far as the report is concerned it is a perfectly valid and legal document in so fur as it is a faithful reproduction of theproceedings of the select committee. The next point is whether it embodies .
anything which the select committee was debarred under the law from incorporating in its recommendations. Tha.t question is entirely a · separate·
question. Before I proceed to discuss that I may state that what the aetnal
objection is nobody has stated. Is the report presented to the House not a
, valid report? Let us assume that it is legally defective in the· sense that
some commas, or some foll stops or some semi-colons or some words have-been added to it. The question is whether those words were intended to be
added by the select committee or not. It is perfect!y clear that it was theiJ-·

been
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.intention that those words should be added. If for the sake of argument any
-defeotis to be found with the report on the ground that signatures had been
.appended to an incomplete document and now that the report that has been
presented does not bear the signatures of some of the gentlemen, then it .is
open to the House to refer back the Bill to the same select. committee aq().
ask them to append their signatures or raise their objections to the additions that. have been made under their implied authority by the Legal Re7
rnenrbrancer.. It is a matter primarily for the House to see because the report
is made to the House, whether the House is satisfied with the report or not.
If the House is not satisfled,what is the remedy? It may ask the same seleet
committee to rectify the mistake by re-committing the Bill to it. But so
Jar as any errors or mistakes are concerned, none hag been pointed 011t. The
only defect which has been pointed out is that the document presented now
.does not bear the signatures of some of them. This is the only defect mentioned, and it can be remedied in less than five minutes in this very House.
It rests with the House to call upon the members of the select committee to
sit for five minutes and to remove that defect. If the House feels that .the
select committee has bungled or some of its members have signed blin<i.-fold
.. and that therefore this difficulty has arisen it is open to· the House to CO.O·
st.itute a committee of other members if they like. But thatis only a counsel
-of extreme caution and of condemnation of the members of the select com·
mittee who signed the document without reading it. 'Phat is the submission that I have to make so far as the presentation of the report is con-cemed, If you, Sir, think that there is any defect, it can be remedied under
_your orders.

Mr. President:No one denies that the report is on the table of the
House. The objection to it is that it is not properly signed by the member~
·Of the select committee. The accuracy of the contents of the report has not
been and cannot be questioned by any one except by the House itself. Mr.
Owen Roberts' objection.is to the form, not to the substance of the report.
The Honourable Minister contends that the only ri.efect in his report is that
jt does not bear the signatures of some of the members of the select coor.mittee and that this defect can be remedied in less than five minutes if the
House calls upon the members of the committee to sign the report in this
very House. The Honourable Member knows, I presume, that the Council
cannot give any order to its members unless a. motion to that effect is msde'
.after due notice and the decisionof the House is given on it in due course. Can
the House give any order to its members except on a. motion, question and
vote ? Can the House come to a decision on any matter unless a motion is
made, the question is put from the Chair and the sense of the House is col.Ieoted in accordance with the Rules and Standing Orders in. force ?
.

Mr. Labh Singh : I am seekingyour permission to make that motion.

hi, the first place I am very respectfully asking a

question if I would be in
order if I move in certain eventualities that the Bill as reported by the select
-eommittee be re-committed to the same select committee with instruction
to report within five minutes. or even two days. Tllis would straighten the
tangle and regularise the procedure.

Mr. President:Can the honourable member make such a motion'
.and if so, under what rule ?
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Mr. Labh Singh: Under Article
Mr. President : If the honourable
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89.
member will read the opening . words·

of that article he will find 1,hat after the presentation of the report of the select
committee, the member-in-eharge of the Bill .can make one of the bhree.motionsmentioned in the Article, and that any other member can move .as an, amend-.
ment a recommittal or circulation of the Bill only if the member-in-ohargehas moved its consideration; In other. words unless. th<3 motion for eonsideration is moved by the member-in-oharge, neithe:,; of the other twomotions can be moved by any other honourable member.

The Honourable Dr .. · Cokul Chand Narang : I have
the report .of tho select committee to the House. It is now for
either to accept it or to move some amendments and it is on that
Mr. Labh Singh moved a motion that the· Bill be. reoommitted to
committee.
·
·
·

presented
the Honsepoint that

the. select,

Mr. President: Unless the Honourable Minister's motion that the.,
Bill be taken into consideration is placed before tbeifouse, how een any otherhonourable member move a recommittal or circulation ?
The Honourable Dr. Gokul Chand Narang: Before it is carriedYou will see that it does not say that there is any motion about presentation •.

Mr. President: Presentation is not a motion, while a member other'
than the member-in-charge of the Bill can move a reeommittal.or cironlation onlv after the latter has moved the motion that the Bill be· taken into.
consideration.
The Honourable Dr. Gokul Chand Narang:

Can we

take it that:

the report· is presented . ?

Mr. President: Yes. But the point o, crder raised by the honour,
able member, Mr. Owen Roberts, is that, the report is not in order and· that;
therefore, it cannot form the basis of any further action by the Council. ·
Khan Bahadur Sardar Habib Ullah : May I draw your attention:
to a very important matter, which I do not really know is within your province, you are the best judge of it. In case you give a ruling on the point·
that is before the House, tliat this report of the select committee cannot beproceeded with who would be responsible for the expenses
'.' ..

Mr .. Ptesident ~ Order, order. The Chair hes no concern with expenses. The point of order tor decision is, whether the report of the select com·
mittee, which has been presented by the Honourable Minister, is a properly
signed document. In other words, whether the psovisions of sub-clause (5) of
S. O. 42 (Articfo 86 of our Business Manual) have been followed in signing .th&
report .. Before proceeding further, I may be allowed to say on behalf of
this House that the statement of facts made by the Honourable Legal Remembrancer is perfectly correct and that whatever was done by him wss
done bona fide and with the best of intentions. There is not the slightest
doubt that every word of the statement · he has made is absolutely correct.
(Honourable members: It.is quite correct). But there are some furtlt.er facts.
which throw light upon the regularity of signatures and the formal vaijdity·
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of the report of the select committee. The select committee finished consi.
deration of the Billon the 7th April, and fixed the 11th April for considering·
their report on the Bill. Bai Bahadur Lala Mohan Lal, who was one of"
the members of the select committee, could not stay up to the 11th. So, on:
the 8th April, when no report of the committee11
A,M.
was in existence, he signed a blank paper and left it
with the Secretary, Transferred Departments, as his signature to the-report which was to be drafted and typed two or three days later.
On the 11th April a report of 48 paragraphs was placed before the members of the committee, who attended the meeting. Fourteen of them put
their signatures on the last page of the report, and the name of Bai Bahadur
Lala Mohan Lal was added, admittedly without authority, by the Honourable.
Minister for Local Self-Government.
It appears that soon after a new paragraph, numbered 47, was inserted
in the report by affixing a typed slip on its last page, and that the last two,
paragraphs (47 and 48) of the report were altered to 48 and 19, respectively.
The last page of one copy of this report of 49 paragraphs issigned by three·
members; whi'e the last page of another copy is signed by one member;:
and the last page of the third copy by another. It further appears that
subsequently four more paragraphs were inserted
in the r~port and thus.
0
it became a report of 58 paragraphs.
•·
On or about the 16th April, the Secretary of the Council received from:
the Legal Remembrancer, Punjab, the following documents :(i) only the last page of the original report of 48 paragraphs with .
signatures of 15 members on it ;
(ii) only the last page of the report"of 49 paragraphs with signatures.
of 8 members on. it ;
··
·
(iii) only the last page of the report o.f 49 paragraphswith the sig-nature of one member on it ;
(iv) a complete copy of the report of 49 paragraphs' bearing on its.
last page the signature of only one member ; and
(v) a complete copy of the report of 58 paragraphs without the·
signature of a single member on it. (Hear, heat! and laughter) ..
But the report which the Honourable Minister has presented to the,
Council is a printed ·copy of the report of 58 paragraphs, and is signed by
twelve· members of the select committee. Now the point for decision is:.
whether it is a properly signed report within the meaning ofsub-olause (5) of·
clause 86. The sub-clause runs as follows :" If any member of a select committee desires to record a minute of dissent on anypoint, he must sign the report, stating that be dces so subject to his minute of
dissent, and must hand in his minute within three days of the date on which he· ·
signs the report."
·
·

Relying upon the last 11 years' practice of this Council as well as on the
practice of all other law-making bodies in India, I hold that the report should
have been signed by all members of the select committee. In any case it.
must have been signed by all such members as had attended one or more·
meetings of the committee..
Mr. Nanak Chand: Pandit: Dissenting members only.
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Mr. President: The reason why it is made mandatory for a dissenting
member to sign the report is not fa,r. to seek. He does not agree with the
'report. In other words. it is not. his report and, ·therefore, he is amply
justified not to sign a document the contents of which he does not accept
or approve. But the sub-clause says that if any member desires to recorµ a
m'nnte of dissent he must sign the report, even if he fails subsequently to
'Send his minute of dissent. And when it is imperative for a member, who
-does not agree with the report, to sign it, it is a forlJiori imperative for
.the member who agrees with it to· signify his approval of it by signing it.
During the last eleven years, every select committee appointed by this
ouse has submitted its report invariably signed by:_JiJ.UtS-IDembers,and· I
:may add that the same practice prevails ~
other provincial Legislative
C9unciis and the _liegislati".'e Asse ,hlJ. · ssu ing, ho. waver, f~r the sake of
[rgument, that rt is not obligatory on the members, who agree with the report,
o sign it, it is not denied by any one that it must be signed, atl east, by the
members, The report, which' has been presented to the House,
I llissenting
· s signed by twelve out of twenty members of the select committee. '.!.'hes~
.signatures were obtained yesterday, the 27th Ay,ril.. Out of the eight, who
.nsve not signed the printed report of 53 · paragraphs, five members signed
,the original report of 48 paragraphs subject to recording their minutes of
c.~issent, and handed in theif minutes within three days of the date on which
they signed the report ; while the report which has been presented with
'. welve signatures on it, .is. not signed by a single dissenting member, On
, hese facts I hold that the report is not pr Jl)erly signed and· that, therefore,
the House cannot proceed to take it into consideration.
In view of th~ ruling I have just given, tho question whether the select
,committee wasf'Unctus officio on the 27th instant, does not arise. :8u't as the
point has been argued, I may say that
soon as the committee eonelnded
its business, it eeased to exi!!t.
The Honourable Captain Sard.ar Sikander Hyat Khan : Accord.:itig to· you the select committee has not concluded its business inasmneh
as- no signatures have been appended to the report.
Mr. Pi'esident : The original report of the select committee was
signed by fourteen, if nut fifteou members, and, with a paragraph subsequently added, it was signed by five more members.

lj

as

The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan : I
am referring to the report containing 58 paragraphs. Before you give .your
.mling, may I ask which of these reports was circulated to honourable members?

Mr. President;:

The unsigned report •)f 58 paragraphs;

'tlie Hononrable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khim : 'l1hen the

·C\.1mmittee fa not .ftt,UWlts officw, since fr ha~ not signed the report s: far.
1'he Honourable Dr. GoJail Chand N1trang: :May I draw your
.attention t·J Article 89 (b) of our Business Manual whereby a Bill as reported
bY, the select committee ean be recommitted to the same . select committee.
That shows that the select committee has not become .funot1,s offioio.
·
Mr. President: On the 11th April, after the report of 48 paragraphs'
was approved by the members of the select committee, its whole business
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iliarr~g the signing of report, was over. The following paragraph on page
486 of May's Parliamentary Practice, speaks for itself :" Until the report and evidence of the select committee has been laid upon the ta.ble
it is irregular to refer to .them in a.ny debate or to put question in reference to the
proceedings of that· committee.
If a committee at the conclusion of their enquiry make final report to the House, the
sittings of the committee are presumed to have been closed and if further
proceedings 'were desired it would be necessary to revivr it ...

If it did not become functus ojfiffio then, it did become so on the 16th
.April, when its report was deposited in the office of the Secretary of . the ·
:Legislative Council. In any case it ceased to exist when its report was
presented to the Council a. couple of hours ago. When the Bill. which was
referred to it is no longer before it and has been returned with its approval ·
and presented to the House with its regular or irregular report, how ean it
· -eontinue to exist legally ?
The Honourable Dr. Gokul Chand Narang :'. How, then is it
possible for this House to recommit the Bill to the select committee ?
Mr. President: I will give my ruling on that question when it a.rises.
As regards the signature of Rai Bahadue Lala Mohan La.I, he has very frankly
admitted that he signed bis name on a blank paper which he handed over to
Mr. Marsden on the 8th April.
Rai Bahadur Lala Mohan Lal: I gave it to the Secretary, Transferred Departments, with foll confidence in him.
·
Mr. President: That paper has at its top the name of the Rai
Bahadur written in bis own hand. · There is nothing to show the object with
which he wrote bis name. On the 18th April, 1982, the Secretary, Transferred Departments, remarked on it .. " Any need of this signature ? " and sent
it to the LegalBemembraneer, who made on it thefollowing' remark:" Thisis the original signature of Ra.i Ba.ha.durLala. Mohan Lal to the select committee'11
report on the Municipal Amendment BilL" "

This, in brief, is the history of the report on which the House is asked to
proceed.
:
Out of the five documents received by the Secretary · of the Council, \
three were- one-psge loose papers. Can any of these be called a report of the
.select com.mittee?
The fourth document, of 49 paragraphs, is complete in \
itself but is signed by only one member. Can this be said to be a properly
signed report of the committee ? Then there is the sixth document of 58 'I
paragraphs.
This document, though complete as regard its substance and
contents, does 1;10~ bear the signature of 3: single member of th~ c_ommittee.
· <\ _
In any case, this IS not the document which the Honourable MlillSter cared
V:to get signed yesterday, nor did he deem it proper to present it to the House.
In its, stead he preferred to present this morning its printed copy, bearing·
twelve signatures, which were secured by him yesterday.
On these facts,,. ·
,gentlemen, I have no option but to rule that the report, presented to the · .
House, is not in order, and that, consequently the Council cannot proceed ' .
to consider it. ·
On this virw, the objection regarding the want of sanction, under clause'
(S) of section 80-A of the Government of India Act, need not' be pursued any •
1',
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[Mr. President.]
.
~~~er. ~utt ~fter hearing' tp.e v.ftfY lear:q.,ecl i,ir~,ments (?f ~h.e Honon:a~le·
l\{ui.i,ater ~Qt' µocal Self-(fov~:r:nment, I feel called upon to ~x.pr.ess my opinion,
on this point as well. ~g
of the clause iB that the l~.l!1tllnL0La..
province cannot, without the prev]>.if~:'Sll,nrJt:ron=~aJioV!.~.General,
xna-~.fie~~dl})'.'~i;iein·{ijiy·l~"' xegardipg an;y9f tq~tµ!!:tters specified:
in too,climse-t~nd·that; conse,quent~y,jfjlie ~O]!Q!J!'.P:RIEfMjnistet•s motion.
foj.tii]oog·totrBfil'in\o·_ctl~siperation had otherwise been m order;T would
ht11:ve d.eelliie,ff
put it from the Chair, ina.smuclf"1:tq;m)vious sanetion is,
· necf)ss~1;y· fo.r amending the Criminal Procedure Code· and imposing the twQ>'
t~.es ·l.likija,dy mentioned. Parliamentary p;r!!,ctice is; . that if any motiOl'l,,
ot Bill, Q:r proceeding is offered to 'be moved, whether in the House or in a.
oommitteewhiob requires, but fails. to receive, the re.commendation of theCrown, it is the duty of the Chair to announce that no questien can be pro.pos.a.d,
upon tb,e. mptio.n, or ta clirect the ·wit~l(lrawl);J ot the ~ill.
Som.e . Qf th~ amendments made by the select committee go beyond theBCQij~ qf th.~ ~ill•. :ijad any P.Ri~9UJ:fl.bl.e m{l;mpet- taken ol>je~ti~:o, onJhat
s~o~e. tR-e 9~aµ- . µ:!Jgh,t h11,y~ ~dvl~ed tp.~ ~Qll~ ,to re;qµ,est - the h,o;nol1,f~plfi .·
~eplhe,r tq. :withdx,R:'Y ·~. Bill.
·
· The Honourable Sir Henry .Craik : May I respectfully ask if·
yoµr ruling QR, the last poµit a~oµnts to this. that th~ sele.ct committeer
can in no circumstances, add .any fr.esh. cl1J,u$e to th,e· Bill ?
" , l\k. Pr~,id,at:: I l,u~ve given no sueh ruling, Wheµ ~· Bill is refeJTed
sel~ ~#i"11i~~~e, th.e sµ,l}j~ct ;cna,~ter oi. the ~iJJ •. 1141 «Jii;cJq~ed by· ~h~·
CQ:q.p.e~ts $.<;e.ot, lqrms th~ ~der .ot r~~~.eij,ce a~d all ~e~uJJ.U®.;ts ~~~h ~fit· .
COJllll'.lltt.~e · Cl\ I) nµ1,J,{e · in .tht:) ~ilJ. mµ~t · ~l;l· 1elev~nt .t() - its J:!lJ.~jept ~a~r.
They sli.ouLhd R-<?f ~e ip:~,ey~t. _fore:igµ .<rf cpp.tra4wi9fY (~~. pt, gq ~w.oµ!J t~· .
scope of t e Bill. T~e committee µa!! fi:µl power to amend ~h~ !Jill even
to "the ·extent or nullifyinf its 'prqna~c;,im,. ri;t~. it ~P.!fo,t ins.~itj ·~. :~la.use which.
would reverse the principle of the Bill or go beyond its scope. All I meant .
to ~a..y :\Yl}S tµat in propq~~g ;q,p.· lI;lap~ct~t;i.te ~w Iii, Lqo,ai· ~lf~Gqsverm:qent;
. Board, the select committee has· gone beyond the scope of the Bill. . . ·
. T~,li~~qijrap~ $jr ij~,nr.yc,~: l .~,O. ~ot ~p,ut to ":fp.SS:0:ll:l?,m,in0·
YQU, bµt .I ~4 tq, :J,et-. s,om,e :mfq~lf4i~Oll:. T4.o ru~g W, pf gffJiq,,mi,~Q:Fta,.i.~w~.
. as !t "'ill k,e a. gui~,e ~Qr a,lJ fµ~u,:e ~ei~.:t .c.oniwitt~ei,. May" 1. _ ~<?,~ .e;a¢~'1i
wl;t~t tp.e eff.e.c.t 0£ y,op.r r,q.~~ i~ '1' I.~,S!i1ffl.lf:' tp.~~ tpf .li'E¥eP~·~~ttJw
~·
o:r;i. yqp.r. rp.J.ing? ,e~_?e,e,d~d ipi fµnctjwi ~Pt has ~jN1~ ff»il.O@,~efS
~4&: ~,ill
some Pm~q~al whieh r13qµll'e;1 ~~~ Pf~r~ous S!tJJ.~t1o;n. of ~.!) G,o:vern9-r..,q.!l~e;i:q}
or ~~i~h is, i9- your opinion, oµ.ts14e the scope qf ~~ ~iij,'. Po~ it th~
ne,e.e.s.s.~ri:Iy f,Q~low, ~ a. select c,om,mittee lw.~. t,cted ui, tpe.t way ~d · has t~1* .
ex,c,e;ep.~d its f~nctton, .that tb,e whole, Bill 4,as tq .}iit tl).r~wh o,~t. w r.ec.wn'."
uµp.ted.?
·
. Mr. Pz-esiclent : If some· am.endments made hy the select committe&>
go bey9nd. the. s-cQpe of. the Bill, ac:cordin:g to Parlioonentary practice, theCp.air .would neither throw out ·nor stop· the BiU on the point of order th~t. theBill was a new Bill; but it would advise the House that the Bill shomd·be~tb~a'ffi a.pd l,ea.y~. be ~sltie4 J~ -~~.~ UJirQ,dijoti~µ ,Qi; ~·l!~'\V l}~ ijow@!err
if tije,~,e.~ect oo.mmi~te~ ~d1§! pro,1~~ tptp~-JljJl·cr.~wg,~:~ge.;of ~-:-·.
posµ1~. a.. tax .upoll t~e .people. which require sanctionr the Chair will' decline, ·

.
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to propose consideration of the Bill, unless the proper sanetior; is received,
or the offending clauses are struck. out by the committee. fu my opinion
the select committee should refrain from adding clauses which go beyond the·
scope of the Bill, or require sanction. I have already stated that what is.
referred to · a select committee is the text of the Bill. Therefore, it is this.
text of the Bill which forms its mandate, and indicates the limits beyond
which it is forbidden to travel. In the words of Sir Erskine May :" In the case of a select committee UP.,On 11. Bill, tlie ~ill coi;imi,i~d t9' it u, it$elf t.he
order of reference to the committee, wlio' mll6t repo;rt 1t'with or without ~endment to the House. 'l'he proCliedil)ga of every &0lect committee are restriet.ed
to their own order of r,efere~ce. that is to ~Y· t®iY are "9nibi,e,d.. to t)le co:asideration of the matter or of the Bill co~~
fa ~lie co~tt,e,e,"

Again, Standing Order 84 of the House of Commons provides :" It shall be ~n instruetioR, t9 ~ c,Qpimitteea pf .the whole HoUSl;l to wl!ic}i ~ills iµay beco~m1tted. t~t they have power to ~~e s~c~ a.P!-el,lcbn.fll?.f.B tb:ere~ as t)i.ey~ll.
think fit, provided they be releTimt to the subject matter of the Bill. but that
if
such e.m1;ndments s,ba.11 not ~ withip. tlte tit},.e o£ t~ ~ill. they do amend,
the title aeeordingly, and do rnport the same specially to the House."

anr

Th~ Honoura~Je Dr. GoJml ~li~d ?f~~ : Sir, witb your pe;rIIl:ission I beg to present the ;Report of the SeJect CoJllµiittet:t1tppoiµ.tedto cons#J.erthe Municipal Amending Bil]..
Mr. President : Th,e Ho;nourabJe M,:emh,er has a~ady presented onereport, and has thereby e~t~
his r,ight under Arli,ele 87. He Qannot
present report after repQtj;. I regret that I 1u1\\ unable t.o allow the Honourable,,
~ter
to present ano~her rep~. Is he en.titled to present a second
report?
The HqaouJ"able Dr. Gokul Chand Narang: If 'you will aUow me,
I will mention this. This is oot·a second report.
~. President : The Honouraple M~mb,er has alre.a.4,y pre~ente,d onereport. Has he not ?
·
· ·
The Honourable Dr. Gokul Chand Narang: If 'you allow me to:say a few words, I will explain. You have ruled that .th~ doc~nnep.ts or the·
bundle of papers received· by the Secretary to t1te Legjsl.atjye . POJ.-ip.cil frqµi·
the Legal Remembrancer's office in patehes1 ope slip one d.iJ,Y &.p.d aµotJ:uir:
slip on another day a,nd so on, were all waste paper and they p.j(J n.ot cpp.:-·
stitute the select committee's report. Therefore, accpr<'t}ng to your 9WI).'.
ruling, oo report of the select oonim.ittee has yet been presented t.ci you,
Mr~ Pre~~d~nt: The ppr1teq. report, which tl;t,e Honourable Member
considered to be the most complete and accµrate. report, was presented by.·
hi.ro. Jihis morning, but tµe CJ:!.air
rµJe.d it out pf order. ·
· Tb~ }IQ.pot:ir~le Dr. Gokµl Ch.awl Narang : What every one of us::
considered to b13 eorre.ct:-bnt according to you erroneous-report of theselect eommitte«, you have ruled . 11,s mere rubbish, as waste paper and that
it. was npt tbe report bf the select ~nunittee. Therefore, my submission.
is that no repprt,· of the sel~ct pqµunjtt~ has .yet been presented to you and,.
tp.ere~oie, it iEi m! rigJlt ~4er ~he Stan,4.ing Orders to present· the report. o_f
the. . s~t~t .eQJP.IQIM~e. ·
.· ·
.
.
President : If the bonC>nra'f>le member would point out' t!l,e rule·
..or. St~µding Order under which he had the right first to present
irregular

p.~s

. · 'Mr.a

'an

E2
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('Mr. President.]
and untenable report and after that report is held to be out of order, to
present another, a regular and tenable report, I shall gladly allow him to do
-so.
The Honourable Dr. Gokul Chand Narang:
I am bound by this
l\{anual to present the report of the select committee. Its provisions are
peremptory and mandatory. Section. 87 says that the report of the Select
Committee shn,ll be presented to the Council by the.Member in charge of the
Bill. Now, some~hing was presented to the House which erroneously the
Legal-Remembrancer, Secretary, Transferred Departments, and the Member
in charge thought was the report. A copy, say of "Hir-Ranjha" was presented. It is my bounden duty to present the report of the Select Commit·
tee.

~-President:
The honourable member said thitt he had presented
the most accurate and complete report.
~

The Honourable Dr. Gokul Chand Narang: But according to you
it is rubbish and you can take any action against me departmentally or
against my officers. You can ~ay that the Secretary, Transferred Departments, or my legal officers are not competent and . that • they did not know
their duties. .They erroneously thought that this was the report, although
it was a mere bundle of papers. But that does not alter the position. According to you the report of the select Committee has riot been. presented.
Therefore it is my bounden duty to present it arid I think it ,is not in yoll;l'
power to · prevent me from presenting the report of the select committee.
That report I have got in my hands consisting of 48 paragraphs and signed
by the members of the select ·committee who were present on that day.
l submit that this 49th paragraph or whatever the number of that para·
graph is, is only to the effACt that. Mi:. Sullivan, the Architect and Colonel
·Gill, Director of Public Health, also attended meetings on one or two. days
when the subjects with which they were concerned were under considers·
tion.
·
That was the only paragraph and that is a mere note and not a substenµve part of the report. I, therefore, submit that this report has been signed
by all the m:embersof the select committee, by some without any qua.Iifioa·
tion, by others subject to their notes of dissent and at least fifteen members
have signed this report and that forms a majority of the members of the .select
.eommittee and others also signed this report includ;ng the note which added
,a paragraph to the report. That 49th paragraph is not an addition. Un·
·fortunately what happened is this, that the number 27 was repeated in print
.snd if the number 28 is introduced in place of one of the numbers 27 and the
·paragraphs are renumbered .the total-would be 49 and even if that note was
-to be elevated to the position of a separate paragraph it does not in any
way touch the substantial character of the report apd, therefore, my submission is that this is the report which was signed by all the members of the
select committee and this is. the report which I myself am bound under the
·}aw to present to this House and which I may say with· all. respect, you a.re
-required to receive. This is the position. Any effort made before the · pre.sentation on this, howsoever regrettable, or objectionable it might have been,
js really · not r~levant for the _pm-pose of th~ presentation of the report of
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the select committee. I, therefore; beg to present this report. With respect to the additions that have been made, they are mere amendments and
can be moved as such in the House.
Sardar Sahib Sardar Ujjal Singh : No copy of the report of the
select committee which the Honourable Member in charge of the Bill wants to
present has been supplied to the members of the House. All that we have
been supplied with is stated to be rubbish.
Mr. President: Paragraph 87 of the Manual entitles the .Memberin
charge of a Bill to present the report of the select committee to the Council,
The report of the select committee, bearing twelve signatures, which were
obtained yesterday, was presented to the House this morning. But it has
been held to be out of order, and I am not aware of any law under which
the Honourable Minister can be allowed to present another report. Again,
the report which he wishes to present is a new one. It has not been circulated among the members of the House. Besides, it does not bear the \...--signatures of all members. The Honourable Minister admits that this
has got only fifteen signatures, including that of Bai Bahadue Lala Mohan
Lal.
The Honourable Dr. Gokw Chand Narang : That does not
matter.
·
:
. Mr. Presiicient : But it does. The report should have been signed
by all members of the select committee. I am sorry that I am unable to
allow the Honourable Member to present a second report.
The Honourable Dir. Gokw.Chand Narang: I only want to give
one explanation. When we sat on the llthto sign that report all the members
who were present signed it. When I was going to sign, one honourable
member said that I was the thirteenth. Mr. Marsden told me that Lala
Mohan Lal had already signed it (I did not know that he had signed on a blank
paper, it was afterwards I came to know that he had signed only a blank
paper) I said, all right, I shall not put number 18 against my name and
put down Lala Mohan Lal's name on the paper. I did not know that he had
signed a blank paper.
· In the course of your remarks you were pleased to point out that in some
cases the Speaker of the House of Commons had advised the mover of the
Bill to withdraw one Bill and put forward another. I want your advice
in this matter ; you may think that we ought to have come to you first and
asked for your advice, but you are not only to give-rulings but also to advise.
Mr. President: !)~hall be only too glad to render, if I can possibly
render,' any help to thehonourable members.
The Homiowrable Dr. Gokul Chand Narang: I want to enquire
whether this Bill is or is not before the House.. At what stage of the proceedingB. of its career is .the Bill at present ? Whetherit stands at the stage it
wa~ .~e,or~ it was presented to the select committee :?
·

'1Mr~ President:
intrc,duce a 'new Bill.

>.,-.;·;'~··. .,.
~.
."
The HonOW"ahle

The best course for th~ Honourable ~ter
. '.

. . .
. .!

.

.

.

.

is to

. ; _;·

Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan : May I

ask whether it is not possible to revive the select committee ?
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Under which rule can a motion to revive the select

committee be made ?

The Honourable Dr. Gokul Cb~d Nar'ang: .I may draw your
attention to paragraph 89 (l) (b) and that is that after the presentation of the
·select committee's report it. is open to the member in charge of the Bill to
:move that the Bill. as reported by the select. committee
.
Mr. President : Had .the report presented by the Honourable Minister
'been held: to be in order, he would have been justified to make a motion
under Article 89
(b) 11,fter giving a proper notice.

m·

The Honourable Dt •. Cobl Chand Narang : I .am now .diseussing .
'another point. I am only dra\'ring your attention to the fact that the mere
. signing of the report or the completion of the labours of the members of the
-select committee would not. mean that· the select committee is · dead.
Mt. Pr(Ssidenl: I understand the Honourable Minister's point, but
according to Parliamentary practice, if a committee, at the conclusion of
their inquiry, make a final report to the House, the sittings of the committee
are assumed to have been closed; and .if further proceedings· were desired
it would be necessary to revive the committee.
·
, TLe H'onourable Dr. Colml Chand Naung: With your permission
I beg to move that this Bill be referred to the same members of the select

-eommittee,

Mr. President:
The Honourable

'

·

Unclerwhat rule?

·Dr.

Gokul Chand Narang.:

It is· open to you

to suspend the standing ol'de:rs; .

Mr. President:

So far

as I know the rules, no such motion can be

-made.

The Honourable Dr. Golml Chand Narang: Supposing the. select
-eommittee had refused to sit. Supposing, God . forbid; every one of that
committee had died, what would have been the effect? W mild the Bill have.
1a psed ? Supposing that the committee had deliberately failed . to make
-report. It does not mean that the Bill would have gone out.
.
Mr. President:
The Honourable Minister is putting to the Chair a
11ypothetical question.
·
·
The Honourable Dr. Gokul Chand Naiang: No, Sir, this goes
·right to the root of the question. Supposing this select committee had
·refused to make a report and for a year had. made no report and they might
! ·have been promoted to be Ju(iges of the High Oourt or to be :Ministers of
Indian States or might have become watis or faq_irs and might have become
; ·indifferent, these little things, it would not .have affected the Bill.
Mr. President : Had any such contingency arisen, the Council would
have -nade. the necessary alterations and additions under .Article 85 (2) of
.our Business Manual. I do not say that ·the Bill is dead or destroyed. All
I say is that it is in abPyance. I fnllr agree that the select committee should
be revived and the Bill reeommltted to it ; but the question is under what
., rule or standing order 'this can be done.

a. .

Mr. La~h Singh : I am afraid the discusaiou on this point has been
· _.prolonged owing to th~ simple reason that we are not concentrating ourselves
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-on the provisions of .Article 89 of our Constitutional Manual. That Article
-is a self-con~ained one.and embodies all the ~rovisJons which are.necessary
-for the solution of the duficulty before us. You can invoke the Parliamentary
practice only when the provisions in our law are not self-contained. ·
Mi·. President : ' The honourable member is ignoring the opening words
of that .Article.
Mr. Labh Singh: No, Sir, you have been pleased to hold that a report
-has been presented although it is bad or vicious.
Mr. Presidnet: Yes. The report has been presented; but the
,Ohair has held that the House cannot proceed to consider it, inasmuch as it
is not properly signed and is, therefore, out o-f order.
Mr. Labh Singh: In other words, you will be blowing hot a.n.d cold
-if you say in the same breath that no presentation h~s taken place and
that the Honourable Member in charge of the Bill cannot present another
,copy of the. report. He was - perfectly in order in making the presentation
--of that copy which was signed by fifteen members.
•
Mr. President: I have given my ruling and it cannot be discussed.
Mr. Labh Singh : I am trying to see how the two rulings which you
· have given can be reconciled with each other. - It is not my business to sit in
judgment over your rulings but it is my humble duty to point out tM neees,sary implications of the rulings which you have been pleased to give. If a
presentation has taken place, the Honourable Member in charg~ of the Bill
is in order to move underArbiele 89 (1) (b). If on the other hand, no pre
.sentation has taken place the Honourable Member should be permitted to
present the fuller report which ha desires to present. 'Fhe dilemma i!
-obvious,
',
,.
Mr. P.reiident: I have ruled that the first roportiis out of order and
that after presenting one report, the Honourable Minister has no right to
present another. Even if he had such a right, the second report, which he
wishes to present, is equally bad, inasmuch as it is signed by only 14 members,
· excluding, of course, Rai Bahadur Mohan Lal.
.
The Honourable D.r. Gokul Chand Nar.mg:. ~ have p~haps
taken advantage of your indulgence, Sir. But as the questions involved
.are of the greatest constitutional importance we must have a. cleM' id!*l, of
your decision on them. Will. yon please tell-me whether! you hold that any
.report of the select committee has been presented or not?
Mr. President: The first report, presented by the Honourable Minis·
tar is held to be out of order. The second report also is not properly signed.
Besides, l have . ruled that after presenting one report, the Honourable
Member has no right to present another report, under Article 87.
The Hononrabie.D.t. Gobi Chand Narang: B:as the select come
mittee presented to you a report, whether right or wrong ? That ic; my
first point.
Mr. President : The report of the select committee is to be presented
to the House, not to the Chair. Out of the five reports deposited in the
office of the Secretary of the Council, three are only one-page documents :
:ethe report of 49 .paragraphs is signed by one member o:nly and the report
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.
of 53 paragn,ph:.; is signed by none. The Secre~y has received no oth• ·
report.
The Honourable Dr. Gokul Chand Narang : Then it .meens that;
the select committee is yet to report to the House.
Mr. President : Our rules and standing orders do not require a select·
committee to make a report to the House. Article 86 simply .requires the
committee to make or prepare a report ; while Article 87 expects the membar-in-charge to present" it .to the· Council. hi· this case the Honourable
Minister· has exhausted his right by presenting the report under Article 87,
and, therefore, he hasno right to present a second or another report.
The Honourable.Dr. Gokul Chand Narang: Ionly wish to know
whether I can present to you a report not now, say after ten days. · ·
Mr. President: The Honourable Minister cannot present, even
hereafter, the reports which have been ruled to be out of order.
Mr. P. Marsden : t wish, Sir, to say a few words on one point, a very
important one, which is still not · clear to many of us, and that is the question.
how, and when, a_ select, committee becomes Junctus offioi,o. . Is the select
committee in this instance definitely junctus oJlicw, ? I should have said
. not, but if it is so, what is the position ? As you have said, there isnothing
that provides for this situation in the rules'. If owing to a· report which is
not the report, having been presented, the select committee has ceased to
exist, then we members of it may be considered to have 'died. In fact, thisis the. position hypothetized by the Honourable Minister for Local SelfGovemment. We have all died. The committee was living, but now,.
owing to its having made an ass of itself.••
Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq: I object to the expression.
Mr. P. Marsden: I am myself a member of theselect committee.
Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq : If the honourable member has been him·
self a member of that committee, he may characterise himself in that way.
Mr. P. Marsden : .. One or two of us were asses, and the rest were in a.
hurry. · My point is that the members of the committee were only living
officii causa, ·and now that they are Juncti officio, according to ·your ruling,
without their officium having been performed, 'apparently the House is in the·
same J?Ositioh as it was in before the Bill had been referred to the committee.
· · Mr. Presidtmt : I, have· clearly pointed out· that the best course for·
the honourable Member is to introduce the Bill afresh. The only othercourse is to make a motion under Article 126 that the select committee be
revived and the Bill recommitted to it.
Mr. P. Marsden : If th~ :select committee is Ju:iwtus officio, may I ask if
the correct position is not that we are where we were whep the Bill wasreferred to a select committee, and that it is now for the House to decide·
over again whether it does or does not want the Bill to be again referred
(perhaps it will not as it was referred before) to a select eommittee ?
Mr. President : · But the House can refer or recommit the Bill to a,.
select committee only when a motion to that effect is duly moved and theHouse gives its decision on it.
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Sub-clauses (1) and (2) of Article 61 say:.. (1) A m.att.er requirillg the decision of the Council shall be brought forward by meansof a question put by the President on a. motion proposed_ by a. member.
(2) All questions for the determina.tion of the Council shall be decided by a ma.jority of
vot.es of the members present othertba.n the pen!On presiding, who shall, however,
have a.nd exercise a oaating vot.e in the ease of a.n equality of votes."

So, the real question is whether a motion ~o refer or recommit the Bill
can be made and if so, under what rule or standing order.
Mr. S. L. Sale : May I suggest one more course to those which you
have suggested? A motion can be made before the House that the Bill as
presented should be referred to a select committee, not to thJ select committee
which is held to be funatus officio.
Mr. President: But no such motion can be made without seven
clear days' notice. Besides, the question is whether such a motion is admissible at this stage.

Mr. S. L. Sale: On the question of notice, you have the po~er to
waive it.

Mr. President : In the case of a controversial Bill, I would decline
to exercise that power.
Mr. S. L. Sale: Admittedly a correct report of the select committee
is before the House. I do not say, the correct report fo:i: presumably there
is none, but I say there is a correct report.
Mr. P.tesident : I am not concerned with the correctness of the report.
A select committee might make a correct or incorrect report. The House
will see to this-aspect of the report. The Chair can only decide, when a point
of order is raised, whether the report which is presented under Article 87, is
in order or out of order, with regard to its form. With the substance of the
report the Chair has nothing to do.
Mr. S. L. Sale: As regards the question of presenting the report
which was signed on the 11th to the House, the position is that Government members cannot be a party to presenting a report which they know to
be wrong and which every member of the select committee knew was wrong.
Rai Baha.dur Lala Mohan Lal : I would like to have your ruling
on one point. May I know whether a member of the select committee who
follows all the proceedings of the select committee and gets a report with
which he is satisfied that it is accurate can or cannot send his signature on a
blank paper and authorise the officers of the committee to treat it as his
signature appended to the report ? Is that defective in any way ?
Again, where is the difference between one member. who sends his signature on a blank paper . and asks the law officers to append it to the report
and other members who were in a hurry and signed the report but later on
say that they were asked to sign and they did it without satisfying themselves as to the accuracy of the document ?
Mr. President: The honourable member's questions are irrelevant
but the Ohair is not aware of any rule or law which authorises a member of th;
Council to make a speech or sign a document by proxy.
Again, a signature on a blank paper, especially when the report is not
in existence, cannot be taken as a signature on the report itself.
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THE PUNJAB. PROTECTION .AGAINST

MOLESTATION BILL.
Shaikh Faiz Mnhammad: Sir, I present the'. repotj;:· of the· select
committee on the Punjab Protection against Molestation Bill.
\

'

Mian Nw·ullab : On a point of order. . I have before :me the list of .
business for the day. The first item there is_the Punjab Mi:uiicipal(Amend.ment) Bill and the next is the Punjab Wild Animals Protection :Sill. Is' the
honourable member :in order in presenting the report on a. Bill that is not ·
-on the list of business to-day?
'
The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan : '.rbe
honourable member is merely presenting the report of the. select committee.
'This Honse instmcted the select committee to present its report before the
7th of May. The mover can present its report on any day within tha.t
-date,

·Mr. Muli'amm.ad, Din Malak: But this is an official day. ,
Mr. President: No business, other than Government business, can
be transacted on a Government day, except with the consent of the Local
Government. It appears that the Honourable Leader of the Honse has no
objection to the presentation of the Report ol the Select
12 NOON.
Committee on the Punjab Protection against Molestation
Bill ; but no business, not included in the list of business for the day, can
. be transacted without the leave of the Chair and that leave has been neither
asked nor given.
THE PUNJAB WILD ANIMALS PROTECTION , BILL.
The Honourable Captain Sa,dar Sikander Hy~t Khan . ~e:venue
Member): Sir, I beg leave to introduce the Punjab Wild Animals Protection Bill.
.
Mr. President :
That leave be given to introduce the Punjab Wild AnimeJs Protection. Bill.

Chaudhri Allah Dad }<ban: Sir, I oppose the motion, which has been
moved just now. We want time.
Mr. President : Under what rule does the honourable member want
time?
Chaudhri Allah Dad Khan: Sir, I say that the leave should not be
granted to the honourable Member.· I oppose the Bill.
Mr. President: The honourable member may oppose the motion for
leave to introduce the Bill.
·
·
·
Chaudhri Allah Dad Khan : Sir, I move that the leave .should nJt
be granted. ·
·
·
Mr. President: That is a negation of the motion.
Chaudhri Allah Dad Khan : I am opposing the motion. Sir, this
Bill has just been supplied to us. We havenot been able t9 : fo:rm any
opinion on the· provisions of this Bill. Therefore, leave should not be
granted to introduce it.
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Mr. President : The honourable member is referred to Article 79.
-which runs as follows:-" If a m?tion for leave to introduce ill opposed, the President after permitting, if be
thinks fit, a brief explanatory statement from the mem ber who moves and from
the member who opposes the motion, may put the question wit,hout further
debate."

Chaudhri Allah Dad Khan: He has already made. a statement and
:now I am opposing it, and will also make a brief statement.
Mr. President: Certainly.
Chaudhri Allah Dad Khan: Sir, we have received this Bill just now
.and we have not been able to read it within such a short space of time and
form our opinion whether _it is a useful Bill or not. Therefore I oppose this
-motion,
Khan Bahadur Sardar Habib Ullah : May I draw your attention to Article 62, where notice of a motion of this sort is required.
Mr. President: Yes, but a notice was received by the Secretary of
the Council. The question is" That leave be given to introduce the Punjab Wild Anima.Js Protection Bill."

The motion was carried.

The Honourable.Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan: Sir, I beg
to introduce the Punjab Wild Animals Protection Bill.
The Honourable Captain Sa.rdar Sikander. Hyat Khan : Sir, I
beg to move'·
That the Punjab Wild Animals Protection
consisting of the following ,;_
Lala. Gopal DUB,
Guru -Iaswant Singh,
Pir Akbar Ali,
Thakur Pa.ncham Chand,
Maulvi Imam-ud-Din,
The Legal Remembrancer,
The Home Secretary,
Nominee of the President, and
The Mover.

Bill be referred to a select

committee

Mr. Nanak Chand Pandit: How many of them are hunters or
,s kikaris?
Kanwar Mamraj Singh Chohan : I propose that the name of
Chaudhri Allah Dad Khan be added to the select committee.
Mr. Nanak Chand Pandit: I propose the name of Kanwar Mammj
Singh.
.
The Honourable Czptain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan : · Sir, the
select committee should not be an unwieldy one. I want to send this Bill
to' a select committee with the object that they may, if necessary, take
expert advice by consulting experts.
Mr. President: How many members did the honourable member
.originally propose ?
·
The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan : Nine.
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Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq: Why should the Honourable the Reve·
nue Member have the men of his own choice?
The Honourable Captain Sardar

Sikander Hyat · Khan :

I am

prepared to include the honourable member opposite.

Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq : I do not want to be one of the asses.
~laughter).

,.

.

Mr. Nanak Chand Pandit :

What objection has the Honourable
Member to the name of Kanwar Mamraj Singh?

The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat · Khan : None•
.Mr. President: Does the Honourable the Revenue Member accept
the addition of Kanwar Mamraj Singh and Chaudhri Allah Dad Khan?

The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan : Yes.
Khan Bahadur Sardar Habib Ullah : May I refer the Honourable
Member to Article 81, that ifhe wants to refer the Bill to a select committee
some notice is required, and here I say for this Bill no notice was given until
this-morning, So, I would very respectfully submit that the Honourable
Member should have given the required notice in this instance.
The Honourable Captaw Sardar Sikander Hyat ·-Khan: Notic~
was given.
Mr. President·: The Bill was circulated as soon as it was received
yesterday.
The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan : My object
in sending this Btll to the select committee is because it is a somewhat technical measure.
Kh&n Bahadur Sarda1·Habib Ullah : I should like to know whether
it is the intention of the Honourable mover of this Bill to take up the consideration of this Bill in this. session. If that is not the intention, where is
the harm in giving sufficient notice ?
.·

The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan : I have-

given due notice. I am making this motion to-day to save the time of the
House. I have no intention of rushing this Bill. If the House so desires
I will put off this motion to another day. But my point is that it would be
best to send it to a select committee first· as we cannot at this stage use£ully
discuss it in this House; The select committee will have an opportunity
of examining experts.
Mr. President : I am quite prepared to uphold the objection of th El'
honourable.member, but I may point out that if the motion is to be taken
up on another day, the House will have to meet again.
.
. The·Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan. : I have
already said, Sir, that I have no objection to putting off this. motion to some
other day, but I should like to point out th.at it willcost the provinc~ne1U"ly
a thousand rupees if the Councilis to. meet on an other day merely to <1onsj!f~
this motion.
·
Khan Bahadur Sardar Habib Ullah : If that is the. case I do not;
press my objection.
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Mr. President: The question is" That the Punjab Wild Animals Protection Bill be referred to a. select committee
consisting of the following :La.la. Gopal Des,
Guru Jaswe.nt Singh,
Pir Akbar Ali,
Thakur Paneham Chand,
Maulvi Ima.m-ud-Din,
Kanwar Ma.m.re.j Singh Chohe.n,
Cha.udhri Alla.h Dad Kha.n,
Home Secretary,
Legal Remembrancer,
Nominee of the President (Sa.rdar Bute. Singh), and
The Mover."

The motion was carried.

Mr. President: I wish to invite the attention of the House to an
important point. We have been committing a. mistake in the past which
should not be repeated in future. Every select committee must have a.
quorum fixed for it; otherwise all its members should attend its meetings.
In future as soon as a motion to refer a Bill to a select committee is carried,
the House should fix its quorum. What shall be the quorum in the present
case? (After consulting the sense of the Counci'l). The quorum in the
present case shall 'be five.
NON-OFFICIAL BUSINESS.

Khan Bahadur Sardar Habib Ullah : May I point out one thing ?
Now the work that is left is only the non-officialbusiness. One da.y is fixed for
resolutions and another for. the non-officialBill. I understand that 5th and
6th May have been fixed for this purpose. If the Council is to be adjourned
to the 5th a.11 these intervening days will be wasted. I should, therefore,
like to know whether it is not possible to go on with the non-offioia.I business
to-morrow. Perhaps there may be some technical objection as sufficient
time to-give notice of amendments to the resolutions or the Bill is not available. If that is the case, I should suggest to the Leader o'f the House to
cancel these two days and allot them for the next session of the Council.
Mr. President: If the honourable members of the H~use do not wish
to move and discuss the resolutions which have been balloted, His Excellency
the Governor may be pleased to accede to their wishes.
The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan : As you
ba.ve said, Sir, I am sure His ExceI:ency the Governor will be prepared to
consider very sympathetically the honourable member's offer to give up the
non-official day fixed for resolutions. But I might remind the honourable
member that a departure from the convention that at least one day should
be allotted for non-officialresolutions during every session, will not be relish·
-~d by other non-officials. Personally I would advise him not to make this
proposal. I have been a non-official member of the House for many years
and may be on those benches again to-morrow, and I must say that I do not
.approve of this suggestion-,
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The Council met at the Council Chamber i:at 9 A.M. of the

-eloek. Mr. President in the chair.
STARRED QUESTIONS AND ANSW~RS.
DISTRIOT !NSPEOTOR, O}' SCHOOLS, JULLYJ)iDUR•

. *1379~ .. Cha-.idhri Riaiat Ali : · Will the Honourable :Minister·for llldu-eation pleese state\
·
i
.
.
(a) for how many ye~ the. present District Inspector of Sehools,
·
Jullundur, has. b_90n serving as such in th~i district;
(b) how long he has been in the district in diff~rent capacities, i.e.,
headmaster and· second . master in Govenpnent High School,
Jullundur, etc.;
.
,
(c) if it is a fact that he is a resident
of the same district
;
,
II
· (if) whether the Government js considering the question of his
transfer ?
"
The Honourable Malik Firoz 1ChanNoon: (a)i One year.
(bf For about eighteen years.
!!
.
(c) Th~ answer is in the affirm.a.rave.
1

1

(il)

No.
$TAFF IN THE PUNJAB lliNTAL

HOSPITAL, :~AHOBE.

*1380. Khan·· Bahadur Mian Muhammad Hay•t Qureshi : Will,
the Honourable Minister for Education please state- i!
.
(a) the total number of ministerial staff emptoyed,·in the Punjab
·
l:ental Hospital, Lahore ;
!i
(b) the number of superior, head and deputr head warders (or
r ,
attendants) separately;,
:;
(c) the number of gazetted appointments in that! hospital ;
(w) the number of posts held by each community on the gazetted,
ministerial and the supervising executive :staff at (a), (b) and
(e) above separately;
·
{e) the percentage of Muslim officersemployed~ the said hospital('b) on the gazetted staff ;
;
(ii) on the ministerial sta.ff; and
,
(ii'b) in the cadre of superior, head and d!'3puty head warders,
separately ;
11

1.
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STABBED QUESTIONS AND . .ANSWERS.,
,!

SIKH REPRESENTATION

. *1382. Sardar Arian Singh :
Member kindly · state.

.

IN

CoMM1ss10NER's
AND DI~TRI~k O'F!J'IOEB
JULLtrNDUR DIVISION.'
.
'

~

·

.

Will the
·

Honourable Revenue·

.

I

(a) whether it .is~ fact that out of 462~l'":ks in th~ JpIIundur ~?!ion.
(Ccmmissioner's office and dIStnct oBlces µi the division)
there are. only 84 · Sikhs ;

,

·

·

(b) if so, whether. the Goyernment intends t<>' $1Ve '.iciue, share 'of re.

-,

'

presentation to the Sikhs in the services: me~tioned in (a) ?
.

.

.

.·.·;.

:.-.':

i ·._) :

.' -.' .

· The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander IJyat :Jhan: (a) Yes.
(b) Government
mind.

will, ask the Commissioner to ibeaJ .this matter in·
. J

SIKH . REPRESENTATION IN Hosin.A.RPUR
.

;• .

DIS~BIOJ 'OFFICE.

. i

.·.

ji__

.

*1383. Sardar Arian Singh:'·· Will the· B;ono*able
Member kindly state-

·.·
•

·

"

:.

•

[.

!

•

•I

Revenue·

(a) whether. the offices of the 'superintendent)

tr~sury bead clerk;.
head· vema.culat
offioe and head qlerk~ district · office,
Hos~ur,
have ever been held by a
the last 10
years, if so, for how long ;
.
i . :
1clerk
(b) whether itis a fact that there is not a single si)m
in the·
selection grade, 'Diz., 76--5-125 iQ. the district office of
Hos~ur;
·
: . ,. : . .
(c) .whether it is a fact that the communal representa#oniinih.e. district.
office, Hoshiarpur, is as follows'::
I
-:
·· ·

spm 4unng

J ·

·

.
·
rr.:_:z •• ~ ,.
;
h
·s· 't,n;
··..,·hs•
M'USl'I/TTl,8•
·
· . .O.'VfWIIMlo ·,
./'
54·54
86•86
.
;
8•08
.
' ' .
;
II
(d) if answer to (c) is.in the affirmative, whatistep~ th~ Government
are ta.king with a view to give due anf ad~quate representa-

tion to the Sikhs ;
.
': · ! ·
1:
·
·
(e) whetJ:ier it ~ .!li fact 'that1 a qualified senicir Silili clerkhas been.
· · superseded by a jli:iiior non-Bikh in January< 1982 in the
district offlee, Hoshiarpur ;
. :! · , .:
(f) if so, what steps the Government interid to t~~e to redress this
.·
grievance ? .
.
. ·
}
:

-

, ..

. rhe Honourable

..·

Captain

'

s-dar

I!

Sikander HyAt Khan : (a) A

Sikh held the post of head vernacular . clerk from. the 27th of. April l 98l to
the 9th-of August 1981.
j;
(b): Yes. . ' ·
:i
(

,

I

(c} The eommunsl representation now stands as follo!ws :-

M'U8lims.
51•04

Hindus ... • · . ·
.

88•54

Sikhs.
:

9°88

(d) More... Sikh candidates are being recruited .

··

. Others.
1·04

8.74
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[Hon'ble Sardar Sika.ndar Hyat Khan.]
·
,
.
(e) A hon-Sikh wa.s selected in preference to a Sikh who was one place
above him on the ground of superior qualifications.
· ·
'. (!) The post is filled by selection ~nd not by seniority and no appeal
lies 'against an order of selection to Government. No action is contem-

plated,
Sum

·

· ·

BEPBESENTATION IN THE DISTRICT AND SESSIONS JUDGE'S OFFIOE, -

·' · ·

Hosm:ABPUB.

·

*1384. Sardar . Arian Singh : Will the Honourable
Finance
Member kindly state·
(a) whether it is a fa.ct that there is not a single Sikh clerk in the.office
of the District and Sessions Judge; Hoshiarpur;
· · ·
· (b) if so, whether the Government intends to take suitable steps in the
matter to give representation to the Sikhs ?

The Honourable Sir Henry Craik:
{

(a)Yes.

(b) Government understand that the High Court ·is in oommu,nication
with the District Judge with a view to increasing the . Sikh representation •
• DisOHABGE

OF OUTLETS ON THE BUTEWALA.. DIBTBillUTAB.Y oF
. LOWER GUGEBA D:i:V1BION.

*1385. · MaulviImam.-ud-Dhi : With

THE

reference to the question No.

1128,1 will the Honourable Revenue Member kindly state the actual and the
J>emiissible .discharge .of each outlet ·separately
ta.ry of the Lower Gugera. division ?

on. theButewala.·,distn'bu-

·

The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat · Khan : A stat.e.ment giving the information required is Iaid on the table. · '··
Statement shuwing actual ani, pmni88'ibk di8ckarge o/eaeli outkt on t:he Bute1cai.a di8·
tribitJ,a,ry.

.

·,

Permisslnle 'di.."Obarge.

R. D. and side of o.utlet.

300,R.
328-L
700-R.
2,273-L.
3,1173-R.
4,546-L.
5,469-R.
11,914-L.
12,423-R.
14,350-R.
18,540-R.
18,540-F.
18,540-L.

I ·23
I ·84

I-:14
1·21

Page 98 ante.

1•02
l•50
J ·63
· 1-02 .

1·26

1·23

1·50
1 ·96
1·44

1•10
. 2·15

1•92

1;15
1•77
2·20

1•83
1•60
1•82
1·34

. 1•78

1•51

1•64 ·

1

Actual discharge.

·

ST.A.BRED QUESTIONS AND ANS~RS.
SUPERINTENDENT

OF DEPUTY

Co:M?,1'.ISSIONEB's OFFICE,

.LYALLPUR.

*1386. Maulvi lm.am-ud-Din : Will the Honourable Revenue
.Member kindly sta.te(a) whether it is a. fact th~t the post of superintendent of the Deputy
· Commissioner's office, Lyallpur, has fallen vacant; and
(b) whether it is a fact that the head treasury clerk, Lyallpur, is
the senior-most man in the Deputy Commissioner's office
as regards his pay and service : .
.
, . ,
(c) if so, with reference to the reply give;n by the Government to
starred question No.11541, part (e), whether th~ Government is
prepared to kindly consider the claims , of the bead
treasury clerk, Lyallpur, for the above-mentioned vacant
post;
(d) if not, why?
The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan: (a) Yes.
(b) Yes.
(c) The matter is for selection by the Commissioner and Government is
not prepared to interfere.
(d) Because it has been ruled that no appeal lies from appointment to &
selection post.
COMMUNAL REPRESENTATION IN OVERSEER OLASS IN GOVERNMENT SCHOOL.
.
OF ENGINEERING, RASUL.

*1387. Shaikh Abdul Ghani : Will the Honourable Minister for Agriculture please state(a) if it is a fact that at the time of admission in overseer class 40
per cent. Muslims are admitted in the Government School of
Engineering, Rasul ;
·
(b) if it is a fact that 50 per cent. representation is given to Muslims.
when awarding posts for the above class;
·
(c) whether it is a fact that the representation of Muslim draftsmen
and head draftsmen at the time of admission and employment from the above school is not 40 per cent. and 50 per
eent., respectively, if so, why?
The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh: (a) Will the honour·
able member please refer to reply to part (a) of his Council question
No.11702?
.
(b) Please refer to reply to part (e) of Council question No. 2413 put
by Khwaja Muhammad Eusoof.
· ·
(c) Admission of Muslims to the draftsman class at the Government
School of Engineering, Punjab, Rasul, from this year will be on the samebasis as for the overseer class, i.e., 40 per cent. will be Muslims. Recruitment of draftsmenis net made on a communal basis.
1Page

152 a~.

a Page 222 ante.
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GOVERNMENT SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING,
RASUL, AND MUSLIM DBAF'.rSMEN
IN PUBLIC
WORKS AND IBRIGATION
DEPABTDNTS.
.

*1388. Shaikh Abdul Ghali.i: (a) Will the Honourable Minister for
Agriculture please lay on the table a statement showing ,the number of
:Muslim and non-Muslim draftsmen a.nd head draftsmen appointed permanently in the Public Works Department and Irrigation ·Department for the
last 15 years from the Government Sohool of Engineering, Rasul;
(b) whether it is a fact that . Muslim draft'sme~ ari'1 head. dni,ftsmen
who come out imooessful from the Rasul Engineering Sohool ·are riot taken in
Gov.ernm.erit service according to the proportion fixed' by the Government
;for different communities ;
·
· ·
· ·

if

(c)
the reply to (b) above is in affinnative, what steps Government
intend to take to get the orders regarding the communal proportion in services complied with in . this respect ?
·
The Honourable Sardar . Sir Jogendra Singh : The necessary
information is being collected and a reply will be sent in due course.
·
'DRAFTSMEN FROM TRE GOVERNMENT SOHOOL OF ENGINEERING, RASti"L, FOB
GOVERNMENT SERVmE.

*1389. Shaikh Abdul .Ghani : Will the Honourable Minister for Agriculture please state if it is a fact that a certain number of posts for drafts·
men and head draftsmen are fixed for Government · service from the
Government School of Engineering; Rasul, in 1982?
If the reply to the
above be in :the a~ative,
will the Honourable Minister please state the
totaJ number of posts, and how many out of those will be given to
Mmlims.

The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh : The reply is in the
affirmative. Five posts of draftsmen are reserved for Rasul School students,
Of the five selected for appointment, only one is a Muslim.
Of 14 students
who qualified, only one was a M1islim.
0LASSIF;l:OATION OF POLITICAL PRISONERS IN JAILS.

*1390. Lala Jyoti Prasad : Will the Honourable Finance Member be
· pleased to· state(a) whether it is a fact that Swami Raghunath Das, Lala Kanhi1a
Lal and Lala. Manohar Lal of Bhiwani in the Hissar distnct
were convicted in January last in connection with. picketing
of foreign cloth at Bhiwa.ni ;
(b) whether it is a. fact tbat Swami Baghunath Das is ~ leading physician and ez-munioipal commissioner and Lala Kanhiya La.I
and Lala, Manohar Lal pay income-tax ;
fo) whether it is a fact that all these three gentlemen were reeom.

· mended by the trying magistrate for treatment as " B " class
priosners in view of 'their status, education and mode of
living, etc. ;

877
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i(d) if it is a ~ct" th~t the Local GovE)l'JlIJlent hll.$\ not accepted the
recommendation of the trying m,agistra.tein the case of these
three persons and is treating them as " C '·' class
prisoners ;
.

.

·(e) if the answers to (o) ~d (d) be in the affirmative, willthe Govem-

ment please state the reasons for rejecting • the recommendations of the tryin~ magistrate ;
,
(!) whether the decision of the Government was based on an enquiry
by a judicial officer 'before the Government Was pleased to
. reject the recommendations ofthe trying ma~tra.te :
(g) if the answer to (f) be in the negative, whether Government is
·
prepared to reconsider the cases of these three. persons ?

The Honourable Sir Benty Craik: (a) Yes..

i,

(b) Swami Rughunath Das is an ex-municipal con:imjssioner and a.
·vaid. Govemment does not consider that it is j~t~ed in disclosing
-whether a particular individual pays income-tax or not.
(c) Yes.
(a) Yes.
"
(e) & (J) Government made enqumes
through the deputy com.missioner regarding the social status, . education and habit of Iµe of these
-three prisoners and on his report decided that they were not ~ntitled to
-elassifieation in '' B " class.
•
~g) No..
'CLASSIFICATION OF POLITICAL PRISONERS CONVICTED IN. boN'.NEOTIONWITH
THE CIVIL DISOBEDIENCE MOVEMENT.,'

*1391. Lala Jyoti Prasad : Will the Honourable'. Finance Member
l>e pleased to state(a) the number of persons convicted so far in the province in connection with the civil disobedience movement since the 1st of
January last;
(b) the number of persons recommended by the trying magistrates
to be treeited as " A " and " B " class prisonera ; ·
(c) the number of pers~ns in whose cases the rec~mmendations of
the trying magistrates were rejected by the Government ;
(d) the number of those in whose cases the local:: Government rejected the recommendations of the trying ;lma.gistmtes after
an enquiry and not arbitrarily?
;:

The Honourable Sir Henry Crail: :

.(a) 1~188.

(b) A class 20.
B class.54.
(c) 28,. Tlris 'figure includes cases - in which Government classified
i)riSonersin a higher class than that recommended
trying
. . by the
.
. . magistrate
(d) No recommendation was rejected arbitrarily.
·
;;

.
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CI.ASSIFIO.ATION OF POLITidAL :i>ISOBEDIENCFl
PBISONEBS OONVIOTED IN CONNECTION WITH
.
THE CIVIL
:M:OVEMEN'T'.
.'
.
.
0

*1392. · Lala Jyoti Prasad:· Will the Honourable, Finance Member·

be pleased. to' state--,.

(a) whether it is a fact that Bakhshi Ram Krishna, ,. M.A., LL.B.,
advocate of Hissar,: was convicted at Hissar to 4 months' simpl~
imprisoDJLentand fifty rupeesfine.Jn February last.in eonnee. tion wit.h civil disobedience movement,;
·
·

(lil whether it is a fact that he was recommended ~· A " class by tbetrying magistrate in view.of his.status, education and mode of
living, .ete. ;
(c) whether it is a fact ~hat Bakhshi Ram Krishna is a leading advocate·

,

of Hissar, pays income-tax and i~ respected throughout thedistrict;
(d) whether it is a fact that local Government inspite of the reeom«
mendation of the local authorities ordered him to. be treated'.
as " B " class prisoner ;
(e) whether Government is prepared to reconsider ~is case?

The HonourableSir Henry Craik:

(a) Yes.

';,.

(b) Yes.
.:
(c) Government are not prepared to _disclose whether or not B~khslii'
. Ram Krishna pays income-tax and they have no information regarding therespect with which he is regarded in the. di~trict. He is an advocate of some,
seniority.

.

(d) Yes.
(e)

.

No.

OLASsmCATION OF WOMEN POLITICAL PRISONERS (JONVIOTED IN CONNECTION" '
WITH THE .CIVIL DISOBEDIENCE MOVEMENT,

*1393. Lala.Jyoti P~asad: Will the Hon:o1U'8,ble Finance M~ber b&pleased to state--,.
. (a) the number of ladies convicted in the. province in connection with,.
the present civil disobedience movement up to date ; . .
(b) · their numbers in "A," "B" and "C" classes for treatment in. jail, respectively ;
(c) their number in each class who were sentenced. to rigorous · im- ·

prisonment ;
(d) the number of those ladies who were recommended by the trying
magistrates for treatment as better class prisoners, but in whose:pa.se tile recommendation was rej~ted I,y the local government,
without any inquiry ?
·
· ·
· · ,•
~

.

.

.'

',

879c.
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'·'.'

The Honourable Sir Henry Crm :
(a) 87.

.

(b) . .A. cla~s •. -

•• ·'; ., --6

B class

' so

. 0 class
(c) A cl.a~s

51

B class

28

6

O class
, - (a) In ;o case. was. the ~col'.Illllendation of the tr~
rejected by the looal Government without an enquiry.

86
iiiagistzat&

,i":
,I

Ptrnnro

STAFF OF THE

_HEALTH·

CmoLE, l

*1394. Rai Bahadv Lala Sewak Ram :
Minister .for Agriculture please state.:

Will :the
'

Honcurable-

(a) whether any reduction is contemplat~d in the s~a:ff of the Public,:-.
. Health Circle .of the Public Worka Department, Buildings and Roads Branch ;
· -

(b) how many gazetted officers~ overseers and cl~rksi are proposed tobe reduced ;

!

(c) what broad principles will' govern the selection bf men to be re-.
. · tained in service ?
· .
' :; -. :
·

The H,nourable Sardar Sir Jogendra'.Singh: (a) Yee.
(b) Ga~ettea.'6:ffi<lers

.,. .
2
Overseers · ·
;
6
"1:
Clerks
.. _
••
_
__
...
i
• • _ lS
(c) The principles laid down in Punjab Government letter No. 5282',
(H.-Genl.), dated the 18th February, 1932, will be iolltjwed.~ide reply-given to starred Council question No. 11961 by _Mr._ Muhan:tmad Din Malak ..
i

I

'OVEBSEEBs IN THE J?UBLio _ HEALTH CmfLE,

*1395. Rai Bllhadur Lala Sewak Ram :Will

th6 Flonourable

l,,

ter for Agriculture please state-

·

Minis--

(a) the number of overseers eommnnitywise in: th~ Pa.blic Health.
Circle of the Public Works Department, Punjab;
.
i1

•

what circumstances communal -eonsideratioa will weigh
more than merit in the matter of reduction of ~ta:ff;

(b) under

(c) if it is intended to reduce some of the .permane.rit staff to provideplace for the temporary ..unqualified. • Mubami,adan overseers ?'·
If so, on what grounds ? · · ·
•

.

•

.

.

1

Page 233 ante;
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The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogencira Singh :
(a) Hindus

••

:Muslims ..

..

..

Sikhs

Tota.I
(b) and (c) Retrenchment
'Punjab · Government letter
1982.
. '

·15
5
5
25

will be given effect .to in aeeordanee with

No.

5282 (H.--:-Genl.), dated· lStll February,
.
.
.

Rai Bahadur Lala Sewalc Ram: Part (e) is rather not flllly answered.
· I should like to have. a fuller reply to that pa.rt if it could be given.

.

The Honourable Sardar SirJogenclra Singh:

.not come up to me so far;

Shaikh .Muhammad Sadiq :

:tiori ?' ·

·

·

This question has
· ·
I suppose he is anticipating the ques-

·

The Honourable Sardar Sir' Jogenclra Sinah : .

·

·

Proposals for re-

-trenchment will come up to me'.
,,
STAFF OF THE PuBLIO RlilALTH CIRCLE.

*1396. Rai Bahadur Lala SewakRain : . Will the Honourable Minister for .Agriculture please state.
(a) the number of clerks in 100-200 grade in the Public Health
Circle of the Public Works Department, Pnnjab;'. ·
(b) how many of them are proposed to be reduced ;
(e) the name, l~ngth of service and comparative :merits
eaeh one
'

~~~;

of

'

'

(d) if it 'is a fact ,tliat the Muhtt.mm~dan member oHhis cadre is very
much junior in service to his non~M:uhammadancolleagues and
is being rt;fa:tinoo in his present grade over and abova non·
Muballlilladan clerks with equal educational qualifications
and greater length of service;
(e) if the answer to (il) be in the affirmative, how this is. sought to be
justified ?
·

The HonourableSardar
:SirJogen~a Sittgh: . (a),Five.
(b) Three.
(e). (it) and (e) As retrenchment is to be madein aceordenea with Punjab
-Govamment letter No. 5282 (H.-Genl.), dated the 18th February; 1982, it
"will serve no useful purpose to give the particulars asked for.
Rai Bahad~r Lala Sewak Ram : I should like to have more parti-oulars. If they cannot begiven now, they can be givenlater ..
The Honourable Sa.rdar Sir Jogenclra Singh : · Particulars could be
,given when the decision is made.
·

STA.BRED QUESTIONS

AND ANSWERS -.

STAFF
oF THE Ptrsrao
,

i
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*1397. Rai Bahadur Lala Sewak Ram : Will the Honourable Minister for Agriculture please sta~
(a.) whether Public .i:lealth, Circle is a. part of the Public Works Department, Buildings.and Boads.Branch r
(b) the reasons for reducing .the permanent members ot the Public
Health Circle a.I! long as temporary men i1;1 Public Works Department, Buildings and Roads Branch Circles are available
for reduction ?
·

The Honourable Sarclar Sir Jogendra Singh : (a) Yes;
(b) All temporary posts in the regular line of the Buildings and Roads
"Branch have already been ret enehed and the men discharged.
M. KARAM DIN,

0HAUDHRI, LAWRENCE GJDENS.

*1398. Chaudhri Riasat Ali: Will the Honourable Minister for
..Agriculture please state·
(a) whether he is aware that M. Karam Din, (Jhaudhri, Lawrence
Gardens, was implicated in th., Lawrence Gardens embezzlement case of 1927 ;
•
(b) whether the case was withdrawn in Febrna.17 1931 ;
(c) whether he received any subsistence allowariee during the period
of his suspension, 1927-81 ;
·
(d), whether he bas been allowed to rejoin the service after the withdrawal of bis ease ? If not, v.hy?
:
The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh::; (a) Yes.·
(b) Yes.

'

(c) No, as he did not bold either a temporary or a permanent post, but
-was working as a labourer paid out of the lump sum allotment sanctioned
-for the maintenance of the gardens. The question of his suspension or of
·the payment of a suspension a lowanee did not, therefore, arise.
(a) He applied for "re-institement"
in April, ;1981 after 3! yea.rs•
·but was not allowed to rejoin as be remained absent without permission
.. after his release from police custody and another man was appointed in bis

.pleee,

.
WATER SUPPLY IN VILLAGE SAID NAUAR.

*1399. Chaudhri Riasat Ali

~please state-

:

Will the Honouri.ble Bevenue.Membsr
;
i

(a) the total area of the village Said · Nagar, tahsil Wazirabad,
district Gujranwala ? How much of it has been affected by
water-logging and tkU'r;,
.
(b) whether the supply of canal-water bas been curtailed during iki,,ri/
1928-80 on account of the appearance
sem;

9f
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(c) whether it is a. fact that a bridge has been constructed recentlynear th" outlet 7,000 ;
,
(a) whether the bridge in question has affected' the' supplY' of water·
in the 1aJbaha beyond it (bridge) ?

The Honourable Captain'Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan:

(a) The-·

total. area. of village Said Na.gar,. tahsil Wazirabg.d, district Gujranwala, is.
1,647 acres. The area affected· by water-logging and thurjs l ,804 acres.
·
(b) No.
(c) No.
(a) Does not arise.
VILLAGE

SAID

NAGAR•.

*1400. Chaudhri Riasat Ali: Will the Honourable Member for· .
Revenue please state-,
(a) whether it is a fact that thi:. sub-soil water has taken the form of a,
big pool near the, village ;
.1
··
·
(fa) whether the stagnant water in this pool affects the health of the-people;

,

(c) whether the people drain this water· hy · conveying it to their·
· fields;
(ii). whether. the Government levied· water rate (abiana) on irrigatien,
by this pool ? If so, .why;
(e) whether the Government intends to take any steps to. relieve thepeople of the villitge of the calamity ?

.

The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan:

is a very old pool near the village where drainage water collects. .

(a):'There·
·

. (b) Yes.
(c) Yes.
(a) Yes, whenever canal water is passed into the pond to augment it~
supply.
·
,,
·
·

(e) Remedial measures are under consideration by Go_v.ernment •
.,

--

ZILLADAR, AKALGABH.

, · *1401. ChaudhriRiasat Ali : Will the Honourable

Revenue Member·

please state(a) the'ordinary period of stay ol a zilladar in an ilaqa·;
(b) how long has the present zilladar of Akalgarb, · Gujranwa.la.
·
district, stayed· in that · ilaqa?
·
.·
: T~ Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hy~t Khan : (a) N~
period is ~ed, but normally 5 years.
·
·
(b) From _SepteJD.b~~ 1~

to April

15th, 19S2.
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KHARIF OHANNEJ,S OF UPPER CHENAB CANAL~

*1402. Mr. Labh Singh: Will the Honourable Revenue Member
':be pleased to statEr(a) whether it is a fact that the kharif channels of all the permanent
canals, except the Upper Chenab Canal, open on or about the
15th April and close on the 15th October;
(b) whether it is a fact that the kharif channels of the Upper Chenab
Canal open on the 25th May and close on the 15th October, and
that before the year 1927 they used to open on the 15th April ;
(c) if the answers to parts (a} and (b) are in the affirmative, the
reasons why water is withheld on the kharif channels of the
Upper Chenab Canal for a period of 41 days, i.e., from 15th April
to 25th May?

. The HonourableCaptain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan: . (a) Yes.
(b) Yes.
(c) On account of the threat of water-logging and absence of any keen
-dsmand for water before 25th May.

KHARIF OHANNELS, GUJRANWALA DIVISION.

*1403. Mr. Labh Singh: Will the Honourable Revenue Member be
·'l)Jeased to state. (a)· (i) whether it is a fact that in the Gujranwala division there are
perennial channels running side by side. with the kkarif
channels, and (ii) that the perennial channels almost constantly flow from the month of April till the time when they
run by warabanili in the winter days;
(b) if the answer to (a) is in the affirmative, the reasons why water
withhela from kharif channels up to the 15th May ?

is

The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan: (a)
-(i) Yes.
(ii) No.
-of May.

·
The perennial channels are closed for half of April and half

(b) On account of the threat of water-logging and absence of any keen
-dsmand for water before 25th May.
WATER RATES ON KHARIF OHANNELS, UPPER CHENAB CANAL.

*1404. Mr.'Labh Singh: Will the Honourable Revenue Member be
;pleesed to state(a) whether it is a fact that the water rate of rice is Rs. 7-8-0 per acre,

·

and that of cotton, Rs. 6-4-0 per aers on all khar·if and perennial channels of the Upper Chenab Canal and other canals in
the province ;
·
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(b) if the answer to (a) is in the affirmative, the reasons why kharij
channels on the Upper Chenab Canal pay the full amount of
water rate and revenue as is the case with the perennial
channels on the Upper Cbenab Canal?

The Honourable Captain.Sardar Sikander Hyat Kluu1: (a) With
a few exceptions the wate;r rate for rice is Rs. 7-8-0 pet acre throughout thePunjab; with the exception of three major canals the water rate for cotton.
is Bs, 6-4-0 per acre.
,.
·
(b) The kharif channels of the Upper Chenab Canal naturally pay the;
same water rate for khari]'crops as perennial channels, because they are in
flow throughout the 1kharif.
·
.RURAL AND URBAN SANITARY. BOARDS~

*1405. Lala Jyoti Prasad : Will the Honourable Minister for Education please state whether the answer to my starred question No. 12271 put
by me on 8th March, 1982 is ready ? · If so, a copy of it may kindly be
laid on the table.
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan Noon: It is regretted that.
complete information is not yet ready so as to enable Government to givea final reply to question No. 12271 (starred).
RETRENCHMENT OF GAZETTEDOFFICERS.

*1406. L• Jyoti Prasad : Will the Honourable Finance Member-be pleased to state the number and names of European and Indian: gazetted
officers retrenched by the Punjab Government as a. step to effect economy
after the reportof the Retrenchmerit·Comnrittee?
·
The Honourable Sir Henry Craik : . The iriformation asked for · by
the honourable member is being collected and will 'be supplied to him when,
ready.
CATTLE FARM

ENQUIRY,

Hrsssn.

*1407. Lala Jyoti Prasad: Will the Honourable Minister for Agri~
culture please state·
·
(a) whether it is a fact that Mr. Read, assistant superintendent
(Fodder), Government Cattle Farm, Hissar, was appointed
Secretary of the committee appointed to go into the working of'
that farm;
(b) the terms of reference of that committee;
(c) the names of the officials with their designations who appeared.
before the committee as witnesses ;
,
(d) whether it is a f1;1,ct that the authorities of the farm did not cite,
any other .member of the staff as witness, except the superintendent and assistant superintendent ~ .
tPage 287 ante.
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(e) if the answer to (a) be in the affirmativG, the reasons for the appointment of a senior officer of that very farm as Secretary ; ·
. (f) when the committee is expected to submit its report ?
The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh; (a) No. The.
Director merely asked Mr. Read to act as Secretary to the committee duringits visit to the Hissar Farm.
·
·

(b) To examine the organisation of the farm with speeial reference to.
the cost of producing stud bulls, and in particular to advise Government.
('I,) as to the adequacy of the present staff and the :possibility of re·.
trenchment ; ·
·
(ii) as to the comparative advantages to Government .of direct.
cultivation and of .cultivation .• through tenants;
(ii'I,) as to the measures for sale and distribution of stud bulls;
(iv) as to the advisability of continuing the minor activities of the.
farm;
and generally, as to measures calculated to reduce the gap between incomeand expenditure.
·
(c) As the committee has y.et not finished its labour$, I .regret I am
unable to give information.
·
·
,.
(a) It was for the committee to decide what witness~s it should hearand I have not yet heard.whom they called.
(e). Does not arise.
(f} I have no information.
,1

-,

, CoNVIOTIONS, OF. LADIES, ·OIVIL PISOBEDIENOE MOVJilMENT.

. *1408. Lala. Jyoti :Prasad: Will

the Honourable Finance Memb1:1:rbe pleased to stat~
·
{a) the number of ladies convicted in the province since January last,
in connection wit;h civil disobedience movemerit ;
(b) their number in · A, B and O classes separately ;
(c) the number in each class who were sentenced toi rigorous imprisonment;
·
(a) the number of those ladies who were recommended by the trying ,
magistrates for treatment as better class prisoners and in whose,
case the recommendation was rejected by the local Government?

The Honourable Sir Henry Craik: (a) 87,
(b) A class
B class

c

...

,

...

6
30

51
class
6
(o) K class
28
B class
86
C class
(a) 4. (This number includes one case in, which the magistrate recommended a lower class but the local Government awa.rdedia higher one.)
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UNSTARRED QUESTIONS AND·. .A.NSWERS.
PERSONNEL OF THE COMMITTEE TO ENQUIRE INTO THE AFFAIRS OF
PUNJAB °QNIVERSITY.
.

370. Diwan Bahadur Raja NIU'enclra Nath·:
"Minister for Education be pleased to state-

Will the Honourable
·

(a).· the personnel of the Committee. which Governn;lent -is .reported
to have appointed to enquire into the affairs
University ; ·

of the Punjab

(b) the terms of reference to the committee 'l

The Honourable Malik Fitoz Khan Noon : The answer to this
-question is not yet ready.
:meJ1!-ber when ready.
·

It will be

communicated

to the honourable

I

AGRICULTURIST ·zAILDARS.

371. Chaudhri Shab Muhammad : Will the Honourable

Rev -

-enue. Member .be pleased to state(a) the total number of zaildars in the province;
(b) out of them how many are statutory a.gric~lturists;

(c) the number of Hindu Ja.ts, Sikh and. Muslim_ agriculturists, respectively?

The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander · Hyat . Khan : So far
-the information has been collected for 23' districts. It will be communicated
-to the honourable member when the figures for the remaining 6 districts
oare received.
·
BOOKS IN THE PUNJAB PUBLIC. LIBRARY.

372. Chaudhri Shah Muhammad : Will · the Honourable

the

_:Minister for Education kindly state(a) the total number of books in the Punjab Public Library ;
'

'

(b) how many books there are in English, French and German ; ·
(e) the amount yearly spent on the. purchase of books in English
.
and other · E,uropean languages ;
. .
. ,"
(d). the total number of Urdu, Persian, Arabic. and Sanskrit books
which are at present in the said Library ;
·
(e) the' amount of money that is being spent in the purchase of books
of eastern literature ? ·
· ·
'

.

The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan Noon:

\

The information is
?being collected and will be communicated to the hononrable member when

.ready.

UNSTABRED
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lNSOLVENOY PROOEEDINGS IN LYALLPUR DISTRICT.
I

-

373. Chaudhri Shah Muhammad : · Will the Honourable Finance

-'Member kindly state· ·
·
(a) how many people have been declared insolvent during the past
three years, 1929, 1930 and 1931, in the Lyallpur division civil
court;
.
(b) how many petitions for insolvency proceedings are pending before
the district judge in that district ;
•
· · .i
(c) whether it is a fact that most of the insolvent people are zamindare
of Jhang, Lyallpur and Sheikhupura districts ;
t
(d) whether it is also a fact that no ornaments were ever produced
by the petitioners in the courts '}
The Honourable Sir Henry Craik : The. information is being
-eolleeted and will be communicated to the honourable member when ready.
"""---

:

... , !,:/')

::-LEASE OF LAND. IN NANKANA AND l\fA.NANWALA IN SHEIKlri1PURA. DISTBICT.
:•

,,

.,

I,"

I

374. ChauclhriShah Muhammad : Will the Honourable Revenue

·1.tefuber kijldly state(a) the minimum amount for which squares of Iand a.re leased: out
for cash rent ?'ll ~e thanas of Nankana and. Ma~w~, in
Sheikhupura district;
.
(b) the yearly cash rent per square in these than~s in they~/1924,
1925 and 1926;
(c) whether it is a fact that now nowhere in .these thanas cash rent
·
is being agreed upon for cultivation by tenants, but they ·prefer
to pay · baf,ai. · and now batai is the universal form of
. rent in the. district.?
· ·
··
· · -',

The Honoutable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan:

ThJ

,:.answer to this. question is not yet ready •.. It will be oonnnunic~ted·• to the
honourable ~e;mber when ready.

--

:REVENUE SUI'I'S PENDING IN REVENUE COURTS IN ,SREIKRUPUBA.~

375. Chaudhri Shah Muhammad: · :Will"the-Honotira.bleRevenue
· 1:tember kindly. state the to~l number of revenue suits for the payment of
-"rent pending in the,reve:r:,.u.e court of Sheikhupura '}
The HonourableCaptain Sardar Sikander Hyat Kb&lll: Fifty.five.
·
·
CANAL OUTLETS IN VILLAGE AwAN, TRANA !{HANGAR DoGRAN,
..
. . ,
DISTRIOT SHlilIKHUPURA.
;
, ' )

376. ChaudbriShah Muhammad : Will the Htinourabl; Revenue
'lleniber kindly state--;
· · · ·
·
(a) the t<>ta~, ~·ea of village Awan, thana Kbangah Dogran, district
Sheikhupura;
··
· .
.
o

·,:r,:
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Shah Muhammad.. :1

{b) whether it fa

. .

faet that the whole area is supposed to be irrigated·!
by four outlets ;
3,

(c) whether it is also a· fact that the present width of the outlets is. ' three .inchee, No: 25000-R., 2l inches width. No. 25000-L.,
2 inches No. 31000-R. and 1.!_ inches width No. 33000,;
(d) whether it is also a fact· that in 1899 or 1898 when the canal came ·
.
into existence the width of outlets was 12'\ 1011, 12" nndlO";
\

'

··,;

(e) whether it is also a fact that this gradual reduction of the outlets·
,

. . has affected the irrigation;

.

CJ) whether it is also a fact that most of the commanded area is barani ·
at present ?
·
,

; : ·•

., The llonour~L, Captain S~dar~Sikander Hyat
.,altura.ble commanded area is 1,158 acres .

Kh~: -(a)

Totar·

. . (b) Yes.
(c) No.
(d} The width of outlets in the years 1898 and 189~ is not on record.
-(e) 'No~

(J)

Tota.I annual irrigation in 1930-81 was higher than in 1914-15.

No •

. ~EMOVAL OF ELEOTED MEM:QEBS FROM THE SIALKOT MUNICIPALITY
FOB
IN
.
. P.A.BTIOIPATION
~
. POLITI-OS.
.

377. Chaudhri Shah Muhammad:: ·wm the Honourable Minister
_jot Local Self-<J:overnment kindly st~e· ·
(a) whether it is. a fact that· six eleeted members have b~h. removed''
.

· from their seats from the Municipality of Sialkot ; ·

· {b) · if so, wha.t was the charge agajnst them;

,Cc) whether it ·is a. fact that b?fore expiry:of their sentence they ex·pressed regret, and thell' apology was accepted ;
(d) whether it is ~lso ··a. f~~t that they pa.rpoipa.ted onl~ -in. a politica'

;'•:·

activity and they- were not guilty
of ahy moral turpitude ; .
.
(e) whether it is a. fact that -they were 'induced to seek pardon with··
·
the promise, that nothing would be done against the:rµ ;
.

(J} whether the Gov:ernment intends to . consider the re-appointment.
of unseated members under the ._extraordinary ciroumstanc~·
of the case ~ '
'j

.

I

.

The,Honou.rable Dr. Gokul Chand· Narang : The. answer to this-.'
readt, 'It will. b~ comm.mqoated to the ho.noura.ble-

question. is . not yet

i .

mQJnber when readr~ ' ·:•I ' .· ; '
'·.·'

i

11

'

'

,

.'

. !.
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SHORT. NOTICE QUESTION AND. ANSWER.
.

PROVINCIAL :MEDICAL SERVICE,
.

i

.

,Kluui.Bahadur Mian Ahmed Yar Khan Daultana, (On behalf of'
Khan Haibat Khan Daha): Will the Honourable Minister for Education,
please state if the Medical Selection Board has made any recommendation

#V

for appointment to the. provincial medical service? If so, will the Honourable Minister please state as to how many men he has definitely selected for·
appointment and how many of those are Muslims and Non-Muslims?
.
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan Noon: Yes. The Board has,
recommended certain persons. Government has decidedto appoint 12' of
these to the provincial medical service and one sub-assistant surgeon who
has acquired British qualifications is also being promoted to th.e provincial'
civil medical service. In all 18 persons are being. appointed as vacancies
occur. Eight of these are Muslims and 5 are non-Muslims. · The honourable·
member will also be interested to kn:ow that amongst the provincial civil .
medical service-civil surgeons and assistant surgeons-the communal percentages at present are approximately : Musliins 25, Hindus 54, Sikhs 18;
and others 8.
·
UNAUTRORIZED PUBLICATION IN THE PRESS OF REPORTS

OF SELECT COMMITTEES.
.·
The Honourable C~ptm.n Sardar Sikander Hy~tKhan (Revenue-

Member) : May I draw your attention to an indiscretion on the part of.at
least two newspapers which has come to my notice, in publishing the reports.
of the select committees ? ,According to a ruling · 'of the Chair these reports.
have to. be treated as confidential until they are presented to the
House. The Statesman in its issue of April 26, published tl).e select committee's report on the Punjab Municipal Amendment. Bill and similarly thereport which is about to be presented to-day was published in supsequent
issue of the same paper: I consider, ~ii:', that .these papers have.com·
mitted a grave indiscretion in publishing these reports. I a¢ perf~tly a~are
that the House has no control over the newspapers, but it wiJ1 be of interest
to know the source from which these papers received this m+orma.tion aad
how they secured these confidential documents which were meant only for
the use of members of.the Council. A representative of a leading daily cameto me some days ago and enquired whether his paper could publish the repo:tt.
• of the select committee on the.Punjab Municipal (Amendment) Bill, and .I
informed him that it was confidential and was not to be published until it.
had been presented. to the House. · I think it is unfair to those newspapers who,
tespect the rules and privileges of the House and reftain from publishing
confidential documents, while. others who obtain these documents
surreptitiously get an unfair advantage over them by publishing them with
impunity. (An honourable member: Name .the papers). These two newspapers are the Statesman and the Dauy Heraul. · The Stat,es,,,!nin of April 26
:reproduces practically the whole of the select committee's report on the Punjab:Municipa~ (Amendment) Bill.
page 10, and again in j.ts issue pf :M:ay 1,
.it p~bµs~e?- t~e report of. 'the s~~~t ·. co~~te~·on the Protection A;gainst
:Molestation Bill Then the Daily Heraul in its issue of the ~0th April ·pub.;~
lishes the whole of ,the report of the select committee on tpe Pu,Pjab Municipal,
(Amendment) BilJ..
·
· '

a

on

.: di

··--

--

-------------~

t".

• ., ·~-·
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Mr. President : I have more than once. informed the House that. eeording to Parliamentary practice it is a breach cifprivilege.for any member
oz any other person to publish the report of a ~ltct committee before it. is
p::esent,ed to the House. The Leader of the Roust>has tightiy stated that
· .this House .does not possess yet any powers to deal with offencesof breaches
of privileges. Therefore, I would request· the honourable members not to
, '110lllID\llllCate to the representatives of the Press any papers which are sent
· i~ them marked as confidential. I hope that the honourable members will
refrain in future from passing on such papers to any one.
Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq: Instead of the Honourable Revenue
. Jlember complaining here, he should refuse to patronize these papers, and to
' :.tend advertisements to them. This will be sufficient punishment ..
Mr. President: The Leader of the House has not .suggested any
'.Punishment. So, an expression of disapproval on the part of the House
'frill be sufficient?
/.
The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan : I person//
~lly think that it is not possible to award any· punishment-unless I am not
' aware of some rule under which you can do it, but · I submit that it is not
merely the fault ofthe newspapers. It is the fault of the member or person
who conveyed this information or the report to these newspapers.· ~fter
all it is perfectly legitimat.e for a newspaper to secure copy whenever and
-whereverit can, and I think it is primarily the duty of the members to see
that these confidential documents do not get into wrong hands. At,the same
time I think if you watn the representatives of these papers from the Chair
that in future they should refrain from taking advantage of .an indiscretion
l>y any member of this House, it will,.I.hope be. uaefalandhave the desired
effect. A warning is all that it is needed a.s this is the first, ease of its kind
and I. hope U 'will be the last. · ,
.
' ·
' , ·
· · . · Mr. President : The members ":ho. communi.eate and t~e n~wspapen
~hi~_.publiehthe' .reporte or P??ceedin~ of select commip~ees are , equally
. ''wrong~ · I would; therefore, advise that m future the honourable members
~ii~uld refrain from 'communicating and the representatives of the Pre.ss from.
. reQei~g and i publishing such papers.
. ' . ... . . .
. .: ·Shaikh· Muhammad S~diq : The presumption that it· was handed over
by a. member is wron.g.· . The papers should be asked how. they got the reports.
·• · Unless it is proved t~at.any m~mb~r passed it on, the Honourable Revenue
'-Yeiriber is not rigbtin presuming that .itwas crone by an honourable m~ber
I think it is aninault for a G'ovetnme:ntMember: tosay;that· it was: only
~ member of this House who passed it on; ' Why caii it hot be a Government
"'Meµibet'l
tney want.to.pun~s,h.,)~J ~~~!1.£Y~~h_th~se
ne:ws~apersif they
'.de.re,'but to p~ss tbese·eheap remarks1a.ga.mst the members.is absolutely
\ytong. · · There Im~Government Members, Ministers and th~re are: officers of
.the Council. Why do you ,presume that only members didJhat ? .W}iy can
it not have been done by the office staff or the ti'taf{ of Govetni:ri.ent.P.ress?
Why do you presume that Government,~fficers·or the staff of -tht3 Council'are
honest and only the members of the. Council'a.re. duihonest-'!· It was orily to
s~ve time that this system of placing the report with the members.before
Jlrest1ntation· was invented. Why not stop it? You· cannot have_it both
wa;xs. It is not such a precious thing, it is not jewellery that a member
should keep it in his eafe. Sometimes it is kept lying in ·office and it may

.:u
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Jio happen that in a. member's absence somebody may come and 4elp ~..self with it. So it is not necessarily the fault of members ; the main res·
ponsibility lies.with papers. Let Government _, punish . these papers if · they
.have the courage. All these papers get enough patronage,from the Govern~
inent and they will think ·. twice before infringing any -· of the rules, ~f
Government. But we are not responsible for such condu~t. · ·
J
·i

The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat ~
: I had·· no
intention of running down members, The honourable :;member says· 'it
might have leaked out from me.
:
·
Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq : I am only presuming'.:11,s the Honourable
Leader. of the House presumed that it leaked out from non-official menibe:1"9.
·

The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan : .If it

leaked out from any 'of us we are just as much members of this House -as
any body else. My point was that they get a report from somewhere,and
· that that quarter should not have communicated the report so long as it wa&
confidential.~

PUNJAB PROTECTION AGAINST MOLESTATION BILL.

q~

Shaikh Faiz Muhammad: ·1 present the report the select com. mittee on the Punjab Protection against Molestation Bill~
Mr. Mukand J'..ai Puri : May llmcrw if the report ofthe select coniniit·
·.,tee which has been presented by the-honourable member is in order? -: ·
Mr. President·:·Whom does the honourable member expectto ·a:nswet
the question ?
· ;·
• · ·· :
l\h. Mukand'Lal Puri: The Chair.
Mr. President : Why i~ not the report in order ? ;1
Mr. Labh Singh : He is certain that it is not in order.
Rai BabadUI':Lala Mohan Lal : May l know if isnot a,f!l,Ot that
·this report has not· been signed by the members ? Is it not a fac_t · th8't. the
honourable mover of the Bill himself with- three of his-colleagues signed only
· ·a blank ·paper? · (Laughter). Is it not a fact that one of the members.
signed simply a blank paper just as I was accused of (laughter}, and is it not a
fact that this report is more defective than even the report'ofselect comniittee
:on ·the Punjab Municipail Amendment· Bill?

it

Mr. Mukand Lal Pari : Sir, I assert that·it has not, been signed by any
member, not even by the dissenting member, and a. mem~er signed- it on the
telephone. (Laughter).
·
·
·

. Mr. S. L. Sale : I am glad" that I have an opportunity of explaining to
· the Rouse exactly the procedure adopted in ·the, case of the select comniittea's.
report on the· Molestation Bill. I ·ms.y at. the outset deny one ~uggastion
~hat was <made bf :my honourable friend that· one me~ber signed over the
· telephone. That,' Sit~ is not correct; ',
· ·
·
·
' ·•
Mr. Mukaa~ Lal Puri : Did he come ove~ himself the next day and.

. :sign it ? .

.

. ."

. . . . .

.·

..

.
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· Mr. S. L S.Lt : Yes •. He came over himself the next day and signed it.
I ·ca.nn9t refer: to ·the pro~oodmgs of the select· committe'e,'beca'lise I think
·thoiiie proceedings

are· confidential:

·

': Sh~Muhammad Sadiq : . No,
. · that they are not con:fid~ntial.

·
Sir.
__

· ·
Thtire is.a

··

ru1in:g:of

·

...

'

theChaili"
· ·
.

, .· l\fr;S.L .. Sale .: The acfaaJ facts are that the. select committee sat to
· ·(lOlllUder this .Bill on. the 20th of April and during the pe1,1dency. qf those. pre-ceedings, I made notes of the various alterations in my own file which was
before the . select committee, _ The arrangement was that . the committee
· we.Et- to adjourn to the ne:tt day, arid in the meantime I should draw up a.
·formal report which the members of the select committee should' sign on the
.next ·day. Certain members of the select _cmnmittee were. qri.fortllilately
, unable to attend the next day. They had satisfied theD)cselves from: tp.e
.notes on my own file that the decisions had been correctly reduced to writing,
though in an informal manner. They, therefore, authorised me by appending
their signatures, to draw up a report in conformity with the decisions. (4n
. M11,0urable me-mber : They signed .. on a blank paper ?) They put their
.signatures on a piece of paper which was subsequently attached to the report.
On the next day I prepared ·a report. By the time that the remaining five
. m~:mbers had c,"';me to my office at 4 o'clock to consider the report, the draft
report was ready. prepared and. those five members signed !Lfter reading
.it, They did not all come at the same time. .I think they driftE:id in in ones
and twos. But the report as finally prepared, . and signed by those five
.members has not been altered by one jot or tittle since their signatures WQre
-appended. (Chaudhri Allah Dad Khan: It • has been):, I deny tha.t.
Subsequent to obtaining their signatures the report was forwarded to the
· -Oouncll Office. I want to explain here tha.t the procedure adopted.not.only
.in connection with the Molestation Bill report but .elso in connection with the
previous report about which we have heard so much, is in accordance with the
practice which has invariably obtained during the-three-and-a-half years that
I have had the honour to be the secretary of any select' committee appointed
· ·by this House. I do not think I can remember a single occasion, any. one
.single occasion, when the members. have signed a complete report at one
tµne. Generally speaking, some signatures are .obtained before the report is
prepared, many signatures are obtained afterwards~ I do not remember a
.,siiigle select committee's report which ha~ been prepared and signed with what
I may say ,the regularity of proceedings which it is now considered 'should
be applied to a select committee's report. I understand the position to be
, ·that after the proceedings of the select committee are over, th,e)nenibers do
· not attach any particular sanctity to their signatures., except that by plae. ing their signatures, often on a blank piece of paper, they authorise the sec. • retary of the committee to draw up and present a correct re,port to theHouse,
· Thus, it appears to .me that signatures are not a necessary ·part of _the report
at all. T.b.ey are merely. an authorisation of the members of th(;!. sel0<1t committee to me to present a rElix>rf; tl:,.Q re.port, as a .matte!' "' . fact, . would . ,be
' -eomplete whether those Bigti&tlires wete:atta.c,lie(l totlle repoit Qi' w:heth~fthpy
· were not .. I submit tha.t
is nothing'inthe Mari.ua.lof Business and Pre· •q&dure, there is nothingin the'Govermnent of In~ia. Act,ei~~[l:\Y);lich requµ-es
,.tha.t the signatures shouldbe obtained to the select committee's reports,

there
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Mr. President: What has the honourable -member to ,sa,y as. to. sub·
,-elause {5) of Standing Order 42 Q.>aragra,ph 8_~ - of our::Bus,in~ss· M,an~) 1 ·,
-·Mr.S. L.Sale: The interpretation whioh Isugge~tto that:snh-clause
,ia tha.t-it is:oz;uy if .a, member wa.n,ts to put
dissenting note that he m11s,
-sign, If he does not append his signature, he cann6t . put jri, a dissentmg
·minute. -But he is not required to sign·tbe report unless' he wishes to put iii
. ..a dissenting note.
_ -.
·
- ,' _ · ·
Mr. President : May I take it then that at least the members 'who de·
,:Sire to record their minutes of dissent are bound to sigh the report, and that
.it is not a. properly signed report if it is not signed by such ~embers_?

ma.

Mr.• S. L. Sale : A member must sign, provided he- wishes to put. in a
-dissentingnote which must be done within three days of the day of his
. signature.
.
-.

Mr. President: If he does not append his signature, .his minute of
dissent becomes invalid. But what would be the consequence if)~.~. refuses
to sign or does not sign ? - ·
.'. , - _ ·,
Mr. S. L. Sale : If he does not sign, he cannot add any minute of dissent.
If he does sign, he can put in a minute of dissent within three days of his
-signature, If the minute of dissent is received after three days ~oni. the

-date on which he appended his signature, then the minute of dissent is out of
.erder. I was going to suggest to you and through you to the Housethat the
practice which has obtained in the matter of sending select committee's · re•
-ports should be crystallised in the form of a convention, and that a eonvention should be established that it is not necessary for members of the select
committee to sign the reports at all, and that in this way I feel sure that: the
time and trouble of m.a,ny honourable members will be saved. I myself
.,appreciate the fa.ct that after a long sitting of a select committee it is extra'mely . troublesome for members to re-assemble some days afterwards to :read
through tha.t report and again append their signatures, especially -for, those
·-memberswho do not live in Lahore and who wish to go back to their ·homes.
; l think that is a convention which should be cordially welcomedin this House.
1think also that it is in accordance with Parliamentary :rractice.
·'

O

Chaudhri Allah Dad Khan : I .wish to correct a misstatement riiade
by the Legal Remembrancer. I hope I am not divulging any secrets of the
- select committee when I rise to correct the misstatement.
Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq : On a. point of order. ' Has the· House no
·riglat to know the seorets ofthe select committee ? I remember the 'point • ·was
t-aised by the Honourable Minister-for Local Sell-Government and you ·gave
·~he ruling that the proceedings of select committees could not be- Clobsider.. ed secret.
·
Mr. President: According to 'Parlia.IPeJ.;lta.ry Practice: '' Until the
report ~d. evidence.of a select co_mmittee
1]?een laid, upon the ~a.~le_it .iB
'irregular to refer. to them in, debate or to' put ',questions in referen~e·'to·_th~
proeeedingsof the committoo,."· - As 'soon a_s t4e_· repo~· of P1? select ~<>im,b!~~~
'is placed on the 'table, .quest1onscan lfo asked about it, .TPJ P:i!iln, t~e ~~~r?
r1s·not supposed to be informed of the proceedings of the doilimittee; -· --- · ·

ha,ye

.

'

~
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discussing the-Bill cI~u.t;e by

clause the Honourable the Legal ltemembrancer. was' making - some notes\:
-When that was finished alhhe. tnembers signed it and I was the·~nly membei ·
unless it was completely written •. But at •the same
time four members tiUdertook .to sign it. and they said that every amen~n_t
;which ~hey wanted had been embodied. ' I said that I would sign it the next
day when a fair copy containing the amendments which_ I. wanted to b~ ~m·
bodied . could be had. 'I went to the office of the Legal Remembrancer thenext day at 4 o'clock. He handed a written document to me and I said tha,t:
Twould teadit and sign it later. On reading it I found out four mistakes in
it still and they w;ere very material. In the first place the. Legal Remem.:.
had .a copy in which ·I .had made my· corrections and . .if - that
copy: is now with him, he may contradict me. He had put down in his notesthat it was urged by one member that ' loitering at or near a house ' shoula
lie expunged, I said that that was not correct. What was . asked to . be
expunged- was all the lines: "loiters at or near a house. where such oth_er:
person
any one in whom such person is interested resides, or works or car"ries on business or happens to be." . He said that he would enquir.,e from,_
.other . members and - would correct accordingly.
·

.who objected to.sign.it

. J>rancer

or

Mr~ President: What is .the 'honourable. member driving at? The
Housei1:1 'discussing the question of signatures, and not the substance or con-:
,tents _ of the report.
·
Chaudhri Allah Dad Khan: I wish to sh~w that even when the report :was. signed it was not correct. It cannot- be maintained· that on the ·
first day-the report-had been correct when on the next- when I saw it, it was,
iQand inaccurate-in some material particulars.
I want to· argue from this
· -that ,the signatures -appended on. a blank piece of paper were irregular, im4iihat .the.report had· not been 'correctly written.· The report had not even-.
-been drafted at the time when it was signed by four members, If there were ·
.no corrections made afterwards, -it could be said that the repwt; was complete ·
,when it was signed, but when corrections were actually made on· the )iext
day it could be shown that there-was no valid or correct. report on the first
day, I mean the 20th, when.the committee met and therefore the signatures ..
of members who signed it on that day are irregular.

I- .

Khan :

the Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat
May l
draw yo~ attention once again to Article 86 (5) ? At .first sight this article·
cs~ainly appears to be somewhat inconsistent and a superficial reading of'

.it · would lead one to think that the framers of the rule could not have·
· .contemplated the enquiry of. the' report . by dissentient membera alone, but
if 1ou study it carefully you would find that there is a yery simple explana. tion as to.why only, . the dissenting members are. enjoined to sign the report •
. 'lhe reason as it strikes m~Js this~ The dissenting' me:mbElDs ar~ · :,;eqnired
. to>sign·the report merely t()tfi.x themss regards the time. ·. The',.dissenting
minute has to be sent in within. three daY&, .. If a members w~µts to ;pu.~
in~-. dissenting minµtEl be must . do . so within the prescril,~d :time •. : aiicl.
dnless'he signs the 'report, differencel µ>.ight conceivi.bly :'arise': regarding:
.the computation of this period.~
· ·
·
· '· ·-.· ·

•
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Mr. President: If there is no such. time limit and the dissenting
men;i.beris reqm,d by the standing order to hand over bis n:rinufo of disS~!}t .
immediately after signing the report, what would be the honourable membefs
pc,sition ?

· ·

· ·

· ·

· · , The·. Honourable Captain Sardai' Sikander llyat Kh1111 =·
time·limit is specifically la.id down in our standing orders.

,

·

But.

a.

' -,

. . Mr. President

: . Suppose no such ·limit is laid down?
The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikanclef Hyat :, Khan : In that

case it would be open to any member of the select committee to hold up
the report for six months or indefi1utely.
•
.
· Mr. President: Suppose he is. directed to hand oter his minute of
_dissent then and there.
· ,·
:
,
, .
..

' The Honourable Captain Sardat

Sikander Hyat Khan : B7

whom?

Mr. President:

By the standing order.

The Honourable Captain Sardar Sik~der ,Hyat "·Khan : ·In that.
eese he will have to record his minute of dissent· then and there.
It is to
give a member reasonable time to record his minute .· of dissent that
this period of three days has been specifically. :6.xod. :My submisaien is
.that it is only to fix a member . to ·. the specified. period that this clause
has been worded as it stands.
The clause reads :

a

" If any member of a sele~t committee desires to r~cord minute 6£ dissent on any point,
he must sign the report, stating that he. does so subject to his minute of diseentr
and must hand in hls ..;f;nnte within three days of the date on which he signs thereport."

r

'

It is merely to fix him as regards the time that this clause has been put:in.
Otherwise it would not be necessary to single out the dissenting membera'
·for the purpose of signing the report. If the framers of the rules had coli·
-templated signing of the report by all members 'they would have made it
quite· clear by mentioning
this specifically. They would have -seeured
this by using the words 'all members' instead of merely :specifying
dissenting members.

Mr. President: The words "desires to record a minute oi; dissent "
. clearly indicate that if a member expresses his desire . to differ from the
report to which themajority ofhis eolleagues have agreed, : he must sign it,
In other words, it is mandatory for him to sign the report, if h,ef,possesses
and, expresses a desire to differ from it.
,'
. . .
The Honolli'able Captain Sardar Sikander HyaJ Khan : That is. true, If he changes his mind subsequently and does not wish to send a
minute of dissent, the report of th~ committee need not. be held up beyond
three days. The period of thr~ d11,ys has· to be ealeulated from the time
th& member signs the. report ; the chairman of the committee is at
lib~y topresent the report to the House, anytime a.ftei three days~
I

at

i

I

;

.

~

Mr. Presi,lent:

.

~

·;

, •

Is it riot mandl'tOry for the me:rp.ber jvhQ wispe.a,

t-0 record a. di$sent to .sign the report ?

.

.

:i

, : .•
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$~d~ .S~~U:· JJtat~!Ill : .· Yes.

: · · . The 8"1ourabl, : ~p~

~Lle r~pon. :i:n~~ly •tp fix:~-- aES re~a,rcls.~h~ ti¥1~-~-~fM~~ i;>~~9d~ , . .'.Ch!t
i1Ul«us cle_ar and it :reqlllJ,'~o~.Y t~e . ~sentlD:B. ~eIJ!.P~,; .to .-~.
apd nPct
the other members of the committee.
· ·
·.,
·
· Mr.- President: J: told the House the 'other: d~y that ·tl:).e elause
--was liable to that interpretation. -.
. •,
.
.. . . ..
.,
The Honourable Capiain .Sardar. Sikander Hyat Khan : . This
-',exp~!ltio~ I hope; 'Sir, ~k:es ~t clear why it_:i~:specifi_c~ll! laid down, that
the dissenting members must sign and why 1t 1s not obligatoey for other
'members to sign. ·
'
·
'
· '.
,
Shaikh Faiz Muh~ad:
Sir, I must confess tha.~ after hearil?-g
_your ruling on: the :teport•of the select committee·on the Punjab Munioip,al
·(Amendment) Bill, I did not expect smooth sailing for the report on my Bin.
·(Hear, hear). But I must be permitted· to state that the facts of these two
-eases are not identical, as it has been tried to be made out. In order that
-the House may be.in.a position to understand the difference between this
:reJ?ott and the previous report, I should, with· your permis.sion~ .Jike -to
place some facts before the House. On the 4th of March this -House appointed a committee consisting of· ten members to 'eonsider and report on
my Bill. The meeting of the select committee was called on 'the 20th
.and all the members of the select committee attended the meeting. . :Mt.
Sale acted as secretary of the committee and took down notes of the con..
-elusions arrived at. . Before the dispersal of the eommlttee;: M,r. Sale
also read out the notes which he had taken down to the members of the
committee. (Hear, hear). (An honourable memher : Question.). ~. Din
:Muhammad, myself and probably Mr. M. A. Ghani put our signatures,
not, on a blank paper, as has been pointed out, but on a sheet of_ paper,
.en which the words '·' Report of the Select Committee' on the Protection
.against, Molestation Bill'.' were written.· On the following day, the other
.members who were staying in Lahore were asked to sign -it. J?rorn this it
.wonld appear that the position is this, that all the members of the select
.eommittee attended the meeting and agreed with the notes which hadbeen
prepared by Mr. Sale. Thr~e. of us signed that· sheet of paper after 11greeing
with the .notes of Mr. Sale. _The others signed it after reading the pri.ntecl
report.
Under these circumstances, it cannot be said that the. report
-whichhas been presented to the House is not the. report of, the se.leot com·
znittee, · Sir, the point is really very _ interesting. I wish my,.honourable
"friend Mr.- Manohar Lal had been here, ashe contributed a -yercy illUIIi.Inatmg
~rticle to the Press, the other day.
·
·
·
Mr.' Mukand Lal Puri : ' 'Ask Qhaudhri .Chliotu :R~in. .

;to. 111~

Shaikh.· F:aiz; MJJh.-mad: Sir, I would request · the 'honourable
.member. froµi Gujrai:iw11la ()Ir. Labh Singh) to espress hisopinion on ,Phis
]>Oint.
'[

· Mr~ Labh Suagb : · I a~ bound 'by th~ ruling of tb,e Chair~
. Mr. President : The. ,Chair haa ~ot ~en any ruling ,yet.. . . , "<;' . s:
The · Hon·ourable Cap~ Sardar Sikander lfyat ·Jth-.i : :· Th&
•

.,

;

'i

.

.

honourable member is referring to the previous rilling.

.

.

·•

··

·
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Shaikh Faiz Muhammad : I may also. be permitted to say, Sir; that
;this Rouse appointed a select committee with directions to report to this
~-0use by the 7th May.. Further, I submit that this report of the eelflCt
,committee, which bas been presented to the House, is a correct repott aIJ.cl
<Contains all the decisions of the select committee.
Mr. President : Will the honourable member please explain .what
the means by the expression ". by the 7th "?
Shaikh Faiz Muhammad : The committee continues till th~n and
the House can demand its report by the 7th.
. '
·
Sir; I may also be permitted to submit that after a Bill is moved in
the House, it becomes th€ property of the House, the House cap demand a
-report........
·
Mr. President : Can a House demand the report of · a select committee
without arriving at a decision to that effect?
Shaikh Faiz Muhammad: Sir, my submission is that the House
can demand.
·Mr.President: There is no doubt that it can. But · how will
:it· fonnulate its demand? That is the question.
Shaikh Faiz Muhammad: We must seek the ~dof article 126.
~- President: That is for the honourable member to decide.
.
Shaikh Faiz Muhammad : I have also given notice of a resolution
· that the select committee may be revived, and that the Bill be recommitted
· to that select committee. When this motion is moved the consent of the
honourable member to whose department this motion relates is necessary
. and, therefore, with your permission, the consent of the-·.
Mr. President: That consent should have been obtained before
·now.
Shaikh Faiz Muhammad: These are some of the facts that I
wanted to place before the House and I contend that the report is quite
. correct and in order and in form.
.
Diwan Bahadur Raja Narendra Nath :. Sir, two points appear
to be quite clear. One is that three members of the select committee did
not read the report at all=Mr. President: There appears to be some misunderstanding about
the real facts. For the information of the House I will sta.te them aa
gathered from documents received by the Council office. ,
··
Four gentlemen signed a blank paper on the 20th April with these
· words on the margin to the left : " Report of the select committee on the
Protection against Molestation Bill". These words are written: in pencil
and the four gentlemen apparently signed a blank paper at a time when the
ieport of the select committee was not in existence. (He°:r, hear)~
Then there is another set of flve signatures. These signatures were
put onthe 21st .A,_pril on the same paper on which thefour .gElntl~ru~n had
already put bheirs. The,report.had been.drafted before the last mentioned
jivEl signatures were appended and. in all probability the signa.tories,readthe
"l!'eport before signing it;
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(Mr. President.]
·
.
.
. · ·
·. Then there is the tenth gentleman. He signed . another .blanJt .paper
on the 22nd April. I may add that-MT. M. A. Ghani, who.put down llj.JJc
signatUl'e on the 20th·April, wrote th'at he was signing subject to recor~g
a minute of dissent.
·
·
·
It appears that two gentlemen Mr. M. A .. Ghani and Rao Bahadur
Chaudhri Ohhotu Ram· were desirous of recording:
10 A.X,
minutes of. dissent.
. ·.

The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan :-

In the cas&

of Rao Bahsdur Chaudhri Chhotu Ram it is not a. minute of dissent.
~mly a note.
.
.
· . .

Mr, Pr6sment : What the Leader of the House calls
may call a minute of dissent.

It iS·

a note, others.

tt

The Honourable· Captain Satdar Sikander ·Hyat .Khan:
is.
neither a minute of dissent nor a note of dissent.
. .
Mr. President: The decision of the point of order under. discussion.
depends on the answer to the question whether on the facts stated . above
the report in question is signed at all, and if 1ugned, whether it is signed!
properly.
. .
·
· .
.
The Honourable Sir Henry Craik : May I very respectfully venture·
to point out to you that I was the chairman of the select committee, and that
the account which you have just given to the House.is in very material
.· respects not correct ? You have stated · that the signatures fo this report
were appended to a blank piece of paper.
As a matter of fact,c thii.t is P.-Ot. the fact.
The. signatures recorded in Mr. Sale's office on the <lay after the,
committee met were recorded on a piece of paper which was appended to the
report.
'.I.1hat report with the signaturesappended came.to me and I myself
read those signatures as pai:t of the report, and then I appended m.y signature ..
I certainly signed no blank paper andMr. Sale informs me thaf no memberon that day signed
a blank paper.
· .t
.
.
..
Mt. President : ·. I fail to see any incorrectness in-my statement ... _ .
The Honourable Sit He~ry Craik : You stated'. that ~n the ·2-lst.

when signatures were appended in Mr. Sale's office they were-appended to a
blank sheet. of paper.. That is not a foc•t. Tho signatnres. are appended to
the report. · ·

Mr. President:

Here is the report. It does not bear a single signa··
..\ga1J1, there rs not a word of the report on thr· blank paper beanng
-nme signatures.
The report is a distmct and separate document. Four
signatures were put on a, blank paper ·on tho 20th and fivl:l·s1gnature.,. were
put on the same paper on the 21st; whilethetenth signature was put.on a.
separate piece of paper on the 22nd April.
·
,
The Honourable Sir Henry ·Craik : The signatures were appond~d
to the report •
. Mr. Preiident: The report bears no signatures and 18 ll document
by itself ; while the two blank papere=-one of which boors mne s1guatureaand the other only cne-e-are as mueh separate .from the reror4· as they are
from each either.
.· .
, ... ·
,
·,

.. tare.
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· .· Tt.e Honourable Sir Henry Craik: You said that. on the 2ht
Ave members signed a blank paperz ' M:y contention is that they signed on a
.piece of paper at the end of the report.
.
Mr. President : How does that piece of paper form part of there··,':oprt? ·
·
·
. . The Honourable Sir Henry Craik : It does form part of the rt:i1,ort as this sheet of paper m my hand forms part of the file before me;

just

. ·. . Mr. Presiden, : . The

question is whether the repol't as such has been

-signed by a single member of the select committee ?
The Hon.,urable Si( Henry Craik : It has been: signed by me.

The Honourable

Captain S.ardar Sikander Hyat Khan : ~ it

·-your contention, Sir, that every report must have the signatures of all the
-members on every page to make it valid?
_
'·- · Mr. President : Persons who wish to approve, attest or authenticate
. · an instrument must put their signatures at the end of the· instrument.. I
: 'do not think that a signature not placed on the document itself, but on a
separate piece of paper, can make the document valid.. I shall be obliged
· if any honourable member of the House will cite a precedent or quote
., .an authority in support of the contention put forward (by the Honourable
· Finance Member. ·
'
·
·
. . · The Bonoara'ble Sir , Henry Craik : After a.11, this . is a House
· .assembled to transact business.
· : .

· . . Mr.

Presidut:

But that business is to be transacted in a~cord·
Just n.ow we are discussing
.i.a point of order.
_The question under consideration is whether the report
of the select committee is signed as required by sub-clause (9) of standing
.order 42?
· ·
. The Honourable Sir Rear, Craik : All I say that · I appende4
.m7 iognature to,what I,unclersteJ,ld· to. be the rep~rt. ,~~body.,questions
· '4bat: this report w.hich we signed i:epr~~nts. the, consi~~red opinion of the
select committee.
, ·
,
· · ·· · · · · ': · · · · · · '

.ance with the rules and standing orders in force.

is

• < Mr. President·:
. I :have n9 :doubt that it does.;; But the question
is whether the signature -of the Honourable Finance .Member is · _ oii the
report .?
.
.
.
..
;
· ·
The Honourable Sir IJenry Craik : I signed the report1 and, I. am
0•

,.per.f ectly certain that, other mem bers a.ls!) signeif the report. " I do not see
'wlly the signatures should be disputed simply ·becaus.e they happen to be
-'on piece of paper in continuation of the report ..
Mr. President: I am not disputing the Honourable Member's
.. signature.
It is there. .But iqs;on a paper on whicl\ no part of the report
,or instrument is written or typed.
· ·
•
i · · '. ·

a

. ., '·•.· Thl Honourable,C.ptain - Sardar. $ikander ,tlya.J Khan : What

· ·. would happen if .the report enda at one page and there is no tQon;i'at the end
';.foi;,signatures,?
-~ . . .. . . .
' .
,· ' .'. · -: ·
·,
Mr. President: W,hat happens when a stamped· paper is insufficient
to contain the full contents. or signatures ?
·
·· · •
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· · The · Honourab~ ·. ·c,ptain Sardar S~ander Hyat Khan : W~~

attach a blank paper to it and append our signatures. In the present;
case the chairman of the .committee has said that ho signed the report an¢.
not a blank paper. He .sigried the last page of.the report.

Mr.. S. L. Sale: I may point out that the Council Office insists upon,
having the signatures to the report in original. The members could not
possibly sign on the draft report in iny office because I have first to take an.
office copy. It was for that reason that a separate piece of paper was
attached to the ~ft report on which signatures were taken, .i\fter a copy
was taken, the signed sheet would be attached to the faired copy of thereport and sent to the Council· Office. The draft report with signatures
in original was ~ubmitted to t~e chairman of. the committee. for his signa..
ture. The chairman after seeing all other signatures to the report affixed
his signature and returned it to me. I then attached. the signatures to. the
fair copy of the report, which was thus a complete copy and sent it to the·
Oouncil Office.
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan Noon: Do.I take it that your
mling isMr. President: I have not given any ruling yet.
The ·Honourable Malik Firoz Khan Noon: I shall call it your·
expression . of . opinion.
·Mr. President: I have not expressed my opinion either.
_
The Honourable Malik Firoz
Noon: Do I}take it that if
these signatures had been ·affixed on a sheet of paper which was gummed.
at. the bottom of the last page instead' of being on a separate: loose sheet
which is placed at the end of the report, then. the report .wonld have beens
Ta.lid 'l
'
· . Mr. President : ..I do . not propose to . ans!er the question. It · i's
not a correct assumption that afi the end of the .typed ·repo!t there was no. blank. space for signature~., There is' ample -space.. for·, ten sigriatures.
· Again, on the margin and · back of the page a.ny, number · • Qf signatures.
could be put.
.
.
.
:·, ',,
Chaudhri Allah Dad Khabi': To the note of dissent a part of· the·
report 'l
·
Mr. President : .· A dissenting note is not an integral part of the report •.
It is on.ly an annexure to it.
..
Rai Bahadur Lala Mohan Lal : I understand that the :finalmee~
for the consideration of the report was on the 20th. The members colleeted,
together a.nd -some of them·signed on a. piece of paper on. the. 20th. Under
your previous ruling is it .not a :fe.ot tha.~ the committee as soon as it signed
the report, whether "on a. blank pa.per or on the report itself, has. ceased toexist altogether after the. 20th 'l The committee became ;fulndlus offio'i,o
after the 20th· and ''therefore 'those members who signed on the 21.st
did not validly sign the report.
.
: .. Mz'. !'resident: .That is .enothee point. Ft;>r the present_we show.cl
eonfii:t.e . 9urseJves to. the issue pefore tlie HotJ,Se. . I :may a.dd that the honour•
able 'member has not stated my ruling correotly.
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Diwan Bahadur Raja Narendra Nath: It is admitted that .three
members at any rate did not 'sign after reading the report. That is~ three·
members did not know, when they signed, the contents of the report. If
this sort of thing is to be encouraged, I think it would put an end to all sense
of responsibility.
That is one thing.
.
The second thing is the point raised by Rai Bshadnr -Lala Mohan Lal.
It is an important one. If the select committee becomes junctus officw after all
the proceedings are finished, there is
meaning in getting the signatures
of the members of the select committee afterwards.
· · ·
Mr. President: That question cannot arise, unless the report bears
the signatures of the members of the select committee. It is only when
it bears their signatures that the question may arise whether 'those signatures
were put before or after the committee had become Junctus officio. I appeal
to the honourable members 'to help the Chair in deciding the point whether:
the report is at all signed ; and if signed, whether it is signed properly.
.
The Honourable Dr. Gokul Chand Narang: I want to say a few
words in response to your appeal. There are only two points which I want
to put before you. The first of them is whether you have any jurisdiction
to interfere with the presentation of the report.
Mr~ President: I have not. I have no jurisdiction and, therefore,
I did not interfere with the presentation of the report. But after its presentation several honourable members raised. tbe. point of order that jt was
not signed at all, or was not signed properly by the members of the eielect.
conmnttee, and th'tt, therefore, the Rouse could, not .prceeed a.ny further
with it. To decide this point of order is, I think, my· d ut.7 as the occupant
of this chair. ·

no

The Honourable Dr. Gokul Chand ~~ang ~ I may submit that'
when the mover of ~ Bill presents the report of the· select committee, which
is appointed by this House, then it is not for the President or the Spel!ilter~
of the House to have any say in the matter so far as the acceptance or nonacceptance
of the report. is concerned,
·
'
,·
.
'

Mr. President : Have I done anythlng of the kind so. far?
The Honourable.Dr. Gokul Chand Narang: To-day yc,u have
not done anything of the kind. I· am not attributing such conduct to you
up to this .time. All I am saying is that the honourable mover of the Bill
has got the report and has presented it or tried to present it to the House.
'.My submission is-and the point is very simple-that it is for the .Housa
either to rej!:mt the report or accept it. If the House is satisfied that it is
the report of the select committee. which was appointed by the House to go
into the provisions of the Bill and malte . its recommendations, then the
House would accept it ; if the House, on the other hand,. thinks that the
report does not embody the decisions of the select committee, then it is open
to the .House to reject the report. This. is my first proposition. ¥Y submission. is that the President has no voice in the. matter. He cannot say
that it is valid or that it is invalid. It is for th~ House to decide .that point.
Now, you raised the point as to hr,w the Rouse. is .tQ do it, whether a. motion.
was necessa,ry for the purpose' or not and whether such a.._xnotion could be,
moved'~ My submission is that no motion _is necessary at all. The 'motio~
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{Hon'ble Dr. Narang.]
has already been moved by the member in charge. He said, ., I beg. t0present the report ol the select committee to the. House." .
Mr. President : Is the presentation of a report t1 motion ?
The Honourable Dr. Gokul Chand Narang: It is a. motion in
this sense that ho stands up and sa.ys, •• You appointed a select committee
-0f certain members of -the House. They have formulated . a. report and that
'report is now in my hands which I beg to present." . Technically it inay be a
motion or not. It 'does not matter. He wants to present a document to·
the House and it is for the House to accept it or reject it and as long as no
member of the select committee gets up and says, "this fa not the· report
-0f the select committee," no question arises of the rejection or non-accept·
-ance of the report.
Diwan Bahadur Raja Narendra Nath : There must be uniformity
of practice and principle ; otherwise there will be confusion in the Council.
The Honourable· Dr. Gokul Chand Narang : This is the exact
;&nd eorn.et position in law as I conceive it.
·

Mr. President: Several honourable members, including one of the
members of the ·select committee, have questioned the formal regularity
·of the report. Have they not ?
·
The Honourable Di·. Gokul Chand Narang : My submission is
tha.t the matter should be left to the House.

Mr. President : What matter?
The Honourable Dr. Gokul Chand Narang : Whether it accepts
this report or not, this document which is in the hands. of the honourable
mover of the Bill. He sa.ys O I present it to you." It is for the Ho11S0 to
-say, "no, thia is a worthless paper," or" we are satisfied that it is the report
-of the select committee which we appointed and we BCeept it. We do. n()\
care for these technical defeota even if there are. any and we do .not . mini!
them so long ~ we _are .satisiied tha.t our injUD:.etions· to the s~lect comµrlttee
e.re carried ·out and so long as we ore satisfied that this document which
you wa.nt. to present to us aetua.lly embodies the decisions of the select com·
n,ittee." There canµot be any question of the v;alidity. or invalidity , of
,the report. My submission is .that ell you have to .do is to asfc the House
whether this House is prepared to accept it or not arid the decision of the
House can be ascertained in the usual manner.
·

Mr. President: The Honourable :Minister appears to have forgotten
-that this is- a meeting of the Legislative Council, and that it has got its own
rules an~ standi'rfg or?ers for .regulating i~s proceedings. · The novel procedure which he wishes the Chair to follow is not warranted by the rules and
-standing orders of the House, Whether the report of the select committee,
as to its contents and merits, is complete or incomplete, correct or incorrect,
perfect or defective, good or bad, and whether it should be finally accepted
-er rejected, are matters for the House to ,decide. The Chair has nothing to
-do with the substance of the report. But when a member of the House. raises
i;he poin~ of order that the report is not signed, as required by article 86 (o),
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(l)'Ce President shall' decide 'o.Jl points of order which may a.rise, and . his decision
sha.n be final. · ·
· . . ·.
. (2)
y member
at tiilie iiubmit a; point oforde:r for the:deoision 'oftlie Prest. ·
i dent.. h1Jtintlo;ingBQ.1;1hall~e hbn~lfto~tatingthe.poin~.'·' .:
u

I

may any

for.

· ,·It· is· J1~ar· from' ::the -above rttl~:that'it:fai
the· Chait.aii'd-noti'for;lbe
. iHous~ fo;18?ide t!1e -point .o~ ~rd_~r· ~det disc11,s~f6n.: .,
s~~I> !,~h~r
~ and say, f~·11 the information'of the Honourable· M1ms£er, that 1t 1s'\vitli the
.eensent ofi. t.he Cha.frth.at ·t.he ·poµi. t' of .ord.er.: ~.a. s been ·discuss. ed. and: ·that.· ·~.ij.t
for. such cl nsent the Honourable Ministel'. · could not h~ve made his spee~h.
11rhe hono~ able member "\Vill please. see a~iele 59 (!3).
·

r.·wmgo -~
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o~ders;
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·
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· it~ foles. J~nd, ,standing orders, (4ppla11se-). -In .S(:)pte:r:nbef Jas.t (the lndia'n
· Press J;JillJiwas v,alidlyinti:oduced and validly. refe:n:ed,:to .a' select con»nittee
the .Legi&lative ·Assembly.. 'rhe report .of the select ·.cori»nitt.ee>ras ~duly
.nresented] to the. Assembly; but. on 1t11 .preaent~tion, · ,obJect1on ,,w11,s
taken that the. Assembly could not take the. .Bill . .into: ,consideration, '.a!! the
select co~ttee had lllad~ its report, before 'the J3ilt,was,~nblished .in. the
Ga~ette al, required by. s.ta.ndiiig order 41 ·:of,;the·Asselllbly,
,c<>,rr~p:on~g
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. of.

::··WI·
h . .·().,uAss,
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Like the .Hononreble, Mmister for Local. Self~Government,
- -. ,h?. d~d. n?t ·!ll'gne,that.the l'res,i,de:µt .of.the, ·Ass~m,bly had ~o-jw.is~ctjon:to
)~i:ve_ his riling, an\l that, as the report.on th~, Bill wair a valid one; 1t was.tor
·iqe Asseii:t'l,>lY: to decide whether it will proceed ,to consid~ it, or net. 'Whe
Honour~l>le ~star says: '~·Jt .is for the ~Q~Se :either to\rejeot the·:r&PQri
· or .:a#eptJ(it.
The President .has .no :v.oice :~ 1the ..niatter,l .He OJmllOt a~y
· th.at it: is talid or inva#d, . · JtJs Jor ,~ft. ~on~ t<> ;decide th~t; ~ilt • , AU-lie
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eleven yea.rs. The report of· every select . committee, · appointed by thia
House, has always been signed by all the members of the committee.

Th49 Honourable Sir Henry ;Craik: Never•.
Mr. President: I may add that so far as I know, the same inter. pretation has been given to · the elanse in the Legislative Assembly and all
, the provincial Legislative Councils in India. You will see that this interpretation of the sub-clause has the support. of all law-making bodies in India ;
and I for one see no reason to interpret it differen~lyto·day. In the case
before us the signatures of all the ten members of. the select committee. were
· obtained, not on the report itself, but on two separate blank papers. In
the same way, when the signatures originally secured on the report of the
select committee on the Puµja,b Municipal (Amendment) Bill, were dis·
covered to be faulty, a gigantic effort was made to secure all signatures afresh.
These two cases conclusively show that . the gentlemen, . who. argue to-day
thaii'no signatures are needed under sub-clause (5) of,rticle 86, are convinced in their heart of hearts that signatures are absolutely necessary.
They·take • two inoonsistent.• positions. At first they plead .that signatures on
separate pieces of paper are signatures on the reporj; itself.. And when
this plea of theirs is rejected, they turn round and contend that the report
of a select committee need not be signed. However, be this. as it may, it
is not denied that, at least, . the. dissenting members. must sign the report.
And it is admitted that, in this 'as in the previous case, they also did not
put their signatures on the report. Now, it is common knowledge.that four
members of the select committee signed a blank. paper on the 20th April
before the report of the committee was drafted; .that is to ·say, before any
report was in existence;.and that one of these four signatories, Mr. M,A. Ghani,
expressed in writing his desire to record a minute of d~sent. ..: The next day
fi.ve more members of the select committee put down their signatures on ,
the same blank paper below the four signatures which had been put on it
the · previous . day~ One of. these five gentlemen, ·. Rao· Bahadur Ohaudh,ri
Ohhotu Ram, has recorded a minute of dissent,.but. has not signedthe typed
report. On the· followillgday, that is, on the 22nd April, the tenth member
of the select committee put his signature on another piece of blank paper.
It is argued. that these ten signatures. on two blank pa.Pers are signatures
on the report,.because·the blank·papers bearing the signatures have been
tagged to the. unsigned report.
·
'Gentlemen, my ruling on the above facts is that the report of the select
coininittee-_is. not. properly signed. (Hear, 'Mar anil, . aJ(P'f,alus~). . · ~e re:(>ort
may be ·quite valid,· accurate.·and. complete as regards its contents and. substance, but I havenothirig to do with thaf aspect of the do~ument., .I hold
that however valid, accurate and complete the report of a select committee
may be, the Council cannot proceed to consider it, if it is held fo be out of
order for not being signed ·properly.
. · .•.... · . .' • .· · . .· .
:n the House is ·of opinion that the report of a seiect coiomittee sbott1d
· p.ot be signed.at all, . sub~clause (5) of staridmg ·order 42 ma;y be·.·. amended.
Uthe House so desit-es; I have no, objection to ,the necessity for. signatuxes
being·· done awat with~ · But . so long as · that sub-clause ,om:ui' part of· our
standing ;orders, no one can~ignoreit. Gentlemen, my du:ty is · to interpret
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the law ., is, not as it ought to be. . · I cannot interpret it suit the occasion·
or meet the wishes of the Honourable Minister. I must interpret the subclause according to the lights of my conscience.(Hear, hear and applause).
i

.

Mr· I~· L. Sale :
Mr. !President,:
Mr. $. L. Sale : I
·

·

Ii.-·

·..

.

.

,

..

!!' ....

May I a,sk a question arising out ~f your raling?

,

.

.

.· _,

-_

·

:

.· _·

The ruling of the Chair carµiot·be ~cuseted.
am. the secretary.of all select committees appointed
by this I{ou~e a.nd I am responsibl_e for seeing that. a con:~~treport.. js . presented toll this House. You have Just ruled that the.:pract1oe which has
been oon~lstently followedin this House, so far as I know, for twelve. yea.rs is
out of or~er.
. Mr. iPre,ident.: The honourable member will agree with me, I hope,
that the ipra?tice of select committees o~nnot be regarded as th~ practice
of the Cohn.oil. . TheHouse was not cognizant of the alleged practice of the
select codhnittee and never recognized.it: So far a.slknow, it is for the first
tillle tha~f it has come. to the knowledge of the House. · Besides; it is against
law
(arti~Je
86 (5))
and not .reasonable.:
•:, .·
. .
I
. ·.. .
. . .
. .
Mr.i:P. ·Marsden: What is the Parliamentary .pra¢tice?
Mr.!!President : . The Parliamentary practice is different. There the
chairman! of. a committee ·is generally responsible for <frafting its report
and ther~ is no law, like our sub-clause (5)of.article 86, ~hich requires the
report to\ be signed by the members of the committee. ·
hererr.,Nanak Chand Pandit: Why cannot we have :~he.same practice
II

_

·

:

•

-.

_

""

-··

Thei! Honourable Captain· Sarclar Sikander .·Hyat Khan : · May: I.

ask wha~I is the position of. th~.· honourable. member's· Bill. now ?
·
President : · The Bill is there. The Honourable Minister for
Local Seif-Government has found a way .for bringing hi~ Bill again before
the Co~cil. The honourable member · in charge of the Punjab Protection
. against tolestation Bill is welcome to follow the same course.
· .
. //'
.·neJ!Honolll'.'a~le Capt~.Sardar ~ika.ndet Hy.at Kh!'Jl : . . ~I to·
. understand that it IS not possible to revive the select committee agam? I
niay pouit out, Sir, that so far as Government members are concerned they
-are in .a•;position of .advantage·.as compared with the non-official members
.for· the simple reason that Government can bring in a fresh· Bill again by
giving s~'ven days' notice, while the honourable members opposite have.
to ~ve all fresh notice of.o:°e month in the ease of a Bill re1,a!Jing to a reserved
subjeet aiP-d fifteen days in respect 'Of measures eoneemmg .th.e transferred
side. I hope you will not by yourruling' curtail the . prhjleges. . of the
popular ~~de of the House.
•
,
. ·
. :.
. !';' /·' . .· .
· Mr.\President: Instead of cttttailing the privileges of, the' 'House,
J·am str~'nglyin favour of extending them. •(Hear, .hear:). But the period ·
uf noticeJlis fixed by rules, and not by me. ·. Before rule 2,A (!U'ticle 126 of
·our Buslhess· Manual). .was made, about three years ago, ,any reasonable
. :motion ~ould.be moved hy any honourable member .ofi the House .... But
; that wid~ power has .been talren ·Mvay by that rule, and J sh.all be·grateftil
· if any hqnourable member will point out to me some lege,l way out ot the
diffioultyy · ·
·
·
··
' ·

MrJ

I'

i
\
;I
II

i

fi

\•
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·,Th-,,.ffonourablei Captain· Sardar,Sikander Hyat';Kban:

. . -right, In assiuning that_ ,you eonsider that there is.
orders·?
-

"Mr~ P.-esidelJt: - . Rule 24~A • has

.iin;.I

a :Iaou;o,a; ur the, sta,jidiJj.g
-

-

created .it.

The HonQUl'able Captain, Sardar Sikand'1' Hyat: Khau. ~ _ i,: sub· _

mit, Sir, thitt if there is a lacuna .the existing rules should-be jnterpreted

so: as not to restrict the discretion. and-privileges of the riiembers_,of the
House. Where the rules are silent the benefit must be given to"themew.bers
t:o- facilitate transaction of .business and to avoid waste ofirilhJic;money.
·Mr. President: When there is express law on·.·a,point, my·dl}tf is
to interprefit rationally and enforce it faithfully. _
_- . ·
· t
'-,:'he Honog.rable Ciptain ·Sardar Sikande.r'Hya'i:'. Khant /.The
_la)V. does not prohibit it.
..
.
..
. .- . . . . :
'
..
-__
. ••
-·
.
.
'
'
. .
·-_ - .. ,
.•
•f''
·,
Mr. President : It does. Please read· rule '24-A. '.No motions, _el:·
cept those which.are expressly provided forf:in.our rules. and standing;Otders,
can be made by any member, except wit}l the consent of~heJ?re!!identand
the Member in charge of the department to which the sul>je~t mii.tt'erj~fthe ·
motion relates.
· · ·
· ··
·
··
· <; ·
j

. 'Tbe,ffonourJ1ble Captain

Sarder Sikander Hyat Khui:

not allow him to do so under this article ?

_·

z :

'

.

TheJwhy _

· -·

··

. -

Mt. President: If the Member in charge of the depa,rtm~nt.co~!!el}ts
. t.o;~-specialmotion, I will gladly give myconsent. ··

. Mr.

S. L. Sal~: ~ith due r~spect. I would ask your. ruling o*-two
; points~ It seems to _ me that there - are two. articles which :are a.pplicableto
this case. Oneis:81 and.the other is 89.
·
, _ <-: · .: ·
: ;. ·

a

'. . ,Mi;.- Nanak Chaiid Pandit : Irise to point oforder, '- Xouhavelgiven
your·ruling andwe are to abide by it.
· · ··
. ·
., -; - -,
;I
. Mr. S. L. Sale : I do not wish directly Ot bf impli~ti6n to _ chatienge
yo:ur ruling whichI1oyally accept, But it seems to me that 'there _ar~ two
Jtrticles which might apply to. this case, One is article St and the other is
• article 89. Article 81 relates to·_ the position when a ,certain; : Bill has
-been introduced and is befora.bhe House." :It says that the member;;in • c_ha1"ge may make one of the following motions· in' regard tq thf;l Bill and then
it recites the motions. .: In this particular case. you liave ruled that the teport
. of the select'COJJlllllttee is wrong inform and that therefore the IIouse:~nnot
-proeeed on that ~eport. _ The Bill, however, I venture to suggest, is -befofe the
iJionse,in the form in-whichit.was introduced and :rv:enture -therefore to sub- ,- .
- -'mit · for ·yout ·consideration that. "the member. -inc: charge should .he: pertjtltt6d •
to make one of tlie motions under article
by :Which the Bill ean either< be
.ceir@tlJated•for obtaiDingpubHe opinion or recoµra:pttedto,a select 09:rnrtiitte~.
. ·.J:-quite l?~Cognize ·that one possible objection tC>,:the procedu.re:under ~iQle
--~ SLis_th_eJaoHhat the•articfo.says that the member inpharge-lllaimi.tkew;ie .
_·oHbefoUowing motions.": - In-this case he has-already.ma,de one such motion - - · -·.Jtnd M: cannot~a,}rnany of-th~othermotions -~~w:
_ ; ,we:,b~yt3,un,der a ;tnJsµnder~t~ml~g,,?6enlan4El~ ~a,q.ctfn~ul~y,l;wqJ~d,app~_al
?t(;) y.pu, uotJo - b.!3 too, technical m: µitexpret~g:~he. rJa.usEl~, :_to .•,wh~c,h -t~ave
referred, But if .you should
stiij hold that that clause
does . app!yJ)l'QWd.
'
.
.
~·. -~ ..

Sl

.BwtniY:re;t)lyis~~af~, -.

.

;·

......

···:··,(
;.

·.

..

.

not

.

,
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then.invite your attention to article 89 which says that after the. ~~esen_tati~h
· of the ~ report of the select committee on a Bill, the mexpbe:r in charge m11.y
do cert8¥1 things and under sub-section (2) if the member iii charge mo:ves
th.a.t_·•.th.e :J3•ill.
.
be t.a_ken in.t.o . cons~d.era.tion. any m
.. ·. emib_er_ ·._.~. a.y· m._ove. a.s. .amend. •
. ment th~t the Bill be recommitted. Now, Su, m this particular case the
• honotaa.~le member in charge of this Bill did rise to present the :final report of
. the ~elecl committee to this House. You have ruled th~t the report is wrong
_in
ff-d therefore cannot be considered:· The_fact,'ho~ev-er~iemains thii:t·
a report J,S before the House. It_ has been m the hands of:,members tor some
days· an~ a copy has been laid on the table of the Bouee.: Therefore technicaJly theilposition adumbrated by article 89 has arisen. · 'That is, that· the
·memberpas presented a final report of the select :cominittee~ I would,
. -therefor~' suggest that under a.r*icle 89 , the final. report 4aving been
ptesente4 and you having ruled-that the House cannot proc~ec[on the fin8i1
reportiti'should now be open to the member in charge of:the Bill to move
that the Pill be ta.ken into consideraticn or.for any other member . to move
that the ~ill be recommitted to a selectcommittee. I dd not say the .same
select CO:\lJlIUttee as has reported because you have ruled :tha.t. that select
co~tt~e is}'u~ oifi<Yiq. · ~ do suggest t~at it is opelli to anymember of
this Ho~e to.move that the:BiUbe reco~tted to a select committee of
which tije .names could be. duly anno'Qllced by the member in charge. I
would a~k for your definite rulings on . these two points. ·, . . . · · . .·
·
. Mr.ii President : I' do not think, gentlemen, t.iiat all .or most. of you
have got Jin your bands copies of our Business Manual•. What· the honourable Leg~l Remembra.ri.cerhasput to the Ohair is this. ·hticle 81 lay:s down
that wh~p.. a Bill is, introduced or on. some subsequent day the member in
charge of the Bill may move one .of the three motions, ': namely, . that .the
Bill be tt.ken into consideration. a.t once, or that it be referred to. a select
committ~, or circulated for eliciting public. opinion thereon. Immediately
after intrpduction or on· suc)l other day as the Council ma,y fut one of these
three motions can be msde.. What happened in the case of.the Bill in ques·
tion waslithat the member in charge introducedit and moved that it be taken
into •co~eration at once. As an amendment, another member moved that
it be refetred to a select commi~tee: The amendment was ~ed and the.Bill
was refefred to a select committee, whose report I have , Just held .to. ,be
o~t _ .; of .o~~er.. ·;Thelearned Legal_ ~~emb~,cer conten~ t~t &!tb<>ugh the
Bill was ionee introduced under article 81, the member in charge can . resort
to that ,h,ticle a second time, and can once . more make·: one of "the
motions . 'b>:entiol'H!d therein. . In my opinion the procedure suggested by the
learned·'.Legal Rem.embranceris applicable toa Bill <>nliat its introduotioll
stage iuiJl not at a subsequent or later stage, i.e., after it .b.as e1:11erged from. a
select cqmmittee with a report defective in form.
· .
· ··
·, . As 10 the second part of the suggestion. That point ~as· argued the
other d~yat -great length. Article 89 lays dow:i:dhat after the report ofa
S:elect co~mittee has been presented to the Council the member in charge of
theBill *1ay move that the Bill be takeninto consideration at once or the.tit
be re-co~mitted • to the· select committee or circulated fot -obtaining opinion
thereon.ii' ~h:re is no doubt tlat tl:e member in charge ofa Bill is entitled
to make pne of the three motions mentioned in the a:rticle after, he has
pieseI1teq to the House tl:le report of the select·committ~e. ;But. his right
to do so subject to a.11 ithe ~es and standµig otde;s in~o;ce. Now, under·

form

three

f
II

.

ii

I":

n

p

.[l.&. President. ] ;,
.
.
_
·~fole 68 (rulelm. ;a. member has the right to raise at any-time a- .point ,of
,u:-der and the Ohair is. bound to deoideit. Had not some honourable membets
raised.the point that the r-eport ofthe select committee was out ofon!er, and
.-.that, .consequently the Cou11cil could take no further action on it, .or had .I
.;not -q.pheld the obj~.ction, the member-in-charge would. ha.v-e ,Jleep. .welcome
to move •. the motion.of whiehhe had given notice under artiQ~e 89. ·Jn . my
-opini<>n . th_e·contentfon that,a motion underarticle 89-ean. be made .' ,sim_pJy
-beca~e the report :ijas beenpresented, though it has .bee~.cheld to bE1.011t o1
QrdQJ,", is untenable,'. And when I have held that the report, though~conrate
Jn its 90ntents, is not regula;r in form, how can I allow: a ID9tion to be bajed
lipon.a.n out of .order document ? _
. · .
:
· - -·
- The Honourable Captain. Sarda:t Sikander Hyat Kh• : Ther&,are
just t:wo points on which .I'should like you. to throw lighUor,our 1uture- guidcance. TheJirstis tl:µs--supposing a member,of th.a select ,committee refqses
;to_.sign.a report, or ayoids signing, it_ merely to . delay ,th1LBill, :aecording
· ,-to y.ourxuling,the other day, the.Bill could be thrown ,ou:t. if_ia.:tecwoittant
i1Dember refustll to : sign it. '
.
_
··
Mr. 'President 1:: 'Yes.. That shall be the restilt. ' . But if the inemher:in
·charge makes a rep9rt against ·the. members -refiisu.ig 'to si~:tlie repott, :the
House ·wilUake a diflciplinary aot1011 age.inst' them. - ·- . /
_ ·
.
The Honourable Captain . Sardar Sikand~i Hyat ]Ch~ : ·- Unde~
swhat;artfole?
ll
'
'
·-·- ' ·.c ." '
Mr.. 'Preside11t1:
Under' the aitic~e
of. . COIQ'- .. r: nbn sense~' JLati,hu,j.'
'~ ',._, •'
. ,·
. .
. .. I!
,
,
-_
. .
':·
..
.".
~ Honouable Captain Sudar. Sikamler , Hyat iKhan;; ,' ;May J
.reque~i,the.tthe sam!! arti~le may. be applied_ in :thi$1e&SJt,J?,}Jlo ? - - · ·0Mr. ·-President'~ In tha~ case .also -the report will b-e',ou~ · of -ord&r.
-on·· the,report that cetj;ain members,ha_d r-efti.sed tosign,the1•-eport,,the1House
may take .some $otidn against them, but the ·report on the (Bill :shall ·yet >be
out pf - ot~er: -, T~e -~ositionis. this. - The Punjab: -Protection ~st
·Mole.
4tation ;Bill IS
·m. :POS&ess1on ·.·of. the. Houae, ·bu-t aeco:tj:lilig 1to the
,standing·orders in .force no motion ca.n·be- made·to-prooeed,fu1tli:er;with-it.
- Article 126 is the only possible arlicle under wbioh,a> ,motion, not· ,eovered.
- ihy any,other a:rticle~:ean,be made.
. . .• ·. · . ; ·. ·.· . - . -'- - ·T~ ·HonouraJ.,le ·Captain Sudar Sikander llyaJ
:yon 1
t10t utilize that artiole now?
·.
· - - _ · ·'
.
-_ · j\h •. Presi~ent ,: _ Jf .the 'Leader of _the ,Hons~ ~d _jh~ _ 1':l~µi.~e!' .,b.l ·
cbar&e of the Billthink th.at such a. :in.ot1on·falls w.ithin< the. sC()_p~ ofj;)l_4t
attiole s. I shall. gladl~ give :my consent, proviq;ed th"t the; irieIDber )in
charge gives a proper notice.
' ''
'
,Mr. _Nanak Ch.u.d Pandit : '.B.efore .yon adjourn the. Rouse,
I
.r~y,,Su-, that the po~t of otder w3is raised e:ven befo~:Mr. S.ale:spoke.-_ . &lfar.
;ts,the,liiouse was,coneemedyourruling :was final and d_efutlte•. ,As :non..oiieial
iBut~Qta,
0~embers we are. piepa.red to -sit here. so long as· · you like ,u.,w·;Sit.,
.d~ty,enqs .whe~ you 1)-ave giv~n your r\lling_~d if w.e. ea.t.h~re,lnnger, ,;we-oni,
-,Qb~,~ yo-ur_~shes, no_t;tba,t lt w.a.s not our right;to,go a;wa.y-whceo. the:mling
·.w-.s ~v~:·
·
.
·
•cl
, Whe Oouncilthen·adjourned tiU,9 .A.'K. on;Fridar,:the:-Gth!May :mma~
-19 pz.o;_oao--u1..s2-sa·pp Lahore,
0
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2ND

4TH

PUNJAB LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.

Friday, the 6th May, 1932.
!i

Th~[ Council met at the Council Chamber at 9
clock. Mr. President in the chair.

A. M.

o~ the

!I

I,

OATH OF OFFICE.
The ~ollowing member was sworn in :D. J. Boyd, Financial Commissioner.

~t
:,

STARRED QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
CANDIDATES FOR CLERICAL ESTBALISHMENT, OIVIL OOURTS, HISSAB
i
DISTRICT,

· *1409. Lala Jyoti Prasad: Will the Honourable Finance Member
please st~~ti whether the reply to starred question No. 12801 asked on 11th
March 19~2,is ready'} If so, it may kindly be read over.
·
1
i
'The Honourable Mr. H. Calvert : A written reply to Council
-question 1280 1 bas already been communicated to the Secretary of the
-Oouncil. have no objection to reading it, if you, Sir, rule that to do so
would be m order.
.

?

Ii

.

i:

KHAN 'AHADUB NAWAB UMARDARAZALI KHAN, KARNAL, WITlip:RAWAL
jl
OF POWERS OF HONORARYMAGISTRATE,

*141~. Lala Jyoti Prasad : Will the Honourable. Finance Memb(;)l'
ikindly st~te(a) i: Wheth.,r the Government is aware that there is litigation going
i
on between Khan Bahadue Nawab Umardaraz Ali Khan,
{ honorary magistrate, l st class, Kamal, and his nephew,
,j
Buknuddaula Shamsher Jang Nawab Sajjad Ali Khan, honor/i
ary magistrate,· 2nd class, Kamal, about the. share of Nawabi
zada Sadaqat Ali Khan ;
{b) j!whether it is a fact that Khan Bahadur Nawab Umardaraz Ali
1!
Khan is an ilaqa magistrate and exercises jurisdiction in
places where he owns property, the subject of his litigation;
(c) i:whether it is proposed to withdraw the powers exercised by Khan
Bahadur Nawab Umardaraz Ali Khan while . the litigation
:1
referred to above continues '}
·
11.e Jlonourable Mr. H. Calvert : The information' is being collected
and will b~ communicated to the honourable member as soon as possible.
11

I

.

1See

Appendix.
B
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JULLUNDUR.

*1411.; Chaudhri Muhammad Abdul Rahman Khan : Will theHonourable Minister for Local Self-Government kindly state. - (a) whether it is a fact that the samindars of Jullundur sent a representation to the. Government protesting against the increase·
of tax on vegetables ;
(b) whetherit is a fact that as a result of the failure ofthe.Govemment
to take any action on the above-mentioned representation;
the vegetable dealers observed a '/J.arlal ; ·
(o) If the answer to tht. above be in the affirmative, who will be held
responsible for the loss sustained by the zamindars and thetrouble caused to the public for want of fruits and vegetables ;
(a} what action the Government propose to· take with a view to re·
dress the grievances of the vegetable · sellers of Jullundur ?

The Honourable Dr. GokulChand Narang: (a) Copies of resolutions purporting to have been passed by the zamindars of Jullundur regarding the revised terminal tax schedule of the Municipal Committee of Jullundur
have been received.
(b} Government have no information.
(c) Does not arise.
(d) It is proposed to reduce the rate of terminal tax on vegetables.

..

" NtaKHNAMA

", JuLLUNDUR

MuNIOIPALt~.

. *1412. Chaudhri · Muhaminad Abdul Rahman Khan : Will the-

Honourable Minister. for
Local
Self-G:overnment
· kindly
.state-:.
. .
.
.
.
(a) whether it is. a fact that the Jullundur m~oipal committee has
'

.

';_,

'

moved the Government to sanction the new

nirlifinama ; . .

(b) if so, when was the new nirkhnama sent to. the Government for
its approval and sanction, and what action has been taken
thereon;
.
(c} what are the reasons for the delay in according sanction to thesaid rt,irkhnama ;
(d) whether the Government intend to sanction the new. nirkhnama;:
and if so, when ?

The Honourable Dr. Gokul Chand Narang:. (a) It is assumed
that the honourable. member refers to the terminal tax schedule. . If so,
~e reply to this part. is, in the affin:n.a,tive.
·
·
.
(b) The revised· schedule was received by Government .in November
1981 and was scrutinized in the Secretariat.
.
. .
(e) The sched~e left. much to be desired and h~d to be ;~tUJ,'lled to theCommittee for fnrthee.consideration,
(d) It ii hoped that the revised, schedule will be . notified soon.

STARRED

.

QUESTIONS
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AND ANSWERS.

IMPORT DUTY ON FRUITS, JuLLUNDUR

'I

MumoIPALI'fT,

*14.3. Chaudhri Muhammad Abdul Rahman Khan : Will the
Hononr~ble Minister for Local Self-Government kindly state(d) whether it is a fact that the Jullundur Municipal Committee,
i!
has imposed very heavy duty on the importation of fruits,
!I
especially grapes, withinthe municipal limits of Jullundnr;
(b~ whether there is any other municipal committee in the provincew~ch has imposed such a heavy duty on the import~tion of
fruits;
.
.
(ci if the answer to (b) be in the negative, the reasons for increasing
~
the duty on fruits in Jullundnr ;
,
(~ whether the Government propose to ask the Jullundnr monioipal
Ii
committee to reduce the duty on fruits ; · if not, why not ?
11

11

.

. Th~1 Honourable Dr. Colml ~and Narans:: (a): AccorWD;g t~ the
revised iroposals the rate._of terminal tax on vanous sorts of fruit will be
more thili the existing rates.
·
(b) fhe proposed rates do not compare unfavourably with those in
force in ,ertain other municipalities in the province;
:j,
I e) J>oes not arise.
:
\'
II
~o, .as the propos~d rates do not appear to be ~ restraint of the
trade m l!frmts.
:.
·I

(°1

i
i

CONCESSIONS IN LAND REVENUE DBMA.Nti.

Khan :

"'1414. Chaudhri Muh~ad Abdul luhman
Will theHonourable Revenue Member kindly state,
.
.'
(a) whether it is a fact that as compared with tM ra'bi crop of la.st
!l
year this year's c'Jtaki crop in general and ~he barani crop in.
!:
particular is very much below the normal ; :
(b~ whether it is also a fact that the prices are still vEley low;
(c~i whethe~ the G~vernment propose ~o grant some :;concession to th~
1,
zammdars m the matter of its land revenue demand ; if
!!
so, to wh~t extent ; · if not, why not ?
:
i

.

ne11 Honourable Cap~

.,

Sard!II' Sikander HyafKhan : (a) The

outtum 1i>f wheat as reported in the third wheat forecast f9r the year 1981-81
is nearl,il the same on irrigated areas as it was last yea1:. The outtum ii
slightly Jess on unirrigated areas. Information regarding other rabi orop1is not y~~ available.
i:

fes.

(b)
(o) 1he matter is under the consideration of Government.
I

!j

!1

.

.. --INDEBTEDNESS OF ZillINDABS.

•141 6. Chaudhri Muhammad Abdul Rahman Khan :

Will theHonouraple Revenue Member kindly state.
,
(aj whether it is a fact that.the zamindars are involved in finanoiaJ
i ·
difficulties ;
·
(b): whether_ it is also a. fa.ct that the prices are still verj low and th&
crops considerably- below the normal;
·
1

!11•

I

~

,

~
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{ Ch. Muhammad Abdul Rahman Khan.] ·
(c) whether it is a fact that the samindars are unable to pa.y off
their debts ;
.
(d) whether the Government propose to devise means and provide
any facilities to the samindars for the payment of their debts ;
if so, when ; if not, why not ?
The Hono~able Captain Sardm: Sikander Hyat Kha.µ: (a) Gov-emment believe that to some extent this is the case. ·
(b) Prices are below . normal, but crops are generally good except in
-eertain tracts.
·
·
(c) Government hash~ accurate:infomiati~n.
(d) A Committee· has been appointed· to consider the proposal as an.nonnced by me at the end of last session.
•. INDEBTEDNESS OF ZAMINDARSAND ALIENATION OF' LANDS.

"'1416. Chaudhri Muhammad Abdul Rahman Khan : Will the
, lionourable Revenue Member kindly state-,(a) whether it is a fact that in the Jullundnr district in general;
and in tahsil Nawansbabr in particular, the lands of a number
. . of samindars h,ave passed into the hands of money-lenders
in view of the debts incurred by the former ;
.
(b) whether it is a fact that the income derived from the remaining
land j$ not sufficient to enable owners to" keep body and soul
together;
.
·
(c) whether it is a fact that more lands· are passing into the hands
of money-lenders;
1
(d) whether the Government propose to institute an enquiry into the
matter referred to above ; if so, when ; if not, why not ?
· The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan : (a), (b)
.-nd (c} Government has no information. ':
(d) Government will enquire from the :Deputy Commissioner.
COBBUPTION IN CIVIL AND PO~IOE DEPARTMJilNTS. ;

*1417. Chaudhri Muhammad Abdul Rahman Khan: Will ·the
Jionoura.ble Finance Member kindly stat9-:(a) whether he has received any complaints to the effect that corruption is rampant in the civil and police departments ; ·
(b) if so, whether the Government is prepared to set up a new de. partment or to appoint a standing committee to investigate
all cases of corruption-?- Etso,. wheµ,J If not, why not ?
The Honourable Mr. H. Calvert 1:'': i(ilj 'su~h complaints are heard
from time: to time.
(b) No. The honourable member is referred to my predecessor's reply·
to question No. 8781 asked' by Mr. M. A, Ghani iii. October 1927. The
.~11chinery mentioned therein is working s8'.tisfactorily.
svoi. X-B, }laJes 1131--33.

i
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RELIEF TO ZAMINDARSON AOOOUNTOF RAlLSTORM.

:i

*1418] Sayad Mubarak Ali Shah: Will the Honourable BevenneMember please state!!

•

(a) jlwhe~he~ it is a fact tha~ tber~ has ?een hailstorm .in most of the ·

:

distncts of the province (including Jhang) which has caused
much damage to the standing wheat crops ; ·•
. .
(b) !rwhether it is also a fact that the gram crops have also been
i greatly damaged in the Jhang district ;
(c) Jiwhether this fact has been brought to the notice of the Government
by the zamindars and the local authorities· of the distriete.
JI
concerned ;
(il) Jiif the answer to the above be in the affirmative, what steps the.I!
Government propose to take to give relief to the zamindars
i
. concerned ?
'!
I

1!

I

The ¥,onourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan : (a) Theta.
have been] local hailstorms and damages in some districts.'
(b) T.,e Government has no information.·
(c) G1vemment _has re~eive~ informat~on from ~o~e zamindars.
(il) T'e matter is provided m the ordinary re~c1.ss1on rules... ,
il
l
Ii

.<}''!',

RELIEF

:

TO ZAMINDARS.

·jl

*1419f! Sayad Mubarak Ali Shah : Will the Honourable Revenuellember ptase state-(a) liwhether it is a fact that the prices of the rabi crops are very low!I as compared with those prevailing at the time of the new, assessment in the . settlement operations during and after
. the Great War in Jhang, Shahpur, Montgomery, Attock and
!I
some other districts of the province ;
I•
(b) liwhether it is a fact that the prices ef the produce of land are their
chief factors to be considered by the settlement officersat the
time of the settlement ; and whether this was done in the cases
of the districts mentioned in (a) ;
(c) ilwhether it is a fact that the zamindars of the above-mentioned
JI
districts are experiencing· great difficulties in paying the
j
Gov~rnment demands of the said crop~ ; and this fact has ~een
i
admitted by the Government officials on •· many oceasions
jj
practically and the Government has been granting remissions
on the land revenue, etc., in some of the p"1St crops to help,
i,
the zamindars in their difficulties; . .
(il) Jiu the answer to the above be in the affirmative, what steps the
·11
Government intends to take to giv:e the zamindars a per]i
manent relief instead of doing this on . every crop ? If not,
Ii
why not?
11
1

J1

iJ.

1i

·!I

!
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. The Honoarai.L,.Captain. Sardar .Sikander · Hyat Khan . :

(a) Pre-

s9Jlt prices a.re below coJ;D1I1tit.ation prices in part but not all of the districts
~er:i,tioned.
·
(b) Prieea a.re an important factor in fixing assessments but not the -

PW.Y'Oil!:1,
(o) Government is aware that there has been difficulty in ma.king pay-.
m~tfl jp certain cases and has considered ·this factor among others in making

rerqiss:icu:111.
(ii) If by permanent relief continuous relief, while. the general depres,afo:q, J.Mt!!, is intended, Government has alr~dy taken steps and will also be

prep~~ ,.to

do what is reasonable in mture.

$UPERIOR PROVINCIAL AGRICULT.URAL SERVICB,

*14ZO. Sayad Mubarak Ali Shah : Will the .Honourable Minister
4or Af¢:culture be pleased to state-'
. (~) whet,h~r it is a facttht a superior provinc~l a.gricultnr!).l servic~
has been created in the Punjab agricultural service in the time
of the, present Honourable Minister .for Agriculture:
(b) the number of posts in that cadre;
(c) the, number and percentage of the posts held by the members
of different communities, i.e., Muslims, Hindus and Sikhs ;
(d) If most ot these posts are held by members of any one community•
what are the reasons for this 'l
'·
The Honourable Sardar:Sir Jogendra Singh: (a) Yes.
(b) 16.

(o) British 4; Muslims 4, Hindus 2, Sikhs 6.
(ii) Does not arise.

wATER-~OGGING, JR.ANG :PIBTBICT,
"'1421. Satad Muba,ak Ali Shah : Will the Hononrable.Bevezme
.Member please state-'.
(a) whether it is a fact that there is water-logging in the area of the
villages Baghara, Harse, Shaikh, .A.ziz, .Ahmadabad, Kot
Khudayar, · Chakbands, Thatta · Galhotram,; Kot Hai4ar
Shah, ete., in the Jhang ~strict and. it is increasing· gradually
and so the crops cannot be sown· in the affected area ;
(b) whether it is·a fact that· in other districts the ·Government has
arranged to drain out the water in the areas· affected by
water-logging·which has proved beneficial for the reclamation
of the affected areas ;
(e) whether the Gov.,rmnent intends to construct'dmirui.ge from the
affected atdlis to the nearest river, the· Chei:lab, which is not
far off 'l If not, why not 'l
·
·
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The i Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan : (a) There
.are only :ifour villages in the Jhang district, which are water-logged, viz.,
Ahmadaijad, Kot Khudayar, Harse Shaikh and Kot Haidar Shah. Water-,
logging h~s increased in Ahmadabad and Kot Khudayar, and it has decreased
in Harse [~haikh ; whereas in Kot Haider Shah it is of recent origin.
(b) ¥es.
(c) !' drain has already been constructed by Government in the
water logged area, Government does not propose to construct another
-drain at present.
11

---

M~NDI HYDRO-ELECTRIC SCHEME, LAND UNDER THE TOWERS.

*1~. Thakur Pancham Chand : Arising out of starred question
.No. 110~~ put on 1st March 1982, will the Honourable Minister for Local
-SeJf-Govtrnment be pleased to state!
.
(d) whether the Government is aware that land. under towers be'
longing to zamindars has· been rendered useless for cultivation
·: _ purposes ;
(bi) if the answer to (a) is in the affirmative, what steps the GovernJi
ment intends to take to acquire the land and when ?
Thei[Honourable Mr. Gokul Chand Narang: (a) Land under eer-.tain toW:~rs has been rendered incapable of cultivation. ,
(b) lt is intended to acquire such land under the .Land Acquisition
.Aet.
i:
;
1,

'

i

ROYALTY TO ZAMIN;nARS OF KANGRA,

,..

*1423. Thakur Pancham Chand : . Arising out of starred question
No. 111;~2 put on lst March 1982, will the Honourable Revenue Member
Ibe pleas~~ to state·
(q) what steps the Deputy Commissioner,Kangra, bas taken in dealing
i!
with the matter of royalty payable to the zamindars;
(~) if no steps have been taken to ~et the claims settled, .what steps
!i
Government propose to take in the matter now ?
I

.

The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan :

Gov·
cernmen~: have been advised by the Agent, North-Western Railway, as fol·

fows:-;j
(4) According to the terms of the agreements executed by the coni
tractors they are liable for payment of royalties direct to the
Ii
owners of land and the rates paid to them by the railway
lj
included provision for this. The railway; is not, therefore,
I
concerned. The Deputy Commissioner tried to persuade the
contractors to pay royalty to zamindars but to no effect. The
zamindars have now taken the matter into court of law..
i
(~) This is a private dispute between the zamindars and contractors
"
and Government does not propose to interfere.
1Page
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KANGBA DISnmlT~ '
llt!@I. · 1T1uJmi, -Pancham Chand : Arising out ofguestfon No.• lllnl'put o,:t ,1st. March . 1982, will the Honourable ·RevElD.tte' Member he pleas-,d · to.
i

COMPENSATION
.
. TO. ZAMINDARS 'OF

stat~

·
· ·
·
· ·.
(a) whether the payment of compensation has been made by the'
Deputy Commissioner ;
.
:(b), what is the amount which has been paid ?
The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan : (a) Yes.
(b) Rs. 11,259 •

.: :Hnmu

RAJPUTS IN THE PROVINCIAL MEI)JOAL BE'.RVIOE.

'*1425.

Thakur Pancham Chand; Will the Honourable Minister·
for Education be pleased to state··
'
' ' ·
(a) the number of Hindu Rajputs in the provincial medical service ; .
@ if the 1,1,IlSWsjr to part (a) ill in the negative, whether Government.
propose to accept a Hindu Rajput when. tpe next selection,
is made?
The Ho~o~able Malik Fuoz Khan Noon : , It is regretted that the
final re~ly .is
yet ready, It will be communicated to the honourable. member when 1t lS ready.
·
··

=.

: j,J

'

'

NEWSI>APEBS UNDER OFFIOIAL 00:IS'TBOL~'

*1426. Khan Haibat Khan Daha : Will the Honourable Finance::Member kindly state· ·
(a). whether it is a fact that Government desire
start newspapers.
.·
under official control in_the province ; ,
·
·
(b) if so,. what is the total amount calculated which the Governme'l).t
propose to spend on this venture ?
·The.Honourable Mr. H,. Calvert: (a) Oertaip. newspapers are con-ducted by, or on account of, the district rural community councils and over-these councils there is some degree of official control. With· these exceptions.
there is no newspaper under official control in · existence or eontemplation.
·

to

(b) Nil.
WHEAT PRODUCTION.

'*1427. Khan Haibat Khan Daha: Will the Honourable BevenneMember be -pleased to state--;
(a) whether in certain districts of the province an excess of the pro·
duction of wheat is apprehended;
..
.
'(b) ifso, what steps Government propose to meet its effect?
. . nie Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hya.t Khan : The
question is vague. If the honourable member will make himsslf olea'l' I will
endeavour to give him an answer_.
' ·•
·.
1Page
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,

RoAD.
*142$. Khan Haibat Khan Daha : Will the Honourable Ministerfor Agricu')ture be pleased to state(a) :!whether it is a fact that Lahore-Montgomery-Ohiehawatni'
i!
Mian Channu-:MultanRoad is classed as an arterial road;
(b) lrwhether it is a fact thaf parts of it between Bhai Pheru and.
ll
Wan Radha Ram and Chichawatni and Miao Channu are yet
,!I
entirely unmetalled ;
(c) i whether it is also a fact that canal authorities do not now permit:f
private motor cars to pass along their canal roads;
(d}ljwhether Government are aware of the great inconvenience caused'
: to the motor public thereby;
(e) i when do Government propose to metal up this road?
'1
.
.
The;!Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singln : . (a), (b), (c) and'.
{d} Yes. r:
'
•
I'
.
(e) ~ovemment is fully alive to the necessity of metalling the unmetalled.
portions of this road as soon as funds permit.
LAHORE-MONTGOMERY-MULTAN

I'
!I

I.

ABOLITION

OF OERTAIN

DISTRICTS.

i

*142Q. Khan Haibat Khan Daha : Will the Honourable FinanceMember pleased to state·
:
(a)II whether it is a fact that the Government propose to abolish someof the districts in the Punjab;
,,
(b): if so, will Government kindly state the names of those districts;
(c) !i if the reply to the above be.in the negative, whether there are any
·, . ; other territorial readjustments contemplated by Govern,· ment;
(d)r ·1 if so, whether the inhabitants of those territories will be afforded
an opportunity of expressing their opinion thereon before·
'I
i
carrying the alterations into effect?
The Jlonourable Mr. H. Calvert : (a) and (c) No.·
(b) ard (d) Do not arise.
--

9r
'I

1

i,

Ii

KITCHEN

CANAL IN TilE NILI BAR COLONY.'

*143Q. Khan Haibat Khan Daha : Will the Honourable Member forRevenue pe
, pleased to state(a)jl whether it is a fact that before the advent of perennial irrigation
I!
in the Nili Bar colony a considerable area was irrigated by the'i
Kitchen Canal ;
(b)iJ / whether it is a fact that a very large number. of holders of the·
i
Kitchen Cana] were people who had remained in the longir
occupation of the land and to whom promises of generous.
:!
treatment in the matter of grants of land were made by the1:
then Financial Commissioner, Mr. Abbott;
(c) [whether it is a fact that since then ac~ually only a portion of those,
i!
people have received grants;
11

Ii
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:[ Khan Haibat Khan Daha.]
(d) on what principle were those selections made;
(e) whether the Government intend to make further grants to the
remaining occupants as well?
The Honourable CapbUJlSudar Sikander Hyat Kh~: (a) Yes.
(b) It is true that many tenants remained. on their.crown lands for many
years. No trace has been found of any promise of Mr. Abbott of the kind
indicated.
(c) 28,000 acres were set apart for these tenants and it is understood
-that all genuine resident tenants have received generally.speaking the same
]and which they had developed and lived upon ;
.
(d) The principle observed was to retain on the land all genuine resident
tenants who derived their living from it. ·
·
(e) Government has no knowledgo of any remaining occupants bu~
.as a result of the honourable member's question an inquiry Is being made.
WRITING MATERIAL FOR

A

AND

B

CLASS PRIBOJ>iERS.

*1431. Khan Haibat Khan Daha :

Will the Honourable Finance
Member be pleased to state on what ground the.A and B Class political prison·
-ers, some of whom are eminent men of letters, are not supplied with writing
.material?
The Honourable Mr. H~ Calvert : Writing material is supplied to.
" A " and " B ,O class prisoners . for. purposes of writing. letters, These
prisoners are permitted to occupy the_ir spare time in writing and translating
nooks, subject to suitable restrictions, but in such cases they have to supply
-the necessary writing material themselves as there is clearly no reason why
-Government should meet the cost.
B

CLASS PRISONERS,

*1432. Khan Haibat Khan Dab.a·: Will theHonourable Member for
:Finance · please state the reasons for withholding permission to B class
-prisoners from purchasing things such as articles of food, clothes and
books?
·
·
The Honourable Mr. H. Calvert: "B" class prisoners can have thtee
books or magazines at a time from private sources provided such books
-or magazines are not considered unsuitable by the jail superintendent. · They
are not allowed to supplement the prison diet or clothing as that with which
they are provided is sufficient· for their needs.
MAULVI AHMAD,

A POLITICAL PRISONER.

*1433. Khan Haibat Khem Daba:
Will the Honourable Finance
:Memberbe pleased to state whether 'it is a fact that Maulvi Ahmad, a political
prisoner in the Multan New Central Jail, has been granted B class last time;
-whereas he was granted A class previously on two occasions? If so, will
he please state the reasons.for the differential treatment accorded to the same
:person?
·
·
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The Ilonourable Mr. H. Calvert : The honourable member pre· '
-sumably r~fers to Maulvi Ahmad Ali. This prisoner was classified by the
-eonviotingjmagistrate as O class, but Government raised the classification

to B class l~espite the fact that the prisoner himself has throughout refused

to give a:qy information regarding his status, eto., and did not petition
.against hi~ original classification. Government have no information that
he has preyiously been granted A class.
,
I!
,,

T. B.

PRISONERS IN NEW CENTRAL JAIL, MULTAN.

*1434J, Khan Haibat Khan Daha :

·Member please state-

Will the Honourable Finance

(a) 1fwhether it is a fact that T. B. prisoners have been housed in the

New Central Jail, Multan, in close proximity to the quarters
of political prisoners ;
(b) !tif the answer to the above is in the affirmative, whether Govern·
i : ment intends to take steps to remove the T. B. prisoners to
Iii some exclusive jail or remove the political prisoners
to another
Ii
,
I!
place?
·
The ]i Honourable Mr. H. Calvert : The honourable member's
attention ts drawn to the reply given to Council question no. *13841 on 28th .
March 19~2.
:!

:,

!i

.

Kharaba.

I!

*1435. Khan Haibat Khan Daha : Will the Honourable Revenue
Member ~lease state whether the Government is aware that the zamindars
of Lower jlBari Doab and Mailsi Canals have always been complaining that
the canal] department has not been allowing them due kharaba ? If so,
what step~ the Government propose to take to redress their standing grieva.nce?
,
1:

The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan : Kharoba

on the Loter Bari Doab and Mailsi Canals is given according to the rules and
no. compliints of the general nature referred to have been received by Government. :
11
11

]::

WATER SUPPLY ON MAILSI NON-PERENNIAL CANAL.

*1436. Khan Haibat Khan Daha : Will the Honourable · Revenue
Member please state(a) liwhetherit is a fact that the Government had increased the wate r
!:
rate in Mailsi non-perennial canal on the condition that water
will be supplied for 195 days in summer to the zamindars,
, commencing from 1st of April to the 15th o( October;
(b) 1whether the Mailsi canal has commenced to supply water from
the lst of April 1982? If not, what remission do the Government propose to grant to the zamindars taking their water
supply from the Mailsi canal ?
!

1Pages
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- The Honourable ·Ca:ptain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan : (a) No.
(b). No. The latter part of the question does not arise in view .of replyto (a) above,
PERMANE~T REVENUE ON DAURA. CHAU:.~

*1437. Khan Haiba:t Khan Daha : · Will the Honourable RevenueMember please sta.te(a) whether it is a, fact .that in the Multan district permanent revenueis charged on each Daura Ohah from asmindara in addition
to ordinary land revenue ;
(b) whether the Government is aware that this .extra. assessment on
Daura Ohah is not obtained in most of the other districts of'
the Punjab:
(c) if so, the reasons for levying permanent· revenue on Daura Ohah
in the Multan district. while the ehah is built entirely at theexpense of the zamindar in his own land ?
·
The Honourable Captain Sardar SikanderHyat Khan : (a) Yes;
(b) A similar form of assessment obtains in some other districts.
(c) The question is one of distribution of assessment which is settled.
according to local conditions.
LUDHlANA MUNICIPAL COMMITTEE.

*1438. Chaudhri Muhammad Abdul Rahman Khan: Will theHonourable Minister for Local Self-Government please state-·
(a) whether it is a fact that in the present constitution of the Ludhiana.
Municipality.:there are 15 Muslims .and 18 non-Muslim members;
.
(b) the total population of the Ludhiana town according to the
Census of 1981 and the proportion of Muslims to non-Muslims ::
(c) whether it is a fact that in view of their numerical strength and
number of voters the Muslims in the Ludhiana municipalityare entitled to 18 seats out .of 28? If not, what is their legitimate share ?J
The Honourable Dr~ Gokul Chand Narang:

(a) .Yes.
(b) According to the )981 census the total population of the munici-

pality is 66,098 and the proportion of Muslims ,to non-muslims is 42,254,
to 28,844.
(c) Yes, if elected and appointed members are taken into account.
LunmANA

MuNIOIPAJ:.

COMMITTEE.

*1439. Chaudhri Muhammad Abdul Rahman Khan : Will theHonourable Minister for Local Self-Government please state(a)· whether it is a. ~a.ct that according to the Census of l 921 and thenumber of voters then obtaining when the constitution of theLudhiana. Mturicipality was last revised Muslims were entitled,
to more than 16 seats out of 28; ·

STARRED
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(b): whether it is a fact that several representations have been mads
·
to the Government, the. Commissioner and the Deputy Commissioner on behalf of the various Anjumans and other in·
stitutions, urging the Government to revise the constitution
of the Ludhiana Municipality allotting the Muslimstheir proper
share of seats according to the last census ;
(o) whether it is a fact that the Ludhiana municipal committee also
·
passed a resolution requesting the Government to redistribute
the wards of the Ludhiana municipality after allotting seats
to the various communities in the light of the figures of the
Census of 1981, and that the next general elections should take
place after the constitution of the municipal committee has
been revised ;
(d) whether it is a fact that more than a year ago on representation
!;
made, the Government agreed that the present, wards of the
Ludhiana municipality required redistribution and ordered
a fresh distribution of the wards '}
II
II
(e} if so, whether these orders have been carried out '}
II
Tht'l Honourable Dr. Gokul Chand Narang: (a) According to the
:formula ia.ccepted in Sir Fazl-i-Husain's time, Muslims were. entitled. to,12
out of t~e 21 elected seats. Appointed seats are not .invariably allotted
according to the formula.
(b) Yarious references have recently been received from or on behalf
-of the M;uslim Conference.
(c) Government are not aware of any such resolution having been
pas-ed b~ the committee.

--

"

(d)

Yes.

(e) No, as proposals of the local officersare still a.waited.
Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq : Are the future appointments being made
-on Sir Fasl-i-Husain's formula'} Has the Honourable Miµister accepted the
principle: of that formula'}
"
ThJ Honourable Dr. Gokul Chand Narang: Yes, I have. I
cannot s~y anything about the future. I have stuck to it up
. to the present.

.

.

·:

NOTIFIED
!1

AREA COMMITTEE,

CIVIL STATION,

LUDHIANA.
,•

*14,40. Chaudhri Muhammad Abdul Rahman Khan : Will the
.Honoureble Minister for Local Self-Government please state(ai} whether it is a fact ,that the Ludhiana Civil Station is not at
;
present included ~thin municipal limits and is at present
!j
managed by a Notified Area Committee;
Cb) what are the sources of revenue of the notified area committee
i
and what staff does it possess ;
(o) whether it is a fa.ct that the lighting arrangements, watering of
·
roads and the supply of· water in the Civil Station, Ludhiana,
.
is at present entrusted to the Ludhiana municipality;
(d) whether there is any proposal before the Government to include
•
the Civil Station within municipal limits '}
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The Honourable Dr. Go~ Chand Narang:

(a) Yes.
(b) The sources of revenue of the notified area committee are-:(1) Income from cattle pound.
(2) Sale of sweepings ..
(8) Sale of trees, grass, etc.
(4) Rent of land and shops.
(5) Grant-in-aid for civil station wards.
'The staff of the notified area committee is as follows :(i) Sweepers
Eight.
(ii) Gardener·
One.
(iii) Ohaukidar
One.
(iv) Beldars
••
Six.
(e) The lighting arrangements and the watering of.roads in the, notified'.
area have not been made over to the Municipal Committee. 'I'he municipal
water-works are situated in the civil station and as contribution towards
the cost of its• continuation were accepted from persons who resided outsidethe municipality, eight public hydrants have been provided in the civil'
, station.
·
{il) Yes.
SHORT NOTICE QUESTION.
PROTEST

AGAlNST HOLDING OF UNIVERSITY
SUNDAY.
.

EXAMINATION ON

be
Mr. E. Mayadas: Will the. Honourable Minister for Education
'
pleased to state(ci) whether th~ Punj_ab Uni~ersi~y has fixed S~nday, the 8th of May._
for holding the examination of one of its papers of the First
Arts examination ; ·
(b) whether several Christian students are appearing in that subject,
if so, whetherthey are expected to sit for the examination that
.
day;
;
•
.
.

·(c) whether several Christian bodies have protested against the examination being held on a Sunday ;
(il) if the answers to the above be in the affirmative, what action .does.
Government propose taking in the. matter.

The Honourable Malik Firoz ~
Noon: The Syndicate havedecided to hold the examination on Monday instead of Snn~ay next.
ANNOUNCEMENT

RE OFFICIAL

BUSINESS.

The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan:

'.

Bir, I

have to announce for the .information of the House that Government bnsinese fixed for the 9th; will be taken on the 10th.
Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq : le there any special reason for that ?"
A_ lot of members will be p:nt to great ineonvenienee.
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Sardar Bishan Singh (Sialkot-cum-Gurdaspur, Sikh, Rural), (Urdu)-:Sir, I beg to move-"This Council recommends to the Government that all dues for rabi <Tops of this yeaa·
throughout the province be reduced by fifty per cent."

The fact that has actuated me to move this resolution is the sad plight
of the zamindars of this province. The prices have gone so low that thesamindars do not get sufficient provisions to meet their bare necessities. In
fact, it isvery difficult for them to keep their body and soul together under
the present acute financial depression with which they are confronted. So
in these circumstances they are equally unable to pay their liabilities tothe Government. Government dues are the same as were levied in the
days of excessive prosperity when the prices of agricultural produce were·
very high and the zamindars could save something after meeting their own
· requirements and paying off the Government demands. I want to request
the Government by moving this resolution that they should kindly note the
difference between the time of the past prosperity of the zamindar and the
time of ~s present acute distress. I would, at this juncture, like to quote
some statistics which will clearly show the pecuniary position in -whieh the
zamindaf of 'this province finds himself to-day . In order to determine the
zamindaii~s present helplessness it would be worth while to cast a. glance a.t
the prices of agricultural produce in the year 1922-28,the time when the new
settlement was effected by Mr. Penny. The prices of the main food grains.
at that time were as follows:·
Rs. A. P.
5 10 O per maund.
TiYria
4 0 O per maund.
Whea.t
8 8 Opet maund,
Gtam
The produce per acre of these grains was :8 maunds•.
Toria
,.
14 maunda,
Wheat
11 maunds,
Gram
Gross receipts per acre were :Rs.
Wheat
56 per acre.
Tqri,a
4o per acre.
Gram
38 pet acre.
With these favourable rates of agricultural produce the Government dues.
which th~ zamindar had to pay amounted to Rs. 9 per acre on the crops of
wheat arid toria. Now with the increased amount of Government dues, i.e.,
on an average Rs. 10-9-6 pies per acre, the zamindar receives the following
income fl;om one acre of toria, wheat and gram, the amount of produce
per acre ):ieing the same.
,:
•
Eight maunds of toria bring him Rs. 26 at the rate of Rs. 8-4-0 per
maund, 14 maunds of wheat bring him Rs. 22-12~0 at the rate of
Re. 1-10-0 per maund and 11 maunds of gram bring him Rs. 18-12-0
a.t the J,'8.~e of Re.1-4-0 per maund. Evidently, it is not possible for the
zamindar to pay off his dues when he has such meagre receipts from his
commodity. These receipts do not even help him to make both his end11
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meet. The result is that he has been continuously pressed to knock at the
·door of money-lenders. Honourable members will be interested to· know
the figures of the debt of zamindars in various places. The. figures will clearly
.show that the debts incurred in the days of prosperous years were paid to an
-extent but later on it became almost impossible for zamindars to pay off their
debt on account of extremely low rates and constant failure of crops. . I shall
first enlighten the House about the debts of the zamindars of Lyallpur district from the Mortgage Bank of Lyallpur.

On the 31st of January 1'980 the bank had to realise instalments amount·
ing to Rs. 25,405towards principal and Rs. 21,826towards interest, but could
-only recover Rs. 17,487 and Bs. 16,520 towards principal and interest res1>ectively. On 31st July of the same year the bank's dues amounted to
Rs. 25,886in instalments and Rs. 22,720in interest, while the aetual.reeoveries were Rs. 15,114 towards instalments and Rs. 14,250 towards interest.
Thus the statement ·of the debts payable on various dates and the amount
paid is as follows :.:._
Instalments
due.

Date.

..
..

..

1st April 1931

..
..

1st July 1931
1st January 1932

..

Interest
due.

Instalments
paid.

f

Interest
paid.

Rs.
16,572

Rs.
24-,524

Rs.
7,872

13,037

. 22,881

2,065

4,088

16,138

24,376

2,092 .

5,588

Rs.
'12,005

In short, the whole amount payable on "the 10th of September 1929'was
·Rs. 5,80,810, and the amountpayable on the 31st of Januttry 1980, and . on
the Brd of April 1982, was Rs. 5,18,882 and Rs. 4,77,642 respe~tively. The
reduetion in debt amounted to Rs. 58,168 only. The total number of debtors is 177. Out of these 82 have paid something while the remaining 145
were defaulters. Summing up, 'the total amount of debt to. -~- paid bythe zamindars to the Lyallpur Mortgage Bank 'was Rs. q,80,810 on 10th
September 1929 and Rs. 5,42,176 at this time, that is, the debts have been
.angmented by Rs. ll,366 despite the payments made qy some. _zamindars.
The debt which the zamindars owe to the Lyallpur Central Co-operative
Bank, is as follows :-Demand.

Kkarif 1927"-28
Rabi 1928 ••
Kkarif 1928 ••
Rabi 1929 .•
Kl#'ri/ 192Q • ,
Ra~i 1Q3ll . ,
_x'ka,ri,f 1930
Rabi 1931

..

..

....
....
..

Rabi 1927 ••

.,
.'

..

..

..

-

',;,_ l

..
.. ..
..
..
..
..
..

Repayment.

Rs.
2,98,193
-6,81,507
2,45,800
5,26,200
5,45;839:
5;46~~19
5,,00,735
4,15,109
2,14,034

. "i,
.:

Rs.
Rs..
· a,34,292
Surplus44-,099
4,8};.000
Overdue 2~00,507
6,!!2J!69
St;irplus ,4,11,169
. Overdue 1,42,081
.3,84,019
3;62,972
Overdue l,82,867-i
4,981228· 1: Overdue 2,60,8,95
3,87,61Q
Overdue. ~.45.~84.
3;60,661
Overdue 1,84,672
1,52,457.
Overdue 1,25,362
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It ia abundantly clear from these figures that with the exception of a.
few years in the past, times have been immensely hardtwith the poor samindars
and. they have not been able to pay off their dues. Interest has been regularly and steadily added to the capital and now the debt ofthe zamindars of
the Punjab amounts to Rs. 1,50,00,00,000. It means this, that if interest
be calculated on this enormous sum even at the moderate rate of 10 per cent.
per annum the zamindars will find themselves buried under a cumbersomeload of Rs. 15 crores of interest payable yearly. A.t the time of assessments:
in prosperous years the whole produce of the province was estimated to
be wortn Rs. l,00,00,00,000. But now, in these days of very,· very low rates
of agrimµtural produce the whole produce of the province ~ hardly worth Rs.
80 orores. The zamindars require not less than 15 crores of rupees for their
own bar~ necessities. 'How can they give anything to the Government
after paying this huge liability of interest to the money-lending agencies? It
has been repeatedly argued that since the Canal Department have to incur
very heavy expenditure they are not able to forego any . amount of their
abiana claims. But I want to submit that the abiana was enhanced in 192426 on tli.e ground that the prices ot.agrieultural produce were fairly high.
It is the right of the zamindars to demand its reduction now when the prines
have sojhopelessly gone down. The Honourable Revenue Member being
himself a big zamindar can well estimate the income of a zamindar in thesehard· d~s. He should give his.careful attention to the condition of the poor
zamind~;rs and do his level best to redress their grievances and enable them
to stan~ on their own legs. He can judge for himself that if bis own income
has been reduced to an extreme these days notwithstanding all his resources
, then w~µ,t, can be the condition of the poor zamindars. With these words I
appeal to the House and the Government to take pity on the poor zamindars.
and grap.t them a remission of 50 per cent. on all the Government dues.
I
W~i: President : Resolution moved is·
•

'I. This Council recommends to the Government the.t e.ll dues for rabi crops of this
.:
year throughout the province be reduced by fifty per cent. '.'
1'

•

KQwar Mamr~j Singh Chohan (A.mbala~cum-Si:mla, Non-Muhammadan, Rural): Sir, I beg to move that the following be added at the
end:-- i
·~:e.nd the entil'e land revenue be remitted in Ambe.le. division on aJl barani lands,"

~

Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat: Khan : I rise to a
point oflorder. The amendment goes beyond the scope of the original resolution and
is therefore out .of order.
I
. .
Ku.war Mam.raj Singh Choban : In reply to the point raised by
the Lea~er of the House I beg to submit that my amendment is within the
scope of the original motion. The scope of the original motion is the remission of }and revenue demand. My 'amendment does not go beyond that.
The resolution refers to the whole province whereas my amendment confines
only to 'a certain portion of the • province. Again, the resolution wants a.
remissiop of 50 per cent. while my amendment asks for the remission of 100
per cent: These changes do not alter the scope of the resolution in any way.
I ml!,y a;Jso point out that on a previous occasion you were pleased to rulethat an amendment to substitute 50 per cent. for SS per cent. in a similar
resolution
was in order.
n
0
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The Honourable Captain Sardar. Sikander Hyat Khan : Theoriginal resolution refers to all dues, which include local rates and ceases.
. Mr. President: The honourable member's amendment refers to the
barani lands of the Ambala division. Why should it notspply to other divisions of the province also ?
Kanwar Mamraj Singh Chohan : That is the area with which- I am
concerned and of which I have any knowledge. I cannot say anything about
• other areas. If the circumstances in other areas warrant similar remissions
it is the duty of the members representingthose areas to move similar amend-ments.
·
.

Mr. President:

The amendment appears to be harmless.

The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan : No, Sir •.
Besides, it is a question of principle and if you once allow an amendment to be
moved which goes beyond the scope of the resolution it will create a prece. dent which later might be cited. So far as Ambala is concerned · there
practically no cibwna in that district and it is only land revenue in which a
reduction is contemplated by the mover of -~he original resolution, Instead
. .of fifty per cent. remission asked for .in.the original resolution the mover of
the amendment desires the remission of the whole demand ; it is therefore
obvious that the amendment goes beyond the seope.of the o~al
resoluti~:i:i~
Mr. Labh Singh: May I know whether, if the amendment had restrioted itself to a percentage, that is, if it had .proposed forty per cent Jor
nfty per cent., that would have been in order ? .
Mr. President: Had the amendment proposed been 60 per cent. for
nfty per oent., it would not have been outof order; as in that case it would ,
not have gone beyond the scope of the original motion.
Mr~ Labh Singh : If an amendment directed to · vary the percentage
is in order, then an amendment restricting or extendirigthe.area to which the
resolution is to be applicable would be equally in order.
Mr. President : But in a way it goes beyond the scope of the resolution, though it is harmless.
~
'· ·

is

The Honourable ·capJain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan : It may
be harmless, but as a matter of procedure it should be ruled out of order..:
Mr. President: As a ritatter of strio.t procedure th~ amencl:rnent does
go beyond the scope_ of the original resolution and is therefore_ ou_t of order.
Kanwar Mamraj Singh Chohan-(Urau): Sir, I have stood up to
-say a few words with regard to. the crop for which a remission has been sought
in the resolution under. discussion. I want to call the attention of.the House
to the fact that this crop has been an utter failure particularlyin. the Am.bale.
division. Sard,ar Bishan Singh has made it abundantly clear that the
zamindars areface to face with a
calamity on account of the abnormal
~11 in the prices of .the agricultural produce. What I want to. emphasise
in this respect is this. Zamindars are in the grip of grave difficulties . not
,only on account of the losses borne with regard to this 9rop but they have
been hit very hard on account of the failures .of many previous crops as well.
It is well nigh impossible for them to make both their · ends meet in. these
-days of acute financial · depression. They paid their dues with very great

grave
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difficulty for the last crops. It was told in answer to a Council question that
:many I~mbardars had to be sent to the lock-up on account of their inability
-to realise the Government dues. Failure of crops and fall in prices have
doubly 'enhanced the miseries of the zam.indar. Failure of crops has been the
.natural'reault of the extreme paucity of rain. In Ambala division the paucity
·of rain ~ontinued from the time of the cultivation of the rabi crops up to the
time of! the reaping of the harvest. The fact can be . verified from the
<lovern'lt,.ent Gazef,te. You may find it out from your· rain records as to
.howmueh-rain fell in various districts of the Ambala division.and if you come
-to kno"t that the complaint about the paucity of rain is a genuine one then
it is yoiu' duty to award liberal remissions to these districts.
I ~ant to take this opportunity to draw the attention of the House to a
-very serious grievance of the zam.indars. The patwaris do not allow them
the measure of kh,araba they deserve. Perhaps they do so on account of
the ins~;ructionsreceived from their officers or owing to some other pressing
Tea.son; !~ut the sad factis there that they refuse to grant the right measure
-0f khar~ba. I understand that specific instructions are issued to them by
higher Qflicers to the effect that if a crop yields barely the amount of the seed
sown in() kharaba should be allowed in that case. If two hundred maunds of
seed b:q,ng forth only. the same amount of harvest no kharaba is granted to
the cultivator. It is on account of the instructions of this kind that the
:patwa:rifJ show a bad crop as ' plentiful ' in their records. .
Lo~al authorities have reported to the Government that crops of eighty
per cen~. villages in the An:ibala district have failed on. account of paucity
-of rain and have recommended for suspension the realisation of Government djes in those areas. But I want to submit that suspension in the payment o~i the dueswill not help the zamindars in these days of excessivelylow
rates. 1ilf they are unable to pay their dues to-day how can they be expected
'to be able to pay them to-morrow when the conditions remain practically
-the samje? I, therefore, urge that it would not be a sounu policy to suspend
the payjn.ent of the dues. . The best thing which can be done at present is to
remit a !~onsiderable part of the Government dues so that the zamindars may
be ablejto pay their dues without any difficulty. Reports reached from certain ~ges that though the crops were not good yet the cultivators were
-quite w,n off and able to pay their liabilities. So the officersof the revenue
department pressed for the payment of the Government dues in utter disregard ~f. the fact that the prosperity of the aamindars concerned was not
due to, iipe yield of their lands•. This attitude of the Revenue Department isquite unreasonable and _unjustifiable. When the.produce bas been "mucli
below tl!i.e average " there is no reason why the cultivators should be taxed
as if they have had plentiful crops,
To lgive you an idea of a general failure of crops I would like to quote
from th~ Government Gazette, dated 29th April. With regard to Karna]
district,i:- it says :·
·
•f Probable yield-below average on irrigated a.reu a.nd much below average on uni

irrigated areas."

As !~egards Ambala it is written: 1:
!\ Probable yield-.vera.ge on irrigated area. and much below average on unrrrigatsd
:

areas," ·

02
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.·
· · It shows that in barani areas the yield is estimated '' much below the'average," So-with this abnormal decrease in the produeeand alarming fall
in the prices the zamindars 'eannot be expected to bear the brunt of theGovernment dues. The payment of revenue was suspended during th~ past
years anli after a period of four years the suspended amount was remittted
because the zamindars could not pay. It is therefore no use trying the experiment once more which failed previously. · ·. It is a matter of common
knowledgethat the rabi crop is the mainstay of the zamindars of this provinceand when this very_ erop has proved a failure it is the duty of the Government to help them· and save them jrom the disasters of penury.
There is one thing more to which I want to draw the attention of the-House in general and the Government-in particular. The zamindara of theAmbala division inhabit a tract of land which is on, the border of the 1-la.qawhich is a breeding ground of malcontents and movements against the Government are enthusiastically'fostered by the people of the area. ·If the zamindars of Ambala division are not satisfied with their present condition .they
aret3J.ikely to fall a prey to the temptation of joining hands with the malcontents on the other side of the Jumna,
The Honourable Captain
Sardar Sikander: Hyat Khan : No, no,
.
Kanwar Mamraj Singh Chohan ,: · These people are law-abiding and,
have always remained loyal to the Government, so 'much so that the peopleon the other side of the Jumna who ate always very enthusiastic partners.
in political agitations taunt. them and accuse them of cowardice. l
would request the Government to provide for the contentment of the zamin- ·
dars on this side of the Jumna so that they might not be driven to participation in anti~Government movements. The _ calamity of subversiveagitations should be warded off and every step should be taken to protect.
the Punjab and its zamindars from its terrible effects.
'
Before concluding I once more want to urge upon the Government tha"t..
it is very necessary that the demands of the zamindars of the Ambala division.
should be satisfied and provision should be made to exte~uate their diffieul, ties by effecting a fifty per cent. cut in all the Government dues for therabi crop. With these words I strongly support this resolution.
Chauclhri Riasat Ali (Gujranwala, Muhammadan, Rural) : Sir, Punjabbeing essentially an agricultural province, the prosperity and welfare of theagriculturist should be the main solicitude of its rulers. Such axioms havebeen repeated in this House many a time, but to no purpose. Our cry has.
always been a cry in the wilderness and the speeches made by speakers of
every section of the House have always ·fallen flat on the Government in,
this respect. We have striven every nerve to attain our object and we have-harped every tune to produce that·ha.rmony',of .musie at which we aim but.
we have always failed. -In this connection whenever there is a demand for·
land revenue, we are referred, in the words of Mr. Townsend, to that
"bug-bear" financial stringency.· It must be borne in mind that we.on these.
benches are more afraid of that "bug-bear" and that is the reason why we-have moved this resolution. We can fall amore easy prey to this bug-bear'
than those members sitting on the Government benches. We have always.
helped the Government in times of need with our life and property. W&.
'
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:have gi . en recruits and we have also given war loans. Now it is the turn
-of Gov~nm.ent to help us in tune of our need and as the proverb goes, "a
fnend · need is a friend indeed." Government have 'demanded from us
-recruits/and war loans=which we have always suppliedand now they must
be alivEll to their own responsibility because with the rights there are always
,oorresp<fding liabilities. The present condition of the zamindar is that he
is dyin~! of hunger and his children are dying with the effects of shivering
cold an~ burning heat for want of proper· clothing. I assure yon that the
.:zamind~r has spent the last pie in his pocket and now he has nothing to
pay to. ~ov~rn:me~tin the shape of land. r.evenueand abu:na .. Our province
as geo!aphically in a very strange position. .The provmee is land-locked.
'The rai way freight from Karachi to Lyallpur, a distance of about 700 miles,
:is morq than the freight, say, from a port in Australia or'some other country
which E1~ports wheat, to our ports. The result is that we cannot compete
:favour~~lywith foreign countries even at our own ports. Our main industry
is"agric~lture and unless every facility is granted to the cultivator, it will be
.diffieulffor him to make both ends meet. So far as land revenue and obiana
.are conferned, these fall heavily on him. The zamindar cultivates land only
,as a so! ce of earning his livelihood. "If he does not make any profit out of
·the Ian· , the natural result will be that he will be obliged to give up his pro· ·
fession jof cultivation. The result will be that there will be more unemployment .ar.d discontent throughout the length. and breadth of the province and
.as my , onourable friend who has just preceded me said in his speech, this
might ead-God forbid-to very disastrous results .
1

1

1;

. . Mother point which I want to impress on my honourable friends is that
·there ~ ave been abnormally high rates in the preceding 80 or 40 years on
.aeeoun] of special reasons. For the first 15 years the world was preparing
-for thel/. great worldwide war and therefore it was necessary.to have a store
-of graii;t. Then came the great war and after that the settling of conditions;
The w~rld has learnt that unless a country is self-sufficientin respect of its
production of grain, there is every danger of its being blockaded and having
-:to su~fir at the ~im~ of war.. So th_e continental countries bega_n their pro:gra:mmb. of cultivating lands, clearing of forests and so on; with the result
·that tti~y produce a very great amount of wheat as compared with the pro-duction in our own country. Before the war the chief exporters were India,
.Australia and the United States and the chief importers were Germany,
.Franc!!and the United Kingdom. Now that they have "done all these things
-with t i'e help of their own machinery, they are not in a position to demand
;any gr: in from our country. The result 1s that there is no hope of our prices
going f P in the near future,
1

1

Ajother point in my favour is that unfortunately the zammdar is placed
strange position. He is under the thumb of ithe executive and in
.this r~spect he cannot afford to displease even a constable or a patwari.
The r~kult is that whenever there is. a demand for funds like the Red Cross
.fund o~ the flood relief fund, he is obliged to contribute something to them-«
'I
.m.ot btause he can afford to do that, but because hf/ cannot escape from
that. Ii And to pay towards these funds many a time he has to borrow money
.on verly heavy interest. Then he has to contribute to parties of farewell and
;to paif;ies of welcome. I do not say that it is against his will that those
I
.
.
.in a
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things are forced on him but as I have already remarked he is driven by cir_ cumstances to pay towards these. Under these circumstances with thecondition of the country as it is to-day I request the, Goverl'llnent not to
demand its ' pound of flesh ' but to reduce its demand for land revenue and.
abiana to the extent proposed by the honourable mover 9f this resolution. _
Sardar Arian Singh (Hoshiarpur and Kangra, Sikh, Rural) : . I
glad to lend my support to the resolution which has been · moved . by myfriend from Sialkot. I myself had tabled a resolution to this effect and it:
is significant to note that last time also a. similar resolution was moved, but.
the words to which the Honourable the Revenue Member and the 'Honourable the Finance Member, on that occasion, took exception were those which:
I had added " at least fifty per cent." In this resolution there is no such
condition. It is a resolution of this nature which gives an opportunity forus to present a true picture of the condition . of the samindars. It is ve"EJ
seldom that their condition is brought to the notice of the Government. In.
fact, the economic blizzard that made its appearance in this province alongwith the rest of. the country about two years ago is still raging in all its fury
and ferocity. The worst of it is that we see no signs as yet of any abate-.
ment in that depression. It would be surprising to note that in spite of this
depression and in spite of its duration Government have not been. as careful
as they should have been. My complaint is that if the Government were-feeling themselves really responsible to the people they would not have sat
still in the way they have over this position. In fact the Government seem·
to think that their chief duty is to maintain law and order: Ilnfortunately, however, we find that the civil disobedience movement is in operation and the Government consider that they have done their duty if theysuccessfully combat that movement. We find that the energy of the district.
officer is also devoted towards that end and the deputy. commissioner considers himself to be very fortunate if he is in a position to report to the Gov
ernment that there is absolutely no civil disobedience movement in his part,
of the. country or that he has effected so .many arrests or that so many con·
victions have been made. My submission is that this does not touch the- ·
fringe of the problem with which we, the masses, are eoncerned.. Itis un·fortunate that the two parties, the Government_ and the advanced section
of the population have been measuring swords upon this question, but I am
not here to apportionblame. What I am-concerned withis that it is time to.
cry halt for both. and to try to secure conditions in which we could devoteour attention to the economic problems of the province. There is anotheraspect of the question, and that is that sometimes constitutional agitation·
also receives the attention of the Government and that is the agitation.which.
is going on in the press. Unfortunately both these fonns of action, that is,...
direct action as disclosed by the civil disobedience movement and eonstitntional agitation as carried on in the press, both these forms are not practicable to the ordinary zamindar. So far as direct action is concerned, that.
is alien to his temperament; and so far as agitation in the press is concerned;
it is beyond his power ; beyond his control. Therefore he· is suffering on,
account of these disabilities.
My submission is that tbe Government should see the gravity of the:
problem that is facing the country as a whole... It has been mentioned b1
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honourable members who have made speeches on this resolution that the
conditi~n of the zamindars is .bad beyond doubt and. that it is going fr?m bad
to 'Yore~. They have also given facts and figures m support of their statement. lt is also significant to find, for it is one positive proof of the poverty
of the ipasses, that gold to the value of some Rs. 60 crores-I speak subject
to correctdon=-haa found its way out of India. It is therefore high time for
the Goiernment to come forward and say : Certainly you, zamindars, hayo
been v~nr loyal citizens; you have been standing by the forces of law and
order ;
have not been swept off your feet by any propag.anda that may
have b1en carried on around you ; because we find that you are now in
econo~c distress we come to your help. Of course, we have had much of
these "\1ords, much of this lip sympathy from Government benches. Wewish th't these words should be translated into action and that they
should. ot rest con.tent with these pious expressions. ' Tht question is asked, how to find the ways and means? That is thequestioi which is constantly put before us from the Government benches.
My reply is that in the first place, it does not behove this nrighty Government.
to ask js on this side of the House that question, for tliey are in possession
of all t:~e facts and they are paid for this job. They are expected to find a
solµtio~ to this problem and putting such a question to us does not absolvethem o~I their resl?onsibilityto solve the problem. In the second place, w~enever an :bpportumty has been afforded to us we have not been found wanting.
For ~siance this Govemmeat appointed a Retrenchment Committee. Thereport 1f that co~ttee was submit~ed to Government to~ards the close of
Octob011 last. It is seven months since and we are yet m the dark as to
what a~tion on certain individual recommendations th~ Government have
taken. I I made a speech in this House in the middle of March last when I
stated that the opinion had- gained ground that the report of that committee ~ad been pigeon-holedand that high officials had taken shelter behind
the sanptity of covenants and that nothing was being done. These words.
attract~d the attention of the Honourable the Finance Member, Sir Henry
· Craik, iho stood up and told us then that that impression was wrong
and tblt Government as a matter of fact would very shortly make a
detaileq statement regarding the matter. Six more weeks have passed and:
still wel!have not been told as to what action Government have taken and
what tijeir proposals are regarding certain. of the recommendations made to
· them. ~y submission, therefore, is that whenever an opportunity is afforded
to us, te do come forward with our limited resources, we do try and
co-oper~te with the Government, but that it is the Government who cares
not a tf opence for the proposals and suggestions coming from this side.
- Th~ condition is certainly critical and I should say that the danger limit.
is reac~ed. Let there be no attempt to outstep that limit lest, a.sit has been
said, t~~ consequences should be disastrous. The only thing which the Governme#it should do, the least that they should do, is to give substantial relief
to the iamindars in-the terms of this resolution and nothing short of that will
satisfy[lthe requirements of the ease, I may al130 sound a note of warning
that r~ductions as thosewe have had during the _last kharij are not satisactory Ji They cause a good deal of loss to the Government without affordng anf relief to the zamindars. I know that in rpy own district a relief of
one ~a in some cases was given. That is ridiculous. If that i_s the form
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which any relief which the Government is going to give is to take, the Govemment need not take the trouble to give it. I am here reminded of what
the Government have.done in-order to afford us the little reliefwhich they
nave shown. I know that. about 40 or ,50 samindar." boys have been thrown
out of the Agricultural department and it is out . ,of the savings effected
in this manner that we have been able to get something like an anna in the
.rupee as relief: .we could havebeen quite . satisfied even if 'that: relief was
not forthcoming because we are now aware of th~ way in which ihat relief
:has been giv~. . The remedy has proved worse than the di.sease and we need
not have any relief afforded, to, us. in this, manner; ._ . , ;. . ·

a

<-

With these word~I whole-heartedly support the resol~tio~.: ·i
,··

'

I

Mian N1U'llllah (LyallpJJr South, Mub~mm~dll}l,Rural): ~Sjr, acouple
<>f years ago the position .was quite different from what it is to-day, It
.required some th011ght and f~resight to sppreelate the . depression and· gloom
, that was awaiting ahead ofus; But now it does not require any longspeeehes
· to convince the members of the, House of the situation. · I a;m very glad to
.note that all sections of the House have begunto 'realise fhe: -value of the
happiness of the zamindar elass, because it is ir,t 'the happinesifof the zamindar that their happiness 1ies.. The' honourable · iqe;mber from Hoshiarpur,
who I am sorry is absent from the Honse at the moment, was once om opponent and the honourable member, ;Raja Narendr~ Nath who has also been
opposing us, have begun for-some time now to · support us. . That is a happy
.sign of the tunes.
.
;
'. . . '
. . ~.
.
The -great and extr!tordill.iry fall _in the prices for the last twp . years, )f
. not since the War, has s11~cil}lly affected t~e condition of the samindars :and
has practically. reduced them to a state of bankruptcy; The. dries, that th~y
pay are much above their:~apaoity to.pay;andJor tbe:JastJ)Vo yeaxs· they
have been in thebad, stat~ whioh.it.is difficult for them to bear llllY longer.
):_should say that there is a fourfold strain pres$ig very heayily upon them
. and I shall take them one by one. The high rate of land rer<:l:11µe is- thfl fir$t•
. · It was assessed in the boom days of 1~21-22when the ~4~x number of prices
; stood, I think, at .84=7, i.~., .the prices W(:)r~ three, anda half tm,.~s ~he pri~~:of
: the normal basic period,.1890-r-94'.· . '.rp.e z1J;mindar then requireiLonly ab.out
two mannds of· wheat to pay. all the: Governnte~t dues, ;while now if: y~:m'. 'co.I; enlate it, it requires about five ~iines a_;s much, ~hat is, nfue:W ten maunds-«
practically the . whole produce. ·,'fha~ is'a big µi:fferenee.and.that is.,'YP.Y
the zamindars . f~el it very mueh., -Lmay here dta~ · ~he ,a~te11.~ion: of tJ;ie
House to the. quinquennial average index.number from, 1890 righ_t up to: tl:ris
time to impress upon honourable members that whea_t, for instance, had not
fall(:)p. SO low ever since that per.iod as it ~QW has." ful,890;294 the figure
was at 100. From 1895~99, the average was 118. It felldown little/to
;.111 ~ 1'90~1905. It i~t. up. graduallf Wni tli~~',dat~'s9J~~t iii ~~~5L
.1909 itstood at JS8. Fr9m ~910 to19141twas 140 ~d; ml9}5-19 ~twas
200. • From 192~'to 1924it ros~up to 2~8 and th~t I ,sup;poseis the. ptaximum.
For, m 1925-29it oame down to 219~ The price then is stated to be about
Bs, 5 per matind 'a~ compared with
2~4-0 ofJo fu the- ba~o1 period of
'. 1890--94. If you'oalculate the index number, at'the ~te' mentioned oy'the
"bonoureblemover, .': Rs.1-l'o-o,
it will
be' somewhere-between·
·ao'and'70~
If
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yen compsee it with, say 1910-14, before the War, it is less than half. I
11h3:ll sh~wilfrom other sta~stics also that th~ fifty pe~ cent. relief which is
claimed 1s p, reasonable estimate as I proved it some time ago by mathema-tical calc~tions from the marketable produce and prices. • If the price to
-the zamindar could be raised by some artificial means, and to my mind inflation seems to be the best remedy, then we would be . satisfied. It is
'however bqyond our province. There are other ways, one of which is coming
before us tb-day in the shape of a resolution for a. reduction in freight. I
:Showed on !~he last occasionmathematically that it is only if the prices could
be doubled that the zamindar could pay the present rates of revenue. If
that is no~! possible as unfortunately it seems to be, then we must have to
resort to ~~e only ot.her alternative, that of reduc.ing Government dues.
If the pric~~ could not be doubled, the revenues mus~ be- . reduced by half.
The s~rond factor that I want to refer to is the great indebtedness
-of the za.z1*ndar and the great increase in the real rate of interest. I am
very glad that the Government has appointed a committee which will go
:thoroughl~!into and discuss the matter and place its conclusions before
the HouseJ:
Third!~, I should refer to the rise in the standard of living. The great
flood of wealth which came as a result of the War made the zamindars blind
-to the re4ties and they raised their standard of living much above what
-.they shoulf. have done and unfortunately with the precipitous fall that com.menoedin/11980 in the prices of their produce, they have, not been able
proportionrtely to reduce their standard of living.
Last but not the least I would state that there is another
burden atjd strain on the zamindars and that is due to corruption.
<Jorruptio~!. seems to ha . ra~pan~ everywhere. In a few years' tim!'3 I
_
A. M. ![ ·
think 1t will become a gr~at danger. Corruption
10
·
i
has destroyed many empires and we should take
need of it. ii The Chief Secretary is not here. , I wanted to draw his attention
-to this d~nger.
In future special Criminal Investigation Department
should be ~ppointed to go round in each district and find out what is going
on there. i Unfortunately the fault lies on both sides. But the Govern·
ment is in/ a. better position to punish its employees. Deterrent punish'ment shouJd · be given to the man at fault. Corruption is as big a curse
-on the social side as violence is on the political and it must be uprooted.
Now, [ must make mention of my own district, once a rich district,
11Ild still aJ!so-called rich district, but unfortunately not so, and that is the
reason whfI shouldmake a mention of my district and say we are hardest
.hit, In my . district the coming rabi crop suffered a good deal by a dust
.storm thati[ visited us on the 9th of March. I: also put a question to that
.effect. I 4ave brought here samples of sittas. Some are affected by dust
storm. I~ you kindly thrash them you will find that. in one sitta the grain
1s less thanjhalf in weight and size while in others it is about one-third or
-one-fourth 1pnly. The grain did not grow to full size and weight after the
.storm and iamindars call it ~- ,__i.f ·JA 1..->iS (Kar,,ak hut g1J,i kai).
· ·
Secondly, there was a gieat damage done by hailstorm that fell in that
,district. \ight from Shorkot Road to Sarshamir' railway station in the
'Toba Tek pingh tahsil and in some parts of the ta.hsild of Lyallpur and·
1

ij
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Samundri the samindare have been. practically ruined. ': Not a straw.of
fodder was left. They had to borrow Iodder for their animals from the
neighbouring villages. Sir, this unforeseen calainity reduced scme.semindars.
to a state no better than of beggars and faqirs. They were forced to that
state and . adequate remission has not been given them. ·. I sent a resolution,.
but it is No. 4 on the agenda and I am afraid that it ni.e.y not be. taken up
and discussed to-day. So I take this opportunity to point out to . the Government the damage that is done to the zamindars in my district especially:
in the sandy and poor soil of Toba, Tek Singh tahsil _· where some of thezamindars have been practically ruined and I hope _ full remission would.
be given to all fields .damaged by hailstorm.
·
·
With these words I strongly support the original resolution moved by my· ·
honourable friend Sardar Bishan Singh. I hope the Government would bewilling to accept the resolution and · without raising any objection, giveremission to zamindars to the full extent of 50 per cent. in. all Government, -

ha

-

·

The Honourable Satdar Sir Jogendra Singh (Minister ~o~ . Agriculture): Sir, I rise to remove misconception in one or two points.' There,
still prevails a feeling as· if Government· was· not responsive . to. the wishes.
of the House. Sardar Arjan Singh particularly appealed to the Official
Benches, saying that it was their job to Iead the country- out of the present
difficulties. I can - assure him that· we on our side recognise the responsibility and do our best to lead the country out of its difficulties to the best ·
of our power. The situation as it has been pointed out by honourable
members is certainly very grave and this grave· situation has arisen· because-the prices of commodities have suddenly fallen, and the money value of all,
our products has gone down to about one-third of what it was a few yearsago. It is a situation which can only be met. by Government and thepeople co-operating together and closely e~minip.g all the .methods and.
means by which it can be alleviated. There can be.no question that the.
debt burden of the country is trebled as a result of the f~ll in prices. Th&
money demands, based on old prices have to be met· from incomes drawn.
from present prices. It is the money value of commodities that is
stantly. changing and unless 'money is stabilised price level.cannot be maiJi..,
tained. From all provinces must come a demand that money should bestabilised so that the pricelevel may be maintained and the people may beable to meet their obligations in money. I can assure you the.t not only:
the transferred side but on the reserved· side, we are trying according 'toour dim lights to find a way out. of it. In· the Agricultural I>epartme:i:J.t:
I am deeply. concerned to find new ways of increasing production, so. that.
people may meet easily all the demands on tq~ir 'purse... · Income from.
taxation as you know. is 'not spent on unproductive objects. _ In the first:
place, there. are security services which '; are es~ential for the peaceful development of the country. Then there art'! beneficent- departments
whosework the prosperity .of the country depends. Is it wise to curtail produetive expenditure in this period of depression ?
· ·
·
·
Are we not called upon to a greater effort so that production may-increase ? The framing o~ the programme which· my friend_ Sardat Habib,
0
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Ullah has ~ view should be taken in hand so that withfu. a limited number of
years you ni~y be in a position to meet all the demands t~at are made on you,
The House has been concentrating a good deal of atten;tion on land revenueremission f~r the last two or three years.
The demand is legitimate and
has been fu!ry met by Government and will again be met. . There remains.
however, t1e mo!e difficult problem of removin~ pov~rty which is now
~vading th~ Punjab.
yre are tol~ retrenchment 18 the;;only remedy. Eve~
if we shut down education, even if we shut down public health and even if
we shut dok all other beneficent' activitie11 we shall not relieve poverty.
Sardar Arjaih Singh remarked that the axe has fallen oii some agriculturists.
and he wo~d much rather t?at they had b~en spared1:
It shows that re· ·
trenchment l:has many undesirable repercussions.
" :'
The H9rs~ should devote i~s attention to two probl~µis, i,e.(i) ~p increase production and employment,
:
(ii) ~~ secure equitable. distribution of the burd$. n of.taxation in thelight of modern canons of taxation.
. These are not matters
which can be decided in a day. It would need very close
I examination by ail expert body, in the fitst place, to frame a
I programme
of developmenJ; to increa~~ produc~ion and,
Ii m the second place, to revise the basis! of taxation.
Thel , sooner the House can get these problems examined the better.
It is Jdeniable that since the Reform Scheme t4e Punjab has made
steady pr~Efess all along the line.
I give the first place to our education
effort beca-q;se it is only by educating our population+that we can enableit to draw dn the hidden treasures of our land. I also· hold that better lifefor .· the peo}le can be secured by intensifyin.
· g all our benefi. cent activities
and by hajing a definite programme of education~~· agricultural and,
industrial dhelopment, organized on a scale to aehievejthe objective within
a given ~Uf.1:ber of years. . I want Y.ou, therefore, _tai consi~er the whole
problem in 1!its true perspective, taxation not as an isolated item but as a
means of ~proving the general condition of the people.
If you realisethat. r~v.enu;r collected by G?vernmmi:t is sp~nt in the ~e~ce of. the people;
and it 1s the: only source available for improvmg the eonditions or the people,
you will th~n take a· long view and seek other remedies which can givepermanent felief. We are all in a most difficult economic condition.
The·
Banking EI):quiry Committee assessed the indebtedness of the countryside.
That indebfedness
.ointed is extremely heavy and Governme,t as you know has
already ap
a committee to go into this matteli, and there remains
the serious '.roblem of meeting day to-day monetary demend by agriculturists;:
and also pa
off their heavy debt.
i
The re · edies I suggest are :'i .
11

!:

1

•

•

1

(i) ~~abilization of money, and
(ii) qgricultural and industrial
tion.
.
11
1,

.
development

j!

to · increase
·1,
11

.

produo-

'

. Finallylj I ~ust ask you to r.e~lise t?at taxation .represents our contribution to mafntam a good administration and to increase the beneficent
activities o~i the Government and as such it is essentiaf that we must makesome sacrifices to secure the future progress of our land.:;
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Chaudbri Allah Dad Khan (Ambala division, Noth-East, Muham•
madan, Rural): · Sir, I rise to support the resolution now before the House.
The woes, miseries and troubles of zamindars ate an oft repeated tale in this
Council; It has been so often said in this Council that the zamindars are,
to use a figurative expression, dying out. But it is very strange that the
Government has not moved fast enough in the matter. I do not say that'
the Government has not done anything. · But whatever the Government
bas done is not at all sufficient for giving relief to the aamindar, Last
time we passed a resolution in-this Council by an overwhelming majority
1ecomm.endingto the Government that 50 pet ceht. of the land revenue and
obiana should be remitted. The response of Government to such an important resolution has been very poor. His Excellency the: .Gov~:rnor
in his last address to the Council assured the House that Government was
doing its best and was anxious to do something for the zamindar and that
.for that purpose ,a special officer had been appointed to investigate and
.report on the measures to be adopted by the Government, . . In view of that
.assuranee it was not necessary for the members of the House to have. brought
.forward a resolution on the subject. . All the same a resolution was brought
forward and I am very sorry to say that the response which the Govern.ment made as foreshadowed in the speech of His Excellency the Governor
was vety poor.. ·The.Government remitted only two annas in the rupee
generally throughout .the province. When I say ' throughout. the province'
I do not mean that all the districts and all thevillages were equally benefited.
Most of the villages were left out · which deserved more than two annas ·
-remission. In some villages a remission of only one anna was given. When
-during my budget speech I made it clear that the zamindars were very ·
.mneh disappointed on account of this poor remission, :exception was taken
-to it, but not a single fact was given to show.that the ·zamindar appreciated
'the help which was given, The curve which Mt. Dobson prepared and which
be thought would meet the requirements of the zamindars ·.· and which he
-thought would meet all possible cases of distress owing to the fall in prices,
disturbed the Government. I may say that that curve curved· too much
from the right relief which was necessary for the zamindar. Leaving aside
-the minute considerations of this curve, I may say that the results that were
based on that curve were most disappointing. Those villages. which had·
-poor crops were left out. For instance, in the Kamal district the villages ol Kabulpur, Sagri Masana, Nising, Gondar, ,Habri and many other villages
'had very poor · crops and they were left out of consideration. In the
first place, that curve· could not ,have met all possible ·cases because i:t
could not meet all those divergent factors of. poor crops, ·poverty ofzaardndars, their heavy indebtedness and such other factors.. · In the next place,
as has been just now urged by the honourable. member from Ambala
·(Kanwar Mamraj Singh Chohan), this curve bases its calculation on the
-figures of crop inspection which is not reliable. How this crop inspection
.is done is well known to 'all of us. It is in· most cases a fictitious process.
The patwari enters the figures which suits his purpose well andtheinspeetion
whieh the officer concerned makes after this entry, is made in the registers
·is most perfunctory. Every member of Gove:rrunent:who has had anything
-to do with the · Revenue Department. knows it very well. · The deputy
.eommisaioner seldom inspects the crops. Naturally; the;refore the curve
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prepared by Mr. Dobson cannot be reliable. The res'iilt is that this curve·
has been found very unsatisfactory by all the zamindara of the Punjab,
The eonseqnence is that land revenue has been recovered from the zamindars in a Jiiiost oppressive manner. The zamindars have had to sell all their
implement~ of agriculture, by which expression I mean the implements
with whicbr they carry on agriculture; they have had to sell bullocks, cowsand buffaldes. They have had to sell even household utensils in order to.
pay land *evenue. Last time during the budget cfi,scussion I made an
assertion t)lat land revenue bad not been paid up to that time. TheHonourable Revenue Member contradicted me. I dare!!say that land revenuehas not be~n paid evennow,
If the Government is :11-ble to show figures.
of collection of revenue it must be due to the fact tha~; the poor lambaraars
. have been !~ompelled to pay the amount out of their qwn pockets. When
I say that .they have had to pay out of their .own pockste, I do not mean to
imply thati~hey have had money in their pockets. Th~y have had to borrow
or to sell 1*ost of their valuable jewellery and in somejeasea their daughters:
also. (Sh<tme). Is it up to the Government to pre~s· the people -in that
way?. Is the Government well-advised to tire out th~ patience of the'poor
a.griculturi~ts ? I submit that it should take a · lesi;on from what has.
happened in the United Provinces and in other places. I assert that theCongress rltovement has had very little to do to awQ.ken the zamindars,
It is the dite necessity and abject privation that has driJren the people to defy
~he Gover~ent. If. the Congress and other politica,! movements had any
influence ihI! the Punjab, I do not kn.ow to what e:ittent
the •movement.
Ii
would have developed. The Government should not therefore tire out thepatience of the zamindars. They have been hithertq loyal and have; been
meeting bf hook or by crook the demands of the Govarnment,
But thereis a limit Jven to the demands of the Government be~ond which it should
not go. 1:
i;
h
Wben~ver the grievances of the zamindars are ventilated in this Council
Governmeat should be the first to take note of them and think out remedial
measures tnd should not depend upon the 'curves' Ii which they have got
prepared. i After all we are all members with a ~bi.se of responsibility
and when !iwe make assertions in. the House it is with ~ due sense of responsibility. :The Government should not attempt to brushaside our assertions
by quoting facts and figures as they call them. Thee~can be manufactured
to !uit an~ purpos~. Last time when the honourableJ:~e~ber from ~o?tak
pointed o~t certain facts · and figures, the then Fihanci,al Com.nns&oner
who is noiw the Finance Member quoted certain fi~es showing tha.t litigation ha~ decreased so much that not even a fourth of ~be cases were brought,
~afore.coutts on account of the present. depression w}tj~h had hit every body
mcluding lawyers and doctors. But Just three or f~ur months afterwards.
the same honourable member brought forward a di£rerent set of faot.s and
:figures to i show that litigation among zamindars had; increased.
This tas pointed out by my honourable friend. : So I mean to say that
these facts and figures can be quoted for any theocy or view which the-.
·Governmdkit members want to take. · But why should you go to fac~s and.
figures w~en . to -their own eyes the misery of the zamindar is self-evident;
when it if perfectly clear to them that the zamind~r is dying, is leaving
his home tnd running away ? Is it not a fact that ~ number of zamindare
11
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.
during the last harvest season ran away from their homes in the Lya1lpur
district, simply to avoid the measures of repression that were being carried
-ont against them by the authorities ? Where did the facts and figures go
·then? They have not been able to come· to the r~scue of those zamindars.
'The fact is that theylook at things from an oblique angle and intentionally
jgnore the conditions of the zamindar. I say this is the time when the
:zaiTindar is in need of generosity and help from: Government. The zamindar
-is left with nothing whereby to pay the land revenue. When this is said,
-Ooverument members talk of sanctity of contract and say that the zamtn-dar bas entered into a contract to pay the revenue till the Day of Judgment,
.and so they must go on paying in all circumstances. But I ask, did the
:zamindar ever enter into any agreement saying that he would always pay?.
Tbe Government fixes certain rates with reference to the condition of crops
when they were prosperous and when the prices were high. They then made
, -eertain calculations based on the produce of land following the precedents
,set up by the previous Moghul and Sikh rulers who used to take a certain
-share of the produce. But are the Government now prepared· to take a
-eertain share of the produce ? If they do that, .I think the zamindar will
:xeadily agree to it.. In Ambala there has been no crop worth the name
:as stated by ru.y honourable friend. The zamindar does not get the retum
.for the seed he has sown.
·

The ·Honourable Captain Sardar · S-ikandet Hyat Khan :

s:

~!"~

ls' c.1,Jto&1 L.
Chaudhri Allah Dad. Khan : But the Government . should also
.ba careful about its " a'mcil"
·
,..::.... J;~ ~ oli~"' jl-,-?- jl ,:',.c).if jl ,.J.ir
Ifyou sow the wind you will reap the whirlwind, You are now in another
-worldjust as one honourable member remarked. On this occasion anything
-whieh you' do by way of a· figurehead will not do. My honourable friend
.has asked that a remission of 50 per cent. land revenue should be granted
to all zamindars. When there is no. crop we should ask for full remission.
· But my friend is very moderate in his demand and has asked only for 50
per cent. remission. Again I take this opportunity of saying that when
·the Government 'acoepts a resolution of this Council, it should try to rise
to· the height of the oeeasion. If we ask for sixteen anna remission, .· they
-should not try to give only one pica or one anna remission. That is an
insult to the Council. Last time we carried a similar-resolntion by an over-whelmingmajority. (The Hpnourabl,e Captain Sarddr 8ikan<ler Hyat Khan:
It was never put to a division). It was your fault if. you did not ask for a
-division. You knew that the resolution was sure to be · carried. · even if
_put to a division. But you cannot say that a resolution which has not
been put' to a division has less value than the one which · has been put
·to a division, even though it is carried by a majority· of one. Again when
. .the time comes for the Government to give relief to the zam.indar, the
-question of preparing the account comes and a certain gentleman in the
service of the Government is appointed for that.
It. is very funny that
-:when the Government wants to give relief to the zamindar, it asks a highly
;paid civil service officer to go and prepare the account. What is the
&~
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eesult ? The result is very poor. I dare say that' there is not a single
:member m this House who would say that the relief given to the zamindar
during the last harvest was even adequate.
(An1; .honourable member:
cQuestion): I
,
_ Mr. fresident: Order, order. May I request t~e honourable member
-to wind up; as he has already spoken for more than twei:l.ty minutes '/
,1

.

!1

Chaua,hri Allah Dad Khan : There is no t~e limit and previous
members nave spoken for a long time.
:1
Mr. ~esident: No other member has spoken: up till now even for
:fifteen minutes.
,
Chauabri Allah Dad K,han : I respect your iiesire. I wanted to
-say a good deal on this occasion which would be usefljl to the Government.
But I willijust wind up. Nothing less than 50 per ~nt. of land revenue
and abian~ should be remitted this time and it should be uniform on the
-erop and throughout the Punjab. Apart from this-1<>f course this is not
:in the resolution but is connected with it-the taqcivi should also either
be suspended or remitted in considerable proportioni Even the hardest
.money-Iender will not be so severe. But the Government should act
better tha.i!J. the money-lender, because the Governme:i;tt is under an obligation to th~ zamindar whereas the money-lender is n<!>t. Government has
been save4 by the zamindar during the oritiealtime °by his energy and re.soureea w~.~ch ~e placed at the· service of Govemmeat, So the z~mindar
-deaerves this kindness from the Government. I say that the taq_avi should
not be realised during this harvest. It should eithet be suspended or re·
:mitted nio~~ly. In the harvest before last it was urged py us that 50 per cent.
Jand revenue should be remitted. The Government took advantage of the
words used and left the.local and other rates as they were. That gave the
.aamindar r~lief to the extent of one-fourth only. Tbis;time the Government
should ma.Fe a strong recommendation to the distric~! boards and see that
all rates ar:~ reduced. They should not see that only ~he mere words of the
resolution are carried into effect. I assure the Government that if · they
-eome to the rescue of the zamindar, he will be most grateful to the:rn and
when ther~:are bumper crops and the prices go up, he wiUcome to the rescue
-of the Government.
The Government and the samindar should be like
tenants an~ zamindars and should be as members of one family. If the
.samindar i~ hard hit, the Government should come t:o his· rescue, and the
.zamindar ehould come to the rescue of the Government when his help is
needed. :The help should be reciprocal. Government should therefore
not only a4t up to this resolution but should give hirr{all sort of help. It
will then be said that the Government is very kind and ~hat the past mistakes
.are now being rectified. With these words, I support the resolution.
-(Cheers). i
11
Rao Babadur Captain Rao Balbir Singh (Giirgaon, Non-Muham.madan, Rqral) (Urdu):
Sir, I rise to give my whole-hearted support to
this resolution. It is no use repeating that the ~am,indarshave fallen on
bad days ~:Od that their plight is miserable. This h~s been further made
-elear by the speakers to-day who have preceded me and ~ shall not, therefore,
take the tune of the Council in covering the same gr'pund over again, .
.shall content myself with saying a few words with regard to the condition!
1
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of the southern districts of the province.
Some .of the honourable members,
,~ _ : Who have never been to that. part. of the province, will be. surprised to learn,
that the zamindars of these districts are so poor that most of tl).em cannot
· afford tohave good or even servieeable.shoes to wear .. , Yoµ will find many
of themwalking bare-footed and.some of them in ~om.out and rotten
. shoes while here in the central . districts we find the zanundars walk.mg
''With potholiari shoeij!on their feet.•: Coming to theloin;cfotb. we find.people
in the central districts wearing many of:them ·silken:dhotis, but in our parts:
many of the samiadara.can. afford to get only a small.cloth to w~ar in placeof dhoti which only suffices to cover their body up to . thei;rJmees: So
, as shirts. are concerned, fihey. consider it .to be a Iuxury and, if any one of· them
.o~nf,afford .to hay{) a kurta to cover his ~64;t, h13 ~ considered to .be very
rieh, And m.n,-y _I tell you what the, samindars of our. parts generally cook.
.and eat to .keep, t~ei;t )?ody and .soul '.togetller [_.You will)>erhaps· th~k
that they must be living upon the flo.ur of wh0ftt. c No, that. is not. the case .
. They can have only th{) fJour of parley ·. whfoh Js, ;9]1~d in #le
in theday and is cooked at night. . This thing after i.P~as been cooked' is
'called Tabri and this forms their sumptuous feast. I( !i,ny one bf them can
.afford to cook turnip, which i.s used as fodder in these parts, in his kitchen
-be is taken to be a .rieh man. . This will show how very P?or the people of
~he southern districts ofJhe Punjab. are:
The b.oIJ.ouraple Financial Commi~sion~r whom I .see to-day exalted. to-the positiop.. of. Finance Member
.is fully aware of the poverty .of these people, as he,ha.s, been the Deputy
Oommissioner of the Gurgaon district.
I am sure that in'ma,king remissions
or other ooncessions to the zamindars, these districts will not be forgotten.
The fact that these samlndars have so far been paying all Government
dues should not mislead the Government to think that they are very well
off. There are other reasons for which they have been sacrificing all to meet
the Government demands.
· Some of them have .been doing so lest they
should be considered Congressmen.
Others have been paying off land
revenue and a~na so that they may not be put to any disgrace in public
by the petty officials of the Government. Their loya.lty has also been compelling them not to refuse the payment of these dues. But all the same there
~ not the least doubt about it that they are very poor and in fact cannot
p~y land .revenue and abiana at the present rates.
There is yet another
hardship from which th~s_e · zamindars suffer,
I do not know anything
of other parts of the province, but in the southern districts the patwaris
are in the bad habit of. exagg~rating the value of crops and entering
them in l,hasra gi,rdaw,aris a.a sixteen anna and even twenty anna crops while
it is_ not so. They evidently do so to please their officers and to show them
. that they have succeeded in bringing more revenue to the Government.
And
when we go and make a complaint to them, the patwaris get rid of us by saying
that they have . done so under the orders of the .tahsildat- who in his turn
says that he is obeying the orders of the Gov0l'I1Dlent. But the Government always deny having issued such orders and we, therefore, fail to find
who is to blame and who is not.
It is needless to add that zamindars
generally have no resources to command.
They.are helpless besides being
poor.
Their powers ar~ very limited and .therefore they naturally look
to the Government for bettering their condition.
It is no use saying that
Government cannot perform this duty.
~t can afford adequate relief to
'1
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the zamindars. I wonder why it has not occurred tQ it that if we can live·
with Rs. 5 or so a month why its officers should b~ paid as high salariesas Rs. 5,090 a month? But it is not my concern to lpake · such complaints,
What I want and what all of us want is that adequat relief should be given
to the zan11ndars,whether the Government has to ~~ it by reducing ·thesalaries o(its officers by 10 per cent. or by 25 per tj~nt.
Before I take
my seat I iwould again request the Government to take special care of the
s~ut~ern districts w~ich deserve more sympathy and more help than other
districts o~ the province.
The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan (Revenue
Member), (Urdu): Sir, I do not propose to begin!in the usual way by
saying th~t I have every sympathy with the object tjf this resolution in its
present foi;m. It is not necessary for me to advertisd my sympathy for the
zamindars; nor is it necessary for me to repeat that Xj am no less concerned
than the members opposite at the present unfortunll,te condition of agriculturists generally brought about. by this world-wids wave of depression.
The argu1tents put forward in support of the resolution to-day are exactly
the same +.,hich have been put forward on previous [occasions whenever a.
resolution of this nature has come before the House. ![Nothing new has been
said and Ijdo not propose to take up the time of this Flouse in meeting these
argumentsjwhich have been so often repeated and replitd to during the course
of discussions on this subject, It is no use churning water. All that I propose to doljis to explain to the House the implications!of this resolution and
its effect o* the provincial finances, if it is accepted, ~hd in doing so I will
try to describe once again the steps which Government ~s taking to ameliorate
the condition of the zamindars and the methods by which relief can be
equitably distributed.
._
Ii
The honourable member for Lyallpu\r referred to Mr. Penny's settlement which was undertaken at a time when the prices qf agricultural produce
were consi~erably higher than they are to-day. I acµnit that the present
prices are lower than the commutation prices and eonsequently the demand
for land revenue in Lyallpur presses somewhat more h(lavily than elsewhere.
Govemme4t is fully alive to the difficulties of the ~amindars throughout
the province and realizes that the neceasity for relief in-dlstricts in which
the assess~ent bears somewhat heavily as compared with those which were
settled 20 ]:or SO years ago is greater. The Honourable Member will be
interested ;:to know that this factor was: kept prominently in view when
remissions i!were made during the last kharij, and I c~ assure him that it
will not bei! lost sight of when the question of remiasiol).sfor the. present rabi
comes up for decision. The method which has been i~dpoted after careful
considerat:i:onfor. calculating remissions briefly is thla. The gross income
of each as~essment circle estimated at the time of the settlement is compared with' the gross income under the e*sting conditions and the measure
of relief is :~ased~n the result of this com~~on.. T~~ formula en~~Uis the
GoverLme:p.tto give relief commensurate with. the needs and conditions of
the variou] assessment circles. I hope the honoura*e members will concede that this is an equitable way of calculating and distributing relief, In,
any case, ie have not been able to devise anything . b~tter .and unless· the,
honourable members can ·suggest a better sy~tem th~y cannot reasonably
criticise th~ formula which the Government has devis~d and adopted afte:i;
1~
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:'ftlll consideration. The honourable member for .Ambala, Chaudh:riAllah
.Dad Khan, repeatedly referred to some curve which he described as Mr .
. Dobson's curve. I am not aware of ~y such cui've with which the honour.able member seems to be obsessed. The only formula which I know of and
-on which we propose to calculate remissions during this rabi is the one which
.I have just explained. He also suggested that the information and statis.tics furnished to Government were defective and inaccurate. There is only
-one agency through which Government can collect the necessary inform:.ation-that of the local officers. It is the onlyagency through which Gov-ernment can 'secure the necessary information, and I am certain that the
.honourable member will not be able to suggest a better or · more reliable
-souree for the purpose.
·
The sallle honourable member made certain vague allegations against
-the local officers and: accused them of being unsympathetic to zamindars

.and of treating them harshly and stated that Government failed. to take
.aetion against overbearing local officials; All. that I can say is that such
..vague and unfounded allegations mer~ly indicate a lack of responsibility.
'The honourable member should have been the last person to make sueh
,:allegations as he ought to be. aware 'that. Government does not hesitate to
::take action whenever a genuine complaint is brought to its notice. If on
-enquiry it is proved th~t an officeris not clean-handed or is guilty of high.handedness, he is suitably
punished
or dismissed
from service.
.
'
.
'

Chaudhri Allah Dad Khan : May I know how many have been
:ao dismissed?

The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander llyat Khan : It-would be best to leave this question unanswered a;s the honourable member
~as now the distinction·of being a member of this;hohoUiable House. Those
-who live in glass houses should hot throw stbnes at others. ·
I should like to deal ·next with the complaint made. by my friend Kanwar
J\,fa:mraj ,Singh. He stated that in the matter of remissions and concessions
..Ambala division had been indifferently treated in the .past. I think that
.the honourable member did not mean ·his remarks to be taken seriously ;
-or else he must be completely ignorant of the facts coneeming-his , eonstitncendy; For bis information I might repeat once a.ga;in that Ambala division
ihas during the ,past few years received a lion's share ,of the remissions given
,under the ordinary rules. Again* in the matter ·of faqa'Di remissions the
~otal amount remitted throughout the-province durii;tgthe :past year was
:Rs•. 22,00.~, out· of which no less than Rs. 16;00,000. was written off in
·Ambala division. In addition, Government: has remitted many -la.khs of
:arrears in · this division, :particularly in the Gurgaon district continuously
>during tb'.e past few. years. In view of. these facts the honourable member
will admit ·tha:t his criticism was unjustified~ I should like to point out
th&t the relief given to Ambal&division, and in particular to G111'gaon, during
.the-last few years has{to some e~Mnt, deprived the rest of the province of
,flhe benefit of a somewh~t more .generous treatment 'in the shape of remissions. If anything Gotermn~ deserves the t~~nkitof the honourable meml>er for this· generotts nieatfure:of help instes.l of being criticised. . ':
'
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Sir, I was not a little surprised to hear. from Chaudhri Allah Dad Khan,salthough we are by this time used to hear wild and exaggerated statements
--from him-that the remission granted by Government during the last rabi
-did not exceed one anna or at the most two annas in the rupee. This betrays
-a gross ignorance of facts-if he had read the Government communique
; he would have found that the remissions ranged from one anna to six annas ·
: in the rupee and at least in one case-in Mianwali 4.istrict-it amounted to
full sixteen annas. He further stated that the remissions granted by Gov-emment did not afford any rel i~f to the zamindars :and were consequently
.not appreciated by them. This statement is not on~y devoid of accuracy,
"but is. also unjust to the zamindars. If the honourable member considers
· that by making such untenable statements he is befriending the zamindars,
. I as a zamindar would say ' God save us from our friends.' Whatever other
:iaults the,zamindar may have. ingratitude is not one df them. 'I'here is not a
. : single district in this province which did not express its gratefulness and
, appreciation of the unprecedented and generous reli~f granted by Govern: ment. Ii the honourable member reads newspapers he must have seen the
_ numerous resolutions and messages published a#~r the announcement
· of remissions in the last robi. I can show him; if }:ie desires, innumerable
telegrams and letters which the Government re~eived from · various
: individuals and associations. The honourable me~ber has done great
rinjustice to the zamindar community as a whole by trying to depict it as a
: body incapable of appreciating a generous act. My honourable and vener. able friend, Maulvi Sir Rahim Bakhsh, will, I hope, ~~ able to impress upon
the honourable member from Ambala the truth of th~t well-known religious
.axiom which says that if a man fails to express his gr~titude to another man
. he cannot be grateful to his God either.
!
Sir, it remained to my friend the honourable member for Hoshiarpur
· (Sardar Arjan Singh) to pillory the Government for :the omissions of those
-non-offlcial members who opposed certain recommendations of the Retrench::ment Committee in, this very House during the budget; session. The honour' able member who was a member of the Retrenchment Committee himself
-eomes under the same category. He said that if tH~ recommendations of
· the Retrenchment Committee had been accepted in their entirety it would
· not have been difficult for Government to accept this resolution. He forgot
• or conveniently ignored the fact that he was one of those who opposed re- trenchment in certain departments and, if I remember aright, appended a
.minute to· that effect to the report of the Retrenchn).ent~Committee. The
.flnancial effect of this resolution in a whole year would be to deplete the
:provincialfinances by no less than 4} crores of rupees.,! ·

Kh~ Bahadur SardarHabib Ullah : The rlmission is sought to

,"be made only in rabi crops.

SardarSahib SardarUjjal Singh : Yes, only for rabi crops and it

~will not exceed two crores of rupees.

.

;:

The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander ;Byat Khan : Yes,
:il the remission is to be granted on land revenue, a1#,ana, rates and ceases
·throughout the year· the total sum involved would not be less than 4!
-erores. It is inconceivable that honourable memberel will not ask for any
a-emissionduring the-kharijif the present conditions continue././
D2
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SardarSahib SardatUjjal Singh : I may repeat it once again that
the resolution seeks to have remission granted with regard to rabi crops aloneand so far as we have seen th(;) remission will not exceed 2 erores of rupees.
//
I/

The HonourableCaptain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan: Will'

the. honourable members be satisfied with remissions during rabi alone 'r
Am I to understand that they will not ask for any remission for kha'lif harvest
even if there is no improvement in the economic position ? I doubt it.
Coming back to retrenchment, Sir, if the honourable members would look:
at the budget figures for th_e current year they will find that most of the re-commendations of the committee have been accepted. As regards therest, some of them are still under consideration while others were opposed'
by_ the non-official members themselves. I will, with your permission, Si:i:',
quote figures · from the budget to make my point clear and to show what:
Government has done so far to reduce expenditure. If you look at the ex-·
penditure for 1930-81 you will see that the actuals _were Rs. 10,99,00,000 as·
compared with Rs. 9,81,00,000 the estimated expenditure for the year·
1982-88. This means a reduction of Bs, 1,18,00,000 in the - expenditure.
In addition, Government has reduced the working expenses of the IrrigationDepartment by Rs. 76 lakhs. The total reduction is thus Rs. 1,94,00,000 ..
This does not include the savings due to reduction of certain posts made afterthe budget estimates were prepared. The Retrenchment Committee proposed a reduction of Rs. 2,40,00,000 in all. From the figures which I have
quoted it will be apparent that Government has already reduced its expenditure by approximately Rs. 2 erores, If the honourable members had not
themselves opposed the reductions proposed by the Retrenchment Committee·
in certain departments the result would have been even better. But even
so Government- has not been slow in giving effect· to the main recommenda:..tions of the Retrenchment Committee.
My next point is that the total number of land revenue payers in thewhole of the province is Si millions. . Out of this 15 lakhs pay less than Rs. 5each.and another 15 lakhs pay less than Rs. 15 each. There are only 5 lakh
samindars who pay more than Rs, 25 pet annum in land revenue. It is truethat they are the hardest hit by the present depression ; but at the same timeit will be admitted that Government cannot .afford relief-to them alone·
and leave out the smaller holders. On the other hand, if youlook from an-other point of view you will find that the smaller landholder gets very littlerelief, and it is only the big landholder who benefits from a' general flat rateof remission. Take, for instance, the case of Hissar district where in some
'cases land revenue is only three annas per acre. , Now a remission of 'evenfour annas in the rupee will mean only a reduction of 9 pies pet· acre in the case of these people. It must, however,. be .remembered that; in addition
to the general remission Government has given instru,ctions to its, officers to. ,
grant liberal suspensions and remissions under the ordin:ary rules. As I ,
have already.stated, Ambala division' in 'pa~imilar has been veryJiberally
treated iii this matter. (An honourablemember: can the Honourable·
Revenue Member tell us what his income has been from land ?) Yes, I· can
give you the figures for the small colonyaree, which Tpossess iii Sheikhupura. ,
district. I have received-only Rs. 4S net from fifty squares or so as my share-,
of the income. But I mu_st point out _that if I have not derived much finan ..-·
eial benefit during the. past year InY tenants have. I remitted over:-,

;:
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~Bs. 7,000!ito my tenants which could have been realised if I had insisted on
·receiving ijmy full share ; but in view of the economic;depression this amount
· was let of to give some relief to the tenants.. If you ~dd to this the amount
which the agents and others usually keep for them~elves without showing
·it in the 4ccount_ the total income would add up to Rs. 10,600 or even more.
··Consider~g the severe world-wide depression through which we are passing
,this incoi!b.e- is not insignificant or unreasonable.
:
It isjltrue that. in a few districts the land reve11ihe a~d abiana demand
'presses s~~ewhat heavily, but this cannot be said of the rest of-the province,
· particulaf.ly those districts which were re-settled afid assessed more than
-twenty Of thirty years ago. In those districts t~e commutation prices
.are even pow lower than the existing market prices. \It is ~herefore obvious
:t:11at th9be districts w~ere the burden is h?a~er s~~uld _be _treated more
Hiberally ts compared with others where the m01denc~ is · still light.
Sardar. Sahib Sardar · Ujjal Singh : Lands fn my district are · not ·
, so fertile}
·
·
:
The j]Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander lfyat Khan : All these
'factors ate
i· taken
. into consideration at the time of the settlement and in
·fixing the assessment.
!1
•
I
•
.
.
Sardar Samo Sardar Ujjal Singh : Why wer~ settlement operations
.stopped ip the Montgomery district ?
!: .:
/-__
TheJ;Honourable Captain Sardar Sikand~.- Hyat Khan·: On
-:--:.accounttjf}he unsettled _conditions due to the depre~~io~. If they had not,
been posfponed the zamindars of the :Montgomery 41~tr1ct would probably
~have been in the sall}e plight as those of the Lyallpur: district. Comingback
·to my pd~t, Sir; I was saying that the condition of !the zarnindars in some
districts }Vas worse than in others." It is therefore ;inecessary that the re·missions i.should be. granted according to the needs :of each district. It is
with thi~; purpose in view that we have decided to make 'enquiry into the
,conditio~~ of each assessment circle. When. the ne~ssary information has
been ~olltcted, w~ will be ~n a positio:µjo gaugea,p~roxiinately the _ext~nt
-of relief ::needed in each circle, (An Jwnourabl,e meynlJer: . In all d1stncts
-, abiana· r~~es are the same). The abiana rates Vary on different. canals,
but generally speaking they are approximately the ~ame.. The honourable
.mover s*esi:Jed the fact that water rates were incr~'.a~ed in 1923:24 on ae-eount of i'the high prices of agricultural produce at tpe time .. This i~ true;
.but I ma~ explain that inflation of prices was not the only or even the-mo~t
·importa~it ~eason for enhanc~g abiana. I ~ay, reJWnd the H_ouse of. my
:cStateme9~ in the budget session when I . pointed out that during the last
'three ~aitests" the zamindars_had received a much larger amount in the. way
·of remission than the actual morease due to the enhancement of water rates.
·T~e _eve1tual annual ;11et increase amounted to· Rs. !jS5,0d,OOO while the re-missions [granted du_rmg the last three harvests ajpio~t to. no l~ss ~ban
Rs. 76,0d,ooo. In view of these facts the honourable member rs not Justified
in sayingc that· the Government increased· abiana. wh~n prices were high and
iis still k~eping it up· at the same level when the prices have slumped to their
present lbvel. My object in reiterating these facts is merely to correct the
-,~tateme~t mad~ by the ~on_oU!able~over an~} W?Bf to make it q_uite c!earr
an · order j~o avoid any m1sunde~standmgthat m spitt. of the~e eonsideretions,
L
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,
Government is sympathetically examining the question of alriam,g, with a.
view to its re-adjustment if and wherenecessary,
·
- It has often been st11ted in this House, Sir, that the official members. base - their speeches on theoretical grounds and on- information ·gathered
through correspondence with-local officialsand that they cannot- enter into- ·
the real feelings of .the zamindara. Sir, tlie only other speech made from. these. benches to-day was that of the Honourable Minister for1 Agricultur.e,who is not- only a zamindar but is also -in charge of the Department of Agriculture. No one can reasonably assert that he is not aware of the agricultural conditions in the province or that bis remarks were based on meretheories. He is zamindar and an economist and is in a position to appraisethe situation both from the zamindar's point of view as well as the larger
economic point - of view which affects all - classes in. the province. He very
rightly pointed' out, Sir, th~t it was impossible for the Government to reduceexpenditure on security services. In the interests of good government and
the peace and tranquillity of the province it is essential that th~ standardof administration of justice and of law and order should not be lowered.
We cannot afford to reduce the strength or impair the efficiencyof our judi-·
ciary and the police force. I am entirely' at one with the Honourable Minister
for Agriculture that it would be fatal to the province to.take any step which
might result in impairing the efficacy of these two important departmentsSince we cannot touch the security departments, the only other direction
in which expenditure can be reduced is by curtailing the activities of the- ,
departments which are generally described as the beneficent departmentsThe Honourable Ministe:t for Agriculture made it quite clear that reduction
in expenditure was only possible in these departments. But the question
is whether the honourable members, as representatives of the people, areprepared to curtail the activities of these departments and whether the people,
would be agreeable to forego the amenities provided by these departmentsDuring the course of discussionsin the budget session the non-officialmemberswere generally opposed to any reduction on the transferred side and I take it,,
that they still hold the same opinion. If they are not prepared, to touch.
these departments, I do not see how we can reduce the expenditure beyond
what we have already done. On the reserved side, as you are aware, wehavereduced expenditure by no less than Rs. 76,00,000 in the Depastment of
Irrigation alone, and we have not been slow in effecting retrenchment to thefullest possible extent in other departments on the reserved side. You can- ·
not have it both ways. If you wish to keep the amenities provided by the,
beneficent · departments you cannot have them without paying for them,
Government cannot do the impossible. Not a single practicable suggestion.
has so far been made from the benches opposite regarding any new source,
of income. Our receipts are declining and a considerable portion is eaten,
up by periodical remissions. On the other hand, there is no reasonable,
scope for further retrenchment..' No honourable member has suggested a
way out of the difficulty.. Ho.w can they 'expect Government to reconciletheir conflicting demands ? A. samindar came to see me the other day and
complained about the paueityof money. I tried to explain to him that it;
was due to world-wide depression with a eonseqaent.rednetisn of money in
circulation. He 'was very much surprised when he learnt that Government,

a
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was also
financial difficulties. He said he could nqt believe it as Government coul:il. always print currency notes whenever there was a shortage of
money. i failed to convince him that for every currElncy note in circulation.
provision had to be made for its conversion into eashtwhen it was presented.
at a treasiu:y. This is the only suggestion for raising j:noney which I have so·
far received ; but the honourable members· opposite ~ve not even done thismuch, (1?ir Akbar Ali: We can in a moment tell ypu the way how to get
money). :oc have been waiting for any practical suggestio;n during the lasttwo years i or more but have not received any so f~.
If the honourable·
member wishes to refer to the Retrenchment Co;l:nmittee's report-theeommitteq of which he himself was a member-e-I b'.ave already explained.
the action which the Government has so far taken on the committee's recommendstions.
We have already made a reduction) of nearly Rs. 2 crores
in our e:x:penditure. The committee recommended; a total reduction of
Rs. 2,40,0p,ooo. We could not ignore the wishes of ~he House so far as thetransferrel departments are concerned. In the circumstances, I fail to see,
the relev~pcy · of the honourable member's interruptjon. .'
1

1

id

Sir,
spite of our financial difficulties the Goverftment is still exploringthe possi~ility of giving further -relief to the zamihdars. We are again.
Instituting an enquiry on the lines indicated by me in 1rder to get an approximately correct estimate of the paying capacity of the z~mindar in the various
districts ~th a view to find out whether any relief i~'. needed in any part of
the province and if so to what extent. It will be admitted, Sir, that the
purchasing power of the zamindar has gone down considerably during thelast two or three years. The honourable mover of tti:is resolution estimated
this loss ait Rs. 70 erores, No one can expect the Gqvernment to make up
this loss. i The most we can reasonably be called upo# to do is to bear a loss
in Ian~ ret, enue in proportion to our share of th? net:! assets. Let m~ make
my point i lear by an example. Suppose a zammda.r pays Rs. 4 m land
revenue ihich according to the provisions of the Land Hevenue (Amendment) Aci.~~nnot _exceed one-quarter of the total net assets, Now the income
of the za.
dar IS reduced from Rs. 16 to Rs. 12. i Government can only
be asked ~b fore?o a quarter of the los~ sustained by the samindar, i.e., Re. 1
out of Rs. ,11 ; or m other words 4 annas m the rupee. How can you reasonably
ask or expect a Government to remit more than foq;r annas in the rupee ?!1
Government can only nemit a, portion of its dues,
II AJIL ''
.'
'·
I
but can under no clroumstences recoup the samindarfor the lo~s in his purchasing power. You are aware] Sir, that Government
has. throughout this period of depression given generqus relief to the zamindars and 1 want to assure them, as I have done many~ time before, _that they
will not :&ind the Government wanting so long as thE'ly stand in need of its.
sympathy!;and help. During the difficult period through which we are passing
Governm~nt has remitted no less than rupees 4! eroreajn spite of the fact that
the provincial exchequer is no less affected than th~ zamindars themselves
by this d;bpression. Sir, I have often suggested tq my zamindar friends:
that they:I should cut down their standard of living to bring it in consonance
with the j~resent conditions ; but unfortunately there are no perceptiblesigns of alpy appreciable reduction in their personal 'expenditure so far, although tlis wave of depression has been continuously undermining our
resources for the last th,Iee years. Instead of their' ,:,01;went:r1;1,ting on this,
'.!
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seasonal demand for remissions it would be much · more useful if they divert
even a portion of this energy towards putting their own house in order.
If the zamindar expects that the post-war boom in prices is likely to be
-repeated in.the near future, or ~or >that matter durin~our1ife. ~ime, he can
iake itfrom me t~at he is cherishing a forlorn hope.
Mian Nurullah : May I draw the attention of the honourable member
i6 one departnient which' he has left out and that
the Cm;rupt Officials
League'?
.
.
.
'
.
·.
:

.q<

··

is

•The Honourable Captain Sardar ·.Sik~d-,:r Q'yat ·KJian: My
'honourable friend compl.ajJ+S .that. Goverrimenf officials are corrupt. May
I ask him who offers theni:tlfi1:(te~ptation?
.Lwould go even.furt4e:r.and ask
.him whether he has broµght any .speci:fic{instance r to the uotice of local
.officers concerned.
· ··
· ··
..
·
•

.

.

_. .•

. •

•'

:

.. 1
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An.honourable member opposite bas. sought .mtormsflon regarding the
damage done by hailstorm m Jhang and Lyallpur districts, I will be able to
further augment my reply to, the honourable member from Lyallpur's interruption ID dealing Wlth. this matter. _ fhave received 8, complete report now
and am in a position to:'give the neces~ary )nforniation. Unfortunately,
thiehadlstorm has done aome considerable damage fri about 180 villages an
those two districts: "Ihe hailstorm proceeded in a. single line· for some distance and then spht -into two, one phition going into' Jhang and theother
took. a south-easterly' direction 'in the. Lyallpur district. It 1~ estiinated
that the total amount of remission will be Rs; l,B&;ooo;
. Sayad . Mubarak
Ras t_he rennsaion been granted according
to the loss suffered by the ·:zalp.lndars·? ·" '
· . · '. ·. . . . · .·
.. · .· :
The Honourable c'aptain Sardar Sikamler 'Hy~t
Government has .. issued. instr110jaon.s. that wherever . da;rni!,ge has been done by
hailstorm, liberal remissions should be given under the· amting rules.
Sayad Mubarak Ali Shah : Government can .forego its demand, but
from where will the zami.ndars•get mone;r to meet the cost of cultivation?
· The Honourable Cajtain·Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan,: I have
already said that ·a liberal rehuss10n,)v1Jl be- granted and, if necessary,
taqrzri loans will be' advanced' 'for seed, etc. Su; I promised to· reply to the
question of my honourablefriend, Mian Nurullith/regarding corruption. He
along with two· other mem bers of the Council interviewed a responsible
Government officer 10:. eonneetion with the damage done· by hailstorm and
complained that pat1caris arid other subordinate officials were asking each
.zamIDdar to pay Rs. 5 and that 'unless this amount· was paid they will not get
.any remission. The officer ooncerned asked th'.em
give names and specific
.inetancea to enable· himto look mto the matter. He also asked the local
officers concerned to write to these gentlemen for names and specific instances;
This' letter was duly sent to the honourablemember but no reply has so far
been received by these officers: It is for t~e honourable members to substantiate their- allegations and to name the culprits .. :How can they expect
Government or its officials to take· action unless· they. are public-spirited
enough to have the courage of the:i;r convictions· by coming forward ID theopen and bnngmg these cb,.arges home ·1 As one · of my 'honourable · friends
remarked, those who give bribes are equally to blame; as unless there is a
.
~
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l>ribe ·g:iv.~:.: tho-ta cannot be a bribe-taker, If my honourable friend, instead
of making vague and general allegations on the floor 9f this House, would go
and prea~h to these people and ask them to show mdral courage by refusing
·th., e. illeg~f d~mands of these petty officials, be will ~o doing greater servree
·to his c~nst1tueriti! as well as the Government .. I ijave heard of instances
where la1i1ge amounts have been offered and paid for getting false entries
.made in prder to get remiasions on account of khar~~a where none existed.
These petjJ>le fatl to realize that, by do~ng so they_are ~,sting t~e~r own money, .
-as alter B!P the money m the provincial coffers ~s theus and 1t rs uufortunate
that the_yjllshould pay illegal gtatiffoat_i_o_ n_. to seen.·re s:r;p.ill benefit to_ themselves_
.and by h .lping to put into the pockets of the corrupt ;pfficials a large amount
's
. of peopl
money. If the honourable member apd his colleagues who
· complam~d to the Irrigation Department officer in Lyallpur would furnish
na.m.es atjcl proof, 1call a.·ssure
.·
them that the matter. will be fully enquired
into by ~~sponsible officers.
'·
. Mid Nurullah: A little while ago an honoti~able. member told ma
-that one~ he asked a subordinate Government officet why he did not cease
-to. accep~! bribes. . The officer replied : let high ~Jficers firjt give up this
_practice ind then the subordinates will also follow su~t.
ThetjHonourable Captain Sardar Sikander flyat Khan : r have
.already tpld the honourable members that the remedy is in their own hands.
They sb9~ld join hands to resist illegal demands "f:>j officials, be they high
or low. I If they all combine I am sure that no on~ will have the courage
to make 1st1Ch demands. (An honourable member : i)Why do not the Gov. ernment ~ako steps to eradicate this evtl? If theyjcannot, let them yield
place to inother'- a better one). My honourable fri~nd should not be impatient. Ii It_ is only a matter of eighteen months c>r so; When the new
-constitutioncomes in, the honourable memberswill have am. pie opportunity
to keep in office Ministers in whom they have coafldence. The present
· Governmtnt has been doing and will continue to d~ all that fa humanly
possible
put an end to this evil. But, as I have aµ-eady said, no effective
action
be taken without the co-operation and help of the people. So
Jong as tllr{'y are prepared to pay Rs .. 5 to the p1,twa,ri to get· a remission of
Rs. 6 forl kharaba and in order to keep one rupee d~ not hesitate to waste
_ _public mqney by putting another Rs. 5 in tbe pat·oa)rs pocket, I do not -.
eeo how Government caI1,,.be blamed for this unfortuµate state of affairs. .#1

1

t

cap

Sir, jls a very import:nt resolution stands n~xt otl the lis~ and as honourable meJbers are anxious to get to it, I will not detati;I. the House any longer.
But bef! eresuming my seat I should like once agaif to assure the honour. able me [bers that I will do my best so far as circumstenees permit to afford
relief to t e zamindars proportionate to th_ e needs of ~a.ch district. I c_ annot
I
undertak to do more than this. I am afraid it is pot possible for ma to
.aeeept th~ resolution as. it stands. I cannot even s~y that I will consider
the resol~tion smypathetieally as it stands, because ~ do not wish to make
~ny pro~se which cannot be redeemed ; nor. do I ~sh ,to raise false· hopes
nn the miids of the honourable members opposite.
Diw1µ1 Bahadur Raja Narendra Nath (Punja~ . Land-holders, Gen·
-eral) : Sjr, I have heard very carefully the speech· of the Honourable Beve.. nue Mem,·er. I find that he has dilated on the points: on which he felt his
I
I;
I
11
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.
position to be very strong and has skipped over those points on which he felt.·
that his position was weak•.. That is the obvious result' ,of J>:ntting forward~
resolntdon which makes inriis~te
deniii.nds. The Eo.l).o~ble Reven-ge .
Member heis .taken a long time to convince the House .that . there 11,:re different '
circaxnstan.cesl>~evailingin dj:tferent parts of the provjno~ ~o 'fa:r 1;1,s lan<J. . ~
revepue is eoneemed and he.hastold us th.at he-has directed an enquir;y into·
the revenue paying .capacity of each assessment circle in. th!:! province. B:nt
he has not said much about water rates which are levied on a. uniform sesleill the whole province, and the total dem~nd of which come~ to more than
the land revenue itse1f. He made the shortest speech on that point in whioh
he felthis position somewh~t weak. I was not present when the hono:urable·
mover made his speech and I .am sorry I did not move any amendment -to
the resolution, but I think that a remission· of 50 per cent. for the whole-province in respect of land revenue is not a reasonable demand for the
reason that the circumstances of each district and each assessment circle
in the province are different. Certainly in the new colonies, in Lyallpur:
and other similar areas where the incidence of revenue is very high and in
barani tracts a11d in certain other tracts where owing to the peculiar oireumstances and the peculiar situation of the land the incidence of lan<l revenue
is high; remission is needed. But there are certain t~cts ·lll. the province,
for instance, certain parts of the Lahore district, certain parts of the .Amritsar
district, Gurdaspur distri~t and Ludhiana district, where water rates pressmore heavily. than land revenue. I was anxious to hear· what theHonourable Revenue Member had to say with regard to water rates, but
I am sorry to say he failed to give a satisfactory answer.
With regard to certain districts which have suffered owing to the ealamities of the season, the standing orders which exist at present are sufficient
to meet, the case. For instance, in the Lyallpur and Jhang districts wherethere have been hailstorms, the standing orders empower the local authorities
to give wholesale remissions and I hope those orders will be construed in a :
liberal and generous spirit. As to the demands about taqad,, I think that the
pecuniary cricumstances of the zaminci.arswho have to pay the demand:
will be fully taken into consideration before any coercive processesare taken,
I am glad to he_!l,r that in the case of Gurgaon and other parts of the Ambala
division liberal treatment was meted out last time. I hope that the same
spirit will influence local officersin other tracts also. But I would ask thehonourable mover not to insist upon this resolution being put to vote if we
receive some clearer assurance from the Honourable Revenue Member with
regard to abiar,,a. I have stood up only to ask for that assurance in clearer-terms.
Khan Bahadur Sardar Habib Ullah [Lahore, M'QhaIIllll8.dan, Rural]
(Urdu) : Sir, it is perfectly clear. to all that at present zamindars are beset
with grave difficulties. To dwell at length on this pornt amounts to sheer·
waste of time. Therefore,it is no use repeating it again and again. Th1t·
economic depression is acute. It is impossible for the zamindars to incur
any sort of expenditure whether on account of the Government .demandsor their own personal and private affairs. I would like to ~raw the attention
of the honourable members to one very important fact, wliic~ hall alrea.dy
been touched by the previou speaker, Abiana is not atax but a price o1 th,Ep
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oommodity) namely water which is supplied to the zamfudars. It is a sort of
a. contract ~etween the zamindars and the Governmerit. The Government·
offeredto stpply them water sufficientfor irrigation purposes. The zamindarsundertook i to pay a certain price. which is water ra~e assessed according:
to certain ~es. · Now as is known to all, there has beea a shortage of water
supply in ihe canals during· this year. This means ihat the Governmentc
has failed tp perform its part of the promise. Therefofe it is but reasonable,
thatit ~ho~d reduce its demand ofwater.rate according:_to t~e suppl,: madeThere is nq doubt about it that at the time of the cul~1vat10n of rabi crop a.
large area. ltwas irrigated by t~e ~vers J~a,
Chenap, _Ravi and Jhelum,
but, when 1the crop grew up, it did not receive the required water. When
the Govenhnent failed to supply the requisite quanti~y of water, how can·
it justly c!Jim the full abi,ana? I beg to draw the atterition of the Financial:
Commissio+er and the Honourable Revenue Member.: to the fact that in
eonsequen~~of the poor water supply the. rabi crop bas sµfferedvery seriously.
In these circumstances there is no justification for th& Government 'to call.
for the fnlliwater rate on a commodity which it sold inja defective measureWhen it c~uld not supply the full quantity of water; it i~ entirely unjust.
and inequijable that it should demand the full recompense. Therefore, r
earnestly ~equest the Honourable Revenue Member and the Government.
to give a ~erious and sympathetic consideration to this matter and take,
necessary rteps in this direction.
l,
Owing[1to the paucity of rains, the situation in bar~i areas is still worseThe condi4on of those areas which depend for their :irrigation 'on rains i8'
Etxtremely :pad. There the zamindars sowed 'the seed ~ vain and suffered a..
heavy loss~ , Threfore, I submit that the Government should not only grant.:
remissionsto those nahri ilaqas which send representaitiQnsto Government and,
bring pres~ure to bear upon it to remit the land tev¢nue .and abiana, but
should als~ grant remissions to those detached and !; far off barani ila.qcurwhich somihow are unable to send deputations and re*esentations to wait,
on the o~cials
concerned.
'
!
I.
'
The onourable Minister for Agriculture has remJrked that it is proper·
that au thf. members sh. onld seriously think over the presen.t cn·.·s.is and find;
out some ray to surmount the present difficulty. ! TJ;ie zamindar bas .been
reduced toiabject poverty. He is absolutely unable tcfpay a penny by wayof land re~~nue. , 1'hings have come to such a pass that if they are allowed
to continue any longer, the result will be 'an absol~t~ disaster. It is 'high
time that .J.e should seriously consider the matter. W~ ought to give a practical shap~i to the sermon which th? Honourable Minis~er for Agriculturehas preactjed. All of yon are practical gentlemen. lt is proper that all
official and;! non-officialmembers should put their head~ together and try to·
arrive at s~me decision by which we may avert the calamity.
A fe'\\ !! · suggestions for the consideration of this >iouse. I once again
want to dr4w the attention of the Honourable Revenqa!Member to one of his.
own sugge~tions. When he graced these benches, he pfoposE:>d that a sinking
fund shonlll be established from which some relief should: be given to thezamindars lIa.t the time. of need. I wish that
he should
best towards
.
.
,. do bis
.
.
.
, the establishment of such a fund. The Government and the public at largeshould botl subscribe to it. Out of that fund necessacyt relief should be given. .
to the zanµndars.
1

1

•
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lfR Sardar Habib Ullah~]' . · ·
, · ·
,
When the Government· condescends to grant some remission; · it prepares
factsjl _and figures to find out . as to how much' re
. lill.f _spould be give~ _t? such
.and ~uch area. . A conference of deputy· eomunssionera.: eommissionsrs,
fina~pial com.missioners and the Honourable Revenue Member 'is held. I
fail
understand why some. representatives of the zammdars are not invited
:to
'eonferenee, Unless the representative's of the· zamindars are .sum[K.

.jtp:·s

ni
.. o.. n.
. · .• · ~mmdars;
:d ~o. . . this·'.conferen.
ce;·!·t1t· ·s·is.dessential
ecisi.01;s
iihe
: Therefore,

oa.
nnot.
- c.rGovernment
eate c.onfi.dence
a~on~t
that
the
should
invite
lea . · g samindars who can advise the Governinent with regard ,to the basis
.on. .hich· the remissions should be granted. Thus; the· Government can .
:insp4'e great confidence among the, iamindars;
: ''.
' . , •
_'.n ; ;
·1J1 . . .

.

!

;

' '

'· :,,•,

.'·

•

~'. .:, '· !

.

. .·

•· ,\\gain, 'it is extremely necessary .. that 'the ho:verntnent ',should strain
-every nerve to increase the prices of the agricultural produce. By doing
so
shall give: a great help arid l'elief to .the ~mindars. ·. ·.The provincial
·GovJ:rnment · ought to impress upon the Government of India to take such .
stepJ! as may help-to raise the priee:.of the.agricultural produce, , The pro--vinci~lGovernment ought: to jmt such things before t'be Gqverrunent ot[zydia'.
The !Honourable M'rnister: for Agriculture" is fully co11versant with matters
-of gq,ld export and exchange. Has he ever drawn the attention of. ~he
-Gov~:rtunent of India to these things and requested it,to take steps to increase _
the price. of _agi;icultural produce ? . Thus 'alone can he zaminders become .·
1iapw:and.prosperqus. /
,'
'
.

we

in'

~hieb

In

b~~e i~ one defect'
the re-~olution,
'I. m~;t ,'point -~ut. .
'the-_:
yesol~tion a request haa, h_een ~de for .ti;l0 :remission-".' of 411. dues. ·Now
if allithe.dues.are remitted, it will adversely afl'eot tl;ie ,di~trict boards. Tlle
-duoajinolude the local rates. If the local rates:are reduced,.muoh
:the
usenf. work ~hfob district 'boards .de. will ~ome to' ~n' end:
There:fo~e~. J
subnµt tha~ the local rat1:is should.nou-be included .1n 1t.. It_:IIlay be said,
that jGovernment can g:ra,nt remissions :i>Y,, taking. loan._. ~ilt that loan will

of

als. o). e ·.a· .. bur
. . -. ·.den o~-}1:te
..' . p.rovm·
. ·c···.~'. · ·.• . · Therefor.a,·. . tns.tea. d . o.fta1.·siu.-g.a loiuLit is
far s.etter i;,o do l;!Ometl:µng_to mcrease the. price of agnoultut'al produce.
'Thati' ilj_ the only WQ.Y t9:i~pfove t~e present situatioi:l~·.
· .. :_ · ·
· _
¥oreover; I beg,~o point out. that we c_a~ yet:rednce our expenditure.
'The:r~ is a great scope. for retrencµment and the _Go:verniµent will be well
::adviJed to make as much retrenchment .as .possible·'arid effect. as rigid an
,eoon~my as possible iii ·every d~parl!D~nt, .·· There ~r~ many departments.
in w\ich: a lot. of JVastage_ is still going on. ·· A~ the
at -my disposal is·
-very·.lhort·,·. I cann'' 0.t. t~U in ~et. an the. w11st_age thaf if_ . go.ing on,}n Gover,n:menl departments,. but I will do so at some other time.
. ·
I; . .
.
ir, I once again impress upon £he House that the only way to improve
th~.- ,;resent condition. is' ~.9~ ,try our1ev.. e.}.best' to. ra.is? .the·· ·.pn.lees .o.f agricul·.
-tµr produce. _ Th~ P~l'.lJa~ Government s?ould put its proposals before .the.
<Gov !rtunent of India. · It' 1s then the business of the latter to see whether
it cai adopt oerta~ proposals or not. However, I am.sur~ that our. efforts
-will ~ear some ·fruit.
·
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Ano er way to help the zamindar is to reduce ibis expenditure. Thepoor za
dar has to bear a lot of unnecessary burden on account of eorruption evalent in certain departments. I shall ~ake the instance of a
departm t which is closely connected with the Honourable Revenue Mem- her. No'f, a lambardar brings to a tahsil his revenue for payment. Hehas to pa1 four or five. rupees to the siah navis for th~.·.' entry of his paym..ent •.
If the la. bardar does not pay this sum, the siah navis quietly refuses to
. give him he required entry on the day and asks h.i$ . to come on the next.
day. Th~ poor lambardar finds it very difficult to 4a,rry the money about
him. In ~ead of endangering his life and money, heJ.prefers to pay four or
five rupe s to the siah navis and gets the required chalan. Now, if the·
lambarda ,' is asked tp go straight to the treasury ahd make his payment
there,. hj will be saved a lot of unn.eeessary b'.o.theration and useless.
expendit . e. For such a trifling thing, the poor z~mindar has to bear a
burden o lakhs of rupees. Government ought to tft,ke neeessary steps to,
improve ~e miserable condition of the poor zamin4ar and that can only
be done ifjwe reduce his liabilities and burdens. Thisiis an absolutely 'unjust
burden o the zamindar and Government should try to save him from it;
I regret tl at the time at my disposal is very short, ~nd I cannot dilate on.
these ma ters fully.
!

1

1

1

*

In co i clusion, I beg to submit that in view of the Joor crop and abnormal
I
fall in pri es, it is better not to grant any remission it is going to be one·
anna in a rupee. Such a remission might benefit th*3 big.zamindar, but it
will certai y give no relief to the petty Iandl-holders.l

-

i

Mr.

1

'

:;

ukand Lal Puri : Why not grant a remission to petty-

land·holdi1
rs only?

·

i

,

Kha Bahadur Sardar.Habib Ullah:. Yes,i certainly .. The. Government ay fix a limit by which only the petty landholders may be benefi.tte_d. . I will really be a great oppression on the p~tty landholders if ~o·
reIDIS.sion ~ granted to them. Therefore, I appeal to the Government that 1t
should ei1rer grant a liberal remission or should not grant any remission at
all.
I,
,
With//these words, Sir, I lend my full support t~[the r~~6lution which isnow beifotp the House.
. ;:
·
Th onourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh !(Minister for Agriculture) :
e honourable member has asked me a dir~.'.ct qu.estion and I may
assure
in reply that in my personal capacity !!have placed my views.
before th, Honourable Finance Member of the Government of India and
. the Honorable Member for Commerce.
.}

f.

. Mr.
C~ G~bett (Chief Secretary): I only~~ .to ask your permission that~irhequestion be now put. I do so for a spE)cific reason. The next
resolutio I on the 'list is most important for the Prq,vince and is one in·
which th Government are very much interested. /The subject is one on
which w\intend t? address ~h? Government of Indi~. We do wish ,to have,
the help 1(.f hearing the opinions of the House before we· do so. May I,.
thereforerfmove·
. :, . , ;
t the question be now put."

~
I
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The Honourable Captain Sardar S~der Hyat Khan : I wish
_ just to say one word in reply to the question which the honourable member
put to me. He wanted to be sure whether we are making enquiries regarding
.obiasu: or not. No special enquiry is needed in the case of abiana as we know
·the rates. When we receivethe necessary information regarding land reve- •
nue we will be in aposition to judge whether any reduction. is necessary in
.obuma also. If it is found 'that some reduction in abiana is also indicated
in addition to any reduction in land revenue, we will not hesitate to do the
needful.
Sardar Sampuran Singh (Lyallpur, Sikh, Rural) : The Honourable
-the Revenue Member has just mentioned that there -were certain members
,-0f this Council who called upon a very high official of the Irrigation Department and mentioned that corruption was very much prevalent amongst the
·staff who were 'dealing with remissions at present. I happened to be one of
those-persons and I have received a letter from the Superintending Engineer
-io whom the honourable member referred. I may state here that this evil
is really very prevalent and we have definitely given the numbers of the
-chaks. A.s a matter of fact, village after village has paid amounts ranging
from Rs S to Rs. 6 per acre for getting remission. There is no doubt that
those villages have got remissions but they should have got them without
making any payment.
It is very difficult to get evidence unless the Government comes .forward to investigate cases brought before them. In this
-eonnection I would submit one thing that as we are asked to help Government
:=in these things, we will try our best to do so but it should be remembered ,
that it is not our duty. After all it is the job of the Government and its police
-to take the initiative in the matter. Unless they start in the matter ea:rilestly
it will be useless for us to go about mentioning names. If the Government
:·start right earnestly in the matter I assure them that we would give them all
e.

-help.

The Honourable · Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan : If you
· would give specific instances.

Sardar Sampuran Singh: I have got the letter only day before
_:yesterday and my frien!l on the right has notyet got it I think.

Mr. Labh Singh :

I move-

"That the question be now put."

The motion

was carr~d.

Mr. President:

The question is-

.. This Counoilreoommends to the Government that all.dues for rabhrops of this year
throughout the province be reduced by 50 per cent."

(The Honourable t1e Rever,,i1.ie Member claimed a. ai'Diiion:)
Mr. President : A.yes are clearly more than noes ; therefore, a divi-sion does not appear to be necessary.

··

The'llonourable Captain Sardar· -'Sikander- 'Byat Khan: I want.

'to.make sme as to·hnW'-ma,ny members'of this Hotise ke prepared to .vote,for
.a resolution which some of them have admitted is unreasoIIBible iti:iptesent
:iorm.

m

!
REDUCTION OF DUES FOB RABI CR6PS.

&
~

.·

\ .,

The Council divided :
1,

i

Aves 40 · ; Noes 24.

1:

AYES:

Raja Narendra
Nattj!..
"Bai B31;hadur Lala Sewak Ram.
"Mr. M1kand Lal Puri.
:Rao Bahadue Captain Rao Balbir
Sing~.
'Tha~ Paneham Chand.
Kanwat Mamraj, Singh Chohan.
Rai Sahib Chaudhri Kesar Singh.
Lala :apagat Ram.
Pir ~~~ar Ali.
·Chau<i1fi Muhammad Yasin Khan.
Barda» [Mohinder Singh,
·Chaudll,ri Muhammad Abdul Rahman Khan,
Bardar] Buta Singh.
Sardarll Sahib Bardar Ujjal Singh.
Sardarlj Arjan Singh .
ardatr Bahadur Sardar Mohan
Sing .
flardar Gurbachan Singh.
Sarda Bampuran Singh.
:Hono~ry Lieutenant Sardar Raghbir tingh.
:.Sarda~ Bishan Singh.
Khan j[Bahadur Mian Ahmad Yar
Kh91P Daultana.
11

. fl.

j1

I.

"
Diwan i Bahadur

.
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I

II
I

Shaikh Faiz Muhammad.
Khan Bahadur Mian Muhammad
Hayat Quieshi.
Khan Bahadur. Malik Muhammad
Amin Khan.
Chaudhri Allah Dad Khan.
Khan Sahib Qaptain Malik Muzaffar
I
Khan Sahib :)\iakhdum Shaikh Muhammad Hasan,
Khan Haibat Khan Daha.
Chaudhri Nizit Husain.
Sayad Mubafak Ali Shah.
Khan Bahadhr Sardar Habibullah.
Ohandhri Faqir Husain Khan.
Khan Sahibji Mian Noor Ahmad

Khan.

Khan.

I,

Chaudhri Ri!sat Ali.
.
Khan Sahib ltisaldar Bahadur Nur
Khan.
i'
Makhdumzaq.a Sa.yad Muhammad
. Raza ShaJi Gilani.
Rai J agdev :i[{han Kharal.
Maulvi Imam-ud-Din.
l
Raja Muha'11Ilad
Sarfaraz
Ali
Khan.
Mian Nnrullah,

I'

I:

11

:11
,!
I'

:Lieutep.ant~Colonel C. A. Gill.
J.fr. Mres Irving.
Mr. D; J. Boyd.
Lala 4abh Chand, Mehra.
:Mr. E.1! Mayadas.
Dr. ~;s.) :M.. C.. Shave.
lfian )!Iushtaq Ahmad.
'
::Sardaf Ba.hadur.. Captain Sardar
Janµi.eja Singh.
.
.
'The !Jonourable Dr. Gokul . Chand
Narjmg.
.
'Th. e Honourable
alik Firoz Khan
Noqn.
.
·
"The ~ori.ourable Sardar Sir J ogendra
Singh,. ..... i,.
•
·
.
M.

Mr. P. Mars!len.
Mr. R. Sanderson.
Mr. F. H. ~uckle.

Mr. R. P. Hadow.
Mr. F. C. ~ourne.
The Honourable Mr. H. Calvert.

urt'.

The Ho.no.
ble C• aptain Sardar .Sika11der H' t I{han. ·

Mr.

J.·.w

'eam. '

Mr. C. 0. Garbett.
-Khan Sahibj]Shaikh Fazal Ilahi .•
Mr. S. L. Sale.
·
:Mr. Owen Roberts.
,
S!!,:r-0.ar Bahi~utBarder-Sheo Narain

. h

. . SIng .... ,

!
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i!
!:
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RAILWAY FREIGHTS ON FOOD. GRAINS,

Pir Akbar Ali
beg to move-

.

·

(Ferozepore,. Muhammadan,
·

·

Rural), (Urdu):
·

Sir, F

" This cimncil recommends to the Government that an urgent repl'.(lS(llltationshould bemade to the.Government Qf India advocating the necessity for a reduction of·
railway freights on food grains generally and that an immediate reduction be.made ~ respect of food grains carried to the ports of Calcutta and Karachi in.
particular."
..

\'

.

The sndeavours which were made by His Excellency the Governor. of thePunjab last year to effect a reduction in the rail12 xocx,
way freights have placed the zamindars of the·
province under a deep debt of gratitude.' . Actuated by a lofty sense of sympathy_ towards the people of the province, he strived hard to mitigate theburden which the zamindars have to bear in connection with the excessively
high rates of freights charged by railway authorities. His arduous attempts.
were fruitful and a reduction in railway freights did take· place. .But as ill
luck would have it; the advantage of this reduction did not goto thatsection ·
of the people in whose interest it was contemplated.
It was because· by thetime the concession in the freights was granted by the Railway Department thezamindars had disposed of their grain. So the advantage of the reduction in
the freights was enjoyed by those people who. bought grain from the zamindar on very low rates. In fact the unfortunate zamindar has been the loser
by this reduction .inasmuch as he had sold his commodity on low rates and
when he needed it for his own use he had to purchase it on high rates. It is;
therefore, earnestly requested that the Government should make provision
for the reduction in railway freights as soon as possible so that the zamindars
should be amply benefited by this timely aid. It would be extre:µiely beneficial to the zamindars if the freights for food grains in general and those·
carried to the. ports of Calcutta and Karachi in particular are reduced;
As the honourable Chief Secretary has remarked the Govemment have every
sympathy for the cause of. the zamindars and want to do anything which,
might be beneficial to them. But it is really a matter to be immensely
regretted that it is the zamindars who have no sympathy with their own
cause. When the reccn mendations of the Retrenchment Committee came·
up for discussion the Goverr.ment did not oppose even a single of its proposals
so enthusiastically as did the honourable members on that side ol the Honseopi:ose the entire suggestions of the Ccn.mittee. When the question about
the assistant patwaris was debated an honourable member frcni those benches.
opposed the reccn.mendations of the Retrenclment Ccn.mittee with all theemphasis he could command. · There is no need to makeany lengthy speech
on this resolution-of great importance and I would like to resume my seat
after calling the attention of the House to one point. The· Railway Department will not be in· any way the loser by granting this concession. · Ii thepresent high rates of freights are to be continued the zamindara will. not beable .to export their ccn.modity.
On the other hand, if a considerable reduction is made in the freight charges heaps of grain will be exported and
. there will be an in mense increase in the receipts of the Rail'\'ray Department. In the end, I once more want to point out that action· with regard. ·
to this matter should be taken very early because the whole secret of:
benefit lies in prcmptly giving aid to the zamindars.
·
-

RAILWAY
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.r

· · · · ,· .: : ; · Mr/ President

: . ReSQlution moved-

,•·; ,'1' ' . "~his Council recomniends ,to Gov~ent
., : ;J;,

r:.::• :,: : ;·

i. I •

·: 1::,1~

.
'..! ·.-:,:r•,;

.

.,

th&t !"n urgent f!)P~enta.ti~n .$ho~d be, .. m&~: to . tih.e.Hove~e11t of India. advoe&tmg ti!e neoess1ty for & reduction of
. r&ilw11-y freights on food grains generally, and tl(&t &D immedi.li.te redueticn bema.defu ·tespact of food-grains ca.rried to the pons of CalQ'1tt& and Karachi ini

•:-- •i,. ·· ., p&rticiul&r.''.

, ''r..

.

·

,·

:.

.

. ·

·

.

:11 ·Mtf Oweu Rebei1&' (Non-officiaJ,. ,Nominat.ed): .~.(if th~~ is any
"'featUI'eQf the unexpected in this resolution .it will ~e found not iil tJ;ie fact·
• · · :',t~at it qas come before the Council for considera.tiotj,but that, it should have.1:1ttk~n sojlong in coining. before the Council.. The deJty ha~ been, l t~,
due·
: : Lrto two causea. Inthe first place a veil of mystery l:j.as been drawn over this. .:: s'ii,bject ~f railway.freight rates- by those who are~ possession of .the only
.~fo~a~~on upon whi~h a criticism ~f· ~he present system can .. be ba~ed and.
:there is {he extreme difficulty of.obtaining access to tho.se sources of inform. ·• · .1ation. · . fhen agaip;I think, - the .dela.y has .· come p~rtly from. t4e, fa~t that
·ttiembed of this'Co®cil:have known that Government was doing all that it
,.eould in lithe matter,although.it has not h11.'1 ~Y great succf3,ss, and in~mbers,
'. :have felt; diffident to come forward where Govemmerl,titself ~s failed.
:· : ... : '· 'If turn to the resolution, the demand is made *or a reduction ~f railway
.il:eights [and I will , ask you to .inelude in this sopiething more and to inJ~tj>i'et ~~ose words· to-mean a reduction of charge~ on the.carriage of food
:grains, because there are other matters, at any rate, pf equal if not of greater
.J~por~a11,ce which affect the total cos~ of the movetent of food grains. _To
·e~ta,blislf the reasonableness or otherwise of the request that we are making
I propos~ to answer three questions. The first is, cdn it be shown that food.
grains ate carried at a disadvantage as compared ~th other large classes of
,~mmodities. The second question is, whether tlj,ere are any recognised
meana of extending relief in the matter of the incidence of transportation .
charges :~part from the actual reduction of railway.freights, and the last
questioni!is whether there is any precedent to show t~t relief of the character·
we are asking for has been gre.nted by railways of ~heir own motion and to,
suit their1: own purposes.
!
,.
Befqre I answer these questions I would like to ~lear up certain matters
on which we must come to an understanding if we ar~ to go into the question:
at all.
the first place I should state the sources of::information that I have·
had to r~ly upon. They are the Goods Tariff pamnhlet published by theNorth Wrstem Railway, Part I, and the Coal Tariff pamphlet also published!
by the s~me Railway and a very valuable text book, ~he only one that I know
of on thei;qu.estion of railway freights in India by Mr. K.C. Srinivasan who was:
the first Secretary of the Railway Rates Advisory Committee. All the figures
that I shall be quoting are taken from one of these t~ee sources. As regards
the expl~ations that are necessary I must try to make clear to members some
of the ba;~ic facts connected with the subject. In tlj.e firs.t place we have a,
classification of goods and all goods of every description find a place in that
elaasifieation. That classification normally fixes therates at which an article will }j~ carried. These rates are in turn modified' by what are known as
sehedulee, I do not wish to be understood here to say that the only-way of
modifying them is through schedules but that is one of the principal methods
of modifting these rates and the schedules apply generally in the direction o!
reducingithe classification rate. As regards these schedules, I must point out.
i .i-
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,
too that although they are standardised o '1er all railways, practically all:
rail-,vays, each railway is at liberty to' app
the schedules in a different
manner, That is to s~y, it is not nepessary · hat every railway should ,carry
food grains, for example, at one and the sa e schedule. In ex~na:tioll of
of this I would point to the fact that on thEf North-Western Railway the
schedttle ra
.. t~s for food ,grain,s are the C -:B. Mf.d· C.
~.chedules, on the. B. B •...
and 0. I., Railway., the(), B. and.C. J., on the!IE. I. Railway, the C. B. and
the O.M. schedules, while the classification of food grains on all these railways..·
: is identical, classification1 No. L · If we convert these symbols into tertns · of~·
value another complication is met with to ~ch attention must be
On the Norlh-Westem Railway=the C. K. rate,fapplies to long distance ·traffic,
and the lowest point touched by the concession: is ·115-of one pie per maund
per mile for distances of over 400 miles. On the B. B. and C. I. the··
rate under the C. J. schedule for distances of over 500 miles· is ·mo. of a..
pie per maund per mile, and .the lowest rate is reached in the case of.':traffic ·
travelling over 700 miles; the lowest rate here being ~100 of one pie per mau'.nd
per mile. On the East Indian Railway food igrains are carried on long distance 'traffie·under the C~ M/ schedule. Overla. distance not exceeding .300,,
miles the rate is .200 of one pie per maund per mile and the lowest ~te in
the schedule is .100 of one pie per maund per n!lile on distances over 300. miles.
The matter is complicated in that it is :impos$ible to institute an exaot com- ·
parison of the rates because the question of ~tanceenters into it, and·the ..
different railways apply different rates for varying distances. But the point
Ii"would ask the Council to note here is that the minimum.rate applied by the
North-Western Railway, .whieh serves this :province i,s higher than , the··
mimm'lllli
rate of either of the other
two railways
.:
.
.
. I have mentioned.

K

drawn.

In dealingwith a subject of this descripti~n it is neces~yt~at, I should.
refer to. authoritaitive exp~nat10ns other tha,p. my own to elucidate. ~t. I
.refer now.to an explanation by Sir William A(;worth, aµd I take it ~01:11 page·
19 of Mr. Brinivasan'e
book. Mr. Srinivasan
writing on the subject
says :c- .
. .
.
-:
;•

.

~· As the result of years of empirical working they (i.e.; the railways) hav~ arrived at

&··

. practical, solution of an otherwise insoluble problem.. by charging. snch ~tes,..
as in the aggregate yield a revenue to cover the variable and fixed expenses and
yet leave a fair return on the capital at ohaege, To this method, wrongly'called
a principle, is given the sobriquet .of charging what the traffic will bear. The
meaning of this oft.quoted and much-abused phrase has been c,ea,rlyexP,ounded
by Sir William Acworth, according to whom its real m~g
is, that. 'Within
the upper linlit of what any partioular traffic can afford to pay·!l,tldthe lower·
· limit .of what the railway can afford to carry it for; railway charges are fixed for ·
the different commodities, not according to an .eatimated cost of. service, bi;it
roughly on the principle of equality of sa.cirifice by the payer.· He paraphrase&it in these words :
. ·'
,

!The

t.otal railway revenue is made up·of rates ~hich, in the case of traffic unable to
bear a higher rate, are so low as to covet hardly more than out-of-pocket expenses, which, in .the case of medium cl$SS traffic, covers both out-of-pcckee
expenses and a proportionate pa.rt of the unapportioned cost ; and which finally
in the case of high class traffic after covering that traffic's 6wn out-of-pocket.
expenses, leaves a large and disproportionaitesurplus available as a contribution
towards the unapportioned expenses of tl),e .low class traffic which such ~o·,
itself could not afford to bear.' "
,

I would ask y;ou to infer from this that in n'.o case is any tz:a.ffic carried a.t,
.a lower cost . than the actual expenses involv13d- -in carriage. .
·
,I·

(
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I will now proceed to answer the questions which I would put to myseH.
-The first is, ean it be shown that food grains carried by rail are at a disad
-vantage as, compared with other classes of commodities ? The answer to
-this question is in the affirmative. I will quote two instances. There is
the case of poal for which there is a special tariff ; it will be found that eosl
·:is carried o~er distances in excess of 400 miles on all railways in India at .05
-ofl pie per' maund per mile which is exactly half the :cost which is applied
to food grains on any railway under any schedule. ~en again, there is
,another cla~s of commodities which are grouped under the heading' railway,
materials.' :' The rate for these is given at page 466 i)f the Goods Tariff
Part I. Tne minimum rate for railway-materials is . q~o pie per ma.und per
.-mile, and it comes into effect for distances over 200 mile~. We have here two
, classes of commodities which can fairly be compared with food grains in their
size, and in both cases they enjoy distmet advantages ~ver the rates for food
grains. I may say that there would be no difficulty in. putting before the
.House other cases of a similar type.
i
The ne~t question that~ have put to myselfis-Isithere e.ny recognised
· means of _ ~xtending relief in the matter of the .ineidenee of transportation
-eharges ap~ from the actual reduction of rates of freight ? Here a.gain the
· answer is iri the affirmative, and 'in fact the answer to this question 1s funda·
mental to the whole matter at issue before US; I will once again refer to the
-eoal tariff. The reference I. gave just now· was restricted to giving ra~ at
which coal carried. But in the general rules laid down tor the ca.rriageof coal
·there are important conditions attached. These conditions will be found in I
·the fly-leaf,ipage vii of the book • Coal Tariff •, and of these the first arid third
conditions are relevant to my argument. , The first condition is that the rate
- shall be cal~ulated on the through distance between the; station of ongm and
-the stationi'of destination of the consignment. The third condition is that
· ·the rates charged are divided between the railwavs over which the traffic i11
carried in proportion to the mileage of each. The;e is a!'proviso in this eondi·-tion which :~ need not repeat as it is not relevant. It will be necessary to
explain this at some length. I refer again to Mr. Sriniv!l,san's book at page
1399,,pa.ra.graph2208. Here an example is worked out, a.rid I ta.ke:it as a. ready·
made·e:li::ain~le.. Innumerable examples might be worked out, but I take the
.one I shall quote because it is given as authoritative, and it willsave eon·
-sidsrable time. Mr. Srinivasan says:,
,

is

.. The North West.em Railway quote for gm.ins and pulses tlte C. K. schedule rate. at1d
for the same commodity the East Indian quote the Ci M. sehednle rate. Under
existing arrangements, the rates are worked out as :follows :-:-

,

;'

Amritsar to via Ghaziabad, the junction st.ation ~91
miles at CfK. rate
· .•
••
; ..
Via Ghe.ziabad to Howrah, the junction station :890
miles at CfM. rare
·
Terminals
.

'Rs.

A.

0

7

0

11

0

0

P,

S
1
3"

,, The to~l cost comes to Bs, 1-2-7 per maund, to car~ wheat from Amrit·
_ :Sar to Calcutta. Mr. Srinivasan continues:-:. ,
"The benefit of the continuous mileage of 1,181 miles doe; not accrue to the trader.
In order tQ enable this to be done without upsetillng existing arrangements
it is only necessary ~·
t
(1) Calculate the rate for the entire distance of 1,1$1 miles at each of the two
scheduled ra.tes.
·
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(2) Work out for each railway its pro f'afa a.mount and add up the two to give
'the total. freight.
.
.
(3) Apportion the earnings either as ca.iculated pr on a. mileage basis."

,,

Now, the effect of. this is interesting.
·book:- ·

To continue

from Mr.

Srinivasan'S

·'

· · "In the above cases as the rate for the total mileage of i,181 miles is Re -. 0-15-11 at tpe
O{K raj;e a.nd Re. 0-13-6 at the C{M rate, the rate on· the North-Western Rail·
way for 291 miles is Re. 0-3-11 and the rate on the Ea.st Indian Railway for 890
miles is Re. 0-10-2, which added together gives with the terminals Re. 0-14-4 as
against Re. 1-2 7 ••.•.•.• The difference of Re. 0.4-3 is the benefit, and the
legitimate benefit aooruing to the trader, a.nd to that e:rlent, if there is no corresponding increase in traffic, railway revenues will suffer."

On.the question whether there will be any ultimate loss to railways at alJ,
the writer continues :" It is, · however, unthinkable that the benefits of continuous mileage offered to the
trader will fail. to have a. profound effeQt on the internal distribution of ,traffic,
and it may be stated with, confidence that as a result of the adjustments of 'J)lices
that are bound to ensue, increased traffic will be offerint,? in more tha.n snfficiel).t
qua.ntity not only to offset the loss of revenue but possibly to Jnereaae it.·~

l cannot leave this matter here. We must loak into the principle upon
-whieh it .is worked., Here cutj.o:usly it will be found from extracts from authoritative documents that the Government of India had long.ago laid it down
as a prineiple that the system of continuous mileageshould be applied.where ·
in actual practice it has so far only been extended to coal and to secure its
-extension in the case of that article it has had to be laid down by.jhe G,qvemment. of India as.an absolute role in the case of coal, At p1,3,ge· 403 Mr -. Srini-vasan · writes :--- .
· ·· ··
!.

• •

the.t:.

th!!

•

.

l''The Governinent of India ha.ye recognised from
~eey earliest. ti~es.
the
: thr9ughrate overmo~tha.n one railway must need.s.'!J'e Jess.than the B1Uil qfthe
~veraJ. loco.I rates. In the oironla.r letter No- 1446 of 188-1 to which ,freq:u1mt .
references have been ma.de; tliey stated-· , , · · ·
·
• In oases' where th~ traffic offering is suflio~ent to !justify thi~· a,rnmg~ent,; Ra.il:w-ay
·· ,
. .Administn.,tions must give rea,t10J18,ble,f9;0i!itiesJor p'iibli? tni.ffi9 between any
. , . tlfo n,.i!W'!l'Y ~tions, each railway IMimirustration being contented to r~cej.v.e
·
for. if.a
through
rate, less
rate.'·., •• .
.. ;l!ha.re of f.he
,.
·,
.
-. ~a.n the ·ordinary
.-..,.
:·

.

.

'Then, agaip, on the next page- . .
• \.,It would
; -,

i •

·appea.r ·from lhe. Report on, the Administration of Railways in India. by
Mr. Robertson, Speeia.l Commissioner, that it was the intention of the draftmna.n
of the .Act of 1890. that the fa.re should be ca.lon1a.ted on the through diAt,ance
and'not obtained by adding together the freights

"'i\.IMtctuelqn.otation is given :- .

~n. the Ioea] distances/';

::-:·

.

' . .

·" • It is''t"he practice tha.t pre'V'a.ils in India. of ca.lculating rates on the distance to the
junction only, which' is to soine extent responsible for a good.many of the high
rates now obtaining, since the traffic only gets the benefit of sliding scales of rates
on the local distance to the junction, instead <if oil the whole .distance that the
·· traffic is carried. But if the long distance traffic is to be developed in the ma.nner
that such trade has been developed in Ameri~ the dista.noe m'Ost be ta.ken from
· . . the station. of origin to the station of destination, a.nd the charges calculated
on this through distance at the reduced rate.
·
, ~ De.only eommodity to which the principle of continuous mileage has been applied· ill
India. is coal, which !!'IljOYJ! a rate on the oumula.tive hllsia on the oontlnuOllS
mileage. The rate-base fs uniform for a.II railways : and the impression appears
to ha.ve g~ed ground that t,he adoption of eontinnous mileage is oo:p.tingent
upon the observance of a uniform rate-bftlle, whioh. is entirely erroneous as
:ina.y be evident from the examples a.lready worked out.• ..
· .

\'

0
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It is apparent from this that even at no sacrifice. o(rates if the railways
merely follo~ed the principle that has been laid down .a.i far ha.ck as 1887 .by
the Government of India in charging rates, the cost di railing wheat from
Amritsar tq Calcutta can be reduced by more than. foµr. a.nnas per ma.und
without totiching the railway rates at all. I may ale& point oat that four
annas per ~und is more than Rs. 7 per ton, a very h$vy charge indeed.
The n~Ft point that I _have set myself to answer isi(~hether there is e.ny
precedent tp show that relief of the character we are a.~king for has a.otually
been grant~d by the railways of their own motion to ~t their own purpose,
Fortunately, in this book there is reported the first ca.s~ that :went before the
Indian Railway Rates Advisory Tribunal. That case :~elated very roughly
to a concession which was given by the B. B. an~ C. I. Railway to
its own Co-bperative Stores to enable them to carry grain at fower chargesfor the berlefit of the stores than were extended to ije public. . This concession wa~: attacked by the merchants of Ajmer, and!; the ease was sent to
the Railwa;r: Rates Advisory Tribunal, and it was . f~Jlild that the coursepursued by :tho railway was unjustifiable and incorrect. ; · For my purpose that
is beside tije point. The question is whether the rai(ways:have adopted a
lower scale!~f rates to suit their own convenience when ~ey thought it proper
to do so. Here is an extract from the report of the first :tase dealt with by the·
Railway R~tes Advisory Tribunal :1

!:

·.~

"Th~ principal articles dealt with e.nd covered by the c~pla.int a.re whee.t, barley,
" lla.jra gram, and pulsee, rice, ja,ggeryand suge.r; of;these wheat forms the most
important commodity both in quantity and in a.ggrege.te value. The difference
in the re.ilwe.y freight paid on food-stuffs and the freight oha.rgee.bleunder
the rates to the public amonnted to Rs. 28,941-15-Sforthe offioia.lyearending
31st Me.rch 1926 a.nd to Rs. 46,211-13-0 during tl;ie 12 ~onths ending 30th
September 1926 of whloh the Bombay, Baroda e.nd:Central India. Ra.ilwe.y portion amounted to Rs. 24,107 and to Rs. 27,966, r~peotively. The difference
between the yea.rsApril 1926-Me.rob 192a e.nd Oot,9ber1925-September 1926·
is dne to the le.rger imports made and from longer'. distances during the le.ter·
tha.n the earlier period. The North-Western Ra.il~a.ywhich had gra.nt.ed theooncessionfrom December 1922 of allowing oonsi~ent.s of foodstuffilfor .=the·
.Associationto be carried at the Foreign Re.ilwa.y Ma.~nal Ra.te he.vewithdrawn
it from 1st October 1926."
' ·
·

Here -re have a case where the North Western Rltilway went out .of its
way to giv~ reduced rates in respect of food grains to ~nother railway under
conditions l:aft'erwards held to be improper, and they :1Were only saved: from.
being part}es to the subsequent proceedings by withiifawing the concession.
I would asf this House to contrast this attitude of railwi:j,ys towarcis themselves
with the aittitude adopted to the applications made to. them by the Government of tpis . province.
Now,
I have shown that food grains as a:: class are carried a.t
a disadv~:ntage as compared with at least two !other selected groups.
of articles and, I will again add, I am prepar~ to produce other
groups o~j articles which will show the. same r~sult. Secondlyl without any !reduction,. in rates, the application ofJ: · continuous mileage
sy~tem a!pne wo.uld ~ring substantial relief to t'1is, Pro.vin~e. Thirnly,
railways &ave not hesitated to help themselves an,a one an~ther whenit suiteu their purposes even under conditions which' were found afterwards,
to be imp{oper. I will ask you once again to compar~that attitude with t,be
response to the perfectly legitimate request of this Government to the railways.

i~ir,
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.
If the implications arising from these diselosures stood by themselves,
they :would . be sufficiently serious, but, UDfortW1ately, they a:re only sympto~
matio and arise out:of conditions which aremuch,moreserious.
These·are;::
mstly, the apparently uncontrolled' right of railways to lay down the law. in
rthe . matter of rates without regard .to the public whioh is eelled upon to pay
and, secondly, .the aefencelessnessof this province in having no part in the·
representation.of commerce such as it.is in the central government.
On thefy:st of these points, it will be usefuUor us to examine what the attitude of .
the Railway Board, which I take it is the Government of India, is towards this
subject genemlly. Mr. Srinivasan deals with this matteron page 265 of hisbook in paragraph 1406. He states:--,-. !!The polioy of non-int.er.ferenoe followed consistently ln the Government of India for
half a.oentury Inthe matter of rate regulation bas given sanction to
the generally held view tliat the State has little or no powers to regulate the-

Dl,01'8 than

i:atl¥3 on company managed railway beyond the :fixation of ~&XlDUI, and miJlima;"

Late» ~ he says':!!It was left to the Aowort;h Committee to po~t out that the Government were perhaps-.
labouring und.er a. misapprehension, and that they had fuller powers inherently
vested in them to regulate ra.ilway rates by executive action
• ·
•
The Oommitt.ee observed· ·
! When we wel'e in Delhi we disoussed this matter with the Railway Board, and invited
their opinion aa to the effect of this additional provision, in respect of the CQm-paniea in whose contracts it appears. . They informed us that their opinion,
after taking l.egaJ advice, was that these worde did not deprive the companieaof the legl!-1 right to. vary ~at6$.at their discretion within the prescribed maxmui,..
and minima. The Board have I11Lturally .aeted on this interpretation of their·
powers.'"

The condition referred to is-«
".As well a.s the extent to which, within the> maxima arid minima so authorised, the·
company may vary the said ?&tee in respect of the distance or weight or speoial.
conllitions under which sneh conveyance takes place or services are rendered,"

Now, it is only natural that the powers which the Railway Boarti ceded

to the company lines in this matter are powers which they have also claimed.
and exercised themselves in respect of State lines; and there is no doubt tha~
~ is the policy which has been followed. And here it will be of mterest if
I quote :frp:m the preceding paragraph in which the writer leads up ,to the·
subject.
In paragraph 1405 he writes :" The Stat.a ownership ~f railways has made the hist.ory of Indian railway rates different
from that of other countries. One looks in vain for legislation of the kind thst
has been noticed in England and America, leading to the practical definition
of a. reasonable rate. .An unreasonably high rare is of prepond,erating import- ance when public utility undertakings are private property and · the income
therefrom swells the coffers of the few and. leads to unequal and inequitable·
distribution of wealth. Things are different, at leaet in degree; when nearly
the whole of such income goes int.a the public, treasury and is utilised in the
a.melioration .of the conditions of the peoples of the land."
p

·'

This is the offi~ial case stated at its best, and lower d.own the reactions of
the system on private ownership are stated. in a few 'lines:" The purely private-owned railways have had, it is true. the beµefit of the conditions-suitable only fo~ State-owned railways, ~d declared, di~dends, Utlhea,~ of~ •
before in the railway world •••••••••••••
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'lill ask

yon to contrast this with the poll.ci which is followed in the
railway rates in other parts of the world. , Dealing with
i~ sn~ject under the heaci "In England and .Apierica.", Mr. Srinivasan
'Writes :t"'"'"

I
matter

of fixing

":The Interstate
UJIOD

Commerce Commission , ••••.•••.••
. ••.•••.•.•
.... •.•••.•·•••.

to:! investigate.••·••••••

observe that........

•1•

: ••.•.•. when they were called,
'.Complain.ts.•••,.•.••••·• ... •••._ ...

· :
•'The making of a freight classification is a great p~~lic fllnction. In the past the ''
,
;,
"
:

hearings before the classification committees ha'll'e been semi-public rather than
public, and in a cert.ain sense they have been private, although in later years·
the tendency has been towards greater publicity. Public business.cannot beconducted in private way.'"
_
1:

.1

·I

i

,1
11

I ~ill follow this with certain rulings given by the American Courts in
the defµ:rite cases. The first of these rulings is embodied in the case Puget
Sound ;Electric Co. versus Railroad Commission, and the reference, will be
found qn page 228 of Mr. Srinivasan's book. The 9ourt in dealing with this·
case said :'liln determining the reasonableness of railway ratesJ, consideration must be givi:n~
·

not only to the carrier, but to the individual requiring the service. The earner·
~ enti_tledto an adequate recompensefor the serV?ce it performs. The individual
lB entitled to a 'rate that he can reasonably affo:rd to pay for the service he requires. Upon this point both judicial and econ9mio authority agree,"

:j-

Co.

Th~n again in a case reported Alexandria and iiNorth Western
Railroad Commission, the court said

:-+

'061'~
',

''.:In
i_'_

:;
!

~e

I

Railway
o

arriving at a determination of what is a reasonable rate the interest both of the·
public and of the oarrier should be considered, put i~ is not always po-ssible to
do full justice to both, and where this is the caile the rights of the public must,
prevail."
1:

last case from which I quote is a well kn~wn case Smythe verlfUS'
Ames (~898), on page 229 of Mr. Srinivasan's beok.
The Court wrote
~ere:~
:;

'1 It
;,
1:
:,

cannot be assumed that any railroad corporation, ~ccepting franohises, rights and
privileges at the hands of the public, ever supposed that it acquired, or that,
it was intended to grant to it, the power to cqnstruo~ and maintain a public
highway simply for its benefit, without regard tQ the rights of the public.~

.
T~is, ~ir, is a. presentation of both sides of ~he ~as~ both in. r?gaid to the
interpretation of its powers and the methods With ;wl:!1ch the Railway Board
deal with the subject and the views held on the ~me points in, shal] I say ..
more advanced countries. Put it whichever way you like, the difference of '
interpretation is there.
F
·'
It
be useful if I again summarise some of tie conclusions that I havearrived at. The :first is that the lowest rate applieq to goods traffic is ·05 of
a pie per maund per mile. Second, that the lowe~t rate for food grains is
• 100 o~ a pie per maund per mile. Again, as an adthority of the distinction
of Sir ~dward Acworyh has laid down that the low~st rate at which any class
of goods may be carried must at least bear the whole of the cost of servicerendered, therefore I conclude that i~ is possible t~ carry goods at 0·05 of a
'pie per.maund per mile. The next conclusion is tJ!i.at the Railway Board in
claimmg for company lines the undisputed right tb charge what they think
ftt within the prescribed limits of the schedule rates, by inference claims the
same condition for State lines ; against that it ha$ been. seen that in other
conntries tl,le public has an undisputed right to be ~eaz:d and in fact to take1
pa.rt in the actual construction of rates.
•

!wm
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. .
Sir, the most notable and the most painful feature ofthe whole question.,
lies in the fact that there is no constitutional method open to an aggrieved
party, whether that. party. is an individual or a province, to obtain a remedy.
It is true that we may ask you. e.s we are asking you now, to go t() the Govern~
ment of India, but if we come to examine this e.s a. constitutional remed1
it is nothing more than an 'appeal ad muericordiam, the last constitutiona1.
resorf 01:exi,. to . the condemned and confessed criminal, and I submit that it
is not eompatible either with the dignity of this province or the dignity of thelarge commercial interests involved that the only constitutional redress.
open.to them should Le through an appeal of this type. It IS one of those
matters that we must remedy, and it is here that the weakness .of this provinceis disclosed. We have no part in the representation of COII1Daercial matters
in the Government of India, and although our own Government hasdone what it can in the matter now before us, yet it bas confessedly failed ....
and I fear that it will fail again if it moves in this direction or indeed
in any other directions where vested interests have direct representation.The importance lies in having representation inthose places where votes arecounted and. commonsense and justice take a very poor back seat.

O

But we must in any case deal with the situation as we find it, and here·
I suggest to Government that the dennite request that should be forwarded .
to the Government of India is that there should be a universal application
of the C. B. and C. M. schedules in the case of food grains coupled with thecompulsory application of the continuous mileage system as in the case of
coal for the calculation of freight charges, and with the reservation that theM. rate shall apply only in the case of full wagon. That in itself is a. big; ,
concession to· railways.
·
. We have one other criticism that we must meet in .making this demand.
and that is that we shall be told that after all the facts ere there ; the rail-- · ·
ways are not getting revenue .and they are losing it daily, and that further·
concessions will increase this loss. I deny that a. loss of revenue would ariseout of the change that we ask for. I believe that if the change we ask for is
made, the effect of it will be to increase the movement of food grains and. thus
increase the revenue to railways. I am in a position to . prove a.t any time. I may be required to
so, that there is today a. definite loss of railway
revenue to. Government which arises directly out of the present system. Both
exports from tl:µs province and imports into it are being ca.tried 'Via Karachi
in order to ev11ide these iniquitous railway rates. From the extracts I have·,
already·rea.d, it js clear that the·system now in force bas in the past led toextravagant dividends by private lines, and that these extraordinary revenuesare excused. on State-owned lines on the ground that money comes into public revenues and is expended on people. In both cases the extraordinary
income is not denied. Now, Sir, I am not satisfied that Government can justify the maintenance of the present system on the 'ground tliat the surplus isspent on the people. · Before ~hey convince us on this point they have got to·
make it absolutely clear as to how· much· of this revenue has actually been
spent on the people-although I deny they have a right to take it for that-;
. purpos~ · ~t all~ an~ how much has led .to s~eer e:idi:avagance in r_ailway.a~-·
Jninistrat1on. It will not be the first time m the history of public administration if it is found that a public department which happens to be a revenue,

e.

do
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,producing::department is extravaga~tly administrated on the mere excus.e
-that it is:: a large revenue-producing department and a searching public
-enquiry is:! called for before the present working costs' can be accepted as an
-exeuse fo~: the ruling rate levels. The present situa.~ion, .however.we look
,.at it, is w~olly unsatisfactory. The attitude of the railways is they are the
.adminiatratora of the public purse, dispensers of justice, public. benefactors.
I deny a~i these claims. The whole outlook is incorrect. and wrong. , If we
.are to be told that after all they are the only people in possessionof the neees,:Sary info:qnation, and therefore they are necessarily the only judges and ~he
only expeti;s on this question, I would answer it with one more quotation
from Mr. IISrinivasan'sbook. It will be found in the foreword, which is
written h~ Sir Charles Innes who was in charge of this '~uhject for ~any ye~s
before he ~ent · to Burma, and this is how he concludes the few lines of his
· foreword to the book :1

"I !~ope that it will help to elucidate a. ~bjeot which is little understood in India,"

And that, Sir, is the value that can be attached ito the Railway's claim
to be exp~rts.
n
Mr. i>. Mu.kerji {Punjab Chamber of Commerce and Trades Associa·tion): r( is my misfortune, Mr. President, that wh'.en for the :first time I
rise to sp~11,k I have to 'speak on a motion which relat~s to a subject of which
I have very little knowledge. I am not an experf .on railway matters,
less of the ~tricate subject on railway freights]. But my hono~able
· friend wh,p has Just spoken has dealt with the matter very. exhaustively
from his i:>wn. knowledge and from quotations from !,Mr. $rinivasan's book.
I may the~eforebe pardoned if I approach the subject ~tombroad standpoints~
. The ~esolutionas it stands, I am happy to find, has got support from.all
qua7t?rs qf the House. Following the principle that it is no _good sp~g
a willing horse, - the honourable the Chief Secretacy has Just now said
that Gov~rnment is anxious to put -the matter befdre the Govermnent of
· India,~n:j.y position. becomes . very easy in dealing 'with the. resolution.
I eonsider; however, that the resolution does not go ~ar enough. If· I ~ay
make an ~ppeal to the Honourable the Revenue Meri:i.ber, • I shall put it to
"him that 1iwhen he makes his representation to the Government of India he
will also .irge a c?rresponding reduction of rail~ay fr~1~htcm the products of
· food grai;i.s, particularly wheat products. This question has already been ,
under co~tespondencewith the Punjab Government ~nd the Government. of
India by piy Chamber, and, briefly stated. their case is this, that if reduction
of freight :pn wheat to Calcutta is made without a eorrssponding reduction on
·wheat prdduets it will be rendering an unfair advant~ge to the B~nga.I Flour
Mills to t;e detriment of the Flour Milling Industry e$tablished in this pro-vince without any appreciable advantage to the agJliculturists. For then,
i;ms~ead of the Pm.~jab Flour. Mills expo~ing wheatl P:9d.uct.s.to .Cal~Jt~a;
which they are doing at present, an equivalent qu31ntity of wh~t will. be
· exportedj-the consumption of wheat remaining the same.. ·
r

fa:

.

:1

:

.••

.

.

As rtgards the resolution itself, it will be eoneeded, that the :fµtationof
-railway freight rates is mainly governed by the ptj~e of ··the ·commodity ·
on which!:therate is fixed ; and no one will dispute t~e fact that ·the price of
food grains and other agricultural products has gone 'down considerably dnrring the last two years, and if world-factors are taken into consideration there
j:

,
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-is not mu.ohprospect fqr its any -:very great improvement. , .soon. ~ces are
no· longer having any, violent fluctuations and are more .or .less se~tling
-down, Now, if the ratio of commodity prices and their fre1ght rates which
· existed thr~e yea.rs ago is compared with what it is to-day tpe difference will
be· foup.dto b~ considerable. Judging from that point .of view,: on the merits
--0f the ..case the existing freight rates are high and ought tdbe reduced. In
this connection a. resolution '.\;VB,S passed· at the annual meeting of the A.ssoci.sted Champers .9f Commerceof India and Ceylon held in: December. last,
'Which reads as follows :·
" That in the opinion of this Association the present rates of railway freight are in
unduly' high in view of ~e low. level of commodity prices, .~d that the
·
railways should be urged to continue vigoro118ly to pursue ~ recently inaugu~t,edipolicy of retrenchment, bearing in mind the urgent necessity of effecting
as soon as possible a general reduction in the rates of freight."· .

genllrl!.l

. A.a the time at my disposal is so short,-it is going to strike the·hour of
~adjonnµnent,-I wish merely to state that I. support the resolution wholeheartedJy.
·
'

/.
The'Honourable Captain Sardar Sik~der H~at Khan : I under~11tand, Sir, that a number of non-official members wanted to speak on this
.reaolution, but as the 'honourable mover has pointed out there are only a
·few minutes left and if more speeches are made, .the resolution will have to
'be- postponed to the next session. Since the matter is urgent, it would be
unfortunate to put it offtill the autumn session. Moreover, it would lose its
object if it is not finished . in this session: I wish to assure honourable
members opposite that Government is in full sympathy with the object of the
resolution,· and that we will convey the· views of this House and the speeches
.made to-dey to the Government of India with our own recommendations on.
the subject.
·

Mr. President
,'. ·: The question is :..

'

.;

'

:

<IThis Coup.ell recommends to

Government that a.n nipntrrepreaentati.on should be
~, to t;lle Goverrunent of bidia advocating the necessity 1qi: a. fed*ction · of
railway freights on food- gra.iJis generally, a.nd that an ~ll(liate red.notion be
. made in respect of food-grains carried to the ports of Calcutta. a.nd Ka.re.chi
in particular.
'

The motion

was carried.

GURKHAS

TO BE NOTIFIED . AS AGRIOULTURAµ TRIBE.

· · ~ . P~chahi. Chand: (Kangra', . Non~Muhamn:i(lidan, . Rural),
('Urdu) : Sir, Gurkha.a"'lre hardy, warlike people like the. Bajputs. They
<>riginiilly belongedito the Nepal St11ite. Some fifty yea.ts back they came over
to the Kangra, district and settled there: For the · 1a.st ma.ny years they
have been rendering. military services tothe Government in.all its wars. It
is not very long ago they rendered meritorious services during the Great War.
There are at least four regiments ·of the Gurkhas of the Kangra district at
present . serving. the Government in the different parts of, the country. . In . .
the.,.I,(angra, di~\tjct t)ley ,ca.n .neither sell nor purehase land. -In order. to·
enable them to buy land it is necessary that they should be declared notified
agriculturists. I hope in view of the services they have rendered during the

I)

I!

I!
I!

!i

Ii
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Great War Government will kindly see their way ~o declare them notified
a.grieult•~..;sts. With these words I move the resolµtion :-

•~i'l"
This

·

l'

I

11

Council recommends to the Government that :~urkhas be nQtified under the funjab Alienation of Land Act as an agricultlll1!,ltribe in the Kangra district -

as a separate group."

\i

Mr , Pr~aident : Resolution moved-

1\

_

'\This Punjab
Co~cil_ r~mI?ends to the Government ~hat tjurk~as _be notified und':1' t~e
Aliena.t1onof Land Act aa an agnoultuq,l tribe
the Kangra district
1Il

as a separate group."

Y hono

Ii

,

Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander tfyat Khan : Sir, the·
le member from Kangra desires that the G1*"khas should be notified
as an
cultural tribe in the Kangra district as a s~parate group. Even if -:
I accept IJ:us resolution it would not help the Gurkhes, but en the contrary
restriet their discretion to sell or purchase land, as t~ey will not be atliberty
to buy
agriculturists outside their own group. I will read to the house ··
some fi es which I have just received from the -4eputy Commissioner of·
Ka.ngra. 1· He says that the Gurkhas own only 122 aer~sin the whole of Kangra
district. _ It would _be_ farcical t~ notify a tribe whie~ owns only 122 a~res.
The Dep - ty CoIDII11Ss10ner also informs us that the liGurkhas have neither ·
lost nor _ ained in area in their possession during t~elast t'\Venty or thirty
years. T erefore, there is no ease for notifying theiri.lias a-separate group or·
in the ~~e group ~th other agricult~ts_.
Mor~ver ,: there are political ·
reasons, hieh stand m the way of their being deolsred as an agricultural
tribe in . dia. The Nepal Government would, I am so/e, ol;>jeet to any action
which m y encourage the Gurkhas to become domiciled in any part of ·
India,
e must naturally refuse to do anything whieh is 'not in consonance with the , · hes of the Nepal State Government in a 3*atter like this. I hopethat the onoura.blemember will not press his resolition. . ,?"'
- ....__ ..___ Pancham Chand: I beg-leave to ~ithdraw my resolution..

Itpm

J

1

The

'.esolution was 'by 'leave ,withdr~wn.

The \council then
May, 193 .

adjourned. till

9

\:
A.M.

o4 Tuesday, the 10th,.-.
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Chambe4 Lahore, at 9 "-

ThejlCouncil met at the Council
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ExilnNEi •

UNIVEBSITY

Khwaja Muhammad Easaof: Will th~i:,noorable Mmister
1

for E.duea ion please give a list of per.sons who are ex

ers, head or otherwise, in m re than one examination of the Punjab U 'varsity for 1982 withtheir acad~mic qualifications and institutions to whic th~y belong and the·
subjects ·

whi.• oh they are ~x~ers

•

Ii

?

•.

The , onourable Malik FU'oz Khan Noon · The . information is;

I

.

I

.

• PUNJ~

\I

UNIVEBBITY ~EBB.Ii . .

..

*1442Ji . K.hwaJaMuhammad Eusoof : Will th~\ Honourable Minister

1

for Educ 1ilon please state(a)

i

·

e names of such persons who.being unco · eeted with the teach·
1

µi\·'

i ing profession are examiners, head or o erwise, in the vario11&
\I' examinations of the Punjab Universit

for 1982 ;

I

(b) rhat emoluments they are expected to g '.t ? :

The '*onourableMalik Fll'oz Khan Noon : \The information is
and will be supplied when resdy.

lmiDg ~
·

11

B'EAD·E:pHI?:1ERS,

P~JAB

j

J.

.

UNIVERSITY,

OOMMUN ; BEPBESENTATION •.

*14431

Khwaja Muhammad Eusoof : Will the\\l Honourable Minister
for
Eduea
ion
please state·
i,
•
.
I
(a) tpe number of head examiners in various ixamine.tions of the
I: Punjab University for 1982 communitr5e ;
(b) t~e number of sub-examiners for 1982 ooFIunitywise ? •

s.

The ~~ourable Malik Firoz Khan Noon : \ The information

being eolleeted and will be supplied when ready.
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I

:1

Th~ Honourable Malik Firoz Khan Noon: i (a) Yes. (But Raikot
-is in thv,Ludhiana district).

:

'

001•

I

I

.

(c) 'jrhe vacancy was not filled up until 20th .A\:Pril, 1982, when at the
. special r~quest of the Chairman, District Board, Lujdhiana, the senior most
- Sikh tea~her was selected for appointment as Headni;aster~
(a) f es.,
i1

I'

I

S'l;J"PERSESSION

OF

HINDUS

IN

',

I

-THE

I;
EDUOA~ION

•.
DEPABTMEN'.11.

*14f9. Rai Bahadur lLa.la Sewak Rmn : i; Will the Honourable
:Ministeri1for Education kindly stateIi
:'
,
-·
.
(~) the names of the Hindu district irn;ipec~prs and headmasters ~
!i
Rs. 200-10-250
grade who have ~een superseded by Pir
i:
Muhammad Nawaz, Shaikh Ghulam Hussain and M. La.I Din,
\f
on their promotion to the Provincial Educational Service ;
(b,) the qualifications, age and the number o~ years for which all the
Hindus and Muslims referred to above, have served the
Department ;
;:
11

Th~ Honourable M&lik Firoz Khan No~~ :
(a) (1) Lala

Brij Kishor, Headmaster, GoverntnenbHigh School,
Sirsa (si.Jii.ce retired).
; ·
·
,
(2) tala Mohan Lal, Headmaster, Goverilm.enti\mgh School, Jagadhri.
(8) tala Dhanpat Bai, Headmaster, Governme~t High School, Tanda·
'
·.
.·,u rmar. Ii:
: ,
·
_
.
(4) Iiala Sundar Das, Headmaster, GovemmentlHigh School, Kamalia,
(5) \Phaudbri Pran Nath, District Inspector of \Schools, Am.bala,.

(b) Ii

.

I'

,:

!I
·1;

'

it

"

. 1
No.

i'
·r',

Name.

Qualifications.

2

Age.

!!

:i

t:

!'

![

1,

i
1

Number of
yean for
which the
officer
has served
the Depa.rtment.

:1

:;

L~la Brij Kishor
i!

"

..

..

" Mohan Lal
Lli,la
i:
Dha.npat Rai ••

B • .A., S. .A. V., Trained

.

30 yea.rs ••

55! years;).

,,
!I

M.A., B.T., S.A.V., 44 years·+
Trained.
3
M.A., S • .A. V., Train· 45 yea.rs+ I'
I,
ed.
4 Lala. Sundar Das,
B . .A., B.T., S . .A. V., 41! years)i.
Bhatia..
Trained.
i!
5
B • .A., S.A. V., Train- 42i years ~r·
Din
••
ed.
6 Cl:j;a,udhri Pran Nath M.A., S . .A.V., special 38! years.\\.
;:
.I
certificate.
Ii
7
Muhammad Na.- B . .A., B.T., S . .A.V., 40 yeai:s .!L
1
waz
Trained.
8 Sliaikh Ghulam Hus- B,.A., B.T., Trained. 42 years

Ll!i1&

5La1
pt
'

,

~-

'in.
;f

.

RmtARXS;

+
,1

11

yea.rs.

~l years.
11 years.
8 years.
16 yea.rs.
10 years.
18 years.

'

on
Retired
16th Nov,
emberl931;

t'12.
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[,Hon'ble Malik Firoz I~han ~oon.]
·
• . ·; . ·
.. It is advisable further to inform the honourable member that Lala·
Gbs,nisha.m Das, Lecturer, Central Training College, Lahore, has similarly
superseded no less than six Muslims. Promotions to Provincial Educational
Service are madenot merely 'on account of the exanrinations passed by theGovernment servant nor on account of· his age or length of service, butmainly for the reason that the man is best fitted for the work: demanded
of him after promotion. Promotions are strictly by selection of best men."

Rai Bahadur Lala Sewak Ram: Have any of these superseded.
officers been recommended by the Inspector for promotion to ProvinciaL
Educational Service ?
·
rti. The H~nourable Malik Firoz Khan Noon:
notice of that question.

I am afraid I require:

t.f
HOSTEL SUPERINTENDENTS

IN GOVERNMENT SCHOOLS.

*1450. Rai Bahadur Lala Sewak Ram:
Miliister for Education kindly state-«
. ·,·

Will the Honourable-

(a) the number of Hindu, Sikh and Muhammadan boarders in the··' '· · boarding houses attached to each of the Government schools,
in the Lahore division ?
(b) whether the Superintendent ofhostels in each case is a Hindnv~
Muslim or a Sikh ?
·
.

The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan Noon : The requisite information is being collected and. will be supplied to the honourable member when,
ready. ·
.

, "; :
HINDU ASSISTANT DISTBIOT INSPECTOR IN O:e:ABGE OF MUNICIPAL BOABD
So:e:oots, LAHORE.
·

· •' *1451. Rai Bahadur · Lala Sewak: Ram : Will the Honourable.
Minister for. Education kindly state(a) whether he proposes to appoint a Hindu as a.ss~tant district.
inspector of schools in charge of the MUD.icipal Board.Behools,
Lahore ;
(b) if not, why nob ?
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan. No~ : · (a) The reply is in the ·
negative.
.
, · · r.! ·: (b) The Government' does not see at :erese~~ an,Y, necessity f~~ a ~~e.
_.

:,

. ;

!

··

J:

I

,

, ·

· ~

.

~

Rai Babadur Lala Sewak Ram : I want to know the re,;ison,
why 1""
there is no °:0Cessity.?
. . •. ·.
Ir.
, .

is

The 1'onoura1Jle Malik· Fi:ro~'Khan'N~on: The rea&>h,
the1.dministrativenecessity a~ seen by the Head of the Department. There can,
be no other reason.

·

..•,

'.

PUNJAB

L;l!lGISt.ATlVE

I lOTll MAY

OOUNOIL.

DISTRICT AND ASSIST'A.NT DIST'BI<J~ INSPECiTO~S.

OF

1982/.

:SOHQOLi;J,

*1455. Rai Bahadut Lala Sewak Ram : -. Will the Honourable·
Minister for Education kindly stat(:3---:.
.·
.
(a) the -names of the district inspectors, and th~ assistant district
inspectors who are posted in t]:ie districts~ tahails or sub-divi- sions in the province, r~spectively, to which they belong ;
(b) the period for which they have been so posted ? , ·
The Honcuralhre-M~i'k F.iroz Eliin N.CICID: ·, The ·re.quisite·'infor-mation is being collected and will be supplied to the hcnourable member when
ready.
I!mDU

REPRESENT~\'.tICN .AMONG' DEPUTY INSPECTORS OF EDPOATION.

wm

*1456. Rai Bahadur Lala Sewak Ram i.
the Honourable Mi-··
nister for Education kindly refer· to. the reply given to question No. 11451·.,
.(stat.red) and state whether he proposes-to appoint' some Hindus as deputy·
. inspectors of sohools ?.
·
·
·
·
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan. Noon : .If and when there is a .
vacancy, the claims of all will be adequately considered•.
~

•

•

>

Hroa Soaoer, Sm GoBINDPUR~ .
-~~ *1457. Sardar Bahadur Sardar Mohan Singh:· Will the Honour-able Minister for Education please state·
(a) the number of students communitywise on 'roli:in the<'DistrictBoard High School,· Sri Gobindpnr;:
(b) the number of teachers on the staff of the school communitywise ;: ·
(c) whether Sri Gobindpur is a centre of Sikh ikiqa/Riarki, and non- Muslim population preponderates ;:
(d) whether Government gives grant to Hindn and Muslim high
schools at Qadian ; .
. ... · . . .
.
:
·ce) whether it ~ a ·fact that no Sikh hea<,imasterhaseverbeen ap-pointed since· 1916 in the District B~ard High School, S:ri·
Gobindpur ;
··. _ .
·
(f) whether it is a fact that a deputation of' Sikhs of i'laqa Riarki,district Gurdaspur, waited on the Deputy' Commissioner, Gur-daspur, on 18th June 1981,in connection with the appointment of a Bikh as headmaster in the District Board Sohool..,
Sri Gobindpur, and a memorial signed b.y, public of fifty villagesof Riarki was submitted to the inspector of schools, Lahore
. division, on the subjeet.;
(s) whether the post of headmaster of the- sehool fell vacant during •
October last ;
(h) if the answers to (j) and (g) are in the affirmative, the. reasons why .
the request of the deputation, etc., was not acceded to at the··
time' of filling up the post of headmaster ; ·
.'
·
{i) what the Government proposes to do in the matter -?· .
u The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan Noon: Information is being
eolleoted
and.·. a reply
will be given when
ready.
·'
.
. .
...
DisTRICT

-

•'

BoARD

'

'•

,

I
I!
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I
HE)irnMASTERS OF BOARD

men

.

SCll:OOLS, LABORE DIVISION.

*1~58. Sarder Bahadur Satdar Mohan S~gh : Will the Honourable Mihister
for Education please statei
,.
'
I'
'
'
(q) the number of headmasters in board service in the high sehoola in
:
the Lahore division 'commnnitywise ;
whether appointments of hea~~ters
*e g~nerally ma.de with,
L
due regard to the eommunitywise polulat10n strength of the
i
district ;
·

4)

•

1

(~) if the answer to (b) is in the affirmati i.e, whether Government
:'.
!

1

i

T~b

collected.
Ii

i,

T~.

!.

proposes to appoint non-Muslims in the District· Board High
Schools at. Batala, Sri Gobindpur, L~poke~ Patti and. Hafizabad?
.
i'
•
Honourable Meilik Firoz Khan Noon
I~forµiation is being.
and a reply will be given when reaceived. 1:
'
,
.
.
:I
---·
1 '1
•
.
1·

i
1

INED . GRAz·A~ES. IN .BOARD SCHOOLS,

*1459. Sard

~,o\HOR.:E

~IVISIO~.

B,hadur SJtrdar·Mohan Smgb: Will the 'Honour-

able Mipister for E ucation please state-'!
(~) the number of trained graduates (B. T. aiµd S. A. V.) community:!
wise in board service in the Lahore ·~~vision;
~) whether it is a fact that most of the non-}foslim trained graduates1
in the board service and with bettfr experience have been
I!
superseded. by Muslims ; .
,I
(~) if the reply to (b) is in the affirmative, .J.hether Government proposes to .keep in. vie.w the cla·ims
.
and rilhts o.•f n.o.n-Muslims while,
giving promotions and making new a ;poin~ments ?
Th~ Honourable Malik Firoz Khan Neon
Information .is being
eollect~tl and a reply will be given when ready.
.

i!

1

Ii

F.

i1

I

ti
11

-.-·.-

Bo~ING HOUSE, DISTRICT · BoARD

. '

"'1460.

'

'

.

ffiGH SoHpoL;
'

i ' .

Sm

GoBINDPUB,

.

Sudar Bahadur Sardar Moh.anS~ngb: Will the Honour-

·able Mt,nister for Education please stateI!
_:
(.aa)) whether it is a fa ct.. that the S. in. gh Sabb~.· , Sri Gobindpur, district
:i
Gurdaspur, brought the following three complaints to the.
- notice of the Inspector of Schools, ~~bore division, about the·
District Board High School, Sri Gobindpur-«
(1) a teacher of the school ordered the!:kirpan of a Sikh boarder·
to be removed during the lastjj year';
(2) the superinte~dent of ~he hostel !h? . is a Muslim, commenced usmg the Hindu reset• OU' of water attached:
to the District Board School Jor · bathing and drinking
purposes ;
:!
(8) halva and rice cooked by Muslim !~ands in a Muslim housewere brought in the hostel a:i:iij partaken by Sikh and.
Hindu boys as • Niaz ' ;
I
·· .
I,.

Ii
II

II

I!
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[B. B. Sardar Mohan Singh.].

.

. · ·(b) if the answer· to {a) is in the affirmative, whether any imputial
inquiry was held into the complaint, and both sides examined
to ascertain the.truth,..and if not, .why;
·(o) whether it wa.s brought to the n~tice of the Inspector of Schools,
Lahore division, that majority of the boarders in the poarding
house a.ttached to the District Board High School, Sri Gobindpnr, were Sikhs and Hindus while the superiritendent over them
was a Muslim ;
(d) · whether the Singh Sabha, Sri Gobindpur, requ~sted the1Inspector
·
of Schools, Lahore division, to appoint a Sikh superintendent
in place of the Muslim who could not possibly look after the
arrangements
and other comforts
of the· non-Muslim
boys;
(e) if the replies to (e) and (d) are in the a.ffirma.tiv~, the reasons why
these requests of the Sikhs were not attended to ?

The Honourable Malik F"iroz Khan Noon :

·The information

is

'being collected and a reply will be given when ready.
Poon

GoBINDPUR.

FUND, D1STRICT BOARD HIGH So1100L, SRr

"'1461. Sardar Bahadur Sardar Mohan Singh : Will the Honeur-'
cable . Minister for Education please stat0--'(a) whether the headmaster, District Board High School, Sri Gobindpur, started a poor fund in the school in October last;
(b) whether the collections were made on evety. Saturday from· the
school boys without fixing rate ;
'·
·(c) whether the headmaster appealed ~ the boys to subscribe as
much as possible ;
(d) if the replies to (a), (b) and (c) a.re in the affirmative, under whose
·.
authority he madesueh collections and what amount was thus
collected by the end of March· 1932 by the boys of the different
communities ;
·
(e) the details of the relief given out of this fund from October 1981
' to April 1982, communitywise ?
.
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan Noon:
The JD.formation is
1>eing collected and will be supplied when ready
o

HEADMASTER, DxsTBIOT BoABD RIG}!:

I

ScnooL, Sru Go:sINDPUR.

*1462. Sardar Bahadur Sardar Mohan Singh : 1Will the Honourable Minister for Education pleese state-«
-(a} whether the Secretary, Akali Jatha, Thane, Sri Gobindpur, sent
eopies of resolution duly passed on the Bisakhi fair in the Gurdwara Damdama Sahib requesting for an enquiry into the
actions of certain Muslim teachers of the District Board High
· School, Sri Gobindpnr, :who went round the · Sikh villages

of

.·,

11

"'·
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:i

'

"

the ilaqa Riarki and obtained the sighatures and thumb impressions of certain illiterate Silkh villagers for the retention of
.the present Muslim headmaster at Sri 9"obindpur;
(b} if so, what action have the authorities taken in the matter. If
not, why ? : .
.!i

The. Honourab~

Malik firo~ Khan Nqon:

1:(a) Yes.

(b) trhe matter is under consideration.~: ·
t

~:

!i
·1.

.

. ·.

.

'

---.
.

"

:;
I'

.

':

Co:ti(~EssroN OF FEts .To T.\IE novs OF. UNTo:upHABL'Fl CLASSES •

. *1463•. Lala Nihal Chand _Aggarwal: •will t~e Honourable Minister
'for Educat10n be pleased to state'-·
I!
(a) whether it is a fact tht the Government ias allowed no conees:;
sion of fees to the boys of untouehabls classes as such in the
High Department and only half rates a.re allowed in the middle
"
classe:".;.
f;
.
.
(b~; whether it is a fact that the dep.ressed cla~,es boys studying in the
if·
R.K.High School, Jagraon, approacher~!the school management
:1
to requ~st the Inspector. of the . divi~ioll' to grant them full fee
i
co~cess10n as. they were unable to ply any fee whatsoever
,
.owing to their poverty and whether ~he school management
made a representation to . the .Inspector to grant full fee con·
f:
cession to deserving boys of the depres~ed classes ;
,
(c}: whether itis also a fact that this applicaJjon was disallowed by
;
the Inspector ~nd cons~quently the n1mber of such students
i;"
has fallen considerably m the school;
(d)'. if so, whether the Government is preptred to reconsider the
!!'
question on the grounds of poverty, ~~ckwardness, and lack
of enthusiasm of such boys for educatjon ?
The iHonourable Malik Firoz Khan Nooll: !iEn1uirie3 are being
made and the required information will bs supplied t0 the honourable rnember wbe~:ready.
.· ·
i
j

1

'l

1:

:I

!FEES IN THE PRIMARY CLASSES IN
;

JA.GRA.ON
1·

SOHOOLS.
.

*1464. Lala Nihal Chand Aggarwal : Will the Honourable Minister
·for Education be pleased to statejj
(a>,'. whether jt is a fact that the Inspector of $chools, Jnllundur divi!!
sion, has called upon the schools at J agiiaon in Ludhiana district
i' to charge fee~ in the primary classes ; !: .
(b)i whether it is a fact that in these schools!! the primary education
. :
was being given for yeats past without ~ny fees ;
(of if the replies to the above (a) and (b)' be inlithe affirmative, willthe
Honourable Minister please state reasons for insisting upon t~e
the carrying out of the above orders where the school manage·
ments are opposed to it?"
· ,I!
I!

I;

i
I!
i
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The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Klien :

elected to retire in order to be able to folfil the eondidon' of residence'
.eolony grant, which otherwise would have been liable to confiscation •.

(a) Ha

on his

(b) No.
(o) and (d) Do not arise.

SOAP

AND

TRUNK

FACTORIES,

MANDI

KHANluwAr...

*1469. Makhdumzada Sayad Muhammad Raza Shah Gilani :

·(a) Will the Honourable Member for Revenue· be pleased to state if the
-eonditions on which the sites for soap and trunk factorise were sold in Mandi
. Khanewa.l have been fulfilled by the purchasers thereof ?

(b) If the answer to the above be in the negative, what action does the
"Government propose to take in the matter ?

The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan :

-regretted that the answer to this question is not yet ready.

It is
It will be com·

rmunieated to the honourable member when ready.

DAMAGE BY DUST A."'D HAILSTORM TO CROPS IN LYA..LLPUB.

*1470. Mian Nurullah : Will the Honourable Member for Revenue
.be pleased to state->
(a) whether the Government is aware that the hailstorm on the 9th
March 1982 caused serious damage to the rabi crops, especially
wheat and gram in the district of Lyallpur ;
(b) whether it is a fact tht the damage done in the Toba Tek Singh
tahsil was the greatest ;
(e) the names of cha.ks visited by the said storm;
(tl) whether it is a fact that in some villages no fodder is available;
(e) whether the Government has taken any· action to relieve the
distress;
(f) whether any special remission of land revenue and abiana for
next rabi is under contemplation or not ?

The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan: (a) Yes.
(b) Serious damage was done in the Toba Tek Singh as well as Lyallpur

·tahsil.
(c)

·

A statement giving the names of ehaks in which damage was caused

·.is laid on the table.

(il) No.
(e) and (!) Action has been taken by Government as provided in th•·
,.t>rdinary remission rules.

!i
!i
11

I!

•
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STARRED QUESTIONS AND .ANSWEReJ;
.J:

'

J'

.: Statement showing the names of the _chaks in ·1chich da~iage was ca-used. · · ,: ,
Ohak No. of villages 1·
\[
. '.
·
278, 279, 281, 282, 280, 276, 276, 277, 288, 86~~ 862, 868, 8, 64,: 865,..
866, 867, 868, 869, 870, 871, 872, .$78, 296, 297, 298,.
299, 800, ·801, 302, 308, 804, 805, 306, Ii 307, 308, 309, ~10,
311, 312, 313, 814, 315, 316, 311, 284,I! 2s5, 286, 287, 288,.
289, 290, 291, 292, 298, 294, 295, 318,1:819, 320,,321,,323,
876, 877, 378, 380, 881, 355, 356, 857, 35~, 859, 860, 428, 438,
438, 482, 86, 124, 96, 89, 38,. 81, 245, ~82, 84, 246, 82, 98,
88, 280, 276, 281, 82, 94, 278, 128, 250J; 280, 221, 28-8, 296,,
93, 97, 277, 80, 241, 289, 88, 92, 120, ~p, 78, 25.9, 279, 270,
264, 247, 256, 265, 274, 272, 281, 71, ~17, 220, 72, 275, ,75,.
99 and 90, 161, 518, 519, 520, 148, 52lj' 806, 180, 805, 181,
182, 188, 149, 152, 151, 158, 292, .827, !L826, 828, 811, 881,.
849, 817, 308, 807, 818, 44, 48, 844, 86, :~12. 42, 810, 46, 89,..
40, 41, 85, 48, 44, 46, 47, 49, 154, 155,i: 156, 157, 158, 159,.
160, 162, 163, 164, 179, 244, 245, 48.
!:
.--

GRAIN

ii

ELEV.ATOR,

LYALLPUR;

*1471. Mian Nurullah : Will the Honourable i)\1:inister for Agricul··
ture be pleased to statei
.
(a) when the grain elevator was built at Lyallp~;
(b) what was the object in view for building it ; . \[
(c) whether that object has been achieved;
i
1,
'
(d) the total ~ost up to date including the in~~rest on the capital>.
, ,
expenditure ;
\[
(e) the total income that it has yielded so far; 1!
(f) what steps has the Government taken to tnake it a profltableand popular affair ;
!:
{g) whether the Government is prepared to let Jt on lease ;
Qi) if so, on what terms ?
i!
The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh : [i The answer to the
Council question is not ready.
The information is [being collected and.
will be communicated to the honourable member in du~ course.

•

1,

!!

-i:
DEGREES IN AGRIOULTURE. 1:

*1472. Mian .Nurullah : Will the Honourabl~. Minister for Agri-·
eultnre be pleased to state.

\!

•

i

(a) whether Government contemplates to exten' t},le present period
o!. ,A~~c~tutal :d~litr~e. fo~tn, foµr :t'! five· ~ars; !l>~ter the matri- ·
C1.1J.at1on ;
. •.
. .
,I
· ;(b) whetherGoverninent in so 'decidinghave co~idered its effect on .
. · · . · - ·. thi,i agricultural population· of this provin4e 1
The Honourable
Sir Jogend~a· Singh;!\ No' such' proposal.
is at present before Government.
1:

y

1

Sardar

-

_.!.

_
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DRAWING MASTERS.

*1473. Rai Bahadur Lala Mohan Lal : Will the, Honourable
"Ministerfor Education be pleased to state if it is a fact that the Education
Department have not made any arrangement for the training of Drawing
Masters? If so, why?
··
·
-The Honoutable. Malik Firoz Khan Noon: No. It is not a
fact.
SHASTRIS AND ·MuNs:e::c,FAZu.s.

*1474. Rai Bmhadur Lala Mohan Lid : Will th~ Honourable Minister for Education be pleased to state whether Shastris and Munshi Fazils
are regarded as graduates under rule 20 (e) of the Education Code, Chapter
]II ? If not, why not ?
The Honourable Malit' Firoz Khan Noon: The information is
.being collected and will be supplied to the honourable.memberwhen ready.'
FREE PRIMARY EDUCATION.

*1475. Ra.i Bahadwr Lala Mohan Lal : Will the Honourable
Minister for Education be pleased to state if .Government have decided to
impart free primary education in the schools in the province ?
The Honourable Malik F~oz Khan Noon : Free primary eduea.~
'tion is imparted under Government orders in schools,located in areas under
compulsion.

•

. FEES

PRIMARY SCHOOLS•

*1476. Rai Bahadur Lala Mohan :t.d : Will the . Honourable
Minister for Education be pleased to state whether it is a fact that the schools
fa the J nllnndur division have been: ordered to·charge ·(ees from the .primary
class students? If so, the reason therefor?
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan Noon : Enquiries are being
made on the subject and the result will be communieatedtto' the honourable
member in due course.
FEE

co~OESSIONS TO. DEPB,ESSED CLASSES,

*1477. Rai Bahadur Lala Mohan Lal: Will: the Honourable
:Minister for Education be pleased to state(a) whether it is a fact that · the Government does not allow · any
concession in fees to the untouchables in the high classes
while the remission in case of middle school students is limited
to one-half ;
(b) whether it is a fact th~t t~e m.,anagem.,ent of. the R. K. High
School, Jagraon, which is doing spec1a.lserviceto the untouehables applied to the Inspector of Schools, Jullnndur division,
for total remission of fees from tl'l.e students belonging to the
. depressed classes, but th3:t 'their reques~ was not granted;
(c) 1f the reply to the above be m the affirmative, the circumstances
warranting the rejection of the rE)quest ;_

,

,,

STARRED

QUESTIONS
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(d) whether the Government is aware that ttle effect of this action
has been that the number of depressed class students has
fallen considerably;
(e) having regard to the fact that the depressed classes merit special
consideration, if the Government is prepared to allow total
remission in fees for studies and games ~ill the case of depressed
class students at the middle and high 1ichools ?
The Honourable Malik Firoz . Khan Noon ~ Enquiries are being
made and the required information will be supplied to the honourable member
when ready.
CmEF

ENGINEERS

AND

SUPERINTENDING

ENGI~EERS
11
·.

:

AND CANAL

CONSTRUCTION.

*1478. Mr. Muhammad Din Malak : wm l!the Honourable Revenue Member please state(a) the respective dates on which the construction of the following
canals was started and completed :-- i'
Western Jumna, Sirhind, Lower Bari ilooab, Lower Chenab,
Lower Jhelum, Upper Chenab, U~per Bari Doab, Upper
Jhelum and Sutlej Valley ;
·
(b) the respective rates of .the salaries allow~d to. the chief and the
superintending engineers together witp their numbers up to
the close of the last century ;
,
(c) the. date from which the number of ch* engineers was raised
from 1 to 8;
(d) the rate of the salaries drawn by the supe:t1mten:ding engineers and
I
the chief engineers at present 'l
The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander !Jyat Khan: (a) State·
ment is laid on :the table.
(fa) and (d) The honourable member is referred tb reply given to Council
-question No. 192 (c)l of 1981.
(c) The number of chief engineers was raised ,,to 2 from 10th March
1905 and to 8 from 10th December 1921.

conetmetdon.!
Western Jumna.
Sirhind ••
Lower Bari Doab
••
( (1)
Lower Chena.b
l (2)
Lower Jhelum
Upper Chena.b
Upper Bari Doab
Upper Jhelum
"8utlej Valley

1873
1867
1906
1884
1892
1898
1905
1849-50
1905
1922

1Volume

XVIII, page 313.

a. e o oomp e on.

1886
1882
1917
(1) 1887
(2) 1899-1900
1917
1917
1859
1917
The completion report
has not yet been su~
mitt.ed.

I
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CHIEF

ENGINEER AS A RECESSING OFFICER.

*1479. Mr. Muhammad Din Malak: Will the Honourable theRevenue Member please state if, in view of the financial. stringency, . Government have decided to put on the list of recessing officers all the three chief
engineers ; if not, why ?
The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan:

No,

Because they are required as secretaries to Government.
SARDAR HUKAM

SINGH, TEMPORARY ENGINEE:i:t.

*1480. Mr. Muhammad Din Malak: With reference to the reply·
given to the starred question No .. 1254,1 will the Honourable Minister for
Agriculture please state~
(a) the distinction between the temporary engineers serving in the-·
general branch and those serving in other branches of Public·
Work~ Department ;
{b) the special qualifications needed for holding the poet which issaid to .be held by. Sardar Hukam Singh ;
· (o) the special qualifications possessed by. Sardar

Hukaro Singh
justifying the retention of his services in preference to those-of his seniors who have been brought under reduction ;

(d) whether originally Bardar Hukam Singh was also. in .the general
branch and, if so, when and for what. reasons be was transferred from the general branch ?

The Honourable SardarSir Jogendra Singh: (a) The Buildings·
and Roads Branch of the Public Works Department dealswith-e.
,
{t,) work of a.,general engineering nature, and
(i,,) specialized work.
,
!Fempora.ry engineers engaged on either must have the necessary·
quali:fications, but it sometimes happens that an engineer, by virtue of histraining, is quali:fied to do both kinds of works.
.
(b) ExperieneeIn sanitary engineering and building construction.
(b) Sardar Hukam Singh possesses(1,) the B. Sc. degree of a recognised British 'University ;
(it,) practical experience of large works both in Gi:eat Britain and;
India ~·
'

'

·

.

{iit,) an excellent record of service with the Public Works Depart··
ment.
(d) ·fl. .Hukam Singh was originally employed in the· general branch'.
in 1928, · i!,nd was later transferred to the speciaJist side ·in 1980, on thecreation. of a new sub-division but before the discharge
the temporary:
engineers in the general branch was even considered.

of

1Page 342 ante.

1:

I'
1:
,1
1,
1\

i
·

·

11
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I,1'
RETRENCHED

•

TEMPORARY ENG~fERB~

.

.

,

• .......

.·

· *1481. Mr~ M~ammad ])in Malak : Will th~ Honourable Minister
<for Agrforilthre please state whether any of the tempota.ry engineers· who did
.not belong to the general branch of, the Public WorkjJ Department were ie- ·
<trenched/if so, please give their names and the length of their servioes; if
not; why?
.
.
:.
.
i\ .·
··
'. '.
:.1
·: The.,,Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh.: .·Yes .. One t~mpota.ry engineer, namely, Mr. B. F. Main, Executi1e Engineer, had been-retrenched from the Public ij:ealth Circle. He has, ~ee and-a-half years•· "
-aerviee, and is at present onleave pending discharge. 1:.
.
•
·
1
n
+.<,

TEl°Vl:PORARY ENGI:WEE~S.

' i\

I

•

i

..

,

*1482. Mr. Muhammad Din M.ia : Will the Hdnourable M;inister
·for Agri,culture please· give the names of :tl;ie1temporaty engineers along with
the length of their . service whether they belonged tq; the genera.I Ql'anoh_. or.
,any: other branch of the. Public Works Departme:qt end _·whether since
~etrenched or still in service ?
.
\:.
·

The 'Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Siq~ : Since no date has
been given it is regretted that no information
be(, given as to the}1aines
,of the temporary engineers retrenched, The· names 9f temporary engineers ~
:in service now and previously will be found. in tM Punjab·Hal:f-Year}y
-Oivil List.
Of those 'shown in the last published civil List . Messrs. Vijh
.and S:i,ngat Sing~ .of the '' General " Branch and llr~i Main o_f 1the Specialist
,{Pubhc Health Circle) hltve been retrenched.
1k

can

---·

,, . , . ; . .

.

.

'

F:~ES ON LEAB.E DEEDS.

:\:'
I[·

·.

,

•!

•

· *1482-A. · Khan Bahadur M"ian Ahmad · Y4r · Khan ·Daaltana :

-wm,· the H?nourable

Revenue Member.be pleased ·t1.-state· ,
(a) whether it is a fact that temporary lea.se-µolders of Government
' land. are now being put to th'3 expense ~f registration fees and
stamp fees' on their lease deeds ;
. ·'ii, . '
'
(b) from what year did this re~tfon
come!''to f9rce and whether
it, appli~ :with retr?spective effec~ to hose I.eases which had
. · not expired a.t the time the regulation. . a.s enforced ?
The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Byat ·Khan : (a)· Yes
·where the existing law requires that such leases sijould be stamped aintl
:registered ;
.
.,
· ·
..
.
i ·.
· . , .
', '{b)' The Indian Registration .Act XVI has been • .. e:tjstence since l 008·
' .and.' in 1929 · the attention of officers was drawn t '. the need for observing
-thefaw.
·
_
.
\

ti

1

.: AvRrnuLTU:RAL Ass1sTANTs.

. *1483. R~ -Bahadur . Lala .Sewak Ram =
)

l

~M¥ster

,1

wm

the Honourable
for Agriculture be pleased to state(a).. the tot!!,l number of agricultural assil;lt'1llt~: who .have been dis·
charged from service ;

I

I

\\

0

I
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l]l. ;s~ Lala Sewak R~m;J.,· ·
(b> whether it is a fact thitt senior 'men have been' dischai'ge4, and.
.,::' ::'.· · · 'junior men have. been retained in servica.;

s? do1:°g? .

· _(cJ~:~o, the reasons foi,-

•

'.

· .,' . ..'

.

.
. · .
(a) Forty.-fi.ve. .
- Cb)
(c) s'election:'f6:r retrenchme~t bas been made amongst probetion~,, offi!)~t~g and temporary offi,cia;ls_with great care and in som~ ~Seit
some of those retrenched had more service than some who have been re-

. The ~oli~able Sardar S~. Jogendra Smgh :.

'and

.,,~:.!. '.:J,

-.i,y61Lo.

'·:, .. .'

.

.

.

•

..

'

GRANT OF LAND TO PROBATIONERS 'OF AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE.

Sewak Ram : . Will .the Honourable
33,evenue Member be pleased to state if it is a fact tha~.
· ·
·· .. (a) two squares each to'Musfun and Sikh probation~rs .w~re gra.n.tecl
'- · · ', ·by the 'Principal, Punjab 'Agricultural Uollege, Lyallpw.: ; · ..- "
. . I .(b): U So;)he ?00:SOilS for 'not making Si.nillar grants to lij.ndu prob&: ..', ','. ·tioners '? · · .,
·
•1494. Rai Bahadur · Lala

The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan : 1 (a). Nor
. -:<,bf Does n~t !1~so.' I may: explain that the principals seven collegea,
9e,:e. asked to nominate students to whom Government was prepared t~
Amongst those so nominated ten are Hindus. , • . . ·
·

of

sii~'ghmts.

.. : ExTBA

DEPUTY

ASSISTANT AND

DIRECTORS Oll' AGRIOULTU,BE.

1485. Rai Bahadur Lala Sewak R8Dl : Will . the Hono~bls

111

lfinister for Agrioultnre be pleased to state (a)
"total . strength of extra. assistant ~eotors, .0,f Agri<,u,Iturs
. '.·. "oomm:iinitywise: ;··,
·.
·. :.;< ·., .
.
!"'.'•
.:.· ".
(b) the total str~ngth' of deputy directors of Agriculture .co~unity·
, , -· :·:.;: wise,-.? . ·.· ".' ·
·
· · · ' ·• . ,·:,\ ·i. ,.·,. \''·
: : , (c) what steps does he propose to take to giv~ a .fair
sh~re to each
oommunity in the province ? · .: ' · · · 1' · · ·

the

s:» ••

the Bcmourable S~dar Sir Jogendr11 Singh: · (a)~,
.
MWJfuns. .
. (a} -,
9

~ .

S

Sikhs.
8

. .

Hindus.
l

. Total•
-, 18 ·

i

2

(c) The ~er~ce appears t? be .dne to the sm~~ number of · Hind111.
and Sikhs qualifying for .promotion from the subordinate grade. · Govern• .
ment will keep in view the Hindu and Sikh claims in making futur&appoµit- · '~• ·
ments.
, ·
''
'
1
•

AGmovr,ronAL

AssrsTAN'.11 oll' M.uLsr.

, .,

I.

·

,:

1111486.
Rai Bahadul' Lala· Sewak Ram ·: Will the . ltonourable · . Minister for Agriculture be pleased t~ ~tat.e' '!hether he has,rec~ved any ·~-1
repr~ent~t·:on·.~Q.m .the: :people: of M~ilsi, ~tnct· ·Multan, requesting . bmr·

_______

1

...;.....

,,,,

,,

UNBTARRED, QUESTION,B AND ANBWlllRS.·

not to remove the agricultural assistant from there?,
does .he propose to take in the matter ?

The Honourable Sardar Sir. Jog~ndra Singh,:
tion can be traced in my office.

UNSTARRED
DRINKING

_

.QUESTIONS
WATER,

; ;so,.w~at aotiC>~l!
.
.: . "'..
'. ·
No_ s~oh rep~enta•
_ ,: ..

AND ANSWER~~)

SHA.HPUR

.

•,;

DISTRICT.

378. ·Mr. E. Mayadas_; Will the Honourable Mi¢ster.for Educl),tio~,r
be pleased to state_ . ..
.. ·
(a) whether it is a f!:l,ct that in the salt 'range portion in the ·Sha.hpur
.
· · . district there is scarcity of good drinking water ; ,
.
. (b) whether it is a fact that above the salt strata. sweet. water ..
available J· '
·
· ·. .·
·
.
: ' ,.:f
(c) whether it is a fact that in a few cases effort has be~n. made. to,
pipe this water across the saline region; if so, by what depiu't•
ment, at what cost and with what results ?
·
·. The Honourable Malik_Firoz Khan Noon: (a) Yes.
(b) yes, in some places.
.
(c) Two schemes have been completed.
(1) The Warcha Water Supply Scheme which was ca~ed out on
behalf ofthe Government of India at a cost"of Rs. 78;680; ·
(2) The Thal 'Ilaqa Scheme, the cost of which (Rs. i ,40,000) was :riiet. ·
by the Sanitary Board. ·-·
·'
· ·. : ' c . •
Both these schemes 'have proved successful, but

in

the case of the ·Thal

Ilaqa Scheme, the District Board, Jhelum, has. not yet p~ovideif., a <llstri·

bntion system; and: the villages in the neighbourhood are not: o.erivh;t.g fu.11'.
benefit from it.
·
·
·,
·
· Eight other projects estnnat~d to cost Rs'. 2,71,000:hav~ been prepare~,. ,
bat they cannot be executed ·a.t,present owing tcdinanoiahtrmgenoy.
.
.
•'.

_ ELECTBIO

'

POWER FOR LIFTING. WATER,

.

. .

379. Mr. E. Mayadas: (a) Will the Honourable Minister fol' Local'
Self-Government be pleased to state whether · ·electric power from th•
Mandi hydro-electric station will be available for lifting water. from wells?
If so, has any scale of charges been· prepared ? If so, will a. copy kindly·
be laid on the table ?
.' ·
· ·
. , (b) In case no such seals has been prepared as. yet, wiJ,l. Govetnpienf;.
kin4}y state~ approximate date by which this will be ready? . , · ·
The llonorable Dr. Gokul Chand. Narang: (a) Eleotrio ,pow1m
from the Mandi Hydro-Electrio.power station will-be available for sale . to
pe1110D.lil wh,o. wish to USE) it for lifting. water from wells and: agree to ta.lc&aijema.ting ~urrent . at. a. . pr0$sure ofAOO volts at .points "Wit~~ ecqnomict.
~J:i. of a.. distributing main,
·
·
. : .. ' ". ~
,
. '
· .A scale of charges has been prepared and a copy ofthe scale, within the,.
range: ofthe ,likely requirements 'Of'&uoh: p~,
is le.id :th-e table.-

·on

c"J

PUNJAB L'EGl!!L.A'ITvE COUNCIL,

iHon. Dr. Narang.J
· . , (b) Does not arise.

Scale of Chaf'ges j01' ilectric energyfor WW
Assessed rated oa.paoity.

t~n

industrial power•.

Consumption per month
per kilowatt of assessed
· rated ca.pa.city•

.
'.
Rate in pies per unit.

.

Leu than 4 kilowa,tts

..

First 60 unite

30
11

Next 120 units
All &dditionalunits

Si

or a.Itern11,tlvely a flat rat.e of
14 pies per unit to persou
using .the power for pumping
p~poses,

.

.

27i · .

Jletween 4 and 30 kilowatts.. First 60 units
Next 120 units
All addttional units

9j-

7i

or a.ltematively a. flat rate of
10 pies per unit to perso118
u.sing the power for pumping
purposes.

. EXPORT OF' GRAINS FROM THE ·PU:NJ;AB,

380, Mr.E. Mayadas:Will. the Hono"1rable;Memberfor Revenue
be pleased to state what grains and in what quantities ate generally exported
from the Punjab to the Sind province? .
.
The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander. Hyat Khan: The
·ngures of the am~nnt of·grall;ls booked from the Punjab to the Bind Province
are not rea.dily available, and it, is regretted therefore this information cannot
furnished.
.
,
.
The figures of wheat and other grains booked to Karachi during the
t.ist two yea.rsare, however, given below, if this information will be of any
'use to the honourable member:-

be

w~"'t ..

Year.

...

198~81 ••
1981-32 ..

...

Other grains.

. To;ns.

Tons.

8,78,224
· 8,58,857

1,01,725

1,s1,1a2

CoNVIOTIONS UNDER 8.ARDA AoT.

381. Mr~ E. Mayadas: Will the Honourable Finance 'Member be.
pleased to• state
the. number
of convictions
under
the Sarda
Act bydistricts
·'!
.
.
. •
,. •. ----.
r1
... ,.,
~
~ .
- .. - .•
. ·, - " The· Honourable- Mr. IL Calvert : . 'Xbe' -honourable · mem'ber is
referred to the answer -given to question No. 9$4.1 asked in November last
by'Lala Jyoti- Prasad which gives the required inforrilation up' to· that
~onth.
. If the 'honourable member requires· statistics after· th!),'t ·date they
'.tan be obtained, but · it will 'necessitate enquiry' from each district fa the·
•.

.

. .

•

•. •

'

· i:irovmce.

· ~

·~ '

. •,

,-

1Yolume XX,

.

page 334.

'

I

· ·

.

1

''

•

UNSTARRED

QUESTIONS

,j\ND. ANSWERS.
r f _.;

LITIGATION EXPENSES, BERK' EsT.A.r_tE.

··~ ·,

Member -

382. Pir Akbat Ali : Will the. Honourable
f~r :Revenue
kindly furnish the following· information regarding the-Court of
Behk Estate, Ferozepore district. 'Die., the · litigation expenses for the year
· 1930, 1981, and how much out ?f this has been paid as pleader's fee?
.

Wards•

The Honourable Captain Sard..-· SJkander Hyat Khan :
It is,
member is nofl

regretted that the inio1mation required by the honourable
yet ready. It will be supplied to him \Vhen ready.

"

PoLIT_IOAL_

•

PRISONERS
JAIL, L4110RE.
·'
. IN' THE
, ·'' CENTRAL\
·.,,,
·,
.

..

.

383. Mr. Mukand Lal ~uri :1 Will the Honourable Member for
Finance be pleased to state-

'

(a) the number of Indian political prisoners confined in the Central
Jail, Lahore, up to the 20th April 1982, who have been accorded
Western mode of living ;
·
(b) how many are A class and how many B class ;
(o) whether there are any privileges enjoyed by the European. special
class prisoners which' are; denied. to the ~pecial class Indian
political prisoners who have been accorded Wes~ern ~mod~ of
living ? If so, why and what are they ;
·
(d) whether electric fans are supplied to the· El'1ropean rion-politicai
.
B class prisoners ;
':
.
.
·

(e) whether now-a-days

a

it is fact that A c,Iass'Jndian political'
prisoners who are accorded Western mode of living are nofi
supplied with these fans, even at their own expense? If so.
why;
·

(!) whether it is a fact that the European non-politieal B olas1prisoners are lodged in a bungalow, in. th~ _ ~a.bore ·Central
Jail while the Indian special class pr,isonerE1.enjoyingWe.stem
mode of living are kept in barracks and cells meant for ordinary
· criminals and felons ?
·

The Honourable Mr. H. Calvert:

(a) Six.

(b) All A class.
(o) No.

(d} Certain barracks have electrio fans and. the, occupants, whethe1t
British or Indian, whether of A or of B class, no~lly
. get the benefit
without distinction.
·
(e) But .nowadays there are too ~any A_ class .~d,ia,Q ,prisoners:~
be located in those barracks, and therefore they have ~~n placed In ti coin ..
modious barrack specially prepared and furnished.
present no wiring Jor electric. fans he.re.~

Unfortunately thereis.a.t
· ·

!

f

I

. ::.,
991
·.

UNSTABBED QUBSTlONS AND A*S;WERS.

:

1

Mums IN PATJUNX~'.11 rMtmtCIP.tLlTY..

·. a. -s•..w..1tuammaa ~s~cii.

.: /i. L.
:-will·th~ :a:~rio~b1e ·Ykisiertor

J.ooal SelMlovermiient kindly sta~e-:::: - __ . .. '.. . • .

. (af the-· toi~f pop~tion

.

i

' : I.

of Pathankot '.town ahi the strengtli of
.'.the Muslim commtinity in this numbef;
ib} tb.e JotaJ iipm~er:·of votin~ sfiten~ :for '.municipal electionl
.,
and tpe strength of Hindu and 'Muslim votes in the town ;
·tc)the ti.umber of .elected 'iiiicf no~t.ed seats in the Pathankot
.
munieipa.lity ;
:
.
:
. . . : . . . ·• .. .
;
how mapy seats wet~ held by 'Muslim~ .b6th .;l>y el~tfo~ .
nomination in the last committee and sinee when this number
has been maintained ; .
. ·.
.

'·

I

and

1d)

(e) ~ether •it is a fact ihat one nominated.· sEk~ .o~~i~ ~~,tpt~
, number of two such seats was held by· a Mu
• a.eertaiD
. Dr. Ghias-ud-Din, since last 12 years;
.
. . . ..
-, U) whether it is. also a fact that this Muslim .s!38,t ha~'
.been
eliminated in the present committee, leaving the Muslim
community in a minority in the said commit~ee; .. ··:, .
f.g) the reasons of the Government for eliminating the seat ? :

~o~

•

;

• , _- -

.: .•.

;

. _r·. '

-

•

. -_ .- • _·

'I' ;

:· ,-·

. :

:. : !.

i

\:

J.

. :.;. -_

:

,:.... ' ., ..

~<

11ie Honourable Dr. Gokul Chand Narang:. It is .regretted";tbat

~e answer to this question is not yet ready. It will h&.oommunio~d to
··~e· hono'iirab.le member when ~ea.dy. ; . . ... ·
' .
. .. :' • j,;_ :.1 :.:Y.

;..:;.

SUBORDINATES IN THE UPPER

BARI DoAB

':

,

.

!

CAN'AL. CIROLiil~ ·

'387.·, Shitikla 'Muhaa'.iwimad Sadiq : w~ the 'Honourabl~ Mefu~er Id
:Bevenue ltjndly state· ·· ·· ·
· · · ·: · :. · ·
':(a) the total number of temporary. and, permanent subof@Il&te& '
· ,both Hindus and Muslims, in UpperBari Doab Canal oirole il)
!'.~gust· 1981 and at. the. present time ; . . • . , . ,, : .
(b) the percentage of each comm~ty aooordi:n~ : to' the 'ngnrea
mentioned in (a) above;
.
.
. ,
tc>' bow' xriany 'teinpofory. subor~t~s were. brought
redtt~ion
during the period June October 1981 an~.out of this number
. bow many were Muslims ;
..
-: · ,
., ,
(cl) how many persons fro:in the temporary
now . in
:., ., , service and discharged hav,e W~1;,service~ to tµei,f ~e~~ ;
· · ·.(e) under. what circumstances I Chaudhri·r:Muhammad 7iaffer Dm,
temporary subordinate .working·-iJi tµe 4th diyisio:g., Upper
• Bari .Doab Canal, was' br9ught urider~d~~t,oiJ.0;~: ":\ ..•••
(!} wliether it is· a fact that this Chaudlµi,.)\J:uhamin.ad.9:~er·l>ua
has over 2 years' War services to' his' cre<lit.:besides' se-t~
, . years' .expeeience in the Punjab hrigation;])epartin~;
· '(g) the reason why Jie ,.w,s @icliat:g~ in .pre!er~e J9· ~ose who
have no War services to their credit ?
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VNSTARRED

.,99~

AND A1'TW£Bfl,

Qt."ES'JIONS
•.•

The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh : (a) Ye~ •.
.

• •. 1

:·

•

'·,

•

(b). No.

(c}:Eaoh of the three oii:cles m:question has work:peottlia.r to its·.own
line and also has its own separate cadre. · For. these · :roosons the . thre~
circles cannot be treated as one for purposes of retrenchment in the Publie
liealth Circle.

RETRENCmIENT

.

. ·

IN

THE

I

· ' ' ·

PuB.Lid

-,

:Ji.EAL~e:

390.' Mr. Mukand Lal Puri : wiu th~

Agriculture kindly state-

·

'

i

.

'·

Cmct:i;J~

Ministei; ·for-

Honourable
'

1.

·

.

.

I

";

.-.,·,_,

(a) whether it is a fac t that' drastic ret;encbment -is being effected'
in the Public Health Circle, Pu_plic "\:Vorks Department.;_ , ,
0

(b) if the answer ta above be in th'e affirmative will the Honourable·
Minister -. kindly state ..what principles are being ·followed
for the. above purpose; efficiency or seniority.:
I

.

(c) if the retrenchment is being made on the b,asi<l: of seniority, will
the Honourable .Minister kindly state what crlterion has been.
adopted to determine the seniority, length ;Of service in the
.. grade or the amount of sa;lacy . drawn by' the individuals ;
also whether. this criterion has. beeii adopted after consu~t~g
the Finance Department ;
'. ' · .: .
· · · . .

hi

(a> wh~ther it is a fact th'at in all eases decided,
the Finance De
partment: and also by the. Accountant-General,
Punjab;
seniority has bef.ln determined by the length of service in: the
grade and not by the amount of:salary drawn ;
(e) whether it is a fact that certain graduates (who are also qualified
stenographers)···with excellent •record;. senior in service. and
· · · . · strongly · recommended' ·tor . ratentioil ·. l:>i' the dmcers of · the·
, · Department, are being reverted to lower grades while persons
not so highly qualified; junior in senl~e and badly reported ·
by the Superintending Eugineem •. are being retained in their
present (100-6-160/8-200)
grade. If so, .the reasons
for this?
·
··
·

The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh·:
the answer to this question is not yet ready.

~t ·

to the honourable member when ready. .

It' is regretted that.

will be communicated.

e

DISCUSSION·oF PRESIDENT'S-RULING

.IN

.TH'E PRESS.

PRIVILEGE.·

Khan llahadur Sordat Habib -Ullah: :May.I draw your attention
to the cnticisms of your ruling OD the Punjab Municipal (Ariiendment)"Bill
and the Punjab Protecf.ion.fl'.g&inst Molestation Bill, which. appeared in the,
01
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. ..

this Honse; · The· paper•
rNJo.
~!¥'~. .t~·
,·. t!t.A·!.~<.r?!,,iµ.~c~
.•. ~. o_·.~.P~.~)af
-. •.8.·;9i~; 1.rwu?UJ. ~oJ.rtmltJ>th ..®dT7t.h·-_. Ma.y.
l:,g~,
ih(3i·~~A ~,q· o~ll:¥ay._"nd,t~~ Q~muh~iZitdry iGazette. of
,.ijw ~t1q~_&Y,',; ·:1i ~:~re ~his Uo:u~e. ~as the ·reputation., of Jea.lO~B~Y.·~dipg
Press in the names of some honourable members of

the prestige and digmty of the Chair.

Therefore any comment riUhernluig

''.of its President, whether for or against •. will be resentedby every honourable
.member of thisBouse. It is certainly to my mind an abuse of privilege _by

the members . concerned •.. 1 .have therefore. dr{i:wn yo.:ur at.teiition and also
·the attention of thehonourable members of this House _so that .any disoipli:.Iia.ry action that is necessary' inay be taken..
'

Shaikh Mubarnmad Sadiq·: ~fay I also add

:·has been misquoted in the papers ? ;. ' .

.

it

·~

word that yqur
:' .

~i~g

..

,

say'

Mr.

M~hammad ~- Malak : I should also like to
a .few woids
, ,bn. this subject. It would be recalled that on the 28th :A'.pril last when the
:'Honourable :Minister for Local Self-Govemment presented what purported
to be the report bf theseloot1eoriunittee and movedthattheM-l.lnicipal Amend. ;ment"Bill'be taken into .: consideration, my friend; Mr. Owen Roberts, raised
a - point of order. Ce1·taiti other points of order were.; also raised in the
. f-0ou:rse 'of the discussion a~d after full discussion" you
pleased to give
'your final ruling •. This was followed bya more or less keen eontroversyin
:-the. Press: arid th~ . Civil qn_d ,M #itarfj Gazett~. set the. balr r<>lling in this. eon; :ilootion. In· its. issue· of the 30th . .April, while disclaiming any intention' to
-eritieise the ruling given by you,·ifcom.mented upon the proceed,ings of the
.Council
well as. oil your ruling. In order to enable the Rouse to appraise
• the magnitude of the offence, I would, -like to read fro~ the paper the lead,;:i.ng article irr.question,
The article '.is- headed : · ··The<Punjab
Council
':Muddle.' It reads .as follows ~--

were

as

a.' coiruno~p.11_,ace•. but f~r ~- legls'I, at~r.'in the .HousJ to' confeaa'
,him~elf.an aBS is anoyelty, '.We noticed behind.the Speaker's chair of the Punjab
Cotmeil on Thursday the nevly appointed President C>f the North-West Frontier
Province · Legislature. . He must. have .gone - away .. with··a..·poor impreBBion of
· . tlie •dignity• of· 0111' Co~cil. · . Spea._k~f.1!1\l>t,U«>wµtg,and ,Jaipng. to. m.ake.;,;t~,, selves :hearf at the: ·reporters' ta."ble''thiougn ·· the diii of' conversation, :members
. . i»t all parts of the Ho:ulie rising to their J'eet and ,:emaining $t.an~;
the stentoria.D addresses'."'."' ... ·
.
· .
. · ..· . '. · ·

" ·That thelaw is.. ·an.' ass·is
.

. .~
'

I .

the 'uee of that ~xpreasi~n.-

1 ~bject to

·"'J;he 1teqtoria.n addresses of .the President,,t~e·JOOtiplfo~ty.of. t~e isa~~s pis9ussed simult.a.•
· · · 'neoilsly, the bewildemient· of ourselves and of others from .who111··we asked, tlM,ir
. impressi~I\8 of what had happened-'-all' contributed to make Tluirsde.y'ii se~sibn
of the Punjab Legisle.tive ~ouncil a_ sa~. !IMCt:i.cle., Up Ul}~e. ~ittie. qf g~
to .press ·We have been ·Dna.lile to ascertain whether Cha.udliri Faiz Muhe.m~
had succeeded: or faiJed in his thrice repeated att.empt·to present to the Honse
' the select committee's report on his Pi:-o~tiQn agaiDsfl Molesfi!l,tion~m.
•

'· ••

'

. '.''"As.(or
· ·

'·.

1·

.

•

•

•

•

Y".

·,

'

'

'

tl\e Punjab MllJi;.ci~l .!,ct .Amendme11,t,:Bill,. PllVCJ:' was tl!-cN11~cJ:t,qon~ion.
To the simple minded ma'n in the street the issue was very·piain. 'The ~ec11
committee he.d sat; had a.mved ·at certa,id conclusions imd hacl left it tcl"offlcial
members to embody th~ in .a :report •. They were ca.Ile~ ro.sether to, consider
the dt&~ report, but· iristea.cf:·of 'ooniiideti,ng W'in de,tl!'.n;. ilu.id. 'that µ thfl. oflioial
·. secret-ary .~!18-&&tisfied. that ,the ,zeport c<itrectl. represen.
· ted . tJle. 'deoisio~ Ptey
·lu~d r~
here .were their _signa.tu.res.., Dilling the nen two !lays 11i~d before
,presenting, the repoi;t to. the. Oounciii .the,SeC]tet&tryt&li·iii·_dutt''h<>imd.'.oa.reMly
compared tlie report again with ~~- daily memora.n.dll. and,found that''llitill•
omissions had ooourred."
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. . Mr. Nanak Ch&lld Pandit; .))ise t() a p,0int of.erder. · Is. thefe·
'~llything which. the· honourable :memher.~'.Wab.ts·· !o· point_ o~t to the H#_se '!
'.We.have all read th~ artic1e'µr,qu~stfon.:, 'Ifjhere is anythmg objectionable
'tjri' that artfofo; he may:i'e~tohly that'pottion wJ;dch Jie co¥ders~6bject1~n.''able;. Surelj'we are not to waste the tune of the House by reading the wheile
rtfole. . • ' ' ' ,' '_· '. .
> • . . . •, •
' ,• . • . . .
. . ' . '
. .
• . .
The ho~oµrable m,ember for H~sbhtr·
~. pur :may consider the read.ing qf tht3 9irtidle as waste of time, because h~ has
·_:rea,d 'it already. But there may be others 1VhO have not read the. artU}lE) in
question and for their benefit it is necessary that I should read the article.

:'8

Mr. Mµbmnmad'DiaMalak : .

·Mr.· President : May l just· make one remark. · · If · I understood him
·~ht,
the honourable member, representing the La,10rE,l Rural constituency
·(Khan Bihadur Sardar Habib Ullah), invited tl:ie attention of the House only
to the criticism of the Chair by the members of this House. He did not refer
··to the criticism of the Chair by the Press. I think that the Press and. the
individual members of the Council stand on different footings. The President
' of a Council is a public man and as such his rulings ma.y probably be critfoised
'by the Press, without imputing partiality to him. If partiality is attri·
'buted, the criticism shall amount to a 'breach of privilege.
As regards. the criticism of the Chair's rulings by the members of _the
House, that is a separate matter. It would appear that according to par·
liamentary practice, such eritdeism is a breach of the privileges of the Honse.
'Il\.e President is responsible only to the Council; He is not responsible to
.:its individual 'members or to the outside public.
Then there is the further .question: whether this House has got ,any
!power to punish breaches of pri!tleges, . So f!i,ra,s I know, the House does;n?t
possess any such power. Possibly-the House may decide whether a cert:!l:IP
.eriticism amounts to a breach of privilege or not, but it cannot go further.

Mr. Muhammad Din Malak: There is some particular significance
.attaching to this article. It is said that this article was either written out
. -or prompted by a prominent member of the (1overnm.ent,.

;.ltfr.

=: :
PretJident: H is pot desiritble that the hono11ta,blemember should
· indulge in such guesses,
They might .Iead to 'uapleasantness. Besides,
,a reference to a newspaper article is unnecessary unless it imputes parti·
·.:a.lity to the · Chair.
·. •,
·
· ",
·

Mr. Muhamm~d t>in'Malak.: Very well, I will take :iriother con·
',trihution which appears in the newspapers.
·
Mr.· Preaident : Should we not first dispose of the point r~ised by the
",hononrable

member for· Lahore Rural constituency'}
·
I<am coming to the same point .. I
'·~arit'totefer to the co~tributionW~ newspaperby a member of this Council.
· Will I be m .order in referring to that.'}
. -. Mr. President: .is tbe honourable in~mber in a position to prove that
that contribution was made by a member of this House 'l . .
e., ' '
'Mr. Muh~a.d
Malak. : . Yes. IHs a signed
and it bears
ihe signature of Mr. Manohar Lal.

· Mr. M11h~mmadDin M~ilk:

Din

article
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.COpNCIL,

The Honourable Captain. Sanlat S~.-der Hy•t Iha·,: ·• It-would;
' hea.~ed debate ()Jl·:this 'subject.', T,he'hoilour,ble-

/f : be unforninate ~ we'_start

· memper · for. ,Lahore has drawn yout: att~nt~on ,to ~~l!ot is considered ,"a,
breach. of privilege on the .e'\rt.: of ·s?me membe:r:s.of this. IJ;o~se. . I think jt
. would be. enough to- rec.oi:d this fact m the proce,edin~ as it will be a sufficient;;:
·. indication of the disapproval of this House of the action of those me:rnbers·who,,
have committed this indiscretion. Unfortqna.tely ~wo of the thr'*'·members.
··of" the House who 'commented on yotJ.r ruling are not present in the House, now, and I do not think it would beproper for li!i;to ctjt1cise the,ir conduct.
in their absence. All that we need dois to 'record the opinion 'expressed by
the members. This would be sufficient to nip this tendency in the bud ·and,
ensure thatsuch indiscretion is not repeated: in futUl"..e as.; it. co~titutes a ..
breach of privilege, ,That is all that is needed and I do not think it ia.neces·ary to prolong this.unpleeeaat topio .by entering into a diseussion •.

# .

Mr. Preside-1tJ . Lwould ~ot advise the Houseto :go .so far~. In mT
- opinion it .should not express its disapproval _of any article. What .theCouncil may decide is whether the criticism complained of constitutes
breach · of privile~e. To go furthe~ and express disapproval would amount
to admonishing the writers of artj~l.es and t~is~Jth~k, ~h;e,;Couneil caniio,t
do without acquiringpower to punish breachesof privileges." All the Honsecan do atpresent is to decide whether or not the criticism inquestion amounter,
to a breach of privilege'. The Council should not g? beyond ihis.
·
·

a.

.t .•

·Mt~ Nmak. Chmd. Pandit :

, I would: like' to say a fJw words. This
question has been suddenly sprung 'upon us. To understand what are theprivileges of a member outside the Pouncil is itself a question of very great
import.ance and I would therefore request you to fix a day so that .,we .may
·study the parliamentary' practice; . the procedure in other· councils . a.ntll'1
so on.
· ·
Mr. President_:

I have.no objection~.·:

.

Mr.

NanakChand
·P-dit: · Th,is is a very infab'rtant nt1tterf 'I qitlte
agree with you when' you ·say that when a 'member "diitside this 'House
inside it imputes · partiality or prejudice on the part'. of:the Pl'esident, it iiran offence which should not be pardoned. But if a person honestly believihg
. that the ruling of· the President is wrong gives expression to his opinion.
which would amount £0 fair criticism made in good faith, we must. colll!ider-how far he is liable to qtcensured or his action disapproved by the Council;
I submit that it is a mittter of verygreat importance,
we are not only
the members of this Council, but we have got our duties as public men ah<l
therefore, if a member does anything in good faith. wi,thout imputhtg ~ny
partiality or prejudice to. the President, my submission is _th~t he i~ not to: be~
censured and his conduct cannot bedisspproved ... But asI s1;1,id,.we are not,
prepared to enter into any ~~scU:ssion on the su bject just n<>W~ If you will be· pleased to fix a . date foi: the discussion of this very important matter, we-will come prepared for it,. discuss it in all its bearings and then · come , 'to .. a
fuial finding.
.
.
.
' .
.
.
.
.

·or·

because

.

Mr. President :
eensure

.

,

d,

I:

.

'.:

I have already stated ttiat the Counr;.iJh~s no power toor disapprove 'the conduct of~ m~mber of tb_is H:<>use. . What th~·

,.
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<Jouncil can do to-day or hereafter is to decide whether. the criticism in question amount s to a breach of the privileges ·Of the House. In my· opinion,
·the House cannot go beyond that, unless it is empowered by law to punish
-.breaches of privileges. .At present the House possesses no such power.
Besides, as suggested by Mr. Nanak Chand Pandit, there is no hurry, and
the matter. can be considered later.
Diwan Bahadur Raj• Narencb-a Nath : I think it is unnecessary.after the expression of opinion by you, to carry on this debate any further
-or to assign a day for a controversy of this nature. You have already exprese
, sed your opinion that so long as the criticism is couched in a proper language
.and does not convey any disrespect or impute any partiality to the Chair,.
the privilege of criticism cannot be curtailed even in the press. I thmk w~
may now drop this matter and it is unnecessary to ask for a particular day
fo debate this point, You have expressed yonr opinion in a fair manner.
_fair in the interests of public criticism and fair to the members. I think we
.may'now proceed to the regular business before the House. ·
. Mr. Mukand Lal Puri : The important point which I do not accept
'is this. Is it !l,t all a breach of privilege on the part of a. member of this
'House to:differ from the President on the interpretation put on a particular
·s~ti<,>n, of a legal enactment 'l You have been pleased to state. that if that
-eriticism were made in the public press by· the editor of the paper or by an
-outsider, it would not be improper.· I fail to see why it should be considered
..a .breach of pnvilege on the part of a member of this House to discuss honestly
.arid in good faith, without imputing any motives, an interpretation which
-has been put upon a particular section of a code by the President of this
"House. This is a matter which I consider far too important to be brushed
.aside in this manner and I think the matter is really rmportant and a. decision
should be arrived at after it has been thoroughly thrashed out-whether a ·
.membee is not entitled to critioise an interpretation put on a. legal enactment by the Chair.
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan Noon : What is the parliamentary practice in regard to a. matter of this kind ? · -,
·
President: Acco~ding parlliunentary praetiee jf. a member of
the House criticises the action of the Speaker or impugns his conduct m the
-Chair, he commits a breach ot the privileges of .the House. (Interruptions).
I
answering the Honourable Minis.ter for Education's enquiry. I am not
giving .a ruling or expressing my own opinion. The House can decide for
itself whether the letters in question constitute or not a breach of the .privileges of the House. I have merely stated the parliamentary practice on
thp .point. . The Honourable Minister for Education
referred to pages 90
3Ud 91 of_ May's Parliamentary Practice._ If he desires to study the proceed·
ings of :earliam~nt,. l will send for from my room the volumes which con·
ia:jn the full reports .of_ proceedings. I have not read them yet.

to

·: ·Mr~
am

is

. (Mr. President ordered hi~ Jamailar in Urdu to hring the oolumes of

reporu from kis. room)..

.

, .

. The question is whether ii°is or is not proper on the. part of a member of
the House to criticise the rulings of the Speaker or to impugn his conduct in
th~'.ohair.through.the medium of the press. · 'It':would appear that in Parliament every case is decided on its own merits. The first question, which is
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( Mr. President} · ·

. '·
· · ·.
·
. -."
· .
·
decided.there, is, whether the. criticismcompleined of constitutes a breach ,of'
the 'privileges of .the House. .If. this question .iEl deeided in the affirmative,'.'
the next question is what punishment should be awarded: to the wnter of the·..
letter. I have already.stated that, mmy opinion, this Oounoil cannot punish
an offender, even if his communication to. the Press :Constitutes a breach of
p:i;iv.ilege.. The only thing this House can do is to e;press}ts epinion.on the:first1 gmistion,' ~a~ely., whe~~er the. eommnnieation iri question constitutesa b~each ,af privilege, I. t~11Iik that, as your. repr~E1eI1tatrv:e and se1:vant.
I 'ahptild be criti_q1sep. by the Honse (}n the floor of tl;ie House, arid not by,
incllvidtJ1,1,l members in t-~e .Press. If a:r;ty honourable melllb~:r considers a .,
rqfu,lg qf the Chfi,ir to be partia~, h~ m.ay move. it . vote of censure. . Jn, that.·
cas\3J will beµi a positionto defend myself.· Bu,t if.h~1~~ticises my eonduot ,
or ..a~#onjn a newspaper,. I_ cannot defend myself and this, I :ventHre to,
sa'.y,; i.13 ,not: fair. Whatey!3rmy failings and shorj;co~:ings,I am occupying.
thi1d'Jhair as your representative. So, it is your. ,.,du,ty . to. protect the- ,·
honour, dignity and prestige of the Chair (Applause) •.. ·. , . .
. ; . Ro:p.e;i~, wffe~ence. o( opinion shall -. alw11ys. exist .. : Judgments . 0£. ~)Ur
High.'. :Cqµris · i;i,re . reversed every day by their, l;.ioi:-d.ships ; o~ tl::i~;,'
Pri~y, Cci1u1cil. Interpretation of law is ii; matter of.. opiµion. I interpret ·
ruJ~1;1 !l,Dd ~tanding orders according to my lights. My interpret,ationmay be: ,
rigµt or: wrong. Jfany.honourable member differs, .he: m.!l,y: : qur,stio:t;1.. -oiy .
ruJ#l.fat~ here, o.r he. can come.to my .room and hold a..9j~!!~Ssiop. ~J:iere, · :B.~t .
to, drag me to the Press, where I cannot defend. myself,-ls· not_,only unfair-:..
. but ip.cons:istent with the honour and dignity of. thif! honourable House~. ,
(Applause).
·
·
,.
.
The Honourable Malik Firoz ·KhanNoon: On .a· point. of order." ;
One day. when,an honourable. member of this House was speaking.in Urdu,:.!:
you were pleased not to ap.swethim in Urdu.and you were pleased to rule ·that.; ,
the past practice of the House was that the President did not· speifk;in,-r,
"!!rJdu. dButKt~-dbayZao
. I .~ave noticed t~t the '.Cha;k ,_~as: ;Ple~s!3d:·~p .~:iper
ama ar, ita
• _· ,
. . . . .
.
..
.
Mr. PresidenJ :/JJ1e ilonour,We Mi:qisterJs rE3questElil,·i~(t read ihe·
standing orders .more carefully tha:p; he appears to };layf,3.done•. · l?aragraph 58; .
of our -Manual says tlia,~ the 'business of the. Po'llilcil shaUb~t:r:~cted ;in
English. It does not say that the Chair cannot giV;~ or4ers to.a,Jamadar, wh_o;- ·
does not understand Englpih, in '(Jr<lu. Tlie IJ:onourabJeMemoe:ris a very. ,
re~ponsible member of Government. . So, I would requ~st him to read/ the-:.,.
standing orders carefully. _(Heari heai anil applause).
. ·..
·

The Honourable Dr. Gokul Chand'Narang I want to make one·
point clear. If I did not misunderstand Malak M~filll!.8,d Din, he probably
said with reference to the leading article :in the Oivil and Military Gaze-etathat his suspicion :was that some prominent Member of Government had ·
something to do with it~
·. ·.
1:.

Mt. President:

that point.

I declined to permit the .hono~bie Malak to 'dev:~~Ol>'
I checked him a.~ once.
· · · : ·. ·
:·
'

. The Honour-able.Dr •. Gokul.ChandN:arana: ·1.llJ..en;~e:OUgAj..to'. ,:

'Withdraw
.it. . ··~.. ,.
.. ~ '
-

:

'

·

·

·

· ··

' , · · ··· : ,

DISOUSSION OF PRESIDENT'S .RU~ING IN THE PRESS.
','

•

Mr. Mukand Lal Puri : A

<lf this House.

.

L

·•

'·

>

•

definite aes0fl;ion was made
· ·
.
.

999t, .

on tlie .llool'.·

Mr. President: This point should have been raised at once, that is-to say, before anybody else pad spoken.
Mr. Nanak Chand Pandit : Now .I rise in regard to the other matterof importance, I think I made it absolutely clear that if any member of
this House or any member of the public imputes partiality or prejudice, hisaction must be strongly condemned. The : dignity of the Chair is the dignity of th~ members of this Ho~se and I entirely endojse _all. the rema.r~sthat you have made. But the difference between your opinion' and our opi- ,
nion may be modified after we study all the books on the subject and the
parliamentary practice and the rules of other Councils. , That is why I'
wanted time. on that point and therefore yon will be pleased to fix a date for·,
the discussion of this point=-whether it is a preach of privilege on the part of
a member who criticises the action of the President, not in bad faith but in·
good faith. and without imputing any partiality or prejudice to the President;
That is one point.
·
,
· Then the second point would be what course of action · is open _ to the
members who differ from the President, to give vent to their views on this:
point. I therefore submit that this is a very important point and it may not
be hastily decided now. Let us have time to go. through these various books·
which you have suggested and which we also. will find out and then come to a
decision on this point.
·
··
·
·
The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan : · I think
the point is clear. It would be an unnecessary waste of time. of this House·
and· of public money to fix: a date for :fti:ll dress 'debate on. this suWelJt.
The point is, as yon have rightly put it from the chai.i:, Sil,-,· "1'hether 'the
House wishes this practice to continuein future •. ·· ·
· · ·· · ·

a

Mr. NJmakChand Pandit : I object to the use of the w9rds." waste·
of time of the House."
didnot come. prepared.for this and.the Leader
of the House should not use thia expression. · It is a. matter of ~eatest import·
anee.and it should therefore be decided on a.n other day.
· ,· ·
The Honourable Capt~ . S~dar Sikander. Hyat Khan : The
Chair isnot infallible, and everyone of us has a right 'to have our own opinion
and also to express it in this House ifwe arenot satisfied with a ruling of the
Chair. But the real point is whether a member who is dissatisfied with a
ruling of the Chair is .at liberty to ventilate his grievance and criticise theCbair in the press. I personally consider tqat it should be considered .as a,
breach of the privileges of this House.
·
·
Mr. President: I have referled the honourable members to pages
90 and 91 of May's Parliamentary Practice; Now it is for them to decidewhetber it is fair that the rulings of the President of the Council should · be
criticised by members through the medium of the presa.' The question· of .
holding another meeting for discussing the poin:t is also for the House to ·
deeide..
·
·

We .

The Honourable .Captain. Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan : I was-

nierely pointing· out that it is for this House to decide whether they want to
adopt a convention wliioh \Vould protect the Ohair from hostile.criticism by a

"
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{Hon'. Sardar Sikander Hyat ·Khan.] .
.. ;
.
-member of this House. So far as outsiders are concerned we have . nothing
-to 'do with them. . How can we stopthe papers ~om writing what they like?
I, however, hold that it is not right for a member who has ample opportu '.
au.ties of getting satisfaction inside this House to rush into point and · criticise
the ruling of the Chair. You have pointed out that in the House of Commons
thi_s action is considered as a breach of privilege. We have no such provision
in our standing orders and I do not wish to commit Government at this stage,
but my personal opinion is that it is. the duty of everymember of this House to
jealously guard the privileges of this House and the dignity of the Chair.
That is what really matters; It.does not matter, Sir, who occupies the Chair,
you are President to-day, somebody else may be in your place to-morrow;
·the House must protect the dignity of the Chair and thereby protect its own.
'The honourable member who has just sa~ down is perfectly aware that he
(lan fearlessly criticise 11 . previous judgment of a. judge of the High Court
in argq.ing a case inside the court so long as he does not impute any - motive,
but he dare not rush into print merely because tl;te judgment is not to his
liking. · I am sure. he would think twice ', before, ;C91ll1lµttirig such
indiscretion.
It would be indiscreet although it may not be illegal.

Mr. Mukand Lal Puri:It

is done every day.

The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan : I think,

of

Sir, it is the duty
this House to form a convention which will afford the
Ohair protection against hostile criticism from sitting members outside
this House. ·
"
.
·
·
.

' Mr..Nanak Chanel P~dlt ,: . l

have. read this book that you handed .
a few words in this ? The :_
'.fritton ~ew the attention of the Ohair to a letter

-ovee to me. May .I' draw your attention ,to
J:las~e

runs like ~his':· Mr:

9hich appeared m the Daily Ohromcle :-

.

··

"I claim the indulgence
·

'".;

. ~-

of the H01Ii16 to refer to a matt.er which seriously touches
its honour, its dignity and its· privileges. I wish, by your permission to dta.w
your attention to.a. letter which 11,ppea,ted yesterday in the Daily <JA1U11,ic1e
an honourable member of thls House, to whom .I have given notice that
I intended to call attention to it •••••••.•• o. ·
·

· from

. No sti.ch notice has been given here.
II

It is a. lett.er which strongly impugns your impartiality, Sir, in the Chair and seriously
calls· your conduct in queebion,','. •••••••• "
·
·

· . This is entirely different from thefacts of this case.

Mr. President: The honourable member may be right. I have not
read the proceedings. May's Parliamentary Practice, pages 90 and 91, is
my only source o~ information'.
'
..

Ch~d

·• · Mr. Nanak
Pandit : That is why I submit that we should be
given some time to.read this, and tpa~ the discussion of this point should
take place on some othef day.
Mr. P~esident: It .is for the House to decide. (He then gathered the
se_nse af the How._e whic:k ~ again,t the matter being postponed for d·iscus.,ion to some other d.ay.)

. .. .

, )k. Muk~d L~ Puri:·-

Let

·
us then· discuss it now/
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Khan Baha<lur Sarcl.ar Habib 'UUQb : To me and to . ma:p.y
.members of this House; there is absolutely 110 doubt that it certainly constifmtes a breach of the privileges of the _House and if there seems to be any
dou ht in the minds of any inem bets, may I suggest that· you, may be pleased,
to call them to your room and convince them if they want to be convinced
instead of taking the· time of this House now ? :
Honourable Members : Tha.t is a very good alternative •.
Mr. Presi~ellt : . I shaµ be yery gl0.{tp. do so, but when will the H~11se
decide the question: whether the criticisI)'.l in question is or is n.ot a breach of
:the privileges
the :&ouiie_ ?
.
.
' '

of

Mr. M~and Lid l'-.ri: . It sho'qlq.
with us. . . ' .

be d~9id~d only after you

have

discussed it

Mr. President : In that

case. the discuss.io~ .shall have to be put off
.
.; .
· Mr~ Labh Siµgh::
Pow.ts)nµs,t be .mi:i,d,e Y~TY clear. One, that
we do riot yield to ~ny member of this,Ho~E3 ~ tl1emii,tter ofupholding the
-di~ty and the privileges of t!:J:e Ohair. Our . qnly difficulty i,s this that we
-do not have before us a V'ery 9l~ar de:6.¢.tion of the privilege un,<:lei;- discussion
-which is being quoted before us and we have not had the time and notice to
consider this very big proposition. Of_ course ~e are prepared for the time
being to take your ipse dixit as final 'for the purposes of 'thi~ ease which is before
us, but -certainly it nitist· be conceded that the question: .deserves to be con
sidered more comprehensively an.d·from eve'.t}asp:ect iLw:e are going to define
this privilege with. any degree of/accuracy. · ; ·.: · ·
Mr. Preside~t : The Hcfose1 has ddcided that :the discussion. should not·
be deferred.'
,.
: ·.
., r.J·, .,_;f''''
. ·., · ·: .:

· 'to another day.

·

.,Twq

·s~h. :

_Labh
E-y~~ ~ t4.~{:¥11se i~', wJ~d :b~ :O:£>El? to me to: ta~e
an objection to this discussion on the. score e>f want oi notice. I desire to
-emphasise the importance' o:I: defining th~
~ . nature
. . and. . ext.ant of. the privilege ..
'>

~

~

ot

. Mr. Preaident : A hrea,cp. the privileg~s o£tli,e. H9us,e can be brought
to the notice of the House without ~y previous notice.
'

Mr. Labh Singh:

.

.

'

l

.·

I. ..•

;-::·,._:•:!·-,.'

·'.

.

.

But in the case cited by you, Sir, previous notice had
been given to the member coneemed.v'::
·
.·
·
·
:Lal) ~~~he~::ir::o~l~tr,~~::·~~~:,~t~:~1e1:!~~~:h~d!a~~::~
-dhri Chhotu Ram and I'triedfogive nofioe foM:r. Owen Roberts .

.Mr. Labh Singh.: I want to.elearone thing which your ruling in my
humble opinion confuses .. ·. You .wer~ .ptealileQ. to · lilay. &}.me>st categorically
·that it was open to the members of this Ho~.~e to discuss'
the floor of the
. House any rul,in,gof the Obai;r if they dift13red.#9,m it;. I t:qink tl:iat should
never be. permitted.. I believ~~ it is so:qi.eph,ing_ whioh it ·is, not polilsibl~ to do.
It would be very highly undesirable tliat -µi.embers should be permitted to
-critioise arid discuss any ruli,µg 9f the. Cha,ir, 0.:i;i. th~ plea that it is a wrong
ruling.
.
,
.
.

on

Mr. President : If I show part:ia:\ity or· delibet!l,tely give wrong rulings,
-every member can move a vote of censure.
D
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Mr. Labh Singh: Not at the time that the ruling is given. Moreoverwe are discussing the case of a ruling which is. wrong without being partial.

Mr. President r When a ruling is given, be it right or wrong, the Speaker
of the Honse of Commons, like the Pope of Rome, is supposed to be infallible and his ruling has to be followed: But if he. deliberately misleads the
House or shows paTtiality; his conduct can be criticised on a vote of censure.
Mr. Labh Singh:. lfr difficulty.remains the same .. There is no question of criticising the conduct of the C~ir by bringing a vote of censure against
him. I am talk.ing of ruling which has, been' given by·the Qhafr absolutely
in good faith and which ruling happens· to be demonstrably wrong.
Mr. President:. It would appear .that according to ·pages 90 and
91 of May's Parliamentary Practice; the · honow:ablf member~ of this
House cannot criticise a ruling of the Chair outside the House, i.e., through
the Press.
·:
· ·
·
·

a

Mr. Labh Singf: :·Subject to ili,scu~sion, I. a1uprepared to assumethat for the time being that is a correct statement 6lthe'law and parliamentary
practice on the subject but you were pleased to say that your rtiling could becriticised on the floor 6f'the· House ": I jvant to take exception to that state;.
ment of the law and a~ the same time to point,out the · 'inconve:hieii.t results:
that would follow. :
. ·
Mr. President: Exery laj is faconverii1mt· and frkS9m.e.
The Honourabie Captahi $agdar'Sik~der
.1Jy~t.Kb~::'
I auggest,
tJ;iat we proceed to th;e_};>µsin:e~s of the. day.· :. ,
·•
.: ·
Mr. Nanak Chad Panclit : Bhonld we resume the disous:sion of this.
very important ques_tio~? I. ha~~ ,iea~,.tp.is porti~itana (s1:louid . like to
say a few words. At. page 1.~6~ of the House of Oommons ,DeQat!')s to which
reference has been made by you; partiality.was assigned to the President.
May I be permitted t'o read t'b.ese :p'ro<ie,edings inorder fo: show that thequestion merely'was.one . of p!),rtiality-. rhe q~es~iqn was_'taise«i by Mr.
Tritton~ and he stated ;< ·: \ . • • ' • · .· • · ·
· ·.
·
.:
· .· •
Mr. President·:' Has the . honolirable. member read the whole report ?

i: . . . .': ·

. ....

Mr. N~ak Chaincl;:Pandii : That is why -;
'.

,·.

Mr. Presid~nt {

:

-

:

•.

".,'·

·.1.

. .. ·

·

require time.
.·,··,'

.

.

.:

'I have no objection.

Mr. Nanak Chand Pandit: I understand what the House has decided'.
now is that we must decide this q1iestion now a.t1d we cannot decide it unless:
.
. . .: we.have heard people on both sides.
10.t..M,

,,

• . '·

·

'

·

The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan: May I
rise to a point of order. ? There is. no motion · before the House on which.
discussion could go on. : There is nothing to decide. The honourable member for Lahore has drawn the attention of the Chair toeertain articles in thepress, written by some members of this Honse, He, arid some other members consider that this act ,of theirs constitutes a' breach of privilege of this .
House. If the honourable· member from Hoshiarpur does not agree with
this view he can say so. , He has so far not said so. · I do not tµink it is ne
cessary or proper to continue this discussion further.
'b
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Khan Bahadur Shaikh Din Muhammad : I beg to moveThat the conduct of a member who criticises the rulings of the Chair outside
Council be treated as a breach of the privileges of this House.

the

Mr. Muhammad Din Malak : I second the motion.
Mr. Labh Singh: Can this motion be taken up without notice, a mo...
tion of such tremendous importance involving as it does the ascertainment,.
' exact definition and establishment of a convention '}

Mr. President: According to parliamentary practice a matter of
privilege may be brought forward without notice and may be considered
immediately.
·
Mr. Labh Singh : According to our own Rules and Standing Orders ?'
Mr. President: It rests with the Chair to allow the motion without

notice.

Mr. Mukand .Lal Puri: Let us then have your ruling on the point;
whether we should have notice of the motion or not.
Mr. President : Breaches of privileges can be considered even on:
Government days, i.e., as soon as they are brought to the notice of the·
House ; but the House may put off their consideration.
The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan : . To,
choke off further discussion, may I draw your attention to Article 28, the last
two lines of which read " on other days no business other than Government.
business shall be transacted except with the consent ofthe local Government."
By other days is meant days other than those allotted for non-officialbusiness.
.
· '
Mr. President: Then, we may proceed with the business of the day.
The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan : What· I
wish to convey is that I cannot agree to discussion on this point 'being continued. My view is that the House has expressed its opinion sufficiently
on this matter to guide the members in future and it is not necessary to
record a formal vote.
Mr. President : But the House cannot express its opinion otherwisethan on a motion made, question put and vote taken. A motion has been
made just now. '
The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan : Would
it not be sufficient to record the opinion of the House expressed in speeches
already made ?
Mr. President : Let us first decide whether we should proceed with
this motion further on a Government day.
The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan : I think
we had better proceed to the business on the agenda. If the House wishes
that the matter should be discussed further, I should like to have regular
notice of it. But as I have already said I do not think it is necessary to do
anything further. The honourable member from Lahore and other members
have takenexception to the action of these members and no one has so far
expressed an opinion to the contrary.
D2
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Khan Bahadur Shaikli Din Muhammad : , May I draw your attention to the fact t.ha~ a consent once given ca.:qnot be withdrawn by the
Government. It was not given by the Honourable the Leader of the House
alone but all the component parts of the Government stood up in their
places and requested you not 'to defer the discussion of this matter but to
discusa it to,f].ay. That 09ns~ntwas e:;p:ressly given and could. not now be
witltdrawn.
.:
· ·
Mr. President : · But · then no regular motion was before the House.
The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Byat Khan : · I suggest
that we proceed with the busines~ of the day. ·
' ,
PUNJAB MUNICIPAL (AMENDMENT)BiliL (No. 9 OF 1931).
The Honourable Dr. Golml Chand Narang (Minister .for Looa I
:Self~Governp1ent): Sir, I peg to moveTh.'l.t leave be granted to withdraw the Punjab Municipal (Amendment)
of 1931.

Bill, No .. 9
·
'

I do no.t consider it necessary to make any speech on this occasion. The
facts are fully known to the House. As that Bill owing to your.ruling could
:not be proceeded with I a~ :i;n<>~~ this moti<>:µ for withdrawing it.
M,;. Pr,e~dent: ~es,tion µi'-'.""-_.
Tha.\Jt~9Sl~egrante<\

to ~J:uiraw th!t ronjab MtµiioipaJ (Amendm.eJ?t} Bill, No. 9

The motion W-(18 carried,
FUNJAB MUNICIPAL r{AMENDMENT) BiliL (No. 3 OF 1932). ·

· · The Hont>~abl~ Dr. 'Gokul.-Chand Narang: Sir; I introduce the
Punjab Mmilcipal '(:Aniehdinent)'Bill(No. 3 of 1982). .<•. '.
.
The Honourahle
Dr.
Gokul Chand
Narang:
I beg to move-· ·-'"
\.1'
·
.
r

The.t the Punjab Mttnioipa,1 (Amendment) Bill be referred to e. select
"'iliting of.
Mt. S. L. Sale,
Mr. Owen Roberts, · ·
Khan Bahadur Shaikh. Din :\'lluha.inm,ii,d,
Cha.udhri Nazir Husad · · ' · ' . · · · ·

M.ia:ri Mushtaq

Ahmii:df' - ·

·

CODUDittee

COD•

"

Mr. La.bh Singh,
Rao Bahadur Captain Rao Balbir Singh,
Rai Ba.hadur La.Ia. Moliari Lal, · .··
Mr. E. ¥8,;ya<la.s,.
Dr. (Mrs.) M. C. Shave,
Se.rdar Sampure.n Singh,
Sardar ,re.we.liar Singh Dhill~
The Honourable the ~dent's nominee, and

Thi:\ :niover'/'' -· .·. '

· .

·

Sir, again it is not necessary for me to make a speech while placing:f;his
motion before tlae House. The Bill has been before t~e public now for a
very long time and all its important provisions h~ve been. tlie·topio pf tl\e day
"With all' people who take any interest at all in municipal affairs. It has
beep cir~ul~te,d ~or eliciting,public opinion. It was then referred- I JD.~tm,
the ptClv4!i()_µs w:~ch ~~, n~\v embodied in the Bill and w¥eh form.eel the
pj:o,viiµo,n,s of ~he other Biµ 1VhiC~ I he;ve ju,st w,ithdra;wn......:.~o a;·aelect C()ID~
ajt~\l,~ !ffid t.~a;t ~.e1e!}t ,co~tt~e - consisted of a~ ID:a11y as ~} fi:1einbers. one
oj 'f ~om a.:4env~r~s!~.siim~cl !111~ e:v.~ then ther~, w:ere ~9. ~f~~· 'Th~y· ~el~
as many as 22 meetings and discussed the var~9us pr<>~Sl?nB ··thfea,,d~1tre
anq ¥lade a large number of amendments many of which · were accepted
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in the select committee. Many people were of the opinion that as the Bill
had been thoroughly thrashed· out by a select committee and t;t,s opinions
had already been received from different quarters, it was not at all necessary
to make this motion. As those who have gone through the Bill will find,
with only one exception, it embodies the reeommendationa of the select committee on the previous Bill. It is .in fact the report of that select committee·
which owing to various reasons could not be presented. to this House. The·
Bill is, therefore, one with which members of the House are already familiar.
Yet I thought that it would be better to give another chance to the representatives of this House to have another look at the Bill and suggest sneh
other improvements as occur to them. I need not say anything further but
I would only make one remark and that is that I am not irretrievably committed to any particular provisionof the Bill. I shall patiently, attentively
and, I should say, most courteously and respectfully listen to the debates in.
this House arid I would be only tooglad to accept any suggestion or amendment which might be calculated ~o improve the Bill. Only one request I
would make and that is that a dispassionate mind should be brought to bear
upon the consideration of this Bill. and it should not be made a party question at all. I assure honourable members that there is absolutely nothing
in this Bill which lends itself to party consideration or which is calculated
to further the interest of any particular party against the interest of any
other particular party. All that I desire is a careful; dispassionate and
courteous consideration of the Bill.
Mr. President : Motion.'moved-«
That the Punjab Municipal Amendment Bill .be referred to a select committee consisting of·
·

Mr. S. L. Sa.le,
Mr. Owen Roberts,
•
Khan Bahadur Shaikh Din Muhammad,
Cha.udhri Nazir Husain. ;
Mian Mushtaq Ahma.d,· ·
Mr. Labh Singh,
:
Rao Bahadur Ca.ptain Rao Balbir Singh,
Rai Bahadur Lala Mohan Lal,
Mr. E Maya.das,
Dr. (Mrs.) M. C. Shave,
Satdat Sampuran Singh, !:
Sarda.r Jawahar Singh Dhillon,
The Honourable President's nominee, and
'.file mover.
,.

Khan Bahadur Shaikh Din 'Muhammad: (East and West OentraJ,
Towns, Muhammadan Urban) : Sir, I beg to oppose this motion and I
have been encouraged to do so by· the assurance given by the Honourable
the Minister for Local Sell-Government that he is not irretrievably lost to us,
and that he. would be prepared to listen to any dispassionate, courteous and
respectful discussion that takes place on the floor of this House. Let me,
before I proceed, dispel that false notion, if it is_ being entertained by any
member of this House, that the opposition is actuated by any party considerations or personal motives. The opposition is not at all based on communal coneiderarions. The opposition is moved by public considerations
only, (hear, hear), by consiaerations of public interest, by considerations
of public honour. It is the supportthat might be biased. It is the defence
that might be communal but the opposition would base its. case on clear
grounds of public interest arid public interest a,one. Everi a blind man can
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see that it is not a communal measure ; it does not affect one community
more than the other. It does not spafe one community at the cost of the
other. It is, if I may say so, a general massacre of the rights and liberties
of the people. It is a type of the massacre that was perpetrated by Nadir
Shah in the old times (Heas, hear), with this difference however, that
Nadir Shah's massaere was limited in scope and time, but this massacre
would continue so long as this statute remains on the statute book, and
with this further difference also that when Nadir Shah was informed of the
great harm he had done to the 'civic life of the town, he listened to the .adviee
and stopped it. But here any piece of advice given to the Honourable the '
Minister for Local Self-Governmentin connection with this Bill merely adds
to his fury and truculence.
Sir, I too am of the opinion that we should dispassionately diseuas this
.Bill and not be carried away by the personality, the grand personality, if
.1 may say so, of the mover. I would request that the honourable members

-0f this House should not look to the messenger, but should see his message
alone. This Bill to ·say the least is a slur on the ad.minist1'13,tive capacity of
the province. It is a most reactionary and a most retrograde measure. .
lt is no doubt true .that the honourable member, who sponsored this Bill,
-had the reputation of being a national leader .once, but unfortunately in
this country the gilded tomb of nationalism enfolds many worms and eoneeala
.many deformities, which, when exposec would be most hideous to look at.
I do not pose to be a natio~list and have never posed to be on~ <>f any type
-or of any kind, genuine or spurious, honest or dishonest but in spite of that
I find that it would be to kill my conscienceto support a measure like this.
Sir, this is not my opinion alone, this is the opinion of every member
of the Indian Civil' Service, who had the opportunity to express his vi'ew

on the matter. It is the opinion of every sane person, whohas given thought
or consideration to the Bill. Sir, we were favoured by you with a copy
, "Of the opinions of some of the members of the Indian Civil Service and for
the infotm.ation of the House, I would just refer to· a few passages from
their opinions only to indicate as to what the main feature of this Bill is.
'The Deputy Commissioner,Ludhiana, says :·
". The efieot of this Bill will be to make the superintendence, direcijo11 end control of
the Deputy Commissioners, the Commissioners, and. the .. Local Government
more rigid than at present."
.
·
.

The Deputy Corurnissionerof Jullundur, an Ii:u:liaii Civil Service gentle-

.man, says :" That the Bill.; ...•••• '., goes a long' way in tightening the contol over theManioipal

Committ.ees."

.

.

.

The Deputy Commi~ioner of Ferozepore says :part.s to the oritioisms that it. marks a. :restriotion of Looal SelfGi>vernment,. suoh contraction of the powersof these. p(>pula.rly eleo.ted bodies
js folly justified...
. .

" While it is open in

The Deputy Commissionerof Kama.I says · :.. The Bill is bound to be. oritioilled In certs.in quarters as

a. retrograde .reform, resulting in the remonl of re,q,onsibility from the representatived of the people."
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The Deputy Connnissionerof ¥ohtak says :" It is calculated to meet with strong disapproval in many directions, as interfering
with Local Self-Government within the sphere of municipalities,
My own
opinion is that the "LocalGovemmenn is unduly interfPring in the proposed
measure."

Mr. C. C. Garbett: Are you.quoting the opinions of the members of
the Indian Civil Service ?

i!

Khan Bahadur Shaikh -Din Muhammad:

Most of these are Indian
Civil Service gentlemen.
I!
The Honourable Justice. Sir Alan Broadway says, and with him concur
'the Honourable the Chief Justice and other Honourable Judges of the High
·Court:.
1;

'·' I really have no opinion to· o:ll'et_' as to whether the desired end has been attained
or as to whether it is desirable, But as far as I can see an effort has been made
to give the Government mote control"

The District Judge of Lahore, ¥r. A. L. Gordon Walker says:1,

"The main object appears to be to fve greater power to the Executive Authority."

The District Judge of Karnal s~ys :" The powers of the Local Gov11rnri).ent have been considerably increased."
Ii

In addition to this the whole] body of the non-official opinion agrees

"that the Bill is a retrograde step cal~ulated to retrench to a great extent the
powers so far granted to the eommlttees.
Now, I will quote a most interesting opinion, the opinion of the municipal
-eommittee of Gurdaspur, expressedjthrough its President, a gentleman who
bas always been a Government sei1"ant throughout his life. 'He says :"The Government should not hav~: so much power over the elected members, otherwise it would be a mere farclJi to call it a self-Government.
.
" The proposed amendment will prJve a hardship on the Committees."
![
I:

He :further says :-

i:

Jp

"That the general tendency being
step forward. and not to go back, the Committees
should not be deprived of t1J:1i privileges which they are enjoyfr1.g at present."

Sir, these are the opinions whiqh have been expressed by almost all the
-offieial and non-officialmembers, who had the opportunity of going through
the provisions of this Bill. Let u~; calmly consi er whether it behoves the
Honourable 1\finister for Local $elf-Governm6nt to sponsor a measure
like this, at a time when even Bis!Ma.jesty's Government was prepared to
-eoncede the fullest provincial autonomy _ to the province of the Punjab.
(Hear1 hear). It is not self-condemnation ? Is it not a frank confession
that we are not fit for any advance, 'for any constitutional advance, and that
we are not fit to shoulder the- responsjbility of administration. If a petty
-munieipality like Jaranwala or Okara, cannot be suitablyadministered by
-the elected representatives of the people, how can you convince with any
force His Majesty's Government t.b:at you will be in a position to control,
io administer and govern your own:!provincesuitably and efficiently?
tl
Sir, these are the consideration~:which should have weighedin the mind
-of the Honourable the Minister in c~arge of this measure. and in the minds
,of the officialmembers, when they ~ctually laid this Bill on the table. The
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.
official members should know that in lending their support to this measure,
th~y would -olearly be d.isl,oyalto His J\1ajesty's Govemment. Commissions.
were appointed not by the Punjab Government, not by the Government
of India, but by His Majesty the King Emperor, 11,nd·those Royal Commissions laid down certain fundamental .· principles, which no member of the.
Punjab Government bas any right, privilege or authority tu violate or1
ignore.
·
In 1919 when Lord Cl;i.elmsfordand Mr. Montagn Ql!ltit11ted an enquiry
into the rofo~, they definitely came to this opinion that the fundamental
principle of· the future administration should be " that there should be as.
far as possible complete popular control in local bodies and the largest possible
independence from outside control." .This was the basic principle which
they laid. down and which they expected the provin~ial administrators tofollow. They were clearly of this opinion that "interference from without
impeded the growthof initiation .and responsibility."
They deprecated
strongly the constant "dictation from above." · They also enjoined theprovincial governments to take steps to carry their recommendations into.
practice. Now, I leave it to the honourable members of the Government
to consider whether this is the loyal response they are giving to the reeommendation of the Reforms Commission which sat here in 1919. What con·
trol was not considered. necessary in 1882, what: was not .considered desirable in 1898, what was not considered incumbent jn J 91 ~ is being considered.
necessary to-day in the year of Grace 1:982 aft.er thousands of sons and
daughters of India have shed their blood and. gone to jail to achieve a littlebit of advance. You cannot. at all ;forget .their sacri~ces. We personally
may be cowardly enough to make such sacrifices! ~lit the result that hafl been
achieved is the result of valuable sacrifices and meritorious efforts on theirpart. I would even: !:!RY that the Honourable Miiiist~r;:fc>r Local Self-Government did not play' an insignificant part. in' ach.ieving that result. He,
himself advocated advance. He himself advocated the emancipation oi:
local self-government. He himself was a staunch advocate of the rights and
liberties of the people. (The Hon-0 1.lirabl~ Dr. Gokul (Jha,nd Nit/rang : So am.
I even now), It is really very sad to see that he does. not feel to-day that he
is now a~tu&UY placing the axe at the root of the t~e13. th.at he himself reared .
. He is, I beU!3ve, in, t:he trance ,of office; Re is under' a magie ~pell. He. does.
hot feel his own p0,iri, and he does :p.ot fe.el the pain, of other~.·. The HonoU::r·
able Minister is inattentiv;!:). / Lam addressing :my words to the Honourable
Minister. I trust. he,foul,d}fo pleased-to listen tome •. iie was pleased to.
say th.at :b.e-wa~ still staUJ:1c:j:i supporter of our liberties. l:Q1ay inform him.
that heis now
il:!.,,the tranceJ~f oflic!=), that he is under a·m~gi~ sp~U and does
0Wil
not fee} hµi,
pa~ , or tJ;t;e pain 'of others in. jnt~oduCling this Dl!?il'SU~~.To·morrow, when he is restored to us n:om the offic~l. benches he wiU see
. whai' ~en~ei haqn
has 4o:n..e wittuigly or'
to . those rights.
: and liberties for which he hi,mseli' fOllghf; .and. then he wiU repent, W.t then'
repentance
be
ij
It is 11,h,v(iys urged .th!lit, there ha.~ been grave ,nµsma,~g~ent in the
muajcipal:iti~~-.. I( ~ a)waiys urged. by the , offiejal memp~r~ tliat there is:
suc4 1:1, s.ep.0,1~ nw,ladryHHstrai~~oil ~J:w JµUni(}~paliti~sthat ,s9i.oe such drast~e
r e~edy is nece~s11:cy r 'Ii1nake 1bolp. to. ~y tb3;t this, &~*eral; µ,ccuea~ip,n . ii!
1
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absolutely false ; that this sweeping assertion is most unjustifiable. No doubt
there have been cases of mismanagement, there have been cases of irregularities, there have been cases of maladministration, but point out to me
any institution presided over by a.ny member of Government that can claim
that it has always been above all these defects, above all those irregularities.
Give me the power of Mr. Dobson and allow me to operate upon any department of Government and I assure you I would give you a document that
would condemn that department even more seriously than Mr. Dobson has
. done in the case of the Lahore Municipal Committee. Is not the Inspector·
General of Civil Hospitals aware of what is going on in his office ? Does not
the Chief Engineer for Buildings and Roads know what havoc is played by
his subordinates? Is not the · Revenue Member aware of what is going· on
in the Irrigation Department? Do we not see ourselves the irregularities
that are occurring in the Government departments every day ? The Muslim
papers are complaining against the Hindu monopoly and the Hindu papers
are complaining against the Muslim monopoly and the Sikh papers arecom plaining against both. Are we not aware of this fact that during the last
four years when the portfolio of Education was under Mr. Manohar Lal
the Muslim community clamoured against the nepotism that was being
shown by him and the injustice that was being done against the Muslim community? Is it not complained every day that the Honourable Minister for
Agriculture has in a way Sikhicised the whole of the Agriculture Department? (An honourable member : Question).

The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan : Is
that point relevant to the question under consideration ?

Khan Bahadur Shaikh Din Muhammad : My point is that when such
complaints are brought against the Government departments, they shut
their eyes and stuff their ears. but when less serious charges of nepotism or
favouritism are levelled against municipalities, a Bill, most retrograde, and
most reactionary in its effects is proposed to tighten up the control, as-one
Indian Civil Service officer says, over these municipalities.
Charges of corruption have been levelled against municipalities. But
I ask, is it not a fact that. during the last 18 years no less than a dozen and a
half of responsible judicial officers have been arraigned before a court. of law,
before their departmental commissions, and dismissed, imprisoned or removed
from their office on charges of corruption and bribery? Can the HonourableMinister for Local Self-Government· quote a single instance in which such
action has been taken against any member of a municipal committee or
against any official of a municipal committee ? (Interruption). Is it not
a fact that a member of a municipal committee is as good a public servant asthose people are ? Is it not a fact that the local Government is authorised
to take action against them and that with the sanction of the local Government any action can be taken ?
(interruption). If on account of the ig·
norance of law the honourable member says that local Government is not
empowered to take action against them, let me make this point clear to him
that every member of the committee in nhe capacity of a. public servant is.
amenable to the jurisdiction of law and to the control. of local Government.
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The Honourabl~ Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat ·Khan: You
-eannot hold a departmenral enquiry in their case as you can do in the case
,of Government servants.

Khan Bahadur Shaikh Din Muahrnrnad : I shall just bring to the
- notice of the House thttt there have been at least half a dozen convictions
in courts of law against judicial officers of Government, eouvietions based on
eharges of corruption and bribery. Can the honourable n.ember quote a
:ein~le instance
which the local Government dare to arraign any member
of a n.unieipal committee before a court of law~ If it is proposed to act on·
the policy of giving the dog 11, bad name and hang him, that will not be a sound
policy. The charges of grave mismanagement should have been clearly
· -substantiated by cogent evidence of the defects that were detected in the
past. The charges that are now fieing n.ade have only been manufactured
to bolster up a weak case. These are very grave matters which require
very serious consideration. It is on that basis alone that the. Honourable
Minister for Local Self-Government can justify the tightening of the control ;
andifhe has no legs to stand upon, if he bas no case to place before the House,
I think it would be the most sacred duty of this House to thro:w away this
Bill and. not to allow it even to go to the select committee. It is very easy
'to condemn any. person at his hack. No doubt, Mr. Dobson wrote a very
lengthy report but have the honourable members of this Rouse seen the
Teply given by Mr. Abdul Aziz? It is a crushing reply. This document is
.more weighty, more sensible and more reasonable than the Dobson report.
O

in

Mr. President: Mr. Dobson's report is not before the Hou~e.
Khan Bahadur Shaikh Din Muhammad : That is the report on.
which

every honourable

member of Government bases his arguments in

-support of this measure. If that report· is not taken into consideration, I
daresay there is nothing left for the Government to urge in favour of this
amending Bill. The charge of mismanagement has been levelled against
-the municipalities. How is that to be met ?
.
·
·This· Bill further makes it impossible for any self-respeeting gentleman
-to care for membership of a committee in future. That also is not my opinion
alone, That is the opinion of several other people who have gone through
the provisions of this Bill. When a member of a municipal committee
3rnows that during a long period of four years itis possible for a deputy commissioner to impose a snr-charge on him of any money that might be eon-sidered to have been misapplied, wasted or misspent on: account of any
negligeuoe, default or dilatoriness in the performance of his duties, when · he
.knows that the deputy eon.n.issioner can wield this weapon against him
during a long period of four years, which respectable man· would care to
become a member of a municipal committee? Four years is a very long
period. I see that within one year after the erection of a. Government build·
ing estimate for annual repairs is prepared. But in the case of a - mnnieipality if a. ouilding is erected under the supervision of a Jl)eru.ber and if the
building deteriorates within four years it is open to any official to go to the
deputy coian.issioner anti con.plain that such and such a· member was the
JSupervising member and that owing to his default or negligence the com·
mittee has suffered a. loss of thousands of rupees. Has it not been made
possible by this Bill for the deputy commissioner to pass a decree a~cathedro.
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.against that member? Further, bas it not been made impossible for that
member to appeal to any court of law? His only appeal would lie to the
next officer above, that is the commissioner who also would be of as much
-exeeutive inclinations as the deputy commissioner.
Is it not correct
, -to say that under this Bill 1t has been made ~ possible to realise
iihe decretal amount from the members as arrears of land revenue by the attachment
of his property or by the arrest . of
his person or by the sale of every inch of the property that he
11ossesses? Can yon imagine that under these circumstances, with these
-obnoxious provisions in view, any respectable member, any person who has
.any stake in the municipality would ever care to be a member of the munici- ·
pal committee? If we refer to the provisions which deal with control, what
-do we fino ? We find that. the commissioner or the deputy commissioner,
-or even an ordinary extra assistant. commissioner who may be authorised by
:the commissioner to hold an enquiry into the conduct of any municipality
is authorised to interfere with the administration, to enter into its building,
to inspect its record and to control its action. It is an irony of fate that
while on the one hand thousands of white men have shed their b]ood in the
interests of dark nations, to abolish slavery from the world, here is a repre,sensative of this dark nation who is fighting tooth and nail to re-introduce
slavery in the Punjab.
Why should I or any other free man be made a slave of the deputy com·
:miseioner ? Every person is the mastei of his own household. He is the
-sole controller of his own affairs. What has the deputy commissioner got
to do with him ? Why should he be allowed to interfere ? Why should
.a respectable citizen be made a compulsory slave of the executive ? We revolt
against such provisions and there are not a few provisions like this. If you
go through this amending Bill, at every step, and at every stage, you are
'made to feel the existence of the local government. Is it not ridiculous to
.;:ionsider that the local Government has not hesitated to poke its nose even
fa the urinals and latrines of the municipal committees ? How ? There is
.a. clear provision to this effect, that the local Government would call upon the
municipalities to open such urinals and such latrines as it' may desire and
then the local government will be authorised to go there and mspeot these
urinals and latrines. Is it not deplorable to think that almost all those pow·
ers which vested in the municipalities have: been taken away from them 'l
The amending Bill is at present in my hands and I find that every amend·mg provision of this Bill lays down and repeats ad nausewm that the local
Government may and shall do this, t:P.a.t the local Government may and·
shall do that. It would have been much better had all these municipalities
been superseded by way of punishment.
It. would have been much more
honourable if all these municipalities had been converted into notified
.areas. That would have been a real reform from the official point of view
but to carry the reform in this manner is absolutely unjustifiable.
If reform
means chastisement this is reform. with vengeance, but if it means advance·
znent, woe befall the day when such reforms would be introduced in this coun-try. If this is what nationalism has in store for us, if this is what nationalism
has to give us in future, then let nationalism be thrown into the Arabian SeaWe do not want it. We are better without it. I would therefore most res.
.peetfully, most humbly but most emphatically request the honourable mem-
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hers of this House not to be carried away by the personality of the.mover ..
bnt to concentrate their attention on his amendments which are really
obnoxious and to see that those obnoxious provisions are not allowed to be
retained in the Bill and to continue'to throw out the Bill as long as thoseobnoxious provisions disgrace its pages. I would most. respectfully appeal
to the Honourable Minister for Local Self-Governmentalso to reconsider his
position and to think most seriously-not only in view of the criticism made,
not only in viewof the defects exposed=-but to think in his own way cahnly
and quietly in his own room and · decide whether the provisions proposed
in this Bill are not obnoxious. I will be the last man to object to the pass
age of this Bill if it did not contain any such reprehensible'provisions, But,
Sir, we have some responsibility in this House. Wehave been commissioned
by our people to protect their rights. Th,e public 'rights of Hindus, of Sikhs
and of Christians are as dear to me as those of the Muslims. I have intervened in this debate simply on · this account. I most conscientiously find
that these public rights and public liberties which had so far been gained.by
the joint efforts of both British and Indian politicians are being withdrawn,
and it is, therefore, that I most strongly ·oppose. the motion before the
House.
Lala Labh Chand Mehra (Non-official,Nominated) (Urdu): Sir,
the honourable member from Gujranwala has in his speech observed that!
the Bill now before the House is a retrograde measure and that it would
adversely affect the rights and liberty of the people. Sir, we . have to seewhat is the present state of ¥J,unicipalitiesand if such a measure is needed.
The honourable member has criticised the Dobson Committee report as onesided and perverse and has said that if any commission had been appointed
in connection with any Government department they would have prepared
even a worse report than this -. He, has very much appreciated the reply
. published by Mian Abdul Aziz, President, Lahore Municipal Committee. r '
would show from this very reply whether the administration of tpe 'said committee is good or. bad. Mr. Abdul Aziz in his reply publishes a' letter which
he addressed to the municipal commissionersof Lahore, wherein he says :. " The sanita.ry condition of the city Qf Lahore, on which depends the health and happiness of the inhabita.11ts, is far from being satisfactory.'·
·

He further says :" But I feel very much ~n$-ained to remark that we are ROmetimesguided by different'·
sentiments, our judgment is. very . often influenced by the desire. to keep 0111:'
constituencies; especially 0111' influential support.ers well pleased,"

This shows that the members of municipal committees try more to please
their voters than look after the interests of the committee.
· ·
Shaikh Muhamrnac\ Sadiq : Is not the same being done by theGovernment ?
.
. ..
Lala Labh Chand · Mehra : Mian Abdul Aziz writes further in his
etter to municipal commissioners:-'-·
;, I

tlilnk I shall

be failing in my duty as President if I' omit to mention. it to you thii:t.
the prestige of our executive Officers 8,Dd others holdbJ.g responsible post,s should.
be jealously safeguarded . by . the members .thems~ves, who on· qcoe.sions
interlere in prltely lixeoqtive orllers and matters bf totttine and generel discipline.
Our o:fficers liannot e.t all be expected to Mi-ry' on their work properly when 1:My
. know .that ·any strong mllaslire taken by them on the o~ers even as w~
..

-----

·------
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fines, transfers or particular appointments, etc., may be opposed by some of
the members simply because an employee or a contractor or others can approach
them and secure their influence in their support.

He appeals to the members:" The discontinuance of this practice will go a long way to wipe out all corruption.
disorder and carelessness that exists at present and which we all very much
regret to have to say does exist either openly or in a disguised form."

This appeal proves that corruption is rampant and these evils do exist.
He further writes about executive officers :" They themselves show greater anxiety to please the members rather than to do
their duty properly and methodically. Nor do they always keep their prestjg!l
and their own house in order. From amongst their subordinates they choose
their own favourites on whcim they· begin to place great reliance' and· trust.
This trust is then abused for personal benefit or revenge. I cannot agree with
the members of our atll(fi when they say that they are always influenced by
the members."
'

This again proves the municipal maladministration,
;goes on to say :·

M,ian Abdul Aziz

" If we succeed in wiping out the municipal maladministration and corruption and
ensure a proper collection of municipal · dues, then we can easily increase the
income by at least 25 or 30 per cent. without resorting to. any future taxation."

This shows the huge loss that the municipalities are suffering on account
·of maladministration.
Mr. Muhammad Din Malak: Isit in order toread out long extracts
from the reply of .Mian Abdul Aziz?
Mr. President: I do not think the Dobson Committee's report or the
xeply given by the President of the Municipal Committee are under eon-:
·sideration.
'
·
•·
Lala Labh Chand Mehr~ : I am giving these quotations to show that
the municipal administration is very defective.
·
Mr. Muhammad Din Malak: No body ever claimed perfection for
.Lahore municipality.·
Lala Labh Chand Mehra : I am sure the condition of.other municipal
committees is almost as bad ~s t~a t of Lahore Mi,mic~p~l Committee. The
Dobson Committee report clearly proves that the members do not do· their
4uty properly and that various irregulariti~s arecommitted
the matter of
appointments and promotions.
·
· .
Pir Akbar Ali : The san;i.~ is being done in v~rio~ Gover.µment departments.
Lala Labh Chand Mehra : But two wrongs cannot make one right.
We know that there are many serious drawbacks in the municipal adminis-t:eation. We should therefore try to r~n;iove them; The annual income of
iihe Lahore Municipal Committee is about· 22 lakhs out of which 3 lakhs
'remain unrealised. In most cases municipal dues are never realised from the
'!'elations of the members. Is, it not . then necessary (or us to remedy this
state of affairs ?
.
·
This Bill is being so veh,e:i;nentlyopposed ma.;i.nly on. the geound that it
will invest the depv.ty commiasioners and: the corr;i.missioners.with powers o~
control ov:er the municipali~ies.. But lll9!Y I as~ whe.the:r; th13s.e officials wili
:J;tot fo;r:r;n p3ii:t of the S~a;~j governn.i,eµ,t ? The~ will l(tJ;J.d we ~h,oul,d b,a;ve

in
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no objection in investing them with the proposed powers particularly
when we know that by so doing we shall avoid the wanton waste of. public,
money.

Shaikh Muham.Dlad Sadiq : A.re these benches being occupied by
the Sawaraj government ?

Lala Labh Chand Mehra : The Honourable Minister who has introduced this measure ind who is asking for the power of control being given to,
these officers is certainly a representative of the public having been elected
by the people. This department. of the Local Self-Goyernment has been .
under the charge of a representative of the public for the last so ma:µy years.
and even now it is under the charge of. that representative.
And it is not
too much to expect that the remaining departments are going to be trans·
ferred to the control of the public in a every short period.
The honourable· member for. Gujranwala has been further pleased to saythat this Bill is a slur on the capabilities of the representatives of the public.
But can it be denied that our representatives have proved themselves to beincapable men so far as the administration of the local bodies is concerned ?
Has not the President of the premier municipal committee expressly said
that the members of tne committee have not been doing their ·duty ? I saythe.t if we cannot. reform the committees there is no harm in taking the help
of others. If we are not prepared to rectify our own mistakes · and on the·
contrary we are anxious to give a cover to our misdeeds, . we shall not be
proving our fitness for $1.0araj. But. if like men we do not grudge others to '
set the house in order for us we shall be proving our fitness for swaraj. It.
is, therefore, necessary that this Bill be placed on the statute book very
soon. With these words I support the motion before the House.
Khan Babadur l\tiwi Ahmad. Yar Khan Daultana (Muhammadan,

Land-holders) : It is difficult .for me to make a.
speech after the learned, eloquent and masterly
condemnation of thisBill by my friend from Gujranwala. · He has very ably
and tactfully discussM this Bill. I may be ta.ken to task by my leader and,
my party for what I am going to. sa.y but I believe. that even in politics one's
tongue should not be unfaithful to his heart, I, as a Punjabi and as a matter
of fact every Punjabi who is not a Judas or a Nero and is a. true Punja.bi,.
_must oppose the barbarous and ferocious principle underlying this obnoxious,
repugnant, unsavoury and vindictive piece of legislation (hear, hear). Sir,
the honour of a. true Punjabi who does not oppose this Bill stands on a
slippery ground. Either he must be a. coward or devoid of self-respect ..
Dr. (Mrs.) M. C. Shave: It requires courage both to support it a.nclto · oppose it.
·
Khan Babadur Mian Alimed Y ar Khan Daultana : . I .think every
member would agree with me that it is too late in the day even to think or
bringing in such a. retrograde piece of legislation when a class of our countrymen, for whom I have· respect for their sacrifices · and to which class the
Honourable Minister for Local Self-Government till a. recent past openly
belonged,is clamouring for further advance and even going so far as to bring·
about political anachronisms in this country. Do you think that you can;
present such· a. disgraceful piece of legislation in these days on· the floor of
11 A, M:
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a House which still has got some self-respect ? If such a measure had be0D.1
proposed by any non-European free country for one of its colonies,the whole
of the League of Nations would have been up in arms against it and theBritish Government perhaps would have been the :first to serve that country
with an ultimatum. In my opinion this Bill is a dacoity on the rights of
people. It is a constitutional outrage and it is a wanton and a grotesque·
attempt to grossly misuse one's power. This Bill is the Neroli of the bitter
feelings and hostile attitude of our bureaucratic executive towards the democratic institutions. It is said that this is a progressive measure. In my
opinion this contention is mischievous misrepresentation of facts and is nothing short of devil's quoting the Scriptures. Those who believe or are made,
to believe. that this Bill is for the advancement of responsibility in local
bodies are living in a paradise of their own. On last Sunday a friend of minetold me that he met a professed disciplinarian and an overzealous member of
our Punjab Government who is to a great extent responsible for the preparation of this Bill, who told him that this Bill was for the good of the Punjab.
It may be bis intention. But it reminds me of a story of the king and the,
monkey. It is a very appropriate story. The story runs as follows: Onceupon a time a king trusted a monkey who guarded him. during the night
when the king was asleep. One day a thief entered the house of that king:
and found th.at a fly was constantly troubling him by sitting on his face;
and the good-intentioned) loyal monkey got hold of a sword and trial)
to kill that fly with it. The thief prevented that action. I do not deny the
good intentions of that monkey, but the result would have been that the fly
might have escaped while a permanent wound on the face of the king was·
obviously inevitable. It is for such occasions that Sa'adi has said: "A
wise enemy is better than a foolish friend." I would prefer an honest enemy
to a friend who is a time server.
'
Mr,, Labh Singh: We have not been able to follow the point of thestory.
Khan Bahadur Miftll Ahmed Y ar Khan Daultana : · It is not my
duty to provide my colleagues with intellect.
Mr. Labh Singh : Of which he claims such a super-abundance.
Khan Bahadur Mian Ahmed Yar Khan Daultana : This Bill is an'
open challenge to the self respect of the Punjabis. I think this Bill is a tool'.
for torture and suicide of the political conscience of this province. 'I'his
Bill, in my opinion, is the cruel scissors by which the twigs of the Punjab·
plant are being cut down in the spring of constitutional advancement when
the garden of India is blossoming and budding. Why has the tyrant,
mali with the connivance of the long lease-holders, decided to deprivethe poor plant of the Punjab of its existing buds and the· future blossoms? The reason is absolutely plain. The frwt of this unfortunate plant
forms the major portion of the share of the minor and weaker partner m
the garden, and that is why this tree should dry and fall off from the garden.
of India. Let me tell you that peace in the Punjab means peace in India.
and fire in the Punjab means fire in India. I think we have all read that
the Punjab has been considered as the only province which ran the
reforms very efficiently and more constitutionally than any other province.
(.A.n honourable member: Question). Sir John Simon and several other·
competent men have stated this in their reports.
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Mr. Labh Singli • He is not a~ authority.
Khan Bahadur Mian Ahmed Yar) Khan.1 1;:>aultana:.A. .. greater
authority than Dr. Narang. This Bill is a present ~hat the Punjab Government is going to make to this province for having worked the reforms very
successfully.
,
The Honou:table Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan : They
want to take the reforms further down.
.
Khan Bal;iadut Mian Ahmed Yar Khan Da11bana : If I may be allowed to quote an instance from old mythology, I would say; that this. Bill is
the shirt of Nessus that the D~ianirian Punjab Government is presenting to
. the Herculian province for having acted as the sword arm of India during
the Great War when the very existence of this Government not in this country
but even in their own motherland was in danger .. This is the reward to th€
Punjab for having frustrated all the hopes and set at naught all the efforts
of the Congress to.bring about a sudden change in this country totheir advantage. The Government should know that this shirt is poisoned .: by the
blood of the Centaur in the form of the cabal (with the Honourable M~ter·
as their misguiding boss eager to feed fat his grudge against the Punjab for
having averted the political and disastrous climax), . who, with their revengeful passion of Ate and the hunger of a glutton. are trying, to devour respoij.sibility in this province and play havoc with the infant of democracy here.. ·

The Honowabie Captain Sordar Sik~der lbat Khan : They will
die of indigestion one of these: days~

.

·

.
Khan Bahadur Mian Ahmed Yar, Kha11 Daultatta : If I had the
mentality like the Honourable Minister I would welcome it. After all if any
other province in India is going to get any reform, the Punjab shall get it
in spite of these obstacles, otherwise no province shall.
It is hoped that in two years we shall have provincial autonomy and if
so, what shall we have?. 'We shall then have, I hope, a,;m.a.jority of rural
members in this House, and consequently if nothing goes wrong the members
of the Cabinet will be more or less rural. Has tlie honourable M~ter considered. for a moment that he would be making the Mµrister from a rural constituency reaponsible . to 11d.nliirister this demenable :A.ct t
The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan : Is that
word; Parlia,m~ntary, S;iJ:.?

Kha.n Bah'adur . Miu'. Ahmed Yar Khan Daultana : If it is not, I
withdraw it. This will widen the gulf between the irui-al
u.rba:n classes
because when we have a,. rural Minister in ch0Jrge of J<1ca.l self-g<>vernment I"
assure you that this would be a bed of thorns·for him] il he is an honest matt
and does not possess a mean mentality, otherwise this will be used as a tool
for oppression. I welcome this Bill, however, in one way .. It may act as
an eye-opener for my thick-skinned and unhappy eommuriity. The saviours .
of this country from the Congress are not the or-0:inan.ces,or the outbursts of
the Secretary of State for India, but this province, which has·Ihaintained law
and order throughout, and the Hindus had to conceal their Congress ideas'
in the garb of Hindu Sabha. The other provinces liav~ kept ~heir Govem-:
men ts busy in other ways who thus had no ti.tne to think of sueh' mischieveous measures as the one now before us. ° It is our fault and we have to Mame
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-ourselves for having brought about such a state of things here. I wish my
«community realised it. The Honourable Minister has every right to feed fat
his grudge on us. We deserve it. The other provinces have been kioking
the Government with-all sorts of troubles, but yet the Governments there have
been trying to kiss them. The case is 'Dice 11fY1'sa here. I should here assure
the Honourable Minister that I am not making these unpleasant remarks on
,>account of any personal relationships of mine with him. There have been eer"tain unfortunate incidents of course, but they have not influenced me in any
· way at the present time. Frankly I feel and give expression in the way I
: believe. One of the main reasons why I oppose this Bill is that it is a. thin
-edge of the wedge. I shall just explain that to the House. The principle
-of decisions by majority has been an established principle all over the world
for the last several centuries. We have never come across a country where
.a limitation is placed on this rule. The Executive Officer Bill, which is a.
negation of this rule, was unfortunately allowed to pass and I should confess
·that when the Honourable Minister sponsored that Bill in this House he fell
-oonsiderably in my estimation. It is again my opinion that local bodies, the
·provincial councils and the federal legislature should be absolutely indepen-dent units. If the Punjab Council were to interfere with the local bodies to
'the extent now proposed, with what fair face can we resist when there is
.a similar attempt by the Federal Assembly to interfere with the rights of
the provincial Councils. I do not approve of this principle of interference by
··the provincial Government into the affairs of local bodies, for if I do I can·
not oppose any idea of interference by the Federal AssembJy into the affairs
of our province, which shall always be a thorn in their side. I feel that the
Honourable Minister himself-I know he· is a shrewd politician-would
never have subjected himself to such indignities unless he had something
- really very big for his class in. this Bill. It. is said .that the Honourable
Minister by the Executive Officer Bill and by this Bill is trying to bring about
. a precedent by which to deprive a majority to enforce their decisions and to
.have a trump card to deprive the Punjab of provincial autonomy when all
vthe minorities will clamour for its withdrawal here. The main and real ob·
ject of the Executive Officer Bill and the present amendment Bill is to pave
· the way for the Federal Assembly to over-rule the 'Punjab Council in
·future and thus to obtain their objective of depriving the Muslims of their
· majority rights in the Punjab, which object the Hindus, though. they tried
hard in many ways, have so far failed to achieve otherwise. The minorities of other provinces are not so tinpateiotio as the minorities in this pro·
-vince who are prepared to give up even the entire idea of patriotism . for the
-sake of their self-intei;est. If the intention of the Minister and his sup·
porters is this-I hope it is not. but if it is-I wish only to read out to him
.,a verse\J"~~
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· There is another reason why I am opposed to this Bill, and that
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I feel-and this is :my belief-that the administration of local bodies when·there was an official president was much worse than it is to-day. The reason
why in spite of it there was no agitation is this that there was then the' officials
miyaon which kept the rats quiet. (Dr. Mr-s. M. 0. Shave ! I take ex-eeption to the expression rats). I do not refer to honourable-members of this
House. When there is responsible Government there is always an awakening;
and it is on account of this that you get all this agitation. .This is in fact one·
of the rights of citizenship and I welcome this agitatfon. But as soon as·
you have an official president all this will be gagged and public opinion will ·:
be.stifled.
This is why I object to the Bill before us. What about the
officials themselves, the officials who are running our administration ? Their
administration is by no means ideal. Is it in any way better than that of"
the local bodies? l£ there were some God-sent officials, I would have
accepted the ·Bili, but as things are around us, the officials are much worses
than the public representatives.
·
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This in English means: Tliose ·Who live in glass houses should not·
throw stones.
Is good government· a welcome, substitute for self-government ? If we··
want good government, the Honourable Minist~r should be the f4'st to resign
for he is there not as the outcome of a good government but because of self. government. If you want local self-government, it is possible that for some-:
time you may not have good government. Does not the Honourable Minister realise that Lord Ripon and Mr. Montagu must be writhing in their graves with indignation at the undignified attempt of their unworthy sneeeseorato undo what those empire builders did ? About· this subject of official·
control I am reminded now 9f a verse of Sa'adi which is very appropriate- •..
I am sorry I cannot translate it into English so well as our learned · inter.-·
prater.
Mr. President: Order, order, The honourable member can address
the Chair in English or, with the permissionof the Chair, in any vemacular
of the province. Now he proposes to quote a Persian verse.
Mr. Labb Singh: The honourable member may be allowed to
.quote Scriptures in ~he. original.
The HonourableDr~ Gokul Chand Narang : If it is open for any
member to quote from any language, there are many who would like to quota from many other sources.
Mr. President: If the honourable member wishes to quote a Persian
verse, he should translate it into English or at any rate into Urdu.
Khan Babadur Mian Ahmad Yar Khan Dauhana : I shall trans-·
late it into veenaeular myse~. The Persian verse rans :-
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The verses quoted by me are Shaikh Sa'adi's. It means this. Once a
!butcihe.1· ,vas passing through a jungle when he saw a wolf killing a sheep.
~e hutcher heat off the wolf and saved the sheep. .de brought the animal
:home. '!he sheep felt very grateful to him for he hat, saved its life, Bnt
when iµght fell the butcher began slaughtering it himself. At this the sheep
eselaimed : Oh! Cruel man, if you meant to kill me, whythen did you save
me from the jaws of the wolf ?
The Honourable Minister 'feels th9.t the wolves of our municipalities are
-ri.e-vouring the goat of om· local bodies and he wants to hand it over to himself
and his officials, who will use the knife instead of jaws immediately.

It is, I think, unnecessary for me to o.iscuss the general principles of the
Bill because the Leader of my Party is going to do that.
In Section 15 :~If a member of a committee wishes to resign his office, the .Looal Government may or
may not accept his resignation."

This is very unreasonable.
Again there is section .50, which lays,
down that every person shall be liable for the loss in consequence of his
neglect, that is for the negligence of the member.. Mr. Din Muhammad
bas already pointed out that if you are going to put such provisions for the
municipal bodies for the waste of municipal fonds by the members by
negligence, why the Honourable MiniBter should not pay to the Government
. for heavy cost incurred by his negligence in connection wit~ this Bill. (Hear,,.

hear).
One thing about the Provincial Board. I think it was the Leader of my
}>arty who started this idea and I think it was perhaps my Leader who
also said that there should be equaliaation of taxes among the rural · and
urban classes. I welcome this idea.
There seems to be some gol mol in section 20. I shall be prepared to
support this idea of the Honourable M:iruster if he bnngs a definite ssheme to
that effect so that we may know what the scheme is. Tbe people believe,
and I also believe that 1t is for creating new posts for. the community of the
Minister. Here I will request His Excellency the Governor through the
leader of the House to assign a department of service to the portfolio of the
Honourable Minister, otherwise he would always come forward for the creation of new posts to bestow patronage and to satisfy bis communal appetite,
and subject us to new expenditure in these days of financiaLstringency.
Now as regards section 85, my Leader will deal with it. I am asked toe
leave this for him.
1 know that our local bodies administration is uot ideal. They require,
some in.prcvement, but, Sir, they require some operation, and the operation
should be w~th the knife of a surgeon and not with the knife of a butcher.
I have read the whole Bill and the existing Act most carefully and have
come to one conclusion that no attempt has been made to improve the Act by
this Bill. The main feature ·of the Bill is to· do ;away with the populascontrol and to make the municipalities such. as no man with a. grain of
11elf·respect would condescend. to work in. The official bloc in the provincial
Councils and the Federal Assembly
not exist and. on the face of it no1

will
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attempt has been made to reduce the nominated element in the munieipali;ties. Severa.I of my friends. 'wish to perform the sacred da.ty of opposing
this unholy measure and l cannot at this juncture discuss all the defects
in the Act whieh demand amendment. I will only quote section 40 which
·rune as follows:- ·
··
40. A Government officialwho has been continuously employed by a committee from
the commencementof the Punjab Municipal Act, 1884, and who. is in the employment of theeommittee at the commencement of this Act shall not be dismissed from that employment without the saiwtion'of the Local Government.

'Should this Seotion remain in the Act in 1932 '}
· I hope to be able to demonstrate to the world if the ;Rill. comes up for
-consideration that this Bill is a fatal poison e1Te.il: "~thou:t a. thin coat of
sugar, In these days we should not irritate people and rouse their indignation. If the Punjab accepts this. Bill with a sullen and . patient shrug, it
would be only for a few <lays ann the reaction would be terrible and I shudder
-even to think of it •
. It is believed that it is the attempt of the Honourable Minister with
perhaps the unconscious connivance of the Loc!Ll Government to deprive
. a particular community of its due share in the future advancement and the
.refonns in this country, and this is a step towards that aim. I hope this is
not correct, though my doubts are to the contrary. But if it is correct. let
me assure everybody ·and all concerned that time. has passed when such _
. obstacles could be plaeeo in our way, and that our progress.could be checked.
We shall flourish in spite ot these efforts. u If friends to Government for·
l;iear their. essistanoe, thE;)y put it in the power of a, few .despera,teinen to ruin
·ijhe welfare of those who.~~ superior to them. in ~trength an~ interest."
Thia is what Addison says. Wea.reoapa/\)leof-defending our rights and. we
i!ha.ll soon get i!everal~o~ .in. ·Which · we . can ~ea 011r · shadow and · the
-inferiority complex will be removed/ 1·can safely ,ea.y: that -«e 'require few
more· pinpricks to awake!l _u,s ~m· our . political }lumber·. and then the
caravan will.pass on in spite of the barks andbites of the dogs.
, ~· P. Mar•den .: (Seo~et11ry, , Tra.n~~rr?d Dep,arlnu~nts): Sk, I
have had so much todo with tl,i.1S condemnable Bill that I am. very glad,
before starting in !!> few hours" t~e. fowa.rds.'tfie silvery .rippl~s of the
Indian ocean, I have an opportuni,ty of explajning tp.e pr:inciples of . :the '
'Bill, particularly. as there was .·no opp<:>rtunity of · e~Iaining them
before.' It is· surprising that there are now being raised objections
to the principle of 'the Bill, . although when. this identical measure,
practically identical, was· . introduced before, there· was no objection
raised to the principles of the Bill, so that · there was at that :time
n6 opportunity to explain them. To~day there is an opportunity; and the
honourable members whohavejust spoken have asked that the Bill should be
supported by facts. To do so fully will take time, but I will be as brief as
possible ; though I presume, as the Iasthonourable member _took Si minutes
1o quote a. verse and explain its meaning, there is no very great hurry.

First of all, I am glad to hear that there is absolutely no idea objecting
to it on. the ground· of .t.heit being anything, in the nature. of· . Q<>minunalisni
in the Bill. Occasionally one sees articles in the Press which 'lead one tG.
suppose that there are some persons who have got this .grotesquely false
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idea into their heads, but at any rate we have heard to-day, that there is no,
criticism of that sort going to be made.
·
·
It now appears that the objections to the principle of the Billare that

it;

is bureaucratic and, as though democracy and bureaucracy are things materially opposed to one another. undemocractic.
There is nothing antidemo-·
era.tic whatever about it. After all .the bureaucracy now and still more in'.
the-future exists to carry out the' will of this Council. In fact, bureaucracy
might well be termed Legislative Councilocracy. If you find it necessary to
use your bureau, your officials, to enforce your will on the local bodies orfor helping, assisting and advising the members of the local bodies, as is very
neeessarv in this, a time of great emergency for local bouieathere is in this,
nothing ;nti-o.emocractic ; on the contrary, it is extremely democratic. The,
amount of bureaucratic control found necessary in different countries varies,
as was explained the other day, when a certain motion was movedIn this
House. In England there is possibly less control and supervision over local
bodies than in other countries, such as France. · In England, the · control
mainly arises from the fact that Government gives grants-in-aid to the local
bodies and then sends round its Inspectors to see if the local bodies 'deserve
the grants-in-aid, while in France, on the other hand, even when grants-inaid are not given, it has been found most necessary that there should be a
strict control and supervision of all the local. bodies by the Prefect. At any
rate I am glad that the issue is now clear, and that we are divided only on thequestion of greater or less bureaucratic control. As' it is clear, I do not understand why there should be, as always; such bitterness on the question,
As soon as any measure for improving local self-government is brought
forward, you see fierce glittering eyes opposite fastened on the frame of the·
genial Minister, seeking for juicy spots in it at which they can dart the en·
.veaomed arrows oi their oratory, and to-day we have been informed that this.
Bill is barbarous, tyrannical, retrograde, obrioxious, quotesque, unsavoury-and something unrepeatable; (An honourable member: It was withdrawn.)
I cannot see why there should be any bitterness, for we all have one end'
in view. I consider that there should rather be expressions of expansivegladness, of roliof, of joy on .the faces of the honourable members opposite;
'fhere is only one aim and object of the :\linistry uf Local Self-Government, and
that is to improve our towns and to bring it about that they shall no longerbein the appalling state in which they now are. (An.ha-ri.ourable member=-:'
Question). The Minister wants to insure that if you go for a walk in any
town or its bazars, even along its circular road, yon should not have millionsof flies buzzing about your eyes, or an appalling stinii assailing your nostrils •.
You shouldnot have to see children with streaming diseased eyes, uno squintmg or· people emaciated t,y consumption that is due to tho airless streets;
and high, narrow houses, resulting from the absolute lack of any town planning, policy in any of the municipalities. That, Sir, is the only object which
the Minister and the Government have in view in introducing this Bill, to end,
those evils.
Now, Sir, the motion has been opposed, and I understand that anothermotion which is (JO the paper may be moved, for the circulation of the Bill
for public opinion. But I would suggest that there is no reason for this
whatsoever. Why should there be any further delay? Before this Bill was
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,drafted public opinions were obtained, and also aftet it--1 am talking of(
-eonrse of the other Bill whioh corresponds to this Bill=-was drafted, public
opinions were a.gain obtained.
·

:Now

it is lli ourious fa.ct that when public opinions are-obtaiued, not veJW
mllOh attention is paid to .them. On the first occasion: whoo public opinions,
were obtained I was curious to notice that the standing committee practically·_
did not ,refer to them. Although about nine-tenths. o.f the snggestiorJJI: tba{ were advanced by the public were not incorporated in the OOl-becA.Uil'll;)' forvarious reasonsit was found impossible, as sometimes the· Ae-li already pro-.
vided what was wanted · and sometimes they were. foun~ to be· contrary to.
expediency-although, I say, at lea!ii nine-tenths of the 11nggest1ons were,
rejected, no one ever enquired into the reasons for rejecting: them, Again~
after public opinions were obtained on the last occasion, in the select eommittee those public opinions were hardly referred to at all. · I think that thereason for this is that members always found that public opinions have been.
taken into consideration bv the framers of the Bill, and that aU the-availableopinions had been made "use of and the result is that they hardly ever
find.it necessary to go into those public opinions themselves. (Interrup~
tum). For the first time tod:1.y there has been in this House some reference)
detailed reference; by Khan Bahadur Shaikh Din MuhanlJIDd, to the public
opinions. As he quoted the opinion of one Sessions Judge. on this amood'-,
ing Bill, unfavourable to it, I may perhaps be permitted to read a quotation from the opinion of .another Sessions Judge, the District J udge of Kamat.
He S!1YS :-

.

.

"The Bill is likely~ be denounced as a. retrogr~de measure, Bttt an impalrtial critie·
should not fail to 'rea.lize that most of the changes· in· thllt dlirecti0ll thet lia.ve·
been suggested are fully justified by the inefficient partisan and even corrupt.
administration of municipal affairs throughout the province. If it is at a.II tbe.
objec ttha.t mmlicipa.loommittees should not degenerate into mere hot beds of
eommunalism, jobbery and self.aggrandisement of individual members, it is.
.Indeed necesaa.ryto give to the Oomm.issionersand Deputy Commissionersmost.
of the powere that a.re proposed to be given by the present Bill. ,.
.
..

.

Now, those are the sort of things that the Honourable Minister wishes:
to lop off. The honourable member for Gujranwala (Khan Bahadur Shaikh·
Din Muhammad) said that the axe was being put to the root of the tree ..
I would say rather that the axe is being laid at some unhealthy branches. oi
the tree (hear, hear), so that they may sprout a~in, fa.r more strong and:
healthv than before.
· ·
For a few moments I .would mention, in connection with the amendment· to · be _ moved- for circnla.tion, the past · history of the measure. As
long ago as 1927 there was a fairly long. draft of a Bill which. was ma inly eoneemed with building applications. _ Th1tt draft has been considerably altered and various important omissions have been made, 'and that Bin, 8JS:
thus improved, forms the foundation of that· .portion of this Bill which
·deals with building matters. A large portion at the end of the present Bill.
eonsisss of provisions .regarding election offences, and presumably there is
no objection to this portion of the Bill, because there is no qnestion,what&v&r
of principle. It is merely sought· to bring into the body of the Act' what j&
already ,contained in the rules. Besides .these two sources of the Bill. th&r&
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11.re certain important sections which the experienoe of the past few yea.rs
·:!.bas suggested, and it is to these that most of the opposition has. been made,
-that is to say, to the sections conferring greater powers of control and super··
-vision. Those sections are mostly straightfonvard and simple. They Illay
be contentious, they may be objected to, they may be modified by the select
-eommittee, but there is no ebstmse or complicated problem that;:rieeds solving in this connection.
·
·
Now, Sir, one thing 1s agreed to, eventhough, as Mr. Ahmed Yar Khan
said, Lord Ripon will writhe in his grave or even if Mr. Montagu does;
.and till Mr. Ahmed Yar Khan spoke, I thought that even this ·House..
-would he agreed. I mean that there can be . no doubt that municipal
.admi-iistration is, at the moment, a failure. I think, tba~ if those two dis·
tinguished gentlemen of the past could realise the state of things they would
writhe even more. (An honourable member.-W:hat about the Government
departments ?) The argument of tit for t,at is extremely ineffective.
Efforts are made to eradicate corruption and inefficiencyfrom every depert-'
ment and when it. comes to any particular department it is no use to turn
round and say that the other departments are just as bad. If I may say .
so, that is the main defect of the reply of the President of the Lahore
Municipal Committee. The whole of his reply is practically this : "If ,I·
did something bad, somebody else did a far worse thing": ; and : " If this
community does this, well, the other community does just as bad." That
, sort of thing does not carry us any further.
One can hardly help saying that there is at present no sound tradition
. of municipal service. In saying that I hope I shall not be causing any offence.
I do not wish to do that. After all, municipal inefficiency or corruption is
,·not a feature confined to any. age or any country. Curiouslyenough, it is
-now exactly a hundred years since the start of municipal reform in England.
Up to that time in that country also there was a terrible amount of jobbery
and corruption in municipal bodies. In the year 1882 there was in England
di. Dobson Committee, so to speak, which went round and found it necessary
- to wash the dirty linen of municipalities in public. Very much the· same
, sort of things were exposed. I remember reading of one instance that was
quoted. In one town, it was Coventry I think, the committee found that
there were two members of a borough who had well paid jobs as school·
masters in the town, and when the committee went round to examine the
schools they found that there were no scholars. Again, in those days there
- were throughout England what was known as rotten boroughs•. Not only
~in the rotten boroughs but in the non-rotten . boroughs candidates . for
Parliament used to conduct bargains by sitting down, in.private, with the
-oouncillors, and coming to an agreement. The usual understanding was
- that they were bound to contribute towards the funds of the local body.
But nobody ever saw the accounts. So, I am not in theileast trying to say·
,. that this sort of thing has not happened in other countries. , But let us hope
-that just as 1882 saw the golden era for municipal administration in England •.
, so the year 1982 may be the golden era, the golden Gokul era, of reformed,
-:-:municipal administration in this country, or rather in this province.

,
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·
It bas. been said by one or two ~ea..:kers that there is no use ma.king generall~
assertions. Mian .Ahmad Ya.r Khan made a large number of general asse~tions for forty minutes •.. But it is necessary to state facts, and I shaU therefore··
state a few of the facts whieh have made it imperative to.reform municipal.'
administration.
One of the first tl;m,lgs that occurs to anybody who studiesthe facts is that in very, very few municipalities is any attep.tion paid to that,
most important thing known as the audit note. Things have got so bad in
the Lahore. municipality that the Examiner haa sent a pathetic letter to the
Goverrunent saying that as his notes ·are never attended to, as the eommittee-'.
takes 'no 'interest whatever in the audit reports or in putting it~ accounts in
order, there· seems to be no good continuing from· year to year the conduct
of audit. The same thing has happened in Amritsar. The same thing has
happened in Jnllundur. · In the little municipality of Gohana it was pointed
out by the auditors that none of the objections brought to light by the-.
Examiner were attended to, from the vears 1923' to 1981. Take the little
municipalities of Hissar and Bohtak, about wfu"'ch the Honourable leader of
theopposition has some knowledge. This seems to be a case of Ohhotu. tal& ·
andhera1 It is reported with regard to Rohtak that for no less than 22 years.,
the municipal 'committee _of Rohtak has refused to carry out the suggestion .
of the Auditor to maintain an immovable pro-petty register. Now that
is obviously a most important thing to do. I sha.TI show in a minute that. ·
that omission has led to some of the worst evils in the-municipalities.
Then,
there is what is perhapsthe next worse evil, that of encroachments, encroachments on. municipal property, and also on nazul or Government property
which it should be the aim of each municipality to consider itself in honour··
bound to safeguard. The case of Lahore I need hardly dwell upon, because
it has. been set forth so clearly in· the report of the Commissioner ; but you
find the same encroachments in all the important municipalities.
In
Amritsar for instance: And to come to other divisions, the Commissioner of
Rawalpindi in his last report stated that wherever he· toured. he found in»
the towns encroachments, sometimes encouraged .by unscrupulous munieipah.
eommiseioners. It is rej orted too that in Khushab some cases regarding
encroachments have been. delayed for six years, chiefly because several .
. municipal members' are Interested in the matter. , Coming nearer, we have··
Kasur. There, for three long years the deupty commissioner, the 'commissioner and the local Government have been corresponding in order toaseer-:
tain the facts with regard to encroachments on nazul land, but, according ·
to the local officers, because the members of the municipality are interested
in those encroachments, no reply has yet been received from that muniei-pality. So . much for
immovable encroachments.
When we come to
. movable encroachments, the position is worse. The late enquiry into the
affairs of Lahore, as is notorious, revealed a most appalling state of things ·
·througho~t the whole of Lahore city. The President of the Committee in
hi!! reply suggested that this account was exaggerated, that at any rate there ·
was no dishonesty in the staff, that there might be a little slackness, but that
the evil was not as great as made out. The Committee does not agree with
its President, for it,-the new. committee-appointed a sub-committee' of o·
members· who very carefully toured-perhaps the President had not done so-throughout the city, and reported to the committee that the evil was appal-ling, that something must be done to prevent the slackness on the part of
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the staff, and also that if necessary measures were taken the income arising"
from that source would at least be doubled. As everybody knows, and
nobody can deny, you find the same thing in practically all the municipali-~
ties of the province.
··
:
Now, a very great evil and a thing which is much more difficult to provide for, which strikes one on reading through the reports on municipal
committees, is the absence of any financial flair among t)le membera=the ·
absence of any financialprogramme by which the affairs o~:the municipality
can for the future be well-administered.
We all know, for example in Lahore·
that it is the absence of any attempt to put aside a special reserve for the
purpose that has prevented us from. getting that drainage or water works.
scheme which we have long been expecting. (An honourable member i:
Ludhiana ?) Turki ba turki is not an answer for an argument of this sort.,
To continue, the question of finance, if you look at the annual reports of
officers, and at- the latest annual audit report of the municipalities, you will
find in about 40 out of the 108 municipalities a terrible amount of arrears.,
and those arrears have obviously been due _to lack of supervision and to theabsolute failure of the members of the committee to look carefully into
the financial affairs and the accounts of their own committee.

Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq : Will the honourable member quote

a.

few instances ?

Mr. P. Marsden: It is easy; There are at least forty examples, and L
will give four or five. At Amritsar there were arrears at tl?,e end of 1930-31
of Rs. 50,000.

Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq : For how many years was it ?
Mr. P. Marsden: ~They were actual arrears at the end of the year1980-81. In the little municipality=-better known to the Leader of the
Opposition-of .Gohana, there were arrears of Rs. 11,000. I mean the·
actual debts due at the end of the year. And I remember, as I have been.
asked to give examples,. that there were about 6 municipalities-small
municipalities such as Isakhel, Jhajjar, Gohana, Rchtak-I am sorry that I·
am going so close to the Leader of the Opposition so often-about which.
the Government has been pestered with letters from firms, in this country·
and outside this country, saying that their (bills) for supplies, and for medical.
stores, amounting sometimes to many thousands of rupees, are not paid
year after year, and asking what is to be done. ,Another set of arrears which·
have always been mounting up in many of the municipalities are for rent of·
municipal property.
I remember myself in Gurdaspur district, for example..
in the town of Batala, year after year people that took municipal property
on lease paying nothing, and the amount due was running up to thousands.
The committee was lax in insisting on payment, and theJi did not file suits
in time. The same thing has happened in Lahore, and the excuse of thePresident is that the law, the civil law, is in such a hopeless state that they
can do nothing. But he did not say that the committee was careful to select
a trustworthy tenant. He did not say that when there arearrears the tenant
is at once evicted. He did not say that efforts have been made to make the·
tenants give security when there was any 'doubt about their position. Now..
another result of financial muddling has been that financial demoralisation in the committees has been disheartening, diseouraging and absolutely-
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-demoralising to the staff of the committees. And you cannofexpect good
-work in the committees if the staff are disheartened. Sometimes the com:mittees have even omitted to credit the provident fund into the accounts for
.several years. For example, as I am asked to give examples, you will find
in the annual audit report for 1930 that the worst offenders in that respect
.. are Sirsa, Hissar and the little committee of Faridabad. You find again and
..again that the miserable staff for months and months have not been paid,
sometimes simply for the reason that the committee may tide over the year,
apparently not bankrupt. It is a fact that often they have not been paid
for months, and that has happened-to give two exemplee=-in Ambala and
"Jhang.
Another terrible and appalling evil that can be found in the present
municipal administration is what can only be called deliberate dishonesty
of committees as a whole in their relations with the Government and regarding
.grants-in-aid. I will not quote the example, at least I will not dwell long
-on the example; of Lahore, which received a large grant from Government
,for drainage and which credited the interest for years to its general revenues,
and which even now has not found a single pie with which to supplement
that grant., But to take an incident which has more recently occurred,
take the municipality of Sargodha, Sargodha was given Rs. 1,55,000 for a
· ·waterworks. scheme. One of the conditions of that grant was that
they should meter house connections. That was a long time ago, and they
. have not yet metered even one house-connection. They have been asked
by Government to repay the grant as the conditions have not been fulfilled
.and so far they have absolutely refused to repay that grant. To come to
.another part of the province, take the municipal committee of Chiniot.
-Chiniot was given a grant of Rs. 20,000 for the building of a hospital, but
:they did not build it. But they spent the Rs. 20,000. When asked to return
the Rs. 20,000, they said that it would be very difficult and they then set
.about finding out how theywere to ·find the money with which to repay the
Government. There is one terrible evil which unfortunately, to judge from
·, the annual audit report, has greatly increased of late, owing to all this lax
-snpervision and lack of interest of the, members in the financial affairs of
· the committees. There has been a regrettable increase of dishonesty and of
cases of embezzlementin the staffs of the municipal committees. With regard
to the biggest cases of embezzlement, the cases are at the · moment sub
Judice. . So I cannot go into 'the details ; but it is a fact in many cases owing
to the lack of supervision over the staff, thousands and thousands of rupees
have been lost to the committees.
.
I have briefly explained some of the evils owing to which this Bill was
.found to be necessary. And now I will just for a moment mention the way
·Jn which this Bill proposes to put those evils right, and in doing so, I will
-dwell briefly upon the reasons for provisions for extra control and supervi-sion, to which such special objection-has been taken. Two of the sections
,'.to which I understand most objection is taken are those which bring home
;the responsibility 'to them of the presidents and the members, and they are
. clause 7. and-I forget the number of the other clause-but I mean
·the amending clause to section 50. of the Act. The reason why it has been ,
;.found necessary to bring home the responsibility of memben.iis th~t at th~
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present moment in many places members do not seem to be afraid of the
results of absolute inattention to their duties, and think .it does not matter
how much irresponsibility they may display.
Khan Bahadur Mian Ahmad Yar Khan Daultana:
What about
the hydro-electric scheme· and the Sutlej Valley Project 'l Who will pay
for that?
·
·
·
I.)» ~J~)
r! .)~ &5 ._r$ ~,
Mr. P. Marsden: Not being concerned now with 'the hydro-electric
scheme, let me remind members of the Labore cases. Doubtless members
have already read of the examples of cases in which there were enquiries
into misconduct, or conduct, if you will, of municipal employees. I think
the biggest loss caused to the committee, by an enquiry which took soma
2 or 3 years was Rs. 9,780. There have been other cases in Lahore where
the loss ran to Rs. 2,000 or Rs. 3,000 or Rs. 4,000. The reason for that was
that, whereas a sub-committee could easily have decided the matter, at any
rate in one month, members of these sub-committees at meeting after meeting never took the trouble to appear. They did not seem to think that it
was _their duty to attend to such an important matter as a departmental enquiry by a sub-committee, and so the committee, and so we too, the ratepayers, had to stump up all those thousands of rnpees.. Or take another
instance from Lahore. Take the question of the enquiry into the embezzlement over the grain shops. And I would like to take · this . opportunity of
correcting a slight error that occurred in the House the other day. Mr. Owen
Roberts pointed out that if the municipal committee had taken 8 years to
settle that account, it took the audit department 6 years to report. I find
as a matter of fact that the figures were wrong. The embezzlement took
place from 1918 to 1920. The papers went before the audit department
some time well on in 1920, and there was a whole mass of papers, in the
most terrible disorder, a large number of them written in strange dialects,
and the audit department reported, I think it was, in the first part of 1928.
I say this because the audit department has been doing extraordinarily
good work, which has been of immense assistance in the department of Local
Self-Government, and I would not like that mis-statement to their discredit
to remain on records. (Hear, hear). To take a similar example of money
wasted by sheer carelessness, let me return once more, if the Leader of the
opposition does not mind, to the capital town of Rohtaki district. In that
comparatively small municipality no less than three thousand rupees were
lost the other day by the committee carelessly suing for the rent of encroach·
ments people who were not the owners in question. It was not possible to
set matters right afterwards, for various reasons, and so three thousands were
lost. I will mention one other serious example of such irregularities. I could
mention very many others, but time is short and I must not encroach oil the
patience of the House too long. In the Gujrat district there was· a. municipality which I might mention by name, but I will not, where a· certain
person was prosecuted for encroachment after there had first been a decision riot to prosecute him ; but the alert Deputy Commissionersuspended
the resolution of the committee and he was subsequently . prosecuted. But
after the prosecution had been successful the President, who is said by the,
local officers to be under debt to the encroacher, compounded the offence
for a very small sum.

,1 ~,
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There ia one other clause of which there has been very great criticism,
to which I may refer. I think from the remarks that I have just made the
urgent necessity of that clause must be apparent.
I refer to the clause which
adds
new section to the Act, section 41-A, which gives the Deputy Commissioner power to insure that without his sanction employees who have been
· suspended during an inquiry into their conduct shall not be reinstated.
That section was the direct result of the Government's knowledge of .what
was happening in such cases as those I have just mentioned, cases of departmental inquiry, and I think nobody. can possibly dou bt that in the interests
?f the public· and the tax-payer such a safeguard is necessary. Theil there~s; that clause to which very strong objection was taken. by I{han Bahadur
Din Muham:mad and Khan Bahadur Mian Ahmed Yar Khan, the clause
which gives power to the local officers to surcharge the members of the committees when any loss or waste is caused to the property of the committee.
I do not think that these members have realised that the Govel'Iilnent already
bas the power under section 240 (t) of the Act to make rules by which the
auditors can impose such a surcharge. The Government have not so far
made use of these powers.' .... ~Some honourable members1:. What is the
need then ? Honourable members,
I should have tli~ught~ would be·
glad to find that the Government has left to this House to: · decide whether
such a surcharge is advisable: .· or not. Very careful provisious have been
made for procedure for such action, and for revision ; and I do not think that
the honourable members realize that .in many other. provinces; i~ all the big
·' provinces, there is already such a provision, a statutory provision tinder the·
Acts.
'
·
•

a

Khan Bahadur Mian Ahmed··Yar

Khan Daultana: What about

the present Calcutta Act '} · ·

Mr. P. Marsden : In Bengal; Madras, . United Provinces arid Central
Provinces at any rate such a provision does exist, and there is always such a
provision so far as I. know in most of the countries in Europe, certainly in ..
England, where the auditors can surcharge for exactly the same reasons that
are given in this section.
· · ··

.

'

.

Khan Bahadur Mian Ahmed Yar Khan Daultana : There the
. Governments are responsible.

·

Diwan Bahadur Raja Narendra
Nath:
You
. .
.

will

also· hav~ it soon'
There is one section which I must mention because·
most of the opposition in the press and in the past in this Council has centred
over that, and that is the powers of control under section 281 of the Act,;which 'are now increased. Powers to inquire into the .affairs of local bodies.
have been increased. At present under the Act there is no definite pro, vision for any general inquiry into ·the affairs of local bodies, . There
certain powers given which facilitate such an inquiry, but there.is no section.
~hich actually gives the power to inquire. In the past the .inspeetions of.
local bodies have been carried out in the districts by various officers, bj
.extra assistant commissioners and other. officers in charge of . the affairs:c
·<>f the local bodies, but strictly speaking they had· no powers· to carry out .
.

.

'

\
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general inspection at all. They had only powers under one small part of the
section 231 (1) (a), which gave them power to enter on property of the
municipality.
It has now been thought advisable to make it quite clear
that there can be a general power of inquiry into the affairs of municipalities.
'11he other portions of this section are simply designed .to insure that this
inquiry shall have some definite and tangible results. lt is also so framed
that these inquiries shall be able to start promptly. One of the regrettable
features of the inquiry into the Lahore Municipal Committee was that after
the inquiry into its affairs was announced a very laDge number of files and
papers disappeared, and it is most important to make certain that when
there is to be an inquiry r.11 the papers and documents about which an investigation is wanted should at once t,e made available.
I think that what I have said will be enough to show that the principles
'Of this Bill have been based on experience, and that there are not. many
complicated or abstruse problems, especially in the sections that are the
-contentions ones. I trust, therefore, that the select comu.ittee will be able
to regard the Bill in a spirit of sympathy, and of cordial co-operation, and
-doubtloss they will be able to make some improvements+ As I said before,
·there is no reason why any party should regard the matter in a hitter spirit,
.and I trust that the honourable the Leader ·of the Opposition will realize
that there bas been one and only one object in introducing the Bill, and that
is to increase the efficiency of the committees and to ma~e towns very much
more healthy and very much more pleasant than they are at present

{cheers).

;!

Chaudbri Bansi Lal (Lahore, Non-Muhammadan, Urban) (Punjabi):
Sir, we are enacting law to-day. Law grinds the poor while the rich rule it.
I can show heaps of filth and dirt lying in the various streets and lanes of the
Lahore city. No body cares to remove them. There .: are layers of filth
eight inch deep in the gutters of the city. The peopla are suffering from
-eholera and other epidemics. But it is· a pity that the Public Health De·
partment pays little heed to this state of affairs, I would request the
Honourable the Minister and Ohaudhri Sardar Ali who is E1itting in the gallery
to see whether the statement now made by me is correct or not. If 'it is
.correet they should write to the Deputy Commissioner,:,Lahore, for taking
necessary action in the matter. We remove filth for vety small wages, say
four or eight. annas. But in case we neglect our duty ~ are usually fined
Rs. 8. This is too severe a punishment.
The meat-sellers and the milksellers are never fined in spite of the fact that they do not carry out the in.stmotiona of the municipal committee. Besides the arrangement of conservancy cars is far from satisfactory.
The municipal committee sells
filthy water for sixty thousand rupees· every year. The committee can
get much more if another drainage is also constructed. I wonder how the
edueated people of Lahore are keeping silent over the most insanitary eonditions of Lahore city. I may also say a word about the Tahsildar of Lahore.
Dishonesty is no offence in his eyes. I hope Mian Ahmad Yar Khan would
as usual support our cause. I may also say a word : about Gujranwala
municipality.
There the committee even sells the bonea of the animals
which we gather from different places.
·
· Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq (Amritsar, Muha.m.mad!m, Urban) (Urdu),
Sir, the honourable member who has just preceded me, I mean the Secretary,

-------------
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Transferred Departments, has dwelt at length upon the municipal administration of the province. He has told us much about the mismanagement
of the municipal committees. But there is nothing surprising for I am sure,
in England, America or 'wherever you go, you will find such instances of
municipal maladministration. The honourable member has been -pleased
to remark that, from the sanitary point of view the condition of various.
towns has become worse and that corruption is rampant in almost all the big
municipalities in the province. But I ask why have you been keeping:
silent over these matters for the last six or seven years? Was there no eorruption in municipal administration before ? Were sanitary conditions of
various towns better in those days ? If not, why was no· action then taken
to improve these matters ? In fact 'so long as official control was there, no·
one dared to point out any defects in the municipal administration. But.
now when official control is removed you assert that these evils have crept
in the municipal administration because of the absence of the officialcontrol.
This is an assertion which has no basis in truth. You are pointing out these·
drawbacks in the municipal administration in order to justify your action for·
restoring official control over municipalities. You like· to enjoy the· samepowers again which you exercised previously over them. But, alas ! . _ You
have lost your authority. And in order to regain that authoritr you have·
taken to effect reforms in municipal committees. We do not object to·
effecting real reforms in the municipal administration but introducing tham
as a pretext for restoring officialcontrol over municipal committees is highly·
' objectionable. . My honourable friend had been a staunch nationaliat..
I wonder· why he is advocating a measure which is retrogade in its effects.
He has never been a 'member of a municipal committee, so knows nothing·
about the working of municipalities. While he was a non-officialmember of
this House, he never said a word about the municipal administration and
took no interest in municipal questions. He has no personal experience.
about the working of the municipal committees. As a Minister he could.
have consulted Lala Sundar Dass, Vice-President, Lahore Municipality,.
or some Nathn Ram of Ambala Municipality or Mr. Din Muhammad of
Gujranwala Municipality. But he has not done so. He has only cared to.
listen to his master's voice. In one of the meetings of the select committee I
happened to enquire why a particular section was incorporated in the Bill.,
But no satisfactory answer was forthcoming which showed that even the·
member in charge of the Bill was in the dark. This Bill, if passed. into law,_
would introduce a new system in municipal administration which will be
highly prejudicial to the development of local self-government. You want to,
administer us medicine; do it like a good doctor, but why with nals which are:used for administering medicine to animaJs ? After all we are representatives
of the people. Mr. Marsden' has admitted that practically publie opinion,
was ignored both in the Select Committee and the Local ·Self-Government
Standing Committee. In the select committee I wanted to know publicopinion on a partieula« section and wanted to discuss it., The Chairman of
the Committee remarked, " DO. time please, take. votes." It was also said
that the Bill had to be passed before 6th May, for -by that .date an honourablemembdr had to' proceed on leave. Was it fa.ir that a.. Bill so controversiaf
in its na.tt¢e- should be pushed through
so ~urriedly
? . . The. .Honourable..
.
.
.
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Memberin charge of the Bill has so far been thinking that we are intentionallyobstructing the passage of the Bill and that we do not like to remedy the evils,
existing in the municipal administration. That is not the case. We are
opposing certain sections of this Bill simply because it is· an attack on our
rights and liberties. Inefficiency in local bodies means inefficiency in provincial Government. If we cannot ,efficiently run the municipal administration how can we be consideredfit to hold the reins of the Government of the
country. So bow can we who call ourselves patriotic Indians demand self--government without being ready to stamp out inefficiency and corruption
wherever it exists ? If the Honourable Minister sincerely wants to reform,
the municipal committees and wants to stamp out inefficiency and corruption as we all do, then let him call a round table conference of officials and
municipal commissioners and discuss with them all the important questions.
and ask them to suggest the ways and means of reforming the municipal
administration. The Bill is useless in many respects because the framers
have not understood the difficulties of administration from: the view-point of
non-officialmembers. We certainly want provisions which, should create fear
in the heart of the corrupt and inefficient, but which should not be feared
by an honest municipal commissioner or an honest municipal employee•.
But under this Bill an honest person will always be at the mercy of the
executive for personal or political reasons.
.
Mr. President:
Does the honourable member mean to say that the·
opinions invited and received by this office were not placed before the select
committee?
Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq: Thery were practically a sealed book so·
far as the committee was concerned.
·
The . Honourable Dr. Gokul ·Chand Narang : Tha~is entirely wrong.
Not only were the opinions placed before the select committee but an abstract.
of them was made with reference to the several paragraphs and a typed copy
was supplied to each member. The Legal Remembrancer, (Mr. Sale), I.
believe, has got a copy of it here with him.
I
Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq : Anyhow it has been: admitted by Mr.
Marsden that the opinions were never discussed.
·
Dr. (Mrs.) M. C. Shave: If they were not dis~sed, it is not the·
fault of the Honourable Minister.
Mr. President: Perhaps the honourable member did not receive his
copy. I can not doubt the Honourable Minister's sta.tement that theopinions received were supplied with an abstract of them, to ail the members of the committee.
Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq : I do not deny that. i My only point is
that time was not given to discuss them at all. In fact, t~e was never allowed to discuss those opinions.
Rai Bahadur Lala Mohan Lal : May I ask through the Chair whether·
the honourable.member denies that we in the select committee discussed intact the· opinions in some case~ ? ·
·
· , · ·• .,
'
~h~~ M~--~aci Sadiq : The opinions were ref~rred 'to only onces
In the select committee we have been repeatedly asking r ' wha.tis the use of
public opinion when we do not go through 'the opiniohs)eceived.: But on-
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.
the official side the reply was : · There is no time ; we must finish this Bill.
My point, therefore, is that no opportunity was given to' us in the select
.eommittee to discuss the opinions. Nor has Government taken advantaae
0
-of the select committee to make use of those opinions.
\

I agree, Sir, that there is room for reform in our administration of local
bodies. There is indeed the necessity for reform in many directions. There
care some corrupt members ; there are bad municipalities. But may I ask
~t the same time, are there not corrupt men even among Government ser-vants ? Perhaps Mr. Marsden would say, two wrongs do not make one right.
But I ask. have the Government tried to reform the police, have they tried
·. to reform the judiciary and other Government departments ? It is not
right, it does not lie with them to make capital out of the defects in the ad.
ministration. of our local bodies.

The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander 'Hyat. Khan : The
"honourable member has switched off from Urdu into English. May I suggest
that he might continue in Urdu because every one in the House will be able
·to understand him better then ?
Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq :. . Very well, I shall. There are many
defects no doubt, but a great number of them are due to the unworkability
. ofthe old Act owing to new conditions and instead of removing those defects ·
·the Government has started to abuse the municipal committees on account
. of acts which are the result of those defects.
(Urdu): It is a matter . of common knowledge that in every
department of the Government there is mismanagement and eormp'tion.
If one "-ere to enter the compound of a court he will find that
he must gratify every one connected in any way with that court.
'Leaving aside the officials,the sweeper of that court is also to be. paid something. The petition-writers, 1nunshts of va.kils and vakils themselves and
-sven the judiciary are many times corrupt and they . demand a share
illegal gratification. l ask whether the Govemmens and their officers
for whom prefection is being claimed in the matter of efficient administretion have been able. to eradicate this evil from their own departments.
They have failed so :far to set their own house in order and I wonder how
it is expected of them to reform the administration of the municipalities.
·Only last year the police fell upon• ~00. persons .at Amritsar . who were
sleeping and who were one and a.11 innocent, and belaboured them with
lathis. Has the Government taken any action against any one of the police .
. -officers for this highhandedness ? No, they have not even been reprimanded
. as far as I know, although it has been represented to·the Government by very
reliable. persons that the persons beaten and injured were all innocent.
· Axe these officers who behave like this, expected to keep a. better control
,,over our municipalities than our own representatives? Oertainly not.
I know that there is corruption in the comlllittees. I concede that the
,affairs of the local bodies have not been so efficientlymanaged as they ought
·to have been done. But c,,ertainlythere is no oeoasion to despair and to
,upset the whole system by an Act ?f this kind. I should think that a
:mou,ntain bas been made of a mole-hill.
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I ,!lay also make it clear that 1 do not say that the present Municipal Act
should not, be amended.
In fact I was the first person t6 say as far back as
1!,i4 that this Act had outlived itstime and that therefore it should either
be replaced or amended. Consequently it does not lie in my mouth to say
that no amending Bill should be introduced in the 'Council. I am more
anxious than perhaps even the Honourable Minister to see an end of corruption in the local bodies and I would have welcomed any measure proposed'.
or adopted to reform the administration of the .eommittees,
But I, cannot
persuade myself to support a measure of this kind. W~ expected from the
present Minister who is an ez-nationalisf a kind of Christmas present,. !l
Bill extending self-government, but Jo I when we operi the box we find a;
virulent snake. W ~ never wanted the Minister to produce this. snake and
thrust it upon us.
He bas, if I may say so, acted like the barber who·
when asked to cut the hair <mt in addition the throat also, This Bill may
or may not reform the administration of the committees, but it will certainly
stifle or, I shonlu say, kill the spirit of responsibility in the province. This is
more than clear from the wording of clause 28 which is one of many clauses
· of this nature in the Bill. With your permission, Sir, fisha:ll read it to the
House.
The clause runs as follows :- ·
·
"50 (1) Every person shall be liable for thll loss, and waste or misepplieation of any
inoney or·other property belonging to a committee, if such loss, waste or misapplication is a consequence of his neglect or Illisco:ndt).ctor dilatoriness in the
performance of his duties while a member of a committ.ee ; and he may after
being given an opportunity, by notice served in the manner provided for theservice of summonses in the Civil Procedure Code, to show cause by written or
oral representation why he shouldnot be required to:make good .the loss, be
surcharged with the value of such propercy or the amount of such money by theDep)lty Commissioner, or if the Deputy Commissioner is a member of the
municipal committee by the Commissioner, and if the amount is not paid
within fourteen days from the expiry of the period of appeal prescribed by subsection (2) the Collector at the request of the Deputy Commissioner or Commissioner, as the case may be, shall proceed forthwith to recover the amount
as if it were an arrear of land revenue, and. have it credited to tb.e municipalfund."
.
.

This section and other similar sections in the Bill will certainly prove an
engine of repression in the hands of the deputy commissioners and commissioners. If a deputy commissioner or even. the Honourable Minister has a
grudge against any member of a committee on political or other grounds; he
will have ample opportunities to harrass tha't member by serving him -with
a notice under this section.
To make the farce look a reality he will appoint
some f'Xtra assistant commissioner or other exeeutive: officer to conduct
the enquiry and through his help punish the member py imposing a fine,
say of Rs. 50,000. It is needless for me to say that this section gives very
wide powers to the officers of the Government.
I really wonder how the
Honourable Minister came to agree to the insertion ol this section in the
Bili. How be could have the temerity of investing the deputy commissioner
or the Government itselt with such wide powers. I am. sure that no other
Government in the world has ever given such wide powars to the executive
officers.
·
1

The Honourable Dr. Gokul
have acted in a sin.ilar manner.

Chud Na:rrmg: ~any Governments

·
Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq: So much unrestricted power ? In his
last birth my honourable frieno. might have had this powerin South AmencaD
p'
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but in other civilised countries I can understand a member of a committee
being punished for his misconduct, but I do not know how it will be easy
to judge· that a member has been negligent in the performance of his duties.
I think it will be very ea1:1y to involve any member on the plea of his having
been negligent in the performance of his uuties.
I believe that with this Act
in force no qelf-respeoting man would like to serve his country in the capacity
,of a city father.
This is what was told to me by Lala Sundar Sas, th~ VicePresident of the Lahore Municipality, whose opinion -I asked about this-'
Bill.
The Hindu members of the Amritsar Municipal Committee who are
the friends of the Honourable Minister were and are of the same opinion.
Then there is yet another thing which strikes me as very peculiar in this
<Connection.
There is no provision made in the Bill. to give the member
punished oy a collector with a fine a right to appeal to the High Court, just .
, .as man can go to the highest court in ordinary civil cases. I should think
that the Honourable :Minister has lost his iaith in the High Court about
which. bu used to be so elamorous . while in the Opposition (hear, heat).
I vividly remember to have seen the face of.the Honourable Doctor aflame
with anger and his eyeR shooting sparks of fire on all such occasions when
-some one dared to talk dispa.ragingJy of the High Court. I wonder what has
.happened since he has gone over to those benches that his enthusiasm for
the High Court has so much wailed. As I have heard· people saying outside
this Chamber I do not know what has gone wrong · with my friend that be
.has changed so mneh. · · He is prescribing a different procedure to punish
the municipal commissioners as if ~he ordinary law of the land was not
snffioient to deal with any one of them for his misdeeds. When this· ordinary
la.w is considered·srtffioient to deal with Extra Assista.nt Oommissioners and
-other executive officers. some of whom are being tried even in these days.
rmil to understand why the same law should not be considered sufficient
·.to check the evil tendencies of the members of the committees. As I have
pointed out before it is highly objectionable to ~ve sueb unrestricted powers
iio the deputy oommissioners to punish the municipal commissioners for their
·•• neglect of duty." That is a very vague term and no one will feel secure
if· this clause is allowed to remain as it is. Ml!,y I ask the Honourable
Minister how many vakils he has seen being punished for this so-eallea
neglect of duty which they owed their clients?
He cannot have forgotten
that there are so many of us, I mean the vakils, who undertake to appear
·as counsel inthree or four cases a day. It has happened many a time that a
-vakil who was to conduct a case according to his undertaking was engaged
in discussing another case in another court and hence could not conduct
·that case on being called to do so. · He could at the utmost send a substitute
.and now if a client loses a. case can he demand damages if he loses his case ?
·Cain he point out any case in which such a vakil may have been compelled to
.mske good the loss to the client evidently for his neglect of duty ? Has he
himself compensated those who engaged him as their counsel and who
might have suffered a serious loss on his accepting the present position ?
I now take a concrete case of that company which had undertaken to
'build towers connected with the hydro-electric scheme.
It has been
disclosed that, this co!Dfany has used cement and bajri one inch deep in . the
~00 or 400 towers which it has built whereas aecording to the contract it
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:has to use these materials four · ~hes in thickness. ;'Thus the company
bas pocketed 75 per cent. of the I aterial or its value. ! And for this huge
Joss the Honourable Minister has • een content to ask tqe company to gaurantee that they should guarante the life of these towers for ten years.
Beyond that he has done nothin.
He has not caught the company by
the throat or even the Chie~ En. eer concerned to make good the loss for
his neglect of duty. If the Chief ngineer has been all9wed to pay nothing
to the Government for this loss fo[ his clear neglect of d!lty, I wonder why
them.embers of the committees a1ji being asked to submi.t to a provi. ision like
that made in the clause I have ll~1oted. They have t,o attend sometimes
twenty meetings in a week and -vtork very hard to serve their city or town
without any remuneration and if ~ny one of them happens to be so :mean and
low as to misuse his position, the ordinary law should: be considered suffi-eient to deal with him; and if it !s thought not to be sufficient, then only
-sueh law as is equitable and just ~hould be framed.
'
It is proposed to refer this am to the select committee, . I say that
it will be useless to do so. As a btember of the select committee which sat
to consider the previous Bill I knbw that nothing goodwill come out of the
-deliberations of the proposed selE1f!t committee. I cannot help saying that
unforti:.mately the Hononmhle '.inister. has made it:.; a personal matter.
'This is what I gathered from the nroceedingsof the select committee of which
I ~a~ a member. I do not knowj'1why he. has adopted !hat attitude.
This
Bill is not a communal measure i It will affect all alike whether they be
Hindus or Muhammadans or Si~. While on this point I may remind
the Honourable Minister that hEi' will not remain in this position for. ever.
There is sure to come about a change in the Ministry and in the conditions
-of the country too. Very soon Je shall see the Govemment of the province,
.and for the matter of that, of t~ country running on party system. He
.should, therefore, be very carefµl not to place on the statute book any
measure about which there ma:vll be even the remote possibility of proving
. an engine of repression in the haids of this party or tUt party. He knows
how he had fought over everyl;clause of the Money-Jender's Bill simply
because he wanted that there stl.'.ould not remain eveµ.• a possibility of its
proving harmful to money-lenders, He should now consider our complaints
in that light and see that he d~es not overrule all oU:r objections however
. sound they may be.
i;
.
·i
The Honourable Dr. Goktl Chand Narang: :~ moveThat the question be now put.!

'

Shaikh Muhammad SadiJ~: I sincerely apologiseif any of !TIY ~ords
have offended!he Honom:ableMl)ll~terfor apparently.hie has lost hispatience
.and does not hke me sayrng an~hmg more.
!:
·

h

The Honourable Dr. Goldtl Chand Narang:
want this discussion
to be finished to save public mdpey.
'
Shaikh Muhammad Sad!~: Very good. The.I Honourable Minister
who could not bear to surrender one thousand out of.; h~s big sa~ary of five
thousand has now all of a sud len assumed the roll of a .well-wisher of the
public and advises us to take ~are that public money- is not unnecessarily
spent. I know that tbat is no i the ease. In fact 11e, like many other persons, does not like to hear mesa ·ing things which are quite true, but which
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are not palatable to him. In respect to his wishes I will cut short my speech
. and, after saying one thing more I shall resume my seat. I wish I could .
. be allowed to speak at some length. However.T may tell the Honourable·
_Minister that this corruption has not 'crept into the municipal committees.of late as he has alleged or as he would have us believe.
'I'hisexisted even
in the days of Manu.
This existed even when the municipal affairs were··
looked after by the official presidents. Even in the local bodies of the United
States this evil is found'. I can therefore assure him that he will be miserably ·
disappointed to find that official control of which he appears to be so much
·. enamoured now has 'not brought about the results desired· by him, because
the Bill as framed does not intend to stop corruption, but is framed to give·
unrestricted powers to the executive.
It givespower to a future govern-.
ment to harass members of municipal committees belonging to a· different
party and nothing else. '
·
·
Mr. Nanak Chand Pandit: I moveThat tb.e question be now put.

Mr. President:
11'. M,

Up till now the Council has discussed the substantivemotion. moved. by the Honourable Minister for
Looal.Self-Govemment, but there ~s an amendment

also on the agenda.

'(The Oouncil adjourned till 8 p. m.)
The Oouncil re-assembled at 3 p.m. o.f the clock. Mr. President . in the·
chair'.

Cliaudbri Allah Da4 Khan (Ambala Division, North-east Muham,: madan, Rural): Sir, r:rise to oppose the motion under discussion, . The. Bill before us . is reactionary, retrogade and repulsive to a degree: The.
. rights which people .have won through a succession of generations and by
long and patient suffering are ?e~g taken away from us. · . It is a significant
. fact that the Honourable Mrmster for Local Self-Govermment who has.
been one of those men who have wrested these rights from the Government! use the word ".wrested" advisedly because the rights are never given
to us unless they. are wrested-e-is now bringing forward this Bill to take away
those rights with the other hand.
Now, what is his answer to the Decentralisation Commission Report and the Montagu-Chelmsford Report on
which the Government. of India Adt was based ? . On page 127 of the latter
report it is stated·

" The accepted polioy .must be to allow the boards to profit by ~heir own mistakes,..
and to interfere only in oases. of gra.ve mismanagement."

Here what the Honourable Minister maintains is · that these local bodies
have made many mistakes arid the mistakes which are laid at their door are
based only on the findings of .one enquiry committee which was recently
appointed to investigate the WGl~king of the Lahore municipality.
Mr. President: Did the Honourable Minister say so?
Chaud.hri · All.ah Dad Khan : It is a point which has been mentioned.
as a reason for bringing forward this Bill.
Mr. President: By Mr. Marsden?
Chaudbri Allah Dad!. Khan : Yes.
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Presiden~·: He survey~~ the municipal .adnunistration of the
7Provmce and gave instances.
j!
.
i
Chauclhri Allah Dad Khan :J[ The other facts wltich he mentioned
.are of course not so well establi~ed as the facts mentioned in this .report
.and this report has been discussed ;~t lengt.·h. Even Mr. Labh Chand Mehra
-quoted from the reply to this report and the whole of his. speech was a
translation of it.
As I pointed o~~ in a previous speech: of mine, this com·
mittee which was appointed to e~9uire mto the affair~ . of the Lahore
municipality was nothing short of l;a bungling.
'I'here 'fas only one officer
,appointed, though there were two ihen whose position I cannot understand.
Mr. President: But is thJ! constitution of. that ~ommittee under
discussion ? .
. i
.. .
r
Chauclhri Ailah Dad Khan jl: I am Aun ply referring to it so that I
may base my further arguments Ollj[it.
It is a point which is quite relevant
to the discourse which I am delivedng.
It is significant•[ and I suppose it is
a thing which should open the ey1,s of the Government members that it is
at this time that the report on thel:United Provinces municipalities has been
issued which contains even grave{ charges of mismanagement levelled at
the door of the various municipa.lit~~s, such as, Luoknow.: Cawnpore, AJlah.abad, Agra and Benares.
That t~e United Provinces <J;overnment has not
moved in the matter and brought f9rward a measure like 'this, is also a significant fact.
Is the Punjab be1*g rewa:ded ~y thi~ *1easure because it
has been ~ore lo;yal than the ot~r,r ~rovillce~ ill. Tnd:ia!i? Are t~e people
of the Punjab being rewarded fori:their good Judgment :land samty; and
is tli.is reward going to be given·b· y ~he Hon. ou. rable Minist~. r who has been the
foremost in acquiring for them theft rights and who for his convictions and
for his views went to jail for nfue·iuonths during the M~;rtial Law days?
(An honourable member: You ~re mistaken.
It wa~ another Minister).
When last time he was referred, toii it was not eontradicjed.
At any rate
· be was on the brink of going tojaill:and he was not in ant way less than any
-other public man in his zeal for refbrms and. in wresting bhe rights from the
British Government.
This canno~l be denied.
He was pne of the foremost
men who laboured and who were ~repared to undergo any sacrifice for the
.sake .of the country.
(The Honourable Dr .. Gokul Chand Narang: Thank
.. you for the compliment). Now, this Bill which has been. brought forward
takes away all those rights.
I a,:rn not going into the] details of· this Bill
.as it has already been done by two honourable members of this Honse.
But I ~sh to say one ~r two thinis;
Section 35 dealsJwith the powers of
.the President. . Now his powers 8/!re sought to be curtailed.
.
Mr. President: Is the h~noi~uabl~ member in ord~r in discussing the
-clanses of the Bill?
'; .. _
1;
Chaudhri Allah Dad Khan :ii I
only referring tb them to show that
the powers of the president by thisjamending Bill are cur~ailed. The power
which be has been exercising iu aj'! host
ca.sea _is now :be~g so~ght to be
'taken away.
I daresay that no! municipality ill the Punjab will be able
to work without tho. fie.· speci.al po~ers v.ested in the pre_:.sident - in emergent
-·.cases. For instance, suppose am. µ wants to build a, house and has collected
.his bricks and other material and ,~lso labour.
He applies. to the munici_pality. But the delaye .oecurringjin a municipality are' well known to all.
.
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Suppose the municipal committee does not meet for a month
moreThe ma11 will not be able to keep his labourers intact all this time. His.
material may be damaged.
In such cases. it is necessary that the president
should have special powers.
There is no barm.
This practice is working
well now.
If this power is taken away from liim, I do not know what
will happen.
I hear tba.t already in Lahore the president has refused to
give his special sanction for building houses andthe result is that people a~e
wandering about with no fixed purpose.
It will he veryJroublesome if hedoes not .exercise any such powers. All his powers are taken away by this.
Bill.
Even Mr. Marsden when he made his speech this morning did not
point out a single instance in which the president of a municipality had
misused his powers which are vested in him under section 85 of the Municipal.
Act.
What he maintained was that the Chiniot municipality was not
able to pay a certain amount of money to the. Government.
He showed.
a few suohinstances.
But if these things happened in some of the municipalities, who is to blame for it ? Is he not to blame for i,t-'-I mean' the
Government or the depnty commissioner concerned 2 Because they interfere in everything connected with the munioipality and there are sectionsin the Act under which 'they can suspend a municipality and' its resolutions:
If they could not correct these mistakes and these irregularities.,
is it not a self-condemnation of the deputy commissioners concerned? Now
the municipalities are being ridden with a certain legislation which Govern-·
ment think will meet the cases of .' mismanagement.
But what aboutthe deputy commissioners who have not risen to the occasion ? To my
opinion it would have been much better if they had laid down certain rules.
requiring the deputy commissioner to he more attentive or the commissionerto give more attention to the administration of local self-government than at
· present rather than bringing in a measure of this kind which they think.
will remedy all. the evils to which the municipalities ane subject. The. passage which I quoted from the Montford report was quoted to show that
the Punjab Government is acting ultra mres in going beyond the terms of
that report.
This Bill I think even if it is passed will. be held ultra. vites-·
by courts in India.
The Barda Act which is about marriage was recently·
held to
ultra 'Vires by the High Court of Calcutta and the men convicted
under it were acquitted.
The High Court has held that this Act enacted
by the Legislative Assembly is ultra mres in view of the assurance given by
'Her Majesty Queen Victoria in her Proclamation in.1858 in which it was
mentioned that· every one is free to follow his religion and nothing will be·
done to interfere with the tenets and rites of his religion. · But the Legislative Assembly thought it fit to enact a measure which was contrary to that
express commandment of the Queen and the High Court has just held that
it is ultra t;ire11. ,;,\; hen Mr. Montagu and Lord Chelnsford laid down a
· salion» principle . which is being embodied in subsequent stages of the Government of India Act, how can this Council being a provincial Council disagree
· with that order and enact a measure which will be .of no use afterwards 'r
I have no mind to make a Jong speech on this occasion because I think
· much has been said and the Government member has profited by nothing
· said by Muslim members and I have made the last effort to bring heme to
. them that whatever they are doing will be surely injurious to; the Govern-
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. I am not a1one. JjI I am supported · by . the ~deputy comment and. ill. this
missioners of Rohtak and I suppos1 that of Kamal who have held that thenew p~wers which are be~lf{ given
t:?e deputy eommissioners would be
very difficult to work without an~,~oassistance, The result would be that
the poor deputy commissionerwbo·1!fa already over-burdened will be placed
under heavy and additional respons~hility in respect of municipalities. In
fact they will be made responsible i~os't single-handed.l because the effect
of the measure which I have now ~cussed would be thatlthe whole responsibility of administering mu.nicipallties will devolve on .• the deputy commissioner and the commissioner. I! This is quite apparent and is evident
to anybody and I may quote our ii:4mortal Ghalib on tbi~ point :
1
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Government members will regret ujen and will prohabl} come up with a
measure .amending all this. Bnt ~ood advice falls on deaf ears. so fa~ 11;s
the Punjab Government, and for tij.at matter any Gov;er;nmentm India. is.
concerned. I know that they ne~br take advice truly and rightly at theproper time. But when the time is ras~ed they realize th~~r m~stakeand say
that they have made a tremendous mistake and retrace: their steps when
it is no use doing so. I can quote jp. number of instances' in which this has.
been done. In fact no able man giv~s any advice to the Government. They
take advice from men who bear pe!ruliar relation to it ind strange to say
that these people carry very little s~hse about them. In districts they giveadvice to Government which leads t~em astray and. cause great, estrangement
between the people and the Govemnient and yet these are the people who areasked to give advice to the deputyi!commissioners. ThJ,:y: make it a point
to see the deputy commissioner on~e or twice a week ai).d sometimes threetimes a. week and the deputy qbmmissioner measures the sanity and
goodness of the advice given by theiinumber of visits the pe1·son paid to him.
and if a man who pays very small µumber of visits to him offers very good
advice it ~s not taken. I hope ~oternnient ~embers will take thfs advice,
and especially the Honourable M~ster who is charmed [by the high office·
to which he has been raised. I d9 not wish to go to the extent to which
my honourable friend Mian Ahml:ld tar Khan has gone when be said that the·
Minister had some ulterior motiv~~ behind this Bill arid that there was
some secret design for preventing the advance of reforms in the PunjabJ do not. go to that, extent but. I m~ke one observation and which perhaps
my honourable friend Raja Narendza Nath, who has a good deal of administrative experience on the non-offici~l side. and who is known as a sound and
good administrator, will support. f~t is that new officers'are always known
to ~ake mist~kes and blunders. ipey are always ~o~Jto be enthus~astic.
T~1s. rema~~ is made b;y- .a number. of deputy comm1ss10~er~. That is t~e
guiding spirit of the Minister. Tb1 new office has made; him over enthusiastic and be is going one better t~an even the Government and bringsin su?~ a !egi'lllation. This op~m~tunity should ~ot be' lost. He shou_ld
get disillusioned to-day when he is tn harness and ill office. If he gets dISillusioned afterwards, that is no c~edit. That even a common man can
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do. There is a proverb in Persian :
.
Jt,-J ;!}•. }I ~ ~-~!~U
.w ;lS' Ut.> ~f
.
This is the pnly difference.between a. wise and a foolish man. A fool does
the same thing which a _wise man does but after a good deal of misery and
spoiling of the work. I do not say that the Minister is not haring much
sense about him, but if he takes this advice he will retr9,ce:J.1is ~t~ps. When '
I say that, I believe, I ha,vethe support of the whole, of the provfuce and-for'.
the matter of that of the whole of India. There is no one :in the province
who will welcome this Bill and even a European Deputy Commhisioner
, although hr, ii:i a P. O; S. man-he is an able. man and he is much
better than many I.C.S. men, I mean the· - deputy'. eommissioner of
Rohtak, he has been in Delhi and has done very well, he has succeeded
where I.O.S. men have · failed-he . says : "This Bill as a whole
is a useful measure hut is calculated to meet with. strong disapproval_in
many directions as foterfering .. with local salf-government,
My own
opinion is that the "local Government" is unduly· interfering in- the
proposed measure, for I see no reason why the commissioner should
not require msnieipalities to do the various acts now provided for." This
is the opinion of an Englishman '1bout whom it cannot be said th!l,t he is
biased and he: has any bitter experience. He has had experience of the
biggest municipality that the Punjab could have, I mean the municipality of ·
Delhi. If he offers. this opinion;' I think .the Government . should take
lesson from this. The gentleman had no bias, he had nothing to .fear from
either the non-official members of this House or · from Rohtak district
where he is at present. . But this is the honest opinion which he expressed
and whieh he has based on 16 or 18 years' expetj.Pn.ce and this should not be
lost upon the Government. ·' When a man who must be more·pro-Govern·
ment than anybody else, who is in the pay of Government and whose career ,
the slightest mistake might mar, has 'ventured to publish an opinion that
this measure is certainly not the one which should be put into operation just
now the Government should take note of it. This bringA me· to the point
that this measure is being put into operation at the time when we are getting
the next instalment of reforms. I wonder if the Secretary of State gets
to kuow of'.it, how he would foel baffled in the attempts that he is making.
What will he say when he sees that the Punjab is 'making a Bill which is
retrograde and which was not enacted even in 1882 '? All. these years have
been brushed aside by an able Minister in the Punjab. He has put the
Bight Honourable the Secretary of State in an awkward position and surely
he should be guided by the Montford report which was written after a
full knowledge of municipalities and after a thorough tour of India. Mr.
Marsden was saying this morning that this Bill will be a boon to the muniei_palities. Truly and verily I Ghalib says :
G,-- ~ 1..- u~ ;,s ~IJ ~ .; 'f w-> tiu .u
,s \!} 111); \!)'lb lit.3 [,c.) 1:1 ..,, ; '" .u: ~-Y tA;
Municipalities will bless'the memory.of this .time of the Honourable Minister
for Local Self-Government and municipalities will be proud that they have
been relieved of 'all difficulties, of all troubles and. of all responsibilities.
Even an extra assistant commissioner can go and call any member and say
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Even an

-extra assistant commissioner who h ~ been appointed just three months

back can do this.
There is nothing p. prevent him. from doing that.
Our
friends, Government members, when [acting as executive officers are very
iready with all sorts of arguments an ' say that this man is' very intelligent
and can do things even without· any e perience, he can mamige things better
than a city father who has experie,ce and first-hand knowledge of the
town and the condition of the people/ These young officers are supposed to
.manage better than the old and exproienced men of the dty.' In no other
province is such a Bill being brougijt forward, because. they are not so
devoid of all sense 'of responsibility a;a to allow such a legislation to be in·
traduced into their Council.
I male an appeal to the honourable memhers of the Cou:n':1l that they have no~ comehere only to pass their t.ime and
vote as the Ministers tel! them but they are hem. to defend the interests
-of their coustitu. ents. Some of them ote only because Wr, Ministet' likes ·
them _to votP in one way.
This is a I\Yery poor sense of responc;ibilit.y which
the members are showing to protect a~rl safeguard the sacred rights which
the people have acquired and acquired after a very great: difficulty. What
w?uld their rival~ say when they star4d u~ for. the Council el.ectio1;1. . They
will s3:y that this gentleman. brought this Bill and passed ?1t winch 1s now
mining the people and taking away itl>e power from the people to govern
-their own home affairs.
Shaikh D~il Muhammad was right when he said
that a. member may he made to pay t\be loss which has be~h brought about
·by the carelessness or dilatoriness of the member.· With t.qis provision in,
"DO .man will come forward for election po a municipality,
and if apy person
does come for':ard he will be a sycothant and a useless f~}Io:w·. I mean a
man who cnnges and bows before the deputv eomnnssioner.
He
has got nothing to fear as.long as he c~uld salaam the· dep11td, · commissioner.
He may allow the municipal affairs toigo t.0 dogs and no one-will be prepared
to question bin.
This kind of men!:can be brought in tolfill up the com·
mitt.ees but really able men will not cqine in.
:
There is yet another point.
Loh: at the provisions of the Bill dealing
_ with n~~ligence on. the part of a mmt,icipal committee.
fheJ'.' are drastic ..
If municipal committees could be taken so much to task for negligence, I ask
why should not Government membersjbe dealt with aimilarly ? There are a
number of cases of gross negligence
the· part of officials, of Government.
In the course of the discussion in thi~ House on the abolition of one of the
'Financial Commissioners I pointed o4t many instances. There are many
such cases.
Has any action been Mken against those offfcials ? You are
condemning ~he .munfcipalities for dilatoriness but .the Gqvernment them- .
.selves are guilty m this respect.
i
.
:1
·
Mr. President : There should ht a limit to repetition and irrelevancy.
Chaudbri Allah Dad Khan:
Sir, I am bringing each time a new
.argument to support my point. I majptain that the Government themselves
.are open to the charges which they h4e been laying on m~cipal committees and yet no attempt is made at !;reform. I shall· give :the House con-erete examples. On the 6th of April, 'e officiating Deputy :.!Comm. issioner of
Ambala who is a member of the I.C.~.-I hope the Government. Member
will take note of the fact-dismisse~ and suspended as :µiany as twelve
.sufedposhes at a single time.
!
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Is the conduct of the Deputy Com-

Chaudbri Allah Dad Khan : I am only giving it as an illustration.
The deputy commissioner in doing so made a, tremendous mistake and thereis every justification for
claiming that he should be proceeded against
by some such Act as this. I am giving these instances in the. hope that
Government may benefit by them. The Deputy Commissioner of Shahpur
whose name is familiar to every one here, how did he deal with a poor man
who was finally saved by the High Court ?: He sentenced him at one
o'clock in the night.
Mr. President: Order, .order. What has that to do with the Bill'
before the House '}
Chaudbri Allah Dad Khan : I wish to show how Government officials
are even worse than municipal commissioners in point of administration and
when they are given an opportunity to continue in service in spite of
their defects, municipal committees should also he shown the same treatment. There are several ways by which Government could try to reform
bad municipalities.
There is even now the provision to remove individual
members ; there is then the provision to supersede municipalities badly
administered.
These measures should have been tried before introducing- a Bill containing such drastic provisions. Has the Honourable Minister within
the fifteen months he has been in office tried auy of these measures? I hope
honourable members of this House who are in Government service will bearme out when I_ say that it is a principle universally followed that before- Government want to do anything against any individual they first give him.
a warning for several months, and in some cases years, so that the individual could reform himself in the meantime before any serious action is taken
against him. That principle has been entirely ignored here. I do not think
that the Honourable Minister should be labouring under the wrong idea
that he will by means of these provisions improve the municipal administration in the province. But I realise that the Honourable Minister is new·
to bis task and I appeal to members of Government to guard him, if they
can, from committing mistakes like all young men. It is my vain hope that the
Minj.ster will be deterred from taking the serious action that he now proposes inintroducing this Bill. He-is attempting to stilie the municipalities
as a whole in the province. It is said that he is acting like a surgeon in this;
instance. But when he is bleeding the municipalities he is· not treating them
like a surgeon. Bleeding as a remedy has long ago been given up. There
are more humane methods adopted in modern surgery. I am referring to
his own statement that he is applying the knife to the neck of municipalities
in order to save them. It is very funny indeed that in this century he should
be resorting to this method which caused Socrates his life, for we know that.
Socrates was bled to death. (An honourable member: That is wrong history.)
It was Plato, I think. ' I apologise as I am speaking without notes. Theold proverb says that a man who wants to enter the medical profession
should send to the grave one hundred men before he can be called a good
physician. The Honourable Minister for Local Self-Government is perhaps·
.killing a hundred municipalities in order to become an expert in his line.

our
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Chaudhri Allah Dad Khan : m not attacking the .person but I am
atta.cking the .Honourable M.ember in barge of this Bill. R.e need not fear.
my speech for he could dismiss me th one word " Silence " as he said
on ll, previous occasion. He has app~ rently learnt this from some one and
he has not tried to know its meafillff himself. He is fond of observingsilence which is golden. The Hon~llf~ble Minister belongs to a caste which,
loves gold very much. Now a word 4bout the Dobson report.
Mr. President: Order, order. Is that report u4der discussion·
/I

oo~

r

'

11

11

Chaudhri Allah Dad Khan: 5ihave just one or two;important facts

before me and with your permission ~i shall just refer to them. Mr. Dobson
states in his report that 107 building aipplicationshad been sanctioned by the·
· President under his emergency powers, The President of the Lahore Municipality has already said that not a sing~:ne was sanctioned but that they
were all either sanctioned by the co; ittee or that the .eommittee gavehim power to sanction them. In an~ther place Mr. Dobson says that thepresident gave sanction for nin.e roads//at the same time while the municipaity had only three engines for all its roads.
:
Mr. President: I c~nnot allowjJthe Dobson Report toj be discussed.
Chaudhri Allah Dad Khan : Iii shall then defer my remarks to a lateroccas10n.
"
·:
With these words I strongly opJse the motion for ref~rring the Bill to
a select committee.
Rao Bahadur Chaudhri Chhdtu Ram (South-East Rohtak, NonMuhammadan, Rural): Sir, I have sept in a notice of an amendment to themotion which is under discussion, buit I will first speak 011! the substantivemotion made by the Honourable J\i(ii.nister for Local Bolt-Govemment. I.
oppose this motion on many grounds~ some of which have ii,Iready been discussed by honourable members. Th;~refore I prefer to put forward certain.
other grounds which have not been: touched by any one sq far.
The Bill which is at present' before the House eontajns 94 amending·
clauses. At least three of these clauses are entirely new ap.d did not find a
place in the Bill as originally introdueed in this Council, I mean the old Bill.
Over and above these 94 amending ~lauses, a whole chapter consisting of'
18 clauses has 'been added at the e~d. So now we have ifo deal with 107
amending clauses. I beg to submit t~at this really goes far';beyond the scopeof an amending Bill. One of the d~jputy commissioners who expressed his
opinion on the old Bill says that it ijwould have been much better to bring
forward an entirely new Bill repeal~g the old Municipal Act. I shall just
read his opinion ::;
.
•

I,

My only criticism of the Bill is that i. view of its wide range and, the extensive natureof the changes it introduces, iP would be much better to repeal the present
Municipal Act, 19ll, and intr~Jiuce a new Municipal Act embodying all thechanges now proposed in the. r.mending Bill. Such an .A.ct would be much
more intelligible to busy offioe~ and to members of commitf;ees, while the present.
legislation will make the Munieipal Act a thing of shreds and patches.
1

One of the leading papers of this /~rovince, namely, the Civil and Military,
Gazette, took the same view, and suijgested that instead of. proceeding with.
i

.
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the present Bill it would be far better to bring in a tepealing Act ,: and
-«"ecast the whole municipal law.· ...'
Another reason which has been suggested by certain members is that .
it would be far more preferable, to leave a highly ,con.troversiallegislation of
this character to the new coming Oonneil., I think we shall get provincial
.autonomy probabl:r wi~. the i~~se o_f. 18 montM or, 2 Y~;l'.8~ . We s?8'11
have a new Council eonsisting entll'ely of elected members and the Oab1net
will be wholly responsible t? th~ Council. ·. It ·1vpuld have peen much ~etter
to leave a. 'legislation of this charactm; to 'tmtt new Co'Un'ciLand that new
·Cabinet. ·
·
··
.
· ·
::

it

No;w, ~qnting to the Bill itseli as stands, I beg tp sril>,::riit that so far ~s
its objects are concerned nobody need be in ~ny doqbt~ : It ha~ been definitely stated in: the statement .of objects and reasons that the object of
this Bill .is tb make, in future, :official .control stricter ari~ more effective~·
'These perhaps are :not,.the exact. words•. but that is the' sub~tance of those
words stated in the statemenf:9f objects arid reaso11s." But I go further
than that. It is not only the object as stated in the statement, but there 'is a
further . reason. Ever since th~ introduction of non-official presidents in
.mnnieipalities, I think; they have been a sort of.thorn in the side of the .
bureaucracy and the object of tlµs Hill is to assuage the pangs of that thorn,
-One deputy commissioner has :suggested that though.In the present circumstances, it is not practieable to withdraw non-official !J?esidents.and
replace thew by official presidents over again, yet the present Bill will go a
Jong way.to achieve .the same purpose. This is the real o};)ject ot the Bill and
whatever phraseology.may have been used in the·. e:tatement of objects
.and reasons to conceal that object, everybody can. easily see the real object
through that. phraseoJogy'. .: Th~ . real object, as
~II understand, is . that.
the powers which were once delegated to the non-officialpiesid~nts shouldbe
rendered nugatory in spme way pr other.
·· · ·

we

It .is really painful that a BµI of this- character should have been spon'' ·
.sored by a gentleman, who has always professed very . progre,asiv0' and advanced ideas, who has been an earnest advocate of popular rights and
who has been a· strong champion of popular· rights and popular liberties,
and who still claims· to be a champion of these popular rights and popular
.libertiee-. It is doubtfulwhetheriliis satement can be accepted as correct in
-view of the Bill that he has-introduced unless words.themselves.have changed
their meaning. If liberty and .righte mean something different from what
they used to mean -thr:ee or four ;tears . ago in _his own view, the Honour.able Minister in charge of Loc3:l Self-Government bas gone .baok upon his
previous views. . In this Bill an', attempt has. been made .to trample undee
foot popular rights and popular Iiberties. Nobody-can reasonably contend
that a gentleman who puts .forward such a Bill can still, claim that he is a.
-ehampion of popular rights. and popular liberties. · His fette:rs-;,:-in the shape
of official control-which; are beµi.g placed on the normal healthy and free
functioning of municipalities, canri.ot be made consistent or reconciledwith
:any notion of popular liberties and popular rights, and the Honourable Minis·zter has the audacity still to claini to be a champion of popular rights and
]Popular liberties. But if the placing of such fetters on the rights and liberties

I

I

I
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of the. people and u._pon the ~ee and m. ~d. · pende. Iit f~ct10nmg. ~f, loca_l bodies IS
not consistent, with. a · claim for . be
· a champion of popular · rights and
popular liberties, then the Honoura le Minister has forejeited his claim,
· which could be granted with ease un~br other co. nditions, bqt which it would
Ider
be most difficult to concede to him u
the present cireumatances.
·,

I

::

Now, Sir, let me admit that I havfdigressed a good deaf I was speaking
of the objects of this Bill. There is lho mistake about those objects being
~inist?r from t~e popular point of vi~w. .As a matter of f1ct, t.he speeches
m this House in the course of to•day show very, very clearly indeed what
view .the rion-o:fficial members of this House take of the objects or scope or
effects of thi~
Only one mem~er has stood UJ) to m~ke a speech in
favour of this Bill, and that membfr happens to be a nominated member,

Bi!!·

If

There has b.e. ~n a.n absolute s.ile.n. ee etv~m•. ambn·g· the. ·follo~e~s·:· of the H. onourable the Minister of Local Self-Gov . · ent. · Not a single member from
·the Hindu Sabha group has risen in · · seat to support this Bill, As a matter·
of fact they know in their heart of i earts and believe th0it the Bill is not
entirely. an innocent measure .. · It is d~t.rimental to popular :rights and liberties. Never have the honourable m$ibers on that side of1: the House been
so indifferent. · They are silent. . Th~ir silence bec?mm! eten more signifi-cant from the fact that when. the: H~lnourable President w~s pleased to ask
what members wanted to speak on lthis Bill, only one m'rmber stood up-

·:J\i1

{.·A. n only
ho.nourable
m,mi.
ber·;up,
. Kanw~r
.•8. infto
. h· sornuse
a Iso.
. ~to.owhat
~.'.u.p ..he
) was
Yes; going:
h~ is
the
one who
stood
but 1t.1S n ·,t raj
for me
to say. (An honourable member: La Bhagat Ram also ~tood up.) Any
way even t.wo mem~ers fro!ll ~mong t follo"'.'e~ of the Ho~ourable Minister
are not quite sufficient to indicate th 1te the Bill IS welcome ~o the party as a
whole. ,That is my suspicion;
It mjght
turn out to .be w,;ong.
You . may
·
l
1,
search your own hearts. ·
· .
:
..
·
·
•
11,
TJ;ie principles underlying this
are' most U!ldesiraijle and most retrograde and most reactionary and :rti.ost dangerous. Not, for the last 50
yea!s successively politicians, stat?s~~n and administrat~rs:jha.ve ~ee~ do~gtheir level best. to create and foster lo.eal self-goveming institutions in
this province. From time to time th~re has been delegation of powers from
the · provincial Government to local podies; Outside interference has been
· diminished until in the course of time ilwe find in the majority of municipali. ties non-official presi~ent~, · and a v~ry large majorJty of ~embers e_ntirely
elected. Now, this Bill will have th@ effect of undoing tht=i work which has
been done by so many' generations of[ithe well-wishers ofi local self-gov. omment institutions.
This Bill will ~ot only take away ~he powers which
were .delegated to .m~cipalities in tifes go~e by, but it mµ.furth~r tighten
the control of officials ma manner w$ch will leave yery [little liberty of
action to municipalities. In ·a way ~pis Bill will write o:lf the history of
local self-government in this province J~or the last.40 or 50 y~ars.
..

1·•

~m

Now, as I have already stated thtre was a clamour in ¥nes gone by for·
decentralization and there was a certaJin period in which decentralization was
effected not only in the sphere of p~vincial Government,i but also in the·
sphere of local b. odies. That .decentr~lizatio·n. unde·r· th. ·.e pr~.s. ent Bill will be
· replaced by centralization.
Many ~Fw clauses have been inserted under
which the powers which were first ~legated to local bodies will revert to,

I
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deputy commissionersor commissionersor provincial Government. There
are some clauses under which the power which was originally exercised by
«deputy commissionersor commissionerswill go back to the provincial Government. That is a plain instance of replacing decentralization by
centralization. The principle of. decentralization. has always been held
-dear by all popular leaders and statesmen.
·
With regard to interference, outside interference, it should be the policy
-of Government to allow local bodies to function as best as· they can without
-outside interference and as was remarked PY one of. the speakers, it was
.-intendedeven by the authors of the Montagu-ChelmsfordReport that local
bodies should be given the widest liberty of action and the. least possible
outside control should be exercised, because local bodies have a right tq profit
by their own mistakes. I think the Honourable Minister in charge of Local
Self-Government must have quoted many a time the dictum of Sir Henry
Campbell Bannerman that good government is no substitute far self-government. Surely, the . Honourable M'mister promises to give · us better and
more efficientadministration of municipalities, but will that better and more
-efficient administration of municipalities be a good substitute for the powers
of self-government which. ha-ye heretofore been exercised by local bodies ?
I think there is nobody in thi~ House who will say, ' yes.' Everybody who
speaks out bis heart freely and independently will have . to say that the
attempt to deprive local bodies of these powers will be .a retrograde step
and will really kill all strong and healthy local bodies in this province.
Now, by way of illustration, I may give two or three instances in
which it has been sought to curtail the powers of local bodies. and to increase
the powers of either local Government, commissioners or deputy com.miasioners through our officers of the municipalities concemed. Local
'.bodies had the power of. appointing their own officers and fixing the
remunerations of those officers. The change which
4
l'. M.
has now . been Suggested will place it within the
power of the local Government , to insist on any particular appointment
and to insist on any particular standard of remuneration and· to disallow
· the removal or suspension or dismissal of any officialwho is in the pay of the
municipalities. . This is a very serious contraction of the powers of municipalities. Every reasonable person will concede the right of the person paying
"to call for the tune. Here is an attempt to make municipalities pay and to
. reserve the right of calling for the tune to the local Government.
·
Again, there is a certain: procedure laid down for the removal of the
president and the vice-presid~nt in the old Act. That is, that a particular
"majority of the committee can remove the president or the vice-president.
Now another ground has been added under which the local Government has
the power of removing the presidents and vice-presidents. Under ·clause 22
this new power has been taken away from the municipalities and taken
-over by· the local Government. This clause runs as follows :0

" Whenever a president c,r vioe,president vaoa.tes his seat or tenders in writing to the
committee his resignation of his office, he sha.lJ vacate his office, e.nd any president or vice·
president may be removed from office by the .Iooa.l .Go~ent
on the ground of. a~
of
his powers or of habitual f&ilure to perform h1& tluties, or 10 pursuance of a. reso]ution request_.jng his removal passed by two-tbirdd of the members of the committee.' •
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The power of removing the presi~bnt or vice-president 4>, pursuance, of a
.Tesolu tion passed by two-thirds majority is to be found in the old Act also.
What has been added in the new Bill as a fresh ground is " the abuse of his
power or the habitual failure to perfofii- his duties." Of course, I do not deny
that if a preside1;1t or vice-presiden~h ?een guilty of the abuse of hj.s powers
Is
-or of habitual failure to perform his~ ties that would be a very valid ground
for his removal. What I contend is ~hat it should be left :i to local bodies
themselves to remove the president (!)r vice-president if he has been guilty of
abuse of power or of habitual neglectllof his functions. Thi!s right it is proposed in the Bill to take away from r:
e local bodies.
i1
.
.
Another very curious clause has . een added in the new'. Bill. A member
is at liberty to tender his resignationjin writing. But according to this new
.addition in the Bill it would be open ff r the local Government either to accept
or refuse to accept the resignation. 1 Thatis a very queer . ithing indeed. I
.am not aware of any rule or convent!on in any department where a resignation may not be accepted. (Mr. Mu nd Lal Puri: Which is that clause?)
It is clause 6 on page 8 of the B~ In the ordinary course of things
·t4.e local Government or any authort, y which is empowered to accept re. signations may be expected to accept lithe resignation that h~s been tendered.
But to add a clause whereby the Go{ernment will be in a position to refuse
validly tendered resignation is I t~k most undesirable and is likely to be
viewed with a good deal of apprehensfon. It may be said t:llat if the Government refuses to accept a resignatiotji that should not furnish any cause of
-eomplaint for the member who seek• to resign. I maintain that membe~s
.have a very good ground now to ~prehend unfavourable consequences if
their resignation is refused. A me ber by his attitude ofi being either too
:independent or in some other way, ,!may have happened :to displease the
deputy commissioner or the commissioner or the local Government itself.
Suppose· he feels that unless he sevefs his connection with ihe local body be
.runs a risk, a serious risk of being ruh in on any unfair ground. The best
way in which he can guard his own ihterest would be to re~ign and leave the
municipal body to itself. Now, if itllwere placed in the power of the local
G_overmD:ent to refuse to accept that !~e~ignation, a member might be placing
himself m a very unfortunate position, though Government perhaps are
not likely to accept the proposition tihat in some cases indivi."duals
•
are run in
and prosecuted on no grounds wha~soever beyond this ,that they have
displeased either the police or the !local authorities or th~ Government, yet
private members in this House know Ji that such things do ; happen and are
not entirely unknown. So, it would l~e dangerous to invest the Government
with the power of refusing to a~~ept a resignation which has been
tendered by any member.
11
!:
I
Another ground on which I a3 I opposed to this Bill is that I feel that
the present Bill is only a prelude t a similar Bill to stifl,13 the powers that
-~re no_w exercised by district boar .Is. We have had an fod_i~ation of that
intention already. I read only tw , days ago a communw_ue issued by the
Ministry of Local Self-Government1~hat it had received ~ number of complaints against the manner in whiehlthe haisiyat tax was l:lfSSessed and about
the injustice to which many of the lssessees were subjected by the members
who are now in a position to asse s the tax. The Ministry has called
upon the 'general public to s1 mit suggestions which would enable
1

f.
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the levy of the tax in a. more equitable and ju,st manner. So far !J.S·
the wording of the communique issued . is eoncerned; I have no fault
to :find with it, But 1Vbat I apprehend is that th(:) poweroUh~district boards
to raise fresh revenue from legitimate sources isIikely to be taken away by
the Iocal.Govemment and centia,lisation will again ~omeinto.play to deprive
the district boards oftheir e.xisting powers not only in respect 9f tli~ haisiyat.
tax or professional tax, but in many other directions also. If this Bill is
allowed to be passed, then the Mjnister. naturally: will get encouraged and. in.
all probability will bring forward a similar Bill to stifle 'the growth of local
self-government in rural· areas: also... He has given incontestable proof of
· his aversion to· the growth of local self-government in rural areas by· abolishing the panchayat officerswho had been appointed by'his predecessor.' 1cannot recollect a single case 6f the 'entire abolition of a department as has
been done.in_the· case of'the panchayat officersandI fear that if encourage. ment is given to . the Minister for_ Local Self-Government by allowing theBill to be passed into law he is likely to bring forward a Bill more or. less on
the same lines as the presen( one to kill the growth oflocal selt-govemment in rural areas, particul4rly to stifle all rights o~ self.:gcr~ernment. of
district boards,
': '
. ..
Now, Iwilltry to 'aiii,_;er some of the critic~:mswhich were made by thee
Secretary; Trans~erredDepartxqents (Mr: Ma~den) .. lie.said tha.twhen th<:ly
went out in towns they came across emaciated figures of children ormen
with diseased eyes or squint eyes. I do not really Ull<ierstarid bow this Bill
is going to help in the rempv~l ()f emaciated :figures or squint or diseased
eyes. After all what is proposed to be done by this)3illjs to take away
certain powers from local bodies and to invest Goveriµnent officers ·with
those powers.' Now, there is a sphere of life in which the powers which are·
'now proposed· to be taken ~wayJron:tmunioipalities and raade over to officers
are being esercised by officersthemselves. . The district boards, we all know
are still under deputy commissioners. Official chairmen . still continue in
. district boards, Are we quite: sure that we do riot' find Eimitciated. figures
or diseased · eyes or squint · eyes in rural areas? After all the deputy com- ..
missioner is .there to look after the district boards and to 'guide and regulate
the activities of the district boards in rural areas. · But the· stern fact is that
there are larger numbers 9f ,emaciated figures and squint .or diseasetl'eyes in
. rural areas than there are m urban areas. Bo, the claim that this. Bill if
passed into law will put-an end:: to
the ms to which we are prone in.
urban areas is absolutely groundless and untenable. .
·
The Secretary of the Transferred- Departments ~lso drew the attention
of the House to various instances of embezzlements.of municipal money and
arrears of municipal income in ':certain. small municipalities. Unfortunately
my poor district came in for a good deal of his attention. · He had served in· ·
: that.districtIor three or four y'.ears and so probably knows moreabout that
district than about other districts. He quoted the instances' of Bohtak and
Jhajjar and perhaps also. Bahadurgarh, Bu.t he foiled to quote the instanceof Beri which .has still an official chairman. He failed to' quote the instance:
of Sonepat which is still under the- control of an officialchairman. I do not
think that the munieipalities of Bari. and Bonepat are in any way better off
than the municipalities of Rohtak or Jhajjar or Bahadnrgarh, I kno_w .that
,I
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'Beri is hopelessly backward in the !ollection of its dues. Its financial
position is simply deplorable. Its ro~ds have gone to dogs and there are no
proper lighting arrangements. The s&hools which had been;started are now
sta~g for ~ack of funds. About
Sonepat municipality "f am not in a
position to give any concrete facts, b~t I have heard complaints that even
there the state of things is just as badjas in Jhajjar. At any rate conditions
are not so good as in the Rohtak municipality.
i
So tli.e claim that the substitutio! of official presidents) or if it is found
impracticable, taking away the powers from municipalities and investing
Government officerswith those powers~ will mend the state o~ things which is
now found to exist in some of the Illi~cipalities is wrong; i I am not really
interested in denying that there is a g9od deal of corruption. There is a good
deal of corruption and there is
good deal of slackness of. super·
vision over finance and there is n~gligep.ce in recovering municip!31l
dues. ' But what I contend is this. This Bill . will not 'mend the state
of things that exists at present. · i! There is · after all a' · good deal 'of
corruption in Government de:partmeJts. Take the Police, lthe Jail depart·
ment, the Irrigation department mi the Railway department. Any de·
partment which is subjected to criticism or scrutiny wil1 be found to contain
guilty officials. Of course it has bee~ stated that two wrongs do not make
one right and that if there ·s corruptjon in Government departments that
does not justify the existence of co~ption in local bodies, and any steps
taken to remove corruption ought to{be welcome to every body. I ad:rajt
this. I concede the validity of that 11roposition; but . wha~ I claim is thi.s.
If Government supervision has failea to exercise proper control over its
. own officials and has failed to remove the stain of cor.ruptiqn from amongst
its own officers and from its own d~l'artIIIents, how does the Government
expect.that these officers will' be abl~.to put an end to the ~xistence of eorpiption in local bodies 'l The truth i~ tha,t ,there was a good .deal of corru:p·
· tion in municipalities and nialpractiQes also, while they were under deputy
commissioners or other officials. The actuar · difference 'is this 1 · While
the d.eputy commissioner was pre$ident, his, prestige, ; his powers, his
patronage, prevented people from malPng any complaints ol maladministration, malpractice or corruption. Otherwise there is no real, ~erence. The
deputy commissioner is a very hardlworked man at presept and I do not
think he will be in a, position to give sufficient time and '.~ttention to tJ?:~
affairs of municipa.Iitiesand the passU).g of this Bill will only! resnlt in the loss
< .of ()ertain powers now exercised by ~ocal bodies·and will :not result in any
corresponding good. I niay quote 1: a, few instances of erilbezzlement·and
corruption in Government departmente. I will also quote a few.instances
, of the wrong use of money by the ~onsent and connivaqce and in many
· cases at the instance of official presidents in the case of distriot boards.
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The Honourab~ Dr '. Gokul 9hand Natang: Is tpat relevant 'l
Rao Bahadur Cbp.udhri· Chh~tu Ram. : 0£ course, )t is.< The point

< is that when control is being exerc~ed by officials, other ; departments are
not free from corruption and malp~actices. I was quoting a case wher~
there was embezzlement and waste o~, public money on account.of negligence
< ; on. t.~e p_art of Government officersj ~aka .the instance pf t~e Ma~laga.n
. Englneering College. A contract wr given • . . • • • • •
<
.

1

.

•

G

--,------------------------------

.
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The. Honourable Dr.· Gokul Chand Narang :

Is that relevant ?

Mr. Presiden(: How is that relevant ?
Rao Bahadur Chaudbri Chhotu Ram : It is under the Public Works·
Department which is a Government department and where supervision is·
· entirely official and if official supervision has· failed to prevent waste of
public funds or maladministration or corruption in Government depart·
ments, then how can the substitition of official control in local bodies prevent.
maladministration or corruption ?

Mr. President : • This argument has' been advanced, no doubt, by,
more than one speaker, but the honourable member need not go into sueh.
deta~.
·
- . Rao Bahadur Chaudbri Chhotu Ram : I was simply going to cite·
, one or two instances to clear the point. If you rule it out of order, then I
, will not- make any specific reference to these instances. If Government
members sre.epprehensive of my quoting the instances, then I will not do,
10,.

Mr. President: It is open to the honourable member to make these
instances relevant to the subject under discussion.
Rao Bahadur Chaudhri Chhotu Ram : I was going to cite the in·
stance of waste of public money as a result of negligence on the part ofi
Government officials and I was referring to the case of a building contract
relating to the Maolagan Engineering College.
The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Sinsh : It was in your timeRao Bahada Chaudhri Chhotu Ram: It does not matter in whose-

time it was•.. But the instance is there. It involved a very large sum o:f
money, probably Bs, 80,000. The contra.ct was found to be entirely irregular
ed beyond ~he po:wm •• - .....

Mr. President:' In that form, the hononr~ble member is not relevant •.
Rao Bliliadur. ~haudhri .Cbho~ Ram : · Th~re was an instance· of

waste of public funds to the tune of Rs. 80,000 as· a result of negligence on.
the pa.rt of a. very high· official.
·
·

The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh : The honourable·
.member is making a very serious statement and I should like him to support·
it by ·any. authority or by sa.ying from where he has got it so that I ma.y
verify

it.

'

-

·

,

Rao .Bahadur Chaudhri Chhotu Ram.: My friend was just now-

•,:mg that it occurred in my time and now he professes ignorance.
-

The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh: What I meant was-

that it happened before my time.
'

·

·

The Honourable ·nr. Gokul Chand Narang: I object to it on the-

ground of irrelevance.

'

'

Mr-. President : Inthis form, he is irrelevent. He can' make· hims~l!
relevant.

'

•

:I
:i

.!
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Rao Bahadur Chaudbri
quite clear.

otu Ram : I think'! made my position.
I would repeat the position I wish to ta](e up. The position

is this. The claim which has been made 11I1.der this Bill is that by means· of
-some effective control by t.h.e. ~cers
of Government: . maladmi.·nistration ...
.corruption and waste of public , ds in municipalities
come to.an end.
I contend that even exclusive. ontrol by officers in Government depart·
. ments has. failed to remove mal}ractices, . corruption rd. 'Waste of publict·
funds.
j
'

till
11

Mr. President :
no maladministration

Has anyo ' e ever claimed in tmJ, House that· there is·
or corrupti' n in Government de~artments ?

Rao Bahadur Chaudhri
otu Ram : Then l l~ome to this report
and will quote a couple of instanc which relate to my own district. I think
a.t a time when money was scarce a. fairly large sum, between Rs. 4,000 and.
Rs. 10,000 was allowed to be vot d by the·district board at a meeting presided over by the deputy commiss oner for building a bridge across a. railwa.yline for the benefit-the sole ben fit-of one single edqcationa.l institution.
Can anybody contend that that i a proper use of publl~ funds? And was·
it not the direct result of the wis es of an official president ? Then, again;
Sir, a fairly large amount of dist ct board funds was spent on the erection,
of a tennis pavillion in a garden hieh-is known as tM Company Garden
solely for the use of an officer's. club. Was that a legitimate use of public,
money?
· i
;
1

•

•

The Honourable Captain

!

!1,

•·

'

;:

, '

I

Sardar · Sikander Hy_.t Khan.: · Did the-

honourable member a.lso vote for ~t

Rao Bahadur Chauclhri

expenditure ?

:1

.

otu Ram : I wasi! not in the district;

board then.
These two instan
.ought to convince t~e members of Govemment a.nd the occupiers of o cia.l benches that o:lµoial control is no,
guarantee against waste of publiclfunds in looal bodies.]

Pir Akbar Ali : On a poin 'i of order. May I b:Jng it to the notice- of the Chair. that the HonourablijMinister. -i:s kee. ping s<;>. '.me .of the members:
from bearing the honourable me bar's speech. He is 4olding a conferencewith members on the benches he e and thus preventing them to hear the·
speech.
'
i
•
1

~ii

. Rao Bahadur Chaudbri ~i
otu Ram: In view the fact that offioialJ
eoatrol is by no means an e:ffec 'ive guarantee against maladministrationn
I
or corruption or waste of public
ds, l beg to submit that this Bill should,
not be allowed to be passed into t·aw. The sacrifices which this Bill calls
upon municipal bodies and upon t , e members of this Htj~se to make for thesake of a. very doubtful efficiency ar, far too great to be ignpred by the members,.
of this House.: The present Bill, :if J>assed into law, mV, be entirely inoon-.
~istent. with t~e trend of_p_ublic oPifnion in. th~ pas~ and It won!d be e~tirelyinconsistent with the political advlnce which is going to :fome mto eXIStence·
within the next two years in this !bountry. We are goihg to have full provincia.l autonomy. We are suppoJed to be sufficiently
to exercise powersof· Government in the sphere . of Jrovincial autonomy and . yet we are. not.~
supposed to be fit enough to exer1~e powers within the '.~phere of local selfg9vernment in municipalities and. F5trict boards.
:

fit

.

11

I

.

I
I

•
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:
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,
. · I tpink bhis position is unfair to. the province as a whole. Then another
very impo;rtant point which requires the attention of this -House is this.
I.iocal bodies·have always .been regarded . as a very suitable ground for ·
training for the exercise of powers of self·gove~ent in higher spheres.
When: far larger powers of self-government in higher spheres are going to
be granted to the people oHhis·country;'is it fit, is it proper, is it advisable,
is it just that the very ground should be cut from under the feet of·· local
bodies which serve as a traininggroundfor ;higherspheres.oflife? Itwould
be most 'deplorable to deprive' the people of the pro'\jnce of the only. sphere
in which they can have sonie preliminary training in the art of self-governrnent; Thus the House if it allows the Bill to be passed into law, will be
really placing a serious impediment in the way of preparing people for responsibility in the· provincial sphere: · With these · remarks , I oppose the
motion which has. been made by. the Honourable Member in- charge -of
.liocal Self-Government.
Now I beg: to move :.....:,..
That the Punjab Munioipal .Ame:n.dmen~ .Bill be oircuJa.ted' for the.purposes of
dbtaining public opinion. thereon.

The HliDimourable Dr. Gokul Cbmud N~ang : Tthink. this amendment
is out of order. Ldraw your attention toparagraph 88 (2)(b))vhich says:
"if the ine:inb~rin charge moves that· his Bill be riJerred to a slil.ect' co:iIIJnittee,any
member may move as an amendmenf that the Bill be circulated for the purpose
of eliciting opinion thereon by a date to be speeifled in the motion."

'

No day has been specified.in the' motion and,' therefore, I submit' that
--the motion is out of order.
· ·
'
·
'
Rao Bah~dur ChaudbriCbhotu' R~:. This if~ diffierdty which
be easily removed, I do not think it ·.is ·a 'serious· objection to ·.which any
importance need. be: att1JJched by the Ho~ourable Miriister fa cliaz:g(of th_e
Bill.
·
. ·
'.
.
.
Mr. President:· I think ·aniend.Inents-have been held to.be out of
order on that ground before this.
.
Rao Bahadur Chaudhri Chhotu Ram : · l think there have been
.instanoes in which this defect has been aJlowed to be cured.
f

can

•

Diwan Bahadur Raja Narendra Nath (Punjab Landholders General) .:,
·Then I think .that my honourable friend's motion for circulating the Bill
for public opinion has been ruled out of order and the motion under ~e,is.sion is tha~ by the Honourable Minister ••. ~ • • '
·

. . Mr. Mukand Lal Puri : I beg to .move, .~t the question be now

J.)Ut,

· . ."

' .

,, . '

; .r:

'<;l

• : ··

Diwan Bshadur Raja . Natendra Nath: I had no intention of
1

:making any speech at this stage of the discussion. I wanted to· reserve

:my remarks for the last stage. · But it seems that the silenee of those .who
want this Bill to be referred to the select committee arid then to take ' it
up· clause oy clause is being misconstrued, . I do not know·:i;f ·~y · honourable
mends who have opposed the motion:· made by· t'he Honourable Minister-were wise in making a detailed exfl>rnina~ion of the .Bill and in m~king--refer·
enees to the specific provisions of the Bill. Thls. is not the 1time tt>' discti.ss
the:>l~ill clause by clause, the time for that will en .. elater but I will simply

I

I

I

I
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reply to certain general principle [which ha.ve. been urg~d before the House·

J

in order to oppose the motion for ref erring the Bill to the select committee;
I was very pleased that some o my honourable friends on the opposite
benches made appeal to democra~ic principles. I wish they may maintain.
thi.is attitude throughout their po!tical outlook consiste.·ntly, but the.y have
often been asserting principles w · ch are the very antithesis of demoeratie
administration.
If these incons~ ent principles are allowed to run side by
side and an atmosphere is createdjithe display of which, or the manifestation
of w?ich or the effect -of which, it very <lif?cult to check, the control of someoutside body becomes necessaryi My friend Mr. Marsden, Secretary for
Transferred Subjects, referred to s~:rne system of control over thelocal bodieswhich existed in France. Now lrance is a country whose political slogan.
is liberty, fraternity and equality, This country professing extreme democratic principles finds it necessary!! to invent some administrative machinery
to exercise control over the local bodies. But my honourable friend, the
member for Rohtak has alluded t& the control which the Bill proposes to be
exercised by deputy commissioners and commissioners. He forgets that that
control already exists. This Act!jhas come up for revision more than once
since the Reforms Scheme was int;roduced, but the control exercised by thedeputy· commissioners. and commissioners has been left: untouched.
There·
fore in every case in which the cdhtrol by bureaucracy j.s proposed, it is not
the invention of the present Minister, it is a legacy from the past. In a
few cases that control has no do~'bt been extended butil say that when the
Bill comes up for consideration clause by clause it
be time to consider
whether that additional. control s~oul~ be given or D;Ot. ~o far as the p1;inciple
of extraneous control IS conoemed 1t already exists and no attempt has
ever been made to remove it •. N ~ j!l.oubt. in certain ma. tters local Govemmen. t
has been given control which ~d not exist before. What these specific
provisions are I am. n~t. going t.o ~!llu~e to, ~ut I a~t
that in ~ertain -oases
local Government's mtervent10n:lwhich did not eXISt ' before is proposed.
But what is the local Governtnelt at the present day kn not be the local
Government of the future. RefJ:tences have been made to the resolution
of _19~1 which w~s passed by thejpoveinm~nt of India' en111;1ciating certain
principles on which the work. of Iooalbodiea should be earned on. References have also been made. to tq~ report drawn up on the Reforms Scheme
by Mr. Montagu and Lord Cheµ:nsford. 'In both these documents extraneous control over local bodies ij. discouraged.. Bat great stress has been
laid on the fact that whilst befo~e 1921 extraneous control was limited the
scope of that extraneous control i$ being extended now. The obvious answer
is that the sort of control contemplated in the resolution of the Government
of India and the Montford report is the control by bureaucracy unchecked
by a superior authority, the cont;l:ol which in future will be exercised, which
even now is being exercised by local Government is the control by a Minister
who is in a representative eounell. The Council consists· of representatives
of the people and, therefore, any !control exercised through the Minister who
represents his particular comtnu4ty or class in the cabinet is control exercised through the Council and, tl:j,erefore, exercised by the people. It is not
an extraneous control -in the s~~~e.. of .peing a control . :by the bureaucrac. y.
It was also said that the amenCUf.ent of Municipal Acbnight have been de·
ferred to the time when the protea became completely autonomous. My

f

will:

1

al
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:friends have been quoting Persian proverbs and I am also addicted to that
habit and I will also quote one. If the reform of local, bodies is necessary,
if it is desirable that they should be worked and in a proper spirit, if it is" ·
neoessary that the working should be put on a proper footing, I think reform
need not be delayed to the time when the province became autonomous.
However the Honourable Minister realizes and all those who to a certain
e~ent share his outlook also realise· that provincial autonomy is coming
and the control exercised by the Oonneil .over the Minister will become
stronger and greater before long, therefore when this Act comes into operation, when this Act is enforced and the extraneous control by local Government is exercised, it will be control subject to the control of the representatives of the people, Therefore the argument has no force. As to the
detailed examination of clauses I have· already said that we can defer that
task to a later stage. We need not discuss any particular clause because
. they will be discussed at full length by a full Council and if the majority of
the Council desires that some defect be removed or some remedy be applied,
that remedy will be adopted, and the defect removed. Therefore it is
too early to take up specific clauses.
'-='~

11;1.sJ-1 (~ '-=-'~6..

J~'"'

;15 J"

Good Acts may be done· without waiting fot omens.
But I think the sooner this task is done the better. The administration
·reports.of municipalities show that they are not doing their. work satisfactorily. When. Mr. Marsden referred to the bad condition of the children,
the insanitary condition of the streets and· theprevalence o~ disease, he did
not mean to say that immediately the Bill is passed conditions will be improvea. To my mind the Bill is only.an attempt at reform. If it succeeds,
our municipal administration will be reformed to some extent and that
-aueeesa will lead to better condition of the people of the province as a whole.

Khan Bahadur Sardau" Habib Ullah : I beg to moveTha.t the Punja.b Municipe.1 Amendment Bili be ciroulated for the purpose of obtaining
publio opinion thereon.

The Honourable Dr. Golml Chand Narang : I object to the motion
because there was no netiee given.

· Khan Bahadur Sardar.Habib Ullah: I suppose the practice of this
House has been that whenever such a motion as. the Honourable Minister
· has now moved is put forward, an amendment can be proposed similar
to the one I am moving. There has never been any objection to such ·a.
motion on the score of want of notice.
Mt. President: Yes, because no one took objection to such a.mend.~,
ments being moved without notice.
Khan Bahadur Sardar Habib Ullah : . It is clearly within your discretion to allow my motion.
·
Mr. President: I have already stated that" when a controversial
matter, like the one now beforethe House is moved, no party should expect
any indulgence from the Ohair.
·

.,

I
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Khan Bahadur Sardar Habib ~ah : It is no indulgence but it is
,,safeguarding therights and privileges ~f the minority in this House.

Mr. President : · According to tli~ rules in force.
tr

Kanwar Mamraj Singh Cboh~ (Ambala-cum-Simla; Non-Muham·madan, Rural) (Urdu) : I would brieJly make a few observations in connection with the Bill now before the H~use. I support it because it aims at
.removing evils whichhave crept in th~ municipal administration: At this
stage I do not think the honourable Qhaudhri Sahib is justified to oppose
·this Bill. The objectij of this Bill as giiven in the Statement of Objects and
Reasons are threefold. In the first pla~e, it seeks to tighten the officialcon·
trol over municipalities. In the second!! place, it aims at solving the housing
and sanitation problems of municipalit~fS, In the third place, it purports to
. amend such sections of the Municipal .Al:ct which experience has proved to be
defective and decisions of the High Co~ have shown to be unsatisfactorily
worded. With regard to the last two1: things no one has objected. These
are important matters and should not b~ lost sight of. When such important
- amendments have to be made in the jct I fail to understand why this Bill
-is so vehemently opposed. Itis said t~at if we pass this Bill into law now, ·
the time will not be far off when we Wlll have to enact a similar law for the
district boards. This is of course alarrhing, But we should not fail to per·
form our duty in this matter. We lik~ to eat sweet things but when we
, are ailing we have to take bitter mediclnes. I have learnt something about
«mnnicipalities from the Dobson Conn:ryttee'sReport. But I would like to
give a few instances of mismanagement in the municipalities: of my district.
· There was some nazul land lying in a t9wn. Some people took adverse pos·session of it and built two storied buildings over it within two months.
· The municipal authorities did not object to it. The people approached
them but they took no action in the matter. Consequently people appealed .
to the Government, but with no result!; The matter has since become much
. complicated. · I give another instancei There is a municipal girls' school
for which ?overnm~nt sanctioned ~~1-in-aid.some four or five years back.
The committee received the grant-in-aid but did not pay the amount to the
· school authorities. Afterwards the wijeel of the president's carriage broke
, . and damages were paid to him by the c~mmittee out of this ainount, because
the committee had no other fund out] of which damages 'could be paid.
(Laughter). When such is the state of a~irs is it not necessary.for us to adopt
measures to stop such practices ? WJ:1.en corruption is said to be rampant •
in municipalities, is it not the duty of the Government to stop it ? The
"Government can interfere in such cirtjumstances. With these words I re. sume my seat.
.
The Honourable Dr. Gokul CJi:pnd Narang: I moveTha.t the question be now put.

,

The motion was carried.
.

:1

The Honourable Dr. Gokul Cijand Narang:

.

.

If you permit me

I shall speak for just :five minutes.
;i
Pir Akbar Ali : The honourable member himself moved for closure
. and it looks that he did not want otheif. members to speak. If he is now
~allowed to speak, other members should,also be allowed to have their say.
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Mr. President:

Ohair will not show indulgence to any member.
The Honourable Dr. Gokul Chand Narang: I do not want to.
speak, but if the House desires to hear me by way of reply I am, quite pre~
pared to speak. I am not eager to speak.
Mr. President : · 'I propose to put the motion to the House in two·
parts.

The question isThat the Punjab Municipal Amendment Bill be referred to

a select

C':'!11Illittee.

~

The motion was carrwd,.

Rao Bahadur Cb.audhri Chhom Ram : Division.
Mr. President: The claim for division is apparently frivolous. So,
I will not allow it.
Pir Akbar Ali (Ferozepore, Muhammadan, Rural (Urdu) : Sir, I fail
to understand why the number of the members of the select committee to
which this Bill is being referred has been reduced by one-fourth of the number
ofthe select committee which was appointed to consider the previous Bill.
Diwan Bahe.dwt Raja Nsrendl1'a Nath:
that the committee
should not be too unwieldy;
Pir Akbar Ali : But why did this consideration not prevail at the
time when the previous select committee was
5P.M.
appointed ? Why is it that the. number which was
considered only adequate on the last occasion appears now to be too large?
I· am forced to the conclusion that there are some other reasons for which
the number has been very tactfully reduced this time.
Mr. President: Will the honourable member please move his mo·

So

tion?

·

Pir Akbar Ali:

Sir, I beg to move-

That the following names be added to the list of the members oj the select committee
proposed by the Hononra.ble Minister·
Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq.
Khan Bahadnr Sardar Habib Ullah.
Pir Akbar Ali.
'
Mr. Owen Roberts.
Mr. M~
Din Ma.le.k.
Khwajil. Muhammad Eusoof.
Rao Bahadue Chaudhri Chhotu Ram,

Mr. Labh Singh: I beg to move, SirThat eight names given in my list and which are as follows be added to the seleot::
committee :·
·
Lala La.bh Chand,
Lala Jyoti Prasad,

Lala Nihal Chand,
Lala Chetan Anand,
Mr. Mukand Lal Puri.
Thakur Pancham Chand,
Kauwar Mamraj Singh Chohe.JJ. and

Lala Bhagat Ram,
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Sardar. Sampuran Singh: ! sir. I beg to ~ove-::

J~ed
'1

i

Tha.t the followillg gentlemen be
to the select col)lmittee :'
ll
l
Sardar Bisha.nSingh.
!l
;
:
q
I
Sa.rdar Arja.n Singh,
~l
&rda.r Bahadnr &rda.r f'han Singh, and
&rdar Gurbaehaa Singh.·

.
.

I

Lala Gopal Das : May I kn~w what will be 'the quorum of the selectcommittee ?
:[
!
Mr. President: ·That questi~n will be take~ up later.
The Honourable Captmn S~dar Sikandet Hyat Khan: Sir, I
beg to oppose all the three amendments proposed. · Th~ honourable membets of this H.ouse should have som~ regard and consideration for the :fin.ancesof the province, and, should not p~y fast and loose with: public money like
this. They are always pressing for tei:nissionsand reductions in expenditure,
but I am sorry to say that they seeJll to have lost the lat~;.er consideration in
this case as is evident from these i:tjotions for amendments. You are aware,
Sir, that the select committee will n~w have to meet in Simla ; it is not difficult
to calculate what it would. cost to p~y the travelling and daily allowance of 88
members if they have go to Simla.!' Last time also the same objection was
raised by the Honourable the Finan,ceMember, but unfortunately the House
did not pay any heed to it. Goved,ment did not press the point because the
meetings of the select committee iere to be held during the' session of the
Council, and in Lahore. But this ~µne, I am afraid; it is my duty to oppose
all these motions, with a view to restrict the number to the smallest possible
~~· We should, I think, confine to the size proposed ~y the Honourable
Minister for Local ~elf-Governme~h
:1.
Khan Bahadm Shaikh Din ilv.[uhammad : Sir, the present motion
before the. House is altogether irrejgular. Article 85 clearly lays down that
the members of the committee shalll be appointed by the Council when the
motion that the Bill be referred is :&.ade.
·
I
.
.
Mr. President: Please refer ~o Clause 81 (b) also.
Khan Bmhadur Shaikh Din Muhammad: I will refer now to. Clause
81 (b); it lays down that the Billi shall be referred to ii. select committee
composed of such members of the qpuncilas he may name in his motion.
So, all these motions therefor~ should be placed before the Rouse .and
if the Council so desires, it can apppint any honourable n:J:embers out of these
88, provided the Council first fixes the limit beyond which it is not going to
proceed.. (Hear, hear); So, I th.$k if it is the wish bf the House that
the select committee should consilat of members composed from the list
that has been supplied to yo~, then }ou ~ay please put all the motions bef~re
the Rouse so that the Councilmay !3>ppoint those members who may desire
to go to the select committee.
i
'
·
.
Mr.··Mukand Lal Puri: SirJ! the proper procedure would be to take
votes on these motions. One motion has been moved by the Honourable
the Minister. All the motions
be put to vote one by one.
·
1,

/

I

f

1

maf

if

......_,_ Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq: ~ir, this is the way in which µovernment
is carrying on its business. This most objectionable. I understand that
11

I'
11

,I
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it is the right of the Minister to propose names but it is proper for the Gov·
ernment to ask the leaders of the various parties in the House to suggest
names out of their parties. Let those members be selected. 'The Honourable Minister should not have such and such person of his own liking. It
should not be the privilege of the Minister to select this good boy and that
good boy and :reject that bad boy. I ask the Minister to ask the leader of
this party to suggest names from his party and the leader of that party to
suggest the names of his party. There should be a compromise. The
Minister should not have members on the select committee of his own
choice.

The HonourableDr. Gokul Chan~ Narang : In order that there may be no misapprehension about the selection of the members of the select
committee I think it necessary to say a few words. If you· cast even a
oursory glance at the list of the members of the select committee proposed
by me, you will find that the first gentleman is the Legal Remembrancer
(Mr. Sale) who has to be in the committee under the rules. I then -tried to
have each party of the House adequately represented. I have accordingly
got four members from the Unionist party and these are Mr. Owen Roberts,
Khan Bahadnr Shaikh Din Muhammad, Chaudhri Nazir Husain and Mian
Mushtaq Ahmed, (A.n honourable member : Mian Mushtaq Ahmed is a.
nominated member of the Council.) I am told that he is a member of the
Unionist party. I may also make another point clear, because that might
have given some offence,innocently though, to some members of the Unionist
party. The other day I was asked by the Secretary whether I was in a position to say who were going to be on the select committee. I replied "Not
yet." The reason was that I was sending out letters _to certain members
whom I wanted to serve on the select committee.
I had to do because
nnder the rules or the practice in force· no one should be placed on the select
committee until his wishes in the mattt}r have been consulted. From one
member I had a reply immediately ths next day. From another gentleman
I obtained the consent on the telephone. From a third member I did not
hear at all. and I had therefore to approach some other gentleman; (lmerT'Uptwn.) No objection can be raised on the score that a member is a nominated member of the Council and therefore unfit to serve on the select committee. It was in this House that I received· a chit from the fourth member
intimating his willingness to serve on the select committee. I made similar
approaches with respect to other parties. I· may assure you that
I made every effort to have evety party properly represented on the
committee.· I do not, however, agree to the proposition that my friend
from Armitsar has just enunciated, because there has been no
precedent up to this time. I have served on several select committees
and none of the requests have come to me through the leader of any
party. I do not mean to say that I have no respect for the leaders of the
various parties in this Honse. I may say that I have more respect for them
than they think I have. But the procedure suggested by the honourable
member from Amritsar never suggested itself to me because it .had never
been followed before. If the House sets up .his convention it will' certamly
be followed. I have chosen gentlemen of experience for the select committee and I am sure every one of them will be very useful to me. Some names
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have certainly been omitted for two rea~ons. One is that a select committee
,of twenty, as was appointed last time, '1onld be too unwieldy and would also
,co.st much unnecessary expense to Gov~~ent.
The other reason w~s that
1_mtroducedtwo ~r three new member~J.so that I may ~ave new points of
'View from them, tf any. I have alreap.y heard the views of honourable
_members w~o alr?ady served in the sel~pt committee ~ast time. .. For 22 d~ys
I was working with them and every c~"1,USe of the Bill was discussed with
them. Therefore I thought it unnece~sary to have their views again and
1chose new members. This is how the~e names came to be selected by me.

The Honourable Captain Sard~ Sikander Hyat Khan : May I
suggest that we :fix a limit to the number of members to serve on the select
-oommittea ?

I!

Mr. President: Ourstanding or«!lers are silent as to the strength and
-quomm of select committees. They ai~ also silent as to how the members
of a select committee are to be elected. !:The. only way in which we can gefl
over the difficulty is to :fix in each ca~e the number and quorum of the
-.select committee and then to complete *hat number.
·•
.Lala Gopal Das: May I suggest that the number be ~ed at 12 non·
officials and three officials.
!:
·
The Honourable Dr. Gokul C~and Narang: I propose that the
number be 14.
r:
Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq : I stggest that the strength of the select·
committee be the same as it was last tu,e. I do not see any reason to depart
from that number.
·
Kanwar Mamraj Singh Choh~ : I propose that the number be
fixed at 19.
"
Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq : I i~ave no objection to the suggestion
-of Kanwar Mamraj Singh.
:.,
(A.jter ascertaining the ~hes of the Oouncil.)
Mr. President: The Councilhas, jby an overwhelmingmajority decided
~hat the select committee shall consist pf 14 members. The next question
is, what should be the quorum of the cpmmittee ?
·
.
(After again ascertaining t71,e wishes of the Oourun1.)
Mr. President: The quorum shall be five. The next question is
how the committee should be elected ot constituted.
Mian Nurullah: We might b~! told what special qualifications or
-experienes would be necessary for me~bers to serve on the select committee
.so that we may record our votes accor~!ingly.
Mr. Nanak Chand Pandit: If once people start mud. throwing, we
will not know where we stand. fhis practice has not . been followed
chitherto and I do not see why it sho~il be started now.
Mian Nurullah : It is not a mot,~n ; it is only a. suggestion.
Mr. President: This might le~d to unpleasantness. Besides, the
Honse has never done this before.
I
·
Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq : Why should we not adopt th~ system
-of election by the single transferable v'bte system ?
·:
I
I

I

i

____________

!I i
.._

_
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Mr. President : I have no objection. But the Council will be well
advised to follow its past practice and accept the list as proposed by: the,
Honourable Minister., If possible the Standing orders will be amended before- ·
Iong.

Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq : We cannot accept· . the list of the
Honourable Minister. We must have recourse to some other method ot
constituting the select committee.
Mr. President :I shall be glad if the honourable member will suggest. .
any legal method of electing the fourteen members.
·
Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq: I would suggest that Raja Narendra- Nath· and Chaudhri Chhotu Ram and the leader of Sikh party, the leaders .
of the three parties be consulted as to what names· of their respective · ·
parties they would like to put in the list, . That.would be a proper way of ·
dealing with.the question.
. .
·
·
.·
Mr. C. C. Garbett: May I suggest one thing 'l You ordered·
that there should be only 14 members, You ordered th~t to avoid personalities there should be .no discussion of individual names. You have before·
you one list of 14 members. If the honourable gentleman opposite desires to put in an alternative list of 14, can you not put the alternative lists to
the vote?
Mr. Ptesident: May I put the list of i4 handed over by the Member·
in charge 'l
Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq: We ·· have got. some amendments-·
which might be taken up first.
· The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan.: You have-:
ruled, Sir, th.at the House has already decided to fix the number to 14. We-have got a list. of 14 which has been presented by the Honourable Minister
for Local Self-Government.
That should be put to the House, and. if the·
House rejects it, then and only then, can we consider altern,ative proposals •.
. . Mr. President : According to its past practice the House may accept
the list of 14. • · Leannot recall a single case of any names being excluded fro~
the list proposed by the Member in charge. Sometimes additions have, no .
doubt, been made to his list, but it has been never reduced.
Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq ; But at that time there · was no limit
fixed. But now you. have fixed a limit ..
Chaudhri All&h D.._d.
I submit that' one name should be putto the House at one. time. When one name is accepted, another name might ·.
be put and in that way the whole list should be passed .by the House.

Khan :

Sardair Gurbachan Singh: . If one member can, give a list of 14' names,
another member can give another list of 14 names and there will be no end..
to that.
·
Lala Gopal Das ': There are now three lists. One contains 7 names,
the second B and th~ third probably 4. All these lists may be sent back
to the.reapective honourable members and they maybe asked to make up
the number 14. That may be accepted or rejected. In case you take up
the list given by the Honourable Minister, you shall. be cutting out certain,.
names from those 14 and replacing them by others. ·
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Mr. Nanak Chand Pandit e Ona point of order, Sir •. Are you going
~to set up a new convention for the formation of the select committee ? Is it
going to be a new convention from to-day or are we to follow the procedure
which we have been following for the last nine years? I want. your ruling on
that point, because what is proposed now isdistinctly a departure from the
old practice and procedure and we must know definitely whether in future
. . a new convention will be set up in the course of five or three 'minutes.
Mil'. President r' I hope that amendments to standing. orders will be
put. before the House in the next session. · . ,
'
: · ·
., :·
Mr. Nanak Chand Pan.dit: So i'.Iong as the stallding, orders are nof;
amended-and
suppose those am~,ndments are not accepted by the .
Reuse-I take it that we must. follow.the old precedent wy.ich has got a tra·
dition of nine 'yeara behind it .. ·
;:
·
·
Mr. P:resirdl.emi'it : What tradition ?
Mr. Nanak Chand Pandit: The tradition is that certain· membert
are added if the House wants to add them.
Mr. President: But that tradition has been broken. Before to-day
did the House ever fix the number of the· members of a select committee ?
To-day it has fixed 'that number with the result thaflt cannot be increased. -'
Mr. Nanak Chand Pandit: But.Linterpret that decision of the Hom111
in this way : that the House did not wimt to exclude such persons.
Mr. P:resideEt: I have already told. the honourable member fo:t
Amritsar that if he wishes to put in a li.st of 14 members, he is welcome to
~~
.
.
Shaikh Muhammad Sadiq: I do ~otptop~se to'.pU:tin any list.
Rao.Bahadur Cbaudhri Chhotu Ruu·Nor do I .propose to put
.in any.
•
·
/
·.·
..
Mr. President : Then the list of the following 14 members put· in by

J;he Member in charge of the Bill is the :only list before the House-«
.
'
Mr. S. L. Sale,

:
Mr. Owen Roberts,
i
Khan Bahadnr Shaikh Din Muhammad~
. Ohaudhri Nazir Husain,
:
Mian Mushtaq Ahmad,
.
Mr. Labh Singh,
Rao Bahadur Captain Rao Ba.Ibir Sing~,
Ra.i Ba.hadur Lale. Mohan Lal,
;i
Mr. E. Mayada.s,
· '!
Dr. (Mrs.) M. C. Shave,
Sarda.r Sampuran Singh,
Sardar Jawahar Singh Dhillon,
.
.
The Honourable the President's nominee (Sardar Bute. Singh), and
The mover.

The question fa that that list

be approved.

The motion was carried.

Rao Bahadur Cbaudhri Chhotu Ram : As regards the select com-mittee, I wish to convey to the Honourable Minister through you that·
my party is not properly represented and his own par,ty is. over-represented
.on it, the members of my party will :i:efuse to sane an the select oommif;t~.

as
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The Honourable Dr. Gokul Chand Narang: That is incorrect. TwO"
,;r;nembeis of. his .party at .leest told me that they would in any case sit on;
.the select committee. .
.
.
Chaudhri Nazir Husain : I rise to offer a personal explanation. I am
one of the members who accepted the invitation of the Honourable Minister
to serve on the select committee. At that time ldid not know the decision.
of my party. It is very unfortunate.
Mr. President: Does the honourable member himself wish to serve on
the select committee 'l Out of the fourteen members. of the select committee
four members are of his party. By nominating one more member of his
party I can raise that number to five.
.
· · Rao Bahaclur Chaudbri ChhotQ Ram: Our objection is to the- • origina.1 selection. We do not wa~t to come in by nomination.
Mr. President: Mr. Owen Roberts is not here and the House does not;
know his views.
Chaudhri Nazir Husain : The leader of my party has now stated,
that no member of this party should serve on the select committee. I offer·
my apology to the Honourable Minister for the inconvenience that I am
causing but in view of the decision of my leader I am unable to serve on the·
committee.
Mr •. President: I may point out to the Leader of· the -Opposition,
that when the House has elected a. certain number of members to serve on
a select committee it is the duty of the members so elected to serve.,
is a disrespect to the whole House to refuse to serve. If honourable·
members have a.ny reasons, political or otherwise, and they do not want to·
1erve, they might resign.
· • Khan Bahadur Sardar Habib Ullah May I remind the Ohair what
bapp~ed the other day when members on the other side refused to serve onthe :Molestation . Bill..
. ..
..
·
The BQDou.rable.Dr. Gokul Chand:· Narang:
It .wae before they·
were elected.
·
Mr. President·: I think the House has a right to expect its members to·
serve on select committees.
Rao Bahadur Chaudhri Chhotu Ram : Has not a member the rightto resign?
The Honourable Dr. Gokul Chand Narang: This is highly contu-·
ma.oious and highly disrespectful to the House. Five . minutes after theyagreed to serve on the committee they have !efuse~ to do. so only becausethey have not been able to overload the committee with their own representa-tives and they are flinging this challenge in the face of the House. This is.
disrespectful to. the House. It lS open to honourable members to resign. I.
must say as a member of this House, pure and simple, that I would take it as-disrespectful for any one whom it appoints to tell. us that because something
had gone wrong : he was not prepared to do the work which he agreed.
~o do. only a few minuses ago.

It

0:

Khan Bahadur Shaikh Din Muhammad :
marks msde by the Honourable Minister.·

I strongly resent the re-

,
i
II

I
I.

i
I:

I
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Mr. Labh Singh: Is not all ~his discussion barred by the rule of antici·
pation? We all know that we w:~ inevitably coming to this in six months'
time or a yea.r's time. MembJrs should be asked not to give this kind of
exhibition before the time.
11
.
.
Mr. Nanak Chand P.andi~ :![ The resignations of the members are not
before the House. We know defiajtely at least one member was very willing:
and keen to serve on the committee.
.
·
. Mr. President : · Resigna.tid~s need ~ot be in _writing.
·,
Mr. Nanak Chand Pandit : How do we know, that the honourable,
Leader of the Opposition has been\, authorised by all the members ?. . ··
Mr. President: Should he ~roduce a-power-of-attorney?. When the
Leader of a party makes a staterrtent and is not contradicted by a singlemember of his party, should the ;Phair ask him to produce a power-ofattorney ?
.
:
·
.,
Mr. Nanak Chand Pantlit :i] There is a member 9f the party who isabsent an.d if ~he hono"D!ab. le leadf. of the party opposite assures me that heha.s got his consent I will accept 1~;
·
Mr. President : Is. the hojiourable member ref~g to
Owen
11

Mr:

The

Rob;r;;e? Honourable Dr. Gokui Chand NarBD1:
business of theHouse is over _1md there is no busfess that.we are discussing now.

Mr. President : Just when ,J wa.s about to adjourn the Council.,.
the leader of · the Nationalist Uni~nist party got up and ma.de a· statement
which ha.s given rise to some disc$sion. Under Article,85 if the membersof a. select committee resign. the Chair has to nominate members in.
their place. This is a great resppnsibility, and when resignations are. an·
nounesd before the adjournment of the House it is v,ery desirable that theHouse itself should make the nece~sa.ry alterations.
.
Mr. Mukand Lal Puri: A !ista.tement has been. made before you.
that certain members of this House are unwilling to serve on the select committee. I would like to ask you thether the member who has made that,
statement has taken the consent of i! members on whose behalf he has made,
that statement ?
i!
Mr. President:
ago.

That point [was raised and decided a few minutes"

,1

Khan Bahadur Shaikh Din !~uhammad : I take st~o~g exception

not only to the words that were used by the Honourable MllllBter but .also
the tone which was employed· by F· · It is most unfair on the part of a
very responsible Minister of GoveJilllllent to suggest such a ourtailmen:t of
our rights. We were perfectly witl;rin our rights to refuse the privilege that
he thought that· he was conferring upon us in selecting us for the select
committee. We refused to serv~: on the select committee because heobstinately. and contumaciously re~ed our request that our· party should
be adequately and fairly represe~ttd, Doesft lie in the mouth of the Mims·
Mr now to say that our conduct 1s 1bontumac1ous••.....•.•
1 .

'

'

Mr. Pre1iclent a I The honourable member should not be .personal •• ·......
i:I
1
11

,i
!!

. ,.,
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is petx¢tted .. to be
same words aitddn'the 'sa1g.e .
·
.
- ·<

Khan Bahadur Shaikh Jlin Muhammad ::. If he
personal why should he rio_t hear
, -tone which he used;

\ Mr. President : . Has

'a reply in the
·

giv,en ii _;reply ? ' _ -

riot the honourable member

. > Khan Bahadur'Shaikh Din Muhanunad: 'It ts eh ~dmftiie;d, :~ractiee'
-·- ,of eve'ry legislative assembly that members even have a ;iglifto walkout as
:. -a protest against

any decision of the House. It' was absolµ.t~y within our _

. rights to refuse to sefye on the committee an4:_to'commui:1foate:)nµ: resign&··.tion through t>~ leader; - That we have doiie:;1:1,ml_.we;;,·are/pe?feotly ::within--:.

~J1L:i~J~~-~5

. WiU the_ ~·,:;etary, .:ple~sJ;}~i
?
Secretary : Article 85 provisQS, to_suJ)-sectio#2: readaido~ows:: ·._ : : ;
. •• Pr<>vic¥:l"that additi~ or ~Jtei&tiorui ~ay be:made.at'_e.ny' 51ibSEJqtietit tnet!~~

-our :~;;:::::

·

·" Provided also, that, if ~epouncilis µot sitting, ;ind tl1e

JJ;J._atter ap~- -~ 'him

.-·
!":

t.o ~:

_. _ _-,- - ~ -~ent, the .~«lent, :suJ:>j~ot to :~e, ap_l,>r<?~l_o.f._th~ -~i~Wl.-~' ~ giv~:. _ at its. next sitting, =Y, annoµit anv 11).eniber_ to .fill any ,ve.ca.noy whioh.Jias ·•" "·:
. ocenrred
the opnrinl~;"tfuougli 'death; :~ati~
.11,bsenoe from Incli&/
.
inability to attend to duty or othe;rwise,'!' · . _ ·. ·. _ _

on

r ,

! ,:

',

(

· 14, it should make. the necessary alterations.·

.

,,·,:

:-r:' . _-

·.

lfr;President:Wh.e:ti.the Councilis si_ttiµ_g,ajt~tj)8.!!~i.ngJ1i~-Jist
._ ·

· ·- · ·.

· . ;;.,.,

Of

-· _- _

Dr. Gokul Chand ~aran.g -: , · l<w9i:ii4 ,respeotmlli

_ The Honourable

, submit that th!:\ rem..Q,iniog members; nll,Dlely, . t~:g.~,,·.~i:e:q:oj~ sa~ci011t. ~o
• -0e.rry out. this duty and th!Lt no additions ~e-ri~cessa.ry. · ldo ,l:1.ope_'that tlle
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.APPENDIX.
Final answers to questions fo_r which ad intervm replies are
printed in Vol. XXI of the Council Debates .
· ANSWERS

TO STARRED

QUESTIONS'.

RENT FRE'.E QUARTERS TO IMPERIAL AND PROVINOIAL. SERVIOE OFFICERS.

· (Answer to Questfon

No. 1067, piige 28 an~e.)

The Honourable Sardar Sk Jogendra Singh-:

(a) Twenty-three.
(b) One hundred and sixteen. : .
;:
(c)Government has no information.
(d) The amount of annual rent at ordinary rates in respect of officers
;referred to in·
·. ·
(a,) Rs. 52,764>
(b) Rs. ~9;471,
REMISSION OF . LAND HEVENUE AN],) :WATER• RATES.

' (Answer to Question No.1077 (b), page 82 ante.)
The HonourableCaptain SardarSikander Hy~t Khan·:

A state··
Statement showing special remi:sswns in ·water rates bty· districts granted
dur.ing kkarij 1981. ·

ment is laid on the table.

~

~

:2
-3
4
-5

. Name of Canal

..
· . ..

2

De1hi

· Rohta.k
Ka.rnaJ
Ambala.

Hissa.r

.

·.·

.- . .

Western Jwnna. Canal. Ditto
..
Ditto
·Ditto
Ditto
Sirhind Cana.I

..

.......

Ferozepore

..

'

8
9
10-

Amritsar
Gurda.spur
Ludhiana

Le.bore

....

..

..

.. -

...
....
..

..

..

..

....
..

6

Ra.
8,4(0
64,9~
40;07~
25• •Includes Rs. 8.re72,3Qlt
mitted
in the
461
KaJsia State •
tinoludes Ra. 4 re72,762
mitted
in the
Bika.ner State.
1,47,319
6,301

...

Upper Bari Doab Oa.na.l
Upper Bari Doab Canal
Sirhind Ca.na.l
Upper Ba.ri Doab Cana.I
••
Dipalpur
(Sutlej
Va.lley
Project).
Low~ Bari Doab Cana.I
.• Total (Lahore)

...

-4·

Sirhlnd Canal
E~l'Ii (Sutlej Va.lley_ Project)
Total

:7

Rmlwm.

rat.es.:!

3

Tota.I (Hissa.r)
•6.

Amount of
.. speoial .remission
in wa.t.er

~-;

.l

-n.

.

Civil district.

-l

·

1,53;620.

--

93,~
8,923
13,101
2,20,792
9~,2

..

1,246

..

2,31,000
-":c•,.

.-

B

iI"",.,. :

I

/f>:. ~ . ' . f·'., '::··:~·-

- . -, .

• '-:~~ ~
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;\.
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$oHOLARSRIPS FROM PBOVINOIAL FUNDS.

Ji

(Answ~r to Question No. 1096, page 40 antei)
. bl e Malik F"U'OZ. Khan NOOD:
.Ii
The Honoura
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1V

LEASE OF HAROHARANPURA ESTATE AND ]\,fa, RAM LAL, REVENUE
ASSISTANT,

(Answe:rto.Question No.1107, page 46ante.)

The Honourable Captain SardarSikander Hyat: Khqn: (a) No
lease of lands of Harcharanpnra estate was ever sanctioned in the name of
Mehr Jalal-ud-Din. The honorary .manager of .the Cotirt of. Wards estate
.had without authority put some tenants in possession of vacant houses and
vaeant land-in May 1981. He was immediately informed that he had no
:po~er to do so. The action of the manager was never confirmed hy the
;Deputy Commissioner who sanctioned the lease in favour of Lachhman
Das, old lessee, on the 18th MayJ9S1.
(b) This is .not a. fact.
-(c) No.·
(d) Yes.
_ .(e) Five.years and twomonths.
_
(fl No.speeial action by Government is called for. Enquiries in the _
~ispute between Jalal-ud-Din and Laehhman Das led the Police authorities
'to-r-eoommend to-the Cantonment MagiStrate-to take action under section
107, Criminal Procedure Code.
-·
·!

. TRAVELLING

·

ALLOW.ANOE OF- JNBPEOTOR AND DEPUTY-lNSPEOTORS

oF So:a:ooLs, JuLLUND~ _D1v1s10~.

. __
(Answer to Q:uestif;n No. 1129, page 95 ante.)_

The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan Noon :
- -. Rs.

A.-P •. ·

-J8o a o

Irispector of Schools
I·· Dep1~ty Inspector of Schools

151 2 0

II Deputy Inspector of Schools

288 9

0

FOREST GUARDS AND FORESTERS,

(Answer to Question N,:,. 1125, page 97ante.)

The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander l:lyat Khan : (a) Yes.

(b) The main reason for the dismissal of these guards was their mis..
'behaviour towards the people.
-

.

'(c) No such proposal is under consideration at present,
(d) Yes. One of ~he 15 discharged forest. guards was reappointed
.as a Ka.tardhar ehaukidar, and the representations of the others who ap•
plied, were filed:
·
.,'{e) Does not arise,-vide (c) above,"
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MusLIM

S'.11UDENTSIN GovEBNMENID HIGH

Boaoor.,

JA.BANWAL4;.

(Answer to Question No.1185, page.101 ante.).
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan Noon: (a) The total strength
of the Government High School, Jaranwala, when the last Muslim Headmaster was there, was 419 and Muslims represented 39 per cent.
. (b) The present strength of the school is 466 and }4:uslims represent
28 per cent.
'
(c) The total strength has increase~ but the proportion corresponding
to the number oi M11islima bas decreastd.
· ·
(d) The decrease is reported to b partly due to the abnormal fall in
the prices ~f agricultural. products andiconsequent st~aitened circumstances.
of the zamindars of the ilaqa and part y to the opening of more upper and
lower middle schools in the villages aro*nd.
·
!
I

.

RE-ADMISSION OF FAILED STUDEN'.fS, GOVERNMENT ~iGH
JARANW..l\.LA.
.

.

$OHOOL,

!

(Answer to Question No~ 1186, page 102 ante.)
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan Noon: (a) and (b) Shahamat
Ali never applied for re-admission and Shahadat Khan was not re-admitted
as his guardian declined to allow the boy to sit for the test which is applied
in all cases of boys seeking admission to X class.
ALI

MuHAMMAD, STUDENT, JARANWALA HIGH

Boaoor, .

.(Answer to Question No, 1187,-page 102 ante.)
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan Noon:
(a) The boy was not
debarred but having failed miserably in all compulsory subjects in both
the house examinations lost confidence and did not register his name for
the examination.
(b) Yes.
(c) Does not arise.
B.

No.

JAWALA SINGH'S OOMPULSORY RETIREMENT AND PENSION.

(Answer to Question No. 1138, page 102 ante.)
The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat ' Khan:

(i) (a)

(b) This is not correct.
(ii) Does not arise.
GARDEN AND a.'EA PARTIES TO GOVERNMENT 0FFIOIALS AT KASUR.

(Answer to Question No. 1148, page 150 ante.)
Mr. C. C. Garbett, Chief Secretary : (a) No public parties or
entertainments have been given to Government officials in the Kasur subdivision during the period in · question. Government has no record of
privat(;!p13,r~i_es.
·

('1) Does notiarise.

1-/'' '
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CABE BFl TIKAYA RAM, VEBSUB MB. WARBURTON, DEPUTY SUPEBIN·
WENDEN'll OF PoLIOE, MULTAN.

(Answer to Q'U68tion No. 1182, page 227 ante.)

The HoQourable Sir Henry Craik : (a) Yes.
(b) No.
(e) Does not arise.
(a) The production of the diaries was a matter wit}ii:µ the discretion of
sthe defence.
';
.·

LALA RIKI KESH, DEPUTY StrPERINTENDEN~

oJi'.

POLICE •

. (Answer to Q~estion No. 1188, page 227 ante.)
The Honourable Sir Henry Craik : It is not clear what public
jpurpose would be served by supplying the information asked for.
NuLLA SAuJ.

(Answer to Question No. 1197, page 288 ante.]

The Honourable Captain Sa.-dar Sikanaer Hyat Khan : (a) Yes.
(b) Yes.

.

.

(e) Attention of the honourable member is invited to the reply to
:iifarred Council question No. 1198 below.
·
NuLLA SAuJ.

(Answer to Questwn No. 1198, page 233 ~te.)
:,

The Honourable Captain Sardar ~ Sikander. H:,at Kh.- : (a) A

preliminary survey of damage caused to Murid village of periodical floods
in Nullah Sauj was made by the Rural Sanitary and Improvement Board
in 1930.
(b) It appeared that no remedial scheme at a moderate. cost could be
carried out to afford relief to the village.
(e) The question of damage caused by floods in large nullahs and kass
is under the consideration of Government. The right line of action appears
to be in the direction of re-afforestation and building o~ small inexpensive
.bands in the catchment area of the nullahs in the hills.
·
ANNUAL EXAMINATION FOR TitAOERS AND DRAFTSMEN.

(Answer to Question No. 1208, page 273 ante.)

The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan : (a) No.
(b) Examinations were held under Superintending Engineer's orders
.at the end of 1928 and 1930.
..
(c) No. The tracer's services were terminated on account of redue.tion of establishment.

viii
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{d) No.
(e) Does not arise.
(J) Yes, under Subsidiary.Rules 22·4, Serial No. 8.
(g) Yes. His increment was stopped as his services were not approved.
{k) Yes. On the abolition of the Drainage Division, his post of tempo·
rary tracer was abolished but his services were retained as a Ferroprinterwhioh appointment carries lower pay.
(i) Under Article ·1 • 2 Irrigation Manual of Orders, paragraph (6), and.
Subsidiary Rules 22.4 Serial Nos. 8 and 84 B as amended by' Addendum
and Corrigendum No. 205.
e

INTERMEDIATE COLLEGES, AMBALA DIVISION.

(Answer to Question No. 1287, page 885 ante.)

The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan Noon :

(a) Yes.

(b) The information is noted below :.

Lahore
Division.

Jullundur
Division.

Multan
Division.

Rawalpindi
Division.

Ambala
Division •

.
Government Colleges ••

2

Aided Colleges

5

..

3

..

3

..

3
1

-

1

(c) Yes.
, · (d) The _present enrolment in the Government Intermediate College.,..
Bohtak, · does not justify the opening of another college in the Ambala
Division.
.
It is worth pointing out that the students from the eastern Punjabcan join the colleges in Delhi which not long ago was a part of this pro·
vince.
DELm..-MoN!l'GOMERY ROAD, Hrssan

Drsrarcr.

(Answer to Question No. 1245, page 388 ante.)

The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh : It is understood ·
that the. honourable member's question refers to mile 102 of the Delhi·
Multan Road.
(a} The portion in kankar was metalled in February 1981 and that
- in stone last November.
(b} It is proposed to tar about half the mile this year (1981·82).
(a) Rs. 12,861.
(d) :Messrs. Guranditta Mal, Manohar Lal, Lalas Jagdish Bai, BupLal and Bhsgwan Das.

ix.
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SuPE1'INTENDENTS AND ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENTS OF OFFICES.

(Answer to Question No. 1258, page 841 ante.)

The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan_:
(a) Number of posts of Superintendents
Superintendents held by Muslims

and Assist~nt
..

18

Number of posts of Superintendents and Assist~nt
Superintendents held by non-Muslims
46
(b) Appointments to the posts of Superintendent
and Assistant
Superintendent are made by selection and not on communal considera-tions.
COMPENSATIONFOR. CANCELLATIONOF CONTRACT, KASUR MUNICIPAL
COMMITTEE.

(Answer to Question No. 1261, page 878 ante.)
The Honourable Dr. Gokul Chand Narang: (a) From a perusal:
of a copy of the statement of Maulvi Sher Nawab it appears that this was
so.

(b) Yes.
(e) Government
officers is received.

will consider the matter

when a report from local:'.

Kn.'SON LAMP AT THE RESIDENCE OF SuB-Div1s10NAL

OFFIOER, KASUR.

(Answer. to Question No. 1262, page 878 ante.)
The Honourable Dr. Gokul Chand Narang: (a) The Municipal.
Committee of Kasur has lately provided a Kitson lamp in the Gumbaa
garden at Kasur in place of the three or four ordinary street lamps which
it-had previously supplied for the lighting of the garden. This garden.
includes the Sub-Divisional Officer's Court buildings and the Police Office,.
a.s well as the Sub-Divisional Officer's residence, and is open to the public ...
The oost of maintenance of the lamp is Rs. 18 per mensem since the 1st:
of February 1982, before which date it was Rs: 16 per mensem.
(b) Yes, an objection was taken in audit, but a reply to it has been given,
by the Committee explaining the facts.
(c) Does not arise.
STANDING SuB-CoMMITTEES oF THE KAsuR MuNIOIPAL COMMITTEE.

· (Answer to Question No. 1268, page 879 ante.)
The Honourable Dr. Gokul Chand Narang: (a) Yes.
(b) The resolution with which 5 members were selected for appointment
to the Sub-Committees was suspended by the Deputy Commissioner, as the
President and Vice-Presidents had been elected as members of the Subcommittees by name, whereas. according to bye-law 44 of the Business .
Bye-Laws of the Municipal Committee they were members of the Sub-Oommittees by virtue of their office. It was considered by the Deputy·
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-Oormnissioner that according to bye-laws 40 and 44 of the Business. Bye. La.we 5 persons could be elected to Sub-Committees in ~ddition to the Presi.·
-dent and Vice-President. Copies of bye-laws 40 and 44in question a.re placed
on the table.
(e) Yes•
. . (d) No snob petition has teen received by Gover,nment;
e

'
.
0opg of Bye-lawa.
_
4-0. Eaoh sub-committee shaJl consist' of so many members as may be fixed for it by the
--00mmitt.ee, it sh&1l in no _0&$& be l~ tha.n three a.nd more tha.n five membe:rs, but .no member
4hall be a.ppoint.ed to more tha.n_ two sub-oommitt.ees~
·

•

44.
:mitt.ea.

•

•

•

•

•

•

The President, a.nd the Vice-President shall be ~-offed,o :r;nembera of eveey sub-oo~

•

•

•

~
BmwANI

--WATER

•

•

•

WORKS CONTRACT.

(A.nswer to Question No. 1265, p<LfJe 879 ante.)
The Honourable Sard~ Sir Jogendra Sillgb : (i) The names .of
c:the contractors who are at present working on the Bhiwani Water Supply
Boheme are(1) Lala Harish Chandra Biru Mal.
(2) Lala. Jai Ram Dass Gauri Shankar.
(3) Haji Abdul Latif.
(4) Lala Kidar Nath.
(5). Chaudhri Jan Muhammad.
(6) M.. Allah Din.
(ii) (a) Yes.
~
(b) No. The honourablemember will further _be glad to know tha.t
:the tender accepted was the lowest.
- ·
(c) Does not arise.
BmwAN1 WATER WoBx:s.

,

(A.nswer to Q-uestion No.1266, page 880 ante.)
The Honourable Dr. Gokul Chand · Natang : (e) Rs. 1,82,405
.exeluding Public Works Department charges amounting to Rs. 2o,157, (d) About Rs. 2,50,000 for the Sub-Works named below :(1) Sedimentation and Storage Tank No. 2.
.
(2) Suction and Scour Well.
(3) Engine House and Pumping Plant.
(4) Ov~rhead Service Reservoir,
(5) Public - standposts.
.
(6) Pipes and Valves at Headworks.
(7) Compound wall and drainage and clearance of _site' a-t the Head~
,works.
·

'

-

.: -

))A\l!E Q:AIU>ENS.

.

(AMIDer to Questi-On No. 1269, page 882 ante.}

'l'he,HonourabieCaptain Sard~ SikanderHyat·~~:

(a) Yes.
·
,
(c) Only a few cases are reported to have occurred in the. Jhang district.
I
. (d) Government is prepared to believe that the practice is resented
by those affected.
•
·
' (e) The Deputy Oommissioner has lodged applications under section
21-A of the Punjab Alienation of Land Act, and no other steps ar~ con·
templated at present.
·
·

(b) Yes.

CANDIDATES FOR CLERIOAL ESTABLISHMENT, 01yn.
HISSAR DISTRICT.

00UBTS,

(Answer to Question No. 1280, page 388 a:hte.)

,

The Honourable Sir Henry Craik : (a) A stat~ment is laid r.. No

.rt-ames have be~n_ given but it is shown in each case whether the candidate
.ijelongs to the Hindu or Muslim community.
. (b) Yes; efforts are being made to enlist more Muslizjls as candidates.
.
(c) Yes, two.
(d) Preference was given to two such candidates because of their
-superior qualifications.
(e) Two.
(f) Nine ; seven Hindus and one Muslim.
List of candidates for the clerical posts in the ojfwe ~j the District
1:

1'

Judge, Hissar.
CASTE.

Serial No.
Hindu.

1
'

2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
.12

13
,14

,15
16
17
18

..

.
••
••

•*

..•
••
•

•

·~

."
Date of aooept,e.nce.

Muslim.

Others,

..•
....•
....
..
....

..•

....

....•
..
....

....
......
•

..•

~·..
..

-

..

I·
,:

'

11th April 1924:.
25th July 1926.
,10th February 1926.
14th August 1926.
161i]l January 1927,
22nd November 1927,
29th November 1927,
8th June ' 1929.
31st August 1929•
18th Ootober 1930,
7th April 1931.
7th April 1931•
5th June 1931•
24:th June 10a1.
18th July 1931.
15th July 1931•
24th Augjlst ~931•
26th November 1931•

NoTE.--Bt.armark(*) indioa.t.es the community of the ce.ndide.t.e.

·,

.,;,,

·o· .. ,.

•

.

,.;...:,,-
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HOSTEL SuPERINTENDENTS IN JuLLUNDUR DIVISION.

(Answer to Question No. 1288, page 890 ante.)
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan Noon: · (a) Yes.
(b), (c), (d) and (e) The statement giving the requisite information is
-enclosed, · • ·
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00NFISOATION OF LAND SOLD BY TENDER IN KHANEWAL TAHSIL,

(:A.nswer to Questitm No. 1807, page 651 'ante.)
The Ho11ourahleCaptain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan : (a) They

purchased 441 acres 6 kanals 9 marlas of land ·. and paid Rs. 8,886 being
1/lOth of the total purchase money.

~~ l

No.
(d))
(e) Under the -Statement of Conditions of Sale No. 16 (2) applicable
to tender purchasers of 1925, a sum of Rs. 2,650-14-0 as malikana up to and
including Kharif 1981 has been charged.
(f) This is not correct ; the land· has been· resumed on account of their
failure to pay the first three instalments after the lapse of five years of grace.
(g) Government does not admit that it has done any thing not contemplated in the Contract.
(h) Government intends to adhere to the Contract.
NAL CHAR DUES ON chahi OROPS.
(Answer to Question No. 1327, page 698 ant·e~)
The Honourable Captain Sardar Sikander ·Hyat Khan : The
examination referred to bas since been completed and it has been found that
out of 150 and 195 wells not used for the last five years in succession, in
Jhajjar and Sonepat tabsils respectively, remissions have been given to .29and 6 wells only. Steps are being taken to give remissions to the rest under
rule II, paragraph 558 of the Land Administration Manual. The Deputy
Commissioner has been instructed that he may recommend refunds in cases
where there appears to be a good case owing to remissions having been overdue.
FELLOWS ON THE SENATE OF THE "PUNJAB UNIVERSITY.

(Answer to Question No. 1885, page 701 ante.)

The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan Noon :

--

Hindus.

Christians
and
Parsis.

..

..
..

12

l

s

8

Non-officials nominated

8

9

(a) Elected

Sikh's.

Muslims.

Officialsnominated

-

..
..

2

17
6

9.
0

1•
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(b) The names of non-officialnominated members whose terms of fellowship expired since the 15th October, 1980, and the names .of those who have,
been nominated in the_ir places are given below :Pe'l'Tfl, ~pireil.
I.

••

Professor Jodh Singh

2. :Ma.nohar Lal. Esq. •,
.
3. Sir Zafar Ali, Kt. (Retired Judge)

4. Rai Bahadue Smidar Das Suri

.•

5. .A. C. Woomer, Esq,
••
6•. · Dr. Sir Muhammad Iqbal
7. Major .Alexander Wilson ·
.
••
8. R. Y. Langhorne, Esq.' (retired Pro-

fessor).

9; P •. Samuels Lall, Esq. -, • ·
••
IO;
Sir Zafar Ali, Kt. (resigned owing to
nomination by the KMhmir Da.rba.r
as its representative on .the Senate).
11~ Dr. E. L. Porter
·
12. Miss Edith Brown
13. Dr. R. C. Rawlley
.•
14. _ Rai Bahandr Pandit Sheo Na.rain • •
15. H. Martin, Esq.
•. ..
16. · Diwan Bahadur Raja Narendra Nath
17, Dr; Khalifa Shuja-ud-Din

Renominated on Meth ~to'l;>er 1930, with..
effect from the 5th November 1930.
.&nominated.
· · ·
·
Ditto.
Captain H. Whittaker.
M. L. Darling, Esq; '.
Dr. O.niar :Ha,yat Malik.

Professor U.

Kra,ma,t.

Professor J, F. Bruce.
Revd. Dr. E. D. Lucas.
Khan Sahib Mi.an Antit-ud-Din,
Renominated,
Ditto.
.
Dr. S. D. Muzaffar.
Rana Abdul Hamid .Khan •.
Renomina~
Ditto.
. Ditto •. ·

(o) In making nominations His Excellency the Chancellor consults the- . ·
Vice-Chancellorand the Minister in charge of the education portfolio. .
·
It will interest the honourable member to know that there are only.
21 :Muslims out of a total of 75 elected and nominated fellows; There are
10 fellows elected by ~aduates and. these are all.Hindus.
CH, DHOL.A.NRAM, PRESIDENT

o.F

THE MrizuF~GARR

MuNIOIPALITY. :

(Answer to Question N-0; 1845, page 706 ante.)

The Honourable Dr. Gokul Chand Narang: (a) Yes.
6

(b) No. Such a course was not .neceseary, but the Commissionerexamined certain official records and was of the opinion that the election of Clir
·Dholan Ram as president should not be approved.
· ·
·
(c) No.
.

MUNIOlP.A.L COMMITTEE,

K.A.sUR.·

(Answer to Question No. 1848t page 7~7 ante.)

The Honourable Dr. Gokul Chand Narang-: (a)Yes.
(b) Yes.
(e) It isnot quite correct that the Tax Superintendent failed to verify. the entries iii the registers for six months· but it appears •that the Finanee
Sub-Committee discovered that the recovery 6£ terminal tax amounting
· to Rs. 484-4-S had apparently not been made and that. the Tax Superintendent had not' compared many railway receipts with the entries in ther~sters. .
.
.
(d) The matter is· being watched.

APPENDIX,
-0-0VERNMENT SOHOOL OF ENGINEERING, RASUL, AND MUSLIM DRAFTSMEN
APPOINTED IN PUBLIO WORKS DEPARTMENT AND IRRIGATION
DEPARTMENTS.
-

(Answer to Question No. 1888, page 876 ante.)

The Honourable Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh :
HE.in DRAFTSMEN.
(a) Branch of P.W. D.
Muslims.

NonMuslims.

Buildings and Roads Branch

2

2

..

1

22

Irrigation Branch

ASSISTANT DRAFTSMEN.
Muslims.

Non·
Muslims.

..

4

2

7

(b) The answer is in the affirmative,-vide the reply given to the honourable member in reply to Council Question No. 1170. As an exception to
this rule recruitment in the Irrigation Branch was made this year on a com-munal basis.
(e) Government does not propose to take any action in the matter as the
-eensus for this year shows that there is a percentage of 58 · 5 and 54 of
Muslims on the cadre of the drawing staff in the Buildings and Roads and
Irrigation Branches respectively.
CoNOESSION

OF FEES

TO THE

BOYS OF UNTOUOHABLE OLASSES.

(Answer to Question No. 1468, page 977 ante.)

The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan Noon: (a) No special fee con·
cessions are allowed to boys of the depressed classes in the high department
but they are eligible for poverty concessions under Article 12 of Chapter IV
-of the Punjab Education Code.
(b) Yes ; a representation was made in October, 1929.
(c) Yes.
(rI) The whole question of fee concessions is under consideration of the
Department.
·
GRAIN

ELEVATOR,

LYALLPUR.

(Answer to Question No. 1471, page 981 ante.)

The Honoursble Sardar Sir Jogenclra Singh : (a) In 1920.
(b) The object of building this single elevator was to obtain information which might throw light on the feasibility of installing an elevator
-system in the north oi India,

o2

.XX

:(o); Ith~~.suwe been f~xtl;l*-J;~~l,iyajlpurrete';AV~r,;·w~Rµ,ot,P.AY:;¥
a mere sto:re-bPU$&JQi: gl'lffll iw~,iiA~t.~~gJe .e1~,¥9r~w- -~ p.q~h,of fudia

-stands no chance of success,.a~;q~~:~d
transporting.grain in bulk is
an important f~etor~.tp.e succ.~~, of~~ el~vator system,.a~d this eannot be
arranged in theoase of

a single elevator.

·

(d) Rupees 6,24,587· as under excluding interest on the capital expenditure which ·has not been-fixed-:Rs.

Le.rid

86:287
2,66,215
1,90,517

Buildmgs

M_f!._Qbin
.... eu
Total
Expenditure over· a period of; twelve years,
including municipal taxes . and an annual
insurance premium of--Rs.. 1-,382- paid up
to 21,.1,1 ...30 ·
Tot~
~t.ere~t:on _tp.e C!!ipit.al expenditure at 6 per
cent, w,o..µd am9m:,.t over. the period · of
twelve .years to

A. P.

0 0
0 0
0 0

4,9~,~6~ 0

0

1,81,618 , 0

O.

6,~,587

0 -0

8,54,986

0 0

·:':

(e) Rupees 17,878.
{j} For the first six years the elevator was handed over to a: commercial
firm to work on. b~h(!.lf of Government. Thereafter every effort has been
made to find a suitable lessee without

success.

At present,

negotiations

are proceeding with the Municipal Committee, Lyallpur.

(g) Yes.
(h) Rent free for the first complete financial year and thereafter at a
rental of Rs. 5,000 a yelll', provided: the Iessee agrees to put the. elvator into
working condition and to keep it so. The terms to be revised after five years
of the payme:p.t of rent, one yeai's notice of any change or determination of
the· lease being given.

FEE CONCESSIONTO DEPRESSED CLASSES.

(4~wer

to Question No. 1477, page 982 ante.)

T.be:Honourable•MalikFiroz:mhaii:No
.on:
The.honotll'ablemember's
attention "is invited to the reply to Council question No.1463 (sta,tied).t

-. :/""*:'•
•ell.

-
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I

GBANT OF LANµ !rO ·~.PN-AGRIOULTUBIBTS

(Answer t.o Q~

.OF GUJRANWALA

DIBT_BIOT..-

"!!°-· ~?i>, . .P~~,687 ante.)

The· Honourable C~tain Sa.rjar Sika.nder- ij:yat 1'1*1D : (a)_ Nin&-

hundred rectangles.

·

-.

_

··

._.

(b) All the information GQY,0:t'.l).l110J'.!:lr hg.f'!, m·tl!l!il S.QJXJJ3; ~~-ts. wer.ec ®P.celled because. the. grantees. had. ah:eady received .othei:. grants, . and other&
were resumed for non-fulfilment of conditions.
(e) Government has np. info)1IIlatiQI1 ,o~. t~
(ii)

s~~c~~ J).~~t;

Yes.

(e) Three were given to non-agriculturists.
(J) The land of one of them was seriously ~:ffected, that· of ttie· other
two only slightly.

·

(g) Three.
(h) To grant relief to those su:fferinf;! from water-logging.
(,,,} No.
(j) The officer responsible has retired from service· · and
action is practicable.

so no

further

.

.

Soorarras, SHEIKHm>~~A _DIST~IoT. ·
(Amwer ~ Questu;m No~ 299, paqe 088 ante.)
The Honour~ble Sardar S,ir Jogendra S~gh. : {e) There are
daters, Their names and qualificatioµs ~e given below e-«
'N:wme of. I.liq:u,ii!,q,toT.
QuaZificatwns.
Co-oMJRATIV;Jll.

o Iiqui- ·

1. L. Banarsi Lal

Secretary, Banking Union, Manan-wala, Matric.
2. Shaikh Fazal Husain
A liteiate man, is· Municipal Comnµssioner :in · • the notified area,.
Shorkot.
·' • ·
·
· 8. M. Sardar M11haID.n1Btd ·
Has. :v~d. "g;p to, ~:(iJ~ standard and .
has 5 yea,ni' experience of execution,
work in this. department.
··
4. Ch. Siraj-ud~Dm
. "•. ];(as .studiediip; to 7tli class and has.
· . · 8, year%( experience as liquidator .in
the deparlinenK
o. M. Abdullah B.~
Has studied up: to 5th class. Re
worked as Secretary of , t~e Or~qit
Sqpiety of hjs village,
0

.

ELEOTORil ROLLS .QF ];)ISTRIOT B:OARI> 0.0NSTITUENOIEB •.

(Answer

w .Questm No.

SS7, page 758; ante.)

The Honourable Dr.· Gokul Chand Narang :

(a) ·Goyernment 'have- ·
received no complaint that for purposes of the district board electoral rolls.
patwa:ris ignore qualifications other than those relating to t;l;i,9. pay~en.t . of
land revenue.
·

xxiili-
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(b) The duties of registering officers are specified in the: election rolesconcerned and Government do not propose to issue any :liunthet instructions.
in the matter.
·
(c) Government will- take the. necessary action if. any ease of delib..ei:~~~;
omission is brought to their notice.
CENSUS FIGURES AND EDUCATION GRANT TO DISTRICT BOARDS.

(Answer to Question No. 845, page 764 ante.) '.;-- - .
A statement shQwing:
the required information is laid on the table :··- · · '

The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan Noon:

~r

-

I'·

=8

'a

1]

i-o;,

Name of district.

12,i
.S
0

p.tlll~

-i

=I .

•

~Cl>
.P-!'I.

Simla,

'

~

E-,

--

....
...

634,357
541,076
82l,49Q,
979,617
899,479
3(J,7~6

...

.

·····

..

:

bO.CI)

i-

Cl) .

1:

I.s : .:i.gs;...

~

l;j:

·'

····-

4·1)
a·3
2Q•5

3,263

5,5

ij
,::!

.)!

i

75,110
69,890
4,74,~~.3
5,~,729

.e-s

,'

.
·,

~~

R.s.

9•6

61,008
34,062
45,~~
39,4,19 .
30,091
7,51~

.

-]

=8 . ~~a
al·

ii

~g~

ll:;

!

$

J]

$

<1)1~,
li
. . -a~
'!Cl)~~

j

8
Rawalpindi
Jhelum
Shahpur
Sialkot
:llissar

i'f.alJ~ ~

i

::I

· 85•4
89•3

Rs.
19,357
25,925
39,770
43,328
33,810
2,059

1:

66:5
35•1
58•4
94_·4 :•

i.easn

, ..

-··

.

.

NUMBER OF STUDENTS. ON ROLL IN :DISTRICTS OF fil.f!BAR,
RoHTAK, ETo.

(Answer to Ques_tion '}fo. 847, page 765 ante.) :

"

The Honourapl~lYl~ F~oz J.(.h~ N(?on : The requisite inform--

ation is given below :-

·

NU1d!ll!lR
···-

~

Primary.
Schools.

1

r.8
I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Hissar
Rohtak
Ferozepore
Amritsar
Rawalpindi
Jhelum
Shahpur
Multan

..

-

OF STUDENTS ON B.OLL;

~.

'

...

B!Y!JB.

Ne,in,.e
of
district.

....
..
..
.
....
..

Lower
Middle
ScJ!,o,ols.

·

Upper

Middle
Sch,oo,Js.

I

,

.. ~-

Prim
. _ary
Schools.

.,

···.

·•'

Gi:ils.
Lower*
:\\;fid.dle
Sohopls.
!:

10,670
9,416
14,2-78

ri:~i:
10,190
'14,892
21,230

5;542
13,776
7,636
11,581
11,261
11,606
9,734
10,447

5,885
7,835
9,490.
8,708
13,2'.28
9,6.26
8,778
7,514

1,305
1,629
4,5.57·
",151
3,S:'10
2,443
4,468
3,145

*There are no Girls' Lower Middle Schools.

,.

;:

Upper
M.it;l,dle
Sob,09lsa
.-

....
..
...
......

....

107
192
903
2,799
2,008
1,414
465
6119

-
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THE OFFICE. OF DEPUTY COMMISSIONER, FEROZEPORE.
· (Answer to Question No•. 863, page 884 ante.) _,
The Hon.ourable Captain Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan : (a) Th~total number of paid apprentices is 8 and there are 49 other candidates of.
whom 28 are officiating in the Senior and Junior grades.
··
(b) 5 in 1928.
5 in 1924 ..
2 in 1925.
6 in 1926.
6 in 1927.
(c) Yes.
(a) Yes ; 28 apprentices and candidates submitted.writteii
protests:
against this procedure. ·
(e) Yes.
(J) Yes, because copies of the Deputy Commissioner'.s order were re ..
quired for filing appeals against bis order and no cause of appeal had arisen.
A copy of the Deputy Commissioner's order is placed on the table.
(g) No, but the Deputy Commissioner, Ferozepoie, is aware o1 the provision in paragraph 5 (6) of Finandal Commissioners' Standing Order No .. 44and Government does not propose to take any action.
APPRENTICES

IN

.

.

COPY OF DEPUTY COMMISSIONER, FEROZEPORE'S ORDER, DATED
9TH MARcH, 1982.
REFUSED.-Clerks cannot appeal against my arrangements for advertisements; and no clerk at present inoffiee has any right of appeal until appointments are made. Any more of this kind of thing will be. treated as a.
breach of discipline.
·
NOMINATION OF .A MAHAJAN OR VAISH TO MUNICIPAL
CoMMITTEE, BmwANI.
(Answer to Q~tion No. 866, pag~ 887 ante.)
The Honourable Dr. GokulChand Narang : (a) Yes, but thee
appointments were made by the _Commissioner.
(b) Yes, but the notification was issued by the Commissioner.
(o) It is regretted .that the required figures are not available in the
Secretariat.
(a) As the Mahajans obtained five seats by election, the Commissioner-did not consider it to be necessary to appoint any Mahajan on the Committee.
(e) None.
SELECTION BOARD FOR THE PROVINCIAL
MEDICAL SERVICE.
'
'
(Answer to Question No. 867, page 887 ante.)
The Honourable Malik Firoz Khan Noon: (a) Yes.
(b) No.
(c) None.
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REMOVAL OF ELECTED MEMBERS FROM THE 8IALKOT MUNIOIPALITY FOR.
PARTICIPATION· IN POLITIOS.

(Answer to Question No. 877, page 888 ante.)

The Honourable Dr. Gokul Chand Narang: (a) Yes.
(b) They joined in invading _territory of a friendly State and were·
convicted of an offence under section 148, Indian Penal Code, implying in
the opinion of the Local Government a defect of character which unfitted
· them to be members.
·
(c) No; none of the six members has- expressed any form of regret;
except Feroz Din who has entered into an undertaking not to take part in
activities directed against the Kashmir State. He did not tender an
apology.
(d) No.
(e) No.
(f) Under the law they cannot be reappointed but if they tender a.
proper apology and give an undertaking not to take part in any unlawful
activities the question of the removal of their disqualification may be considered.
LITIGATION EXPENSES, BEHK ESTATE.

(Answer _to Question. No. 882, page 989. ante.)

The Honourable Captain. Sardar Sikander Hyat Khan: -A. sum ·
of Rs. 8,202-11-9 including a sum of Rs. 622-5-0 as pleader's fee was spent
on litigation by the Behk estate during the year 1980-81 (1st October 1980
to 80th September 1981).
MUSLIMS IN PATHANKOT MUNICIPALITY.

(Answer to Question No. 886, page 991 ante.)

The Honourable Dr, Gokul ChanelNarang: (a) The total population of the town is 9,768 of whom 5,858 are Muslims.
(b) The voting strength of the town is 2,682 of whom 1,870 are Muslims
and 1,258 Hindus, 59 being Sikhs.
(o) There are 7 elected and 2 appointed members.
(d) Four elected seats and one appointed seat were held by Muslims
from December 1924 till the existing committe~ came into· office.
(e) Yes.
(f) It is correct that no Muslim has been appointed as a member on the
existing Committee.
There is now one ex-officio member and such members
are for obvious reasons reckoned as non-communal.
Of the remaining
eight members there are four Muslims.
(JJ) Appointments in the case of second class municipal committees
are made by the.Commissioner. It is,however, observed that as the finances
of the Committee were very bad it was considered desirable to have an official
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president and that according to· the recognized· formula. Muslims are en.titlecB.
to four out of the remaining eight seats.
·
RETRENOHMENT .lN THE

Ptrnmo

HEALTH CmoLE'.

(.Answer to Question· No. 890, page: 998 ante.)

The Honolll'able

Sir J91:~~-cfioa· SinJh:

1

(a) The Ptiblio·
Health Circle consists of the Circle. office, 8 divisions .and -6 sub-divisions.
Two divisions and 2 sub-divisions with corresponding staff have been.
retrenched.
(b) The principles laid down in Punjab Government letter No. 528-2'.
(Home-Genl.), dated 18th Feoruary, 1982, have been followed.
(c) Please see reply to (b) above. Efficiency and seniority were two·
factors taken into consideration in determining the staff to be retained;
(a) The reply is in the affirmative.
(e) It is not a fact. · The selection of .men retained has peen made in
close consultation with the Buperintending Engineer, Public Health Circler
and after examination of the service rolls of each member •

Sardar

•

8.2 PLC-360-19·10,32-:::GFP Lahore,

•
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Rules governing. A and .B
class prisoners
.•
Sta.t.e prisoners
..
Supply of writing material to'
B class prisoners ••
System of voting in district
boards
.•
Tenders for Badarpur sand
Tuberculosis patients, New
Centra.IJail,Multa.n
Tubercular prisoners
and
civil Disobedience prisoners
in New Central
Jail,
Multan
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229'
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2292().
654-55
653.
836
700-01

RAO BAHADUR

Appointment
of girdawar
qanungos
Bhakra Dam Project
.•
Clerks in deputy .oommiss
sioners' offices
••
Clerks in the offices of dist.riot
and sessions judges
Exurnination for sub-judge
candidates· ·
••
Expenditure on cana.ls
••
Expenditure on establishments and works in Public
Works Department
••
Expendi~ o~ the La.bore

Conspiracy UIBe
Government quarters

••

in
Simla. and Lahore
Hindu agriculturists in the
police service
••
Houses on Golf Road Govern-·
rnent Estat.e
Income and expenditure,
Nill Bar farms for convicts
Indian Clerks' Quarters,
Lahore
••
Jails and Ment.al Hospital .•
Jungle allowance
'
••
Mohindar
Singh
Thim!,
Sarda.r
Nal Chah dues on ckaki
crops
Net profit.s fJ;om cana.ls
••
Provincial expenditure, non,
vot:ed
Ra.infall, · water supply and
· · relief in land revenue to
Rohta.k, eto., districts
Recommendations
of the
Punjab
Sources
of ·
Revenue Committee

34-
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36'
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31
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Question re-concfd.
Recruitment
of constables,
Rohtak district
Reductions in strength and
pay of ohaukidars
Remission and suspensions
of revenue
Remission of land revenue
and abioma, Rohtak district
Remission of land revenue
and water rates
Rent-free quarters to Government servants
Rent-free
quarters
to
imperial and provincial
service officers
...
Representation of residents of
Ambala and Lahore among
deputy superint.endents of
police, ete,
..
Residences for Government
officers
Retrenchment
Committee's
recommendations
•.
Savings under special pay
and allowances
..
Scholarships from provinoie.l
funds
•.
Scholarships in industrial
schools
Statutory
agriculturists
among Hindu sub-judges
Statutory
agriculturists
among readers in the
Ambala division
Steno-typists
in Ambala
division
and statutory
agriculturists
Temporary establishment in
certain departments
Water mte of gram
••
Working expenses of canals
Zilladar appointments
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30-31
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697
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38
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41
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34
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SHAIXHQnestion rerCase of bribery against an
official of Punjab University
Establishment
under the
Superintending Engineer,
Public Health Circle ..
Girls' High School building,
Hoshiarpur
••
Leather tanning expert
Non-offioie.l members
of
Communication Board
President, , Find Dadan
Khan munioipa.lity
Terminal tax schedule of
Jullundur municipa.lity ••
University
exa.minationsirregularities

L

26- 7

3
3
2
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F.uz MUlWlUIAD, S:iu.DraQuestion reChapmsis of deputy commissioners
Criminal ca66S in Dera Ghazi
Khan
•.
Education of boys in Dem
Ghazi Khan district
Frontier Crimes Regulation
Frontier Crimes Regulation
and Balooh women
Grants to educational
institutions in Dera Ghazi ·
Khan district
Kashmir Agitation
Land revenue remissions,
Dera Ghazi Khan
Picketing and other alhed
movements
Retrenchment Committee's
report
Sessions Court · for Dera
Ghazi Khan
Warden of fisheries
GoPAL DAS, LA.LA.Question re--Appointments in the Veterinary Department
.Assistant District Inspector,
Monicipal Board Schools,
Lahore
.Assistant district Inspectors
of schools
Communal representation
in the Veterinary Department
·
Failure of Kasur Municipality
to realise lease money for
a plot of wm:ulland
Inspector, Lahore division
Islamia. Anglo Vernacular
Middl<, School, Kunjah •.
Municipal Committee, Kasnr
Niaz-ud-Din, Dr., M.B., B.S.
Payment of rent for municipal land by Kasur Municipality
.Recognition of tlie Islamia
School, Kunjah
Unauthorized
alterations
in the electoral rolls of
Municipal
Committee,
Kasur
Unauthorized sale of trees by
M. Sher Nawab, Member,
municipal
committee,
Kasur

167
645

146
645

...

6U
147
644-

12
340

339.40
11-12
810-11
340
703-04
707..08
SU
809-10
704

809

811-12

HABIB ULLAH, KlrAN BAHADU:&
SilDAB-

698-99
2
698
I

Question re-Committee to solve communal problem
Ma.intenance and repair ex.
penditnre in Irrigation
Circles

708,74950
392
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Question re-corwZd.
Prelimina.ry selection by the
Selection Board for. the
Provincial Medical Service
Revenue earned by canals
and the amount , of re· missions
Working expenditure
on
canals
1H.uBAT Ka&N DAHA, KHA!iQuestion re.Abolition of certain districts
B class prieonera
Kkaraba
Kitchen Canal in the Nili
B1u Colony
Lahore-Montgomery -Multan·
. roa.d
Maul vi Ahmed, a political
prisoner
Newspapers under. official
control
Permanent
revenue
on
Dauraohah
T. B. prisoners in New
Central Jail, Multan
Water supply
on Ma.ilsi
non-perennial canal
Wheat production
,
Writmgmateri&l for A and
B class prisoners
111-.ul:-uu-Dlll. MAULVI-Question rt Ali Muhammad,
student;
Ja.ranwala High School ••
Auction of trees on Burala
Cana.I in Tandlianwala
..
-Oommunal representation,
district staff, Lyallpur .•
Devi Das, District Revenue,
Accountant, Lyallpur
Discharge of outlets on the
Burewala Dlstributary
of the Lower Ougera
Division
Drainage Scheme, Dasuha
tahsil
Education
in
Lyallpur
District Board
l!'orest guards and foresters
.Fruit gardens on the Bute.
wala Distributary
Headmaster,
Government
High School, Jaranwala
Interviews with the Executive Engineer,
Lower
Gugera Division
. •.
Muhammadan sub-assistant
surgeons in Lyallpur and
other districts
Musliin students in Government High School, Jaranwalu.
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·
Mahtam Sikhs and
the
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Me.laria relief measures
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..

Mem.orie.l regarding pay of
chaukidar of Che.k .29,
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..
Relief. for damage. by ra.inwater inLa,hore district ••
W a.ter rates on fodder crops
Aqueducts on the Jara.nw.ala.
Lyallpur Railway Line ••
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represent.a.tion,
Public Works Department
~retariat,
· Irrigation
Branch
Recruitment of zilladars from
the Canal Department
Senior clerks in Financial
Commissioner's office
Sikh representation in the
clerical staff of . Public
Works Department
Seo.
retario.t
Sikhs in certain posts in the
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•.
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1·epresentation in
Financial · Commissioners'
office
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Admission
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..
283
.Bhakra. Dam Project and the
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..
823
Bhakra Dam Scheme
282
.Bhiwa.ni Water-works
380
Boarding-house,
Government
.High
School,
Bahadurgarh ..
336
Canal
water
for
public
diggis
••
283-84
Candidates for clerical establishment,
civil
. courts,
Hissar district
909
Cases
pending in Hissar,
Gurgaon, Karna.I and
Rohtak districts
••
284-86
Cattle Farm Enquiry, Hisaar
884-86
Cattle Farm, Hissa.r, Committee of Enquiry
..
280..Sl
Census figures and education
grant to district boards
•.
764,86
Ohaukidars and work in police
stations, Hissar
..
764
OlassifiC11. tion of political
prisoners convicted in connection
with the Civil
Disobedience :i\fovement •. 877, 878
Classification
of
political
prisoners in jails
••
876-77
Classification of women political prisoners convicted in
connection with the Civil
Disobedience Movement ..
878
Communal
representation
in the inspeotora.te
,•
334-36
Convictions of ladies, Civil
Disobedience Movement ••
886
Criminal tribes
596-97
Dacoities in Gnrgaon
dis·
triot
..
..
601
Delhi-Montgomery Road • ,
751
Delhi-Montgomery Road, Hissar district
.,
338-39
Deposit in cash for supply of
blankets to judgmentde btors in jails
•.
702
DeswaJi Bawaris . .
•.
597
Diet money to oivil prisoners
702-03
Education of the depressed
classes
•.
282-83
Electrificat-ion of Hissar '.I.own
282
Exemption of the sword and
sword stick from licence •.
703
Fellows on the Senate of the
Punjab University
••
701
First class magistrate's Court
for Panipat . .
••
· 646-47
Grants for aided high schools
752
Grants to district boards for
education
•.
756
Grievances of non-Musllms in
Public Works Department
(Irrigation)
•.
••
89-92
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· Question f'&Hissar Ca.ttle Farm retrenchment
Increasing Government revenue
Intermediate Colleges, .Ambale.
division
Irrigation by the MuhaDlllla.dpur Minor
••
. ••
Maintenance of families of cri,
minals sent to reformatory .
Mynas in Gurgaon district
Mohini Devi, Sh.rime.ti, a. midwifery student
Motor vehicles
Normal schools
Number of students on roll in
districts of Hissar, Roht.a.k,
etc.
Police control
over chowkidars
Police sub.inspectors, .Ambal&
division
Post of treasurer at Delhi,
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337
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750
600-01
'T
597
336

766
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697-98
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Public Healtli Division, Amba.Ia.
337-88.
Punjab University
examinations
701
Qazi Faze.I Ilahi, Tahaildarand the Panipa.t Riot Case
6-7
Remissions and suspensions of
land revenue and abiana • •
761-63Remission of land revenueand
·
abi.ana
592 .93,
Remission of land revenue in
barani villages • •
593-9&
Retirement
of
Government
servants
280·
Retrenchment among teeehers
336,
Retrenchment in Government
departments • .
33'T
Retrenchment
of
gazetted
officers ·
884
Rural and Urban Sanitary
Board
287, 884
Sale of cattle from Govern.
ment Cattle Farm, Bissar
595-96
Sub-Judges
in Rohtak, Gnrgaon, Karna! and Hissar
districts
..
2 86
Treatment
of
political
760-61
prisoners
598,.
Tuition fee
Umardaraz .Ali Khan, Khan
Bahadur Nawab, Kamal.
Withdrawal of powers of
909>
honorary magistrate
•.
Widening of the Delhi-Mont28:t
gomery Road •.
L.ABH S:mGB, MR.Question reKharij channels, Gujranwala
883
Division
Kharif channels of Upper
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•.
Water rates on kharif channels,
8'33-84;-,
Upper Chenab Canal
~·
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MAJIIBA.,7 SINGH, CHOID\N, KAN·

WABQuestion reAgricultnma,1 · Favm,, .Ambs;la.
City ,.acquisition, of land .•
Apprenti:.e& in the• office: of
Depuey ©0mmissroner, Fe·
rozepore
Co-opeI.'Bltive. s:oi;:fotiieSJ
.•
Defalcation in thb .LaW!lerioe
.Gardens
.•
.Einbezz.lementl in the office of
Daputy Direct©D of · Agcicultlli1e·.rut R,a:wal,pindi ·
Grants-in-aid
to
imiva.te
schools
and
. boa.rdilig
houses, Ambala. d.istriat. • •
:Matriculation
eXi8illlllla.tion
fee, Pu.,nja.b,Unhrersif1,r
Middle.and high school education, Kasa.ult, ,
Recognition of Hargolal Girls'
High. School, Amba)llj Ca.nr,
townent
Renewa,1' o£ dams in channel
of l·L/9-L Minor,Nili l3e.r
R3trencb.,ment .of the musaddams-

W a.tor-logging·, Rupar· tie.hail

MUJ1ABA11:

12-13
834-35
163,64
831
830.31
165•66
14
t6l,62
167
162-83
824
162

:Mb.YADAS,MB. E.-

Question reAotivities, of tihe
Public
1
Health Depa.:rtment
••
988
Convictions under· Sardi!. Aot
Drinking,
water, Sba.11:pur
987
distriot
Export .of ·gr.a.ins from the
988
Punjab
98!1;:.88
:Electric power furlifting water
Protest · e.ga.iDst holding, oi
University; ex8iJD.ination: on
922
Sundiliy
· ·•
.
••
lM:OHAN LAL, ·RAl BAHAotra, L..tJlo&:Question- re;_
982
Dre.wing masters
Fee concessions to. depressed.
982·83
classes
1;182
F<les in primary schools
982
Free primary ednoa.tion
Kal wa,nt Re.i, @v.ersoor; Tori.
221. 812
gation Branch,
982
Sb.astris-a.nd munshi fazils
MOHANSINGH, SilDAB BAHADUB

S,umAB.

Question· re- Boa.rdingo.house, Ii>istrict· Board
High· School, . Scigobindpur
:District! boardJ High Sohool,
Sri.gobindpur
..Headma.stel', District Board
High, School, Srigobindpur
_Headmaster of Boar-d High.
Schools, Lahore Division· .•
_Passport for Persia no Sa.rda.r
Harbans Singh, Sistani ..
Poor f.u,nd, li>istrict Board,
High· School, Sri Gobindpur
"Trained gra.dua.te.&, in boand,
- =hools, La.how divis.ion .••

975-76
.974
976-77
975

698
976
975

...

.Ai.I sak,

Question re-.
Communal
repnesentatdon
an:long,oflioia.lsin,th!3 Jhang.
district
•~
..
Date gardens
District; Beards (•Executive ·
Officer) Bill • • .
· ·
Exflcutive
Officer,. . 1.a,h.ore
Municipa.l Committee
..
Ma.chia,,NIIJllga.andh1&ga,ng..
Punjab,Gowrwnent and anti.
Kashmir agitation
Relief. to,zwminde.rs
Representation
of notified,
a.grfonltura! · tDibes (Mus·.
Itms). of the Jha,ng district
in the Police Depaetment. .
Superior pnovineial' agricultural service . .
.
W ater-Iogging,
Jll.ang district! ·
·
MUHAJIIJIIAD .ABDUL
KHAN, CJliUDJIRI-

'.·!:·•

SAYAD.

381
381-82
384-85
385
382-83
384
913-14

383
914
914-15

R..mMAN

QJ18Btion reConcessions in land revenue
demand
·
Corrnption:ini Civil and Police·
departments • .
.
Impout duty on fruits, JulInnder . municipality
Indebtedness of za.minmi,rs.,
Ludhiana. Municipal:
Committee
.
Nir'fel,,11a11M,, Jull'o.nd.ur l1!ini
oipa.litJy
•. .
.. . .
Notified Area Coinmlttee,
Oivif Station.. Ludhiana:. • .
Retirement of extra. a.ssista.nt. eommissioners,
tahail dars a.nd naili, tahsil dans
Stay of a. revenue olJi(ler in a.
district
Tax on vegetables, Jullundur
·

9ll
912.
9ll
Ol~-12
920-21

0

MUHAllllllAD AmN KHAN;
BAHADUBMALIK-

910
921-2
156-57
156

910

KHAN

Question rePost-gra.dua. te training and. research in Lahore Medical
College.
Selection Boardfor the Provincial Medical Service

838
837-38

M'O'l[il[M;A.D DIN MALAK, l\f.B.Qnestion re~
Bhiwa.ni Water Works con,
tract
·
Chief engtneee as a. recessing
officer
.
Chil)f engineers, and superintending engineers
and
canal construction
..
Clerioa.l eta~. Deputy Com·
mislliollllr's. office, Gurdaspur

379-80
984
983
341
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MuBAMMAD EusooF,. KHWAJA-

CQ1Ulld.

Question re-eoncld.
Communal representation in
the Provianial Engineering
Service, Public Works Department
4-5
Employees in the Public
Healnh. Circle
585-86
Executive
Officer, Lahore
Municipal• Committee
386
HukamSingh, Sardar, 'l)emporary Enginear
984
Muhammadan as Executive
Officer, AmritSB,11
33i-32
Municipal Executive Officers'
Act
287, 331
Muslim representation in
Forest Department
25
Muslims· in ministerial. staff
of the Civil Secretariat
24-5
.Muslims in' the
judicial
branch, punjab civil service
4
Non-Muslim candidates fox
executive officership
332:
Railway subway No. A/61
outside Shoranwala, Gate,
Lahore
..
..
386
:Sadar Qi.tauungo,. Deputy
Commissioner's office, Gurdaspnr
332-33
Retrenched temporary engineers
985
Retrenchment
in
Public
Health Circle
232-33
Superintendents and assistant. superintendents
of
offices·
341-42
Temporary engineers
342, 985
Towers· in. the Mandi HydroElectrio Scheme
.• 25-26; 656
1

:MUHAMMAD. EusooF,

KRWAJ"A-

Question reCandidates for clerical establishment, elvilcourts, Hissar district
388
Closure of certain high
schools
387
Cloveril!Dent
intermediate
colleges
301, 970
Head examiners, Punjab University,
communal
representation • •
969
Headmaster; District Board
High School, Raikot
970-71
Headmasters; etc., in the
Jullundur division
389
Headmasters, eto., in the
province
388-89
Headmistresses and mistresses
in Government girls' schools·
388
Hostel superintendents
in
Jullundur division
390
Inspecting and teaching staff,
-Iullundn» division
392
·· Officers in the Indian agricultural' service . .
759-60

Question re- ·
Professors, ete., of the Panja b
University
970
Panja.b
University
examiners
969
Reporter on Books
970
Retirement of extra assista.nt
commissioners
386-87
Retrenchment .of .European . .
and Indian Officers
760
Senior officers' in- the Indian
agricultural service
759
MUHAMMAD HAYAT Q'IT.RESBI,
KHAN BAHAD'IT.R MuN. Ques-

tion reCriminal tribes settlement in
charge of the Salvation
Army in Sheikhripura dis·
trict
Staff in the Punjab Mental
Hospital, Lahore

704-05
871-72

MuBAMMA.D RAZA S:w.H, GILANI,
MAXHDUMZADA SAYAD-

Question reMultan College • •
Soap and trunk. factories,
Mandi Khanewal
MtrHAM;MAD' SADI!l,

980

S:ium.H-

Question.reLahore municipal Enquiry
Committee
Muslims in Pathankot Muni.
cipa.lity
••
••
Subordinates in the Upper
Bari Doab Canal Circle • •
MtrZAll'l!'AB KHAN,

380-81

KHAN

832
991
991-92

SABJB

CA.l'TAIN MALIX. Question ire'Remission of land revenue to
Clovernment tenants
in
Mianwali district
Scholarship and. stipends to
sons of agriculturists and
~soldiers in MianwaU
Special edueetlon grant to
Mianwali District Board . .

650
649~00
650

NABENDRA. NATH, DIWAN BAHAD'IT.R RuA'-

Question. re ,
Personnel o:li the Committee
to enquire into· the affairs
of the Punjab University

886

NDIAL CH,4,ND AGGARWAL, LALA.
Question reCompensation for cancellation of contract,
B..asur
Municipal Committee
Concession of fees to the boys
of untouchable classes
€onstr.uction of a, road (Takia
Imam Shah) by
Kasur
Municipality . •
Fees in primary classes in
Jal?I'aon schools
Garden and tea parties to
Govemment
officials at
Kaaur

378
977
150
977-78
149-6()
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CHAND,

TruxuR.

Question re-co11cltl.

Kitson lamp at the residence .
Dam across Dehri·Stream at.
of Sub-divisional
Office:r,
Kotla.
. ••
••
92-3~
Kasur .
••
378-79
Lease of land to Dara Baba
High school for girls,. Kangra
SS.
district ·
..
..
379
flo.ri He.r at Kasur
Misappropriation,
Kasur ·
Hindu Rajputs in . the pro377 ,'
916
vincial medical service
••
MunioipaJ Committee
Mandi Hydro-Electrio Scheme,
Misappropriation, · Municipal
915
land under the towers ••
Committee, Khem Karan
150
Pay of zaildars in the Kangra
Removal and . ea.le of filth,
151
88·
district
••
Kasur Municipality
Secret.a.ry,. Munioipal · ComPromotions to Rajput
sub. 377-78
inspectors and inspectors of , .·
mittee,' Khem· Karan
93;
police.
Standing Sub-committees of
Retirement of gazetted officers,
the KlJ,l!Jll' Municipal Com- ·
of Veterinary,
Agrioul379
mittee
978
tJll'e and
Co~operative
Training of drawing masters
departments
88-89
Nu:aULLAR, MIA.N. Question 'leAdmission to · Boys Prepara- ·
Royalty to zamindars of
Kangra
92, 915
tory School of Queen Mary's
Colle ge
·,
Staff .on duty on gazetted
14-15
'
94).
holidays · · • •
..
Damage by dust: and 'hail·
980-81 :PANDIT, MR. NUAK CRAlm,
storm to crops in. Lyallpl11'
Question reDamage , to rabi; crops by
Lala Madan La.I, c class
dust and hailstorm
823-24
981
990
prisoner
Degrees in AgrioultJll'e
Differential' treatment meted
Lala Ramanand,
political
!
99(),
out to passengers in tongas ·
prisoner
and· cars proceeding from
Seoretary, Municipal Com766, 68Nila Gumbaz to Anarkali ••
mittee, Batala
813 .
Pum, MB•. MuxAND LAL.
Exemption of sword from theQuestio1.1·
'leoperation of .Arms Act . ·
160-61
Financial deficit
..
161
Anglo-vernaoula.r · middle and
981
Grain elevator, Lyallpur . '
Kliaraha
· ·
high schools
705-06,
20
. Country , or English liquor
License to 'ply oars: on hire
shop, . Lahore
on
Pathankot-Dalhousie ·
11
Dadabhoy Liquor Shop. Lahcm,
10·
Road
699-700
Denominational
schools · in
Plying for hire rates on Pa648.
Lahore division
thankot-Da.lhousie Road ..
700
District
inspectors
in the
Public school education
;,
15
Lahore division
Revenue charged on toria and
648
Eleotoml
rolls
of
·
district
makkai
,,
19
board constituencies
Settlement in the Lower Che758"
nab Canal ·
Examiners
for the vernaou17.18
641}
lar middle examination
Use of canal water for drinkFee
charged for · vernacular
ing purposes . .
.• ,
,18-19
, middle Pxamination
649'·
arabandi for :. Jhelum ' and
Illicit distillation
·
10
L wei Chenab Canal
19
Je.girs
390-91
Water allowed to fruit gardens.
Local Option Act , ,
10·
in Chak No. 120-G-B
••
653
Political
lllisoners
in the ·
PANOHAM 'CHAND, THAKUR.,
, Central Jail, Lahore
Question re989-90
Raja
Ram,
Martial Lu,w
.Agriculturists as public proprisoner
158
secutors
655
Retrenchment·
in
Public
Casual leave
93-4
Health,
Electrical
and
Compensation to zamindars
99'2-93,
.Architectural Circles
of Kangra district
92, 916
Retrenchment
in the Public
Compensation for land occuHealth Circle
·
993pied by towers of the
~le of country liquor after
Hydro-Electric
Depart10-11
licensed hours
ment, Kangra
87
Security
from
newspapers
Cutting of trees in forests,
under
Press
E:m,ergenoy
Kangra · and Hoahiarpur
Powers Aot
districts
87-8
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,Pum:, lllUlUND LAL. MB.--Question
re-conrlitilP-d.
..
Subordinate officials . in
Punjab police
.•
Sultan Singh, La.la, of Rohtak
Superintendent,
·rermina.I
, ax Department, Ka.sur
Termillal tax on
motor
.
lorries, Kasur

Question re-con.ctd.
Sikh representation in the
Buildinga and Roads. Branch
of Public Works Depart821
ment
Sl!lWAK RAM, R.u BARADUB LALA.
Ques ion reAgricultural assistants
•• 985, 986-87
Appointments to inspectorate
of schools
168
Bhakra Dam Project
333
Communal representation In
156
co-operative credit banks
Communal
representation
among veterinary deputy
157
superintendents
District and assistant
dis·
trict ;nspeotors of schools
169,974
District inspectors of schools
231-32
Education
service, Lahore.
District Boa.rd
599-600
Extra assistant and deputy
directors of agriculture , •
986
Grant of land to probationers
of Agricultural (lollege ••
986
Haisiyat tax in Gujra.t .district
·
...
339
Hindu
Assistant
District
Inspector in charge of
Municipal Board Schools,
La.ho re
.
972
Hindu. district inspectors of
schools
.,
973
Hindu inspectors of schools
167
Hindu representation among
assistant
inspectors
. of
schools
1(!8, 973
Hindu representation among
deputy inspectors of education
147, 974
Hostel
superintendents . in
Government schools
,•
972
Inspectors' Conference and
Hindi teaching
...
168
Inspectors of schools
••
232
Kulwant Bai, Lala, Overseer,
Irrigation Branch
,•
834
Lahore Municipal Enquiry
Committee
. , 342.43, 600
Murders
and
preventive
measures
156
Lala Nand Lal. Headmaster ••
586-87
Overseers in
the Public
Health Circle ••
879-80
Sta.ff of the Public Health
Circle
879, 880,
881.
Superintendent of municipal
board -chools, Lahore
.•
168-69
Supersession of Hindus in the
Education Department , •
971-72
Time-scale of pay for subordinat.e educational
service
157
Teaching of Hindi
l.li5
Vernacular middle examin~
ation
647

SAIIIPUBAN SINGH, SABDAR.

757-58
390
,:752-53
752

iRAGHBm SmoH, HONORARY LmlJ'l'lll·
NANT
SARDAR.
Question

re-

Communal representation in
the clerical staff of the
Public Works Department,
829
Irrigation Secretariat
..
Representation of Sikhs in the
clerical staff. of the Public
Works Department, Irrigation Secretariat
768
;;R.A.MJI DAS, LA.LA.Question
re Tuberculosis
Hospital in New Central
Ja.ii. Mult,a,n .•
830
.RAM SAEUP, CHAUDHRL
Question re_.:.
Administration of criminal
225
justice
Arrests for political ·. agita225
tion
, 226
Diet for prisoners
225-26
District Jail, Rohtak
222-23
Police in Rohtak district
Police in Rohtak, · communal
representation
.•
223
Political offences, Rohtak dis224
trict
Mr. Ralia Ram, Accountant,
833-34
district board, Hissar
Recruitment of deputy superintendents and inspectors
224
of police
Sultan Singh, Lala, political
757
prisoner in Rohtak Jail ••
:iRIASAT
ALI, CHA.UDHBI.
Question reDistriot Inspector of Schools,
871
Jullundur
M. Karam Din. Chandhri,
881
Lawrence Gardens
340-41
Naib-tahsildar candidates ..
882
Village Said Nagar
..
Water-supply in Kassoki and
154, 833
Jaurian raibahae
Water-supply in village Said
881-82
Nagar
882
Zilladar,Akalgarh
~URAN
SINGH, SARDAB.
Question reCommunal representation in
Irrigation Branch
.. 817-20,821
Sikhs in the imperial · and
provincial services of the
province
816-17
.Sikh representation in the
Irrigation Bra.nob
.• 820, 821-22
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Question ·re-

CRAUDHBT.

RAILWAY

Agriculturist ·zaild&rs
886
Amritsar IDistriot :Boa.td
589-90
Books ;in the Punjab Public
Lib.racy
.886
Canal outlets in village A:wan,
than.a Kihangu;h Dogran,
district ,Sheikhupura
.887-88
Co-operative
SOoieties,
Sheikhnpura • .
;588-89
Dacoities
•• 588, '753-54
District Board, .Gujranwala
591
Grant ;of 1Iand to non-agrlealturists of Gujranwala dis·
triot
587
Insolvency
proceedings in
Lyallpur district
887
Lease ,of land dn Njlill]mna
and,Mana,nwala in·&ieikhu.
pura district
887
Nominations
to
district
boarda
592
Potato .orep in ,Sheikhupura
district
756-66
Removal of -eleeted members
from the SiaJkot Municipality fur participation in
politics
888
Revenue suits ,pendinit . in
revenue oonrts in Sheikhupura
887
Sale of leased land quitted.by
Sir Zuffiqar Ali .Khan -and
Raja ·DaJ.jit:Singh
753
Verna-0ular papers purchased
for
board
schools ,in
Shei.khupura district
755
Water-supply in .Sheikhupuril.
district
754
Wells in ;the Sheikhupura
distJ:iot
591
Wat.er4oggi:ng .in Khangah
Dogran
587
'UJJAL

SINGH,

SABDAR SARIB

SAm>.m. ·;Question nB. Jawala Singh's compulsory
retirem.ent and pension • •
Pension to B. Ja.waJ.a ,Singh,
Bead •Colony Clerk, Montgomery

102
979-80

Fe·

386

ltAID"ALL-

Question ~Ii ...,.., water-sup;ply
and re1:1.ef in 'land revenue
to Rohtak, ete., districts •.•
RAIN·WATEB-

Question re relief for damage
by - in Lahore district • .
RAJA RAMQuestion "6 - , Martial Law
prisoner
1t.A.JB.A.H.A.(s)-·
Qucst.io:it re water-eupply in
Kassdki ana J0,urian- . .
B,AJl'UT(S)-

434
168·,
833~

.

Question re Hindu - in the
provincial medical ser,vice
Promotions
to sub-in.
s pectors and , inspectors of
police
RALL\ R.ur, ,MR.,
Question Fe - , Accountant,
Distri.ct-]3,oar,d, Hissar
,RAMA.NAND, LALAQuestion re - , J>Olitical
· prisoner
·
.RAM LAL, MB.Question ll'e · !lease of Har.
eharanpura .Estate and -. ,

RAM

695.6;

.

RevenueAssistant

·916•
93~
833-4"~
980 •

46;

SABUP, CRAUDHBI-.-

OeneraJ discussion

Budget.

318,

·lt.A:NGOI CANAL-

Demand
Grant.

for .Supplementiuy
.Motion re ..

708-lO ·

RASUL H_EADW<OR~S-

Question re -

..

276

,RATES-

Question re ,plying for hire on
Pathankot ..Dalhousie
Road
Question ,i,e - for A and B .
. class prisoners
Question ll'e statutory agriculturists among - in the
Amhala division
RE·ADMISSION-

823-.24

9.23..56
631

Que.stion re - of failed students, ·Government 'High
School, Ja~Iiwala
RECESSING

0FFJO]l:R-

Question
asa-

801-02

on food·
956-66

re

ohief

engineer

Question reOf iHargolal
Hirls'
High
School, .AmbaJ..a Cantonment
.
Of the :(slamia School,
iKunjah

BOOOGJ.lll'.L'ION.

'.RAJ:LWAY FREIGIITS-

Resolution
grains

,Question re ..:... 'Nu. A-6, out.
side Shera~wala 61!:te,
Lahore
' .•

700·
220'

READERS-

OBOPS-

Queation.re damage to -by
.dust and hailstorm
.Resolution ll'e reduction of
duesior·
RAllJM BAKHSH, MAtrLVI :SmBudget motion. Redur.tion
of the pay of Minist.ers ..
Resolution
ll'e
vernacular
middle school examination

·8-9•
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REMisslONS.

RECRUITMENT--

Budget ·motion .re ...,.... to l!Tigation Department
Budget motion re - tu :tem..
pore;rir·establishment 'fif the
It,rigation :Bepa,i,tment
B.EoRUITlllENT.
Qoestion reOf constables, :Rohtak ,diJi.

Question' ·'2-

· ·

concZd.

506-513

Of im.mi revenue , in ,ban/,m,
villa;ges
Of lLand lle-sre.ttlle ta Gcw.ernment tenants
Mia:nwali

trict
OI ,deputy superintendents

26-7,

Re:wmllB earned by JJaneJ.s
a.nd the amount af··~·

and :i!Ilspeotors of police ••
Statement re - to Irrigation
Departmeat ..

221

REDUCTION.

QuPst,ion re-

strength and ;pay ·of
ohaukidars
Of water-rates
in Gul'g81(ln
district
•.
Resolution re - in abiana ..

513-18

I

602

169..s
79.3

7fi0

.REFUNDS--RESMVED-·

•.•

691

••

722',

Demand for grant
Demand for Supplementary

692'

REFUND~lJ'RANSFflRRE'O-

Grant

..

..

72.3,,

REGIS~ll'ION-

Demand for grant

443-4.4

REOISTBATIONDEPARTMENT--

Budget rmotion. Alfowanoes
and honoraria in REGULATION. Question reFrontier Crimes Frontier Crimes
and
Baloch women

443-4.4

H5·
146

RBLATIV,ER--'

Question re - of .merabersof
seleetdon boards
RELlEF.
Question reFor damage by rain water
in Lahore district
To family of Nand Lal, de.
ceased
To zamindara
To samindars .on account of
hailstorm
RELIEF

825
43-4
45.'6

913-14
913

MEASURES-

Question re :malaria REMIBs10N(s). Question reFraud case re - of American
cotton
La.nd revenue - Dera Ghn.zi
Khan
And suspensions ·Of ,]and
revenue and abia'!W,
And suspension of revenue ..
For cotton crop,
Lower
Gugera Division
For crops sown :for green
manuring
Of land revenue and abiana
Of land revenue and alnana,
Rohtak distr.fot
Of land revenue and water.

rates

. Question re - -<>f •.eleot.ed '·
members from the Sialk~t
MmtlaiFality
l)llrtioipa·
tmn im tpolitios .'

for

Question re -

and sale af

:fillth, Kasu:r Muniojpality

Questfon ·re .maintenance .of ·
families of orhninals sent

GrBint

•:-

REMOVAL GF 1ii'll;Tllf-,.,

601

REFORMATORY-

Demand for .grii.nt
Demand= for Su.pplellllentnry

••

RBMOVAL-

in

to -

in

district

593..95.

45-6,

272

!REN'!'
Question re payment ·of f-or llliunioipa! land il>y
Ka.sur III uniaip&lity
RENT·FREE
QUAR7El!S. Q4,!estioD 'l'eTo Government servants
To imperial and provincial
service <mlicers
,Question
Rllll'BESJIINTATION.
·re-Communal - in overseer
lllruJB :in-GovernmentBohool

of

Engmeenng; Ra.sul

Lahore

among.

pa.rtment, Jnigstion Secretariat
•

969'
973974-

697'

768·

873, 874,

Sikh - in the District and
Sessions
Judge's affioe,

••

874-

REPAIR(S)-

Retrench·

97-8 ·

Question
re maintenance
·and-.expenditure
in Irri·
·gation Circles. •
•,

partment

32-3

876-

872. 873

ment under maintenance
an.d - in Irrigation De-

35

28-

Sikh - in Hoshia.rpur district office

Budget motion.

97

30-1

Sikh -in Commisl!ioner's and
district offices :m Jull.un·
dnr division •• ,.

76Ul3
35>6

592-93,

809-10,

deputy

llllperint.endent.s ·. of police,
eto.
··•.
Of :Sikhs in the olerio&l staff
of the Pnblio Works De-

Hoship.rpnr
146

••

Head examiners, P.tmjab
U.niversity. ·Comm'CinflJ.Hindu - !mltmg , -assistalit
inspectors of schools
••
Hindu e.mong deputy
inspectors of edu.oa.tion ••
Of
notified
agrioultural
tribes ,(Muslims) .of the
Jhang district inthe &lice
Depa.rtment • •
••
Of residents of Ambala and

151

444-6
392:

BEPOBT(S)-

Point of order re Select Committ.ee's - , . Municipal
,(Amendment) . Bill No. 9
of 1931,)
••

838-65.

PAGIIIS,

l\Bl'OBT(S)-C071.Cl4. ·
.
Point of order re Select Com.,
mittee's
-. · Proteotion ·
against Mo]eet41,tion Bm , ,
Question , re Retrenchment
Committee's -

UIIAllthorieed publication in
the press --,- of select

891·908
64:4

••

970

:BJIISEABOB-

Queetion re post-gradua.te
training and - .in the
Lahore Medioa.l College ••

838
100-01

:B111SID'IDN011S-

Queetion re - for Government officers ••

'28-9

RBSIDUB-

Qaestion re upper subordinates .:RESOLUTION re-

Ang)o-vernaoolar sohool
amination

· JRET:BJilNCHMENT--

815

ex-

Employment
of Mazhabi
Sikh oonviete as sweepers
Gurkhas to . be notified as
agrioultural tribe
Railway freights on foodgrains
Reduotion in abiana
Reduotion of dues for t>abi
oreps
Veruaoolar middle sohool examination
Veterinary relief and oattle
breeding by municipalities
Virk Jats of Sheikhupura district
.
'RlllTIBl!IMENT.
Question reB. ,JaweJa Singh's oompulsory - and pension
Of extra assistant
oommissioners
Of extra assistant commissioners,
tahsilda.rs · and
uadb- tahsildars
Of <?azetted officers
Of gazetted offioers; Veterinary, Agriculture and Cooperative departments
Of Government servants

.58-85,
103-43,
'768-93

Question reReoommendations
Report
RlllVlllN11E. : Qae~tion reInorea.slng Government - .•
Permanent
on Deura
Chah
Remission and suspensions
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Earned by canals and the
amount of remissions ..
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993
760
884
824
148-49

956-66
793·
923-55

REVENUE OFFlcEBQuestion re stay of a - in a

966-67

distriot
794-802
793
47-68
1138
386-7

38
644
337
920
36-6
19

644

46

REVJIIN'U'E OOURTS"Question Te revenue suits
pending in - in Sheikhnpura
.
REVl!llfflE DEPARTMENT-Budget motion.
Economy
in - Land Records

802-07

REVENUE

887
368-67

156

SUITS-

Question . re - pending in
revenue courts in Sheikhupura
.••
Ru.SAT ALI, CHAUDHBIBudget motion. Reduotion
in abiana
Resolution Te, reduction in·
abiana
Resolution 'Te reduction of
dues for rabi crops·

928-30

Question re - deputy superintendent of polioe

227

887
454-55
793

'RIKI KESS:, LALA-

156-57
9

RIOT--

88-9
280

.

Budget motion re - in Excise Department
Budget motion re - under
maintenance and repairs in
Irrigation Department
Budget motion re - under
ohief engineers and their
staff
Question reHissar Cattle Farm Among teachers
••
In Government departments

Of the mnkaddams
,·
Sikh representation in service
and
in
Irrigation
Branch

992-93

232-33

RET'BlllN<lllMENT CoMMtTTEl!:(&). , ·

'RJIISIIIBVELAND--

Question re - in Tandlian,
wa1a Sub-division

Question 'fe--ct>rtel-l.
In Publio Health. Eleobrioal ..
and Arohiteotm'&l 0ircles i ~
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Of European· and Indian
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889-891

....
oommittees .••
JSEPOBTIIIBON Booxs-

Queetion re -

Biinmr~.

415-21

495-503
333-4
336

337

Question 'Te Qad Faza.l Ilahi,
T&hsildar, and the Panipat
6-'7
-case
RoADBudget motion. Bridge on
446-47
Mohanke-Gurnharsa.haiQue•tion re-Construotion of a - '(Takia
Imam Shah) , by Kasur
Municipality , •
150
Delhi-Montgomery ••
751
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OWEN-.

BID. Municipal (Amendment)
(No. 9 of 1931).
Point
of order re Select
mittee's report
.. 838, 841-42
Budget. Gener11,l discussion
287-92
Budget motion. Policy of
Government in respect of
looa.l bodies .•
677-78
'Budget motion. Retrenchment under chief engineers and their staff
499-500
Resolution re railway freights
on food-grains
957-66

Com-

:'ROYAL'l'Y-

Question re of Kangra

to zamindara

'RULF.s-

Question "'8 - governing A
and B class prisoners

'.Rur.mos-

Amendment.
Individual
member cannot accept or
reject an -.
After an is moved and proposed
from the chair, it is for
the whole House to vote
upon it and decide whether
it . is acceptable to it or
not. Its acceptance by an
individual
member
is ·
meaningless ..
Amendment intended to take
the place of original motion
in its entirety is to all
intents and purposes a,
substantive motion. When
such
an
amendment
is moved both the amendment and the original
motion are debated upon
simultaneously, while when
an ordinary amendment is
moved and proposed from
the chair the amendment
alone is discussed
Amendment. The chair is
not bound to put - first
and original motion afterwards in every case
Bill. Motion or proceeding
which requires but fails
to receive the sanction of
Governor-General cannot.
be put from the chair ..
Bill. While a motion for
lea.veto introduce a - can
be opposed, its mere introduction cannot be opposed
Budget. When the reduction of a total grant is
moved the reduction should
not be of any specific
item

92, 915

229

215

215

215

858

178

. .

Budget.
Cuts.
Members
should state clearly object
of symbolic - · to enable.
Government to reply to
criticisms of their actions
Budget motion.. · A note is re·
quired only when a sym~
bolieel out is moved : not
in other cases
'Budget motion. Token cuts
in the pay of establishment
may be moved in order
to urge the abolition of
the post of an offioer whose
pay is non-voted
.•
Business of the House should be
transacted in accordance with ·
mies and standing orders in
force
Criticism of President's - in
the Press
..
Crossing between the chair and
speaker or table or mace
highly irregular
.•
House can come to a decision
only . through a, motion,
questdon and vote
..
Member cannot make a speech
or sign a document by proxy
Members should not be interrupted · when speaking
Non-official business cannot be
transacted on a Government
day except with the consent of
the Local Government and
the leave of the chair
Privilege. Breach of - of the
House can be brought to the
notice of the House without
any previous notice ·
Questions should be asked
.
through the chair
Cannot be discussed
Select Committee aJter concluding i ts business ceases to exist
Select Committee Bill can be
referred or re-committed to
a - when· a motion to that
effect is duly moved · and the
House gives its decision on it
Select committee has power to
amend a Bill even to the extent of nullifying its provisions but cannot insert a
clause reversing 'the principle
of the Bill or going beyond
its scope
.
Select committee. If a member
refuses to sign the report,
disciplinary. action might be
taken against him by the
House on the report of the
member in charge
Select committee. It is mandatory for member to sign
the report if he wishes to. re·
,cord. a dissenting minute

439

496

547

899, 903
993-1004
786
853, 1003
865
204

866

1001
62
863, 965
866

864

858

908
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374

895
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quorum fixed for it
Select committee. Practice -of
- cannot · be regarded as
practice of the Council
Select oommittee. The .mme
of a member to- should not
be pzeposed without his previous consent · • •
·~
Select committee..
Until the
report of the committee is
placed on the table, tb.e
House is not supposed to
be informed of the proceedings
of the committee
Select committei3's rep ,rt-Cannot be presented omittiing
certain clauses inserted by the
committee
Dissenting note is not an intRgral part of the report. It
is only an annexure to it
Held out ·of order cannot be presented even a:ft.er some time •.
If not properly signed 'is out of
order and cannot be considered by the House .•
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Te -

Punjab 'll'enanoy Aot·and the of occupancy land

905

219

893

Of " inferior latid ·" 'by tender

and &uotion on Lower Bliri.
Doab <Canal
••
••
Of leased •land quitted. · by 1Sir
Zu:Ifiqar Ali Kha:n and Raja
Daljit ,Singh · ., •.
Unauthorized- of trees by M.
Sher Nawe,'b, Member, 'Muni·
cipal Committee, Kasur ••
SALE, MB. s. L. '.BII.LfS)Munioipal (Amendment) (No. 9 of 1931). Point of
order re Select Committee's
report
.

650-51

811-12'.

839-41,.
845-46, 865 ·
Nurses' Registration
••
748.'·
Protection against Molestation.
19.9-201
900
Protection against Molestation.
Point of order re Select
864
Committee's report
•• 89.1-93,.900,.
905, 906-07
Services Commission
745
856"57
• SALll OF OATTLE904
Question re - from Government Cattle :Farm, Hissar •'•
595-96 •
859
SALll OFFILTH863
Question r& removal and -,
Kasur Municipality
151
851

Only one report can ·be presented to the House·
••
Should be presented to the House
and not to the chair
Should. be presented to the
House by the member in1
SALVATION .AlwY,charge
864
Question re Criminal Tribes SetShould be signed by all the memtlement in charge of the - in
bers of the select committee 855, 861~
Sheikhupura district
704-05 ·
908
SAMPUABN SINGH, SA.BDABSignature on a blank papee, especially when the report is 'not
Billin existence, cannot be taken
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Question re Supply of ~ to B class prisoners
For A and B class prisoners ·• •

W .JJJ,AB.A.NDI:-

Question re -- for Jhelum and
Lower Chenab Canals

19

Question re case regarding
Tikaya Rimi, son of Mali
Kama Lal, of :Multan City
versus-, Deputy Superinten·
dent of Police, :Multan
••
Oll' FlsREBIES-

Question re -WATEB, Question '!B Drinking-, Shabpur district •.
Electric power for lifting ••
Allowed to ir'uit ga:¢en in
Chak No.. 120-G,B.
WATER·LOGGJNG, Question reIn Khanga.h. Dogtan
Jhang district
Rupar ta.hail
Reduction of -- in Gmgaon
district
WATER EATES, Question reRemission of land revenue
and On the Agra Canal, Gurgaon..
n f elder crops
• •
O 0
On gram
On k!,arif channels, Upper
Chenab Canal • •
WATER·SUI':eLY, Q uestion reRainfall, :._ and relief in land
revenue to Rohtak, eto., dis·
tricts
In Kassoki and J aurian rajba1w

Question re Agriculturist ;__ ••
Pay 9f - in the Kangia district
Zilo:NDA:B(s)·
Budget motion re grievances of .
- on account of closures Of ·
canals
Question re Compensation to - of Kangta
district
.•
••
Indebtedness of - . .
.•
Indebtedness of -, and alienation of lands • .
••
Relief to •.
. •.
Relief to - on account of hail·
storm
••
Royalty to - of Kangra
..
Subsistence allowance to t~ judgment-debtors
Zu.LADAE(s). Question re-Bhai.KiahenSingh.:....
.•
Dismissal of Chaudhri Mnhammad .Ayub Khan, Lala Labh Chand ,
Recl'llitment of - from the
Canal :Pepartment
, Akalgarh
••
\ Appointments
••
ZULFIQAB ALI KHAN, Su'!.Question re sale of leased land
quitted by -, and Raja Daljit Singh ·
...
••

Zilc,DABS.

227
644
987
987-$8

653
587
914-15
162
· 159

32-3
159-60
.,5
,.,..
36
883-84

695-96
154, 833

654-55918

z.

WABBUBTON,:Ma.-

WARDEN

re-

81 PLC-560-17-10-82-SGPP Lahore.

88688-

503-04
92, 916
911-12
912
913.14
913
92, 915
826
274
272
274
5-6
882
3i

753=

:j>

